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APPENDIX I 
G.O. No. 1137, REVENUE, DATED 2ND MAY 1938. 

FAMINE CODE REVISION COMMITTEE--.A!'POINTMEIIT. 

In the oourse of his reply to the debate on the famine demand in the Legislative 
Assembly on the 28th March 1938, the Hon'ble the Minister for Revenue indicated that 
the question of revising the Famine Code would be taken up by the Government. The
Government have since considered the matter carefully and have decided that a Committee
of officials and non-officials should be appointed to examine the question. , 

2. The Committee will consist of the following gentlemen :-
(1) Mr. C. A. Hendereon, a.s.I., V.D., I.C.S., Famine Commissioner (Chai7man) . 

. (2) .. F. M. Dowley, M.I.a.E., Chief Engineer, Public Works Department (Irriga
tion). 

'(3) .. H. R. Dogra, B.SC., Chief Engineer, Public Works Department (General, 
Buildings and Roads). 

(4) The Director of Public Health. . 
(5) Mr. L. B. Green, M.B.E., Director of Industries. 
(6) M.R.Ry. T. A. Ramaling .. Chettiyar Avargal, !II.L.C., Coimbatore. 
(7) .. N. Sankara Reddi Garu, M.L.C., President, District Board, Kurooo!. 
(8) Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur, M.L.A., Bellary. 
(9) M.R.Ry. K. Koti Reddi Garn, M.L.A., Cuddapah. 
(10) .. H. Sitarama Reddi .Garu, M.L.A., Bellary. 
(11) .. .Kallur Subba Rao Garu, M.L.A., Anant!'pur. 
(12) .. R. Suryanarayana Rae Avargal, Servants of India Sooiety. 
(13) .. Diwan BahOOur N. Swaminatha Ayyar Avargal, retired Chief Engi-

neer, Publio Works Department, Tanjore. 
The Joint Seoretary, Board of Revenue, will be the Secretary to the Committee. 

S. The terms of referenoe will he as follows :-
(1) To investigate and suggest measures designed to prevent and mitigate famines 

and to proteot the population of those areas of the Presidency which are at 
present liable to frequent failures of monsoons ; 

(2) to examine and make recommendations for revision of the Famine Code, with 
special reference to-
(a) the purposes of famine operations and the prinoiple of famine relief; 
(b) the soole of wages and allowances and the diet soale ; . 
(e) the size and nature of the task in famine works ; 
(d) the possibility of providing famine relief by works of more appreciable benefit 

to the community than stone-breaking, e.g., irrigation works of suitable size; 
(e) the provisions which require the expansion of the ordinary programme as a. 

normal preliminary to the period of test and observation; and 
<f) the poesibility of reduoing expenditure on famine establishments. 

• 
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,. The Government desire that the Committee should start its work as BOon as 
possible and that it should visit the areas at present affected by famine in the distriots of 
Bellary, Anantapur and Kurnool in order to take evidenoe on the spot and to obtain 
first-hand knowledge of famine oonditions in practioe. The Government trust that the 
Committee will be able to submit its report within three months. 

O. A oopy of the Hon'ble the M;nister's reply to the debate on the Famine demand is 
forwarded to the members of the Committee for information. 

6. The offioial members of the Committee will draw the travelling allowanoe admis
sible to them under the rules. Non-official members of the Committee will draw allowanoes 
as follows while travelling for the purpose of attending the meetings of the Committee :-

(1) Those who are members of the Madras Travelling and daily allowanoes at the 
Legislature aud who have relinquished rates prescribed in rule 7 (2) of the 
the whole of their salary as such. Madras Legislature Travelling Allowanoe 

Rules. 
(2) Those who have not relinquished the 

whole of their salary as members of 
the Madras Legislature. 

One seoond -class and one third-olass fare 
for journeys by railway, mileage at four 
annas a mile for journeys by road and 
daily allowance for halts at Rs. 2-8-0. 

(3) Those who are not members of the One first-class and one third-olass fare for 
Madras Legislature. journeys by railway, mileage at eight 

annas a mile for journeys by road and 
daily allowance at Rs. 6. 

7. The charge will be debited to "20. General Administration-Heads of Provinces,. 
Ministers, eto.-Seoretariat and Headquarters Establishment-J. Civil Secretari&ts-C. 
Rt'venue Department." The Board of Revenue is requested to report what the probable 
eost will be and to state whether the expenditure can be met by reappropriation. 

(By order of His Excellenoy the. Governor) 

To the Board of Revenue. 
.. Aocoontant·Oeneral (through FiDance Department). 
u Finance Department. 
.. Publio Works Department. 
" Local Administration Depa1'tment. 
" Education and Public Health Department. 

B. G. HOLDSWORTH, 
Secretary. to Government. 

H DeVelopment Department. . , . 
.. Members of the t:ommittee (with oopY of Hoo'ble lIIiDieter's reply to Famine debate). 

p....., (paragrapbs 1 to " 0D!y). • . 
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APPENDIX II 

NOTE FOR THE USE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE 
(WITHOUT APPENDICES). 

:I 

The following note on the points raised in the terms of reference to the Committee 
>constituted by the Government is circulated for the use of the members. 

An attempt is being made to obtain for Members' use as many copies of the three 
Famine Commission's reports (the Strachey, Lyall and Macdonnell Comnu..sions) as are 
available in Madras. Members will probably have to arrange to read these and pass 
them on. A similar arrangement will be made in respect of other papers of which a free 
supply cannot be obtained. 

2. Tbe Committee has been askeo. to examine and mske recorn.nl.endations for the 
revision of the Famine Code. The Code as it stands to-day is the result of experience 
gained in dealing with several disastrous famines affecting the greater part of India during 
the second half of last century, notably the famines of 1876-77, 1896-97 and 1899-1900. 
Each of these famines was followed by a Commission which tonred the area that had 
been affected, heard evidence and went minutely into every detail of famine administra
tion. Almost all the important provisions of the Code are thus based upon the r~.com
mendation of one or other of these Commissions. The history of the evolution of the 
'Code (including the Madras Edition) up to 1896 is traced in paragraph 74 on page 43 of 
the Report of the Famine Commission of 1898. The orders of the Government of India 
on the recommendations of this Commission were passed in March 1900 and arrange
ments for the revision of the Code in accordance with these orders were ordered to be 
made in May 19110. Meanwhile the Famine Commission of 1901 was appointed and the 
orders on the recommendation of this Commission were received in March 1903. The 
final revision of the Code was entrusted to Messrs. Elwin and Morin and the revised 
Code was issued in 1905. There was a reprint of the Code in 1914 embodying the 
·corrections issued- up to date. The present edition issued in 1927 is also a reprint 
embodying the correction slips issued till then. It may be as well to point out that 
though the Famine Codes were publications of the Local Governments they differed 
-only in detail as all the important provisions were based on orders passed by the Govern
ment of India on the recommendations of the three Famine Commissions. The Lyall 
Commission considered but rejected a suggestion that it was impossible to lay down 
principles of famine administration that would be equally applicable to all the Provinces 
of British India. It was partly in order to meet this criticism that the Lyall Commis" 
sion recommended that the Local Government or the Famine Commissioner shoulcI be 

-empowered to vary the wages in the Code 25 per cent either way. 
The- Government of India accepted the principle of an All-India Code or rather of 

Provincial Codes with a core of common principle differing only with reference to the 
,administrative machinery of each Province. Consequently the Madras Code was revised 
in accOrdance with th~ recommendations of the Macdonnell Commission even though this 
Commission did not visit Madras and though its recommendations were based on its study 
of famine relief administration in other Provinces. The 1899-1900 famine barely touched 
Madras and the Commission relied on Sir Frederick Nicholson who was one of its members 
for their knowledge of Madras conditions. This point is stressed in paragraph 5 of the 
Report of the MacMichael Committee. 

Up to 1919 therefore it -would not have been open to a Provincial Government to 
amend its Famine Code on a matter of principle without reference· to the Government 
of India. As a result of the Government of India Act of that year Provincial Govern
ments have now complete freedom in that respect. 
• S. The first of the terms of reference to the Committee is to investigate and suggest 
measures de~igned to p~vent and. mitigate famines a;'ld to protect the population of 
those areas In the PreSidency which &re. at present liable to frequent failures of .the 
monsoon. It is therefore first of all necessary to specify the area to which the' Com
mission's recommendations will relate. A statement showing the parts of the Presidency 
affected by famine from the p.arlieRt years for which information is available up to date 
is appended (Appendix D. This statement indicates that t,he famines of the last century 
were more widespread tilan those of the present and that the tracts. now liable ~ 
famines lie in ~he districts of Bellary, A~antapur. K~ool and. Cbittoor. Although it 
IS of course posOlble for the monsoons to fail anywherp. In th .. ProvlDce and in consequence 
110 total or partial loss of crop to occur, it seems clear that this is likely to hannen so 
rarelv in. tracts outside the districts named that the Committee need not consider the 
possibility in any weat detail. Outside the Ceded districts there is far greater resisting 
-capacity and greater reserves. 
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So long as a failure of the crops does not result in a sharp rise in the prices of food
grains, there seems no reason to apprehend serious famine conditions outside the Ceded 
districts. Famine has not been attended by a rise in prices in this I'rovince for many 
years. Whether a failure of the monsoon all over India such as occurred in 1896-97 
would seriously shorten stocks and raise prices and in consequence produce famine condi-· 
tions over a wider area is a point with .which the Committee . need perhaps hardly 

. concern itself. 

It will be observed that there have been no operations under the Code in Cuddapah 
district since 1900-01. During the 37 years that have elapsed since 1901, 17 taluks in 
the Ceded districts have been the scene of famine relief .works, Bellary five times, AIur, 
Siruguppa and Gooty four times; Penukonda, Hindupur and Rayadrug t)J.ree times, 
Adoni, Pattikonda, Dharmavaram and Tadpatri twice and Kurnool, Nandikotkur, Dhone,. 
Madakasira,- Anantapur and Hospet· once. This su.,agests that the black-soil tracts of 
Bellary, Alur and Gooty is the storm centre. . 

Paragraphs 32 and 103 of the Report of the Famine Commission of 1880 summarize 
the causes of famines in India. Measures that will prevent or mitigate famine will 
obviously be either-

(1) measures that will render the .whole or part of the tract affected independent 
of the vagaries of the monsoon, save crops and provide employment for agri-
cultural labourers, or . 

(2) measures that will provide agricultural labourers and small agriculturists .with. 
alternative or supplementary sources of employment. . 

If it is considered, agreeing with the Strachey Commission, that the root of the problem 
is the existence of an agricultural population so large that it devours all the surplus of 
agriculture, the object should be to suggest alternative means of employment. If this 
is considered undesirable or impracticable sufficiently attractive and remunerative supple-
mentary sources of income will have to be suggested. • 

:Under (1) the possible lines of preventing or mitigating famine may be. classified. 
as follows:~ . 
~(a) Irrigation-

(i) Major. 
(ti) ·Minor. 

(iii) Wells. 
'. 

(b) Agricultural practice
(i) Contour-bund forming. 

(ti) Any other dry farming device. 
(e) Afforestation. 
(a) (i) 11'1'igation--MajOT.-The Tungabhadra ProjeClt is the largest project under· 

investigation and has yet to materialize. As at present designed .it will not ,command 
some of the parts badly affected by the present famine, viz., the middle of Alur taluk 
of Bellary district and the Gooty main· and Tadpatri taluks of the Anantapur district_ 
A map showing the location of all the test and relief works now open will be before the 
Committee at its preliminary meeting. This may be compared with the ayacut of the 
project as at present designed which will also be available for Members' study. Atten
tion is in this ('.annexion invited to pages 5&-70 of Mr. Clerk's report of 1902 about the 
irrigation history and possibilities of the districts in question, to the Report of the Ceded 
Districts Irrigation Committee and the orders of the Government detailing the action 
taken thereOD. 

(a) (ii) and (iii) Minor i1'1'igation works and wells.-A statement showing the~ 
number of minor irrigation tanks and wells in the five districts (Bellary, Anantapur, 
Kurnool, CUddapah snd Chittoor) as given in the several statistical atlases and another 
showing the ares irrigated under the minor irrigation sources in charge of the Revenlle 
and Public Works Department are enclosed (Appendices II and III). There is a. general 
indication that the extent under irrigation tends to decrease. The minor irrigation 
sources as well as the supplies in the wells and other private sontces depend on rainfall· 
and if the monsooD fails they fail with it. 

Perusal is in this connexion invited of the report of Mr. Clerk on well irrigation 
at the end of his report and Chapter VII of the Report of the Indian lITigation Com-
mission dealing with artesian .wells. • 

The !'tess Communiques recently issued by tlie Government on the results of 
the boring operat.ions are appended (Appendix IV). Mr. B~llefontaine, water diviner, 
sank six bore we\1s in six villages in Be\1ary district. five of which were in black-cotton 
.oil. The water was fair in one case. drinkable though brackish in another and too 
brackish to be of any use in the rest. The report of the Department of Industries on the 
boring operations is appended (Appendix V). Water that may be found underlying the 
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• black cotton soil is usually brackish, non-potable and probably deleterious to crops. In 
Cuddapah, however, there has been a successful boring recently. 

(b) (i) Contour-buM formittg.-The Villagers: Calendar for 1938 issued by the 
Agricultural department contains a report of the results of bund formation. The Director 
of Agriculture report~ favourably on it though he considered it un£uitable for famine 
lI.bour. A copy of his report is appended (Appendix VI). '.rhe material objection is the 
effect which the extensive bunding of the' country will have on the supplies to the irri
gation sources. 

(b) (ii) Any other dry- farming device.-The Agricultural department has an 
experimen tal farm at Hagari and another at N andya!. A report on these farms will be 
found in the Villagers' Calendar referred to (pages 29-31). 

(e) Afforestation.-It is understood that the Chief Conservator of Forests is 
quite optimistic about the possibility of (1) afforestation with Cassia siamea which pro
vides good green leaf manure especially on stream margins (supply channels of minor 
irrigation sources) and (2) extension of cultivation of auriculata (tangedu or avaram) 
provided that in the latter case its use for green manure is prohibited. He is also in 
favour of cashew for dry leaf manure and tamarind which will stand black cotton soi!. 

(2) Alternative or subsidiary sources of employment-(l) Large scale industry.-, 
No large scale ind)lstry has been established in the Ceded di<otricts. The reasons, 
presumably are: (1) the absence of power, and (2) the absence of sufficiently extensive 
or steady supply of raw materials. There are small mineral deposits scattered through
out the dist,ricts but it seems obvious that if they had been worth exploiting on a com
mercial scale that could have been _done long ago. The Director of Industries will, if 
the Co=ittee so desire, be asked to circulate a note on the possibilities. 

(2) Cottage industries.-Attention is invited to the relevant passages in the 
report of Special Officer. The Committee will have to explore all the possibilities. The
main difficulty would appear to be the question of marketing the unwanted products, and 
the extent to which the Government can legitimately stimulate the demand by means. 
of a subsidy. , 

A suggestion has be-en made that sparked water has immense potentialities and 
11> is understood that an officer of the Agricultural department has been deputed by the 
Government to study the subject in Mainpuri district (the United Provin,es). The Com
mittee will keep in touch with the Director of Agriculture. 

4. The points referred to in the second of the terms of reference are dealt with. 
below. 

_' (a) Purpose of famine operations and principles of famine reZief.-These have 
been indicated in clear and unambiguous terms in the reports of the three Famine Com
miSSIOns. Perhaps the earliest pronouncement on the subject is to be found in the 
instl')lctions to Sir R. Temple, referred to in paragJ.·aph 61 of the Report of the Famine 
Commission, 1880. Government would spare no effort to save the population from, 
starvation or extremity ot sufl'erin~ but t.hey could n,ot un~ertake, the task of preventing 
1>11 Buffermg. Everyone It was said admitted the evlis of mdlscnmmate private charity;' 
but the indiscriminate charity of a Government was far worse. The Commission observed 
that the lesson of experience was that it was vain to attempt to deal successfully with 
these calamities which so frequently deprive a large proportion of the people of their' 
food-supply without a liberal expenditure of money and that in order to be effectual the 
expenditure must be applied with careful attention to the exact conditions under which 
these visitations arise. They recognized' to the full the 'obligation of the State to offer 
to the necessitous the means of relief in times of famine but they made it the cardinal 
principle of t~eir policy th~t this relief should be so ad~inis~ered as not to check th .. 
growth of thnft and self-rehance among the people or to ImpaIr the structure of society . 
.. The great object," tbey said, .. of saving life and giving protection from extreme 
suffering may not only be as well secured but in fact will be far better secured if proper 
care be taken to prevent the abuse and demoralization which all experiences showed to be 
the consequences of ill-directed and excessive distribution of charitable relief." 

The Commission of 1898 while confirm~g the principles enunciated by tbe Com- . 
mission of 1880 which had stood the tes~ of eXperlfln?e depar~ed from them in recommending 
1\ more liberal wage and a free extenSIOn of gratUitous relief, 

• , The Commission of 1901 laid out the main lines of operations on the indication 
of scarcity and in the relief of distress in Section IV of their report. 

The Commission emphasized the necessity for test works, the object of which was 
.. not to relieve famine but to test ,~he. pre~ence of it, no~ to. app,ease bunger but to find 
out whether the people are hungry. ~ e have no heslta,tlOn, they said, .. in recom
mending thnt the omission to open test works should. not be repeated in any future, 
famine." They advocated _that- the test should be strmgent though not repellent that 
payment should be mad'e by results, there shonld be no rest-day allowance or wages to 
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dependents. They concluded that though these conditions may appear hard .. it is of the 
~ssence of test ~orks that the lessons which they are intended to teach should be quickly 
learned and unhesitatingly applie.d." 

The principle of famme relief which the Committee IS invited to criticize is 
sUlJCinctly stated in the introduction to the Famine Code. If it is.to be deleted the Com
mittee will have to propound an alternative. It is generally recognized that most of those 
who resort to relief works are landless labourers who have been unable to obtain wages 

.as harvesters and who have therefore nothing to see them through, till normal agri
cultural operations start again mth the June rains. Unless the Committee is prepared 
to recommend a general measure of unemployment relief applicable throughout the Pro
vince, there may he some difficulty in arriving at a definition which will exclude persons 
normally sUhject to seasonal unemployment in most districts and invariably subject to 
.seasonal unemployment in the Ceded districts. . 

. (b) The scale of wages and allowances and the diet scale.-'l'he history of the 
.question is traced in Section XII of the Report of the Famine Commission of 1901. 
St.arting from the • Temple ration' controversy which has been dealt with in detail in 
the section headed .. 1 lb. ration" of Digby's Famine campaign' in Southern India 
{Volume II) and a note about which will be found appended to the Report of the Famine 
Commission, 1880, the wages question has continued to be in the forefront of famine 
literature to this day. As the scale of wages depends on the classificat.ion of workers 
this question will be examined first.. The principles adopted in the classification of relief 
workers and the ch_ges made from time to time up to 1897 are explained in. paragraphs 
74 and 429 to 435 of the Report of the Famine Commission of 1898. The recommenda
tions made by this Commission and by the Commission of 1901 on the point are contained 
in paragraphs 439, 445 and 105 to 109 of their respective reports. The different methods 
o()f . classifications adopted are exhibited in one view in Appendix VII. 

The main features are: Up to 1898 relief workers were divided into four classes 
including professional labourers, males alld females were separately classed for purposes 
of wages and children were classed according to age. According to the proposals of the 
Famine Commission, 1898, the class of professional labourers was abolished as a separate 
class except the few put into the special class. Sex distinction was done away with and 
the age-limits of the children of the several classes were specified. Dependents who had 
hitherto been classed along with weakly persons for purposes of relief were separately 
classed. The Commission of 1901 in paragraphs 106 and. 107 of its report recommended 
the reintrodu9tion of the sex distinction and reclassification of the age-limits of children. 
The Government of India accepted the latter recommendation but as regards the former 
they accepted the recognition of sex distinction only in the case of adult dependents and 
retoed it in other cases. As a result of the recommendation of the MacMichtel Com
mittee of 1921-22 the minimum age of working children which was 10 was raised to 12. 

As regards wages a statement showing the wage scales ordered to be adopted is 
appended (Appendix VIlIl. . 

The fundamental principle laid down by the Government of India and accepted 
by the Commission of 1901 in framing the scale of wages was in the words of the 

.(}overnment of -India .. tha.t the wage should be the lowest amount sufficient to maintain 
beaJth under given circumstances. While the duty of Government is to save life it is 
not bound to maintain the labouring community at its normaJ level of comfort. To do 
80 would be unjust to other sections of the community besides prolonging the period for 
which the labouring population would cling to the relief works." 

The' Commission of 1901 considered it necessaItJ to insist on this principle because 
false benevolence was at all times ready to drift into laxity and extrnvagance. No saving 
should be allowed to be accumulated from famine wages. Later views to the contrary 
were in their opinion not only erroneous but inconsistent with the first principles of 
famine relief. They observed that in every Pl'omce one or other item in the scale of 
wages prescribed was reduced in practice during the 1899-1900 famine and that there 
was a mass of opinion that even after this reduction the scale was still excessive. 

As a reference to Appendix 'VIII will show the Commission of .1901 reduced the 
-scale of wages but the reduce~ scale the Commission observed includ.ed a ~argin to co",:er 
the difference which often eXIsts between bazaar rates and the prICe whICh the rehef 
worker has actually to pay, To prevent adjustment .of prices on which ~in equ~v.alen~s 
were balled they laid down that the baSIS of conversIOn should be the prIce prevalhng 1D 

the nearest bazaar of the cheapest grain in common use (not flour) but grain cleaned for 
sale. It was later made clear that the Collector should deduct a suitable allowance for 
wastage due to cleaning. 

The question of the sufficiency of the wages was gone into in detail by the ;MacMichml 
Committee (1921-22). The view generally held by the non-officlaJ members was tha.t 
it was inadequate especially the provision made .for condiments a~d vegetab!es. The 
~fficial view was otherWise lind bochange was made. The ~estlOn of making some 
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additional provision for vegetables was again considered as a result of the experience 
. gained in 1934-35 famine. In this famine an additional pice was sa.nctioned by the 
Government for vegetables as a temporary measure but this according to Mr. A. A. Smyth, 
the then Famine Executive Engineer, had the effect of attracting workers and making 
them disinclined to leave the works. As stated above, the question of making additional 
provision for vegetables was considered and the 8m-goon-General forwarded It revised diet 
scale for dependants in consultation with the Nutrition Research Laborato11J, Coonoor. 
The scale in the Famine Code was in pursuance of these suggestions revised in 1937. 
The revised scale allows for 10 tolas of vegetables up to class IV (b) and proportionately 
reduced rates for classes V (a) to (d). 

The great advantage of a grain equivalent is that it sets an easily reckoned maxi
mum standard beyond which the famine wage cannot go.. Provided that it allows 
.. ufficient margin for any unusual variation in the price of other items, no exception can 
be taken to it. It gives a quick method of reckoning the cash wage sufficient to . keep 
:workers in health. The alternative procedure of reckoning every item in cash involves 
continuous book work with which the. staff employed may not be able to cope. 

The most recent amendments to the Code have eubstantiallv increased the allowance 
for vegetables. Some doubt has been expressed as to the adequacy of the difference 
between the grain equivalent and the sum of the items listed in columns 3 to 8 of section 
128 (a). It has been suggested that the cash value of the vegetable allowance W88 
recognized and the cash value of the pulse, ghee .or oil, etc., is in fact in excess of the 

. <lifierence between the grain equivalent and tbe grain item. Collectors have been asked 
• to report on this point, 

It has to be recognized that from 1877 onwards there has been a. conflict of opinion 
between nutritional experts and the Government of the day on the adequacy of the famine 
wages. The experts have pointed to the fact that judged by nutritional standards the 
diet even if received is ina.dequate; the Government have relied on the absence of any 
proved deterioration in the condition of those in receipt of relief. The difference of opinion 
has been largely localized on the qnestion of the adequacy of the vegetable ration. In 

,-deference to the opinimi of nutritional experts this was very largely increased after the 
1934-35 famine (G.O. No. 1954, Revenue, dated 4th September 1936). But there has 
been some doubt as to the adequacy of the consequential increased margin between the 
grain equivalent and the grain iten.. On the otber hand the view has been expressed 
that the standard of nutritiona.l experts is largely irrelevant and that the ordinafy 
vegetable diet of labourers a.nd small holdera in the Ceded districts in a non-famine year 
has to be determined. It has been asserted that the only vegetables on the market in 
any year between Februa11J and June in these parts are onions and brinjals and that the 
normal diet of a labourer and of a labourer's children is far. from conforming to the 
standard set by the nutritional experts. If this is accepted the question arises whether 
the Government are justified in importing vegetables and adding them to the famine 
ration to conform to the standard advocated by nutritional experts. 

Collectors have been asked to report what vegetables are ordinarily available in 
markets in the affected area and at what price. . 

(e) . The size and nature of the task in famine works, -Sections 100 and 107 of the 
Provisional Famine Code, ..1896, contain the provisions on the matter in the earlier years. 

'The task for A class labourers was fixed at 100 per cent of the task usually performed 
by able bodied labourers on ordinary works. A comparativJl. statement of the tasks 
prescribed in the several Provincial Codes of the time is given in paragraph 180 of the 
Famine Commission's Report, 1898. Paragraphs 189 and 190 explain that the Code 
task was found too exacting and had to be reduced. The Commission recommended 
a reclassification of the labourers into the digger and carrier basis now in use. The task 
for class I labourers was fixed at 75 per cent of the task usually performed by able bodied 
labourers on ordinary works. The reasons for the reduction were that a large proportion 

. of the labourers were doing unac?ustoo;>ed work ~nd that ma~y might be physically and 
morally depressed and that the disruptIOn of their ordmary hfe and the novelty of their 
position ~)U relief works mig~t. probably act injuri?usly .on their bodily powers. The 
CommiSSion of 1901 was of oplDlon that these condltlons did not fully apply to test ~orkB 
because these works ought to he opened at ~ very early date ~efore depression has appeared 
and also because the first to come on rehef are the la.bounng classes. They considered 
that in the case ()f earthwork a task romewhat above the Code task should be imposed and 
that if it was", village work the full ordinary task should be imposed. In the case of 
metal breaking tor which special practice was required they thought the Code task was 

,ordinarily sufficient. 
They MSO laid down the rule that the tasks should be low for new comers aud 

should be raised as they improved in dexterity, that tasks should be reduced on the 
appearance of any general signs of deterioration particularly in the hot weather and 

. that they should be raised if people are in good condition and cling to the works. 
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The MacMichrel Committee of 1921-22 recommended a reduction of task on test 
works. The Government partially accepted the recommendation by tixing 80 per cent 
of the standard task on test works for breaking stones. 

(d) The possibility of providing famine relief by works of more appreciable ~enefit 
to the community than stone breaking, e.g., irrigation works of suitable size.-The exist
~g provisions of the Famine Code require that preference should be given to irrigation 

/works as well as works which tend to the local improvement of agriculture-vide sections 
13, 17 and 49 of the Code (1927 e<j.ition). In selecting and sanctioning relief works the 
Famine Commissioner should look to the prospective utility of the works and the 
possibility of their completion within or soon after the period of famine (section 78). 
Hoad works are presumably. selected owing to the absence of any other works of public 
utility which can engage the mass of labourers who resort to the works. Further the 
view of the Commission of 1898 in which the Commission of 1901 concurred and which 
is embodied in section 77 of the Code, was that as a general rule public works should first 
be opened and that ordinarily village works should be reserved until the advent of the 
hot weather or as a reserve in the case of epidemic diseases. Public Works of utility in 
the Ceded districts are admittedly hard to come by. Useful irrigation works independent 
of the monsoon are practically confined to tapping the waters of the Tungabhadra. 

(e) The provisions which require the expansion of the ordinary pl"Ogramme as " 
normal preliminary to the period of test and observation.-Section 16 of the Provisional 
Famine Code of 1896 expressly provided for increasing the ordinary works so as to 
give employment to greater numbers than nsual. The Commission of 1898 said that 
they did not under-rate the immense importance and value of large public 'Works con
ducted on the ordinary contract system in the period between the first warnings and 
the recognition of a. State of distresJl requiring State relief. The previons Commis
sion of ]880 was also of the view that while there was only severe scarcity the Govern
ment would commonly find it sufficient to enlarge its ordinary works so as to offer 
employment to greater numbers than usual but without any change of system. This·· 
with the addition of some help in the villages would, they considered, probably enable 
the people to tide over the season of distress. This provisiqn appears to have been 
embodied in the Code of 1882 but to have been omitted in later editions of 1905 and 
1914. In 1928, the Government asked the Board to submit a draft section setting out 
the position as indicated above and the best way iIi which the expansion of ordinary 
works could be provided. Section 33-A was the result. It was amended in 1933 
imposing conditions under which grants could be made by the Government. The qnes
Don arises whether in a modern famine which raises almost exclusively the problem 
of the unemployment of classes habituated to agricultural labour it I is necessary to· 
make the elaborate arra.ngements contemplated in Chapter IT of the Famine Code. 
The opinion of the Bombay Government on the famine of 1918 on this point is per
haps worth quoting: .. The only general criticism (of the Famine Code) which sug
gests itself is that relief works as such with all their elaborations and artificial condi
tions are generally unnecessary. The mobility of ·the people has generally increased, 
and experience here as in the Central Provinces shows that an expansion of ordinary 
work is both economical an<i adequate as the principal measure of famine relief." 
There would seem to be little difficulty in insisting on contractors paying an ordinary 
wage and controlling expanded works to this extent. An arrangement of this kind 
was worked in Anantapur district thiS year. Details will be furnished if required. 

(f) The possibility of reducing expenditure on famine . relief·-The figures of 
expenditure in 1934-35 famine on works and establishment are shown below separa.tely 
with the percentage of the latter to the total cost :-. . 

Statement showing the total cost of famine relief operations in the Bellary and Anantapur 
districts in 1934-35. 

Dlttrlcta. 

(1) 

Cost or WOTk, 
RmtuitollB 
reller. etc. 

(2) 

Cost of 
,taft 

(8) 

Total cost .. 

(4) 

PeJ'('f'nt.nge of 
colnmDs 

(3) to (4). 
(5) 

B9. lt9. RS. PEB OD'"T.-

• Bullnry 5,31,487 47,769 5,79,246 8'2 
Anantapur 10,35,138 . 79,068 11,44,206 6'9 

In paragraph 378 of their report the Commission of 1898 computed that the· 
cost of special establishments in Madras per 1,000 units relieved was Rs. 4. The figure 
for the 1934-35 famine works out to Rs. 6-2":') per 1,000 units relieved which is not an 
excessive increase considering the rise in the scale of pay. The works are now con
ducted on the charge system recommended in paragraphs 71 and 72 of the Report of 
the Famine Commission of 1901. It may be difficult. to suggest a system involving 
cheaper supervisi,m and equal efficiency. 

D. I. R. MUIR, 
Secretary. 
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APPENDIX III 

14!NUTES OF THE M:EETING HEL:Q IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
BOAR:Q OF REVENUE, MADRAS .. ON THE 25TH MAY 1938. 

The following members were present;-
1 Mr. C. A. Hllnderson (Chairman) • 

2 " F. M:. Dowley. 
3 " H. R. Dogra. 
4 " L. B. Green. 
5 :Qr. R. Adiseshan (on .behalf of the :Qirector of Public Health). 
6 Sri N. Sa.nka.ra Reddi. 
7 '" K. Koti. Reddi. 
a " H. Sitara.me. Reddi. 
9 Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur, 

10 Sri Kallur SubbaRw. 
11 " R. Suryanarayana Rao. 
12 " Diwan Bahadur N. Bwa.minatha 'Ayyar. 

9 

It was resolved to address Goverurnent to allow Dr. R. Adiseshan, or some other 
officer of the Public aealth Department, in the absence of the Director of Public Health, 
to be on the Committee permanently to preserve continuity. 

It was agreed that it. would be necessary to give to all who give evidence before the 
Committee some indication of the lines on which the Committee desires to receive 
information. For this purpose the headings and subdivisions in the note prepared for 
the Committee on the first of the t~s of reference were considered suitable. It was 
agreed that in making proposals for the revision of the Code, the chapter headings ot 
the Code should ordinarily be a. sufficient guide to those who submit evidence. The 
Secretary was requested to frame a questionnaire on these lines and to distribute it to the 

. Collectors, who should send it to intending 'Witnesses. It was also agreed that this 
questionnaire should be sent to expert witnesses. It was decided to invite evidence 
from the following persons who have had ,some experience in the working of the Code, 
or who are experts in one or other of the subjects with which the Committee will be 
concerned:' .....,. 

1 Mr. T. Bhaskara Rae Nayudu. 
2 ". V. N. Kudva. 
3 " Javad Hussain. 
4 " E. C. Wood. 
5 " V. N. Viswanatha Rao. 
6 " A. A. Smyth . 
. 7 " F. W. Stewart. 
a Dr. Passmore, Nutrition Expert. 
9 Sri C. a. Ranga Rao, Supervisor of Industries, Bellary. 

10 Officer in charge of the Agricultural Research Station, Siruguppa. 
n Superintendent of Dry Farming, Hagan. 
12 Mr. W. J. Davis. 
13 " S. J. Balraj. 
14 " A. W. Nightingale. 
15 Chief Conservator of Forests or Conservator of Forests. 
16 Rae Sahib S. Muthuswa.mi Ayyar, Commissioner, Guntur Municipality. 
17 The 'present Collectors of the districts affected. 
rs An officer selected by the Chief Engineer (Electricity) for electric boring of wells. 
19 Director of Agriculture, with special reference to .. spark water" and dry 

farming. 
• 

vor.. n-3 

-;o., ;. 

i 
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It was decided that Collectors and the Superintending Eugineer in consultation 
should determine which Revenue Ilivisional Officers, Subdivisional Officers, Minor Irriga
tion Supervisors, and Charge officers should be examined by the Committee. It was 
decided that the questionnaire should, if possible, be issued by the 1st of June and that 
one month's time should be given for replies. Those who volunteered evidence should b'e 
definitely asked whether they are prepared to give oral evidence before the Committee, if 
the Committee so desires. It was decided that the Secretary should go through the 
~tten evidence received and prepare a note for the Committee summarizing any informa
tion of importance received as written evidence and suggesting the names of persons 
who should be orally examined. It was hoped that it would be possible to do this and 
obtain the opinion of the Committee in time to enable the Committee to visit Bellary in the 
!sst week of July to hear evidence there. As, howeV'er, it was considered necessary to 
visit the famine relief works earlier than July in order to see them in operation before 
the rains break, the Committee decided to visit Bellary in the second week of June. 
The next meeting of the Committee has been fixed for 11 a.m. on the 6th of June in 
the Collector's Court Hall at Bellary. It was agreed that the Commit~ee should split up 
and should visit a fair number of works in groups of two or three. This procedure is 
expected to enable the Committee to obtain an adequate knowledge of the actual condi
tions and was considered preferable to the proposal that the entire Committee should 
visit a small number of works. The Committee :w:jll meet again on the 13th June at 
Bellary in order to pool the experience gained. After its return from its second visit to 
Bellary at the end of July, the Committee proposes to take the oral eviden~e of experts 
and others who can more conveniently be examined in Madr8.l! during the sittings of 
the Legislative Assembly in August. When this has been done, a. number of further 
meetings will be necessary to determine the lines on which the Committee proposes to 
report. The Committee is, therefore, of opinion that there will be no possibility of 
finishing its work and submitfmg its report to the Government before the end of October 
and the Secretary was instructed to address the Government immediately to that eliect. 

C. 'li.. HENDERSON, 
. Chairman. 
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APPENDIX IV 
9UESTIONS ON WHICH THE OPINION OF WITNESSES IS INVITED. 

BOOTlOIIII-MEASURES. FOR THE PREVElliTION ,OR M)TlGATION OF FAMINB. 

1. What measures do you suggest for the prevention or mitigation of famine especially 
in the Ceded districts and how far are they practicable? , 

'2. The possible Jines of preventing or mitigating famine have heen classified as 
follo-ws,:-

(a) Irrigation-MajOf'.-(i) The Tungabhadra is the only lar~' project under 
investigation in the Ceded districts. NegotIations on the question of sharing Tunga
hhadra water have not yet been completed. The project will protect only part of the 
area now liable to famine. Have you any practicaJ know!~dge of irrigation under 
canaJs? The Kurnool-Cuddapsh canal was origlna.Uy:';,.i4tended for the irriga
tion of paddy and other valuable crops on an inten~iv"'scl!le, but in Kurnool dis. 

-trict it is largely used for the watering of, th~ or{mmcy dry crop in years of 
deficient rainfall. Do you consider, Jhat iI~""'l!.,*abhadra water were taken 
through the famine affected tracts, in Bellary~ 4'l1Jl'.and Kurnool taluks and the 
ryots were left to grow wh.at croJ\ ~ey like~ ~i.l!'ila~ results wo~d f?llow? If 
not, why not? Do you thmk that if thit:1iroJect,. matenaJizes, It will prevent 
or mitigate famine in all the parts n,?w liable to famine? If not, why not? 
(ii) Have you any suggestion to make'for making the project more useful than 

it can be as at present designed?, . " . " , 
(iii) Can you suggest any other majo,' pioouctive or protec~ive works which are 

practicable from an engineering .poil;It 'of view? 
!b) Minor irrigation and wells.-(i) :,lit it a fact that the number of these sources 

and the area irrigated by thElm, are, decrel1-Sing? ,..If so, what in your' opinion 
are the reasons for the decrease? .' .-
(ii) Can you suggest any mea~ures that will be effective in preventing the deteriora. 

tion of these sources and especially in preventing the silting up of the minor 
irrigation sources? 

(iii) It has been stated thaF-the minor irrigation sources and wells which are 
/ • dependent on the season for their supplies will fail when there is a failure of 

the monsoon and these will-, therefore be' of no use in 'sea~ons of' distress. 
Do you agree? If not, in wliatway' will the improvement of these sources 
or an increase in their number bl!"helpful in preventing or mitigating famine? 

(iv) Do you suggest that an increase in the number of wells will improve the' 
situation? If so, what steps should in your opinion be taken towards this 
end? 

It has been stated that in black soil areas the subsoil water is usually brackish 
non-potable and probably deleterious to crops, What is your experience? If 
the statement is correct, is there anything to be gained by increasing the 
number of wells? 

(0) Contour-buIld j01f1ling.-It has been suggested that bunding up of tlie lands 
in th'e black soil areas will help to retain moisture. ana enable the crops to 
mthstand drought. The Villagers'- CaJendar, 1938, contains a report on this 
matter. Do you recommend the suggestion? 

Do you think that the extensive bunding up of the tract will materially diminish 
the supplies to the" minor u.-rigation sources? 

(d) Dry jarming.-Can you suggest any dry farming methods which will make 
the ryot more independent of the monsoon and enable him to secure a better 
outturn of crops? Your attention is invited to the reports on 'the AgriculturaJ 
Research Station at Hagan and Nandyal contained at pages 29-31 of the Vil
lagera' Calendar, 1938. 

(6) Affor8station.-What are your suggestions for increasing the area under 
forests and topes? What kind of trees do you recommend for propsgation? 

(j) ~Zten!4tifle Of' aubsidiary sources of emp/oyment,-(i) Large scale industry.
Do you think that any large scale industry is posoible in the Ceded districta? 
If so, what are your defailed suggestions I' • 

i 
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(ii) Cottage industries.-What cottage industries do you recommeud Cor udup. 
tion as being economically feasible? 

~g) It has, been suggested that .. sparked water" treat~ with electricity has 
immense potentialities. Can you give an opinion on this claim from practi
cal el[perience? Do you consider that the suggestion has any bearing on the' 
problem of preventing or mitigating famine? 

SECTION II-PURPOSES OF FAMINE OPERATIONS AND PRINCIPLES OF FAMINE RELIEF. 

3. These are laid down succinctly. in the Introduction of the Famine Code and 
section 127 thereof. While. the State is bound to protect the people from starvation in 
time of distress, it is n9 part of its duty to maintain them at their normal level of com
fort Dr to insure them against all suffering. The wage should be the lowest amount 
sufficient to maintain healthy persona in health. Do you agree with this statement 
of policy? If you consider that any modifications are necessary, what are they and 
how do you justify them if they involve greater financial commitments than at present? 

4. Chapter II of the Code-Prelintina.ry measures of e.nquiry and preparation when 
the rains fail. -What modification, if any, do you suggest to the measures laid down 
in this chapter? 

5. Chapter III-Period of obserrJation and test.-(a) Do you think the opening of 
test worKS a necessary preliminary to the grant of relief? 

(b) Do you suggest any modification to the test work conditions . laid • down in 
sections 49 and 50 of the Code? If so, what and why? 

6. Chapters IV and VI-Declaration of distress and commencement of relief and descrip
tion of .the fJariousmeasures of Telief.-Do you suggest any modifications to the provi-
sions of these chapters?' If so, what are they? . . 

SECTION III-SCALE OF WAGES AND ALLOWANCES AND THE DmT SCALE. 

7. Do you suggest any modifications of the classification of workers and depen
dents prescribed in sections 97 and 116 of the Code? If so, for what reasons? 

8. (II) What modifications, if any, do yon suggest in the scale of wages and allow
ances and the other provisions in Chapter VIII of the Code? On what grounds do you 
suggest the modifica.tions? . 

(b) Do you consider that the existing allowance for vegetables in the table under 
section 128 (a) as last revised, is sufficient? If not what increase do you suggest? Is it 
normally.possible to obtain vegetables on the existing scale or on the scale that may be 
proposed by you during the hot wea.ther when famine works are in operation? Is the 
type of, individual who resorts to famine works accustomed to obtain this' quantity of 
vegetables at that season in normal years? 

(c) What measUl'llS, if any, do you suggest for en~uriDg that the worker spends his 
entire wage on procuring the articles? 

(dl Chapter IX-Gratuitous relief.,-What modifications, if any, do you suggest 
to the provisions of this chapter? Please state your reasons. 

SECTION IV-THE SIZE AND NATURE OF THE TASK IN FAMINE WORKS. 

9. What is your opinion on the task work, system explained in Chapter VII and 
Appendix D to the Code? Do you suggest any modifications and if so, what? 

; 
SECTiON V-THE PossmILITr OF PROVIDING FAMINE RELIEF BY WORKS OF MORE APPRB-

CIABLB BENEFIT TO THE COMMUNITY THAN STONE BREAKING, E.G., IRRIGATION WORKS 

OF SUITARLE SIZE. 

10. What suggestions can you make on this point? Please correlate your answers 
with those under Section I. 

SECTION "'l-ExPANSION OF THE ORDINARY PROGRAMME AS A NORMAL ~REL:wmABY 

TO THE PERIOD OF TEST AND OBSERVATION. 

11. Please see sections 38-A and 212 and offer your opinion on the necessity Of 

otherwise for expansion of ordinary works. 

SECTION VII-REDUCTION OF EXPENDITURE ON FAMINE ESTARLISHMENT. 

12. Appendix D to the Code gives detailed partioulars of the organization of relief 
works. Do you consider that the system is unduly costly? If so, what cheaper agenoy or 
method can you suggest? . .-. . 

,~- ... , 18. Have you any further suggestIOns to make on any of the other chapters or pm-
, "i9ions of the I!'amine Code? Please give reasons for your suggestionll. 
} 

~",,,,.-,,, ~ 
} 
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APPENDIX V 
AGENDA FOR THE ~.1EETING ON 6TH JUNE 1938 • 

. 1. Minutes of the meeting held in Madras on 25th May 1938.-The Government 
ha.ve, a.s resolved by the Committee, been addressed on 25th May 1938 to allow Dr. R. 
Adiseshan or some other officer of the Public Health Depa.rtment in the absence of the 
Director of Publio Health to he on the Committee permanently to preserve continuity. 
A questionnaire was, on the lines agreed to by the Committee, framed and was sent to 
the members of the Committee, the Coll£ctors of the Ceded districts including Chittoor 
and to the rest referred 'to at page 2 of the minutes except Dr. Passmore who ha.d 
already given his opinion on the point with which he is concerned and on which he could 
give expert opinion. A' copy of the questionnaire was sent to the Chief Conservator 
of Forests and another to the Chief Engineer (Electricity) asking him to forwa.rd it tG 
the offic.er selected by him and to intimate his name to the Secreta.ry to the Committee. 
It was also requested that the replies to the questionnaire should reach the Secretary 
before 1st July 1938. 

The Government have also heen told the opinion of the Committee that it would 
not be possible to submit its report before' the end of October 1938. The Government 
have passed orders allowing the Committee to submit its report before the end of October-
1938. 

2. It was !i{lreed at the last meeting that the Committee should split up and should 
visit a fair nll~ber of works in groups of two or three so as to enable the Committee to
obtain an adequate knowledge of the actual conditions on the wGrks. The Committee 
is requested to decide on the grGuping and on the arrangements to be made for the 
inspection of works. 

3. The Committee is requested to decide whether any addition need now be made 
tG the questionnaire issued. 

4. The Government have suggested that the following points should be placed before 
the Committee for its consideration:-

(i) The utilization of electricity for increasing the productivity of the soil and the . 
yield of crops with special reference to the use of the ionized and spa.rked 
water for soaking and sowing the seeds, as is reported to be done in Mainpuri 
district. 

(ii) The possibility of reviving or starting cottage industries of small scale such as· 
the slate industry aU~4arkapur and of carryini out of small irrigation works as 
protective measures, apa.rt from the major question of Tungabhadra Project. 

(ii) The possibility of reviving or starting cottage industries of small scale such as 
system on the lines indica.ted in the Government Memorandum No. 1186-ill/, 
38·2, dated 22nd March 1938. ' 

(iv) The introduction of paddy pounding as a. famine relief measure. 
(v) Deficient diet in the famine camps. 
(vi) The opening of seed granaries and digging of small wells. 
(vii) The ,inking. of drinking-wate! wells .in, the. villages .in the Bellary district 

Gn the lmes saJd to be adopted In the villages 1D the N lZam' s dominions as a 
mea.sut'e of famine relief. ' 

(viii) The Government should share with the ryots some of the risks of well con
struction and advances for the sinking of wells should come from the famine 
funds. 

(ix) Altering the existing scale of wages and allowances. 
All these pointe except the opening of seed gl'anari.es have been covered by the 

questionnaiJ:e. It is suggested that discussion should be deferred - until after all the 
evidenc.e is in. 

5. Any other business. 

MADRAS. 

Srd June 1938. 

vcr,. n-4 

D. I. R. MUIR, 
SelWeta'1l_ 
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APPENDIX VI 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD IN THE COLLECTOR'S COURT HALL, 

BELLARY, ON 6TH JUNE 1938. 

The following members were present:--:-

1 Mr. C. A. Henderson (Chairman). 
9 .. H. R. Dogra. 
a " L. B. Green. 
4 Dr. R. Adiseshan (on behalf of too Director of Public Health). 
5 Sri N. Sankara Reddi. ' 
6 " H. Sitamma Reddi. 
7 " Kallur Subba Rao. 
8 " R. Suryanarayana Rao. 
9 Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur. 

10 Sri Diwan Bahadur N. S~aminatha Ayyu. 
The minutes of the meeting held in Madras on 25th May 1938 were taken as read. 
The Committee fixed the following programme for the inspection of famine works 

during the Committee's stay at Bellary:- . 
Monday ellening, 6th June 1938.-The Chairman, Dr. Adiseshan a~d the Secre

tary to visit Bhatrahalli test work. 
Tuesday, 7th June.-Sri Suryanamyana Rae, Sri .Bitarama Reddi and Sri Sankara 

Reddi to visit some of the Kurnool works. . \ , 
Mr. Dogra, Mr. Green, SriSwaminatha AYYlld"and Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur 

to visit Bhatrahalli. 
The Chairman, Dr. Adiseshan and the Secretarv to visit Mob Gulvam. 
Wednesday, 8th June.-Mr. Dogra, Sri Swamiiiat.ha Ayysi and Mr. Green to visit 

Mob Gulyam. 
Sri Suryanarayana Rae, Sri Sitarama Reddi and Sri SankaraReddi to continue 

their tour of the Kurnool works. , 
The Chairman, Dr. Adiseshan and Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur to visit Kurugodu 

Yemiganur. 
Mr. Dowley a.nd Sri Koti Reddi to visit Bhatrahalli. 
Thursday, 9th June.-Dr. Adiseshan to visit some works near Adoni. 
Mr. Dowley, Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur and Sri Koti Reddi to visit Alur Moka 

Work. 
It was resolved to meet at the Collector's Office on Friday, at 7-30 a.m., in order to 

pool the experience gained and to make snch further 8ol'I'!Idigements as might seem neces
sary. In the evening the Hagan Agricultural Researoh Station will be visited by the 
Committee. The further programme of the Committee in the district will be settled 
1I.t the meeting. 

The Committee decided to approve the questionnaire that has been issued and. had no 
.addition to suggest. 

The various suggestions placed before the Committee were considered and. briefly 
mscussed. It was observed that all the suggestions which the Government had sent' for 
the Committee's consideration except that relating to the provision of ~eed granaries had 
been dealt with in the questionnaire already issued. It was therefore decided to await 
the receipt of the answers to the questionnaire before dealing with the ~gestions of the 
Government in detail. The Chairman explained that the suggestion to open seed grana
ries to be financed from th"l Famine Relief Fund had been referred by the Government 
to the Board of Revenue and that the Board's reply to the Government would be com
municated to the Committee. It was considered. unnecessary to add anything to the 
qu.estionnaire on this a.ccount. '. 

In respect of the Tungabhadm Project, the Chairman undertook to ask the Irrigation 
Development Board at its meeting in July to permit a note on the present condition of 
that project to be put before this Committee. . 

As regards the suggestion that paddy-pounding might be adopted as a measure of 
famine relief, it was decided that much would ~epend on the extent to which paddy is 
consumed in the affected area. Mr. Green promIsed to address the Provincial Marketing 
Officer and to a.sk him whether he could provide figures showing imports of rice into' 
the various Ceded districts. 

c. A. HENDERSON, 
Chairman. 
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APPENDIX VII 
if!fiNUTES OF THE MEETING HELD IN THE COLLECTOR'S COURT HALL. 

BELLARY, AT 7-30 UI. ON FRIDA¥, THE 10TH JUNE 1938. 

The following members were present :~ 
1 Mr. C. A. Henderson (Chairman). 
2 .. H. R. Dogra. 
S .. L. B. Green. 
4 .. F. M. Dawley. 
5 Dr. R. Adiseehan (on behalf of the Director of Public ,Hes.ItW. ,'I 

6 Sri N. Sankara Reddi. 
7 .. H. Sitarama Reddi. 
S .. R. Suryanarayana Rae. 
9 .. K. Xoti Reddi. 

10 Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur. 
11 Sri Diwan Bahs.dur N. Swa.minatha Ayya.r. 
12 .. Xs.llur Subbs. Rao. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were taken as read. 
, I 

The following further arrangements for inspection of relief, works were ma~e:
Saturday, 11th June.-Mr. Powley, Mr. Dogra and Dr. Adiseshan to visit 'Nand ..... 

varam-Nagaladiune. 
Sri Suryanarayans. Rao, Sri Xoti Reddi a;'.i Sri Sankara Reddi to visit works near 

Gooty and if possible to proceed to Penukonda ,nd Hindupur to inspect the test _ 
,works there. '" 

Sri Xoti Reddi suggested that an att~pt should, be ,made to qhtain, information on 
the possibilities of certain trees as sources of fodder.' It was agreed that the Agriculture 
and Forest departments should be addressed. The Committee adjourned to meet again 
&t 4 p.m. at Hagari Agricultural Research Station to study the inlproved methods ilf 
llry farming under trial at the sta,tion and particularly the results obtained from the 
Jow bunding of dry fields. '. ' 

, It was decided to hold the next meeting of the Comn:,ittee at 11 a.~. on Monday • 
.l3th June. 'I" ',' , " '. 

I, 

C: A. lIENJ)ERSON, 
C1uiirman. 
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APPENDIX VIII 
:M;INPTES OF THE MEETIN.G HELD IN TB;E COLLECTOR'S COPRT HALlI, 

BELLARY, AT 11 A.M. ON MONDAY, THE 13m JUNE 1938. 

The following membars were present:-
1 Mr. C. A. Henderson (Chairman). 
2 " H. R. Dogra. 
8 " L. B. Green. 
4 " F. M. Dowley. 
5 Dr. R. Adiseshan (on behalf of the Director of Public .Health). 
6 Sri N. Sankara Reddi. 
7 " H. Sitarama Reddi. 
8 " R. Suryanarnyana Rao. 
9 " K. Koti Reddi. 

10 " Kallur Subba. Raa. 
11 " piwa.n Bahadur N. Swaminatha. Ayyar. 
12 Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadm. 

--. 

The Committee resolved to express its appreciation of the va.luable demonstration of 
the work of the Hagari Agricultural Research Sta.tion, given to it by the Superintendent. 

The Chairman asked the members of the Committee to give their impressions of 
what they had seen during ,their visits to relillf works in the past week. 

Mr. Degra remarked tha.t he"had questioned the workers a.nd found that they would 
unanimously prefer cash pa.yments and permission to go back to their villages to any 
scheme of remaining on the works or of receiving food instead of cash wages. -

Sri Swaminatha Ayyar said that the Government would have their money's worth if 
the worker remained in the camps and were fed there and closely supervised. 

Sri Koti Reddi expressed a somewhat similar opinion bu~ stated that he would prefBl 
to elaborate his views in a self-conta.ined note which he will put in. . 

Mr. Dogra. then commented on the cheerful appearance and healthy condition of 
the workers and dependents and especially of the children. He will send a. note giving 
his impressions in full. 

Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur said that he would give his impressions in a written 
note which he will send. 

Mr. Green said that his general impress~ons were that the conditions of the camps 
were satisfactory and that the children espeCIally looked well: Be was much struck by 
the disproportiona.te number of women who come to the works. 

The Chairman remarked that the census figures, 1931, show that there are still 
more men than women in each of the districts of Bellary, Ananta.pur and Kumool. 

Mr. Green said that he would like the figures to be circulated to the Committee. 
Mr. Green will send a note elaborating his impressions. 

Sri Sitarama Reddi raised the question of the necessity for pregnant women who 
have not given birth to a child within the period of three weeks referred to in the Code. 
returnill" to the camp for a second certificate from the doctor and suggested that this 
might b~ dispensed with.. . The general sense of the _ Committee ,,:as that a certificate 
from the village muns,f glVlng the actual date of the birth of the ch.ld was enough. 

Dr. Adisesban remarked with reference to the first sentence of the note in the 
correction slip at page 39 of the Code that in his opinion the diet for an infirm person 
is insufficient for a. pregnan t woman. _ -

Sri Sitarama. Reddi sta.ted that on the Kumool works except Hosur there wn no
ma.rket Bnd said that, in his opinion, it was necessary that the provisions of the Code-
should be strictly followed in this matter. 
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Sri Koti Reddi and Sri Suryan&myan& Rao then ra.ised the question of the ina.d~ 
qulloCy of the grain equivalent under section 128 (a) as amended in the correction slip at 
page 37 of thB. Code.' . 

. Sri. Suryanaray&na Roo st&ted th&t he hllod ~ollected st&tistics of the foodsuppliecl 
to dependants from all thB campe and that he was prepared to show that the difference 
!>etween the grain equivalent and the grain 'item was insufficient to. cover the cost 
of the other items. It was generally agreed that in the case of classes V (~J and ,V (d) there 
had been a mistake at the time of the iIIsue of the correction slip to the Code, in that 
no addition hllod heen made to the grain equivalent when a considerable addition had been 
made to the vegetable Item. Further it was 'recognized that as the numbers coming under 
y (0) and V (d) are invariably in exceS8 of those coming under the other classes of depen. 
dants; any deficiency in the diet of classes V (0) &nd V (d). would certainly result m 
general deficiency in the diet of dependants as a whole. The Chairman promi~ed that 
the point would be immediately taken up with the Government; 

Sri Sitarama Reddi then remarked .that the kitchen superintendents were on the whole 
an unsatisfactory class of meD, and suggested that it was necessary that a permaoont clerk 
from the Revenue Department should be appointed to these posts. It was pointed out that 
the alterations in the scale of pay, for kitchen superintendents made after the last famine 
precluded the appointment of a clerk to these posts. If the old scale of pay given before 
the llmendment was restored the' difficulty will most probably be got over. . 

Dr. Adiseshan then gave the Committee some figures which he had collected during 
his inspections .. These tended to show that th6re was very considerable deficiency in the 
an:ounts provided.under" other items" [section 128 (a) of the Code]. In one camp there 
was actually a deficiency of 40 per cent in thB pulse item, in another there was a. defici
encyof 75 per cent in the amounts of oil or ghee provided. Generally more salt was given· 
than is allowed in the Code. Dr. Adiseshan also stated t!lat thB absence of any oil or ghee 
in the diet of dependants in classes V (c) ana V (d) in his opinion ill a mistake. He 
suggests that if instead of giving white cholam, a mixture of waite and yellow (i white 
and i yellow) could be provided, this would to some extent remedy the vitamin deficiency 
which he considers to be present in the diet. He said that the absence of vitamin C 
can be counteracted by germinating: a part of the pulse ration. in ,the form .of 
whole dhall. He said that he would elaborate these points in a comprehensive. note. 
Sri Koti Reddi pointed out that the workers are not accustomed to eat less on rest days than 
on working days and thinks that thB workers' wage should be given to workers OIl test 
days also-vide section ;135 of the Code.' He considered tha.t the maternity benefit 
should be raised from Rs. 2 to Ra. 4; He said that in his experience there were boys 
on the works as workers who hllod to· discontinue their attendance at school and who 
ought to be at school. He was in favour of a creche at the works so tha.t the small 
children could he removed from their mothers' care and looked after while their 
mothers' were at work. It was considered doubtful whether the mothers would wel-· 
come this arrangement. In many cases, Sri Koti Reddi said that there were instances 
of children who were not brought to the work and therefore not being fed because of the 
distance of their villages from the works. He considered that Bome cash a.llowa.nce 
should be given when any worker declared that he hllod children whom he was unable 
to bring to the works for this reason. It was pointed out that it would be extremely 
difficult to detect fmud and that the suggestion appeared to be impracticable. 

Sri Sankara Reddi said that he' considered that the test work task, especially the 
earth work was too severe. He pointed .out that no special relief had been given to 
weavers, in Kurnool district especially in the villages of Kodumur, Gudur and Pa.tti
konda where there were extensive weaver communities and in Yemmiganur in North 
Adoni of Bellary district. The Chairman stated that the scheme sanctioned for Urava
konda in Anantapur district would be sent to the Collectors of Kurnoo! and Bellary and 
they will be a.sked to put it into operation where necessary. 

. ' 
Sri Sankara. Reddi suggested that it was necessary to allow girls attaining puberty 

to absent themselves from the works and draw the workers' allowance of the class for 
t~ree d .. ys. He said th .. t he would send a. written statement embodying his impr.ea
SIOns. 

S.ri Suryanara.yan .. Rao said that it would be desirable to have a. standing supply 
of medicines at the district he.adquar~ers hospital so that they can be xapidly supplied 
to the works as soon as a. famme begIns. He referred to the correspondence at page 17 
of G.~. No. 1954, Revenue, dated 4th September 1936, in which the Government ha.d 
negatived the proposal of the Board to this effect. He said that the local rural medical 
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practitioner or the nearest sub-assistant surgeon should be asked to visit every after
noon all works including test works on which for one reason or another there was 
no resident doctor. & pointed out that there, was no provision in the Code whereby a 
worker suffering from fever and ordered to return to his village by the doctor could 
obtain either a worker's allowance or a dependant's a.llowance. He stated that the 
Code was being interpreted in some cases unfavournbly to the workers in this matter 
and suggested that these ca.sesshould be specifically dealt with by. an amendment. 
He pointed out that section 135 of the Code sub-pa.ragraph (3) was not clea.r, as it was 
not definitely, stated whether, three consecutive days or any three days' presence at a 
work will qualify for a rest day allowance.. " 

, Sri Suryanarayana RaO said that he thoug4,t the relation between the proportion 
of diggers and carriers might be re-examined especially by the" engineer-members of 
the Col]lID.ittee. 

He though~ that it should be made quit.e clear that hutting ought to be provided 
when workers wanted to sta.y on the works. ' , . . 

Dr. Adiseshan said that apart from the remarks which he had already made he 
would submit a full note embodying his suggestions based on the result of his inspection. 
, Sri Subba RAw, Sri Swaminatha Ayyar and Mr. Dowley said that any points to 
which they intended to ~efer had been adequstelycovefed by the previous discussion. 

D. I.· R. MUIR, 
Secretary. 
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APPENDIX IX 

PRECIS OF - THE WRITTEN REPLIES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

, SECTION J.-MEASUBllS FOIl THE PREVENTION 011 MITIGATION' 01' FAMINE. 

19. 

Question 1: What measures do YOU8U!!gest jor the prevention. or ~itigation of, 
famine especially in the t;:eded Distncts and h01JJ far aTe they practtcable? 

Majo. irrigation schemes . ...,..Messrs. V. N. ViswanMha. Roo, Smyth, Pritchard! 
V. V. Subra.hmanyam, Rahamatulla 'F.C.O,), C. Vijayarag~ava~, ,C. V. Ra~aswaIDl 
Ayyar, Y. S. Anantarajiah (Tahsildai)! ~nd P. H. Rama Reddi (J?irector of Agllculture). 
among officials, and Messrs. V. M. Girl, C. Venkoba .Rao, B. Bhima Rao and P. ~ma. 

'Reddi among non-officials, recommend the completIOn of the Tungabhadra. Project. 
Sri C.' V. Ramaswami Ayyar also suggest. that -in order to afford relief to tracts not 
&el'Ved by the project, the ques?on of augmenting .the storage reservoir~ at favourab~e 
contour. in seasons of good rainfall may be conSIdered though he thinks that th6lr 
use will be limited in .years of scarcity of ·rainfall. Sri V. V. Subrahmanyam also 
suggests the carrying out of otber projects like the Kumudavati Project, etc. Sri Siva
sankaran Pillai considers 'that the Tungabhadra Project will not help the Penukonda 
part of the Anantapur district and that .smaller works are to be preferred. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur V. N. Viswanatha Rao also suggests the reiilvestigation on a. 
standard of lesser returns of projects such !l-s the Velgode and Owk Projects given up in 
the past as unremunerative, the possibility of damming and utilizing to the best advant
age of the waters of unfailing streams such .as the Gundlakamma, the Bhavanasi, the 
Vokkileru and the Handri and the improvement and maintenance of supply channels 
to big tanks such as the Badvid in Markapur and the tanks in Rudravaram village in 
Sirvel taluk, which have deteriorated by neglect. 

Sri M. N.arayana. Raosuggests that major tanks may be constructed in Pennar, 
Chitravati and Hagan basins. He also states that pwiI~g to the action of the Mysore 
authorities the supplies' to most of the tanks in Hindupur and Madakasira have 
diminished and instances the Manpalli in· Hiudupur taluk and Agali in Madakasira. 
The matter should be taken up. He also reCommends that an irriga.tion survey of the 
entire Anantapur district should be undertaken. 

Messrs. Sivasankaran Pillai anet Venguswami . Ayyar suggest that negotiations may 
he opened with the Mysore Darbar for water for irrigation from the .. Maikanave Reser
voir .. whose waters run within 20 mile. of the border of Madakasira. 

" Sri Sitarama. Reddi wants to take up inImediately major irrigation projects which 
are now either under investigation or under contemplation. Sri T. Bhaskara Rao 
considers that the only way of mitigating famine is by providing permanent irrigation 
projects which depend for their supply ·on rivers flowing from distant places and which 
are unaffected by drought in the districts. Sri M. Devendra N ayudu cansiders· that 
the Tungabhadra Project is not worth trying and that the excavation of a canal to 
Daroji from Tungabhadra Imd thence into the famine zone which lies almost in a line 
and close to it may be con.id~ed. ~essrs .. M. Sitarama. Roo and Bhojappa Sowcar, 
Pullayya. (P.C.O.) and M;addurI NagJ. Reddi suggest the construction of anicut. and 
irrigation chaIl:nels along the Tungabh~dra lind Kistna rivers ,in ord~r to ensure supply 
to all the JD:a)or ~anks ~oth. the !'ubli? Wor~. Department and mlDor irrigation ones 
when the rams fail. Sn Maddun N agJ. ReddL also suggests the deputation of a super
visor of the Agricultural department to instruct the ryots of Nandikotkur etc. how to 
raise wet crops. ,Sri P. Ramachandra Ayyar (F.C.O.) suggests the repair ~f all 'silted up 
tank. at the cost of the Government. Messrs. Akbar Ali Khan (F.C.O.) Sankaran 
(Tabsildar) and N. S. Arunachalam think that, the execution of irrigation projects. would 
go a long way to mitigate famine in the Ceded districts. 

Minor irrigation sources and wells.-Messrs. Javad Hussain V. V. Subrahmanyam 
S. Muthuswami Ayyar, C. Vijayaraghavan, T. R. Subrahmany~ Ayyar (F.C.O.), Raha-: 
matulla .(F.C.O.), and P. Ramachandra Ayyar (F.C.O.), among officials, and Messrs. 
Lakshmmarayana ~, M. N~ra!ana !tao .~d ~. Rama Reddi among non-officials, 
recomme!ld the r~paIr of all eXIsting mIDor lITIgation sources to improve their efficiency 
and the mcrease m the number of wells. Loans may be granted for the construction of 
the .wells or they may be dug at th& ,cost of th~ Government from the Famine In·surance 
Fund and enhanced rates of assessment may be collected for irrigation from the latter 
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class of wells. Sri Balraj suggests a well for every 5.0 acres in suitable areas. Sri p, H. 
Rama Reddi (Director of Agriculture) suggests that in the greater part of Anantapur' 
district and the whole of Cuddapah district which are not benefited by the Tungabhadra: 
Project, the remedy lies in the construction of a series of wells, tanks and spring channels. 
:wherever possible. 

. Mr. J avad Hussain suggests' that loans granted for the construction of wells might. 
be recovered by means of .a. small water-rate on the lands irrigated and the' water-rate 
may cease when ·the loans are entirely repaid. 

Sri Siva.sanka.ran Pillai' recommends that as many old wells as possible should be 
deepened. Steam bore wells are suggested by Sri B. 1lo. Venguswami Ayyar. 

Sri Balraj recommends the tapping oT sub-soil water in vankas and excavation of. 
more spring channels. .Where there are oopious springs, tube wells may be sunk. 

, Sri Diwan Bahadur V. N.Viswanatha. Rao prop!lses an investigation of under
ground supplIes of water at the foot hills' of the N allamalais and their utilization by' 
means of bore wells, etc., at likely places even proceeding to great depths. . 

. Sri K. Sitarama Reddi wants to take up immediately the ~or irrigation projects'_ 
.which are now either under investigation or under contemplation. ;Messrs. A. D. Tandu. 
Mudaliyar, M. Sitarama. Rao,~ Bhojappa Sowcar and P" Rama Reddi want to restore> 
abandoned tanks and to build new ones if possible, sinking of wells and to control the; 
enormous How of water in the existing vankas during the rainy season to feed the 
existing tanks. Sri A. P. Tandu Mudaliyar also suggests the appointment of a special 
investigating staff for the purpose. . . 

Messrs. M. Sitarama Rao -and Bhojappa Sowcar recommend the installation of 
pOwer engines for the purpose of lifting water for irriga~icin from the Tungabhadra and 
Hagari rivers, by private persons to whom permission' should be given without any 
restriction. Sri· N.. S. Arunachalam recommends (1) execution of minor .irrigation 
projects, (2) repairs to qpring channels, (3)" restoration of ruined and abandoned kuntaa-
and (4) bunding of vagus. . 

IndUBtTiea.-Variou8 gentlemen look to industrial development or to the encourage
ment of large and small industries by the Government for a solution to the problem. 
These suggestions are referred to elsewhere in the notes. 

Sri M. Narayana Raa suggests a geologica.! survey of the Anantapllr district to' 
explore mining and mineral possibilities. 

Sri K. Sitarama Reddi suggests that cottage industries such as spinning, weaving,. 
tanning, toy manufacture, cumbli-weaving should be encouraged through co-operative 
societies. Gardening on commercia.! basis such as fruit, etc., should be helped by the 
Government by granting loans on liberal conditions and subsidies and subsidiary indus
tries such as poultry-keeping, bee-keeping, etc., should be' tried at various centres on 
the demonstration basis. He considers that except major irrigation projects the rest 
will be practicable from' the financial point of view. Sri Devendra N ayudu suggests. • 
cumbli manufacture and the conversion of all the mnd houses in the villages into 
stone ones by the nse of granite.~He also suggests the use of charb for spinning. , 
Sri V. V. Subrahmanyam suggests the starting of cottage industries. Sri S. Sankaran 
(Tahsildar) wants the provision of subsidiary occupations such as spinning of cotton, 
wool and silk yarns. Sri Chendan Venkoba Bao suggests the establishment of /{hadda, 
as cottage industry by a scheme of legislation, wherebiY every adult should be made to· 
produce and deliver to the accredited agents of the Revenue department genuine Khadda,. 
of standard width and length. He also wants that for the present State' aid should 
be given as an immediate measure to provide enterprise to Khadda, in the bla.ck-cotton· 
soil area. ' . 

. Misce!!aneoUB suggestioTl8.-Mesars. V. N. Viswanatha Roo and M. Bhimasena Baa· 
suggest the restriction of the area nuder groundnut and increase of area under food
crops, while Sri. Chendan Venkoba Roo suggests a legislation penalizing gronndnut 
crop and favouring staple crop as an economic solubion against famine. 

Sri Diwlln Bahlldur V. N. Viswanlltha. Roo also suggests the revival of the habit 
of storing grains. Ryots should have a greeter reserve of stored grains and the Govern
ment should increase co-operative godowns at which grains can be stored on purchase· 
for long periods. 

The other suggestions of Sri Diwan Bahadur V. N. Viswanatha Raa are:. 
(1) excluding some large blocks of cultivable land from the extension reserves of Kurnoot 
East Division to relieve pressure on land in adjoining villages and (2) colonizing the
Guttalacheruvu Plateau in Kurnool East Division.' . 

Mr." F. W. Stewart recommends more provision of viltaee-sites in places wner& 
drinking wllte, is available in &raer to inorease the rural population. 

'. 
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Sri P. Rama. Reddi (non-official) suggests that if the failure of rains is due to 
disafforestation, the Government should take measures to stop disafforestation a.nd to 
replant the forest area without encroll<!hing the cultiva.ble area. Sri A. Padmanabhan 
(Work Agent) is also in favour of afforestation so as to attract rain. • 

Sri P. H. Rama Reddi (Director of Agriculture) considers that bunding to curtail 
the run-off water will mitigate famine but cannot be consIdered as a cure. Mr. John A. 
Zaccheus suggests the laying out of new roads, extension of the existing ones, conver" 
sian of more frequented cart-tracks into pucca second-class roads, sinking large wells 
and constrUction of culverts over mountain streams which cut the roads. 

The following meaSUl'es are suggested by Sri J. Srinivllsa SastruIu of Halaba.rvi; 
Bellary division:- . 

(i) Collection of land-tax to be made either in kind· or in cash, whichever is· 
convenient to the ryots. 

(ti) Reduction of land-tax by 50 per cent after a resurvey of the soil. 
(iii) Introduction of entire prohibition. 
(iv) Stoppage of the importation of the staple food crops and of the finished products, 
(v) Reduction in railway freights for the transfer of foodstuffs and grains .. 

(vi) Insisting people to grow only grain and not cotton and groundnut. 
(vii) Free grazing of cattle and grant of timber to the deserving poor. 

(viii) Formation of road communications. 
(ix) Manufacture of salt and salt petre without levy of tax. 
(x) Grant of takkavi loans for bunding, removal of weeds, digging of wells in their

lands, etc. 
Question No. 2 (a) (.)-Irrigation-MajOf': The TungabhadTa is the only large project 

under inf)estigation in the Ceded districts. Negotiations on the question of sharif1Jj 
Tungabhadra water Mf)8 not yet been cornpleted. The project will protect only 
part of the area noU,1 liable to famine. Haf)e you any rnactical knowledge of 
irrigation under canals? The Kumool-Cllcldapak canal was originally intended 

• for the irrigation of paddy and other valuable crops on an intensif)e scale, but in 
Kurnool district Vt is largely used fOf" the watering of the OTdinary dry crop in 
years of deficient rainfall. Do you consider that if Tungabhadra water were taken 
through the famine-affected tracts in Bellary, Alur and Kurnool taluks and the 
T1Jots 'were left to grow what crop they liked similar results foould follow? It not, 
why not? Do you think that it this project materializes, it will pref)ent or mitl
ga.t.e famine in all the parts now liable to famine? If not, why not? 

Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao, Smyth, Alagiri Raa, S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, 
C. Vijayaraghavan, Balraj, Pullayya, Gopalam, Thirunarayanacharya, Janab Akbar Ali 
Khan and T. Bhaskara Rao among officials, and V. M. Giri, Sitarama Reddi an~ 
B. Subbanachar among non-officials, have practical experience of irrigation under canals. 

Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao, W. J. Da.vis, K. AJagiri Raa, S. Rajagopala. 
Ayyangar, Balraj, Stewart, Pullayya, Arunachalam and T. Bhaskara Raa among officials, 
ar,d Messrs. Bhimasena Rao, C. V. Rangachar, K .. Seetarama Reddi, Devendra Nayudu 
among non-officials, consiiler that similar results as in Kuroool will follow. In the 
opinion of Sri V. N. Viswanatha Raa, the obstacles to the extension of wet cultivation 
under the Kurnool-Cuddaplih canal are-

(1) Paddy is not the staple food crop. 
(2) There are not enough laliourers to cultivate paddy. 
(3) The holding of the Deccan ryot is large and is Ruited to extensive ~ather thaJ). 

intensive cultivation. . . 
(4) The net yield of dry ~rops in good bl~ck-soil dry land Is little l~s than when 

cultivated as wet and the sale value of good dry land and of wpt land do not 
differ much. 

(5) Capital is wantin~ for sugarcane rultivation. 

Messrs. S. Rajagopala Ayyangar and S. Sankaran consider that for similar reasons 
the raising of paddy and other wet crops will be impossible under the Tungabhadra. 
proie.et. 

Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao and C. V. Rangachar consider that the use of the 
water will differ according as it flows through black-soil villages or red soils; in the former 
it will be largely used for irrigating dry lands and in the lattet for wet crops. Mr. Stewart 
states that on account of the experience gained from the use of the Kumool-Cuddapali 
canal he would not rely on the Tunga6hadra project for raising wet crops on black-soils. 
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Sri (3-. Rami Reddi (Fa.mine Charge Officer) among officials and 1:I;essrs. Khan 
Sayyed Buden Sahib, K. Rami Reddi, 1:1;. Sitarama Roo, Bhojappa Sowcar, P. Rama 
Reddi, President, Panchayat Board, Veldurthi, and J. Srinivasa Sastrulu among non
officials, 'consider that results similar to those in Kurnool may not follow. They consider 
j;hat wet crops are not raised under the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal in Kurnool, owing to 
the length of the channel, consequent inadequate supply, the laziness of t/le Kurnool 
ryot and the cost of raising wet crops but they ar~ confident that wet crops will be raised 
under the Tungabhadra. project if adequate supply is assured and the results of wet 
cultivation are demonstrated to the ryots. Messrs. C. V. Ramaswami Ayyar, N. M:rjt
yanjaya Sastri, and V. ;1\1. (3-iri consider that the same results as in Rurnool will not 
follow, as the Tungabhadra project is designed only as a dry project. Sri C. V. Ramo.
swami Ayyar suggests legislation to safeguard the interests of the Government while 
Sri :a. Bhima Roo suggests that conditions may be imposed to compel intensive irrigation 

{)f d:ry commercial crops if not wet crops. 

As regards the crops for the irrigation of which water .should be supplied, Messrs. 
Nightingale, S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, Pritchard and A.-Ranganatha Mudaliyar consider 
that the irrigation of dry, crops only should be encouraged. Mr. Pritchard suggests 
-superior. varieties of cholam, ragi and other occasionally irrigated crops. An incidental 
advantage is that this will prevent increase of. malaria which it is feared will be one of 
the consequences' of the project. . . 

M;essrs_ Nightingale and C. Vijayaraghavan consider that the landowp.ers should not 
be allowed to grow what crops they like. The former states that supply should be given 
.only at intervals unsuitable for the cultivation of wet crops. 

Sri Vijayaraghavan states that the Irrigation Research Station at Siruguppa should 
in a few years have data to help landowners to select crops to grow on a particular soil 
and under particular watering conditions and that if these are adopted the project may 
not flloil. 

Mr. Smyth considers that it does not matter to a great extent what crops the ryots 
.will grow so long as they make the best use of the water according to the type of soil. 
He suggests that a combined scheme of irrigated wet and irrigated dry is the most ~ 
suitable. 

Sri P. Rami Reddi suggests that the production of graundnut and cotton should be 
restricted and the raising of food crops alone encouraged. 

/ 

Sri C. V. Ramaswami Ayyar considers it advisable to provide for the raising of wet 
crops as in other projects at least to a limited extent. 

On the other hand M;essrs. M. Bhimasena Raa and Chandra.mowli consider that the 
option of irrigating land must be left entirely to the ryots in black cotton tracts in view 
·of the fact r.hat heavy irrigation of black-soil increases alkalinity and the ryots know 
best what and when to irrigate. Suitable red and mixed tracts can very well be acquired 
,by the Government and sold or given away to maximum number of people. 

!!lesars. V. N. Viswanatha. Roo, Pritchard, Unnithan, Raa Sahib M;uthuswami 
Ayyar, C. V. Ramaswami Ayyar, Pullayya, C. Gopalam, Kamakshisundara Sastri, 
Tirunarayanacha.rya and J anab Akbar Ali Khan among officials and M;essrs. A. Rangs.
natha MudaJiyar, K. Rami Reddi, C_ V. Rangachar, N. Mrityanjaya Sastri, M. Narayana 
Roo, Reddi Venkoba Roo, Cha.ndra.mowli among non-officials, consider that the project 
will prevent or mitigate famine in the areas aJIected by it. 

This result will follow in two ways in Sri V. N. Viswanatha Rao's opinion, viz., 
.directly by irrigating dry lands 'and indirectly by raising the. sub-soil level of water . . 

Sri N. M;rityanjaya. Sastri suggests that no consideration (such as the agitation for 
the formation of linguistic provinces) should stand in the way of the Tungabhadra. project 
being executed and that the cost of the project should 'be the first charge OB the revenues 
{)f the Federation or of the major Provinces (Madras and Bombay) so that the minor 
Provinces cannot shirk responsibility. . 

Mr. Nightingale considers that the creation of a .. cooled" irrigated area will affect 
the climate and rainfall of the surrounding country particularly that to the leeward of the 
irrigated area. 

, 
Messrs. O. Vijayaraghavan, Javad Hussain, Kudva, Balra.j, Hejmadi, T_ R. Subra

mania Ayyar, G. Rami Reddi <Famine Charge Officer), P. Ramachandra. Ayyar, Aruna
chalam among officials and ;M:. Bhimasena Roo, K. S. Raghava.charlu, Tandu Mudaliyar, , 
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~. Devendra Nayudu, M. Sitarama Baa and Bhojappa Sowcur "lUong :'!on-officials. 
consider that it will not prevent or mitigate famine in all parts now liable to It. Detailed 
reasons for this opinion which are given by Messrs. Balraj and Devendra N ayudu are--

(1) Parts of Siruguppa, Adoni and Bayadrug taluks affected by famine in ~ellary 
are outijide the area commanded by the project. Except Kurnool taluk ID t~e 
Kurnool district it is not going to help' that district or the. affected parts ill 

Anantapur district. 
(2) Very few of the people resorting to the famine works are skilled workmen 

who could be employed in the aetua.! execution of work as they are not used to 
hard manual labour., . 

(3) The people have now no experience of irrigation for dry crop. 
(4) It may cost Bs. 40 to Bs. 50 an acre to form terraces for dry irrigation and 

the average ryot has not this capital. 
(5) The districts are so thinly populated that it is doubtful whether there will he 

sufficient men for cultivating the land when the project is started. 
(6) M;alaria which w.ill follo"'1 in the wake of the project will reduce the man 

power available for cultivation. 
(7) The soil will ultimately deteriorate and p~ove saline; and 
(8) Reclamation of alkaline soil by chemical and biochemical methods is proble

matic. 
On the question whether the black soil is snited for heavy irrigation, opinions differ. 

" M;essrs. C. Vijayaraghavan (Dry Farming Station, Hagari) , C. V. Bamaswami 
"-.Asyar (Agricultural Besea.tch Station, Siruguppa), and D. Chandramowli Rao point out 

the experience of heavy irrigation of black soil from the Tungabhadra shows that it has 
not produced any deleterious effects. Sri Chandramowli adds that in places where saJinity 
is at its maxinlum dry crops may be raised. Sri C. Gopalam says that his experience of 
saline soils in the Godavari Eastern delta proves that profitable irrigation of such lands 
is possible. .. 

Messrs. M;. Bhimasena Bao and M;. Devendra Nayudu are, however, of the opinion 
that heavy irrigation of black soil will render it saline. Sri Devendra N ayudn cites the 
instances of the villages of Kamalapuram, Danapuram, etc., irrigated by the Tnngabhadra 
,waters which he says are mostly depopulated and more than half the lands are lying 
:waste. Mr. Janab Akbar Ali Khan (Famine Charge Officer) says that regar 'soil is 
unsnited for paddy cultivation. Sri S. Sankaran (Tahsildar) considers that black soils 
:when irrigated with plenty of water would be rendered sterile and water-logged and that 
their productive powers would not he developed. 
, Sri P. H. Bama Reddi, Director of Agriculture, says that if the Tungabhadra project 
materializes, it is possible to prevent famine only in the area proposed to be commanded 
by it. In the whole of Cuddapah district and the greater part of the Anantapur district 
:which are likely to be excluded from the project, the construction of a series of tanks, 
:wells and spring channels is the only solution for mitigating famine. 

'Question No.2 (a) (;J): HafJ8 you any suggestion to make lOT making the project mOTe 
useful than it can be as at pre8~nt d~igned? 

Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao, Javad Hussain, Pritchard, T. R. Subramania. Ayyo.r 
and T. Bhaskara Ro.o have no suggestions for making the project more useful. Others 
bave made the foll?wing suggestions f~r m~king the .project m~r~ useful. _ L 

Messrs. M:. Bhimasena Ra.o, N. Mrltyan]aya Sastrl, V. M. GIrl, Chandramowli Tan u 
Muda:Ji:rar, c. Gopalam, Kamakshisundara Sast~ and B. Bhimasena. Ra.o sugg~st that 
eleotriClty may be .generated through hydro.electrlc soheme and oheap power supplied to 
the districts give an inlpetus to cottage industries. . 

Messrs. Bhimasena ~ and V. M. Girl also suggest that the canals should be wide 
enough for navigation to afford cheap transport. 

Messrs. Kudv .. , Unnithan and Raghavacharlu would extend the benefit of the scheme 
to as large an area in Anantapur district as possible. ' 

Mr .. U nnithan suggests that. the ,!uestion whether the o~ginal scheme or the present 
scheme IS more useful may be lDvestlgated. Under the onginal scheme 230 villages in 
four taluks of Ananta.pur would be benefited whereas under the present scheme it will 
benefit only 70 villages of Gooty teluk. • 

• . S~i Raghavacharlu sugg~sts such modification in the scheme as would secure the 
IrrlgatlOn of the greater portion of the Anantapur distri~t, I.e., A~antapur, Kalyandrug 

.and Dho.rmavo.ram taluks as suggested by the Ceded DIstrIcts IrrIgation Committee. 
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Messrs. S. Rajagopala Ayya.ngar, C. V. Rangachar and Lakshminarayana ~ 
suggest that the project can be extended to greater areas to irrigate dry crops. 

Mes~rs. G. Rami Reddi and Chandramowli suggest that bigger tanka on the way. 
should be linked up wjth the Tungabhadra canals and that water may be supplied to· 
rain fed tanks wherever levels permit. Sri C. V. Ramaswami Ayyar would also have the 
existing tanks in the commanded area fed by the Tungabhadra channels. 

Sri C. V. Ramaswami Ayyar also suggests modifiC,!1tion of the scheme to allow for 
the irrigation of valuable wet crops. 

Sri l'uIlayya considers that before the project is launched colonization by labourers. 
will be necessary, that labourers should be taught to work hard to improve the quality of 
the land by levelling, bunding and manuring and that attempts will have to be made for 
providing sufficient source of manure. 

Sri S. Sa.nkaran suggests that the project should be designed iii such a way as to 
include the west canal project invll<!tigated in 1923-24. 

Sri Chendan Venkoba Rao says that the project could be made more useful if it 
could cover Pu1ivendla, Jammalamadugu and Proddatur taluks of the Cuddapah district· 
which are most affected by the failure of seasonal rains. 

Sri Pullayala Pulla Reddi, President, Panchayat Boord; Pagidyala, suggests that 
instead of the Tungabhadra project, the Sangameswaram project would help the Cumbum 
and Markapur taluks of the Kurnool district which are backward and fallline stricken. 
He has no suggestions to make in regard to the change of direction of the proposed project. 

Sri P. H. RamaReddi, Director of Agriculture, suggests that the cultivator should 
be permitted to grow: any crop he likes, subject to necessary conditions. 

Mr. John A. Zaccheus suggests the construction of large reservoirs for storage of 
water through pipes from pumping stations erected at convenient centres along the 
canals in the low-lying areas. 

Sri J. Srinivasa Sastrulu s~s that to make the project more useful than at present 
designed, traffic should be carried in the "hannelby means of boats or by steam boats. 
for the transport of products like paddy, sugarcane, timber from one part to another I 
which will give labour for many unskilled workmen, etc. 

Question No.2 (a) (iiI) : Can you suggest any other maior productive or protective wor~ 
which are practicable from (Ion engineering point ofvieU!? 

Sri M .. Narayana ·Rao suggests the construction oj dam across the Hagari river at 
Kanchaga;rs, Balagal and Balakunti villages in Siruguppa taluk. The inigation channels 
to run from the sites on two sides of the bank (east and west) and to fall or end in 
Tungabhadra. This will feed about fifty villages. 

Sri V. N. Viswanatha Rao considers that tanks and wells in M;arkapur taluk are 
worth attention. He suggested to the Executive Engineer the investigation of the 
restoration of a ruined tank named Gondicheruvu between hills north-west of Venkatadri
palem in Maikapur taluk. He also recommends the construction of the Venkatareddi
cheruvu tank at Edavali, !j,nd of the tauk at Bommalapuram. The formation of a supply 
channel from the Thigaleru to the big tank at Dupad, Markapur taluk, may be investigated. 

Sri M. Bhimasena Rao considers that any irrigation project must be a combined 
system of storage and direct irrigation. A survey of the old tauks in these districts must 
b~ made e.pd the existence of' such tanks must be taken to prove the suitability of the 
soil for irriga.tion. All these ta.nks should be reconstructed' and Tungabhadra water 
supplied. New tanks in all convenient centres must be constructed and water stored. 
in them. 

Sri V. Chidanandam suggests (a) !Vogur-Vakamada project in Sidhout. taluk, (b) 
Somasila project undertaken as a test work and abandoned, (c) anieut across Pennar at 
Dongalasana in Sidhout taluk, (d) Sagileru project-(i) anicut at Venkamarri, (ii) anicut 
at Chennampalli. 

Messrs. Javad Hussain, Kudva, K. S. Raghavacharlu, Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib, 
Unnithan, AJagiri Rac. Devendra. Nayudu, V. V. Subramanya Ayyar suggest the 
Kumudavati project. Mr. J. Hussa.in states that similar projects may be tried in the 
Chitravati and Pennar rivers in Anantapur district and that the construction of twG 
amcuts in the Pandimeru river may also be tried. 

Sri S. Rajagopala Ayyangar proposes the building of a series of storage reservoirs in
many af the sites which exist in Pennar river basin. One such reservoir near Pennahoba.lam. 
may be investigated .. 
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Sri K. S. RaghavacharJu suggests the bunding 'of the Pinakini and its tributaries as 
well as the Hagari at suitable places, and divert the flood water into tanks. 

Mr. U nnithan suggests the Bhairavani Thippa scheme in KaJyandrug taluk and the 
Mushtiko.vila project in the Dharmavaram taluk. 

Sri K. Alagiri Ran suggests the Velgode project in Kumool district. 
Sri K. Rami Reddi suggests the construction of a'reservOIr to hold up the :flood waters 

of the Hundri river. 
Sri C. V. Rangachar suggests the following :-

(1) Dam Cbitravati river near Nayanipalle, Tadpatri taluk, where it passes ,through 
two mountains. 

(2) Dam Pennar river near Gampamallaiah Palli in Anantapur district. 
Mr. Hejmadi suggests the following for Cuddapah district :-

(1) Harnessing the Sagileru waters, by constructing all anient or reservoir in a 
suitable place. 

(2) Vogur-Vakamada project. 
(3) Excayation of a" spring channel from Panavalavanka to Gotur Malidevarayani-

cheruvu. 
(4) Excavation of a spring channel from ChitrlJ,vati river in J' ammalamadugu taluk. 
(5) The Kanchalamma Gandi-prqject in Rayachoti taluk. 
(6) The Papaghni Reservoir project in Rayachoti taluk. 

Sri Lakshminarayana Ran suggests (1) supply of drinking water to G<loty by means 
of pipes from Basinepalli channel; (2) restoration of Errathimmarajucheruvu. 

Sri K. Ramanathan says that a few years back it was contemplated to dam' the 
Kistna river at Sangameswaram With the object of U9ing the water for four or five districts 

,and that this proj ect would be very useful. 
Sri M. Devendra Nayudu suggests the taking of a canal from Kamalapur to Daroji 

tank. ' ' 

Sri B. R. Venguswami Ayyar considers that the general condition of the Auantapnr 
district is such and the available water-supply is so small that no major productive or 
protective works are practicable. 

~essrs, M. Sitharama Rao and Bojappa Sowcar suggest-
Ca) A dam across Tungabhadre. near Kuruvatti in the Harpanahalli taluk known 

as the West Canal project. 
(b) A smaller dam on tbe same river near Augur in the Hadagalli taluk. 
(0) The .. Madilagatta Didagu " constructed by the Vijayanagaram kings may 

be investigated (the above three may be connected with each other). 
,Ctl! The incomplete tank in MagaJam village in HadagaJli taluk ma.y be com

pleted and fed: with a river channel. 
(e) The Hagarnur, Hirehadagalli a,nd Devagondanahalli and similar tauks may 

be converted into river-fed tanks. 
Messrs. Arunacha.]am, Tirunamyanacharya and ~. V. Krishnamurthi suggest that the 

waters of the Hundri may be utilized for forming a major tank in the Pattikonda or 
Kurnool taluk. Mr. Arunachalam also suggests' the constructi~n of spring channels from 
the Hundri. 

Janab Akbar Ali Khan suggests the Gundlakamma, Thoka.palle, Velgode and Sanga
meswaram projects. 

In It memorandum to the Premier the Rayadrug Taluk AgriculturaL Association has 
suggested the Bymdevinitippa project and 'connecting Dodagatta major tank with the 
ndjoining Chinna N agari river by means of a canal. 

Mr. Arunachalam also suggests the construction of a reservoir on the Devanakonda
Aspari road and at Kodumur. 

Sri g .. Sankaran suggests-
.. (I} 'l'he west canal project. 

(2) 'l'he ChintrapaJli-Byalahal tank project. 
(3) The bunding of a big stream near Mannarmasalvada' of Harpanahalli taluk. 
(4) The construction of an a.nicut across the Hagari at Hagari Bommanahalli and 

Tambrahalli improving the existing channel repaired by Kudimaramath into a 
substantial cano.l to- irrigate lands of ByalahaJ, KadlebaJ, Hiresaboti, Chilugodu. 
Tambrahalli, Bachigondanahalli and Anandevanahalli. . 
'VOL. n-7 
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(5) The diversion of Hagari water to feed the tanks of Arsikeri, Towdur Punabh&-
gatta in HarpaDahalli taluk. ' 

(6) The construction of Rayapuram tank in Kudligi taluk. 
Sri Chendan Venkoba. Roo suggests harnessing the five rivers, viz., Pennar, Chitra,. 

va.ti, Papagni, Cheyya.r and Sagileru instead of incurring huge expenditure on the ma.in
teuance of minor irriga.tion ta.nks. 

Sri PuJlaya.1a Pulla. Reddi suggests the ta.king up of the Sangameswaram project. 
The same suggestion has been made by Sri P. Rama Reddi. 

. Mr. T. Bhaskara Ra.o Blloo-gests that the Sidhapuram project which ha~ proved a: 
f:lllure may now: be investiga.ted as to why it ha.s failed and whether there is any 
possibility of improving it. He a.lso wa.nts an investigation to be taken for Mle improve
ment of the Cumbum tank. 

Sri Y. S. Anantara.jish sllIJs tha.t there is no other major productive or protectlve 
, work except the Tungabha.dra project. 

Sri P. ·H. Rama Reddi suggests the improvement of the existing tanks in the project 
command. He also mentions in this connexion the scheme prepared by Sri Srir'1IIl8 
Ayyar (Executive Engineer, since retired) for impounding water from the Kurnool
Cudda.pa.h ca.nal near its 80th mile or so in a big reservoir for irrigation as well as for 
developing hydro-electric power. 

Mr. John A. Zaccheus suggests the boring of wells with springs in the beds of the 
existing tanks. ' '. . 

Sri J. Sreenivasa Sastrulu suggests the starting of hydro-electric scheme, introduction 
of wa.ter taps, electric lights and rice mills, etc. 

Notes of f'eference-A note on the p1'esent stage of the Tungabhadra Project. 

:Various proposals have been put forward from tinle to time from the middle of the 
last century for inlpounding the waters of the Tungabhadra for a. large irrigation proiect~ 
in the districts of Bellary, Anantapur and Kurnool. . The latest scheme which has been 
engaging the a.ttention of the Government is tha.t formulated by the Chief Engineer 
Sri Swa.minatha. Ayyar in 1933. 

This scheme contempla.tes "the construction of a. dam a.cross the Tungabhadra 
at Mallapura.m a.nd tha.t the water stored in the reservoir will be shared equally by both 
the Governments of Madras and Hyderabad. On the Ma.dras side, provision is ma.de for 
the irriga.tion of 622,500 a.cres of dry crop (kharif) in the months of June to September 
and 450,000 acres of dry crop (rabi) in the months of October to February, or a. total 
a.rea of 1,072,500 a.cres of dry crop in both the sea.sons. The distinctive features of the 
scheme proposed is for the regular irrigation of such of the dry crops as are grown now 
in the area.s affected in the early and late seasons against the irrigation of wet crops and 
dry protection for two months contemplated in the original scheme of Mr. Mackenzie 
and the regular irriga.tion of wet crops only' (omitting dry p,rotection in the scheme of 
Mr. Ireland). 

The nature of dry crops which will be grown in the two seasons will be the usual 
cholam, korra, cumbu and pulses and oil-seeds in the early season and white cholam 
a.ncl ('otton in the la.te sea.son. The former will be grown preferably in the red, mixed 
and light bla.ck soils while, the latter will be grown in the hea.vier bla.ck soil. There is 
eJso no objection to grow groundnut in the early season as a commercial crop. There 
is no idea of allowing irrigation for a second dry crop on the same land for two reasons, 
viz., (1) that the soil will get exhausted quickly, (2) that the revenue payable for tbe 
second irriga.ted crop cannot be reduced on the score that it is a. second crop." Irri
gation for growing paddy will be permitted only in lands which are likely to get water
logged as a result of introduction of irriga.tion. 

Pending negotiations with Hyderabad on the distribution of waters it is not pos
sible to carry on with the scheme outlined above which proceeds on the assumption that 
Ma.dras a.nd Hyderabad will extra.ct ll!lr·5 T.M. cubic feet each from the river Tunga,. 
bhadra.. The present Chief Engineer has, therefore, formulated four alternative partial 
Bchemes to utilize the quantity of water to which the Madras Government is indisputably 
entitled. These schemes are capable of expansion to -the area contemplated in the full 
scheme proposed by Sri Swaminatha Ayyar in 1933. The four a.lterna.tive schemes are 
briefly described below. 

ScheDle 1l provides for--
(1) Irrigating dry crops (chiefly oambodia or other high yielding cotton in rotation 

with cholaDl) between October and February (or preferably earlier in the year, 
IIIV, froDl July to November if the experiments show that cotton can be grown 
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successfully in those months) on 550,000 acres tin Bellary and Anantapu~ 
districts) commanded by the 1933 project canal from its head MolagavaJli 
cutting at mile 180/0. 

(2) Improving and extending the existing Rampur channel to irrigate wet crops 
(paddy chiefly) between June and December on 60,000 acres in Bellary and 
Kurnool district (contour about + 1060). 

Scheme B provides for--' '. 

(1) Irrigating dry crops-between October and February (or preferably ear~er in 
the year if the experiments show this to be ,pcsSlble) lIl: the first 80 miles of 
1933 project canal (from the dam to the Chinna Hagan crosSlllg) on 240,000 
acres. 

(2) Constructing an 'anicut jointly with Hyderabad at Rajolibanda, nine miles 
upstream of the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway bridge over the Tung .... 
bhach'll and. excavating a canal, 70 miles long, to irrigate 110,000 acres of wet 
crops of which 65,000 acres will be in Kurnool district (at about contour+ 
1090). 

Scheme C provides for-
(1) Irrigating dry crops between October and February (or preferably. earlier in 

the yea,r if experiments show this to be pcssible) in the first 80 miles of the 
project canal (from the dam up to Chinna Hagari ·crossing) on 240,000 acres. 

(2) Dropping the canal water into the Chinna Hagari and picking it up at all 
anicut on the Hagari, seven miles downstream of the railway bridge over the 
Hagari, and excavating a canal, 72 miles long, to irrigate 140,000 acres of dry 
crops as in (1) (contour + 1300). 

Note.-If on detailed investigation it is found feasible to drop the ·supply required for this 
contour channel from the Hagari into one of ita tributaries near Bellary at about the 62nd mile 
of the cana.l, there will be somo appreciable reduction in the cost of the main canal in the reach 
below Bellary. . 

(3) Same canal as (2) in Scheme B with the area limited to 90,000 acres and the 
length reduced to 60 miles. 

Scheme D provides for-
(1) Irrigating dry crops between October and February (or preferably earlier in 

the year if the experiments.. show this to be possible) in the first 167 miles of 
the project canal (from the dam up to the head of the Anantapur distributary 
near Guntakall on 470,000 acres. 

(2) Constructing an anicut jointly with Hyderabad at Rajolibanda as in Scheme 
B, to irrigate 100,000 acres of dry crops of which 65,000 acres will be in Kurnool 
at about contour + 1000. 

The partial schemes propo.ed by the Chief Engineer were recently considered by 
the Irrigation Development Board at its meeting; dated 6th July 1938, and its conclusions 
are set forth below . 

.. Before dealing with the modifications to the present scheme propcsed by the 
Chief Engineer and the Board of Revenue, the Irrigation Development Board considers 
it necessary to record what it believes to be the scope of the scheme at present before 
the Government. It is a scheme for the regular irrigation of such of the dry crops as 
are grown now in the areas aflected in the early and late seasons. Pllddy is to be 
allowed on lands likely to get water-logged as a result of .the introduction of irrigation, 
but not otherwise. A restricted area of sugarcane concentrated near the main canal may 
be allowed. 

The ayacut is to consist of most of Bellary and Siruguppa talnks, parts of Hospet, Alur, 
Adoni, Kurneol and Pattikonda talnks and a small part of Gooty taluk. 

As regards water rates, though no definite proposals have been put forward, Mr. 
Priestley was instructed by the Irrigation Development Board, beforE' he proceeded cn 
hiB special duty as Revenue Officer, to explain to the ryots that, as in the Lower Bhavani 
scheme, the cess will hav.e to be paid every y~ar irrespectiv~ of the nature of the crops 
and whether water IS or IS not. used. Mr. Priestley, assummg a capital expenditure of 
thirteen crores and a return of 3 per cent with rates of Rs. 10 for a wet crop and Rs. 5 
for an irrigated dry crop, sta,tpd that such payments would appeal to nobody even if 
people could make them, which they obviously could not. ' 

The Irrigation Development Board is therefore of opinion that in spite of th .. 
encouraging co~clusions arrived at by Sri Venkataramiah as to the' irrigability with 
suitable precautIonS of the commanded &re&, the present position is profoundly unsatis
factory. 
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. The experiments at. Siruguppa ~ave o~ the advice of the Irrigation ~evelopwent 
Board been confined mamly to the light lITIgatIOn of the crops now grown in the area. 
commanded. The Board considered that it was useless to employ costly manures or other 
aIds to .better outturns beyond the means of the average ryot. But unless irrigation 
results m outturns far above' those at present obtained it will be impossible to levy the 
necessary rates over the entire commanded area. 

It would be even less feasible to allow the ryots the option which they have in the 
greater part of the ayacut of the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal to take or' refuse water at 
~l and to pay for it only when it is used. Experience especially in the Kumool dis
trIct, ~howB. that water is. taken from t~e canal to irrigate dry crops only when there ifl 
a partIal faIlure of the rams and that lIttle or no attempt is made to irrigate dry crops 
regularly. It would be clearly impossible to provide a new project on these terms. . 

It therefore follows that if ~he scheme is to go through at lJ,1l it is imperatively 
necessary to raise the gross outturns and the money value of the crops in the commanded 
area to a level at which the necessary cess can be 'levied without difficulty. . 

Too much stress has, in the Board's opinion,been laid on the protection which it 
is hoped the scheme will afford to the tracts at pl'esent frequently visited by famine. 
The Board doesnot believe, that even if the present scheme could be carried out on sound 
financial principles, it would obviate for all time all expenditure on famine relief. Much 
of the area now most frequently visited by famine, especially in Alur taluk and in Ananta
pur district, is outside the 'proposed ayacut, and, though no doubt a certain amount o~ 
migratory labour from say Hindupur and Penukonda taluks could find employment within 
the commanded area ~n times of scarcity, the tendency would undoubtedly be for the popu
latIOn in the commanded area to rise and eventually produce its own full labour force. 

The Irrigation Development Board is forced to the conclusion that the natural 
desire to protect the maximum. area commandableat a price which the ryot can pay 
from the crops which he now grows can only result in stalemate. It is, therefore, of 
opinion that the problem should be viewed from another angle and that the aim should be 
to produce a commercial proposition which would incidentally be famine protective. 

The following proposals are, therefore, unanimously put forward for the consideration 
of the Gov~rnment:-

(1) The experiments at Siruguppa should prOceed on the assumption that there 
win be regular irrigation with Tungabhadra water of all the commanded area 
and that the ryots will be made to pay for it, whether they take it or not, by 
legislation. 

(2) The scope of the experiments should be enlarged to find out· the crop or crops 
that will ensure the largest return to the ryots. 

(3) The possibility that the project should be mainly for the irri~ation of Cambodia 
cotton or other suitable types mcludmg American and Egyptian should be care
fully explored. Already experiments at Siruguppa have demonstrated. t~e 
impl1ldicability of irrigating the· cotton locall;v gro~n. On the other hand, 1ITl

gated Cambodia cotton grown at tbe Hagan statIOn has glven larger outturns 
than those obtained at Coimbatore. 

The Board has carefully conS'idered the four schemes of partial development put 
forward by the Chief Engineer for Irrigation. The Chief Engin~er'~ proposal ha~ ~he 
inestimable advantage of allowing work to be begun thereby mCldentally proVIdmg 
employment for large numbers of labourers as soon as an inte~ agreement with ~yde:ra
bad is arrived at. Scheme B involves the smallest commItment and the IrrI~atron' 
Development Board a."orees with the C~ef Engineer that th~ sche~e .should ~e smgled 
out for detailed investigation. It. accor?ingly recom~ends the mvestwation of this scheme 
from the revenue point of view mcludmg the frammg a revenue estImate. The revenue 
estimate should be prepared separately for the first and all subsequent stages. The 
estimated return on the first stage may be fixed ~ll.vin€1 re~ard to the fact that a~1 subse
quent expansion will show a clear profit. The mvestlgatmg officer should cons~der the 
possibly deleterious effects of a. small admixture of Hagari wate~ where the ca~al IS taken 

'the Hagari and the question of the crop to be grown m the ayacut In .Kurnool 
df;~J~t should be left entirely open until the eltperiments now suggesteil at SIru"auppa 
are over. 

The Irrigation Development BO&l'd's PT?posals are ~erefore-
(1) Intensive experimental work at Slruguppa to dIscover the most paying crops 

for the project area. ... 
(2) The detailed investigation from the revenue pomt of VIew. on the ~asis ?f resu~ts 

obtained at Siruguppa. of the scheme favoured by the ChIef Eng;neer In .aU Its 
stages up to approximatefy the full ayacut as proposed by Sn SwamInatha 
Ayyar. 
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The most difficult problem ha.s however still to be solved, namely, how to compel the 
zyots to grow the. a,pproved crops in the proper way on the selected area, 80 tha,t the 
n.ecessa,ry wa,ter rates may be paid. '.rhe Irrigation Development Board cannot suffi
CIently stress the extreme difficulty a,nd complexity of this problem. Much or-the area. 
oommanded IS now parcelled out in comparatively large holdings indifferently cultivatect 
?wmg to unfavo?I',,:ble seasons, l&ek of manure and lack of ca.pitaJ. What is now proposed 
18 to convert this mto a regularly irrigated tract entirely inqependent of the va.,"llories 0( 
the mon",?ons, producing the crops which will show the maximum profits and paying 
WIthout difficulty the necessa,ry return on capital e:sopenditure. The Irrigation Develop
ment Board is very doubtful whether the mere provision of an unfailing supply of water 
and the advice and assistance of the AgriculturaJ department would produce the desired 
results and is inclined to agree with the Boa.rd of Revenue that a measure of compulsion 
to which ryots in this province are not accustomed will be necessary. The Irrigation 
Development Boord therefore agrees with the Board of Revenue that, after the experinIents 
at Siruguppa have produced sufficiently reliable results, an experinIent which would 
give a clear indication of the commerciaJ possibilities of the scheme, and might if success
fl,ll open the way to a drastic remodelling of the agricultural economy of the commanded 
area, should be undertaken. The suggestion is that the Government should acq~ 
under the Land Acquisition Act two or three contiguous villa,,<>'BS to which Tungabhadra 
water could be brought by a temporary channel. The bought-out ryots should, if .they 

.80 desire, be retained a.s the tenants of the Government, if not, other tenants from 
outside should be introduced. The entire area thus acquired should be cut up into 
convenient plots and allotted to tenants on the following conditions:- . 

(1) All ·agricultural processes should be managed and controlled by an officer of· 
the Agricultural department. ~ 

(2) The crops should be marketed by the Government and the proceeds paid to 
the cultivators less a rent which will be the sum of the following amounts :
(i) The land revenue now paid on ~e plots held by the cultivator; 
(ti) the water-rate that may be fixed for the project; 
(iii) interest cha.rges··or any initial capital expenditure on agriculture,-improved 

agricultural machinery or manure provided by the Government; . 
(iv) a small charge to pay for the cost of management; and 
(v) a small interest charge to cover the initial e:sopenditure on land acquisition 

incurred by the Government. 
N.B.-The rate of interest on all initial capita.l expenditure including management need 

not ne 'easar-ily be that at which the Government could profita.bly invest its funds. It may 
be fixed as low as possible, taJring into account aU the indirect returns likely to be 
obta.inE"d from the scheme including the general amelioration of the condition of the 
la.bouring classes. 

In the llTigation Development Boord's -opinion the sug~sted experiment would 
at one a;'d the same time produce the larg13 demonstration farms which the Chief Engi
neer wants, provide a conclusive test of the commercial p<lssibilities of the project and 
be of great evidentiary value on the question of the extent to which State ownership and 
control would result in the improvement of the condition of the people of .these tracts .. , 

It was also suggested that an officer of the Revenue and the Agricultural departments 
might be deputed to study the conditions in the Gezira project in the Sudan which is 
largely for the irrigation of cotton and is run on commercial lines including the marketing 
of cotton. 

Question No.2 (b)-Minor irrigation and wells: 

(I) I s' i~ a fact that the number of these sources· and the area irrigated by them are 
dec.-easing? If so, what in your opinion are the reasons for the decrease? 

(i.) Can you suggest any measttres that 'Dill be effective in preIJenting the deterioration 
Of these s~rce8 and especially in p1'eIJenting the silting up of the minor irrigation 
sources? 

(iii) n has been stated that the minor irrigation sources and wells which are-dependant 
on the! season for their supplies wil! fail WMn there is a failure of the monsoon and 
these wil! therefore be of no use in seasons of distress. Do you agree? If not, i1l 
what way will the improIJement of these sources or an increase in their number be 
helpful in p1'8fJenting or mitigating famine? • 

(;0) Do you suggest that an increase in the number of wells wl1l imp1'o"e the situation? 
If so, what steps sholtld in your o!'inion be taken towards this end? 

It ha .• been stated that in black soil areas the 81/bsoil water is Itsually brackish, non-pot
able and probably deleterious to crops. What is your experience? If the statemenf 
is correct, is there anything to be gained by increasing th~ nllmber of wells? 

VOL. II~ 
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(i) MORt of the gentlemen admit that it is a fact that the number of these sources 
and the area irrigated by them are decreasing and the reasons for SQclt a. decrease are 
attributed to one or more of the "following causes, viz., (a) failure of seasonal rain, 
(b) want~f efficient and proper repairs to the tanks, wells and channels, (e) silting up 
of tanks and the consequent decrease in their capacity, (d) increase in the ayacut due t,() 

conversion of lands from dry to wet without regard to their capacity, (e) abandonment 
of tanks, etc., (tJ disafforestation. 

Sri V. N., Viswanatha Rao states that he does not agree that the number of these 
sources ia decreasing though he sees that the area. irrigated by them is decreasing. 
Ur. A. A. Smyth is unable to offer any opinion on this. Sri T. Sivasankarau Pillai says 
that there is no decrease in the number of wells but that the supply in them is diminish
ing. Messrs. K. M. Unnithan and K. Alagiri Rae do not agree with the statement that 
the number of. these sources and the area irrigated by them are decreasing. On thE' 
other hand, Mr. Unnithan states that there has been a slight increase in the number of 
wells and that the extents cultivated under the sources have been varying due mostly 
to uncertain rainfall. M;essr~. V. S. Hejmadi and V. V. Subrahmanyam say that only 
the area irrigated by these sources is decreasing. Mr. V. V. Subrahmanyam also states 
that onbythe number of wells in use has decreased appreciably. Sri W. Tirunarayana.
charya (Famine Charge Officer) sa,ys that he has no definite knowledge about the decrease 
in thq number of the sources but that the area irrigated under tanks is certalOly decreaslDg. 

(ii) The measures suggested effectively to prevent the deterioration of these sources 
and especiaJly their silting up are (a) construction of silt traps at the' inlets of supply 
channels to the bigger tanks, (b) removal of silt clearance under kudimaramat, (e) control 
of soil erosion by means of afforestation, etc., (d) raising the bunds and F.T.h of tank,; 
so as to have more water, (e) extensive contour trenching on the tank foreshore with 
the co-operation of the Forest department, (tJ keeping the feeder channels in order, 
(g) restoration of abandoned tanks and channels, (h) construction of reservoirs to store 
up the. Pennar water which will also prevent the deterioration of the sources, (i) the 
lowering of the tank-beds now and then, and (i) the revision of the ayacut under these 
sources and reduction to the minimum where necessary. 

Mr. Javad Hussain suggests, so far as AnaI\tapur district is concerned, the carrying 
out of repairs and removal of silt, etc., to the channels and tanks at the cost of the 
Government as the ryots of the district are too poor. Sri T. Sivasankaran Pillai refers 
to the suggestions made by the (now defunc.t) Tank Restoration Scheme department anrl 
contained in ·the Legislative Council Proceedings of 1921. . 

Mr. Pritchard swys that in respect of supply channels which have been badly 
neglected, the ryots should do the silt clearance though the Government may do it partially 
in the case of channels which are particularly long. He agrees with the suggestion of 
Sri Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar that the ryots should be assisted in the silt 
clearance I?y the formation of herms, etc. 

Mr. K. M. Unnithan would like to leave the suggestions to be made to the Engineer
ing department. 

Sri K. Rami Reddi suggests (a) the ryots must be allowed to take the soil of the 
tanks free of cost, (b) the Government must repair all the small drains running from the 
mq,iol canal to the fields, and (e) the Government must provide each village with boring 
wells sufficient for purposes of drinking water and cultivation. 

Sri N. Mritvanjaya Sastri suggeets among others (a) to reinforce the bunds of the 
tanks and to entrust the work to the village panchayat on a statutory basis, (b\ to revise 
lhe kudimaramat scheme, and (e) to double the tank restoration establishments in these 
districts. 

Mr. Balraj says that for improving the wells the ryots must be encouraged to take 
loans from the Government on nominal interest or even ~ithou~ any interest a~d that 
mote co-operative societies should be formed and that fammerelief work should lUclude 
the silt clearance. 

Sri A. D. Tandu Muda.liyar suggests the fonnation of an Irrigation Board consisting 
ilf ru"n with local knowledge to guide the department wherever necessary for the Pllr
pose. The same suggestion has also been made by Sri B. Bhima Rao. 

Mr. V. V. Subrahma.nyam says that in future fan:ines. the entire labour available 
'should be diverted to the restoration of tank and th~t legIslatlOn should be passed making 
it compulsory for every adult in the vill~e to C?ntribute labour for a certain number of 
.days for the improvement of the tanks m the village. . 
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Sri S. Ssnkarsn (Tahsildar) suggests (a) that the Government should undertake the 
repairs to supply channels to the tanks and the removal of all shrub growth, only the 
repairs to channels leading from the sluices to the fields being left to the ryots, (b) that 
th~ir inspection must be more vigorous than at present, supervised by a panchayat of 
the village and minor irrigation overseer with one or two maistris under him for keeping 
them in order, (c) that periodical reports inay be prescribed for reporting on their condi
tions every ,!uarter and necessary funds supplied for exeeuting the repairs, (d) that the 
removal of earth silted up in the beds of the tanks should be allowed free to the ryots ta 
manure their lands, (e) that the panchayat should be given powers to enforce· the 
removal being done in the off season in :March and April when the tanks are empty. 
(f) that in cases where the ryots do not 'remove slit, the panchayat should have it done 
under kudimaramat labour and (g) that suitable contrivances may be provided at the 
mouth of the suppl:;o channels of each tank for preventing the silt entering the bed of the 
tanks. 

(ill) The majority of the witnesses agree with the statement that minor irrigation 
bources and wells will fail when there is a failllre of the monsoon and that they wlll there
fore be of no use in times of distress. Messrs. M. Bhimasena Rao, K. S. Raghavacharlu, 
Pritchard, G. Rami Reddi, C. V. Rangachar, S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, S.J. Balraj, Muthu~ 
swami Ayyar, V. V. Subrahmanyam do not entirely agree. They consider that an 
impJ'Ovement in the number and in the condition' of these sources will go s long ws) in 
,mitigating. if not altogether preventing, the rigours of famine. The suggestions made 
'to this end more or less cover the same given with reference to item (ii) above. One 
important suggestion made is the sinking of deep bore· wells to tap the underground 
~ources. 

(iv) The majority of persons who have given written evidence agree 0Ii. the point 
that an increase in the number of wells will certainly improve the situation. Mr. Javad 
Hussa.in says that he does not think that a mere increase in the number of wells will improve 
the situation unless the wells are extremely deep and there is a guarantee of a. never 
1ailing supply. Mr. V. N. Kudva states that the situation will not be improved by increas
ing the number of wells as it may ,not be possible to tap adequate supplies of water in the 
'Wells. Sri C. Gopalam (work agent) states that increasing the number of wells in black 
BOil will be of no avail while it will be of much use in red soil tracts. Sri Y. S. Ananta
xajiah states that there is no possibility to increase the number. of wells in the Bellary 
taluk as the subsoil water is brackish. , 

The opinion of the witnesses on the question whether in the black soil areas the 
subsoil water is usually brackish, non.pot",ble and deleterious to crops, or not, and 
whether there is, if the statement is correct, anything ~o be gained by increasing the 
.number of wells, is divided. Sri K. R. Rajagopalan, the nominee of the Chief Engineer 
(Electricity), does not agree with the view as a result of actual experience he has bad 
in the Cuddapab district. He also says that, even if the water cannot b~ used directly 
for irrigation, it may be used after mixing it with the water drawn from shallow wells for 
irrigation. He considers such a course will be posRible in the areas under reference. 

• A variety of suggestions have been made by the witn~sses for improving the number of 
wells. . 

Sri K. R. Rajagopalan considers shallow ones to be of no use in seasons of distress. 
'On the other hand, he suggests that geophysical study of the districts in question should 
be made and bore-wells sunk in suitable areas for tapping subsoil water for drinking 
and irrigation purposes. 

Miscellaneous suggestioll8.-Sri A. Ranganatha Mudaliyar recommends that water
rates under spring channels should be-reduced, speeially where the ryots have long lengths 
'Of channels in river-beds to excavate and take care of. 

The Government have asked the CommIttee to consider (1) the recommendation 
'Ilf the sub-committee for AgricultllXBol DeVelopment of the Provinoial Economic Counoil 
viz., .. that the Government shoUld share with the ryots some of the risks of well 
construction and advances for the sinking of wells should come from the Famine Insurance 
Fund .. and (ii) suggestio~ of Sri ~. Bhima Rao, Advocate, Bella.ry, regarding the sinking 
of drinking water wells m the Villages of the Bellary distnot from the Famine Relief 
~'ulJd, on the lines carried out by one Sri Venugopal, Executive Engineer, Gulburga., in 
1,he N izlWl' s Dominions. 

Notes of reference-A note by the Director of Industries on the BUrney of unde1'_ 
ground water resources of the Ceded districts (without the annexures). 

Of the total rainfall that falls on the earth's surface, a portion is evaporated either 
-directly or indirectly by transpiration through the growth of plants, a portion r'uns oft 
through streams and rivers into inlan,d lakes o.r tanks, w?i\st ~he remaining portion 
'!links into the ground through pores m the soil and openmgs m rocks and beeomes 
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underground water.· The <J,uantity of water that is thus absorbed in any locality is. 
dependent upon the inclinatIOn of the ground and the geological nature of. tile material 
oomposing the surface, Impervious strata such as dep'osits of hard clay or fissureless. 
rocks arrest the downward flow of rainwater and in consequence it accumulates in the 
pore spaces and interstices between the constituent grains and loose formations, such 
as, soil, sand, e.nd weathered rock, and also in the cracks, joints, faults and other 
divisional planes in rocks which overlie the. impervious strata below. As a result of 
such successive accumulations of water, the loose formations get saturated with water 
up to a certain level, called the water table, and when a borehole or well is sunk to a. 
depth below this water table, the water-bearing strata. yield the wa.ter held in· the~ 
interstices. A study of the gr01md water conditions of a. region, therefore, involves 
the determination of the various underground stra.ta., their distribution, thickness a.nd. 
depth below the surfa.ce a.nd their condition, characteristics and wa.ter-bearing capacity. 
]'orma.tions of water-bearing strata. differ from one another in their water-bearing 
ca.pacity according to their geological characteristics and they may range from a. few 
feet to hundreds of feet in thickness and may extend over several hundreds of square 
miles. . The determination of these various factors can be done satisfa.ctorily and a.t 
minimum expenditure only by a. geologist with a. knowledge of hydrology. From a.. 
study of the geological history of a. locality, natural outcrops and artificial exposures., 
etc., a geologist will be able to prepare a. sectional map of a region extending over 
hundreds of squa.re miles showing the distribution of the various formations with special. 
l'eference to their water-bearing capacity. If an extensive sUrvey of the underground 
water resources of the Ceded districts is to be made, it seems very necessary that a. 
geologist should be u.ssociated with a water diviner if one is employed or to be precise. 
tha.t a. geological survey of the subsoil water of the a.reas selected should precede a.n· 
iutensive survey by a. water diviner with the rod or the putting down of borings by a 
boring pa.rtywithout the a.Bsistance 6f a water diviner. In practice, the actual procedure· 
would be somewhat a.s follows: The geologist would first examine the physical features 
of the areas selected with a. view til indica.ting the areu.s where wa.ter is likely to be 
found thus localizing the work of the water diviner who would otherwise probably 
.wa.ste a good deal of time in trying to find water in unsuitable a.reas or confining the 
putting down .Ilf borings to areas where there apPllars to be a. likelihood of tapping 
underground water if a water diviner is not employed. When an a.rea is selected by a 
geologist u.s likely to yield water, the water diviner would concentrate on it and by this 
association of the geologist and the water diviner, the number of unsuccessful borings 
put down should be reduced to a. minimum and the survey of the selected area or areu.s 
completed with much greater expedition and at a less cost than would otherwise be 
possible. The geologist would in ordinary circumstances work in advance of the water 
diviner and a.fter the operations have been completed, he would, in order to facilitate 
further work, prepare for permanent record a map showing tire distribution of the 
various formations a.nd the strata. with special reference to their water-bearing capacity. 
The water diviner, if one was employed, would then make a.n intensive survey of any 
site, village, or group of villages in the belt overlying the water strata. If a. water 
diviner was employed for the purpose of discovering or· selecting localities or areas in. 
the Cedei districts with a view to sinking boreholes on such selected area. to a depth 
of 200 feet in each case, the. task would be so vast that it might take him years even 
tp superficially prospect the area with the rod. It is the case that unless an area to be 
surveyed by a. water diviner is small .s.nd compact it is not possible for him to survey 
it with a rod either efficiently or within a reasonable time. On the other hand, & 

geologist with a knowledge of hydrology can deal with large tracts approximating to a. 
district or a group of districts, although it is of course understood that his findings 
would only give a general indication of the presence or otherwise of water-bearing 
strata in the areas surveyed. Nevertheless the conclusions of the geologist would limit 
the area. to be surveyed by a. water diviner and enable the latter to efficiently explore 
with the rod small areas such u.s a. village or a group of villages within the zone indica.ted 
by the !!eologist. It ma.y be mentione<!, that, according to a statement which appeare<l 
in the newspapers recently, the Bombay Government have requested the Government 
of India to lend them the services of an expert geologist to survey the tracts between 
the Ma.hi and Sabarmati rivers in Guzarat with a· view to ascertaining whether subter
ranean streams exist so that Government may sink tub~-wells for the purposes of 
irrigation and wa.ter-supply to agriCUlturists. 

~. The. ,!sefulness or otherwise' ?f, ~ater-diviningis a matter on which widely 
varymg oplDlons are held. Water-divIDIDg has been known through the centuries, 
but ilurmg the nineteenth century. when modern science took its birth, everythin/l' 
savouring of e"!p?'icism beooII?e suspect" a.nd I!0t being susceptible of scientifio explana
,tion, wat.er-dIVlnmg or dowsmg, fell mto dIsrepute as an example of charlatanry. 
Durmg the last few years, however, a deoided reaction appears to have set in and dow
ling has been more and more resorted to :a.nd·~ecognized as a·nseful art. In England 
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it has become common for dowsers to be consulted by public authorities and this seems 
to be the case in other countries als!). It is possible that sooner or later water-divining will 
meet with scientific lOOCeptance and there will be a scientifio explanation of the pheno
mena. l'he late Industrial Engineer, M:r. L. S. Pinto, was a water-diviner and had. 
great faith in the efficiency of this method of locating underground water-supplies. On ~ 
the other hand, the present Industrial Engineer-Sri. N. M. Adyanthaya-has no faith 
at all in water-divining. There seems to be no suitable machine which can locate the 
presence of water and the electrical appliances which have heen devised do not appear 
to he reliable and have not, therefore, come into general use. A water-divining instru-· 
ment was tried in the Department of Industries some years ago and the conclusion. 
arrived at by Mr. Tressler, a former Director of Industries, was that it is unreliable 
and that the vagaries of its indications cannot be understood and applied. If water
divinrng is not resorted to in the Ceded districts when the geologist has given an. 
indication of the presence or otherwise of· water-bearing strata, the experience of the 
engineering staff of the Department of Industries will have to be utilized for actually 
locating underg}"ound water by' putting down trial borings at sites selected by them •. 

3. Scarcity of drinking water and absence of irrigation facilities in certain tracts. 
led, in 1928, to the consideration of proposals for carrying out an intensive survey of 
underground water-supplies in the Bellary district.. In order to collect data with a 
view to ascertaining whether such a survey would be effective in locating underground 
currents, it was decided to carry out an experimental survey in the Bellary taluk of' 
the Bellary district. Apart from the fact that Bellary taluk is notoriously defiCient in 
tanks and wells and singularly liable to drought, there is to be found in the Bellary 
firka, unlike other similar areas, an alteration of black, red and mixed soils, and experi
ments conducted in such a tract would, it was considered, be likely to yield more use-· 
ful dat,\ as to the quality of water and the depth at which water could be found in such. 
soils. The following villages in the Bellary firka were accordingly selected in consultation 
with the Oullector of Bellary for the condJ;tct of the survey !-

(1) Bellary. (8) Bisalahalli. 
(2) Mundrigi. (9) Bevinahalli. 
(3) Gonahal. (10) Haddinagundu. 
(4) AndrahaL (11) Sanganakal. 
(5) Honnehalli. (12) Sidaragadda. 
(6) Patrabudihal. (13) Belagal. 
(7) Aladahalli. (14) K~lagallu. 

'rhe total extent of these 14 villages Was about 101 square miles. The villages form a 
compact block and lie within a convenient distance b.-om Bellary town. A boring party 
equipped with two power drills and twelve hand-boring sets, and the staff necessary to> 
work them, was sanctioned for the purpose, and a water-diviner Was associated with 
the operations mLh a view to minimizing the number of unsuccessful borings. The· 
operations were actually commenced on the 28th March 1928 and continued up to the· 
6th February 1930. Ninety-seven borings were put down· of whi,* 9 were abandoned, 
and of the remruning 88 borings, 30 yielded fresh water, 12 sligntly brackish and 32' 
brackish, 14 borings proving total failures. Seventy-four borings vielded two gallonS' 
or more per minute. The total number of feet bored was 6,527. The survey operations 
revealed that the whole area is .underlined with hard granite rock below 30 to 40 feet. 
that where tbe surface soil is typically jet black cotton soil, the water tapped underneath 
is always brackish, but where it is lighter in colour andcontruns considerable quantities. 
of gravel, the water fOlmd underneath is generally less brackish, and that where the 
surface soil is red or of light sandy colour or gravelly in substance, the water tapped 
therefrom is generally drinkable. The expe~iment established the fact that it is possible
by means of boring to tap underground sources of water even in tracts considered 
totally unpromising. A consolidated map indicating the course of underground water as 
detected by the water-diviner with a· divining rod is enclosed.· It may be mentioned 
that the water-diviner did not specify the depth at which water would be met with on' 
the ~ites selected by him, nor ~ould he stat? the q~ality of water that would be tappe.d. 
DetaIls of tIle survey of subSOIl water carried ont 10 the Bellary firka will be found in 
G.O. No. 1984, Development, dated 29th October 1930, copies of which h •. ve been 
dist.ributed to members of the Committee. The total cost of the survey was Rs. 23,500. 

4. From 1910 to 1938, 248 borin!(s were put down in the Bellary district by thet 
Department of Industries, 365 in th" Kumool district, and 341 in the Anantapur district. 
The fi.,"'lIre for Bellary district does not include the 97 borings put down in 
the courBe of the survey of subsoil water referred to in the preceding paragraph. The 

• Not printed. 
VOl,. u-9 
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,districts of. Bellary and Kurnool are situated on the Deccan Plateau and the .area 
gradually rises from east to west, the ~ound level at Bella.ry being about 1,400 feet 
~bove sea-level.. A:me~ure I gives partlculan! of the borings that have been put dowu 
m the Bellary distn~t smce 1932-83 ~nd Annexure IT gives similar information in respect 
{).r .the Kurn~ol dlstnct. A statement ill res,Pect of the Anantapur district is under prepara. 
tIon and will be forwarded shortly. It will be seen that borings (ground borings) have 
been put do~n on an average to a depth of 75 feet in rock and some of them to a. depth 
<of 118 feet m very hard rock a.nd that most of them have been supplying water for a 
haD;d.pump oI.Ily, i.e., fo?I' to five gallo~s, pe~ minute on an average. Not one of the 
bonngs has Yielded suffiCIent water for lrngaflOn purposes. It is understood that some 
Y,ears ago, a few borings were tried in wells, but that they did not yield sufficient addi. 
tlonal supply of water for increase of irrigation. It will be seen from the statements 

_ enclo~d th~t good potable water was tapped in many cases in the crevices of rock. 
Certrun bonngs were abandoned or not carried sufficiently deep since the ryots could 
not. affqr~ to meet the expenditure, which was heavy. in proportion to the progress 
achieved ill rock. No ve~ deep b?nngs have been put do:wn in the Ceded districts by 
the Department of Industnes, and It would seem worth while, as an experiment, to put 
-?own a few larger ,diameter and sufficiently deep borings in suitable and selected places 
m order to a.scerta.m whether water could be tapped at depth for irrigation purposes, 
A few such borings might with advantage be put down under the Rural Water.supply 
scheme, as, if successful, they would solve the protected water.supply problem. As a 
result of such demonstrations, the comparatively well·to·do landowners Il:nd ryots might 
be prepared to put down deep borings on their own land for irrigation purposes, 

5. In January 1937, Government ordered an investigation into the possibility of 
sinking tube wells in the Ceded districts for irrigation and drinking water purposes and 
as a prelimina.ry a geophysical report was prepared by the Electricity department with 
pla.ns a.nd contours from which were deduced the most favourable areas for boring, 'l'he 
late Industrial Engineer surveyed six sites in- the Cuddapah taluk, and for the purpose 
<of the survey, each area. was divided into three or four rectangles and each rectangle 
wa.a in turn subdivided into several imaginary triangles. A man was placed at each of 
the three apices of the triangle and the area wa.s completely traversed with the rod. The 
Industrial Engineer did not consider that a borehole in any of the areas surveyed would' 
yield (a) one cusec of water, (b) not less than 250 gallons of water per minute or any 
(jua.ntity approximating to that figure. He considered that a number of dug wells 
{supplemented by boreholes} eac\l commanding a very small acreage was indicated. The 
results of the boring work so far have been given in a. press communique issued in 
G.O. Ms. No. 860, Public Work~ Department, da.ted 2nd May 19.38. in which it is 
sta.tcd that the first experimental borewell was put down a.t Ambavaram. a village eight 
miles from Cuddapah, in June and stopped in October 1937 after reaching a depth of 
1i61 feet. The first surface spring 'Was met with at 31 feet and a second spring was 
struck a.t 290 .feet below ground level. In order to determine the yield of the borewell 
an air compressor pump was installed. The discharge measured was found to vary 
from 90 to 100 gaIlotS per minute. The maximum fail in the. water level conseqnent 
on the eight-hour continuous pumping was about 23 feet, but within two minutes of 
tin! cessa.tion of pumping, the level rose hy 12 feet. It is stated in the press commimique 
tha.t a. sample of tbe soil and water was sent to the Government Agricultura.! Chemist for 
analysis and his report wa.s as follows:-

.. The soil contains very little soluble salts and as such can be considered good. 
Tbe sample of water is good enough for irrigation purposes; a.ithough the total 
salts content is not very high from the irrigation point of view, most of them 
are present, as magnesium and soda bica.rbonate. In the long run this wa.ter 
might affect the soil when used." _ 

Work on a. second well, which is located within four miles of Cuddapail town, is in pro
gress. The soil of the area commanded b~' the first experimental borewell borders on 
black rotton, while that Bl'Ound the second well is red earth for a. yard, below which 
loose boulders a.nd shingle a.re met with. Arrangements a.re being ma.de to install a.n 
oil-engine and pump on the well in Ambava.ra.m village which has been completed and 
tested to 100 gallons per minute continuous supply.· It is presumed that the two borings 
referred to in the press communique ha.ve been put down on sites selected by the former 
Industria.! Engineer, but no definite informa.tion is available on this point. The repre· 
sentative, who is deputed to give evidence before the Committee on behalf of the Electri· 
-city department may be interrogated in regard to this. 

6. The in'il!ation works in the Bellary district are not many and a large number of 
them a.re dependent on local rainfall. If, therefore, wells could be sunk a.long the margin 
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of the river Hagari in Bellary, Alur, HarpanahaJli and Siruguppataluks and pumping 
plants set up, additional land could be brought under cultivation. There seems no 
reason why it should not be possible 0 to tap the areas on either side of the river Hagari 
from Hagari town to the place where it falls into the Tungabhadra. The distance 
between these two places is roughly 50 miles, and if wells could be sunk on either sidE! 
near _the banks, the lands within half a mile on either side of the bank .could be irrigated 
from these wells, making a total area of, say, 50 x 1 or 50 square miles. It is possible 
that some of the lands on either side of the river are already under cultivation, and 
taking their extent to be half the tota.l area within half a mile of the river on either 
side, the new lands that could be brought under cultivation would amount to 25 square miles 
in extent. It would be necessary to put down in the first instance borings with a view 
to ascertaining the depth at which water is to be found. It would seem worthwhile, as 
an experimental measure to put down a boring and sink a well in a piece of land and 
raise BOme garden crops in collaboration with the Agricultural department. If, after 
a reasonable period, the garden proved a success, there should be no difficulty in inducing 
the ryots in the neighbourhood to adopt this method of irrigation. , 

7. The possibilities of extending irrigation in the Ceded districts by sinking wells 
in river-beds would also seem to be worth considering although it would no doubt be 
necessary in some cases to ensure that the supply of water further down the river was 
not interfered with. But where the interests of existing irrigation are not affected, irriga
tion from such wells could be encouraged by Government charging only a nominal water
rate in order to maintain the rights of Government over the water as recommended by 
Sub-Committee II (Irrigation) of the Sub-Committee of the Provincial Economic Co~ncil 
for Agricultural Development. It was pointed out by this sub-committee that the ryot 
has to keep the well structure in good repair, clear the leading channel from the river 
from time to time, and in addition to these has to inew- the very heavy expenditure 
involved in lifting the water On to the land. Similarly, where water is taken from a 
spring channel only a nominal rate was recommended by this sub-committee to be 
charged, since the -ryots have to spend collectively a considerable amount in maintaining 
in order the whole len"ath of the spring channel from its head in the bed of the river and 
this throughout the supply season. There is also the possibility of utilizing flood waters 
of seasonal rivers by putting down ' inverted' boreholes in river beds. A word of explana
tion in regard to the expression • inverted' borehole is perhaps called for. A vertica.l 
borehole is a borehole from which water is pumped out from the water-bearing _layers 
of the earth in whic!h water has been stored, and its function is to enable water to be 
supplied from the ground to the surface. When, however, this function is reversed, 
i.e., when the borehole is utilized to replenish water from the surface into the dry sandy 
layers of the earth, the borehole is called an • inverted' borehole. Along the beds of 
"easonal rivers a series of • inverted' boreholes. could be put down at interva.ls of, sa-y, 
half II- mile so that the bottom of these boreholes may reach the dry water-bearing strata. 
The uppermost part of these boreholes would be provided with strainers or some other 
form of protection from sand. During floods the excess water that would otherwise go 
to waste would sink into the underground layers and thus assist to replenish the sub
terranean sources. In this way large quantities of water which would otherwise never 
bave the necessary time to percolate into the ground owing to- the short spells of Ttlin 
.and rapid floods, would reach the dry underground layers. These boreholes would assist 
to raise· the height of the permanent water table in the surroundingarea<! and enable 
the cultivators to continue their baling out operations from their dug wells for longer 
periods tha.n at present. Such boreholes are receiving increased attention. in some 
countries and experiments in this dIrection might well be made in the Ceded districts. 

• L. B. GREEN-29-11-8S_ 

Notes of rcf.rence-A now 011 spring channels. 

Sri Swaminlltha AyysJ: points out. the two classes of spring' channels which relJ.uire 
immediate attention-

(a) In one case the spring low supply flowing down the river is tapped at a point 
sufficiently above the head-sluice to the supply-channel. 

(b) In the other case the diannel starts from a .. spring head" in the river-bed 
and is taken through a head-sluice. 

In the first case the excavation of the bed is often damaged by floods and has to 
be done every year. In the second case though they are located and aligned as not to 
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be easily damaged, yet in years of high floods these also are damaged. In some cases 
they are restored partially while in some others they are neglected, being beyond the 
means of the ryots. He therefore suggests- • 

(1) that berms should be provided in all necessary cases by the Government; 
(2) that the accumulation of silt deposit should be removed at Government 

expense in the first instance and the ryots left to maintain the channel in efficient 
condition afterwards; 

(3) that the carryiug out of these works may be included in the famine relief 
progra=e; 

(4) that necessary relief may be afforde.d in most essential cases even as an ordinary 
measure; and 

(5) that the Government may lay down rules relaxing those now in force, so as 
to make it possible to afford help in necessary and suitable cases. 

Collectors of Bellary and KurnooI are in entire agreement with the suggestion that 
the repairs to spring-channels should be included in famine relief programme; but 
consider that such channels are not generally in the tracts subject to famine. It may 
not be practicable to take them as famine works. The Collector of Kurnool considerOf 
that it would be desirable to carry the improvements as an ordinary measure in the 
initial stages or at the end of the famine.. ./ 

The Collector' of Anantapur considers that nQ advantage will be gained by including 
the repairs to spring channels in famine relief programme as the work ,that is being 
done every year by kudimaramat is rendered useless by the next floods and has to be 
done again. He, however, agrees that it is desirable to do this at the cost of the 
Government. He is slso in favour of construction of berms. 

As regards the second class of channels the Collector considers that they may 
be included in famine relief programme and that urgent cases may be taken up as an 
ordinsry measure. He also points out that some channel works have already beeD 
included in the progra=e. 

This Collector also agrees with the other two and considers that these works will 
not be suitable as large departmental work and suggests that they can be taken up 
as village works under non-official agency or under official agency under section 121 
of the Code. He also supports the suggestion that the accumulation of silt deposit should 
be removed at the cost of the Government in the nrst instance and that the Government 
Order relating to cutting of berms may be amended suitably. 

Question 2 (c)-Contou~-bund jorming : 

(1) It has been suggested that bunding up oj lands in the black-soil areas u'ilI 
help til ~ctain 1IIoistu~e and enable the crops to uitlistand drought. The Vil
lag~8' Calendar, 1938, conUJins a raport on this matter. Do you recommend 
the suggestion? ' 

(2) Do you think that the e:etensif)e bunding up oj the tract will materially diminish 
the supplies to the minor irrigation sources? 

(1) On this part of the question, Messrs. E. C. Wood, V. N. Kudva, V. S. Hejmadi 
!>nd T. R. f!ubrahmanya Ayyar (Sub-Magistrate), among official witnesses, and Sri 
V. Chidanandam, among the non-official witnesses, have neither remarks nor sugges
tions to offer. Mr. C. C. Wilson (Chief Conservator of Forests) says that the formation 
of contour-bunds in forest areas has had the effect of retaining moisture in certain 
localities. MeRsrs. F. W. Stewart, Javad Huss.ain, Smyth, Pritchard, Unnithan, 
N. S. Arunachalam, V. N. Viswanatha Roo, Rahamatulla (F.C.O.), C. Vijayaraghavan, 
S. Rajagopala Ayyangar (Revenue Divisional Officer), Balraj, Nightingale, Alagiri Baa, 
(Subdivisional Officer), Muthuswami Ayye.r, Pullayya (F.C.O.), P. Ramachandra Ayyar 
(F.C.O.), Sankaran (Tahsildar), Akbar Ali Khan (F.C.O.), T. Bhaskara Rao, Y. S. 
An,mtarajiah (TahsiIdar), P. H. Rama Reddi (Director of Agriculture), A. Padmanabhan 
(work agent), among officials, and Bhimasena Rao, T. Sivasankaran Pillai, K. S. Raghava
charlu, Venguswami Ayyar, K. Rami Reddi, Mrityanjaya Sastri, V. M. Giri, 
M. Narayana Rao, K. Seetharama Reddi, Reddi Venkoba Rao, Chandramowli, Tandu 
Mudaliyar, C. V. Ramaswami Ayyar, M. Sitarama Baa, Bhojappa Sowcar, C. Venkoba 
R,Ul, P. Pulla Reddi. P. Rama Reddi, K. V. Krishnamurti, John A. Zacoheus and 
B. Subbannchar, among non-officials recommend the suggestion. Messrs. Mrityanjaya 
Sastri and Giri state that the tprm is not clear' and if what is meant IS of the type 
carried out in the U.S.A. it will b~ costly and that Government WIll have to help. 
Sri J. SriniVllsa Sastrulu con-iders contonr-bunding advantageou~ if th" ('Tlwernm ... nt 
holp the ryot to a: great extent as he has no means to do it. Sri Puliayya (F.C.O.) seems 
to understand the term as ,. dividing the surface into a number of triangUlar prism .. 
placed side by side." 
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Sri G. Rami Reddi (F.C.O.) is of the opinion that contour-bunding is not of much 
use, as it would give way when the rainfall is heavy and as it might here and there 
engender • harvas' (small vanka like formations) in the fields. He considers that in 
order to help the lands to retain water. it would be necessary to bund them on all 
sides. where the extents are small and in other cases after splitting the fields mto 
smaJler plots. In other words he recommends ridge bund forming instead of contour
bund forming, with the help of state loans. . 

Mr. Nightingale is of opinion that a start should be made in this direction only 
after having the benefit of advice from men who have had practical experience of the 
work. on a large scale, as he fears that if the contour ridges are not prepared with 
care, great damage may be done. In this connexion he suggests the name of one 
Mr. M. P. Fletcher, address, care of Katco, Hubli, as having had wide experience of 
the work and states that he may be asked to give evidence before the Committee; -

Sri Lakshminarayana Raa does not recommend the suggestion as he does not 
think it to be of much use in retaining the moisture for any useful length of time. 

• Sri S. M. Kamakshisundara Sastri (Subdivisional Officer) states that the famine 
zone is sufficiently flat, that the contour-bund, besides giving room for friction between 
adjacent owners of lands, will create more obstacles for ploughing arid sowing and 
that the top soil necessary and useful for cultivation will be unnecessarily waste!! in 
these intermediate· bunds. He does not recommend the suggestion. 

Sri B. Bhima Rao doubts if the moisture obtained in a particular year will enable 
the ryot to raise a crop in the succeeding rainless year. Hence he considers that contour
bund forming cannot mitigate distress due to famine. 

Miscellaneous auggestions.-Sri C. Vijayaraghavan states that such formation 
of bunds along the cont{)ur hnes should be done with the . co-operation of the land
owners as otherwise it may not be possible to obtain good results, similar to those 
obtained in U.S.A. where ownership of land has been comparatively recent .. 

Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib Bahadur (non-official witness) states that the con£our
bund forming may be undertaken on the low level side when the land is sloping and 
that it mu"t be done at every 300 feet with the provision of an anicut for the excess 
of water to flow out. 

Me ... s. G. V. Rangacharlu, S. Rajagopala Ayyangar (Revenue Divisional Officer). 
A. D. Ta.ndti M;udaliyar and W. TJrunarayanacharya (F.C.O.) and F. W. Stewart 
recommend that the Government should sanction loans to the ryots freely or on a 
nominal interest for the purpose. 

Mr. Nightingale suggests that some pictures similar to those publiahed in .. Soil 
Erosion and its Control" by Mr. G. e. Ayres [reported to be in the Chief Engineer 
(Irrigation's) library] should be ahown to the melllbers of the Committee and published 
with th.e report. . 

(2) Messrs. Diwan Bahadur V. N. Viswanatha Raa, N. S. Arunachalam, C. Vijaya
raghavan, A. A. Smyth, K. S. Raghavacharlu, B. R Venguswami Ayyar, G. Rami 
Reddi (F.e.O.), K. Alagiri Raa (Subdivisional Officer), C. V. Ra.ngacharlu, S. Raja
gop"la AyyaD,[ar, V. M. Giri, S. J. Balaj, M. Narayana Raa, Rao Sahib S. Muthuswami 
Ayyar, Reddi Venkoba Rao, D. Chandramowli Rao. M. Devendra Nayudu, C. V. Rama
swami Ayyar, M. Sitarama Rao and Bhojappa Sowcar; Vi. Tirunarayanacharya (F.C.O.). 
Janab Akbar Ali Khan (F.C.O., Khyruppalal. C. Venkoba Rao, T. Bhaskara Rao, 
K. V. l\rishn .. murti, Y. S. Anantarajiah, P. H. Ramo. Reddi and John A. Zaccheus 
have stated tha.t the extensive bunding of the black-soil tract will not matprially affect 
the supplies to the minor irrigation sources. On the other hand, Mr. Vij:\yaraghavan 
state. that tanks will have a !(reater amount of W9.ter as they will not be silted up alt 
the bunds will prevent soil erosion. . 

Messrs. E. C. Wood, Javad Hussain, Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib, K. Rami Reddi. 
'LuJ{Rillninllrayana Rao, Rao Sahib A. D. Tandu Mudaliyar, Pullayya, C. Gopalam, 
B. M. Kamakshisundara Sastri, Sankaran end P. Rama Reddi state that extensive 
bun ding will materially diminish the supplies to the minor irrigation sour~es where 
these exist. Messrs. Javad Hussain, E. C. Wood, Pritchard, Rahamatulla and S. Sub
banachar, however, consider that in black-soil areas where tanks are few, no material 
dimunition will in fact be caused. Messrs. JavadHussain and Unnithan add that 
extensive bun ding in red-soil areas willseriouBly dimInish supply to sources. Sri K. Rami 
Reddi suggests that the formation of bunds may be effected in places where there are 
no minor irrigation sources. Sri A. Padmanl\bhan conSiders that the extensive bunding 
mav indirectly affect the minor ilTigation iiOutces to a les8 extent, which are· less in 
number with the exception of wells, 

vor .. n-IO 
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Sri M. Bbimasena Rao and Sri P. Ramachandra. Ayyar state that there are nC) 
minor irrigation sources in the black-soil areao and that therefore the question does not 
arIse. 

Sri T. Sivasankaran Pillai considers the quest.ion to be problematical while Mr. 
Nightingale would on no account aJlow such a consideration to S'tand in the way of widely 
introducing the contour-bund forming. 

Notes· of reference. 

The Gove~ent have referred for the Committee's consideration the possibility of 
brIngIng lands ill the affected area under the .. bunded .. system on the lines indicated 
in .their memorandum, dated 22nd Mal'Ch 1938. In this memorandum, the Govern
ment referred to the apparent success of the experinIent as revealed in the article at 
pages 124-125 of the Villagers' Calendar, 1938, and suggested that (1) the .Agricultural 
department should lend out bund-formers freely to ryots without cllarging a hire and 
that the Deputy Director of the circle should see that a particular number of acres, say, 
20,00:) to 25,0()0 were bunded every year, submitting periodical reports 011 the prugress 
and (2) that the bunds may be made by means of famiue labonr. The replies of Deputy 
Director of Agl'iculture and the Director of Agriculture to these suggestions are contained 
in Appendix VI to the note furnished to the member~ of the Committee. They con
sidered that the work was not suitable for famine labour but that practical demonstra
tions might be begun on as wide an area as possible to gain the confidence of the rvots. 

The bunding is of two distinct kinds--(I) . Tiny bunds across furrows as demonstrated 
at Hagari and (2) substantial bunds intended to control the flow of water over a fairlv 
large area possessing frequently metalled escapes and emp\oyerl frequently in Bellary 
and Siruguppa. taluks. 

·Mr.· Green, after visiting the Hagari farm along with the members of the Com
mittee, has remarked that the re~ults 1l.8 given to the members by the Farm Manager 
go to show that the possibilities of bringing the lands in the affected areas under the 
.. bunded " system are considerable although the experiment will have to be continued 
for some time longer before definite and final conclUSiOns can be formed as to the eco-
nomics of the system. ---

Question 2 (tl)-Dry Fa~ming: 

Can you. suggest any dry farming methods which will make tluJ ryot more inde
pendent 0t the 1IWnsoon and e1UJble him to secure a better outtUTn oj crops? Yuur 
attention is invited to the reports on the agTicultutal research station at Hagan 
af.d Nandyal contained at pages 29 to 31 of the Villagers' Calendar, 1938. 

Messrs. T. Sivasankaran Pillai and N. S. Arunachalam and others state that if the 
experiments conducted at Hagari and Nandyal statiou. have proved encouraging and 
successful they may be demonstrated for the benefit of the ryots. 

Sri C. Vijayaraghavan suggests (1) the u.e of iron inversion ploughs for getting the 
best result, till the contour-bund forming in order to consume rain water by the use ot 
bund former and (3) formation of bunds on Lhe ~lopes lest water beld by contour-bundS 
flow away alon" the contour. He· also suggests that in order to push through bunding 
on a large scale~ bunding implements may be supplied free or cost to the cultivators and 
that they may be collected again after sowings are over and that these implements may 
be purchased out of the famine fund. He considers that the adoption of these methods 
will mcrease crop return and lessen the chances of famine. . Besides supporting the 
suggestions of Sri C. Vijayaraghavan, Sri P. H, Ramll Heddi (Director of. Agriculture) 
suggests the purchase of a good number of b~d-for~er ou~ ~f the fanu~e fun.d for 
lending them free of charge to the ryots for thelr use till theIr Importance 18 realized. 

Mr. Jr. M. Unnithan finds no suitable methods of dry farming possible In view 
(If the poverty of the soil in a major portioll of the d ,strIct. 

Sri P. Rami Reddi suggests the sowing of indigo plants in lands as being not 
only a source of income but also as one which eDl"ich~s the soil by its manurial qualities. 
He also states that the Government should encourage indigo production by reducing the 
duty on the same. 

Sri Devendrs. N ayndu suggests the growinlf of fruit trees such as citrons and 
mangoes as there is a. large demand Cor them sud the taking up of fruit culture on a 
large scale. Messrs. M. Sitarama Rao and Bhojappa Sowcar suggest the same and also 
.add that fig industry may be tried. Mr. Stewart sngge.ts the method of deep ploughing 
by the use of tractors which are being Ilsed in the Bombay Presidency. 
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Sri A. 1:'admanabhan, work agent, Bhatrahalli, says that the black-soil in this area. 
more or less resembles the black-soil in the Guntur district where tobacco is made to 

grow. He therefore suggests that ill the black-soil a.reas tobacco may be made to grow 
after contour-bunding. Sri J. Srinivasa. Sastrulu says that good manuring, best water
supply and careful attention of-the ryots would always increase the outturn of crops. 

Question 2 (e)-AffOTestation : 

What are you', suggestions for increasing the area under jorests and topes? Whut 
kind Of trees do you recommend fOT propagation? 

Most of the witnesses are in favour of increasing the area under forests and: topes 
by plomting useful trees such as mango, lime, tamarind, babul, and also trees uSdlul 
lor agrIcultural implements and minor ior".t prod nco) and for todder, ill order to conserve 
rainfall, to improve the grazing facilities for !lve-stock and to act as wind brakes, 
thereby preventing to some ext,ent soil erosion. Only Sri B. Bhima Ran doubts the 
success of afforestation in the famine area. as water which is necessary for the purpose 
is D(;t available. Sri G. Rami Beddi (F.C.O.) IS not for increasing the area under 
forests but only wants to improve the existing ones by the exercise of better controi. 
He, however, wants to' increase tho area under topes by planting nseful trees. Mr. 
V. S. Hejmadi considers that the area nuder forests cannot be increased without 
further reservation of land which, he thinks, will prove to be very unpopular. Sri 
Y. S. Anantarajiah (Tahsildar, Bellary) states that It may not be possible to increase 
the area under forests and topes in the Bellary taluk' as there are no water faeilitie •. 

Places at -which afforestation can be successfully tried.-,-Lower ranges of Nallamalai 
places adjacent to poqps either naturally formed or constructed in the black-soil areas, 
plaees in the red-soil where the water table IS low, tope poro.mbokes, foreshore of tanks 
and river margins, water-courses, hillsides, road porn.mbokes, road margins. and all 
available waste land have been suggested by the witnel'Se. for planting and growing 
trees. I:!nitable places along the Hagari have been suggested by Sri Y. S. Anantarajiah, 
'l'ahsildar, BeHary. 

'j'he kind of trees Tecommended. -The following are among the different trees and 
shrubs recommended by the witnesses for propagation :-

Mango, tamarind, lime, /Ilargosa, babul, yepi. yegi, accacia., arabica, prosopi' 
spIrigero, prosopi julifiora, zizyphus jujuba, Il'zatilIachta indica, dalbegia, sisoo, 
casuarina eqnisetae-folia, alblZ.", labbak, tamarind.. indica, aloe, tangedu, 
naradu, bamboo, mulberry, indigo, >apota, pungam, vepa, pipal, jali, zeedi, 
kannga, velaka, teek gumathai, cassia siamea, cashew, nallathumma and red 
saunders. 

Sri Chendan Venkoba Baa is for cumri-rultivation in forest areas. 

~'he meMures suggested for improving the area tUnder forests and toplls-(i) 
Panchayat forests.-Messrs. Javad Hussain, Pritchard, G. Rami Beddi; N. Mrityanjaya 
Sastri, C. Goplllam, Janab Akbar Ali Khan, S. Sankaran and B. Subbanachar criticise 
the present management of panchayat forests as there is marked deterioration. Mr. 
J avad H nssain is for the trallsfer of control of these forests to the Forest department. 
Sri C: Gopalam is for the discontinuance of the presellt system while the others desire 
more effective supervision and control of these forests by the panchayats.Sri G. Rami 
Reddi considers the employment of at least two Deputy Tahsildars for a district with 
fOllr or five Revenue Inspectors to be essential while Sri S. Sankaran wants to have the 
full complement of Panchayat Depnty Tahsildars. Sri B. Subbanachar considers th", 
employment of at least two Panchayat Deputy Tahsildarsessential to effectively supervise 
the panchayats .. 

(ii) Tree-planting week.-This is recommended by Messrs. T. Sivasankaran 
Pillai, J'. W. Pritchard, V. M. Girl, P. l'ullayya and N. S. Arunachqlam in order to 
illduce the ryots and the local bodies to grow more trees and conseqnently to increase 
the area llnder forests and topes. 

(iii) Sri V. Chidanandam states that tepes plant.ed with t"marind, ete., should 
be maintained at the cost of the Government. Messrs. T. 'Sivasankaran PiIlai, G. Rami 
Reddi and S. Rajagopala Ayyangar suggest the remission in part or in full of the lease 
amount payable to the Government by the forest panchayats as an incentive to effecting 
more improvement and to starting new plantation. 

Sri Venguswami Ayyar suggests that suitable lands may be allotted to deserving 
ryots for planting trees thereon and nurture them carefully for five years. After this 
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period they may be allowed to enjoy the usufruct for five years after which they should 
be made to pay reasonable assessment. Sri G. Rami Reddi wants to freely assign 
assessed wastes fit for tope cultivation for about ten years, on condition that tope planta
tIOns are undertaken and to show the concession of assessment to holdings so as to 
induce the ryots to take to tope plantations. Messrs. K. M. Unnithan, S. Rajagopala. 
Ayyangar, V. S. HejmaJi and N. 8. ArunaChalam want ro relax: the provision contained 
in Hoard's 8tanding Order No. 19 (£1 and to makl< thew w\Jre liberal so I1S to encourage 
tree-plant.ations. 8ri C. V. Rangachar is for subsidizing the ryots of the village oeI' 
grantmg them free permission to grov. trees on porambokes and allowina them to have 
the benefits of such plantation. More ,~r Illss the ~ame recommendations have been 
made by Sri V. M. Giri. Sri S. RajagopaIa Ayyangar recommends the gra.nt of loans 
at a favourable rate of interest for bona tide planters. Sri W. Tirunarayanacharya and 
Sri K. V. Krishnamurti suggest setting apart in every village two to three hundred acres 
for growing trees which will be useful to agriculturistR and others. Coupes should be 
set apart every year for felling. These foreats should be under the Tahsildar of the 
taluk and watcher or watchers appoiuted for gu'arding them. 

The Chief Conservator of Forests says that if serious proposals to start afforestation 
are made a considered scheme can be prepared by the working plans circle of the 
Forest department. 

Mr. T. Bhaskara Rao suggests that the area under topes can be increased by 
popularizing cowie tope rilles and also by encouraging 1OYOt8 to pili lit tl'ees on poramboke 
margins. 

Sri B. Subbanachar considers' that forest lands under any circumstances should not 
be assigned on pattas and encroachments on such lands should be repressed with an 
iron hand. • 
Question 2 (f)--Alterruztille or subaidiary sou.rces 0/ employment : 

(il Lm'ge scale iwlustry.-Do you think that any large ,scale iwlust1'y is possiblll 
in the Ceded districts? 1/ so, what are your detailed $uggestions? 

, , 
Large scale industry.in Ceded districts.-Messrs. Smyth and Unnithan, among 

officials, and Messrs., G. Rami Reddi. Ramanathan, Devendra Nayudu and B. Sub
banachar among non-officials, consider that large scale industry would not be possible 
on a:ccount of lack of natural resour"es, poor trunsport facilities nnd long distances. 

Production of minerals for paint.-Officials, viz., Messrs. Pritchard, Ranga. R.ac, 
Alagiri Hao, llaj •. gopala Ayyangar, Balraj, M: uthuswami Ayyar, Hejm¢i and 'I.'irun"'ra.
yanacha-rya consider that tbere is scope for the dev(;lopmt'nt nnd production of Hoomatite 
and other minerals for the manufacture of pa.int. A fndory for the purpose may be 
established. Government can give a helping hand in the shape of bounties for a few 
years at the imtial stage. Among non-oflictals, Sri K. Rami Reddi, Sri K. V. Krishna
murti and Sri Rangacharlu also make the above sugge:;tion. It is stated that there is an 
inexhaustible supply of raw materials re'luired for manufacture of paint. Sri P. Ro.ma 
Reddl suggests that some metal industry such as aluminium. industry can be started. 

Cotton-spinning and wealling mills.-The following officials and non-officials recom
mend the establishment of cotton-spinning and weaving mills:-

Officials.-Messrs. Viswanatha. Raa, Vijayaraghavan, Pritchard, Ranga. Rao, 
Alagiri Rao, Rajagopala Ayyangar, Gopalam, Ramakshisundara Sastri, Tiru
narayanacharya, Arunachalam and P. H. Barna. Reddi. 

Non-officials.-Messrs. Raghavacharlu, Blumasena Rao, Vengusarni Ayyar, Mri
thyanjaya. Sastri, Giri, Narayan", Rac, Chandramouli Rao, Tandu Mudaliyar, 
Rangachar. Bhima Raa, P. Rama Reddi and K. V. Krishnamurti. 

It is reported that this would provide employment for many people and would save 
the agriculturist who produces cotton. To get necessary supply of water for these mills 
steam bore wells should be sunk on an extensive scale. Sri Sivasankaran Pillai and 
Sri Madduru Nagi Reddi consider that it is not desirable to iustal factories, as this 
will break up domestic life and that it will not be profitable. The former, however, 
sug~ests that tbere may be good scope for starting a weaving mill near Guntakal, Sri 
Mrithyanjaya Sastri says that weaving mills should not be encouraged as this will 
IIffect cottage industries. Sri J. Srinivasa. Sastrulu says that spinning, weavint:: and 
manufacture of cloth is the only possible large scale industry in the Ceded districts. 

a,.ound-nut oil pressing and soap-making industry.-Messrs. Rajagopala. AVYl\ngar 
and Tirunarllyanachllrya. . among officials, and Raghavachar!u, Rangacharlu and 
K. V. Rriahnamurti, among non-officillls, consider that oil presRing industry and other 
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allied bye-products can profitably be carried on through groundnut seeds and that there 
is much scope for opening soap manufacturing centre and also biscuit-making. Sri 
P. Hama Heddi consHlers that soap-making industry, if properly maintamed, would thrive 
in the Ceded districts. 

Sri Pullayya (F .C.O.) says that groundnut and cotton, being industrial crops, are 
being exported to other countries and are unported ag .. in as finiahed products. Provision 
should be made to absorb these indigenous products in this country itself. 

Paper manufactwre.-Messrs. Alagiri Rao, Rajagopala Ayyangar, Kudva, Wilson; 
'l'irullarayanacharya, among officials, and K. Rami Reddi, Sitarama Reddi, Sitarama 
Rao, Bhojap~a Sowcar. P. Rama Heddi and John A. Zaccheus consider that there is 
a vast supply of grass in forests from which paper pulp can be made and paper mills 
can be started. Government help shaull! also be given. Sri K. V. Krishnamurti says 
that bamboo which is largely available in the foresi~ of Kumool- district may be profitably 
utilized for the manufact,ure of paper and that N andyal will be a suitable place for an 
industry of that nature. 

Slate industry.-Messrs. Viswanatho, Baa, Ranga Raa, Wilson, Tirunarayanacharya, 
Janab Akbar Ali Khan, T. Bhaskara Rao, among officials, and Sitarama Reddi and 
K. Rami Reddi, among non-officials, say that there are a number of quarries in these 
districts and that a slate industry can be developed. The timber required for frames 
for slates and for pictures is also available in sufficient quantities in the forests. Produc_ 
tion ana large scale would be possible if either Government or private enterprise would. 
finance such schemes. Sri Ranga Baa suggests that arrangements may 'have to be 
made to see that soft wood from the Government forests is supplied at a cheap rate. 
Sri K. V. Kriahnamurti says ,that the improvements to the slate industry in the Marka
pur taluk will, to a large extent, benefit the working class popUlation in that taluk. 

Sugar industry.-Messrs. Alagiri Rao, Tiruna.rayanacharya. and R. V. Krishnamurti 
consider that a sugar factory can be established and there is scope for the expansion of 
this irdustry for the ma.nufacture of both suga.r Ij.Ild confectionery. 

Match industry.-Messrs. Alagiri Raa and Rajagopala. Ayyangar, both officials. con-
sider that with the produce of Nallamalais and other forests, match industries on a. large 
scale under Government management appear possible. 

Cement industry.-Messrs. Kamakshisundara. Sastri. Ramachandra Ayyar and Vis
wanatha Raa, all officials, sa.y that lime stone is available in large qua.ntities and that 
it may be possible to prepare cement. 

Gold mining.-Mr. Javad Hussain, among officials, and Sri Sivasankaran Pillai, 
aillOP g non-officials, consider that there is scope for a large scale industry in gold mining. 
The former suggests Ramagiri'of Dharmavaram taluk and Ramapuram near Uravakonda. 

Slab industry.-Messrs. Ranga RIIIO, Timnarayanacharya and T: Bhaskara Raa, 
official., consider that much can be done If the industry is handed 'on a large scale on a 
"o-operative basis, as slabs are found in abundance. Sri P. Rama Reddi considers that 
black marble (Cuddapah slabs) polishing industry can be started to provide labour in 
Cuddapah district as a vertical combination. 

Silk industry.-Messrs. Javad Hussain and Arunachalam, both officials, say that the 
silk industry can be taken up. 

Wool indust7y.-Messrs. Ranga and Kudva, both officials, consider that this industry 
which is declining may be revived. Weaving of woollen goods and cumblies as cottage 
industries on a large scale may be considered. Sri Gopalam. (official) and Sri Reddi 
Ve"koba Raa (non·official) also support starting of wool industry. 

Miscdlaneous.-Sri Viswanatha Rao (official) suggests that a concern for preparation 
of chclam malt as a large scale industry may be tried. 

Sri 'l'irunarayanacharya (official) considers that there is great scope for the fruit 
canning industry if the Tungabhadra Project materializes. Government should open a 
factory and run it on for two or three years. 

Mr. 1'. Bhaskara Raa considers that fruit caiming can be tried on a large scale in 
Pauiam of KUTDooI district and Kodu of Cuddapah district. He also suggests that 
mining for iron ores and barytes may be carried on a: lsrge scale in Kurnool and Cud
dapah districts. Sri K. V. Krishnamurti wants that the Government should try to open 
fruit canning industrial centres in each and every district in the .. Famine zone." 

She,!, TeaTing.-Sri Subramanyam (official) states that research may be undertaken 
and suitable breeds introduced as Ceded districts are suitable for sheep rearing. 

Mining diamonds.-Mr. Nie-htmgale (official) suggests the investigation of the 
possibilities of mining for diamond. 

vot.. n-ll 
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Ceramic industry.-Mr. Hejmadi (official) says that there is some clay available for 
the ceramic.industry but that it is unlikely that necessary capital and enterprise will be 
readily available. The ceramic industry has no great possibilities~ a cottage industrJ 
in South India. where there is little demand for porcela.in a.nd china. in the villa.ges. 

Carpet and cumbli weaving .-Mr. Arunachalam (official) a.nd Messrs. Sitarama 
Redc1i, Mrithyanjaya Sastri and Reddi Venkoba. Roo (non-official) suggest that the indus
try ma.y be encoura.ged. Sri Y. S. Anantara.jiah says that Kudatini is the ""ntre for manu
f~turmg blankets and that the industry is likely to increase if Government subsidy is 
gIven. 

Ala fibre indU8try .-Sri Sivasankaran Pillai considers that this industry is a.nother 
enterpri.e which will a.fford employment to many. There is a factory now working at 
pfllUkonda. 

Tanning industry.-Sri Ranga Ro.o (official) and Sri Mrithyanjaya Sastri (non
official) consider that the tanning industry is possible. A number of people (Malas and 
Madigas) are without occupation on account of the closing down of cotton ginning a.nd 
pressing factories. They could be employed on tanning industry on a co-operative basis. 

Palmyra and other fibres.-Mr. Kudva (official) says that the possibility of utilizing 
the fibre commercially in the Anantapurdistrict may be considered. 

Bangle industry.-"M,r. Kudva (officia.l) suggests the revival of bangle industry. 1'hia 
industry wa.s being carried on, in a village of the Penukonda taluk from some minerals 
wllich are locally available. Details are available in the Collector's Office, Ana.nta.pur, 
and a note a.bout it wa.s left by him in 1935. 

Bee-keeping and dairy farming industry .-Sri Reddi Venkoba. Rao (non-official) 
suggests that these could be tried with advantage. 

Brick and tU8 industry.-Sri Chandramouli Roo (non-official) recommends thia 
industry wherever the soil permits. The investiga.tion of soil may be started as a. pre-
liminary measure. . 

M· anufactur6 of fertilizing manure and improved agricultural implements .-Sri Sits.
rams. Rao and Sri Bhoja.ppa. Sowcar (non-officials) suggest the above manufacture ma.y be 
tried on a. la.rge sca.le. . 

Sri P. Rama. Reddi suggests the eneouragement of dyeing industry in the Ana.nta.pur 
district. He a.lso wants ths.t the Government should undertake industria.liza.tion in the 
Ceded districts and that before so doing a sub-committee may be a.ppointed with profit 
to enquire lito possibilities a.nd wa.ys and mea.ns. Sri A. Padmanabhan considers that 
large sca.le industry is possible in the Ceded districts as barytes, asb~stos, yellow ochre, 
41tC., are found in abunda.nce. 

~8tion No.2 (fJ (ii)--Cottage IndU8tries: What cottage industries do you 1'ecommend 
. for adoptWta IJ8 being economically "feasible? 

Spinning.-The ma.jority of those :who have made any suggestions on the question 
ha.ve suggested spinning as the_most suita.ble cottage industry for the tract. Officia.ls 
(Messrs. Viswa.na.tha Rao, Vija.yara.gha.va.n, Rahama.tulla Sahib, Smyth, Rama. Reddi, 
Unnithan" Ala.giri Roo, Rajagopala. Ayya.ngar, Muthuswa.mi Ayya.r, Hejma.di, Pulla.yya., 
Gopa.la.m, Kama.kshisundara. SIWtri, Rama.chandra. Ayyar, Aruna.chala.m. Sa.nka.ran, T. Bhas
b.ra Rao, Y. S. Anantaraja.yya., P. H. Rama. Reddl and A. Padmanabha.n) a.nd Don-officials 
(Messrs. Bhirnasena. Ra.<r-Adoni, Chida.na.nda.m, Ragha.vacharlu, Veuguswa.mi Ayyar, 
Ram. Reddi, Rangachar, Na.ra.yana. Rao, Ra.manatha.n, Sitarama. Reddi, Reddi Venkoba 
Rao, Chandramouli Roo, Ta.ndu "M,udaliyar, Devendra Nayudu, Bhima.sena. Rae-Siru
guppa, Sitarama. Rao, Bhojappa. Sowcar, C. Venkoba Roo and John A. Zaccheus, have 
supported this. The reasons given &r&-

(1) This will form a. subsidiary occupation for a.griculturists of both sexes during 
the off-season. 

(2) Cotton is grown in large quantities in the tra.ct. 
(8) It can be easily a.dopted and is economiea.lly feasible. 
(4) It provides a large number of other connected industries such as carding, 

ginning, dyeing, printing, wea.ving, etc. . 
The industry though it existed before has practiea.lly died due to competition of 

mills. The following methods ha.ve been suggested to revive the industry :-Sri Vija.ya
raghavan suggests propaga.nda and an &gency for the distribution of spinning wheels; 
Messrs. Unnitha.n s.nd Anantharaja.yya. suggest Government subsidies, M.essrs. Rami 
Reddi loans a.nd Viswanatha. Ra.o bounties. Orga.nization of eo-operative societies for the 
supply of cotton ha.s been suggested by Sri Muthuswami Ayyar. Sri S. K. Bhimasena 
Ra.o of Siruguppa considers that a net-work of Government officia.ls will be necessa.ry 
for the successful reviva.l of thia industry. r 
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Wea~ing.-Officials (M:essrs. Viswanatha Rao, Pritchard, Rami Reddi, Unnithltn, 
Al!j;j{iri Roo, Rajagopala Ayyangar, BaIraj, Hejmadi, PuIlayya, Gopalam, Kamakshisundan 
Sastri, Tirunarayanacharya. A. A. Khan, ArunachaJam and Y. S. Ana.nta.ra.jayya) and 
nOLl-officials (Messrs. Bhimasena Baa-Adoni, Raghavacharlu, Venguswami Ayyar, lianga
char, Mrithyunjaya Sastri, V. M. Giri, Narayana Rao, Sitarama Reddi, Reddi Venkoba 
Roo, Chandramouli Rao, Tandu Mudaliyar, Devendra Nayudu, Sitarama Roo, Nagi' Reddi, 
P. Pulla Reddi and K. V. Krishnamurti) have suggested this as suitable for the Ceded 
distncts. Sri Viawanatha Rao fears that the demand for khaddar may flag. Weaving 
mill yarn exists now on a smaJl scale and the expansion is not difficult. 

The introduction of fly-shuttle has been suggested by Messrs. Venguswami Ayyar 
and Chandramouli Roo. Messrs. Chandramouli Roo and Tandu Mudaliyar consider 
advancing of loamI through co-operative societies necessary. Sri Viswanatha Rao has 
also suggested advancing loans. Sri Devendra N ayudu goes to the extent of suggesting 
that weaving should be made compulsory in every village as -a vocational training. 

Messrs. Smyth and Viswanatha Roo have suggested that the cottage products should 
be ured in aJl Government departments wherever possible. Sri Muthuswami Ayyar 
suggests that the Government and local bodies should come forward in helping the 
industry to successfully combat mills. Sri Y. S. Anantarajayya suggests the opening of 
a weaving factory at Bellary to train selected weavers from the villages where weaving ia 
still in existence. 

Haad-gmning.-Messrs. Bhima.ena Roo (Adoni) and S. Rajagopala Ayyangar 
suggest that this will be an economic cottage industry. 

Wool-.spinning.-Messrs. Vijayaraghavan and P. H. Rama Reddi (officials) and 
M:.Bhimasena Rao and Raghavachariu (non-officials) consider that this industry which 
exists in selected areas among Kurabas should be encouraged. Messrs. Vijayaraghavan 
and P. H. Rama Reddi suggest the organization of co-operative societies for the pooling 
of raw materials and finding·a market for finished products. Sri Bhimasena Rao would 
prohibit the export of raw wool from these districts and provide better grazing facilities 
for sheep and run the industry through co-operative societies. 

Cumbli and carpet making.-Messrs. Vijayaraghavan, Pritchard, A1agiri Rao, 
Rajagopala Ayyangar, Balraj, Pullayya, A. A. Khan, T. Bhaskara Roo, P. H. Rama 
Reddi and A. Padrnanabhan among officials, and M:essrs. Bhimasena Rao (Adoni), 
RaghavacharJu, Mrityanjaya Sastri, Giri, Narayana Rao, Ramanathan, R. Venkoba Roo, 
Chandramouli Rao, Tandu Mudaliyar, Sitarama Rao, Bhojappa Sowcar, Nagi Reddi a.nd 
B. Subb'tnachar among non-officials have supported this. Cumbli-weaving exists . among 
Kumbas even now. It got a setback due to high price of wool and competition with soft 
Italian rugs. Sri Giri considers t.hat immediate attention should be directed to encourage 
this. He suggests that devices to make the wool softer. should be looked for. Better 
designing and colouring and a sheep-breeding centre are also suggested. Sri M. Bhims
sena Rau. Sri Chandramouli Rao and Sri Tandu Jl[udaliyar suggest the organization of 
co-operative so("ieties and advancing loans. Sri' Tandu Mudaliyar suggests subsidies as in 
Bombay Presidency. Sri Narayana Rao suggests that it may be taken up by Government 
as a State aided industry and later on left to private management. Messrs. Alagiri Rao, 
Ramanathan, Chandramouli, Tandu Mudaliyar, Sitarama Rao a.nd Nag; Reddi consider 
that weaving of carpets should also be encouraged. Country blankets have been suggested 
by Messrs. Sitarama; Rao, Nagi Reddi, R. Venkoba Rao, PulIayya, Arunachalam a.nd 
P. Rama Reddi. 

Coif rope and coir mattress.-Sri Pullayya (Famine Cbarge Officer) suggests that 
this industry may be encouraged. " , 

Tanning.-Sri Bhimasena Rae, Rangllchar, Giri and'Sitarama Reddi support the 
encouragement of this industry. It is suggested that the hides that are being exported 
to the metropolis may be tanned in the villages by Harijans. Sri Bhimasena Rao 
sug"ests that these people should be exempted from municipal fees, facilities should 
be 'given to get 'l'angedu and Kakka bark free, and that co-operative societies should 
undertake the work. 

O,1-seed. crushing .-Sri Bhimasena Roo, suggests the crushing of oil-seeds in village 
ghanlJ8 and exporting the oil. The cakes may be used for the land. Sri Srinivasa 
Sastrulu a;lso suggests oil-crushing. Mr. T. Bhaskara Rno suggests oil-pressing as ground
nut also is raised on extensive areas. 

Jaggtn'!/.-Sri M. Bhima.sena Roo suggests jaggery making from sweet toddy. Sri 
Raghavacharlu and Girl advocate the manufacture of jaggery from date pslms. This 
creates a use for date palms even when prohibition comes. Messrs. Tandu Mudalivar 
and J. Sreenivasa SastJ:ulu consider that the industry may be tried on improved liiles 
in 'wet areas where sugarcane is grown. Sri P. H. Ramo. R-eddi suggests better use of 
palmyra tree for brush and jaggery making. 
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Bangles.-Messrs. Rami Reddi; Rajagopala Ayyangar and Tirunarayanacharya, 
among officia.ls, and Bhimasena Rao, Siva~ankaran Pillai, Rangachar, Narayana Rae 
and· J. Sreemvasa Sastrulu, among non-offiClals, ha.ve supported this. Sri Sivasankaran 
Piliai considers that improved methods should be introducea and demonstrated. J<'inancial 
aid is also necessary. M;essrs. Narayana Rao and Tirunarayanacharya also support the 

view that financial aid should be given. As fine silica is available Sri Narayana Rao 
suggests that glass industry' can be attached pn to this. 

. FOTest industri~s:-Messrs. Bhimasen~ Rao. (Adoni) and Subrahmanyan (Sub
Collector, Chandragm) suggest that forest mdustnes should be investi<1ated. Sri Bhima
sena Roo suggests wood distillation, manufacture of. dyes and oils, colle~tion of wild seeds, 
etc. Sri Subrahmanyam suggests the investigation of the use of aleE and cactus which 
grow abundantly in the forests. Sri P. H. Rama Reddi says that there is a big alre 
plantation near Penukonda and suggests that it is worth while trying to create demand 
for alce fibre and extend alre plantations in the Anantapur distl'l<:t. . 

PapeT indmtTy.-Messrs. Bhimasena Rao (Adoni), Sivasankaran Pillai, Giri, Nara
yana Ra(1, Bhima Rao and J. Sreenivasa Sastrulu, among non-officials, and Mr. Wilson 
(Chief Conservator of Forests) I),dvocate this industry. 

Sri Sivasankaran Pillai states that this industI1j' formerly existed in Nyamaddala in 
Dharmavaram taluk. Sri Bhimasena Rae suggests that paper may be made from worn
out alce ropes and bamboo pulp. Planting of the trees should be undert.aken for this 
purpose. 

Mr. Wilson suggests the possibilities of paper from the immense supply of grass 
as advocated at Wardha. 

Sri Giri has suggested sending people at Government expense to Wardha for 
training in cottage industries. 

Match and pencil indust1'1/.-Sri Bhimas.ena Rao (Ado~i), Rami Reddi, Rangachar 
and J. Sreenivasa Sastrulu suggest this as feasible in forest areas. Rangachar cOllsiders 
the following facilities necessary :- .. 

(1) Supply of bamboos a~ concessional rates. 
(2) Reduction of licence fee to Rs. 25. 
(3) Increase in rebate. 
(4) Advancing of loans at cheap rate of interest on personal security or other

wise. 
ile suggests also a 10-year plan for the development of cottage industries. 
Dairy farming.-Dairy farming finds support frOIil Messrs. Sivasankaran Pillai, 

C. V. Rangachar, R. Venkoba Roo, Tandu Mudaliyar and B. Subbanachar, among non
officials, and Rajagopala Ayyangar, Hejmadi and Kamakshisundara Sastri, among officials. 
Sri Sivasankaran Piliai consid.ers that milk trade has great scope with the increase of 
coffee hotels. He suggests financial aid to villagers for the development of this. 
Mr. Hejmadi confines himself to CnddBpah and particularly mentions Jammalamadugu 
as capable of exporting buffalo milk and ghee. 

Homing schemes.-Housing sch/lmes have been suggested as a. source of employ
ment by Sri Sivasankaran Piliai. He thinks that it is bound to come in course of time. 

Mat-making.-MesSTs. T.Bhaskara Roo, A. Padmanabhan; B. Subbanachar, Ragha
vacharlu, Venguswami Ayyar, Sitarama. Rae and Bhojappa Sowcar have suggested mat
making out of da.te-palm lea.ves. Making of baskets is also suggested. 

Sen culture and silk indust.ry.-Mr. Raghavacharlu considers that this can be thought 
of in Penukonda and Hindupur taluks. Sri P. Rama Reddi supports sericuIture and 
epiculture in places most snited for silk-worm farming. Sri Devendra Nayudu thinks 
that it can be profitably undertaken and added to spinning and weaving. 

Messrs. Alagiri Rae, Arunachalam and Sankaran (officials) and Sitarama Reddi and. 
Dev.endra Nayudu have suggested the silk industry. Sri Devendra Nayudn thinks ~hat 
the yarn will be consumed in the factories at Hindupur, Rayadrug and Dha.rmavaram. 

Beedi manufactuT8.-Messrs. Pritchard and B. Subbanachar consider that the exist
ing beedi manufacture should be encouraged. 

Embroidery.-Sri Venguswami Ayyar recommends embroidery. Sri Rajagopala 
Ayyangar suggests that the filigree work in Nossam may be revived. . 

PoultTy !arming.-Messrs. Rangachar, Mrithyanjaya Sastri, Tandu Mudaliyar and 
B Subbanachar (non-officials) and Kamakshisundara Sastri, Rajagopala Ayyangar, Balraj, 
TIejmadi, Pullaya and Thirunaraya~achary~ .(?ffic!als) .suggest poultry farming. ~r. Balra) 
considers tha.t with proper marketmg facilities It Will be profitable. Mr. Hejmadi who 

. confines his remarks to Cuddanah lihinks that if organiz.ed on co-operative lines eggs 
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from the Rajampet, Sidhout and Cudda'pah taluks can be exported to Madras. ~ri 
Tirunaravanacharya. suggests that the AgrIcultural department should open demonstration 
centres and popularize the industry. 

Shoe-making .-Sri Rangachar suggests that shoe-making on improved lines may he 
encouraged. 

Preparation of bone manure.-He also suggests the preparation of bone manure as 
a cottage industry. 

Soap-stone indust'1/.-Messrs. Mrithyanjaya Sastri and Girl consider that soap
stone industry has possibilities. Utensils and vigrahams are suggested. 

Sheep-farming.-Messrs. Narayana Raa (non-oflicial) and Kama.kshisundara Sastri 
(official) suggest sheep-farming. Narayana Raa says that there is '" good market for 
sheep in Bangalore and hence it will be a success. , 

mate frames.-Mr. Wilson considers that this could be unde.Fta.ken as a cottage 
industry if local authorities or private enterprise will undertake to erect to operate amall 
portable saw mills for supplying necessary sawn sizes to cotteges. 

Toy manujacture.-Improvement in toy manufacture has been suggested by Messrs. 
Sitarama Reddi and Tandu Mudaliyar. 

Pottery .-Sri ChandramouIi Rao considers th",t pottery can be pursued on a large 
scnle if the Government advance loans through co-operative societies. 

Hand-pounding of rice.-Sri Tandu Mudaliyar suggests the hand-pounding of rice. 
He even considers that eventually rice mills may be closed hy legislation. 

Be.e-hiving.-Sri C. Venkoba Raa suggests that in areas adjacent to forests and in 
BI1jampet tal uk where fruit-farming is conducted on a large scale, bee-hiving is a feasible 
cottage industry. He also says that there are many garden and forest produce which 
nm to waste but which are valuable as dry vegetables and that they should be.secured as 
a cottage industry. 

H oney-making.-'.):'his has .been suggested by Sri 1'. Pull", Reddi, President, Pancha.
yat Board, Pagidyala. 

Sri K. V. Krlshnamurti suggests bee-keeping and fowl-breeding to be introduced by 
the Agricultural Department on a large scale. 

Sri P. H. Rama Relldi states that it is worth prospecting for manganese in Kurnool 
district where it is said to be available. 

Mr .. John A. Zaccheus suggests the manufacture of grass mats, bamboo baskets and 
other bamboo-made articles, such· ",s, chairs, tables, etc. 

Notes of f"ejllf'ence. 

The following questions have been remitted to the Committee for consideration: 
(l) the po.qsibility of reviving or starting cottage industries and industries of small scale 
such as the slate industry at Markapur; (2) the introduction of . paddy-pounding as 
a famine relief measure • 

. The Collector of Be~lary who was .consul~ed was not in favour of the second proposal 
oe It was not ouly unswtable for famme rehef works but also contrary to the principles 
on which famine works should be selected. It should be the guiding principle in 
selecting famine work that it does not compete in any way with private enterprise but 
this proposal does so compete. Apart from this general objection, the particular objec
tion WIlS that rice is not the staple diet of the district, so that the hand-pounded rice has 
to be re-exported, thereby increasing the cost prohibitively. The Collector considered 
that weaving was not suitable as it requires skill while spinning was suitable. The Board 
agreed wit·h the Collector in its report to the Government and also pointed out that 
spinning also was unworkable as it depended on the cotton crop which would be an 
outstanding failure in seasons of scarcity. 

Mr. Green, the Director of Industries, has furnished the following statistics regard_ 
~~ort~~_ • 

.. The following table gives the figures of exports and imports by rail of paddy Bnd 
lira in 1933-34. There were no imports of paddy. 

VOL. II-IS 
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Bxpon.. ImpoN, .. S ~85': 
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(1) (2) (S) (') (&) (e) (7) (8) (9) 

)(1)8, )[D8. )(1)8. MDS. MD8. TONS, TONS. 

Kurnool 657.880 24,171 
BeUary 15,328 10,270 10,270 441,3!2 2'327 16,200 377 
Anantapur 22,123 14,822 24,801 39,623 251,910 15'729 9,257 1,456 

The table below shows the figures of consl1mption of rice in 1934-35 :-
.!! ~ '!IS .. ~·i ..' lI'i! 

'" ,e- .~ 
~ tl';j 8 .. :ell 'S. 
i! ~ sw .. 

~~ ::1 :Sctg. 0 

~ ~~ ~:: • 
° 0 ClO ........... 

'S~ 
0", ~~ Dlltrlo\8, ' .. e~ 

:::Z iii' .:i '" ~.o ellS C.IO~ :,. if o~ 

$"'''' &s =a,= :e~. "'. .. ~ s_ !;!; :!s =", 0:1 so", = ° '2::: a~ I~~ i= jg;:e ~.s 00· 
oe'C .. ~ i'l .. .. ... 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

TONS. TONS. ,",,>is. ToNS. TONS. OWT. 

Kumoo .--- ... 35,140 24,171 24,171 59,311 1,024,961 H6 
Bellary 19,580 16,200 . 377 15,823 35,403 969,774 0'73 
Anantapur .. 66,940 9,257 1,456 7,801 74,741 1,950,411 1'42 

The popula.tion of the districts is shown below :-
nlstrleta. AecordU1A' to AC'cordlog to Percentage 

192J. oensua. 1931 censUS. .lIlcreBBe. 

Kumool 914.890 1,024,961 12'0 
Bellary 862,370 969,774 12'0 
Anantapur 955,917 t,050,411 9'9 

The annual inorease percentage of population has been calculated by the use of 
logarithms and the rate of annual increase per cent of population in Kurnool 
ha.s been found to be 1'04, in Bella.ry 1'18 and in Ananta.pur '95. The estima.ted 
popula.tion in these three distriots in 1.934 was, therefore, a.s follows :-, 

POpula.tlon 
aecurding to 
1981 ceoau&. 

Rate of 
a.nnual 

Ill.,...., 
i'Ba OBHT. 

Betlmatell 
population 

In 1934. 

Xurnool 1,024,961 1'04 1,057,273 
Boilary 969,774 1-18 1,004,610 
Anautapur 1,060,411 0'95 1,080,633 

The table in pa.ragra.ph 2 supra showing the oonsumption of rice for 1934-35 may 
therefore be revised as follows :

PflJduotJon 
of lice 

1Il19.8-S4. 

Jmportlol 
rioe 

10193&-86. -of rice 
III 198 <-85. 

Net 
Impon 

of rice in 
1984-86. 

Quantity of 
rice ava,lIal>le 
for cooaump-

Bstlmated 
popula.tl.ou 

in 193&. 

ADDuai 
per capita 
consump· 

tion of 
doe. 

tJon in 19S4-36 
{columna (2) 

and (6»), 
'100. '1010. mD. ~lf8.. !rONs. OW2. 

Xurnool .. 3~,I40 24,171 24,171 -lj9,31l 1,057,273 1'12 
Bellar)'.. .. 19,680 . 16,200 377 16,823 35,403 1,004,510 0'70 
ADantapur 66,940 9,267 1,458 7,801 74,741 1,080,633 1'38 

The above table gives figures of net import and consumption of rice in the three 
districts. The last column of the table gives the estimated per capita. consump
tion of rice. The average pet: capita consumption of cereals and pulses in this 
Province is generally assumed to be 3·85 cwt. Assuming this figure to represent 
the per capita. requirements of cereals and pulses in the three districts, the con
sumption of rice forms only 29·1 per cent of the total consumption of cerea.ls 
and pulses in Kurnool, 18·2 pet: cent in BeJlary, and 35,8 per cent in Anantapur. 
It is clear, therefore, that rice is by no means a staple food-grain in the three 
districts ... 

Question 2 (g).-It has been suggested that" spaTked water" treated with. .. electricity" 
has immem8 potentialitiu. Oan you gi08 any opiniOft, Oft th.is claim trom practical 
experience? Do you comider that the suggestion has any bearing 011 the problem 
of preoenting 0,. mitigating famine? . 
None of the witnesses claim to have practical experience of the use of .. sparked 

water," 
Messrs, Diwan Bahadur V. N. iViswanatha Roo, G. Rami Reddi and C. V. Ranga

char feel doubtful about .. sparked water" having any bearing on the problem of pre
venting or mitigating famine, while Messrs. J. W. Pritchard, Arunachalam and S. Raja.
!lopala Ayyangar consider that the use of .. sparked water" has no bearing, on the ques
tion. Sri y. N. Viswanatha Raa doubts whether it will be possible to • spark' the large 
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volume required for m:igation but that 'seed~' and ',nurseries' may ·be so treated. 
Mr. Hejmadi says that It cannot prevent or mItIgate famme unless a very much smaller 
quantity of water is sufficient for irrigation. 

~~essrs. M, Bhimasena Roo, B. R. Venguswami Ayyar and K., V: Kri,shnamurti 
say that as the experiment conducted by Sri S. S. Nehru looks convmcmg, It may be 
tried in the Ceded districts. Messrs. Krishnamurti, John A. Zaccheus and Gopalam (work 
agent), think that it will to 'certain extent mitigate famine. Sri Y. S. Ananta!ajiah 
wants to try sparked water in the Hag.ari Farm-station. ~ri P .. H. Rama. Red~, the 
Director of Agricnlture, says that whether ' sparIr.ed water c!,,! mcrease or sustam the 
moisture which is required for the tract is problelIl:at1cal. Sri Subbanachar fa.ils to see 
any relation between ' sparked water' and the famme. 

Sri V. 11:. Giri, S~cretary, District Congress Committee,_ Bellary, requests tha.t the 
possibilities of the use of ' sparked water' may be investigated by the Government. 

Sri C. Vijayaraghavan, Superintendent, Dry Farming Station, Bellary, says that 
though he has no practical expe~ience of the, use of 'sl"'l'ked wa.ter: he c~nsiders it 
inapplicable to the. case of croppmg und~r ramfed conditions, as. such use Wlll lead, to 
using up of the mOlStur.e by the plants qUlckly and consequent drymg up eariler resultmg 
.in no grain yield. 

Mr. Nightingale considers that what is wanted is moisture a.nd that such niceties 
should be tried in more fortunate areas where water, electric-plant and transmission lines 
already exist. . 

Messrs. K. Sitarama Reddi, M. Sitarama Rao and Bhojappa Sowcar observe that 
no opinion can be given unless the experiment is tried. 

Sri 1'1. Pullayya, Charge OBIcer, Harivanam, is of the opinion that ' sparked water' 
like rain water should contain something that is conducive to the growth of all organisms 
~nd that, therefore it will, when properly retained on land, enrich the lattd considerably. 

Sri S. M, Kamakshisundara Sastri states that the proposal looks to him like irrigating 
soil with 'aerated water: and asks whether the country has developed to that stage. 

Notes of Teference. 

Electro-culture-Sri N. S. Varadacharfs ploa.-Among the papers read at the Agri
cultural Officers' Conference at Coimbatore on Friday was one on' .. Electro-culture .. 
by Sri V. Ramanathan, Cotton SpeCialist, who was deputed by the Government to study 
electro-culture as practised in the United Provinces. 

Sri Ramanathan said that he would not. recommend the adoption of electro-culture 
all at once before conducting further experiments on agricultural farms in the Madras 
Presidency. As it was not crop season when he visited the United Provinces he could 
not see much of the claims of electro-culture.. However, it seemed to him that the 
~xperiIQents were not conducted onsuc·h a large scale to obtain really convincing proofs 
of the benefits conferred Ily the method. 

In the course of his address, Sri Ramanathaii described the three methods of 
~Iectro-culture. The first was sparKing water with a magneto and using this water for 
irrigation of orops. The second was the jacketing tlf tree trunks and their branches with 
.wire-netting for giving more yield and the third was the utilization of myto-genetic rays 
()otained from onion roots. These methods were either used individually or in combine.
tiOl, for crop improvement. The usage of sparked water had something in common to 
the summer rains accompanied by thunder which were beneficial to cultivation ainee 
there was a certain dose of electricity contained in the rain water. The third method 
was done by using onionised water, since it contained ultra violet rays of mild intensity. 

V olue of sparked water .-Sri Ramanathan was made to underst.and that sparked 
,water had the effect of improving germination of seed, plants were reported to be green and 
vigorous and yi~lded more. Further, it was reported, it had done good to sugarcane. 
Plants ~so reqwr~d I.ess sparked water compared to the usulti quantity of water required 
for ordmary cultivatIon. He had brought 80me cotton samples grown with sparked 
:water and on analysis found one specimen had a good staple. while the other did not 
support the olaim •. 

However, Sri Ramanathan was convinced that eleetro-culture had achieved remark 
able results when applied to fruit-trees in the United Provinces. He examined the dead 
cores of certain fruit-trees which were brought back to life by using sparked water and 
enabled to tiring forth healthy,-shoots. Peach and orchard treated by this method vielded 
more. Mangoes were reported to have done better in a. bad mango season A -.szarilen 
in which trees could not be planted for three years was made to grow tre~s by - lising 
sparked ",ater. Althoul!h exaggerated reports were current regarding the claims of 
~eetro-culture h~ was fully convinced that jacket~g and sparked water hIM done some 
real good to fruit-treeg. . 
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Success with animals.-Electro-culture had also done some good to animals and 
huma.n beings. Buffaloes which were given sparked water and food ga.ve more milk, 
poultry thrived well, eggs were big and greater in number, hairs of pigs grew longer 
and were used for making brushes. In one case a wound, six inches long and thwo 
inches :wid .. , 'Was cured by the application of sparked water. 

Sri N. S. Varadachari, Parliamentary Secretary to the M;inister for Agriculture, 
made a spirited appeal to the M;adras Agricultural department to take up the expenments 
with an open mind and in a true scientific spirit. He stated that the cheapness of the 
eXpt'riments alone was enough to· give it a fair trial. He suggested that experiments 
should be conducted on harren and alkaline soil in some selected place in the Presi
dency to find out the real benefits of electro-culture. 

The Hon'ble M;r. V. I. M;uniswami Pillai stated that from his recent conversation 
with Dr. Katju, Minister for Revenue and Agriculture in the United Provinces, that 
the United Provinces Government was going to take np the matter in all seriousness 
and so far as the Madras Government was concerned, they would have an open mind 
in the development of electro-culture. 

The Government have required the Committee to examine the suggestion about the 
•. utilization of electricity for increasing the productivity of the soil and the yield of 
crops with special reference to the use of onionised and sparked water for soaking and 
sowing the seeds as is reported to be done in Maillpuri district, United Provinces, by 
Dr. S. S. Nehru." This is mentioned in the reply of the Hon'ble Ministllr for Revenu", 
to the debo.te on Famine demand. 

The DIrector of Agriculture reports that an officer of the Agricultural departmenl; 
has beton deputed to study the subject of • electro-culture' in M;ainpuri district and 
that he is awaiting his report. The report of the Director of Agriculture will be placed 
before the Committee after receipt. _ 

Sri A. -R. Srinivasa Raa has written an article in the Hindu, dated 2nd July 1938, 
speaking highly of the use of sparked or • Agaskarised 'water. Extracts are available for 
perusal. 

Sri B, R. Venguswami Ayyar (a non-official witness) says that an article has been 
published at pages 16-24 of the Modem Review for January 1938 by Swami Sevananda 
which proves that very beneficial and encouraging results were obtained. 

Notes of 'rejerence.-A 'report on electro-cultural methods adopted in Northern India 
by Mr. V. Ramanathan, Cotton Specialist. . 

In G.O. Ms. No. 1203, Development, dated the 9th May 1938, the Government 
directed me !' to study eledro-cultural methods introduced by Dr. S. S. Nehru, I.C.S., 
in Mainpuri, United Provinces and by Colonel Noel in Peshawar, North-West Frontier 
Provinces" and report on the results. I immediately got into communication with 
Dr. Nehru, who wired to me to start at once as he was under orders of transfer to Lucknow 
as Commissioner. " 

. Itinef"ary.-I left Coimbatore on the 27th May, reached Mainpuri on the 30th and' 
adhered to the following programme of tour kindly drawn up by Dr. Nehru;-

Statement I. 

Date. 

30th May 1938 

Blat May IDSB 
let June 1938 

2nd June 1938 

3rd J .. ne 1938 

4th Juno ID98 
fit.h June 1 DSB 
6th June 1938 

1th June 1988 

Names or vllIagee.. 

Kishni, Mangaon, Bhogaon vmages. 

• '. Karha.l and Chandpur ... 
Sikandarpur, Sesaarpur and Rup

para. 
Ba.hraul, Ghiror. BamrauIi, Rus

yari and Bahadurpur. 

.'. Naglabar and Sujrai 

Labhowa 
Eka .. .. .. •. 
Shikobahad and Si .... ganj •• 

Luoknow 

Purpose of vlslt. 

To eee orchards and S'Up'arcene eultivation, an
orrhard raised on a sandy soil and a model 
villojle hut. 

Orchard 9nd rural uplift work .. 
Poultry. piggery and dairy using electro-cultural 

tl't'atmente. 
Or(!hards, disinfeoted welle, dying treeS brought 

back to life by electro·culture. treated patients 
Bnd animals. 

RPOlsmation of alkaline Jpnd, inter-t'ulture and 
beet villll8f' for rural uplift work. 

. 0", hard-sterile trees brought to bearing. 
Ort'hard-dying trees I"Pvived. 
Orohan:l~. s('bool ~rdens. • Bijili t jlbee with a 

special trade mark. 
Teak tree and bamboo cJomps raised from treated 

seeds. 
8th and 9th June Rodain and Jarwal road •• 

1938. 
., Orchard. 

IOtb and 11th Juno Gorakbpur Mango, oltJous and sugarcane. 
I goSH, f) 

15tb And 16th June T8rnab Farm near Peohawar .•• Plum and peach t", .. jacketed. 
1938. 

28rd June 1038 Returned to Colmhatore , •• 
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I might mention here that Colon~l Noel, the officer responsible for the starting 
of experiments at Tarnab, was trlUlSferred to a neighbouring district and M,r-. RajaQ. 
Ali Khan, Extra. Assistant Director of Agriculture, w&s in charge of that farm during 
the period of my visit. ' -

Description of methods.-The various treatments I happened to see or hear them 
described in the several villages I visited can be broadly grouped under three heads. 
viz., (0.) sparking, (b) jacketing, and (c) utilization of what a.re called' mito-genetic ' rays. 

(a) Sparking .-This is done- by connecting one end of an electric cable to an old 
magneto of a motor car, and the other terminal to the material or body to be· energised, 
and then rotating the handle of the magneto from a half to a minute, so that the current 
may pa.ss direct into the body. When materials like seeds, straw, etc., are to be 
sparked they are spread thinly on a wire-gauze placed over insulated stands, a.nd tha 
loose end of the electric wire is connected to the gauze and the current passed (11) •• 
~ ery often water is used for the transmission of energy. In those cases the loose end of 
the coil is dipped in the water and the handle of the magneto turned for half a minute. 
:When water for irrigation is to be charged, the loose terminal from the magneto is 
inserted in the middle of the water inlet of the field and the magneto worked till the 
irrigation is completed. Electrically charged water is generally called • sparked • 
water. When sparked water is applied from a height so as to form a thin film or spray 
O\'er various limbs. the p4"ocess is spoken as • Agaskarization ' named a.fter Mr_ Agaskar. 
the originator of the idea. 

(b) Jacl,eting (11) is the name given to the operation of covering a portion
generally the basa.l region-of trees and plants with ordinary wire-netting used for 
poultry enclosures. It is said that galvanized iron netting of t to 2 inches mesh i~ 
very etlicient for the purpose; a band of mesh 9 to 12 inches in width, is eut out and 
:wrapped closely round the ba.se of trunks of trees such that two or three inches of thi~ 
width are buried underground. When treea increase in girth, the jacket is loosened and 
a suitable length of netting added. Sometimes the base of t,he bra.nches is covered when 
jt goes by the name ot • Aproning , or • Collaring.' Rarely the stalks of flowers and fruits 
are ,,1«, wrapped with small strips of the netting., 

\e) Mito-genetic ray~.-Tbese are also referred to as M; rays or Gurwitsch rays. 
These rays are said to stimulate growth. Roots of onion, da.maged leptome bundles of 
potatoes, cotyledons of sunflower, mash of yellow beet, pulp of Sedum ..maximum are
reported in litta.ture (6) to emit these ra.ys. To utilize the;" beneficial effects tw<> 
methods are being employed at Mainpuri. One is to plant onion bulbs around trees 
and the other is to pass the irrigation water, prior to letting it into the crop, through a 
series of furrows having onion plants at the sides. Dr. Misra. of J aunpur is using these· 
rays for the treatment of human patients. He has for this purpose devised what is
ca.\led .. M ra.y gun." In that apparatus fresh onion seedlings with roots are fixed at 
one end of a tube while the other end is placed on area to be treated. 

It may be remarked here that the la.st two methods do not strictly belong to electric
treatments, but Dr. Nehru justifies their inclusion on the ground that jacketing captures
electro-ma:gnetic energy from air, while onion roots emit M rays and they thus create 
a . field ' of energy similar to an • electric field.' 

It may also be said that these methods differ from those used by the previous investi
gators. They generally drew currents for their experiments from charged net work 
suspended over the crop or f,:,,~ the differen~es present in· the atmospheric potential 
gradients. Some grew plants In Iron cages deVlsed to destroy the electrical field present 
in the air while others applied currents directly to the soil by burying electrodes. 
Dr. Nehru himself had tried, prior to the evolution of the simple technique now recom
mended, cumbrous and expensive apparatus like soil tickiers, IInten induction coil 
dynamos, radio magnetic cradle, a.ppa.ra.tus for X-rays, violet rays and ultra violet rnys: 

Their application and effects.-These methods are applied bv Dr. Nehru and his 
co\la~orators either'singly or in combination to plant!:, animals a.nd human beings. 
SpeCial electro therapy has been developed for each group and a set of recipes have been. 
formula.ted (12). A few of these togethes. with thoir effects are set out in the followillll 
statement. 

• The Dumb~r wit.'\in p&rentheeea refer 'to hteratme cited at the end CpBpIIl7-58). 
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Statement II. 
I. (A) Annual cr<>p,-

Mode 0' application. 

«(0) Sparking the dry seed. 

..( b) Soaking the seed in sparked water befoH Bowing. 
(t;.) Irrigating the crop with sparked water. 
(tJ) Irrigating with onionizod water. 
. (e-) RaiSing the Dursery on a apa.rked seed bed. 
(Il Wrapping fmit stalks with a small pieoe of wire 

nettiDg. 
(V) Bolding wire netting just touching the top of 

plante Infested with insects and passing the cur .. 
'OI1t through tho wires. 

, EJJ..u ekJimal. 

(1) Better and earlier germination of aeeds. Seeds 
that are diffioult to germinate sprout quiokly . 

(2) More tillering in oanes. 
(3) Lo .. ofinsoct damage. 
(4) Less consumption of irrigation water . 
(5) Profuse production of flowers and fruits. 

(6) Reduction In alkalinity. 

(7) Growing crope out of .... on. 
(8) Insocte killed or stunned. 

1. (B) Per.,."ial e,ope- , 

(0) Jacketing at the base of trunks and aproning (I) Dying and sickly trees rejuvenated and revived. 
the bre.nohea. 

(b) Sparking the jaokets. 
(0) Irrigating with sparked water. 
~tJ) Agaakarization. 
(e) Planting ouiona around. 
(I) Planting of mango near Dhak, citrllB near mango 

trees. 

D. AnimGls-
(0) Sparking the feed. 
(b) Soaking the feed insparkod water. 
(e) Uaing sparked water for drink. 
(Il) Aotivation of thyroid gland. by sparking. 

~.) Sparking the affected regions and massaging. 

UJ Washing tho woundo with sparked water. 

~IL Bu"", .. ""ingo-

(2) Non.bearing trees stimulated to fruiting. 

(3) Production of more fruits. 
(4) The size of fruits inoreased. 
(5) Trees raised on alkaline lands stimulated to groW' 

and bea.r fraits. 

(1) In the case of buffaloes more milk" and better 
butter are produced. . 

(2) The animals are made more energetio. 
(3) In the.... of poultry. the hatchability i. In· 

oreased i the eggs are bigger. 

(4) Pullets reared on electrically treated feed groW' 
more rapidly. 

(5) Wounds are healed very quiokly. 
(6) In the Il8Be of pigs hair. grow quicker and longer. 

(a) Drinking sparked water. (1) Pain in the affeoted parte is reduced. 
(b) Sparking the affooted region.. (2) InlIammations subside. 
(e) Washing the eores with electrified water. (3) Fever, partial paralysis are oared. 
(d) Aotivating tho gJo.nda by sparking them. (4) Wounds are healed qu~kly. 
(e) Applioation of M my gun. (5) Stomach troubl .. are got rid of. 
UJ Disinfecting well water perlodi08l1y by sparking. (6) Sloop is increased. 
(g) Wearing of a necklace made of one to four strands I 

of iron wire. 

Dr. Nehru has included all these methods in the programme of rural uplift work 
that is being done in M:amputi district. Members of :Fruit Growers' Asfociation, Main
pnri, of which Dr. Nehru has been the President a.nd guide adopt them. in the various 
{lentres in the district. The results obtained by them are being recorded in the various 
bulletins and in the jonrna.l, " Gram Sudar," published by the above association. It is 
learnt that as a. result of electro-farming many of, them were able to carry away a 
number of prizes in many of the exhibitions and that the methods are being practised 
hy a few in Ceylon, M:alaya, Central America, United States of America, Germany and 
Sicily (13) with great success and enthusiasm. 

My obseToatio7l8.-I may be permitted to state here that my visit to Mainpuri 
bappened at a time when there was practically no crop on the ground. M:y observations 
were therefore limited to the following ;-

Wheat seedlings and straw-berries raised in pots; sugarcane, colocasia, melons, 
gourds, ,mango, citrus, pomegranate, papaya, falsa, peaches, and plum' trees; 
treated poultry, buffaloes and human patients. 

Mr. Ahmed, Revenue Divisional Officer, Mainpnri, was conducting an interesting 
-experiment with treated wheat in pots. He at first had groups of ten seeds sparked and 
sowed them in two small pots and irrigated one set with sparked and the other with 
plain water. It was interesting to Bee 'the seedlings watered with sparked water greener 
and hfalthier than those raised with plain water. Likewise a pot of strawberries raised 
with sparked water were better than the control at Tarnab Farm. At M;angaon a plot of 
half an acre of sugarcane was raised from setts soaked in sparked water and irrigated 
with sparked water. In a plot of 10 cents opposite to the above plot the same variety 
(If cane was irrigated with plain water. On comparing both, the former was greener in 
appearance, had more tillers and low mortality from shoot borer. , At Gorakhpnr some 
setts werll soaked in sparked water for 00 mi!!lltes and others fo; 10 minutes. When 
these were grown side by side, the germination was later in the group treated for a longer 
time ; but, the tillers were stouter and more vigorous in growth. A small bed of Colocasia 
irri~ated with sparked water appeared greener in M;r. Sadhu Singh's garden than the 
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.next bed rooei~g plain water. At Rishni' a plot of gourds watered w.ith electrified water 
bad larger number of tlowers and the fruits that had. their fruit stalks jacketed were 
bigger. Sardar Surjan Singh, Principal! Agricultural Sc~ool, ~orakhpur, repcrted that 
ash gourds gave him a second crop of fruIts as a result of jacketmg. He had, however, a 

.different experience with regard to wheat, peas and grams. In a replicated experunent 

.oonducted on plots of 1 au acre in size, electrical treatments had not produced any effect 
(vide Statement III). 

Statement Ill.' 
Yield J!U' acre . . 

Name or crop. Soedopar""d. Seed soaked In Control. 
aparked water. 

MA'O'NDS. - MAUNDS. ILU.VNDS. 

Wheat .. 15 13i 13t 
P .... .. .. 14. 14* 13 
Gro.m .. 13'11 13'60 13'11 

~he Farm Manager, Mainpuri, informed me of a similar experience on his farm with 
:wb~ ... t. I might a.lso mention here that Dr. Nehru supplied me with four samples of 

.cotron kapas, two of which were from plots irrigated with sparked water. When they 
were examined at Coimbatore by the Technological Assistant for fibre properties, the 
results of the duplicates were contlictory with regard to lint length; but in the case of 
lint and seed weights definite improvements were noticed, Sparking would, however, 

.seem to have had no effect on fibre weight and immaturity of fibres. 

Statement IV. , 
Name of cotton. Seed weight. Llnt welsht. Gin ...... Lint length. Ptbre weight. Im.mat1UitJ'. 

>lILLI· ",LLI· PH CENT. KILLI· 10 ORAUS. PlIIB ClIN'r. 
ORAl(. 0 ....... ><Eram. 

020 untreated 52'2 32'6 38'4 0'68 2'86 96'2 
620 treated 66'0 36'8 36·2 0'80 2'62 90'8 

·()amllia untreated 76·' 59'1 43'6 0·79 3'44 98'06 
,Camilla treated .. 82'. 61'6 42'7 0'76 S'86 98'07 

At a number of villages like Mangaon, Sujrai, KarhaJ, Bamrauli, Kuayari and Eka, 
it was interesting to see sickly and dying mango and citrus trees rejuvenated, and putting
·forth fresh shoots as a result of jacketing. In some of them the dead cores were yet 
visible betraying their past history. At Bamrauli, the owner of the orchard narrated to 
me how he failed previously to get a good stand in his garden on account of alkalinity 

. of the soil and how he sucaeeded in the last trial with the help of jacketing and appli-
. cation of sparked water. At the time of my visit these young trees were throwing out 
new shoots. At Labhowa, a jambulana tree was pointed out to me by the young zamindar 
sa a specimen which started bearing after the jacketing treatment. Again at BaJrraui 
almost all the mango trees were observed in an orchard 'to be literally laden with fruits 
in a season declared bad for fruiting. Such a remarkable condition was ascribed to the 

o electro-cultural treatments (jacketing and irrigating with sparked water) practised by the 
owner. Again in the Raja's garden at Eka tw.o bael (Aegle marmelos carr) trees growll'" 
side by side within a distance of 8 feet was shown to me as ha.vipg been in poor conditio~ 
about six months back. When one of them was jacketed, it commenced to put forth 
fresh shoots. At the time of my visit. that tree had a fairly go?d growth of healthy leaves, 
while the untreated tree was bare WIth no leaves. At RodaIn, a few mango and citrus 
trees were repcrted by Mr. Dhar, Superintendent of Hunter's Garden, to retain fruits 
better as a. result of Agaskarization. It was interesting to see at N aglabar, trees fruiting 
well on II badly alkaline patch as a re~ult of jacketing. ' Again at Gorakhpuroll number 
of m~ngo trees were brought ~ b~armg. at the ~stance of Sardar Surjan Singh by 
ooverIng the base of the trunks WIth Iron WIre. BeSldes a small experiment was conducted 
in d.uplicate ~ere ~y ~r. Singh to determine the optimum size of the wire netting 
reqwred for JacketIng CItrus trees. It was stated that he chose the best tree for the 
control and jacketed neighbouring four trees with 4 inches, 6 inches, 9 inches and 19 inches 
wide .wire netti~g. A;t the time of my vi~it the co~trol was the poorest signifying the 
effectlveness o~ jacketmg. Amongs.t the differe~t WIdths of jackets, 9 inches was found 
to b~ t~e b~st In growth as well as m t~e tot~ )'leld. But. it was at Tnrnab farm, a more 

. convincIng proof of the usefulness of JacketIng was obtamed. A series of experiments 
in replicated plots on peaches and plums were started there three years a"'o by Colonel 
Noel and their performances ar~ being carefully recorded by the farm staff. The 'elds 

. of the past two. years were st .. tlstica~y examined. (Vide Statement V.) It is ma:rest 
from the analy:>", of the results that. m both years, mere jacketing around the base of the 
trees has d~mtely. enhanced the YI~lds up to 50 per cent, while jacketing of branches 

.only haa failed to mduce any appreCIable effect. 
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Statement V. 

Yield of peaches on the Tarnab Farm. 
Field No.6 A. Plott. Field No.6 A. Plot II. , . , . a·-

Numher 193~38. 1986-37. Number 1985-80. 1986-81. 
Treatment., of of , . , ,..-.--.-"--.... 

mOl· Yieldtr Inc ...... Yield per Increase t_. Yield per Increase Yield per Increaae -., .. over t.ree In over ., .. In over tree In over 
lb. control. lb. control. lb. . 'control. lb. controL 

PER PER PEB P"R 
~. CENT. ClIiNT. <llONT. 

1 Jacketing trunk •• 21 192,2 +31'2 203'0 + 40'2 28 184 .. 4 +18'3 178'0 +18'1 
2 Jacketing branohea. 21 176'2 +20'2 184', + 28'2 28 176'2 +13'2 167'. + 3'S 
3 Jaoketing trunk and 

21 146·0 - 0'. 167'1 + branches .. 8·4 28 149-1 - 4'2 144'4 - 4'6 
4 Control 21 146'7 144'8 28 155'8 15H 

Critical difference •• 1'=0'06 14'74 26'7 

Yield of pl~B on the Tarnab Farm. 
Number Yield per Increase Ylel4 per Incref\88 

TreatmeDt. of tree in over tree in 0'" trees .. lb. coDtrol. lb. control· 

PER OlllNT. PEB cl!:NT. 
1 ('ontrol (1930) 8 18'4 25'8 
2 Jacketed in 1936 8 28'7 56'1 3.'1 36'0 
3 Control (1935 and 1936) .. 14 
4 Jacketed in 19a6 .. • 34'0 31'8 

All " the experiments on pluID.9 were Dot dODe on replicated basis and 8S proper precautions were laoking-
with regard to outskirts, their yields cannot be analysedetatistica.lly. 

With regard to the improvement of animals by electro culture, my observationlJ 
were rather very limited. At Sikandarpur, a poultry man showed me two eggs-one from 
treated breed and the other from a normal hen. The former was distinctly bigger which 
fetched him 20 per cent more money, At Karhal and Bahraul villages two respectable 
men showed me pullets, bigger in size than the normal due to the feeding on grains 
soaked in sparked water. I saw at Chandpura a buffalo said to be fed on sparked straw 
and concentrates. It looked distinctly healthier and bulkier. At Ruppura where most 
of the residents-are employed in selling dairy products at M;ainpuri, I learnt that buffaloes 
increased their milk yield and yielded a better quality of butter when electrified feed 
was sU'pplied to them. It would appear that a co-operative society was formed at Sirsaganj 
for the supply of ' Bijili ' ghee (Bijili = electricity) to Calcutta market where it actually 
fetched, it seems, Rs, 2 extra per tin over the ordinary brand. Unfortunately the prime 
worker in this society died prior to my visit which precluded me from seeing the actual 
working of the society. 

In the case of human beings, I happened to see a ryot at Kusyari with a scar about 
5 inches long and about 3 inches wide reported to be healed entirely by the use of sparked 
water, Sardar Smjan Singh of-Gorakhpur told me of his personal experience. He had, . 
it seems, a kind of facial paralysis and rheumatic pain in the body which he was able to' 
shake off by sparking the affected portions from a cycle magneto. On the day of my 
arriva.! at Mainpuri, Dr. Nehru got a letter from Sri Bao Bahadur L. Venkatakrishnan. 
Superintending Engineer, Tanjore. wherein he described how his old father was saved 
from acute attack of urmmia by electro cultural treatment at a stage when doctors had 
given him up. 

The visits and reports mentioned above, interesting and instructive as they were, 
wade me feel that some of the treatments advocated by Dr. Nehru had certainly 
!lOmething useful behind them; but unfortunately they were being carried out in such 
a way that it was difficult to form a decisive opinion about their individual performance. 
Testing them under conditions of normal agricultural experiments would have furnished 
them better background. At present, all of them were carried out by priva,te individualR 
who could not be expected to realize the usefulness and importance of maintainin~ 
records to corroborate their statements. I for one could also easily reaJize their diffi
culties in attempting to do so. These could have been .easily overcome by conducting 
experiments on agricultural research stations. It might be said tha.t many improve
ments like the introduction of Mauritius groundnut in our Presidency were brought into 
general practice without such rigorous trials. But in all such cases the benefits were 
so patent that they themselves acted as their own advertisers. The puzzling feature 
about the electrical treatments was that they had not spread amongst the ordinarv 
farmers as one would expect. Some allowance should, however. be made for thi~ state 
to two facts, viz., that the time factor is rather Ion" even in the spread of agricultural 
ul'Ilctices that are definitely found beneficial, and th:t the tenant farmers who form the 
majority in the United Provinces are not much interested in increasing the yields in the' 

/ 
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zaminda)·.· lands. Against these should be mentioned the simplicity and the cheapnesB 
of the methods and their sponsoring by the members of an organization like the Electro
culture and Fruits Growers' Association, M;ainpuri.The slow spread would lead me to 
infer tbat the good effects observed might not be universally true and that season and 
place might have had some neutralizing effect. It would therefore be wise to withhold. 
our unquestioning snpport to the universal and wide adoption of tbese methods till exact 
knowledge of the conditions for success would become available. 

Theoretical basis of cell respollse.-AItbough the fact that electric current mfluences· 
plant growth is known since 1746, an explanat.ion for the response accepted brf all is yet 
to come. For the sake of easy reference a few opinions are quoted here. Koernicke 
(7) leports tbat treated beans transpired more rapidly and used greater amount of salts 
from the nutrient solution. :Marinesco (8) stateR tbat tbe application of electro-motive 
force to plants create!! a difference of potential which affects the flow of SB.p in the 
wssels. Dixon and Bennetclark (4) consider tbat a moderate electric current in a tissue 
"au sed a fall in electrical resistance and that tbe ability of a current to stimulate a cell 
i~ determined by the potential difference 8emss the membrane of the cell. Brown (3) 
and Wakshman (16) are of opinion that application of electric current to soil inerea.es the 
activity of soil micro-organisms. Wollny (I7) and Dorchestor (5) have found that weaker
currents stimulated bacterial activity while stronger currents were ha.rmful. Blackman 
(2) concludes that the effect produced is out of all proportion to the energy supplied and 
tbe effect ma5' be classed as stimulative. Stiles (15) writes that wben electric curreut. lS 

passed through an organ, a response similar to mechanicaJ shock is made and changes in 
turgor are brought about .. 

Dr. Nehru (12 and 14) explains that" the basic principle in all these experiments 
is that wherever there is cellular actiVIty electrical energy IS developed and conversely 
.w herever electrical energy is applied, cellular activity is increased and better growth is 
obtained." He (12) considers that by sparking, clogged capillaries become normal and 
that when electrjfied water is taken in .. it is reasonable to expect metabolism to improve. 
nervous tension to be stabilized, functional equipoise to be regained and ill short vital 
processes to be fostered." He further says that in Agaskarization a mild electric field 
IS set up by tbe sparked water coming in contact with the numerous growing points and 
n. a result cell sap move!! more freely. He describes it as .. a reproduction of the natural 
phenomenon associated with monsoon rains when rain charged clouds are struck by
ligbtning before they burst into showers (14)." It is not neces .... ry for the purpose of 
this report to discuss here how far the explanations offered above by Dt·. N ehtu are in 
conformity with the accepted relationships between electric energy and plant growth. 

RegQ.)·ding jacketing very little is known about its mode of action. .Dr. Nehru is
of opinion that cosmio-radio magnetic waves are capt.ured by the wires. Now if that 
!'epresents tbe correct state of things, tben the effect should be dependent on the 
quantity of metal used and the width of jacketing. The place of jacketing should not 
also cause any difference in the results. But the data secured at Tarnab clearly point 
out that js('kt>ting of branches has not induced any effect, while jacketing of the trunka 
is phenomenally successful. It is manifest therefore that more investigatiou is need~d 
in (his direction. 

With regard to the effects of mito-genetic radiation a number of experiments have 
been conducted by various workers. It is rpported that they are due to ultra violet rays 
of a very low intensity emitted by meristematic cells of certain plant and animals. They 
are said to be more sensitive than the most sensitive instrument and yet certain biological 
objects like yeast bacteria, sea urchin eggs are a:ble to detect them. These rays, as 
stated previously are Baid to stimulate growth. Dr. Nehru is of opinion that when 
irrigation water is passed through beds growing onion, the water is enriched by the 
emanations from the onion roots and is effective on plants in much the same way as 
~parked water. 

Conclusiolls.-What I have seen makes me infer the following:-
1. There is something mysterious about jacketing and its effects. Under certain 

conditions it improVe!! plants and trees strikingly. 
\l. There is considerable amount. of evidence to indicate tbe usefulness of sparking 

in the treatment of diseases. 
3. Sparked _ter stimulates young seedlings to develop better. 
4. More experiments and observations under controlled conditions a!'e needed to 

offer a definite opinion on the effectR of sparking on the improve~ent of annual 
crops_ 

6. Since my obsprvations on tbe effects cf application of wa1« charged with • mito
genetic' rays are very few nothing can be said about them. 

VOL. 11-14 
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. 6. Even in the case of treatments where distinct beneficial results have been 
obtsined there are many lacunre in the knowledge accumulated so far which 
makes one feel diffident while attempting to advocate them .widely. 

In drawing these deductions, it is h3l'd to for~t the contribution which Dr. Nehru 
has made in this connexion.· That eJ.ectricity when applied to plants and animals 
improves their general condition is known for a long time. That minute quantities of 
the current are sufficient for this purpose has also been proved by many workers. But 
in almcdt .. 11 these cases the cost of equipme~t nece~sary for the purpose has always 
been far above the reach of many men and still less ID the case of farmers. But it is 
Dr. Nehru, as far as I am aware, that has brought the potentialities oi- electro-cultural 
treatments \\l1hin the compass of an ordinary cultivator. He has spent much of his 
time and money in the, midst of arduous duties as a District ;Magistrate in devising 
mcthod~ and testing them. The app3!"atus. he now recommends and the treatments he 
suggests Rr~ simple, foolproof, inexpensive, not time-consuming and applicable to a 
number of maladies. His jacketing idea seems to be original and marvellous, though 
mysterious. Unfortunately I had not come across with actual yield data of crops except 
at Tarnab farm to bring out the superiority of the treated plots. The information 
furni9hed by Dr. Nehru in United Provinces Departmental Bulletins (10) was mostly 
about the effects produced by different sets of apparatus used by him formerl~. Most 
.of tho experiments conducted by his co-workers suffer from the lack of sufficient number 
.of controls and from the non-inclusion or ordinary precautionary measures enjoined for 
the conduct of agricultural experiments to eliminate and exclude disturbing factors like 
effects due to differences in soil fertility and variation in biological populations. The 
result is that a certain amount of uncertainty and sceptIcsm has begun to gather in 
scientific circles around the recommendations made by them. Enough confidence has 
Llilt been created to pronounce that the effects noticed WIll be reproducible in the majonty 
(If the trials that may be conducted in futw·e. Snch a condition is an essential desidera
tum especially in view of the following statements and facts:-

.(a) A number of eminent scientists like Sir Oliver Lodge, V. H. Blackman, 
J. H. Preistly, J. Jergensen, L. J. Briggs and G. N. Collins have carried out 

, experiments in electro-culture for a number of seasons, and some of them have 
reported,aiter extenslve series of experiments, that increased yields were 
obtained from crops and plants as R result of treatments; and yet subsequent 
workers who repeated them have declared that even with the observance of 
extreme precautions, the differences between the treatecl and the controls are 
found not significant (3-a and 5) .. Millet (9) after reviewing the available 
literature on electrical treatmen~s on crops states that " knowiEidge concerning 
the proper conditions under which electrical treatments should be given is very 
meagre and much more experimental work is needed before any definite state
ments can be made concerning the effects of electricity in growth and crop 
production." When such ~a concluslOn is drawn from data collected from 
experunents with well understood backgrounds,- it will be wise to be more 
cautious in the interpretation of the observations made under less exacting 
circumstances. With regard to mito-genetic radiation, Bateman (1) wbJ.le 
summarizing the information available in literature on this subject likeWIse 
states that" the unsatisfactory state of mito-genetic literaturtl makes it advisable 
to regard all that has been written in support of the existence of mite-genetic 
radiation with greater scepticism. The existence of mito-genetic effect has 

. neither been finally proved nor finally dieproved. The evidence against it 
though extensive, is yet insufficient. But supposing that a mito-genetic effect 
does exist-, it is highly improbable that it has anything at all to do with ultra 
violet radiation." 

(b) It is the departmental policy dictated .by experience that no innovation" or 
improvement should be advocated unless and until it has been tested and found 
successful under a variety of conditions in the entire Presidency. It is too 
well known that if once the confidence and trust reposed in the department 
by the farmers ie shaken off by the poor results arising out of the recommenda
tions made by its officers, it takes years to resume the original position not 
onlv in subjects where failure has been met 'vith, but also in other recom-
mendations which are certain to result in success. _ 

(el Presuming that the electro-cultural treatments cause increases in crop produc
tion with a small iuitial outlay, it is necessary to know the period during 
whi~ additions in yield will be mauifested and the nature and extent of their 
after-effects. Dr. Nehru considers that. the beneficial effects recorded are not 
brought about by stimulation and as such no harmful effects should follow 
by the adoption of the methods. But it is hard to reconcile it with the fact , 

• • 
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that. better crop production means Qb~orption and· removal of more nutrients 
from· the soil. His explanation that charging a plant with electricity remove 
the clogging of the capillaries implies that more uptake of salts will result 
in the process. It is reasonable to expect on a priori grounds that these 
treatments will tend to accelerate soil exbaustion after a period. Data are to 
be gathered to prc.elaim to the farmers eithe.r that such an apprehension is not 
founded on facts or that the after-effe.cts are deleterious. 

Dr. Nehru reports in bulletin 62 of the United Provinces Department of Agriculture 
(10) that the grod effects of sparking were seen even in the fourth generation. Unfor

·tunately the data furnished were insufficient to test wheth~r the di.1f.erences noted wer .. 
the outcome of the seed energization done four generations ago. 

Our first aim should, therefore, be to test all the !Dethods recommended by 
Dr. Nehru under more rigorous and controlled conditions and select such of them as 
give· convincing proof of their good effects. The following are some of the points that 

· are to be elucidated in this connexion :- '. . 

1. The optimum strength of the current needed for sparking. 
2. The inter-relation between dosage and the developmental phases of tbe crop or 

anima.!. 
8. The relative efficacy of different methods. 
4. The hest kind. Ildld optimum size of wire netting required for jacketing trees. 
5. Tbe seat of jacketing to give best results. 
6. The effect of onionized water on crop growth. 
7. The effect of season and place on the treatments. 
8. Nature and extent of their after-effects. 

It may be useful in the connexion to quote pr. Nehru's words. .. He states (12) tba* 
it has yet to be fixed when exactly a treatment should begin and when it should 
terminate to secure a certain specified result." 

, Recomm'endatio1Ul.-It may be stated here that it may appear us~ful for the sake 
of getting quicker results, to carry out tbe experiments recommended below on a 
number of stations simultaneously. But· since the evidences on the effects of sparking 

· and mito-genetic rays are not on the same footing as those concerning jacket.ing, it will 
be desirable to make a distinction in the choice of stations for their conduct. I suggest 
that the former series be first tried by the Crop Specialists stationed at Coimbatore and 
when some certainty and confidence are obtained by them, they may be tried on the 

· district stations. The experiments relating to jacketing may be taken up at all stations 
:wherever facilities exist for such trials. Again, it is essential prior to the starting of the 
investigation to standardize the apparatus and the methods such that the treatments 
-may be. on a comparable basis for drawing valid conclusions. 

IIpparatu.s.-Dr. Nehru recommends the use of ~agneto of cars and cycles. No 
information is at present available on the voltage of current developed in each. The 
Research Engineer may be requested to determine the relationship between the type 
of magneto and the number of revolutions given so that each worker may know and 
adjust the strength of the current according to his. needs. He may; arrange-to .purchase 

· a.Il the magnetos required by the officers, test their strength and send them to· the farm 
managers of the agricultural research stations with a statement about voltage developed 
under different conditions. It is needless to point out that this supply should precede 

.the starting of experiments on the research stations. 

Knowledge is needed on the following points :-
Paddy and "agi-

(a) Effect of sparking dry seed. 
(b) Effect of sooking seed in sparked water. 
(c) Determination of the optimum duration for Soaking seed in sparked water. 
(d) Determination of the optimum dosage needed fo~ sparking water. 
(6) TIie effect of agaskarization of the nursery beds. 

• (f) The effect of irrigating the nursery with 8park~d and onionized water. 
, ,1 '(g) The effect of irrigating the crop after tran~planting with sparked water. 

(Il) Nature of after-effects. 
(J) The possibility of improving alkalinity by irrigating the plots with sparked 

water. These may be studied by the Paddv' Specialist. and the Millets 
Specialist. . -. . . 
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Cotton, ehola.m, cumbu, tenai and groundnut.-ltems (a.) to (d), (h) of the a.bove' 
list a.nd irrigating the crop with spa.rked wa.ter in the ca.se of irriga.ted cotton 

, a.nd chola.m will have to be stuclied. _ 
These experiments may be conducted by the Cotton Specia.list, :Millets Specialist 

and the Oil Seeds Specia.list. If needs be, the trials on cumbu and tenai can 
be put off till some experience is gained on cholam and ragi. 

Sugarcane-
(a) The effects of soaking the setts in sparlred water. 
(b) Determination of optimum duration for soaking. 
(c) Determination of the best dosage. 
(d) The effect of irrigating with sparked water. 
(e) Nature of after-effects. 

These may be carried out at Anakapalie and GUdiyattam stations. 

Plantains-
(a) Study of the effects of irrigating the crop with sparked water. 
(b) Study of the effects of jacketing the fruit stalks. 
(e) Determination of the best dosage for item (a). 

These may be investigated by the Assistant in Systematic Botany at Coimbator~(-
Coconuts-

(a) Study of the effects of jacketing the trunk. 
(b) Study of the effecte of jacketing the spadix. 
,(e) Study of the eff.ects of sparking the jackets. 
(d) Determination of the size of the jacket to be nsed. 
(e) Deterinination of dosage in sparking, 
(f) Determination of the stage when sparking and jacketing will give the besi 

results. 
'Cg) N atUl'e and extent of after-effects. 

These may be tried at coconut stations on the West Coast and on the Central Farm, 
by the Oil Seeds Specialist, 

F,uit-trees~ 

(a) Effect of jacketing trunks. 
(b) Effect of jacketing branches. 
(e) Effect of jacketing fruit stalks in the case of fruits of big size. 
(d) Effect of spa.rking the jackets. 
(e) Determination of the strength of current for sparking. 
(Il Determina.tion of the size of the jacket. 
(g) Effect of irriga.ting with sparked water wherever it is done. 
,(h) Effect of aga.sksrization. 
(i) Effect of planting onions around trees. 
(1) Effect of irrigating with onionized and garlicized wa.ter. 
(k) Finding out the phase when jacketing and sparking will give maximum 

response. 
(I) Study of the extent of improvement in improving the yield of fruit-trees 

grown on alkaline lands as a result of jacketing. 
(m) Nature and extent of after-effects. 

These experiments can be done at Burlisr, Kallar, Central Farm and Kodur research 
stations. ' 

Cows, buffaloes and bulloeks-
(a) Effect of feeding with sparked straw and concentrates. 
(b) Effect of giving feeds that have been exposed over a cloth spread on 8 cot to 

the ea.rly morning sun for half an hour. 
(e) Effect of feeding with straws and concentrates soaked in sparked water. 

',. (d) Effect of giving them sparked water to drink. 
"Ec.~t of sparking the thyroid r~ion. 

\ ' 
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Cows, buffa/Des' and b.ullocks-cont. 
(f) Effect of washing wounds ~th sparked water and sparking the injurecl 

parts. 
These may be carried out at the Central Farm, Coimbatore, Hagari and Guntur 

agricultura.l research stations. 
Pou/try-

(al Effect of feeding with adults and. pullets with grains soaked in sparked 
water. 

,-(b) Effect of giving them sparked water to drink. 
(e) Effect of sparking laying hens at the neck daily. 

These may be tried on the Central Farm, Coimbatore, and Anakapalle. 
Peats and diseases--

(a) The study of the effects of sparking infested seeds. 
(b) The study of soaking infested seeds in sparked water for definite shari; 

period and drying them. 
(e) 1'esting the effect of holding wire netting just touching the tops of crops 

infested with aphis, mealy bugs and hairy caterpillars and passing the current. 
(d) The study of optimum time for items (a), (b) and (e). 

The efficacy of these may be tested by the Government Entomologist. Dr. Nehru 
says that diseases like rust, smut and root rot were controlled by electrical treatments • 

. The Mycologist may repeat these trials under Coimbatore conditions .. 
The above recommendations except the last are made with reference to biologica.l 

objects in health. Since enough replications may not be possible to secure specimens 
with the same stage of ill-health, workers may have to record the conditions of such. 
objects prior ·to and after the treatments carefully so that the results may he collated. 
later on. 
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Farm, Pe?hawar, ~or taking ~e round their farms ~d explaining to me the results they 
have obtamed. Fmally, I WIsh to express my' gratItude to the Madras Government for' 
giving ine an ~pportunity to visit Northern India and learn this interesting and fascinating 
aspect of farmmg. . 
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SECTION II-~UlU'OSEB OF FAMINEOPERATIONB AND PBlNCIPLES OF FAMINE RELIEF. 

Question No.3; These are laid down sucoinctly in the introduotion of the Famine Code 
•. and seotion 127 thereof. While the State is bound to proteot the people from starva

tion in time of distress, it is no part 0/ its duty ta maintam them at their normal 
lellel of comfort or to insure them against 411. suffering. The wage should be the 
lowest amount sufficient to maintain healthy persons in heaUh. Do YOIt agree with 
this statement of policy? If you consider that any modifications are neoessary, what 
are they and how do you justify them if they inl)oll)e greater financial oommitments 
than at present? 

Messrs. Wood, Viswanatha Rae, Nightingale, Bairaj, Pritchard, Unnithan, Javad 
;Hussain, Hejmadi, Arunachalam, Smyth, Pavia, Kudva, Rahamathulla Sahib (Famine 
Charge Oflicer), T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar (Famine Charge Officer), W. Tirunarayana
~hal'"J3, K. Alagiri Rao, Pullayya (Famine Charge Oflicer), C. Gopalam, P. Ramachandra 
Ayyar, Janab Akbar Ali Khan, T. Bhaskara Rao, Y. S. Anantarajayya and A. Padmu.
nabhan among officials and Messrs· K. S. Raghavacharlu, Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib, 
K. Rllmi Reddi, Narayana.Rao, K. Seetharama Reddi, Reddi Venkoba Rae, Chandra
mouli Rae, M. Davendra Nayudu, M. ·Sitarama Rao, Bhojappa Sowcar, Sivasankaran 
Pillai, K. V. Krishnamurti, John A. Zaccheus and B. Subbannachar among non-officials 
agree with the statement of policy in section 127. 

Mr. Wood points out that the sentence in the section (omitted in the question), 
;viz-, .. persons who ue not in health when they come to the works are treated specially" 
is an important one. Reference to generosity in connexion with famine is out of place. 
It has to be remembered that an increase in wages increases the number of persons who 
.come foo: relief. 

Mr. Smyth's experience is that even in nOlIDal times the standard of living in fam~e 
ru::eas is very low and the scale of food and allowance laid down in the Code is generally 
as good if not better than the usual standard of living in good years. 

Sri K. S. Raghavacharlu considers that the .. lowest amount sufficient to maintain 
ht'althy 'persons in health .. now prevailing, is really very Jow and requires to be enhanced 
by 25 per cent. The greater expenditure has to b.e met from the savings under establish
ment and supervision charges. Messrs. Sitarama Rao, Bhojappa Sowcar, B. R. Vengu
ISwami Ayyar, B. Bhima Rao and Sivasankaran Pillai say that these people deserve as 
much. consideration as the inmates in jail and that the excess expenditure involved may 
be met by retrenchment. 

Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib considers that the wages should be in accordance with 
the conditions in the locality which may be appraised by the non-oflicial committee which 
may be formed the moment that famine threatens any locality. . -

~. Kudva thoroughly agrees with the principle because-
(1) The cost of relief measures in famine has to be borne by rate-payers in other 

districts also. 
(2) During the 1935 famine an appreciable number of persons who were not in 

need of relief attended works after the raising of the wages. As observed by the 
Famine Commission, 1901, women and children not in need of relief, have 
always a. tendency to resort to the works. Disproportionately large number of 
women and children is a sure indication that the work serves people not in need 
of relief. 

(8) Personal enquiries revealed that landholders who had supplies of grains did 
not scruple to send their female relatives and children to camp for the sake of 
wages. In some cases even the landholders attended the works. 

(4) If wages a.re too attractive, people will stick to the works with the result that; 
normal agricultural operations will suffer. . . 
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(5) There are doctors in attendance and if it ie found that the health of t;he workers 
is deteriorat;ing there is provision (sections 104 and 130) for raising t;he scale of 
wages on any particular work. . 

(6) No harm will result f1:om the present policy as t;he Collector has to watch 
vigilantly the condition of health of workers in view of the dictum laid down in 
1868 that every district officer will he held responsible for avoidable deaths from 
starvation. -Sri Sitarama Reddi suggests that "the amount sufficient to maintain" must be 

judged by t;he standard of living at the present time. 

Sri Reddi Venkoba Raa considers that the policy is not carried out in practice as the 
,coolies are underpaid. Sri Chandramouli Rao also suggests ~n increase in wages. 

Sri C. Gopalam considers that the payments or the wages should he such as to enable 
the average ryot not ouly to maintain himself and his family but also to be able to 

<continue his agricultural operations even after famine. 

Sri W. Tirunarayanacharya says that experience in the famine camp shows tha~ 
with the scale of wages as now obtaining, the workers l1laintain good health and have 
not shown any signs of deterioration. 

Sri K. V. Krishnamurti says that workers should be supplied with clothing once 
in four months. 

Sri A. Padmanabhan considers it desirable that the workers should be paid allowances 
for rest days, equivalent to the wages of the class to which they belong and not allowances 
of dependents that are meagre for their maintenance. 

Sri B. Subbanachar wants that the wages should be raised at least by 1 or 2 piceta 
.keep the wage-earner above the elementary wants. 

Messrs. G. Rami Reddi (Famine Charge Officer), S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, S. M;uthu
'swami Ayyar, S. Sankaran among officials and Messrs. M. Bhimasena Rao, C. V. Ranga.
charlu, Mrithyanjaya. Sastri, V. M. Giri, Lakshminarayana Raa, Ramanathan, 
B. Bhima Raa, C. Venkoba Raa, P. Rama l-l.eddi and J. Sriniva.sa Sastrulu among non
officiala- consider a change of policy necessary. Mr. Bhimasena Rao is of the opinion 
that the State exists for the people and its interests are identical with those of the 
people. Fa·mine is caused by lack of employment and purchasing power. The State is 
-therefore justified in spending any amount of money to give the people normal comfort 
. and insure them against all sorts of suffering. If all the people are given employment by 
revival of cottage industries, famine will be a thing of the past· Identical views are 
held by Sri Mrithyanjaya Sastri. 

Sri G. Rami Reddi while agreeing that the State is no doubt not bound to maintain 
the people at their normal level of comfort considers it their duty to insure the people 
against !til suffering and deterioration. Clothing and enhanced wages .hould be given. 
The increase may be met by reduction of establishment, etc. Sri Lakshminarayana 
Raa is of the same view and considers that the enunciation of policy should be made 

-clear. 

Sri C. V. Rangachar considers that the principle does not satisfy the requirements 
of keeping, the l~bourers m~ntally 'and ph;ysically healthy as they require not ouly food 
but also 011 fOl: lights, clothmg, etc. An mcrease of more than 50 per cent in wages is 

·called for. Sri S. Rajagopala Ayyangar (Revenue Divisional Officer) is also of the same 
view but considers that an increase of 1 pice in wages all round will meet the demand. 
Sri M uthuswami ~YYru; considers t.hl!-t. as th~ cl~ss of people who depend mainly on agri
cultural labour will mlgrate to adJommg distncts, those who remain are small ryots 
who deserve to be maintained at their normal level of comfort· So also the weavers and 
other artisans. 

Sri Ramanathan states that the ideal of the State should be to keep a person in his 
normal level of comfort as it is now an accepted principle that the man power of the 
. State is the wealth of the State. 

Sri Sankaran suggests modification as follows :-

.. While the State is bound to protect the people from starvation in times of 
distress it ~ !,-O p~ of its duty to maintain them above their normal require
ments but It 18 thell' duty not to put them to unnecessary suffering. The wage 
earned should be su~h sum as is snfficient to get them a day's food to retain 
them in normal health." 
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He suggests this modification because, as human beings they deserve consideration. 
and their normal comforts, viz., three full palatable meals, good drinking water and in. 
deserving cases a cloth cannot be denied to them. He also suggests that officers in 
charge of the works should be allowed a free hand to adjust the task to enable the 
workers to earn nothing less than a living wage. 

Sri C. Venkoba. Rao suggests that the Government could earmark a certain per
centage of revenue collections in each district to be accumulated for the benefit of the 
district against famine and other contingencies, whereby the present system of remission 
of revenue in famine areas and expenditure on famine works could be avoided. 

Sri J. Srinivasa Sastrulu says that when the prisoners who have committed wilfully 
atrocious deeds are having slightly better comforts in the prisons, it would be better to, 
give the famine-stricken people sufficient help to maintain their own standard of living. 

Question No.4-Chapter II of the Code-Preliminary measures of enquiry and preparation 
when the rain foilla; what modification, if any, do you suggest to the measures laid' 
dc>wn in this chapter? 

Messrs. Arunachalam, Kudva, Unnithan, Javad Hussain, Smyth, Pritchard, 
T. R: Subrahmania Ayyar, Bairaj, P. Ramachandra Ayyar, W. Tirunarayanacharya, 
T. Bhaskara Baa, Sankaran and Y. S. Anantarajiah, among officials, and Lakshmi
namyana Baa, T. Sivasankaran Pillai, K. Rami Reddi and K. V. Krishnamurti, among 
non-officlals, consider the present measures adequate a,nd that no IIlodifications are· 
necessary. 

Warnings of possible distress :-
Messrs. S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, Diwan Bahadur N.· N. Viswanatha Rao and' 

C. V. Rangachar observe that not all the symptoms of distress enumerated in section 34 
are likely to exist to-day. Messrs. Rajagopala Ayyangar and Rangachar consider that 
the simple fact that rain has failed should be sufficient to warn Government of the approach 
of famine and that want of rain accompanied by crop failures and unemployment may 
be adopted as the crit.eria. 

Diwan Bahadur V. N. Viswanatha Raa, points out that as it will be difficult to make
the declaration contemplated in 2 (a) under section 33-A, test works might be started 
straightaway without an expanded programme of local fund wor~s and that this should, 
Ill! a rule, be the starting point of famine operations. 

Sri M. Narayana Raa suggests that all works undertaken under section 33-A of the 
Code should be executed departmentally and not through contractors. . 

Sri Chandramowli Bao of :M:oka in Bellary district, however, suggests that test-works· 
should be dlspensed with and the relief ;v,:orks star-oed straightaway. 

Sri Bhimasena Baa thinks that the revenue subordinates do not submit their reports 
in time to the higher authorities, whenever, they apprehend distress as they fear that 
they may be taken to task and that this fear should be removed. He also states that they 
should learn the correct methods of assessing crop outturn. Messrs. Sitarama Raa and, 
Bhojappa Sowcar also suggest that the reports from the subordinates do not give a true 
picture of the distress prevailing. 

Sri Ramanathan suggests that preliminary measu,r.es now undertaken to enquire into 
famine conditions would be obviated if monthly reports were 'called for from each villaga 
about seasonal conditions. 

. :M:essrs. Sitarama Rao and Bhojappa Sowcar suggest that the inspection of crops
should be commenced early in November and should not be postponed to December, that 
cotton, white cholam and wheat may, however, be inspected early in February and thai
all reports Bounding a note of warning of distress should give an estimate of loss in the' 
outtom. They further suggest that as the revenue subordinates are apt to minimize the 
extent of distress to avoid trouble, it would be better to get information regarding the 
distress from some non-official sources as well every month, that the kamams' reports 
may be attested by at least three non-officials appointed for this purpose and that a local 
non-official committee consisting of prominent ryots and members of panchayat board' 
should be formed to watch the situation, to make Crop inspections and to submit outturn 
reports to Collectors;' In cases of conflicting reports' the Collector or the Sub-Collector 
should make a personal inspection. . 

Messrs. :M:rityanjaya Sastri and Girl suggest that the crop estimates should be made· 
only by the Agricultural department and not by the revenue officials. It, is further 
suggested by the latter that in the alternative, the Deputy Collectors should take the. 
assistance of the members of the Legislature for the division. 
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The other suggestions ofl,ressrs. Sitarama Ran and Bhojap!,a Sowcar are-(l) that. 
the number of rain gauges should be mcreased to one statlOn 10 each village where a 
Board ELementary school exists. that the headmaster of the school should record the 
readiugs. maintain the register and submit the report to the. taluk. office through the 
village headman if there is no post office; (2) that when the rainfall IS fOlmd to be defi
cient. special weekly or fortnightly season reports should be obtained from. the Tahsildars 
in a special form to be prescribed; and (3) that final orders of the Government regarding 
grant of r.emission should not be delayed beyond 15th January in the case of red-soil tracts. 

Sri K. Sitarama Reddi suggests the addition of the words "within two weeks" 
after the words" issue orders" occurring in section 47 (b). • 

Rao Sahib Muthuswami Ayyar considers that some legislation is necessary to compel 
"amind81's and big landholders to restore their tanks and to undertake big works to give 
employment to the needy. 

Sri Pullayya. Charge Officer. Harivanam. suggests the following addendum to 
section 33-A. as amended by correction slip No. XVII. dated 15th October 1936;-

.. The Collector may select willing zamindars and landowners of the lpcality to 
take up such works of utility as can be executed by unskilled labourers after 
prescribing the manner of executiug those works." 

Sri Gopalam suggests tbat in addition to the Government the rich ryots as well as 
the general public may be asked to contribute something to relieve the distress instead of 
simply criticising the Government. 

1vIr, W. J. Davis. Superintending Engineer. Coimbatore. points out that early col
lection of grass for cattle fodder from forests is essential and suggests that it should be 
done every year before the burning of grass in forest areas is started. 

Sri Venguswami Ayyar suggests that sparked water may be tried on withering plants 
and that materials necessary for cottage industries may be kept ready for distribution. 

Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib Bahadur suggests that the Collector may form a committe,e 
of influential non-officials for the whole of the famine area to suggest ways and means to 
combat famine. -

Sri A_ Padmanabhan. work agent. Bhatrahalli. considers it desirable that for 
advances given under the Land Improvement Loans Act under section 41 of the Code, 
in terest less than the usual rate may be charged and that it mll(j' be left to the discretion 
of the Collector who may fix the rate of interest in accordance with the crop of the season 
without leaving the full allowance. 

Mr. John A. Zaccheus wants to delete item 10 in section 34. Sri J. Sreenivasa 
Sdstrulu suggests taking active .teps by the higher officials to verify thilstatements of 
the subordinate officials dealing with the rainfall and the condition of crops and also to 
inspect as many times as possible before coming to a decision on the famine conditions_ 

Question No. 5-Clwpter III-Period of Obsertlation and Test; 

(a) Do yoo think the opening of test works a necessary preliminary to the grant of 
relief? 

(b) Do you suggest any modification. to the test work conditions laid down in sections-
49 and 50 of the Code? If so what and why? 

(a) (i) Messrs. E. C. Wood. Rudva, Diwan Bahadur Viswanatha Rae. Arunachalam. 
Rahamatulla, Sivasankaran Pillai. Pritchard. Smyth. BaIraj. Nightingale. Hejmadi. Reddi 
Venkoba Rae. Stewart. PuIlayya (F.C.O.). G. Rami Reddi (F.C.O.). W. Tirunarayana
charyl' (F.C.O.). Akbar Ali Khan (F,C.O.). Sankaran (Tahsildar). T. Bhaskara Rac, 
K. V. Krishnammti. Y. S. Anantarajiah, and A. Padmanabhan consider that the opening 
of test works is essential before starting relief works. 

Mr. Wood says that test works are a necessary preliminary but that they should 
be opened promptly and continually watched and that the decision to cOnvert them to 
relief works should not be unduly postponed_ Mr. Smyth considers that test works are 
o.ccessary in order to prevent abuse. that they should be of 8S short duration as possible 
and that if they show that there is no need to declare famine soon. the situation would 
probably be met for sometime by expansion of ordinary works. Further tests, he con
siders. could be tried if distress increased. Messrs. K. S. Raghavacharlu. Subrnhmanya 
Ayyar. R. Alagiri. Rao. K. Rami Reddi and S. Rajagopala Ayyangar consider the test 
works essential. but would like to limit their period to a fortnight. Mr. Arunachalam 
considers. however. that in times of severe distress and in localities of complete failure of 

vor •. u-16 • 
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crops, the CoLlec~or may b~ a,uthorized to open relief works straightaway and report the 
fact to th,e Famme, ComIIUsslOner for his formal approval. Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib 
Baha,dur IS for leavmg the questlOn to be decided by a committee, Sri (t. Rami Red<li 
,(F.C.O.), consIders that test works are essential, but' that, if in a portion of an affected 
area" a, test work ha,s been opened a,nd it is found that the distress is acute, no test works 
need aga.in be put in operntion in the adjoining affected tracts where simila,r conditions 
are found to obta,m. In such cases he thinks relief works can straightaway be opened. 
Mr. V. N. Kudva, thinks that tests should be • stringent' but not • repella,nt.' 

(li) ;Messrs. ;M. Bhimasena Rao, Javad Hussain, Venguswami Ayval', Unnithan, 
C. V. Rangacha~, N. Mrityanjaya, Sastri, V. ).\If. Giri, )'.f. Narayana Eao, Lakshmi Nara.
yana Rao, K. Ramanathan, K. Sita,ra,ma. Reddi, Devendm Na,yudu, C. Gopalam (Work 
Agent), P. Ramachandra. Ayyar (F.C.O.), P. Pulla. Reddi, John A. Zaccpeus and J. Sreeni, 
vasa Sastruiu do not consider the opening of test works a necessary pl'elimina.ry to the 
grant of relief. Mr: J avad Hussain .suggests that the expa.nsioIl of ordinary works be 
resorted to in the :first inStance a,nd subsequently converted rightaway into relief works. 
Mr. K. )'.f. Unnithan is for giving discretion to Collectors to propose relief wOl'ks straight
away, if the attendance on the ordina"!Y expansion works justifies the opening of relief 
works. He also says that necessary provision may be ma.de in the Code giving power 
to the Collector to fix the wages on the ordinary expansion works irrespective of the 
agency through which the work is done. Sri Mrityanja.ya Sastri recommends that if in 
.anyone of the three preceding years there was drought or scarcity and if the crop outturn 
was poor, no test works need precede starting relief works. Sri V. M. Giri sqggests that 
immediately the signs mentioned under section 34 of the Code are no~iced scarcity be 
declared and works of utility started either by the Government or local boards with the 
Government's assistance and wages paid according ttl the scale of the Public Works 
Department. Such works can, he suggests, be started near the home of the villagers 
without reference to the number of the people attending these works. But if even a,fter 
these scarcity works are opened, the number offering themselves for work shoots up, 
famine relief works may staightawWJ be started. Sri Lakshminarayana Rao observes 
that the rigidity of test works would scare away the intending workmen from resorting 
to the works. Sri Chandramowli Rao says (1) that the estimating of the outturn of crops 
Jlhould be entrusted to the Agricultural department, (2) that no time should be lost in 
·observation and (3) that as soon as the monsoons fail, the reports on the outturn of crops . 
. should be called for and·the relief begun. Sri M. Devendra Nayudu is for the abolition 
of test works as he considers the provisions with regard to observation are enough, Sri 
P. Rama Reddi, President, Panchayat Board, Veldurthi, says that in areas where famines 
frequently come, test works would delay relief and entail more suffering. 

\b) Messrs. ).\If: Raha,matulla, W. J. Davis, Pritchard, T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar, 
K M. Unnithan, K. Alagiri Rao, K. Rami Reddi of Kodumur, C. C. Wilson, Hejma,di, 
W. Tirunarayanacha"!Ya (F.C.O.), N. S. Arunachalam, Chenden Venkoba Rao, 
N. V. Krishnamurti and Y. S. Anantarajiah have no modifications to suggest to the test 
work conditions laid down in these two sections. Mr. John A. Zaccheus says that as 
he considem the opening of test works unnecessary, these two sections may be deleted 

·or suitably altered. 
Section 49.-Mr. Java,d Hussain considers it unnecessa"!Y to impose in test works auy 

task higher than that on relief works. ' 
Mr. Smyth who considem no modification to test work conditions necessary, suggests 

that the test should be strict, that if it is found that large numbem are resorting to it, 
it should be rapidly converted into a relief work but if a few resort to it, it should be 
eloRed and the slight distress prevailing met by the expansion of ordinary works. He 
also considers that the limited piecework system is unsuitable for test works. Sri Siva
sankaran Pillai would like to add the following items of work, viz.: (i) cleaning of 
villages (li) improvement of village-sites by levelling, (iii) filling up of insauitary pits 
.and (iv) installation of bore-hole latrines. Sri Venguswami Ayyar would like to fix a 
minimum wage of one-anna. for a test worker and to give no allowance for rest days. He 
el>o says that Collectors should not be authorized to reduce the wage. Sri. G. Rami Reddi 
(F.C.O.) wants a reduction of work for weakly persons since, if their number is fairly 
large. it will Ml'ect the wages of other workers. ;Mr. V. N. Kudva says that the provi
sion in section 49 (b), viz., that there sl;lOuid be no allowance for a rest day or for depen
dants works sometimes as a 'hardship, as test works lire started in tracts where t.here is 
acute'distress and as it takes some time to obtain orders converting the test work into 
a relief work and declaring famine in that area and as it is also found necessary some
times to enlist the a.id of private individuals or organization for the relief of the dependants 
of persons working in the test works during this interval. 

Sri Lakshminararjana Rao wants the deletion of clause 49 (b) as he considers that 
allowances should be paid for rest day lind dependants. He suggests that section 49 (c) 
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may be amended so as to allow a reduction of task for new comers and weakli persons. 
In this connexion he states further that the test period should on no circumstances 
exceed a week. 

Sri Sitarama Reddi says that the task work system may be followed, that wages may" 
be given as in the caSe of relief works, that disabled persons ma~, be given grain doles 
by way of gratuitous relief, that the task imposed should not be above the standard and 
ordinary task and that test works should be tried only for three weeks. Sri Devendra 
Nayudu suggests the following :-(1) deletion of clause (b) of section 49, (2) the fixing 
-of the task in clause (a) at 50 per cent of tbe standard task, (3) the fixing of ratio for 
woman at one-third of the man, and (4) the modification clause (d). 

Sri Pullayya (F.C.O.) says that section 49 (a) does not lay down how much above 
the standard task the task imposed in the case of departmental works should be, that fnll 
-ordinary task imposed in the case of village works is too much for famine stricken people~ 
snd that both the stone-breaking and earthwork are more or less of similar type and of 
equal exaction. He therefore suggests that the full task during test should be fixed at 
tlO per cent of the ordinary task. Sri C. Gopalam (Work Agent) suggests the payment 
of cash doles for babies in arms and pregnant women during the test period, if test works 
-are considered necessary. J anab Akbar Ali Khan suggests the reduction of the task by 
a little but gives no reasons for the suggestion. Sri Sankaran (Tahsildar) would like to 
fix th~ task at the task prescribed for relief works instead of the enhanced task on the 
{{round that the workers will be able to earn a living wage. He also advocates t·he task 
work system as being the best and is for the abolition of the piecework system. 

Mr. Bhaskara Rao says that the task imposed in respect of earthwork may be reduced 
to 80 per· cent of the standard task as in the case of stone-breaking as roost of the workers 
are unaccustomed to the nature of the work and the conditions under which it is done. 

Sri A. Padmanabhan also wants that the task imposed for items other. than stone
'breaking should be fixed at 80 per cent of the standard task in order to have a uniform 
procedure. He also says that, as there is no provision for children of 10 to HI years of 
age who are able to do some wOlk, it is better to open another class and impose two.thirds 

cof the task of class m.·. . -
Section 50.-Mr. Wood is opposed to the instructions that the earlier stages of 

distress should be met by the expansion of ordinary works and that test works should 
./le opened only if such measures seem incapable of meeting the situation au the ground 
.that the situation at that stage is obscure and that the test work is a means of elucidating 
it, while Sri Viswanatha Rao considers the provision to be inconsistent with those laid 

-down in section 33 (A) 2 (a) and to require clarification. ;Mr. Wood also suggests thai 
Ja,te in the season. when workers· would in normal l]ears have little employment, the 
number of men attending the test works should be the guiding factor in judging the 
·distress and requests that necessary provision may be made in the Code. Mr. Smyth 
oonsiders that during the test stage gratuitous relief should only be given with great 
discretion and in the form of cooked food.:Mr. V~ N. Rudva says that it is generally 
not possible to take advantage of this provision as gratuitious relief is given ill practice 

. only after the famine is declared and not with the opening of test works. 

The following are some of the other suggestions made by the witnesses :-

Section 48.-;Mr. Wood considers that in practice it is not ordinarily possible for 
the Collector to obtain the previous inspection and sanction of the Board before 
starting test works as such a procedure delays taking timely action. 

Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib Bahadur says that the Executive Engineer must be an 
ex-officio member of the committee [which he has proposed for question (a)] !IIld that works 
must be undertaken and proceeded with, with the approval of the Committee. 

Mr. Balraj suggests (1) that a test work should not be converted into a relief work 
till it is found that the proportion of !Den to women attending on the works is at leaet 
1: \I and (2) that during test and relief periods, payment of wages should be in grain, 
proportionate to the outtum of work, a9 only people who are reall~ without any grain 
for their daily consumption will attend the works. :Mr. Nightingale also agrees with 
.these suggestions of Mr. Balraj. He also thinks that a special Executive Engineer with 
rrevions experience of famine should be posted as the Collector's assistant so that the 
difficulties of the early stages may be explained and appreciated and so that the staff may 
be appointed promptly. . 

Rao Sahib :Muthuswami Ayyar suggests (1) that works should be so selected as to 
reouiN more men than women and children, (2) that tanks and channel works in which 
dig'ging is the main item of wcrk, should be preferred to stone-breaking on roads, (3) that 
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Famine Charge Officer and the Work Agent may work under the control of the Tahsildar
and (~) that the weakly and children who are dependants of workers should also be 
provided for even during the test period. 

Sri P. Rama Reddi, President, Panchayat Board, Veldurthi, says that the test work 
condition. must be humanized and the rigour .has got to be minimized, that the period of 
work should not exceed 8 hours and that reasonable comforts for work must be provided. 

Sri Y. S. Anantarajiah says that it is hetter if the payment of wages daily is made 
compulsory, as the payment of wages twice a week results in confusion to the headmen 
who distribute them and also in the difficul1>y to the workers in purchasing grains 
daily. 

Question6-Chapters IV and VI-Declaration of distTess and commencement of relief and' 
description of the fJarious measuTes of Telief: Do you suggest any modifications to the 
profJisions of these chapters? If so 1Dhat are they ~ 

Messrs. Diwan Bahadur V. N.· Viswanatha Rao, ~L Rahamatulla, Javad Hussain, 
A. A. Smyth, J. W. P.ritchard, T. R. .Subrahmania Ayyar, G: Rami Reddi, K. Alagiri 
Rao, S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, V. N. Kudva, V. S. Hejmadi, P. Pullayya, P. Rama
chandra Ayyar, W. Tirunarayanacharya, Akbar Ali Khan, S. Sankaran, N. S. Aruna,
chalam, T. Bhaskara Rao, Y. S. Anantarajiah and A. Padmanabhan among official wit
nesses, and Messrs T. Sivasankaran Pillai, B. R. Venguswami Ayyar, K. Rami Reddi, 
C. V. Rangacharlu, Lakshminarayana Rao, K. Sitarama Reddi,' K. V. Krishnamurti 
and John A. Zaccheus, among non-official witnesses, have no modifications to suggest to 
the provisions contained in these two chapters IV and VI. . 

2. Heading of Chapter IV.-Mr. K. M. Unnithan suggests the deletion of the phrase
.. d&claration of distress" as there is no such formal declar_ation. 

Chapter IV-Section 55.-Sri Devandra Nayudu considers the appointment of Famine 
Commissioner unnecessary. . 

Chapter IV-Section 56.-Mr.E. C. Wood says that the arrangement for' providing 
work proceeds much more rapidly than the arrangement for providing gratuitous relief 
in the village and that during the earlier part of the test works stage, the arrangements 
for providing gratuitous relief in the village are uot complete, so much so that persons who 
are to get gratuitous relief could not get it in time. He therefore suggests that the 
Code should emphasize the need for early preparations for gratuitous relief and considers. 
that to achieve this, it is necessary to give discretion to Collectors to appoint temporarily 
Revenue Inspectors as the preparation of the list will come at a time when the Revenue 
department, with it extra azmoish work, will not be able to attend to it He also suggests 
that gratuitous relief should be given on a test work as a temporary expedient for persons 
requiring gratuitoUil relief who come to a test work because gra~uitous relief at that time· 
had not been organized in the village till the Taluk Officer has made the necessary arrange
ments to give gratuitous relief in the village. He suggests that necessary provision should 
be made in the Code. 

Chapter IV-Section 58.-(1) Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib Bahadur wants the esta
blishment to be cut down to the. minimum and suggests that except at the top, mostly non
officials should be utilized, and men to fill up places like maistries and guards, etc., must 
be indented upon the neighbouring offices. -

(2) Mr. Balraj suggests the following as an additional sub-paragraph under this 
section on the ground that nothing has been stated for arranging the staff required in the 
Public Works Department for carrying out the relief work . 

• 

.. (i) Inform the Chief Engineer about executive staff required for car.rying out 
Public Works." 

(3) Sri Devendra N ayudu suggests that if the officer holding charge of the district 
is IWW, a Collector, having previous experience of the conditions of the district, should 
be posted forthwith. . 

(4) Sri Ch.endan Venkoba Rao suggests that as far as possible non-officials should be 
given the role of supervising, etc., and that the subordinates of the Government should 
be expected to satisfy the Governm~~t that they discharged their. duties faithfully and 
truly l\OOording to the letter and Splnt of Chapter II of the Famme Code, on pain of 
punishment. 

(5) Sri J. Sreenivasa. Sastrulu suggests the appointment of an independent official 
of the Engineering dep3J'tment in the place of the Executive Engineer, for &Reh district 
to look after the famine work to avoid delay in the starting or opening of famine camps, 
kitchen,s, etc. . 
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Chapter VI.-8ri Bhima. Rao considers that the present mea.sures of relief involve 
a colossal wa.ste of huma.n eWlrgy without any tangible benefit to the public a.t large, 
tha.t the manner in which the relief works are conducted and especially the breaking of 
stones in the hot sun detract from humanitarian considerations and that therefore the 
l'elief works to be undertaken should be conducive to .yield the highest amount of benefit 
to the public. To this end, he suggests the following measures;-

(1) Construction of wells in villages where supply is insufficient a.nd deficient. 
(2) Construction of vakkarnies in suitable places. 
(3) Spinning of yarn and weaving of cloth in their homes in villages. 
(4) Construction of roads where it is possible to consolidate them efficiently and' 

properly and where they could be maintained in proPer repairs during succeeding: 
years. 

(5) Aid to industries in the villages. 

Chapter VI-Section ·75 (b).-(i) Sri Bhimasena Raa says that assistance to weavers 
referr.ed to in this section was given only once or twice till now. He wants the assistance 
to be given not only to weavers of cloth but also to spinners of yarn and weavers of 
cumblies and cottage tanners. • 

(ii) Sri V. M:. Giri suggests the preservation of cattle by the Government alld their
return to the ryots after the famine, as the ryots very often sell them to butchers owing to 
their inability to maintain them and as they cannot be expected to maintain them during 
the period of distress. Sri C. GopaJam (work agent) also considers that sp.ecial attention 
should be paid to the preservation of cattle. 

(iii) Sri Ramanathan suggests that provision should hoe made for gosha ladies who 
know weaving and spinning. He also suggests that women as a class should not be 
taken to field work but confined to villages and given such work as pounding rice, spinning, 
carding or any other kindly labour as the work of breaking stones will impair their health. 

Challter VI-Section 75 (e) and (fl.-Sri Chendan Venkoba Raa recommends (i) that 
district orphanages have to be established as permanent institutions and the local boards. 
be obliged to maintain them and (ii) that the Forest departmeQt may be entrusted with the 
duty of maintaining the cattle in times of distress and harnessing the supply bf milk 
at that time and making it useful to the needy public. 

3. Miscellaneous suggestionB.-Sri Mrithyanjaya Sastri says that (1) the distinction 
between ' scarcity' and ' distress' should be abolished, (2) that, immediately rains fail 
and the expected outturn is poor, it is advisable to declare distress and (3) that the condi
tions of test work if found necessary need not be different from relief work especially in 
the Ceded districts. 

Sri J. Sreenivasa Sastrulu says that provision should be made in Chapter VI for
giving necessary assistance to weavers and such other .skilled c.raftsmen, who can turn out 
better wages than in the ordinary famine camps. He also suggests the increa.se in 
the wages to 3, 2~ and ~ annas to men, women and children respectively. 

SECTION III-SCALE OF WoICillS AND ALLOWANOES AND 'IHE DIET SCALE. 

Question 7 ; Do you suggest any modifications of the classification of workers and 
dependants prescribed in sections 97 and lIS of the Code? If 80, for what reasons? 

Sections 97 and l1S:-Messrs. Viswanatha Raa, Javad Hussain, Pritchard, Kudva 
Hejmadi, Bhaskara Rao, Ramachandra Ayyar, Tirunarayanacharya and Akbar Ali Khan: 
among officials and Messrs. Sayyed Bud.en, K. Rami Reddi and Krishnamurti among non
officials, consider that no modification to sections 97 and lIS is necessary. Messrs. Siva.
sankaran Pillai, B. R. Venguswami Ayyar and C. V. Rangachar have no suggestions to 
~. . 

. Section 97.-Mr. E. C. y,rooll sU!l'gests that the ~en should be classified according to 
theIr age, those above 20 bemg put mto class I. Sri K. Ramanathan (non-official) and 
C. Gopalam (official) also suggest the classification according to age. Sri Ramanathan 
would have adults between 18 and 40 and adults between 41 and 60 claSsified with varying 
wages. He suggests that the wages of skilled workers and that of class -r should be 
@reater. Sri Gopalam suggests that class I should include adults and boys above 16 
who are able to turn out good work; class II women and girls of and above 13 capa.ble of 
turning out work as adults; class ill boys and girls between 10 and 12. 

He states that experience is that boys and girls above 10 are used to work in those 
parts. Messrs. Rahmatulla, T. R. Subramanya Ayyar, G. Rami Reddi, Amanuddin and 
Alagiri Rao, among officials, and Lakshminarayana Raa, among non-officials, also sugll'est 
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the minimum age of class m workers to he reduced to 10 for the same reason. They 
suggest no change in the maximum age of 14 fixed in the Code. Sri Devandra Nayudu 
(non-official) would, however, have class III to consist of those between 14 and 16 years 
~fage abLe to work; Sri Sitarama Reddi (non-official) would have class In from 12 to 
18 years and Messrs. Smyth and Davis (officials) would fix the age of class m at 12 
to 16 years. Sri Sitarama Reddi ia of opinion that children below 1~ cannot be expected 
to work. Mr. Unnithan suggests that class III may be abolished altogether and included 
.in V (a). He points out that due to eagerness of parents to earn extra wage, boys who 
.cannot work are often included in class ill it being very difficult for the charge officer to 
-distinguish between classes m and V (a). . 

Sri T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar (official) and Sri Lakshminarayana Roo (non-official) 
'Consider that only males should be included in class I. Sri Sitarama Reddi sugges~s all 
adults capable of hard labour, .excluding the special class, to be shown as class 1. He 
also suggests that males above 45 years and females should be classed as class n with 
their work fixed at two-thirds of class I. Sri Lakshminarayana Rao also agrees that 
.class n may consist of both males and females. Sri V. M. Girl would have the difference 
between classes I and n done away with, in view of the recommendation that there 
.ahould be equal wages. 

Mr. Balraj says that there is an impression that class m workers when employed on 
carrying, etc., can be classed under class ll. He, therefore, suggests that class 11 may be 
.defined as .. Adults above 14 years of age employed on carrying, etc." Sri Pullayya points 
~ut that • special gangs' on a work conAists of skilled workmen, who are" paid the wages 
of the. special class and also workers of classes I. n and In employed on special duties 
as water carrying, etc., who are paid their respective wages according to classification. To 
avoid this anomaly he suggests that • special gang' used in the section may be changed 
into • people classified as special.' 

Sri Y. S. Arantarajiah suggests that old men and old women who cannot do full task 
and who am at present included in classes I and n may be included in classes n and III 
respectively, as they do not consume so much of food, as workers of class I and in view 
~f other difficulties explained by him elsewhere. 

Section 116.-Dr. Passmore after inspecting the kitchens in some of the works in B.el
lary district observes that it is a practical impOSSibility to separate the dependents into six 
classes and serve six separate rations, without an enormous increase in organizing staff 
and that this was not done in the camps visited. He therefore suggests the reclassification 
~f dependents into four classes as follows :~ 

IV. Male and female adults and all children over 9 years. 
V. (a) Children between 5 and 9 years. 

(b) Children between 1 and 5 years. 
(c) Children below 1 year. 

<.rhis subdivision could and should be enforced with reasonable accuracy. The Surgeon
(leneral agrees with Dr. Passmore. 

Messrs. Smyth and Davis consider that no modification is necessary in the section if 
the charge officers use a little discretion liiclassifying the children as for example putting 
.a big healthy boy of 7 or 71 years of age able to eat more than the ration for V (e) in class 
V (b) instead of V (e). 

Mr. Balraj suggests- that class IV should be defined as "adults including hospital 
patients and persons attending them over 14 years of age" to avoid children below 14 
being included in it. Sri Pullayya considers that a woman in advanced stage of pregnancy 
who under section 132 should b.e considered as an infirm person and given gratuitous relief 
in her house, has to be treated as a dependent in the camp if the supporting husband, 
father, or mother is a worker and suggests that class IV mlllJ be defined as "Adults 
includina infirm persons, hospital patients, etc." so as to include such cases. Sri 
C. Gop~am suggests that classes IV (a) a.n~ (bl may be co,!,veni~n.tly clubbed ll:'to one 
as the eating capacity of both these classes IS the sam~. Sn K. Sitarama Reddi wonld 
have in class IV adults including hospital patients and parents of workers who are either 
too old or disabled.- Sri Mrityanjaya Sastri is of opinion that there should be no difference 
between male and female in the matter of wages. The following modifications in class V 
.have been Buggested:-

Sri 7J. R. Subrahmanya AYllar.-Class V (a)-Children between 10 and 14; class 
V (b)-Over the ages of 8 and 10 years. 

Sri Rami Reddi.-V (c)-Children over 4 years and below 8 years; V (d)-Children 
over 2 yearS and below 4 years; V (e)-Children up to 2 years. Children below 
2 years may be given cash doles as tb.ey cannot go to the kitchens. 
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Sri Rajagopala Ayyangar.-Existing V (a) to be abolished .and classified as IV (e). 
V (a)--()hildren between 5 and 12 years. V (b)-Ghildren between 1 aud 5 
years. V (c)-Ghildren below 1 year. 

Sri Alagiri Rao.-V (a)-Between ages 10 and 14 who are able to work. V (b)~ 
Over 5 and under 10 years of age. 

Sri MTityanjaya Sastri.-V (d) and (e)-To be one class. 
Sri Lakshminarayana Rao.-V (a)-Ghildren between the ages of 1~ and 14. 

V (b)-Ghildren over 8 years and under 10.years. V. (c)-To be OIrutted alto
gether unless provision is made to supply mIlk fq.r babies below 1 year. 

Sri K. Sitarama Reddi.-V-Ghildren between 6 and 12 and another class VI
Children below 6 years. 

Amanuddin Sahib Bahadur.-V (e)-To include children up to 2 years as children 
up to 2 cannot go to kitchen and the meals served in the kitchen are not suitable 
to them. . 

STi C. Gopalam.-V (a)-Children between 10 and 12 years. V (b)-Ghildren 
above 6 and below 10. V (c)-Children above 3 and below 5. V (d)-Ghildren 
below 2 years. . ' 

Mr. Arunachalam.-V (a)-Children between 10 and 14 years. V (b)-Children 
between 7 and 10 years., V (c)-Gluldren between 3 and 7 years. V (d)
Children between 1 and 3 years. V (e)-Ghildren below 1 year. He considers 
the difference in the requirements of children between 1 and 5 to be great. 

Sri S. Sankaran.-y (b)-To consist of children over 8 and under 10 yejU"s. 
Sri K. Ramanathan suggests that the dependents should be retained in their 

respective villages and employed on such domestic work as found at present in 
poor houses, blind houses and orphanages. 

Sri Y. S. A nantarajiah.-Children between the ages of 1 and 3 years may be 
formed into a separate class so that they may be given cash dole as they cannot 
attend kitchen. 

Sri A. Padma.nabha,n suggests the division of the existing classes IV (a) and' (b) 
as follow. :-
IV (a).-Cripple. and the lame-Hospital attendents of the male sex-Young. , 
IV (b).-Gripples and the lame-Hospital attendents of the female sex-Young. 
IV (c) .-Hospital patients, etc., of the male sex -Old persons-0ld. 
TV (d).-Hospital patients, etc., of the female sex-Old persons-Old. 

He also suggests that dependents (children) can be encouraged to learn takli and 
charks. and to spin certain quantity of thread so that it might be useful for them 
in after life. 

Mr. John A. Zacchem suggests the deLetion of class V (a) with a view to support 
class ill in section 97 of the Code. 

Sri J. Srinivasa Sastr"lu says that better discrimination is to be used in admitting 
workers to different classes on which their wages mainly depend. 

<Question No. 8 (a): What modificat.ions, if any, do yo" suggest in the scale of wages 
and allowances and the other pTovisions in Chapter VIII of the Code? On what 
grounds do you suggest the modifications? 

Messrs. E. C. Wo~d, Kudv~, Javad Hussain. Arunachalam. Smyth, Davis, Hejmadi, 
M. Rahamathulla Sahib (Famme Charge Officer), Sankaran (Tahsildar), P. Pullayya 
(Famine Charge Officer), T. Bhaskara Raa and Y. S. Anantarajayya among the official 
witnesses, and Khan Sayyad Buden Sahib among non-officials, consider that the existinn 
'scale requires no modification. Mr. Woed considers that if the principle in section 127 
is accepted, then the wages according to the table in section 128 (a) as last revised are 
not only adequate but actually too high, being for most classes about 3 pies above the 
wages which would be in accordance with the principle in section 127. His reasons 
are: (1) before the wages were increased this year, workers were maintained in health 
on the lower wages, (2) every woman spent nearly quarter of an anna on betel and (3) 
persons who came to the w~rk in an em~.ciated condition owing to the starti~g of the 
work late, became fully nounshed on famme wages. [Please see item 1 under notes of 
reference.] 

Mr. Kudva c?nsiders. the wages adequate particular~y as there is provision to vary 
them on any particular kind of work. Mr. Javad Hussam comes to the same Conclusion 
o()onsi~ering t~at genera~ly practically entire families get relief either in the shape of wages, 
gratUltous relief or at kitchens. 
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Mr. ,Smyth suggests that an average family of five could earn, in the last famine of 
1934-35 according to the scale then ill force with the addition of 1 pice for all classes 
except V (c) and (d) sanctioned hy the Government then, an income of As. 6-9 a day 
or Rs. 12-8-0 per mensam which is equivalent to the pay of a peon in Government service 
who was expected to he able to, maintain his family on this pay. He therefore considers 
that the wages paid in 1935 are adequate. , 

Mr. Arunachalam consid.ers that the allowance of 1 pice to mothers for children in 
V (6) is not used to their advantage and that experiments on korra or ragi gruel mixed 
with some milk powder should be tried by diet experts to ensure a cheap way of feeding 
them. 

2. While not suggesting any radical changes to the existing scale in section 128 (a) 
Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao, Unnithan, Pritchard, Bairaj, Nightingale, AIagiri Rao, 
T. R. Subramania Ayyar, C. Gopalam (work agent), W. Tirunarayanacharya (Famine 
Charge Officer) and J anab Akbar Ali Khan (Famine Charge Officer) among officials and 
Messrs. A. Ranganatha Mudaliyar, K. Rami Reddi, D. ChandramouliRao and Madduru 
Nagi Reddi among non-officials suggest certain modifications. [Please see item 2 under 
notes of reference. J 

Sri V. N. Viswanatha Rao cpnsiders the addition of an equivalent fOJ: buttermilk 
necessary as buttermilk has been allowed even for prisoners. In view of this and of the 
complaint about inadequacy of wages and because of the need of some margin for indi
vidual necessities not taken into account he suggests an increase of 1 pice in the present 
wage of each class of worker. Messrs. T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar and K. Rami Reddi 
of Kodumill' also suggest' an increase of 1 pice for all classes of workers. [Please see 
.item 3 under notes of reference.] 

Messrs. Unnithan, Bairaj, Alagiri Raa (Subdivisional Officer) and Pritchard point 
out that the gJ.'ain equivalent allowed in the case of classes V (c) and (d) in the table in 
section 128 (a) is not sufficient to purchase grain and other items according to the scale 
in the table as the grain equivalents in these cases were not increased when the .. other 
items .. were increased. It is suggested that it is necessary to increase the grain equivalent 
by 5 tolas in each of these two classes and also to increase the corresponding money rate 
in table X at page 134 of the Code. ' 

Ml·. "Pritchard also states that amendment is necessary as regards supply to dependents 
at kitchens as the present instructions are obscure and impracticable as it is not possible 
to prepare seven different kinds of soups for the seven classes of dependants. He there
fore suggests that the grain item for each class which is adequate should remain as it is 
and that one scale only for the other items should be worked out. The needs of the 
different classes will be met by varying the quantity of the soup supplied. He also: 
suggests that the provision limiting the amount to be spent on other items to the difference 
between the grain equivalent and the grain item should be abolished and the kitchen 
superintendents required to provide the actual quantities of the other items subject t() , 
a mllXlmum according to a pnce list of various items to be fixed by the Collector. [Please 
see item 4 under notes of reference.] 

Sri Gopalam considel's that an increase of one pice will be useful. The wages of 
headman may be increased by half an anna over class I in view of the responsibilit.Y they 
nndertake. L Plea'Se see item :5 under notes of reference.] 

The provision in the diet scale is sufficient if it is closely followed irrespective of Bny 
increase of total cost over grain equivalent. . 

Sri ThirunarByanacharya considers that an all round increase of 1 pice will be suffi
cient while Mr. Akbar Ali Khan would restrict this increase to classes I to III and double 
the provision for salt. 

Sri D. Cbandramouli Rao suggests that the distinction in wages between men Bnd 
women should be abolished as t.here is no difference in the cost of their living. [Please 
ae.a item 6 under notes of reference.] 

Sri Madduri Nagi Reddi suggests that as the wages are insufficient, enough grain 
sufficient for an ordinary meal should be given to such workers. . 

S. Radical changes are advocated by Dr. Passmore, whose opinion has the support of 
the Surgeon-General (Lieut.-Col. ~hortt)! Sri S. ~ajagopilia A:vyangar (Revenue Divisional 
Officer Gooty), Janab Amanuddm Sahib (Famme Charge Officer). and Mr. P: Rama
chBndr~ Ayyar (Famine Cbarge Officer). among officials, and Messrs. Bhimasena Rao, 
Lakshminaravana Hao, ChidallAndam, V. M. Giri. C. V. Rengacharlu. N. Mritvanjaya 
Hastri, NI:. Narayana Rao. M. DevendTa Nayudu, K. Sitarama Reddi of Gudur and 
B. Bhima Rae. among non-officials. 
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Dr. Passmore inspected works. He examined only dependants fed at kitchens. The 
grain ration was sufficient but not other items. One thousand one hundred and seventy
five children were examined. Thirty-four per cent had xerophthalmia, a disease caused 
by severe prolonged deficiency of vitamin A. No evidence of lack of vitamin B. Food 
was served under conditions which were not satisfactory. No attempt was made to divide 
children into their different age groups. Dr. Passmore considers that famine relief is 
not only an emergency measure to save life but also a system of relief which is frequently 
in action for long periods. An infant in the famine area has the prospect of facing three. 
or four famines of about six months duration each before reaching adnlt life. The 
diet shonld therefore be adequate for growing children. He recommends that dependants 
be divided into four classes ;-

Class IV-adnlts aud children over 9. 
Class V (a)-children between 5 and 9. 
Class V (b)-children between 1 and 5. 
Class V (c)-children under one year. [Please see item 7 under notes of reference.] 

The grain equivalent should be abolished. The table in section .128 (a) should be 
modified as below;-

Items In tolao. 
r-----------------~~.~~~~~~---------~ v..,taI>,,, 

Grain. 

IV 40 6'0 
V (a) 30 3'0 
V(b) ." 20 2'0 
V (0) Cash dole. 

[Please see item 8 under notes of reference:] 

00 or gbee. 

1'26 
1'00 
0'76 

SaU. 

1'25 
0'76 
0'75 

lnoludJog Oondlmeuta, etc. 
oDlonl, 

10'0 1'26 
7.5 0'75 
6'0 0'76 

One quarter of the vegetable ration should be in the form of grllen leafy vegetables. 
[Please see item 9 under notes of reference.] 

Sri S. Rajagopala Ayyangar, Revenue Divisional Officer, Gooty, states that a healthy 
adult labourer has three meals a day in each of which he consumes a minimum of one
fourth seer of food-grain. Sixty-three tolas of grain are required, while only 55 tolas 
are provided. The other items need not be increased proportionately but some provision 
may be made for buttermilk for which 15 tolas of grain may be allowed. The wages 
for a class I worker mav thus be fixeQ at 120 tolas and for the other classes of workers 
lind dependants, it may "be fixed at one and one-fifth times that now prescrib~d. 

Mr. Amanuddin Sahib considers that the reason for too many women and children 
I'esorting to the works is due to the low wages paid to the men, that it is only the adult 
males who turn out the hard and difficult portion of the work, that when wages are 
reduced for low percentage of outturn it is only class I thatsuiiers and that there is 
therefore no .. attraction .. for men to resort to famine works. Hence he suggests that 
the wages for men may be increased slightly keeping the differences between classes I 
and II constant at 2 pice. 

He further suggests that the cash dole system may be substituted by a system of 
doles in kind. In villages, labourers are paid only in kind. This system will not attract 
people, who are not in danger of starvation as the present cash dole system does. The 
existing evils of corruption and fraud may be minimised. Grain and pulse may be. 
distributed according to the scales fixed and to compensate for other items each worker 
may be paid one pice. . 

Scale of grain items provided for dependants-classes IV (a), IV (b), V (a) to (cl)
require some change. The present system of preparing food-cakes for each class 
separately and the calculation. involved therein are confusing and difficult. Food-cak"" 
for classes IV (a), IV (b) and V (a) are not sufficient and those supplied to V (0) and (4) 
are a little in excess. The scales may be revised as follows:- . 

Dependants. Grain Grain Dependants. Grain GKin 
equivalents. item. equivalents. item. 

IV (a) 90 60 V (b) 60 4,0 
IV (b) 90 60 V (e) 30 20 
V (a) 60 4,0 V (d) 30 20 

This table will avoid the necessity of preparing separate cakes for each class if the cakes 
are prepared to a standard size of 20 tolas each. Three of these may be served to 

. classes IV (a) and IV (b) and two to classes V (a) and (b). 

Further advantages of this system are that the total quantities of grain equivalent 
and grain item can be calculated easily as also the number of cakes to be prepared and 
the increased difference between the grain equivalent and the grain· item will enable 
the purchase of other items as prescribed in the scale. 
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Sri P. Ramachandra Ayyar recommends that mstead of grain equivalent for workers, 
2 annas, As. 1--{; and As. 1-3 may be given to classes I, II and ill workers, while the 
existing rations for dependants are adequate . 

• 
SriM. Bhimasena Rao considers that in view of the facts that in factories the 

wages are 6 annas for a man and 4 annas for a woman and that an agricultural employer 
pays in off-season 3 seers, 2 seers and 1 seer respectively for a man, woman and child, 
the wages may be increased to 3, 2f and 2 annas for a man, woman and child respectively. 
Sri Lakshminarayana Roo suggests an all-round increase of 10 P.8r cent to the grain 
equivalents for wastage and for necessary addition of dholl, etc., and another 10 per 
cent for supply of butter-milk. For classes V (c) and (d) no provision for oil or ghee 
is m9olie. Necessary provision should be made. [Vide item 10 under the notes of reference.] 

Sri Chidanandam would have 6 annas for a man and 4 annas for a woman. 

Sri Giri considers that the wages are antiquated and should be raised to the level 
of Public Works Department wages.. The Government should institute a system of 
equal wages for all adults for a eight-hour day which should replace the present task 
syatem. The grain equivalent system should be abolished. [Please see item 11 under 
the notes of reference.] 

Sri Rangachar considers that the wages should be doubled as the average .... consump
tion of staple food by an adult is about 120 tolas. 

Sri Mrityanjaya. Sastri considers that the scale is not suited to the Ceded districts, 
that the grain item is insufficient for classes I and II and that the distinction between 
men and women is unnecessary. 

Sri Narayana. Rao considers that the wages offered are not .. attractive" and sug
gests the increase to annas 3 and 2 for a male and female respectively. 

Sri Devendra Nayudu considers that owing 'to change in condition, the scale has 
to be half as much again as the present sca.le. 

Sri Sitarama. Reddi suggests wages ranging from If measures to • measure. 
Sri B. Bhima. Roo considers tha.t the diet scale should be in accordance with present 

stsndards and they should be enhanced to be not less than the wage and diet given 
to prisoners in jails. [Vide item 12 under the notes of reference.] 

Sri P. Pulla. Reddi, President, Panchayat Board, Pagidyala, says that the minimum 
living wage for a. man would be 4 a.nnas and 3 aimas for a woman. 

Sri K. V. Krishnamoorthy says, that the wages paid in cash in .the famine cam{l8 
a.re quite insufficient to procure grain, pulses and other items fixed under section 128-A 
and accordingly suggests an all-round increase of 6 pies to cover the actual requirements. 

Sri A. Padmanabhan sa.ys, tha.t on rest days, wages should be paid to the workers 
of the cla.ss to which they belong immaterial of· the sex. -

&. Certain miscellaneous suggestions have been made by witnesses under ~s ques
laon as follows:-

Section 129. 

Sri Devendra N ayudu suggests that the ba.sis of conversion should be the price in 
the nea.rest market but should be fixed at a. reasonable figure. 

Section 130. 

Sri M. Devendra Nayudu suggests that the power to alter wages should be vested 
in the Collector who should be free to use his discretion. 

Section 131 (b). 
Mr. Pritchard suggests that the cash a.llowance for children up to two years of age 

instead of only children in arms as at present should be given to the mother as it is 
difficult for such young children to attend dining sheds. 

Section 132-Pregnant women. 

Mr. E. C. Wood cOnsiders that the provision in the note is necessa.ry to prevent a 
rush of pregnant women who will take Rs. 2 and absent themselves immediately after 
enrolment. [Please see item 13 under the nofes of reference.] 

Mr. Balraj considers that .in cases where deli,!ery is prolonged beyond the three w~eks' 
period, full wages may be gIven for each day lD excess of three weeks before delivery 
"ubject to a maximum of one week. 
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Mr. Pritchard suggests that when delivery is prolonged. beyond the three weeks,
charge officers, may be permitted to allow them further absence for a. reasonable .period 
~thout examination by a. Medical officer on a. certiftca.te from the village munsif. 

Sri GopaJam (work a.gent) considers tha.t such· women should be a.llowed rest till 
delivery on the basis of the first certifica.te 'IVlthout asking them to a.ppea.r before the 
:Medical officer a.ga.in. [Please see item 14 under the notes of reference.] 

Sri M. Devendra N ayudu 'Suggests that pregna.nt women should be permitted to 
a.bsent themselves after sixth month and at lea.st two months a.fter delivery. 

Section 135. 

Mr. Unnithan suggests that the section ma.y be a.mended so a.s to make the a.tten
dance of the recipient of gra.tuitous relief compulsory on tha da.y of distribution. [Please 
see item 15 under the notes of reference.] 

Mr. Balra.j suggests tha.t the wording of the last paragra.ph under- the s.ection ma.y 
be altered to the follo'Wing :- . 

.. The a.llowance shall not be given to those who have been less than three days 
on the works in tha.t week including the day previous to the rest day, etc." 

Sri GopaJa.m (work agent) suggests tha.t it may be modified as follows:-

.. Workers who attend the work fcir three consecutive days prior to the day on 
which rest day allowance fa.lls due should be made eligible for the rest da.y 
a.llowance. " 

Sri Devendra. N ayudu suggests that rest-day allowance should be abolished and they 
should be pa.id at the same rate-on the rest da.y as on the working day. [please see 
item 16 under the notes of reference.] . 

, Mr. T. Bhaskara R&o wa.nts that provision should be made in the Code for the pay
ment of wages to workers. who cannot be sa.fely admitted to ca.mpe by reason of any 
members of their fa.milies suffering from any infectious. or contagious disease. . 

Sri J. Sriniv.asa Sastrulu wants better discrimination to be used in the admis
sion of workers to difierent classes on which their wa.ges mainly depend. 

:Major E. M. Sewell has no remarks to offer on the question of wages." On. the 
question of diet he thinks that the diet scale as at present laid down is adequate. He 
suggests that in future in the case of camps supplying a long .. work front" there 
should be subsidia.ry kitchens as well as dining ha.lls, a.s it would ensure the dependents 
receiving their foods reasonably hot. 

5 .. The following suggestions and observa.tions have been remitted to the Committee 
for examination:-

(1) The representation of Sri Suryanarayana Roo based on the evidence of 
Dr. Aykroyd that the existing wa.ges are inadequate. 

(2) The question of allowance payable to workers during illness. Sections 116 
134 and 140 (vii) read together indicate tha.t workers, a.bsent owing to illness' 
should ~e treated. as depeJ?-~ents. The Government require that the questio~ 
of making a. spectfic .proVlslon to cover such cases should be considered. . 

N otea of 'reference. 

1. Statistics relating to scale of wa:ges of skilled and unskilled labour in different 
periods are enclosed. "[Vide item 17 below.] 

The paragraph headed .. the scale of wages and allowances and the diet scale" in 
the note furnished to members deals with this question. The origin of the policy laid 
down in the introduction to the Code and in section 127 tbat the duty of the State is 
only to save life and m~ntain pe?ple in health has been traced in that note. Appendix 
VITI to that note con talUS the different scales of Wa.gElS fixed at different timeB in 
accordance 'With the above principle. 

r" tha.t note it was mentioned tha.t the Collectors were- asked to reporh 

(1) Whether the _difference between. the grain equivalent and the grain item W88 
sufficient to purchase the .. other Items." 

(2) yvhat vegetables are ordinarily available in markets in the area and at what 
pnoe. 
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On point (1) the Collectors' reports show that the variations of the actual prices 
of all items as compared with the wages are as under ;-

ADantapur. 
Bellary. , 

~ 
In 'Work. wbere the prieQ balla t. 

• -. 
Jturnool. Sooty. :J:adp&tr\, 11. seers. 12 lOOn. 12il6erl. 18 Beel8. 

PDCS. PIlI:S, PIES, l"~. _S, PIlI:S, PIE8, 

CI8ss 
-0'87 + 0'45 -2'a 

I .. -11' + 2'20 + l'48 + 2'66 -0'49 + 1'95 -1'02 
-4'82 

-0'17 - 2'18' -1'83 
Class II " -5 + 2'62 + 2,07 +0'04 + 0'09 -0'88 -2'38 

-4'26 
+ 0'96 -1,18 -0'88 

CIs .. III - 31 + 2'31 + 1'84 + 0'61 + 1-16 -1'02 -1'43 
-3'28 

+ 0'96 -1'18 -0'88 
CIa .. IV (0) - 31 + 2'31 -1-16 + 0'61 + 1'16 -1'02 -1'43 

- 3'28 
-0'84 + 0'07 + 0'30 

Claaa IV (b) -2 + 0'66 + 0'16 -0'16 -0'66 + 0'16 -0'11 
+ 0'16 -2'10 

+ 0'82 -1'66 -1'44 
CJass V (0) - 2-3/6 + 1'87' -1'61 + 0'64 + 0'83 -1'67 ' -1'69 

-3'34 

Claas V (b) 
+ 0'13 + 0'61 + 0'81 

+ 1-9/20 + 1'03 + 0'70 -0'10 -0'78 + 0'63 + 0'66 
-0'62 

-l.66 -1'27 -1'09 
Claas V (0) , .. - 1-17/20 -0'88 -1'14 -0'90 -1'68 -1'26 -1'17 

-2'06 , + I'll -1'68 -1'66 
CIasa V (d) - 1-7/20 + l'67 -1'69 + 0'96 + 1'12 - 2-64 -1-64 

- 2'28 
CIasa V (0) + 2/6 + 0-16 + 0'03 + 0'04 

+ &16 + 0'26 + 0,36 
+ 0'37 

2, The Collector of Anantapur says that the deficiency is in respect of Class V (c)_ 
The Collector of Bellary observes that the grain equivalent intended to cover the cost of 
other items is sufficient when the price basis is at 12 seers and is more than sufficient when 
it is below 12 seers; it is adequate for some classes at 12t seers but inadequate for nearly 
all at 13 seers, • 

The reply on point (2) is summarized under question 8 (b) below_ 

S, An inorease of 1 pice over the wages as they stood, prior to the revision recently 
made has been sanctioned by the Government in the case of those who are paid the 
famine allowance in money, 

This deficiency was also pointed out by Sri S, R. Rao in the meeting on 13th June 
at Bellary, The Government wer~ addressed and an increase of 5 tolas in the grain 
equivalent has been sanctioned recently in respect of classes V (0) and (d), 

4, The Collectors of the three affected districts were asked to repcrt how things were 
arranged in the kitchens to ensure that the drll'erent classes of dependents get only the 
proportion of grain and oth~r items specified in the table. The Collectors report that 
80 far as the grain item is concerned the use of moulds ensures the several classes getting 
the correct quantity but that no arrangement is possible to ensure that each class gets 
the "other items" iu the proportion laid down, 

o. Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao, a member of the Committee, has also ma'ae the sugges. 
tion that the wages for the headman should be greater in view of the responsibility 
he has to shoulder, 

6.' The distinction between men and women with regard to wages derived from the 
Provisional Code, 1896. Even in ordinary work the distinction exists, Further women 
GanDot, except under exceptional circumstances, be placed in class I (diggers), Vide para-
graph 31 of Appendix D. pages 115-116 of the Code, ' 

7, 'i'lie presenf classification is based on the recommenda·tions of the Famine Commis
sion of 1898 (paragraph 456, page 273) and of the CommissIon of 1901 (paragraph 120, 
page 43) al sjjghtly modified subsequently, 

8, 'fhe grain-equivalent system derives from the provisional Famine Code, 1896-
,Vide section 120 at page 24 of the Code~ The wages of the different classes were expressed 
ill terms Qf the grain equivalents and it was explained that so much was included in the 
grain equivalent for pulse, salt and other items, 
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9. In the meeting held at 13ellaryon 13th June 1938 Dr. Adiseshau gavEl fi,.aurea whlcq 
he had 'collected during his inspecfiions. These showed that there was ,considerable 
deficienCl] in other items. In 'one CIlJIlP the deficiency was 40 per cent in the pulse item, 
in another 75 per cent in oil and ghee. _ He suggested that a mixture of white and yellow 
cholam could be provided (i white and t yellow). An elaborate note was promised 
bfhim but has ':no~ yet been received. 

,,,Sri Suryanmyana'Rao has .referred to a ,report of Mr. Ayakroyd published in the 
Indian Jaurnal ()f Medical Re8£areh, Volume xxm, page 741. The opinion was that 
the famine diet,W8s':eIltirely, devoid of vitamin A and there was'also oarotene deficiency. 

10. Dr. Adiseshan is ~f'the view. thai the om~n of oiJ or ghee ~ .a mistake., 

,11. Sri R. Surysnarayana:nao, also suggests the abolition of the system and fixing the 
wages ,and allowances by obt~ weekly. prices for all items. " ' , 

l~ Tlie ja.il mali for class • {);' 'prisoners is-- • -,- ...... ...... 
FIom-(Ragi, Obolam, Cambu) : 371. : t'amariDcl. ' .. ' l'lI$ 

Rloe 121 Salt .. .. ll'60 
DhoU . . ' .. 121 CorrypowdM .. . . 0'62 

, Vogotr.bJoa . . . . 20 'OniOIl8 .. ~. • • 1'26, 

Oil .. .~ . . " 1'26 

la. In the meeting held on 15th June 1938 ~ 13ellary, Dr .. Adiseshan has expressed 
the opinion that the diet for I1-n infirm person ~ insufficient for a pregnant woman~ 
Sri Koti Reddi considered that ,the maternity benefit shoulil be Jncr~a:sed fiom;Ra., 9 to 
.~ " , 

The general'sense of the Committee (meeting at BeIlBl'J' on 18th June i9M) , was tha~ 
pregnant women w.ho have not delivered withintha period of three weeks Deed not return 
to the works for a second certificate from the Medical officer and that ,s. 1l8XtiftCMe from the " 
~age munsif giving the actual date of the birth of the child was enough. -

Section 134 (b). 

'14. Sri R. Suryanarayana R® has suggested that the section requires- aJteration 
J>roviding for payment of fuJI wages if work is unavoidably stopped after the midday 
mterval and dependents' aJlowacC8 may be paid only in cases where the 'Work is stopped 
before the interval. ' 

16. Sri Suryana:rayana Rao pOinted out that sub-paragraph 3 was not clear. as it was 
not definitely stated whether three consecutive days or three days' presence at work will 
qualify for rest day allowance. 

16. Sri Koti Reddi made a similar suggestion ,in the 'meeting of the Committee on 
18th June. 

The other miscellaneous suggestions made 'at the meeting were ;...:.:.. 
(a) Sri Koti Reddi said that there were boys at works who should be attending 
'echools. eMr. E. C. Wood has suggested the opening of echools on the 
works.) , 

(b) Sri Koti Reddi was in favour of a creche at'the works 80 that the small children 
could be removed from the mothers' oare and looked after. ' , ' . 

(e) Sri Koti Reddi considered that there were many inst"nces of children who 
were not brought to the work and therefore not b~ing fed because of the distanc(" 
of their village from the works. He considered that some 'cash allowance 
should be given when any worker deolared that he had children whom he could 
not bring to the works, (It was pointed out that this suggestion appeared 
impracticable.) , , 

Sri Sankam Reddi said that girls attaining puber1>J should be allowed to absent. 
themselves for three days and draw the workers' allowance. 

'Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao has suggested that all workers who fall ill and are certi
lied by tha, Medical officer as unfit for work should be given full wages during tbe period 
of authorized absence and aJao that persons whose presence is necessary to 'attend on the 
sick should be paid dependents' allowance. . 
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17. The following statement shows the avenge daily wages of agricultural labourers 

in the Presidency (skilled and unskilled) during the quioquenniums ending 1921, 1926, 
, 1931 and 1936 as furnished by the Commissioner ,of Labour :-

(1) A __ .. ag .. oj <J(Jl'icullurallab .......... n lhe Pl"88idenDg. 

~~ ___________ Q=WDq=:=~=~_~ __ m.~. ______________ ~ 
1921 1928 1981 

Men 
Women 

per <101, ),lOr clay. _ cia,. 
BI. .&. 1'. B8. A.o P. U. .l. I. 

•• 071 085 0113 
•• 061 041 ,035 

10841 
per day. 
U. &. P • 

0 4 3 
0 2 10 

, (2) Phe," _ _ os .J .~ tJnd ..... kUkd 1Gbour ... 'n ..,.,. oj lAo 0'- dM.....,.. 

Anantapur 
BeUary •• 
Cuddap.Jl 
Kurnool 
Chittoor ., 

An .... tapur-e-
. Men .-; \ 

Women 
BeUary-

Men 
Women 

Cuddap.h-
Men 
Women .. 

KUl'IlOOl-
Men 
Women ., 

Cbittool--

.. 
... -

y 

•• .. ' .. , 
.. 

BIrilled lab ..... -ArIis" ... . 
0103 0111 
0100 0135 .. 1 3 0 014 11 
140 102 
o ISO 0'11 " 

U ... 1rilled labour----.d.gricu/Iurai /obou ....... 

0 611 0 4 II 
0 II 7' 0 -3 II 

0 6 1 0 
'" 

7 
0 '" '" 

0 3 '" 0 8'2 o- 6 S' 
0 7 '" 0 II 2 

0 8 1 0 511 
0 S 0 ,0 -4 " 

o 12 10 
o 8'7 
015 3 
o 14 II 
o 13 II 

0 4 7 
0 a 3 

0 3 6 
0 II 8 

0 II 2 
0 3 10 

0 , 2 
0 3 1 

0 " 2 . 
0 911 
011 8 
1 0 II 
0 " " , 
0 3 0 
0 II I 

0 3 3 
0 :& I 

0 3 " 0 3 0 

0 3 7 
0 II 8 

Me...... 0 II 8 0 5 0 0 " 8 0 -3 7 
Wo...... .. .. 0 " 7 0 3 7. 0 S 7 0 2 9-

The Collectors of Bellary; Anantapur and Kurnool were asked to make enquiries 
and report the wages paid to agricultural labourers at various stages of the year and 
for the various agricultural operations. Copies of the statements furnished by the 
Collectors are enclosed. . 

Statement showing- the agrioultural wages paid to labourers at various stages of the year 
'and for the various agrioultural processes in the Bellary District in wet and dry tracts. 

. WOI'keD. 

110 
(S) ... ... 

Wettraeta. 

60 
CO) 

.a.. P. 

~ lu1y'to 
September November lamwy 

and and to March-
October- December Plougblul 

Trans- -Harvelt rlck!ng 
plantatlO11 of paddy. of 
of paddy eottoD. .......... 

110 
(6) 

A. P • 

4. 
(6) 

A. l"' • 

6. 
(7) 

A. P. 

April to 
~une
Bowl .. 

of 
mungarl 

oro ... 

20 
(8) 

A. II'. 

July to 
September 
-Plough

I .. ~ 

~ 
blagarl ....... 

60 
CO) 

A.. 1". 

Ootober 
to 

D ........ ........ 
Harveat 
oCmun_ 
garl~ 

and 
plcklna a 
,oottQu, 

110 
(10) 

A. ,P. 

Bellary .. Mon •• 
Women 
Children 
Men 
Women 
ChildreD. 
Men .. 
Women 
Ohildren 
Men 
Women 
Cbildrel1 

3 0 
I 6 
1 I 

I 0 

1 " 1 0 

1I 6 
I 0 
1 0 
3 0 
2 0 

I 6 
2 0 
1 0 

Birugupp .. 

Boopet •• 

Kudligl 

Adam 

Alu. •• 

8 6 
S 9 
1 6 

" 0 8 0 

'" 0 I 0 

3 0 
2 0 
1 0 

1I '" 1I 0 
1 6' 
4. 0 
:I 6 

, .,' 

3 0 
2 0 

'" 0 3 8 
2 0 
'" 6 8 6 .. 

" 0 3 0 

2 " 2 9 
1 6 
5 0-

'" 0 

" 0 3 0 

'3 6 

I " 1 6 
4 0 
2 9 

" 0 I 0 
Meu. •• 
Women 
Ohildren 
Men ' 3 0 
Women II 0 

2 0 
1 6 

2 " I 0 
-1 6 
'4 0 

3 0 

4 0 
2 0 

3 0 
I 0 

4 0 
3 6 
I 0 
3 3 
2 0 

Il 0 
, 0 

4 0 
3 0 

'" 0 3 0 .. 
I 9 
2 9 
1 6 
4 0 
3 0 

6 0 
1I 0 

4 0 
3 0 

Children ., -
M ... 403040.'4040304040 
Womon 3 0 1I 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 3' 0 3 0 

~n ~:'II 0 1 6 lOS 0 I : ~ ~ ~ ~ g : ~ 
Women .. II 0 1I 0 3_0-
Children ',. Dry\ tracts. .' •• •• 

.. Men .. No appreciable .... t .. y .. ~ul. 3 0 3 0 S 0 '2 6 
Women •• 2 0 2 0 I 6 2 0 
Children .. ' 1 & 

Gl5BlLAL RmU.UI.~l) One an~ a balf tlmGl 6he ulUal nte will be paid in bIg wet 'f1llapa whioh hBve ubaD"oharaotar and 
- are deoJalWId II toWOl." - , 
(I) The number of da,. for whleb employment II avallable ror men In each quarter II Doted In the oolulDIlI of b._diu,. 

The 6gufCI lor women and ohUdreu ma, pnerallJ' be takon to be about ""Hhlrda aD,d. 0lle4JUrd, 
rllpectlvaly. of tboa. for meo. 
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. Statement showing the particula.rs of agricultlU'allabour available &lid the amounta 
of wages paid at various stages in a normal year in the Anantapur distriot. 

EIDd ~ labour avaflllble ID. W&ge8 paid in 

April 

Kay . 

Jnoe 

July 

Sep-.ber. 

October 

Remova1 0' Doth 
graas and boul. 
dora, puttmg up 
_vao,eto • 

Ploughing. manuring 
and sowing. 

Do. 

Weeding and eowing. 

Do. 

. .. . 

lIarveotofpaddy. _ 
oane IIoDd aholam ; .owing 
augaroane in limitod ...... 

Ha"""" of peddy .... d_ 
oane; trausplaa.wtiou of 

. rag;; weeding ragi, plough. 
ing and maD~; sow .. 
iug mungeri dry Ol'Opa 
auoh .. ohoJam, castor, 
aadda .... d giugeIIy. 

Same 88 in !\lay &Dd aIao 
weediDg rag; &Dd __ 
0IUl0. 

'J.'!ImspIaatetion of rag; and 
ohilli .. ; harveoo of ohon 
ragi; 1nII>dJugrag;; plough. 
ing ..... lande_and aowing 
paddy; sowing dry orope , 
korra and ground-uut. 

..... -AS- P. 
-I II 

6 

I 11 

J 6 

x..r-t of rag; ; ploughing. I 
wel lande, "_lant.. 
oion of ragI, paddy and 
cbi1liee; weediDg and 
eowiug dry orope. 

Sowing &Dd weeding paddy , 
&owing horsegram ... d 
harvest of ragt. 

Harvest of rag;, eholam, 
Irorra, eadda and ground. 
nut; aowing and weed ... 
ing paddy &Dd eholam. 

I a 
to 

8 0 
I 0 
to 

a 0 

November •• Harveoting B_ofpaddyand rag; , 
*->splaDtotion of rag; 
and . paddy, weeding 
paddy, harveet of gronod. 

a II 

:Deoember •• 

. I 
JanUArJ' 

Do. 

Do. 
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Qflutilm t3 (b) ; fDo yow comideF that th8 tllist:ing ai!owance"jol'fJeget4blu m th8 table 
uruUw .ect4cm 128 (a) aI last 're"ised, i8 IlUfficient? If 1Iat, what f,'RCr61188do llOU 
8ugge8t? Is it 1IOI71UllZII p08sible to obtain vegetables on the e:z;isting Beale or on 
ih.. ","6 that tna!I be p1'Dp08eel bll 1I0U eluring the hof weathei when famine works 
lire in opercmon? 18 the type of indi"idua! who re80rts to famine: works accustomeel 
to obtain tM& quamitllof vegetables at that 8eason in normal lIears? 

, Messrs. Kudva .. Ja~ad Hussain, Artinacha.la.m, Balraj,Alagiri Raoi Sanka.rlm (Ta.lisil~ 
da.~), RajagopaJa, Ayyangar, Rahamatulla Sahib (Famine Charge Officer), Pollayya (Famine 
Oharge Offieer), :£>. Ramacha:ndra Ayyar (Famine Charge Ofiicer), Ama.nuddin Sahib 
Wa.mine Charge Officer), C. GopaJam (work agent), T. Bhaskara Rao, Y. S. Anantarajiah 
and A. Padmanabha:p. (~orkagent), among officials, and Messrs., G. Rami J;teddi anel' 
l>ev8Ildra N ayudu, among non-officials, consider, the allowance sufficient and that no 
increase is necessary. Messrs. Kudva, Javad Hussain, BaJraj and A. Padmanabhan, among 
officials, and Rami Reddi and M. pevendra Nayudu, &mong non·offiClals, consider that the 
type of mell who resort to famine works, which includes small landholders a:lso in years 
of severe famine as at present, a:re s.ccustomed to take vegetables. Mr. T. Bhaskam Rae 
considers that the type of men who,resorli to works is not generally accwnomed' to obtain 
this quantity of vegetables at th~t seaeon in nQrlD.al years. 

, ' 

Sri Y. S. Anantarajiab' says that in normal years· the labouring classes do not genemllv 
,consume the' required quantity of vegetable in the hot BeSson. • 

, ' 
Mr. Wood considers that so far as the workera w:e concerned the proP,Ortion which 

they spend on each item has.llo close relation to the scale in the t&ble, that it is uselesS 
to ,criticise the wage on the ground that it is insufficient for any individual item, and 
that there is no ground for supposing that if the wage is increased more vegetables will 
be bought .. As vegards persqns fed in kitchens he could not find evidence of any 
deficienoy as they appeared wen nourished and sa.i~ they had 'sufficient. ' ' , 

Sri Rajagopala Ayyangar'says that ,only greens arEi need. Mr. Kudva considers that 
as the people fed in kitchens in 1935 markedlly improved in health the .inference is that 
they had better food than what they were accustomed to but he has no objection to 
include more vegetables provided the total cost doea not exceed the, scale fixed by' the 
Government.' , 

Mr. Balra.j recommends that cart-bjre may be paid separately for importing vegetables 
into remote camps. ' 

, Sri Viswanatha Rao has no data for suggesting an increase for vegetables. The 
Kurnool ryot seems to thrive on his ,oholam and, korra. with little or no vegetables. 
Sufficient scope for varying the standard is provided in section 130. 

Mr. Nightingale would leave the question of dieting to experts. There was 
tremendous improvement. in the appearance of people fed ill the kitchens. 

Sri J. Sreenivasa Sastrulu considers that ordinary cheap vegetables like onions, brin· 
jals, green leaves, can be supplied on a smaller scale as the !yot is, accustomed to these things 
I)nly and that the vegetables can be had locally. Malor:g. M. SeweU considers the 
allowance adequate. He has also mentioned the suggestion of his Assistant District 
Medical Officer regarding the use of four ounces of either germinated greengra.m or chena 
dal' for four days in a week as a substitute for the stated allowance of pulse and vegeo 
tables and for the remaining three days the same plus ha;lf the . quantity of allowed 
vegetables (keri). ' 

2. Increase in allowance for vegetables is suggested by Messrs. Davis, Smyth, Unni
than. T. R. Subrahmanya A']yar, W. Tirunarayanacharya (Famine Charge Officer) and 
Janab Akbar Ali Khan (FlldIline Gharge Officer), among officiala. and Khan Buden Sahib, 
Lakshminarayana Rae, Sivasankaran, Pillai, Venguswami Ayyar, , C. V. Ranga.cha.ri, 
N. Mrithanjaya Sastri, Chendrsmowli. Seetharama Reddi, K V. Krishnamurthi and John 
A. Zaccheus, among non-officials. They consider that ve~etables will be available and 
the worfers are used to it; • ' , 

Mr. Smyth considers that the extra allowance of 1 pice given in 19S5 for deficiency 
in the allowance for vegetables should ,be maintained and that it should uot be amalga
mated in the scale of allowance. Mr. Davis states that the extra pice gave excellent 
results. ' , 

Mf. Unnithan recommends the increase of grain equivalent by 5 tolas in the case of 
V (0) and (d) to remove the difficulty now felt. 

Sri T. R. Subra.hmanya Ayya.r considers that it is not possible to exclude oil or ghee 
from the diet of classes V (e) and (d) and that the table may be amended. He also 
PCOwmendB 30 per cent increase for vegeta.bles. 
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Sri W. Tirunarayanacharya says that the allowance is not sufficient and that th'e 
increase of wages by 1 pice which he bas recommended under question 8 (a) will cover 
this deficiency also. Janab Akbar Ali Khan would increase the allowance by 5 tolas for 
cl&sses I, II, III, IV (a) and IV (b), by 4 tolas for V (a) and V (b) and by 2 talasfor 
V (c) and (d). . 

Sri G. Rami Reddi, who considers that no increase for vegetables is required, states 
t.hat workers are accustomed to take meat and butternulk also and that provision may 
be made under" other items" for these items, meat once.a fortnight. Sri C. V. Ranga
char says that mutton is uored once a week. 

Sri Sivasankaran considers that the vegetable scale may be brought into conformity 
with the jail diet and with the increase in bus communication there will be no difficulty 
to procure them. He recommends tender tamarind leaves. . 

Messrs. Venguswaml Ayyar and Rangacbar consider that the allowance for vegetables 
should be doubled wbile Sri Sitharama Reddi would raise it by 50 per cent. . 

Doctor Passmore has recommended an increase for dependants as shown in the table 
proposed by him under question 8 (a). 

3. As regards the availability of vegetables during the hot weather the majority oC 
the witnesses consider that onions, brinjals and greens will be availaWe. 

Notes of reference. 
Un the question about vegetables the Collectors report that the vegetables noted below

will be available during non-famine years at the prices mentioned :-

Kuroool per visa. 
Anantapur per aeer. Belial')" per seer. 

Vegetablos. 
Non-famine In (amiD" "rom To 

tim ... tim ... 

ANN .... PIBS. 'PIlIIS • A.. P. A.. P. 

Brinjals 3 to 6 3 3 0 2 0 3 
Onions .• 3to 4 2 II 0 2 0 3 
Green ~illieB .. 8 to S 0 4 1 0 
Beer& .. 8 to 8 
Benda 3 io 12 
Country be&na 3to 6 0 6 
Potato .. 3to 6 8 8 0 8 o 10 
Greens Generally bartered 2 2· 0 I 

for grain suoh for 1 small 
as cbolam, bundle. 
korra, eoo .• in 
villageB. 

Cuoumber 0 6 
Gr.en plantains I 0 

for six. 

!'.Iost of the above vegetables will also be on sale in a famine year. In Bellary ~ 
onior.b, green leaf and chillies w~1 be the only vegetables available in any quality and In 

some places it is difficult to get even brinjals and tbey are of poor quality. Except potatoes. 
, the otbers are grown locally. The prices are liable to fluctuation from market to market, 

and from season t~ season. 
As rega.rds, consumption of vegetables by the classes that resort to famine works. the 

Collector of Kurnool .ays that gener'!-Uy the labouring classes prepare a chutny made of' 
tamarind, onions, chillies and salt, and that occasionally. i.e., twice or thrice a week, they 
make use of greens or other vegetabes. Potatoes axe not taken owing to the high cosL. 
l~or an average family, vegetables worth 3 to 6 pies will be required. The Collector of 
Anantapur says that a normal family will- consume brinja\s, onions and greens worth 
(j pies a day. Tbe Collector of Bellary says that brinjals, onions, green chillies and green 
leaf worth 6 pies will be consumed by a normal family during the season when they are 
more readily available but practically none during the period from March to September. 

An economic survey of a single village in the famine area made by Mr. R. Galletti 
is contained in B.P. Mis. No. 1762, dated 10th June 1932, which also contains an investi
gation by him of the income and expenditure of his da.fl'adar. 

Question 8 (c): What measures, if any, do you S1'ggest for ensttriny that the worker 
spends his entire wage on procuring the articles? 

JliIessrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao and Hejmadi, among officials, and Lakshminara
yan" Rao, K. Rami Reddi Cbandramouli, M. Devendra Nayudu, among non-officials 
oonsider that the wage is hardly sufficient to meet the necessities of the workers and that 
t.hey cnn have nothing to spend on luxuries. Messrs. C. Gopalam (work agent), W. Tiru
narayanncharya (Famine Charge Officer), and G. Rami Reddi (Famine Charge Officer) 
stllte t.hat the workers spend tbeir entire wage on purchasing the necessalj' articles oC 
food. 

VOL. n-20 
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Messrs, Smyth and Kudva consider it difficult to sug.gest any measures to secure 
the object. Mr. T. Bhaskara Rao does not consider that any measures are necessary. 

Distribution of the whole or part of Lhe wages in kind is suggested by Messr~. 
V. N. Viswanatha Rao, Unnithan, Balraj, Pullayya (Famine Charge Officer), and 
Amanuddin. Sahib. (Famine Charge Officer) among officials and Messrs. Khan Sayyad 
Ruden SahIb, Bhlmasena Rao, K. S. Haghavacharlu and Reddi Venkoha Bac, among 
non-officials. Sri V. N. Viswanatha Raa suggests tha.t part of the payUlt'nt may be 
made in kind once a week through contractors. Mr. Unnithan, however, considers that 
payment in kind will involve so much labour that it is well nigh impossible. Mr. Pul. 
layya (Famine Charge Officer) suggests the payment of the grain item in kind and CRijh 
for other items. 

Mr. Sayyad Buden Sahib recommends that food may be given or rations for food 
-only in works where it is apprehended that workers may spend money in luxuries. 

" Feed them in the kitchens" is the solution offered by Mes~rs. Pritchard and 
Davis but the former points out that it would involve larger staff and would be 
Ilnpopular.- . 

Closure of liquor shops is recommended by Messrs. J avad Hussain, S. Hajagopala 
Ayyangar (Revenue Divisional Officer), Bahama(,ulla, Sahib (Famine Charge Officer). 
T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar (Sub-Magistrate), G. Rami Reddi (Famine Charge Officer), 
P. Ramachandra Ayyar (Famine Charge Officer), A. Padmanabhan (work agent) among 
officials, ,T. Sivasankaran Pillai, B. R. Vengnswami Ayyar, Lakshminarayana Rao, 
Bhimasena Bao, V. M. Giri, C. V. Rangachar, Chandramouli, M. Devendra Nayudu, 
J. Sreenivasa Sastrulu Ij,Ild K. V. Krishnamurti among non-officials. Sri A. Padma
nabhan also suggests that it is necessary to cease licences from those who sell intoxicants .. 

As regards the shops to be closed Mr. Javad Hussain recommends that those WIthin 
a radius of five miles from the famine area and not the camp only should be closed. Sri 
G. Bami Reddi suggests closure in the famine area and the adjoining villages whIle 
Mr. Rahamatlllla Sahib (Famine Charge Offider) suggests such closure within the firka 
w here famine is declared. Others suggest closure of shops from 3 to 9 miles of the 
camp. 

• 
Messrs. Sivasankaran Pillal and Venguswami Ayyar also suggest the closure of 

ci!1!!ma shows. Sri S. Rajagopala Ayyangar suggests that sale of betel and tobacco in 
the grain-dealers' shop may be prohibited. 

Messrs. Bhimasena Roo, V. M. Giri and A. Padmanabhan recommend that 
co-operative stores should be opened while Mr. Arunachalam suggests the provision .of 
shops near the camps where foodstuffs can be bought. Mr. Smyth states tha,t the 
provision of grain dealers' shops ,in the camp was fonnd to be very useful. 

Mr. Arunachalam also suggests propaganda while Janab Akbar Ali Khan (Famine 
Charge Officer) will leave it to the good sense of the worker. 

Messrs. V. M. Giri, and' Mrityanjaya Sastri also recommend that (1) money-lenders, 
-espeeially Pathans, should not be allowed to harass the workers, (2) announcement of 
a moratorium for the debts of the labourers might be considered by the Government. 

Sri K. Sitharama Reddi suggests that tickets or cheque forms may be issued 
production of which at authorized shops might enable the workers to get foodstuffs. Such 
forms may be retained by the shop-keepers. 

Sri Y. S. Anantarajayya considers it advisable to give wages in cash only. 
Mr." John A. Zaccheus suggests the arrangement with the shop-keepers for supply 

of the articles and for deducting the wages of individnals and paying them to the shop
keepers. 

Sri J. Srinivasa Sastrulu wants to close ganja and opium shops and also to open 
grain depots in the villages for the benefit of these workers, to avoid middleman's gains. 

Question 8 (d)-Chapter IX-Gratuitolls relief: What modifications, if any, do you 
8t1ggest to the provisiot18 of this Chapter? Please state your reasons. 

Messrs. K. Alagil-i Rac (Subdivisional Officer), Balraj, Hejmadi, Amanuddin 
U'.e.o.), T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar, S., Rajagopala Ayyangar (Revenue Divisional 
Oilieer), P. Rame.chandra Ayyar' (F.e.a.), W. Tirllnarayanacharya (F.e.O.), Akbar Ali 
Khan (F..C,O.), Sankaran (Tahsildar), T. Bhaskara Baa. and A. Pudmanabhan (work 
"'gent) among officials, and Messrs. T. Sivasankaran Pillai, Khan Sayyad Buden, 
B. R. Venguswami Ayyar, E:. Rami Reddi, E:. V. Krishnamurti and John A. Zaccheus, 
among non-officials, consider that no amendments afe necessary. 
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Suggestions for modifications are made by Messrs. Javad H1lllsain, E. C. Wood. 
Audva, Arunachalam, A. A. Smyth, J. W. Pritchard,-G. Rami Reddi and C. Gopalaru, 
_among officials, and Messrs. V. Chidanandam, C. V. Rangacharlu, N. Mrityanjaya. 
Sastri, V. 111. Giri, S. Muthuswami Ayyar, I,akshminarayana Rao, K. Sitarama Reddi 
and D. Chandraruouli Rao, among non-officials. 

Mr. Wood thinks that in the early stages the arrangement for gratuitous relief lag 
behind test work with the result that persons who should be getting gratuitous relief come 
·to test works. Charge officers sh~ld give particulars of su<;h persons to the appropriate 
T"hsildar and when the Tahsildar reported that he wa~ ready to give them gratmtoUB 
relief the relief on test work should be stopped. _ 

Section 137 of the Cod e.-Mr. J. W. Pritchard says that it was doubted whether 
children or wards of persons themselves on gratuitous relief are also entitled to the same 
kind of relief. He considers that they are so entitled und;;r section 137 (etbut suggests 
that the section should be amended to make the position clear. • 

Section 138 read with section l31.-Mr. Smyth considers that gratuitous relief in the 
form of cooked food is far and away the best' form of gratuitous relief next to which comes 
payment in the shape of grain or food-stuffs. Ht' thinks it difficult to prevent abuse or 
petty fraud in the distribution of the cash dole which should not be resorted to until 
either of the two suggestions above are found not practicable. Mr. Arunachalam sug
gests that in the case of villages close to camps and temporary dining sheds, cooked food 
.hould be preferred to the cash dole. Sri C. Gopalam, Supervisor, Public Works Depa.!:t
ment suggests that it will. be better to give cash doles to children up to 2 years of age at 
the rate of one-quarter of an anna as is done for babies in arms as it would prevent the 
mothers very often absenting themselves from work on the plea of giving food for them 
at the dining sheds. . . 

Sri G. Rami Reddi (F.C.O.) on t,he other hand does not consider it desirable to grant 
r • .Iief to dependents in the form of cooked food at the kitchens and is in favour of the 
abolition of kitchens and for the grant of cash doles instead, the main reasons being (1) 
children of the'villages at or near the kitchens are unduly benefited while those in distant 
villages are not appreciably benefited, (2) that food and grain may be misappropriated 
in '~pite-of Charge officers' care, (3) that the children nre a hindrance to the workers and 
(4) tbatthere is considerable expenditure on the establishment of kitchens. 

Sections 140, 141 and 147.-Sri Lakshminarayana Rao suggests the preparation of 
the lists of persons eligible for gratuitous relief and the payment to them by a village 
committee which may be formed for the purpose as he finds the payment of gratuitous 
telief in villages not satisfactory. Sri Mrityanjaya Sastri ",ants the Revenue department 
to prepare an annual list of persons who may have to depend on gratuity in times of 
distress so that when famine is declared they may get immediate rehef. 

Sri V. Chidanandam suggests that children and old and disabled people should be 
supplied with food and clothing. 

Section l45.-Messrs. Javad Hussain and Unnithan say that details for the practical 
npl?lication of this section which provides for giving light work to recipients of gratuitous 
rehef such as spinning cotton and winding silk may be filled in with advantage. 

Sections lol-l58 and Appendia: H.-Mr. V. N. Kudva considers that the provisions 
In these sections and the Appendix H are unnecessary and may b.e deleted, as communi
cations ,have considerably improved and as the policy of the Government is to open relief 
works within easy access of the village in distress. 

,Sri ~. Rama ~.ddi, President, Panchayat Board, Velaurthi, says that any attempt 
to hberalize the eXlStmg rules would be committmg an error but, however, considers that 
in the application of the existing rules the authorities should not narrow down their 
operation lest the very object of gratuitous relief is lost. 

Sri Y. S. Anantarajiah (Tahsildar; Bellary) makes the following suggestions;-

(i) Relief workers stopping away on account of sickness should be paid on the 
work only on the certificate of the medical officer and not in villages as it is at 
present done, as the procedure is cumbersGme and as some days el .. pse bv the 
time the worker is relieved in the village. . • -

(ii) Pregnant women should be paid only in villages in order to make sure that the 
amount reaches them. 

(iii) Women who are not in need of relief o1l'er themselves for work when in 
Bd\"anced stage of pregnancy knowing that they would get some amount. To 
prevent thiS abuse only those that offer themseives for work within one month 
from the startin£ of the work may be given allowance. 
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(iv) Section 132 read with section 135 says that pregnant woman should be given. 
dependent's allowance on rest days which is at present given in the Famine
Camps. They should however he given full wages throughout the period 

, prescribed. 
(v) It has to be made clear if the pregnant women according to the note under 

section 132, are to be paid gratuitous relief irrespective of the fact whether they 
have relatives .to support them or not, and for how long they have to be paid 
gratuitous relief. . 

• 

SECTION IV.-THE SIZE AND NATURE OF THE TASK IN FAMINE WORKS. 

-
Question No.9: What is your opinion on the task work system explained in Ohapter-

VII .andAppe'ndia; D to the Code? Do you suygest any modifications and if 80, 
what?, 

Messrs. Wood, Viswanatha Rao, Smyth, Davis, Pritchard, Subrahmanya Ayyar, 
Venguswami Ayyar, Unnithan, Rengachar, Rajagopala Ayyangar, Balraj, Nightingale, 
Pullayya,. Bamachandra Ayyar, Tirunarayanacharya, Arunachalam, T. Bhaskara Rao,. 
K. V. Krishnamurti, A. Padmanabhan, Zohn A. Zaccheus and Y. S. Anantal'ajans 
consider that the task work system is good and satisfactory and tasks are well caiculate.cl 
and that no modifications are necessary to the system. Messrs. Wood and V. N. Viswa
oatha Raa also point out that metal breaking is more popula~ with workers than earth 
~. . 

/ 

Sri Venguswami Ayyar, however, suggests the desirability of withdrawing from 
Collectors the power to raise th" task from time to time. 

Task work system, abolition or modification required.-Messrs. Mrithyanjaya Sastri, 
Lakshminarayana Rao and B. Bhima Rao say that the task work system should be 
abolished. Messrs. Mrithyanjaya Sastri and Chandramonli BM suggest fixed wages for
eight hours work at 2 annas for men and women and Ii aonas for workers between the
togE'S of 12 and 14. 

Mr. Kudva considers that local officers should have the discretion to regulate the task' 
taking all circumstances connected with a particular work into. cons~eration. Sri 
K. Sitharama Reddi who suggests a reduction is of opinion that a Collector should raise
the task only in consultation with a small advisory committee of local non-officials 
appointed by the· Government. 

Ret/udion of task.-Messrs. Janab Akbar Ali Khan, Alagiri Raa', Khan Sayyed. 
Buden Sahib, Chandramouli Rae, K. Seetharama Reddi, Devendra Nayudu and San· 
karan (Tahsilda,), snggest that reduction in the task to be done by labourers may be 
conSIdered. Messrs. Alagiri Raa and Gopalam (work agent) consider that in the case of 
earthwork the task should be reduced. Sri Alagiri Rao recommends reduction. of the 
fnll task from 75 to 70 per cent of the task in ordinary times. Messrs. Sitarama Reddi 
and Devendm Nayudu suggest reduction of task for class I to half the normal task. 

Redus:tion of working hours.-Messrs. Devendra Nayudu and Amanuddin Sahib 
~ug~est that the working hours for coolies may be reduced. Sri Devendra Nayudu 
suggests 9 a.m. to 12-30 and 2 to 5 p.m. Mr. Amanuddin Sa.hib (Famine Charge Officer) 
also says that if the working hours are reduced to six, the full task laid down in section 
103 of the Code may be reduced to two-thirds of the normal task. 

Piecework system.-Messrs. Sm~th, Balraj and Sitarama Reddi say that the pIece
work system is not practicable and may be abolished. It is cumbersome to work out. 
But Sri Muthuswami Ayyar considers that the piecework system is better suited to work 
out than the task work system. 

Miscellaneous .-Sri Viswanatha Ran suggests the consideratiou of the question 
whether earthwork and. gravel oollection could not be made more remunerative. 

Sri A. Ranganathll. Mudaliyar ~ays that the ~lassification of metal for task purposes 
is arbitrary. 

Mr. Rahamatulla Sahib suggests the reduction of task for new-comers contemplated 
in sect·ion 106 should be extended to test works also. 

Messrs. K. ft. Raghavacharlu and Giri consider that works of benefit to the com
munity may be undertaken in preference to stone-breaking. 

Messrs. Girl and Devendr& Nayudu say that hand-spinning and weaving may be 
introduced as relief works. 

Sri Rami Reddi points out that the recognized coolie load of 50 lb. on page.132 of 
the Code, Appendix D, may be modifiea in the case of the Ceded districts where the-
stature of persons is stunted. . 

" 
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A mendments to the Code.-Mr. Balraj says that item 10; section 88, relating to the 
adjustment of the task by the charge officer should be deleted. They will then be in con
formity with the correction slip to section 105. But Sri Sankaran is of opinion that the 
substitution of the words .. work agent" for charge officer in section 105 should be 
omitted. 

Section 99 (b) and Appendix D, paragraph 5.-Mr. Balraj says that the necessity for 
a new Public Works Department subdivision should be based on the number of chargeII' 
and the distance between ea<;h charge and the jurisdiction. He also suggests that the 
number of workers should not be taken as the criterion for an additional charge. 

Appendix D, paragraph S4.-Mr. Balraj suggests that the hours of work may be
altered from 7-30 a.m. to 8-30 a.m. with rest for two hours, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. as it 
is difficult to muster the coolies by 7-30 a.m. He also suggests (1) the Collector should 
have power to alter the hours of rest period, (2) a clause must be added that checking, 
officer~ when they find coolies absent can mark them absent from the work for the full 
day. He asks whether gangs which finish their task earlier than sunset and refuse to do 
further w(}rk may be marked absent for the full day. -

Paragraph 83 (a) of Appendix D.-The headmen of gangs may be made primarily 
respousible for the payments to the coolfes'and the w(}rds .. if the headmen are incapable. 
of d(}ing it. ., to pay the wages" may be deleted. The note under the paragraph. 
should also be omittect. 

Mr. Smyth sugge'sts the addition of ,; provision to section 112 to the effect that the. 
wages paid should never be less than the rest-day allowances. 

SECTION V-THE POSSIBILITY OF PROVIDING FAMINE REuEFBY WORKS OF MORE APPRE
CIABLE BENEFIT TO THE COMMUNITY THAN STONE .. BREAKlNG, E.G., lRR:iGATION :WORKS: 
OF SUITABLE SIZE. 

Question No. 10: What wggestions can you make on this point? Please correlate 
your answers with those under .gection I. 

Mr. E. C. Wood disagrees with the suggestion that the breaking of stones is not ot 
appreciable benefit to the community but that it is desirable to avoid making new roads. 
which will not be maintained. He thinks that other .works such as construction of wells, 
vakka.ranis, etc., will not engage the entire famine labour. Messrs. Nightingale, 
V. N. Viswanatha Raa and Sankaran are alEO of the same view. Mr. Nightinga.le sayS' 
that in hiB opinion the construction and improvement of road. remain the best type ot 
work for famine labour. , 

Sri. C. V. Rangachar, on the (}ther hand, is definitely against stone-breaking. 
MesRl's. S. Rajagopala Ayyangar and Muthuswami Ayyar also consider that road work 
should he regarded as the last measure of relief and Sri N. Mrithyanjaya Sastri is (}f the 
811JIle view. Mr. Rudva states that in view of the fact that means of communication are· 
now adequate it is a matter for serious consideration whether road work should continue 
to be the basis of famine relief., Sri K. V. Krishnamurti consider .. that rosd-laying is the· 
best thing to engage one and all (}f the people during famine times. 

Spinning.-Messrs. Javad Hussain, Viswanatha Rao, Chidanandam, Mrithyanjaya 
!:lastrl, Seetharama Reddi, Reddi Venkoba Raa, Arunachalam, and K. V. Krishnamurti 
consider that spinning may be taken as part of the famine programme. Steps may be 
taken to ~bsorb ihe output of cotton. ¥,d to find a. m~rket for it. !:lri K. V. Krishnamurti 
considers that for a successful working of the "pmnmg, the representativell (}f the .. All
India Spinners' Association" must be entrusted with the task. 

Public Works. of utility, e.g., irrig~tion works, repairs 01' improvements to irrigation· 
.<OIITces, constructton of ~nks, re~tomtion of abandoned tank~.-Messrs. Smyth, Davis, 
Khan Sayyad Buden Sahib, Unruthan, C. V. R~gachar, Ralag6palll Ayyangar, KUdva. 
Muthuswami Ayyar, Ramanathan, Chandramouh Raa, Narayana Rao, Sitarama Rau 
Bhojappa S(}wcar, Pullayya" Ramachand;a Ayyar, Tiruna.;a,yanach~rys, J anab Akbar Ali. 
Khan, T. Bhaskara Ran, P. ~ama. ?eddi, Y. S .. Anan~a.raJayya, and J. Srinivasa Sastru1u· 
suggest that schemes of pubhc utility such aa IrrigatIOn w(}rks, etc., may be taken up 
The programme of public wor~ may be scrutin~ed completely every year and revised 
8.('cording to Tule~. The executIOn of such Wo!~s. III the affected locality not only fortifies 
one against -famme but. also le8S~ns the posslhility of future famines. The State itself 
may take up the executl.on of such wo~ks by the emplo;vment of both the skilled and un
~ki11ed labour, the unskilled labour bemg purely f"lJIme labour. The scheme left so> 
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U1J.iinished may be continued and finished after the famIDe period is over. Mr. Balrllj 
-considers that small project works are not suitable because (1) they will not be within 
five miles of villages, (2) accurate worklllg levels will have to be given and when a large 
number of workers do the work it will not be possible to Ul3rk out the work with levels 
unless the maximum number in charge is reduced to 1,000 and the work is under a 
Subdivisional Officer and not a -charge officer and- the task for earthViork prescribed in 
the Cod~ is reduced by 50 per cent. He also considers that the fla.t. undulating nature of 
.the country and the scarcity of min do not permit of formation of any new tanks of useful 
capacity. Messrs. Rahamatulla Sahib and Pritchard consider that irrigation works of 
suitable size are not available and the starting of new ones may not be possible. Mr . 
. K udva is of opinion that restoration of abandoned tanks require a certain amount of 
"killed labour and it is therefore not desirable to take it as a measure of famine relief. 

FOTmation of new roads.-Messrs. Rahamatulla Sahib, Pritchard, Balraj. Vengu
swami Ayyar, Tirunarayanacharya, Sankaran, Wilson and Nightingale sugg-est that the 
construction of new roads may be taken up. Detinite provision should b.e made for 
future maintenance of such roads. Mr. Nightingale alAO says that roads with under
gravelled berms and reaqonably passa'ble nullah crossings 18 a useful famine work. 

Mr. Javad Hussain recommends the opening of llewvillage roads, that is to say, 
roads from each village to the main or trunk road. Mr. Balraj also suggests- a definite 
programme of new carl-tracks. 

Mr. Pritchard suggests the deletion of the suggestion in the Code that consolidation 
should be tried only failing other work. 

Works connected with rural development, e.g., remodelling of villages, village sani
tat.ion, village roads and cart-tracks, construction of drinking water wells and ponds for 
people a.nd for cattle.-Messrs. Vijayaraghavan, Sivasankaran Pillai, Pritchard, Subrah
manya. Ayyar, Venguswami Ayyar, Rama Reddi, Rangachar, Rajagopala Ayyangar, 
Kudva, Mrithyanjaya Sastri, Balraj, Wilson, Lakshminarayana Rao, Ramanathan, 
Sir.arama Reddi, S. :K. Bhimasena Rae, Gopalam, Sitarama Rae, Bhojappa Sowcar, 
and B. Subbanachar are cif opinion that works connected with rural re00nstruction may 
be usefully taken up as famine ·w9rk. It may be possible to organize such Viorks only 
when a large number of non-officials are willing to take up these works under the control 
aDd discipline of public servants. 

Mr. Pritchard points out that VIllage works pure and simple are not suitable for 
times of widespread distress but that they can easily be taken up as minor. departmental 
work~ in conjunction :with major road works and that provision should be made for it in 
the Code. 

Sri P. H. Rfhma Reddi, Director of Agriculture, sug~sts that the sinking of deep 
\'I ella on tan,k-beds and construction of ponds to provide water for men and cattle may be 
provided for. He also suggests that large-scale anti-soil erosion works would be of benefit 
to the ('ommunity if Government engage famine labour for these purposes. 

RemoIJal of silt from tank-beds and repairs to spring and rifler channels.-Messrs. 
Hangachar, Kudva, Lakshminarayana Rae. Sitaramu. Reddi, a.nd- 1'. Bhaskara Roo 
suggest that works relating to the removal of silt from tank-beds, repairs to spring and" 
river channels improving: of feeder channels may be tlliken up. 

Mr. T. Bhaskara Roo further suggests the sinking of new wells and deepening and 
r~pairing the existing wells. 

Millr,6l/aneous.-Mr. Nightingale says that in course of time coolies can be employed 
on contour-bunding and on the construction of small bunds across scours but before doing 
RO muc.h has to be studied a.nd ascertained. • 

Sri A. Padmanabhan suggests the construction of tube wells at the cost of the 
Government. in the famine area and the recovery of the cost from the ryots thereafter. 
He 0.1.0 suggests contour-bunding in preference to stone-breaking. 

Mr. Wilson considers that reafi'orestation may be t.aken up. He also sugaests that 
milking Bilages from the supplies of gra,ss available in the Kurnool. Cuddapah and 
Anantapur forests. This is being done as a forest operation on a small scale and if the 
suggestion is approved, results will be reported to the Famine Committee ill due course. 
RE' also suggests the provision of wa.tering places for cattle in forest, grazing grounds and 
the con~truction of famine roads. Sri Chidanandam recommends tree plantation. 

Sri Ramanathan says that the labour sPent on stone-bras-king may be more profitably 
spent on constructing rest-houses, choultries a.nd schools in villages. 

Messrs. Sitarama Rae, Bhojappa Sowcar and Pullayya consider that Government 
'W118Les may be made ready for plantation of topes and fruit-trees as soon as the rainy 
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'8eason oommenses. Sri Vijayaraghavan states that large-sca.le anti-soil erosion works 
way be undertaken by the State and that famine labour will come in handy for such 
works near the villages. 

Mr. ArlInlWhalam attaches much importance to the bunding of vagus. 
Mr. Zohn A. ZlWcheus suggests cultivation in irrigated areas and small works of 

iDJPo~ance such as construction of roads, formation of paths, etc. 

SECTION VI-ExpANSION OF THE ORDINARY PROGRAMME AS A NORMAL PRELIMINARY 
TO THE PERIOD OF TEST AND OBSERVATION. 

Question 11: Please see section~ 33 (a) and 212 and Offer your opinion on tke 
necessity or otherWIse for expa1l8wn of ord.uary wO'/·ka. 

Messrs. Unnithan, Arunachalam, Javad Hussain, M. Rahamatulla, Smyth, 
Pritchard T. R. Subrahmanya Ayyar, G. Rami Reddl (F.C.O.), S. Rajagopala Ayyangar 
(Revenue'Divisional Officer), Stewart, Kudva, Ball'aj, Nightingale, Pullayya (F.C.O.), 
O. Gopalam (Work Agent), Tirunarayanacharya (1!'.C.O.), Akbar Ali Khan (F.C.O.), and 
P. Bhaskara Rao, among officials, and Messrs. B. R. Venguswami Ayyar, T. Siva.
"sllksmm Pillai, V. M. Giri, M. Narayana Rao, Lakshminarayana Rao, K. Sitarama 
Reddi and K V. Krishnamurti, among non-officials, consider that the expansion of ordi
narv works as a preliminary to opening test. or relief works quite necessary. Besides 
bei~g an index of the acuteness of distress, it mitigates the distress when it is not so 
seVel'e as to call for test or relief works. This avoids the premature opening of test 
wOlks and wasting money over it. It also gives the necessary time to the authorities for 
the preparations such as staff, etc., for the opening of test and relief works, preventing at 
the same time a large amount of distress . 

. Mr. Nightingale points out that in Bellary this time, great and unnecessary risks 
of a breakdown were taken by the omission of this step. He suggests that the words in 
the introduction to the Code that official routine in all departments should be relaxed 
should be emphasized in connexion with the posting of staff. • 

Messrs. E. C. Wood, .Viswanatha Raa and Sankaran, among officials, and Messrs. 
O. V. RanglWhar, K. Ramanathan and Devendra Nayudu, among n<>n-officials, consider 
these provisions unnecessary. Mr. Wood considers that the provision in section 33-A 
.aAking the Collectors to expand erdinary works only if they are satisfied. that the opening 
of test or relief works will not be necessary unless the next monsoon Jails, is dangerous. 
He points out that it is difficult to gauge the distress so early and to say that test works 
wm not be necessary and cites the instance of Anantapur. this year where famine works 
were found necessary though ordinary works were first thought enough. Mr . Wood 
would have test works to gauge the distress. He considers the attendance of men on the 
works a good guide as even in slack seasons the women may attend works in large num
bers. .He suggests that the Code might draw attention ,to this circumstance. 

Sri Viswanlltha Rao suggests the expansion of ordinary.works only in the very rare 
cases when a small area is affected for a comparatively short time. He points out that big 
ordinary works are local boaa'd road works. He does not think it desirable to undertake 
such. ~orks and to add to the .. ot~er roads" under local boards which are kept in a poor 
conditIOn. He also suggests that In the case of these road works, whether done under an 
expanded programme or as' test or relief works, it is essential to allot sufficient funds 
after the closure of famine for spreading and consolidating as otherwise the roads go to 
rum. 

'l'he objection raise~ by Sri Devendra Nayudu.is t~at unskilled labour 'Will be totally 
excluded by contr~tors In the ord~nary work". Thl~ Wlll d~feat the purpose of expansion. 
He does not conSider that thiS evll can be remedIed even If the Government execute the 

- works direct. . _ . 
Sri Sankaran "ays that expru;'sion of ordinary works 'has not been fotInd prlWticable 

as the local boaa'ds have not suffiCient funds·. He therefore suggests the deletion of these 
provisious aud Government taking up the initiative from the outset. 

Sri P. Ramo. Reddi, President, Panchayat Board, Veldurthi. says that the expansion 
of the ordinary programme as a preliminary to opening test or relief works should not be 
prolonged lest the very object of relief in the areas a.fl'ected by famine will be defeated. 

Sri A. Padmanabhan, Work Agent, Bhatrahalli, states that, if the number of un
employed is so.eh that they can be completely absorbed by. ~he . e.xpansion of ordinary 
works by Public Works Department, local boards and mUOiCipahtles, there 'Will be no 
necessity for the opening of test works. He further considers that test works will haVe> 
to be started only when the number of unskilled unemployed is such that they cannot be 
-completely absorbed by the ellpansion of ordinary works., 
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SECTION VII-REDUCTION ON EXPENDlTURI·j OF FAMINE ESTABLISHMENT. 

Question No. 12: Appendi3J D to the Code gives detailed particulars of the I.I1'ganization 
of ,elief works. Do you consider that the system is unduly costly? If so, what 
cht.ape1 agency 01 method can you suggest? 

Messrs. D.iwan Bahadur V. N. Viswanatha. Raa, Rahamatullah Sahib (Famine 
Oharge Officer), Smyth, Davis, Pritcha.rd, T. R. Subrabmanya Ayyar, Venguswami 
Ayyar, Unnithan. AJagiri Roo (Sub divisional Officer), V. M. Giri, Balraj, Nightingale, 
Roo Sahib Muthuswami Ayyar, Hejmadi, Sitarama Reddi, Devendra Nayudu, Ama.
nuddin Sahib (Famine Charge Officer), C. Gopalam (work agent), p. Ramachandra. 
Ayyar (Famine Charge' Officer) , Akbar Ali Khan (Famine Charge Officer). 
S. Sankaran (Tahsildar), N. S. Arunachalam, and T. Bhaskara Roo, consider that the 
present system is not unduly costly. The evidence of Mr. E. C. Wood also shows that 
he is inclined to this view. Sri A. Padmanabhan says that the system is not unduly 
('ostly but is inclined to suggest an increase in the existing establishment as It has to work 
at present just like 0. coolie about 9 to 10 hours of outdoor work and 4 to 5 hours of 
indoor work per day. The following are the suggestions or observations made regarding 
the possibility or otherwise of effecting a reduction ano: they are detailed below. 

Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Roo, Smyth and Devendra Nayudu say that the present 
system is essential in order to prevent fraud and corruption and to see that work is done 
on proper lines. 

Mr. Pritchard suggests that some expenditure may be saved by allowing camp
officials to occupy houses in villages where available, instead of in sheds specially 
constructed. 

Sri K. V. Krisbnamurti considers that if zinc or asbestos sheets are used for the 
hutting of quarters instead of thatties, they will minimize the expenditure as when they 
are sold after the closure of the camps, they will fetch back the amount spent on them. 

Messrs. Unnithan and Balraj consider the appointment of an officer of the superior 
Engineer establishment to assist the Executive Engineer in the famine area in his audit, 
and other duties as provided for in section 255 of the Code unnecessary and consequelltly 
want the deletion of the section. Sri K. AJagiri Rae (Sub divisional Officer) wants to 
reduce the expenditure on providing shelter to the workers. Sri V. M. Giri on behalf 
of the District Congress Committee, Bellary, suggests (i) the practice of appointing 
low-paid clerks on Re. 50 or so as charge officers on Rs. 150 or so should cease, and (ii) 
the- services of a lady doctor are necessary to certify in the case of pregnant women to the 
period of three weeks prior to delivery. 

Sri Roo Sallib S. Muthuswami Ayyar suggests that, instead of road works, village works 
may bl! taken up even at the outset with the kitchens attached to them for the weakly 
and the disabled to serve for a group of villages within a radius of three or four miles. 
Each work may be in charge of a maistri under the supervision of a village works inspector 
in charge of '~wo or three groups. A charge officer may be put above two such inspectors. 
Village headman may supply tools. Payment may be made twice a week. If there are 
toOo many works a Special Ta.hsildar or Taluk Relief Officer may be appointed. By 
following this method he considers that not only can economy be effected but that the 
ryots may be induced to revert to agricultural operations as soon as rains fall. He also, 
says that the method suggested will obviate the necessitY' for the appointment ofa special 
staff of an Executive Engineer and Assistant Engineer. It will prevent large sums of 
money being spent on the collection of metals to roads which lie unused for years and 
which gives room to. the remark that the Stat~ mo~ey could have been more usefully 
spent. By the adoptlOn of the method, much village Improvements could be done during 
a famine, which were not possible for want of funds during normal seasons and the 
actIvities of the Rural Development Boards will be greatly helped thereby. 

Sri K. Sitarama Reddi says that some retrenchment Can be made with regard to 
cashiers and other establishment i:n the famine camps by adopting the cheque system. 
Sri C. Gopalam (work agent) conSlders that management of a famine-relief camp by the 
Public Works Department alone and not by both the Revenue Department and 
the Public Works Department under a superviROr with two overseers to assist him in the 
conduct of his work, will be more economical than the present "charge" system. He' 
con~iders that the officers of the Revenue Department are not well convel"llant with the 
details of the work and the upkeep of the accounts connected with the tools and the 
consequent audit, etc. He also suggests that a clerk from the permanent staff can be 
po~ted to each charge as sub-cashier to look after the counting and the proper distribution 
of mOTley and that the rest of the establishment can be retained as at present. He al80 
""Y£ that the difficulties in the present arrangement will be explained bv him orally at the-
tiIne of the personal hearing. • 
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J anab Akbar Ali Khan would like to enhance not only the strength but also the pay 
of the famine establishment as they have to do hard work while Sri Sankaran (Tahsildar) 
wauts t-o add a note under paragraph 2 at page 108 of the Famine Code to the effect t\;.at 
the minimum staff should be employed at the ontset and that it may be increased to the 
maximum laid down as numbers on works, if necessary. 

Mr. Javad Hussain suggests (1) that the Collector's sanctioning power under sec-
. tiolJ 274 of the Code, i.e., Rs. 150, may be raised to maximum pay in the cadre of 
e Deputy Tahsildar so as to enable him to sanction the posts of all charge officers; (2) 
that the scale of pay of Rs. 12 to 17 sanctioned for peons under the village works 
manager may be made applicable to all peons on famine duty; (3) that the appointment 
of 'fahlk Relief Officers seems unnecessary; and (4) that the work of the Circle officers· 
may be checked by the Tahsildars and Revenue Divisional O~cers. 

Mr. Wood suggests the following: (1) that the Collector should be allowed to call 
upon the other Collectors for cho",ge officers; (2) that the Public Works Department 
should provide a list from which the Collector may appoint a work agent under section 274 
of the Code; and (3) that the number of Medical officers can be reduced provided they 
arc given " .conveyance. 

Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib Bahadur wants the creation of non-official agencies Vi ith 
a bare minimum of official supervision. He also says that details of retrenchm~nt may 
be left to the Committee which he has suggested. Sri G. Rami Heddi suggests (1) tLe 
adoption of piecework system, which will reduce the expenditnre cousiderably on the 
est.ablishment; (2) the management can be entrusted to either Public Works Departnlent 
or the Revenue and not to both as it is at present done; (13) the appointment of L.I.Ms. in 
the place of L.M.Ps. on comparatively low salaries; (4) the abolition of kitchens and the 
strengthening of the staff of circle officers; and (5) the location of camps in the villages 
themselves whereby the available building may be taken on small· rent and the heavy 
expenditure on the construction of sheds for housing the establishment, etc., ean be 
avoided. Sri C. V. Rangl¥lhar is .. leo for the abolition of the dual control of the.manage
ment of the works. He suggests also: (1) the adoption of a system of village work. in 
view of the large scale concentrated relief works;. (2) the grant of, subsistence loans 
iiberally to all those who possess an acre of wet land or 5 to 10 acres of dry land; and (3) 
b,nd-spinning on It wide scale to employ all adult women and children above ten years. 
Sri Rajagopala Ayyangar is for the adoption of village works under the control of mana.
gers or work agents as he sees that these works will be done more !economically and' will 
be more useful. He wants that resort should be had to Publio Works Department only 
for exceptional causes. Mr. V. N. Kudva is also of the same view, while Sri Narayana 
Raa is also for giving preference to village works as he considers that such works may with 
advantage be ~ntrusted to village panchayats. Sri Lakshminarayana Rao wants only 
one Public Works Department Subdivisional Officer to manage the whole work and 
considers the appointment of a separate Executive Engineer or Superintending Engineer 
for faniine works is unnecessary. He also considers that the appointment of 1\ Public 
Works Department Inspector for insppcting famine works is unnecessary. He suggests 
that the ordinary stall' may exercise general supervision over the Subdivisional Officers 
and that piecework system may be adopted instead of task work system. Sri Rama
nathan considers the organization of non-official agencies to co-operate with the speci~.l 
bodies in cutting short the expenditure of famine establishment and to harness the 
panchuyat in the affected area with some responsibilit.ies in the matter to be essenti.!. 
Sri S. K. Bhimasena Raa would like to make use of the non-official agencies to minimize 
expenditure and to inculc3.te the spirit of co-operation and work for general good in the 
minds of the villagers. Sri P. Pullayya (Famine Charge Oflicer) suggests the appoint
ment of overseers in the place of supervisors as work' agents and handing over the 
ma.nagement of the Famine works to the Revenue Department while B. Bhimasena Raa 
(non-official) suggests the appointment of upper division clerks ItS chA.rge officers instead 
of men of the rank of a Sub "Magistrate or Deputy Tahsildar. . 

Messrs. V. Chidanandam and W. Tirunarayanacharya (Fami~e Charge Officer) do 
not state definitelr wheth~r the present system of management of works is unduly 
costly or not. Sri V. Chidanandam, however, suggests the employment of non-officials 
under the supervision of a Government gazetted officer. The Famine Charae Officer 
suggests (1) the purchase of bamboo thatties ot stouter quality for the workers a~d (2) the 
'Ice of asbestos and cement sheets for the hutting of the famine establishment. 

Mr. John A. Zacchens considers the establishment referred to in Appendix D to be 
superfluous and wants a "eduction either by a reduction of payor by the abolition of some 
!If tI:l> ~sts.. Sr! B. Subbanachar. suggests for con~deration. the desirability of appoint
mg youn~. lUtelhgen~and energetIC men who are m the list of Deputy Tahsildars or 
who are likely to be lUcluded and who draw Rs. 50 to Rs. 60. He alsa suggests that it 
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non-official members who would be willing to work without any remuneration offer their 
services, the question of appointing them as charge officers may also be considered . 

. Sri J. Srinivasa Sastrulu considers that (1) the appointment of a highly paid officer 
of the Engineering establishment is not necessary; (2) that the department itself should 
undertake to supply thatties and bamboos for the construction of famine camps; and 
(3) that the Government themsE'lves should undertake to supply the necessary provisions to 
the kitchens, so as to have economy in the establishment of famine camps. 

Sri Y. S. Anantarajiah has made the following suggestions :-(i) The number of 
cooks provided in paragraph 11 of Appendix G may be mIDimized and provision may be 
made to entertain workers on famine wages to prepare moulds and fOr serving food. 
(ii) When the work covers a greater distance sub-dining sheds should be opened near to 
thb work spots. (iii) To supervise the feeding and to check the at~endance of the depen
dents a maistri on a pay of Re. 15 iR necessary, and provision in the Famine Code should 
b~ made for this. (iv) For the post of kitchen superintendent one from the Revenue 
Department should be selected. (v) When the work is spread over a wide e.rea, an upper 
division clerk as an assietant to the charge· officer is necessary. (vi) As the work advances 
more than one storekeeper will be necessary.' 

Question No. 13: Have you any further suggestions to make on any of the other chapters 
or provisions of the Famine Code? Please give reasons lOT your suggestions. 

Messrs. V. N. Viswanatha Rao, C. Vijayaraghavan, Rahamatullah, J avad Hussain, 
A. A. Smyth, S. RajagopalQ, Ayyangar, V. S. Hejmadi, RamQ.Chandra Ayyar, W. Thiru
narayana.charya, Akbar Ali Khan, N. S. ArnnQ.Chalam and T. Bhaskara Bao, amonO' 
officials, and Messrs. T. Sivasankaram Pillai, B. R. Venguswami Ayyar, Sitarama Rao~ 
Bhojappa Sowcai, K. V. Krishnamurti and Zohn.A. Zaccheus, among non-officials, have 
no suggestions to make. 

Mr. iT avad Hussain, however, suggests that specific provision should be made in 
the Code for declaration of famine. 

Mr. 'Vood points out that the famine programme is of very little use, and suggests 
that the Collector should be required to examine in great detail at least, one taluk for 
each division each year and that the Board should examine one or two specimen taluks 
in a. district each year. 

Sri Hanganatha. Mudaliyar suggests that small village works may' be taken up in 
the initiaJ. stages and that the services of the village officers may be freely utilized as 
also the services of a revenue inspector for a group of villages, the wages of workers 
being fixed acccrding to the Code allowing a !3ufficient margin in favour of the workers for 
supporting their dependents. . 

-&oi M;. Bhimasena Raa suggests that section 166 (d) with slight modifications may 
be applied to each village, viz., Q, group of 100 or 200 workmen should be ma.de to 
attend to the following, utilizing the services of the village officers' and other honorary 
workers:-

(a) Construction of village wells and tanks, 
(b) repair of old wells' and tanks, 
(oJ making and raising embankments, 
(d) clearing fielas of stones and stumps, 
(e) • bunding the fields. 
(f) removal of nattu from the fields. 
(g) laying down villo:ge road, 
(1£) improvements in sanitation and 
(i) spinning of yarn. 

The Same gentleman says that famine relief works are under dual control and that 
the services of the Public Works Department may be dispensed with, so that much 
of the friction will be avoided; fully qualified work agents may be safely depended 
upon. 

Mr. W. J. Da.vis suggests that the Collectors should issue orders to the charge 
officers only through the Executive Engineer and not direct and that the Collector 
should be reasonQ,ble in the matter of Executive Engineer's travelling allowance bills 
a.nd should not treat him as a Tahsildar. 

Sri K. S. RaghavQ,charlu suggests that grain stores should be encouraged and 
established in almost every village containing foodstuffs sufficient for six months and 
thQ,t during famine the needy people should be advanced grain to be recovered in the 
lIext prosperQus seasOI);· 
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,iHr. Pritchard suggests that the best possible people should be selected for charge 
officers, work agents and kitchen superintendents. h" very strongly recommends that 
service as charge officer should - count for probation, that the age-limit for inclusion 
in charge othcers' list should be fixed at 4:&, that th"kitchen superintendents should 
all far as possible be men in permanent employ of Government, that permanent clerks 
on pay up to RB. 50 should be allowed to be employed and that service as kitchen 
supermtendents should count for probation, that the school-going children fed at 
kitchens should be given cash doles and the Code should be amended suitably, that 
]'orm D-Vm should contain information at! to what work is going on and at what 
places so that Executive Engineer and Collector may have up-to-date information, tbat 
eections 160 to 163 do not describe the conditions in Bellary 'properly, Appendix 39-1 that 
" rough daily card should be kept so as to show inspecting officers Vi here each gang is 
working. (93-lII) that enquiry regarding absentees after morning muster should be 
s~arted before actual checking; Appendix G, that it is useless -to supply tickets to childJ:en 
attending kitchens and that the Collectors should be directed to make and retain for use 
m future a note on practical difficulties they encounter and how to deal with them, etc. 

Sri T. R. Subrahmanya Ayya;r: suggests tbat the number o~ constables for each 
charge may be raised to four and they may be supplied' with fire-arms, that a security 
of Re. 500 either in cash or in immovable property may be demanded from stor~
keepers to whom tools worth Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 5,000 are entrusted and that higher 
pay may be allowed if necessary. 

Khan Sayyed Buden Sahib Bahadur suggests that considerable retrenchment in the 
nnmber Rnd emoluments is both feasible and absolutely necessary, details of retrench
ment being left to the committee; that non-official agencies may be created with a bare 
minimum of official supervision, care bein@ taken to get those whose reputation is above 
board and whose property qualification is not less than Rs. 50,000 preferably those who 
hu,ve had experience of famine relief organization. 

Sri G. Rami Reddi suggests that provision should be made in the Code for paying 
dependents' wages to workers when they fan ill and that the large number of women with 
babies in a;r:ms (hardly 2 to 6 months' old) and unable to do the full task may be brought 
to'the gratuitous list or treated as weakly gangs. 

Sri K. M;. Unnitha'n suggests that the necessity to create additional ~ubdivisions 
should depend upon the number of charges and the area over which they are located 
and Dot on the number of workers as in section 99. (b) and that the section in the Code 
and paragraph 5 of Appendix D should be amended suitably, that the rest period between 
12 to 2 may be extended by one hour during hot weather, i.e., in April with a corre
sponding reduction in the task and that the, Collectors ~ay b.. authorized to do this: 
that the maistris need not make payments even though the gang headmen are illiterate 
and the latter should disburse the wages and that the paragraph in the appendix should 
be amended suitJl.bly; that the Collectors' powers to ""nction appointments (under sec
tion 274) carrying more than Rs. 150 salary may be increased to the maximum in the 
cadre of a. Deputy Tahsildar, as sometimes approved probationers are appointed as 
charge officers; that the scaJe of pay of peons, i.e., Rs. 12--17 ,should be made appli
cable to all peons on famine duty so as to allow permanent men being appointed. 

Sri K. Alagiri Rae suggests that as the Deputy Tabsildars appointed as charge 
officers find it difficult to exercise control over Public Works DepaJ;tment and as they 
lack knowledge of Public Works Depa;r:tment accounts, a senior supervisor may be 
appointed and the whole subdivision manned by the Public Works Department subject 
to the control of the Collector or revenue officers of other districts may be appointed 
in preference to 10caJ men and that head clerks of Talnk offices should on no account 
be appointed as charge officers as they are lacking in executive experiences, that the 
Accountant-General should be asked to depute trained accounts clerk immediately after , 
the opening of a subdivision, as posting of raw clerks with DO experience throws much 

- strain on the Subdivision,,1 Officer; that the Sub divisional Officer should be given n 
responsible permanent clerk to attend to accounts work, the pay being suitably raised; 
that the travelling auditor must be appointed even at the opening of the first charge 
8,1 thaI. the accounts may not go into chaos; that special emphasis should be laid on 
pa;r:agraphB 65 B.\ld 67 which lay down that the charge officers are direct snbordinate~ 
[co t.he Executive ~ngineer and the SubdivisianaJ Officer; that permanent men alone 
shonld be appointed as kitchen Buperintendents and the pay should be attractive; that 
the subordinates selected for famine duty should be given one month's notice and asked 
to study the Code and come prepa;r:ed and a note should be made in the Code to this 
effect; that an increase of one pice may be made to workers so as to allow them to 
purchase fuel" betels, etc.; that children of 10 years and 'above may be admitted 8S' 
clas.. mworkel"S; that the preparlltioO: of an indent may be' iHustrated by an example. 
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that the' period absolutely necessary to entitle one for a rest-day allowance may be made 
clearer; that the three days' attendance need not be inSisted upon In the case of depen
dents fed at the kitchens; that those who attend the kitchen on the last da,y should be 
paid cash doles for the' rest da,y; that only undisbursed wages should be kept in the 
amanath register and not the rest-day allowance to workers and cash doles to dependents; 
that the D-IV statement should be signed or initialled by the work agent lind II column 
mlly be provided for the purpose; that even for new-born ba,bies one pice may be paid 
to the mothers; thllt in D-III women now shown under cia-sses I and II should be 
shown under classes II and ill respectively; lind that a book of forms in the Code with 
examples worked out should be prepared lind supplied to all so as to serve as a guide. 

Sri Mritanjaya Sastri suggests that a provision be made for payment of compensa
tion ill cases of accidents applying the Workmen's Compensation Act; that the method 
of constituting non-official committee referred to in section 40 has been found unsatis
factory and that some rules may be framed to make the Committee more useful and 
representative. 

~r. V. N. Kudva suggests that a.~ the famine nowadays is one of money only and 
liS many of the provisions in the Code such as those relating to poor houses, protection 
of deserted children, establishment of cattle camps, preservation of cattle are unnecessary, 
the question of deleting these sections may be considered with a view to make the book 
less voluminous. 

Sri V. M. Giri suggests that the mode of nominating members to the non-official 
committee referred to in section 40 should be changed and the syste~ of election 
at .. public meeting held by the Collector for the purpose should be adopted. 

Mr. S. J. Balraj has mjtde a variety of suggestions mostly of a technical nature 
on the sections dealing with accounts. These Will be summarized separately and a note 
circulated. The Committee may perhaps content itself with the suggestion as in most 
cases that the Board of Revenue should consider these on their merits' at the end of 
the present famine. 

Mr. A. W. Nightingale points out the interference by Revenue Divisional Officers by 
issuing orders direct to charge officers and work agents and thus interfering with the 
administration by the Public Works Department and suggests that section 67 may be 
made clearer so as to avoid dual control; that the Revenue Divisional <?fficers should give 
their suggestions, if any ,to the Executive Engineer or to the Subdivisional Officer, that the 
type of men appointed as charge officers is not ideal but he is unabie to make any sugges
tion without additional expense; that a senior permanent clerk in Government ..t'ervice 
should be selected as kitchen superintendent;, that the charge officers shOUld arrive several 
days before the starting of works; that when, the number of works are likely to be increased, 
two supervisors and two overseers should be po~ted under the Executive Engineer to learn 
their new work; better to have two ahead of postings and kept as reserve. 

Sri N srayana Rao suggests that in addition to the relief now existing the question of 
imparting education to the children may also be considered. 

Sri Lakshminarayana Rao point .. out that the object of appeinting a charge officer 
from the Revenue Department, ie., to serve as a check on Public Works DepsItment is 
frustrated by making him directly subordinate to the Public Works Department, i.e., 
Sub divisional Office~. 

Sri K. Sitarama Reddi suggests that in summer the working hours may be fixed as 
from 6-30 a.m. to 11-30 a.m. and from 3 p.m. to :5 p.m. and that some concession should 
be shown to those coming from distances of more than five miles; that the Collectors should 
be guided by the advice of the non-official committee appointed, in matters relating to 
fixing up of kinds of relief that are to be taken, the wages to be paid and the closure of 
the relief works and that the committee should visit each camp and report the conditions 
to the Collector from time to time. 

Sri Reddi Venkoba Rao suggests that in order to have a correct crop estimate small 
committees consisting of three to five members from each important centre may be consti
tuted with the local member of the Legislative Assembly as the president; this committee 
should give the statistics and make recommendations to the Revenue authorities every 
quarter; that the coolie~ should not. be p~id in cash; ~d that the Famine Code may be 
'revised every five years 10 consultatIOn WIth the commIttee. . 

Mr. F. W. Stewart, Member, Board of Revenue, suggests that Chapter XV and 
Appendix K should be rewritten so as to be understandable even in a hurry. 

Sri Pullavva (Famine Charge Officer) suggests th&t the prefixes .. men" and 
.. women .. before classes IV (a) lind IV (b) may be deleted in Form D-ill; that provision 
may be mOOe in the nominal muster roll for including the headings V (a), Oil, (e), (el) and 
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(e) in respect o~ the dependents so that the number of present and br-ought to the kitchens 
will be known: that in column 6 of the form G-I the name of the worker on whom the 
dependent is depending may be entered instead of the father's or husband's names ,as it is 
now, i.e., the name of the worker with the number in D-ll. 

Sri Madduri N agi Reddi suggests that if in every village the village officers and presi
dents of panchayat boards send monthly reports to taluk office regarding rainfall and avail
ability of labour famine 'Conditions can be easily ascertained and no relief work will he 
reqwred: that special arrangements ma.y be made for gosha ladies, i.e., they may be 
provided with work in the villages itself such as weaving, pounding rice, etc. ; they should 
not be given difficult 'Work outside the village; that work to the blind and the aged should 
be given in the village and not outside; stone-breaking having been found injurious, con-
struction of drinking water-wells, chatrams schools, may be tak~n up. . 

J anab M. Amanuddin Sahib (Famine Charge Officer) points out that check is not 
possible in the following ca.ses: (1) worker coming late and marked late, gets admitted as 
new comer, (2) workers of gangs working far away from villages get recruited ·in gangs 
near the village; (3) workers given earthwork get admitted in gangs doing metal collection 
and so on. He therefore suggests that a recruiting register ma.y be maintained in which 
the names of all persons may be entered under classes I, II and ill which will facilitate 
detection of the irregularities noted above; that disciplinary measures may be provided 
against headmen and workers; that the D-IV statement must be signed by the work agents 
in toketl of accuracy; that the payment to the gangs must be made mdependent of the 
maistris the sub-cashier of the charge can directly pay the amounts to the headmen and 
obtain acknowledgment; that provision should be made for relief. to workers temporarily 
rendered unfit on account of injuries, etc., such persons may be exempted for at least 
three days in a month; that the Famine Code may be included as II book for the Govern
ment Test Examination for ])eputy Tahsildars. 

Sri C. Gopalam suggests that the period of service of all officers in famine duty should 
count for probation; that charge allowance or famine allowance should be paid to aU 
officers, temporary or permanent; that conveyance allowance should be paid to aU officers 
a.ccording to the nature of the conveyance they maintain and prescribed for their grade; 
that the works section and the accounts or cash section should be separate and inde
pendent of each other; that control over maistria and headmen should vest in the work 
~ent as also control over stores and tools; that recruiting should be done both by ,the 
work agent a.nd charge officer. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Shortt suggests that a; supervisor of the rank of civil surgeon may 
be appointed to advise the charge officers and to be responsible for the actual regulation of 
diets. I , 

Sri S. Sankaran suggests that pregnant women unfit for travel and' work should be 
sent home on the advice of the Medical officer and brought on to the village gratuitous 
relief. The allowance should be paid to them till two months after delivery or such time· 
she is considered fit for work by the Medical officer. . 

Mr. Stewart has pointed out in conneidon with the closure of liquor shops in the 
vicinity of famine works that the people themselves stop drinking as a matter of routine; 
they live on one meal a day and that the tendency to increase the 'Wages is likely to lead 
to the increase being spent on liquor if it ean be obtained readily; that the numbers on 
works have increased in late years as the people who finance agriculture have been able 
to transfer the burden of supporting t.he labourers to the Government in times of scarcit.v ; 
that there is every prospect of closure of liquor shops leading to extension of illicit distilla
tion of Mrack which the Government have failed to prevent, with the result that the 
Government will lose the revenue. . 

He does not therefore propose to lay down a rigid rule in the matter but' would just 
remove the shop which is too tempting to some other place-under close observation or too 
fur to be a great temptation. 

Sri Y. S. Anantarajayya. has made the following suggestions:-
(i) ·Attendance on the last day of the week should be taken into consideration 

when calculating rest-day aUowa.nce for a. worker. 
(Ii) The system of issuing tickets to the dependents is to be abolished a.s it is not 

workable. 
(iii) The desirability of serving food to children according to their needs rather 

than classifying them into suitable messes according to their ages, which is 
found to be impracticable. 

(iv) . The taking of attendance of the dependents in the evening may be dispensed 
With. 
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(v) 'rhe question of calculating the rest-day allowance for the children and of it~ 
distribution. 

(vi) The desirability of inducing the weavers of tbe villages adjacent to the famine 
works to prepare thatties and baskets at the work spot in order to avoid expendi
ture under this head and paying them for the work turned out. 

(vii) The provision in the Famine Code for a sketch showing the location, measure
ments of dining sheds, hospitals, quarters for officers, etc., as it will be useful in 
laymg out a camp and as it will ~a,ve unnecessary wastage of materials. 

Sri A. Padrnanabham suggests: (1) the entries in the nominal muster roll may be 
made in pencil as it is not possible for each mai.tri to carry an ink bottle and pen to the 
work spot; (2) the famine establishment can be divided into the executive staff and the 
office staff, the one looking to the giving the full task to the workers and getting the 
work done from them and measuring the quantity of work done by each gang and thll 
other to verify the correctness of the totals of the musters, to calculate the work done, etc. : 
(3) the question of allowing the gang to go home even before the prescribed time if the 
task given has been completed; and (5) the question of appointing young men eligible for 
ministerial services as maistris on Ea. 30 in the place of those at present who very often 
quit the jobs, and who are very often tempted to earn more by wrong mustering. 
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APPENDIX X 

THE V,'RITTEN AND THE ORAL EVIDENCE OF THE WITNESSES 
EXAMINED. 

The Famine Code Revision Committee assembled at 10 a.m. on Monday, the 15th 
August 1938, at the Board's Office with Mr. C. A. Henderson in the Chair. 

PRESENT: 

Mr. F. M. Dowley. 
" H. R. Dogra. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar. 
" T. A. Ramalingam Chettiyar. 

Dr. R. Adiseshan. 
Sri K. Koti Reddi. 
" Kallur Subba Rao. 
" R. Suryanarayana Rao. 
" H. Sitarama Reddi. 

Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Seoretary to the Committee, was alao present. 

Mr. E. C. WOOD, I.C.S., Collector of Malabar, wae examined. 

Written evidence. 
I give below such opinions as I am able to offer on the matters mentioned in th& 

questionnaire. These opinions are based entirely upon my experience in Bellary from 
the begioning of November 1937, up to the end of March 1938. As I have no figures 
with me or notes made at the time, I am obliged to rely entirely upon my recollection, 
which, however, I think, is correct in the matters I mention. I have separately sub
mitted some proposals to the Board of Revenue in my letter, dated 12th April 1938; some 
suggestions which I now make cover the same ground. 

SECTION.!. 

2. (b) (iii) Mino, irrigation sources failed this year although· the quantity of rain 
was not very far short of the normal. It seems to me that in any year in which famine 
would come these mioor irrigation sources would be of little assistance. The plain fact 
seems to be, as pointed out by Sir Thomas Munro, that. where rainfall is little and 
also distributed over a long period, rain-fed tanks cannot be a success. It is certainly 
unlikely that they will be useful in years in which a scanty rainfall is reduced below the 
normal. 

2. (b) (iv) Wells in the black cotton soil produce almost invariably brackish water, 
which is unsnitable for irrigation. -

2. (c) Contour bund.-The bunding of the catchment of a tank will certainly dimi
nish, the supply to the tank. This is a fact which is made plain in the Ganjam district. 
But in Bellary, where tanks are few, the areas, in which bun ding would have to he prohi
bited on this ground, would form a small proportion of the lands in the district. 

SECTION II. 
Purposes of famine operations and prineipl,es of famine relief. 

I entirely agree with the principle laid· down in section 127 of the Code. The 
seotion, however, contains a sentence which is not quoted in the question .. Persons, 
who are not in health when they come on the works are trea.ted specially," and I think 
this is an important sentence. 

There is a good deal of talk about generosity in connexion with famine operations. 
This appears to me to introduce sentiments which are out of place. Generally speaking 
no person connected with famine relief gives anything that is his except his laboUr and 
thought and except with regard to these matters, reference to generosity appears to be out 
of place. The money spent- is taken from the people generally and is spent upon one 
section of the pe<>ple. Those who have to control famine operations have to decide 
how much they will so take. And for this decision the section seems to me to provide 
the only sound basis. It Is to be remembered that an increase in wages increases, not 
only the rate of wages, but also the number of persons who come for relief. 

5. Chapter. III-Penod of ob~er~ation and test.~(a) It (b~ I think that the opening 
of test works 19 a necessary prelimmary to the grant of relief. On the one occasion 
on which I eorranged for the opening of a relief work without a preliminary test work 
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I found .tha.t I had ma.de a mistake, which could have been avoided if a test work had 
been opened. I think that the criticisms of test works are generally due (1) to delays 
to open test works, and (2) to delays to come to a decision to convert them into relief 
works. There is 'a. temptation to allow the test work to carryon and to postpone the 
decision ?n the issue which it. is intended. to test. If test works are opened promptly 
and contInually watched, and if the deciSion to convert a test work into a relief work 
is not unduly postponed; there should be little ground for complaint. I think, therefore, 
that test works are a necessary preliminary, but should be used, subject to the precautions 
which I have mentioned. 

Section 50 of the Code.-I am opposed to the instructions that the earlier stages of 
distress should be met by a.n extension of ordinary works and that test work should be 
opened only if such measures seem incapable of meeting the situation. Ex hypothesi 
the situation is at this stage obscure and the test work is a means of elucidating It. At 
this time it is not ordinarily pra.cticable for the Collector to deoide whet.her such expan
sion of ordinary works would be capable of .• meeting the needs of the situation." From 
the press reports of operations in Anantapur district it appears that this method was 
first attempted and then found to be inadequate. Then test works were opened at a 
late stage, when they are a much less efficient indication of the extent of any distress 
which exists. 

As the Collector of Vizagapatam, I had experience in 1936 of the closing stages of 
the quasi-famine relief operations in the southern parts of the old Ganjam district. These 
took the form of an .. expansion of ordinary works." I found it extremely difficult to 
decide how far relief was necessary and_I thirik it likely that money was' spent, wlrich 
would have been sa.ved, if test works had been used in order to gauge the situation and 
ha.d been followed by relief works. Having seen both systems in operation, I have 
no doubt that it is much easier to understand the situation and to avoid excess or deficiency 
of relief, when the normal method of test work and relief work is followed. 

Late in the season workers would in normal years have little employment. It is at 
this time difficult to judge from the numbers attending the test works how far distress 
eXists. I found that in this season the proportion of women is very much greater than 
the proportion of men,on ,some works the number of women being five times as great 
as the number of men. It was clear that the men did not need to work themselves, 
but had no objection to their womenfolk working in order to add to their income. In 
such circumstances the number of men appears to be the proper criterion. I suggest 
that this should be mentioned in the Code. 

6. I found that the arrangements for providing work proceeded much more quickly 
than the arrangements for providing gratuitous relief in the villages. During the earlier 
part of the test works stage the arrangements for providing gratuitous relief were not 
complete. A number of persons, who should have got relief did not get it. The principle 
that work is provided for those, who can work, and gratuitous relief for those, who cannot, 
failed to some extent. I suggest that the Gode should emphasise the need for very early 

'preparations for gratuitous relief; i.e., that the Collector should begin his arrangements 
and preparation of lists, as soon as he thinks it possible that test works may be necessary 
and while he is still in doubt whether they will be necessary. As the preparation of 
thesa lists, etc., will come at- a very busy season, when the Revenue department will have 
extra azmoish work to do in connexion with famine, it may be necessary to add to the staff 
of Revenue Inspectors temporarily for this purpose and the Collector may be given 
discretion to do so. 

The second suggestion I make is that gratuitous relief should be permissible on a test 
work as a temporary expedient. I faund that persons, who prima facie needed such 
relief used to come to a test work, because gratuitous relief at that time ha.d not been 
organized in their villages. Charge officers generally turn such people away, and the 
result was that those, who were most in need of relief, were denied any relief at all. 
I madE' arrangements that charge officers should give gratuitous relief to such persons and 
simultflneously make reports to the taluk officers. When the taluk officer ha.d completed 
his arrangements in the villa"o-e concerned he informed the charge officer and took these 
persons over for gratuitous rel~ef in their villages. . Some such arran.geme~t is necessary 
in order to prevent real hardship and I suggest that It should be mentIOned m the Code. 

SECTION m. 
Scale of wages and aUowances and the diet scale. 

7. In practice in Bellary the classification was as follows:
Special class.-Gang headmen and special gangs. 
Class T.-Men of more thAn 20 y~lIors of age. 
Class H.-Men of ages frOlIl 18 to 20 (l forget the exact Rg~S.) 
C/a81t IIT.-Children between the ages 12 and 14. . 
This classification seems to me v .. ry suitable . 

• 
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1 {uund, however, that some charge officers were putting weakly men in class II. 
This seems to be in accordance with the intentions of the Code. But- it caused much 
heart burning and some hardship. It is accepted that women require less wages and 
nourishment than men; but it is not accepted that weakly or old men require less t!>an 
able-bodied men; at any rate such a classification was a common caulje of bitter complamt. 
I think it more suitable that men should be divided according to their age and all those 
who are above the age of, say, 20 should put into claas 1. It is moreover a classification 
which is much easier to make. 

8. (a) I think that the wages now given are too high, being for most classes about 
3 pies above the wages which would be in accordance with the principle of section 127. 
About the beginning of March, as Coll~tor of Bellary, I submitted a repo~ to the Board 
of Bevenue on tills point criticizing a. suggestion that )he wage should be raased, and gave 
my reasons in <letai!. I invite reference to that report. The more important reasons 
were, according to my recollection, the followmg1:- _ 

(I) The increase was introduced late in Bellary and: before it was introduced, 
people receiving the lower rate of wage were maintained in health. 

(2) Nearly every . woman spent a quarter of an anna per day on betel and yet 
remained in health; the provision of money for betel is -not, I consider, justified 
a. part of famine reJilef. and the wage of women could therefore be reduced by 
a quarter of an anna and yet be sufficient to maintain them in health. 

(3) I found persons, who came to a work emaciated because the work had started: 
late, became fully nourished on the famine wage, i.e., the wage was sufficient 
to restore te hea.!th a person who had been seriously emaciated. 

In this matter I think the best evidence is the condition of the workers. There is a 
tendency to criticise the faauine wage with reference to laboratory tests regarding nutri
tion a-nd other outside experiments. - But, so long as famine workers are healthy on the 
faauine wage, it is impossible to say that it is insufficient te keep them in health. So far 
as the increased wage is concerned it is possible even now to see the condition of the 
wor1rers. So far as the earlier period is concerned: I suggest that the evidence of Major 
Sewell, I.M.S., District Medica.! Officer of Bellary, and of charge officers, who were in 
charge of the works in the earlier stages, should be taken. My impression is that the 
condition of workers improved after they had been at work for some time. A striking 
example up to the end of March (I have no later experIenoe) was provided by the workers 
in the Moka-Gulyam road, where the lead was long and a greater proportion of the 
workers were engaged in earth work or carrying. - Their condition appeared to me to show 
the results of adequate food combined with regular exercise. 

8. (b) Vegetables.-It has te be remembered that the workers are paid in cash and 
there is not the slightest reason to suppose that the proportion which they spent upon 
each item on the table has any close relation to the proportion given in the table. So 
far then as money relief is concerned, it appears te me fruitless to criticise the wage on 
the ground that it is insufficient for any individual item. It can only be criticised as & 

whole and on this basis it seems te me for the reasons which I have suggested above to 
be more than sufficient. There is not the slightest ground for supposing that, if the wage 
is increased by a sma.!1 amount, more vegetables will he hought. ., 

. A~ the rations gi:v~n. 'in the kit<:he~s. are ~xpec~d te approximate to the proportions 
given ill the table, cntlclsm of the mdiVidual Items 18 more relevant so far as gratuitous 
relief in food is concerned:. I am not able to give any opinion on this matter. But in 
my experience the persons fed in the kitchens, mostly children and the very aged had 
the appearance of being well-nourished and always said that they hood sufficient. i sug
gest that persons who criticise the adequacy of any item in the rations should be asked 
to find in the persons who eat the rations symptoms, which would result from i/efi"Ciency 
during the last two or three months. I can say that these persons themselves were not 
aware of any deficiency. 

8. (d) Chapter IX-Gratuitous relief·-I have no suggestions beyond these already 
mentioned. 

SECTION IV. 

The size and nature of the task in famine work. 

Aocording to my experience the calculation of the task has been excellently done. 
I saw works scattered over a considerable area. In stene breaking there are great varia
tions in the length of the leads. But the results appear to be uniform. Genere.lly d1ll'infll 
the first two or three days a. gang found difficulty in doing, or at any rate did not do the 
full ta~k. ~t then beg~ te do the full task and generally continued to do it regularly. 
Sometimes It would agaan fe.ll below the full task: but. Soon after the WIIae was cut it 
began to do the fun task again. It has to be considered that a gang does ~ot wish td do 
more than the full task and tends to cut the margin as fine as possible: and sometimes 
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it makes a miscalculation. I found, for example, on the Nandavaram work, that even 
/ after the task had been reduoed: by over 25 per cent and during! the period when the 

workers were in good health, there were occasional failures to do the task. So far as 
I remember, these failures were not less frequent than at a lailer stage when the full task 
was executed, a fact which is suggestive. 

Ignorant well-wishers of the difltressed frequently complain about thle hardness of 
the task in metal breaking and suggest that more earth work should be provided. This 
however is not the view of the workers themselves. They prefer metal breaking. Any
one, who has seen both classes of work, will understand the point of view of the workers. 
It is much easier to sit and hammer a stone, generally in the shade, than to break up 
black cotton soil ; and the carrying of stones is no harder than the carrying of earth . 

• SECTIONV. 

10. I disaaree with the suggestion that the breakiIJ.g1 of stones is not of appreciable 
benefit to the 0 oommunity. Nearly all the roads, for which stones were broken, were 
alr.eadv metalled and the breaking of stone to metal them confers great benefit to the 
commUnity. It is of course desirable to avoid making of new roads which will not there
after be maintained. IJht this criticism cannot apply tq the breaking of stones for exist-
ing roads. I 

In making these suggestions I assume that the absurdity will not be committed of 
paying for the breaking metal and then omitting to provide whatever funds may be. 
necessary for spreading it. . 

Other suggested forms of work were the following:-
(1) The digging or repairing of l1akkamnis.-I rejected these suggest.ions, because 

skilled stone work seems to me to be necessary and this could not be provided. 
(2) The digging. of wells.-In s ~lack cotton soil wel~ are not generally useful, 

as the water 18 generally brackish. Moreover the diggmg of a well is s work 
upon which it is difficult to engage s large number of unskilled people. The 
repair of one well was actuslly carried out and provided work for s few 
people. 

(3) The construction of new roads.-These are often suggested. I nearly always 
rejected such suggestions, because there were already as many roads as can 
be maintained. Unless definite provision is made for future maintenance it 
seems imprudent to build s new: road. 

SECTION VI. 

Ezpansion of the ordinary programme as a normal preliminary to the period of test 
and obseroation. 

I have already given my reasons for holding that this procedure is hannful. 

SEOTION VII. 

Reduction of e:cpendit1.lre on famine establishment. 

12. So far as the charge officer and work agent are concerned the number is not 
excessive. It is important to remember that famine works differ fundamentally from 
ordinary works. Ordinarily the workers are employed in order that the work should be 
done; on a. famine the work is done in order that the workers should be employed. 
And this makes necessary a quite different standard of supervision. In the workers' 
interests it is necessary to spread the work over as wide sn area. as possible. One 
charge officer and two work agents can, for eXlllIlple, cover about eight. miles of road 
as a maximum. If there is only one work agent, the charge officer sud work agent 
will cover only four miles, not an. economical arran¥ement. I fi~d, .however, that the 
medicaJ officer generally ha.s very little to do. ProVIded that he 18 gIven a. conveya.nce, 
one medicaJ officer could probably attend to two works, if they are fairly close together. 
If an emergency occurs, as for exsmple an outbreak of cholera, medical officers would 
have to be drawn from other works or from the ordinary district supply. 

Adeqn!'te supervision is nece~sary in the interests of the workers for the following 
reasons :-

(1) It is necesssry to 'lLrrange that tasks, money, food, medica.! supplies, etc., 
are always available. If the charge officer is overworked, s breakdown st once 
occurs with serious results. ,Tt is ;. serious matter, for exsmple, to omit to 
pay starving people, becanse money is not at hand or the officer is incapable of 
vroviding and measuring flle tssk. 
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(2) . Constant supervision is necessary to Rea that the wages actually reaches the 
workers and that there are no malpractices on a large scaJe. 

(3) It is necessary to enforce stringently the task. Otherwise the number of 
workers will rapidly increase and the expenses will increase considerably. 

13. Famine programme.-I found this not aa useful as might be expected. The 
preparation of the programme involves a large amount of detail and there is a. tendency 
to leave this to subordinates. I suggest that the Collector should be required to examine 
in great detail the programme for at least one talnk in a. division each yea.r in order to 
see that DivisionaJ officers are giving proper attention to the preparation in their divisions 
a.s a whole. I would suggest aJso that the Board should similarly exa.mine a specimen 
taJnk or two in each district in or4er to see what the district standard is. 

Oral evidence. 

Sri H. SITABAKA RJmDI: Q.-In your evidence 
(question No.6) you say that" the arran~ement for 
providing work proceeded. ~uch mor~ qUlckl~ th~ 
the arrangementa for provl(liog gratUItous rehef, m 
the villages," and you .suggest tuat early p~epar~ 
tions for gratuitous reb~f aor~ necessary" "hat. 18 
the basis for people to come tn on grat1l1tou8 rehef 
at present? . 

A..-Gratuitous relief is provided for. ~hose who 
cannot work. Arrangements for prOViding work 
are completed more qui~kly than arrang~me1}-t6 for 
providing gr&tuitous rehef. My su~gestlOn.18 that 
the arrangements and the preparation of lists for 
gratuitous relief shall be made 'as 800n as the Col
lector thinks it pOSBible that test works may be 
necessary. 

Q.-You aay tha.t Special Revenue Inspectors are 
necessary for this purpose P • 

A.-Y... The Collectors should be autbonzed to 
appoint them. 

Q.-In yom' evidence (question No. 1) you say i.t is 
accepted that women require less wa.ges and nOurish
ment than men. May I know the reasons for your 
a.rriving at such a conclusion 1» 

A -The practice of the people tbemselves. It 
is aCcepted by the people who- do manual work that 
a man requires greater nourishment than women. 

Q.-Do you mean to sa.~ that, beC8:uBe women 
receive leas wages, they reqUIre less .nourlshment? . 

A.-No. I think that in all working-class famIlies 
it is generally agreed that a. man wanta greater 
nourishment than a woman. . 

Q.-I may tell you that among Indians there. is 
a. bt'lieof that a woman requires double the quantity 
of food than that required by a. m~n P 

A .-1 am guided only by tha practice of th~ people. 
Q.-Please state whether your opinion is based 

on any particular data P- , • 
A -It 18 based on the ~ractioe among the Worklng

clas~eB as I understand It. I believe that my sta:te
ment applies equally to non-famme yean as well. 

Q.-In question No~ 8 (a) you say that the wage. 
now given are too high. May I know the reason 
why you aay soP . 

A -<The witness in repl referred to~hia letter, 
daU;d 12th April 1938.) found that the health 

. of the workers did not deteriorate oD: the old wage. 
It was sufficient to keep the workers 1D good hea.lth. 
(He read out the reas.oDS Si"!8n in his letter quoted -. 
above in support of hlB opInIon.) 1_ also found that 
every woman spent quarter anna on betels and 11.0 

much less on food. To that extent the wage 18 
high. 

Q -That is why you think that a quarter anna 
sho~d be reduced in the wages of women P d 

A.-Tne wage is high in that a woma~ ca~ spen 
quarter anna on betels _ and" yet remain In good 
health. • 

Q.-Is it not r,0ssible. that some peollle bave 
acquired a partieu ar habit for & long tlD?8 and 
would rather forego their food than the bablt? 

A.-If a woman spends quarter anna for betels, 
ud yet maintains good health then, a. wage l~ ~y 
that amount eh.ould be lJufficient for her to lIve In 
health. The~ is aD?tl;ter point. A typical ~abo~r-
ing-oll\ss fa.mlly consIsting of, saYj 3. moo, hIS WIfe, 
and three children get a wage 0 6 annas per day 
for earthwork or ordinal"! wOl'ks, 8 anuM .for the 
man and ,. Annas for. the woml\ll. But ..durlD;g the 
famine period they Will get about 6t annaa lD all, 

the value of the gratuitou8 relief for the child..-en 
being included. Hence wages earned by an average 
typical fa-mily will be greater on famine works than 
on ordinary works. Moreover wages paid Oli 
famine works are re~r in payment and employ
ment is· guaranteed. Hence such employment is 
more beneficial than seasonal employment on higher 
wages. In this view the wages paid during famine 
are higher than that req,uired by the standard set 
up by the Code and hIgher than the wages on 
ordinary works. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA BAo: Q.-You know that 
there are a large Dumber of minor irrigation tanks 
in Bellary? 

A..---.There are few in the black cotton area. 
9.-You ma.ke a.n observation supported by the 

opInion of Sir Thomas MUnro that during periods 
of slight rainfall, rainMfed tanks cannot be a success. 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-I would like you to consider whether these 

tanks were not constructed b,. ancient rulers merely 
for the purpose of conservlDe; the- little rainfall. 
Your suggestion seems to be that these tanks are 
useless and hence may be abandoned. 

A.':""""If the rains fail, or are below the normal, and 
the tanks are Dot filled up, then they are useless. 

Q.-From my study of the area I think that these 
ancient rulers built these tanks at 81 considera.ble 
cost knowing full well that the rainfall is precarious 
and that the little rl;l.in they get will be conserved, 
and Vakkaranis are some of the means for conser
ving the little rainfall they get, at least for the 
cattle a.nd for drinking purposes. Have you r&
ceived any complaint that the supply channels have 
been neglected by the department p 

A.-You mean river channels. 
Q.-I am talking of supply challIlels which feed 

ta.nksP • 
A.-I do not remember of any mcb channel-fed 

tank. 
9.-When you had to consider the opening of 

rehef works did- the officers of the Revenue or 
Publio Works department bring to your notice the 
need for taking up the clearance of Supply channels 
instead of road works? 

.4..-1 do nC'"t think they did. All .the tankMbunds 
had already been raised to more than the sta.ndard 
height. 

. Q.-There is a general feeling that money is 
wasted and that instead of repairing supply chan
nels, you have merely raised the bunds by putting 
some earth around it but that no silt clearance 
work was done P 

A.-The earth for raisin~ th~ bund comes out of 
the tank-bed and thereby silt is $1.180 ole&red. 

Q.-The report on test borings indicates that the 
prospect of getting good water in Bellary firka is 
not rosyP 

A.-In the black cotton soil area, the wa.ter is 
almost invariably brackish. 

Q.-Do you think the borings were deep enough 
to come to that conclusion P 

A.-I cannot give an expert opinion. I think 
the Agricultural Chemist who took test boringa 
found the water brackish. 

a.-Do you think a geological survey of the area 
wit». special reference to the underground water 
nISOUl'C<lB will be uaefu I P 

A.-I cunot give an opinion. 
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Q .-In section 11--4f your evidence you a.re plea ... d 
to draw the attention of the Committee to a sentence 
in section 127. Do you think that any attempt was 
made during the recent. famine to give any special 
relief to those who came to the warlis and who were 
DOt in good health P 

A.-Buch relief was given only in the Yemmiga
nur-Na-ndavaram work. 

Q.-Do you think that reduction in the task is 
one of the meaDS of showing tWa concession to these 
workers? 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-As rega..rds the opening of teet wor~ YCiU 

draw the attention of the Committee to scction 50. 
It must be read with sectiou 38 (a). Did you find 
anv difficulty in opel)ing teat wQrks wher" you felt 
there was need for It P . 

A.-l did not get them opened as quickly as the 
situation required. 

Q.-Wby do you think the expansion of ordinary 
works does npt satisfy the needs of the situation P 

A.-A test work is a means of elucidating the 
situation, when the situation is obscnrel whereas the 
expansion of ordinary work makes, m those cir
cumstances, the situation more' and more obscure, 
resulting in excess or deficiency of relief. 

Q.-Bo you think that test works give .. better 
idea of the exi&tence of distress than expansion of 
ordinary works P . 

A..-Yes. Ordinary works obscure the situation 
and give no assistance at all. 

Q.-Doea not section 50 give adequate powers 
to the Collector to ata.rt gratuitous relief along 
with test works P 

A.-Test works can be openad quickly, but 
arrangements for gratuitous relief cannot be com

...... pleted . ..as quickly. The result is tha.t t·he provision 
of gratuitous relief lags behind the provision of 
work. 

Q.-You suggest that the Collectcr may be em
powered to employ the necessary staff for preparin& 
the listP 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-You are not in favour of giving gratuitous 

relief to dependants of workers during the teat atageP 
A.-No. 
<I.-Is tbere anything to prevent women being 

put in cl .... IP 
A.-Nothing, if the:!, conld dig earth as laid down 

for workers in class I. 
Q.-Have you any objections to treat workers 

irrespective of sex on equal terms with reference 
to their taskP Women need not always be carriers; 
they break stones and all other work as men do. 
Why should there be any distinction between men 
and women? 

A.-The task is apportioned to the gang as .. 
whole atW. no one gets a wae;e for what he indi ... 
vidually do... If women are lD the gang, the task 
exacted is less and the wage paid is also less. The 
reasons are that a woman cannot do 88 much work 
as a man and does not require as much nourishment 
as a ma.n. 

Q.-Do you think it wonld be rash to say thet the 
workers in famine camps maintain apparently good 
health and it is difficult to say whether it is normal 
or below normal health which is only a matter for 
experts to say P 

A.-No. I don't. The very good impression 
creatad by the workers is a proof of this. 

Q.-Don't you alao think that the impreasion you 
get that they we\:!) in good health might alao be due 
to the psychological factor and the assurance of 
getting work, whatever may be the wages, and that 
this must have had the effect of improving their 
health? 

A.-The fact that their work is ensured. 
Q.-Do you think the earthwork is healthy for 

worker~ in ·the famine camp P 
A.-Yes. The workers looked very healthy. 
Q.-Do you consider the desirability of village 

roa.d works being undertaken as relief works? 
A.-I think road works are uaefnl. 
~.-In your experience as Collector were you 

satIsfied that the wages were properly disbursed P 
A.-Except in two or three rare cases the wages 

were disbursed properly. 
Q.-Do you think any pilfering is possible nnder 

the present systemP 
.4..-1 don't think 80. If the char\le officer and 

others give proper supervision, it is llDpossible. 
Q.-Wella. Supposing it is suggested that en

couragement should be given for digging more 
wells wherever possible to get water both for irri .. 
gation and drinking lurposes do you think that 
the Government shoul dig weils ",nd char@:e water ... 
rates or give loans to pattadara for diggmg wella 
as you are doing DOW P --

A.-Digging of wella in black cotten soil pro
duces brackish wa.ter and it is unsuitable for uri .. 
gation. Hence there is no point in digging wells 
for the purpose of irrigation. 

Q .-If a man is in - a state of starvation aDd 
is given food aecording to the famine scale, it does 
not mean that the man's food is adequate and that 
he is in good health P 

A .-They look healthy and the District Medical 
Offiosr used to say that they were in good health. 

Q.-Do you think that green leafy vegetables are 
not easily available in the famine area a.nd these 
are necessary for the workers' nourishment P 

A.-I cannot say anything .. beut this. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur V. N. VISWAliATHA RAO was then examined. 

Written evidence. 
GENERAT,. 

I was Uollector of Kurnool from 11th November 19iJ5 to 21st April 1938. I had 
experience of famine work mainly in 1937-38. , 

1. I suggest-
(1) The completion of the Tungabhadra project. 
(2) The investigation of underground supplies of water a,t the foot hills of the 

Na.llamalais, and their utilization by means of .bore-holes, etc., at likely places, 
even proceeding to great depths. 

(3) The investigation of a hydro-electric scheme &t P&talaganga near Srisa.ilam, 
ntilizing the fall in the Kistna river between. ,.he points at wl>ich the river first 
turns north to the west of the Srisailam plateau and ac which it turns north-east 
at Patalaganga.. 

" (4) The multiplication ~. subsidiary industries based on the industrial crops, 
cotton and groundnut. 

(5) The increase, to the previous proportion prevalent befnre the introduction of 
groundnut, in the area and production of food crops by compulsory restriction 
of industrial crops, mainly groundnut. if nElreAAAry; the revival of the habit of 
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~ring grains .which used to be prevalent but which has been increasingly 
given up in recent years owing to the ready convertibility of produce into money 
and vice versa, and to the increased cultlvation of industrial crops, such as 
groundnut. 

The fact that in the Ceded districts the produce of good years is an insurance 
against bad or indifferent years has been more and more forgotten by the ryots 
in recent ;rears. It is necessary both for the ryots and for the Government to 
keep this In the foreground. The ryots should ~ave a greater reserv: of sto~ed 
grain. Government should increase co-operative godowns at which grams 
can be stored on purchase for longer periods. 

(6) The possibility of excluding some of the large blocks of cultivable land from 
the extension reserves of Kurnool East division which hardly contain timber 
trees of any value. There is great pres"ure on land in the villages adjoining. 
It would appear that some populous villages once flourished m these areas. 

(7) The possibility of colonising the Guttalachennu plateau, in the Kurnool Easl; 
ilivision, which consists mainly of good arable land. 

(8) The re-investigation, on a standard of lesser returns, of projects investigated
, and given up in the past such as the Velgode project, Owk project, as not being 

remunerative. 

(9) The possibility of damming and utilizing to the best advantage the waters 
of unfailing streams, such as the Guudlakamma, the Bhavanasi, the Vokkileru 
and the Randri. 

(10) The improvement and maintenance of the supply channels to big tanks such 
as the Badvid tank in Markapur talnk and the tanks in Rudravaram village of 
Sirvel talnk wliich have deteriorated by neglect. 

2. (a) (i) I have some practical knowledge of irrigation under the Kurnool-Cuddapah 
canal only in the Kurnool district. The only tracts where paddy cultivation under the 
canal is populllC" is the belt of land between the canal and the river in, Kurnool taluk 
near Kurnool town and the land under the 'canal-fed tanks near N andyal town. The 
limiting fadora to the spread of paddy cultivation appear to be the following:-

(1) Paddy is not a stable food crop, even with superior non-Bra1rma.n castes; 
cliolam and korra are the staple food crops. The demand for rice is localized 
near the big towns, as Kurnool or Nandyal, and witlt limited classes of the 
people. 

~2) Paddy is a crop whi,ch connotes and goes with density of population. There are 
not enough labourers available in the Deccan villages, for the operations connected 
with the cultivation of padd)' exc"ept in certain favourable tracts. 

(8) Sugarcane cultivation implies the existence of capital and tbe Deccan ryot is 
notoriously poor in capital resources. It is grown to some extent only under the 
Cumbum tank. 

(4) In areas where dry crops cannot be readily grown, under tanks owing to poverty 
of dry soils, as, e.g., under tbe Cuinbum and Markapur tanks, paddy is generally 
grown lind rice is the staple food of the looality served by them. 

(5) The holding of the Deocan ryot is large in extent and is suitable for extensive 
cultivation rather than intensive cultivation. ' 

(6) The net yield on good black soil dry lands, when dry crops are raised on them 
in a good season, is little less than the net vield of the same land cultivated: 
as wet. -

(7) The sale value of wet land in Sirvel tsluk was found to be not much more than 
the sale value of good black soil dry land, in enquiries conducted by the SpeClat 
Deputy Collector for loans in 1987--38. This is an index of the relative value of 
the net yield on the two kinds of land. 

(8) If Tungabhadra water is taken through the dry uplands of Kurnool taluk more 
I~rgely thaB. .now, u?der the Tungabbadra project, I anticipate that its use will 
dlffer accordmg as lt flows th!"Ough black:S"il villages or red-soil villages. It 
will be I~gely used for wat~rmg the ordinary dry crops in years of deficient 
ram fall , ill t:ac:ts of black-sod dry land. I anticipate the cultivation of good 
paddy crops if lts co~se runs through inferior red soils, which can he flooded. 
an,d. lD respect of whic!' the ryots do .not encounter the alternative temptation of 
ralslDg good dry crops m a year of ordmary rainfall, making use of the canal water 
as a reserve against bad or indifferent seasons. 
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(9) I am of opinion that the Kurnool ryot, unlike the Cuddapah ryot, is genera.lly 
n. good dry land farmer and an indifferent wet land farmer. The N allamalais 
running across the district ensures a normally heavier rainfall than in Bellary 
and Anantapur, and this ra.infall ordinarily suffices for the raising of fairly good 
dry crops except in some Years, in most parts of the district except (i) the Owk 
sub-taluk which lies under the rain-sha4ow of the Yerrawala.is and (ii) the 
western p!!orls of Pattikonda. taluk. 

(10) If the Tungabhadra project matepalizes, I anticipate prevention or mitiga.tion 
of famine in the parts affected by it. Such a result will follow both in a direct 
a.nd, indirect way. 

Directly it will help to irrigate a.nd thereby save the dry crops sown on lands under it, 
in times of deficient rainfall. Such use appears to me to be very important and in fa.ct . 
remun.erat!ve even on the basis. ?f .sa.l~ value of wa:ter, as it inv~lves a very high duty for 
the water so consumed. Such lrI'lgation, though it 'consumes little water, means all the 
difference between the life and death of the crop; and so long liS th~ full water-rate is paid 
for such use, it cannot be la.belJed as uneconQlllic if the surplus waters released thereby 
can be utilized in the lower rea.ches for purposes of irriga.tion of wet or dry crops. 

• Indirectly, the project will serve to raise the subsoil level of water thrQughout the 
tract benefited by it: . 

The area.s in N andikotkur, N andyal, Sirvel and Koi\kuntla taluks t4rough wmch the 
Kurnool-Cuddapah canal Hows are beyond the reach ot famine. There are many wells 
in the area used for irrigating fruit gardens. I>ry crops are rarely a.llowed to' die, as canal 
water and wells are used to benefit or keep' alive the crops when the rainfall is inadequate . 
.a sinlliar result may be anticipated in the case of the Tungabbadra project. 

It (a) (li) No. 

2. (a) (iii) Rainfed tanks west of the N aUawalais are failures. Tanks and, wells in 
M31'kapur taluk are worth attention. I suggested to the E;xecutive Engineru: the invest~~ 
tioD of the ;r-estoration of a ruined tank named Gondicheruvu !Jet.welln hills north-weilt of 
Venkatadripalem in Markapur taJuk. . 

The construotion of the Venkatareddicheruvu tank at Edavali, and the oenst:ruotilm 
~f the tank at. Bommalapuram are also recommended. The fQrmation of a supply ohannel 
(rom, tl:le Thigaleru tq the big tan.)!: at Dupad, Markallur taluk, may also be inves.tigated. 

2. (b) (i) Tanks.-I do not agree that the numb81' of these sowrces is decreasing. The 
area irrigated by thew is often less tban before as the tws have got mOIe 011 less silted 
ul' and as the specifications of the Tank Restoration Schewe have noo been ~uitably 
altered subsequently in the direction of strengthening bunds and ~aiaing sluices, weirs and 
-calingula.s. 

There are many tanks which are purely r-aiilled. Ta.aks fed! by cana.1s op perennial 
.strea.ms B,II. e.g., Cumbuw, Marka.pur, etc., are a.s well utilliled as such tanks in other 
dIstricts. Purely rainfed tanks cannot be and have not been property or profita.bly used, 
for rais.lOg irrigated crops. :Unless there is certain and assured 4 or 1) monilis' supply 
in the tank, ryots ru-e unwilling to indulge in what they consider the g;ynble of raising 
a wet crop, as it may invo~ve thei!; seeing thew peash while in. the eaJ; 01; about to ear, 
for want of water at the nick of time. In cases woore the tws are' sma.ll a.nd the 
aya.cuts can be raised with wet or dry crops, dry crops are raised and irrigated with tw 
water when necessa.ry. Most tanks are precarious and ta.nk irrigation is charged for only 
when it actually takes place. The ryots are not inclined' to consider unutilized tank-water 
a.s wasted. It is considered as a reserve for men and cattle to drink from in the hot 
months of the year. The main difficulty in the way of the upkeep of the minor irrigation 
tanks is the low revenue they bring to Government which hardly justifies bheir mainten
an<:C and repair, if looked at as revenue.producing' unitllio They' have to lie <IOnserved, 
however, s~· they serve the direct needs of man and: beasb' and ala!) are ind~rectly useful 
as keeping up subsoil supplies in wells. Their protective aspecb is more important, in 
-other words, than their productive aspect. 

2. (b) (~ Tank8.~Further- deterioration can be prevented only, in the di1:ection of 
preventing the silting up o~ these tanks. Silt ¥,aps may be constructed at the inleta of 
supply channels to thE> bigger tanka. 

1~yot8 should be exhorted ~o remove silt frOm, the tanks periodically anil nS$ them for 
manurial purposes. Such silt should of CQu,se be given frea of cost. 

The question of making ail1l removaJ: a kudimaramat iteIll of work may also be 
.considered. 
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1D the case of the smaller minor inigation tanks the system of maintenance may 
perhaps be altered altogether. There are some tanks such ~ the tanks at Ba~di Tandra.pad 
.and Kuruva Nagalapuram in Kurnool t&luk, and Gundla Smgavaram 1I1 Koilkontla t&lok, 
where the entire tank-bed is patta land. I have noticed in these cases that eIther t~e 
tank-bed or the ayacut is being raised with dry crops almost all the year round except 1I1 
the very hot and dry months of tile year. The stirring up of t~e ~k-bed by the J?lough 
is ordinarily considered to make the tank-bed porous and thus dilmrush the storage ill the 
tank. The tanks referred to above appear to show that there may be cases of BOIIkage of 
the water into the tank-b.ed, which is not entirely or even largely lost. In these cases, 
th~ waked water appears to be the reason why the wells in the ayacut are full of water, 
almost to ground level, almost all the year round. With the help of the rainfall, supple
·mented by the aya.cut wells, good irrigated dry crops are raised in t.he ayacut almost 
:all the year round, and the tank-bed is cultivated and .r~ed with crops as soon as the late 
south-west monsoon rains are over and no more supplies ill the tank are expected. When 
the rlolDfall is heavy and the tank gets really filled up, the tank-bed cannot be oropped, 
-of COllIse, but then the aya.cut is sure of bumper crops. 

In the case of the smaJler precarious tanks, I see no sufficient reason to conserve the 
tank-bed, especially as the aya.cuts are al,lowed to remain uncultivated or only partially 
<)I)lt;vated, even when tanks contain two or three months' supplies. Where there is a 
demand for tank-bed land, sale of it to the aya.cutdars appears to be not so objectionable 

.as is ordinarily supposed. 
2. (b) (iii) Tanks.-Tbe answer to (ii) is a means of making tanks more useful. 

Another way is to give compulsory powers to senior responsible Revenue officers to limit 
the irrigation to portions of the ayacut which can be effectively imgated with the amount 
-of water received. At present, the Revenue officers have only powers of persuasion. 
Their advice is always suspect. The ryots prefer to lesve the ayacut waste as they 
·cannot or will not agree as .to the lands to be inigated. I see no reason why. when less 
than the full water is received in the ayacut, and the ryots hesitate to raise any crop, a 
responsible Revenue officer should not be empowered to do wha.t the ryots never olo 
themselves. I was up against this problem in regard to both precarious and nOll-precarious 
ltanks. In regard to eve~ the latter, tanks with three months' supplies :were left 
.nnutil~ed within my knowledge. 

It is true that im seasons of distress, such sources ·will fail. In fact, the recurrence 
·of such failures is the reason whi the population of the Ceded districts is almost stationary. 
The increase of wells in the ayacut may mitigate famine -in cases of the kind referred to 
in (ii) above. , 

g. (b)· (i) We!ls.-I see no noticeable decrease in the number of welis. Well irri
gation is popular in Cumbum and Markapur taluks, where subsoil water is high, and 

. where but for wells, the yield of dry crops is pool' owing to the poverty of the soils. 
Well irrigation is less popular in the tract between the Yerramalais and N aliamalais, 

'lIB the Kurnool-CuddapalI canal supplies the needed :water when the season ill' advel'S&, 
and as the dry hwds which are mainly bla.ck soil are 'ordinarily very fertile. Wells ue 
-{)ften used to good 'purpose for gardens however. In the tracts west of the Yerramala.is, 
wells fer irrigation are possible only along the courses, of springs and channels or in the 
ayacuts of tanks. In the rolling black-soil uplands, well inigation is almost impossible. 
EveB, wells fOF drinking water are clifficult to find in some villages, hut the villages are 
populous as the crops 8J1e luxuriant even with a limited rainfall, provided. it is weU . 

. iLi.stributed. 
2. (b) (iii) & (iv) Wella are an insurance against ·famine_ :Ii dO 1I0t agree that they 

. are useless in sea.sens of distress. They stave off the period of distress. and tend to 
shorten it. The in~rea:se of wells, in s.uitable areas is highly necessary. There ought to 
be good: ,.s~oRe for SInking goo~ wells m the. C~~ ~d Markapur taluks, and: in the 
'areas adlolmng the Nallam.alaIs. Systematlc illvestIgatlon of underground supplies or 
reservoirs of water near the hills will have great possibilities in this area. 

In the rolling uplands of black soil, wells may be possible only in the valleys, but the 
water in them is too scanty for use as irrigation. The water· may not be alwa.ys brackish 
as the lower strata. may be of different quality and may cover fresh, water supplies, bu~ 
·the I],aantity is almost always small, except of courS!' near tanks, in twnk avacuts and lie&.!:' 

channetor river beds. There is everything to be gained by an increase Of wells- in these 
favourable areas as the increase of the protected a:rea tends to.reduce the severity of .famine. 

The terms on which loans for sinking wells. are granted may be further liberalized 
'by lowering the ate of interest and spreading the recovery of the loan over a larger period. 

In suitable localities, wellB or a series of wells may be sunk at the cost of Government 
4md promedJ with. pumping machines. Th. wat"" may be issued from them en a basis. 
-of'rates, coI'l!8sponding to wet rate minus dry rnte. 
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2. (c) Oontour bund jorming.-IJ'he suggestion which emanates from the Agricultural' 
department is a sound one. Its possibilities are perhape overestimated, as there is not 
muc~ run off, except when the rains .are more than saturating rains. A too thoroughly 
effiClent bund may cause stagnatIOn m .tunes of heavy rainfall in strips adjoining the 
bund .and t~er~b! spoil the C!ope therem.. I d~ not think that this bunding up will" 
matenally dimlIDsh the supplies to the romor lITigation sources. Such diminution as 
alresdy pointed out is' hardly likely to affect for the worse the already inadequate irriga
tion under precarious tanks. 

2. (d) Nil. 

2. (e) Afforestation.-The rolling uplands of black soil are usually bare of trees. 
Owing to the scanty rainfall, only certain classes of trees thrive. On black soils trees 
are not popular, as their shade is illjuriollS to the crops near them. Also few tree~ other 
than tamarind or babul flourish in them. Forests thrive only on and near the N al\a
malais; elsewhere, on the lower ranges, greater afforestation can be usefully tried but 
forests are unpopular with the ryots of the villages which adjoin them, who want them 
to be thrown open for grazing of cattle, and even goats, without grazing fees, and cutting 
and removing their requirements free of cost. In panchayat forests, attempts to. grow 
trees are ignorantly made by indolent watchers and do not generally meet with success. 
Only shade trees and margosa appear to thrive therein under artificial conditions ox 
rearing. In all forests, trees useful for agricultural implements such as yepi and yegi and 
trees yielding minor forest produce may be more largely tried. 

The increase in the area under topes and the plantation of useful trees in them may 
be encouraged. Such useful trees as, e.g., mango, lime, tamarind, margosa and babul,. 
may be planted. 

2. (j) (i) Large-scale industry.-Such industries can concern the main industrial crops 
as. e.g .• cotton and groundnnt. Cotton ginning and pressing factories are common, but there 
is no spinning mill. Groundnut decorticators and oil expressers are also fairly numerous. 
ChoIam is largely grown. A concern, for preparation of cholam malt as a large-scale· 
industry may have a good future. . • 

The slate industry roundabout )\[arkapur may be encouraged, The cultivation of' 
trees from which slate frames can be made may be taken up in the feserve forests of the 
N allamalais, trees being planted in areas wherefrom transport to Markapur by road or by 
rail may be easy' and cheap. At present frames are imported from outside for want ox 
suitable local timber for makinrythem. 

Lime stone is available in large quantities. It may be possible to prepare cement. 

2. (f) (ii) Cottage industries, such as spinning and weaving, were once fairly prosper
ous. The competition of mill-made yarn and cloth has gradually killed them. I came 
across good weavers in Kodumbur and Gudur, who found their occupation gone. The· 
revival of these industries may be encouraged by bounties. It is doubtful whether mere· 
patriotism will create and sustain a large market for khllddar cloth and even handwoven· 
cloth of mill yarn. The former is in worse predicament than the latter. There is an 
active demand for handloom cloth of mill yarn and handloom weavers can be en. 
couraged by loans for the purchase of handlooms. Genuine khaddar is much more· 
costly than handwoven cloth of mill yarn and the demaud for khaddar is therefore liable 
to Bag when the patriotic impulse to buy it passes away. It is for consideration whether. 
at least in famine times, steps cannot be taken to absorb the khaddar cloth and hand
woven cloth produced by the poorer classes in famine· camps making use of them in
Government departments even as jail manufactures afe ~ed at present. 

2. (g) • Sparked • water treated with electricity.-I have no practical experience of the· 
use of such water. I have read that it has been found successful in the United Provinces. 
I learn that experiments are being tried with it in this Presidency. As regards the 
bearing of ' sparked water' on the problem of famine. I doubt whether it will be pos
sible to ' spark' the l.arge volumes of w~ter which have t.o be applied to crope. after' 
sowing and before ripemng. It may be posSlble to treat seed WIth sparked water before sow
ing or to use 'sparked water' in nurseries. If it is found that such processes yield· 
favourable results, there may be a future for 'sparked water' in connexion with the· 
problem of preventing or mitigating famine . 

• 
SECTION II. 

• S. I agree with the statement of .policy lai~ down in the Introductio~ of ~he ~amine-
Code and section 127 thereof. FamlDe operations are very costly. It 18 pnmarily th&
duty of the individual to make provision against the vicissitudes of the season, especially 
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when they can be anticipated. If the duty of the State is conceived on a large basis. 
than at present, viz., as requiring tb.e maintenance of people in normal level of com
fort, it can hardly be restricted logically to periods of famine and tracts affected by 
famine. It will undoubtedly be impossible for any State to undertake the almost 
superhuman task of' ensuring a normal level of comfort to all citiz.ens at all times. 

4. Many of the warnings of possible distress in section 34 were not noticeable in 
the recent famine; e.g., (i) contraction of private charity; (2) contraction of credit (it 
was not easy to state whether such contraction as there was was due to the Debt Relief Bill 
or to possible distress); (3) increase of crime.. Some of these item~ ar? les~ important 
than others. Also owing to the greater mobility of food c.rops, the nse ill prme of food
stuffs tended to be less pronounced than in the famines of former decades. 

.. Section 33-A .-An expanded programme of ordinary w.orks was tried at first. It 
is required in paragraph 2 (a) that the Government should be satisfied that if the next 
monsoon is normal, it will not be necessary to open test works. It will generally re 
difficult to guarantee such satisfaction. The procedure adopted in this direction Wl/-s. 
different tllis year in the thr'te districts aff.ected by famine. In Kurnool district, an 
expanded programme of ordinary works of the local board preceded test works. In 
Anantapur district the expanded programme was followed generally by relief works 
straightaway. In Bellary district, test works were commenced straightaway, without 
an expanded programme of local fund works. It appears to me on the whole that the 
Bellary method is generally the best of the three and saves time when there is real 
famine to be tackled. It should, I think, be made clear that, except when the distres!!> 
is confined to a small area and is likely to last only a short period when the .expanded 
programme of local fund works may be tried, test works should, as a rule, be the start-· . 
ing point of famine operations. This is all the more necessary as great divergence of 
view was noticeable as to the extent and severity of famine or scarcity in many of the 
ar.eas affected by famine. , 

o. (a) Yes. 

5. (b) In section 50 (1) it is suggested that "the Collector should deal with the 
earlier stages of distress, through the expansion ot ordinary works, etc." This is some
what inconsistent with section 33 (A) (2) (a) which requir.es the Collector to satisfy the
Government first that if the next monsoon is normal it will not be necessary to open test. 
wOl'ks, etc. It is desirable to clarify the position. 

6. No. 

SECTION III. 

7. No. 

K (a) I would suggest the addition of an equivalent for buttermilk as famine coolies 
need not be deuied what has been conceded to prisoners. In the Deccan districts, the 
use of buttermilk is not uncommon, and in the hot summ.er months when famine· 
operations generally take place, will be welcome. 

. The labourers on test works complained that wages were inadequate, My cross
examination of them elicited that they were considered inadequate as dependants and 
others could not come on the test works and had to be maintained out of their wages of 
the lubourers. , 

The complaint of inadequacy usoally fades away at the relief work stage. It is. 
!l0 use· mak.ing test-work w~6es too attractive as test wo~ks have usually to be opened 
m months m which, even ill normal or good years, agnoultural' ope.rations are not in 
progress. 

Attractive wages will not then be a test of distress but a lure for seeking employ-
ment for all and sundry and will fail of their purpose. . 

I suggest that owing to the foregoing considerations and becaus.e of the need of 
some margin for individual necessities not taken into account, the present wa.ges ma.y 
be increased by one quarter anna to each class of workers. 

8. (b) I have ~o data for suggesting an increase in -the allowance. for vegetabl.es in 
the table under sectIOn 128 (a). Vegetables are not as regular or substantial allart of the 
~ietary in the ged~d districts a~ in the coastal distr!cts. Vegetables are rarely grown 
ill the black SOlI Villages. It Will be useful to examme the ryots' diet with a view t<> 
see the proportion of vegetables entering into it, especially as the Kurnool ryot, who is. 

VOL. II-26 
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one of the sturdiest of his kind in any district, seems to thrive on his cholam and korra. 
~th little or no vegetables except chillies. Chillies often do duty as appetisers and 
onions and greens and only a few vegetables enter into his diet. Also sufficient scope for 
varying from the standard seale in special circumstances is provided for in section 130. 

S. (0) The wages paid to workers are so small that there is hardly any margin to 
spare on luxuries. It may ensure that the entire wages or at least the bulk of the wages 
are spent on procuring the articles, if instead of cash payment in full. part of the pay
ment is made in kind through contractors once a week. This will mean a considerable 
addition to work but it may be feasible if reliable contractors are available. 

S. (d) Nil. 

SECTION IV. 

9. The task-work system explained in Chapter VII and Appendix D is the result 
of long experience appJi.ed to practical problems on the spot. It is undesirable to modify 
it in parts. I noticed generally that stone breaking was considered easier than ea.rth 
work and more • wage earning' and metal collection was considered easier than gravel 
eollection. It may be considered whether earthwork and gravel collection could not 
be made more remunerative. -

SEOTIO!I V. 
. 

10. It is _very difficult to think of works on a sufficiently large scale to employ large 
numbers of unskilled men and women. Time and again, the problem has come up on a 
sudden or after sufficient warning notice and each time it has been difficult to think of 
any large, works of the kind on which large numbers could be employed, except roads 
and tanks. Other works, such as wells, houses, are unsuitable as they can employ only 
a small number of skilled workmen. In an area where cotton is an important crop 
hand spinning can be tried, but this can be done only provided steps are taken by 
Government to absorb the output and find a market for it. Assistance to weavers and 
other artisans is referred to in sections 172 to 17S. The provisions therein appear 
adequate. 

SEOTION VI. 

11. As already observed, I am for dropping the expansion of ordinary wo.rks, 
except in the rare cases where a very small area is affected for a comparatively short 
time. The local board works are mainly road works. The maintenance of third-class 
roads and other roads is at present so indifferently done. either due to want of budget 
provision or to other causes. that the ,addition to the length of • other roads' serves 
only as a further :reminder of their ina~equacy. 

In the case of these road works, whether done as expanded programme of ordinary 
works or test works or relief works. it appears essential that sufficient funds should be 
allotted after the closure of the famine for spreading the metal and consolidating the 
road work in the next rainy season. The famine areas are full of derelict masses of 
metal, collected at some previous famine or other and littered alongside cart-tracks or 
roods which hardly desen'e to be called such. having' been completely neglected eVEjr 
tlince their formation at some previous famine. The expenditure on spreading the 
metal, or gravel and consolidating the road is money well spent. It gives a useful road 
instead of stacks of metal, which are not merely a public nuisanc.e but may also become 
a source of double payments in future. 

SECTION VII. 

Ig. In my short experience, I found that the organization of relief works. though 
ccetly, is not unduly costly. It is so easy to go wrong and the temptation to go wrong 
is so great when one has to deal with large sums by way of payments to many illiterate 
men and women for unskilled labour, that it is worthwhile having an elaborate system 
of checks and counter-checks and a sufficient nnmber of responsible officers both to get 
the work done and to see that the work is got done on proper lines. 

IS. No. 
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Oral evidence. 
Sri B. SITABAHA RBDDI: Q.-You suggest that it 

!lhould be compulsory) not optional that every ryot 
if ~he Tungabha~a project materializes, should be rr:. 
qUlred compulsorily to pay water-rate for the areas 
that comB under cultivation P 

A.-I do Dot follow in what sense it is optional iD. 
the case of the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal. 

Q.-I am informed that ryots take water from the 
Kurnool-Cuddapah canal when they want and pay 
ext~a revenue to the Government. It is left to their 
()ptlon to use the water or not. Do you suggest thaii 
the ryot should be compelled to pay whether or not. 
he uses the water. under the, Tungabhadra projectP 

A.-Even that 18 a questIon on which I have not 
any materiaL to form an opinion. It may be that 
when the Tungabhadra. project materializes the lao& 
.com~anded by it may have to he registered as wet 
and If they are so registered they would automati .. 
cally have to pay wet ·assessment. 

Q .-Under the heading afforestation/ you say "in 
panchayat forests-meet with success. t In view of 
your experience about them, do you think it would 
be better to cl8&i all these panchayat forests as reserve 
forestsP 

A.-I do not think that the Forest department 
wants these panchayat forests back as reserve forests. 
They are much more useful if they continue as pan
ehayat forests under the ma.nagement of the pancha
yats controlled by the Revenue department as at pre-
8eAt. 

Q.-Ts it not your experience that most of the pan
-chayat forests had once good trees in them and they 
.have now become absolutely barren?' . 

A.-I don't think there were ever good trees which 
were worth keeping, for if there were such trees, the 
Forest departmeqt would not have relinquished them. 

Q.:-If there is ~ possibility of growing trees worth 
keepmg, do you hks the Idea of these forests being 
taken over by the Forest department 80 that they 
<:ould grow useful tr~ aud relj8rve them P 

A .-:1 wo~ld much rather that the panchayats did 
more mtelhgent plantation work than now. I refer 
to the useless work of the watchers in this direction 
This growing of trees is only a side line to their mai~ 
activity, which is watching the forests and prevent
inJJ: offences a.gainst gra.zing laws and such other 
thlDgs. Besides they have no training for the work 
and also sufficient water is not available for growing 
trees. With sufficient guidance in the pro-
per choice of places, and if they are made to do it 
under greater control, I think the plantation of trees 
may succeed in suitable places even in panchayat 
areas. 

Q.-Do you think tht the present panchayata have 
got the necessary capacity and funds for this kind of 
work to be undertaken P • 

A.-If they do not have, there Bre no others whichlo, 
I can suggest in .substitution for thlilm. ' 

Tn regard to afforesta.tion, I have also one other 
sl1ggestion which I have failed to mention in my 
written answer. My 8uggestion would be tha.t the 
canal A olass la-nds along the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal 
might be afforested by the Public Works depart
mcmt or by their officers in collaboration with, and 
guided by the officers of the Forest depa.rtment. 
Th,ere IS a long streteh of available land which is close 
to ordinary cultivation nnd in which such planta .. 
tion can be usefully made by order of the Publio 
Works and Revenue departments. I would also sug
gest that the department mip;ht do something by way 
'Of turf~hunding the slopes of Kurnool..cuddapah canal 
wherever such slopes are not gravelled or stoned but 
consist of loose soil. Such turfing will bind the soil 
and also conserve moisture for the plantations which 
might be made alongside of them in the canal A. class 
lands. .. 

Mr. F. M. DOWLEY: Q.-You suggest these plan. 
tations with what ohject-p 

A .-These plantations are good from tbe affore
station point of view. So far as B c1tuJ11 lauds are 
concerned we have rules allowing cultivation of W(,B 
lands by depressed classes or ex-military men and 
there is a bip; demand for su('h lands along the K U'r
nool~C\1dr1n.,o.h canal, E"snecially along those lengths 
of it which are parallel to. and Df'nr the river. 
between Sunkesula anieut ond the neighbourhood of 
Atmakur. 

Q:-In section IV you say that it may be co . 
dered whether earthwork and gravel collection co':!ici 
not be ID:8de more remunerative than stone-breakin 

A .-Hlghe.r w~e was what I had in mind in t:~ 
way of makmg It remunerative. I am not satisfied 
that earthwork was liked by people at all Th 
ferred stone-breaking. . ey pre-

b~'-Is it not your experience that people are Dot 
a e to complete earthwork and gravel work as easily 
as they could atone work and that is the reason th 
preferred the latter? eI 

t 
.4. -t I am

k 
sorr;v I was ~ot long enough in the dis

rlCt 0 rua e thIS comparison. 

th2.-e-;ou say In section V!-- that Ie In the case of 
J' oad works • • . In the next rainy sea-

f
son. thDo Y°.u suggest that the money should come 
rom e famme fund P 
. A.-:-I do not ~uggest it. 1 had to consider this ques

tl0~ !n a. practlc~l form in 1936 1Vhen there was some 
~Cru:Clty In Owk ~n respect of which I wanted to put 
mto force as an ltem of the expa.nded programme of 
local fund works th~ spreadin.g ·of the metal which 
had been collected lD an earhar period of distress 
I askt:d the president, district board, to take it u . 
He sald he had n~ money. The metal had been co1: 

. lecl;e9 and was lYing idle. Each time I wanted to 
P,ut IUto force such items, I ha.d to go up to the 
Government ~r ~ the Board to get Government to 
Dl.ulte. &. contrIbution. Not B pie did I get out uf 
dlStrlct board fund and that is why I make this sug
gestIOn. ~on;a. wha~ver fund, le.-t,. not these mass~ 
of .!Fetal lie dudlgW'mg the roads as they h.ave been 
domg. 

Q.-I.n view of the poor finance of the local boards 
WQU Id lt~ot be better if the funds come from the 
famme fund? 
. A..-That is a, problem which I have not thought of 

I have not consldered the aspect of where the money 
~ould co~e .from. It was beyond my scope. I was 
s)m~ly. thu':lklng of my duty to the area which I was 
a-dmmls~lDg a.nd I consider that that duty requires 
my statlDg tha.t the roads for which the metal was 
collected should be made and that the metal should 
not continue to lie on the side of roads fQr yea.rs. 

q.-You have suggested the improvement and 
mamtenan~ of supply channels to big tanks which 
have b99n neglected. Either the Revenue Depart,.. . 
ment or the Public Works Department should take 
up th~e· works-P 

A.-qrdinary repairs to supply channels are done 
by kudlDlaramat. Some of these major tanks have 
been neglected by. some department or other. Some 
of them are Pubhc Works Department tanks and 
some of them are under the ma.nagement of the 
Revenue Department. They have been neglected on -
th~ ~ound that they are not paying. The main diffi
culty In regard to supply channels is that they lie too 
much inside the reserved forests. Their maintenance 
requires co-operation between t,he Forest ann the 
?nbh? Works departments and there .is !Iolso difficulty 
m domg the work a8 some of them he In a malarial 
2one~ Most of them have been neglected because they 
are not remunerative if the work is considered a pro
duptive one. They are not worth doing even with the 
pe-rcentage leviable on protective, works. From the 
nature of the ··country, considerations of revenue yield 
should be given up altogether in order that the peo
ple may have the benefit of these tanks. In my 
answer to question No.1, item 8, I have stated this 
"iew. . 

Q.-The Kurnool-Cuddapah canal i. not paying 
because the taking of water is optional and the water
rate is perhaps lower. In any echeme of irrigation 
that is started in the Ceded districts, there is the 
fear tba..t when water is supplied. the same fAte 88 
that of the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal may overtake it. 
Do yOlJ sngp:est a compulsory levy of water-rateP 

A.-I think the Collector is not concerned with it. 
~ 

Q.-What do von mean by compulsory regiatratiOll 
and why before '"takinsc up a project do you want to 
have an Irrigation Act? 

A.-Ryots would not object under ordinary condi
tions to take water if the land is relZistered wet. No 
suc.h project can actually be safely taken up withoui 
an Irrigation Act. 
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0.-1 think it 'is sufficiently well established that 
unle3.Q YOli caD compel the ryota to declare their in .. 
tcntiun to t.a.ke water it is not worthwhile apending 
crort'~ of rupees in projects pc 

A ,-I BgI ea. My VIew 88 to compulsory powers to 
Revenue officers to restrict irriga.tIon in seasons of 
short supply is based on Board's Standing Order 
No. 84 (3) where it is said that Revenue officers 
have not ~ot the power to restrict ::field distribution 
of irrigatlon water. I raised this question in res~ 
peet 01 certain tanks in Pattikonda taluk. In that 
taluk there aTe three or four tanks which aTe non· 
precarious. There was water for raising wet crops, 
there being three to four months supply of water, 
but the rvots would not cultivate their lands and 
they simply wasted the water and I could not pre
vent it. The instructions in the Board's Standing 
Order do not give power to the Revenue officers 
to fix any particular portion of the ayacut to cultivate. 
That was the question which I had to consider. The 
whole ayacut lay waste, because the portion to be 
cultivated could not be restricted and defined by 
the Revenue officers. 

Q.-Do you think legislation or an amendment of 
the Board's. Standi.ng Orders will help you P 

A..-We trIed the method of persuasion and did not 
succeed. T~e question whether the Revenue officers 
c~n be conslder~d to ha.ve the right to fix the por .. 
tu;ms of the ayacut to be cultivated is one to be exa
mmed . by the Board of Revenue or other superior 
authorIty. 

. Q.-You prefer the method of the Government dig
ging the we-Us .and collecting the ceSS88 from the ryots. 
In cours~ of tIme he beoomes the owner just like the 
co-operatlve union societies P 

A.-I w~t:Ild consider it only with reference to Buit
able locahtles. By suitable localities I mean lands 
where there are large supplies of subsoil wa.ter which 
no single ryot can possibly develop but which can be
made Use of by hydro-electric schemes, etc. They 
can finance the scheme by a system of rates for water 
I had .i~ mjnd what I learnt from an officer of th~ 
EI~~r!CIty depa.rtment that in certain portions 
abdlommg the Nallamalais the subsoil supplies could 

e developed by hydro-electric boring. 
The Committee rose for the day. I 

16th A'IIgU8t 1938. 

The Committee reassembled at 10 a.m. in the Board's office with Mr. C. A. Henderson 
in the Chair. 

The following members were present ;
Mr. F. M. Dowley. 
Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha. Ayya.r. 
Sri T. A. Rama.linga.m Chettiyar._ / 
" K. Koti Reddi. 

Dr. R. Adiseshan. 
Sri Kallur Subba. Roo. 
" R. Suryanarayana Rao. 
" H. Sitarama Reddi. 

Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Secretary to the Committee, was also present. 

The oral examination of Sri Diwan Bahadur V. N. 
Viswanatha Rao was continued. 

Sri T. A. R .... AJ.lNO.'" ClIETTlTAB: Q.-You have 
dealt at aome length about the mino!' irrIgation tanks 
and wells. You think that there is much chance for 
the ryota to take to weU-diggingp 

• A.-There is in certain areas in the district. 
(I.-You aay in two taluka they have already got 

well.P 
A .-In every taluk they have wells but in these two 

t.aluks there are a Iarg:e nnmber of wells and a large 
proportion of them are good irrigation wells. 

Q.-Why is it in oth~r taluks you have not got BO 

many wellsP 
A .-The agricultural practices in the other areas 

and the nature of the soils in those other areas are 
8uch as to mako wells difficult to dig aod the supply 
of water in such wells 88 are dug is either so poor in 
quality or 80 limited in quantity as to make profit
able cnltivation with irrigation of lands commanded 
by them unremunerative. 

Q.-You are Bupposing that you want to go deeper 
for the purpose of getting more water P 

A .-Not deeper in the areas where I consider wells 
unremunerative: Thev are mainly the rolling up
lands of black ... oil found went of tbe N allamalais. In 
lIuch areas there is no use going further down than 
what the ryots have already done. They have gone 
Bometimes 70 to 100 feet deep. I have in this con .. 
nexion BOrne experience of well irrigation in Coim .. 
hatore because I started service in that district. The 
C.oimhatore ryot feels that if he goes deep enough he 
p;ete & good quality of water and a Bufficient quantity 
for remunerative cultivation with irrigation. The 
DocC'an ryot baa not that aame confidence and there is 
r~a8C1n for hlB want of confidence in the circumstances 
of the soil. nnd Bubsoil 8upplies in such areas. 

O.-YOtl have gono ordinarily up to what deJ;>th~ 
A.-I know many cases where for getting drmking 

water we have gone below 150 to 200 feet without 
IJtrikinJ( water. Recently there Wat a boring which 
went down 300 feet in a bloC'k-soil villap:e some dls-
tanoe from KurDool and no water was struck. 

Q.-Hnve there been many attempt. made like that 
in the villllp,:ee of the diltrictP . 

A.-J cannot 8ay that. There have not been many 
attempt. because it is not in the nature of people to 

attempt the imposaible. Departments have made
more earnest attempts in trying to find drinking 
water and the results that I mention are mostil 
departmental though in some instances those of pn-
vate ryots. . '" 

Q.-8hall I take it then that if it i. pOSSible by any 
means to get w.ater-su pply from wells the ryota will 
be prepared to lnvest some money and take it P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Suppose the Government ma.k:e a sort of sur
vey a.n~ are prepared to say where water is avail
able, will the ryoto be prepared to dig wells in those 
areasp 

A.-I am not sure whether Government can success--
• fully attempt a survey. In one of my answers I have 

illdicated the kind of localities where subsoil supplies. 
may be expected such as the neighbourhood of chan ... 
nels and rivers, the neighbourhood of tank-beds and 
nyacuts and so forth. In other cases, the survey of 
the possibility of subsoil supplies in the rolling up
lands of black-cotton soil, I am afraid would be a 
waste of money and time. Su<:h a survey "Would be
practicable and useful only where there are valleys 
in black-soil uplands or where there are, owing to the 
neighbourhood of hills or hill ranges, likely to be col
lections of subsoil water, more or less due to the con
figuration of the subsoil geological strata. 

Q.-80 you advocate a sort of subsoil survey in th& 
arens which you mention; and in those areas you 
think there will be a response from the ryota if th .. 
Government advise these people to take to well dig
gingP 

A.-certainly. 

Q.-Do you think that something more is neces
sary than for Government to undertake to bear the 
cost of these fail ures P 

A.-Something more is necessary in the case of the -
. Deccan ryot. The Deccan ryot is m0r.e. than any 
other ryot, w!th. whom I h~ve been f~ID:'har~ &; mR.D 
who is B peSSimist and havmg a pessImIsm whIch IS 
born of experience; and without outside help he has 
neither the monetary resource nor the cour8.$[e to p 
forward with enterprises which may ultimate\y rm. .. 
him if he fails. 
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Q.-So you advocate for instance (at any rate in the 
beginning) that the Government should undertake to 
bear the loss in cues where there are failures? 

A.-If Government take up these works themselves, 
the 1088 comes in M a part of the GoverJUDcntal ope
rations. If Government advance loans and the ryote 
to whom such loans are advanced fail, it is up to the 
Government to bear some portion of the loss if the 
Government originally thought that the particular 
works taken up by the ryote were 80 taken up at their 
instance or on their account or were Buch as should 
have been taken up by themselves. 

Q.-You say the position is this. Do you agree 
with me, for instance. that you ought to encourage 
the digging of these wells and that is the only way 
in which you can give some sort of protection? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.--To get over that. diffioulty I am asking you 

whether the Government won't be justified in writ
ting off those losses in cases wbere there are failures P 

A .-1 think they will be juatifted provided the work 
was taken up at tbeir instance or with their support. 
If the ryots simply want the money to take up woru 
on their own Government would not be justified in 
w(llIting the tax-payers' mODey for the sake of 'the 
ryot. Of course the Government could enforoo that 
the money should be !3armarked only for reasonable 
it'rigation scbemes. 

Q.-Do yon mean that there should be a 8ubsoil 
aurvey in the area which you mention P SUPpoMing 
the Government make a subsoil survey and sa.y there 
is water available in a particular area and me ryot 
is prepared to dig a well in that area. and he wants 
a loan from the Government. For some rea.son or 
other there is a failure. 1 am asking whether th~ 
Government would be justified iD, writing off in suob 
casesP 

.4:.-1 think they will be justified. 
Q.-So such a thing is necessaryp 
A.-Yes, it is necessary. 

Q.-It is possible also that in certain areBS the 
Government themselves must dig welle a.nd they must 
anow water for irrigation and cha.rge some rate for 
the water they supply. Is that your ideaP 

A.-Yes. . 
Q.-Are there many places where this ca.n be doneP 
A .-My views of course can only be of a. preliminary 

nature. The facts must depend on a regular survey 
but 1 do think that ill the traobs adjoining the 
Nallamalais on either side which receive a consider
ably heavier rainfall thaD any other part of the 
Ceded districts, there must be good subsoil supplies 
which can be worked only by a Government prepared 
to spend money and not by individual ryots. 

Q.-80 you think in those areae you will be able to 
get sufli:cient quantity of water P 

A..-Yes, I do. 

Q.-Then you 'peak about the tanka and the sup
ply channels' of these tanks. You say the water 1D 
the tank win help the wells also in the areBS nearby. 
Will you also advo('ate the digging of weBs near thOBe 
tank8P 

A .-That can be left to private enterprise. I do 
not want Government to undertake that enterprise 
as private enterprise has come in wherever au~ 
wells can be dug, In tank ayacuta wens have been 
dug and 1 have referred to a few instances of such 
tanks where the wells in tbe aya.cuta contain water 
almost flush with the ground. 

Q.-I say in BeHary and Anantapur districts there 
is no water in such tanks and there are no wells at 
all P 

A .-1 am talking of KUfnool district. 
Q.-So in a case )ike that the Government would 

b~ just.ified in giving BOrne 80rt of protection for dig
gmg ~-ens P It m8;y be p08S.ib~~ in the tank.s that you 
m~ntlon. . There l~ a pOSSibility of subsoIl supplies 
beIng nvadab~e. oWing to the condition of the tanks 
and the condItIon of the subsoU strata. below them P 

A.-I am not prepared to give an opinion not based 
upon practical experience. 

Q.-Is it a fact that in several of these tanks the 
supply channels have been choked up P 
~.-In several tanks for some reason Or other such 

thmgl have happened. 
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Q.-Do you think the choking up is due to the fact 
that there was no use for the channels or due to the 
fact of neglect on tbe part of anybody P 

A.-It may be due to the neglect of maintenance,. 
not to any positive acts tending to silt them up. 

Q.-Do you think there wiJJ be any substantial help 
by attending to these things now P 

A.-In the case of some good tanks there will be. 
But the district is full of tanks which are almost use-
less, precarious sources in respect of which the ayacut, 
i~ raised wit.h crops only· in ~he good years--eome. 
times there 18 only one year In ten or two in ten 
yGaft in which such tanks received any supply. 

Q.-So you wa.nt an examination of these tanks? 
A.--:-I do n<?t see any need for examination of every 

tank In detaIl. In the case of tanka of importance
where the supply channels have deteriorated and can
not be brought to a satisfactory condition owing to· 
kudimaramat, Government departments may foot the
hill. Not otherwise. Instances of these tanks I have 
mentioned. 

Q.-Have thes~ canals &Dd supply ohannels been: 
encroached upon In many cases. or given away in dar-
khastP . 

A.-I do not think that deterioration of the supply 
channels is due to such causes. It is due to sheer 
neglect and to the nature of the country near the
supply channels which is usually bare and which 
washes into the supply channels whenevQr there are 
sudden bursts of rain such as, happen in such areu. 

Q.-You think it is possible to revive them in most 
cases where the tanks you say are likely to be bene
f\ci,,11 

A.-It would require investigation to see which 
~hannels could be kept up again in proper condition.; 
In respect of a large number of good tanks mainten
ance of the supply channels and repair of theDl should 
be useful. 

Q.-You say with reference to the tanks that. 'there 
are so many indirect benefits. So we need not care 
so much for retUl'n from the direct irrigation from 
these tanka. Is tha.t your idea.? 
. A.-Yes .• In fact I advocate for the minor irriga

tIon tanks of the Ceded districts which a.re in the 
. fanline zone much more favourable treatment with 
not so much insistence on the financial aspect of 
maintenance and repair tha.n in respect of tanka in 
other districts. 

Q.-Do you say that people fear that there might be 
failw:es ~d hence they f~ar to raise a crop and if a 
crop IS raIsed and they fatl, they will have to pay the
water charges P 

A.-Yes; that is one of the fears which stand in the 
way of water being used. -

, Q.-Suppose Government relax these rules in regard 
to this matter, do you think it will sufficeP 

A.-It will not su.f6.ne for this reason. In respect 
of most tanks which get o.nly two or three months 
supply the result of mere relaxation of the rules. 
would be an indiscriminate scramble in the use of 
wat.er with the result tha.t almost all the crops would 
perIsh at the earDin~ time. Restriction is the only 
proper ~ode of ensurlDg a correct utilization of such 
supplies as are received. 
Q.~oJ what is your suggestionP 
A..-I want the power in the hanos of a third party 

1>0 say that suob landa shall be cultivated and such 
lands shall not. 
Q.~How c&n you say that? In one year there may 

he more· water and in others less? 
11.-Mttoh of the rains is received in definite months. 

of the year and it is very eReY to say by September 
or October with reasonable certainty how much laud 
can be cultivated under it. 

Q .-But he has to BOW earlier and prepare the 
ground for Bowing P 

A.-This can be done because there are wells near 
it and nurseries can be grown with the aid of 'Water 
from BUch wells and preparatory work can be done 
for a certain area. Now nothing is done anywhere. 

Q.-t'our idea is, you win decide about giving 
water only when you are aure that the tank is full. 
Is that your idea. P 

A.-No. The tank is never full. You will have to 
wait tin Doomsday for th" tanks to be full. Whea 
a tank gets a certain amount of supply and when yoo 
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are reasonably certain that if restriction to & portion 
of the ayacut is enforced that portion of the ayacut 
would realize a crop. Such restriction should be ren
dered pos.sible. 

Q.-You get your monsoon the~e only in Jlctober 
ana November? 

A.-It is only the south-west monsoon tha.t gives 
you rain there. 

Q.-My difficulty is if you are going to wait until 
you know how much acreage could be served you 
would be abIe to help the agriculturist but the agri
cultural operations have to be begun ea.rlier. Tba.t is 
my difficulty? ' 

A.-Much of the rainfa.ll oom .. in two or three 
months of the year July, August and September. The 
lirst rains do not fill the tanks. It is only the late 
July rain that fills the tank. By August you know 
how much supply the tanks will get. You ca.n sta.rt 
with restriction and relax the restriction in case more 
supplies Bre expected and are received owing to un
usual and copious rains due to Budden cyclonic COD
ditions in the Bay of B.ngal. 

Q.-You make your calculation and start giving 
water in September. Is that your idea P That is to 
say, for the crop going to be grown after Septem,ber, 
you give water, Dot for the earlier crop P 

A.-There is no earlier crop so far as lands in the 
ayacuts under the tanks are concernea. 

Q.-ll'y restriction method for two or three y.ars 
you can arrive at the average acreage to be restricted P 

A.-Und.r on. of th ... two tanks, the tank near 
Pattikonda town,. good crops have been raised only 
in two years out of ten. There is DO question of &J} 
average. 

Q.-Don't you· think that you can give preference 
to certain areas and option for other areas P 

A ...... ln Pattikonda tank, for instance) there 'Was 
four montha' water in 1935 j less supply m the next 
year, three months, and one month's supply in the 
last year. I consider.d it possible that the tank 
water oould have been ut~d in 1935. It was Dot. 
Not a blade of paddy was grown in the whole of the 
ayacut. Football could have been play.d in the aya
cut. If the ryota knew that I could limit t.he culti
vated area and I bad the power to do BO, then they 
'Would have restricted themselves to the area so d ... 
limited and raised cultivation on it. 

Q.-That iB what I am Buggesting. That is yon 
rartrict the area under cultivationP 

A.-But I have not the pow.r. 
Q.-Don't yon think that it is pos.sible to make 

~es. tanks as a sort of permanent protection in any 
wa.yP 

A .-Th.r. is DO means of doing it. • 
Q .-The proposal to make rules Bufficiently eIastio 

to excuse either in part or in whole the kist1 will. Dot 
make the agriculturist take to any sort or agrIcul
tural growing P 

A.-In fact tha.t is the eystem which now prevails 
in the very inferior tanks which are the majority of 
the tanks which are called precarious IOUrces; in re&
pact of precarious SOUl'Ce8 it is only when you raise 
• crop that you need pay revenue on it. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWA>nN<TBA AYTAll: Q.-In 
11 (0) (i) you .ay that" dry crops are rarely allowed 
to die . • . of the Tungabhadra Project." I want 
to lind out from rou whether th.re is any difficulty 
for regular irrigatIon of dry crop. or would you make 
a difference between non-irrigation and occasional 
irrigation and oocasional irrigation and regular irri
gation P Non-il"!igation i. wha.t the ryot probably 
likes if rainfall would help him. He would go in for 
occasional irrigation in seasons of drought P 

A..-I believe he pays the same revenue whether he 
irrigates once, twice or thrice in the season. When 
he occasionally irrigates you have the advantage that 
the ryot uses 1_ water. I think h. would onl;!' """"'" 
sienally irrigate in th~ case of black-soil ('ultlvation 
which h. now does with the help of rainfall. 

Q.-Do 'you consider rainfalloufficient for the grow-
ing of dry crop without any irrigationP 

A.-The ryot considers 80. not I. 
Q.-Will irrigation improve the yield or noH 
A.-ContinuolU irrigation would not benefit dry 

.... oV. where th.y are grown In desp black soils. Th.y 

would probably improve yields w her. there are black 
loams or black soils with an admixture of land 1 
found, irrigation of dry crops much more popula~ in 
the Suvel taluk, where I consider the soil is rather 
more loamy than in the deep black soils in the neigh
bourhood of Nandyal and in portions of Kurnool and 
N andikotkur taluks. 

Q.-I mean by regular irrigotion that the rye' 
should fr.eely resort to irrigation whenever. there ia 
need for It and ~ot try to escape the tax that is likely 
to be ~~t on hlID. on the off~chaDce of getting raina 
and raIsmg a crop P 

A.-In my opinion the ryot is not thinking so much 
of the escape from the imposition of water~rate as of 
the .prop~r c.ultivation and. raising of, his· crop. I 
notlce~ for ms~8dlce, certam lands raIsed with dry 
crops m the nelghbourhood of Kurnool taking water 
only when necessary ~nd. 8B little as w~s ne~ssary. 
It was a c .... of cultIvatIOn of bhwk soils with dry 
crops. 

Q.-Did it yield good resulta? 
A.-It gave as good results as the ryota would want, 

Q.-What is the objection to that procedure being 
adopted if the Tungabhadra project were to come in P 

A.-In cases where occasional use of water for irri .. 
gation would save a crop it would be freely resorted 
to but if rainfall is heavy, the ryot does not want to 
take water. In cases where occasional irrigation 
would b. useful he would b. very glad to take water. 

Q.-That means he will regularly take it whenever 
there is need for it p 

A.-Certainly, as in the case of the Kurnool
- Cnddapah cana.l. 

Q.-H in the experiment made in a farm it is found 
that irrigation of black...,il are ... has yielded b.tter 
resulta by giving better harvesta, would that b. a 
guide for the ryot to follow in his own land P 

4.-If he is convinced of it by practical means and 
not merely by precept. 

Q.-WOuld you like to do it in his own area P 
A.-Th. Agricultural departm.nt should take it up 

and do it on denwnstration plata. 

Q.-Would it be correct to say that the benefits 01 
the Tungabhadra project will b. confined to the tracts 
commanded by it? My argument is that the tracts 
adjoining the a.rea comma.nd.d by the project would 
also benefit by it? -

A.-I agree. I can never admit that it can be a 
justification for the non-development of any area that
some other area continues to remain undeveloped. 

Q.-What is the guiding limit as regards the ma'in
tenance of the minor irrigation tanks? 

A.-The Board has prescribed rules of guidance. I 
think one rule is that money spent on maintenance 
over a period of years should not exceed the revenue 
of the tank during certain years and so on. 

Q.-Do you think that discr.tion should be given to 
the extent you consider expenditure is necessary to 
prevent deterioration P 

A.-In the case of many of these ta.nks I am of opi
nion that a different and very much more liberal 
poliCY should be followed in respect of these famine 
tracts than in respect of other areas where minor irri .. 
gation tanks are looked at from the rem,unerati:va 
rather than the protective point of view. 

Q.-As regards these minor irrigation tanks, supply 
channels have mostly to be cleared under kudimara
mat rules; is that 10 P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Th. remoten ... a.nd the distance, in some caaes 
involving several villages, are all factors which always 
militate a.gainst the work being done by kudimara
mat labour j is that BO P 

A.-They are some of the factors but they are not 
the most important in areas in Kurnool, where irri
gation under these tanks has been neglected by the 
ryots 88 also the maintenance of the tanks under 
kudimaramat or otherwise. The ryots are inclined 
to favour kudimaramat work being done by Govern .. 
m.nt departmenta and they are prepared to sh.ll ou. 
their share 'according to acreage rather than do the 
work themselves . 
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".-Do you agree to the general proposi~ion that 
. in cases where the supply sources are very. dlffi,?ult to 
maintain and therefore neglected, r&mlbng In the 
det.erioratioll of the supply to the tanh, Government 
should certainly interfere and do the Deedful p. 

A.-I think that would be right. 

Q.-As regards tank-bed cultivation ,would you 
extend it to suitable cases? 

.4.-1 would choose the cases with care. 'Ihe geoe
ral pnnciple is that the non-disturban~e of a tank
bed makes a kind of clayey film on the 8Urtlll'O of the 
tank-bed which makes it impervious and enables it to 
keep u:{J its supplies without loss by percolation. 
That bemg the general rule, there are many cases of 
small useless tanks under which there i, Dot much 
cultivation now and (for th, reasoD!! I ~ave mentio,ned 
elsewhere) in respect of whlch cultIvatIon on portJODS 
of the tank-bed would be useful. 

Q.-Under II welJs 1/ you have said that ... in Buit
aofe localities, w~lls or a. series . '. . dry I·ate." 
Is it not the usual practice now to put m the wet rate 
in addition to the dry rate? . 

A .-There is no questlon of usualness m such 
matters because well irrigation is free from any kiD4 
of rate for water. 

Q.-Why do you recommen~ wet rate minus dry 
rateP How do you calculate It? 

A.---.J: did not think of any means of calculating 
wet rate for sucb caseso I did Dot work out the 
figures. ·But som~ kind of levy would be necessary 
when Government incur expenditure and a reasonable 
basis of such a levy would be the wet rate f~r lands 
with such an irrigational advantage as agaInst the 
dry rate for lands without sueh ad:vantage. 

Q.-In certain tracts though the wet rate is always. 
-calculated by adding the water-rate to the dry rate, 
while in certain others the wet rate is calculated not 
with reference to such classification but with refer
ence to soil oondition, yield and the c1assifioationa 
they make as regards the area irrigated. r want to 
know: whether you had in mind such ki.nd of classm
oation? 

A.-I had in mind mainly this consideration that 
the va.lue of the dry lands which would receive this 
irrigationsl facility is at present comparatively small 
because the dry lands of Cumbum. and Markapur 
taluks are. notoriously poor hut at the same ~im.e such 
lands under irrigation turn into very fertile lands, 
and I don't want Government to lose the benefit of the 
added fertility by an irrigation scheme of dry lands 
which at present are very poor. If irrigation were 
applied for instance to a black-soil area paying RH. 3 
per oore, a corresponding wet rate minus dry rate 
would be . very little. 

Q .-As regards relief works, now the wages paid 
are. taken a,".:.~y by the coolies and spent--nobody 
knows how P Would you recommend paym8D.t in kind 
instead of in cash P . 

A.-Yes .. In certain matters whichl we know~ are 
e8sentiaJ for instance, the grain item. We all know 
that he would have to eat cereals and we can supply 
such cereals. In ;regard to the extras) tastes 'Vary. 

Q.-I have often heard that the task for earthwork 
i. very difficult and that it should he reduced but 
they haYe not made any discrimination against earth. 
work in fixing the task. There is a factor tlrai; makes 
-the task for earthwork vary under conditions relat-
-ing to rainfall.. If there is no moisture and no rain 
the soil becomes hard and the task becomes difficult. 
Don't you think that this im~ortant consideration 
should be kept in view in deoidmg whether the task 
for earthwork is to be considered light or heavy P No 
doubt the Code does not make any reference to this 
but there is an outcry against the task for earthwork 
being considered very heavy or very difficult. Do 
you think the difficulty may be met by a variation 
·either way? If it is eMy We will increase it hy 20 
per cent and if it is difficult we will decrease it by 
20 per centP 

A .-1 think it would be a valuable anggestion. 
Usually famine operations are begun when the ground 

-had caked hard. After some time rains oomo and if 
earthwork was mainly done at such times probably 
it might be of advantage.. Complaints to me were 
:made particularly at the time of beginning the work 
·.'Which was a time when land had caked hard. 

Examined by Sri KOTl RsnDI! Q.-You say in the 
first page that the habit of storing g:r:ains is :no~ 
practically loet. Supp.osi~ you store g!alD, how 18 It 
going to prevent famme In these famme area.s P 

A .-In famine, people suffer because they have ~o 
grain to eat and the availability of grain to thap 
extent must help in wardin~ off ff!-mi~e. ~tiU there 
is a certain amount of charitable mstmct lD people. 
The rich ryot who stores grain can feed the poor 
and stave the famine off for some time • 

Q .-Do you mean to suggest that at present in th~ 
famine areas theTe is no difficulty in securing grain 
provided you pay. for it? 

A.-None at all j lorry loads come from outside ~he 
district and merchants ma~a good profit out of It. 

Q.-Do you su~est that the prices in the famine 
area are very muCh above these in non-famine areas? 

A.-Not very much above. But it does not. mean. 
tha.t the prices are the same everywhere. . 

Q.-Do you mean to sa.y that the ryots in the 
famine area are 80 well-to-do that they' can afford not 
to sell grains to meet other demands li~e Government 
kist, clothing, etc., and other necessarIes P ....... 

A.-I have seen underground bim in many villages 
and a large number wou.1d have been used foI:. storing 
grains once. 

. Q.-What would be the percentage of people who 
can afford to store grain and not sell it for meeting 
their expenses? . 

A.-Everyone must store according to his capacity 
against a ba.d season. ~ It is not restricted to any per-
centage of the popula.tion. 

Q.-You 88y there is 8 surplllS for meeting neces
saries? 

A.-There was and what was once can be again .. 

Q.-You say that some legislation is necessary to 
restriCi; the area .of cultivation of groundnut and 
other commercial crops. You believe that thereby 
you can prevent famine? 

A.-The restriction should be brought about by 
advice, by compulsion, by legisla.tors who work among 
the people in order to secure that they husband the4' 
resources to the best advantage. 

Q.-Supposing by sowing groundnut a ryot in the 
Ceded districts gets an income of Re. 50 and by sow
ing cholam and other crops he gets an inoome of 
B.s. 35 would you advise him to grow cholam alone P 
. A.-Any crop except- groundnut which r conaider 
deleterious to man, beast and soil. It takes away 
fertility from the soil; you export the crop mostly 
to other countries and you lose the resources which 
in the case of any other crop are restored to the soU 
and kept within 'the country. 

Q .-The ryot takes into account the remunerative 
nature of the crop he cultivates. He has taken to 
groundnut because it pays him more. Why should 
you prevent him from cultivating itP 

A.-I am thinking more of the rotation of ground
nut and restricting it to say, once in three years, 
rather than prohibition of groundnut altogether. 

Q.-There is rota.tion of crops in the Ceded districts 
even now cholam, korra and groundnut. You know 
that groundnut provides mOl'e money than other 

cri.S
? Still I hold this opinion. I am of opinion that 

extension of groundnut cultivation, particularly in 
the heavy black BOils of Koilkuntla talnk, has been • 
on the whole harmful. Rotations are neglected. and 
groundnut often follows groundnut. The crop is more 
exhausting to the soil and more difficult to interculti- -
vate and to harvest in heavy black soils than in light 
loamy or sandy soils. 

Q.-The chief means by which famine could be pre
vented or at least mitigated in the Ceded districts is 
the large extent to which irrIgation resour~ could 
be developed in those distl'icta P . 

A.-You cannot create irrigation resouroes where 
there are no possibilities for it. However, Kurnool 
district has more possibilities in the (Urectiou: of uri
gational development than Bellary and Aoantapur, 
because the backbone of the Nallamalais gives a much 
heavier rainfall and possibly a greater storage -of sub
soil water. I suggest. the development of such sup
plies. 
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Q.-Have you any idea of the Sangameswaram pro
ject and the utilization of the Kistns waters for the 
Ceded diBtricts P 

A.-No. 
Q.-Do you say that the Owk and Velgode project. 

should ,be taken on hand at the earliest posaible time? 
A.-I said that they were once investigated and 

given up because they did not promise return of a 
certain percentage. 1 was told that they were given 
up on the score of percentages. They could be re
investigated and if found practicable they would be 
useful. 

Q.-In connexion with these irrigation projects do 
you suggest that if the standard rates of return are 
lowel'l3d} Government may be able to take up 6om~ of 
tho proJect. P 

A.-Yes, if the re-investigation discloses that it is 
worth while. 

!,I.-Do you agree that the b8Bis of taking up these 
projects i8 not merely the revenue that Government 
derive but the economic adv8nt~ge that the countl·y 
derives by their construction P 

A.-on that basis it would be the'people who should 
turn out in large numbers to construct them a.nd not 
the Government. 

Q.-What I want to suggest is that instead of these 
projects being kept as unremunerative on the basis 
of the .. mount of revenue that they collect. if the 
Government feel that a particular project is parti
cularly valuable (apart from the returns) and will 
add sufficient wealth to the country then such projects 
could be taken on hand. The returns should include 
only that interest on the capital sunk on the project 
plus maintenance charges P 

A.-The question is how Government are going to 
get the money. 

Examined br. Mr. F. M. DowLIW: Q.-Will the 
Yalue of the ands benefited by these new projects 
increase owing to their having been carried out? 

A.-J think they would go up after the p]:Uject is 
completed. 

q.-Do you think Government are entitled to any 
of the amount by which the value is increa.sed P 

A.-8o long ... the land is owned by private indi
viduals I do not think Government can claim. any 
extra valuation. But in respect of new lands taken 
np for cultivation as a result of the oompletion of 
these projectB and in respect of lands which have been 
89signed under conditions owing to the possibility of 
the project coming into existen.oe, Government can 
collect the increased value. My recollection is that 
for some years at least assignments have ~n made 
on conditional pattaa owing to the possibility of the 
project coming into existence. 

Q.-You admit that o\,he value of the land will go 
up. Do you think it i8 for the Government to recov~ 
any portion of the extra value which the lands get 
through irrigation P 

A.-1 have said that the Ceded districts in famine 
yean would be entitled to coJl8iderate trea~ent ~nd 
it ia on that ground I have suggested the re-mvestlga
tioD on a standaJd of lesser returns. Such re-investi
gation on standard of lesser returns would not be 
perminible if we were to coJl8ider only the remunera.
tive 8BpectB of luch a achome. It might be that the 
financing might be done from the famine fund or 
lODle other fund. 

Examined by Sri KOTI RBDDI: Q.-With regard to 
tanks you say you are against constructing Dew tanks. 
In areas where there Bre not many tanka what objec
tion have you to con8trnct new ones P 

A.-We cannot construct new minor irrigation tanka 
where the:v do not now exist. The Vijayanagar kings 
examined'the poasibilitiea of tank irrigation and pro
bably constructed tallks where we should have never 
thought of doing 00. 

Q.-With regard to opring channels the labour in
yolved i. 80 much and the rates wh ioh the Govern ... 
ment now charge are 10 high that in a number of 
088 .. there is nQ attempt on the part of the ryot. to 
do work and get it repaired. In such caaes Govern .. 
ment ohould repair them. Do you agreeP 

A .-1 think th ... spring obannels are fairly wen 
maintained and their head. lie in river-beds. My 
recollection is that the Board of Revenue haa under 

consideration a pr~posal for revising the assessment 
o~ lands under sprmg channels to the extent of remi~, 
t~g the second--crop charge when a second crop ia; 
raised, a~d ~s the Board of Revenue has got this 
p~posal. In view and as I don't know in what .tage' 
It lS, I do not feel very competent to Bay anything 
further. 

Q.-li'rom your experien("to you any that well culti
vatIOn below a tank area will be more useful P 

A.-Yes) where favourable conditions exist. 

Q.-Do you s~ggest that Borne form of Inbour like 
house construction, dlgglDg of wells should be taken 
up? ' 

A .-1 40 not cODs,ider that well digging and house 
construct~on are sU1~able forms of famine relief. I 
have a httle practical experience in this matter 
because it was suggested to me that I should under
take some wells. I started one at Peravali and one
at Ratana both in the Pattikonda tal uk. About 
20 people were employed and about 10 feet was dug. 
when rock came up which required blasting. Work 
Was held up. 

R·-()an .killed labour be employed during famine 
,ehefP 
-a.--'Only certain forms of skilled labour can be 

employed on such works. In a famine we have to 
provide for thousands of unskilled IabourerB The 
main object is to, preserve life by a selectiv~ way, 
by selecting for relief those who would suffer or perish 
if wor~ 0:r its equivalent wage is not given to them. 
Well-<llggmg alone will not solve the problem of 
famine relief. 

Q.-What is your objection to the employment of 
skilled labour? 

A.-1 have no 9bjection. The only thing is We· 
want to give employment to thousands and you can-
not give even for tens under such circumstances, if 
you employ skilled labour only. 

Q.~Digging of wells will be useful form of employ
ment? 

A.-Not exactly so. Because a well is not had for
anything less than Rs. 1,000 in those areas. 

Q.-The work th .. t i. turned out by spending money 
on famine labour is not quite remunerative and I 
don't see why & ryot should not be helpad and a 
poTbion of his expenses met by the Government when 
it increases his income by digging a well, which ia. 
really useful P . 

A.-If you want to give a subsidy you will have to 
give nearly Rs. 500. It is a sufficiently well·to-do ryot 
lrho will dig a. well for irrigation purposes. NoW" 
with that Rs. iJOO you cau feed 4,000 peopleJor a day. 
I consider it is a problem of the Dalanee of advantage 
and the balance of correctness of the famine measures. 
employed as providing relief to the largest numb .... 
of those who .tand in, ..... d of relief. 

Q.-You aIBo have to make a provision for the 
future? 

A.-What I for the future of a rich man I 
Q.-Ir the rich man is not in a position to under

take it? 
A.-I do not agree. 
(I.-You suggest and you think that construction of 

buildings is altogether nnsuited? 
A.-I \hink '0. 
(I.-Take for'example the village-si_the rebuild-· 

ing of v1JJagea. With your lmowledge of the villagea 
in the black-cotton soil. do you suggest that an 
improvement in the -construction of houses is desir
able? I think an improvement in the construction of 
those hous.. for remaking the villagea is necessary P 

A.-I have strongly advooated it. 

Q.~You aIBo feel. Sir. that during famine tim .. 
Borne of the skilled labourers like the masons, the 
Odd...... have ~ to be provided for, for they haft 
also to live P 

A.-Usually they have sufficient work and they do 
Dot attend famine relief camps. 

(I.-Are they paid very much lessP 
A.-The question is what e..~actly the Government 

are trying to do in order to afford relief. 
Q.-1 knGw thwt problem. I ouggest methods to 

""Ive this problem. I suggest that the large BUms of 
money which are at present 8p~nt can be spent more-
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usefully by undertaking construction works which 
are of some valuable nature? 

Q.-Havo you at any timo gono through tho kitohens 
in iilie famine camps P 

A.-I concede that position, Sir. But at the same 
time I must say that it is very difficult to suggest 
any of these works as forms of employment for large 
numbers of men and women. Where thousands are 
concerned and where their needs are to be met, 'We 
have to take up sucb works &8 would employ very 
large numbers of unskilled labourers and Dot a. small 
number of skilled lahourers. 

Q.-Taking BeUary and tho black-<lotton Boil in 
Kurnool, I think tho only form of Bupply;ng drinking 
water is by providing vakkaranies P 

A .-This provides an inadequate and unprotected 
supply. But an inadequate and unprotected supply is -
better £han no supply, I agree. 

.IJ.-Ha.\"e attempts been made to dig bore-wells? 
Have they been successful in all placesP 

A.-Yee. Not in OU. 
Q.-Do the Go,"ernment fear that the cost of such 

wefls would be high? 
A.-The Public Health Department objects to money 

being spent on water supplies which are not considered 
as first..-class pr:otected and healthy supplies. 

Q.-With your experience of the Tungabhadra pro:" 
ject I:Icheme, can you say that it is not altogether 
Imrossible to- have wet irrigation in the black-cotton 
soi areas near the Tungabhadra project P 

I.-I know areas where wet cultivation has dello 
eloped successfully and I have mentioned t» Nan
dyal tanks in Illy written evidence. 

Q.-Can tho water of Tnngabhadra bo utilized for 
wet oultivation in black..cotton Boil? 

A.-Yes. 

A.-No. 
Y.-You believe that hand-spinning could be dev-

eloped as a form of famine relief? . 
A.-I think it could be. It might be useful ID tho 

case of very old and also of comparatively young. 
people to have this form of la.bour which does not 
req aire so much time under tho Bun.· 

Q.-Is tbere any difficulty in the way of develop
ment of this industry which you have observed In 
Kurnool? 

A..-I was told that in Gudur hand~spinning was. 
organized by a worker from Kuruool. U,nfortunately 
he did not meet me and on the occasions I went to 
Gudur, the persons who were employed thus were not. 
brought to my notiee-. 

Q.-Tho only difficnlty .. ems to bo to find Bal .. for 
the cloth on account of the high price. Supposing if 
Do Rortion of the COBt is met by the GoverDIllent, I 
think tho cloth could be sold o.nd then it will be
attractive to the poor or the rich man. Can spinning. 
on a large scale be developed in the famine areas in 
tho Ceded districts? 

A .-The form in which marketing can be helped is 
to be decided by the Government. 'But what 1 eay is. 
that without a bounty or an equivalent of a bounty, 
mere patriotism will not secure the sale of this cloth. 

Q.-I agree with that. Since the works now taken 
up are unremunerative,. it is well that these sums of 
money are spent in a wiser way for serving the neeu 
of the people. It could be given to the people now 
engaged in spinning so that the cloth may be sold 
much cheaper? 

4. .-1 have no objection. 

Mr. T. BHASKARA RAO, I.C.S., Collector of Kistna, was then examined. 

Written evidence. 
SECTION I. 

The Ceded districts are situated in the centre of the peninsula. ILIld theoretica.lly they 
should be served by both the south-west and north-east monsoons. But experience haa. 
shown that they rarely get the full benefit of either. The soil is generally poor, rainfall 
scanty and river or well· irrigation limited. The cultivableare&$ consist of extensive 
black-cotton soil which is heavy and requires normal rainfall for the cultivation of lands 
and maturing of crops. The prosperity of the crops entirely depends on timely aJ?d adeguate 
rainfall. As the failure of the monsoons is a normal feature ILIld as the resources of 
the ryot population are generally slender, these districts are frequently affected by famine. 
The only way of mitigating famine in these districts is by providing permlLIlent irrigation 
projects which depend for their supply on rivers flowing from distlLIlt places ILIld which 
are unaffected by drought in the districts. . 

2. (a) (i) iN'igation-Mai01'.-The Tungabhadra scheme is the only major irrigation 
project under contemplation. If this project materializes the following taluks of the 
Ceded districts will be benefited :-

Bellary distriot.-(l) Hospet, (2) Bellary, (3) Rayadrug, (4) Alur, (5) Siruguppa. 
and (6) Adoni including Yemmiganur division. 

A nantapu1' distriot.-Gooty. 
Kurnool distriot.-(l} Kurnool ILIld (2) Pattikonda. 
This project will protect a large area of the Ceded districts now affected by famine. -I have some practical knowledge of irrigation under canals in Kistna and Ceded" 

dist.ricts. In this district ryotB very rarely resort to irrigating dry crops with clLIla! 
.; water. It is true that ryots under the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal in Kurnool district take 

water mostly f<>r the irrigation of dry crops. This is due to the nature of the soils of 
llLIlds in the Ceded districts which are more conducive for the raising of dry crops. The 
selection of a crop-irrigated dry or wet always depends on the yield of the crop and on 
tbe rates of assessment. A ryot prefers to use water for the most productive or profit
able crop, whether it is wet or dry.' If he gets more Inoome from a dry irrigated crop 
than from a. wet crop, he will certainly give up the latter and take'to the irrigation of 8 
dry crop. If the land is classed &$ dry and is charged separately for water, he will be 
tempted to use water only when it is absolutely necessary. But if it is classed as wet 
with a consolidated rate of wet assessment, the ryot will be obliged to pay at that rate, 
irrespective of the crop raised thereon. Like the ryots under the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal. 
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the ryots of BeUary; Alur and Kurnool taluks also may use water for the irrigation of 
dry crops as conditions m those taluks are almost similar to those under Rurnool-Uuddapah 
canal. 

2. (a) (ii) I have no suggestions to make for making the Tungabhadra project more 
useful than it can be, as at present designed. 

2. (a) (iii) The Siddhapuram project of the Kurnool district which was constructed by 
Government at a conSiderable cost has proved· a failure. It may now be investigated 
as to why this project has failed and Whether there is any possibility of improving it . 

. The Cumbum tank has silted up and it is not receiving the usual supply of water 
on account of breaches in the banks of the Gundlakamma river. An investigation may be 
made for the improvement of this irrigation tank also. 

2. (b) (i) MinOT iTTigation and wells.-It is true that the number of nlinor irrigation 
tanks and wells and the area irrigated by them are decreasing. This is mainly due to 
the fact that these sources .have not been receivmg water on account of scanty rainfall. 
Another reason for the decrease in the number is the silting up of the tanks. 

2. (b) (ii) The siltmg up of minor irrigation tanks can be prevented by planting 
trees and scrub jungle in the foreshore lands through which water flows into the tanks 
as such plantation checks the inrush of mud into the tank bed. The digging of pits along the 
supply channels will also prevent to some ex,tent the silting up of, the. tanks as the mud 
:will be collected into the pits instead of being carried into the tank. 

2. (b) (iii) It is true that minor irrigation sources and wells which are dependent on the 
season for their supplies will fail when there is a failure of the monsoon. There is, there-
fore, no use in increasing the number of tanks. . _ 

2. (b) (iv) I am, however, of the opinion that an increase in the number of wells 
will improve the situation. In block-cotton soils, the subsoil water is no doubt brackish 
and deleterious to crops. But if bore-wells are sunk to sufficient depths in consultation 
with water diviners, copious spring/! of fresh water can be tapped and the water can 
be used for irrigation. The ryots may therefore be encouraged to dig deep bore-wells 
by the grant of loans. 

2. (c) ContouT-bund jOTming.-I recommend the suggestion for the bunding of the 
lands in the black-soil areas, as it will minimize the loss of rain water in run-off and 
will increase the moisture in the soil. In fact I learn that this has been tri.ed in 
Bellary and Alur taluks of the Bellary district during the last two years and found 
1!uccessful. Every minor irrigation source has a catohment area which is very limited. 
The bunding up of lands in other areas will not diminish the supplies to the minOl; 
irrigation sources. . 

2. (d) DfjJ jaTming.-'"Hagari Agricultural Farm is a typical area of the black cot1on 
soil which is generally affected in years of sparse rainfall. The results achieved by 
researches made at the 'farm may therefore be made applicable to all black-cotton soils 
ana the methods suggested for conserving mositure may be adopted to minimize the risk 
of failure of crops. The suggestio,?- for .growing. mixed crops instead of pure crops is 
commendable in areas where the raiufaJI IS precarious. 

2. (e) AffOTestation.-The area under topes can be increased by popula.r,i.zing cowie 
tope rules and also by encouraging ryots to plant trees on poramboke margins. I recom
mend • tamarind,' • juvvi • and • kanuga • trees for propagation. 

2. (j) (i) Alternatitle OT subsidiaTY SOUTces of employment.~The following large
scale industries are possible in the Ceded districts:-

(a) Slab industfjJ .-This is now carried on on a moderate scale in Cuddapah and 
Rurnooi districts by private individuals. It can be done on a large scale If a 
limite!} company is started. 

(b) Slate indUBtfjJ.-This is carried on in Markapur on a small scole. The wood 
required for framing slates is available in the neighbouring forest. The local 
merchants who o.re running the industry are earning enormous profits. A limited 
company may be formed and business started on a large scale. 

(0) Mining industfjJ.-Iron ores and barytes are available in Rurnool and CUddapah 
districts. The mining operations may be carried on on a large scale. 

(d) FTUit canning .-This can be t~ied. on a large scole in' Paniam of Rurnool 
district and Rodur of CUddapah district. . 

2. (j) (ii) The following cottage industries may be encouraged:-
'(11) Cotton spinning.-Cotton is extensively grown in the black-eotton areas of the 

'Ceded districts. 
(b) Oil pressing.-Groundnut also is raised on extensive areas . 

. 10) . Caf"{let weatling .-Tliis is now done on a small scale in Adoni', and it can be 
improved. 
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(d) Cumbly weaving.-Flocks of sheep are reared in Kuditini and other villages 
of Bella.ry district and wool is available in abundance. , 

(e) Mat making.-There is scope for improvement of tbis industry in Guddapab 
district. 

The above industries are now carried on by persons who have no capital and who 
depend for their finance on the local' merchants who levy exorbitant rates of interest. 
What is required for the advancement of the industries is the supply of capital at a 
:reasonably low rate of interest through a central organization formed on a limited basis. 

2. (g) I have no experience of sparked water. 

SECTION II. 

Purposes of famine operations and 'fJ'I'inciple,~ of famine relief. 

3. I agree with the statement of policy contained in the 'introduction to the Famine 
Code and section 127. No modifications are necessary. 

4. Chapter II oj the Code.-I do not suggest any modifications to the measures laid 
down in tIllS chapter. 

5. (a) Chapter III of the Code.-The openmg of test works is a necessary prelimi
nary, as that is the only practical and trustworthy means of deciding whether any distress 
]'equiring relief exists. 

5. (b) The task imposed in respect of earthwork may be reduced to 8Q per cent of 
the standard task as in the case of stone-breaking as most of tho workers are unaccus .. 
tomed to the nature of the work and the conditions under which it is to be done. 

6. Chapters I V and VI.-I have no suggestions to make. 

SECTION III. 

Scale of wages and allowances and the diet scale. 
7. I have no modifications to suggest to the existing classification of workers and 

·dependants. 
8. (a) The revised scale of wages and allowances in section 128 (a) of the Famine 

Code is adequate. . . " / 
Provision may be made in ftte Code for the payment of wa..,"'es to workers who cannot 

be safely admitted to CaDlPS by reason of any members of their fanlllies su1l'ering from 
,any infectious or contagious disease. . . 

8 .. (b) The existi~g. allowance for wgetables i.s sufficient. Normally it is not possible 
to obtam even the eXlstmg. scale of v~etables durmg the hot weather. The type of indi
VIdual who resorts to famme works IS not ~nerally accustomed to obtain this quantity 
of vegetables at that season in normal years. .". 

8. (c) I do not consider tpat any measures are necessary. 
8.' (d) I do not suggest any modifications to the provisions regarding gratuitous 

,relief. . 
SECTION IY. 

9. The task work system is satisfactory and may be continued. 

SECTION V. 
. 10. The following works are more beneficial to the community than stone-break-
'iDg:~ 

(i) Construction of major irri"aoation proj'ects. 
(ii) Removal of silt from minor irrigation tanks and supply channels. I 

(iii) Strengthening the bunds of minor irrigation tanks. 
(iv) Sinking of new wells. 
(v) Deepening and repairing existing wells. 

I 

SECTION VI. 
11. In the circumstances stated in sections 33-A and 212 of the FaDJine Code. the 

. expansion of ordinary works is necessary. 

SECTION VII. 
12. The system is not unduly costly: the scales of pay of the establishment have 

,since been reduced. 

~3. As a result o~ my experi.ence of the faDJine operations in Be1lary in 1935, I made 
certam recommendatIons regardmg the scale of diet under .. other items" wages d 
allowances to dependants, cash doles to babies in' arms, etc., and moRt ~r them ws.:,. 

,approved by Government. I have no other suggestions to make. 
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Oral evidence. 
Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAo: Q.-If as you say the 

ryot prefers to use the water for the most productive
or profitable crop and if the dry crop is equall:r 
profitable, do you think classifying it as wet and 
charging a consolida.ted rate of wet assessment would 
not be a hardship? 

A.-As he will get an a.ssured and better outturn 
it will not be a hardship. 

Q.-Ie the outturn so great as to enable him to 
pay a consolidated wet rate P -_ 

A.-As he will get a greater outturn, h~ must 
pay. 

Q.-I think you agree that he ought to pay. But 
what is the rate? Is the rate to be a wet rate? 

A..-I suggest a consolidated wet rate to be decided 
acCording to the nature of the soil. 

Q.-You believe that taking all the factors into 
account, it is wiser to provide for dry irrigation i,n the bl.ck-cotton soil P . _ .. 

A.-We must provide water .for both dry and wet 
crops and leave it to the ryot to choose the crop 
he wishes to raise. 

Q.-You said in Bnswer to a. previous question 
that 8 to 5 rupees was a reasonable rate? 

A.-I think Rs. 5 is a reasonable rate. 

Q.-Y.Qu know Mr. Viswanatha. Rao also said that 
the holdi"ngs of the Deccan ryots are fairly exten
sive. Now a ryot who has 100 acres of land in 
black-cotton soil, if there is good rain, pays only 
the dry assessment for the crop he raises. If you 
are going to charg~ water-rate do you suggest 
that the charge shall be made only when he takes 
water? 

A.-He shonld pay water-rate for every cultiva
tion whether dry or wet. 

Q.~Would it not be a hardship? 
A.-But it is going to be a permanent relief to 

him) and he is assured of a crop. 
Q.-Bo you think he must be prepared to pay .. 

compulsory water-rate P _ -
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you think he will be able to pay the w.ter

rateP 
A.-It will not be the full water-rate but ouly a 

oompounded rate and I think ha will be a.ble to 
pay. 

Q.-Buppose a ryot has to pay 1Ia. 8 and then 
you,. wan.t him to pay compulsory water-rate of B.s. 5 
and -so In all he has to pay about Re. 8 per acre. 
A pattadar who h.s a holding of 100 acres and who 
..... paying 1Ia. 300 will now have to pay 1Ia. 800 
whether he always uses the water or Dot? 

A.-As it will be a compounded rate) it_will not 
be 1Ia. 8 but something 1.... . 

O.-It is a great disadvantage P 
A.-If we take the average it will not be disad

vantageous. 
Q.-In view of the bad years in those districte 

win not imposition of a compulsory water-rate be 
felt as a burden P 

A.-As Government provide water in bad yes.rs 
the ,""ot is .... nred of the crop and he will not feel 
it a • burden. . 

, Q.-You have mentioned in your note ~n pa@ 2 
that the Siddhapuram projeot is .. failure. Y"u 
have aloo sup:gested that it should b .. investigated 
why the project failed P 

A .-1 dId not go into the question of the ca1Jlle8 
of the failure and hence I am not in a position to 
... y why it failed. 

Q.-Bo you think that in future the fact that 
Government has apen'b large BUms of mone:y for 
benefits which have not accrued, should immedIately 
be rectified 80 that the people mIght get the benefite P 

A.-Yes, after further Investigation. 
Q.-I would lik .. to ask, are not Collectors em

powered to raise oJl theM questions sa heads of the: 
departments P (I do not know the procedure in 
these matte .... ) 

A.-Yel. 
Q.-The breaches in the banks of the Gundl .... 

kammlo river il responsible for the inadequate supply 
of water to Cumbum t.nk. [would like to ... " ... 
the ,(Jol1eC':tor is responsible for the ooI.leotion of 
hvenue. he .hould al80 be expected to see th"t the 

sources of revenue are properly taken care of nnd 
~hat the ryot is provided with necessary facilities 
m order to raISe crops so that he might pay the 
revenueP 

Is the Cumbum tank a major tank under Publio 
Work~ Department? Does the Pilblio Works. 
Department consult the Collector whenever estimates 
are prepared either for repairs or for mainteuanceP 

A.-Yes. . 

Q.-I want to know whether there is co-ordinatioD 
between the Public Works Department and the 
~onector. The Collector is responsible for the collec
tlOl;l.of revenue. It is his .duty to provide necessary 
faellities to the ryot and If it is said that facilitiea 
are to be provided by the Public Works Department 
what is the co--ordination between these two? ' 
~oqector ,makes recommendations in regard 

to IITlgo.tlOQ works and they will be duly considered 
by the Public Works Department. The Public Works 
Department also consult the Collector about pro
posals connected with the maintenance or irrigation 
wor~. (M!. Swaminatha .Ayyar intervening said 
that if kudimaramat has. been long neglected who ia. 
to enforce it? It is beyond the capacity of the 
ryot.) 

Q.-Is the kudim.ramat enforced in regard to. 
major and minor tanks? 

A..-Yes. 

Q.-If it was not possible to eilforce kudimaramat 
in such works as Cumbum tank, is Dot the Govern
!'lent bound to keep these tanks and supply channelo 
In good order? 
- A .--The Government are always bound to do BO. 

Q.-Then, why was it not done? 
(Not answered.) 
Q.-If on th~ report of the Collector the Govern

ment found that kudimaramat cannot be enforced, 
should it not undertake the repairs? 

A.-I think it should. 

Q.-You have said that the area irrig.ted by 
minor irriga13.on works aud wells is decreasing P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-You have given two reasons: One is the· 
ocanty rainfall, aecond is the silting up of the tanks P 

A.-Yes. 

Q. -The Colleotor is responsible for the mainte
nance of the minor irrigation tanks and the removal 
of the silt is part of the duties of the &venue 
department? . 

A.-Yes. Silt clearance in supply channels has 
to be done by ryot. as kudimaramat. _ . 

Q.-El'en "there "kl1ciimaramat comef; I Non-enfor
cing of it, practically leads to these tanks being left 
unattended P 

A.-Not in all ca .... 

Q.-In what c .... does -the &venue department 
attend to the re.pairs and maintenance, where kudi .. 
maramat cannot be enforced? 

A.-Revenue department attends to repairs of 
masonry and earthwork and reconstruclJ.on of 
damaged works. 

Q.-You know sometimes that an ayacut under a· 
tarik i. decreasing because of the insuffioient supply 
of water? 

A.-Bometimes. 

(Sri R. S. Suryanarayana Roo here read from a 
passage and said that he found in very many CDoSeS 
that the following words are noted: U It is Dot 
paying to maintain-abandoned. n U Return is 
madequate-abandoned. ") 

Q.-Is that the reason for not maintaining· or 
for abandoning the irrigation sour<'8S? 

A.-Mr. V. N. Viswanatha Roo made this J>?int 
ve'! clear. We have got some allotment gIven
a.n we have to distribute it to all tanks. 

Q.-If the allotments given are more, .of ·course 
the Colleotors would be too glad to repall" all the 
tanks and kesp them in proper order P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Is the minor irrigation staff in each district: 
adequate to look after all th .... tanks? 

A.-Yes, generally. 
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Q.-Do considerations of adequate returns play 
8 ~reat ['8rt in the choioo of work or is it the pco-
ductive nature of toe work that is the guiding factor 
in starting a work? 

Supposing there are two tanks A and B and A. 
bas an ayacut of ~OO Beres and lJ of 300. Mr. V. N. 
Vi8wanatha Rao wss saying that it may not be 
possible to cultivate the full ayacut because of 
the inadequate supply of water? 

Do you undertake the repair of tank A or B 
which gives a greater assessment P 

4.-1 don't think we take that into consideration. 
It is our duty to keev all tanks in good repair pro-
vided the return is adequate. . 

Q.-You have suggested in your written evidence 
an iDcrea~ in the Dumter of wells. Now what 
concessions are given under the various A(~ts. I 
know the c'~ncesslons given under tba Lauu Improve
ments Loans Aot. Do you think those concessions 
are enough to undertnke the. diggin.g of W"c.~l1s at 
least in areas wher-e wateT Clm b~ found P 

A.-The present concessions are adequate. 
The difficulty is that there is not sufficient secu

rity for granting loans'· freely. 
Q.-Do you agree witb Mr. V. N. Viswanatha 

Rao's suggestions that for people having no security, 
the Government might dig wells, supply them witli 
water and cbarge water·rat9 P 

A.-You mean in private lands. 
Q.-You have suggested the difficulty that the 

people in Ceded districts do not find it ~ossible 
to use the facilities even in places where wells can 
be had. So the only way I think is as Mr. V. N. 
Viswanatha Ro.o suggested, that, the Government 
might itself dig the wells and charge· water-ratt, P 

A.-I agree with that view. 
Q.-Then there is another method which has been 

suggested before the Irrigation Commission and what 
is called Grimley's scheme, 1 will just mention the 
Bummary. The Government digs the wells, coUects 
at the rate of 1 . anna or 9 pies in a rupee every 
yau nnd after the ryot pays the whole amount 
he is allowed to become the owner. Till then the 
land under thE' well is mortgnp;ed to the Government. 
Do you think that system will be of help P 

A.-It may not be possible to undertake to dig 
wells for irrigation purposes all over the Ceded 
districts. But it may be tried wherever possible. 

Q.-You were Sub..collector in Penukonda sub
division P 

A.-Ye •. 
Q.-Did you come across many abandoned wellsP 

The wells are aba.ndoned either because. the springs 
were dried up or beca.use the pattadars Dot in a 
positioJ;l,.. to' repair them P 

A..-8everal wells were found like that. 
a . ......:.Do you think it is wise if the Government 

tooR up such wells, repair them and maintain them 
and cha.rge water-rate P 

A.-Most of them dried up for want of springs. 
Q.-When you were Collector of Bellary, you 

have read the (sport of t.he trial borings made by 
the Depal-tmen of Industries. 

Of course the results were not quito satisfactory. 
Do you suggest deeper borings for better results P 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-Do you suggest a. scientific geological survey 

to find out underground water Bources P 
A.-Ye •. 
Q.-You have suggested the growing of topes. 

In the Ceded districts IOU know even in the black 
cotton Boil topes existe and topes in small villages 
have now almost become extinct. Do you BU:,.~gest 
any method by which you can encoura&e ihese 
topesP 

A.-Do not charge for first few years. 
Q.-You also suggest the growing of trees in the 

pora.mboke margins. Is it by the Government or 
the ryotP 

A.-:By the ryot. 
Q -You mean the usufruct being enjoyed by the 

ryot the owner being the Government P 
A..~Yes. ... 
Q -What do you think of the large scale cultl

vati~n of tangedu and aloe in the Ceded districh!. P 
I reml'"fllheor that an ~tatp. in Ceylon ill) cn~il1g on 
a bip: business in thiS. It has refused to give me 
particulars when asked by me P 

Do you think apart from the use of tangedu for 
Borne Clrinks like cOlfeq an e~:tensiV"~ cultiva'tion of 
it will be useful P 
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A.-Yes. 
Q.-You know in Ceded districts cotton is grown 

extensively and that the weaving inllus-try consumes 
large qnaontities of imported varll. Do you suggest 
the erection of spinuing wheels to be beneficial P 

A.-Yes. 
q.-As capital is not - likely to b~ forthcoming 

owmg to adverse seasons, the. people have become 
poor P , 

A.-outside capital may come in. 
Q.-Do you think that the State o.hould give Borne 

sort of fil]j P to this movement P 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-As regards cottage industries you know the 

difficulty of financing and marketing. Do you think 
the co-operative method is best for financing and 
marketing the products? .. 

A.-Ye.. I do. 
Q.-Do you think that khadi, as Mr. Koti Reddi 

asked .l\oIr. V. N. Viswanatha R&o, can ever be orga
nized on an economic basis P 

4.-1 have ~ot my own doubts. But as a form 
of occupation In famine it can be recommended ta 
gosha women aqd women of respectable status who 
would be unwilhng to go to the work spots. 

Q.-You have said in your written evidence that 
you agree with th~ introduction to the Code P 

A.-Yes. 
a.-Do you think that the sentence which deals 

with the object of fa.min9 relief is in accordance 
with the modern ideas of the duties of the State 
towards those that are unemployed P 

(Here he read from the book and referred to 
paragraph 8.) 

Do you agree with the policy P 
A . ..-Yes. I agree with the policy. 
Q.-Do you think that the ryot and the agri

cultural labourer who work on the lands and produce 
grains become unemployed because of the scanty 
rainfall" ought not to be maintained at the normal 
level or comfort or at least saved from all suffer
ings P Should he not be kept in the normal state 
so that when the rains fall he can' be in a position. 
to go back and cultivate the lands] 

a.-After the famine is over .he 18 quite able to 
resume his normal occupation. . 

Q .. -It is said a man has to be saved from star
vation, in the Code. Should be not be kept suffici
ently strong to go oack to active work and should 
not the State provide for such comforts and necessi
ties 80that be- ma.y he in a position to go back and 
work on the lands P 

A..-The present oomfom they get are qu.ite 
enough to make them go back and follow their 
normal occupations. 

Q.-The object of tho relief is said to be to save 
a man from aU difficulties-phYSical, mental and 
psychological. Is it not the duty of the State to 
take care of the ryot and the agricultural labourer 
and are they not entitled to normal state of comfort 
or at least saved from all sufferings P 

A .-My experience is that peopJe after the relief 
work are quite healthy and follow their normal 
occupations. 

Q.-There are countries where there is industrial 
unemployment and doles are paid to the unem~ 
ployed. It is the capitalists who run the industries 
and yet the State pays the un~ployed the dole P 

A.-Ye •. 
Q.-If so, it ia the ryot who contributes largely' 

f.o the revenues of the Sta.te and ..... when he !S ..... in 
distress, is he not entitled to some sort of help from 
the State in order to· keep him in the normal level 
of his comforts. The unemployed man who does 
no work at all is paid the dole. But the ryot who 
in better times could work and contribute to the 
revenues is not at all helped by the State. Don't 
you think that he deserves better trea.tment than tae 
Code offers P 

A..-I am afraid it is too big a qUE'stiou. 
Q.-Don't you think that you get more than 

enough work in the famine camps for what you 
pay? 

A.-No; the worker's dependants also are main
tained at the cost of the State. 

Q.-Should not the ryot and the agricultural 
labourer be k~pt free from mental, moral and 
physical depreSSion so that after the famine they 
may be able to ~o back and work on the lands P Do 
you think that the regulRtions under the Code enable 
him to be free from such depression P • 

A.-I think they do. 
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Q.-This leads me to the. question-page: 12 Sec
tion 83. The failure of rams C&U~ anXIety ~nd 
hence it is most important that active preparatIons 
ehouldc be made with the object of putting heart 
into tIle peoJ'le.. I think there is no greater evil 
than depreRSlon of mind. Mental depression leads 
directly to physical deterioration, what do you ,think 
are the best methods of preventing such depression P 

A.-Provide labo~ 

Q.-Don't you think that some sort of remission 
or suspension would be the first thing to be annonn

. ced in order to keep him off from such depression P 
A.-Yes. It is generally done. We do "announce 

remissions. 

Q.-This ·year the remissions wefe not announced 
till- June. For nearly six months the ryots were 
in a tantalising position. They were not B'QI'e w_hether 
they will get full remission or half remission. Don't 
you think that the first thing that the Government 
should do is to announce the concess.ioDFJ P 

A.-Yea. 

Q .-I think remission is preferable to suspension P 
A·-Yes. 
Q.-You ha.ve snggested, in your written evi .. 

dence, the expansion of minor irrigation works P 
4.-Yes. 

Q.-You were here wnen the questi<m of taking 
up test works or e~ansioD of minor irrigation works 
was discussed by Mr. V. N. Viswanatha RaoP 

(The CllAIRlIAN: I think h& was not here at that 
time.) 

Q.-Do you prefer test works or expansion of 
minor irrigation works? 

A.-It ehould be teat works straightaway. 

Q.-You bave ... id in your writtsn notes tha~ from 
your experience that works are. mvarlably mcom
pleted unleas the lead was increased P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Doli't you think that the earthwork tasks 

have been low when compa.red to the other work l' 
A.-I have suggestsd it to be reduced to 80 per 

cent in the beginning of the test works. 
Q.-When you ";ere Collector of Bellary th& earth

work was startsd during the dry season. They found 
it dillicult, but when the rains cam!, the:\, fO!'ond it 
.... y. So you think that a certam reduction of 
earthwork task i. needed P 

A.-YES. .. 
Q.-In 1934 fDu were intimatsly connected with 

the famine rehef. V ilIage work was one of the 
forma of reliefP . 

A -Village worka would form part of the ordi
oa"; programme of relief work. They can even 
be teken up in the early stages. 

Q.-What kind of village works are beat ouited 
for our districteP 

A.--Sinking of wella, eto. 
Q.-Mr. Clerk bas examined. that> . question and 

haa decided against it for practical difficulties. Do 
you think that practical difficultie~ could be ov.er-
'COme by substitution of different kinda of remoVlng 
earthP 

(No anower.) 
jIa-What do you luggest apart from digging of 

'W A.~Village communications, tanks repairs and 
. general rural uplift work. 

Q.-Do you think that it ia neoessary to reserve 
these till the last P 

A.-I don't think 10. 

Q.-You don't object, while you ~ proceeding 
along .. certain road. 1OIIl8 gang men bemg employed 
in the village work. d 

A.-Village works are genernJly teken up beyon 
a radius of 6 miles from the test work. 

Q.-When a number of gang men a ... engaged 
in a. work, will it Dot be profitable to employ 8t)me 
in nlral improvement work along the rout.eP You 
had your model vill."e in Bellary and a feeder 
road ... ". oonatructed P . .11 

A.-We ought to t.e.. up IUch works which WI 

he uoeful. . 
Q -From your report 1 find that you had 'OSUed 

insi~ctiona to rUf offioers. to work out the costa 
of .very item 0 the grain teble. 01 .... I la~ouror 

ot 90 tol ... of grain. You a.ked your 8ubordlllates t. flnd ont the cost of eacb 01... and what they 
Id t What· do you think it would he when wou ge. . 

"ompared with the ItsmaP 

A.-My method i. really advllilltageou6 to the 
labourer. 

Q.--Supposing for 10 tol .. , you ask him to pur
chase 10 tol-.s of some other grain. "Jill it be 
advantageous? 

A .. -I have already examined what quantities of 
gra~ns could get the grain equivaJent of another 
varIety. 

Q.-In your report you have stated the acale of 
diet ia inadequate. But in your reply to tho 
memorandum you have said that you are aatirJied 
with the scale of revised allowances. 

A.-Yes, as there is an increase of 10 tolas in 
the scale of allowances. 

Q.-Do you think even after the table on p"4!;e 31, 
the increased grain equivalent is equal In some 
.cases to increased provision of vegeta.bles? 

A.-Each and &very item has been caloulated by 
me and I am aatis1!ed that it is enough. 

Q.-Did you work out the figures for V (b), (c) 
and (<I) P 

A.-Yes, I have worked out every item. 

Q.-There is no increase for certain items. 
A ,'-I have said that thero is no need for aD 

increase where it is not necessary Bud I did not 
hear any complaints aohont the revised scales. 

Q.-Had YOI1 any occasion to go through 
MacMichael Oommitt"" &port? 

A.-I had no occasion .. 
Q.-How do .. it compare with the j.il diet of a 

non~working prisoner? 
A..-I have no idea. 
Q.-In famine camps men have to work for DParly 

8 hOUfS. 
A.-Yea about 8 hours. 
Q.-The basis of the price is fixed on the rate 

prevalent at the nearest market. 
Don't you think that the rates in the neM'est 

market differ from the rates obtaining in the villages P 
A.-I don't think the difference is appreciable. 
Q.-Do you think that the market rates "'& 

cheaper than the ordina~ rates? 
A.-You must ha:ve some standard rates. During 

test works people come from different villages and 
we cannot take the rates obtaining in all the 
villeges. 

Q.-You have to teke the ratea of the he&dquartsra. 
A.-That .. why we take the ratea obtellling in 

the nearest shandy; ordinarily things are purchassd 
in a shandy in normal times, 

Q.-I am telking of aobnorDIal times. The man 
huys his food every day after receiving his W8~4!8P 

A.-In fixing the rate we generally take th& 
prices prevailing at the nearest shandy I as they 
will be cheaper than those in ~ill&ges. 

Q.-I don't agres that the nearest ehandy will be 
cheaper than the nearest-village. 

Q .-Before you start (·he test works, generall, it 
takes some time for you to find out the SltU8·tIODP 
Should not the dependants of the \Vork~ be given 
some allowance or dole P 

A .-In the initial staged we find some- private chari 
ties coming to the aid of the sufferers. 

Q.-Do you think that giving ailo'Yances foor the 
dependa.ntil will not be a sufficient Inducement to 
come to test works or it will not in any way lessen 
the rigour of the test period? 

A.-It i. a test period and it should reRUv be a 
test. 

. (I.-You make them start from long distanoes? 
A.-I don't think so. 
Q.-It waa suggested i!'at matnre grain will be 

better· than the light gram? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-You koow that when a w?rke! foi.1s to com

plete the task thore is a reductIon .ID hlB !,a.sz:e 88 
prescribed. under the Code. There IS no m.1mmum 
prescribed beyond 'wijich :a wage sh.o~ld not .g? 
down. Do you not think that pr<l6Cnbmg a mml-
mum would be helpful P th 

A.-I think it may be ~ .. irable bu~ as to bow e 
minimum is to be fixed 18 the question. 

Q -Under section 134 if a worker is disturbed 
on ~ccount of rain before the close of the day the 
worker is entitI~d "nIy to the dependant's allC?wance. 
Tile cause of disturbance is one over whlch the 
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worker has no control. Don't you think that he 
should be given the full wage? 

.A..-U the worker gQeS away before interval ur 
as soon as the work is begun he should be given 
GWy the depen®ntJ

• allowance. But if the work 
is closed after the interval he must be given the 
full wage whatever the amount of task is. 

I,l.-Though the Code lays down that the work 
should serve a radius of 5 miles it is not WW&;)"S 
possible to start a work. Naturally some people 
have to walk from long distances ranging from 5 
to 10 miles. If a person haa to walk a certain 
distance, certain amount of energy 8Illd time is 
spent in walking. 'fo that extent the energy of 
the person to complete the task is lessened? 

A.-I think it doea not make much difference. 
Q.-Beyond a certain dist8lll~ a.nd in view of ~ho'. ' 

fILet that it is not possible to at&>ri works according 
to the Code a kind of distance aUowaooe not by· 
means of money which they were getting in olden 
days but by l .... ning of the task should be per-
mitted? ' 

A.-The class of people who come to famine work 
are accustomed to walking fa,irly long distances and 
the additional distance of & mile or two will not 
matter much. Generally they start early and come 
in at the proper time; the suggestion maoy however 
be considered. 

Sri KALLUR SunDA RAO: I,l.-What have you to 
887 about the S8ngameSW~l'am project for which & 
Bite in t~ BJ'itish terl'ltory was suggested a:b 
Kondaprakudur by the Arogyaswami Committe.e. ,Do 
IOU think it not advisable to mvestigaw that also? 

4.-1 said about 'fuugabhadra proJect. I have 
no knowledge of this project. If . it is beneficial it 
mSIY be taken up. 

Q.-Suggestion haa been made that pumping 
plants may be established by the Government on 
banks of the HundriJ Pennar, Chitravati and 
Hagari for purposes of irrigating orops. Would you 
support it? 

A.-It will be ueeru!' It can be tried. 
Q -You know that there are wells in the tank

bed~. 'ViU they not be useful during drought 
aeasonsP .. 

A..-Yes j but there is some objection to t,hem as 
they are likely to drain off water by Beepage when 
the tanks get BlIPpliea. 

Q.-What do you think is the best method for silt 
clearance in the tanka? 

A.-Kudimaramat must be enforced. 
I,l.-What do you think should be the definite 

policy of. the Government to enoDurage trae growth 
in famine areasP Do you suggest t.hat when a ryot 
plants trees in porambokes the )lsnfruct. ahould be 
hia P l{ sO how would you prevent felhng of the
trees by th~ ryot for his own use P 

A.-There is no water a·nd I!0 t~es oan be grown. 
All those things we have tried 10 our pan.chayat 
forest and we havo failed. The Government have 
-control over the trees and do not aJlow them to be 
.out. 

Q.-You have suggested slab industry u a. large 
iJCale industry P 

A.-Yea. . 
Q.-Is it not a faot. th .. t man;!, ~ good oultivable 

'fleld is being laid waste for thIS md~8tryP 
A.-I do not think so. I do not thInk the areas 

will be a.ppreciable. 

Sri K. KO'l'I RBDDI: Q.-There is Dot so much 
of eXl.ort of CUddQ.pah slabs 88 there used to be 
because of high l'ai1way freight. Will Dot the re
duction of freight help them P 

A.-Reduction of freight will certainly encourage 
export. 

(l.-With r~gard to the development and mainte-
nance of big or small tanks, even if 80me of these 
tanks were filled up ODce In three or four years 
it is worth while to have these tanks because there 
is a possibility of rise in the sub-soil level rued 
about the tanks 80 much so the wells, will really 

. be useful. Do you not think 9t necesss,.ry to have 
-some more tanks fI 

A.-I do not think it necessary to havo any more 
tanks. The cost of construotion a.nd main'&enance 
of tanks will not m&ke it worth while having ,them.. 
You may have any number of wells instead of tanks. 

I,l.-The children partake of the m""la with their
parents which they ta<ke before they come to work. 
'Thus the parents are deprived of a shari! that ia . 
allowed to them t:J.Pder the Famine Code. If that 
is so, some means must . be devised th8it this .:thing 
is preventedP ¥. 

A.-This we cannot do. 
Q.-What you allow them is only just suffioient to 

f[eep them hea1thy and there is no pro.vision for 
clothing. DQn't you think that there should be a 
provision for clothing P 

A.-What they get in famine d",ys should be 
suffioient to provide them with clothing also. .A. 
family earns more in famine days than in Donnal 
tim88. 

In nonna! times the earning of a family consisting 
of a husband, a" wife, one boy above 14, one child 

. between 12 and 14" one dlild bet·ween 8 a.nd 12 
and ohild below B with an old dependant father or 
mother, will be only about 5 or 6 annas. During 
famine time the family gets about. 8 or 9 8DIl88 
taking the price of grain at 12 seers per rupee 
This is just enough to maintain them-

Husband 
Wife ..• 
One boy above 14 ... . .• 
One child between 12 and 14 •.• 
One child between 8 a.nd 12 
One child ·below 8 ..• _ ..• 
One old father or mother J ,'" 

A. 'P .. 

1 ~ 
1 6 
1 S 
o 9 
o 6 
1 3 

8 6 

Q .-Then do you mean to 88>y tha.t thsy are 
underfed in normal times" 

(No a~wer.) 

The Chairman drew the attention of the member 
to the fact t,hat the questicm they were. conBidering 
was only about the famine times And not normal 
times. Hence the member should eonfine himself 
to the- famine time only. . 

.Q-So you think that th91"e is no need to m-
creaee the wages P 

A.-Yea (Mr. Wood also said the same thing). 
I,l-How i. the clothin~ to be provided P 
A'-I "'-would like private charity to do this. 

t d~ not think th~ Government should be asked 
to provide clothing. 

The Committee rose for the day. 

17th August 1938. 

The Committee reassembled at 10 a.m. in the Board's office with Mr. C. A. Henderson 
in the Chair. 

The following members were present :
Mr. F. M. Dowley_ 

H. R. Dogra. 
S~i Diwan Bahadur N. Swamfnatha Ayyar.· 
" T. A. Ramalinga.m Chettiyar. 

Dr. R. Adiseshan. 
Sri K. Koti Reddi. 

Kallur Subba Rao. 
" R. Sury. anarayana Roo. 
" " N. Sa.nkara Reddi. 
" H. Sitarama Reddi. 

Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur. 
Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Soo:retary to the Committee, was also present .• 
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Mr.A. A. SMYTH, EXeoutive Engineer, Salem, was exa.mined. 

Written evidence • 

. 1. ~ consider that ~he. only: effective metho~ of preventing or effectively mitigating 
famme m the Ceded distrlcts 18 by the executIon of the Tungabhadra project. 

Any mino.r project~ will have to deJ?end on local rainfall and will generally not be 
of ~uch use m a famme year, except ill so far as m good years they will be useful 
and mcrease the reserve of the local people against famine on a bad year. 
. . I understand that the possibility of artesian wells is being investigated but I doubt 
if It IS possIble for these to do much more than improve drinking water facilities which 
of course is very desirable. 

They might also be useful for cultivation, but in my opinion only to a very miuute 
e~te~t and. would not appreciably improve the general. agrioultural prospects of these 
distncts. . 

2. (a) (i) I have had experience of irrigation in Madura, Trichinopoly and Salem 
districts. So far as the Tungabhadra project is concerned, I am not aware of its details, 
whether it is to be a . wet ' . project or an irrigated dry project or a combination of both 
types. I personally consider that it does not matter to a great extent what crops 
the ryots will grow, so long as they make the pest use of the water according to the type 
of soil, etc. I also don't think that it would matter a great deal if the water were not 
utilized to its fullest extent in years of good rainfall in the districts so long as it would ensure 
that good crops would be grown in the area in all years and this terrible recurring pesti
lence removed from the districts. 

It seems to me that a combined scheme of irrigated wet and irrigated dry crops is 
one which would be most suitable to the districts and most easily adopted by the ryots. 
Such a scheme by its ability to irrigate a considerably larger area would in my opinion 
afford the greatest relief in preventing famine. I do not know to what extent the Tunga.
bhadra project covers the famine-affected areas, but it is bound to improve conditions 
in the adjoining areas also as it will give enormous employment. Large tracts of land 
are now cultivated precariously with a mininlUm amount of labour, whereas much more 

. labour will be required in the irrigated area, and employment will generally always be 
available. Full development of the area would be slow on account of the s~anty popula-
tion. .' 

2. (a) (ii) I am unable to 'offer any remirks Oll- this, as I do not know the deSIgn 
of the present project. 

2. (a) (iii) The only other project that I know of in the area is the Pennar-Kumu
davati project but this will generally only be beneficial in ordinary years and is not likely 
to be very useful in actual famine years, except as described in my reply to question 1 
with regard to minor projects. 

2. (b) (i) I am unable to offer any opinion on this. 
2. (b) (ii) It is impossible to prevent silting up of tanks ..!Lnd the only way of dealing 

with this is to thoroughly investigate groups of tanks and restore their original capacity 
by increasing the full tank level. I think that this can easily be done in the case of 
tanks in the Ceded districts .as generally there is no foreshore cultivation involved, such 
as is generally the case in North Arcot and Chittoor districts. 

The only thing is that this must be done groupwar a.nd not for individual tanks as 
otherwise the balance of distribution among the various villages may' be upset. 

2. (b) (iii) I generally agree that such tanka will fail during famine years but that does 
not mean that they will therefore be of no use in years of famine as during the good 
years, the ryots will have had better crops and will have an increased reserve to tide 
over the famine years. I. ., . 

2. (b) (iv) I doubt If an mcrease 10 the number of wells will materially improve 
the situation. , 

I am unable to offer an opinion. 
2. (0) I have not yet seen the Villagers' Calendar, 1938, and the report referred to: 

but I am of the opinion that small .bundiJ?g up is very useful i~ helping to saturate the 
black soils and enable them to retam mOisture for a longer perIOd. 

I strongly recoI?mend the su~gest.ion an~ I believ~ it is b~in~ p~c~is~d succes.sfuUy 
in Coimbatore district. I doubt If thiS bnnd10g up Will materially dlm10lsh suppbes to 
the minor irrigation sources, as it is only small rains that. v.:ill be .held up. whereas 
heavy rains will give a good run off and How through the weir if prOVided or breach the 
bund. Only small rains which would be of little use to the minor irrigation sources would 
be held up, and hence I consider that such bunding up will not materially affect tb .. 
minor irrigation sources. 

Further there are very few minor Irrigation sources in the black soil areas affected 
by famine, 80 far as I know in Bellary district, Gooty and Tadpatri taluks of Anantapllr 
district. 

2. (d) lI" (6) I regret I am unable to offer any suggestions. {This may please be 
referred to the department concerned'> 
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2. (j) (i) I' consider that large industry would not be possible in the Ceded districts, 
on account of lack of natural resources, poor transport facilities, and long distance from 
both sources of supply and the consuming markets. Transport would kill any such 
industry. . 

2. (f) (ii) Cottage industries should in my opinion be encouraged as much as possible. 
Khaddar seems to be the most suitable, particularly as cotton is grown in the area. 

During the last famine it was a great pity to see that the relief committee did not 
purchase. the cloths,. etc., from the local cottage industries -as their price was a little 
higher than that .of mill-made cloth. Some people were agitating for famine relief to 
weavers, etc., and it was only when the then Famine Commissioner made an investi
gation and instructed the relief committee to get their supplies from the local.-bandloom 
.weavers, that this was/done and was of great benefit to that community, whose employ
ment had been greatly.reduced by the complete lack of purchasing power of the lahouring 
classes and poor ryots, due to the famine. 

3. 1 consider that the policy laid down is a suitable one and needs no modification. 
My experience of the Ceded districts even in normal times was that the standard of living 
in the famine areas is very low indeed and the scale of food and allowances laid down in 
the Famine Code are' generally as good, if not better than the usual standard of living 
in normal good years. The existing standards might have to be slightly modified, if 
famine were to break out in districts where the standard of living is generally much higher 
than in the Ceded districts, but 1 feel that it would be really wrong' to lay down a 
standard for famine which would be above the normal standard of these districts. 

4. 1 consider that the present measures are adequate and 1 have no modifications to 
propose. 

5. (a). 1 consider that test works are necessary in order to prevent abuse. I am of 
the opinion that they' should be of as short duration as possible. If these show that 
there is no need to declare famine soon, the needs of the locality would probably be met 
for some time by expansion of ordinary works. Further tests could be tried if distress 
increased. . 

5. (b) (49) 1 consider that no modification of the test work conditions is advisable. 
The test should be strict and if it is found that large numbers are r~sorting to it, it 
should be rapidly converted into a relief work but, if few resort to it, it should be closed 
and the slight distress prevailing met by expansion of the ordinary works. l' consider 
that the limited piecework system is unsuitable for test works. . • 

5. (b) (50) At this stage gratuitous relief should only be given with great discretion 
and in the form of cooked food. 

6. Chapt/l1'8 IV and VI.-I have no I)1odifications to propose and I consider that 
the provisions are adequate to deal with any situation that may' arise. 

7. Section 97.-1 do not think that any change is necessary provided the classification 
is done in a sensible manner and with discretion. 

I wo~d, however, suggest th~t the age-limits of class ill be lz",16, instead of lz",14. 
Section 116.-1 do not think that any change is necessary provided reasonable dis

cretion is used, e.g., if one gets a big healthy boyar girl of 7 or 7l years of age able 
to eat more than the ration laid down for V (0), it may be left to the charge officer to 
classify him as V (b), in order to ensure, he gets enough to eat . 

. This will seldom be necessary but it 'was done in the last famine on a few occa.
sions. 

8. During the last famine, allowances were paid in accordance 'with the scales laid 
down in section 128 with the addition of 1 pice per person except in the case of V (d) and 
V '(e) for the purchase of vegetables. This scale was found to be very satisfactory and 
maintained the relief workers and their' dependants in good health. This was parti
cularly noticeable' in the case of the dependants who were fed in the kitchens. Every 
inspecting officer remarked on the wonderful health of the children. 

I am convinced that tbe scale of allowanQas was satisfactory and adequate to .meet 
the requirements of the people provided it was utilized for the purpose it was given. 

I do not think that Government can be expected to do more. 1 will also give an 
example of .the earnings Or allo:wances of a. family as actually paid during the famine of 
1935. Taking an average family of five, l.e., father, mother, one child over 12 anil 
classed as a ill class worker and one each on V (a) and V (c). ' 

Father , ... 
Mother 
m class child 
V-A child 
y-c child 

vot;, n-80 

'" 

A. p. 
2 0 
1 6 
1 6 
1 0 
() 9 

Total wages ... & 9 per day 
or Rs. 12-8-0 per m\msem. 
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The family income woulc! be the equivalent of Rs. '12 per mensem which is the 
pay of a Government peon out of which he has generally to pay rent, whereas relief 
workers generaJly have their own huts in the villages; 

Rs. 12 per mensem is a. comparatively good income in the Ceded districts and a peon's 
post is a veJ;y much sought after job. 

I ma.de enquiries a.bout the norma.l pay of a.gricultural workers at va.rious places, and 
I found that a genera.l agreement between full-time labourers and their masters was Ea. 30 
per a.nnum, with one meaJ per day. Clothes at Ponga.l and Deepavali and a lew bags of 
grain at harvest. Their families would be employed only at sowing, weeding or harvest runes. - , . 

I therefore think tha.t the allowances pa.id under the Famine Code in 1935 are suffi
cient to maintain the normal standard of living in these districts and I feel sure that it 
would not be right for Government to provide a better than normal standard during 
actual famine. 

S. (b) The existing standard for vegetables as laid down in the -Code was found to be 
rather low and hende one extra pice per head was given in 1935 and this was found: to be 
satisfactory. 

I would suggest that this extra pice for vegetables should be mainta.ined as a specific 
extra allowance for vegetables and not amalgamated in the scale of allowances. 

No difficulty was found in getting 11.11 the vegetables required for the kitchens, sucn 
as brinjaJs, onions, greens, chillies, etc." and they greatly improved the health of the 
children. They were aJso very cheap. -

I, however, doubt if the type of person who resorts to relief works, normally uses 
vegetables very much. 

8. (el It is very difficult to suggest means f~ ensuring tha.t the worker spend:s his 
entire wag:es in the purcha.se of food only. -The provision 'of grain dealers in the camp 
area selling foodstuffs at prices according to whieh the allowances are based was found 
to .be very ~seful though not actually much reBO~ed to by the relief workers, ,It waS 
most useful 10 so far as It kept the local bazaar pnces down to the same level preventing 
hoarding of grains and raising of prices. ' / 

8. (d) The only experience of gratuitouB relief tha.t I had was on relief works in the 
shape of cooked-food for dependants of workers and this I consider to be far and a.way 
the best form of gratuitous relief ensuring that the purpose for which the money is spent 
is fully atta.in'ed and having the least possibility of being abused. Next to this, payment 
of gratuitous relief in the shape of grains or foodstuffs is preferable and cash doles should 
in my opinion only be adopted when either of the above methods are not practicable. 

In the distribution of cash dole ana large scale it is very difficult to prevent abuse and: 
petty fraud. 

I am unable to proPose any modifications to the existing system, except that cash 
doles should only be resorted to when it is not practicable to give relief in the shape of 
cooked food or foodstuffs. 

9. IiI. my opinion the task work system is the most practicable and suita.ble form of 
work for relief works. With the exercise of a. reasona.ble a.mount of discretion on the pa.rt 
of the charge officer and the work agent it is fa.ir to everybody and gives all a. very good 
cha.nce of ensuring their full allowances. 

As regards paragraph '1l2, I consider that it is necessarY to add the proviso thM the 
wa.",aes paid should ne~r be less than the rest day allowances. The task-work system is 
very workable and easily adoptable for all kinds of work and is elninently suited for all 
clo.sses of relief works. 

In my opinion the whole system and the details of actually working of th~ system 
have been extremely well-thought out based on large practicaJ experience. The ta.sks 
are very reasonable and the systlem is very fa.ir to the workers. The system is also drawn 
up and explained in such a manner that it can be very easily applied alId got into proper 
swing in a ~ry short time even by charge officers and work agents who have not had 
any previous experience of famine works. All that is required on their' part is willingness 
to work honestly and an avera"ae amount of intelligende. 

After having worked, the system on a llld"ge scaJe for about a year in the famine of 
1985, I am unable to offer any proposals fOr improvement. The piecework system is not 
nea.rly so -practi(\able~ , 
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SECTION V. 
10. Repairs or improvements to _ irrigation sources should be taken.~p wherev,:r 

possible. ~'his was,done with considerable sucoess in thie famine of 1935, m the repa.u' 
of tanks and supply channels to tanks. Unfortunately this was ouly possible in parts 
of Hindupur, Penukonda, Dharmavaram and Gooty taluks. 

In the other areas it was not possible as there were no tanks and all I was able to, do 
was to repair and improve a few drinkinK ponds. 

It would also be possible to take up the construction of small tanks or do the earth 
work of a small scheme such as the Pennar·Kumudavati scheme in Hindupur taluk by 
relief works but in such a case it would be necessary to mcrease the technical staff in order 
to ensure g';"d work being donie. Of course th~ plans an~ details would have to be ready 
in 'l!.dvance. The necessity fot the extra technical staff 18 due to the fact that the work 
done below the full tank level of a tank must be done properly otherwise the tank would 
lea.kand become either useless or a recurring source of expenditure on repairs. 

Works such a8 'were done in 1935 were only repairs and hence the normal stafl' was 
sufficient as work was only done above full tank level or on the existing side slopes. 

During the test period, however, road works are the easiest to start with and to 
arrange, particularly as in the early stage we get a preponderance of female workers, and 
only weakly or second-class males. The able-bodied men do not generally come early. 

After the test works are converted into relief works, the workers can be gradually 
transferred for irrigation works and properly organized for this class of work. I remem. 
ber in DeCiember 1934, when the first test work :was opened in Hindupur taluk we were 
able to take in about 1,800 workers on the first day and fmm the second day onwards 
they were able to earn their full wa,,~s every day. This would not have.been possible 
had earth work been involved. . 

11. Extension of ordinary works in the locality such as repairs or improvements to 
roads or repaIrS to tauks are suitable for giving relief when the distress is no~ severe and 
as a preliminary to test and relief works. 

They would also meet the case when it is known that tlrere is distress in an area 
where a test work has had to be closed down, though the distress would not' be sufficiently 
Beute to attract workers, to test works. 

In such cases extension of ordinary 'works are useful but in my opinlon they are not' 
of much use when famine is acute. 

Il!. I do not consider that the establishment on relief w.orks is unduly costly. It is 
no doubt fairly high, but 5~ works ouli to be very small when the actual units relieved 
are taken into account. 

The. figures of these ruts are enormous. Taking the famine of 1935 when there, 
was an 'average attendance of over 1 lakll per day, the units worked were over 7 laklls 
per week. Unless proper establishment is. provided and does its work thoroughly and 
honestly, there is bound to be an enormous amount of petty fraud. 

l will give an example' of how this can easily be done. Take a 'relief work with 
about 6,000 attending. There will be about 20 or 25 maistris on a low pay of Rs. 15 
or Rl!. 20 and if not carefully watched there will be the temptation for each of these 
to add two or three fictitious names in each mustell rell of his gangs. Suppose 10 
maistris add 3 fictitlOuS names to each of his gangs, i.e., about 40 gangs or 120 names 
which will mean ,a fraud of Rl!. 12 to Rs. 15 per day on one relief work. With about 
20 relief works in progress, this means a loss to Government of Rs. 300 per day. In 
order, to prevent this we must have adequate and proper supervision. Another point 
to be remembered is that once this would start it would tend to increase rapidly and it 
would be almost impossible to erad..cate. 

. The system of checking gangs is an excellent one but is only effective if thoroughly 
done by all inspecting officers. and drastic action has to be taken. once any fraud is 
detected. Perhapa one might complain about the large number of maistris employed, 
\jut these are generally drawn from the partially educated classes who have lost their 
usual means of employment due to the presence of fam,ine in the locality iLJ:!d they may 
actually be considered to . be relief workers belonging to the educated classes. AD 
intelligent maistri is generally able to look after sbont "300 and a less intelligent one 
abou£ 200 relief workers. I consider that ihe establishment is, necessary in order to se~ 
that money is preperly spent, and relief is given to the proper people and that there is nl> 
fraud, etc. . 

18. I am unable to offer any Buggestions in any 'of the other chapters of the Code 
The Code. in my opinion. is a. most complete and well thought out one, practicable. 
easily workable by officers and subordinates of average intelligence and well suited for 
the relief of famine of all classes. , 

• 
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Oral evidence. 
Sri T. A. RAlOlALINGAl" CRllTTIYm: 

been in charg. of the camp in 1935 P 
Q.-You have Q.-It is tlirough individuals you help the popu. 

tatum ~ 
A.-Yes. • . 

CJ.-You get gangmen and" coolies 
-whIch are long distances away? 

A.-Yes. 

from places 

Q.-You don't make any allowance for the lOlJg
distance walkers in the task you set for them? 

A.-No. 

Q.-Is it not fair that people who walk from 8 to 
4 mile... should be shown some concession? ( 

.4 .-'rhe task prescribed io the Code is a very 
lenient one. I think there is no necessity to make 
any relaxation in the rules unless some .very special 
case is made out. 

Q.-Don't you think as a matter of fact that in 
some places large numbers ot people are not able 
to do the task set for them? 

A .-1 did not find any difficulty in getting the 
tusk done from people who were willing to work. 

Q.'-That is a different mattt'r. "'as it not a fact 
that some people were not able to do the task set 
for thorn P 

A..-There were instances when ·poopl,::, finished the 
work by 1. o'clock and wanted to go home. 

O.'-Don't you think that it is ra~her difficult to 
make men work after walking 3 or 4 miles? Is it 
not fair that there shaull}. be soma sort of eonces-
sion shown to them? . 

A._I don't think up to 3 miles it is unduly diffi
cult for them to walk. We normally get coolies for 
work from distances of 8 to 6 miles and they do th,ree 
times heavier work than they do in a famine relief. 

Q.-Don't you think that a :.Il8n becolOO8 ineffi
cient o.ftPl" walking at long distance and for Rome time 
he will not be ill a position to do the work. 1 think 
that is the experience everywhere else. Is tbere 
not a waste of energy P Should there not he some 
concession shown to such people P 

A.-I never found any difficulty. in getting the 
work done by coolies who were wi.l1}ng to do their 
work. 

Q.-Don't you think that some concession is at 
least ne<:'E'lssary P " 

A.-I don't know whether it is for me to answer .• 

Q.-I am asking you., I want 'your opinion. Is 
it fair' to get the same work done by two sets of 
people--one set coming from a close-by village and 
the other from QI distant vill8fte? 

A.-There i.e no refuting your argument. 

Q.-You· are for giving one pice extra for vege
tables? 

A.-That was what wa. don9 in 1985.' 

Q.-Rave you ~one into the kitchel\S P Ha.ve YOll 
seen the food P Can you give some ideo. of the pro-
cedurs that is followed there P What do you think 
of the columbu (soup) P Io it not .... th.r watery 
and lip:htP 

A..-In Rome of the '\'amps they· make it thin and 
in some others very thick. It all depends on cook
ing. I think they add Borne flour to make it thiok. 

Q.-Th.re i. no flour allowed. Is it notP 
A.-Thev toke some flour from the cakes. In 

Bellarv we used to make the food to suit the taste of 
t,he people. Generally it ia done to suit the local 
condItions. . 

a.-Don't you think that some sprouted pulses 
and things like that are necessary P 

A.-We were doing it in 1985. The extra pice 
.. as spent on buying: additional vogeta·ble. 

0.-80 you BUpyort that ide .. P . 
.4..-Certainly I am in favour of it. We found 

that it gave .,ery good rtlBnlts •. 

Q.-Coming to the particular area what perma
Dent improvementa have to be made to ward off 
famine P You don 't believe in wens as a. mean$ of 
protection in the area P 

A.-I don't think we can cover the whole are .. 
with wells. It mny Jlelp individuals but not the 
popul.<tion at Jar".. ' 

A.-Yes. But the scope i. very limited. Thoy 
have to go to tremendous depths. In 1934-& there 
was lot of dIfficulty and we had to go 4 or 5 miles to . 
get drinking water fQr famine camps. 

q'-7You harve sen'cd in what districtsi" 
.".-In Bellary and Anantapur and Chittoor di ... 

trlcts. 
Q.-What is your id~a of those districts? Will yeu 

be able, to get a large number of places where you 
can get water P 

A.-I don't think 00 • 

. Q.-'Vhat Bbo~t minor irrigation tanks and Utings 
.-], kE: that. Yesterday wo were told that people were 
noli generally keen on t .. t.lclllSl; wa.ter on account of 
the p;recariol1sness o~ the supply. Is that your 
experIence also? 

A.-No. They will' take water whenever it is 
Jlossible from the tank •. 

".-!fyou are able to improve the supply in the 
tanks, you think the people might take the water? 

A.-They a·ra utilizing the !:Jupplies.. No doubt 
there are. petty quarrels and enmity between parties 
which oftentimes lead to a ·wastage of water. I 
found that in some cases. 

Q.-We were told that on account of the pre
rarlOusness of the supplies, people fire Dot prepared 
to take water though there might be water for about 
three months. Is that your experience? 

A.-I have not much experience but I can say this 
much that I hale not come across suc-h instanres. 
In Penukonda and A1l8ntsJJur I have got some idea 
of irrigation works. The people there were ",ery· 
keen to utilize. the water when once the tanks filled. 
Though there was a supply for only three months in 
a tank the ryot..s with the help of the .wells imme
diately under the ayacut were keen on ra.ising 8 
sugarcane crop also. 

Q.-I. think you would support the improvement 
to these tanks because' they will be directly useful 
for irrigat"ion and indirectly 5uiJply water to the 
wells? 

..4.-1 think' as far 8S possible I can support it. 

Q.-In direct irrigation. thet:e is some trouble. 
The water-shed places and the supply channels get 
the supply more or less from the same area as the 
tanks. Where there is a. shorta.ge in the places 
where the tank is situated there is ruso a shortage 
in the supply channel and water shedJ is it not. 
~p . 
. A.-Yes. 

Q.-Even in the bigger tank.? In Kumudavathi 
project, for instance, there is a small river Joya
manga-Ia. which gets its supply from an area simi
lar in character? 

A.-It has its main source of supply in the Mysore 
State. . 

O.-What about the rainfaiJ in th .. t areaP 
A.-I cO!lld not say. 
Q.-8o :you would definit.ly support the Tung ... 

bhadra project and the improvement'to these minor 
irrigatIon tll.Dks wherever possible. I think you are 
not in favour of wells P . . 

A.-That i. generall~ my id .... 

Q.-There is .. lot of unemployment during the 
off-season.· Have you any idea. of it? 

A.-Y... It is general throughout the coun~ry. 
Is it nutP . 

Q.-Comparatively there is more unemploymeDt in 
thiS areaP 

A.-I cannot Bay. 

Q.~ .far as the wages. are concerned are they 
not very much lower than In other parts P .... 

A .-As for as I am aware, they 81'e. 

fu-What is the raots for a male and a female 
too 'e? . f H' d ··th A -I know that In some parts 0 In upur m e 
cou~se of casual enquiries I learnt that the annual 
wage paid to a. full-tilI'e agricultural servant was 
Ro. 80 per &Bnum plus one meal a day. 

o "":Wbaot about the' cOolies that' c .. me for the 
Public Works Department. worksP What is the wage 
you pay in those p .. rta P . 

A.-1 oannot Ba,7. 

I 
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Q.-I was thinking whether the popularity of these 
famine camps Wf'1'8 DOt due at least to 8. certain 
extent to the very low wages tha.t are ordina.rily 
obtained? . 

A.-My opiDion is the w8'ges and aUawances paid 
during a famine compare very favourably with the 
normal rates of wages in that area because very few 
of them ever see money as they are mf)~tly paid in 
kind. • 

Q.-Will you suggest any other methud to give 
employment? 

A.-I don't think there ill much chance of indus... 
try J 88 the local resources are very few. 

Q.-Yop think kba'ddar is possibleP 
A .-1 think it is the only possible 'industry in 

that a.rea. ... 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAlIINATHA AYYAB~ Q.
You said something about dry irrigation. Have you 
got any experience of irrigatIOn of dry crops P 

A..-Not very much. 

Q.-At least will you generally concede with the 
knowledge that you possess that an irrigated dry 
crop iR better than .81 non-irrigated dry crop P 

A.-Yes, certainly. 
12.-1 find in section 2 (a) (i) you have said that 

in years of good rainfall there is a ~oS9ibility of 
utilizing large supplies of water. What do you 
want to be done with water P .. 

A.-The whole area. will be cultivated and the 
famine will be averted. 

Q.-Why do you obj·ect to the water being 
lized in the non-rainfs I season P 

A .-1 have no objection to that. 

uti-

Q.-You advocate the combined wet arid dry 
scheme 8S more suitable a.nd e88i11: adaptable to the 
ryots. What are your ideas P Would you fix the 
dry areBl or would you anow it to be done by the 
ryots themselves or would you introduce rotation 
of crops? . 'Have you any idea P " 

A..-The best thing; is to leave it to the ryots them
selves. 

Q.-Bow will you design the system P You want 
to give perfect freedom to the ryots. You must 
pin him to something. How are you going to do it P 

A .-For the black-cotton soil we :find around 
Adoni,- I think in those places you can have only 
dry. In the red..soil area.s we might consider wet. 

Q.-Apart from the suitability of the soil how do 
you Bay a combination of wet and dry is possible? 

A.-I have not gone into the matter deeply. 

Q.-Aocording to you in a good year like 1935-36 
there is no need for irrigating the wet lands when 
there is 0. good deal of rain. 

A.-Tbere will be certain periods even in good 
ycars when 0. shortage of s.upply will be felt.. 

Q.-So you at least concede that there are areas 
(liven where the raiufall is good there is still the 
necessity for irrigation? . ,... 

A.-They will .till take the water to a limited 
extent to grow a bumper crop instea.d of a. medio
cre crop. 

Q.-So you think the I.,qlance of advantnge is in 
fnyour of an irrigated crop P 

A.-If wa.ter is available, certainly. 
a.-With your knowledge of rainfall in Bellar;r 

ana Anantapur districts, what is your general OplM 
nion, whether there would not be a necessity for 
irrip;ation !.Almost every year? No doubt there will 
be very few years when irrigation w.ill not be needed 
for grow 109 a successful dry crop P 

A.-My knowledge of rainfall in those districts is 
"erl' limited. 

Q.-You have said that in the cl\se of tanks the 
increpse in F.T.L. will be an advanta.o;e to compen
sate for the silting up that takes place P 

A.-Yes. ., 
Q.-I suppose you su~-ested it only as an alter

native to silting but In most CllSGS the tanks do 
not fill P 

A.-There are a number ,)( tanks which sur
plussed in 1935. 

Q.-Th('re are number of tanks which did not 
surplus ovon in ten yean., .s Porigi tank and BUell 
othersP 

A.-It did in 19311. 
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Q.-I am very glad to hear about it. I always 
understood that more water Howed over the eicut 
tha.n into it P 

A.-We were even frigbtened. a.bout the tank 
because it :filled up so suddenly. 

Q.-So you at least concede that the raising of 
F.T.L. would be useful for such ta.nks 8S are likely 
to be fiIled·P 

A.-Most tanks will be filled in good years in those 
areas. In 1935 even the 'Karekal tank which is 
about 6 miles from Hindupur did surplus for the 
:first time in 11 years. 

Q.-Do lOU justify an increase in the F.T.L. on 
account of that one tank P 

A.-No. 
Q.-As a general proposition I don'~ think :rou 

advise the increase in F.T.L.? 
A..-I advocated the raising of F. T .L. i.n isolated 

eases after a. thorough investig8Jtion. of a group of 
tanks] independently by itself and not to compen
sate lor the silting up. 

Q.-1n .coses where silting up generally takes 
place in tann, the natural corollary would be a 
demand for the increase of F.T.L. in order to camM 
pensate for the tilting up. Would that be of much 
use? 

A.-I 8J!1 advocating it in Salem district. 
Q.-There is no famine in Salem district. Does 

this not require prQper investigationP 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-8uppose many of the ,People now dpmand silt 

clearance (am not taking lUto account the sDlall 
removals which the ryots do in order to manure the 
fields), will it not be expensive P . 

A.-Yes. It is very expensive._ 
Q.-A.re you advocating the acqUisition of lands 

in the foreshore for depositing all th", silt P 
A.-I think in those areas in Bellary and Ananta,o. 

pur districts sufficient poramboke lands are availM 
able, in tht: vicinity of the t-anka. 

Q.-Where will YOU deposit all the siltP 
A.-In the rear ~of the bund towards the fla.nks. 
Q.-That will be still more costlr. I suppose you 

have not given much thought to thIS question P 
A.-I know in some cases it might cos1; even 

Rs. 8,000 for the removal of one million cubic feet. 
In most cases it is impracticable. 

Q.-Clearanoe of silt in supply cha.nnels. What do 
you think the neglect it due to? 

A .-For many reasons. The chief reason is non .. 
co-operation among the ryots. 

Q.-Even when it affects his own welfare? 
A .-He is not prevared to help if & particular 

thing is going to help his neighbour or "enemy. 
That is why I said the chief reason is lack of c0-
operation. 
Q.~1f it is a supply channel to th~ Public Works 

tank, wha.t do you do P 
A.-We call on the ryots to clea-r th~ silt and if 

they fail to do so, we invoke the aid of Kudimara
mat Act. 

Q.-Have you been' successful in ~etting the work 
done by the E'Ilforcement of the Kudimaramat Act P 

A.-This is the first time 1 am in charge of a. reguM 
lar division. 

9.-1s there any objection for selecting this for 
rehef workP 

A..-It is a very good relief work. • 
Q.-Hnve you ever had any objection for sfillecling 

this on the spot though it was an item under kudiM 
maramatP 

A.-No, Sir. 
Q.-8o all these supply sources and clearance of 

them find a place in your famine programme PAre 
you sure about it P 

A.-I am not sure. 
Q.-The standard of living in the Ceded districts 

is very low. Does it mean that the men have 8 very 
low stamina' P 

A. ,-I have Dot studied that subject. 
Q.-It has been suggested that the expansion of 

works often obscures the necessity for the real 
test for famine relief. What is your opinion? 

A.-In those a.reas after the harvest is over there 
would always be a. good number of ~ople ready to 
come for expansion of works. CertalDly it is not a 
teat. 
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Q.-You . would not resort to it as a preliminary 
for opening test works P . 

A -I believe under the Code that th,. should be 
adopted whenever there is. local distress and if 
people are docking ~ th,ese m large Du~bers show ... 
ing that the distress IS fa-1rly acute the thing we have 
to do is to convert these into test works and enforce 
test work conditions. 

Q.-You say you will start an ex.pfHlsion of ardi .. 
nary worksP 

A.-Not always. -
Mr. F. M. DOWLBY: Q.-How will you de.ide 

whether there is distress prevailing or not P 
A.-We have not got much to do with. it. The 

Revenue department-the Collector gets h,. reports 
from the Tahsildars and Revenue Inspectors and 
makes his own enquiries and he is to decide in 
accordance with the inform~tion received. 

Q -The question i. whether there i. really " 
nec~ity for opening relief wo!ks by starting ~t 
work •• traightaway or whether lt would be better if 
expansion of ordinary works were taken up before 
you begin test works? 

A.-My opinion is if the info~a.tion a.vaila~le 
with the Collector lead. him to thmk that the d.s
tr ... is going to be acute and ther~ is a likelihood of 
a famine it would be better to nnmedlately start 
with test worke. 

If his information is such that the distress' is not 
acute we can deal with the situation by the expan
Bion of ordinary works. 

Sri R. SmUANAlI.AYAN .. RAo: Q.-You leave it to the 
discretion of the Collector? 

A.-certainly. 
generally come a._It Able-bodied men do not 

early." What does this ,mean? 
A.-That was my experience. 

O.-What does that indicate? 
A.-l think it means tha.t they have still got BOme 

resources and that- the man would come last after 
Sending his wife and children to the test works. 

Q.-If able-bodied men kept away in sufficient 
numbers wha.t is the use of providing for women to 
carry H the earthwork" P 

A.-When I inspected one of the camp. I found 
more women and We had to provide for longer reliefs 
than was absolutely necessary. 

Q.-How e&n earthwork attract more men? 
A .-1. it the desire of the Code to attract more 

men P In a test work period a lot of discretion is 
allowed to the local officers under the Code. They 
oould ask a woman to dig and reduce the task. That 
is what we did in 1935. This could only be done when 
once the relief work is declared and not during the 
test period. 

Q.-What? Women under cl .... II would he asked 
to do digging workP 

A.-In some c ..... we had to ask them but we gave 
them a low task. 

Q.-You ha.ve made some remarks about the estab
lishmentP 

A.-Yea. The establishment provided i. very smaU; 
Q.-Do you have in mind a comparison with any

thing elae or judged by itself? 
A.y-.,J udged by the expenditure involved. 
Q.-In relief camps there is a certain amount of 

concentration of labourP 
A.-Yeo. 
Q.-Will it not be good to have some control over 

them in order to avoid the defects of false muster 
roll. being prepared P 

A .-The campa we had in 1935 wer .. spread out over 
a distance of 10 miles. There was one charge officer 
and two work agenta to supervise everything~ The,.. 
have a busy time. Sis thousand coolies were distri .. 
buted over 10 miles and not concentrated. Con
centration i. pOIsible only in big tank works. 

Mr. H. R. DoonA: Q.-You suggest the age from 
12 to 16. You think a boy of 14 will not he able 
to do the work qssigned to him fairlyP 

A.-The ag .. 14 and 15 is most important in a boy'. 
or girl's life. We cannot make them work heavily at 
that age. 

Q.-Not even the work of carrying the 10ad.P 
A.-I would rather prefer them to be 16. 

Q.-In your experience did you not lind that the 
establishment for yonr work is not easily obtainable P 

A.-In 1935 we got the· supervising establishment 
sufficiently quickly. But with regard to clerical 
establishment there was some trouble. As far as I 
remember the reason wa.s that the Government only 
sanction a temporary establishment on minimum 
scales of pay and the Superintending Engineer posted 
on my request permanent clerks. The Accountant. 
General objected. 

Mr. F. M. DOWLBY: Q.-Do you think when the 
supply channel to a tank is a natuMl stream as 
opposed to a river channel that the silting of the 
nat'll"al stream materially affects the .upply to the 
tanli ? 

A.-I don't think it will matsrially affect the supply 
to the tank. 

Q.-Have you any idea to what extent it might 
affect it? 

A.-I have not. 

Q.-You admit that it do .. not materia.!ly affect it 
unless the silting up is suffiqiently intense to divert 
the channel in other directions? 

A.-Y ... 
The CHAmHAN: Q.-Y01l refer to the enormous 

. employment that was bound to follow thl' Tunga· 
bhadra project. 

A.-At present the area is .parsely populated. I 
think the people would tend to come to a place where 
they are sure to have a living rather than live in & 
place where they have to starve. 

Q.-You think that people will oome when they 
acquire lands? 

A.-Yes and also a number of agricultural labourers 
would settle in that area provided the wages are suffi .. 
ciently attractive. 

Sri KALLua SUDD. RAo: Q.-May I know how long 
you were the Executive Engineer, Madanapalle? 

A .-Once for six. weeks in 1934 and again from 
November 1935 to the end of March 1936. 

Q.-I think you know there is an agreement between 
Mysore and Madr ... ? 

A .-1 remember BOmething of it. 
Q.-You know the Parigi tsnk which is the biggest 

tank in Anantapur districtP 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you know that the BUpply to the Parigi 

u.nk ha. been obstructed by the Mysore State? 
A.-I would not care to express an opinion because 

I do not know enough about it. . 
Q.-You know there are very many complaints abont 

this? 
A.-In a particular case in which I inspected &long 

with the then Chief Engineer (Mr. R. N. AyyangM) 
I found there was no cause for complaint at all as 
Mysore had stood by the agreement. 

Q.-Do you know the Bog&Bamudram tank also? 
A.-I do not know. I have .. en the tank but do 

not know anything about it. 
Q.-Have you examined the source? Have any 

complaints been reoeived by you? 
A.-There was no cause for complaint in the year 

when I was there because the tank surpluB8ed. 
Q.-The Parigi tank has no catchment area? 
A . -There is little catchment area 80 far as I 

remember. 
Q.-Do you know the details of the Pennar

Kumudavati projectP 
11.-1 do not know the details of the scheme. 
Q.-Do you think an investiga.tion of the possibi

lities of subsoil supplies of water both for the purpose 
of providing drin·king water and for irrigation in 
certain region would be useful, if it is a systematic 
surveyp 

A.-I am afraid I don't know much about the 
subject. 

Q.-In your evidence y.ou say H tl?-at the possibility 
of artesia.n wells. . . 18 very desirable." My aug· 
gestion is not only to improve drinking watAl'r facili
tie~ but also finding water for irrilZatioD Do you 
think an investigation would be usefulP . 

A.-Y .. , if that i. poBBible. 
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Q.-If suoh supplies are available for irrigation 
:you agree that the agricultural prospects of the area 
are bound to increase in certai.n areas 88 in the case 
of tanksP 

A.-It all depends on the supply available. 
Q.-Doil't you know the details of tho Tungabhadxa 

project P 
A.-No. 
Q.-Had you any occasion to deal with a project 

like the Torigailu project, which aJIects the Kadiri 
.and Pnlivendla taluks? 

A.-No. But I had occasion to deal with two small 
projects in Cuddapab district but nothing in Ananta-
pur diBtrict. . 

Q.-Sri Swaminatha Ayyar asked you wheth~r you 
consider that the ryots should be given the option to 
USe the water either for the wet crop or dry crop 
88 he liked. Do you think an". sIstem of irrigation 

'C8D. be formulated unless we decide beforehand whether 
the water is for wet or for dry crops or for both the 
extent of land irrigabls, etc. P 

A..-It is a very technical question which will have 
to be investigated. 

Q.-In your opinion a combined wet and dry scheme 
would be suitable for tha.t area? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you suggest that the Kumudavathi project, 

whether it is productive or not, in the sense the 
Government uses the word, should be undertaken 
~ven if it be beneficial only in ordinary years?" 

A.-It all depends upon the policy of Government. 

Q.-Aa a business man would you undertake to carry 
-out that project even if it is useful only in ordinary 
'yearsP 

A..-The pros and cons would have to be considered. 
I don't know about the _availability of water. Gaug .. 
ioga are being taken for&. period of five years and it 
will have to be decided after the results are known 
whether the work is worth taking up or not as an 
unproductive work. It is a matter for GoverD.Jltent to 
decide. 

Q.-You suggest all minor projects Bhould be taken 
up in view of the fact that they will be useful and in .. 
crease the resources of the local people against famine 
in a bad year. Do you put Kumudavathi project under 
that class even if it is not productive in view of the 
fact that it will be useful P 

A.-Yes, I think so. My idea is that if the unpro-
.t1.uctive money now spent on expansion works or these 
famine works is diverted for constructing ·Iuch pro
jects it would be very useful. 

Q.-Do you think the information contained in the 
Tank Restoration Scheme memoirs is enough for 
undertaking what you suggest under question 2 (b) 
~ii) in your evidence P Or whether you think a r~ 
Investigation is necessary? 

A.-l think the whole thing will have to be 
thoroughly investigated. 

Q.-Do you think the increasing of F.T.L. in regard 
to certain tanks or the improvement of lupply chan
nels or Borne other means of bringing in adequate 
'Supplies to the tanks should be taken up after investi
gation of B group of tanks in a basin and that it 
"Should be undertaken immediately P . 

A.-I thiuk it must be thoroughly investigated. I 
.consider investigation is necessary for the particular 
reaaon that if you raise the F.T.L. of one tank it 
affects the tanks below. I want a whole group to be 
taken up regarding any improvements proposed, 8() 

that every one will get proper dis~ibution of water. 

Q.-lt was suggeated to us that Collectors should 
have powers to enforce cultivation of auch portion of 
the ayacut as could be done with the aupply of water 
available in the tank P 

A .-1 think that was done in parts of Chittoor 
-distriot. 

Q.-Do you thiuk that the method is goodP 
A.-Yes. I think BO. It is a great pity to see water 

going to waste. 
Q.-Wby do you doubt that inereaae in the number 

-of wella will not meet the aituation if we can dig 
wella and get water P 

A.-The average- cultivation nnder a well is about 
1 or It acres. If we are to do anything to improve 
the situation generally, we must have lakhs of them. 

.Q.-cotton is extensively grown in the Ceded di .... 
trlcts and most of the yarn consumed by these hand .. 
loom weavers is generally imported from outside 
b~use there is no spinning mill there. Do you 
think the erection of a spinning mill will be helpful 
pot onl,y ?n providing employment for a few but also 
10 provIdmg adequate supply of yarn to the handloom 
weavers? 

A.-Really I don't know. 
Q.-ln view of the fact that the labouring and poor 

cl~es are not able to purchase cloths, the weavers 
will. not have the mea~8 to purchase raw materials 
agam to carryon thell" work do you think: that 
along with the opening of relief works, relief fo; 
weavers should also be started as provided in the 
Cod.? 
. A.-:It cannot be laid down as a rule. It requires 
Investlgatlon. . 

. Q.-I>o you think the .objective of the famine relief 
18 not m accorda.nce With modern. ideas regulating 
unemployment relief? 

A .. -It is very different from Western ideas on the 
SUDJect. 

O.-You J;m.ow in W~tern co~triea unemployment 
dores are gIven. Don t you think. that the agricul
turist who contributes directly to the coffers of the 
State should receive the same treatment or a better 
one to enable him to go back to the land after the 
distre~ is over and engage himself in agricultural 
operatIons I' 

A..-As far as I S88 what the Goyernment did for 
the people in ~e Ceded districts was ~ good, if not 
better than thelr normal standard of living. I know 
that the children fed in the kitchen during famine 
looked healthier than in normal yea.rs. I think the 
allowances we gave in 1936 were sufficient to keep the 
people without any suffering and without any decline 
in health provided they were properly_ used. 

__ Q.-Is it not a suicidal policy on the part of the 
Government to adopt this as the principle of relief
vide pa.ge (viii) of Introduction, Famine Code-in rea
pact of persons who are the backbone of the State 
in an agricultural country? Is it not the duty of the 
State to ensure them conditions which will avoid 
suffering as far as possible P 

A.-One does not want to make it too attractive 
lest abuses should creep in. 

Q.-Do you think it is out of date to retain this 
sentence in the introduetion? 

A.-My idea is that the rules should be sa stiff &I 
possible and then the State should be allowed as they 
~id in 1935, to z:elax some of them if they consider 
It necessary. 

q.-Would you think that this objective of State 
rehef should be in a modern Code? 

A .-1 don't think that the method can be changed 
very much at present because I found that the relief 
given was very good and far above what is actually 
termed here. 

Q.-You say that the existing standards might have 
to be slightly modified if famine were to break out 
in other districts. You don't- suggest any modifica-
tion for the Ceded districts P . 

A,-Because 1 find that the standard laid down in 
the Famine Code is as good as that enjoyed by them 
in normal years. 

Q.-Even if the standard >ill low in Ceded districts, 
don't you think a series of adverse seasons must have 
led to that low standard which must have lowered 
their stamina? 

A.-It is probable. 

Q.-Do you know that the conditions in the ex
tended programme of ordinary worb are not similar 
to those in the test works P 

A..-They are not •. 

0.-90 yon feel that the extended programme of 
ordinary works is not a sufficient test of the distress 
and you prefer test works to be immediately started.P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-D<> yon suggest that prolougation of the test 
period is not desirable P 

A.-I don't think it is desirable. 
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Q.-What i. the maximum perio~ yOl;l would J;?ut.p 
. A.-If the test discloses th~t fam~ne 18 acute, It 11 
converted into a relief work Immedlately. The Code 
does not want test works to be protracted. 

Q.-Do you think the Collector .hould be ~mpowered 
to convert 8 ·test work into a rehef one wlthout the 
orders of the Famine Commissioner P 

A.-It is ouly " matter of two day.. In 1935 we 
got telegraphic orders. 

Q -Have you had occasion tc! read the MacMichael 
Committee's Report on FamineP They make a 8Uggea.. 
tioD that during the periods of test, dependants also 
should be given allowances, that there should be no 
rest day and work should be done on all the days of 
the week. What is your idea? You suggest in the 
report ,of the Famine Administration" that the con
version' to relief works was particularly favourable to 
the dependents . . . for the dependents out of 
it." The same point is mentioned by the Mac
Michael Committee. Don't you think that giving of 
dependent's allowances and imposing other test, if 
you like to find out the real extent of distress is 
better in view of what you have yourself observed in 
that famine? 

A.-I am afraid 1 am rather sympathetic towards 
children. I know there is so much abuse. 

Q.-Don't you think that the rest day can be 
abolished altogether because th.y don't get rest day 
allowance? 

A .-N orma.Ily in .. test work th.re will be oDly one 
rest day. If there is real distress in an area the 
normal period of- -test is only fifteen days. I don't 
think that ma.tters vary muoh. We allowed them to 
work on rest day in 1935 and paid for it. 

Q.-If both the parents attend the work you don't 
mind giving allowance for the dependent during the 
test stage? 

A.-I think the whol. thing will have tc! be enquired 
into by the local Revenue officers. 

Q.-Yon .ay that the addition of one pice tc! the 
acale in force in 19.'l5 was enough? 

A.-We found it adequate. . 

Q.-Do you think it i. better to give that one pice 
separately rather than incorporate it into the scale P 

A.-Yes, I would. I will give them the normal 
thing first and when they -clamour for something extra 
then the additional pice should be given. If it is 
incorporated the people will not realize that the 
Government have been generous. 

Q.-Had you occasion to look into the grain equiva.
lent system and how it was arrived at, whether it is 
on a scientific basis or is it based on a practical exp&o 
rience P This grain equivalent system takes it for 
granted that the prices of other items mentioned here 
fluctuate proportIonately with the price of grain, an 
1l89umption which may prove false or true. Do you 
think it is better that we calculate the cost of eaeb 
item and settle the wage rather than 'COnvert it into 
a grain equivalent P 

A .-1 don't think there will be very· much differ
ence.. I don't know enough about it. 

Q.-Under section 112, page 135, where you pre
scribe for short work wages, you 88y it is not necessary 
to change the section 112, in your written evidence. 
Don't you think that a certain minimum wage should 
be fixed Or do you consider the wage fixed in the 
Code is a minimum wage? 

A.-We never paid less than the rest day allowance 
during the relief ~eriod. That was during the relief 
stage and not during the test. 

Q.-That meanl!l there was a minimum wage. Don't 
you think that during rainy weather if the work 
has to be stopped owing to caUSeR beyond the worker'. 
control. that they .hould be giv.n the full wage for 
the day? 

A .-1 don't think so. If you have any sueb thing 
there will be perpetual abuse. 

Q.-no you pref.r metal breaking to earthwork 
eapecially (lurinp; the test periodP 

A .-Yea, I have given the reasons in my evidence. 
Q.-nOJI't you think the earthwork task must be 

1 .... n.dP 
A.-No. During the test period men do not come 

Gut. Firet-clo88 workers neVer oome. 

Q.-In the hot season it is very difficult to do 
earthwork. After the rains it is easier. Do· you 
agree that in the hot season the task for earthwork 
.hould be rednoed P 

ll.-I don't think .0. It i. only one-third of the 
ordinary labour. I think suitable scope given in the 
classification is enough and that there is sufficient. 
discretion to the charge officer for olassifying them. 

Q.-Don't you think the rest day a.Ilowance should 
Pe ,somewhat more tha.:n the ordinary allowa.nce P 

A.-I don't think he needs 80 much" on a. rest day 
as on the day on which he works. 

Q.-You have given an instance of how a maistri 
can make up the accounts. Don't you think it is. 
better that the supervising agency is different from 
the distributing agency? Now the maistri gives the 
task allowed by the overseer, checks the task, etc. 

A.-Th.re is the work agent and the charge officer. 
Q.-Th. person who distributes the wages should b .. 

different, say, an assistant to the charge officer. 
A..-There is a cashier. 
Q.-I want a maD of equal status as the cbarge

officer who will pay wages and check maistri's work~ 
A.-It a.I1 depends on the .upervision of the work 

agent and the charge officer. 
Q.-Don't you think that some responsible officer is 

necessary? The object of the famine relief is to assist 
tiJ.e di.tr .... d? 

A.-If the people who are alr.ady employed-th& 
charge officers, the work agents, the Revenue Divi ... 
sional Officers and all inspecting officers-if they do 
their work properly it could be controlled very well. 

Q.-Mr. T. A. Ramalingam Chettiyar asked you a 
question about long distances and reduclion of work. 
Don't you think it is a hardship for a person to walk: 
more than 21 miles to come to the" workspot and com. 
plete the task set -for him? 

A.-No. In ordin&ry times the labourer walks such 
distances. 

Q.-You were telling Mr .. Chettiyar that people from 
one village are put in one group. But often it does 
not occur. People coming from dllferent places are 
put together and made to work. 

A.-As far as possible people from the same village 
or the same locality or from neighbouring villages are 
put tog.ther to work. 

Q.-Some amount of energy is involved in walking? 
A.-Yes. It is true. 
Q.-Is it fair that people coming from different 

distances should be asked to do the same amount of 
task? 

A .-The camp doctor might be con.ulted as to 
whether a reduction in the task is necessary. . 

Q.-The camp doctors have got much work to do, 
and most of them are young men, fresh from schools 
and not with much experience (I don't blame them) P 

A.-If any deterioration in health is detected, the 
task could be reduced. 

Q.-I think in the year 1891 the Madras Govern
ment allowed 24 minutes for walking 2j miles., Don'. 
you think that .uch a thing would be helpful? 

A.-It would be another concession. 
Q.-Wbat do you thillk of concentrating the workers 

in the camps? 
A.-That is a good idea. 
Q.-Have you got any idea of the evils connected 

with such concentration camps? 
A..-1 have not got much experience. 
Q.-You know in the famine a worker is forced to 

absent himself from the work on account of illness. 
Unless he is an in-patient he is Dot entitled to any 
allowance. It was only when this was brought to the 
notice of the Famine Commissioner the dependent's 
allowance WB§. ordered to be given P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-There i. nothing in the Code. It is only an 

interpretation of a particular section or an executive 
order? " 

A.-I don't remember anything about this in the 
Code. 

Q.-A provision at least for rest day allowance 
should be made for the worker when he is prevented 
from attending the work on account of illness on a 
certificate from the doctor or the village munsif P 

A.-Yes. 1 think that was the practice in 19M. 
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Q._I think it was an executive order. 
A.-Yes. 
Sri SAlIo"EARA RBDDI: Q .-In Bummer the midday 

hours are ver:v hot, and a man cannot be made to work 
for three houl'S from 12 to 3. Is it not reasonable to 
reduce the task P . 

A.-It is a matter for local officers an~ ,the !am,lne 
Commissioner to consid!,r it if local ~n~ltlon8 JU.8tlfy. 
I do not think there IS any necesslty for makmg a 
definite rule for It. 

Q.-What is the duration of woz:k in s~merP -
, A -The duration is 8 hours wlth an Interval of 

2 ho~rs-12 to 2. Many of them actually did the work 
set for them bi~2 o'clock. 

Q.-Will they be allowed to go home if they finished 
the work set for them P . . f h 

A.-You a"l'e going against the condItIons 0 t e 
relief schemEr. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAlfINATBA ,AYTAB: Q.-Wh~n 
you combine the long-distance people and shortHil8-
tan(,-8 people to do a work and if as suggeste~ the long
distance p~ople were allowed some concession, would 
not the short-distanoe men be asked to do a greater 
amount of work? ~. 

A .-1 think it is a very complicated question. 
Q.-It is perfectly open to you. It is oDly all 

adjustment. - h 
A. .-It is a difficult thing for the charge officer were 

to begin aod where to end. 
Sri H. SITAR"MA RBDDI: Q.-YOll have referred in 

your writtml evidence to the bot ~hat the rates and 
allowances laid down in the Famme Code ~ompare 
very favourably with the standard of .wages l~ th

th
06e 

areas. I think you are well acquamted With 6 

normal standard of livingP 
A .-Only by enquiries. . 
Q -Do you know that buttermilk forms" very vital 

part of the food of .the ryots and the class of people 
that come to the famine relief campa? 

A.-Yes. 
Q -You say that you mnde enouiries about the 

usu~l pay of the agricultural ~arm servants aot 
various places and you found tho.t. l.t w.1\S Rs. 30 per 
annum. I>id you make any enquIries I'D Bellaryl' 

A.-My enquiries were confined to Penukonda and 
Hindupur. • 

Q.-III that figure the average you obtained from 
your enquiries in several places or what 30U. found 
in one place P . ' 

A.-In the places where 1 enqUired 1 found lt to 
be BO. • 

O.-For your information may 1 teU yo.u that in 
BeHary dietrict and in Alur taluk partlc:ularly & 
permanent fa.rm labourer of the type mentioned by 
lOll is not bovailable for less than Rs. 50 per ~nnum 
In addition to olothing and two seers of grain per 
day P 1 am one of ,tboae who employ such ser-
vant. P . . I Th' A -I do not know the conditions In Bel arr· IS 
is ~hat I have learnt in Penukonda and Hmdupur 
taluk.. ' 

'rhe further examinat.ion of the witness. WBB, post.
poned to the 18th August and the examinatIOn of 
Dr. Passmore was taken up. The following i!'l the 
further oral examination of the witness on the 18th. 

Sri Kon RBDDI: Q.-I think you win agroe with 
me that the best way by which we can help the 
Ceded districts out of this famine is really to develop 
nIl the irrigation sources to the fullest extent POSSl-

~P .. 
A.-Yes. Generally I am of that oplnton. 
Q.-In that. connexion you will also agree with 

me that the usual standards that the Government 
require with rl"gard to returns should be relaxed' if 
really aU the irrigation 1I0urcea have to be develop
• dP 

.4.-1 don't quite' understand you. 
Q.-With rellard to the returns from the. irriga

tion projects the Government have a certaIn l?er
oentnge. ordinarily 4 to 6 per cent on the capital 
outlay. Certa.in irrigation projects are given up as 
they are found to be unremunerative from the Gov
ernment standard F-

A .-It is for the Government to decide.. 
Q.-l\Jy sult~tion is that a project is remune

rntive if it pays the in~rest on the capital outlay 
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phm· the maintenance charges; and the reve~ue 
derived under the project need not be taken. mto 
consideration. Such a project a.s I have mentioned 
would tend to increase the wealth of the ~untry 
and that should he the real standard by whIch tho> 
n-munerative character of a project is to be judged?-

A.-It .11 depends upon the policy of the Govern~ 
ment. 

Q.-As an Irrigation Engineer. what is your per
sonal opinion? 

.4..-1 do not think my personal opinion matters. 
at all. 

Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar intervened 
at this stage and asked Sri Koti Reddi what oxaetly 
he wanted the witne..~ to answer. As an Engineer he 
was to carry out the orders of the Government and 
follow the procedure laid down by Government irres
pective of the productivity or non-produC±ivity of the
project. The witnE'SS also &aU that· he only carried 
out the policy of the Government as f8ll' as he coulo.,. 

Q.-The Tungabhadra project is not likely to bene
fit all the parts in th-e Ceded districts and parti
cularly the arena that are now affected by famine. 
What would you suuest for those areBs which are 
not benefited by the Tungabhadra project? Do you 
think that the present irrigation projects, ma.jor 
and minor, are quite enough or is there a possi
bility of developing the irrigation rettv-urcee? 

A.-I do not know the Ceded districts very well. 
I have not studied the question at all. 1 was oon
nected only with famine relief. 

Q.-Do you think that apart from takinl! up biy; 
projects it ill necessary to take up small mmor irrI
gation projects also, in order to develop tho irn
gation resources to the fullest extent in the shape 
of wells, tanks and supply channels P -

A.-There are already too many tanks in certain: 
taluks but the difficulty is to fill them. Generally 
speaking. it _will be of DO use to build any mor& 
tanks. The one thine: necessary is to maintain the
spring channels ali far as possible and get the ryots. 
to olear away the silt and utilize the water when-. 
ever they couId. '. 

Q.-What do you think of constru~ing minor tanb 
if there is a possibility of doing so in famine-6ffeoted 
area-s? 

A.-I know only certain areas which are affected. 
by famine. 

Q.-Is it not worth while maintaining tanka or
constructing Dew tanks if only for the purpose of 
conserving the subsoil resources or the flood water· 
even tbough it might be that the tanks get filled up 
once in two or three years? . 

A.-I think the existing resources are Buf6ci8Jlt 
for the needs of the people. The process of con
serving the waters and the level of the subsoil sr& 
aU expensive. They could be done only if the ques
tion of finance- was waived. 

Q.-Do you feel that· wherever possible the con
struction of wells could usefully be employed. either
by helping the ryot or the Government themselves 

·undertakiJ!g to dig the wells? 
A .-As I have said in my report 1 do not consider 

that digging of wells either bore-weBs or open 
weBs can materially improve the agricultural ope
rations in this area. 

Q.-Why do you think soP 
A.-It may bellefit a few individuals and not the

entire population. There are very poor results with 
the existing wells. It may help water-supply for
domestic uses. 

Q.-It is individuals that constitute big m&s8es?, 
A.-Again it is a queston of economica. 
Q.-Coming to the Tungabhadra project, I believe-

you are well 8.CCI.uainted with this project? 
A. -I have only a general idea, but not a detailed 

one . 
Q.-Vou have said that a combined wet and 

dry cultivation will be more useful in the Ceded dis
tricts. With regard to Tungabhadra project, under 
the .Mackenzie scheme, exaetly the same suggestion 
was made. You know Uere are some areas which 
aro commanded by Tungabhadra the soil is red as 
well as mixed, and thef are capable of wet cultiva
tion. With regard to olack-ootton soil I think you 
have no e.."tperienoe. of irrigation of blackweotton 
1I0ils? ...... 

A.-No. 
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Q.-(:an you suggest any method by which you 
.could regulate the quantity of water requll'ed for 
black-cotton soil P • 

.4..-1 have not given much thought to It. 
Q.-Do you kn?w anything about the\rain-m"ker 

. aystem that is belng gradually undertaken lD West.. 
.ern countries P 

A.-I don't know anything about it. 
Q.-DurinlZ; the last famine some. village W:O~k6 

were taken with the help of non-offiCIal supervision 
-but mostly they were road works. Do you agree 
with me that the road works should be the last and 
not the first during the famine relief? 

A.-I think preference should be given to irriga
tion works. 

Q.-What about the village works P 
A.-If irrigation works cannot be taken up, the 

'Village works should be taken up. 
Q.-Though the Code allows it irrigation works 

are not taken up to the extent possible. That is 
"your experience P 

A.-In Bellary we could not take up any irriga, 
tioD works because there were nOlle available. In 
Gooty, Dharmavaram and Penukonda. taluks we_ to~k 
up irrigation wor~ as far .88 possible, and ,!e ~hd 
"0 in 1935. One dlfficulty 10 that at the begmnmg 
.stage of the test work it was ra.ther difficult to 
.organize labour but once we got to the relief works 
we transferred the labour to the tank works and 
we did as much ta.nk. work as we could in the affect
ed areas .. 

Q.-You agree with me if I say the one difficulty 
or officers to take up irrigation works is section 78 
of the Code? 

A.-That refers to new irrigation works. My 
experience of 1935 shows that it did not stand in the 
way. 

Q.-With _regBrrl to b~i1ding construction, so~e 
amount of skilled labour 18 necessary. As a Public 
Works Department Engineer. you have an idea of. 
the money spent in famine relief. From your point 
of view is it an economic problem P 

A.-As far as I remember I worked out figures. 
The ar.tual cost of work done during the famine 
relief without including the establiehment charges 
would be four to five time. the rate of the public 
Works Department contractors. -

Q.--8o it is extraordinarily high. 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Don't you think that the building of a Gov

ernment building, a school building or other build· 
ing and house construction in villages though it 
may involve employment of skilled labour, is fap
more useful P 

A.-Y .... 
Q.-With regard to skilled workmen, the lD1lSons, 

-even those people have to be employed during a 
famine, though not by the ryot at least by the 
Government? ~ 

A . -We do not- prevent the masons coming to 
the relief works. 

Q.-The amount spent in reconstruction of a 
whole village or in taking up other small village 
works useful to improve their sanitation and hea.lth, 
will this not to be more useful than the present 
works? 

A.-I think it is a question worth considering. 
Q.-A number of people who come to th~ relief 

works do go to their homes to the villages during 
Bights. Is it not BOP 

A.-Most of them. 
Q.-Can IOU RUl(gest a method by which their 

energy coul be better spent instead of walking back 
long distanCAR. Is there any way of inducing the 
people to remain in the famine camps P 

A .-The best thing i. to l~ave the people to do 
what they like. The Government are very much 
mostly interested in the welfare ef the people than 
in the amount of work done. 

Q.-Is it possible to induoe these people to live in 
th6 cnmps? 

A.-Let the "eople do what they prefer. Let there 
\Ie no compulSIon. 

Q.-It i8 not compulsion but some inducement that 
I am speaking about P 

A.-We do not prevent them from halting 3n tbe 
lamine oampa. A few remained iu fact. 

• 

Q.-At least those landless labourers could be 
induced to settle on the camps if better accommo
dation is provided? 

A.-Aa far as I know, many people prefer to live 
in the villages . 

Examined by Sri R. SUBYANARAYANA &0: Q.
At present we have to wait for the Subdivisional 
Officer to come and issue orders. Supposmg Bud· 
denly a. strike occurs on a work. Immediately the 
Revenue Divisional Officer can run to the spot but 
the Subdivisional Officer may be travelling at the 
other end of the famine area.. By the time he 
comes~ the Revenue Divisional Officer and the Tahsil
dare who are on the I:Ipot, can run up to the place 
and set right matte .. and in doing 80 they might 
issue certain instructions to the chaorge officer. 
How iH the prestige of the Subdivisiotral Officer or 
the Public Works department affected, if the instru()A 
tions given are clearly only in the interest of the 
administration? 

A.-It is not a. question of prestige .. It is a. qUe&
tion of discipline and organization. I made a refer
ence to it in the administration report of 1936 because 
some trouble was caused by unnecessary interference 
in a few cases. The charge officer should not have 
too many masters to obey in carrying on his daily 
work._ 

Q.-Do you think then that in emergency cases 
there is no objection to the Revenue Divisional 
Officer issuing instructions to the charge officers? 

A..-No, not in a case of real emergency. 
9.-ln the Code, kitchens a~e attached to tho> 

rehef works but the kitchen establishment like the 
superintendent, -etc' t are appointed by the Revenue 
Divisional Officer wnile the control reats with Sub-
divisional Officer. It is not dual control? 

A.-The Publio Works Department officers posted 
for famine work have no local knowledf2ie. But the 
R.evenue Divisional Officer is in that diVision and he 
will know the proper men for posts like the kitchen 
superintendent. He is merely appointing just as the 
Service Commission appointe candidates. This at
rangemen~ worked well in the pnst. 

Q.-Is there not certain overlapping of the duties 
at present and is it not better to give the Revenue 
Divisional Officer full control of the kitchen and 
make him responsible P • 

A.-So far &8 I am. concerned I Mn of opinion 
that the methods of procedure Jlrescribed in the 
Code are perfectly in order and all that is required 
is that they should be followed. during the course of 
the famine. I don't desire to make any change in 
Code. 

Q.-The ultimate power of punishing a charge 
officer now rests with the Collector. He maT agree 
with the Subdivisional Officer or' not. So you think 
in emer~ency cases there is no objection to the 
Revenue Divisional Officer issuing instructions on 
behalf of the Collector to the charge officer? 

A.-I have DO objection in a case of real emer
gency. 

Q.-Don't you think that the kitchens also should 
be tran~ferred to the Public Works Department? 

A.-On the requ1t;itian of the charge officer or the 
Subdivisional Officer or Executive Engineer. the 
Revenue Divisional Officer will post the staff re
quired. 1 found tbat the procedure worked well 
in 1935, as regards kitchens. 

Q.-Don't you think that the kitchen superintend
ent who has to supervise the feeding of over 1,000 
persons should be a much more responsible man than 
the one the Code prescribes P 

A.-I think it- was a lower division clerk who was 
posted for such work. 

Q.-Don't you think that in view of the responsi
ble work devolving on the superintendent, RH. 35 is 
not a big sum P 

.4.-It is not a big sum. But we found lower 
division clerks did the job quito aatisfactorily. 

Q.-The Government have r~ntly reduced the 
pa.y of these superintendents. It is now R8~ 2s-8S. 
Don't 'Vou think that the original scale should be 
re!ltored. in view of the importance of the work P 

A .-1 would like a lower division clerk to he ap
pointed if possible because there is some hold over 
him and he hopes to rist;) up in the service. 

ABDUL RAWOO:r SAHIB Bahadur: Q.-Is it not 
better that tho utility aspect of irrigation works 
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.should be taken into considera.tion when undertak
ing famine relief works P 

do the work. But it is desirable- to keep it as low 
ad possible. 

A.-As fp.r 88 possible, yes. 

Q.-May I know wha.t distance would enable the 
.charge officer to have effective control of the work 
agents and maistriaP 

A.-We found that charges extending to 15 or 16 
miles could be successfully looked Btter, provided tbe 
.charge officer and the work agents are prepared to 

Q.-Wh,.t is hiB optimum distan<:e according tc;. 
you? 

A.:-It all depends upon the persons in charge of 
tho works. The charge officers need not check every 
gang every day. .He bae two or. three work agents 
in a big charge. 

a.-You don't want to fix a distance? 
A.-No. 

Dr. R. PASSMORE, Nutrition Expert, was examined on 17th August. 

Copy of the letter of Lieut.-Col. Shortt, Surgeon-General and of the report., pf 
Doctor Passmore, Nutrition Research Institute, Coonoor. 

Doctor Passmore of the Nutritional Research Institute, Coonoor, has lately toured in 
some of the famine areas in Bellary district and has gone very carefully into the question 
of nutrition so far as it relates to the children and -dependants of workers in the famine 
camps. I am· forwarding herewith a. copy of his summary of observations made during 
the tour together with certain recommendations with regard to suggested alterations in 
certain. sections of the Famine Code, viz., sections 116 and 128 (a). I am in complete 
agreement with the observations of Doctor Passmore and think that the suggested altera
tions would make for considerable improvements in the diet of the famine camps. As 
regards supervision of relief, the District M;edical Officer and the medical officers on ~elief 
work would appear to be concerned chiefly with sanitation and the treatment of the sick 
and carry out their medical work efficiently. They are not concerned with either the 
buying or the distribution of food or with the supervision of the kitchen. These duties 
are carried out by the charge officer. As these charge officers cannot claim to be experts 
in DuLntion and as neither the Collector nor Famine Commissioner are likely to be able to 
advise them in this respect, it might be considered advisable to appoi!lt a supervisor for 
each famine area. He should be a medical man, possibly of the status of a Civil Surgeon 
but young enough to be able to undertake continuous travelling in famine areas in order to 
visit each camp regularly and he should be experienced in the general examination of 
children and especially in assessing their' nutritional condition. He should be responsible 
for the actual regulation of diets, seeing that they comply with the provisions as laid down 
in the Famine Code, ,either as now existing or as modified as the result· of Doctor 
Passmore's investigation. These remarks are merely made as a· basis for discussion by 
the Committee and I have no doubt that any further information required on the dietary 
side could be supplied by the Nutritional Research Laboratory, Coonoor. 

ENCLOSURE. 

I. Summary of Obs.rvations. 
1. Only dependants were examined, and no conclusion can b. drawn from this report of 

the aLate of health of the actual workers. 
2 .. Five separate meals were seen served. 
3. They were all essentially the same. In eac'h case the,:ation of grain (chol .. m) served 

was apparently adequate, and in compliance with the Code. In no single case was the supply
of oil, pulses or vegetables adequate. MlWjjIochiidren received only a thin soup with no solid 
vegetable. At the best they only obtained two or three small pieces of brinjal or onion, an 
am'Junt markedly below the Code standards. No green leaf vegetables were seen in any meal 
or kitchen. 

4. In all, 1,175 ehildre,n were examined. The presence of gross emaciation, of xerophthalmia 
{a vitamin A deficiency), of angular stomatitis (a vitamin B·2 deficiency) and of skin disease 
wpre l:lOked for. No case of severe emaciation was seen, and, although scabies and impetigo 
ware common, no skin co,ndition directly attributable to dietetic defects was found. Sixty-five 
ilblldren (5-5 per oent) had angular stomatitis, and 899 (34 per cent) had xerophthalmia. 

5. The ohildren had all b.een !l--4 mon~hs i.n the c"!"p. As xerophthalmia is only produced 
by severe prolonged lack of Vltamln A, whICh IS essentIal for ;normal growth of children, it can 
safely be concluded that the lack of vegetables we observed was generalized, and had been 
present for several weeks. 

1I: At the mom'ent there i~ no evidence of a'widespread lack of any vitamin' of the B group. 
In thlb resp~ot ~he Bellary ~hildre,:, aro: fortunate. to ~e in a district where the staple cereal is 
c~ol~~, whICh IS c,?mparativel;v .nch In. these. Vl.tamms. Should a famine occur in another 
.h.trlct, and the relief he admlDlstered In a slIDllar manner except that rice be substituted 
for oholam, the oondition of the ohildren would be much wo;'e. 

7. The co.nditions under which the food was served were often unsatisfactory. In some 
sbeds, the ~oors were dirty, and some children did not have a plate and were eating from 
filthy clothing. Adequate provision was not alwaY'! provided for drinking with the meal. .,. 
Many of the food. sheds were a long way from the kitchen sometimes as mUGh as six miles 
The food was earned ~m the kitohen in bullock carts and was ;not always adequately covered 
and plotected for the Journey. 

8. No attempt was made at any of the camps to separate the children into their cliff t 
age gl\'ups and to feed them accordingly. Indeed it was obvious that with the staft ~rt~ 
.. ucb a procedure is practioally impossible. " ava a e 

9. It is olear that children cannot maintain satisfaetory health and rates of d I t 
.uoder the conditions of relief as we observed them. eve opmen 
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II. Di8cus8ion and Recommendation8. 
The present Famine Code for the Madras Presidency was drawn up and publisbed U. 

1914 ir. the light of experience gained in the terrible famines, at the end of tho last century_ 
At th~se times the loss of life from actual starvation was enormous, and it was the primary 
duty of the relief to prevent this immediate and appalling mortality. The same conditions of 
emergency now undoubtedly exist. If no relief were provided, there would still be a large 
mort"lity ss the direct result of starvation. But there is a further factor which must be 
tl,ken into account, when considering any modification of the Famine Code. It is not o,nly an 
emergency measure to save life in times of acute catastrophe, but also a system of relief which 
is frequently in action for lo,ng periods. Thus a small infant in the famine district in Bellary 
h... the prospect of facing three or four famine periods ea\)h of about six months' duration 
bebre reaching adult life. It is possible, even probable, 'that such a child will be fed at 
relief works for as much as two years out of the total period of childhood. A diet, which 
Ullght be adequate to stave off tbe immediate possibility of starvation, is not necessarily 
suitable for growing children over such long periods. The fact that approximately 35 per cent 
of the children, in the Bellary camps have signs of deficiency disease shows that the relief 
given is not sufficient to maintain them in a reasonable stat" of health; such a diet does not 
provide enou~ nourishment for growth or, adequate protection against infectious diseases. 

From our observations in the famine ar .... we have two specific recommendations to make. 
The first consists of the redrafting of the part of the Code dealing with the scale of relief for 
dependants in section 128 (a). The second is that more adequate supervision of the Code be 
provided. Each of these recommendations will now be considered. 

Scale of Telief faT dependantB-(a) ClaBaiJ cation. of dependantB.-It was stated in a. 
summary of our observations that no attempt was made to separate the children into their 
age groups and to feed them accordingly. We are of the opinion that it is a practical 
impossibility to separate the dependants into six classes and serve six separate rations 
WIthout an enormous increase in organizing staff. At the moment the size of each individual 
chlld:s helping depends on the whim of the coolies serving the food. It is recommended that 
dependants be separated into three classes instel1d of six. Although on paper it will then 
appear that the relief is being distributed less accurately according to individual needs and 
phYSIOlogIcal requirements, in practice there should be a great improvement. For the present, 
SUbdiVision into classes was never applied to any camp we saw and obviously never could be. 
Whereas the subdivision into three classes could and should be enforced with reasonable 
accuracy. 

We tberefore recomm~nd tbat section 116 of the Code be amended as follows:-
116. On admission dependants shall be classified as follows:-

ClaBo IV.-Male and female adnlts, and all children over,'tbe age of 9. 
Cla.s V.-(a) Children between the age of 5 and 9. 

(b) Children between the age of 1 and 5. 
(c) Children under 1 year. ' 

(/I) The gTain equivalent.-It is recommended that the grain equivalent be abolished 
at least for dependants. It is essential that the cost of relief should be based o,n the price of 
v~getabie. and other foods in the local market. For examples, at the moment a child aged 
12-14 should get under section 128 of the Code~ 

Grain on or Condlw 
Uraln equivalent. itom. Pulse. ghee. BaIt. Vegetables. mente, 

etc· 
!'OLAR. ·!1'OLAS. !l'OLAB. 'l'OLAS. 'l'OLAS. T aLAS. TOUS. 

60 32'5 4 1-7 1'0 8 1'125 

With current prices in the Bellary Bazaar the grain equivalent is 9'5 pies per day. The 
gram item 6'2 pies and the pulse item 1'13 pies. This only leaves 2 pies over for vegetables, 
salt, <Iii, condime,nts, etc. Whilst it is possible that under favourable conditions this might 
be "d~quate, it is undoubtedly usually insufficient to purchase the items in the Code. This 
indeed, was a oomplaint, which we heard several times from the camp authorities. It is 
probable that tbe 2 pies per child although not adequate under present conditions in Bellary 
oan soen go a little further than it does at prese,nt. 

Coincident with the alteratio,n of seotion 116 of the Code, there must be corresponding 
ohange in section 128 (a), which it is suggested should now read as follows:-

IV. DopendOllts over D years 
of age .. 

V. (a) Dependants ov~ 6 to 
9 years of age 

(b) D"""ndrnto ovor 1 to Ii 

OnlD. 

TOLAlI. 

40 

30 

-. 
'rOL&.S. 

6'0 

3'0 

Items In TotaL 

, .011 or Salt. 
gbee, 

TOLA8. TaLAS. 

1'26 

1'00 

y....,.. of age • _ 20 2'0 0'76 0'75 
(0) Under 1 Cash dol._ 

Vegetables 
IDClud-

IDg 
onlollL 

TOLAS. 

10'0 

7'S 

6'0 

Oondlments, 
tamarind, 

elO. 

TOLAlI. 

1-25 

0-75 

0'76 

This differs from the present Code in the abolition of the grain equivalent, and in the 
reduclion in the number of classes. There is also a slight increase in the supply of vegetables. 
It i, also recommended that at least one-quarter of the vegetable ration should be in the form 
of green leafy veget"hles. 

It sh~uld be realized that the recommendation of the above diet sohedule modified from 
the present Code cannot be a souroe of satisfactio.n to the nutrition worker. It contains no 
first-~ass protein, and children reared on it will not reach their full size, or acquire an optimum ' 
pb,Y""lue. The schedule represents no permanent standard or ideal; it should be taken as II 
purely temporary compromise with the economic oonditions. The best that can be said for 
It is, tbat, if aooepted e,nd put into practice, a marked improvemant on the p_t condition 
of Clbildren in the Bellary famine oamps would result. - . \ 
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Oral evidence of Dr. R. Passmore. 

Examined by Dr. R. ADISESIIAN: Q.-You say that 
only dependants were examined. by you, Can any 
conclusions be drawn from your report about the state 
of health of the actual workers? 

A.-No. 

Q.-If cholam is the staple grain, the calorific value 
of the food of class II workers, who do about two
thirds of a normal task, is approximately 2,200 cal()o 
ries. Do you consider this ration adequate? 

A.-An mtake of 2200 calories per day is not com .. 
patible with the carrying out of hard physical work. 

Q.-The rations given in the old table give, a pro
tein intake in the case of class I of approxlUlately 
90 grams and class II approximately 70 grams per 
day. Do' you consider this adequate? . 

A.-Yes. I do not think there is a serious protem 
deficiency in the present schedule. 

Q.-Do you think that the deficiencies, wh.ic.h you 
noticed were due to the fact tha.t the quantl~les a.c
tuaUy distributed were less than those prescribed In 
the Code? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Is this shortage due to the ~oney avai1~bl~ for 
the 'other items,' after subtractmg the graIn Item 
from the grain equivalent bein~ inadequate to pur~ 
chase the full quota, since the prices of ' other items ' 
and grain are not in any way correla:ted? 

A.-This is discuSBed in my report to the Surgeon
General I have made with prices obtained from 
the Beliary bazaar a. rough. calcul~tion showing the 
inadequacy of the gram equivalent In cash to buy the 
complete food schedule. 

Q.-You state that 65 children had. a.ngul&r 
stomatitis and about 400 had xerophthaiDn& out of 
1,175 children exam~ned: that.is 35 per cen~ of the 
children. Do you thInk that this percentage 18 .eXce&o 

sive? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-In paragraph 7, you refer to the manner of car

rying food from the kitchen to the camps. I, myself, 
noticed that during the transport these moulds caD 
be broken up and, when they ar~Q taken into the camPi 
the big man may get the small mould and the sma! 
man tbe biRi mould .. Would it D<?t be more conve
nient, espeOlally taklllg tJ:1~ practlCe ~f. the people 
into account instead of bollmg the gram and puttIng 
it into moulas to make chappatties P The transport 
will be easier and cleaner, and also the people are 
accustomed to take their grain in the form of chap--
pattiea. • 

A.-If the cholam can conveniently be made. mto 
(:bappatties, it would be a good thing to serve ItJ as 
auch. 

Q.-Could the dietetic value of the food be improved 
by having a proportion of the puLses, say about 10 to 
l01.f:<r cent, germinated P 

.-Yes, this will certainly raise the vit~jn (Ion
tent of the diets. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHlNATHA ATTAR: Q.-Can 
the grain item as such, be reduced a little so as to 
allow an increose in the • other items,' keeping the 
total eost within the Bame limits P 

A.-No. I would not recoD)mend a reduction of th.e 
grain item. ft8 this would seriously reduce the calorl· 
fio intake. -

Dr. R. ADISBSBAN: Q.-The fat item in class I is 
only 47 p;rnms, and in class II only 27 grams 
approximately. Do you think that amount of fa. 
adequate? 

A.-Yes. I know of no signs of ill~health attribu~ 
table to a fat intake of this order. 

(f.::"'You have made a suggestion that one-qua.rt.er 
of the vegetnble ration should be in the form of 
green leafy vegetnbles. The charge officers report 
thn.'h it is almost impossible to get any green leafy 
vegetables. wm you suggest any other substitute 
or any practical solution P 

A.--=The green leafy vegetables supply over half the 
amount of vitamin A activity. Vitamin A lack i8 
the most serious deficiency in the diets ap.d. if the 
leafy vegetnbles are goin.g to be eliminated com· 
pJE'ooly. it will be t'ery diffic..'ult to raUe the vitamin A 
activity. ' 

VOL. n-S3 

Q.-Is it po.aible to reduce the shortage of vita
min A by including in the diet a small proportion of 
red palm ·oil P Is it an economically BOund proposi
tion? 

A.-That might be -possible, but the oil has an un .. 
pleasant smell, and would be unpopular. If it is pos
sible to get deodorised preparations, it could be used 
with advantage. At the moment, I think the use of 
red palm oil might be tried experlDlentally on a. amall 
scale. I would not recommend its widespread intra. 
duction at present. 

Q,-"'A suggestion has been made that, in 80 far 88 
the supervision of food arrangements is concerned, it • 
would be advisable to have a medical man appointed 
for the purpose. Do you think that there would be a 
greater improvement over ,the exi$ing state of affairs 
if the food regulation is gi1l'en to an officer of the 
Health department? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-In order to avoid controversy due to the sug

gestions of the nutritional experts not being capable 
of adoption, do you think it would be advisa.ble to 
appoint a sub-committee, consisting of a nutritional 
expert, an officer of the Health department, and a 
regular -administrator. to draw up a dietetic table 
lVhich will be worka.ble and which willi as far as P()800 
sible, conform with the latest know edge of diet&
ticsP 

A..-Personally I would be willing to serve on -such a 
committee, if appointed. 

ABDOOB RAwooJ' SAHIlI Bahadur: Q.-The children 
have to walk 5 OT 6 miles to receive their meals at 
11 a.m. Will this not tell upon their health? 

A.-I would advise the reduction of distances to a 
minimum, and suggest that as many sub-kitchens as 
are economically possible should be set up. 

Q.-Wbat is the normal distance which a child of 
5 can walk without injury to his heaJthP 

A.-It is impossible to give a definite answer to 
this question. 

Q.-Do you suggest that an earlier hour for serving 
the meal would be better? . 

A.-Yes, but I do Dot think this a very serious 
point. _ 

Sri R. SURYANABAYANA RAo: Q.-You say in para· 
graph 1 of your summary of observations that no 
conclusions can be drawn from this report of the state 
of health of the actual worker. 

A.-This is true; only dependants were examined. 
Q.-Had you occasion to examintt from the scale 

of allowallees for the different items, whether they 
give the necessary calorific value and vitamin content 
to meet the needs of the individual worker P . 

A.-Class I in the schedule gets in all 2,860 calories, 
which is probably adequate for the conditIons of work. 
This point has been discussed by Doctor Aykroyd in 
rcommenting on a letter irom Lieut.·Col. C. M. Gana
pathi, I.M.S., to the Surgeon-General with the 
Government of MadraS. No. 803·2/V-S, dated Srd 
July 1936. My opinion is that there Is no serious 
deficiency in the present scale in- calorific value. It 
is the lack of sufficient quantities of protective foods 
that is important. 

Q.-The League of Nations Commission's report 
states that during pregna.ncy a woman requires 2,400 
calories and a. nursing mother 3,000 calories. As ra-
gards the pregnant woman, she gets a wage, which 
should enable her- to get 2,600 calories, and I think it 
meets the requirements. 'As regards the nursing 
mother. she does not get the required number of cal~ 
ries because she only gets the wage plus one pice. Do 
~ou think that this quarter~anna will bring up the 
aeficiency in the number of calories? 

A.-A quarter-anna could purchase about 20 tolns 
of cholam, which would give about 800 calories. This 
will bring the calorific value up to the required level. 

Q.-When your predecessor visited the famine areas 
in 1935, he wrote. an article in the Indian Journal of 
Medical Research about the diet in the famine kit
chens and pointed out certain defects. As a result 
of this and the Surgeon~General's insistence, Govern
ment revised the scale. Bas this in any way im
proved the condition of the children P If not, why P 

A.-This is an important question. I visited the 
famine area with Rao Sahib Dr. B. G. Krishnan, BD 
experienced member of our staff, accustomed to 
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examining children. He also accomt:!8':1ied Doctor Q.-Can you suggest a formula, so as to enable th~ 
Aykroyd in. 1935. He was of . the OpinIOD that D.O ' other items I to be cooked together and distribU1 
improvement h.sd taker 1?lace .l~ the general, cond1- to all classeep 
tiOD of the ch.ildren. ThIs OpIniOn agrees with the 
objective finding that the incidence of xerophthalmia Dr. R. AD18BSBAN: Q.-As the soup is prepared ab i 

35 per cent was approximately the same in the two present, it will not be possible to avoid inequitable, 
years. 'I'he fact that ·the Increase in the schedule has distribution. If instead of a soup, a more concen';~ 
resulted in no marked improv.ement -in the condition trated stuff or better still & chutney combining aU the 
of the children is duel in my opinion, to the conti- ingredients could be made, then it could be lQeasured 
nued use of the grain equivalent and inadequate out. , 
supervision of the kitchen and stores. The CBAlRHAN: Q.-80up can be made to one for-

Q.-You 8Uggest a new classification. Would it mula, and can then be distributed with three different 
bring about any changes in the diets of these sized ladles. That would meet the requirementa. 
ohildren? Can a formula be given for that? : 

A.-The suggested new classification would make Dector Passmore agreed to prepare a note on (1) ... 
no very great changes in the diets. It would, how.. diet scale for workers as for dependants, and (2); 
ever, simplify very greatly the administration and a common soup for all cl.assee of dependants

l 
and to, 

supervision of the relief. submit them to the Ohairman. t 
• Q.-Do you think a child over 9-years would oon- In reply to .. question, witness said that the coo1>. 

sume the same quantity as a male or female adultP of supplymg buttermilk made this suggestion impoa"; 
A.-A boy of 10 needs as much food as an old man. sible with the present scale of ,elief. ~ 

The adult dependaIl'to are mostly very aged and do no , 
work. Sri T. A. Ramalingam Chettiyar asked whether he'· 

noticed any deterioration in the health of the workers 
Q.-Do you think that the diet prescribed by you after he last risfted the famine works. ' .. 

will satisfy most of the requirements? 
·A.-It is not an ideal diet, but, if introduced, it Witness replied th .. t he had ouly visited the works, 

will remove many of the present deficiencies. My once. The Chairman suggested that it would be very~ 
views OD this point are given in my report. useful if he could pay a second visit and report whe-
. Q.-Had 'you occasion to find out how this grain ther there had been any deterioration during the 

equivalent waa reached at any timeP interval. Witness said that .he would consider this, 
A.-1 don't know ita history. suggestion. J 
Q.-The 'grain equivalent' system poetu1ates that STi K .. KOTl RBDDI: Q.-Do you think the prosentl 

the prices of other items fluctuate proportionately to scale gives sufficient nutrition to keep the workers, 
the price of the grain item. Is this not soP thoroughly fit for work in -the future? Is there the' 

A.-Yes. As it is the grain equivalent system is slightest chance of any ph~ical deterioration taking j 
very unsatisfactory foo de'p"ndants. But with a r... place, which will stand in the way of their Ordinary! 
duced number of classes, It would Dot be difficult to work at a later stage? 
work out at regular intervals the price of the whole A.-1 agree with you that, if possible, there should I 
relief for each class of dependants. be no physical deterioration in the camps. I have I 

Q.-Ca.n you provide a Bcale for the workers 88 you pointed out the,deficiencies in the diet, and mad8J 
have done for the dependants? There. is a Buggestion, certain suggestions. But these are only an economic,: 
to raise the age-limits for classes I and II a.nd to compromise. A further improvement in the scale, 
make class III inc:lu de persons between the ages of would be necessary to insure agains.t any possibility" 
12 and 16 inatead of 12 Bud 14 (page 31. s ... 'ltlon 97). of physical deterioration. This point is discussed in i 
But under your classification there will be a con1lict my report. i 

between cl&88 III and class IV. Q._ Where greens have to be got from I~ng dis-! 
.4..-1 have not considered class III in my Buggas- tances, they get dried up. Do you think the nutri .. 1 

tiona. tive value will be ).2ssened thereby? I' 
Q.-If an upp~r ag ... limit i. fixed, will It be ·po&- A.-To a small extent only. The greater part of 

sible taking for granted the abolition of the graIn the nutritive value of green leaves ia retained '1 

equi:aIent to prepare .. scale, similar to that for the during storage. 
depeDdan~ in the ca.ae of workers of classes :L II and Q.-In the case of nursing women, Bome special , 
III. food is required. Do you think that this extra pice 

A.-This could certainly be done. It ie, however, would be sufficient for this purpOse? 
absolutely certain that the relief given to the workers A.-With the present prices the extra pice will . 
will be in cash and not in kind. So BUch a scale buy sufficient grain to provide the extra calories 
would never actually be put into effect. needed, but it would not provide the extra amount of 

Diwan Bahadur N. Sw AHINATIU ,ATYA.B,: Q.-I vitamins and calcium. which are essential for normal 
want to know whether a readjustment Qf the arti~le8 health during lactation. The nursing mother would 
in the famine diet could secure t~ ·m&XLmum ~lorifi.o benefit more, if a larger dole was available to provide 
value. My point i. that you mi~t be able to mere... a hetter type of food. . 
one item and decrease ano~h~ Item l!O ~ to get the 
maximum calorific value WithIn the bmlt fixed. Q.-Does it make any difference in the dietetio 

A.-The most calorific substance is grain. value if food is served hot or cold? 
Q.-I want to know,whetlier, within the. limite la~d 11.-No significant difference. 

dowD here, it 18 pOSSIble to get a greater calonfio Q.-On the present scale, if a portion of the rations 
value by altering the proportions of the ingredients. tliat are now allowed to the parents has to be shared 

A.-It would be possible only by increasing the with their children, would you consider the diet to be 
grain. This would involve a reduction in the amount very defective for the workers? 
of proteotive foods, and aooentuate the already big A.-Yes. 
deficiencies in vitamin A and calcium. .The calorifio Q.-Supposing a worker works six days and takes 
mntents of the diets are already oomparatively ad... rest on the seventh day, do you expect him on the 
qUflte. rest day to eat less, or should he be allOWed the same 

Q.-Are you latisfied that tbe ingredients of the rations a. On the work da.y P 
dieta are in the beat proportions within the limits of A.-There i. no reason to .~ect him to eat I .... the Code. -r 

11.-Y", The Committee rose fDt' the day. 
18th A. ug'U8t 1938. 

The Committee reassembled at 10 a.m. in the Board's office with Mr. C. A. HenderdOn 
in the Chair. The following members were present :-

Mr. F. M. Dowley. 
Sri Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar. 

K. Koti Reddi . . , 
.. Kallur Subba Rao. 
" R. Suryanarayana Rao . 
.. T. A. Ramal;ngam Chettiy~ 
.. N. Sankara Reddi. 

Abdul Rawoof Sahib Bahadur. 
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Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Secretary, was also present. After the further oral examina.
tion of Mr. A. A. Smyth, JYIr. C. O. Wilson, Chief Conserva.tor of Forests, was examined. . 

Written evidence. 

SECTION I. 

M.easures for the prevention of famine. 

1. In my opinion there is no doubt at all that fa.mine could be mitigated in the 
Ceded districts by extensive reafiorestation. I refer to this in greater detail under 9 (e) 
below. 

9. (a) (j), (ii) & (iii) Major irrigation.-I havt' no suggestions. 
2. (b) (i) Minor irrigation and ,w'ells.-The destruction of forests throughout the 

Ceded districts is no doubt a major cause of the decrease in the water held in tanks and 
wells in the area. 

9. (b) (ii) I 'fould suggest reafiorestation which will certainly prevent silting up of 
the minor irrigation sources. 

9. (b) (iii) The failure of minor irrigation sources when the monsoon fails will be 
less if the surrounding country is covered by forest growth, as it has the effect of retaining 
moisture in the soil, instead of allowing it to run off in floods, and evaporate from the 
bare soil. . 

9. (b) (iv) I have no suggestions. 
2. (c) Contour bunds.-The formation of contour bunds in forest areas has had the 

effect of retaining moisture in certain localities. 
2. Cd) Dry farming.-I have no suggestions. 
2. (e) Afforestation.-AiIorestation should have a marked effect on decreasing the 

severity of famine. Of far more importance, however, would be the prevention of the 
destruction of the forests in the first place. Such destruction though gradual is already 
proceeding in the case of many of the panchayat forests in the Bellary and Anantapur 
districts. In spite of reports to the effect that the.lle forests are working well, I am 
firmly of the opinion that this is rarely the case. 

Reafforestation could be undertaken both as a. famine relief measure, to give employ
ment to the unemployed, and also as a measure to mitigate the severity of fa.mine when 
it occurs. 

Aij a famine relief measure nurseries could be raised on smaJ.l suitable areas of land 
where water was available for the purpose. It should be noted that for suc'h forest 
nurseries water requirements are sma.ll. At the same time the ground could be prepared 
in the area. to be planted up, in anticipation of the end of the drought when the seedlings 
raised in the nursery could be planted out. 

As a. measure for the mitigation of famine, reafforestation could, in normal seasons, 
be put in hand on a. large scale along smaJ.l and large water-courses and strea.ms where 
a.t present there is little or no growth: 

The effect of forest growth on water-supply is to retain moisture in the soil whence 
it graduaJ.ly flows to stream-beds and tanks, instead of running a.way, often in the form of 
floods, immediately after the l'allfall, as it does when there i.s no growth on the ground 
and no leaf fall or humus to act as a. sponge. 

It is not easy to recommend the correct species to plant for the purpose in view 
without examining the terra.in; but it is possible that cashew (A nacardium occidentale) 
will grow in the Ceded districts as it will grow in most' soils; it is worth trying since, if 
it will thrive, it would be the best species possible to plant, as, not only does it cover 
the ground well, but aJ.so it has a. prolific leaf fall which can be used in normal seasons, 
for a. limited time each year, as an efficient leaf manure; and further it produces a. nut 
that is an excellent food in itself, and prC?duces it prolifically. The wood can also be 
used as a fuel when the trees mature. 

Another species that j,t should be possible to grow without difficulty is Cassia siamea 
produces a food, and the fruit is saleable, but it has a disadvantage th .. t shrubs and other 
small growth will not thrive under its shade. 

Another species that it should be possible to grow without difficulty is cassia siamea 
which is a good fuel species, js almost indestructible by even the most improvident villager, 
and yields an excellent green leaf manure. . 

Another useful species to plant in tank-beds and on bunds would be the common babul 
as its leaves are a. favourite fodder for goats, and the timber is useful for house-building: 
and the smaJ.ler wood for fuel 

, 

J 
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. Avaram or tangedu (Cassia aurioulatal can also easily be raised in these distrists, and 
it would, as well as covering the soil, produce an excellent tanmng material, which could 
be used by the local populace as a cottage industry in the preparation of goat and sheep 
skin for the market. • 

If serious proposals to start reafl'orestation are entertained, a considered scheme can 
be prepared by the Working Plans Circle of the Forest department, if it is still" in 
existence. 

2. (f) Alternative sources of erwployment-(i) Lar~e-scale industry.-The production 
of frames for slates, and also fOI" pIctures, on a conaIderable scale would be possible if 
either Government or any private interest were I!repared to finance such a scheme. The 
timber required is availahle in sufficient qnantities in the Kurnool forests. 

There is also a vast supply of grass in these forests from which a paper pulp of fair 
quality can be made, again if Government or private enterprise is willing to finance the 
project. . 

(iil Cottage industries.-Paper-making from these immense supplies of grass could, 
I understand, be undertaken also as a cottage industry on the lines advocated at Wardha. 

;M;aking slate frames could alao be undertaken as a cottage industry if the local 
authorities, or some public-spirited private individual, were prepared to erect and operate 
small portable sawmills for the purpose of supplying the necessary sawn sizes to the 
cottagers. " 

2. (gJ I have no suggestions. 

SEOTION II. 

Purposes and principles of famine relief. 

3. I have no remarks. 
4. Chapter II of the Code -Preliminary Measures.-I.have no suggestions. 
6. Chapter IU-Period oj observation and test.-I have no suggestions. 
6. Chapters IV and VI.-I have no suggestions . 

• 
SECTION III. 

Scale of diet. 

7. I speak with diffidence as this subject is outside "my province, but I have recently 
been in communication with the nutrition experts at the Pasteur Institute in Coonoor, 
in connexion with the diet at Borstal institutes, and I am informed by them that the 
most crying need of the pooreD population of South India is a supply of milk; they tell 
me that powdered milk if given regularly has nearly as good an effect as natural milk, 
and that the cost of a sufficient ,!uantitJy amounts to only As. 12 per month per individual. 
Further, if expenditure on this scale is impossible, they state that a sufficient supply of 
calcium lactate (half a gram per day), which though not of such high food value as 
powdered milk, is nevertheless of very great value. would <::ost only half an anna per indi-

\ vidual per month. I suggest that the supply of either powdered milk or calcium lactate 
might with advantage and without greatly increased expenditure be added to the diet. 
I would he glad to see it distributed in lieu of part of the money wages earned by workers, 
and also as a free distribution, to children especially, and to others who cannot work. 

S. (a); (b), (c) & (d).-I have no suggestions. 

SECTION IV. 

Size ana. nqtllr8 of famine works. 

9. I have no suggestion!!. 

SECTION V. 

Famine works of m<Jr8 appreciable benefit to the Community than stone-breaking. 

10. I would suggest reafforestation in the first place. as suggested in 2 (e) above. 
In the second place I would su~gest the consideration of ,making silage from the 

" enormous supplies of grass aVailable m the Kurnoal, Cnddapah and Ansntapur forests. 
Whether such silage would be pala~a?le ~s fodder for clI:ttle would ~ave to be teste~ exper!
mentally in normal times, in antlC,IpatlOll of t~e amv.J of. fa",lme. I am ha~ng thIS 
~one as s forest operati.on on a B~ftll s~ale, and If the suggestIOn IS approved. I will report 
the results to the Famme CommIttee m due course. -
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Silage should be made from green fodder, it need not be only froin grasses bilt the 

ieaves of such trees as are ordinarily browsed by cattle can also be used; it is probable 
tbat in time of familIe the grasses in the forest would be dry, and it wo"ulJ therefore seem 
advisable that the making of silage as fodder should be undertaken directly the approach 
of senous drooght is anticipated; or even it might be well to manufacture in normal 
s"asons, and hold stocks, of such silage in large quantities, in anticipation of shortage; 
silage will keep for two years or more if properly prepared and stored. 

The provision. of watering piaces for cattle m torest grazing grounds, where they 
del riot already eJtist,lil accordance with an approved programme, would be a most beneficial 
famine relief work which would be of great value to the local Jl'<lpulace in normal times. 
Detailed schemes for such work will be drawn up if reqilired. 

Another beneftci.d form of work that coWd. be rindertakel;l ui the forests is road 
eOn~tfuction and idiprovemeilt. Forest roads, thongh pnma.rily· tor the extraction of 
forest produce, are nevertheless of great benefit to the sl1J:rbTiIidlilg population. 

SElmON.:VI. 

P:ipa7l$ion of the ordinary pro!J1lunme. 

ii. Urider section 3S-A, I have no suggestions tQ make beyond. those made in 
cCI'tinexidn with the IIimiUfacture of silage referred to above. 

Under' section 212 I have no suggestion to make.-

SECTION VIT. 

lleiliiCtion 0/ exPenditure on fa'liiihe estdblishrrieiit. 

i have no 8uggestioY,~ to make. 

Oral evideiici/i. 
"'-];:xamined by ADDllL. RA WOOJr Smm Bahadur: 

Q.-Are you of the opinion that panchaoyat forests 
are not working satisfactorily And all of them. must 
be t>.ken. over by the Forest department and made . 
reserv;; 1orest8 P 

A.;.....Torest department is not' supposed to have 
any control over ,the panchayat forests'. at all.: 
From reportS .. I hays heard, I understia:nd that tJ.!.ere 
are very few panchayat fo~ whi~h: have J?Gt 
deteriorated but I am not m a posltlOn to give 
any definite' opinion ~ ~he matter. __ ~ughl:y spea.k
in~. there were so~e 3,9<)(1 square mIles 0.£, forests 
"'hleN were given BWliY to the panchayats ID abou~ 
1923--24. If those 8,000 aqUare mil .. can be t>.ken 
back by the Forest department ~t would ~ an 
excellent thing, but it would require an addltlOnal 
Conservator of Forests, who, is an officer on high 
pay, because 3",000 square miles wo~d. cons.tit~te 
" _ circle, and it would need five or 8lX DlStrlct 
Forest Officers. 

q.-These forests are Dot concentrated in one 
place? . .. . 

A.--:-No, But w~ can read/'ust, It, would be '& 
good' th'lJ'lg it the pancbayat orests were put back: 
unde·r the ,Forest department and & great deal spent 
on teaftoresf.atioD, 

Q .. -Don't you think that there would. be corre
spo,nmng b"enefit for the expenditure involved P 

A.-Yes, without doubt. 
Q.-Have you definite reports to the eflect that 

in these areas under the control of the forest pan
cha"ats, trees have been out and removed? ! 

A',-I have no evidence before me 9bich I can· 
prodnC8 before the Committee. I have been informed 
by various people well qualified to speak that in a 
large number of cases in these panchayat forests the 
growth haa deteriorated. The qua.lity has deterio
!ated and the amount has decreased. Personally 
I canu'ot see how it could have been otherwise. 

Sri H. Srro\Ro\,.. RDDDI:. Q.-8ince you aay _you 
litere in Bellary Circle, I believe you know the Moka 
res~rve forest P 

.I.-Not very weD. 

Q.-Woll'<'I it not b6 ~od to erlend that forest 
all alclni( tim banIta of the iIagat; P 

A.-Yes. that typ, of forest. 
VOL. n~ 

. 9·-'-WoUl~ it ,,1;0 ii.ttl tb aoiDe extent to mere .... 
ramfalL in the district? -:

A.-No. 
Q.-What wiD be·the purpose served then? 
A.:-~t would oonsel!"e th~ ~ainfalL It woUld, not 

iitcrease the faU of ram .. _ The .leaves that faU from 
the trees, the decayed f9rm of which is called hum~ 
and the shade of trees would prevent evaporation 
of the ~ater: It would sop.~ into the gr.ound and 
be retaIned lD.stead of rt1J::Inmg away in a. flood as 
it does when there is no growth au the ground. 

Q.-In, Bellary district t.he~ a.re ~vera.l areas of 
rf?Cky sod where. you find It IS not possible to grow 
bIg trees but only small shrub-like things. Can yoq 
suggest any particular species of trees which cali 
be grown on such soils? 

A.-In certain forests which look as though they 
are, fu4 of bo~ders, enormous trees can be grown. 
Whde ll! certaIn, others where on the surface soil 
Y0ll: don t ~ boU14ers you cannot grow anything. 
It 19 probable that In those forests you are referring 
to, ~t, would be possible to grow real trees but at 
consIderable expense. 

Q.-Do you think it .. <raId be better ~ examin& 
these a,reas before rea1forestation is taken P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You Say tlult it. is possible that cashew wiJi 

grow in the Ceded diStriota. Do you think it can 
be gro!,'n aU alon~, the Hagari river? I believe it 
grows In sandy soil. 

A.-Cashew is grown in sandy Boil in Tinnevelly 
in .laterite soils in South. Xanara and Travancore~ 
W~ have planted cashew 1D the ,pooJ; rocky Boils of 
Chlttoor and the trees have grown for four or five 
)lje&!'S and #lave produced a rather inferior fruit 
Therefore it is probable that cashew can be gro"'; 
weU .Io!>g the aagari river in BelIary dlstrio1> 
though I can't be certain. It is certainly worth 
makmg an experiment. 

Q.-In paragraph 7 of your evidence you aa~ .. that 
the m06~ crying ,need '. • • milk." I believe you 
agree WIth me that: the present wag.. paid to th& 
w~kers In the falluDe do not provide for any BUch· 
~h1Dg, and the !tInount of money allowed iii the Code· 
IS only. for .brdmary food. May I take it that· it is 
your VIew that the necessary additional money should 
be added te the scale to provide for milk P 

4.-Tbat. ,S a. difficult 'luest,on to answer I 
don'.t kno,! the amount of money that is Spe.D.t OD 
famine rehef. 
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pe needed for cultivat!on. which is, m.ay be of greateJ ! 
u;nporta.nce. Where It 19 not requIred ~or cultiva-'* ' 
tlOD, or other lmpo~a.nt purposes, I would strongly jI ; 
advocate reafforestatioD. t 

Q.-If there is no provision al!eady for milk do 
you think that it should be proVIded for P 

A.-Yes, it wo)lld. be a .very good thi!,g. I hav.e 
been in commUnlCatlon WIth the nqtrltlOD authorI
ties and 1 understand that .. supply of calcium 
lactate half a gram per day, would gIve the children 
half the nourishment that e oz. of milk would give 
them and that it would cost under ODe anna per 
head per month. 

/ 

Q.-You say silage will keep for two years or 
more if properly prepared a.nd stored. Do you knQw 
anything about it P .. 

A.-I don't know anything about silage person
ally. \Vhen I was at Boau a. month or two weeks 
ago 1 was told that silage kept in pits uncovered 
must be eaten quickly, lest it should decay, but so 
long as it was kept sealed it would last for two 
years. We are making experiments with lantana. 
as well as with grass silage. But we do not yet 
know whether cattle will eat it when we have made 
it. I have no exact knowledge of the nutritive 
eHoct of lantana silage. It might have a bad etrect 
on cattle, but we are experimenting on a small scale 
to find this out. 1 have giveninstructioDS to the 
Conservator of Bellary to conduct experiments with 
grass silage, and to the District"Jforeet Officer, Salem 
North, to try lantana silage. . 

Examined by Sri R. SUBYAN ...... YANA RAo: Q.
In reply to a question you said that the existence 
of forests does not promote rainfall or incr&a.se 
rainfall but I see that Mr. Richmond has quoted 
in his report some evidence to show that there is 
some effect on the rainfall p .. 

A.-There miJZht be an increase of 0·5 per cent. 
The increase, if there is Bny, is so low that the 
majority of the &xperiments that have been made 
by scientific people have shown negative results; 
One or two very carefully controlled e~eriments 
have shown a very small increase in rainfall, possibly 
of 0'5 or O'S per cent. But that would be over 
a large area. Over a small area in one particular 
place afforestation mi_ght cause precipita.tion and so 
show a heavier rainfall there but that might detract 
from the rsAnfall a little further off in the same 
locality. 

Q.-In view of the indirect benefits of forests 
on the economic ~rosperity of 8. place, such as ia... 
crease in the mOIsture, retention capacity, would 
you advise that this destruction of forests should 
be prevented at .. ny cost P 

A.-Yes, most decidedly. 

Q.-Do you think that during the l'ast 10 or 15 
years there has been a great deal of dlS&fforestation 
in the Ceded districts? 

A .-1 understand "disafforestatioD." to mean 
that Government have thrown out of the reserves 
certain forests which were reserved before. Do you 
mean that or do you mean destruction of forestsP 

Q.-I mean both? 
A.-There has been a certain amount of disreser

vation and certainly a great deal of. destruction. 

Q.-You mention that' the destruction of forests 
throughout the Ceded districts . . •. in the area.' 
.can you lI&y whether it is due to disafforestation or 
general destruction P 

A.-When I made that remark I was thinking of 
the destruction of forests in the CedOd districts 
<luring pOBBibly the last 500 to 1,000 years that has 
resulted 80 largely in the 10 .. of water. But in the 

1ast 10 or 15 years there has certainly been destruc
tion of forests, to what extent I cannot say. There 
has also been disre8&l"vation by Government, but 
I cannot think of. an'y specific instance. I can get 
the details, if required. . 

(I.-You have suggested that" the failure of minor 
irrigation Bources--fore&t growth. U Do TOU advo-
.caUl, sa one Collector, did, what is called ' foreshore 
plantation n and the reservation of all poramboke 
lands for plnntation rather than for assignment. in 
order to increase supplies to minor irrigation 
sources? 

A.-The reaHorestation of the foreshores would 
"llot have a great effect unlees it extended consider
ably further than the for.shore. A small belt of 
trees would not have much eHect; a big helt of trees 
.. onld help a great deal. . 

Q.-Wherever Government land is available you 
.. ould like that to be oonverted into forests? 

A .-Reafforestlntion would certainly help minor 
irrif,tation. But I would not advocate that all wnste 
land. &bould be given for this purpose. They may 

" Q.-You .. y that .. the formation of 
bunds . . . in certain localities. II Is 
opinion that in certain other localities it 
been very successful P 

~Dtour.i1. 
It your 'I; 
has not .'. 

A.-Yes. 
q.-You gave up contour bunds in the forests 

because they we~e no good. Is it so P . 
A.-Yes .. It 18 probable the Agricultural Depart

meJ?t are domg con:tour bundlDg on a more scientific 
basIS a,,:d are getttn/! good results. It might be a 
good thmg to start It again in th~ forests. I h8 ve 
seen good results from contour bunds in the foreat 
but .the expense was coDsidered to be out of pr~ 
portIon to the benefits derived, and it was stopped 
many years ago. 

Q.-Were they maintained in good condition? 
A.-The bunds we made were across hollow place! 

and small streams, especially where erosion wae 
threatened or had started; the result was that the 
wash of the water carried leaves and silt into the 
spaQl!S above the bunda .. nd filled them up. We 
hopoa that forest growth would appear- in the 
improved eoil behind. these bunda, but aa thQ result. 
were generally InBIgnmcant and the cost consi. 
derable w~ le~ 01£. There has been a lot of contour 
bundlDg m BIhar and Oriss",. There haa been a 
great deal of talk .and counter ~~ in Forest jour~ 
naIs on the questIon whether It Increases rainfall 
or not. I don't believe it does. 

Q.-You are of opinion that, in spite of official 
repo~, the. forest pan~yats instead of conserving 
and lmproVlng forests ID their charge, have caused 
destruction P 

A.-Yee. 

Q.-Do you think .the r"<:,,nt ~ppointment of the 
Forest Deputy Tahsildars IS gomg to improve in 
any way the management of -these forest panChaYBtaP 
. A.-Most uulikely. 

Q.-Why do you say so? 
A.-Som.e rudimentary knowledge of forestry is 

necessary In order to control these forests and make 
suggestioDJi. Conservation of bad forest and more 
especially the improvement of denuded areas 
req~ires an even ~igher ~owledge of forestry than 
does the conservatIOn of forests full of good timbe~. 

Q.-Are . our C~lIectors competent? Are they 
we!! acquamted WIth fo~P 

A.-l do not think there IS any Collector who is 
well acquainted with the principles of forestry. 

, Q.-Sup!>Osi!,g "Ranger is lent to the forest pan
chayats, will It not be of more help for im'proving 
the forest panchayat system than the appomtment 
of the Deputy Tahsildars? . 

A.-If a good Ranger is selected it would be a 
very great advantage. 

Q.-You think in that case perhaps the exist
ence of the forest panchayats may be continued P 

A .--Greatly better resulte would be obtained if 
they were placed under the control of the Forest 
Department, provided sufficient extra forest estab-
lishment was provid~d. ' -

Q.-lnstead of creating extra forest officers, will 
it not be poasible to have these Deputy Tahsildars 
replaced by th~ Range Officers of the same grade 
and in addition the District Forest Officers act in 
an advisory capacity to the Collectors P 

A .-It would be better than the present system. 
I think it would not lead to any great im..prove
ment as it would not be possible for the forest 
officers in addition to their normal duties, to visit, 
inspect and control these large extra areas 0: 
forest. . 

Q.-'-ln view of the importance of forests in these 
areas, do you think whether these panchayats could 
be abolished for some time at least, 8&:Y. till the 
forests are restored to the position m which they 
were once? 

A.-It takes 15 years to destroy a forest and 
nearly 100 years to make one. 

Q.-Even if your suggestion is carried out, it 
does involve extra staff, &t least one for each dis-
trict?' . 

A.-It involves the creation of considerable extr .. 
staH if it is to be done 0": a large scale. ' 
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VOLUME II-A.PPENDICES 

Q.-You have suggested in your written evidence 
that in the programme of famme works re--afforesta
tioD and making of roads in forests may be included. 
May I take it that at present the Publio Works 
Department and the Collectors do Dot consult the 
Forest Department when they prepare the famine 
programme? 

A..-I do Dot know. I have not been in a famine 
·circle for a very long time. 

Q.-You think it would be good to c~nsultP 
;I.-Yes. 
Q.-You suggest that on the tank: bunds and on 

the hunds of channels, the Publio Works Depart
-menl and the Revenue Department should grow 
tamarind, babnl and other -trees. In that caSe whose 
duty it will be to maintain them? 

A..-l do not know whose duty it is. 
Q.-I think in the case of Publio Work. Depart.:' 

ment tanks the Public Works Department must 
grow thdke trees and in the case of minor irriga
·tion tanks the Revenue Department. Is it not 
.necessary that it. should be laId down as one, of the 
functions of the department P / 

A.-I think it should be laid down. 
Q.-About thangedu, do you think that tbe waste 

lands in Government areas should be assigned 'or 
leased out to people who want to cultivate them 
instead of allowing them to lie waste P Some people 

·may want to grow thangedu P 
A .-Why do the local peopl& grow thangedu P 

Q.-As a. commercial crop. The bark can be used 
.for tanning, the leaves as manure and also thQ 
flowers are used for some kind of drink BDd the 

-cultivation of it also does-not. require much atten
tion. (But the Director of Agriculture told me 
that thangedu also required a particular kind of 
soil to grow.) 

. A.-In that CBse waste land can with advantage 
:be given to private individuals for the formation 
of thangedu plantations. Thangedu will grow 
-readily on very poor soils. The Forest Depart-
ment co.n advise os to the best and cheapest method 

-.of rrusing such plantations. They will liave a bene-
.ncial effect on water conservation. , 

Q.-Mr. Viswanatha Ra.o bas suggested that as 
there was not enough of that kind of ·timber which 
·is required for frames for slatee and -'pictures in 
the Nallarnalai forests, the Forest Department 
should grow that timber in those areas. Do you 
think there is already enough timber suited for 
this purpose P 

A..-There is It ~reat deal of the correct variety 
-of timber growing lD those forests. Much difficulty. 
in transport is met with as the timber grows scat
tered over extensive areas and the cost of transport 
:to the place where it could be sold is therefore v~ry 
high. That is why in some cases frames are lJD
'~orted from Calicut and even Japan. 

Q.-What can be done to grow that timber in 
sufficient quantities P 

A.-It is doubtful if it would be advantageous to 
grow such timber, &8 it is useless for any other pur
pose and therefore, when the plantations were 
mature th~ timber could Dot be sold except to the 
manufacturers of. slate frames, who could thuB be in 
a position to dictate their own terms. Furthermore 
by the time such timber becomes mature, some 20 
to 40 years hence it is quite likely a substitute for 
wooden slate frame (e.g., perhaps I'Jlbber) will have 
been introduced. 

Q.-If the timber is at present in sufficient quanti
ties why does not the Government start a small 
factory to cut it into small sizes and find out a 
market as in the case of sleepers P • 

A..-The timber available may no~ be ~Uffi.t?181!t 
for starting a factory on an economlC ba~ns; It 1& 
"lIlore a matter for private enterprise. If private 
contrf\Ctors take it up we can give them the timber 
-at definitely coneesslonal rates to foster such an 
industry. 

Q.-I think state aid may be given to such an 
~nterprise P • 

.t.-This might be done but I am not in a POSI-
tion to express a. definite opinion. • 

Q.-In reply to my friend you have sugnsted 
-either C$.lcium lactate or skimmed milk could be 
given. Do you think that at least a pa.rt should 
be added in the diet scale for tbe children P 

A.-It would be & very good thing. If good milk 
is not availnble,· skimmed milk pQ.",der imported 
from New Zealand may be -RiY~m. 

Q.-Would you like a oertoin amount added to 
the wages of workers to enable them to purchase 
buttermilk P 

A .-Iu lieu of wall" I think it would b. better 
to distribute this sktmmed milk powde~. It would 
cost 12 annas per person per month. 

Sri KALLUlL 8uaBA RAo: Q.-You have said that 
the destruction of forests have taken place in the 
Ceded districts. Can you tell me when and how P 
Is it after the forests have been handed over to 
the panchayata P 

A.-I meant that since the history of India start
ed" the forests have been graduaJIy destroyed. 1 
dia not mean so much the destruction that has 
taken place in the last few Y~a.rs. They may have 
been or may not have been very great; I am not 
in a position to say exactly. 

Q .-Are you sure that the forests under the Forest 
Department have not been destroyedP . 

A .--Destruction of forests is taking place in cer
tain areas, even though the forests are under 
departmental control, as we ha.ve not the powers 
and the staff to protect them effectively. -

Q.-Do you think tha.t the Forest Act is conducive 
to good relations between the people and the forest 
officers? . 

A.-You may as well ask whether the Criminal 
Procedure Code is conducive to good relatious be
tween the criminal and the police. It may -be ex
pected to make for good relations between the 
Forest Department a.nd those of the population' who 
obey the forest laws . 

Q.-Is it not a fact that the forest panchayats 
are administered mainly as reserve forests P 

A.-They were intended to be S.Q. but I believe 
the management is not as good as it was hoped 
it would be • 

Mr. F. M. DoWLEY: Q.-You said in reply to 
one of the members that tlie forests do not increase. 
rainfall. But you have said that the destruction 
of forests is 8 major cause of the decrease in the 
water held in tanks. I do not quite see how it 
follows? 

A.-If the rain fafis on a baTe surface it rnna 
straightaway into the nearest stream a.nd so to the 
river and the sea and it is lost. If the water falls 
on· a forest :8.oor, even though _it may be sparsely 
co,ared, the run off of the rain-water is not so 
l'apid. 

Mr. H. R". DOGRA: Q.-You ha.ve suggested that 
re-afforestation might be taken up as a famine 
work. Do you suggest that the work should be 
taken up departmentally or on a piece-work 
system? 

A .. -I have not considered the details. I should 
think it might be better to do it on piece-work 

\. contract. -

<I.-What are the plans to carry them outP 
A.-No plans have been formulated. 

Q.-Is it possible to l introduce it through famine 
co01iesP 

- A.-Yes; if they ·are properly supervised. 

Q.-The piece-work ays_ you advocate. Is it 
"Dot? 
A~-I have not considered the problem in detail. 

Diwan Bahadur N. 8WAlUNATBA Ana: Q.
In a district like Bellary where there is scanty rain~ 
fall don't :you think that the forest door will absorb 
all the mOlsture and p.ot help as you suggested? 

A.-No. 
a.-How do the forests help rainfall P 
;I.-Indirectly. 

Q.-In case where the rainfall is alreac,ly scanty 
the question of forests helping thE!! rainfall is only 
problematical then P 

4.-1 do not agree with that view. There is ar 
enormous tank, near Penukonda. and on one sid. 
you have got a hill covered with forest; on all the 
other sides the hills have been completel:! denuded 
of forest growth. This great tank must have been 
built to contain vast quantities of water. Forest 
growth on the hills all round would certa.inl~ help 
to fill up the tank when rain fell, and keep it full i 
the run off of the water from the hill sides wauta 
be gradual and more continuous it would soak 
further into the soil and so raise tbe general water 
table; and evaporation ",·ould he a great deal less. 

• 
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!,I.-That is billy e. surmise? . 
A..-No. I have not exact kilowledge, but the 

inference i, very ,strong, a~d is the result of much 
professional expeJdence~ , 

!,I.-The point I .wiSh to make clear is that froin 
the experiments made, especially ib. places of 8canty 
rainfall, the ftict that forest growth h~lps the rain
fall is d011btful. It has not been proved. . 

A..-Fore;sts dp not incTeas~ rainfall to any signi
~cant extent. It bas, ho'Veyer, I think, been proved 
ID many places, tnat forests conserve the rain' 
after it haS fallen. 

Q . ..,-It has been shown that this afforestation has 
not done good. " r 

A .-1 do not think this has ever been prov.d. I 
can say that where forests have, been destroyed the 
conditions have been very definitely less satisfactory 
than they were befoN!. I can also state tha.t it is a 
fact that wJje1'l forest growth is destroyed the water 
flow is diminished. 

Q.-Will the forest growth ten~ to raise the s'uh-
doil wnter table P . 

A .-1 cannot talk very scientifically abo1lt water 
tables. I was however told by a District Board 
Engineer wlio had been working iii the Ouddapah dis. 
trict for many years .. that the water table had fallen 
by 20 feet, and he put it down entirely to .the 
destruction of the forest growth in the surrounding 
area. 

Q.-Do yoTi. think the falling of "'aves is the most 
useful element iii ~onserving the moisture? . 

A.-I woUld sat useful but nat the most "aefn1. 
Q.-Would not the undergrowth and grass and 

other thing. use U[I ivater and affect small tanks? , 
A.-No; cettainly not. 
Mr. F. M. DOWLEY: Q.-Talking about Penu· 

konde. tank-yoll said ihat when you saw it the other 
day there was only .. small pool of water. I think 
you inferred that if the hill had heen covered with 
forests imte&d of having a small pool of water Y011 
would have tbe tank reasonably filled. You also said 
that forests do not help rainfal1. If it is BO, how can 
forest growth change a small p.ool of water into a 
much larger quantity? 

A.-That i. a diflicul' sUhject. My opinion is that 
the growtli OIl the hill sides retains the moisture in 
the soil for a longer period and allow. it to percolate 
to lower le'\teta and 80 raises the water table; prevents 
erosion and consequent lOBS of water; prevents eva-. 
poration~ which is very rapid from a bare hot hill 
side j ana prevents waste of water by :8.oo~. 

Q.-If there is a surplus in the tank in a year of 
heavy rainfall, I adnuttht for .. te could prevent 
the waste. But if the tank does Dot fill I cannot 
quite see what the effeci of the forests would be? 

A. ,-Even assuming that the water which falls on 
the hills will run into the tank whether there is 
forest or not nevertheless forest growth will retard 
evaporo.tiol!. and consequent loss of water and will 
prevent erosion resulting: in the formation of new 
outlets for the water whIch do nat lead to the tank. 

Q.-If you .\lave a tank full, tbe water ·table will 
come ufo Is it not P ~-

A.- ohould think that that i. most cettainly so. 
Sri K. KOfl RBDD.: Q.-Apart from the fact 

that foreSts contribute to the maTting of rains or 
conserving the moisture we are a.lso interested to 
see that the resources of these famine--affected areas 
Rre improved; May I ask youf in what way the 
Forest Department can he):p us lD oroer ,to increase 
these resonrces P The proVision of fodder is 8. very 
diflicult thing. In what way can the Forest Depart
ment help U8 or have you any Bugge-stioD which will 
help us to mitigate the famine P 

A.-The forest will help to conserve water· apart 
from conserving moisture, it will make the _soil 
fertile if the water table ;';S08 and the t~nks fill. 
If there is plenty of forest it would go a long way to 
improve matters in this respect. Apart from this 
it i8 also possible to grow various forest crops the 
leaves of which cattle will eat. There are various 
methods hy which afforestation could help. 

Q-;-":::"'You believe thst in certain areas where there 
_TO I.ss fertile tracts they could be utilized for the 
purpnllle8 of afforestation 80 that enough timber 
and fuel of economic value could be produced P 

A.-I don't think afforestation would help na to 
grow valuable' timber in these arid tracts. Fuel we 
enn gro,. and we CBD allo make cha.rcoal out of it. 

, 

.. Q . .:....J:i/) yon know the various uses that charcoal> 
19 put. to? 
. A.-ln ii/dill mostly tor cOoking. 

Q.~h~rco81 is nowadays used for running mot-o}""' 
'buses; Itt \\Testern countries? 

A.-Yes, in ~'~a.nce, Germany and Italy. 

Q.-As in this country there are large areas. 
whele 6rdinary foodstuffs cannot be grown and where· 
fuel c·nn be grown with ease, ODe day we !tope we 
could use charcoal for our motor buses and cars. In 
such a.n event will it not be a useful proposition to. 
tlIink .. bout charcoal? 

A..-If the uae of charcoal gas becomes popular it 
most certainly would be. 

Q.-<Jan you suggest how the ryots could be induced. 
to take to afforestation P 

A.-Impo.ssible. 

Q.-8npposing the Government alloWs some con
cessions of land revenue or coJlects the land revenue·· 
lit tliO' end of 6 or }(j years when the trees yield-Dc>
you think that that will induce the ryots? 

, A.-It is most unlikely. 

IQ·-li you feel tM lyots .are not likely to tak .. to 
panting of trees, why should not the Forest Depart-
melit do it? , . 

A..-8?ine non--official wealthy ge·ntlemen might be
able to mdllC8 t.he local people to grow. trees for their 
own good. In the Nilgiri. the Hon. Mr. V. 1. Muni. 
8wam~ rillai e·xplained to a meetin~ of. ryots. that the· 
planting of fuel trees by commumties would be ad· 
"9"antageoos and that the Forest Department would" 
snpply the young plants fr .. for planting but, on 
land given Ir .. hy the Revenue Department. After a 

. great dea:l of persuasion the people promised that 
they "Would try this scheme. Some of them however· 
~eli went to the length of asking who would dill: the
l>1~. Tlioug;h many ~f the people promised to de> 
tillS at the tIme practIcally nobody has actually done· 
it as y~. I think one man h.. started planting 
trees. on. these .Ii~es., ,It ought surely to be possible
to get VIllage forests planted if the forests belonged 
to the village and if the people knew they oould do· 
whatever they liked WIth tliem. I think it however 
will be long time before we can get this done. 

. Q."'-In the .red soils of Anantapur and Chittoor· 
districts which are only .. used for cultivating horse
gram, can't tree planting be done by inducement P 

A.-It must he a very bi~ indnoement. You must 
make the ~ryot realize what 19 good for him; 

Q . ....:.... Extensive afforestation not only in the forest 
areas but in the ryots' lands I think this would be 
an excellent thing? 

A.-Yes. The ryots could with great advantage· 
plant fast growing trees on their own waste lands, 
divide them into blocks and use them for browsing 
their goats in each block in rotation. 

Q.-Rearing of goats is useful in the Ceded dis
trictsl' 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Can you tell uS in. what way the pro"hibiting 

of gra:zing goats altogether in the forests can be
modified P Is there any m.eans by which jou can 
make some .provision for grazing P 

A.-The forests that are heing destroyed by the
panchayats cou:ld, if worked on a short rotation, help 
matters. 

Q.-If' some of the forest areas now under the· 
pancho.yats are handed over to you on this condition 
that they may he used for goats and Sheep, I suppose· 
you are P1"!3pared to have a scheme by which you 
could do this? 

A.-Given sufficient establishment I could do it hut 
I would not recommend it. If any panchayat forest 
l>J given back tq me on the condition that I must 
provide for goat browsing I will do so, but I would 
not recommend it as the goats are sure to destroy 
the forest.· 

Q.-Is it impossible with sufficient control either· 
by the Forest Department or hy the Revenue Depart-
ment tbat improvement in the way of planting trees 
for tM maintenance of forests cannot lie done? 

A..-You refer to the question of control. If suffi
cient professiona.l control is made, availa.ble the-
panchaya't forests oould be well managed. 
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Q -You think that forest panchayate under proper 
control could rea))y be improved P 

A.-Yea, certainly, th.o&e t~t have !'ot gone too 
far. • 

Q -With regard to the dilliculty about fodder. 
you' 8Ugg~ that there are certain treea which 
have lea-vee useful for the cattle. Have you got 
quite a large Dumber of them in the forests P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do yoo sugg~ in v!ew of the diffioulty ~or 

getting fodder durmg famme times some definl~ 
steps should be undertaken by the Government in 
their reserve foresttl to have such trees? 

A.-It will take less time to grow gr&88 than plant 
trees. The cattle also prefer gl"8lJ8 to leaveli. 

Q.-There is this difficulty_ During famine times 
no grass will grow. . . 

A.-Yee, that is 110, and the trees wtll sttll have 
.. me leaves. 

Q.-60 far 118 Kuroool forestr are concerned, can 
they not be exploited for the purpose of alate frames 
and matcb manufactures P 

A.-6latea yes-matchee no. 

Q.-Do t_ forest.. contain sufficient W'" for 
establishing paper industry? 

A.-'W"e have !JeDt specimens to the Forest Research 
Institute at Debra Dun in order to see what kind of 
paper can be made. The investigation is now in 
progress. The question is whether it 'makes .. paper 
of sufficiently high quality. . 

Q.-Wh~ .bont the """".wnnt? Is the yield muel' 
more in sandy soils than in red soils a mean the soil 
fit for bonegram cultivation) P 

A.-We get very good yields in Malabar and South 
Kanan districts. 

Q.-Is it due to the aoil P 
A.-I think it is due to the moisture retained by 

the 8Oil. I know it is grown in some parte of Chit,.. 
toor and MadanapaUe but I cannot yet say whether 
it wiU thrive over large areas in the Ceded districta. 
J f it will do 80 it is an ideal species to pla.nt for 
famine relief purpooeB. 

DiwaD Bahadur N. SWAHlNATJU ATTAR: Q.-Wh.at 
about the cashew-nuts grown in 80utb of Tanjore P 

A.-I have not eerved in Tanjore and I do not 
know. . 

Sri K. K01'1 REDDI: Q.-You have suggested tam .. 
riod t ...... 011 black cotton ooilB. The difficulty ia this. 
The yield is Yery very BDl&1l P 

A.-Is iH But they get a good ~e\d in Coimhatore 
district OD such lOiU. 

Q.-Will yoo. suggest margoea 88 it is &. useful 
timber? 

A.-Yes. 

Letter from C. C. WILSO ... Esq .• I.F.S .• Chief 
Coaaenator of Forests., dated l.&t Septomber 1938. 

Iu mntinua"tiOil. of the evidence that I gave before 
your Co.mmittee on the 18th of August, I have tbe 
hol101ll" to ene-lose an extract from an able article OD. 
Mil erosion by R.. lladagan Gorrie takea from the 
iBone of tbe Journal of the ~oyal Society of Arts 
for tbe 29th July 1938. Th .. extract puts m ..... 
clearly ~hon I w .. able to do the truth regarding tbe 
~i_ of forest aa oppoaed to graas in oo......nng 
"'.i:er-supply. 

I would be grateful if you would place this extract 
before lh. Dowley, Chief EngiDeer for Irrigation, 
aDd Di1FaD Bahadur N. Swami.natha Ayyar. retired 
Cbief Engines., especially ~ as well 116 before the other 
me-mben of your Committee. 

The .... bole of this amele 011 erosion would no doubt 
be of interest to you but it is too long for me to copy 
out and I would refer you to the journal quoted' 
abo..., if you wish to read it. 

I also end oae &n extract from a paper reoently 
--!itten by Mr. A. Grasonky in oollDexion with 
h .... Tour of the World for the Study of Soil Erosion 

VOL. 1I-35 

and Control Metboda," undcJr the auapiOOI of t.h .. 
C.rnep:oi Corporation, which lOrY_ to be&r out my 
contention that lOT'" cover hu a. markedly 0000-
ficial effect on the rotention of DloietuN iD tb • .oil 
and the prevention of flooding. 1'bi. etttra.ct mi"ht 
also be of interelt to your Committt'9 ond mo ... 
..peei.lly. perhaps to Air. Dowie), and Sri N. Swami.. 
oath A)'yar. 

ENOLO"OUI. 

0.) 
1}zfmd from an article btl B. Mat!la(Ia" GlWrie t 

Esq •• D.Se.t P.B.S.E .• Indian Fonlt S .... i ... In 
the Jou"", 0,. the &vol 80cidll 0' Arlo. rbJte4 
the 29th Julll 1938. 

E~t."t 0' ..... oion lo ..... -It i. difficult for those 
whoee experience i. confined to the mild and equable 
climate of the Briti.h hlea to vilualize the catalftropbicJ 
BOil 10SBe8 which caD take place under tropia end I8mi
tropic conditioWlI, but the Bubject hal been 80 grBl)hi
cally described y Sir Danlol Ball, AlA. Elspeth 
Huxley and others in recent publicatiOn. tbat I .han 
not attempt to prove what ia already a generally 
accepted fact, namely, that mOl:t cornen of the 
Empire, escept perhaps Britain itself, aze .uffering 
to a more or lese eerioo.a extent from either wind 
or water erosion, or a combination of botb. 

It ia alao fairly widely recognised that tbe speeding
up of erosional proOO8lJe8 above the .loW' geological 
normal is Iar~ly due to the deetruetioD of plant 
cover by ODe or other of man'. activitieIJ, but the 
catastrophic scale of this damage can emly be. grasped 
when the details of Nature'. own Bpparatua for 
conserving the land .ur£J.ce have been studied. 

Vol ... 0' plant co~ .... -In diBCWi8ing the value of 
plant cover it baa been convenient to talk of the
sponge action of the Boil. This simile of the sponge
is useful up to & point. but like all similes It hu 
its lilnitations. A .ponge lOaked and laid aD a table 
cannot absorb any more water. It is saturated. By 
regarding the BOil in the ligbt of this si-.ile we
jump to the conclusion that the soil mut also be 
completely saturated; that it can absorb no more 
than a given quantity of water; and .that the run-off' 
wiU equal the whole of the rainfall above this quan
tity. That this is wrone: is clearly proved by ruo-off 
measurements for a variety of Boils. A forest soil ia
Dot ~ static 6~. it is a dynamio Bp'onge. Low
dennllk's experlDlente at Berkeley. Cahfornia.1 haTe' 
.hown clearly that the value of a forest litter lies not. 
eo much in ita capacity to ablJOrb water 88 in main
taining the soil 8Urface below the litter at its maxi
mum rate of intake. It enables the soil column below 
to function at full capacity in transmitting water 
underground to the lower layen. 

• . ,. w_ 0 r.o.dermD,·· water- Int.ake of Satorated ........ 8ed.IoD-
01 B¥4mIOV • ..t..merlata Qeopb7&1cal UDion.llt37. 

To .appreciate the value of flaot cover let 118 
COD.8id~r the storage capacity 0 the ground below 
the ooll. If we take the depth of the water.table 
a~ 30 feet 88 an averafe for any foothills catchment 
area~ t~e soi.l, sub-aoi and rock strata above the 
saturatIOn line represent an enormous potentiar 
res&rvolr for flood water. The capacity of this top 30 
feet !ar. ~xceeds the ~vieBt poRSible rainfall. but 
the llmltmg factor which prevents it fiUing up is 
tbl3 poor percolation at and immediately below the
surf"""· Th~ top BOil only becomee truly aaturated 
lD 80 far as It 18 eeparated organically or mechani
cally from the BU.b-strata. Th~ water filling the po .... 
spaoee of the soli and sub-soil must coutinue to be
~ra~ down under gravitattonal force unless when 
It IS eoofronted by aD impermeable layer. If it 
meets .uc~ a layer the ground above this layer beoomes 
gorged With water, but the BOil column as a whole. !.':d. to the wator-table level ia by no means aatu-

Let. us now ~~er ~0U8 types of eoil iu their 
eap&clty to malutaln dU'eet physical contact with 
this unfilled t:-rvoir below them (Filt. 1). The 
~a.J forest aoil of the dner tropics and 8u~tropiCB 
whIch h ... not been plugged hard by the feet of 
grumg aJUma]' baa what BOil scientists caD .. leached 
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80i! projU ... 

Forest. G .... Land. 

profile. T!Jat is to sar. it has a deep top layer of 
hum,," &lid powdery soli (the A horizon) from which 
the bases have been leached out and, carried down 
deeper underground to form a more clay-like second 
la.yer (the B horizon), Below this again is a much more 
granular and porous C horizon of weathered parent 
rock. The second or B layer conaiBts of such finely 
rompacted material that the downward transmission 
through it by capillary action is slow. It is chiefly 
because of the honeycombing effect of live and dead 
~te, worm holea, animal and insect burrowing, that 
forest Boil maintains ita very high rate of intake. 

Now graesland gives a different picture. Even in 
well-protected grassland under a low and irregul.ar 
rainfall the A horizon of humus and powdery material 
is much more shallow than in forest soil, and the 
gr88B forms less obstruction to surface run..off than 
forest cover does. The B horizon under grass may 
or mal" not be 88 dense &8 in forest-as a rule it is 
probably less dens~, and in some cases, th~ ~ clay 
la)'er is not conspICUOUS at all-but there IS In anI 
case a tendency for the rate of percolation to fall 
off Compared with forest the gr88s has a poorer 
and shallower root system, and there is less activity 
of worms, rodents, etc., so that its B horizon is less 
efficient u a .ieve. The water storage space above 
this level i •• oon filled to capacity and in heavy rain 
'tho exceu water ill discharged as surface run-off. 

In the case of plough.land you are at! familiar 
with the plough-oole of BDlooth clay which fo~. 
below the overturned soil ~ ben a heavy s:teel p 10~gh 18 
used. With the light native plough this sole IS not 
so obvious, but, neverthelesa. doel occur. The passage 
"f the plough and the treading of the hullocks tend 
to 88al up any downward 'Pa88R~ made. by r<K!ts, 
worms or otber animal., .0 that whatever Sl9Ve aetton 
the Boil baa when a crop is reaped il largely destroyed 
before tbe next one i8 sown. This lole may Dot be 
absolutely impervious, but the loosened soil above 
it has been sepMated mechanically from it by the 
-plough, and with .hallow ploughing the cllpacity of 

• 
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this loosened soil for absorbing rainfall is decidedly 
poor -when compared either - with grassland or 
forest. 

In the case of village grazing land in the Indian 
and African foothills} the plants growing on it are 
mostly stunted busoes and grass, but there is 
nowhere a complete plant cover. The soil is never 
allowed a chance to build up any A horizon because 
of the mechanical attrition by animals' feet. The 
heavy surface run-off causes a redistribution of the 
smaller particles which tend to plug the surface 
during each heavy storm., and the ground surface 
iteelf thus becomes I... pervious after the ftrst few 
drops have soaked in. 

Clim.atic classifications.--one valuable point which 
Empire grassland workers have glea.ned from Ameri
ca.n and Australian work is the very great difference 
bt>tween moist and arid climates. It is difficult to 
give a definite amount of rainfall as the dividing 
line between the two types because the all.important 
factor is the quantity of moisture which gets into 
the soil. A 100inch rainfall occurring in moderately 
heavy storms oD Hattish country and absorbed almost 
wholly by the Bub-soil is- quite as good a proposition 
as 40 or even 50 inches occurring in almost cloud. 
burst intensity and falling OD steep slopes which 
have already been deprived of their natural plant 
cover. Somewhere between these two examples the 
line dividing moist from arid has to be drawn. The 
two types differ not only in the qua\it~ and quantity 
of grass they produce, but also in tneir powers of 
Jle('overy once the original plant- cover bas been 
destroyed. Under moist conditions two yearsJ closure 
should be sufficient for badly misused grasslands to 
recover, but under arid conditions the process of 
recovery is very much slower. The nearer on~ is ~ 
dMert (,'ouditions. either in the sense of true clImatlo 
and ~eographical position or through man·made 
conditions of increftSing desiccation in what were 
once ri('her pla.nt communities, the harder it is te 
re-establish the previoul ecological balance. Res(>llr~h 
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.. ork by the Range Researcb of the United States 
JI~urest Service baa brought out some striking facts 
(~fJrroboratiDg this story of desiccation. They have 
Hbown tha.t the quality of the native grass crop and 
ita ability. to seed afresh depend upon soil texture 
Bud fertility, which in turn depend upon erosion 
oondit1ons. Non-eroded grassland soil is much richer 
than eroded soil in lime, phosphoric acid and total 
nitrogen; its water~holding capacity is greater; the 
water required to produce a pound of forage is less j 
.even with a notably smaller supply of water more 
forage is produced from non...eroded than from erod6Q 
BoiLe W Itb ea.ch stage of depletion in plant cover 
the situation on grassland becomes more critical as 
regards both forage production and maintenance of 
the remaining plant cover. Deterioration i~ the 
local micr<Hllimate brought about by destructIon of 
the plnnts is reflected" in higher temperatures, more 
rapid run..aff less absorption of moisture by the soil, 
greater evnp~ration'. and worse damage to the relict 
plant cover by J,lroJonged dry spells.2 The' correct
ness of the American findings in this field of research 
is being corroborated. by an increasing body of evi~ 
dence from many parts of the Empir.e. 

1. Sampson, A. W. aDd WerJ, L. H., RAnKe preservation and 
Ita relation to Erosion. Oontrol ill West.ern Baq.ge Landa. V.S.D.A. 
BuH, 6i6. I91d. 

2. W.R. nbaplln~ .. Banp Researeb in the U .8," Herballe 
Jr.eviewa, March 19S"{. 

Fresh Indian atatistic. of erosion 10Sles.-Reliable 
run-off figures for forest and gr&"B9land are now avail
able for the first time for India.n conditions. A 
technique of volumetric analysis of w~ter and silt was 
worked out by the Punjab Irrigation Research Jnsti
tute staff at Madhopur in 1936 for a type of small 
isolated plots of undisturbed soil at square feet in 
area, and this method has been followed in forest 
plots at Nurpur in Kangra. distrjct. A ba.ttery of 
six plots gave three pairs of (i) grass, (ii) grass and 
'Shrubs and (iii) bare Boil, on a slope of 1 in " on an 
.eroded hillside of poor 81 walik s~dstone. The gr889 
cover over all is distinctly poor as it is recovering 
slowly from previous hea.Vy grazing. The bare plots 
contained a little grass which has been kept clipJ,led 
back with scissors. They thus simulate local grazmg 
.conditions to some extent, thou~h we have not repro... 
duced the. destructive tramphDQ; action of cattle 
scrambling on a. greasy hillside: and the run-off from 
grazed areas must therefore be considerably hea'Vier 
than the figures now reported. The results of the 
Jirst monsoon's catch is a.s follows:-

• Grass and. Bnre soU 
Gra8B ehrube _Brasa 

80 pOI' oent 90 pet- ClUpped 
cover. cent; eVery 

oover. three daYS. 
PH OPT. PBB OBKIf. • .. ClUf'l'. 

.Percentage of rain wbieh ran 011 :
Ouf, ur total of 46 Inehol on 8i wet 

da,s dtP'loll Ju.y-ootober 1937 '1 & 26 
Out. of total ur 5 incbes in (",ur 

houta the boa vleat einglo storm.. 2-Ji 1'7 6 
"Weight of ~oll Just per 0.018 :-

Carried away DO S:! wet days •• 8,500 lb. 2.900 lb. 18,600 lb_ 
Onrrlod away by a alnala storm 
6t JnOOOll 260 lb. 807 lb. 8.611 lb. 

These figures give one food for thought when it is 
rea.lized that in a single storm the uncovered plots 
lost soil a.t the rate of It tons per acre. This may be 
;taken 8S a typical figure for all bare fallow fields 

in the foothills except properly levelled. -rice land, 
and they are definitely conservative for the average 
village grazing lands which suHer from trampling of 
cattle. The ordinary grazing lands also sufter from 
the accumulative action of shallow gullies cutt~ the 
surface on long slopes, a phase of erosion which IS. of 
course, not reproduc~d in our small square plots. 

• • • 
(2' 

Extract from a pap.,. written bv Mr. A. /ha.oo.,ky 
in coru'ltexion with a tOUT of the WOf'ld for the ,tudy' 
of .oil 8ro.ion, control methoda. 

To ,ApPALACBIAN FOBBST ExPBBDfJIN'l'AL Sl'ATlOK •. 

(Division of Forest Influences, United States Forest 
Servjce.) . 

For the purpose of studying forest infiuences, thl'ee 
hug~ are" were selected in Teanes.see r~pre!iE'nting 
the high rainiall ;"elt or the Sout·hci"n Apl)alnclu(lll::J. 
Among other instruments, S8ver&l salt-recording 
gauges on weirs have been installed during the last 
tbree years and t.ll'o)usa.nds of mensureWtllts lave 
already been made. 

The flow of streams is rE.'lCOrded, and the data 
analysed, not only for the major catchment basins in 
the experimental areas, but aJso for the minor 
catchments of which the:y are made up. Stream-flow 

. records are thus obtained from a 111M ies of cat<:hment 
areas varying in shape" size, vegetative cover and so 
on. Once it is known how the sevaral amaller catch
ments &.Hoot the area. as a' whole, it. is hoped to be 
able to prescribe for them individually the tleatmeut. 
most likely to result in adequate control of the 
stream How. Measurements taken so tar appear to 
indicate that the larger the ,catchtoentl the greater 
the flow per second per square mile, but that the 
amount of flow does not vary constantly with the 
size of the catchment area. When m~asllring streaDl 
flow, great care is taken to consider the t:gssibJlity 
that the stream may be fed by aeepa.ge from lands 
lying outside the catchment, and when bucb is found 
to be the oase, the entire stream-flo\v is not attri
buted to the oatchment under e.x:amU::t.Mion. Some of 
the data obtained over a period of three y<:arB are 
very significant, and point to the following col1du
sions:-

@,) Stream-flow measurements over two large 
forested catchments bave shown that a. forest cover 
has a remarka.ble influence on stream-flow. It was 
proved in these particular cases that about 80 per 
oent of the water Hawing out of the catchment was 
seepage, and only about 20 per cent excess run-off 
after storms •• 

(ii) A comparison of tbe le.lords of l'un-off 
measurements on small catchmenta rel-resenting 
different types of vegetation- cover indicate that. 
after rainstorms of approxima.tely 2'" eu.ch, the 
average peak flow per square mile lB about 16 cubic 
feet per second for forested catchment-s, &9 (.'ompared 
with more than 150 cusecs for derelict land and 
pasture. 

The examination of Sri K. R. RAJAGOPALAN, Assistant Engineer, Borawells, was 
taken up after the examination of Mr. C. C. Wilson was concluded. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION 1. 
AI easures for the pretJention or mitigation of famine. 

2. (b) (iv) Minor irrigation .and weJls.-I am of opinion that an increase in the 
number of wells will certainly improve. the situation. By wells I do not mean shallow 
ones which depend for their source J)fwater-snpply on the surface spring·s. As such 
wells depend on the season for their snpplies. Whenever there is a failure of. the 
monsoon they will also fail. They will consequently be of no use in seasons of distress. 

Bore-wells on the other hand depend on deep-seated spring or springs for their 
t1upplies and will not fail even if there be a. failure of the monsoon in one or more. years. 
;Water from bore-wells is tapped from ground water basins. Whatever may be the 
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l'aJniall,th& catchment of a ground water basin, its percentage of porosity, its water 
retentivity and its yielding capacity. after the lowest springs therefrom stop, will be 
practically constant as long as there is no cataclysm in the geological formation of the 
basin, and as long as the ground water is not tapped for irrigation or other purposes by 
means of bore-wells or the like. 

But the number of bore-wells that can be thus sunk in a basin is limited and will 
depend upon the 9apacity of the ground water basin. 

My suggestion therefore is that geophysical study should be made of the districts and 
bore-wells sunk in suitable areas for tapping sub-soil water for drinking and irrigation 
purposes. 

I. do not agree with the view. that in black soil areas the sub-soil water is usually 
brackish, non potable and deletenous to crops. One well has been 81mk 8 milee to 
west of Cuddapah town and has been tested to 90 to 100 gallons per minute. The water 
is quite good and has also been analysed by the Agricultural Chemist, Coimbatore, who 
opined that the· water is fit for irrigation. 

Even if the water cannot 'be used directly for irrigation due to greater alkalinity the 
best method suggested in U.S.A. Geological papers is to use it mixed with water dra'WIl 
from shallow wells for irrigation. This should be equally possible in the areas under 
reference. 

Oral evidence. 

Examined by ABDUL RAwo<w SAHIB Bahadur: a.
Have you any experience of bore-walla in Belfary· 
district? 

A.-No. It is only in Cudd~pah distri~ one such 
well has been sunk and of wh.ch 1 was m charge. 

- a -What is the depth at which you got waterP 
A:-We got underground spring water at 315 f~t. 

We have completed ODe well and we are domg 
another. 

Q.-Do you think the quantit~ ~f w~ter available 
in that well is sufficient for IrrIgatIon? 

A.-¥es, it has a. continuous discharge of 100 
gallons per minute. 

a.-What i. the &ereage .that it can cultivate? 
A .-Sixty acres 01 dry crop. 

Q.-Are you confident that the supply will last 
throughout the year? . 

A.-A suppiy of 100 gallo~ per mmute can be 
taken to be steady t:lven durmg the wurst part of 
the- year. If we have five or sis wells in theA;. 
locality all the w8si;t! lands about 1,000 acres caD 
be brought under cultivation. 

Q.-What i. tho cost of. digging ~~e w~I1? 
A..-Rupees 3,500 includmg an 0.1 8ngme and 

pump BOt. 
Q.-What are the working expense. of ~aling water 

for irrigatIon? 
A..-It will be roughly about Rs. 60 per month. 

It includes cost of running the plant, pf?w~r ~harge& 
and establishment. It will be 'Cheaper If It 18 done 
by electric power. 

Q.-Did you calculate th~ cost of running high 
tension and low tensIon WIres P 

A.-You are not going to run a ~j,?-e only for t~e 
purpose of a. lingle well. If .electrlclty develops ID 
that area then only C&>D. worklDg expenses be less. 

Q.-What will be. the reduction in cost due to 
installation of electrIC power plantP 

A..-About 60 per cent of the normal cost. . 
Y.-Have you got experience of bore--wells in any 

other districtP·· .., 
.4..-No. I und-E'rstand that lD :U~lte~ Pr!>vm~eB, 

Punjab and other places bore-well .1~rlgatlon IS bemg 
done on a lnrp;e scale. But condltlona thero are of 
course different. 

(I.-Ta the well water fit for oultivationP 
A .-It was so conaidered by the Agricultural 

Ohemist. 
a -What i. the nature of. the •• il me~ withP . 
A. :-It iI black cotton 10.1 or borderlD&: on It 

Examined by· Sri SITABAlU. REDlu: q.-In· til" 
last paragraph you say "Even if the water cannot 
be used directly . . . for irrigation". There is 
no water there even in shallow wells for mixing up. 

A.-If you go· deep enough, water is rarely 
brackish ..,d it will be quite lit for irrigation. 

Examined by Sri R. SUBYANABATANA RAo: Q .-1 
don't agree with you that in the black cotton soil 
the sub-soil water is not brackish., Have you any 
experience of having made a number of bores to 
make that statement? 

A.-It is only from this single well where the 
w .. ter has been te.ted b.. tho Agricultural Chemist 
and found to be good. We struck water at 290 feet 
but we went deeper as an experiment. . 

Q.-By boring deeper will you be able to increa,.., 
the supplrF 

A .-By going deeper we will not be intI-easing our 
supply unless we strike additional sprlngs. 

Q.-Is it your opinion that if you go su.fficiently 
deep you will get clear water P 

A.-Yea. Even in the bed of the sea by going 
au.f6.ciently deep there have been instances where
good water is had for water-supply. 

Q.-Do you think a geophysical St1rv~ wou1d be 
useful in locating the places where sub-soil wHIter 
will be available for drinking and irrigation 
purposes? I 

A.-Yes. One or two trial bores will have to be 
sunk in a typical black cotton soil area to decide 
the point. 

Q.-What about sinking of wells alon~ the vankas 
and in the basin of the river Hagan and other 
8prin~ whir.h are noli perennial P It has b.:!en sug
gested that instead of your costly experiment., wellia 
may be aunk t.here. Do you think it is. better to 
serve the arens along the banks of the rIver P 

.4..-1 have no experience. 
Q.-You say "that the water is quite good • . 
. for irrigation." 
The Govenunent Agricultural Chemist "however 

says: II The soil contains very little soluble salts 
and as 8uch can be conside~ good. The se.mple. 
of water is good enough for irrigation purposes i 
aJthough the total salt content is not very high 
from irrigation point of view. most of them are 
present. as magnesi~m and Bo?ium hi...carbona~. 
In the long -run, thiJ water nught affect the BO.l 
when used. 

I sugg{>st th&t this is not so favourable as 
fOur note suggests. 

A.-1"he wa,ter as it is, is quite good for cultiv~ 
tion. It ha, heen found that the salt content IS 
not now hifh from the ir~tioD point of view. 
What it wil turn out to be ID the long run can 
be .aid only after putting it to test. 
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Q.-In the course of your boring this well did Q.-How much time did it take to come back to 
you have to bore through hard rock P the original level P . 

A.-No, the soil was of a soft purple shale. A.-In two minutes it came for 8- good portioD of 
Examined by Ms. F. 111. DoWLBY: Q.-Are thore ' i~ and the last j;wo or three feet by slow and .~ady 

bore-wells worked by private individuals in the nse. 
Ceded districts? Examined by Sri K. KOTI REDD!: Q.-C .. n you 

A.-No. Dot by some sort of survey on which you need not 
Q.-There are such wells in other districts where spend much fix up the localities where trial bores 

the ryat has undertaken the trouble and the expen.. ;CaD be done? 
diture of sinking bore--wells for irrigation purposes. A.-Yes. 
Don't yoo think that if it would be a success the Q.-Do you think tbet bore-wella will be useful 
ryots would have started these here also P in, a blAck cotton area? . 

A.-It will be a. costly experiment for a private A..-Yes . . 
individual> Q.-Do you think water will be available durin~ 

(f.-If you si..nk .. bore-well you will ordinarily a severe drought? : 
require an engine to raise the waterP A.-It can stand two or three years of continuoU& 

A.-Yes. drought. By that time there will be raina and. 
Q.-'J'bat engine will require a driver and oil for the wate.· baoin will get its supply. 

driving. Do you think the yield from the well is Q.-Does a bigger bore give more supply). 
likely to pay the ryot sufficiently to enable him A .-The yield is not proportionate to the sise of 
tolay the wages' of the driver and ruIming chargee the bore. 
an alao a fa.ir return on the capital cost? 

A.-The thing will be much simplified if it is Examined by the CHAmlUN: Q.-AQ :rou will 
run by electric power. The same man can look after have an optimum discharge, if you increase the 
several plante and the cost can thus be reduced. - diBCbarge beyond a certain figure. you are in d8lllger 

of collapss at the bass? 
Examined by Ma. H. R. DooM: Q.-In this A.-Where there i. such a danger the bora il> 

bo~well did you CBIlry out the yield ·test a.nd for usually lined with pipes to avoid a collapse of the 
hew mall, days? strata all round. 

A.-Yes; for 12 days. Q.-Have yeu any appropriate method of ca1eu ... · 
Q.-How did you rump' the water? lating the optimum r .. te of discharge for tb .... weDsP' 
A.-We had an oi engine and pump of II h.p'. A .-It is limited only by the limits of. "!lotion 

ca.pacity. head. If water level goes below the limIts or 
Q.-To what d@ptha did the water level go p suction head. the pump won't be able to lift. 8& 
A.-A maximum of 42 feet. the discharge is limited by the fan of water ilL 

the bore. \ Q.-I. it tbe depression? , 
A.-No. The depression was ab~nt ~ f .. t. The Committee rose for the clay. ----

19th AU!fU8t 1938. 
The Committee reassembled at 10 a.m. on 19th August 1938 in the Board's Office 

with Mr. O. A. Henderson in the ohair. The following members were present:-

up. 

Mr. F. M. Dowley. 
Sri T. A. Ramalingam Chettiyar. 
" Diwan Bahadnr N. Swamina.tha Ayyo.r. 
" K. Koti Reddi. ' 
" N. Sanko.ra Reddi. 
" R. Suryanarayano. Rao. 

Abdul Rawoof Sahib Baho.dur. 
Sri H. Sitarama R"ddi. 

Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Secretary, wo.s o.lso, present. 

The oral exo.mino.tion of 1I1r. E. W. STEWART, Member,' Boo.rd of Revenue, was taken 

Written evidence. 
SEOrIOll" I. 

The only measure not included in the suggestion in question 2 is to increase the ;rural 
population by providing more village Bites. At present these sites pa.rticularly in the 
black area of Bellary district are so far apo.rt that the amble lands which ar.e more 
distant from them are prepo.red and tilled very slightly. They grow what is practically 
0. catch crop. If the rain is seasonable they yield very good crops. If not they fare 
much worse than the lands close to the village Bites which are often levelled and made 
to yield by the careful attention they receive, whereby every drop of rain is used. Such 
village sites cau be made wherever drinking water can be provided. This is very difficult 
where the black soil is deep but where it is a thin layer on top of the red, it should be 
possible to bore down through it to water within the red. Considerable experience of 
boring for water has been acquired by the Industrial department during the last 30 or 
40 yean and this is being used by various Collectors engaged in spending the grants 
inaugurated by the Government of India about four years ago. Probably the knowl
edge thus acquired could be used to advantage in Bellary district. It is likely to pro
duce better results in the red areas but it should be. useful on th.e edges of black areas 
and may be in t.he middle of black areas in due course as the geological survey of the 
tract b.ecomes more complete. . . 
. . 9. (0): In one at least oithe. earlier phases of the Tungabhadra project it was based 
on the supposition that it would not' benefit the black soils of Bellary except 1W 0. lI1lpple
mentary source of water-supply in seasons or unseasonable rainfall. The experience-

VOL. n--'3S 
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gained from the use of the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal suggests that this view was correct_ 
I would not therefore rely upon this project for raising wet crops in black soils. It 
would of course be useful for this purpose in irrigating mixed and red soils and by 
guaranteeing regular crops on these do much towards guaranteeing neighbouring black 
areas against the worst effects of famine ,particu.larly by providing more local supplies 
of food and so keeping prices down, providing II)ore employment both in the fields and 
in industries which might arise from th.e more prosperous state of the country and bv 
providing more fodder for cattle. , • 

2. (b) The black areas are not suitable for minor irrigation works. Even the red 
areas are not necessarily suitable partly ,h.ecause the rainful is fickle so that a tank fill& 
a.t a time when it cannot he used for cultivation of which the Venkatapuram tank near 
Dhone ,in Kurnool district is an example and partly because th.e bed of such a tank may 
prove to be porous and not hold water till it has been plugged by natural deposits of 
sjlt after·,the tank has been in existence for maDY years. There is an example about 
ten miles south of Dhone. It is, possible that, a Dew minor irrigation tank might be 
constructed here and there in Bellaz"y district or in that part of Kurnool district which 
lies west of the Yerramalais but the chances are so much against one being successful 
-that I would be inclined to require that th.e ryots to be benefited should make a contri
bution towards the expen~e of constructing it in order to ensure that the local knowl
edg.e they offer of the prospects of success is correct. One thing to be said in favour 
of .examining the possibilities is that the rainfall is patchy and our rain-gauges are too 
few to record its patchiness. There are undoubtedly stretches of the country whieh get 
rain much more regularly than the remainder. The cours.es of those clouds which 
precipitate the rain do seem to be fairly well defined and it should be possible to 
asc.ertain them from the records of cultivation of the villages, especially of those which 
have qualified_ for famine relief., 

I think -that much could be done by providing wells-for drinking water but doubt 
the supplies being sufficiently copious to be of much use for irrigation. 

2. (e) I strongly recom!rulnd that contour bunda be formed in much greater number 
,than at present and that loans under the Land Improvement Loans Act be granted 
freely for this purpose. Even in a famine year a lot of rain may fall but fall at a. time 
wh.en the people are not expecting it. The water runs off and swells the Hagan and 
Tungabhadra. A substantial part of this water would remain on the land wherever it 
is levelled. The beds by which it runs off are well defined and can be soon when there 
are no crops on the land. By placing a bund across such a bed the water is held up 
and th.e silt it carries depoeited in the bed with the result that the whole land is gradually 
levelled. The big stones necessaz-y for forming these bunds are to hand everywhere and 
all that is necessaz-y is to select the right spot for the bund and provide the labour. 

2. (d) Dry jarming.-As I hMe said in answering question 1 much of the land is 
very lightly tilled becanse there is insufficient .labour. Ploughing is done by bulls which 
<lannot get ground any faster than th.e men Wlth the result that much of the land is not 
properly ploughed. In Belgam or Dharwar district 'of Bombay Presidency the Burma
Shell Company was stimulating the use of tractors for ploughing about 193.4 and it is 
probable that useful information could be derived from those districts. A tractor would 
do its work more quickly than bulls. Ryots would !:rave to join together to bring one 
to the district unless the Government wer.e to provide it as would be quite feasible seeing 
that there is an Agricultural Farm at Hagari. Of course it would be more useful for 
deep ploughing and this is not required on all th.e land every year. But it should be 
possible to work out a scheme for getting more and better ploughing this way. 

SECTION II. 

(al Yes. 

SECTION VI. 

11. I think expansion of ordinary works a very good idea. I employ.ed it in the 
western taluks of Bellaz-y district in 193.4-35 with the result that there was no .elaborate 
famine relief as th.ere was in, the taluks further east. 

SECTION, VII. 

IS. I think Chapter XV and Appendix K dealing with accounts are obscure and 
should be re-written by Ii.n officer of the class of those who have to supervise faznine 
nlief so as to be readily understandable in the hurry which is inseparable from it. 
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Oral evidence. 
Sri T. A. RAlow.INOAK ~ ... : Q.-you have 

· said that the expansion of ordmary work 18 a good 
t.hing •• Is it your view that when you find that, there 
is unemployment you have to take up exp&ll8lon of 
works and not straightaway go to the faJDlDe works' 
So whenever ,.ou think there is trouble in, an ar~ 
you would think of expansion of works? -

A.-l would in some areas. It dept-Dds upon the 
charact.er of the area. 'l'hose western taluks of 
Bellar,. had never seen famine since 1870. T~t 
indicates that in certain parte the resist~ce 18 
great to tide qver a. bad seasOD and can be stiffened 
by expansion of ordinary works. 

Q.-Do you want the exp&W)iOD of ordinary works 
-or would you have test worka in every case? 

A.-Before proceeding to famine relief works I 
suppose. 

Q.-Yes. if 
A. I shQuld certs.inly e.'l:pand ordinary works 

.poaaible. 
Q -In the test works you are giving lower wages 

:th~ iD the case of expansion of ordinary works. 
A.-Expansion of ordinary wQr~ is not much C?f: 

...a t-est. It is a test. to a certam e.""ttent but, It 
· depends on other factors. 

Q.-Ia it always necessary to go through ~ teat 
"Work stageI' . 

A.-'-No. 1 don't think it is. Probably you WIll 
.find it definitely more expensive. . 

Q.-l suppose much harm is caused by keeping 
·people iD test work stage for longer periods I' 

04.-1 don't think myself that there is any harm 
usually in keeping pet?ple ill the test !ltage. for 
six months. The test IS whether they dIe or not. 
·(That is la.id down In the Obde'.) 

<,I.-Don't y01l think it is too hard .. busine88 to 
".:walt till people actually die? . . • 

4.-1 don't think any ~ffi.Clal would ever nsk It. 
Q .-1 am only suggesting that the Oollector. may 

· be given discretion to cause one or two preliminary 
· stages before he enters on the "best wot'ks. 

A.-Well 1 think if he has to choose between 
spending on ordina.ry works and Oll test w.orks and 
.l'elief works it is rather difficult. He mIght find 
that ordinary works in one area I!-re practi~able and 
in a.nother area test works. It IS very dIfficult at 
times. But if you have got an area which has not 
·got substantial amount of ordinary works :you 
want me to say whether the test work stage should 

-be abolished for thlllt area P 
Q .-1 a.m not suppo~ng Buch area.s. But I ·want 

the Collector to try one or two methods before he 
.necessarily passed to the test works. Do you agreeP 

.4..-1· don't think 60. If you. spend on ordjnary 
works that itself will be a 6ufficlent test. It 18 an 
alternative to a test. That was what we did in 
Boilary in 1989. 

Q.-About the wells you say th~t where th~ superft
--cillol layer is black soil it may be that ID many 
·instances. it may give you waterP 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-Ia that y~ur experience .in . the Coded di&

"tricts, I mean ID the four districts Ouddapah, 
Bellary, Anantapur and KurnoolP 

A.-No_ 
Q.-Tbere is not much benefit you S8()' from 

·those wella and minor irriga.t.ion wells because the 
water dries up within a few months. . B~t ~e 
experience in Coimbatore and Salem distrIcts 18 
that if the monsoon fails, even then it would be 
possible to depend upon the wells. Only in cases 

-of continuous failure of rains for more thaD a 
-year, there is 0. totJa.1 failure of crops. Is that your 
oo(lxpl"rienoo in th068 districts F-

A .-It is a very usual thing to compare a Bellary 
rvot with a Coimhatore ryot but the Bellary ryot is a 1...,. fellow. 

O.-But a Gov~nment Officer told me that the 
&ilary ryot is not ,..,a.lly a lasy fellow ond ho has 
to be idle because he has no work to do P 

A .-1 think the result of about 100 yea... or 
<O\"l\D more of adV'~rse conditions ha..q reduced the 
Bellary ryot to ~hat condition •• I don't think. it _ 
is particularlv hIS fault. 'l'uromg to your pOInt 
oowht'ther we . could develop the minor irrigation 

sources, the one "reat difficulty is black soil UTl
gaotion does Dot yield very good results. U one 
were to get drinking water it would be a iucky 
thing. Even if minor irrigation sources were _deve- . 
loped they would have to depend upon raInfall 
which obviously ~ scanty in those areas .. 

Q.-You don't think that will serve auy useful 
purpoaeP 

A.-No. 
Q.-With reference to wells would you recommend 

a survey of the sub--soilP ~ 
.. A.-Yes, certainly. 

Q.-Are you hopeful that in some pI ...... "t least 
you will be able to striko water P 

..4..-1 think so. For irrigation purpOS86 I am 
not sure, far drinking purposes it might happen. 

Q.-So yon will not suggest that for irrigation 
purpoEl88, you ought to make grealter efforts P 

..4..-1 don't think it would repay the energy and 
money that y~u would have to put into it. 

Q.--One witness suggests that the Government 
might haNe borings for deep. wells and that they 
migbt dig them and colleot the money from the 
landowners by charging. some rate P 

A.-He probably is thinking of some other distriot 
than Bellary. 

Q.-Do you think that, the people will take to 
well--digging jf the Government \lndertake tQ survey 
the possibility of whether water is procurable or 
not. Don't you want· any special encouragements 
for the people to jake to it P , ., 

4.-1 think. they are given loans under. the Land 
Improvement Loans Act, if they come forward. 

Q.-Do you think ':t least a part of the risk
the cost should be shared by the Government in 
IC888S of failure? . 

4.-1 think they might reasonably shan> the I .... 

Q.-You want some sort of encouragement th.enP 
A.-Undoubtedly. ' . 
Q.-You have been connected with Excise. What 

is your opinion about these peopleP Don't you think 
\q;hey spend their wages during famine relil"f for 
drinking toddy? 
. A..-.-As Excise Commissioner I have not received 
any papers at nll. But from what I remember in 
those. famine ateas I should say they do not spend 
much. I don't think they have much to spend. 

Q.-WouJd you wee with the suggestion that tha 
shops near the famIDe camps should be closed I' 

A.-There may be some people besides the labour
-erB who want to drink. 

Q.-About famine works, would you suggest that 
supp~v channels to tanks and things like that may 
be more taken up in preference to the road worksi' 

A .-Yes. Would not that come under expansion 
of ordinary works? . 

Q.-We find in most cases the preference is given 
to :i'oad works P 

. A.-The, reason· is th8lt. in lamine relief it is 
~asier to organize labour for road works. 

Q.-Would you give preferehce to these irrigation 
works? 

A • ...:..-Undoubtedly, because ,the~ a.re the works 
which are really wanted. 

".-You also recommend that it would be adv8ID.
iiageous in preparing famine programmes to include 
88 many irrigation works as possible P 

A.-Yes. most certainly. 
Q.-You have Dot said anything about the possi

bility of introducing any industry in this area P 
04.-1 do not know of any. 

Q.-Don't you think when agwicultural oonditions 
are so bad that some sort of subsidiary occupation 

_ is necessary P 
4.-1 lind it rather difficult to think of any. 
Q. Is there any cottage industry which you will 

reoommend or enoourageP 
. A.-I oannot think of any. You hlWe to discover 

some industry for which there is a steady market. 
Un1ess tha.t is out of the famine area. it will itself 
disappear during the famine so the industry will 

• 
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languish for want of a-market. One of the reasons 
why certain lands round about Bellary are not 
cultivated unless the season is good is that the 
people in the villages have alternative labour in 
Bellary town. But I cannot think of industri ... 
which we might profitably develop. 

Q.-los ~here no possibility of garden farming 
or fruit farming P 

A.-These also depend upon the seasonal condi
tione. 1 do not know whether eucoessful fruit culti
v8ition could be undertaken. 

Mr. F. M. DOWLEY: Q.-ln reply to another mem
ber, you said that irrigation does not yield good 
results? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-What exactly do you mean br. that? Ie it 

due to lack of water Or the unsuitabliity of the soil 
of the area P " 

A.-l think the chief thing is the supply for irri
gwtion is 6.0 irregular that we do not get good 
results. 

Q.-You say that the Tungabhadra Projeet will 
not benefit the black soils of Bellary except as a 
supplementary source of water..supply. The experi
ence gained from the Kurnool-Cuddapah """a) 
suggests that this view is corroct. I think the 
difficulty is due to .the option having been given 
to the ryot w hethe' to take water or not? 

A.-Alo a matter of feet 1 do not how enough 
about the Tungabhadra Projeet and the Kurnool
Cuddapah ""nal. 

Q.-You have suggested dry crops under Tunga
bhadra ProjeetP 

A.-That I understand was the original Intention 
. of the project. 

Q.-For ... irrigated dry' orop? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-The present idea is that they would prefe~ 

to have an irrigated dry orop P 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-VVbat orops? 
A.-<Jotton and cholam, 
Sri K. Kat; Reddi &aid that the Kurnool-Cuddapah 

canal WBowr was never used for cotton and cholam. 
Witne .. : I hear of a case in Boilary where they 

irrigate cotton. It ill n""r the Hagari hridge. The 
cotton is Cambodia cotton. 

Q.-The original intention of the Tungabhadra 
Projeet was to make the project a supplementary 
IOUrce of water-supply P 

A.-Yes. 

Sri S.unrARA lbIDDI: 9 . -You say that mixed and 
red soila are fit for irrIgation P 

A.-Yes. . 
Q.-May 1 how what mixed soils are P 
A.-It is rath ... difficult to deocribe mixed soil 

except by mere appearaoce. It ia a 80rt of dirtJr 
grey colour. 

Q.-Do you think. that 8uch "!liLs are al.oo fit ~or 
irrigation P Many villagea contalD such lDIJ[ed soils 
in the black cotton "fil area P 

A.-Yea. -

Q.-You sa1 irrigation will be possible in black 
cotton Boil and in such soils. 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-About deep-ploughing-<)o you mean to _,. 

that failure of crops is due to this defeet? 
A. .-No-not altogether. 

Q.-Is deep-ploughing always necessaryP 
A .-No. It is done OD(,A in four or tive years. 

DePp-plollghing is done in the year of rotation when 
It I. intended to ,grow ootton only. 

Diwan Rhadur N. Swum •• TwA An .• a: Q.-I find 
10U Bra advocating the provision for village-siteo P 

A.-Yes. 

Q._ Wherefrom do you expeet the people to come 
to thAR":' plaeea. i. it from the distriot or outside 
the d i.trlot P 

A .-They may come from aU part. Once :!,ou give 
sam.thinK for them to live upon. 

O.-You have.to provide them with landsP 
A.-I don't think they will starve even without 

Lsnds. Small workers' colonies might be started. 
. Q.-Would that work in I?ractice where the result .. 

of_ the agricultural operations are 80 preclriou.sp 
Proba.bly you mean & more even distribution of the
population in the district? 

A .-()ertainiy that i. what I meant. 
Q.-·That means a readjustment of the population. 

in the distriet itself P 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-You say that there Bre only few rain gauges. 

Would you advocate providing some more P 
A.-If there are observers I would. 
Q.-NoJ there afe automatio recorders. There. 

fore there would not be much difficulty now? 
As regards the expaoDsion of ordinary works which 

you have advocated, am I correct in believing that 
it is useful in 80 far as it provides for labour and 
not that it is used as a test for deciding whether 
th~ rains ha.ve failed or' not. Some witnesses have 
suggested that the expansion of ordinary works is 
not found very suitable and thev were rather for 
going strai'{fhtaway to test workS P 

A.-It a depends upon the areas that you a,re~ 
considering. . 

Q.-Would that help to ·<Iecide whether test work 
is necessary P -

A.-As a matter of fact it is a hindrallce for it is 
difficult to make labourer go an famine wages when
he is on ordinary wages. 

Q.-Have you got any experience of irrigated 
dry cropsP 

A.-l don't remember anything special about 
them . 

Q.-Had you any experience of :Bow.irrigBltionP 
, A.-YesJ a ~ood deal. I have been in big irri

gation districts like Guntur and JUsto .. where the· 
Bow h... been mostly for the purposes of paddy 
cultivation. I do krww to a oertain extent about 
irriga.ted dry crops. 

Q.-Do you think there would be need for irri
gation of dry crops almost evey yOlllr? 

A..-N ot always. In Bome years, a.bout 1 ill 3, 
either the rainfall ie not distributed properly or is· 
defeotive for ODe reason or another. 

Q.-It is quite poosible that if you think of pro
viding wakr -to relieve their ,anxiety they would 
take it instead of haonging on for rainfall. My pro
posal is this: that the ryot should be made to take
water when there is need to grow his crops. If! 
there is no rain and the crop is -really· in need o~ 
water you should not leave i1> to his wish to take· 
water or not. Don't you think that the irrigated' 
crop will be better than the non-irrigated crop? 

A.-Yes. It is rather difficult to force him to· 
p_8.y without reintroducing the old water-rate rules
that h .. ve been . chaDglOd lately. 'IT ndor the old 
rules a man who applied for water had to p .. y 
for what he .applied for. Leoter on they have 
changed itJ so that the ryot pays for the wa.ter 
he tal<es. In the beginning of .. new projeet you 
can say the ryot should pay for what he asks for 
and later on when the system is established you 
can be more generous and ask him to pay for 
what he takes. But )whether it would help in 
these famine areas to- produce good crops, I do not 
know. . 

Q.-If you provide 'Water when the season is 
doubtful the rvot is very lik"ly to say "The water 
is there J can hang on for a night or so P n 

A.-I'think so. 

Examined hy Sri K.KOTI R&DDI: Q.-You sug_ 
gest in ~our evidence that "the ~Dly. m~l'&' 
• . . Vlllage-sites. U Do you expect lInmlgratlo!l P 

A.-That is it. I thi.nk the rural population 
would be increased if better living accommodation is
given. 

Q.-You also suggest that the lands that a,!, 
farther off from the villa"" are not ,Properly culti
vated. Would you in this conneslon suggest a 
scheme to divide big villages into smaller ones and 
induce people to settle down in the latterP Would 
you agree that it would improve cultivation of these· 
landsP 

A.-Yeo. 
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Q.-As ODe iuterested in increasing the resources 
of the villages, may I kuow whether yOll would 
Sllggeat any iegislatlOn in order to give effect to 
that suggestion P . 

. i.-It Govel'wnent cal!' do that sncce&sfully that 
is just what is w8Jlted. 

Q.-Do you think that under this scheme thero 
is a possibility of increasing the amount of crop by 
intensive oulth,a.tion P 

A.-Yes. As the people will be nearer their lands, 
they will pay more attention to it. But the chief 
difficulty in carrying out:. this idea would be the 
provision of drinking water. 

Q.-If good drinking water could be supplied by 
some scheme you thiuk that the possibility- of con
structing new smaller villages in between big vil
lages would certainly be desirable in the interests 
of better cultivation~ 

A.-Yea. 
/;I.-With regard to 'the Tungabhadra Project you 

say that " the experience gained • • • waa 
correct/' I believe wet irrigation is possible in black 
cotton soils also. For instance, in N andyal there ia 
thorough wet cultivation in black cotton soils. The 
experience of Kurnool-Cudd8.pah CAnal also suggests 
the possibility of wet cultivation in such BOils. Don't 
;rou think that it is possible under the Tungabhadra 
Project also P . 

A.-It requires very careful investigation of the 
matter Qf drainiDg~ these J.a.nds. 

Q.-If the ryots are willing to take water for wet 
cultiva.tion in black soils, I think you have no' 
objection to give thelll? 

A.-Not at 0.11. 
Q.-The m(.ldified Tungabhadra Projeot is intended 

. mainly as a dry scheme. Do you suggest tha.t under 
the scheme water may he given for .wet cultivation 
if the ryots are prepared to take it P 

A.-No doubt. But the Public Works Depart
ment will have to know beforeha.nd the extent of 
lands to be taken for wet or dry, because they will 
then have to construct channels of the right size. 
Hence the ryot will have to decide in advance 
whether he is going to grow dry or wet crops. 

Q.-With regard to mixed and red soils, which 
are capable of wet oultiva.tion, because it pays better, 
you have no objection to give water to those areas 
if the people are prepared to take wwlier for wet 
-oultivation? 

A.-No, provided they make their dQClnration 
when the system is :first introduced and if the Public 
Works Department am of opinion that_ it will 
fit in with the system. 

Q.-lf your suggestion- is accepted and the ryots 
are p,repued to make a declara.tion beforehand 
you won't refuse to give them water for wet oulti~ 
vation under the area. commanded by the Tunga
bhndra Project P 

A.-No. 
Q,-I fitid that, in the modified Tungabhadra 

Scheme, . wt\, cultivation is only for those areas 
which are waterlogged but not for the red and 
mixed soils which was the intention of the original 
projeetP 

Mr. F. M. DoWLJ!lY: Q.-If we can show that, by 
irrigating onlf dry lands, you can irrigate double 
the extent whIch you can, if you give water mainly 
to wet lands, would you still be inolined to allow 
unrestricted wetP You restrict the benefits of the 
project if you grow mainly wet crops, If you grow 
dry crops you irrig8lte and benefit a larger area. 
Is that not better for the district in genepal than 
giving greater benefit to a fewer number as in the 
case of wet cu ltivation P ..... . 

A .-If the toW quantity of water under the 
system is limited, it is better to spread it; over as 
large ... area ... possible by the method you suggest. 

Sri R. SWYANABAYANA RAo: Q . .....:.ys not thE" staple 
food of the area irrigated by the project a dry 
crop and Dot a wet one P . 

A.-Yeo. 
Sri K. KOTI REllDI: Q.-Supposing small patches 

of red soil are mixed amidst bi~ blocks of black 
('otton soil, and you propose to Rlve W&tel' fo1' wet 
cultivation for these red soils. You know that the 

If.. produce on one acte of wet l8Ind is at le88t 
,- throo or foul' times the produce in a dry land. 

I don't 8ee why you should refuse to give water 
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fol' wet cultivation, when"'you kno.w it cerlainly pro.
duces- much mQre than what is produced now in 
black' cotton soilB P The Mackenzie Scheme provided 
both for wet a.nd dry cultivation . 

You also suggest the possibility of constructing 
new minor irrigation. tanks. In the red soil areas 
there is still a possibility of constructing some- more 
minor irrigation tanks. They should be taken up 
so as to increase the produce in that particular 
areBl? ." 

A..-I don't think that it will be of much use 
for the purpose you are thinking of,. i.e., for famine 
l'eJief work. 

Q.-As a !!\.8ans of preventing the recurrence of 
famine in tliese areas, don't you think that the 
development of these irrigation possibilities in that 
area will go a long we;y p-

A.-I don't think it will be of any use for the 
purpoee you mention. Much depends on the local 
rainfall, you can have Qne or two new taDks but 
it could not be done over a wide area. 

Q.-You think the expansion of ordinary works is 
a good idea. Is it possible to take up a la,rge 
number of works on the ordinary scale as famine 
relief? Supposing you extend these works to the 
fullest extent tha.t is possible and pay similar wages 
as you do duri.ng agricultural operations won't it 
be a· better w""y of helping the people to 

1 

tide over 
the famine P -

A.-I think it would be a very good idea but it 
would be more exponsive. One difficulty is that 
you may not find as mu('h ordinary work &9 is 
required. 

Q.-If you spend the Same amount as you spend 
on famine relief works for reconstructing the 
villages, such as inter~village communications, 
improvement of village-sites, building of vakkaranis 
for drinking wa.ter purposes, improvement of village 
sanitation and other upliftment works in the 

. villages, don't you think: that it is preferable and 
that there may not be any necessity for famine 
relief organization P • 

A.-Yes, if it· could, be administered easily. My 
experience is that village works do. not provide 
enough work for a large number for &. sufficiently 
long period, in view of the fact that moat of them 
are unskilled labourers. 

Q.-At present the Famine Code does n~t make 
provision for certain necessaries. It makes no pro· 
vision particulaorly for clothing. When these famine 
workers have to work for more than six m08lths or 
so, I think a change of cloth is neeessary~ Now 
they have to depend on charitable relief. Would 
you recommend a. provision to be made in the Code 
for supply of cloths to the workers, if the famine 
continues for more than 81 particular period? 

A.-I don't think the lack of clothing is so marked 
as to require any provision to be made for it in 
the Coda. The Government might make a grant 
if conditions demand it. ' . 

Q.-In connexion with the development of cottage 
industries do you think spinning can be undertaken 
as a famine relief on a large S08Ile in the villages 
instead of ... the r~ad works, for women, if not, for 
men? 

A.-If YQu· mean to employ them in their houses 
and pay them wages, a large sta1f will be required 
to control it. 

Sri R. S""y.;. ..... y"". RAG: Q.-In the case of 
wewvers provision is made in the Code for relief to 
them. The taak i. fixed because they already know 
weaving. In tbe case of spinning, we cannot lay 
down the task as most of the people do not know it. 
As a general measure of relief, it is difficult to 
fix the task and th8>t is why the Cod. has not 
fixed it. 

Sri K. KOTI ReDI : -Those who can spin and who 
prefer it to earthwork or roadwork CBn do it. It 
may be useful. They can learn spinning in a short 
time. The task can also be prescribed. 

ABDUL RAWOO:r SAHIB Bahadur:-As a form of 
relief to p;osha ladies and respectable women this 
ma, be all right but as a substitute for famine 
rehef works, I don 't think it is practioable. More
over the yaUt spun m~ be of a ma.rketable quality. 

Sri E. trOT! RODI: In the earlier stages the 
rough yarn can be 1lS6d for rough articles and 
later on when they can spin finer stuff, finer articles 
ca~ be made. 
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W,TNE •• : A..-The Code i. based on the .... ump
tion that the workers should go to the work spot 
for relief. 

Sri K. KOT! RBDDI (c~"t.): Q.-At present .. 
number of projects in the Ceded districts are not 
taken, up because they are not remunerative in 
spite of the lower returns fixed for them. Would 
You agreo with me that these returns should be still 
further lowered P 

A.-It is one way or dealing with the situation 
but whether it is the best I cannot say. . 

ABDUL RAwooM SAHIB Bwadur: Q.-Knowing the 
finanoes of the district boards do you think these 
district boards can give employment to all the 
labourers in famine years? Do yon suggest that. 
these expansion of works should be done with 
Government help? 

A.-Undoubtedly the Government have to pay for 
these. 

Q.-In view of the recurrence of famines and the 
enormous amounts spent on relief don't you think 
thl>t the Tungabhadra Projeot should be taken up 
as B protective rather than 88 a. productive one, 

A.-It all de,Pends upon whether you can afford 
it. It is a blg work and the difference in the 
return which is expected from a particular work 
as productive, worked out, on such capital coat, 
would be a large rum. 

Q.-Don't you think it is worth while? 
A .......... Probably it is. 
1,1 .-Do you think that the Tungabhadra Project 

may not be successful or· productive even from the 
point of view of revenue?· 

A .-1 am not willing to commit myself in that 
matter. 

Q.-In the case of the Kurnool..cuddapah ..... al 
the ryot pays water·rate only when he uses the 
water. Suppose in the case of the Tungabhadra 
project or any such project that may be taken up 
for the benefit of the Ceded districte, a compulsory 
levy ia made in order that the Government may 
get some return P / 

A .-The question is whether it will be actually 
levied. 

Q.-If the l'roject i. based on that idea. do you 
think the project may be dry irrigated compulsory 
rateP 

A.-The people of the country have to oontribute 
towards the cost of the maintenance and interest 
charges of the project. 

Q.-If they hope to pay for it, would it be justi
fiable if the people are made to pay a compulsory 
water-rate p 

A.-I think it win be extIemely difficult to work. 
The matter will have to be looked into. 

Q.-The introduction to the Cod. savs th .. t the. 
idea of Government is to maintain people .in health 
and in arriving at the wages, they did DOt. take 
into account betelnut to which the people m .. y be 
8Nustomed. Expenditure even on betel and nuts 
is considered by most people as a luxury. Don't 
you think expenditure on toddy is a greater luxury 
than thatP 
- A.-You might put it on a par with betel an!! 

nut. If people receiving definite sums for food 
spend the money on toddy, it is a luxury. 

Q.-Don't you think the toddy· shops are a tempta. 
tion to the workers to spend their small earnulgs 
on luxuries P 

A.-I am inc:-lined to think that they are stronger 
again.t that type of temptation when they are on 
famine relief than in ordinary times. 

Q.-I want to know whether it will not be desir
able to provide in the Code itself for the removal 
or abolition of toddy shops in and round famine 
camPI wh(>u the works are started. 

A.-The question of the removal of toddi shops 
or removing them to far off places is wei worth 
consideration. 

Q.-Have you contemplated situations when neither 
the ordinary works. nor 'the test works are possible 
and relief work" have to he- started, atraigntaway. 

A .-1 have not. 
Q.-The Y.mmigllnur.Kul"ugodu work w .. started 

atl'aightaway B8 a l'elief work. There ma.y. be such 
.ituaHoDa when the Collectors ahould be gIven the 
diacretion to start ordina.ry works or test works. or 

~elief works. 8tr'!righ~away whene,"er they f~l thert' 
18 a necessIty for It and report the tUl-'t to the 
Boa.rd. 

A.-I don't think I should give IUcJi powers to 
the Collector. Bu~ I think he should suggest to 
the Board. I don t think .t lB aD essential pre li
mmary to establish a relief work that there shall 
have b~en a test work in that sp~t before. It call 
be deCided to have a. relief work in one ares from 
th~ "k;llowledge gained from a test work in n.n 
adjolDwg place. That i. what is being done. 

Q.-8ection 33.-Would you .. gree with me that 
C?n8 of the ways of putting heart into the people 
IS t'? announce remission 01 8I55easment as aOOll as 
pos9lble? 

A.-Yes. But section 33 relaoo8 to a stage when 
the seaaan may yet be a good one. 

1,1.-1 don't think so. l~ takes for granted that 
~h~n ~he symptoms glven m section 34 are known 
l~ 18 tlDle f.or the Collectors to start either ex an: 
SIOD C?f ordInary works or test works. So tha~ is 
the. tIme for the Collectors to suggest remission by 
Wthhlchbecthey ca.n put. heart into the people befol'e 

ey ome demorahsed. 
A.-I~ is going too far. I do not think that 

crop failu.re IS de~nlteJy established at the stage 
W:~h sectIOn 83 Wlll apply. In Dellary vpry often 
w e .er a season was good or not was decided 
ovarn~ht. . 

Sri ~. SURYANABAYANA RAo: .Q .-Is it not a fact 
that It twea some time to announce remission, 

., after declaration of famine? 
A:~Yes. but the people know they will get 

remISSIon. . 

Q.-I hope the remissioos are full,. but sometimes 
they a..ra not. I am only suggestmg that don't 
you think th .. t one. of the first steps til be taken i. 
to announce renuSlJIon? 

A.-I think in most cases we remit assessment. 
Sri H. SlTARAHA REDDI: Q.-In your experience 

as 90llector (contour.bunds) are they included in 
f&nlln~prO~aDUDeP 

A.-No. They are on private lands. 
Q.-So in .view of ~he usefulness of these bunds 

would you like the Idea. of contour-bunds being 
included ~n ~he fa~i.ne progra.mme? 

A.-Is It m additIon to those- on the private 
lands? 

Q.-~Iy suggestion is that it would be advantage
ous to l~clude It as a part of the famine programme 
and rehef works. . 

A.-It il! & good idea but we ha,~e to get the 
consent of the people to do them. 

Q.-It is very .. sy to do so. 
A.-We don't know how it is going to he in 

actual practice. 

Sri R. SUBVANABAYANA RAo: Q.-Yet you are 
doing so many things without the consent of the 
people, e'B.t Bome roads are constructed even before 
the land 18 acquired. 

CHAIBHAN: a.-You suggest that ~ven acquigj
tion would not be wrong for contour-bunda. 
. A.-It is possible if the people would agree but 
It all depends on the cha.ngea that wou1d result in 
cultivation-of all the lands affected by the erection 
of the hund, both above and below it. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAMISATHA AnA.B: Q.
Don 1t you admit that some skill will he required in 
constructing those bunds P 

A.-Yes, we have got to select the spots. We 
should ilegin at the top of each watershed. 

Q.-You must consider so many factors and it is 
not 8 simple proposition. 

A.-Yes. 

Q .-A t the end of paragraph 2 you say tha>t in 
l"iew· of the dir~t benefits that the Tuugabhadra 
Project is like1y to yield, it is essential to take 
it up. I believe you mean that the advantBgeI!!I 
would be very l(lorge and so it may be taken up. 
Am I right? 

A.-1 don't go t() the extent of snying that it 
should be taken up. It all depends upon the 
Government who spend the money_ 

~.-Even if. the return is little less, is it worth..., 
whIle taking It up P ~ 

d..-As a protectil'e Dleasure it lUay be taken up. 
/' 
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The oral examination of J AV AD HUSSAlN SAHIB Bahadur, Collector of. Madras, was 
then taken up. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION 1. 

M easure8 for the prevention or mitigation of famine. 

1. The only m8ILSure feasible for the prevention or mitigation of famine in the 
.Ceded districts that can be suggested is t!,e digging and constructlon of large .wellS (,f 
autlieient depth. Irrigation from these wells may be done by means. o~ the ordinary 
picottah. ''l'his suggestion, Of course, does not apply to areas where It IS proposed to 
construct major irrigation projects like the Tungabhadra, etc. The wells should first. be 
constructed out of loans advanced by Government, and Government mstead of recovermg 
these loans under the Land Improvement Loans Act or Agriculturists' Loans Act, m~ght 
levy a small water-rate on the lands irrigated by these weUs and the ~oney realIzed 
should go in repayment of the principal amount of loan advanced and the mterest which 
should be very low, or, perhaps none at all till it is entirely repaid, and after that no 
charge should be made except the usual dry asses"menron the land concerned. 

2. (a) (i) .Irrigation-Major.-'rhe Tungabhadra project does' not affect the Anan
tapur district in any large measure except I think Gooty taluk, including the sub-taluk 
of Uravakonda. Even in this taluk parts of Pamidi and Gooty firkas WIll not be affected 
by the project. I believe that this project was fi~st intended to benefit also Dharma
"aram taluk, part of Kadiri, Kalyandrllg taluk and Anantapur taluk, but subsequently 
the idea of benefiting these was given up as not feasible. I don't think that, if this 
project materializes, it will, in any way, prevent or mitigate famine in all the parts of 
Anantapur district now liable to famine. But it will certainly put a stop to the mIgra
tion of people from the area which it serves to other parts of the district or outside it, ae 
it will then keep Gooty tal uk's labour in Gooty taluk itself. 

2. (a) (ii) I have no suggestion to make for making the project more useful than 
it can be as at present designed. 

2. (a) (iii) At present, in"the Hindupur taluk of the Anantapur district, there is 
the Kumltdavati project under investigation. The idea is to construct an anicut across 
the Pennar just below where it meets the Kumadavati river and divert the watel', when 
Uu' river is in freshes, through channels, to certain tanks, so that they may get filled, 
as they certainly will. This is a very good idea and I consider this mainly from the pro
tective point of view though perhaps the project might also be productive. So far as the 
Anantapur district is concerned, any work that may be undertaken can only be pro
tect.ive and not productive, I:enerally .. Similar project!> may be tried in the Chitravati 
and Pt'nnar rivers in Anantapur district and I am sure that they will benefit the district 
Weatly, provided, of course, the selfish Mysore ryots do not obstruct the flow of water 
from within their limits. A couple of other works that might also be usefully taken 
up are the construction of two anicuts in the Pandimeru river as these might benefit certain 
tanks in the Dharmavaram and Anantapur taluks. 

2. (b) (i) Minor irrigation and wells.-It is probably true that the number of minor 
irrigation sour?'ls i,:,- the ~rea irrigated by them is decreasing, that; is to sa,y, with refer
ence to the mmor IrrigatIOn works; what I mean by , decrease' is that they are getting 
silted up. The reason in my opinion for this is the failure of the ryots generally- to do 
kudimaramat systematically to the feeder channels 1eading to the tanks and also to the 
tanks tbemselves. 

2. (b) (ii) So far as the Anantapur district is concerned, my suggestion is that 
th~ repairs and removal of silt, etc., to the channels and tanks should be done by the 
Government as tbe ryots are generally too poor to be able to do the work themselves; 
that is' to say, that Government should effect even the items of kudimaramat and should 
uot recover the amount of the estimate from the ryots as is done now except where it 
is waived. I -think it is practically hopeless to expect the ryots to keep the sources in 
'rep~ by • kudim~ramat.'. I. al~o .suggest tha~, ~hen an estimate is prepared for • 
I'eparrs to any partIcular mInor lTrIgatlon work a directIOn should be made that the feeder 
channels shoul~ al~o be i~spected and repairs to the~ also included in the estimate if 
necessa;Y. This WIll certaluly h~lp to prevent the deterlOration of these sources: AnotheI' 
s~l!ll'estlOn I would mak.e here IS that all .feeder and spring channels should be planted 
With shrubs or other SUItable trees on their banks and also round minor irri"ation tank 
beds. I would even g~ further and say that portions of the catchment· are: of a tank 
should al"o he planted wlth ~ees ~nd shrubs to prevent silting up of the channels and -tanks . 

. '2: (b) (iii) I ~ee th~t minor i;rigation "ourc~s and wells which are dependent on 
the season for th~1r supphes WIlL f~l when there I~ a failure -of the monsoon and that 
therefore these WIll be of no use 1D seasons of dlstress. Any improvement !f these 
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sources or an increase in their number will not be helpful at all in preventing or miti
gating famine so far as Anantapur district is concerned. But what might mitigate the 
rigours of the season is the keeping in thorough repairs of spring channels, so that, even 
when there is paucity Or failure of rains these channels might keep flowing though the 
flow may not be normal. 

2. (b) (iv) I do not think that an increase in the number of wells will improve 
the situation unless the wells are extremely deep and there is a guarantee that they 
will contain a never-failing supply. 'rhere could, however, be no such guarantee ox: 
assUrance so far as Anantapur district is concerned except perhaps at a '"Very 'prohiBitive 
cost. -It is' perhaps gen~rally correct to say that, ~ black soil areas, the subsoil watet 
is llsu'tlly brackish. It may perhaps also be correct to say that it is not potable and 
probably deleterious to crops, but I think in the case of a place like Uravakonda in 
Anantapur district, which is mainly a black soil area, .water 1S not brackish. If the 
statement that the subsoil water is usually brackish is correct, then of course nothing 
is gained by increasing the' number of wells in that area. 

2. (c) Contour-bund forming.-Yes. Bunding up of lands in the black soil areas 
will certainly help to retain moisture longer than is now the case and enable the crops to 
withsy,nd drought. But such extensive b,unding up will materially diminish the supply 
to tbe minor irrigatioll.. sources except in pla,ces like Uravakonda where there is practi
cally no tank irrigation in the black soil area. Extensive bunding in red soil area will, 
however, seriously diminish supply to minor irrigation works. 

2; (d) Dry !4,rming.-I, regret I can suggest none. 
2. (e) Afforestation.-My suggestion is that panchayat forests should be removec! 

from the control of the panchayats and made over to the Forest department. In the 
forest panchayat agreement there is a clause to say that the panchayatdars should plant 
a certain number of trees in the forest, each year. No such trees- are ever planted gene
rs.Ily. On the contrary, the forests are denuded of even the sparse growth in them,. with 
the connivance of the pancha,yatdars in some cases. As for the kind of trees to be 
planted, I suggest the Forest department be consulted. 

2. (fl Alternatitle or subsidiary sources of employment-til Large scale industry.
The only large eeale industry that I can suggest is spinning. Nothing else seems possi
ble except perhaps silk industry, if it is correct that castor leaf is a substitute for mul
berry. If it is, then castor, being gr:own on a fairly extensive scale in Anantapur district, 
8ilk worm might thrive upon it. I would also suggest gold mining in Ramgiri of 
Dharmavaram taluk and in Ramapuram near Uravakonda. 

2. (g) I regret I have no experience of • sparked' water. 

SECTION II. . 
Purposes of famine operations and principles of famine relief . 

.-

II. The policy laid down in section 127 and in the introduction to the Famine Code 
i~ clear and sound and does not appear to need any modification. 

4. I have no modificatioI)- to suggest. 
/S. Chapter Ill-Period Of obsertlation and test.-(a) Test, works seem to be 

unnecessary. I suggest that the expansion of ordinary works. be resorted to in the first 
instance and subsequently converted rightaway into relief works. 

5. (b) I have no modification to suggest to sections 49 and 50 of the Act except in 
@action 49 (a) as it seems unnecessary to impose any task higher than the standard task 
68 mentioned in section 133 (a). The idea underlying such an imposition is not apparent 
and there seems no necessity to treat test work task any more rigorously than relief
work task. 

6. Chapters IV and VI.-I have no modifications to suggest. 

SECTION ill. 

Scale oj wages and allowances and the diet scale. 
7. II suggest no modification. 
8. fa) In view of the policy laid down in the introduction to the Famine Code. I 

do not think that any modification is necessary in the scale of wages and allowances~ 
etc., considering that generally practically entire families get relief either in the shape 
of wages, gra.tuitcus relief or a.t the kitchen, etc. 

8. (b) I suggest no increase. I should say that it is normally possible to obtain 
veg-otables on the existing scale provided of course that there has not been either diminu
tion or failure of rains in the parts concerned and in the proper season. I do not think 
that the type of incHviduals who resort to famine works generally is accustomed to obtain 
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the quantity of vegetables that he gets during fa~ine. So far as I know the normal 
thing taken by the poorer classes, along with ragi or korra or cholarn food, is chutney 
made of tamarind or chillies or some such stuff as dholl. Of course, the land·owning 
classes perhaps use vegetables in some cases, but, except dming the prevalence of acute 
distress as at presen t in Anantapur district, I do not think that the generality of workers 
of famine camps is accustomed to vegetables at all. 

S. (c) My suggestion is that all Abkari shops within a radius of five miles of any 
famine area and not camp merely should be clo~ed. • S. (d) Chapter IX-Gratuitous relief.-I have no modifications to suggest. 

SECTION IV. 

The size and nature of the task in famine IVorks. 

9. I have no modifications to suggest to the task-work system. 

SECTION V. 
10. Stone-breaking is what is given by way of providing work in famine camps. I 

think it will generally be agreed that it is a. most profitless undertaking and an utter 
waste of money and labour. It benefits neither him that gives nor him that is given. 
Still, I regret, I am at a loss to suggest any better substitute. I would however press 
for cons.deration the opening up new village roads, that is to say, roads from each village 
to the main or trunk road, construction of wells for the depressed classes on an extensive 
Bcale in the famine area.s and such other works. 

SECTION VI. 

11. Expansion of ordinary work is necessary to Bee whether labour is drawn on a large 
Besle though the wage on Buch works is lower than the wage on ordinary work, though 
sometimes very slightly higher than the wage on test and relief works. If people resort 
in large numbers to such works, then it maY' be taken a" an indication of the prevalence 
of distresB. 

12. I have no suggestion to make except that the appointment of taluk relief officers 
seems unnecessary. There are Clrcle officers at present and their work may be checked 
by the Tahsildars and Revenue Divisional Officers. 

13. I have no further suggestions to make. 

Oral evidenee. 
Examined by ABDUR RAWOOP SAHm Bahadur: 
Q.-I find you say. that the prevention, 0": mitiga

tion of famme can be efiecte~ by digglD~ a~d 
constructing large wells of suffiCIent depth. Agam 
you say c, I don 't think that an increase in the 
number of wells will improve the situation unless 
the wells are extremely deep and unless there is 
a SUa.I'antee that there will be copious supply." 
Is It not a contradiction P 

A.-It is absodutely the same, There is no can· 
tl'adiotion at all. 

Q.-From·' your experience in Ananta.pur district 
at what depth were you a.ble to tap water P 

A.-Sometimes you can tap water at 60 feet and 
sometimes as much as 200 feet. 

Q.-Is irrigation by wells extensive in Ananta.pur 
districtP 

A.-In certain taluks, especially the Kalyandrug 
taluk. 

Q.--During famine are these wells able to supply 
water for wet irrigation P 

A .--So far &8 t.his famine was concerned in 
KalyandTug taluk they had a fairly good crop 
under the wells. 

Q.-Do you think that Government interferenoo 
is neoessary to prevent migration of labour on ..... 
large scale P 

A .-1 don't think so. 
Q.-Is the!'e migration on a large scaleP 
.4..-1 have said that even the little migration 

might be stopped. 
(,).-So there is little migratio~ you aayP 
it.-V ... 
Q.-In AnantopuT distriot the whole of the dis

trict ia covered with a number of tanks. Do you 
think the restoration of these tanks will improve 
the wnu,l'-SUpplyP 

.t .-Not unless you get copious rains. 
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Q.-If tanks fill, will they last fa<r a year? 
A.-In Anantapur district, in wh8lt are known 

as first-class sources, water CADDC.t be stored for 
long on account of the tremendous heat and the 
nature of the soil. 

Q.-;-In Penukonda particularly th~re is much water 
scarCIty. If the wells a.r&-8.ug deep won't they be 
aole to supply water for irrigation P 

A.-If they ~re. very, very deep. This applies 
~ .the w~ole di8trl(~t, except in some parts where 
l-t lB posslble to strIke water at small depths 
9·-Y~u are .referring to contour-bundin,z. You 

thInk. th,S bunding will benefit in the years of fail1ll9 
of ralnsP . 

A.-No. not at all. 

Q.-You ."'Y that forest pa.nehayats should be 
removed from. the control of panchayate and made' 
oyer to the Forest department. Is it your expe-
rlenc~ that these forest pa.nchayats have failed to 
funotlon properly P 

A.-I think liD, but not generally. It all depends 
upon whalt you meau U by functioning properly!' 

Q.-Have they not done their duty properly 
Bfter .they took up the fo"""tsP 

A.-Yes; but not all. 
Q.-Do you think the proposal of the appoint

ment of Deputy Tahsildars to control the forest 
panchayats would improve matters:P 

A.-8uTely. It is bound to. There will be oon-
stant supervision. . 

Q.-Would you agree to the panch.;yat fo"""ts 
being banded over to the Forest department p 

A.-Yeo I would like that. If the .hOOc. is 
between the forests to oontinue 88 they are a.nd 
the Forest department, I w("Iuld prefer the latter. 
But if Deputy Tahsildara are appointed I would 
prefer them continuing under the Revenue depart
met .... 
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Q.-Do you think that the system of granting 
g"atuitous relief is really working ..n right P An 
the village munsifs sen,,'l:;::r. the reports to the 
Tahsildars and do the T . dars send the reports 
in timeP 

A.-I think so. 
Q.-Do you thiilk it would be better if that is 

also made ovel' to. the charge officer P 
A.-No, 1 do not, because, he would not have 

enough tllD.8. 

Q}-Is there not delay in reoeipt of reportsP Is 
there not delay in the lists being prepared P 

A·.-H ere and there, there might be stray cases 
but on the whob there has been no delay at ..n. 

Q.-Do you suggeet that the works undertaken 
should he of public utility_t least in proportion 
to the amount spent P 

A.-As a matter of fact the works undertaken are 
all of public utility. . 

Q.-You say collecting of metals is uselees P 
A.-But ;t is a work of public utility. 
Q.-We were told that metal collected some yesrB 

back were still lying in certain areBS withuut being 
used at aliP 

A.-True, it is a useless work. But it is a work 
of publio utility. I stick to that opinion for it does 
not ta.ke away from it the nature of & public utility 
work. If you have metal you can use it for works 
of public utility. If you ... k me whether this parti
cular type of work is beneficial or Dot~ or if it is 
of immediate good to the people, I wowd say , no.' 
If you ask me whether it is not a public utility 
work I would say C it is.' 

Sri R. SURYAN ...... YANA RAo:' <I.-Would you 
suggest Government handing over the unused stacks 
of metal to the local bodies without any paymentP 

A.-It is only a nDnlinai payment that is de
m .. nded. In the l .. t famine the metal that was 
collected in Anantapur district was ordered to be 
given over to the local board at a nominal rate of 
half-an-anna per ca.rt-load. 

Q.-Do von think .that theee stacks of unused 
metal should be given to the local boards and a 
provision made to that, effect in the Code P 

A.-I hlllVe no objection. ". 
Q.-No doubt with the express condition that 

the metal should be UBed only for village roads, 
otherwise thev will be used for trunk road a.nd the 
local boards 'will get money as well (grante) from 
the Government P 

A.-Even if you hand over to the district boards, 
the district board is not going to make use of the 
metal immediately and it .would be lying there for 
& long period, ana if; -would make no difference at 
all. 

ABDUL RAwool' SAmB Bahadur: Q.-Do 3'<'u 
Buggeet the payment of wages at a IIat r..toP 

A.-I do not. 
a.-Do you propose any increase i11 wagasP 
A.-It all depends upon whether the Government 

can afford it. 
Sri KOTl RODI: Q.-With regard to the Tunga

bhadra Project under the present modified scheme 
it does not m;nefit the Anantwpur district which 
receives no more raina than the BeUa.r:y district' 
Is it possible to extend the benefite of the Tung .... 
bhadra Project to certain other areas of Anantapur 
districtP 

A.-Yes. If it i. extended it will benefit some 
more parts of Ana.ntapur district. 

Q.-With regard to Kumudavati Project, i8 it an 
urgent neoosaity P 

.t.-It will benefit some six or seven tanks. 
Q.-I think the bllnding up of Pandimern rivor 

will also help certain tanks P 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Is it your experience that the ",ots do not 

generally do the repair to the river channels and 
oupply channell to tbe tanka P 

A .-1 believe they generally do not. 
Q.-Leave aside whatoveT the law or the custom 

might be, you do not ordinarily expect the ryot 
to do the work &specially when ~t is fairly. ~ la.rge 
amount of work, for the ryot will be unwilling to 
do it' d' • 't' A -In respect of AnfLntapur latrlot, 1 18 more 
on ;""'unt of PCJverty that the ryot ia unable to 

do it. I suggest that the repairs to millor irriga.. 
tion tanks and supply chs.nnels be undertaken by 
the Government In this particuiar district. 

Q.-Do you thiilk that a reduction in the wet 
assessment or the undertaking of kudimaramat by 
the Government would improve matters in Anantapur 
distriatp 

A.-If the .... essment is reduced, it might per
haps tempt more people. 

Q.-You sugest on spinning t\6 an alternative 
8U~si~iary source of. employment. Do you meaD 
spmnlng by power mIlls or hand spinning P 

A .-1 meant only ha.nd-epinning. 
Q.-You concede that conditions are favourable 

for the erection of spinning wheels in those areas? 
A.-That I cannot say. A member of the All

India Spinners' Association who met me the other 
day 89.0id that it took some time for a man to do 
spinning fairly well. I do not suggest that spinning 
should be tauJilit to every one, but, during famine, 
it couid be aone by women especially the gosha 
women, old women and people like that. 

. Q.-Why should not able-bodied men take to spin
nmgP They would prefer it rather than going to 
the relief wow P 

A.-That is a hypothetiCilI qn ... tion. I cannot 
answer. 

Q.-Rough yarn could be spun by women and if 
you can get a sale for the khadder woven or the 
yarn spun1 what are the difficulties for organizing 
that as 81 famine relief work? 

A..-It 'will require tremendous organization. I 
am suggesting it only in the case of old and gosM 
women who naturaUy would not like to go to relief 
works. Bu,t, to introduce it on a large scale as con
templated by ;oou, I think it will certainlv be 
costlier both in organization as well- 8.8 in supervIsion. 

Q.-You have referred to the closure of all abkari 
shops within a radius of five miles of any famine 
area. Why? 

A.-8o that a lD3n who is tempted to drink will 
find it difficult to walk th&t distance. 

Q.-The famine wage is just Bufficient to main
tain a. worker. There is no provision for anything 
more, even necessaries like clothing and oil for 
hair_ and betel nuts. At least do you consider that 
clothing and oil for hair Me quite essential? 

A.-I have not used oil for my hair in all my 
life. It all depends upon whother the Government 
could afford it. 

Q.-If you think clothing is necessary. 18 not 
a proviSIon to that effect necessary in the Code P 

A.-Clothing is of course necessary for everybody 
but it is for the Government to decide such things. 
I am arfraid I cannot recommend that. 

Q.-Don't you think that if people want to pur
cha.se clothing from the wages paid. they have to 
stint in their living P 

A.-It must tak6 a long time for them to save 
something from the wages and by that time the 
famine itself would be over. 

Q.-Do you think it desirable to recommend to 
the G()Vernment to provide at least one saree for 
& woman and a pair of dhotiea for " man if the 
famine lasts for 81 long duration? 

A.-I am afraid I cannot say that. 

Sri R. SllltYANAlUYANA RAo: Q.-You want a kind 
of levy of cess. or assessment to be paid towaords the 
loans. Sri Viswanada Roo suggested that Govern
ment might 't.!>ke up 'the digging of wells and 
charge water-rate &8 in the case of tanks and other 
irrigation sources. What is your opinion P 
,A.-I don't agree. 

Q.-There are a large number of abandoned wells. 
Why were the .. ablUldoned ~ 

A.-For want, of . rains. 

Q.-"When you were there. were any experiments 
carried on for boring such wells P . 

A.-No. 
Q.-Can better water-supply be had. with deeper 

boringe in theee abandoned wells P I thmk the Gov
ernment caD grant loans or undertake to bore them 
d""perP 

A..-I would not recommend it on a large scale 
unlees it was tried :IIrst in one or two firkas and 
the result.o noted. 
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Q.-"·ould the ry~ta be willing to take water 
if the Government dug the absndonded wells deeper J 

repair them and maintain them P "-
A.-I am afraid it is a question of the policy of ' 

the Governm~t. ' 
Q.-Are you aware that the in"&ufficiency of water

supply in the Madakasira Wuk is due to the dam
mwg of the various supplies in the Mysore Statei' 

4.-1 do not think. BO, though it might be true 
in a very few cases. 

Q.-Do you believe that the expansion of 'l'Ullga
bhadra Project up to Dharmavaram or Kadiri if 
pos.sible would be of greater benefit tha.D the restricted 
projectP 

A.-l think it would be. 
Q.-If it is extended, are you sure that the area. 

already provided will not be less than under the 
Dew scheme? 

A.-It is for the Public Works Department to 
Bay J because it is a technical point. 

Q.-In regard to Kumudavati Project. even if the 
investi~ation discloses th~t it .is unremunerati~eJ 
but if It is found useful In ordlDary years of raIn
fall, do you think it is. worth while to take 'up that 
projectP 

A.-I think SQ. 

Q.-What steps are being taken by our Collector 
to Rea that the Mysore Government does not deprive 
1IS of the flow of water P 

A..-It is not the Government but it is the ryot 
who bundB up p,ll these ohannels. 

Q.-You :find a little difficulty in enforcing the 
Kudimaramat ActP , 

A.-It iB not a question of :finding it diJIicult. 
'.I.-Do you think there is any other method by 

which the Act can be enforced and· a large number 
of tanks maintained in this districtP 

Q.-Could the Government do it or Dot? 
A.-With regard to Anantapur district the ryots 

are very very poo:r. 

Q.-Do you know the number of ta.nks in Anan-
tapur district P 

A.-YeB. About 1,400. 
a.-What would th& COBt boP 
A ........ 1 am not taking into account the coat while 

auswering your question. 
a.-You were inclined to think that if the Deputy 

TaLsilda.rs were Dlppointed to control the forest 
panchayats. they could be retained and need not be 
transferred to the Forest department. 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you think that the Deputy Tahsilda!" 

possess rudimentary knowledge in forestry to be lD 
a position- to offer advice? 

4.-1 do not think they require much ~~wle~e of 
forestry. A greater amount of supervunon 18 re
quired. 

Q.-Supposing forest subordinates are lent to the 
Revenue department and they are placed OD the 
same grade 8S the Deputy Tnhsildars under the con
trol of the Collectors, in that case could the forest 
panchayats be helped? 

.4. .-i ha·ve no objection. 

Q.-Do you support the erection of 8pi~ning 
wheels in order to- utilize the large quantItIes of 
ootton grown P 

.4 .-1 had not studied that aspect of the subject. 
_ Q.-Do you know whether a scheme for erecting 
spinning wheels was once proposed P 

A.-I do not know. 

Q.-YO\l a.gree with the policy laid do"!D in the 
introduction to the Code? Do you not oollBlder when 
you ta-ke into account the modern ideas of State 
relief that it is rather out of date P 

A .-1 don't think the idea of modern State reUef 
is very different from what is laid down. 

Q.-In w&Swrn countries doles are given even 
witnout any work being doneP 
• .4. -H&'Et ~ou are getting work for the relief 

offe;ed from'" those people who are maintained at 
the expense of State .. 

a.-Is it not the duty of tho Government to help 
.u~'h people in dist,ress P 
. A.-That is what the State is doing at present. 

'.I.-It i. suggested that the worke .. should he 
mamtained at the normal level of comfort and can 
tha.t be done under the provisions of the CodeP 
~.-Normally the type of people who come to 

relief works are those who naturally have' to work 
ev~n in ~ood years for their living, and I do not 
think theIr Btandard of living is aHected. No doubt 
there may be some cases where small pattaciara come 
to the relief wQrks. 

Q.-Don't you think that at least that set of 
people} who by force of circumstances come to relief 
lVorks should be maintained at their proper level? 

A.-How are you going to differentIate during 
relief period. 

Q.-.:....Mine is a general question. What I am 
trymg to suggest is, the Code is worked in accord
ance with the policy laid down in the introduction. 
If the idea is clianged. the whole Code could be 
ohanged P _ _ 

A.-Even in cOuntries where doles are paid, they 
are not paid to keep the men in their normal atate 
of luxury a.nd comio.!t. 

Q.-But you extract eight hours work and pay 
for their bare existence P 

A .-It all depends upon Government and t.beir 
policy. If Government can afford. they can pay 
them evelL, 'While they are in their homas. 

Q.-You know that section 50 of the Code lays 
down that, as soon as ,., test work is started} you 
have to start village gratuitous relief. Do you 
agree that even if ordinary works are started. 
gratuitous relief should also be distribut.>d P 

A .-If ordinary works attract a very lar~e number 
of labourers then perhaps gratuitous, rehef might 
he resorted to. 

Q.-You know the condltiOIl8 in the ordinary 
works. Were the wages being paid regularly? 

A .-In the beginning it was not possible because 
the works had just then been started. Th.e district 
board had to get funds from Government and the 
overseer was not acquainted with the work. But 
afterwards it was all right. 

Q.-Don't you think that some conditions should 
be laid down especially regarding payment- of wages 
and the carrying out of the works under depart
mental agency and not \ulder contract system so 
that the interests of the workers can be ensured? 

A.-1 don't think the interest of the workers 
suffered under the contract system. 

Q.-Don't you think that test work tllSk should 
be higher than the relief work taskP 

A..-No. 
Q .-You are in favour of abolishing liquor shops 

within a radius of five miles of the area declared as 
famine and not merely. within the famine camp? 

A .-1 have said 80. 

Q.-Were you satisfied that the distribution of 
wages was being done properly on the relief works? 

A.-I think BO. 

Q .-Don't you think that if the officers giving 
work, taking work, measuring work} issuin.e; wages 
and distributing them are the same) there 19 scope 
for speculation P 

A .-1 have not heard any complaints during my 
time. 

The CBAIRHAN: Q.~nder the head CI alternative 
or subsidiary sources of employment," you suggest 
silk industr; with castor leaf as a substitute for . 
mulberry. think that in a famine .¥ear castor is 
going to wither just &8 must as anything else P 

A.-It is a. stubborn crop. 
Q .-Do you think: it will survive sufficiently to 

feed the silk worms P 
A.-If the drought lasted for a long time it may 

not last. It is more stubborn than the other crops 
in the area. 

Q.-Is it your eS2erienoe actually that many of 
these coolies ordinarily frequent toddy shops P Have 
you got any evidence P 

A .-There were complaints in Tonda.padu camp, 
because th~ sli.op was in the camp itself. The poopl. 
were paid wages B.nd instead of going home they 
used to have a drink. . 

Q.-In the matter of kudimaramat you say that 
the people will simp1r not do it. Were they ever 
instructed in the requlrements of their local IOUlcesP 

A.-I don't think BO. 
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Q.-1 think th.. reason for the failure of the 
kudimaramBlt system is that- it is supposed to be 
such a simple thing tha.t the ryot can do and ought 
to know it. But. in many cases it is a techmcal 
operation which requires eXllert. engineering know
ledge. Would you agree? 

A.-That is one f8l.!tor. 
Examined by Sri T. A. RAlIALINGAM CUE'l"TIYAR: 

Q.-I take it that. you don't want the test 'work 
to iU'Wfvene between the enlarg~d programme aDd 
the famine work itself. When you feel that distress 
18 acute, you would much rather start famine work 
itself ? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-About silk, is there anything p;oin~ on now? 
A..-N o. I made the suggestions from an article 

I read. somewhere. 
Q.-Coming to the question of rations 1 suppose 

you have compared the rations they get in the 
famine -camp wi1;h what they 8C'tually eat in th~ir 
houses.' Oan YOll tell me comparing the' two whe
ther the supply in the famin.e camp is worse or better 
than what they get in their homes? 

A.-So far as the labouring c1aeses are concerned, 
I don't think they get any better in their hom •• 

than what they get in tho famine camp.. Probably 
the quantity may be a little more. 

Q.-Act~ally is the ration less or more for some 
of the depend .. nt. ? 

.1.-1 think it is about the same. 
Q.-What is the physic.al condition of the workers 

in the famine camp. Are they better DOW than they 
were before P 

.1.-1 don't think it deteriorated &8 far"" I hav& 
seen. 

Q .-Do you' think under usual conditions there 
is room for sinking a large number of wells P 

A,.-Yes. The Government might advance the 
money and recover by way of cess. My proposal is 
to collect only the capital. 

Q.-Do yOu think there i. a possibility of sinki~ 
a large number of wells like that under those con .. 
ditiollS? 

A .-It all dep"nds on the depth at which yon are 
going to get water. The ryot won't mind paying 
a sma.1I cess so long as a crop is assured and the 
repayment of the capital is spread over a large 
number of yeara. 

The Committee rose for the day. 

20th Augu.st 1938. 

The Committee reassembled at 10 a.m. in the Boa.rd's office with Mr. C. A. Henderson 
in the chair. The foUow;ng Jl1.embers were present :-

Mr. F. M. Dowley. 
" H. R. Dogra. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar. 
" T. A. RamaLngam Chettiyar. 
" K. Koti Reddl. 
" Kallur Subba Rao. 
" N. Sankara Reddi. 
" R. Suryanarayana Rao. 
" H. Sitaram Reddi. 

Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Seoretary, was also present. 
The oral examination of Mr. V. N. Kudva, Collector of Ramnad, was taken up. 

Written evidence. 
SECTION I. 

M easuTes for the prevention or mitigation of famine. 

1. The problem of famine relief is very Jargely a problem of finding employment for 
a very larg13 number of agricnltural labourers and owners 'of small holdings who are 
thrown out of employment due to the adverse and unfavourable seasonal conditions. 

It is hardly possible to prevent famine in a district of poor soil and scanty rainfall 
like the Anantapul' district, .particularly as even this scanty rainfall is not always received 
at the proper time and is capricious and uncertain. 

The only measures,. in my opinion, that are likely to mitigate famine is the emigra
tion of an appreciable portion of the ryots or industrialization of the district. As nearly 
all the available lands in the neighbow'ing districts are under cultivation, the former 
course is not practicable. As Anantapur is not rich in minerals or forests, I am not aware 
of any possihilities of industrializing it on any appreciable scale. 

'fhe extent to which the Anantapur district can be industrialized can be investigated. 
2. (a) (i) Irrigation-MajoT.-So far as I can aware, only a portion of the Gooty 

taluk of the Anantapur district will be served by the Thondapadu canal, Sindhavalam 
branch canal and the Kuntienahalutank of the project, as described in G.O. No. 1429 I., 
dated 6th July 1934, and hence it is not likely to be of much use to thll Anantapur district 
from the point of view of preventing famines. 

2. (a) (ii) When I discussed the matter in 1935 with Diwan Bahadur R. Narasimha. 
Ayyangar, the late Chief Engineer for Irrigation, I understood that it might be possible 
to modify the proposals with. a view to bring the project water to some area in the 
Anantltpur district. I understand that it was not possible under any circumstances to 
extend it beyond the Dharrnavaram taluk. The taluks of Penukonda -and Hindupur, 
which are most frequently liable to famine, are not likely to get any benefit whatever 
from this project. It is, however, worth while considering the question of extending the 
benefit of the project to as much IIrea as possible in the Anantapur district. 
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2. (a) (iii) I presume that Pennar-Kumudavati project is under investigation. The 
.Bairavaui tipp80 scheme stood postponed till a. decil;ion was rea.ched on the 'i'Ungabha.dr8o. 
project. 1 80m not 80ware of any other project. 

2. (b) (i) Mino~ irrigation and wells.-on account of the scanty supplies of w80ter 
received from the scanty r80ms in the Anantapur dlstrict, the ryots have been supplement
mg the inadequate water-supply of irrtg8otion taoks by water from irrigation wells dug 
in the ayacut of the. tanks. '.l'here used to ue, sowe years ago, large extents of cultiVa
tion under wells particularly in the llindupur and Madakasll'a taluks. Attempts were 
made by the Government to induce ryots. to dig more wells by large gxants of loans. 
These elforts have not been successful; the collection of instalments in a. l80rge number at 
loads had to be suspended and may probably have to be written off eventually. 

There was a general belief that thia W80S due to the bunding of the large strea.ms • 
. on which the water-supply of these mluks depends, in their upper reaches by the 

Mysore State with a view to improve the irrigation facilities ,in the adjoined villages. 

There is an appreciable a.mount of cultivation under river channels which are a. 
special feature of the Anantapur district in the neighbourhood of the Pennaru and the 
Chitravati. These channels are dug in sand every year after an enormous labour every 
year for the ryots. The ryots always, clamour for a9sistance for maintenance of the 
channels. The cost involved, however, is disproportionately large When compared with 
the yield from the ayacut of these channels. The ryots may be encouraged wherever 
possible to dig such channels. 

2. (b) (ii) The only measures that I can think of is to take.up the silt clearance of th& 
minor irri'gation' sources as a. measure of famine relief whenever possible. 

2. (b) (iii) I a.gree. 
2. (b) (iv) An increase in the number of wells is not likely to improve the situation a.s 

it might not be possible to tap adequate supplies of water in the wells dug as seen from 
the recent experienc& in the Hindupur and M.adakasira taluks. flease see my answer to 
2 .(b) (i). 

The subsoil water in black soil areas is brackish. Drinking water is very scarce in, 
black soil areas of the Anantapur district during bad seasons. It is doubtful whether 
water-supplies Can be tapped by digging wells. 1£ so, they conSiderably improve the
oondition of the ryots in normal years, and make them less liable to be aJIected by 
f8omine. 

2. (c) Contou~ bund forming.-No remarks. 
2. (d) D~y fa~ing.-No remarks .. 
2. (e) Affo~estation.-No remarks. 
2. <!J Alternative o~ subsidiary sources of employment-(i) La~ge-8cale industry .-

Attempts made to work the diamond mines in Vajrakarur were not successful. A 
company applied for a prospectmg licenc", to find out if gold was to be found in the 
Dharmayaram taluk. Large quantities of palmyra and other fibre were being collected 
froJll some villages ·adjoining the road from Anantapur to Kalyandrug and exported to 
foreign countries.· The possibility of utilizing this fibre commerClally in the Anantapur 
district may be considered. 

(ii) Cottage industries.-In a. village of the Penukonda taluk adjoining the road: 
from Penukonda to Anantapur, bangles used to be manufactured from some minerals 
which are lollally available. I do not remember the name of this villa~e now. Thi& 
industry was dying on account of competition with cheaper and better manufactured 
foreign bangles. The person in charge of this small industry told me personally that he 
was prepared to send his son to foreign countries for training if the Government would 
grant him assistance for the purpose. Details are available in the Collector's office. 
Anantapur, as I remember to have left a note about it in W35. 

Some paper was being manufactured in Nyamaddala, a village in Dha.rmavaram 
taluk. This industry, however, has been killed by foreign competition .. 

There used to be a great demand for S8J'ees woven at Dha.rmavaram and they used 
to he exported to distant places li ke Madras and Bangalore. This industry has not 
been thriving because the patterns of the sarees woven there have gone out of fashion 
and they are besides considered to be too hean·. Local weavers were not taking the 
trouble to change their designs or use finer quality of yarns to suit modern tastes. 

Sheep are being reared in very large numbers, and . coarse cumblies are being woven. 
The question of weRvin'l" woollen goods like cumblieb as the cottage industry OIWl larger 
sCAIe may be considered. . 
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. Cotton weaving may be developed into cott.age industries III the black soil areas of 
·Gooty. and Tadpatri where cotton is being grown on II large scale. 

2. (g) No remarks. 

SECTION n. 
Purposes 0//amin6 operations alld. prineipies of ja1mne r~iie/. 

3. I thoroughly agree With the principles lllld down in the Famine Code, that, 
while the State 18 . bound to protect its people from starvation in times of distress, it is 
.no part of its duty to maintain a normal level of comfort. It has to be borne in mind 
that the cost of relief measures during a famine has to be borne by the rate-payers of the 
other di~ttictB. I venture to submit after my experience of the famine of 1935 that in 
my opinion th18 is the only principle which can be worked satihfactorily. I have dis
(lUSBed the practical difficulties that aFOse after the ralSlIlg of the scale of wages by the 
Government in response to popular representations under- tbe head .. Deviations-The 
raising of the allowances and wages" in paragraph Nos. 97-1I0 of tlie Anantapur 
·Collector's R. Dis. No. 4747/35-D., dated 16th December 1935. 

During that famine an appreciable number of persons who were not in need of 
relief attended the works after the raising of the wages. As observed in the Famine 
-Commission Report, 1901, experience has shown that women and children who are not 
in need of relief have always a tendency to resort to the famine works. Disproportion
ately large number of women and children on the works is a sure indication that the 
work serves a number of persons who are not in need of actual relief. It was found by 
my personal enquiries in the villages that the pattadars who had ample supplies of 
grains had no scruples against sending their female relations and dependants to famine 
'Work whea they were available close to their vlliages, for the sake of the wages. In 
some csses even the pattadare themselves attended the works. 

The chief danger of making the wages unduly attractive on the works is that the 
people will have a tendency to stick to these works after the rains when it is imperative 
in the interests of the distressed tracts, that ss large an ares as possible should be sown 
rutel' the rains so that ordinary agricultural· conditions should be restored with the least 
delay. If wages are too attractive, the normal agricultural operations during the ensuing 
'year mIght be considerably restricted in the, neighbourhood of famine works. 

The wage should be the least amount sufficient to -maintain the health of persons. 
There are doctors in attendance in the famine works and there are provisions in the Famine 
Code (sections lO4 and 130) for raising the scale of wages at any particular work, if it is 
found that the health of the workers is deteriorating. No harm can therefore be caused 
by c01Jtinuing the policy as the Collector has to watch vigilantly the ·conditions of healtb· 
ilf the workers in view of the dictum laid down in 1868 that .. every District Officer would "e hel'] personally responsible that no deaths OCCUlTed from starvation which could have 
been avoided by any exertion or arrangement 011 his part or that of his subordinates." 

4. Chapter II-Preliminary measures 0/ enquiry and. preparation when the rains 
jail.-I have found that the provisions in this chapter to be adequate and I cannot think of 
&ny modifications. Early preparations and steps will save considerable amount of distress 
which might otherwise occur, and> that provisions of this chapter are therefore very 
important. 

5. (a) Chapter III-peTiod oj obserfJation and test.-As the people are. not generally 
dependent on the outturn of a single harvest or the harvests of a single year, a widespreacl 
failnre of either harvest, while causing distress, will not cause famine if they have other 
resources and credit. It depends on several conditions such as me chamcter of preceding 
harvest and the degree in, which the agricultural operations are affected whether the 
distress amounts to famine. 

As pointed out by the Famine Commission in 1901, it is impossible to ftx in formal 
language exactlv the point where conditions of scarcity cease and those of famine begin. 

Some kind 'of test is therefore necessary for determining whether the famine conditions 
have begun. 

The tests have to run under conditions suitable for gauging the amount of distress. 
If the tests are too strict, the situahon will not be grasped .. If the tests are too lenient, 
people \liho have no necessity for relief, particularly women and children, might swell 
the works. 

The tests should therefore be .. ~tringen~ but not repellant." 
6.· :b) The provisions of sections 49 and 50 are generally satisfactory .. Section 49-B, 

however, lays down that there should be no allowances for a rest day or for dependants. 
'This pI'flvision sometimes works as 6 hardship as test works are opened in tracts where 
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there is acute distress and it takes some time to obtain orders converting the test work 
into a relief work and declaring famIDe in that area. I sometimes found it necessary in 
practice to enlist the aid of private individuals or organizations for the relief of dependants 
Of persona working in the test works during this interval. 

Section 50, no doubt, lays down that distribution of gratuitous relief should commenCjl 
with the opening of test works. Gratuitous relief is generally given, in practice, only after 
the famIDe is declared. It was therefore not found pOSSible to take advantage of this 
provision to give gratuitous relief before the d~la.ration of famine. 

6. Chapter. I V and VI-Declaration of distress and commencement af relief and 
descrip,lOn of the flarious measures of relief.-I,cannot think of any modifications. 

SECTION m. 
Scale of wages and' allowance. and the diet scalc . 

• 
1. No modifications. 

8. (aJ Please see my remarks against Question 3. I have referred in my report to the 
complications that arose after the raising of the seale of wages in G.O. Ms. No. 882, 
Revenue, dated 6th April 1935. 

i think that the scale of wages laid down in Chapter vm of the Famine Code is 
generally adequate particularly as there is pro,ision under sections 104 and 130 of the 
l"amine Code to '1ary the rate of wages on any particular kind of work. in accordance 
With th~ circumstances of each case. 

It was found, in practice, that the scale of diet given in section 128 (a) could be 
strictly followed ouly in the case of grain items, and that it could not IJe followed in the 
case of oil, vegetables and condiments in the food prepared in the kitchens. 1!'or instance, 
it was f.lund that the scale of oil was found to be excessive in the case of some areas where 
people complained that the food did not agree with them as the scale of oil was too 
excessive. The local charge officers were given discretion to vary the scale of these items 
so long as the total cost was not exceeded. 

The question of food in famine kitchens has been taken up and referred to authorities 
'on dietetics, who are more competent than myself to give any opinion on the subject. 

S. (b) The scale of vegetables is probably inadequate. But during the hot weather. 
when the famine works are at operation, it is difficult to get any vegetables other than 
brinjals and dried onions. During famines, it is not merely the labouring classes but 
also holders of small pattas who resort to the famine works in large numbers. There 
were cases of even Lingayats resorting to famine works in 1935. An appreciable number· 
~f persons who resort to famine works are normally a.ocustomed to vegetables even in 
this season. 

The fact that the dependants and children, who were resorting to kitchen during the 
famine of 1935, had markedly improved in health shows that the food that was supplied 
is better in quality in spite of its low cost than the food which a large number of persons 
were accustomed to eat at home. 

Dietetics is a subject which was not properly studied even by better class of persons 
in this country and there ia no reasol! wh!r more vegetables should not be included in 
the scale of diet as long aa the total cost does not exceed the scale laid down by the 
Government. 

8. (c) I cannot think of any measure by which it can be ensured that the worker 
will spend his entire wage on procuring only articles of necessity. The worker will 
spend even a quarter of an anna per day on betels and nuts and other ' luxuries' if he 
<lan spare it from the wages. He would spend it even on toddy if a toddy shop is available 
in the neighbourhood. 

8. (d) Chapter IX-Gratuitous rclief.-I have no suggestion to make be)'ond saying 
that probably the provisions regarding poor houses are not necessary and the question of 
deleting them maoy be considered as the Famine Code is already voluminous. Communi
cations have considerably improved since the Famine Code was drafted and it is the 
polioJ of the Government to open relief works within easy access of the villages in " dis
tressed tract. (Please see paragraph 17 of B.P. No. 57, Land Revenue and Settlement, 
dated 7th October 1923.) It may not at all be necessary to open poor hoqses during 
future famines. 
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SECTION IV. 

The size and Mtureo! the task in famine works. 

9. The earliest test works in the Anantapur district were opened under the limited 
piecework system (G.O. Ms. No. 2553, Revenue, dated 10th December 1934). It was 
found by experience that "owing to the general looseness of the system and to the 
fact that as an exact wage is not guaranteed to the individual .. it was not well suited 
to the relief of severe distress. ,. 

.. 

The subsequent works were dOlle under the task system. Even in the case' of the 
task system, it is not desirable to fix a definite task for the worker. There is no doubt 
that during the earlier part of the famine, w)len the Public Works Department officers 
were insisting upon the execution of the task fixed by them, persons who were not 
accustomed to break metal could not earn minimum wage which according to the Famine / 
Code was necessary to keep them in health. Sometimes the metal was found to be 
hard. There is a tendency on the .part of the workers to idle away the time or leave their 
works too early in the evenings or take rest for too long a time in the hot afternoon and 
the task executed upon the famine works depends largely on the quality of sUJ¥)rvision 
of work agents. In my opinion, the local officers should have the discretion to regulate 
the task taking all the circumstances connected with a particular work into considera.
tion. As for the popular notion about the difficulty of breaking metal, I wish to mention 
that it was found that after the workers got used to breaking metal, theoy found easier 
to perform the metal breaking task allotted to them on roads to the tasks given when 
silt clearing of tanks was taken up as famine works. 

Towards the end of the famine season, when there is a tendency for workers to 
stick to their task, the work has to be raised. . 

All that I would suggest is that more' discretion than is allowed under the Famine 
Code should be allowed to local officers in fixing the task. 

SECTION V. 

The possibility of pro'Diding famine relief by wOl'ks of more appreciable benefit to the 
community than stone breaking, e.g., irrigation works of suitable size. 

10. Road works which are taken up as the basis of organization of famine rolief in the 
measures undertaken UDder the present Famine Code can certainly be replaced by works 
of more benefit to the community. Silt clearance of a large number of minor irrigation 
works and deepening of a few drinking water wells was taken during the famine of 
1935. 

Some very useful roads opening up a large and inaccessible tracts or· shortening the 
distance between important towns with market centres in the district were also construc
ted; in view of the poor finances of the Anantapur District Board, it is doubtful whether 
the board will be in a position to maintain these roads in addition to the existmg roads. 

Construction of roads must have been taken up,as the basis of famine relief at a 
time when it was very necessary to develop means of communication in this country, 
and this is continued to be the basis of famine relief as it is very convenient to organize 
relief for a large number of person~ on such works. Now that the means of communica
tions in this country .. ' the whole are adequate, it is a matter for serious consideration 
whether road works shon...' continue to be the basis of famine relief. 

Now that the Government and public opinion are very keen .about measures of rural 
uplift and improvement of sanitation in villages, the question of completely revising 
the existing programme of famine relief works on the basis of village roads and works 
connected with rural uplift may be considered. The Government are not likel~ to find 
means for such works on any large scale in any particular area in normal times. 

Organization of such works, however, may not be easy as a mach larger number of 
public servants may be required to supervise the works that have to be opened to em
ploy the number of persons that can be managed on a single .road. It .~ay be possible 
to organize such works only when a. large number of non-offiCIals are willing to take up 
these works under the control o.nd discipline of public servants. 

Attempts made to entrust such works to local bodies like pancbayat boards during 
the famine of 1935 were not successful, and only one of such works entrusted to non-
official agencies was efficiently managed. . 

Silt clearance of a number of small tanks which are not likely to be taken up nor
mally in view of the excessive cost involved may be taken up on a. large scal~ as .0. 

measure of famine relief in preference to road wo.rks. It must be remembered 1D thIS 
connexion that restoration of abandoned tanks requires a oertain amount of akilled 
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Ia.bour and it is not dBsirable to take them up as a measur<3 of famine relief. If silt 
clearance of tanks is to be taken up systematically as a measure of famina relief it is 
very important that it should be taken up in the early stages of the famine as the 
entire work may be completed before the close of famine operations. Such works are 
preferable to road works as it may not be necessary to incur recurring expenditure over 
them. 

SECTION VI. 

E(lpansion of ordinary pTog,-amme (1$ a normal preliminary to the period of test and • 
observation. 

11. This, in my opinion, is not only useful but also very nec.essary at the earliest 
stage of the famine when distress is acute enough to justify the opening of test works. 
Ther.e will be a certain amount of unemployment even at this stage and employment can 
be given to the needy on a work taken from the expanded programme of works. 

When, for want of adequate staff, it was not practicabkl for me to open a test work 
in Dharmavaram taluk during the famine of 1935, I was able to prevent a large amount 
of distress in this area by persuading the District Board to take up a big work till I was 
able to organize a test work. 

In some portions of the Anantapur district outside the famina zone, where there was 
a clamour for opening the test works, I found that the. situation could be met by merely 
taking up some works under this programme. . 

8EenoN VII. 

Reduction of ezpenditure on famine establishment. 

12. I consider that the present system of famine administration with large over
head charges of two departments is very costly. Sections 121-128 no doubt providB for 
non-departmental works to be kept in reserve when workers have to be dispersed from 
any particular work on the outbr.ea.k of epidemic, or at the beginning of the .rains. 
Another type of non-departmental works was organized during the famine of 1935 
when, with the gradual increase of intensity of distress, it was considered desirable to 
open works closer. to th.e villages than the nearest departmental work that could be taken 
up from the programme of famine works. The scheme of these works has been given 
in detail in Boord's Reference No. M-1733/35-2, dated 28th Match 1935, and they 
w.ere sanctioned by the Government in G.O. Ms. No. 765, Revenue, dated 27th March 
1935. These works were run non-departmentaJIy on the lines of dBpartmental works.· 
They were entrusted to the management of Revenue subordinat.es under the supervision 
of Tahsildars, I1.nd they were all directed to study and copy the methods that, were 
employed in the nea.rest depl1.rtmental works. The Executive ·Engineer, whose technical 
I1.dvice was occasionally sought, has testified in his final report to the efficiency with which 
these works were executed. 

These works are far more economical than departmental works. They save expendi
ture on hospitals, sanitation and water-supply. As water-supply for all domestic needs 
is very easily I1.ccessible, they are conducive to health and less liable to epidemics .even 
though doctors are not employed on such works. The workers are not exposed to wind 
and rain; they are saved the trouble of having to wa.lk long distances. and can easilv 
return to their homes and attend to their agricultural stock. The loosening of soc;al 
and domestic ·ties which has always been a melancholy f.eature of a catl1.clysm like the 
famine is avoided. There is no dual control of works as on departmental works, and 
it is easier to enforce discipline among maistris and prevent petty frauds by frequent 
verification of muster rolls with daily attendance. Batt.er work can be extracted from 
the labourers as more att.ention can be paid to the estimation of the daily outturn of 
work on such contract works. The principle of selection by which admission was made 
to these works ensured that only persons who were in real need com.e to this work. 

It is therefore worthwhile taking up works on this system on., a very large scale as 
m.easures of famine relief from e~ery point of view. It may not however be alwavs 
possible to select an adequate number of works to provide employment on a. large sc':le 
under this system. 

18. The construction of a net work of railways since the Famine Coda was originaJIv 
drawn up hQII'revolutionised famine relief and, as it is no longer difficult to tranBporl 
grain and fodder, the horror of old fa.mines-an absolute dearth of food-is not known. 
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When food wd money were both lacking during the past famines, the modern famine 
is one of money only. All areas liable to famine are now easily accessible. Under the 
circ~stwces many pro~i?ns of th~ Famine Code are not us.eful in practice. Such, 
for mstw~e, are theproVlSlons ;relatmg to poor-houses, protection of deserted children 
and establishment of cattle camps and steps for the preservation of the cattle. The 
Agricultural Department have studied and are taking steps for the preservation of im
portwt breeds of cattle. It may not also be practicable to .enlist the assistance of men 
of private resources of wy appreciable scale to open private and unaided works. The 
question of deleting provisions which r.elate to these matters from the Famine Code 
may be considered with a view to make the book less voluminous and easier to study 
at the commencement of a. fa.mine. 

Oral evidence. 
Examined by Sri R. SUBYANARAYANA RAO: Q.

In your evidence you say tbat famine, though it 
&!fecta the landless labourers .. t the beginning, . affects 
the small pattsdars in course of time. Is tnis your 
experience P 

A.-Yes, I found quite .. number of persons of that 
class. 

Q.-You found during tbe famine of 1934--35 many 
pattadars who in ordinary times would employ these 
land-less la.bourera as their labourers came to and 
worked along with these labourers on the work? 

A..-Quite a number of pattadars owning small 
extents of lands. 

Q.-Wby do you tbink emigration is not a prac~i
cable proposition, in regard to this area? 

A.-I have not made any study of this problem. 
Q.-I thouj!ht of emigra'tion in general as was 

taking plaee m Tanjore, etc., to Ceylon and M&laya. 
Do you think that there is not much 800pe for such 
emigration .. t all? 

A.-I have no idea of this problem. If emigra
tion is possible in those areas we may try to perauade 
the people to emigrate in those parts. 

Q .- :You know cotton is extensively grown in the eeaea districts al1d even in Ananta..pur in black cotton 
areas. Wbat do you think of an idea of starting a 
spinning mill to utilize the cotton grown there espe
cially 88 the bandloom weavers use imported yarn' 

A.-I think that it would be a good Idea prOVIded 
it is practicable. 

Q.-Was it during your time that the Governm.nt 
once contemplated starting a spinning mill at 
Pamidi? 

A.-I do not think that it was in my time .. It 
must have been later. I did not hear any~hing 
about it. 

Q.-You mentioned about Bhairavan-tippa scheme. 
Where is itP 

A.-I think that it is somewhere near Kalyandrug. 
I am not aure. 

[Mr. F. M. Dowley aaid that it was in KBlyandrug 
and that it was a very small acheme.] 

Q.-Besides the Penner-Kumudavati project, did 
you, as Collector, at any. time have 8J!.y. occasIOn to 
think of any other project or lock Into them on 
account of any reference from Government? I see 
there is a project, Doregallu project, wluch affects 
both Cuddapab and Anantapur districts. 

A.-I had no occasiou to look into this projec. 
because famine was not declared in any part of the 
Kadiri taluk. There was only expansion of ordinary 
works to meet the situation in parts of this talnk. 

Q.-You . suggest some modilication in the Tunga
bhadra project, if possible, to benefit as far as 
Dharmav&ralIl. But it is said that if any modilica
tion is suggested and more area is brought under irri
gation, there may not be enough water to irrigate the 
lands. Do you think of a project like Mackenzie 
projectP 

A.-AU that I know of this project was what I 
could learn during a discussion with Sri R. Nara
simha Ayyangar, the then Ch»f Enllineer, when. he 
toured in the Anantapur district during the famme. 
When I learut that the project would benelit only 
portions of the ~ty tsluk, I told him th,,;t it .wonld 
be desirable to brmg a.s much area 88 pOSSible In the 
Anantapur distriot (partioularly the Penukonda and 
Hindupur ta:luks) under the projeot. I learnt that 
the level. did notlermit the project water beyond a 
ridge which serve as a water-abed in the Dharma
... aram t ... luk. 

Q.-You are of opinion that the Penner-Kumuda
vati project must be undertaken even if it affords 
~elief ~ ryots in: ordin.ary times, though, in the years 
In which the rainfall 18 low, the project may not be 
of much use? . 

A..-:-The project was not seriously taken up during 
my tlDl8. _ I remember to have read subsequently in 
the newspapers tha.t the project was being investi
gated and this was after I left the Anantapur dis
tnct.· 

Q.-You say that "attempts were made even
tually." Wbat is it due to? Is it due to the failure 
of the ryot in tapping water or is it on account of 
the bunding up of the &Durees in MY80re State p 

A.-Large amounta of loans were given, if I remem
ber correctly when Sri N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar 
wall Collector of Anantapur. We found that the 
ryots were not able to tap water-supplies with the 
result that they were not able to pay loans. 

Q.-Wbat do you think it due toP 
A.-It is generally believed that this was due to 

the bun ding up of streams in their upper reaches in 
the MY80re State. 

Q.-Bunding. up of the streams of the tanks in 
Mada.kasira.t Hindupur and Penukonda taluks may 
affect supplies to tanks. But how do they affect the 
supplies to wells? 

A.-I do not know. 

Q . -Yesterday I was corrected by Sri Swaminatha' 
Ayyar that the bun ding up of streams has not affect
ed the supplies even to tanks in Madakasira as the 
ftow is from Mada.kasira. tAIuk towards MY80re P 

4.-1 cannot give any authorita.tive opinion on 
this subject. 

Q.-Suppcee deep-boring experiments are made 
anil. fresh supplies of water can be tspped and the 
Government undertake to do it and are successful, 
and a special water"rate is charged in order to meet 
the cost of boring and the maintenance of the pump
ing plant that may be installed, do you think that 
would give greater relief to the people especially of 
Madakasira tsluk P 

A.-If we caal get water in any way in these""areas 
it will certainly relieve the situation. 

Q.-As regards digging new wells Sri Viswanatha 
. Ral> suggested that the Government might dig wells 

and then charge a water-rate for the water supplied. 
Do you agree with this suggestion P 

A.-The proposal appears to be sound in principle 
and deserves consideration. 

Q.-Do you suggest levying a kind of cess in addi
tion to the assessment till he repays the cost of the 
well and then make it over to the ryot P 

Ar-I have not applied my mind to this prop ... a!. 

Q.-You say if we can tap water in those areas by 
some mea.ns; a certain amount of well irrigation is 
possibleP .. 

A.-The District Gazettser says that this is the only 
way to insure against famine in red-soil areas. 

Q.-Aa you are not always sure of underground 
Bupplies in those areas) do you think a geological 
survey of the whole tract to lind out the existeuce of 
underground wate .... upply would be usefulP 

A.-Yes, p088ibly. 

Q.-Wben you were Collector" of Anantapur with 
regard to MadakasirB, it seemed the impreesion was 
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that the bunding up of some streams by the Mysore 
State had affected greatly the supply of water to 
tanksP , 

A.-That is the general impression of the people in 
the Anantapur district. I have heard it said so often 
that I myself W88 inclined to believe it. That is why 
I have mentioned it in my report about the famine. 

q.-You suggest that 6e ryota always clamoUl' for 
assistance for maintaining river channele and you 
know in most places the river channels are maintained 
by the ryots at a.n enonnous cost as you know in the 
Penner channel Dear Tadpatri- there has been an 
agitation on the part of the ryota that they should be 
shown 90me concession in regard to rates. charged. 
Do you think it is a fair demand from the ryots, as 
the ryots have spent a lot of mOD8!P 

A.-The demand is fair. When'I was at Ananta
pur a representation was made to me about it. I did 
not -then feel that I was in a position to recommend 
any reduction of rates as a question of lrinciple 88 
regards levy of assessments w~ involve . 

Q.-A.t least for second crop ~essment, so~e con
cession ma.y be made? 

A -A.1l th.t I can •• y is that it will be equit.ble 
to give them some kind of conoesston. My own im
pression is whether we give concession or not, these 
ryots who are very industrious, will dig the channels. 
I am certainly in favour of giving some concession in 
view of the enormous labour involved from year to 
year, as the channels are washed away during the 
floods. 

q.-The only measure you can think of for the 
mamtenance of. minor irriga.tion sources in order, is 
silt clearance P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You undertook in 1934 some minor irrigation 

works? 
A .. -We took up quite: a number of such works. 
Q.-Did you find any difficulty? 
A .-N o. Curiously enough, we found that the t~k 

of silt clearance was more difficult than stone brea.kmg 
and had to reduce the task considerably in such cases, 

Q.-8o with the reduced task, the silt cleara-';lce 
may be taken uPl as a more useful form of famme 
relief than stone oreaking? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-In normal times, do you think it possible to do 

this work? -
A.-No. In normal times it will not be pOB."lible to 

spend a large amount on silt cleara.nce of groups of 
small ta.nks as there will not an adequate retum 
for this expehditure. During famines, money is spent 
irre8pe~ive of these considerations. 

Q.-Do you think that the question of return should 
playa prominent part in deciding whether a. project 
aliould be <taken up or not? 

A .-It is a question of policy which the Government 
have to decide. 

Q.-Do you think that some concession should be 
shown whatever the rules in regard to irriga.tion pro-
ject.s may be P 

, A .-In the parts of the Ceded district. liable to 
fami~es, there should be some kind of concession. 

Q.-One of th~ngineers who appeared before the 
Committea suggeswa an investigation of the suitabi .. 
lity of the tanks and their usefulness is necessary. 
Do you think that the information contn.ined in the 
memoirs produced by the Tank Restoration Scheme 
party is not enough for this purpose? 

A.-That is a question on whioh the Engineers are 
more competent to give a.n opinion. 

O.-But you are doing them P 
A.-Durin" famine there is hardly time for corre

spondence Wlth the Publio Works department before 
we take up sucb works in areas which require relief. 
We Ufl8 our discretion largely on considerations of 
employment that has to be found for the people of the 
area affected. 

Q.-It has been suggested that if a tank get. a 
partial supply, often the entire ayacut under it 
remains unoultivated, though the supply may be 
enough for a crop for certain area. Sri Viswanatba 
Rao suggested that the Collectors should b. empowered 

to force the ryots to cultivate the ayacuta· to the 
extent the supply ean irrigate P , 

A..-A very good idea.. If there is no restriction, 
all people will try to take water, with the result that 
the orop in the entire area suffers for wa.nt of suffi
cient supply for -the whole area.. H the restriction 
is enforced at the beginning of the cultivation Beason, 
only those ,extents for which water...supply is adequate 
will be cultivated. 

Q.-Do you think that the Colleetors might be 
empowered to restrict the area P 

A.-Yea. ' 
Q.-You seem to thoroughly agree with the prin-· 

cipie laid down in the introduction to the Code on 
which the Code is based. Don't 10U think, judging 
from the modern sta.ndards it is high time we cha.nge 
the idea. of State relief? The present idea of State 
relief is only to keep men from starvation and not 
keep them in comfort? 

A.-The poliey of the Government in affording 
relief in any distrQSS8d area. is humane, and certainly 
there is no objection to raising the wages of people 
who are compelled to resort to the famine works or 
ma.intaining them on a. higher level. From the 
admi~istrative point of view, we have to keep the 
wages on such a level that only penollS who are really 
in need of relief are given relief so as to avoid a. large 
amount of unnecessary expenditure to the State. 

Q.-DonJt you think that there is need for' a 
change? . 

A.-In what way? 
Q.-To maintain the labourer ill his normal condi-

tion? . 
A.-We always try to maintain him in this condi

tion. 
Q.-You have, in your administrat.ion report, men

tioned -that it is no part of the duty of the State to 
mainta.in him at a normal level of comfort. Is it not 
the duty of the State to maintain 'the ryot at hi. 
normal state of comfort? 

A.-What I meant is that the ryet cannot expeet 
to be maintained at the famine works at a higher 
·standard of living than he is 'accustomed to in nonnal 
times in his ~llage. 

Q.-You &gree that he should be maintained at the 
standard to which he is accustomed? 

A.-Yes, but the wages Deed not be so high as to 
provide fo~ luxuries. 

Q.-You speak of practical difficulties experienced 
by you after the revision of the wage-scale, in your 
letter to the Government? 

A.-From my experiencej I thought that the 
workers on famine works were able to get mu~h more 
than what they would have earned by labour in. nor-
mal times. -

Q.-What is the practical difficulty that you are 
referring to P . 

A.-My observations, as I made clear, were based 
solely on considerations of seeing that relief was given 
only to the persons who require relief. From the 
a.dministrative point of view, the system of relief 
must be such that, with proper supervision it should 
be possible to see that only those who require relief 
come to the camps and that other people more or less 
drop out automatically. As a matter of fact there 
were complaints, when rains fell, fromSmall patta
dars, who said that they could not get labourers to 
cultivate their lands in the neighbourhood of famine 
works. 

Q.-Do you think there is any justification for those 
complaintsP 

.4..-1 think there was. 1 personally went to the 
houses of some people and found that many persons .. 
who had stocks of grain, sent their womenfolk to the 
works. As I have stated in my report, if you want 
to increase the wages in order to maintain the people 
at a higher level of comfort, you must carefully select 
people before admission to the works, and this 
requires an enormous amount of supervision. I do not 
object ·to the cost involved by the State by giving a 
pice more to the people who are really in need of 
relief, as the cost involved is not large when compared 
with the cost involved ih giving relief to a large 
number- of people who flock to the famine works 
though they are not in need of relief. 
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. Q .-Do you think that after the increase of wages, 
such people who have resources will come to the relief 
camps? I suppose there is some contradiction in 
your evidence when you Bay that you found Lings.
yats and Brahmans attending the workJ Generally 
such people you know would not resort to the relief 
camps unless their condition was very acute P 

A.-I found a. few Lingaya'ta and ,two or three, 
Brahmans. Their presence shows that the distress 
during the famine of 1935 was acute. This was in the 
earlier stages of famine before the wages were raised. 
My observations relate to the period when the num6 

bers on the famine works swelled after the increase of 
wages. I referred to Kamma and Kapu ryoto. 

Q.-Generally you know the other castes do not want 
to mingle with the Malas and others in the camps 
unless they are so driven by bare necessity. Gene
rally a self-respecting ryot, however small a pattadar 
he might be, will not come to the relief unless he is 
driven to that state? 

A..-It is true. M;y impression, however, is that the 
Kammas and Kapus have no objection to work by the 
side of the Malas and other lower castes. If I alIt not 
mistaken, women of even respectable families of agri
culturist communities have no objection in their own 
fields where Malas and other lower castes work as 
labourers for wages. 

Q.-I don't dispute your fact. Don't you think 
that it is wrong to suppose that because the wages 
were increased, people came in large numbers? I 
don't .think they would lose their seDse of self-respect 
for an increase of quarter anna or half-anna P-

A..-I am only .stating that on accouat of the 
increase in wages the number of people on the works 
rose considerably ~ The impression that I had after 
vi8iting villages was that because of the increase in 
wages a number of people who did not really require 
relief came to the relief camps. I am only stating 
the facto that I observed and am not suggeSting any 
thing. . 

Q.-What I 'wonld like you to oonsider is that 
people of status wonld not ordinari!.J>:'&ttend relief 
works Bnd work alongside those whom they ordinarily 
employ as labourers? . 

A..-8ubject to correction from Sri Koti Reddi, I 
wish to- state that the impression I have gained in 
thoso areas is that even in the case of big Reddi 
families, the ladies do not consider it beneath their 
dignity to take part in agricultural operations. 

Sri KOTI REDDI: True. In their own lields. . 
Sri R. SURTANA1U.TANA RAO: Q.-What is your ob

jection to an increase in wages P 
A .-If by any system you give an extra pice to the 

person really needing it, I have no objection at all. 
But I object to any system by which large numbera 
of people who do not require relief ge~ not only the 
oxtra pice but also the wages from the State. I am 
not putting forward this view for the first time. 
This has been discussed fairly well in the Report ,f 
the 1901 Famine by Sir Frederick Nicholson and 
othen. 

Q.-I entirelr agree with 'your point of view. But 
what I am laymg is that cond~tio.D8 of work rela~iJ?g 
io relief work. are not so attramave as you admmls~ 
trative offIcers think when compared with the condi
tions of work on agricultural fields. In relief works 
they have not only to walk long distances but work 
alsO in the midday heat? 

A.-Sometimes we provide BUUShades. 
Q.-Even then they are not very attractive and do 

not make the rigours less P 
A..-Our works are selected very cloae to the villages. 
Q.-Not only are the conditions unattractive but a 

great amount of hardship ;. involved. A little in
crease in wages will not make it more attractive. I 
think the principle of selection will be very di1licnlt to 
enforce especially among village folk P • 

A.-It has already been stated after the expenence 
of previous famines that the number of people who 
come to the works in l\IlJ' particular area is not the 
IOle criterion of acuteneSs of distress in that area. 
It depends on I8veral other factors. 

Q.-In 'p'aragraph 15
1 

you hBve laid that failura 
of one or two crops wi! DO doubt caUBe distress and 
people generally dependent upon them will become 
destitute P 

A.-Y... TbQY are general obaervationa about 

famine and were not stated 88 a description of t.he 
state of. affairs in Anantapur. It is ditiicult to say 
when ~18tress ~as be<.>Ome acute enough for declaring 
a famme. Whale gOing through reports of previous 
famines and other literature bearing on famine, I 
found that this matter had been 'clearly discuased a.ud 
I thought it was worthwhile to incorporate this 
general observation in my [eport, 88 it might be of 
some interest to people wno are likely to read my 
roport. 

Q.-You say as regarda the health of the persons, 
there Me camp doctors in attendance. Do you think 

, the doctors are competent to find out the condition of 
health of so large a number of people? 

A.-Frankly no. Whenever we found there com
plaints about the health of the people we used to go 
and see for ourselves. The amount of attention paid 
by the dactora to the health of the peop Ie on the 
works depended upon our supervision. I instrueted 
my officers to inspect these camps frequently and 
~nd their inspection notes on lines indicated by me. 
lLy divisional officers, my persllDal assistant Llld 
myself frequently inspected the worka to find out the 
state of affairs on the works. 

Q.-Don't you know that persons who generally 
look to be in good health are not always soP 

A.-It is quite possible; we are all human and 
liable to commit mistakes. 

Q.-What is the present method for making out ". 
ease for remission? 

A..-The karnam, the Revenue Inspector and the 
. Tahsildars make their remarks after inspection on 
the adangal and then it is decided whether to grant 
remissions or Dot after seeing their 'relD.llrks. 

Q.-The karnam sends one report, the Revenue 
Inspector another, the Tahsildar. .. third and so on 
and so forth. Is It not an arbltrary method? \ 

A.-It is, no doubt, arbitrary to some extent. I 
am not aware of a better way. 

Q.-Do you believe tha.t the expansion of ordinary 
works or test works is necessary to find out the exist
ence of famine, or would you leave it to the Collectors 
themselves to decide what form of work is necessaryP 

A.-Whenev,er there is acute distress many people 
are thrown out of employment. (This does not neoes
sarily mean famine.) Expansion of ordinary works is 
meant to provide employment for such persons. Some
times these measures are adequate to mest t"he situa,-. 
tion as in the caSe of portions of Kalyandrug, Tad~ 
patri and Kadiri taluks from which I had reporto of 
distress. Numhera of people resorted to the worka 
sterted by the district board at my suggestion in these 
areas. 

Q.-Don't you think that the increase in the num .. 
ber of workers that attend the expansion of works 
sufficiently indicates the existence of distress so that 
you can proceed immediately to start reli;;£ worksP 

A..-only if the numbers are large. In the earliest 
stages of famine when the distress is not acute enough, 
there will not be large numbers on such works. When 
the numbers gradually increase and swell on these 
works, it is an indication that the distress is amount
ing to famine. 

Q . .......so you are in favour of having ~st works to 
find out the real distress, or would you leav8_ it to 
the Collectors either to select the ordinary worka or 
the test worka? 

A..-I\ is better to have the test worka. 
Q.-Don't you think it is better to start test worka 

and then close them rather than go through different 
stages? 

A.-In some &.reBS it may not be necess&ry to open 
relief works at all BS the situation can be met by aD 
expansion of ordinary works. Even under ordinary 
conditions there will be a little unemployment. 

Q.-So you want it to be left to the disc,etion of the 
CallectorP 

A.-Yes. We use discretion as to when famine is 
to he declared, aDd trust to our !'Ommo .......... 

Q.-I.wish many did? 
A.-The Famine Code does not-..tand in the way of 

our doing so. 
Q.-Do you agree with MaoMi~ael's report that 

dependant's allowanoe shonld he given on teat wQrks P 
A.-Y ... 
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Q.-The Code lays down that gratuitous relief should 
be commenced along with the openmg of test worksP 

A.-Yea, in section 50 of the Code. In view of the 
provisions of l:I~cL1on 4Y-B uf the Code, gratuitous 
rahat was not being given by the Government till 
the declaration of famine. 

Q.-Can you tell me from your experience whether 
there was any occasion in which section 130 was uti
hzed by Government without an agitation on the part 
of non~.ffi.cia.1a P 

A.-I had no occasion to take advantage of the 
provisions of thilJ. section in 19;;J5 in view of the raising 
of the wages in April 1935. . 

Q.-(Reading from a report.) Do you think that 
the scale of allowances is enough for food? We found 
the difficulty that the grain equivalent was Dot enough 
to purchase such things as oil, etc. P 

A.-We adjusted the quantity of oil, etc.,. in the 
kitchen in different area.s in arrordanoo w~th the 
desire 'of the persons fed. We were told olD Bome 
centres that the quantity used in the fooa in accord
ance with the scale in the Code did Dot agree with the 
workers, and we had to reduce it. 

Q.-In the kitcheIl&, were there not complaints made 
to charge officers that it was not possible to cook food 
according to the sCllles laid down (as the cos~ of th.e 
rations should not exceed the cost of the graIn eqw
valent) P 

A .-There were no serious complaints. 
Q.-Jf there had been such complaints, was it not 

your duty as Collector to request the Famine Com
missioner to take action under ·section ISOP 

A.-We used our discretion in adjusting the quanti
ties of minor items to the needs of the people without 
making a reference to the Famine Commissioner. 

Q.-You do feel that a large number of people are 
accustomed to vegetables P 

A.-only an appreciable number. Most of the 
people belonging to the labouring classes do not use 
vegetables. Small pattadars of the Kamma and 
Kapu communities, for instance, who form an appre
ciable portion of the numbers OPo famine works, are 
certainly accustomed to vegetables in addition to rice 
and pulusu. 

Q.-Regarding the provision of some vegetables, are 
you in favour of the revision of the BcaleP Have you
seen· the revised 8caieP 

A.-I have not seen the revised scale. r have Dot 
heen in touch with famine work after I left ABants
pur. 

Q.-Don't you think that the quality of the grain 
may be prescribed in the Code P / 

A.-It all depends upon the amount of expenditure 
that the Government are prepared to spend during 
famin9s. I thin'k it adequate to provide for the kind 
of grain that the people are normally accustomed to 
in any' particular area. . 

Q.-Do you know that much grain is imported 
during famine time from Sholapur district and Buch 
grains are lighter when compared with the usual 
grain prevalent in the afea? 

A.-We have also to consider the quality of the 
e:rain that is readily available in sufficient quantities 
In the market. 

Q.-Would you suggest the closure of toddy shops in 
a famine area P 

A.-If thf'l Government think i\.desirable, they may 
be closed. People who are addicted to drink are likeJy 
to set apart a portion of their wages, however small, 
for drink. 

Q:-Do you mean to say that even when the "'ages 
are inadequate they will qndulge themselvesP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-enn the shops he closed for cert.in periods .t 

leastP 
A .-To the b98t of my recollection there was an 

objection from the ~xoise Commissioner when I did 
so. 

Q.-ean any rule be laid down to that effect in the 
Coa.p 

A.-It, is a matter for the Government to deoide. 
0.-1 understood you to mean that when you 

or(tE'lred the closure of shops for a few honrs. it was 
overruled by the Excise Commissioner. 
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A.-The shops were closed on a direction from the
Famine Commissioner. I cancelled my order on So 

. reference from the Excise Commissioner after the
closure of the shops. 

Q.-I think under such circumstances, Bay _ in 
famine areas, the whole area might be under one 
Member of the Board. , 

A.-It is a matter for the Government to decide. 
Q.-Don't,you think that some allowance should be

given to people who come from long distances, I mean. 
in the shape of reduction of task, etc. P 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-Are the wages fixed DOW' enough to save the 

people from starvation P 
. A.-Yes, I think 80. 

Q.-Any reduction in task works is undesirable you 
have said? . 

A.-I don't think that r have said so. 
Q.-Do you believe it can be done? 
A.-In practice whenever we found the men wer&

unable to do the prescribed outturn on any famin& 
work, we reduced the task as we did at Goaty-. 

Q.-Do you think that fining is necessary as a form 
of punishment or do you think that it should be the
last resort? 

A .-'ihe people have generally a tendency to be
slack on the works. There should no doubt., be a. 

• limit beyond which fining should not be resorted to. 
Q.-You say that 1D preparing famine programmes 

works of public utility should be included. May I 
suggest whether it would not be good to consult the 
District Advisory Councils which are now function .. 
ing? . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You BUggeot that small village works 88 will 

help ma.y be included? 
A .-There is a practical difficulty. In road work .. 

you can organize relief for thousands. As only few 
persons can be provided for on each village works, a 
number of works spread over a considerable area have 
to be organized to provide relief for the same number 
of persons. The proposal to replace road works enti .. 
rely by village works has to be tried before any opi .. 

. nion can be given about its practicability. 

Q.-Are you for introducing piecework system for 
such works? 

A.-Limited piecework system was found to be
impracticable. 

Q.-What about asking the panch"yats to do such 
works? 

A.-Qne of the panchayats which enthusiastically 
took up one of these works, failed to do any useful 
work, as we saw at a subsequent inspection. Only 
the Lepakshi Panchayat did very good work on 
account of the interest tBlken by Sri Venkatnarnappa. 
All the other panchayats to which works bad heen 
entrus-ood under the instructions of the Famine Com .. 
missioner, Sri Gopalaswami Ayyangar, failed to ex&
cute the works properly. It will be an excellent thing 
if panchayats manage the works and execute them 
properly ~ Success of the works entrusted to them 
depends very largely on the personality of the presi
dent and the members. 

Q.-Don't you think that the system that when 
work is stopped on account of rain, the people are 
paid only dependant's allowance, is wrong? It is no. 
fault of the worker at all. If nature is unkind, "by 
sbould man also be unkind? 

A.-It seems to me that after rains, the proper 
place' for tbe workers is in the agricultural .fields. 
They should not be encouraged after the rains to come-
to works. -

Q.-I mean a rainy day, be it, 2 inch or 4, inch P 
_ A.-There is a difference between the dependant'lt 

wage and the. worker's wage; it was probably intended 
that a worker who works must be given more food 
than when he had no work at all. 

Q.-Is it not a wrong theory? 
A.-Persons who know about dietetics are in a 

better poaitio~ to say anything about it. _ 
(J.-You forget that some people have to walk 

before they come to workspot P 
A.-I know nothing abottt dietetice. 
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Q.-You have stated in paragraph 65 of yuur letter 
No. R. Dis. 4747j:Jll, dated IHth lJecemher lU:Jll, 
printed in G.O. No. 2083, Revenue, dated 22nd Sep
tember 1935 that the Deputy TahsiJdars on proba
tioD. could ~ot be appointed for famine duty, etc. 
What do you think should be done in this m .. tterP 

A.-I found that as famine duty did not l.Ount lor 
probation, I had in many cases ~. appoint older men 
in preference to younger men as charge officers. It 
would bave been a. ha.rdship to appoint younger men 
who ha.d Dot completed probation to famin~ 'Vorks; 

·S. ucb persons were posted as Deputy Tabsildars and 
Stationary Sub~Magistra~s in the regular line; and 
permanent Deputy Tahsildars and btati()nary Sub
l\-'lagistrates Borne of whom were quite advanced in 
'years, had to be appointed as charge-oflicers. It 
was only when such men were not available that 
,younger men were appointed as charge officers. 
Younger men on probation show better work l and 
-they are also more energetic. 

Q.-Don't you think that the duties of the charge 
-officers are not less onerous than those of the Deputy 
TabsildarsP 

A.-They are oertainly more onerous if the charge 
-officeri ",6 made to move frequently from one end of 
the work to the other. They have to do this if their 
-supervision is to be efficient. 

Q.-Don't you think that this period should count 
-towards probation? 

A.-Yes. Certainly. It will then b. p088ible to 
post more energetic charge officers. 

The CJUIRlIIAN: Q .-Do you consider that service 
.as charge officer is of a specially peculiar nature in 
the Ceded districts, i.e., outside his ordinary dutiesP 

A.-Yes. It is more strenuous than his ordinary 
duties 88 Stationary Sub-Magistrate or Deputy Tab
.. ildar. 

Q.-Wi11 you oonsider that service as charge officer 
it a good test both of his capacity and characler P 

A.-Yes. It is a better test in my opinion than 
mere routine work. 

Sri N. SANKARA RooDl: 
increase . • . taluks." 

shallow wells P 

Q.-You SIllY that" "an 
Perhaps they were all 

A.-No, some of them were deep wells. If we can 
tap water from a supply underground, it will cer
to.inly be very helpfUl. 

9.-8upposing deep bore wella are dug, do yon 
thmk they wi11 be succeSBful P 

... -it is worth tryinll. 

Q.-You lay something about paper industry P 
It.-It is only a handmade paper. It was once 

widely in dema.nd and used for documents. Paper 
mAnufactured in mills has now killed this craft at 
Nyamaddala. 

O.-Is it worth while investigating P 
..4.-1 doubt very much whether it will succeed from 

a b11lineu point of view. 

Q.-About weaving industry. You have ·said that 
the patterna of the weavers are aut of date, and there 
il no demand for them. Suppose an expert is em~ 
played by Government to give them new designs, do 
you think it i. worth whileP 

A.-I don't know whether the weavers of Dharma-
varam &re capable of altering the designs. To the 
best of m1 recollection, there were half a dozen fami
lies workmg on looms, and it is a matter for consi
deration whether it is worth while engaging an expert 
for them. 

(I.-Tn the Ceded district. especially in Anantapur 
the average standard of living ia very low. Could 
spinning be developed on a wide scaleP 

A.-Possibly you can do it in the black cotton soil 
aJ"tla. I have suggested not only spinning but also 
clImhly weaving. It is worth while trYing if any ... 
thing oould be done in the way of oottage industries. 

Q.-You state that" di0r.roportionately large num
-b('!r . . . actual rolief. t Did you enquire 'What 
W&I' the p~rcent8.Re of such people P 

A.-I am afraid that I cannot give ligurea now. 
Q.-Are you aware that, male members of poor 

fa.miliea are 80me of them attached to landlord. and 
1IOme of them have to look after cattle P They can 

spare their women and children for the famine work. 
The disproportion may be due to this cauaeP 

A.-It may be. If the number of women and 
~hildren are. very large on the works, and if, as tor 
Instance their rates to those of men is 6: 1. it is clear 
that there is not much need for relief in that area. 

. The CHAI1UUN: Q.-Would you take the propor
tion of men to women and children as an indication 
of the rel~tive severity of distress in any affected 
area? 

.. .t.-If too many women and children as compare.l 
:'Vlt~ t~e l:1}lmber of ~en, attend any work, it is an 
IndicatIOn that there IS not acute distress in the area. 

Enmined .by Sri K. S~.A RAO: Q.-You have 
suggested emigration to mitigate iamine? 

A..-It is not only my view. It is also mentioned 
by the author of an excellent chapter on famine in 
the Imperial Gazetteer •. 

Q.-You know b~ experience that cheap labour il 
available i.n. the Anantapur district and among them 
are landless la.bourers. When Government u nder
take yhese ~rrigation schemes, major and minor, if 
land IS available, would you suggest that it should 
be set apart for colonization by these people P 

A:-If as a r~sult of Dew projects, new lands are 
avadable f.or assignment, preference may be given to 
landless people in the areas which are liable to famine 
if they are prepared to come and settle down on th~ 
lands. 

Q.-Is not. the ~cheme by which Tungabhadra water 
can be supphed right up to ~enukonda and Hindupur 
taluks preferable to a scheme which would give water 

. only to Gooty taluk P . 
A.-:Yes. That was what I suggested to Sri R . 

N araslmha Ayyangar who explained to me the diffi
culties standing in the way of ...my proposal.. 

Q.-lf there is no p088ibility of the Tuugabhadra 
project comlDg to An.&ntapur district, don't you 
agree to ~he. bundi~g of Penner for bringing water? 

A..-If It IS pOSSible somehow to bring water to 
Anantapur, it will relieve the situation. 

Q.-You say that many of the wells have been a 
failure? 

A.-My beliens that the Government may have to' 
wnte off ultimately a. large portIOn of the loans given 
for sinking of wells. 

Q.-You suggest that there is water if you go deep 
Are bore-wells desirable P . • 

A..-I cannot say if water can be tapped by digging 
bor~wells .. If by digging deep bor~wells, water can 
be tapped In the Dharmavaram, Hindupur and Penu
konda. taluks, it will certainly relieve the distress in 
these taluks. 

Q.-Do you think that pumping sets may be 
installed in the Penner river? 

A.-Yes, if they are practicable. 
a.-You know from your experience the tank-bed. 

wens of Hindupur and Madakasira taluks. It is advi
sable to aUow the ryots to dig wells in the taak-bed 
during the famine period? 

A.-Though ~ots are not permitted to dig wells in 
normal. seasons .In tank~bed.s, they are permitted to do 
80 dUl'1ng famlD88 for drmking-water purposes and 
for raising fodder crops. These wella are permitted 
only for that year and they afe liable to be submerged 
aud filled up to some extent when the tanks receive 
supplIes. 

The eaAIBlUN: (I.-What would be the area com
manded by a well P • I am thinking of the road from 
Rayadrug to K .. lvandrug where you find small 
patches of cultivation in the worst part of the 
season ~ 

A..-If the weU is big, it Dl!'y irrigate about 7 acres. 
fJ'u~ generally they are not big. An ordinary well will 
Irrigate about 3 to 4 acres. 

Mr. H. R. DOOBA: Q.-You say that .. the local 
offi~rs s~ould have the discretion . . . into 
conslderatlon.'J What kind of discretion P 

A.-In Gooty the road metal •• Iected in the area 
was very ha~d and though people were working ~ery 
hard. accordlDl![ to actual calculation, they were able 
to get only 6 PI" or 9 PIes per day. 

(I.-The Cod. cl ... ilies them into medium hard and 
80ftP , 

.4.-:-It is not .enouo;h. Take silt clearance. I W88 
lurprIsed to notIce that although the workers worked 
the whole day, they were able to turn out only a sman 
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"ortion of the task. ';I'he ,local. officers should be given 
more di8<'retion than IS given m the Code, to regulate 
the taak. 

Q -From your experience gained don't you think 
thai further classification of earthwork or metal 
breaking would meet the situation t' 

A.-Yes jf it is possible from exper~e~ce gai~ed 
_already. if we are satisfied that a person 18 workIng 
strenuously for the whol~ day. he or she must get a 
full day's wage irrespectIve of the task allotted. 

Diwan Babador N.- SWAlII1NATBA AyyAB: Q.-:Do 
you think that the difficulty is due to the org:Ul.Hza
tiOD of the gang, there being less diggers and more 
carriers? 'I'he task has heen put down after very 

.careful consideration and it is a full .man's task. 
May I suggest to you whether the reason IS due to the 
fact that there are more fema.!e labourers than male 
labourers? 

A .-1 cannot say. 

Q -You say that U attempts were made . • • 
. f I 11 It baa been suggested that these wells 

"success u . 10 acres for 
<once irrigated large areas, as many ~. . 
each well but at present tliat they M'e lrrlgatlDg Only 
half that: area or even IP.S8 and tha.t many !felis have 
one out of use. In the faoo of these f~ta, 18 Govern~ 

~Ient justified in encouragi.ng the smkmg of any 
more wells? 

A .-1 think the Distr!C!r Gazetteer 88:Y8 that. the 
,only possibility of explOltlng the red-soll area. IS by 

"-digging more wens. The Collectors must hav~ acted 
-on it. Nobody has put forward before me ttll now 
thll! view that too many wells were dug. . 

Q.-You 8BIY " that the~e is an appr~~able amount 
of cultivation . . . nver channels. Are these 
-only river channels, or spring channels or b~thP 

A.-I believe there are channels of both kinds, but 
,'Spring channels are more numerous. 

Q -Considering the fact that these chann-els are 
obliterated by the flow of the river during ." S:ao;d 
and the:y have to be remade over and over agalD, ~ It 
not deSirable that efforts should be made to ah.gn 
these channels properly and take them on one Inde 
instead of in the midst of the river and thus preserve 
most of them from being affected by the floods of the 
riverP 

A..-It would be a good tbiilg~ because much of the 
.annuM labour could be saved. 

Q -You sa.y that (I you cannot . think of any 
meO:SuTe . . . neoossity." Would you advoca.te 
payment in kinds? 

A.-I don't think that it is practicable. 

Q .-Supposing that it is made prnctis,able in order 
to prevent its a.buse? 

A.-If we can make it practicable, .payment .may be 
made in kind. But if the worker IS determined to 
have his betel and some luxuries, the sbop~keeper may 
receive payment in kind for these art~cles and the 
workers will be a loser thereby. 

Q.-Do you mean to say that he will defeat o.nr 
intention bv purchasing wi.th grain and that t.he Jnld

.dle man will profit more P 

.4.-Y ••. 
Sri T. A. RAllALINOAlI CBBTTIYA~: Q:-You refer 

to some changes made in the work With the per
mission of the Board. What is the type of work? 

A._Non..departmental work, sucb as tanks, e.g., 
·the Boga'Ba.mudram tank in the ~enukoDda taluk and 
village roads, etc. It was carrIed out by ReveD;ue 
I nspe<"tors. Occasionally at IDJl request th~ ~ecutlve 
F.np;ineer woul~ inspect. the work aDd give IDstruc
tions ahout theIr execution. 

Sri R. KOTI URDDI: Q.-One big p.roject in the 
Ceded districts is- the Tungabhadra prol~t and there 
are other possibilities of hUBbandin~ the water.s of 
smaller rivers and tributaries like Penner, Chltra
vathi. etc. So long a8 the- State does n.ot lose by 
taking up irrigation projecta, smaJl and bIg, be~ause 
of the new wealth c~8~d 88 a ~esult of t~e project&. 
would you l\8 aD admmlstrator mte!'8s~ .lD prev!3nt
inR fRmines, ad,·ise that all those nrlgatlon proJects 

from which the return is at least equal to meet the 
maintenance charges plus interest on the capital out
lay, should be taken up? 

A.-That is a question of policy to be decided by 
Government. It will be an excellent thing for these 
tracts if the Government can prevent famines. In 
my' opmion, returns should not be the Bole criterion 
to be considered when projects are taken in these 
tracts. . 

Sri K. KO'l1 REDDI: Q.--Considering the nature of 
the poverty of the district, don't you consider it 
worth while if Tungabhadra Project i:a also -extended 
to Anantapur taluk and portions of Dharmavaram 
taluk? ' 

A.-The only thing that I know about this ·project 
is what I learnt in a 20 minutes talk with Sri R. 
Narasimha Ayyangar. As I have stated, it is desira
b~e ~ bring as muc~ as p-ossibie of the Anantapur 
district under the project. 

Q.-Don'i you think that it would be a good thing 
to supply water to these two taluks considering that 
the yield under tank cultivation is fairly good? 

A.-It wiU be a very good thing if it is possible. 

Q.-With regard to frrigation by wells--you believe 
that there are no areas in Anantapur district where 
some more wells could be dug usefully, either by the' 
Government or by the ryot.a with the help of the 
Government? _ 

A. -No, because attempts made during the time of 
my predecessors were not successful. 

Q.-The ordinary deepening of these wells? 
.A.-Deepening of the wells is more costly. Boring 

Will be very much cheaper. The deepening of the 
wells' is worth doing if you are sure that wa.ter is 
li.kely to be tapped. Recent attempts in this direc
tion were not successful. 

Q.-About afforestation, you say there is DO scope 
for afforestation? 

A.-I w:ould like to say at once that I was only for 
8 short time and that I was fully preoccupied with 
famine. Even my routine work was attended to by 
my personal 8.99istant. I hardl1 know anything 
about forests in the Anantapur district. 

Q.-Is there a possibility of inducing the ryot. to 
plant useful trees? . 

. .4 .-It . will be good thing if it can be done. It 
Will be ~lfficult if they cannot get water in the early 
stages till the l'oots f{0 deep down into the soil. 

. Q.-There is. a~other difficulty in the way of plant
Ing trees and It 18 this. The t.\:.ees will not yield till 
'ben years. The poor ryot is so poor that he cannot 
afford to take to tree-planting and wait for the result 
of these trAes. I would suggest with regard to assess
ment, that the Government should give a remission 
~n the lan4s where the trees are planted or if that 
IS not posstble, put off collecting kist, say till after 
ten years. If this is done, will it not be a sufficient 
indut'tmlent to the ryots to take to tree-planting? 

A.-An incentive like that may induce the ryots 
to plant trees. The difficulties in granting remission 
will .not arise if ryots plant trees On porambokes and 
obtam tree-pattas. 

Q.-If he plants trees in hi. patta land, will the 
Government remit the assessment? 

A.-I wish to know if it is proposed that the 
Government. should forego - assessment for the 
m~re "AaROn that the ryot has planted trees in hiB 
patta lands. I have never heard of such a Buggestion 
till now. 

0.-80 you say that the Government cannot waive 
collecting assessment in order to, induce the ryota to 
take to tree-planting? 

.4.-1 am afraid that I have not thought of this 
question. 

9.-:-With regard to spinning--do you suge:est that 
spmnlDg may be taken up as a famine relief work 
and that you can substitute spinning for metal work? 

A.-\\tithout trying it in one centre I shall hesi~ 
tate to give any opinion. • 

Q.-Do you recommend that weak persons who ge. 
gratuitous relief should do spinning? 

A.-:-It is worth while trying it on a ronan IOale 

" 
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Q .-N ot on a large scale? . 
A..-It . will be hazardous to say that it could be

organized on a large Hcaie. 1 never did anything of 
the kind and I am thereiore not In a positlon to give 
auy opiniQD. 

Q.-With regard to the inorease of wages, a slight 
increase in the wages would probably attract a large 
number of people to these works, who would not 
otherwise come to the relief works. From the admi
nistrative paine of view, you teel that R,ny shght 
incr~aBe in the wages may Bttract a large number of 
people ulmecessarily .. We admit that. But at the 
same time there is also the other difficulty that by 
mak~ng rules too strict there is a possibility of pre
ventmg a number of people who need our relief. 
Provided the work that we take up in the famine 
time is of public benefit and the work that is turned 
out is more or less economic in the sense that there 
is abSOlutely no waste of money but certainly useful 
to the public, .have you any objection to attract the 
people who are willing to give their labour for the 
money that you pay them even when they do not need 
the relief? 

A.-It is a well-known fact that the value of work 
done during the famine .is very small when compared 
with the money spent. The idea of famine relief is 
only to prevent distress and not to get proper 'Value 
for the money given as wages. People are made to 
work as it is demoralizing for the people to receive 
money without any return for it. 

Q.-Can you give me an idea of the proportion of 
the value of the work done during famine to the 

_ amount spent i' . 
A .-1 have no figures now with me. I think that 

it is a small proportion. 

Q.-Migh~ be about 50 per cent? 
A.-Subject to correction, 1 think it will be only 

25 to 30 per cent. 
Q.-With reference to the calculation of the out

turn, that is now being done by the village officers 
on which the whole question of assessment it- based, 
will it not be better if the particular branch of work 
is entrusted to the Agricultural department which 
wi!! be in a much better JJosition to assess the yieldP 

A.-Is it proposed to dispense with the karnam? 

Q.-No. 1 want only that the outtum should be 
assessed by the Agricultural department. . 

A.-l don't think that the Agricultural department 
will be in a. better position than the Revenue depart
ment for revenue purposes. 

Q.-In order to minimize the complaints from the 
non-official side that the actual outturn is not pro
perly assessed and that in the matter of outturn. 
onl,. the opinion of the village karnsms is taken into 
account and so on P 

A.-It is not always that the karnam overesti
mates the yield. In the Anantapur district, 1 noticed 
that the karnams of a few villages in the Hindupur 
taluk had underestimated the yiel<l when they thought 
that such estimates would please some of their supe
riors. 

Q.-Do you believe that the entrusting of-this work 
of assessing outturn to an official who haa really no 
experience of it, will work satisfactorily P 

A.-This lJuggestion goes into the very root of the 
revenue administration and at this notice, I am. not 
in 8 position to give a.ny considered opinion. 

Q.-Would you like to .ug~est that some other 
department which is not really interested in the 
matter of remissions should do it P 

A .-1 cannot think of any other department. 
Q.-Do you think it would be better if tqe rest day 

aHowanee is not the dependant's aHowanee but the 
average of the w~e8 that he earna during the week P 
Do ru think that he needs only Ie .. food on the rest 
day I d .. . 

A..-As I have a rea y stated I am not 10 a poSItIon 
to p:ive nny opinion ahout this. Persons who have 
studied dietetics will probably be able to 88Y som .. 
thing about this. 

Q.-You would have probably observed, during the 
hot months, partioularly April and May~ before the 
rBinA Bet in. the Inhourera generally have a rest for 
ahout two h0l1ra-12 to 2. Do you sugp;est during 
the hot month., April and May, they ought to have 

a littl~ bit more rest .... d that they should not begin, 
work at ~ny rate earher than 3 p.m. P It is 'Very 
hard durlDg those months to expect them to begiu. 
work agam at 2 p.m. 

A.-This may be done duriog the second half of 
May. The charge officers may be given discretion to
aUo~ the workers to take rest till a p.m. during this 
p~no.d. We did so,. In pr~~ce in the Anantapur 
dlstrlCt. "W..e also d.ld not lDSlst upon the full quota. 
of work belDg performed by them during the hot 
months. 

Mr. H .. R. DOGRA, Q.-Do you ask them to begin 
work earher and finIsh the work within that period P 

A.-If they can come earlier. But they have to. 
attend to household duties. If they are prepared to. 
~ome earlier and stay longer in the camp, the rest 
Interval may be extended. 

Q.-DQ you want a change in the hours of working? 
A.-The Collectors may be given the option to

change the working hours. 
Q.-You have suggested that works of more 

benefit to the commuDlty" i.e., irrie:ation works may 
be taken up. Do you advoeate It P . 

A.-As a matter of fact during last famine WEt 

took l1:P a, number of irrigation works in the An~nta
pur dlStrlct. The majority of the works however
were road works, as it is easy to orga.nize relief on a 
large sc.ale on such works. The expenditure on th~e· 
works 18 large, and it is possi ble that the district 

. boards may Dot be able to find funds for maintaining 
~ru:se . roads.. irrigation works are more useful, and 
~f ~t 18, poSSible to organize relief on large Bcale with I 
lrrl~atlon works and works of the type advocated by 
me lD. my memorandum, they are certainly more use
ful. They are however difficult to orgamze. 1n a 
road work under one' charge officer and two work 
agent-s, a iarge number of people may be employed. 
These p~oposa1s require a large number of persons for
superviSIon. They are however worth trying in a. 
futur.e fal!line. As the distri~t boards may Ilot have 
suffiCient Income to maintain the roads which we are 
e:r:ecting at enormous cost during famines, such expen
diture may not be of much benefit to the public and 
from this consideration I made my proposals. 

Sri K. KOT! REDDI: Q.-In regard to non-depart
mental works, as compared to the departmental works 
~here are a number of adva.ntages. You believe that 
In future large attention should be paid to this as a 
form of famine relief P 

A.-Yes. I have mentioned advantages in my 
memorandum. This does not mean that we can dis
pense with help and technical knowledge of the Publio 
"Works Depa.rtment. . 
Q.-Hav~, you noticed the necessity for making 

Borne prOVISIon for some of the skilled labourers lik& 
mAsons P Do you believe they have enough work in 
the villages? 

A.-This problem did not arise because al\ the peo
pia who resorted to the works and who must have 
included some muons were prepared to do the work 
allotted to them. 

. 9·-Don't you think that it would be better if these 
skilled men could be utilized in a much better Wav-
supposing a. building work is taken up P .. 

A.-Only a few skilled men can be employed in the
constructlon of a building. 

Q.-For insta.nce, near a village road that you are
I!;,ymg you find 8 school building or Bome su~h thing 
hke thnt~ .and if you can eMily divert thf>m ... ? 

A.-DurIng the famine of 1935, whenever there was 
f«?r instance, a drinking.water tank close by. we did· 
dIvert the labourers to the repairs of such tanks. 
Q.-Th~ famine wage does not make any provision 

f~ elothmg for these workers. If the famine con
tmues CGod forbid) for more than six months. don't 
you think it advisable to make 8. recommendation 
that a woman should be given a aari and ., man a 
pair of dhotis P 

4.-There is the Indian People's TnIst Fund from 
whiC'h amounts were sanctioned fot the purchase of 
clothes. It was no doubt not possible to buy a sari 
for each female worker and a pair of dhotis for each 
male. works!" from t~ese funds. The Roya.1aseema 
Farnme nehef Committee also provided clothes and' 
peonla .who neaned clothee were sele<>ted. Not ~uch 
hardship for lack of funda to provide clothea to the
people on the works was noticed. 
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Q.-Have you ever been able to induce any private • 
owner to provide work during famine P I think there 
is Bome provision in the Code. 

A.-There is no doubt & provision in the Code, but 
I do not remember to have come across private indivi
duals oHering to provide work in spite of our efforta. 

Q.-It is probably because the landowners are not 
given any grant or subsidy if they do such work. 

A .-1 would however like to mention that in Br big . 
village known as Kothacheru the local people com
bined together Bnd Bupported the people in distress 
tin I went to the village and made arrangements to 
give them employment. 

Q.-Is it possible in the zamindari areas for a 
zamindar to do it? 

.4..-1 know of 80me zamindars who are disinclined 
to do anything for the ryota since the passinf of the 
Agriculturists' Relief Act, and it is doubtfu if any 
landowners are likely to come forward and offer 
work. . 

Q.-If private people were sure that they would 
get a.. sort of subsidy from the Government probably 
then they would come forward to provide for labour 

.. during famine. Have any attempts been made by the 
Government officers to organize this P 

A..-We never addressed the Governn:aent to grant 
subsidies to landowners. If they are philanthropio, 
they will come forward of their own accord. ' 

Q.-Suppo8ing a private landowner digs a wen and 
thus provides for labour and if the said well costs 
about Ro. 500, will the Government b. prepared to 
say that it wiU pay R •. 2BO? . 

A .-The Government freely grant IO&Il8 for BUch 
purposes during famines, and there is a provision" if 
I am not mistaken, in the Famine Code to write off 
portions of such loans subsequently in deserving cases. 

Q.-There is this difference between your :Bugge&
tion and mine. If the ryots know that in case of 

these 10ana, they will be written off to the extent of 
half or more, even at the tim'e of tUing the loans, 
they will be prepared to come forward but &8 it is, 
the people feel that they have to pay the full loan as 
well as interest on it, and hence there is some hesi
tation on their part. 

A.-We never thought of this suggestion. There 
is no provision fol' 8uch subsidies in the Famine Code .. 
. Q.-With regard to takkavi loans the subordinate 
officers in the Revenue dep8rtmen1! who are in charge 
of the loans, generally do not enoourage the ryota 
taKing the loans. . 

A.-I know that in the Anantapar district, the 
loaDS were very freely granted ill 1935. 

Q.-I was told that there was some rule in the 
Government which made these subordinate officers 
think that they would be taken to task if. the ryote 
did not pay the loans. Probably it is due to that they 
are very reluctant, to recommend? 

A.-There were a few instances when the aubordi
nate officers advanced loa.ns indiscriminately when 
loans began to be distributed. As we are responsible 
for seeing that public funds are distributed only in 
deserving cases, the work of the Loans Deputy Tah
sildars was carefuny looked into, and subsequently 
there was no tendency to grant loans indiscriminately. 

Q.-I think it is that that induc .. the subordinate 
officials to hesitate in recommending th& loans P 

A.-No such cases of refusal to grant loans in 
deserving cases came to my notice though I was in 
close contact with the people. 

The ClLuRHAN ~ Q.-Ba.d you any experience, of 
loans granted hy your predecessors being written Off P 

A .--Such loans were; given in the Mad~a.sira ~d 
Hind~pur talun. Along with the suspensIon of kistsz 
the collection of loans instalments were also suspendea 
under the OTdEirs of the Government, and I have 
therefore no such experience. 

The Famine Code Revision Committee reassembled in the Collector's Court-hall at 
Bellary at 2 p.m. on 5th Septembe~1938 with Mr. C. A. Henderson in the chair. The 
following members were present :~ . 

Mr. F. M. Dowley. . 
" H. R. Dogra. 
" L. B. Green. 

Abdul Rawoof Sahib Babadur. 
Sri T. A. Ramalingam Chettiyar. 
" N. Sankara Reddi. 
" Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar. 

Dr. R. Ad'Beshan. 
Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao. 

" H. Sitarama Reddi. 
" Kallur Subba Rao. 

Mr. D. I. R. Muir, the Secretary, was also present. 

The oral examination of Sri C, Vijayaraghavan, Superintendent, Dry Farming 
Station, Ha..,aari, was taken up. 

WrItten evidenoe. 
I have the honqur to submit below my answers to the questionnaire. I have answere!" 

only those subjects that I have knowledge of and the rest have been left unanswered. 

SBCTION I. 
Measures for th6 pretlention or mitigation of famine. 

1. The famine conditions may be prevented or at least mi~igated in the Ceded districts 
by adopting the following :- . 

(a) By creating sources of msjor irrigation like the Tungabhadra. Project when the 
investigations are complete, by repairing all the existing minor irrigation sources 
with a view to improving their efficiency and by increasing the number of wells 
for lift irrigation wherever it is possible by granting loons or by digging them 
at the cost of the State from the Famine Fund, and in the case of the latter 
enhanced assessment may be collected trom the people that. are benefited by 
them. 
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(b) As ther~ will still b~ s,everal areas where dry crops have to be grown, improved 
• dry farmmg methods Will have to be adopted by the cultivators, The State will 

. ha:ve to ,take car~ of Government l~ds and forests by works which will prevent 
soil erOS1on and increase the vegetatJOn. By a system of co.operation large units 
of dry lands will have ~o be proVlded with contour bunds to lessen run·off waters 
an~ incidental soil loss ~y sh~et erosion; thereby the land will have more 
mo~st~~ and val~able SOlI for increased cropping. And for the better farming 
of md1Vldual cult1vators a large number of b,und.forming implements may be 
made from the Famine Fund and stocked in the villages for loaning them free 
to the cultivators and intense propaganda may be done in the villages about 
the utility of having their lands chequered with bunds. 

The details of these proposals are given in the course of the answers to the respective 
questions. ' 

,2. (a) (i) Ir1igation-Majo1.-I have knowledge of the irrigated lands in Siruguppa 
wh1ch are watered by canal from the Tungabhadra. Rice, plantain, turmerie, garlic, 
sugarcane and other minor crops are raised. Plantain and turmeric need drainagco and 
good conditions for growth. These lands have been under irrigation for some centuries. 
Soil profiles in that area have shown that it ~s one of deep black soils, indicating thereby. 
that irrigation with the Tungabhadra water has not produced any deleterious effect. 

If the 'l'ungabhadra. Project is to be executed, the Government (.ught to be in a posi· 
tion to give advice to the landowners what crops they should grow, and what income they 
will derive fro!ll them. The landowners should not be allowed (in their own interest) to 
grow the crops they like. 

The soil survElY has been completed. The Irrigation Research Station has been estab· 
lished in Siruguppa within the project region. In a few years the station should have 
data to help the landowners what crops to grow for a given soil and watering conditions. 
If this is adopted, the project may not fail and the landowners will be raising crops under 
irrigation without spoiling their lands, and what is said to have happened in the Kurnool. 
Cuddapah canal area will not be repeated. 

When dry land is changed to irrigated con"ion, the owner will have to invest some 
money for this improvement. Considering the present economic condition of the culti· 
vator he may not have the necessary finance. The Government or the Land Mortgage 
Bank will have to help him in this. Probably the Land Mortgage Bank can loan to 
richer landowners; the Government may have to loan to the poorer on a system like the 
takkavi. 

If the Tungabhadra Project materializes it will not prevent or mitigate famine in 
all the parts now liable to famine. There will still be many areas not' commandable by 
the Tungabhadra waters, levels not permitting. In such areas improved dry farming will 
have to be adopted. This will be, explained under 2 (c) and (d). 

2 (a) (ii) and (iii).-No answer. 
2 (b). M:inor irrigation and wells.-(i) A good Dumber of the sources and the area 

irrigated by them are decreasing. By uncontrolled fellings in woodland, by overgrazing 
and for want of any control methods to check soil erosion, soil has moved to such catch· 
ment areas and silted up the tanks, and this naturally has lessened the area under irrigation 
under such tanks. The State has been restoring many tanks. But there are some tanks 
owned privately, the owner enjoying certain inafM for keeping the tank in good repair. 
Many such tanks need attention. . ' 

(ii) By control of soil erosion the tanks may be kept almost free from silting up. 
I shall explain in general terms what erosion means. Erosion, the removal of soil by 
wind and water, is taking place on all land areas. When this occurs on land that has 
not been disturbed by man and is subject to no extraordinary climatic conditions the 
process may be termed" Normal erosion." The intensity of normal erosion is determined 
chiefly by topOgraphy, geology ,of soils, c,limatic, (especially rainfall) and :veg~tative .c~ver. 
Where forest and other vegetat1ve cover 1S defimtely scant, as under senu·ar1d cond1tlOns, 
there is still enough vegetation or debris to catch .the eroding soil. When natural condi. 
tions are disturbed as breaking land for agriculture" erosion in excess of normal is liable 
to occur. Abnormal erosion where it does OCcur is an accelerating process. Its least 
conspicuous form .is sheet erosion! :ecognizable. in, ~he exposure of ~ot cro~s and roots 
of plants, in the lowered product)Vl~y of the Site., lD the Ilccmnulat10n of soils on slopes 
imroediately above obstructions and lD the final dIsappearance of the mellow black surface 
80il. As sheet erosion becomes advanced, the more rapid surface run-off concentrates and 
tends to cut small gullies. After .hard rains on ~i1s inadequate!y protec~ed by vege~ation, 
the entire area may be cut by hnes from the Slze of a penClI to gl.1lhes several mches 
deep. The smaller lines may be readily obliterated by creep of soil as it dries, but their 
original presenoe indicates a. rapid soil wastage. Finally, abnormal erosion assumes its 
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most spectacular form as deep gullies on slopes and large straight-sided channels cut through 
flood plains. Its final efiects are heavily .oil-laden streams, especiallY when in flood; 
silted channels and reservoirs; mud rock flows fr,'m mountain stream courses; and 

. deposits of inert sands and gravels on fertile bottom btnds. 
The control of erosion through retarding run-off is largely a funetio!) of the v€,get&

tive cover. This cover is responsible for improvement of soil structure, protection of 
the soil surface from beating rains and by intercepting run-off, reduction of the velocity 
and carrying power of the surface water. Lowdermilk has pointed out under controllea 
conditions that the run-off from soil surfaces protected by a litter cover alone was nearly 
clear. Studies in Arizona (U.S.A.) by C. K. Cooperrider, show that a vigorous herbaceous 
and shrub understory in the woodland type exerts a somewhat similar influence. 

The best way of handling the situation is to bestow intelligent attention on the 
water-sheds and to evolve a planned programme to adequately protect the water-sheds. 
Reforestation, afforestation, reveget,ating the sub-marginal agricultural lands and grazing 
management are some of the remedies suggested. Grazing management must be improved, 
particularly on private lands and must be introduced on public lands uow unmanaged. 
On lands where improper grazing use resulted and is resulting in widespread erosion and 
increased run-off, management practices must be applied that will not only stop deteriora
tion but permit vegetative cover to regain in density and effectiveness. Artificial revegeta
tion seems desirable. Aside from water-shed protection ~equirements, such action is 
obviously essential to permanency of livestock industry-particularly sheep and goat rea.r
ing in the Ceded districts. On a limited area where serious erosion is in progress specIal 
measures of an engineering character suc.h as the installation of flumes at the head of 
active gullies, the construction of check-dams, the scattering of brush and the building 
of temporary retaining walls, may be adopted. 

Corning to particulars, the good amount of uncultivated waste in the Hindupur 
and Penukonda taluks, if properly handled, will not deteriorate by soil erosion and may 
afford better grazing grounds and incidentally not silt up the several tanks in that , . 
zone. 

(iii) In years of scarcity the minor irrigation sources will not be of use, as they 
will also be dry because of their wide evaporating water area. The severity of famine 
in the black soil areas can be mitigated if drinking water fS assured separately for men 
and anintals. One of the effective means of ensuring water-supply during drought is by 
the construction of widely distributed and properly designed small reservoirs and farm 
ponds somewhat like the local .. V wani" which will store run-off from storm-waters 
for use during prolonged dry periods. Great material benefit is being derived from 
approximately 350 such reservoirs constructed in North Dakota (U.S.A.), the heart of the 
drought area, between 1933 and 1935 by the Civil Conservation Corps camps. This tract 
was one which was fed with water transported by trains. The cheapest and most 
practicable type of reservoir in most cases is formed by constructing an earthen dam, 
which may be built directly across a drainage line or may enclose an artificial depression 
to be filled by a diversion ditch or pipe line from a natural stream or drainage way. The 
cost of such reservoirs varies widely with the size and with local conditions. For the 
programme in North Dakota 150 (Rs. 425) per acre foot (325,850 gallons) of storage 
space has been set as the maximum cost allowable. In India where labour charges a.re 
comparatively very low, the cost will 'naturally be considerably less. Uost of the expendi
ture, however, represents labour and equipment which the farmer himself is usually able 
to supply or may be au item of famine relief work. Investment of the spare resources. 
of the villagers in pond construction during slack seasons will frequently be more than 
offset, in a short time, by savings from livestock losses during droughts. 

The success of any reservoir depends on the use of approved methods of desigu and 
construction of the dam and spillway to insure against excessive leakage, to reduce main
tenance requirements, and to make ample provision for the handling of overflow water 
without washing out the spillway or dam. 'fhe reservoir may be located so that trees or 
steep slopes shelter it from hot dry winds, and, if possible, the long axis of the reservoir 
should be selected to lie crosswise to the prevailing winds. The most effective means of 
reducing evaporation losses is to construct reservoirs with a minimum area of water sur
face for a given storage capacity, since the rate of evaporation is proportional to area 
exposed. The ideal basin from the sta~dp~int of evaporation, therefore, is narrow and 
deep. Records 'of south-western reserVOIrs In North Dakota (where the annual rainfall 
is 20N) show those over 12 feet deep go dry much less frequently than shallower reser
voirs. Reservoirs should be constructed so that the depth will be greater than the 
maximum poasible evaporation above the .. use draft." A second important factor to 
<Jonsider in locating and designing reservoirs is loss of wat,er by seepage. Seepage in 
8 new' reservoir is reduced by ploughing up the stnp on which the dam will rest to secm'e 
8 Rood borid and bV Tlsckine- the ea.rth-fill thorouclliv during construction of the dam. If 

" 
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the fill is not composed of suitable materials, a clay-core wall, extended well into impervious 
material, should be provided in the body of the dam. The bo~tom of the basin should be 
packed thoroughly. If the water is not to be used for human consumption, the best 
method of packing the bottom is by enclosing stock on the reservoir site when the earth is 
wet. Marked success in reducing seepage losses has been obtained by the use of bentonite, 
a form of clay which swells very greatly on wetting. Water-sheds or catchment basins 
that are overgrazed or otherwise subjected to gullying and sheet erosion should be avoided 
until amply protected by a new growth of vegetation, for a reservoir fed by such an area 
would soon be filled with eroded soil from the slopes above. The average water needs of 
livestock are 10 gallons per head per day. A reservoir for temporary use to augment other 
sources of supply during dry seasons need not be so large as the one for permanent use. 
The actual design to suit local conditions and soil profiles will have to be thought out by 
the Engineering Department. A perusal of the following pUblication is suggested :-

W. C. Lowdermilk and F. F. Barnes-Stock Ponds in the Great Plains Drought 
Area. Soil Conservation, 2: 44. 1936. ' 

(iv) An increase in the number of wells in select areas will improve the situation. 
In the blacksoil areas there are some valley regions, and a .. naUa " flows in the rainy 
months. If wells are dug in such regions we are likely to meet with fairly good water 
for raising crops. The same will be the case by the side of water-courses like the Hagari, 
etc. No doubt the water oJ; these will be high ill pH unlike the Tungabhadra water. 
These well-waters being not good will callse alkalinity after some years in the area 
irrigated with; but the wells will have to be used as a famine reserve to get' over the 
severity of tpe season. 

In the case of the redsoil zones, for example, of the Anantapur district if wells 
are dug in the valleys, olle may almost be Sllre of good water for irrigation. In such 
zones wells ought to be increased. 

During the 1935 famine of the Anantapur district the Kadiri taluk was fairly free 
from the grips of scarcity. The country is of rolling topography. The popUlation is 
mostly confined to hamlets in the valleys where wells exist. There are a good nl!mber of 
wells owned privately or under .. Dasabandam "condition. I came across a Dasaban
dam well in Katarupalle owned by about 12 Dasabandamdard and the ayacut owned by 
24 cultivators who were utilizing the well by mhoting in turns even at night with the 
use of petromax lights. In 'fine, due to the existence of a number of such wells the 
population in each hamlet could fall back upon at least half an acre of protected area, 
and, probably, this has been the reason for not having any famine works in that talujl:. 

I am also informed that a number of these Dasabandam wells are getting resumed 
by the Government as they are not kept in good repair. This indicates that if Govern
ment dig a nllmber of wells as a famine protection, the maintenance will have to be in their 
hands and not with the ayacut owners. The Famine Code may be suitably amended to 
execute such wells from the Famine Fund. The minor irrigation branch of the Revenue 
Department may do these works and also keep it in good repair. 'rhe repair and upkeep 
will have to be made good from the enhanced assessment that will have to be charged to \ 
the ayacutdars. Only the capital outlay may be met from the Famine Fund. . . 

2. (e) Contour bund jonning.-ln the BelJary blacksoil region, the average rainfall 
in a year is about 20 inches. This is probably the place of the lowest rainfall in the 
Presidency. There are a good number of areas in the Presidency where the rainfall is 
about the same, or slightly higher, e,g., Coimbatore, with a rainfall of 23 inches, where 
the average acre yield of Sorghum (Jonna) is 800 lb. of grain and 2,000 lb. of straw. In 
the Bellary area the average acre yield is only 200 lb. of grain and 1,000 lb. of straw. In 
the Coimbatore tract the rainfall is better distributed, whereas in Bellary nearly half of 
the total rainfall is received hetween August and October. It is very common not to 
have any rain after the main crops of cotton and sorghum are sown. The crops will 
have to depend merely on the rain water that has soaked in the soil between August and 
October. 

These rains of the August-October period are not usually spread over many days. 
They are received in heavy precipitations within short periods, e.g., 3 to 4 inches in 2 to 
6 hours. 

The Tungabhadra Project soil survey reveals that 80 per cent of the area has black
soil with a high clay content. .N atura!ly the soil is very s~ow ,to a~so:b the rain wa~. 
Though it is slow to absorb ~OIsture, It has o~e good quality. As It 19 ~low to take m, 
it is also slow to gIve up .mOlsture. In techmcal language, ~h.e blacksOlls, as t?ey are 
clayey, have slow permeabIlity. B~cause of the slow pru;meabil~ty of the blacksoil, even 
though there are no rains after sowmg, some ::rop return IS obtamed. 

It may be safely said that the soil is no doubt ,good, and it is the distribu~ion of rain 
and the undulating nature of the tracL that contnbute largely to the poor Yields. The 
blacksoils of the C'uddapah formation, e.g., Jammalamadugu, have a. better distribution 
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of rainfall, and the tract is comparatively one level plain, The acre yield of sorghum in 
the Jammalamadugu tract is between 800 to 1,000 lb. of grain. The main cause of this 
higber yield seems to be the greater amount of rainfall that soaks in the soil for the benefit 
of the crops. ' 

In one of the experimente during 1936-87 at thll Dry Farming Station, Hagari, it 
has been observed that in an imbunded and unploughed condition, which is .. replica of 
the average cultivators' land, only 10'1 per cent of the rainfall obtained between the most 
rainy period (September-October) was absorbed in the soil, thereby nearly 90 per cent 
of it was lost in run-oll'; whereas in the plots close by surrounded by bunds (10 cents of 
l .. nd enclosed by 7-inch bunds 28·6 per cent of rain ROOked in, reducing the run-oil' loss ... 
by 18 per cent. 

It is obvious that if the land is level, comparatively 'there will be less run-oil'; in other 
words, the rain water that has not soaked in will not gain so much speed as on II> slopy 
land. To terrace alnhe arable land to an ideal dead level will be very costly and unthink
able. But if the land is chequered into a number of compart'ments enclosed by bunds. 
the rain water that has not soaked in immediately will in a way get arrested in its flow: 
by the bunds along the contour. By the movement of water within the plot enclosed by 
bunds, there will be a gradual levelling up of the sides, and, in a way, a fairly level plot 
will be established. A good amount of water will stand in the plot, and soak in the soil 
for the benefit of the crop grown there. 

Added to the loss of rain water prevailing in the present cultivators' practices, there 
is a loss of fine valuable soil carried 011'. In on~ of the experiments of the station there 
was a loss of 4 inches of rain out of, the 9 recorded, the run-off waters carried with them 
6'6 tons of fine soil, not to speak of the nutrientB-in solution of the run-oll'. The loss will 
be graphically understood if it is expressed in terms of the depth of soil .that is washed 
away. Six tons of soil is equivalent to one·twentieth of an inch of soil over an acre of 
land. In 60 years or within one generation of the landowner, 3 inches of good valuable 
top soil is lost to him in sheet erosion. If there are bunds or impediments along thEf 
contour to the 'run-oil' waters laden with silt ,a good amount of water standing in .the 
plots deposits the silt there itself, thereby lessening the chance of land decay by erosion. , 

In the United States of America where ownership of land has been comparatively 
recent, and holdillgs are very large, the State has been .. successful in planning out & 

scheme for improving the land to take in more moisture, and lessen the soil loss by a 
system of contour ridging, furrowing and terra.cing. Because of the large holdings and 
better economic conditions, with mechanised farming these ridges and furrows are formed 
by the use of the tractor. A whole tract is thus handled on a co-operativ:e basis and Stat& 
guidance. But in this poor country with its ancient a,,<>riculture, and division of property, 
such a system cannot be applied straightaway. To suit the local conditions the 
knowledge ahout the good effects of contour bunding, etc., will have to be adapted. If 
contour bunds are put up across the slope at definite intervals, some landowners will be 
deprived of a good proportion of their lands oCCUpte'L.by the bunds.It will lead to a 
reallocation of ownersbip along the slope so that each landowner has the' benefit of the 
bunds down the slope on each contour. By this the land hetween the contour bunds will 
get graduall;y terra.ced, and. much more rain, water will soak in t~e soil, and I~ss fine soil 
will be lost ill erosIOn. ThiS can be done by the head Qf the dlstnct, and techmcal depart-, 
ments of Engineering and Agriculture co!la~orating w:ith the Revenue. . Unless it is done 
with the co-operation of .the landowners; It 1S not pOSSible to get the obVlously good results. 
obtained in U.S.A. 

In the absence of definite data by experiment here, 'I shall give below how much 
good result has been Ilerived in U.S.A. by adopting contour ridging, furrowing and 
terracing-

Readings 0/ 80il moisture penetration 0fI1935,May17th and 18th (Goodwell-Oklahoma). 

Ridgecl.on contov 
Not ridged on oontour 
Terraced. on the contour •. 

Total rainfaU-I·79· 

... 
, . 

Depth or 
penf'tratloD 
In the soU. 

IN0HE8. 

20"33 
8·75 

21'89 
Not terraced on the contour 16'04 

To the question if the arable land is provided with bunds, etc., will it lead to 
lessening the supply of :water of minor irrigation sources, ~ submit the following:-

In plots .. ploughed and bunded" of an experiment, in 1936-87 at the Dry-
Farming Station, Haga.ri, there was a soaking of 40'6 per cent of rain water 
VOL. n-48 
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only. This represents probably the maximum moisture that can be retained 
in the land. The rest, about 60 per cent, would have been the run-off. Most of 
~lrese run-off waters have. ftnaJly to reach the minor irrigation sources. There 
18 one advantage to the tanks.. '1'hey will not get silted up so soon if the 
arable land is ~rovided :with contour and other field bunds, for they prevent a 
good deaJ of soil erosion. By this probably .the minor irrigation tllnks will have 
a greater amount of· water. 

2. (d) Dry jarming.-Here I shaJl submit how individual farmers can obtain more 
return from their dry lands than what they have now. In years of average rainfaJl their 
incomee-so far as experimentaJ evidence is available-can be enhanced by 30 to 51 per 
cent, and in a bad year the improved method suggested may yield something to fall back 
cpon instead of getting nothing from their lands . 

. There is the practice in the blacksoil tract to plough the land periodically to get 
rid of deep rooted weeds Buch as hariali (Cynodon dactylon). Of late, iron inversion 
ploughs have become common,. and the advice of the Agricultural department has to 
be sought as to which plough will have to be used to get the best result. The ploughing 
is best done after a. crop of Korra (setaritJ italica) for there is a greater period of fallow 
tletween the ploughing and the sowing of the next crop of cotton. 

After the midsummer rains, the clods raised by ploughing will have to be crushed 
:and the land levelled to a certain extent by the uee of a. heavy guntaka (which the 
~tiva.tors are fami1ia.r with). At this stage or if the clods do not crumble well, with 
the next rains each cultivator's holding will have to be divided into a number of small 
plots enclosed by bunds. The bunds may be 5~ inches to 7 inches high. They are 
~a.sily formed by using the "Bund former" designed by the AgriculturaJ department. 
It can oe drawn with a pair of bullocks. How often the land will have to be studded 
!with bunds on the contour, will depend on the gradient of the field. The steeper the 
land the greater the number of bunds to be put up on the contour. Lest water held 
by contour bunds flow away along the contour, and to make water stand and soak in the 
fields with the same bund former bunds will have to be put up on the slope aJso. The 
distance between the bunds on the contour will have to be in multiples of the inter
distances of the tynes of the Gorro (locaJ seed-drill) so that no land is unnecessarily 
wasted 'Without sowing, the hunds occupying the space between crop rows. 

I have described what the· cultivator has to do in the year he ploughs his land. 
In the other years when he does not plough the bunds that are slightly damaged by the 
time the crop is removed will have to be redone by the use of the bund former immediately 
after harvest so that even an occasional thunder shower in summer will not· go a waste. 

When I said that the contour bunds should be in multiples of the interdistances 
between crop rows, it is obvious that the drilling of the land, and interculture between 
crops along the contour are advocated_ If crops are sown along the contour and if there 
.are rains subsequently, the crop rows in addition to the contour. bunds act as impedi
menta to run-off waters and cheeR the attendant soil erosion. The importance of 
-contour sowing of crops is well illustrated by the following figures published by the Soil 
Conservation Service of the U.S.A. :- -

~r- P .... 'f!Wloa 
IIiotJO_ _ 

FDnI S.umy LoAv. 

Guthrie (Oklahoma) •• Cotton.roWl oontourod _ _ 8'9 
Cotton.l'OWII down the elope • ; 6-8 

MABslU.LL SIL., LOAK-

35 
35 

801110-. 
tons 

per aere. 

21-0 
69-0 

Waterlau 
"",-oil _ ..... 
of Jlre

ctpllatlou. 

u-s 
13-7 

-cJarinda (10_) •• Com-rowe oonto.mod _ _ 8" 26 
Corn-,..,... down the elope 8-4 26 1111 11-6 

It is II common habit with the local a.,ariculturist to drill the crope-irrespective of 
the slope-olways in the direction of the longer side of his field as he will finish the 
sowing quicker, I have often found that the boundaries of fields in the blacksou area. 
'have their greater side along the slope. Despite the extra time it may iuvolve in some 
-cases to ROW along the contour, it is worth it.· , 

For four years an experiment at the Dry Farming Station, Hagari, has been in 
progress where, by the use of 7 inches high bunds formed by the bund former, very good 
results have been obtained. The results of three years lire pubh$ed in pages 124 to 125 
~f the Villagers' Calendar, 1938. I give below the results of the four years so far 
.available. 
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Economics 01 bunding e.zperiment. 

Yield per a.cre. t • = . ~=e! ~br! , .a~! 'CJ~o .. ~:! 
!~;. • • J!£ a~" ...,.e~ 0= 8:8& Year. Glop. '. !.1i- = .... 

~o .!!o- 0]<3 .,; 

J Ii ~ll!l •• Il. i • eoCi 
'l! iss ~S8 ~.'lg • .. .. 
..,.. LB • BS • .a... 1!. Ba • .t.. zo. B8. A. 1' ... 

1934-36 Cotton 217. 143 61 312 0 6 3 0 2 7 0 

1936-36 Sorghum {ci':"in 711 626 ~} 211 0 '1 8 0 '13 0 
St.r&w 1,494- 1,148 

1&36-87 Cot_ .. 323 162 100 2 6 0 13 7 0 11 1 0 

193'1-li8 {G . 186 33 464} 1 'I 0 'I 2 0 '0 11 () .. Sorghum s:= ·960 636 79 

Total for lour J'ear& 10 4 0 34 4 0 24 0 0 

Averell" per year I 8 0 8 8 0 6 0. 0 

• 
Being an experiment in small plots, where conditions of treatment ought to be 

rigorous and a.ccurate within human possibilities, the extra cost for bunding and keeping 
the bunds intact has been Re. 2-9-0 per acre.' But in the course of large sc.a.1e bunding 
in the cultivators' fields around the station it has been found that, in a day, with a. 
pair of a.nima.!s, the bund former;' and two men, nearly 12 acres have been handled. 
This makes me believe that, in a season, even after spending some money to rectify the 
breaches of the bunds, the cost of the bunding will only be about 4 annas per acre. 

The cost of the implement will not be more than Rs. 18, but many cultivators cannot 
afford to possess this, as there a.l'e a good many landowners who have only one a.nima.l 
and do the agricultural operations in co-opera.tion with another similarly situated. Just 
as they harrow and drill tbei!: crops in co-operation, they may do the-bund-forming 
similarly. Bigger landowners may be persuaded to own bund formers of their ,own. 
But, for the help of others the State may give them takkat;j loana to own the implement~ 
Even then many applications may not be forthcoming. It suggests to me that' large 
scale bunding can be quickly pushed through, and the practice w:ill' continue only if 
the State lends these implements free. As bund-forming will increase crop return, and 
lessen the chances or sufferings of famine, it is my humble submission that the State 
should make, out of the Famine Fund, a number of these implements. They may 
be stored in the villages with the village official, to be loaned free to the cultivator 
and some agency there should be to collect them again after the sowings are over. 
In fine, the Famine Fund instead of being merely in the shape of Government papal 
or securities, it is suggested that part of it may be in the shape of dead stock. ' 

2. (e) Afforestation.'-This is necesaary in the interests of the agricultural population. 
!Want of proper handling of the waste land, and forest areas has resulted in soil 
erosion. Further, greater areas are necessary fOF improving the grazing facilities for 
livestock. To effect all these improvements afforestation is essentia.!. 

In the black-soil area of the Bellary district very little of land is left uncultivated, 
as the rura.! population cultivates aJmost" the whole area to get something, as yields 
~e low a.ccording to the present methods. ' Strong winds prevail for many months in 
the year. These strong winds desiccate the soil and contribute one more factor to the 
low crop yields. Added to this when the soil is dry, and if the wind is strong there 
is a loss of fine soil by wind erosion. If some definite zoneS are planted with trees 
to act as wind brakes, the velocity of the wind and the consequent soil desiccati()n and 
wind erosion will be lessened. It will be no doubt difficult to ask some landowners 
to plant trees, and not grow annnal crops. But a beginning may be ma.de on un-

1YIsigned landa. . " 

In the bIack-soil areas the water table is low and the water of doubtful utility to 
mise trees. So tree-planting belts will have to be confined to places adjacent to ponds 
D8tura.!ly formed, or the ones created as suggested in, answer to question No.2 (b) (iii). 

Condiitions in the red-soil areas are more favourable, as sub-soil water, when 
's,vailable, is good. But in places where the water table is low, pond water alone will 
:have to be used for raising wind brakes. 

The kind of trees that are likely to be successful are indicated by the existing 
~orll in the locaJity. Besides, a survey of the deep-roote!! voluntary vegetation on the 

... 
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black-soil is also helpful. It is obvious thll-t deep-rooted species only have to be. 
preferred. In the black-soil areas, the following are bound to succeed;~ 

Acacia arabica. 
Prosopis spicigera. 
Prosopis juliftora. 

, ZizllPhus jujuba, 
Azadirachta indi~. 

, By the side of water-courses like the Hag;ui where the water table is higher. mor& 
valuable timber trees may be grown, e.g.- . 

Dalb8rgia sisoo. Albizzia lebbek. 
Casuarina equiseteefolia. 

In the red-soil areas of the Anantapur district which border the Mysore Province;' 
Pongamia glabra is the striking fiora on uncultivated lands. But Tamarindus indica. 
ron be more useful, as one meets with very well grown trees on these red soile. . 

2. (fJ Alterzwtioe 01' subsidiary sources of emplollmeni---(i) Large.scale indust11/.
Cotton is grow,n in the Bellary tract on a very large scale and it is strange to find that 
most of .it is exported. Sholapur also is in the B9mbay-Deccan famine zone, and I 
believe there are five spinning mills there., If at least one is s~arted in Bellaryit will, 
afford employment to so many wage-earners. There is enough' money in the tract 'in' 
the hands of a few, but they are shy to venture on something new to the tract. If the 
~vernment gives an impetus by taJring a few shares it will give confidence to the, 
moneyed men, to venture on it. . , 

(ii) Cottage industrie8,.-There is already, in select areas, wool hand-spinning 
and cumbli making, among! the Kurubas. This needs extension, if nleed be by the 
formation of co-operative societies for the pooling of raw material and for the marketing 
of the finished product. Unlike the Tiruppur tract, hand-spinning of cotton is not much' 
in vogue here probably because cheap Japanese cloth is made available to the villager. 
The cotton that is earned as wages for picking kappas is usually bartered with the village· 
shop-keeper to get some grain for food. In most of such transactions the shop-keeper
gains a good deal.. If there is sufficient propaganda in the villages for hand-spinning -
and there is an agency to distribute the spinning wheel, hand-spinning will be rejuve-
nated and very old people incapable of field 'Work m,~y earn somllthing thereby. 

!;!. (g) Use of sparkewwater.-Though I have no practical experience of its use,. 
from my knowledge of dry farming conditions, I can say without hesitation that it is 
inapplicable in the caee of cropping under rain-fed conditions. Moisture in the soit 
being the prime limiting factor, if plants are stimulated to grow vigorously by the 
application of electricity, one can easily presuPIl.0se that a greater demand for water 
from the soil will be made by the plants. The result will be that the {imited quantity 
of soil moistur~ will be quickly exha.usted, and when the plant ears to develop grain,. 
there will be drought resulting in no grain yield. The plant will naturally dry up' 
earlier. 

SECTIONS n, nr AND IV. 
( No answer. 

SECTION V. 

The pos8ibility of fI1'ooiding famine relief by works of more appreciable benefit to 
the community than stone breaking, e.g., irrigation works of suitable Bize. 

1. Ponds.-I have already suggested the construction of ponds on up-to-date design 
some of them. for human needs, and some for cattle [vide answer to Section I, question 
No.2 (b) (iii)]. 

2. Village rmprooement.-,.Tbe famine labour may be utilized to systematically 
remodel the village. The advantage of this is that a part of the labour is from the village 
itself. It is not an uncommon sight to note around the village barrow pits or depressions 
(especially in the black soil areas) where water stagnates in the rainy months, and 
becomes a place for breeding mosquitoes. Such places. may be filled up or improvecJ 
by digging the necessary drains, etc. The manure pits of villages may all be centralized 
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according to a definite plan and may be dug to the necessary depth, so that the manure 
is not washed away in the rainy season. The village streets, etc., may be renovated 
in such a way that there will be no unsightly water stagnation in the wet months. 

3. Soil conseroation in the inteT6st of the community.-The production of food 
grains and the rearing of stock which serve as food for man depend on the prime 
requisite, the soil. If this is not properly conserved, and aJlowed to get eroded, it is 
not only a loss to the farmer, but also to the community. . The importance of the soil 
conservation is graphically represented in the' diagram below, which 18 adopted from· 
a pUblication of the United States of America:- . 

8m! eTosion affects the geneTal public as well as the faTmer. (Missouri ilgricultuTal 
Ea;peTimental Station Bulletin 349, 1935). 

Soil erosion. 
I r------· ...... ------...., 

" I 
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and 
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inadequate water.."pply. 
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Low pur~g power, 
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~-----_l------,...., 
I I 

I, 
• 

The farmer. The publio. 
I I '-_______ .~-----------J 

Effect~ve erokon oontrol. 

It is a common 'sight to not!: in the country side that the courses of the storm 
drains on the two sides usually held by landowners get graduaJly cut up and valuable 
soil carried away in the stream. This is the end of a series of neglects. If. the. higher 
areas are not well taken care of, as stated in a previous paragraph 2 (b) (ii), the run-off 
;waters gain speed, and carry with it increased amounts of soil. Successive, sheet 
erosions develop gullies here and there and gullying is the beginning of the trouble. 
By propaganda the landowners may be made to do the 'necessary safeguards within 
their fields, but there are some areas where a conjoint action is necessary. In the lower 
rea.ohes, where fields get cut up by storm drains, the famine laboUr may be utilized to 
protect t,he sides of storm drains with stone. pitching, which later in rainy years the 
neighbouring landowners should reinforce with sod apron-like margins. This is suggested 
as a famine labour work as all the landowners affected by erosion will not easily 
co-operate and stop this drain. Further, in some cases the drain will be so Icing that 
one set of villagers will not be able to effeotively do it. Hence, l urge that for the 
good of the community at large. large Bcale anti-soil erosion .works will have, to be 
undertaken by the State and famine labour will come in handy for suoh works near the 
villages. 

SEOTION Vl AND VIT. 

No answer. 
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Oral evideD_. ,., 

Examined by Sri R. SURYANABAYANA &0: (J.
In pa.ragraph 1 (a) of ;your written memora.ndum yO'Q. 
suggest that loans might be granted to the ryots for 
digging wells or they may be dug at the cost of the 
State from out of the Famine Fund. Do you think 
that ill view of the aeries of bad seasons, the Ceded 
Districts ryots has the. capacity to borrow or is in a 
position to offer security f?r the loan? . 

A.-He C&nnot give secunty on the dry l~d .as ~t 
exists now but when he knows that there IS POSSl" 
bility of digging a well and that wate~ c!Ln be had 
for irrigation, the value of the land wIll lncrease. 

Q -Tbe value of the laJid will increase onI,. when 
you' know that the well that ~ay l?e -sunk will be in 
a position to irrigate or that It wlll be a successful 
well: but the Joan will have to be granted only on 
the t..-alue of the land as it existed before the well it 
sunk? ' 

A,-The tecbnical departments of the Qovermnen,t 
are thexe to say that a well ca.n be aug at 8r partI
cular pl~, ~~t it .w~uld. be a success ~d. tha:t 
there is PQ~sibll~ty of lI'~lg~ti~n. If the cultlVaGOr IS 
given that adVl()8 and Jf It 18 fa.vourable, tben the 
value of the land will naturally increase. 

9.-On the prospeot of the land which will become 
iJ'rlgable, do you think the Government would grant 
the loan? 'I'L- v_>, ' 

A. .-It is po68ible to. say so m places ~ ~rI 
iu Ananta:i!ur district. We are concerned WIth .an. 
. area. where there are no walla, and where accordlIl$ 
to our experience we know thai! wells are a p088l
bility in all valleys and naHas. 

Q -You feel that apart from the value of the 
well' the value of the laud also will incre8:se for ~v
ing suJli.cient security. ~o~ that you must fi!n:k 
wells and 'if you gQ on dlggmg wells and ~upposmg 
in the .end the sinking of walla. proves a. faIlure and 
the Government also go on givin~ loa.ns, "!ill it not 

;' result in w:asta.ge of money? Don t you thmk the~
fore that & geOlogical survey of -the whole ar.ea 1.D. 
order to find underground water-sources will be 
helpful &lid will also .void w88tage of money P 

A -Even 80ch a survey will cost a great deal of 
mon~y and' such an elabora~ thing, I do not think, 
is necessary. But it is posslble to say from a. gene-
ral look .. t" the whole topograpby of the place where 
wells can be sunk. For instaD;ce,. we know. that on 
the eastern bank of the Hagan rIver there "!8 a cer
tainty of welle being ueefu1ly dU¥J but stIll many 
ryota do not do so for want of caPltal. 

Q -Supposing the Government bore wells and if 
they are successful and the ryot is ma~e liable for the 
cost of sinking them because otherwise he won't be 
inclined. tc:>- meet the coot, can you expect the Ceded 
Districts ryot who has gone ~ugh many. unfavour
able seasons to stake everythIng fOT the sake o! get
ting water which may after all prove a faIlure? 
Can you expect him to take such a. risk? . Don't .you 
think that Govern'ment should make .trIal bOTlngs 
or trial siaIriDg of wells and ouly' if they .. re suC>
cessful, th~ ryot should be asked to tab over tbe 
liability? • , 
--A -When I mentioned about wells, I had m mInd 

onti the case of the Anantapur district and not the 
Bellary distriot. . 

Q.-But even in the Anantapur district.;. don't you 
think that it would be bettor th.t \j(),vernment 
.hould first of all know that they are certaIn of get
ting water, instead of throwing the whole burden 

the otP , ' 
on A -WIJ"ls ma'Y not be a possibility in the Bellary 
disti-ict but will be a 'possibility only in va.lley a.reas 
of the ~ soil tracte of Anantapur where wells do 
Ilot ~xist. 

Q -Do ~u think that the Ceded Districts ryot 
has . much to learn from the Agricultura.i depart
lDent exCE!r in the matter of bunding in a parti-
cular way . 

A .-Bunding is the most important thmg. 

Q.-You s~y something about contou~ bunds. 

~:.!.Beca.use from my experience I have found that 
most of the lands are divided down the slopes. 

Q.-What is th6 method you suggest for ""ttIug 
rignt the lands in tbis district? 

A.-It '~uires a revision of the policy. 1£ it 
cannot be -done it should be done at 1_ in tbe case 
of future land subdivilions. The reason why the 
cultivator takes to cultivation down the elopes lS, 
he wants to finish his operation soon. However 
much oue ma.y explain to: him he won't take to 
improved methods without thinking a number of 
times. My contention is the time taken and the 
extra labour, if any, involved in the greater number 
of turnings on the cont.our are worth it. We have 
got figures to prove that. 

Q.-8o, :you think that till bunding becomes popu. 
larJ the State may purchase these Improved itr.ple
ments out of the Famine Fund and pla.ce them at 
the disposal of the village officers or the village 

,_ panohayat- for the free use of the ryot.P 
A.-Y~, I bave also made a suggestion tbat 

famine relief should not be entirely in species. 

Q.-Can you conclusively say that there is no 
deleterious effect on the :soil by silt irrigation P 

A .-The ~ricult1l1'al chemist ma.y' say de6..nitely, 
but I ha.ve glven my opinion from my general knowl .. 
edge. . 

Q.-You think that the experiments conducted at 
th~ Research Station in Siruguppa are so. valuahle 
that they should be continued as a. pennanent fea
ture? 

A..---On that qtlestion, I think there are others who 
are more competent to answer. 

Q.-In another part 'of your written memorandum 
you ha.ve suggested tha.t dry irrigation involvel! some 
capital outIay and in that connexion you have stated 
that land mortgage banks should come forward to 
help the ryot. But do yOU think that it involves 
much capita:) 'outlay? 

A..-Yes. I know in a certain place the Govern
ment through the Electricity dePartment tried to get 
water eV81i" from & depth of 500 feet~ but at 390 feet 
they 'came' aerOBS water and then tb6y put up pumps 
for irrigatioa, and. wben the land was oII'eri!d there 
WM nobody. to come forward and purehase it

1 
because 

there was 1].0 money. 

Q.-I am drwwing a distinction between wet and 
dry irrigation? 

A..-Even if dry land is brought under dry irri
gated cultivation it requires terracing, ~velling, 
etc., a.nd that will cost about Rs. 10 per acre. Our 
cultivators have not even that amount. When we 
ask them to buy implements worth Rs. 7 or 8 they 
have no money and they have to resort to takavi 
loans. 

Q.-You suggest repairs to vakka.ranis· unO. f,he 
creation of more vakkaranis. Do you think the 
cr,ation of more vakkaranis and the repair of them 
will serve an;y purpose especially in view of the light 
rainfallP . 
A.~That· will mitigate the effects of famine. I 

conceive of a famine where there will be n"o drinking 
water for either human ·beings or livestock. I have 
suggested that because it win be some improvement 
because ev~ that quantity of water may nOt" be eva.
porated. 

Q.-In ~ard to desabandam wells, you suggest 
that a. certam number of them should be taken over 
by' GoverllIJl~nt if necessary P . 

A,-Recently I bad been on tour in the Kaeliri 
taluk and noted the agricultural conditions there, 
and because of these wells, the people are free from 
the grips of scarcity." I have also stated that most 
of these walla have been resumed. because they have 
not been k~pt in good repair. 

Q.-You sUggeit that in ~aees where such wells 
exist, in~ad of allowing them to be abandoned, 
they could Qe made use of for purposes of irrigation 
and for tha.t purpose the bta.te must B~d money 
on them and mamtain them. 

..4..-1 think nobod.v· has ahandooed them unlese 
the water is bad and if the water is good, nobody 
will abandon them. 
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Q.-You have yourself stated that a uumber of 
.these wells have been resumed by Government because 
they have not been kept in good repair ~ 

A.-Yes, they draw water but t~ey do not remove 
the silt or do other necessary repaIrs. 

Q.-If there are such wells and if they. are kept 
in such a bad condition without any repau do you 
suggest that the State can maintain them and charge 
water-rate"? 

A -I think such abandoned wells will be very rare 
exc~pt in the case of absentee landlords. ' 

Examined by Sri SITARAMA REDDI: Q.-Do you 
think that dry farming is of such importance t,hat ~t 
would be better if the Government take up thIS 
question and see that every taluk headquarters has 
got a demonstrator and a sufficient number of imple
ments stocked for the purpose of doing propagaonda 
among thE: villagers so that they m,ay get a better 
return? 

A.-I think we have one demonstrator for almost 
every taluk. 

Q.-In how many villages has the department of 
agriculture demonstrated in the fields to the owners 
the advantages of these improved methods? 

A.-Almost every taluk has a demon~trator and 
tbat demonstrator has to concentrate hIS work on 
eight main villages. Though I am not directly in 
charge of propaganda, I know the demonstrators have 
been doing such work in all these villages. 

Q .-1 am asking you whether except in the BeUary 
taluk improved implements have been adopted b~ 
the f~rmers. So far as I know, I do not think any
thing has neen done in that direction and no farmer 
knows anything about them and it seems no- effort 
has been made to demonstrate them in any village. If 
I am wrong I would like to be corrected? 

A.-I am in charge of research work, but still 1 
am in touch with the officer for propaganda and I am 
told -by the Assistant Director that in this year 
(1938-39) 3,600 acres have been under demonstra
tion in his jurisdiction both in Bellary and Ananta
pur districts. 

Q.-How many of these implements have been kept 
in stock in eaeh of the taluk headquarters? 

A. -I think there are about two or three in each 
demonstrator's depot. 

Q.-Do ~ou agree that more attention should be 
paid to thIS work by the department? 

A.-This is the most important work in a famine 
area. Intensive propaganda should be done. Though 
it is not my work I have done propaganda. to the 
extent of 350 acres near the Hagari farm. If the! 
adopt this bund forming I am sure they will stand 
to gain. 

Q.-If there is heavy rain, don't you think the 
bunds will get washed off? 

A.-Even last month we had heavy rainfall which 
was a. recOrd for the last few years. Only if there "is 
abnormal rainfall there may be breaches, otherwise 
there will be very little damage. 

Q.-In regard to contour bunding you say that 
in the United States of America' where ownership of 
land has been comparatively recent, the State ha":l 
been successful in planning out a scheme, but that 
in India where holdings are divided every year, this 
system of contour bunding cannot be undertaken. 
Your idea is in spite of the fact that the holdings 
are small the State should ·intervene and do it because 
it is beneficial to the ryots? 

A.-Here land gets fragmented year after year and 
it has been so from generations and so it is not 
possible unless it is done on a co-operative b~sis and 
unless all the owners come to an understanding. 

Q.-Sup:gosing the State does it at its own co~t and 
gives some compensation~ do you think it is worth 
while? 

A.-I think it will cost a lot. If they adojJt ordi
nary bund forming it will be all that is necessary. 

Q.-You have mentioned something about village 
improvem~nt. Have you visited a famine camp? 

4.-1 have passed through the main road. 
.. 'Q.-Do you know that in a«dition to breaking of 
stones they have also to collect such material? 

A.-Yes.· 

Q.-Do you suggest that along with their usual 
work, village improvement also should be taken up 
or it should be taken up as an alternative to mere 
stone-breaking? 

A.-Also as an alternative to stone-breaking. 

Q.-You think that special attention should he 
paId to village improvement and that it is worth
while doing; it? 

A.-Yes. 
Examined by Sri K. SUBBA RAO: Q.-You say that 

if the Tungabhadra project is to be executed, the 
Government ou,ght to be in a position to give advioa 
to the landowners what crops they should grow, etc. 
Do you mean to say that unless the Government 
departments are going to take up refined methods 
of agriculture, it cannot be done? . 

A.-From the questionnaire it is seen that the 
water from the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal is not 
being utilized properly and so it is not possible, to 
ask the ryot to grow particular kinds of crop. UndeD 
the Irwin canal I understand they have been able 
to dictate to the ryots what crops should be grown. 

The CHAmMAN: There, they have a Revenue Ooda> 
which enables them to do so, but we have no such 
thing here. 

Q. -You say that the landowners should not bEt 
allowed to grow what crops they like. Do you think 
we ought to have State control over the crops? 

A.-Yes, over the rotation of crops. 

Examined by Mr. H. R. "DOGRA: Q.-Yoo suggest 
village improvements, The number of coolies neces
sary are very. sma.ll. ~f this wO~'k also is undertaken:. 
don't you thmk It WIll result In the employment or. 
a large supervising staff? 

A.-But this cannot apply to the present hierarchy 
of establishment. You must change them also. Of 
course I am not conversant with the staff that is nO\v 
employed, but there must be an officer in charge C'f a 
thousand people and another higher officer and so on. 

The CHAIRMAN: There is only one officer now in, 
charge. The charge officer who is in the grade of 
deputy tahsiidar is in charge of six to seven thousand 
people. As it is, all people are concentrated in 
defil!-ite areas. If village improvement is to be 
undertaken that superior officer who has control must 
also have to move from place to place. 

Mr. DOGRA: It is not possible. 

,Examined by Mr. F. M. DOWLEY: Q.-You stated 
in reply _ to a question by Sri Suryanarayana Rao 
that the value of the land will increase if a well is 
dug? 

A.-Yes. .... 

Q.-The same would apply to successful irrigation? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Have you any conception of how much the 
value of the land will be improv-ed? 

A.-I won't be able to answer definitely with 
refere:t;Ice to Be~lary. Bu.-t, I had some exp~rience 
of COlmb~tore In connexlOn with land acquisition. 
There a dry land costs Rs. 700 an acre and they pay 
separately f\ll' the well as well. As for the garden 
lands we paId Rs. 1,200 per acre. 

Q.-That means that the price of the land com
mandahle by a well will be increased? 
. A.----:-Ro~ghly by about Rs. 500 per acre. That is. 
m COlmbatore. 

Q.-When y~u w~ote .paragraph 1 (a) of section 1,_ 
had you anythlllg III vIew? 

A.-No,- -but in the subsequent portions i have 
s~ated that the minor irrigation sources have got 
sIlted up. 

Q.-In p~.rag~aph 2 (0:) you say that if the Tunga~ 
bha~ra proJe~. IS to be executed, Government should 
be III a pOSItIOn to give advice to the landowners 
as to wh~t crops they should grow? How do you 
suggest this should be done? 

A.-If the Siruguppa station is not enough I 
think they may have to take some more land for 
doing large scale, experiments. 

. Q.-Exp.~rime.nt work should be done hi. the present 
Sl1'uguppa: statIon? 
A.~ Yes. The good results obtained should he 

carrIed on on a larger scale. 
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Q.-You talk of reservoirs made in America. I 
take it that water from these reservoirs is meant for 
cattle and not for irrigation P 

A.-That will mit.igwte the severity of famine. 

Q.-Under the head U contour bund forming It you 
have quoted certain figurea relating to rainfall and 
cultivation in Coimbatore and Bellary. The land 
that you t:efer to in Coimbatore is iqigated land, 
I suppose? 

A.-'No, dry land. 

'Q.-8o, it is aU dry land depending entirely on 
rainfall? -

A.-Yes, and the yield is a thousand lh. an acre. 

a.-No irrigation at a.up 
A.-No. ' 
Q.-And the irrigated land in Coimbatore yields 

2,000 lb. P 
A.-Yes. 
Examined by the CHATBV4 N: Q.-Are you Dot 

drawing water from the Hagari river? 
.4..-The~ is no well in the river-bed, but there 

are some very near. 
a.-What is the quality of the water? 
A.-It ~ not quite as good as Tungabhadra water. 
Q.-There is a prevailing belief that Hagari water 

is very hig,hly deleterious P , 
A.-Because it is black soil surface drainage water 

it is bound to be not 80 good. ' 
Q.-You had the water analyzedP 
A.-Yes, 1 have not got the figures now. 
Q.-You say that run-off water carri .. 6'6 tons of 

fine soil. Can you give me the area to which that 
relatesP 

A.-We have got experiment plota to measure eaoh 
run-off. The 6'6 tons per acre is what was oollected 
in the rainy months Septsmber-October 1938. 

Q.-Then in ragard to what you oy about contour 
bunding. You want the department to anforce these 
things. U meas we are prepared to recommend legis
lation on these lines, under the ryotwari system, the 
Revenue department has no power of controlling agri
ouIture at all. Tha .... nce of the contract is that 
80 long 88 the ryot continues to pay the &8seaameni;· 
fixed on the land he can do whatever he likes, of conroe 
with certain minor restrictions? 

A.-Tha Government must have ""me agency to 
advise tha cultivator. 

Q.-They can advise, hut they cannot control. You 
"ere quoting the example of the MY80re Government. 
In Mysore they have got a aystam by which the 
ryot has to sign a contract which has certain rigid 
conditions and for failure or violation of the 
terms of the contract he is sued in a revenue 
court. That makes it comparatively easy for the 

. Government to dictata to the ryot what crop he 
should or should not grow. Here, under the ryot
wan system we have no Buch thing. 

Examined by Mr. L. B. G""",,: Q.-I would like 
to know from you whetber it would be a feasible 
proposition to sink wells near the margin of the 
Bagari river or even in the river-bed? '" 

A.-I think it would be a very good proposition. 
Mr. DoWLBY: Q.-Have you any idea of the quality 

of the watar if weilJ are dug a mile away from the 
riverP 

A.-I know in the village Yrepi-kaggal on the 
Hagari there are about 22 wells and all of them are 
yielding well. 

Mr. L. B. l\BB1I1'I: Q.-What sort of crops are 
grown under those wells? 

A .-Garden crops lut.:b 88 chillies, onions, and 
nowadaya they are also growing Cambodia cotton and 
.lso ragi. 

Q.-Io it necesaary in your opinion to conduct 
demonstrations of well linking P 

A.-There is no nead for that demonstration; ouly 
it requires a little more propaganda and monetary 
help. ' 

Q.-You refer to cottage industries and you enun
ciate the view tha.t cumbly weaving can be developed 
by forming ()(M)perative IOcieties. I may 8a.y ~ that 
my department has already formed two co-operative 
IOcieties for the weaving of oumblies, but our great 

difficulty was the scarcity of wool. Can you S8Y 
wheth .. r it i. pOBBible to find pasturage so that we 
can have at least a normal supply of wool P 

A .~l would 88y that the soil in Bellary is good 
but.ln Anantapur the soil is bad arable forming. But. 
taking the clue from the livestock station at Hoaur, 
I think it i. possible to grow grass in most of the 
usel... lands in Anantapur district and if they are 
b~ought under gJ;'8.SS, we can Ret more sheep aDd there 
mil be plenty of wool and the people will aiao become 
prosperous . . 

Examined by Sri T. A. RAlIALlNGA" CSBTTI'FAB: 
Q.-You said that in a certain village there are about 
22 weilJ on the bank of the Hagari river. How 
many year. old are they P 
, A.-Thirty years old. 

Q.-What is your experience of cultivation under 
these wells P Is the yield deteriorating or is there 
trouble about cultivationP -
A.-~e land, no doubt becomes alkaline after some 

years but in those lands ragi and certain other crops 
can be grown. 

Q.-If a well commands 5 acres, a careful ryot will 
grow dry crops in 2 acres and in the other area, 
grow rotation cropsP 
'A.-The question will then arise that the cost of 

digging the well would be too much 88 compared 
with the value of the crops. 

Mr. DOWLEY: Q.-How many acres will a well be 
able to command? 

A.-Five acres. . 
Sri T. A. RA>LUdNGAll CIlETTU"AR: An extent 

of three acres i. taken as the standard in our district. 
Q.-When you snggest the digging of more weilJ 

you mean that it should be done ouly after a study 
of the underground water-ilOurcea? 

A.-Yea. 

Mr. DOG,...: Q.-Don't you think that the excav .. 
tiOD of more we1Is will drop the w&ter table P 

A.-It may be so scientifically, but it does not very 
much matter. ' 

Mr. DoWLKY: Q.-You say that Ro. 400 is the total 
capital expenditure on a. well P. _" 

A.-Yea, if the water is within 12 to 14 feat. 
Mr. DOG,...: Q'-What is the water-l .. veIP 
A.-In summer it is at the 12th feat and in winter 

it is at the 8th feet. 

, Sri T. A. RAllALING .... CIlETTIYAa: Q.-With refer
once to wells you s .. y that Government might under
take the construction of wells? 

A.-l had specially in view the "ase of Anantapur 
district. 

Q.-Do you think tha.t people will be preparad to 
pay every year for the wells P 

A.-If they draw wa.ter from the weUa. 

Q.-May be, but in a good year they may not be 
prepared to draw water from the wells P The expe
rience of the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal comea in thereP 

A.-But that is not in the Anantapur district. 

Q.-You think that it is not a question of alkoJinity. 
When ouce you dig a well it will be nsefuI for everr 

A.-Yea. ' 

Q.-8o, you think the ryot will take water every 
year and there is no question of declining to take 
itP 

A.-He has not invested BUy money on the sinking 
of th .. well and when he takes water from it, he has 
to pay for it. For instance, I may tell you this. 
I went to a village where there are 24 owners paytng 
certain shares aocording to their capacity and they 
are drawing water from a single well working 20 
hours in turns even using petromu:: lights. 

Mr. DoWLBY: Q.-Do you know how much they 
payP 

A.-I have not got any uact idea about it. 
Sri T. A. RAllALING .... CIlBTTrr",,: 9.-80 for the 

Anantapur district and the valley portIons ';;J Bellary 
distriot you recommeI\d the digging of wells at Govern
ment cost for supply of water P , 

A.-Yes. 
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Mr. DowLBY! Q.-But is it economical? It would 
not pay for Government to dig wells at the cost of 
RI. 400 and get a return of Re. 6-8-0 per ,acre? 

4.-1 know in the case of private owners of land, 
they do not mind if ibey do not get a. sufficient margin 
of return from their investment. But in the case of 
departmental officeis., all their actions afe controlled 
and governed by rules, SO much 80 the Government 
staff will not undertake works, which, they know, 
will not yieJd the minimum return fixed by Govern
ment. That is why most of the work!S are not under
taken by Government. 

Sri T. A. RAHALINGAll CmrrTIYAR: Q.-Would ~'Ol1 
recommend Government taking the power to rotate 
crops? 

A.-Yes. In the Tungabhadra scheme Government 
should do 80. 

Q.-So if there is going to be some legislation with 
regard .to the Tungabhadra scheme, you would recom
mend in that legisla.tion this item P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Wbat iB the depth of hlack-ootton Boil in Bel

laryp 
A.-N(>arly 56 per cent of the soil area surveyed is 

more than 31 feet. 

0.--80 you consider the effect .on the Tungabhadra 
Bcheme will be the same as that in the Siruguppa 
soil P 

A.-Yes. The Siruguppa area is .one of deep 
black soil. 

Q.-My purpose in putting this queation is this; 
you said the effect of Bagari water on the land is 
deleterious P 

A.-Yes, but the deleterious effect ja due to the 
water .of the river j it is not due to the soil. 

Examined by Sri S~ It.>>DDI: Q ......... you say 
under H Use of sparked water" " if plants are stimu_ 
lated to grow vigorously by the aopplication of electri
city, one can easily presupeose that a greater demand 
for water from the soi1~ will be made by the plants, 
etc." You say this will be a failure. Supposing 
there is a possibility of such plants being fed by 
sparked water, for plante absorb food from air, do 
you think that moisture will not. be absorbed in that 
wayP " -

A.-As far as modern science bas advanced, it haa 
been found that plants cannot directly feed on air. 
Only Bome microbiC plants like ba.cteria can in. a way 
feed on air j ordinary plants cannot feed OD air. 

Q .-Don't you think the experiment is still worth 
trying? 

A.-The experiment is being made; an officer of the 
department has been sent to Ma.inpuri. In my 
answer to· the questionnaire I have reported what 
the condition is at the present stage. If any stimu
lant is given to plants they may need more moisture 
from tJle soH, then the plants will exhaust quickly 
the limited moisture in the dry land. No plant can 
absorb food through any other medium except through 
the medium of water. 

Q.-Tben with regard to cottage industriea, you 
have said. U if there is sufficient propaganda in the 
viUoll;es for hand-spinning and there is an agency 
to distribute the spinning wheel, hand--spinning will 
be rejuvenated and very old people inoapable of field 
work may earn something thereby." 

A.-Yes. I ba.ve got BOme experience of toe Tim
chenp:ode taluk in the Salem distriot. I have seen 
people unfit for any other work, people actually crawl
Ing, in the literal sense of that word, and such like 
extreme cases in which they have taken up this work, 
and they have been able to earn something thereby. 

Q.-Now, in Kadiri, no relief work W88 opened. 
Some thirteen hundred people took up this work j but 
after 8 month, they could not find a market for their 
yarn: and consequently they had to stop work. Can 
you aup;gest bow they ca.n find a marketP 

A .-That is an attempt at making it an economic 
proposition. r have stated in my &nswer that on~ 
m cases of people wbo al'e fit for n'o other work, hand. 
spinning can be reoommended. 
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..... 
Q.-Do you think it will be advisable to utilize 

this yarn in the jails P . 
A.-I think that is a large question as it will 

involve a change in the purpose of the cottage 
indust.ry. For charka, ae I said in the written evi
dence, will give occupation only to very old people. 

Q.-But what do you say with regard to "the finding 
of the market P 

A.-I do Dot think I can suggest anything. 

Q.-Can you give an idea of the average net income 
from 1 acre of la.nd P 

A.-I have not got any records with me at present· 
but I can give only a rough idea of the yield on flrY. 
land. If yo,u grow grain, and if you spend about 
Rs. 2-8-0 per acre,_ you will get about six to seven 
rupeea per acre, evaluating the cost of grain and 
straw. If you grow cotton and if you spend Rupees. 
3-8-0, you will -get a sum 'of Rs. 10. 

Mr. DOWLEY': Q.-Do you confine these remarks 
only to BeUary P " 

A. - Ye8, ezc1uding any charge for expenses, the 
cultivators' own labour. 

The CHAIIUlAN: Q.-Wbat about groundnutP 
A.-It does not- pay in Bellary black-eoil area, as 

mungari eeason i8 mostly a failur§,. 

Sri T. A. RAHALINGAH CHETTIYAB: Q.-Is it not the 
practice here to grow commeroial cropsP 

A.-Except cotton, others do not usually pay in 
terms of rupees, aDnas and pies. 

Sri SANXAR& RBDDI: Q.--Can you give an idea. of 
the average net income P 

A.-Sorry, I am unable to give figures now. The 
report on the cost of production of crops conducted 
by the lmperial Oouncil of .Agricultural Research will 
give correct details. 

Examined by Diwan Bahadui N. SWAKINATEU. 
~YYAR: Q.-With reference to the "Tungabhadra p~ 
Je:.ct you say If the Government ought to be in a posi
tion to give advice to the landowners what crops 
they should grow, and wha.t income they will derive 
from them. The landowners should not be allowed 
(in their own interest) to grow the crops they like." 
Would you say the power of control was better P 
. A.-It. will b~ much easier to give such an advice, 
If experIments are taken up now. By the time the 
project headworks .. re oomplete data as to what 
ero)?s to be grown will be available, and even if the 
prolect i.s ~anctioned this year; it will take 10 years 
for water to he available for Irrigation. 

Q.-For 80 yea.re, the Hagari station has been there' 
were you able to recommend anything beyond th; 
deleterious effect of the Hagari water and how it 
can be cured P Was anything done to recommend a 
rotation of crops P 

A.-The station was first started 32 years back. 
From 1906-09 research waa carried on there OD the 
cultivation of rice with Tungabhadra water. Then 
dry land farming was carried on. The purpose of. 
the station then was to irrigate with Hagari water., 
Irrigation research was done first in black soil and 
afterwards in a mixture of black soil and sand. This 
was done to see what orop can be grown with the 
water available OD the eastern bank, and it was found 
ragi and sweet potato, onions, whichever could be 
grown. This was only .po demonstration. 

Q.-I have read the reports of the Hagan station 
issued from time to time.. and I remember various 
results have been claimed by it p 

A.-From 1909 onwards dry land cultivation has 
been done. The irrigated area. has been kept. going 
wiTh a view to produce fodder crops and for the 
improvement of ragi. 

Q.-Wben that facility existed, I fail to see how .. 
rotation of crops could Dot be built up f 

A .-After all -it has only a minor affair since 1909. 

Q.-Is it only a minor aflairP For my part I ohould 
aay it is an important thingP 

A..-As I aaid in the beginning, irrigation research. 
clid not continue beyond 1909 at Hagari statioD. 
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The CBAIlULUf: Q.-Why was it converted into 
dry land cultivation? 

A.-The old idea WI¥' to grow rice; but the modem 
idea is to grow other crops. Irrigation research OD 
rice then showed poor returns, for want of green 
manure. These experiments were closed in 1909. 
The land (black soil) was utilized later for dry land 
crop improvement. . _ 

Sri N. SWAHINATHA ATYAJI,: Q.-In written aDSwer 
you 88y thus: 'I Most of these run...C)ff waters have 
!inaUy to reach the minor irrigation sources. There 
l~ one advantage. to the tankS. They will not get 
stlted up 80 soon 1£ the arable land is provided with 
contour and o~her ~eld bunda" for they prevent a 
~ood deal of soil erosion. By thIS probably the minor 
lrrjgatio~ ta~8 ~ilI ~8IVe a greater amount o/wate-r." 
If the mInor IrrigatIon tanks are not silted up the 
capacity of the tank will increase. But how caD' they 
store more water? 

A.-When there io not silting up tlie tank will bold 
more wa.ter. 

:Q.-;-I say, the capacity of the tank to retsin water 
WIn Increa.se. But how can it hold more water P 

A.-Even under the ideal conditions there will be 
40 per cent of run-off water moving. ' 

Q.-Yeo, out of 100 per cent, you have taken oft' 
40 per cent and the balance is 60 per cent. The 
run-off water w1l1 come in and fill this 40 per cent. 
~hUB. you see storage of the tank will remain un":' 
IDlpured. The quantity of water·in the tank will 
be 100 per oont only and. not 140 per cent. What you 
~ave allowed for soakage, the run-off water will COme 
m and fill? 
A._I~. there are no bund. a greater amount of 

water will come In. 
Q.-Y eo, the tank is silted by ooil erooion and the 

tank: cannot keep water. But that is another point. 
But how caD there be more water in the tank· how 
can it hold more water than it can P , 

A.-There Bre two points· one is silting UP' and 
the other is quantity of waier. Less silting will in
crease more water. as evaporation ratio will be less. 

Q.-If you allow oilting up of bed more water will 
Row over the tank; but with greater absorption of 
water in the tank, how can the tank hold more water 
than if actually can? The contour bund&, about 
which you write, have you ever seen one constructed P 

A .-1 have not gone out of India. I do not think 
anywhere else except in America they have done it. 

Q.-Why, in Ceylon they have done it. Why I ask 
is, you have put much reliance on the pamphlet. I 
have read these and find there is no finality. I sup
pose the journal is intended only for propaganda? 

A..-1'hese are not experiments but actual results 
of work done on a large scale. There is a separate 
department attached to the Federal Government in 
America for thi~ purpose and it is onlr the actual 
resulte that are published. The journa is Bupplied 
very cheap. 

Of oourse, &6 science advances thi~gs are bound to 
change; but this is not propaganda? 

Q.-Probably propaganda is done on business lines? 

Mr. DOOM: Q.-Prcbably for the oale of tractors? 
A.-If it is buoineso, it should be paying. 

Q.-I have been reading these pamphlets; they 
have never been consistent. Contour bUDding is not 
such an easy thing. 

The CHAIRMAN: Q.-It is very expensive P 
A.-Yes, it is very expensive. Only in Nellore dis

trict and that teo in the upland tracts, do we meet 
with contour bunda. Even there, they are not of 
recent growth. They were formed long before the 
British Government came in j they were done in the 
time of tha ancient Rajas. I think the resulte of the 
experiments carried on in Ceylon have been issued 
in the form of a big book .. 

The examination of Mr. J. W. PRITCHARD, Collector of Bellary, was then taken up. 
Written evidence. 

SECTION I. 

1. The only real· solution of the problem of prevention of famine in the. Ceded districts 
is the Tungabhadra Project. The rainfall is so small and uncertain (particularly in this 
district) that failure of crops on a large scale is frequent and inevitable unless an assured 
source of irrigation for as large an area as possible can be provided. The only possible 
source of such a supply for an extensive area is the Tungabhadra. . 

Any other measures can only be palliatives. Of these, I consider afforestation on 
a large scale to be one of the most important, as this will assist to some extent in 
llrecipitation of rain, help to conserve the rain that falls, and also provide a certain amount 
of emrloyment. 

2. (a) (I) There can be little doubt that the project will go a long way to prevent 
Llle recurrence of famine in the parts now particuarly liable to it. In the area actually 
served by the project, it should entirely prevent any possibility of famine, and even in 
the areas not immediately served by it, it will be of considerable assistance, as the lands 
under it will provide a source of employment for surrounding villages, which will be of 
particular value in seasons of scarcity. The existence of a large protected area will also 
prevent the rise of prices in bad years, which, though much less marked than formerly. 
is still considerable. 

It is difficult to say whether the ryots would take to the cultivation of paddy, etc., on 
an intensive scale; I am not at all satisfied however that it is desirable that they should. 
I conslder it would be better to encourage extensive irrigation of superior varieties of 
cotton cholam, ragi and other occasionally irrigated crops. This would also to some 
extent'mitigate the problem of a possible extension of malaria, which is feared if the 
project materializes. 

2. (a) (ii) I ha.ve no suggestions. 
\!. (a) (iiI) There are no other practicable, major works in this district as far as I am 

a.ware. 
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2. (b) (.) and (ii) It is true that the number of these sources and the area irrigated 
under them is decreasing. The main reasons for this are-

(1) That, with few exceptions, they are very precarious sources of supply. Wet 
cultivation is much more expensive than drj, and therefore, particularly now 
that the price of paddy and other crops has fallen considerably, it is not profit
able for the· ryots to risk extensive wet cultivation when the chance of losing 
it through lack of water is considerable. 

(2) The tanks are becoming silted up. 
(3) Supply channels where they exist have been very badly neglected owing to the 

lack of co-operation among the ryots and the fact that there are a large number 
of absentee landlords. 

There is no remedy for (1). Silting up of tanks can be mitigated to some extent 
by encouraging ryots by every possible means to' remove and utilize the silt which is 
valuable as manure. Where tanks are mostly fed by supply channels or vankas, it may 
be possible to prevent silting up to some extent by devising some form of silt trap when 
the supply enters the tank. (3) is a very vexed problem. The real remedy is in the 
hands of the ryots themselves. I am not in favour of Government taking over silt clear
ance in these channels generally,-though it might be done partially where the channels 
are particularly long,-as it is much more expensive for Government to do this, than 
,for the ryots to do it by their own labour. I agree however with Mr. Swaminatha 
Ayyar's suggestion that the ryots should be assisted in this by the formation of berms, 
etc., to facilitate this silt clearance. 

2. (b) (ii,) and (ill) It is not quite con-ect to say that minor irrigation sources and wells 
will fail and be of no use in seasons of distress-for two reasons. In the first place failure 
of dry crops in these districts is often due not ouly to deficiency of supply but also to 
untimely supply. The latter is much more important in these districts than in many 
others. Where water is stored either in tanks or wells, the time the supply is received 
is not of quite the same importance. A greater margin of safety is availahle. The 
supply in wells also does not depend entirely on the rainfall of any particular season. 
They will be more severely affected by a series of poor seasons than by one really bad 
one. There is very little scope however for increasing the number of tanks in any part 
of the district, but especially in the black-cotton soil tracts which are the most affected 
by famine. Where the rainfall is so light, a very large catchment area is necessary 
to secure an adequate supply. There is generally little possibility of securing this. In 
the black-cotton soil also, such tanks are very rapidly silted up. 

In red-soil area,s increase in the number of wells would be of some help; in black
soil areas it would be useless as the water is almost invariably brackish and deleterious 
to cultivation. (See my report to the Board of ,Revenue-L. Dis. No. 1538/38 A~8, dated 
19th June 1938.) 

2. (e) I believe contour hunding will be' of considerable' help if properly done, Bund-· 
ing is quite common even now, but is not done in the most effective way. There are a 
few minor irrigation sources in these black-cotton soil tracts that its effect on them need 
not be' considered. . 

2. (<l) I have no experience of this. 
2. (e) I have given some suggestions as to how ryots and local bodies can be 

encouraged to plant trees in my report L. Dis. 1831/38, dated 14th June 1938, 
ooncerning the observation of tree-planting week. But this will not be adequate. 
Reafforestation under State control is necessary and more determined attempts must be 
made to preserve and improve th?se forests wh!ch are now under control of panchayats. 
These havegeneraily been shockingly badly mIsmanaged, and are rapidly deteriorating. 
This is to a small extent due to lack of funds, but mostly to lack of co-operation and 
shortsightedness of the ryots concerned. They cannot be made to realize that they are 
doing themselves much future harm for trivial immediate benefits: Much closer control 
than'is now possible is necessary. 

2. (f) (i) Cotton spinuing and weaving should be possible as a large-scale industry. 
unless the climate is found to? dry. Its development would be facilitated if improved 
strains of irrigated cotton are mtroduced as a result of the Tungabhl\dra scheIX)e. I do' 
not think any other large-scale industry is possible. though mineral resources miaht h" 
investigated. Manganese and hoomatite are available. 

(it) The best cottage industries to encourage are the existing ones-handloom 
weaving, carpet making, blanket weaving and beedi manufacturing. 

2. (g) I have nO practical experience of .. sparked water." I am not impressed by 
what I have read of it. Nature seldom gives something for nothing. I consider it has 
no bearing on the prevention or mitigation of famine. 
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SECTION II. 
3. I. agree entir~ly with the statement of policy given in the Code. It would be a 

great m18take to miX up the problem of dealing with famine or scarcity after it has 
occurred, and the much greater problem of its prevention. It would be a still greater 
mistake to mix it up with the general problem of agricultural unemployment and the 
improvement of the economic position of the rvot, which, though no doubt more acute 
in these districts, is one common to the whole Pre;idency. 

4. I consider no modification necessary. 
5. (a) I consider it essential, as the willingness of workers to undergo the intention

ally arduous conditions of a test work is the only safe test whether relief is necessary. 
There are sufficient provisions in the Code to deal with cases of real hardship. 

5 .• (b) No. 
6. No. 

SECTION ill. 
7. None. 
8. (a) and (b) Detailed reports on this have been sent by myself and my predecessor 

in. D. Dis. Nos. 1311/38, 1883/38 and 2356/38. As pointed out by my predecessor, the 
daily wages earned by an average family is more than such a family is getting in neigh
bouring non-famine areas, and the work is certain and regular. This amply compeusates 
also for the fact that they have had less employment than usual prior to the opening of 
the works. Figures prepared for ea<lh camp show that the wages is not quite sufficient 
to provide the quantities prescribed in the table when the price of cholam is 13 seers or 
more to the rupee. This ·is presumably due to the price of other items as compared with 
cholam in a normal year having been slightly under-estimated. The prices of these items 
however do not rise as rapidly as that of cholam, hence the higher the price of cholam, 
the more adequate the grain equivalent for other items becomes. . 

I do not recommend however any increase in the wages of either workers or depen
dants (exoept possibly classes V (e), V (d) and V (el . 'fhis may seem inconsistent, but in 
fact is not if the principles on which famine wages are fixed are considered. They are 
to be the lowest amount sufficient to maintain healthy persons in health-in the present 
famine they have not only done so, but, as my predecessor's report shows, are sufficien~ 
to allow emaciated persons to become normal. The explanation· is that the scale of 
quantities prescribed is more than the average workers in this district is accustomed to 
in a, normal year. No doubt their normal diet is nutritionally deficient, but any extra 
wage given would not be spent on improving their diet. Part even of the present wage 
is usually spent on betel. Amendment is however necessary as regards food supply to 
dependants at kitchen and the instructions also need making very clear as they are not 
generally at present understood by kitchen superintendent and charge- officers. There 
is generally a bigger defici(lncy in the money available here for other items than in the 
case of workers for two reasons :-. 

(1) Class V (e) and V (d) and (e) preponderate and in their case the quantity of" 
other items was increased under the revised scale withont increasing the grain 
equivalent. . .. 

(2) Individual wages are not calculated and no roundmg, whIch IS more often than 
not favourable to the worker, is not adopted. 

It is also in practice impossible to prepare seven different kind of soups. Only one 
is prepared, with the result that the higher cIa,sses get much less than their proper diet. 

I would therefore propose that the grain item for each class which is adequate should 
remain as it is but that one scale only for other items should be worked out. The needs 
of the higher dl9.R8es would be roughly met (as it is now) by giving them a rather greater 
quantity of the soup. 

AB in this case it is possible to ensure that any increase is actually spent on an 
improved diet I would recommend that the provision limiting the amount to be spent 
on other item~ to the difference between the grain equivalent and grain item should be 
abolished and kitchen superintendents required to provide the actual quantities pre
scribed by the Code. subject to a maximum according to a price list of the various item to 
be fixed by Collector. I~ other words. t~e amount to be sl?ent would be limited by ~he 
price of the other items, Instead of the price of cholam. ThIS would ensure a better diet, 
and the cost would not be great. 

I have one other small amendment to pro{lOse, viz .• that cash allowance for children 
up to two years of age instead of only children 10 arms should be given to the mother. It 
is difficult for such young children to attend dining sheds. 

S. (e) The only possible way would be to give them their wages i~ food pt kitchens. 
This would require a large staff and would also be most unpopUlar WIth tht' worken. 
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Other amendments to Chapter VIII. 
Section 132.-Where pregnant women do not deliver within the 3 weeks they have 

been permitted to absent themselves from work, Charge officers may be permitted to 
allow them further absence for a reasonable period without examination by the Medical 
Officer, on a certificate' from their Village Munsif, as it is often impossible for them 
to attend the camp for such examination. , 

8. (d) Doubts were expressed as to whether children (or wards in the case of orphans) 
of persons themselves on gratuitous relief, are also entitled to gratuitous relief. They 
are under section 137 (e) but this might be made plainer. 

I have no other I1-mendments to suggest. 

SECTION IV. 
9. The task work system requires no modification. Workers call earn full wages if 

they like. 
SECTION V. 

10. The area in which famine usually occurs is the' black COttOIl soil tract: As 
already pointed out there 'are few irrigation works there, and little possibility of starting 
new ones successfully. It has been suggested, and indeed is provided in the Code that 
village works shall be one of the main forms of relief provided. But I am of opinion 

·that these are not suitable for times of widespread distress in this district. The villages 
are widely scattered and the works that can be done small ones. A very large number 
of such works would therefore have to be opened to provide $lltlicient work within a 
reasonable distance of the workers. Though the charges for establishment, etc., for each ' 
work would be small in comparison with a public work, it would in the end prove more 
expensive owing to the numbers of works. Constant inspection, which is sO essential, 
would also be difficult. The most suitable work for this area is a road work, as this 
provides work over a fairly extended area, and can be easily supervised. They' are useful 
works and can be made more so if small grants are made to the district board to complete 
work not finished when the works are closed. Further, consolidation work can fairly 
readily be done when water becomes available, and the suggestion in the Code that it 
should only be tried failing other work should be deleted. 

I would also suggest that small but useful village, works such as improvement of 
streets, deepening of small kuntas, etc., can easily be taken up as minor departmental 
works in conjunction with major road works; this has been done this year in one case 
eo far, and provision should be made for it in the Code. ' 

SECTION VI. 
11. Such expansion will be of some use in times of more scarcity, when it is doubtful 

if famine will have to be declared. The provisions may be retained. 

SECTION VII. 
12. The staff employed on works is the minimum possible if they are to be efficiently 

run. . The scales of pay prescribed is not excessive. Some expenditure might be saved 
by a.lIowine camp officials to occupy houses in villages where available. instead of in sheds 
specially constructed. I do j,(,t consider however that the establishment aud oth61 charges 
are unduly high in proportion to the amount spent on relief. I can suggest no cheaper 
method. 

13. General.-On the whole the Famine Code is an admirable one. Alriiost every 
conceivable contingency is provided for. I have, however, one major point I wish to 
raise and a few minor amendments experience has shown to be advisable. 

The major question is that of staff. The proper running of a famine camp depends 
entirely on the Charge Officer, Work Agents and to a lesser degree the kitchen superin
tendent. It is very necessary that the best possible people should be selectpd for these 
posts. But there are difficulties. Charge officers are of the Deputy Tabsildars grade. 
The work is very hard and the conditions under which they live are unpleasant. Physical 
fitness is essential if it is . to be properly done. The most suitable persons are young 
and active men who have had some experience as Deputy Tahsildar or Stationary Sub
Magistrate. Many of the Deputy Tahsildars who have completed their probation do not 
fulfil all these conditions. But unfortunately service as Charge Officer does not count for 
probation. If Deputy Tabsildars who have not completed their probation are appointed 
(and they are often the most suitable person) their future is prejudiced as there is a 
break in their probation. The Collector has therefore either to let famine work suffer 
by not posting the best peop!e o~ injure t~e prospects of those he does post, for no fault 
of theirs. Further, as servJ.ce III a famlDe camp though much more unpleasant and 
arduous than ordinary work! is detrimental to the~ !nteres~, such probationary Deputy 
Tahsildars are naturally anxJI)us to get away from It it posBlble.' I would therefore very 
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strongly recommend that such service should count as probation. I see no reason why 
it should not, as the position is a very responsible one, and any officer who can success
fully manage a famine crop, is fit to be in charge as a Deputy Tahsildar. I would also 
recommend. that Collector should be enjoined to select with great care officers for inclu
sion in the list of Charge Officers maintained and that an age limit of at most 42 should 
be observed. Similar difficulties are experienced in the case of kitchen superintendents. 
In order to control them properly, it is desirable that as much of the staff of famine camps 
as possible should be officers in or likely in the future to be in the permanent employ of 
Government. But at present most of the kitchen superintendents are outsiders, since 
the scale of pay does not in general allow the employment of permanent clerks, and 
probationers are not allowed to count this as service. I have had a. good deal of trouble 
wit.h such kitchen superintendents suddenly resigning and leaving the camp. This would 
be obviated if they were all in Government employ. I would therefore recommend that 
permanent clerks on pay up to Re. 50 should be allowed to be employed, and that in the 
case of Madras Service Commission probationers, service as kitchen superintendents should 
be allowed to count as probation. 

Minor amendments. 

1. School-going children of workers cannot attend school if they are being fed at a 
kitchen. It is also very difficult to 'provide schools on the works as these serve a number 
of villages. The Code may be amended to allow cash doles to be paid to dependents' 
children if they. are attending a school. Teachers will furnish certificates of attendance 
and the attendance can be checked by surprise by Circle Omcers. 

2. Section 95.-It is desirable that the Executive Engineer (Famine) and Collector 
should have up-to-date knowledge of what work is going on and at what places. Pro
vision for giving this information may be made in Form D (VIII). 

3. Sectiof18 160--163.-' This does not properly describe conditions in Bellary. The 
rains start in June, but there is only a temporary decrease in workers on relief, and numbers 
rise again. 

4. Appendill; D 93 (l).-Inspecting officers are directed to get information from the 
Charge Officer as to where each gang is working. But the only way he can give this is 
from memory. It would be useful, both for this 'purpose and for Charge Officer himself 
if a. rough daily record of this were. kept. 

93 (III) It will frequently happen that workers have attended morning muster and 
either gone away subsequently or are temporarily absent for legitimate reasons when a 
check is done. Enquiries should therefore be made before starting the check about this, 
as if t;hey are ouly made when a discrepancy is discovered. Some excuse will be trumped 
up. 

5. Appendilc G.-It is useless to supply tickets to children attending kitchens. They 
invariably get lost. 

S. I would suggest that Collectors iJ;l charge of. districts where famine operations go 
on should be directed to make and retarn for use m future famines, notes on practical 
difficulties "they encounter and how to deal with them, etc. 

Oral evidence. 

Emmined by Sri R. SUJI,YAIU,..YANA &0: Q.-:-~ 
you think that before relief works are atarted, It 18 
neceaaary to expand the programme of ordmary works, 
then open test works and finally convert the test 
work. into relief works P .. 

o4..-It dependa on the s~asonal conditions.. ¥ 
there is almost complete failure of crops and It 18 
almost certain famine wi!! have to be decl~, ~ 
'Works can be Ita~d 8tr~lghtaw~y. If the Iltuat!0n 
is doubtful and dlstreBB 18 not WIdespread, expaDSlon 
of ordinary works may be useful. 

0.--80 you do not advocate all the three stages in 
eacn and every eaaeP . 

A. .-N 0, discretion is _ted in the Oollector under 
the Oode. 

Q._ You had O<'.ca.ion to study the questiou .of grain 
equivalent. May 1 uk whether at any t.meyou 
made calculations to lind out what bearing th.e duc
tuation in the ",rice of grain had on the pr.ceo of 
other oommoditu~. and how far the fiuctuationl 
allected the wages bued on tbe grain-equiva.len' 
... thodP . 

o4..-The price of grain lIuctuated.oonslderably more 
tban that of other items and that In consequence the 
portion of the grain equivalent intended for other 
itema waa in lome C&I!IeI insuffioient. 

Q.-W .. it brought to your notice at any time that 
the balance of the grain-equivalent after deducting 
the grain item was not enough to purchase the other 
items as prescribed in the Beale P 

o4..-Yes. 
Q.-Does that not show th&t the grain-equivalent 

system i. not fair and that it would be better to fix 
the wagea by arriving at the cost of each item accord
ing to the price prevailing in the market P 

o4..-The wages should be fixed not only by the 
price of grain but also by the prices of two or three 
of the other items. It means a lot of work. 

Q.-It may involve a lot of work. But you agree 
the present method causes great hardship to the 
coolies~ It is true, the grain--equivalent system has 

. been introduced for the sake of simplicity. But do 
you not think it wiII be fair to the coali ... and also 
safe to Government 1;0 know the correct basis on 
which the wages are fixed P 

A.-It meaDe you will have to revise the scale of 
wages almost once every week. 

0.-1 do not know if I am correct in interpreting 
section 129 as giving the Collector discretion to alter 
the basi. within e limit of 20 per oentP 

04..-1 am afraid that is not the correct interpreta
tion of the section. It .aya he shall not alter by more 
then 20 per cent. 
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Q.-Are you satisfied with the present system of 
classi6cation of workers P 

A.-y .. , except V (ti). 

Q.-As it is very difficult to separate chi.Id-ren fr~m 
their mothers, I would suggest the followmg classIfi
cation. For children below one year, I would r~ 
commend cash dole; for children between one to three 
years, I would recommend ODe scale of diet and 
children above three years, I would put them on a 
separate scale. Do you agree to this?-

A.-I would propose cub dole to children below two 
years. 

Q.-Then about the reclassification of the depen
dants. Do you recommend BIlly further classification II 

A.-No. 

Q.-With re~a.rd to pregnant woman, i~ i~ a fact 
that if the dehvery does not ta.ke place wlthm three 
weeks and she fails to undergo further medical eXa-. 
mination she will not be entitled to the wages of the 
class to which she_ belonged? Does not this 4 further I 

medica.l examination impose a strain on the ~regnant 
woman P What is the procedure followed m your 
district if the pregnant Woman does not deliver with
in three weeks and does Dot a.ppear for further medi
cal examination P Is she being paid the dependant'$. 
allowance? Do you think it is necessary to amend 
sect.ion 182 of the Code to remove any doubts that 
may exist in regard to its interpretation so that a 
pregnant woman may become entitled to the wages 
of the class to which she belonged till the time of her 
delivery? .. 

A.-Probably. In this district pregnant women 
are not being given only dependants' wages after 
three weeks but charge officers have been given dis
cretion to extend this period on the certificate of the 
village munsn for a reasonable period even without 
re--examination by the doctor. 

Q.-May I draw your attention to sections 134 and 
131 of the CodeP Under section 184, mothers are 
entitled to dependants' allowances during the period 
of illness of their children after vo.ocination. Under 
section 131 (e) aU persons whose attendance on the 
sick or infant children in their own homes is abso
lutely necessary, are entitled to gratuitous relief. Do 
not you think there is Borne incongruity in the treat
ment accorded under sections 184 and 131 (e)? Would 
you suggest the insertion of the wording of section 
137 (e) for the first sentence in the paragraph dealing 
with mothers in section 134 P 

A.-Apparently there is. 

Q.-If the fains set in suddenly while the workers 
are doing the work, then under section 134 (b) they 
are entitled only to a off-day allowanoe. Don't you 
think it is 0. 'hardship to deprive them of their due 
wa~eB for a ciroumstance which is beyond their oon
trol? Having come all the way from their villages, 
they may even be willing to work in the rain. 

A.-Presumably they were given .off-day allowance 
as they were considered to need less on days when 
they did not do manual work. 

Q.-8upposing the rain sets in at 8 o'clock in the 
afternoon. They have worked in the forenoon and 
for Borne time in the afternoon. I suppose it is fair 
they should be paid the full wag •• P . 

A.-After cbeck-measurement tbe wages will be 
given. 

9.-No check-measurement is taken. They are only 
PAId .s per .ection 134 (b) P . 

A.-I have not come across such a case. ' 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAMINATJU, AYYAB: It is not 
on every day there is ro.in. 

Sri R. SURYANABAYANA RAo: Now almost every day 
it is raining. " 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: Is not thAt hypothesis A little bit 
remote. 

Sri R. SuaTANARAYANA. RAO: _ No, Sir. .At Pedda
varam I have come acroa such a case. 

Mr, CRAmKAN: For one day, you Bay. 

Sri R. SUBTANAJIAYANA RAo: Mr. Pritchard does 
not deny thAt the work hAS to be stopped. 

Mr. H. R. DOGRA.: Excavation work in a rainy 
day is easier. 

Sri R. SUBYANABAYANA RAo: I want the members 
of the Committee to realize the· difficulties of the 
workers in the famine camp. They have to forego 
wages for a cause which is beyond their control. It 
haa to be remembered that they are notl for the work 
hut the work is for them. 

Sri R. St7BYANA.BA.YAKA RAo; The point of vi~w of 
Sri Swaminatba Ayyar differs from mine, and there 
is no use arguing. I can understand a case where 
work was stopped before mid·day. But if it is a case 
where the work was stopped after mid..{lay. I fail to 
see why the whole wage should not be paid, 

Q.-8uppose a worker falls ill suppose he gets an 
attack of malaria or supposing he gets an attack of 
guinea worm? 

A.-There is the hospital, and he can be an in
patient; he will be given food there. 

Q.-But in the camps doctors generally ask patients 
to go home. Do you know that there are several 
oases ~n which, depel?-dant's allowance can be paid, or 
gratUItous relief given, "but these are not given 
m~ly because by the tIme doctors recommend them, 
the period of disability is overP You need not take 
the case of the pregnant woman. Suppose there is a 
fracture of the thumb, the doctor does not allow him 
to work". 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHINATHA. Ayy.m: There is 
the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

Sri R. SURYAKAB.l.YANA RAo: That Act- does not 
apply here. 

A..-Be can report himself as an in-patient; there 
is provision for hospital in the famine camp. After 
all such cases are very rare. 

Q.-Fever cases are not very rare; guinea worm 
cases are not very rare? 

You know there are several workers coming from 
long distances. Don't you think" in such cases they 
should be given a distance allowanoe? 

A.-As far as possible work was given near their 
village, and payment of distance allowance would not 
be practicable, as there would be too much opportu
nity for fraud. Workers would represe'ntr falsely they 
belonged to distant villages. 

Q.-Is it not hArd to put people coming from. long 
distances on "the same work along with those coming 
from short distances the latter finishing the work ear
lier than the former P 

A.-I don't think BO. 

Q".-The Code provides, under section 163 (c), IS' 
days' doles for those fed 1D the kitchen and those on 
the gratuitous relief. Do you think that those who 
go back to their villages especially small pattadars 
will be in equally bad condition P 

A.-I don't think so. 
Q.-Do you think that in the case of the coolies 

there is scope for 6a.ving out of their small earnings P 
A.-I did.J1ot say they were saving but that they 

were better" off in a famine year than in a normal 
year. 

Q.-There have been accidents in these campl!I. 
Whose duty Wa& it to see tha.t the regulations laid 
down for carrying on the work are followed? Is it 
the charge officer or the work agent P 

A.-AU of them. Most of the accidents are due 
to workers not heeding the instructions given them. 
They go on digging deeper resulting in under cut
ting. 

Q.-Do you think that the accidents are due to 
the workers persisting in their ways in spite of warn
ings that they should not dig below P 

A.-Yes; they "Still do it if they are not watched. 
Examined by Sri H. SIT.,..". R.BnDI: Q.-In 

your written evidence, you advocate thStt re-afforesta
tion under State control is necessary. 'What is your 
experience of the present management of forests by 
the village panchayats P 

A..-It i. very bAd. 
Q.-Do you think that it would be better to take 

away control of these forests from the village pancha
yaUiP 

A..-Yea. 
Q.-Do you advocate that it should be transferred 

to the Forest department preferAbly P 
A.-The Forest department may take oYer large 

ones and the Revenue department scattered on8l. 
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Q.-You have taken up some villages where village 
improvement works are done .. You don't take up ~he 
inside improvement of the VIllage such as the 1D1-
provement of the village streets and other things P 

A.-No. 
Q.-Don't you think that it would be d .. irable to 

take. up such works also P 
A.-Yes, as aD adjunct to the big work. 
Q.-I don't advocate taking up of village works on 

a. farge scale. I mean that when the road work is 
going on along a particular route and when there is a 
village nearby would you not take up the improve
ment of the village and also the formation of an 
approach road to the main village as an adjunct to 
the main work? 

A.-We nave done something on these linea. 
Q.-1'he present Code does not gi;e that facility. 

There are some obstructions. I think we should be 
able to do village works in conjunction with the main 
works. Do you think the present Code provides for 
that? 

A .-The present Code does not contemplate it. 
Q.-Is it necessary to amend the Code? 
A..-Yes. 

Mr. CBAIBJUN: The Code derives from the idea of 
settling labour in camps and that is the reason why 
that particular item of work, though perfectly desir
able, has to be done under the supervision of the main 
work . .. 

Q.-Is it not desirable to Sri H. SITABAHA REDDI ~ 
amend the Code? 

I think we are all agreed about The Clum .... N: 
th'at. 

Sri H. S,T.RA .... RBDDI: Q.-When there is a main 
work going on ca.n you not put a special gang and 
get the work done? ' 

A.-We have done so. 
Q.-J believe Borne objections are raised by the 

AQCOuntant-General or at least ·from the Executive 
Engineer's 4)ffice? . 

A.-The Public Works Depa<tment do not like such 
Hork because there is difficulty in fixing the task. 

Q.-Is it your experience that between the Public 
Works Department and the Collector there arises 
80me sort of conflict in the execution of the famine 
worksP 

A.-There are slight differences of opinion but. not 
much. 

Q.-You suggested iust now that there will he diffi
culties. Is it not desirable to make the Collector'e 
orders final in these mattersP . . 

A.-The Collector's orders are final, except on tech
nical matters, where any serious difference of opinion 
will be brought to the Commissioner-'s notice. 

Q.-Are the orders of the Collectors always carried 
outP • 

A.-Yes, 80 far as I know. 
Examined hy Sri KALLUB SUDD. R.o: Q.-Do vou 

approve the suggestion that land undor the Tmiga
bhadra Project, if it comes into existence, must be 
set apart for the people in the famine area which is 
not served by the project to go and settle there P 

A..-Moot of the lands are already owned. There 
is not sufficient Government land fo-r the purpose. 

Q.-Are you afraid of malaria setting in if Tunga
bhadra Project comes into existence:P 

A.-Yea, it is very likely. 
Q.-Do you BUgg~t, dry crop in preference to 

paddy' 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-As regards silt clearance have you anywhere 

enfor.ced kudimaramat to do aU these things P 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Are people doing it heartily? 
A.-The only wu.y in which we can enforce kudi~ 

maramat is to do it ourselves and collect the money. 
Q.-If people are not wiJling to come and work and 

tbere is no cOMoperation between the ryot.a don't you 
think that a kudimaramat tax of half an &nna in 
the rupee Bet apart for kudimaramat work. i.e., 
keeping tanka and channels in order will be very 
u •• lul? 

A..-V ... 

Examined by-Mr. B. R. DOGRA: Q.-You recom
mend that villa.ge works should be included in vil
lages whi~h are near the main works. What kind of 
works? 

A..-Filling of pits in villages, gravelling of streets 
wherever possible. 

Q.-Is the~e a.ny difficulty of including approach 
roads in the main item of work P 

A..-It is not strictly according to the Code. 
'Q.-Would it not ceme under kacha road workP 
A.-The Code divides works into departmental and 

village works. Moat of the approach roads would not 
come under the definition of departmentaJ. work •. 
They are too small. , 

Examined by Mr. F. M. DowLEY: Q.~As regards 
Tu~gabhadra Project, do you think the ryot will need 
gUl~ance ~o work a systematic irrigation successfully 
or 10 thetr present stage of knowledge that if you 
were suddenly to start the project to-morrow would 
the ryots make a success of it? 

A. .-It i. very doubtful. 
Q.-The last witness said that he thought it would 

be necessary to· introduce legislation to compel the 
ryots to grow suitable orops at the right time when 
information regarding the suitable crops and the best 
time for growing them ha.s been ascertained from the 
experiments now being oonducted at the Siruguppa. 
farm. Would you agree to that? ' 
A.~No. 

Q.-If you admit that the ryot at present if you 
put water on his area to-morrow would- probably 
make a mess of it, how are you going to improve 
things to the extent ne .... ary to make the project a 
success? 

A.-We will have to teach them. 
Q.-You don't think it would b. n ..... ary to intro-

duce legislation to compel them? 
A.-No. It would be better to convince them. 
Q.-HGW long would it take to convince them? 
A .-It depends on the demoJlstrations you have. 
Q.-What is the average size of a holding in Bel-

lary? 
A.-It is larger than usual. 
Q.-The last witness eaid that the ryots were eo 

poor that they could not pay even Rs. 7 for a plough? 
A..-I would not agree with that. 

Q.-Admitting for a moment that the last wit
ness's statement was more or less correct how can 
the ordinary ryou cultivate the Tuniabhadra area if 
they have to spend money on getting their lands 
ready? 

A.-It would have to be done by a loan. 
Q.-Would it be possible to break up the present 

bolding -if syste.matic irrigation of land could sup .. 
port a family in reasonable comfort. on a smaller area 
than the average holding and colonize the area in this 
place P A man might be able to cultivate and bring 
into systematic irrigation an area of 5 acres whereas 
he may not be able to do so with an area of 15 acree. 

A.-In any case he can grow dry crops on the re-
mainder of the holding. . 

Q.-If he is compelled to pay for water whether 
he takes it or not on bis entire holding what would 
happen then? 

A.-How can I say anything about that. 
Examined by ABDUL RAwOOF S.HIB Bahadur: Q.

You refer to the probation of Deputy Tahsilda.rs. 
Did vou find any difficulty in sending out Deputy 
TahsfIdars for famine dutv? 

A..-Yes. I had great· difficulty in sendiug out 
Deputy Tahsildars. 

Q.-SQ far &8 kitchen superintendents are oon~ 
earned, you suggest that permanent Government ser
vants should be posted for such duty because the 
outsiders at times suddenly resign and leave the 
camp? 

A.-'-I think it is 'essential. 
Q.-Did you feel any diflioulty with the other sub

ordina.te stnff, sny maistris P 
A.-Yes. But I cannot suggest any improvement 

because there are not sufficient men available. 
Q.-Can you send Rsvenue peons from each taluk 

w work as mAistriaP 
A.-I never thought of it. 
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Q.-In the several oharges that are wfJrking in the 
area are there any weakly gangs P 

A.-Wea.kJ.y gangs are wor.aung in one or two campa. 

Q.-Were they not found necessary in. other 
charges? 

A.-No. 
Examined by Mr. L. B. GBBEN: Q.-Do you advo

cate the setting ui of spinning mills or combined 
spio.ning and weaving mills? . 

A.-A. spinning mill is more important, I think. 

Q.-You have some apprehension that, if a weaving 
mill i. Bet up it might be nect36l5&ry to lIDport better 
quality of cotton from outside? 

04.-1 have no technical knowledge of. it but I am 
rather doubtful if euitable cotton is available locally, 

Q.-But you can spin 20's with ~e local cotto~. 
You refer also in your an8~er to questIon No.2 (f) ~1l) 
with reference to cottage IndustrIes to carpet--m8.king 
and blanket-weaving, etc. The deterioration in the 
condition- of blanket-weaving in this area had been 
attributed to lack of grazing facilities for sheep. Is 
it possi ble to improve grazing facilities P 

A.-Yes, by afforestation. 
Examined' by Sri T. A. RAllALINGAH CB'BTTIYAB: 

-Q.-What wilJ be the price of land per acre in the 
locality which is going to be served by the .Tunga-
bhadra Project P -

A.-It varies betweea about Ro. SO to Ro. 100. 

q.-What would be the cost of bringing it under 
irrigation P 

A.-That has been estimated for irrigated dry as 
Ra. 5 an acre 

Q.-Do you think the people would bring all the 
lands under oultivation" 

A.-I don't think 00. 

Q.-In that case would you suggest the Government 
purchasing the extra land~ bringing them under cu1~ 
tivation and selling them by auction P 

A.-If you mean compulsory acquisition there will 
be great opposition. People who are able to purchase 
land have already purch.u;ed •• 

Q~About the possibility of difference of opinion, 
if too whole thing is placed under the Collector and 
an officer of the Public Works Department is givell 
to him as an assistant would it meet the situation P 

A.-The proposal is DOt. very olear. It.is a teoh~ 
nieal matter. 

Q.-I am asking whether you consider it an im-· 
provement if an Assistant Engineer is to work under 
the Collector instead of under the Executive Engi
neerP 

A .-1 think not. I think the whole famine opera
tions ahpuld be under the Executive Engmear. , . . 

Q.-You don't,. suggest any ohange m the present 
arrangement P 

A.-No. 
The CBAIIUlAN: No serious differences of opinion 

between the Revenue and Public Works Department 
have come to my notice &0 far. ' 

At this stage the Collector gave the following 
information regarding the size of an averaKe hold-· 
ing, its value, etc.:-

Average bolding in Bellary taluk is 16 aerN. The 
cost of bringing under irrigation is Rs. 8 per acre 
of black·cotton soil and Re. 10 an acre in the ease of 
red..eoil lands under dry crope. The average value 
of black-cotton Boil is Ra. 60 per acre and that of red .. 
lIoils is Rs. ,to per acre. 

~xamin~d by Sri SAN1tAlU. REDDI,: Q.-Suppoaing 
thIS y.eor 18 a normal year ... what WIll be the earning 
capaCity of those people 'WDO are aent away after the 
closing of the worksP Will it be more or less than 
the famine wageaP 

A.-In ordinary times a man geta work, woman 
gets work sometimes and children get no work at aU. 
But in famine we pa:y wagea for all. So taking the 
earnings of a family It will be less in a normal year 
than during a famino year. 

Q.-In that case when their earning capacity is 10 
poor, can they save anything for alack seasons' 
A.~u 
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Q.-Much less C8ll the,. save anything if the sue
ceeduJ.g sea:.on 1& aLso a tailura, the (Jode in. ita intro
duction sayli: "buch fauure over a restrlCted. area. 
in a 8J..Dgle season 0.1 ter a year of Qormat plenty J will 
not 01' DttceBSlty prodUce famme or even 8uch a degree 
of scarcrty as. to call tor :State mterventaon!' In 
that case if a large percentage of people are unabl& 
to save anything tor a slack season and mnch less if a 
succeedmg year is also a failure, then every failur& 
of raIn and crop will entail dIStress P 

A.--some distress. My tigurea relate {mly to the 
coolies WDO own no land. It does not appLy to the: 

. ordinary ryot. 

Q.-What is the percentage of landless poople in. 
this district? 

A.-l am afraid I cannot tell. 

a.-What is the percentage of iDdebted families in. 
Beflary? _ 

A..-I cannot say. 

Q.-A single failure over a taluk. ~r two will entail 
distress in your opinion 88 the earwn& capaoity of the 
labourers is very poor? 

A.-No. 

Examined by Diwan Bahadur N. SW.uoNA.TlU. 
ATTAB: (J.---I would lik~ to draw your attention to 
the opening sentence of your written evidence. After 
reading it, would you agree that there will be sure
demand for irrigation every year under those coudi ... 
tions? 

A.-I cannot say. 

Q.-Can you imagine that crops oan still thrive 
without irrigation? 
A.-Yes~ they do thrive. 

Q.-Would you oonsider that they will oonsiderably 
improve by irrigation in theBe areaaP 

A.-Yes, I think it would. 

Q.-In a district like Anantapur and Bellary a 
demand for irrigation water is more likely to be cer
tain in most areas than other district.. Would you 
on that account introduce compulsion for payment of 
water-rate t' 

A.-I think it would be desirable. 

Q.-Would you kindly explain kudimaramat as 
practised in this district? I understand kudimaramat.. 
as a kind of labour which the ryot will have to con ... 
tribute at a time when it is actually required SO that: 
the irrigation sources might be improved? 

A.-That is the theory but in practice they don't. 
do it. 

Q.-Many of the minor irrigation tanks are neg ... 
lected because of the difficulty of oombining in the 
villages. They have been neglected for years. If 
they are within village limits we can use our inHue.nce
and probably persuade the ryot to do- his work 
because it is to his benefit but in cases of long. 
channels where it is going to benefit more than 
one village don't you think that Government should 
step in and do the work P 

A .-1 think they ebould. 

. Examined by Dr. R. ADI8B8HAN: Q.-In your 
written evidence you have stated. that H the scale of 
quantities prescribed is more than the average worker
in this district is aocustomed to in a normal year!' 
Is it your general impression or is based on. a.ny 
survey undertaken? 

A .-It is only a general impression. 

Q.-You yourself admit in the next aenteo08 that. 
the extra wage given would not be spent OD improv_ 
ing their diet. Supposing you bave some safeguard. 
by way of giving part of their wages in kind to pI'&-

.- vent abuse, would you Opp088 an increase in the
wages even then P 

A.-I &ee no objection if it is going to improve their
lood. 

Q.-In the last sentenoe you say there i. generally 
a bigger deficienCy in the money available for other 
items, etc. Is there greater fluctuation in the price 
of grain or in tbl' price of pulse P 

A.-I" should think p:rain. I am not iure of pulse .. 
The other items fluctuate Jess. 
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Q'o"-In ordinary times the price of pulse and the 
price of other stuff like oil do not fluctuate as much 
.as the price of grain. What objection there could 
be to -have a constant quantity of pulse just as grain 
under each of the classes and arrive at '& ratio 
between the pulse and other stuffs P 

Q.-8upp08ing a mother has got two infants in the 
Worksp?t, do you ~hink the presence of two children 
would Interfere wIth the wag&earning capacity of 
the worker? 

,A.-1 think it is complicated enough at present. 
Q.-You Bay that cc I have ODe other BIDall amend

ment to propose, viz., that. cash allowance for children 
up -to two years of age instead of only children in 
arms should be given to the mother." What Bort 
of doles do you recommend? 

A .-Cash dol.s. • 
. Q.-In the case of ba.bies in arms, the great majo

rity of them are breastfed. But in the case of the 
other children they would require more nourishment. 

A.-The~ are the same as the present class V (0). 
My' pomt IS that It wIll be very difficult for these 
chIldren to go to the kitchen. 

A.-It m.ight. 
Q.-U~der sectlon V in the last sentence you sug

gest that II small but maful village works such &II 
Wlprovement. of streets, deepening of small kuntas 
etc., C';I-D e~lly b~ tak?D UP.88 minor department;} 
works lD conJ.uDctIon. wIth major road works; this haa 
been done thIS year. lB. One case 80 far and provision 
8houl~ be ma~e for It In the Code." Is this your per
sonal Impression and has it been appreciated by the 
general public P 

A.-Yes. . 

Q.-Would you then advocate that village improv~ 
mS!1t should form part and parcel of the famine ope
ra.tlons? 

A.-Yes, 
The Com,!!.ittee rose for the day. 

11th Septembe1" 1938. 

The Committee.reasHembled at 10-30 a.m. in the Collector's Court·hall, Bellary, with 
Mr. C. A. Henderson in the Cbc.ir. 

The following members were present:

Mr. F. M. DOWLEY. 
" H. R. DOUBA. 
" L. B. GREEN. 

Dr. R. AlJISESIIAN. 
Sri Diwan BahadurN. SWAMINATHA AYYAR . 

.. T. A. RAMALINGAM CHETTIYAB. 
" H. S,TABAMA REDDY. 
" R. SUBYANABAYANA RAO. 
" N. SANKABA REDDI. 
" KALI UB SUBBA RAO. 

ABDUL RA WOUF SAHIB Bahadur, 

Mr. D. I. R. MUIR, the Secretary, was also present. 

, 
The examination of Sri B. BRIMA RAo, 1I.A., B.L., M,L.C., Advooate, ,Bellary, was 

taken up. 
Written evidence. 

I. I suggest that the Tungabhadra. Project is an imperative necessity for the preven· 
tion and mitigation of ,famine in the areas which are chronically subject to famine ~nd 
adverse seasonal conditions. The impression that is left on my mind after my tour in 
the district (B.ellary) in 1937 and 1938 is that there is no salvation for it, unless the pro· 
ject is ushered in expeditiously. Otherwise, people are subject to acute distress, of a chronic 
nature and famine relief measures will have to be resorted to once in two or three 
vears at enormous cost. The acute distress has become pronounced in the famine area 
of Bellary district for the last ten years. There is no other project or measure, which 
could be suggested or recommended, that would afford general relief from distress in the 
famine affected areas. 

II (a) (i) The questionnaire assumes that the conditions in the Kurnool·Cuddapah 
Canal area may be repeated in the area. to be irrigated under the Tungabhadra Scheme . 
I! may not be so. Conditions may be imposed to compel intensive irrigation of dry 
commercial crops, if not, wet crops, and higher assessment may be levied therefor, instead 
of the ordinary assessment for dry IMds. Even if the return is only 3 per cent on the 
capital to be invested, instead of the 4 per cent that is estimated, the project shouldb.e 
undertaken and proceeded with. It is only by this means that famine CM be averted 
in the accustomed area in Bellary, Anantapur and Kurnool districts. 

(ii) If a hydro-electrio scheme is coupled with the Tungabha.dra Project, there' 
is every certainty that it will ywld adequate return for the capital invested, I recommend 
that this suggestion may be considered a.nd acted upon. 

(iii) I do not know of any other major project, which would relieve distreGs in 
ihe famine zone of my district, Bellary, Siruguppa, Alur, Adoni and Rayadrug ta.luks. 
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II (b) (i) and (ii) It is a fact that the number of minor irrigation sources and the 
area irrigated by them are decreasing. The opinion held by the ryots 18 that the Public 
Works Department are not properly looking after the sources and works and the Rev~n,:,e 
Department does not take due interest in the cause of ryots. The ryots of Kanekal m 
Rayadrug taluk are repeatedly complaining to the authorities that the tank in the village 
has got silted up, that whenever water flows in the Hagari Channel, it is not let into. the 
tank in proper time by the Public Works Department and hence they cannot get suffic~ent 
water for four months to irrigate their lands. The present Collector has been apprised 
-of the fact and is now looking into the matter. . 

I suggest that a local representative committee m;,y be appointed and it may 
[,e empowered to adopt measures to have the silt of the tank removed, water let into 
the tank at the time of floods in the river Hagan, and to attend to the distribution of 
water to the ryots. 

(iii) The statement is correct. 

(iv) Increase in the number of wells may improve- the situa.tion. No doubt, 
generally, we get brackish water, when we sink wells in black cotton soil area. 'I.'hat is 
·our experience. But I have heard directly from Mr. Venugopal, Geologist and Engineer 
in Raichur, Nizam's Dominions, that it is easy for an experienced geologist to find out 
the spot, which would yield good drinkable water, that thousands of wells have been sunk 
in Raichur and Gulbarga districts, where the soil is similar to· the one we have in the 
famine area in Bellary district, that is, black cotton soil area. The gentleman assured 
me that in about 90 per cent of the cases, the wells have yielded good drinkable water 
and cost about Rs. 900 each on an average. I wrote about this subject to the Premier in 
April 1938 and I learn that Bome correspondence is going on with the aforesaid gentleman. 

The procedure adopted by Mr. Venugopal may be iMestigated and adopted in 
Bellary district also. This will facilitate irrigation under wells and also provide drinking 
water in th~ villages, where it is.not obtainable now. 
- (e) Coniou, Bund forming.-The moisture retained in a particular year rna,)' enable 

the ryot to gather a richer and betler harvest than if there were no bund farming. But I 
doubt very much, if the moisture obtained in a particular year will enable the ryot to 
raise a c.rop in a. succeeding rainless year. This process can.J?ot mitigate distress due to 
famine. 

(d) Dry-farrning.-I do not think any dry-farming methods will make the ryot 
independent of the monaoon. 

(e) Afforestation.-Afforeatation is eminently desirable. Hut I doubt the success 
of the acheme in the famine area. Water is requisite for planting and the growing of 
trees and we do not have it. We do not aee any trees from Hagari to Uravakonda or 
Kuntakal. The trees that can grow in black-cotton soil are margosa, tamarind or babu!. 

(fJ (i) Large scale indWltry.-A spinning mill should be established in a central 
locality. The yarn that is manufactured ~hould be supplied to villagers, who should 
weave them into cloth. The cloth produced should be sent to the nearest mark.et or 
taluk centre and sold there. If non-official agency is not available for the purpose it 
must be made subject to official supervision in the Department of Industries and 
Co-operation. This will revive the main cottage industry in the villages and relieve 
unemvloyment. . 

(ii) Cptta,ge indllstries.-Manufacture of paper may be adopted as a suitable 
eolt,age industry. In these days of patriotic fervour, local-made paper will sell verY well. 
I remember in my student days in Pe~lUkonda (Anantapur district), my father was getting 
hand-made paper from Nyamaddala In Dharmavaram talnk of Anantapur district. 'rh~ 
industry is now no more there. It can be revived there as a,lso in other villa!!es. 

(a) I cannot give any suggestion about .. sparked water". I have no practical 
.experience about it. 

III. I do not al!ree with the statement of policy with regard to famine relief. It 
need not be and ought not to be, according to the standard of comfort in normal times. 
But the principle laid down is beyond breaking point. The wage should be sufficient to 
maintain persons in normal health and not in a state of starvation and exhaustion. The 
present wage was fixed several decades ago and does not provide sufficient nourishment 
to the labourers to maintain themselves in normal health. Standards of proper nourish
ment to persons ha-ye considerably advanced in recent times. I suggest that the wage 
should not be less In any case than what is spent for a prisoner in jail. Tbe excess 
amount will not be in any way substantial but it, is absolutelv necessarv to incur it in 
order t<> maintain the persons in normal health. T~e labourers in famine camps feel 
that the wage is inadequate and does not afford suitable nourisliment to them In the 
Bombay Presidency, they are giving B higher wag... ' 
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VI. Description 0/ l1anous measures 0/ relief.-I consider that the present measures 
of relief involve a colossal waste of human energy without any tangible benefit to the
publIc at large. Furth~r the manner in which tlie relief works are conducted and especially 
t.he breaking of stones lD the hot sun detract from humanitarian considerations. I, ther.e
fc:re, suggest that the relief works ~o be undertaken shoul? be conducive to yield the

. highest a.mount of benefit to the public. 1 suggest the followmg measures :_ 
(a) Construction of wells in villages where supply is insufficient and deficient. 
(b) Construction of vakkarnies in suitable places. 
(c) Spinning of yarn and weaving of cloth in their homes in villages. 
(d) Construction of roads where it is possible to consolidate it efficiently and pro

perly and where they could be maintained in proper repairs during succeeding 
years. . 

Note.-Roads noW constructed from out of the famine relief operations such as the ones from 
Nandavaram to Nagaldinne and other places get damaged after raiD8 and are not used b;y CArtmen 
and the public. . 

(e) By aid to industries in the villages. 

SEOTION 3. 

Scale of wages and amount of the diet scale., 

I have already submitted that the diet scale should be in accordance with the present 
standards of nutrition and the wages should be enhanced so that they might not be
less than the amount of wages and diet given to a prisoner in the jails. 

SEOTION 4. 

Size and nature of task in famine 1oorks. 

9. 1 consider that the task work system should be abolished. 1 have seen that the 
size of the task allotted to some of the labourers cannot be performed by them for reasons
b.eyond their control. Some of the labourers go about for long distances in search of stones 
and cannot get them in the black cotton fields in several ·villages. They should not be
made to suffer on account of the fact that they are not able to find any stones. Care 
should be taken that everyone of the labourers does his work during the period and the
daily wage should be paid to the labourer for the work turned out by him as is done 
in the Bombay Presidency. 

SECTION 5. 

1 have already made suggestions as to the possibility of providing famine relief to
workers of more appreciable benefit to the community than stone breaking. 

SECTION 7. 

Reduction of expenditure on Famine establishment. 

12. 1 consider that the expenditure on famine establishment is heavy and can be
reduced without )oss Bnd efficiency. It is unuec.essary that charge officers should be of 
the rank of the sub-magistrate or acting sub-magistrates or persons selected to act as 
sub-magistrates. It is unnecessary to send for such persons from other districts in the 
Presidency paying considerable amounts by way of travelling allowances to them. 1 
consider that clerks in the senior grade who are drawing a salary of Rs. 60 and upwards 
may be employed as charge officers and they would perform their work as efficiently as 
those who have been acting as sub-magistrates. This procedure will considerably reduce 
the amount which is spent on establishm.ent on famine reliefs. 

Oral evidence. 

Enmined by Sri R. SURYANAnAV""A R.o: Q.
You complain about the Kanekal tank. You have 
otated that tbe ryot. of. ~anekal are repe.atedly 
complaining to the authorItleB that the tank 10 the 
villa e hIlS got lilted UPt t~at wbenev~r ws.:ter :80WB 
in t~8 Hap:ari Channel It 18 not let lnte.> tb~ tank 
in proper time and 10 on. Your compla!nt l~ that 
the tank il lilted up and that the .lIt lS not 
removed' 

A.-Y .... 

Q -Your oth .... crunplaint. i. that the._ Public 
Wo~ka Department doea not let in . water in1>9 the 
ta11k at the proper tlmeP 

A.-y ... · 

Q.-Do :you know for how long this arrangement. 
of the work of letting water into the tank being 
in the hands of the Public Worh Department be.",. 
in foreeP Was it at any time under the Revenue 
Depa t;m '0> I 

A.-I do not know when it was under the Revenue 
n-eparyment. Bu.t I know that the present arrange-
ment 1:8 the Pu bhe Works Department are in charge
of letting water into the tank at the time of the
floods in the Hagari river. 

Q.-Wbo i. in charge thereP Is it a maistri 0" 
.upervi~or or any other officer P . 

A.-Here .it is a maistI:i wqo is. in charge. 
Q.-You say this fact was brought to the notice

of the Collector P 
A.-y .... 
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Q.-Uid you bear anything from bim in reply to 
that? 

A.-It was at the time of the conference in July 
and he said" that he would look into the matter. 

Q.-Hav~ you any suggestions to offer in order to 
prevent this P 

A.-I would suggest that the question of letting 
water be handed over to a local committee. Other
wise there is likely to be considerable delay in that 
the man on the spot has to report to his superior 
officer &nd gettinsz: his reply; by that time the flood 
water would have gone away and the tank will not 
get the necessary water. 

Q ,-Your information is that the maistri there 
cannot allow water to flow into the tank without the 
authority of a superior officer P 

A.-That is the information I got. 

Q ,-Is there an irrigation panchayat jI 
A..-I know there is a panchayat which has not 

been working properly. 

Q.-Perhaps tilie irrigation panchayat has no
thing to do with the letting in water or the 
distribution of water? 

A.-1 suppose so. 

Q.-You have no other Buggestions to offer to 
rectify a thing of this sort. Don't -you think- that 
when there is faction it is difficult to entrust this 
work to local people and so it would be better to give 
this worlc to a third party preferably to a Govern· 
ment servant P 

A.-Yes, it ma.y be preferable, but if there are 
two factions in a village you may entrust it to one 
party this year and to the other party the nert 
year and if that system does Dot work satisfactorily, 
Bome other public servant may be deputed to look 
into the matter. 

Q .-Am I to take it that it is beCanse the maistri 
is there and he has to obtain orders from above that 
there is d~ay in the matter of letting in wat.erP 

A.-Y ... 
Q .-Supposing -the maistri bas instructions to let 

in water whenever there is flood in the river, have 
you an,! objection P 

A ,- would have no objection if he is instructed 
to let in water in proper time without waiting for 
orders from the superior officer. 

Q.-If there is fiood in the river can he Rrevent 
the water from going into the channel P 

A..-Some arrangement bas to be made to let in 
water into the tank. 

Mr. F. M. DoWLEY: Q.-Do you know why this 
tank baa been handed over to the Public Works 
Department? 

A.-I do not know. 

" a.-The 'renon was that owing to factions in the 
vilfage the majority of the ayacutdars insisted on 
the Publio Works Department taking it over and I 

. understand tha.t the position still persists P " 
.4..-1 know even now there are factions in the 

village and" it is preferable that the work is in charge 
of some Government department, but they must 
be instructed to see that the water is let into the 
tank in time. "I hear there h&8 been considerable 
delay in the matter for the last two years and I 
have been hearing representations to that effect. 

Q.-My information is there is DO difficult:y. In 
flood time the water must go there and if it 18 not 
diverwd breaches would occur. 

A.-The complaint is there is not sufficient water 
in the tank. Aa a matter of fact, last year they 
had water only for two months. 

Mr. CKAmlIAN ~ Q.-Is there sufficient water in 
the river to supply to tbe tank P 

A. .-There is sufficient water at the time of the 
fioods. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWA>nNATJ .. AYTAB: Q.-Is 
there sanotion for the erection of a sluiO& every 
yearP 

A..-Ye •. 
Mr. F. M. DaWLEY: O.-Last year the fun ayaeut 

was irri~a~. In 1981 Government spent Rs. 80,000 
for repairing the channel and tank and it was at 
the inata.nce of the majority of the ryots that the 
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control was handed over to the Public Works Depal't
ment and that too was decided I think a.t -a confer
ence held at Kanekal by the Collector at which the 
ayacutdars were also present. I think the factions 
still conti~ue in the village P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-There are two pa-rties; ODe wants Govern

ment ,control and the other wants to keep control. 
That 18 not an easy matter P 

A,-Yes. but the Publio Works Department may 
b~ mstructed to Bee that enough water is let in 
~lIDe aD;d that the maistri should not wait for 
mstructlons from above. I am only anxious that 
supply should be assured. 

Sri ~. StJBYANA.BAYANA RA.o: Q.-You have stated 
something about Mr. Venugopal and 1 have made 
every effort to find out what" he was doin" hut 
nothing was forthcoming? 

A.-I addressed .. letter to the Prime Minister 
immediately after coming here and asked him. to 
make enquiries from the Nizam's Government: I 
have not beard 80 far anything about it Otherwise 
I. would have myself carried on corresp~denoe wit~ 
hllD. 

The CHAm....,.: Q.-The letter from the Com
mittee's Secretary was r~~urned by the POB"t! office? 

A ,-I 8h~ make enqullles and find out hIS exact 
~dress. and if n~ry I shall myself correspond 
WIth hlDl and submIt to the Committee whatever I 
get. Or. the Committee may depute one of the 
officials of the Public Works De:partment to go to 
Gulbarga. or Raichur and ascertam details. 

Sri R. St1ltYANARAYANA RAo: Q.-Have you any 
knowledge of forest panchayats and whether the 
forests have suffered under those pancbayatsP Is 
that one of the causes of disa1forestation? ASI you> 
favour afforestation, is it necessary that panchayats 
should be deprived of control over these forests P 

A.-Panchayats are not working properly and so 
forests have deteriorated and so they may be restored 
to the Forest department. 

Q.-You have made certain SUggestiODS- about 
large--scale industries and Mr. Green Will deal with 
tho~e things;. but I W8';lt to know from you whether 
you have reaI~ the diffi,cult1 of ~arketing, because 
you know that IS a standing Impediment even in the 
case of smallwScale industries P Large-scale indUS' 
tries like mills oan. take care of themselves Have 
you any suggestions to offer? . 

A.-1 think tbe work must be entrusted to some 
department of Government to provide facilities and 
then non-official agency also will be forthcoming 
to assist ~ marketing, 

Q.-In spite of all the facilities you know even 
kbaddar is not having good saleP 

A .~There the reason is different i khaddar is 
costly and 90 per cent of the people. would go in 
naturally for clot» which i. cheaper. 

Q.-9o also, Japanese cloth is cheaper than Indian 
min-made cloth P" 

A.-After all the differenCe between the Japanese 
cloth and Indian mill oloth is very small. But on 
account of patriotic sentiments people would go in 
for Indian cloth. . 

Q.-That is a.n argument even for khaddar and 
how long can you rely on patriotio sentiment alone? 
Should not the business aspect also be considered P
Have you any suggestions to make for improving 
marketing? 

A.-My own idea is that Government should 
entrust the Industries or the R.evenue devartment 
witJ! the work and should also issue instructIOns tha'" 
they should opecially attend .to this branch of work. 

Q.-Under item VT you have made certain rf'marks 
against the relief measures undertaken. Are you 
against village communications being improved even 
in black cotton soilP 

A.-Nothing of the sort. I am for improving 
village communications. 

Q.-You have referred to the Nandavaram tc> 
Nagaladinne road P 

A.-Yes. what I want ill that the roads should be 
consolidated. What happens is theee famine roads 
&1"8 not consolidated &t all up to the next rains and 
the result is they are washed away 80 that neIther the 
cart-.men Dor the public can use them. I know tbia 
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part.icular road and I had occasion to go tha.t side 
but it was i~passable and we had to go by the sille 
of the road. 

Q.-Unfortunately consolida.tion cannot be under~ 
taken unless the rains stop. Have you any sug
gestions to offer? 

A.-Even a.fter the rains some period elapses before 
you stop famine relief; and during that period 
consolidation work could be taken up. 

The CHAIRMAN:, It is being done now. 

Sri R. SUBYANARAYANA RAO: Q.-It may not be 
possible for them to comr.lete the work. Would you 
suggest that the incomp ete portion.. should be COlU
pleted by the district board? 

d.-Yes. 

Q.-In ~ddition Government also may give grants 
to enable them to complete the work P 

A.-Yes, whatever reasonable proportion they con
sider necessary. I am only anxious that the large 
amount that we bave been spending on these famine 
relief works should not be a w .... te and that they 
must· be of permanent value. 

Q.-1n section 4, you say that the task work 
system .hould be abolished. What system would 
you advoca.te in its place? 

A.-I want to see that the men and women do 
their work for the day. I have seen for instance, 
female labourers going about four or five miles 
a.way in search of stones; even then they could not 
get stones· and many of them have told me they 
were not paid even one anna; and it was not" their 
fault if no stones were available. 

Q.-Yonr idea is, don't prescribe any task ~-and 
see that everybody works durin_g the prescribed 7 or 
8 h9ure and are given their full wage at the end of 
the day? 

The CHAlBHAN: May I ask whether you have con
sidered the question of the increase of establishment 
if the work of Bll the six or seven thousand persons 
have to be supervised. At present there are two 
work agents each supervising the work of about 
3,000 people. According to you the establishment 
h.. to be increased. 

Mr. H. R. DOG ... : Q.-Buppoaing you prescribe 
work:. How is it possib1e for the ~tablishment to 
see that everyone is doing his own work P 

A .-1 have found in BOrne cases it was not the 
fault of the workers that they are not able to turn 
out the taak. That i8 why I suggest this method. 

Sri H. SrrABAHA REDD!: Q.-May I take it that 
you would like the work to be such that it should be 
possible for the workers to complete within a parti
cular time? 

A.-Yes. The nature of the work also should be 
Buch that people may get work easily., 
. Mr. H. R. DOGlL\: Q.-You agree to task work 

being pt'68cribed to suit local conditions P 
d.-Yes. 

Sri R. SURYANABAYA>fA RAO: Q.-1n the Hebba
tam area it is difficult to get stone. ' YOtl suggest. 
without 10. of efficiency. expenditure on famine 
establishment may' be reduced as you think it is 
heavy? 

d.-Yeo. 
Q.-Had you any occasion to study the working of 

a famine camp for you to feel that the famine staff 
i6 more than adequate P 

A.-My impression is that ,those in the mini.sterial 
ranks next to sub-magistrate should be Btppointed 
as charge offiC'era. ,,'hat they do now is those who 
are in the list of sub-magistrates are appuinted, 
but there are several others who are superior or even 
tu'-nior to those officials nnd -they ~an also he 
flntrusted with the work of these charge oflirers. 
There will also be no necessity to import men from 
outside. Why, should people drawing Rs. bO and 
who have experience of work in the district be 
deprived of thiB chance of promotion P They nlay l.e 
~ efficient 8S the othen who have been appointed. 

a.-What hall happened ia. there was a technical 
difficulty. It WQ8 In their own interests that tbpy 
were not appointed, not that collectors wanted to 
bring people from outside. In fact the collectors 

have been protest,ing that this technical difficulty 
should be removed to enahle them to make usc of the 
people of their own district? 

d.-1 wish that difficulty could be remo,·.d. In 
would also lessen the cost. 

Ex~mined by Sri B ... SITABA.K~ REDDI: a.-Yo:] 
say In .J?aragt:.,aph 2. (n) that If a hydro-electrio 
schem~ IS co~pled With the Tungabhlldl'8 pJOject 
there IS ce~Int;f that it will yield adequate retllf~ 
for the capital Invested. To what use do you t;l,g
gest that the electricity 'g~nel'"ated there ::!hould be 
llut? 
. A.-~or instance lighting of towns a:ld ,"ilIages, 
~ndustr~al purposes, large-scale industnos, cottage 
mdustrles and for other large industrinl projects 
should they come into existencE.. 

Sri R. SURY"NARAY~NA RAO: Q.-·'Vould )011 also 
use the power for balIng out water from the welle. P 

4.-Yes, if it is found to be economical. 

. Sri H. SITARAllA REnD!; Q.-Whwt is your expe
rience . abo~t the money slJent on the hutting: aC'('ont
modatlon In all these camps? 

A.:--The information that I got is that there was 
~onslderable wastage of money. ( will give one 
I~$tance. We generally get 8 square yards of mat
tIng for one rupee. 

Q.-You mea.n the kind supplied to famine ('amps? 
A.-Yes. They are pllrchaSE'd even now locally 

fr~m those ~ho manufacture at 3 per rupee and are 
bemg supphed to the Famine department at 2 (Jer 
rupee and thus the contractor who supplies these 
mats gets a clean profit of 50 per <'-"eot. If he pur
chases these mats for Rs. 40 POO he bills for 
Rs. 60,000 and in this way he gets Rs. 211,OOO. 

ABDUL RAwoop SAam Bahadur: Q.--\Vhat about 
transport charges? 

A.-They are provided for separately. 
0.'-1s that so? . 
A.-That is my information. 
Sri H. SITARAMA R~DDI: Q.-Has it co~e t . ., your 

notIce that the thattIes that are supplied to these 
camps get torn up or become useless within the 
course of a week or sometimes a fortnight and thp.l1 
they are thrown away and are being changed quite 
often? 

A. . -Yes, they get ro-tten in 'the course of a 
month. Again they have to he replaced; the con
tractors go to the same mat-maker and the same 
process is gone through. 

Q.--Can you say from" your expenenc(', that the 
Jt.ind of thatties supplied provide adequate protec
tIOn? 

d.-No, even then they feel the difficulty. 
Q.-Th~y are neither rain':proof nor wind.prooi.? 
A.-QUlte so. 
Q.-\Vhat would you suggest as an alternative'.) 
4.-1 would suggest zinc sheets may be purcha~d 

and if necessary they may be sold and we can ~et 
at least half the value. 

Mr. H. R. DoolL\: Q.-Don't you think it will he 
hot? 

d.-Even under mats they leel bot. 
Sri H. SITARAXA REDD): Q.-You think it does not 

make much difference P 
d.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you know that even the pots that are 

rflQuired are being taken from Bellary and not 
purchased locally? . 

A.-My information is that they are taken in 
lorri-es and this means enormous cost in addition to 
the cost of the pots. This wastage should be pre
vented. 

Sri R. SURYA.~ABAYANA R..w: Q.-Even these 
thatties afe made in certain villages, but it seems 
the su bdivisional officer insisted on the contractors 
supplying them. 

Sri T. A. RAKALINGAll CHBTTIYAB: Don't you call 
for tenden,. in these matters P 

1IIr. H. R. DOGRA: No. 
WInro"'BSS: I know in a certain private famine 

relief committee, they arranged the supply of mats 
th-emselve8 and as per the rates ltiven hy the Gov
ernment they made a profit of Rs. 1,200 which they 
handed over to the local relief ccmmittee and they 
spent it for other relief purposes. 
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P'sllmined by Dr. R. AD18E9BAN: Q.-I~ section 
III, you say that the diet scales should be ,lJ;1 acoor
<lance with the present standards of nutritIOn .aod 
the wages should be so enhanced so that th~y m~ght 
not be less than the amount of wages and diet ~l\':en 
to D. prisoner in the jails. By that do you mean to 
say tbnt the outturo of a fam!ne labourer is as high 
as that of a convict in the pnson? 

A.-If really the labourers. have got the mate
rials on hand probably they might do as much work 
8S the convicts in ja.i1 do. It is not the fault of 
the labourer if such kind of work is not given 
which is not adequate. Apart from the outturn 
the nature of the work also is different. That is, 
the work turned out by a coolie is diffel'ent from 
that of a convict and from the business point of 
view it is certainly a loss. But that, J think, is 
Dot his fa9lt. Such kind of work is given to him. 

Examined by Sri T. A. RAHALINGAM CH~IYAB.: 
Q.-With reference to the Tttngabhadra proJect, It 
Feems to be a very costly scheme and unless the 
forecast is realized in 0. very short time I think it 
will not be a reasonable prOI)osition? 

.4.-\Vbnt, about the llettur nnd other projectsP 

Q.-The outlook is not so bad 8S it is here. So, 
I would like to know from you in how many ycnrs 
the. wbole forecast will be realized. You have the 
experipoce of the Cuddapah-Kurnoal canal where 
even those areas which Bre comma-nded by the canal 
do not te.ke water. Tha.t is one diffitmlty? 

A.-Here there is more necessity for using the 
water. But, under the Cuddapah-Kllrnool canal 
firea there IS more rainfall than in this famine 
Voone and so they do not takoe watl;'Or sometimes. But 
here there is ne-cessity for utilizing the ~'ater. Sal 
conditions under the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal wil 
not be repeated and my enquiry is to the same 
result. 

Q.-Supposing Government bring in legislation 
that ppople whose lands are commanded should 
pay. Do you think they would o.greeP And would 
there be no complaint P 

A.-No -{'omplaint. In fact I have consulted 
several landholders in this district and they are for 
taking water i only, they want some graded system 
of assessment year after year. 

Q.-The "second question is, will the people be 
able to bring aU their lands under cultivation and 
will they be willing to do that? Yesterday the Col~ 
lector told us that the average holding should be 
50 acres. Even then, will they bring all this acreage 
under cultivation or· will they grow dry crops in (l. 

large area and bring only a small area under wet 
cultivation? 

A.:--Water is also given for dry crops. 

Q.--Even...tho1.lgh they have a large area and they 
take water poly for a smaller area the tax that they 
'will have to pay for the water they use will be only 
less ? 

A.-No, they may be taxed for all the lands under 
the project, or they should relinquish that portion 
of the laud in favour of Government for assignment 

• to others. If they cannot make use of the land we 
will ha\"e to charge them for all the Jauds in their 
occupntion. 

Q.-WiU they agree to such a course, Le., without 
taking water for all the laneL. will the, be prepared 
to pay the tax for the area in their possession P 

A .-They must be made to agree. 

Q.-We were told by the Collector that if "-e make 
8ny such proposal there will be reb~llion P 

A.-J don't think there will be rebellion. 

O.-Not exactly rebellion, but "that shows the 
fef'ling of the people? 

A.-I have had a talk with people who own a 
tbousnnd acres and they have told me if they are 
not able to cultivate all the lands they are prepared 
to pay the assessment in full, but in a graded 
manner. All that they are keen about is the intro~ 
duction of the Tungabhadra project. 

Sri KAL[,UB SUBBA RAO: Q.-Do you approve of 
thE' idea that no. man should have more than 50 
8f'MS if they cannot bring the whole of it under 
~\lltivntion f , 

A.-I am in favour of legis1ation to that effect. 

Sri T. A. RAHALINGAH CJIE'rl'IYAB: Q.-If :VOlt 
undertake legisla.tion and say that the whole land 
should be brought under cultivation, you. say the 
people will be wiUing for it? , 

A.-I have consulted va.rious representatives of 
thf> district and they are for bringing the whole 
area under cultivation. 

Q_-Within five years? 
.4.-Whether it is within five. six or seven years, 

does not tp.atter· 
Q.-There will be no objection in the case of those 

not able to. bring the area under cultivation P 
A.-No. 

Q.-The question will arise as to what valuation 
should be made? 

A.-Not .. their own valua.tion. 
Q.-You are prepared to value th_e lands at the 

present rate? 
A.-Yes. now and not when it is finished. 
Q.-You think there will be agreement on this? 
A.-Yes. 
Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHINATHA AYTAR: Q.-You 

think bigger ryots will induce the smaller ryots to 
come over there and cultivate the entire area.? 

A.-Yes. 
Sri T. A. RAMALINGAM CIlM'TIYAn: Q.-With refer

t"nce- -to crops to be grown, there are some difficul
ties, for iustance1 the alkalinity of the soil. For 
that they &·re making experiments in Siruguppa. 
There will be difficulty of enforcing rotation of 
crops? 
. A.-The ryots will agree, though in the first 
lDstance they may object, but if Government 
officers insist on rotation they will see the reaSOll~ 
ableness of it and in the end agree. 

Q.-Will the people agree if legislation is made 
for control in regard to rotation of crops being 
placed in the hands of Government P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Don't you think that peop'le would like to be 
free in matters I ike this and wIll they protest P 

A.-No. The same attitude was taken up by the 
ryot:s i~ .M undya w hen the Mysore Government wanted 
to 1.J}sI~ upon landowners under th~ Irwin canal 
~ultlvabng ~u~arcane. They said, why should you 
Impose condItIons and we shall grow the crops as 
we like. After persuasion and tact on the part of 
the officers th(>y induced some of them to grow 
sugarcahe. Now I see that everyone is anxious to 
~row sugarcane and have accepted the conditions 
~posed by .Government .. Here also the ryot may' 
m the first lDsta.nce feel that it would be an inter
ferenc,e wi~h his libert:r\ but ~nce you .persuade him 
J don t thmk there wII be difficulty m asking the 
people to grow this or that crop. 

. Q.-Under the Irw:in canal the qllestioll was 
d,lfferent; a large portion of the land was in posses

"Slon of the Government and they assigned it to 
others under certain conditions. That facilitated 
matters? Supposing the Committee propose that 
Dnly Riter an agreement is reached on these matters 
th(>y may consider the taking np of the scheme you 
think the people will ngree beforehand? ' 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-:-~ou are thinking of starting a 8pinnin~ mill 

for gtvmg employment. Have you had e::s:perience 
of a spinning mill so farP 
~.-BeUary does not seem to be quite as rich as 

COlmba-tore. Hoere the capital requir(>d was not 
forthcoming. 

Q.-Was any attempt made by anybody? 
A.-There was ~)fle mill which was Stopped. It 

was first started In 1882 and after working it for 
~ome years~ one !\.~r. Venkata Rao who was running 
It later on sold It to a gentIeman at Bombay. 

a.-You think want of capital is the reason? 
A..-Yes. 
Q.-'With reference to the marketing of ('loth 

you think Government ,,,,HI have to take it over P , 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Even now they are finding it difficult? 
A.-The reasons may be different. 
Q.-You want organization in the producing 

~n~re. 88 well as at the other end. Do you think 
It· IS due to the fact that they are not busin~ika 
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or that they sulfer because the agency tbat ~ .... been 
brought into existence is not able to cope WIth It? 

A.-The trouble is at both ends. They must also 
see to tbe particular design of cloth that may be 
in demand. 

Q.-So, if t,bere is ~omebody who will say. wb~t 
particula.r designs are In great demand then It wIll 
be possible P . 

A.-Yes. 
a.-For that you require an elaborate machinery? 
A.-Ye!. 

Q.-So, 8S things stand at present you are not 
for leaving it to private "I!ency P 

A.-No. Because if it 18 private agency 'there 
is profiteering and so it is better to have it under 
Government agency .. 

Q.-Even now thetlf are 81 number of bandlooms P 
A.-Yes. ) 
Q.-You have also got ~umbly weavingP 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-You think that apart from famine relief 

measure, it is the duty of the Government to 
organize these things? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Have you got any idea of the yarn that is 

used in weaving P 
.4..-N OJ I have no idea. 
Q.-Your cotton here can be ms.'Dufactured into 

30sP 
A.-Yes. 

Q.~You elm supply this yarn to a large number 
oC nandloom weavers in this area? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Yo~ have also got a numOOr of places where 

you can locate these mills? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Can you suggest any particular placeP 
A.-Tungabhadra. Hagari, Beilary or Adoni if 

there is sufficient water-aupply. 

Q.-Even there do you want the Government to 
start them or will the people start P . 

A.-Some Government support is necessary to 
encourage . people~ 

Q.-,You Wlmt the organization to 00 by Govern
ment? 

A.-Not entirely hy Government. 

Q.-Are there people likely to come forward and 
do it, supposing Government take shares for a lakh 
of rupeesP 

A .-1 think we Clm get an agency to manage the 
lI1ills if Government take shares. 

Examined by Mr. L. B. GREBN: Q.-In section. V 
you refer to the possibility ~f establishing ~ spm
ning mill in a centra.! locality. The question of 
Government support for a spinning mill eith~r at 
Bellary or Anantapur .bu been under the C?nBldera
tioD of Government once 1932. I would like your 
opinion as to which of the localities suggested would 
be too best plaoe for the establishment of a mill P . 

A.-Bellary would 00 a \,roper BIte, but Pamudi 
will have better facilities m the matter of water
supply. 

Q.-Do you think Pamudi would be a goud loca-
lity P • 

A.-Tungabhadra also may be conBldered because 
there will be water facility a.!ways.There will be 
no trouble. Next I would prefer Boilary. 

Q.-If 81 mill is set up you think Government 
support ill necesaary P 

A.-Yeo. 

Q.-To what extentP 
A.-To the extent of one-third capital. 

Q.-You think the balance Clm 00 found ~rom the 
BeDary district or a.ll the Ceded dIStrIcts put 
togetherP 

A -If Government ta1n> shares to an .xtent of 
7 l~kbB we ma.1 raise the other portion from all 
the c;;ded distrIots by oanvassing. 

Q.-You won't object to capital coming from 
outsideP 

A.-No. 

Q.-You think a spinning mill alone would be 
enough or spinning and wea.vin~ mill combined P 

A.-I want only spinning mIll because cottage 
industries can be developed in regard to weaving, 
for in several villages there was weaving before. 
I want to avoid competition with the handloom 
we!Lver. 

Q.-Under the head cottage industries, you refer 
to hand-made pa-per. You say the manufacture of 
hand-made paper was carried on. Do you know 
what raw material was used? 

A.-I do Dot know what raw material was used, 
but I have got a sample of the paper on which my 
father has written my horoscope and I have no objec
tion to give it from which you can make out from 
what raw -material it wae made. . 

Q.-You say there is possibility of hand.made 
paper industry being revived P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Government have deputed ten youths to 

unaergo training in the manufacture of hand-made 
pap.er an~. when they. return on the completion of 
tbell' tra.mmg the;v wIll set up centres for making 
hand-made paper m different areas of the province. 
I would like you to let me know whether you have 
considered there are facilities for hand~made paper 
in these districts P . 

A..-I believe it exists. I know at the time of 
the educational exhibition which was held recently 
i"l this place there were seven or .eight exhibits of 
hand-made paper by the students of the school. It 
is that that made me suggest tha.t. 

Q.-Will yon give me information about the 
material of which that paper was made? 

04..-1 have not investigated the matter, but I 
shall make enquiries of the headmaster of the school 
or the Educational Officer and send the information 
to the Secretary as soon as it is got. 

Q.-You refer to various measures of relief. Apart 
from band-loom and cumbIy weaving. what are the 
village industries which could be developed with 
Government support P 

A.-Cumblies and cloth and afterwards I.'aper 
industry, tanning also can be undertaken as a village 
industry. There is also carpe~making in Adoni 
&nd it can be introduced in other centres a.lso. 

Q.-Have you specia.! knowledge of oum,hly-weaving 
in Salem? 

A.-I have .no special knowledge. 
Q.-If it is to 00 made a cottage industry don't 

YOll think there is paucity o~ wool? 
04..-1 am .not awaTe of it. If good pasturage is 

available It can be done. 

The CHAIRl<AN: Q.-In regard to the C).uestion of 
compulsion, you say conditions may be unposed to 
compel intensive irrigation of dry commercial crops. 
May I know, how you would suggest that to 00 doneP 

. A.-My suggestion is the ryot must pay the 
amount of assessment whether he uses water or Dot. 
If h~ is Dot able to cultivate the whole area, we 
may ask him to give up or relinquish it in favour 
of Government and they may assign it to others. 
That would compel him to cultivate the whole area 
even by bringing coolies from outside. • 

Q.-Your condition is that lands not cultivated 
hy the water should lapse to Government P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-How will you insist on these conditions P 
A.-By agreement. . 
Q.-You think that oould 00 doneP HowP 
A.-That could 00 done only if we introduos 

special legislation. 
Q.-You say "I do not thin!': any dry-farming 

methods will make the ryot mdependent of the 
monsoon." Ha.ve you heard of the results achieved 
by modern dry farming P 
• A.-Yes, I have heard of it. 
Q.-Btill you think those methods a.re not ben .... 

ficiaJ P '. eli distr sed 04..-1 do not think it will r eve ... cau 
by famine. 

Q._I do not _quite underst~d what you say. about 
afforestation. You say it IS emlnentiy del!trablfl1 
but you doubt the BU~ ~f ~he ~eme In the 
famine area P Do you think It 18 d681raoble or not P 

A.-It is desirable. 
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Q.-Then why do yon say it will not he a ouccessP 
A.-The drst requisite is ,!,ater fm: planting and 

lP'owing of trees, but the difficulty 18 we have DO 
water in the neighbourhood', 

Q.-Under section &, 10U say in your written 
evidence H the manner 1D which the relief works 
are conducted and especially the breaking of stones 
in the IJot SUD detract from humanitarian considera
tions" I take it you mean that it is an unpleasant 
task,' which people object toP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Would you he snrprised to lean that they 

take great interest in breaking the tint stone P 

(No ILDswer.) 

ElI8niined by Mr. F. M. DOWLBY: Q.-It h .. 
been said. there will be- no objection to introducing 
legislatian to make people pay for the water . com
pulsorily, that is to say, whether they take 1t or 
not? I S,!PPOS8 you agree with that P 

A.-Y.... . 

Q.-And you also are for making the owner culti
vate the whole of his land. Do you mean to 8Uggest 
that be should be compelled 80 that if he is unable 
to do so, Government should buy the land P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-At wha.t rate should Government pur.h ... the 
land? . 

A .-At the current rate. 

. Q.-So may I take it that you don't advise Govern
ment to take up the land until somebody is definitely 
unable to ·cultivate it? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-What do you mean by Government ""'luiring 
the whole area P 

A.-Th.t ia7 Government taking away the landlJ 
from those who are unable to cultivate it and sell
ing them- to others for cult\vo.tion. 

Q.-Will it be more businesslike it Government 
self e".... lands at once limiting the extent to 100 
acres to eaoh person P , 

4.-1 have no objection: but people may eay it 
is socialism or some suoh th~g. 

Examined by Mr. H. R. DOG"':: Q.-Unller •• 0-
tion VI Cd) you say as one of the measures of relief: 
01 (d) Construction of roads where it is pos81bhl to 
oon~olido.te it efficiently and properly and whert\ they 
could be maintained in proper repairs during succeed
ing years. JI But at the same time you say U the 
brenking of stones detraot from hu.manitarian con
siderations." 

.4.-1 say breaking of stones in the hot sun is 
not hum&lJ.itarian. 

Q.-Then how can they _do consolidation work 
when the rrun sets in if they do Dot keep the stones 
rendy P , 

A,-WhYJ in winter they oan do breaking of stones 
whether th~ famine is prevalent or not. In fact :vou 
can adjust .the whole thing in such a waJf as '00- do 
the breaking of stones "hen the lun is Dot hot. 

Q.-But the work start&- in 8ummerP 
A.-Last year we began only in December. 

Q.-These stones can be spread only when the rain 
sets in, and 80 we have to keep the atones read:r 
before that P . 

(No answer.) 

Examined by Sri XALLtm Suo.&. RAo' Q.·_.,you 
admit that Ttingabhadra scheme does not serve the 
whole famine areaP 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-You approve of the proposal of Government 
taking aw,," l&nds from those who are nnable to cui
th·ate them and handing them over to those who 
can P 

A.-Yes. I think the .. will be people ready enough 
to purchase those lands; Peopl. from oth ... distriots 
may come. 

Q.-Are you in favour of restricting the extent of 
lan~ that one should possess, that is, each man pc»o 
Sl:'88tng" not more than 100 acrea P 

.t.-Yes. 
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fl.-You said about .pinning mills, that Govern.. 
meat should take one-third of the apital. Why 
should not Government take the whole respona1 .. 
bilityP 

4.-1 think the public also should take a sh .... in 
it, so that they can have experience in it, and also- . 
80 that they can co-operate with Gove~ent. 

(I.-Do yon restrict the public only to the Ceded 
districts? . . 

. A.-I don't think"the Ceded districts will oontri
bute the necessary capital, and 80 private en~rprise 
will come from other districts also. I want the pub
lic also to take a share in it, so that ultimately .. 
in the Madras Pencil Factory, the Government can 
entirely leave the enterprise in the hands of private 
agency. In the beginnin~ I have no objection to the 
Government taking a ma,lOF portion of the sha.re and 
the publio only .a small share. 

Q.-I t1iinl: you know of the existence of the kudi
mo.ramat system the people . contributing labour .. , 
May I know what your experience ISP . 

A.-i'hey are not doing anything at aU. 
Q\-Do you think the conditions are such now than· 

Government. can ask: people to take up ita responsi .. 
bility and ... k the people thomselvee to do it P 

A.-Probably they can do it by making 10m" 
arrangements j by contribution of labour, or by pay
ment Gf some money for labour; or if they do not 
even do that Government can pay for that. 

Q.-What about the Kaneka! experienceP The ... 
are factions in the village. The local representative 
comp:1ittee will form one group; in fact they will 
form a major group; and the minority group will be 
against doing any labour and there will be perpetual 
quarrel. To avoid it are you in favour of the propo
sal tha.t half-an-anna in the rupee should be set apart 
for the village kudimaramat, and then asking the 
people to enforce labour P . 

A.-Yes. . 
Examined by Sri N. SANK .... RBDDl: Q. -In your 

written answer you have said that the present relief 
measures involve a colossal waste of human energy, 
an~ :y:ou have suggested ont! of the relief m ... asures, 
spmnmg of yarn and wea.vmg of oloth t' Is it not 
the general experience that such yarns and cloth 
find a market for some time, and then afterwarda. 
there i. ,!obody to purchase them P Will that not 
also be a. colossal waste? 

A.-There will lie Bome delay in liDding a market· 
but eventually they will be u .. d. And you should 
see that Government officia.ls and non~ffioia.ls enoou ... 
rage the use of local-made cloth. There will be some
delay at first, but eventually the whole thing will "
consumed. 

Q.-Will it not be better if khaddar or local-mad<> 
cloth is supplied to the police and also to the Govern
ment servants who are now entitled to clothing? 

A.-Yes. 
ExaJD!ned bv AnDUL R.wOQJ1 SABlII Bahadur: Q._ 

You say lD. the :first I!IEIntenC6 of your written evi
dence that If the Tungabhadra project is an impera
tive necess~ty'" You are aware of the dem&nd for
the formatIon of provinces on linguistic basis P 

A.-Yes. 
. . Q.-You ~re also aw.... that this project will be-
lD two provlnoes? . . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You are also aware of the implications of thisP' 
A.-Yes. 
Q .-In the light of this, would yon prefer the pro

j~ct first and the formation of the province next 01" 
vt08,TenaP , 

A.-I prefer the project first. 
. 9·-Y01l ~ow the project will be taken np ouly if· 
It 18 productive. FroDl the report I find it will giTe
a return of only " per eent P 

A:-Even if it is three per cent I would urge the 
prol~ should he taken up in the interests of the 
f&mlne area. 

<I.-Yesterday the Collector said that it ",ill cost; 
~bout Rs. 8 per acnt for the ryot to convert the land 
mto wet from dry. Do you think the ..,.0$ will he abLo 
to spend that aum P 

A.-Yes. 
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The CRAIlULU(: The Collector eeid RB. 8 will be 
"the cost required for converting the land into irri .. 
galiJ.e dry and not dry into wet? 

SBVK&AL MBvmms: Yea.. 
Q.-Even from that point of view, you say the 

l'yot will be willing to spend RB. 8 P 
A.-Yes. . 

Q .-Coming to the sta!ting of spinning mills you 
saYl Government should mvest some capital in them. 
Is .t.to creste .confidence in the )oeople ad that they 
may Inve~t their money you advocate it? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-You suggest Tungabhadra as one of the centres 
for ~rting mills. Tungabhadra is not " cotton
arowmg a.'", such as Bellary and A.doni P 

A.-:Ther:o will .~ plenty of cotton coming from 
the Numm 8 DomInIons; and I think, even on our 
side, we have sufficient cotton. . 

Sri KALLUR S""BA RAo: Q.-You said you would 
p~efer the project first to the formation of the pro
vmca. 'What is the connexion between the two P 

A.-Onr apprehension is if the province is formed 
the inauguration of the Tungabhadr ... cheme will re
~e. For the reservoi;r will be in one province, th&t 
D the Karnataka Provmce, and the main area served 
by the Bcheme will be .n the Andbr.. Provines. 

Consequently the question of oontribution of money 
for ~e. upk.eep of the scheme will arlS8, the question 
of di~rlbutlon of waters will crop up; the Ka.ranataka 
Provmce may refuse to contribute anything as they 
~ not benefited_II these things will create confu
SIon a.nd trouble. So we prefer the project; firat. 

. Q.-So if the project is formed, you have no objec
tIon to the for~atlon of the province being post
poned? 
. A.-That is ~ide the mark; that is another ques

tIon. 

Tbe CHAIRMAN: Q.-May 1 go one step further P 
You say, "project first, province next,n Do you 
anticipate trouble if the province is formed first and 
the project taken up next? 

A.--:-Y~. ~ I sa.id with regard to irriga~ion, about 
the distrlbutlOD of channels, about the distribution 
of water .and about the cantribution .of money by the 
two proVlDC8B, .. lot of trouble a.nd disputes will crop 
up. 

Q.-The qUBlltion ari ... by implication. Suppose 
the whole scheme is put under ODe administrative 
area. Do you fal'our th" suggestion P . 

A.-1 am not prepared to answer that queotion. 
ABDUL RAWOOP SAlIIB Babadur: But these diffi

culties are not insurmountable. 

The examination of Sri V. M: GmI, Secretary, District Congress Committee, Bellary, 
was then taken up. . 

Written evidence. 

The Ceded Districts are subjec~ chronic famine. The intervals between famine 
rea.rs have been very short, about five years and sometimes less. So it has been a conti
nuous famine as it were for the past decade or two. This area comprised the territory 
of the .. Never to be forgotton Vizayanagar Empire," a few hundred years ago. Accounts 
of the Portuguese and other European travellers, who visited the Capital, i.e., Hampi, 
near Hospet, during their tnLvels tell us of the glory, wealth and prosperity of Vizayanagar. 
From the narratives of these writers it is clear that there was a flourishing trade, the 
Empire being served by as nearly as sixty ports. The happiness of tlle people during 
those days could be due to the flourishing trade, irrigational facilities provided by the 
Emperore, encouragement of fine-arts and indigenous industry. Even to this day one 
can see the irrigational facilities provided by these Emperors, viz., the Raya channel, 
Truth channel and the channel near Ramasagar, near Hospet, in Bellary district. 
These channels get their supply from the river Tungabhadra. In' addition to the 
channels, we find a large number of tanks built by these Emperors in and near about 
Hospet. The' Raya.mkeri ' and the < Danakana kerl ' near Hopset a.n4 the Danoji tank, 
nre proof of the forethought of these Rulers in providing them as means for storage of 

. water. Therefore it is that we urge that the present Government should seek to remedy 
!he poverty, distress and consequent famine, in this area, by providing irrigational facili
ties, i.e., by inaugurating the major project the Tungabhadra, immediately, and· 
eradicate famine once and for all. We wish to emphasize that the Government should 
tide over all the difficulties in the way of its immediats materialization. 

Nature has been unkind to this area, because the rainfall has been scanty, capricious 
and hence ill-distributed during the year. The average rainfall in the Ceded Districts has 
bf,en very low, the lowest being in the districts of Anantapur and Bellary, i.e., about 22 
Incht's in the year. Even this if rect'lved in the proper months could have yielded· a little 
crop to the ryot but being ill-distl'ibuted often spoiJ~ the crops. During years of deficient 
rainfa.ll, the crop yield being very low, almost nil, there ha.s heen a recurrence of famine. 
The preVlouA famine was in 1935, and it has made its appearance again in 1938. 

Consequent on a famine being declared the usual measures of relief have been under
taken by the Government a.nd they are :-

(1) The suspension of the current year's land revenue. 
(2) The remission of the arrears of land revenue in accordance with the rules under 

the Land Revenue Code. 
(3) Starting of famine relief works, such as lI~ying out new roads, collecting metal 

for existing roads. Generally metal collection work has been undertaken as 
famine-work, though provision for other work has been made under the Code. 

(4) Advancing Takavi Loans at cheap rates of interest for buying seeds, or 
bullocks or fodder for cattle. . 
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'(5) Giving out doles to children, old and disabled men and women, and to niiddle-
class families. • - -

(6) Opening of free kitchens for disabled dependants of relief workers. 

All these measures if taken in time may be able to keep the villagers alive. One 
-ennnot expect the finances of the ryot to improve by these measures, so much so, afliet a 
famine year the, ryot finds himself-

(1) more indebted; 
(2) is deprived of his cattle (being unable to support them, sells them for a 

pittance) ; -
(3) has to invest heavily in purchasing new cattle after the famine to begm. his 
. sowing operations; , 
(4) his lands are uncared for in summer during the famine, resulting in a deteriora.

tion of their productivity; 
(5) is demoralized owing to the dole; and 
(6) is in poor health having lived on poor' food during a famine year. 

''l'he ryot is the main-stay of all other professions in a predominantly agricultural country 
:like ours. The distress of the ryot affects the rest of the population directly or indirectly. 

During a famine the Government loses by- , 
(1) Suspensions and remissions of assessment which directly decrease the income 

of the Government. 
(2) Famine relief measures are a heavy drain on the resources of the Government. 
(3) People suffering from pangs of hunger, take risks in satisfying that hunger by 

committing crimes, which have to be put down by Government. This meBns 
an extra expense to the Government. 

It would appear that the Government has incurred from these famine-relief' workS 
from the year 1876 to 1932, nearly three crores of rupees, by W"j' of direct co~t, fol' the 
.districts of Bellary, Anantapur and Kurooo!. This takes no account of the indirect cost 
by way of suspensions. remissions of revenue. or the loans granted for purchase of'fodder 
.and the losses of the ryot which are enormously greater. 

These considerations should weigh with the Government in seeking a permanent 
remedy to prevent famine in these distncts. -

Major project.-The Thungabhadra. Project presents itself from all accounts as the 
-one and the only remedy to prevent famine. The project has been under investigation 
from 1902, undergoing scrutin~ and investigation at the hands of various Engineers, and 
supported by all of them as the one remedy to prevent famine in Ceded Districts. The 
-scheme as at present is estimated to cost Re. 10 crores. and irrigate a million acres. , 

We should like to point out that the cost is not heavy comparing the cost to the 
Government from famine-relief works, in the past, though we feel that the question of 
·cost should not be the main consideration, when it is to result in the permanent well-being 
and prosperity of a large population. The Thungabhadra Project is a scheme depending 
-on an unfailing source of water-supply and therefore the best remedy for affording complete 
prC'tection to the ryots of the Ceded Districts, usually subject to famine. Taking the 
Bellary district., the project-waters run through the taluks of Bellary, Adoni, Alur, Sirn
guppa and Ra.yadrug, i.e., the Eastern ta;luks, which are the bla.ck-cotton soil area.' The 
,Western taluks are comparatively better suited for minor irrigation works, and sinking 

-of wells, as the soil is red in most parts. Thus the whole district can be covered up by 
the major project, and other minor irrigation works and wells, suitable to the areas. 

We have some knowledge of irrigation under canals. The conditions obtaining in 
l{urnool district, under the Cuddapah-Knmool canal have been reierred to in the Quest,ion
-naire. 'lhc waters of the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal were intended for paddy and other 
valuable crops, but the waters, we learn, were insufficient to grow sugarcane the more 
remunerative crop. This has been the cause for raising of dry crops during vears of 
,deficient rainfall. • 

We are of opinion that the analogy of the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal is not correct and 
the ryots could be induced to use the waters for wet crops by the assessment being' kept 

-at the level of ~e dry: assessment during. the first five ye~s, .and increased gradually 
thereafter. A fBJr portIon of the area commg under the project 18 fit for raising garden. 
crops. The low assessment would give an impetus to the ryot. to grow these garden-cropa 
and other wet-crops. The Government can also make the use of the waters compulsory 
'on the P.&rt of the ryot. T,hus the project.can be made ,to yield the best-results . 

• 
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We suggest the development of a Hydro-Electric scheme, along with thie project, "s 
is done in many parts of the l'residency. We are sure such a scheme will make the 
project more remunerative. 

- The canals under the project may be made navigable with _a view to easy and cheap. 
transpor~. The question might be thoroughly investigated in relation to the existing 
conditions under the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal. 

We cannot sufficiently emphasise the absolute necessity for taking up the Thunga
bhadra Project immediately, as a permanent solvent, for the whole area affected by 
famine. 

MinOT I1'1igation 8cheme8.-These have been referred to in Clerk's report. The 
Chikka-Hagari and Chinna-Hagari schemes have been discussed. But we think that the 
attentIon of the Government should not be deflected from the main project referred to· 
above, for the present. The early inauguration of the Thungabhadra should engage the· 
sole a.ttention of the Government. 

The tanks form another source of minor irrigation. These have heen neglected in 
the past and instances of these having beeD sold are also to be found. The feeder channels 
have silted up and washed away m some oases. If that is so, the number of these sources 
are about to decrease and consequently the area under irrigation by them. It is observed 
that the amount spent on the upkeep of these sources is very low. Removal of silt in the 
feeder chllIlnels, repair of the courses of these channels, will feed the tanks. We do not 
agree that the failure of the monsoon will make them useless in seasons of distress. The
storage of water in years of plenty will mitigate the rigours of famine by providing water 
for men and cattle, where these are the only sources of supply of water. So we think 
that'an active scheme of reclam&tion, restoration and reinforcement of bUIlds of tanks,. 
should be undertaken by Government. The' Kudimaramath' practice can fruitfully 
be revived and given a statutory basis. . 

In addition to these, we suggest the digging up of Vakranis, wherever there are 
• vankas, which will supply fresh water to the village folk. Thie can be considered a part 

of the scheme for supply of protected water-supply in rural areas undertaken by the· 
Government . 

. Wel18.-The necesSity of digging up of more wells 1D order to supply the elemenbry' 
need& of the people, cannot be disputed. But this need has to take into consideration the· 
nature of the soil and the water. We agree to a certain extent with the statement in the 
RueBtionnaire, that in black-soil areas the sub-soil water is usua:lIy bladrish~ non-potable
and probably deleterious to crops. But there is a hope that the sub-soil water hs a 
tendency to change its state, or grow less brackish, in case they are situated near streams or' 
:Vankas. These aspects might be considered in any scheme of extension of wells in· 
black-soil areas. . 

Contour bund-forming.-There are difficulties in the way of well irrigation on a large
scale, as evident, from the above. Then the next remedy that suggests itself to us is 
the extensive bunding up of the tract. Thie will in no way affect the supplies to the minor
irrigation sources. We do not understand what is meant by contour bunding. But if it 
18 of the type carried out in United States of America-vide their repo~ on agriculturaL 
operations in 1986, the scheme is costly and hence deserves to be examined by Government. 
Tbe bunding experiments carried on in the Agricultural Research station, Hagari, are· 
helpful Ilc'ld worthy of being copied by the ryot, as is being done already by farmers near' 
the Hagari station. 

The experiment at Hagari has resulted in the retention of rain-water and moisture· 
in a grea.ter percentag~. This prevents the fine soil being washed off after a heavy rain. 
Experiments carried on in United States of America, one of the biggest agrioultural 
countdes, show that the soil is denuded of its fecundity by continued washing of tine 
soil during rains every year. It is contended that the soil gets impoverished every year 
and so the United States of :Americ~ Gov~rnment have carried on extensive. bunding to 
gain the advantages of retammg ~olst11!e m the land, and prevent the washing away of 
fine soil by the run-Off water durmg rams. We would urge the Government to emulate 
the example of United States of America. 

It has been proved from the statistics available at the Hagari-farm, that the bunding 
experiment has yielded good results. The crop yield even in a famine-year like the present 
is (As. 12) twelve annas. Further, it has helped in retaining 18 per cent of the rain-water. 
while without bunding only 10 per cent is retained. The increase is appreciable worth; 
of achievement and is a boon in a famine.year. Another advantage from bunw.n'g is th~ 
filling up of breaches and fissures in the land. To increase the retention of the moisture 
in a. larger degree, the Hagari Research-farm, is using a basin lister. We are of opinion 
that these methods should be made popular with the ryot, by having demonstratioa 
station in every talnk, by suitable literature and by propagan«1a. 
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Dry-fa~ming.-Tbe Hagari Research station has been experimenting with certain 
types of cotton and cholam. The result obtained by them show that these types are good 
for our soils. The Agricultural department should popularize these types, which give & 

better out turn to the ryot • 
. Aff01e8tation.-To ask for more rains of the skies would look preposterous to fatalists 

who. think rains obey an agency beyond the ken of human intelligence. But deductive 
80ience has indicated that rains obey certain Nature's laws, and this can be controlled t() 
some extent. 

When a Province in the United States of America began to suffer heavily for want 
of rains, investigation led the scien.tists to the real cause of the successive bad years. 
They found the forests in that province completely: denuded of their trees and deduced 
that denudation to be the cause for the faIlure of ram. The authorItIes took the cue and 
staxted to afforest naked hills by regular, organized arboriculture. They found the results. 
answering theIr efforts and expectations, and have thus set before us an example worthy 
of imitation. 

Coming nearer home we observe that the forests of Sandur State and Anantapur near 
ThornaGallu Railway station, are denuded of trees regularly, which are carted to Bellary as, 
fuel, every market-day (Friday). A long line of these carts could be seen on the Bellary
Ho"pet road, on Thl1Tsdl1Y nights. We are not aware of any fresh planting of trees in theBe 
forest area.. Any visitor to this or the neighbouring district of Anantapur can well' be 
impressed by the fact, that for miles and miles he sees not a single green patch, but barren. 
tract., extending almost to the horizon. 

Once it is admitted that forests full of trees attract rains, then we shall have to 
create such forests, by regular and systematized arboriculture. This area has been referred 
to as .. Da.ndakaranya," in the Ramayana giving us an insight into the nature of the: 
region. 

An experiment tried by a fonner Collector of Bijapur district ill the Bombay Preside~~y 
is worthy of mention. He is said to have issued orders to his village officers, to observe a. 
particular day as an ' arbour' day. On that day the villagers had to take out a procession 
in the village and. plant trees in the Government open ground adjoining the village. The 
arbour-day was oDserved in many villages in the district. These efforts Shollld be organized 
so that the trees planted grow up to be fairly big. 

We would suggest to the GovernmeJ;lt to undertake the following method of arhori
culture :-

(1) The Government is giving waste lands to Harijans. If Government proposes 
that the lands would not be assessed for 30 years provided the tenant plants and 
preserves a particular number of big trees (margosa, tamarind and mango) in a 
portion of the field to be fixed at the tinle of transaction, it will act as an 
mcentive. The income from the trees should be enjoyed by tile tenant, but he
should be bound to show a particular number of full grown trees within ten years 

. of the passing of the lease. 
~ - . . 

(2) Then there are the allUVIal lands on the nver banks. Government should not 
hasten to levy assessment over these laJ;lds. They should give them to the
adjoining owners free of any assessment provided they agree to plant and preserve
at least ba.bul trees on this soil.' These trees will protect the main portion of the 
land from being washed away by the current ana will also provide fuel to· 
the owner. 

(3) The Local Boards and. Municipalities should undertake schemes of arboricUlture. 
Tbe road-sides should be planted with trees and nurtured properly. This will 
provide shade also for travellers. 

(4) Hill sides a~e just the places for growing large forests. Forests on hill sides 
are useful in stemming the flow of run-off water during rains, thus allowing the
water to soak into the soil and act as an even distributor of water. Moreover, 
the fine soil carried off by the waters, is deposited at the. foot of the hill and 
near about forming an alluvial deposit, which otherwise would have probably' 
found its way to the strea.ms. 

(5) The existing forests are to be protected and fresh planting should be carried on. 
Any systematic and re"O"Ular denudation of these shQuld be prevented. These
measw·es. we think, will help in afforestation of our district in a large measure. 
Let us hope that this in turn will have its effect on the amount of rainfall in 
this district. 

Alt.ematif)e or subsidiary sources of employmetlt-Large .... cale indflStry.-The Indua
trial Commission of 1B70 opined that the only remedy for mitigating )be effects of famine 
was the rapid industraliza.tion of these districts. These districts being the black cotton. 
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rroil area; we are sure of the possibilities of a cotton spinning-mill, catering to the needs 
~f the .various hand-loom ~ntres in the district; like- Kurugodu, Hospet, iRaYlldrug and 
,~ellllIll!1a.nur.. These arEl bIg hand-loom weavmg centres and. provide work for hundred" 
()f families. 

Cottage Industry (Ea;isting).~The hand-loom weaving indus~y is the one cottage 
Industry surviving up to this day all over the Presidency, which can in any large measure 
proVIde the means of livelihood for a fair percentage of the population. So it needs all 
encouragement. The Sale of Cloth Act (1938) passed by the ;Madras Legislature, i& to 
be welcomed as coming to the assistance of a .languishing industry. 

The next cottage industry which merits the immediate attention of the G~ernmen. 
is the Kitmbli industry in this district. Kudithini, Janekunti, Kudligi and Harpanahalli 
are these centres producing these kamblis (blankets made of wool). These are woven in 
hand-looms. The industry is in the hands of Kurubas who form a large ~ection of the 
popUlation of the district. They are fitted by hereditary training and occupation for the 
bduslry. But the industry is suffering on account of the import of cheap and soft Italian 
rugs. The demand has lessened, owing to coarseness of the kambli. Bel\ary kamblis 
are being exported up to Colombo in the south and N asik in the north. It could be 
developed into a flourishing trade, if the Government could find a device by which these 
~amblis could .be made soft and vleas:,nt for wear; Better designing and play-of-colours 
ill the productIon of these kamblis, will place the mdustry on a lirm footing. Will it be 
too much to exject the Department of Industry to apply itself towards this end. Other. 
wise, the industry may in course of time. get extinct. The starting bf a sheep-breeding 
~entre in the district, with a view to get better wool, might also be investigated. ' 

The carpet industry of Adoni is another important cottage industry in the district. 
The introcluction of better designs, and improved dyeing will place the industry on a 
better footing than at present. 

Large number of hides are bei..ng exported from this district to metropolitan centres. 
We would request the Government togo into the question of developing a Tanning centre. 

TheAll-India Village Industries Association have suggested, hand-made paper, bee
hive industry, and palmyra and date-palm iaggery as some of the .cottage industries that 
~ould be developed all over the country, easily. We strongly rec:-owmended that adequate 
number of young men in the district be given training at Government expense in the 
training centre at Wardha. . . 

Soap-stone industry is another of the industries getting extinct for want of encourage· 
ment. Utensils made of soap-stone were at one time used largely in this district. Vigra.
hams can be easily cut out of soap-stone. These soap-stone utensils being crude are 
being discarded by our women-folk and replaced by metalware and .Chinaware. The 
possibilities of development of this industry might be gone into. 

. The development of all these industries will go a, l0ng way to mitigate the poverty 
-and distress in the district, and therefore should receive every attention from the Govern
ment. 

Sparked-water.-We have had no experience of the potentialities of sparked-water. 
The possibilities may be investigated by the Government. 

Purposes of famine relief operations and Princip!esof reUef.-We do not agree with 
the statement in section 127' that" while the State is bound to protect the people from 
.dtllHation in time of distress, it is no part of its duty to maintain them at their normal 
level of comfort or to insure them against all suffering. The wage should be the lowest 
amount sufficient to maintain hea.lthy persons in health." The duty of the State has 
"llcreased in modem times. Weare of opinion that the Government should not only main
tain the Famine worker in health but develop the reserve power in him to tide over the 
iliJlicuities and after-effects of famine. In an agricultural country like ours the well-being 
()f ,the ryot should be the sole consideration. 

. Preliminary measures of enquiry and preparation when the rains jall.-The crop 
report, as it now obtains, is being sent by ~he Revenue Department, through ~he Villa~e 
officer and the Revenue Inspector, and venfied b)' the Deputy Collector. WhIle submIt
ting these returns, the Revenue Department, is likely in the nature of things, to prepare 
tbe same with an eye on Revenue, so we suggest that the Department of AgrICulture 
be entrusted with the task .of sending up these returns, or in the alternative, the Deputy 
Collector should take the aS8istance of the Legislators of the division, in sending up his 
iinal report. . 

Period 0/ obseTf)ation and test.-We do not think that the opening of Test-works 
should be a necessary preliminary to the grant of relief. Immediately there are signs 
mentioned under section 84 of the Famine Code, scarcity be declared and works of utility 
atarted either bv Government. 'or by the LoCal Boards with Government assistance, and 
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~'ages paid according to the scale of the Public Works Depa.rtment. In thiJi case :worka 
.ean be started near the home of the villagers, without reference to the number of these 
people attending to these works. Prevention is better than cure. But if even after this 
scarcity, works are opened, the number offering themselves for work shoots up, Famine 
relief works may straightway be started. 

j)eolaration of distress and commencement of relief and description of the tlanOU8 

measures of relief.-Chapter VI of the Famine Code enumerate the various measures of 
relief, preservation of cattle-being one of them. This has been usually done by granting 
Fodder-loans to the ryots. We are of opinion that the Government should take charge 
-of the cattle, and ·.thus prevent· the selling of cattle by ryots to hutchers, owing to their 
inahility to maintain them. . These cattle may be maintained at Government cost and 
;returr;ed to the ryot after the famine, since,he would need them for agricultural operations. 
The ryot who resorts to the relief camp, cannot be .expected to maintain his cattle during 
the period of stress.' . 

Scale of wages and allowances and the diet seale.-The standard of wages fixed for 
famine labour is antediluvian and must be raised to the level of the ·Public Works Depart
ment wages. The scale of wages were drawn up in 1875. The scales of salaries of all' 
Government officials are much higher now than those existing in 1875. The scale of 
famine wages should, in our opinion, be increased in justice to the labourer. 

Besides, we would recommend that the Government should institute a system of 
·equaJ wages for all adults, men and women for a eight hours work, which should replace 
the present task, system. That the Ceded districts .ryot normally eats' thrice a. day, 

. must be taken into consideration in fixing the wages. 

Section 97._We think that the difference between classes I and IT should be done 
'awa.y with, in view of an equal wage and eight-hour work suggested by us above. 

The Bcale of diet allowed to a: famine labourer is poor. He is normaJIy oocustoined 
1;0 take onions, brinjals and greens. We hll>ve to bring to the notice of the Committee, 
that a convict in jail gets a better diet than the labourer at the camp who toils honestly_ 
'We think that the diet should be improvM, by increasing the quantity of pulse, salt,-ghee, 
-oil and condiments and vegetables, on a par with jail-diet.. . . 

The grain equivalent system works a great hardship and should be abolished. 
(0) To ensure that the worker spends his entire wages' properly,. we suggest the 

following :-
. (1) All toddy shops within a radius of 8 miles should be closed, immediately fam'ine 
. is decia.red. 
(2) Money-lenders, specially, Pathans, should not be allowed to ha.rass these 

labourers. 
(3) Co-operative grain stores be opened nea.r the camp. 
(4) Announcement of a Moratorium for the debts of these labourers might be CQn- . 
. sidered by the Government . .. 

GTatuitous relief.-Relief should be extended liberally and to all classes mentioned 
'in the Code. 

The size and nature of the task in Famine-works.-The Famine Code mentions a 
variety of works that should be taken up for relief immediately famine is declared, and 

. mentions, stone-breaking in the last resort. But we are pained to remark that this has 
become the rule instead of an exception. The Code mentions about works of permanent 
utility, like minor irrigation schemes, removal of silt in tank-beds, and feeder channels, 
reinforcement of tank-bunds, etc. We would strongly urge the Government to insist Oil . 

. 8uoh schemes, an~ allow metal breaking in the last resort. 

We are of opinion that schemes for hand-spinning in hand-loom wel'ving centres, 
. should be introduced as relief-works. The Bomba.y Government, we hear, has set apart 
Rs. 10,000, for such a scheme in the famine affected areas of Bijapur district in the 
Bombay Presidency, this year. 

Expansion of ordinary works as a normal preliminary to the penoll of test and obser
llation.-Our experience of the famines of 1935 and 1938 show that expansion of ordinary 
works as a. preliminary to Test-works, has not been observed. In our opinion, this should 

·be done crdinarily. This would mean immediate relief and may obviate the necessity of 
.opening of test-works, in case the distress is not acute. 

Reduction o/6(l)penditure on Famine establishment.-We think that ·no reduction is 
.possible in the establishment, for an efficient conduct of the Famine relief operations. We 
.are however against the practice of appolDting low paid clerks, as Charge-officers, for 

,jnstance a. person getting Rs. 50 er so, to get a. jump to Rs. 150 or more. 
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We wish to point o1:lt that often contractors supplying materials to ca.mps exploit 
famine and cha.rge exorblta.nt rates. We would invite the a.ttention of the Government, .. 
to the enormous waste by way of middlema.n's profit and urge that this should be 
minimized. 

'I'he establishment needs an additIOn in one matter. Pregnant women in camps are 
given leave three weeks prior to delivery. At present, it is the male doctor who hIlS to· 
certify in regard to this matter. The services of a lady doctor are necessp,ry and we 
would request the Government to consider this ma.tter. 

Compemation for accidentB.-There is no provision in the Code for compensa.tion in 
case of accidents. Even the Workmen's Compensation Act does not a.pply to a.ccidents 
in fa.mine caDlps to la.bourers in the a.ct of working. We recommend that the Govern
ment will amend the Code, making suitp.ble provision. 

Section 40 of the Code.-The section provides for the appointment of a non-oflicial 
Famine .Rehef Committee in ea.ch taluk and in each large Lown, by the Collector, ilUmetlia-· 
tely the alarm signals indicated in section 34 make their appearance. We are of opinion 
that the procedure of nominating members to thisnon-oflicial Relief Committee by the· 
Collector should be changed. Our opposition to nominations is based on the usua.l aversion 
to such a procedure for all public bodies. The members should be elected at a public 
Dleeting held for the purpose by the Collector. 

In conclusion, we hope the Famine Code Revision. Committee will give its best 
consideration to the above memoranda, and make SUItable recommendations to the 
Government. 

Oral evidence 

Examined by EM R. SURYANABAYANA R~o: Q:
You have no personal knowledge of the lrngatlon 
oyatem under the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal. 

A.-No. . 
Q -So from what you heard you wrote "The 

wa~n of the Cuddapah-Kurnool canal were intend
ed for paddy a.nd oth",: valuable crops, but the 
'Waten . we learn were InsuffiCIent to grow sugar
cane the more r~munerative crop." 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-What do you 8ay to the compulsory levy of 

water-rate to make the Tunga.bha~ B<lheme a 

success P all 't' ll' h· Th re A.:.....U it is raised gr~u Y 1 18 a rig ,v. e 
should not be a sudden r""" 

Q.-Wbat i. your vi,!w with rega.rd to kudimar ... 
matP . .. 't Th A.-I 'am in favour of revtving 1 • e agency 
to enforce it ill the Revenue department j but they 
have not ~n able to enforce it. 

Q.-Do you think it ca.n be enforced by village 
panChaYfl ts P . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You have given a large number of suggestions 

regarding growing o~. treee: . a.n~ y~u have quoted 
the work done in B1lapur dlstrlci. In the Bomba.y 
Presidency. Have you had occasIon to see here 
how the panchayat foreata have suffered moat P 

A.-The forBliY do not exist now. 
Q.-Du ~ou mean to aay that due ~ grazing and 

cutting of trees, the forests have d18appe~ed and 
that the forest panchayau. should be abohshed P 

A.-I don't want the foreat pa.nchayata te, be 
abolished. 1 would like ,to ,su)!8 ... t that gra.nDg 
facilities may be allowed dlscrlmma.tely. 
Q.-Who~ do you suggest should have control of 

tho forests P . 
A.-{)f coune forest panchay.ta. 
Q.-You say "We Ilre of opinion that the Govern

ml'lot should not ooly maintain the fami~e w:orker 
in health hut develop the reserve power In hi~ ~ 
tide over the difficultles and after-effecta of famIDe. 
Is it YOl1r idea that famine baa psychologically a 
depressing effect on the worker P 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-Io it your idea that the giving of wages and 

the support the StAte giVeR i. not enough to restore 
confidenc-e within hims~lf which the ryot loses? So 
the policy under-lying the Code should be altered P 

A.-Yes: 1 have •• id tbe dole .yatem i. demoral-
ising. . 

Q.-You are in favour of doing away with the 
three cl ..... of worken, a.nd have only one cl ... of 
workenP 

A.-Y ... 

Q.-What do you suggest for the provision of 
compensation for accidents? The law as it stands 
makes a. distinction between accidents occurring 
U in the course of construction of a road " and (( for 
the purposes of construction of a road. II If it is 
U in the construction of the road" compensation is 
allo",ed. Do you suggest the low should be a.mended P 

The CUAIBJU.!rl: Government can take it up if there 
is justification. 

Q.-You are interested in the formation of pro
vinces on linguistio basis P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Which will you prefer first, the Tungabliadt. 
project or the formation of the province? 

A. -F:or the present I, will not trouble myself with 
that pomt of vIew. I Will put the economic progress 
of the distriet as the first thing, and then ouly all 
the other things. 

Q.-So 1 understand by implication the formation 
of the provin~ recedes, for the present? 

A.-Yes. 

Exa.min.d by Sri H. SrrAltA>lA REDDI: Q.-You 
say (( All these measures if taken in time may be 
able to keep the villagers alive. J' Is it not a fact 
that these measures are all,taken in time? 

A.-What I mean is Government do not start 
famine relief works immediately there is scarcity or . 
distro .. in the districts. They have to go through 
the three stages of work before they start famine 
relief work. What I suggest is that if these measures 
are taken in time, distress can be relieved. 

Q.-Do y'0u mean to suggest? if the current year'a 
1,nd rev~nue and the arrears of land revenue are 
remitted immediately there are signs of distress, the
famine can be relieved P 

A.-Yea. These things should be done expedi
tiously. Advancing of takkavi loans at cheap rates 
of interest, and siiD.ilar things should be done after' 
a period ot fa~e is over. 

Q.-You say the canals under the Tungabhadra 
project rna,- be made _ navigable with a view to eas,. 
and cheap transport. Don't you t.hink it will affect 
as a competition with railway and motor transport? 

A.-I am not concerned with that. But I see we' 
are having a project; it will be more useful' and 
more rem~nerative if we make the canals navigable. 

E".,mined by Mr. DoWLBY: Q.-We had to stop 
navigation in the Cuddapah-Kurn-ool canal. Don't 
you think the same thing will happen here? 

A.-No, because in the Godavari and Kistna canals. 
navigation is going on even at this time of ~_r. 
1 don't think the experience of the Cuddap.h-Kut>-
nool canal wiIJ be repeated here. ._ /' 
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Examined by Sri T. A. RA>uLn<OAJ< CIIlm.'IYAB: 
Q.-With reference to your answer about the ~orm .. 
tlOD of the linguistic provinces, we would Ilks to 
know where we stand? Would you put the scheme 
a·OOve aU other things P 

A -I would like Govermnent to take it up, and 
that other cOIlSideratioDB should not weigh with 
them, -

Q.-A resolution was p_ in the Legisla.ture 
favouring the formation of the provinces on the 
linguistic basi.. Do you mean to sa,. that we should 
incur an expenditure of 11 croree and divide? 

A.-There ill no BUch '8u~estion- at all. When 
there ia a J?artition in family, naturally the assets 
and liabilities a.re divided. 

a.-Will you be able to baar the whole burdenP 
A.-I hear we are putting the cart before the 

horse. The first need for our district is the Tung .... 
bhadra project. 

Q.-May 1 take it you prefer the project to the 
provinceP 

A.-I would suggest even if it is possible that the 
new p'rovince will have to bear the whole liability, 
we wlll do it and get a subvention from the Centrll1 
Government just &8 is done in the case of Sind. 

Q.-Do rou realize the implications of the Bcheme 
being taken up now P It means the formation of the 
provinces on linguistic basis will have to be post
poned? 

A.-It does not matter. So far as our distriot is 
concerned, my personal opinion is I would prefer 
the project to the province. No doubt I am the 
Secret~ of the District Congress Committee; but 
this subject has not been put before it, and 80 I 
have· no right to speak on behalf of it. The above 
is my personal opinion. . 

Examined by Sri N. SWAKINATBA ATTAR: Q.-As 
regards nllovigo.tion in the canals you bave to neg~ 
tiate lnoWltains and other natural obstrllctioDd. 
Have you considered that question P 

A.-I am 8Uggestinl?; navigation only subject to 
that. :r suppose this Will be thoroughly investigated. 
I have read about it that it js pOB8ible. 

Examined by Mr. L. B. G""",,: Q.-Under the 
head of alwnative or subsidiarY sources of employ
ment you taJk of industriaHza:tion of districta, and 
the possibility of establishing a cotton spinning mill. 
Do you consider the spinning mill should be a State 
elIterprise P 

A.-Yes. 
a.-All the capit.t should be from the StateP 
A.-Not all. About one-third, the rest of the 

capital can be from th" district. provided the 
management is vested in the Government. For in 
the put auc~,attempte have not been successful. 

a.-Under oottage industries, you refer to the 
Safe of Cloth Act. Do you consider the present 
liC'enoe-fee sufficient: or do you think it should be 
raised P • 

A.-The present rate i8 sufficient to protect the 
handloom industry. 

Q.-You refer to the cumbli weaving industry. 
Have you any personal knowledge P 

A.-No. .. 
Q.-Ba'Velou any knowledge of the raw materials 

required an the marketing facilities P 
A.-Marketing facilities are very poor. But the 

¥reatest difficulty is scarcity of wool. The supply 
18 very short, and that is why I have 8u~ested sheep 
breeding and that additional pasturmg facilities 
should be given. I have no knowledge of how to 
increase facilities for paeturage. 

Q.-You talk of foreign competition and foreign 
productsP 

A.-Yes, they are softer and more attractive and 
good in design. 

Q.-Are they used liy only the middle .1 ..... or 
by the agricultural classes a\so P 

A.-Almost all classes use them now. Everybody 
is now getting fashionable. 

0.-I8 there any competition from mills in North
ern IndiA' 

A.-Yes. 
VOL. n-l5l . - ,. 

Sri H. SlTdAIU. REDDI: In Poona, there i. 
what is called calendering by machine, by which 
cumbli is pressed and it becomes 10ft. Some eamplea 
have been 'sent to Hospet to see whether it cannot 
be done by people there. 

Q.-You talk of t~ industry. Is there any 
tanning done other than vijlage tanning P 

A.-No. 
Q.-Do you think there is scope for tanning 

industry in the BeUary diatrictP 
A.;-Yes. It i. all hides. 

Q.-You refer to handwmade paper. You recom
mend young men from district should be sent. In 
regard to this ten men have been sent for training P 

A.-But none from this district. 

Q.-Ten more will be sent shortly, and then your 
district will have its chanceP 

A.-I would suggest Government should take more 
men from this district in view of its famine condi
tions and poverty. 

Q . ...;....Do you think raw material necessary for the 
industry is available P 

A.-It c8.n be supplied from the leaving>! and 
paper-cuttings from the press. There are other raw 
materia.ls .,Iso. 

The OKAIBHAN: Q.-Are any agricultural opera-
tions done in summer P . 

A.-Yes, like clearing the field of weeds and the 
like... -

Q.-Iu your written evidence you say that the 
ryota' lands are left uncared for in Bummer during 
the famine P • 

A.-Yes .. when he if:' in famine camp. 

Q.-You also say that he is in poor hedth having 
lived on poor food during a fs.mine year. Wh&t is 
the reason for the poor food? ' 

A.-That is the food given in the camps. The 
ryots are not given enough food in the camps. 
Ordinarily he gets an anna and a half.· What 
nutritious food. can he get for that amount. 

a.-Wh.t does ne get normally P 
A.-A.hol:J.t 6 to 8 annas a da.y for the labonrer. 

So far as the pea68nt proprietor is concernt>d. it 
will depend upon the extent of land he owns. 

The I'lHAmHAN: Q.-I know that in the Siru
guppa-Adoni pipe line workmen were paid 8 annas 
and women 2 annas. The ordin8lT labourer never 
gets 6 annas or 8 lIonD&s a ~ay in summer, i.e., from 
May to JulJ: P . 

A.-He gets 6 BllDas a d.y by doing ordinary 
coolie work as for, e.g' J in house building. 

Q.-Do :you mean to say there is enough work to 
get him employed throughout the dry season. 

A.-No. Tha.t is why subsidiary schemes are 8U~ 
gested. 

Q.-You suggesti the development of hydro-electria. 
scheme under the Tungabhadra project. Are you 
certain that there would be sufficient head of water 
to make any hydro-electric scheme possible P 

A.-I have no personal knowledge, 

Q.-You say tliat the amount spent on the npkeep 
of these minor irrigation sources is very low.. What 
is the authority for this statementP Where was iii 
observedP· 

A.-It was found in one of the Land Revenue 
reports.. I have not made a note of it. 

Q.-You say that the alnount spent on the upkeep 
of minor irrigation sources bas been very low. Are. 
you not aWare of the special accelerated programmo 
of improvements to minor irrigation sources through
out the presidency on which very large sums have 
been spent. Did you take that expenditure into 
account when your note was written? 

A,-I have not been able to get at those figures. 

a.-But they were published? 
A..-My point is that in view of the laat that SODle 

of the tanka are sold to private parties and the 
feeder channels are not kept in proper order. that 
more attention be given to these minor irrigation 
tanka and more money oould profitably be spent OD 
tha existing min.()r irrigation saurcea. 
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Q.-<>n the last page of your written evidence 
under section 97 (C) you have made four suggestions. 
Item (2) Bays that mon.y-I.nd.rs, sp.cially Pathans 
should DOt. be allowed to harass these labourers P 
Have you any evidence of the town money-lenders 
harassing labourers in this district and in what way 
are they harassing them P 

A.-Th.y demand r.payment of their dues. Th. 
money-lenders lend money at an exorbitant rate of 
interest. 

_ Q.-Would you suggest any m .... ur •• to pteVeut 
harassing? 

A.-I want some s()n of restriction of their acti
vities to prevent harassing. 

Q.-Your next suggestion is the opening of .co
operative grain stores Dear the camps. Who is gomg 
to co-op.r"te? 

A.-The villagers. 

O.-Do you mean the labourers on work P 
A.-No. Not the labourers but a group of villages 

could start a store. I suggest that even the Co
operative department may open up a grain store 
th.re. 

Q.-Do you think tha,t would .be possible havi,!g 
regard to the fact that in a famme year grain w 111 
be difficult to procure-? 

-A.-The contractor is more inten~ upon his profit 
tba.n in givin.g cheap supplies of gram to the labo'!lr
era there. That is why I suggest a. co-operative 
.tore will be u •• ful. 

q.-Have you had any experience of a co-operative 
SOClety of this kind? . 

A.-No. I have ex,Perience .of a co-operatlve 
store at Hospet for taking over Jaggery. Tbat has 
been very useful to the ryots. The id.a underlying 
that augg.stion i. that grain should b. suppli.d to 
the labourers at a ch.ap rate. I 

Q.-The Government are always in a position to 
control prices. You say that the amount spent on 
the upkeep of minor irrigation sources is very low. 
The amount sp.nt in Bellary on the accel.rate.d 
programme of improvements from 1935 to 1938 18 
about Re. 1,45,000. Would you still say that the 
amount is low P , ~ 

A.-I do not say that. the amount spent 18 not 
suffici.nt but I say that there are many tanks that 
still need a.ttention from Government by way of 
reclamation, restoration and reinforcement of bUI;lds. 

Q .-on that p'oint are you aware that there are 
considerable facilities for ryota who are-a.ff~cted to 
make representations to the local village officers, 
Revenue Inspectors, Tabsilda1'8, ja~abandi officers 
and even direct to the Collector. Is It ever done? 

A.-I do not know wh.thar it is done. 

Q.-You cannot give me a.ny direct authority for 
the statem.nt that the amount spent on the upkeep 
i. very low. 

A.-No. 

Examinad hy Mr. F. M. DOWLBr: .. Q.-;Would :ron 
have any obiection to Government mtroducmg 
legislation making the payment of water-rate .com
pulsory if they bring in the Tungabhadra proJect? 
Do you agree that it would b. f .... ibl. P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Would you have any ohjection to comp.~ tb. 
owners holding more than what they could cultivate 
to oell the ",reas th.y cannot cultivate, at the pre-
.. ailing market rate? . 

A.-They would, naturally do It them .. lves. 

Q.-You are not in favour of legislation to compel 
th.m to •• U away, the idea h.inl! that the dev.lop
ment of irrigation would be rapid P 

4.-1 cannot tell you: 

q.-Do you approve the idea ~f Goyer~ment acqui!,
In~ the whole area and breaking It Into economIC "
holdin". P 

.4 .-It WOuld b. a good idaa. 

Q.-You say under major 'projects in paragraph 
2 "the western talnks a.re comparativ~ly betwr 
4Iuited for minor irriga.tion works and sinking of 
weU. aa the soil is red in most pa.rta. Thus the 
whole district can be covered up by the major P!oject 

and other minor irrigation works and wells suita.ble 
to the M'e&8. JJ Do you think tha-t the investigation 
and the execution of these minor works could go 
ahaa_d of t~e Tungabhadra project and should b. 
conSIdered Independent of it. 

A..-The;!: ca,n go on indep.ndently 80 far as the 
western tafuks are concerned. 

Examined by Mr. H. R. DOG .... : Q.-Undar ocale 
of wages and allowa.n~s you say that u the scale 
of wa.ges were. drawn m ,18'75 and that because the 
Beale of s(t.1.arles of offiCials has been raised since 
then, the scale of famine wages should =\lso be in
cr_ed. . Do y?U knoW" that the wages ar.. based 
OD a gram eqUivalent? 
- A.-My point is that :the needs of the people have 
lDc.t:eased considerably since 1875 and that the grain 
eqUivalent should· be more so that better provision 
may be ml:!de for other items in the diet. 

Q.-You say (l '.Ve .would recommend that the 
Gov.rnment should mstltute a system of equaJ wages 
for all ~dultsf men and WODlen for a eight hours 
work which should replace the pre.lJent task system U 

Should no work be extracted from th.m? If 80 h' 
and what? J ow 

A.-I discussed this question with some charge offi
cers and I agree that the task system be maintained. 

- Q.~You say th .. t stone breaking i. declar.d to he 
!1d~pted as. & la.st. reeort. I don't know E!xaC"tJy where 
It IS mentIoned In ~he Code and what objection you 
have to sto~e breakmg? 

A:-Becau8e that is hard work. Works of gr.ater 
utlhty could be doo •. 

. Q.-:-Do you think it is ha-rder than earth excava-
tlon In dry seBSon P 

A.-Proba.b)y it is hard.r. My suggestion i. that 
~orks. of ';1tlhty ~uch as the covering up of depres
SIOns 1D village Sites, etc., be undertaken instead of 
breaking stones which lie for years and years. 

Q.-:-Do lOU want the stone which is collected to 
be utlllZ8d even after the famine is over? 

A.-Y... Th!,y.should be utilized and .hould not 
b. a,lIowed to lie uile on the road. 

. IJ·-Ha,ve you any objection to the whol. of the 
In:1gab1e area covered by ,the. ~ung!!-bhadra projeot 
beIng bro~ght under one admmistratlve province? 
A.-~es. We a.re now in the Madras province we 

would lIke to continue in it and for the present take 
up the Tungabhadra project- and think of our ro
vmces lat~ on . . T~e ,!h,?le district should reJain 
stat'f.!'S ~J as hngulStlc provinces will mean 
cuttmg up Into two areas the Xarnataka and Andhra. 

Q.-Do 'you know tb&t all projects ar. constructed 
from borrowed funds and don't you think. that a 
person who ·wa.nts to borrow should ha.ve enough 
asse~? . 

A .-The Madras Government have enough assets 
for the purpose. 

Q:-You say that the dole system demoralizes 
workers? What is the other method you would 
suggest? 

A..--Spinning and handIoom weaving. 

Q. ~ In your written evidence you -say that H people 
su~ermg from pangs of hunger take risks in satis-
fylDg that hunger by committing crimes which have 
to. be put down by the Governmf'nt. H Do you 
th.Ink that only poverty is responsible for these 
crunesP 

A .-During famine it is one of the causes of the 
increase in crime. 

Q.-in your written evidence you &&y "that the 
attention of the Government should not he defi.ctod 
fro~ the main project. J) Hitherto 80 many minor 
proJects hav:e been stopped on Bccount of the Tunga
bhadra proJect. Have you any objection to these 
project. being undertaJten ind.pendently of the 
Tungabhadra project P 

A .-1 have no objection. But we believe that for 
the present the Government should ccnfin. iteslf to 
the major projects which will efficiently answer the 
needs of the· usually famine affected area's in the 
districts of Bellary, Anantapur and Kurnoo!. 
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Q -There are other areas which are famine striken 
'Whe~ there are several small lrojects wJ:tich caD 
irrigate ten to twenty thousan acres which have 
been put away on account of the Tungabhadra pro
ject. Have you any objection to undertak~ all these 
projects apart from the Tungabha.dra proJect? 

4.-1 have DO knowledge about them.. 

Q.-Regarc!ing kudimaramat you .ay that ·the 
practice can be revived. Do you know that Govern .. 
ment have not been able to enforce kudimaramat 
always in the villages po • 

A ,-The I?ractice was there in the past and It can 
well be reVIved. 

Q.-Do you think that tl).e people will voluntarily 
give free labour when requlI'ed? 

A.-You should a.sk them to give labour or a 
money payment in lieu thereof. 

Q.-Do you approve the idea that a kudi~aram.at 
tax of half anna in the rupee should be levled and 
aet apart for village improvement work when the 
ryots are not prepared to give t.heir labour P . 

A .-1 think that the suggestIon could be CODSI
dered. 

Q.-Do you think people would agree to that BU!!'" 

gestionP . 
A..-I ca.n't say. I think kudlmaramat -would ~e 

better beca.use that would make the ryots self-reh
ant. 

Examined by Sri N. SANl<ARA RJoDDI: Q.-;-The 
items given in section 84 of the Code are saId to 
be symptoms of the eixstence of famine or ~istz:eas. 
In these da'Ys of improved means of commuDlcatlOns 
and railway transport, don't you agr.ee .tha~ the 
staple price of foodstuffs cannot be an lndlcation of 
the non-existence of famineP 

A..-It is one of the indie&tions and not the only 
indication. ' 

Q.-Can it be an indication when there is'qu.ick 
transport and competitive trade. Don't you thmk 
'that this clause should be ... deleted frl)m the Code P 

A.-It may he deleted. 

Q.-As regards contraction of credit, don't :f0ll 

t.hink that 'this clause also should be deleted in View 
C)f the fact that in these days of depression there oa.n 
be no contraction of credit? 

A.-No. There is bound to be contraction of 
<CJ'8dit in times of distress. 

a.-Increase of crime is to be taken as one of the 
indications of the scarcity or distress. My point is 
that in these days of improved and quicker trans
port robbery or thefts on a la·rge scale 18 not. possible 
even' thoul!5.h there is clist:ress. Don't you th~nk that 
in these CIrcumstances dlstress cannot be ::;ald to l·e 
Don-existent beCause there is no increase in crime? 

A.-I"think it i8 an indication of distress, for we 
'have heard that grain granaries have ~een. looted 
and grain stolen for the sake of food m tlmeB of 
distress. These are all oa&ea of theft. 

Q.-Don't you think th:a~ they cannot commit 
erimes under modern condltlons P , 

A..-No. They can do and there are instances. 
:But it is lust an indica.tion. • 

Q.-Do 'you think that Bpinning can be effectively 
-organized as a famine relief measure P 

A.-I think it could be tried in weaving cent~, 
<Of the district. I have suggested a few centres In 
.my written evidencet places where there are hand
looms which can easily take this yarn. 

Q.-Don't you think that it would involve any 
'heavy less to Government if taken as a relief 
meaBureP 

A.-No, provided the mana.gement is given into the 
band. of an expert body like the All-India Spinners 
Association. 

Examined by ABDllL RAwOOlr SAHIB Bahadur: 9.
I find that the expression cc we " has been used rlght 
through in your written evidence. Are we to take 
it as a reply from the District Congress Committee.? 

A.-Our committee appointed three persons to 
-draft a memorandum for presentation to this 
.committee. 

Q.-Then I suppose it is a reply from the District 
Congress Committee and that you are speaking on 
behalf of that body P . 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Regardio@: opening of grain stores, are you 
not aware that In these famine camps there are such 
depots where rates are fixed by the Collector at 
which the contractor should sen. How is your sug
gestion going to improve matters? 

A.-My point is that the contractors make'a pro
fit, at the expense of the labourer. The contractors 
also make huge profits in the sa.le of thattis, tooI~ 
etc., used for erecting famine camps. Famine opera
tions are expluited by contractors. This heavy drain 
of the ratepayers' money should be stopped hy 
minitfiizing the evil to the utmost. I have suggest
ed that these contracts should be so arranged that 
there is less profit to the contra'cto1'8. If there is a 
Government depot it might be possible to sell gram 
at cost pri~. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHINATIIA ATTAR: Q.
I think the famine relief committees may be eIl
trusted with the work? 

A.-They are better acquainted with the market 
'conditions than the contractor. 

Q.-Nothing prevented them from giving ten-
d~P • 
. A.-They are ooncerned mai.n\y with giving relief 
and they did not know that they could also give 
tenders. -

Q.-It i!!l one way of helping the famine a.dDJinis
tration if the famine relief committees undertake 
this workP 

ABDUL RAWOOll' SABllI Bahadur: a.-You Sl1ggest 
only co-ope.ra.tive societies. 19 the famine labourer 
exploited by t:he shopkeeper? 

A.-Yes, to a certain extent in the grain depotL. 
Q.-How, when the rates are being rh:ed by the 

Collector? 
A.-The qus.lity C&Il be altered. 

Sri Diw.a.n Baba'dur N. SWUUNATlIA AyY'A1I.: Q.
Don't you know that none of these labourers pur
chase their grains at these depots but thev go awav 
taking their money P ~ .. • 

A.-I would also suggest that they he paid in 
kind instead of in cash. .. 

ABDUL R.A WOOl' SAHIB Babadur: Q.-You say in 
your written evidenc-e that If one cannot expect the 
finances of the ryot to improve by these llleasures 
• • ., etc. JJ How do you think it should be 
remedied? You have not suggested any means of 
remedying them? 

A.-The remedy' lies in expediting relief and by 
Buitably altering the Code in the maWler sugg8b~ 
so that he may have better food. 

Q.-These are all after..effecf.s of famine. Do you 
expect Government to mak~ provision for after
effects of famine? Have you any suggestions for 
giving relief? 

A .-1 have not made cmy suggestions. I ha.ve 
merely mentioned the conditions obtaining before 
l\lld after the famine. \ 
.. Q.-You want State assistflnoo to tide over all the 

dHficulties. In what ways do YOIl want D£l:1istance? 
A.-In all wo.ys that the ryot has been .ffc'Cted. 
Q .-So far as the cattle are concerned you Sll~ 

that Government should take over all the livestock 
necessary for agricultural operatious and maintain 
them duri~g' famine P • 

A.-Yes, just as they maintain the laQourers. 

Q.-You refer to tbe assignment of tanks. You 
have made DO definite Buggeations that these should 
be taken over by the Govet'nment? 

A.-Where tanks have been assigned already, they 
should he reclaimed and restorud. . 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SW.UlDHTHA AYTAB~ Q.
Even W'hen there is no condition while assigning 
that they .hould he given back when wanted? 

A.-I made a general suggestion that in' cases 
where these have been assigned freely Government 
should resume them • 

.. 
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The CB4lR>IAN: Q.-We cannot ree1lme lanru. which 
are in priva.te pOBBession. They can only be 
acquired. 

A.-Then they should be acquired. 

ABDUL RAwoo" SAHIB Bahadur: Q.-You refer to
the delludation of fOlasts. Is that not an indic&
tion that the forest pancha.yate ha.ve not been doing 
their work properl~ P 

A.-l was referrmg only to the forests in the San-
dur State as it affects the rainfall of this district. 

Q.-Do ;you advocate r~fforestation P 
A.-Yes. ' 
Q.-Don't you think that forest 'panchayats are 

responsible for denudation of a large number of 
forests? 

A.-I have no personal knowledge. 
Q.-I suppose the hand-apinning YOI1 have sug

gested is not for the famine labourer P 
A.-It could be introduced ... a cottago industry 

during f8~ine to relieve famine distress. It is one 
of the ways by which a la.bourer can sit at home 
and work., 

Q.-Do you w ... t all famine workers to be given 
this kind of work P 

A.-NOt only in certain places where the people 
have hereditary training and where there are faci
lit'll! for hand-spinning. 

Sri R. SUBYANABAYANA RAo: Q.-Have you exa
mined wh!'tber the labourer would be able to earn 

by spinning ... much ... he can by attendiug fnmin .. 
work? , 

A.-Yes, 8 hours spinning would give him mucil 
more than famine wage. 

Q.-But it is only experts that can do soP 
A.-That is why I have auggested that it should 

be introduced in oortein places? 
Q.-Then you don't advocate that it should 

replace famine work P 
A.-No, I have made this clear. 

ABDUL RAWOOB SAHIB Bah.dur: Q.':"'You s.y that 
II we however are against the practice of a.ppointing 
low·paid clerks as charg.e officers, far instance a. per
son getting RB. 50 or BO to get .. jump to RB. 150 
or more." Have you got any specific instaucesP 

A.-Instances have been brought to my notice that 
people who are drawing Re. 60 30t a jump to 
Re. 150. I don't know the nam .... 

The CHAm ...... : Q.-I am sure you cannot give 
one instance. When it came to your notice that 
these contractors are being paid far too much were ~ 
any atel'B taken to brinJ>: It to the notice of th .. 
authorities1 the Collector or the Famine Ellgineer 
or any on~ else P 

A.-We -diBcossed it with the representative of the 
district. It did not strike me to bring it home to 
the authorities and at the ~t opportunity I men

~tioned it in my memorandum. 

The examination of Mr. S. J. BALBAJ, Executive Engineer, Famine Division, was 
then taken up. 

Written evidenc e. 
I give below my opinion on the questions regarding the Famine Code Revision :

SBCTION I. 
1. Measures for the preoention 0)' mitigation of farp.ine.-The cause of famine is 

primarily failure of crops from insufficiency of rain or from wax or pestilence. Out of 
these, the most common in the Ceded districts is due to insufficiency of rain. Any measure 
therefore to rrevent or mitigate famine will be to ensure more rainfall or to tap any sub-soil 
\'later available. The average rainfaJ1 in these districts is about 23 inches. 

Wit;. regard to ensuring more rainfall, the only practical measures will be to attract 
'. t.he water in the atmosphere. This can be done only by increasing the forest area and to 

see that more trees are grown. The hills in the Ceded districts, specially in the Bellary 
and Anantapur districts are bare of any trees. Huge boulders stand packed up one over the 
other. TimbeI' producing trees are scarce. But we still find patches of fine trees in the 
old military grounds and round old temples. We could only assume that thE! 1IOi\ wan 
conducive to the growth of trees. But these had been deliberately cut down later. The 
consequence is that the soil in the hills had been eroded and the bare rocks exposed, which 
split and crumble owing to the extremes of temperature. 

An attempt should be made to plant trees near the foot of the hills and in all available 
poramboke lands. The ryots should be encouraged to grow trees in their field boundaries. 
In every village one week in the year should be set apart as a tree planting week. Each 
villager should be encouraged to plant one tree at least. 

More trees will mean more humidity and more raiD.. The trees in the hill slopes will 
prevent soil erosion and will promote more vegetation. The hare rocks will once again be 
covered with soil and with vegetation, and we may expect more rain. ' 

Tapping the sub-soil water is another method in which the ryot could be profited and 
th~ rigourq of famine mitigated. At present, the sub-soil water has not been tapped to 
the full ext!!nt. Less land is under irrigation in Bellary than in any other districts in thE' 
Presidency except the Nilgiris, Malabar and South Kanara. The total area watered by 
wells, tanks and channels.in a normal year is only between 2 and .8per cent of the net 
area cropp~d. 

Iu some of the vankas sub-soil water is met with within a depth of 2 feet to 3 feet 
below bed even during dry months. This water can be ut,ilized for raising dry and garden 
crops at least in the borders of vankas. Whereas in other districts we find picotta.hs 
and other baling appliances along the vanka margins, we do not see much of these in the 
Ceded districts. 

More spring ohannels may be excavated and the water made use of. This will help 
those villages lying close to any river or vanka. 
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In the Ceded districts except probably in Cuddapah, we find. that irriga.tion from 
wells is vav small. li BOme ageeement could be entered mto &liong the ryots of villages~ 
it may be possible to sink common wells to irrigate about 40 to f>0 a.cres. A well for 
every 60 acres m suitable localities will help the ryots to tIde over .. perIod of drought. 

Where there are copious springs, tube wells can also be tried. 
There is another method of preventing famine. Instil into the minds of the people 

more self-reliance. Famine is not the correct word to be used for the condition prev .. iling. 
We can call it .. Unemployment" or some cases" Distress." December to August is .. -
perIod, when the ordinary ryot has no work in the field. Harvesting is ovel" and time for 
ploughing has not come. Of course, if the season had been bad, BOme of the ryots may 
not have enough to eat. It is only these that have to be h~lped. L~t us ~ee how m .. ny 
people will attend the Famine camps if we gIve them theIT wages m gram a.nd not m 
money, setting .. task for full wages. We will sur~ly find that the number of workers
will go down considerably. Workers, who complam th .. t the wages &re not enough. 
refuse point blank a free feed in the kitchen.. This either shows that they have enough 
to eat in their houses or that the wages, which they get m money &re more than then
requirements for food. 

Generally, the man who works in the field is not paid in cash, but in kind. If We 
also st&rt paymg the wages in kind, we will be gradually weauing them out of their 
desire for famine works and they will be more self-reliant and prudent. 

2. (a) (i) IT1'igation-Major.-I have pra.ctical knowledge of irrigation under cilDals 
in the Coleroon Anicut System. If the ryots were left to grow what crop they liked, 
the same result as has been noticed in the 1l:urnool-Cuddapah canal will follow. The· 
average ryot is very conservative in his methods. He does not easily deviate from the
methods of his forefathers. He does not know any theory about agriculture, but only 
goes by practice and experience. He has to be taught and given practical demonstrations
about rotation of crop, improved ploughing methods and contour bunding .. 

If the ryot himself is convinced by the Agricultural department that new methods. 
of cultivation will improve the yield of -his land, he will follow these and the failure of 
irrigatIOn in the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal may not be repeated in the Tungabhadra 
Project. 

If the Tungabhadra Project materializes, it is not going to prevent or mitigate f"mine
in all parts now liable to famine. 

I do not exactly know how the main canals of the Tungabhadra run. I presume. 
irrigation from the canal will be only for dry crops, and canal water may also be sent 
to some of the rain-fed tanks, where wet cultivation is being done now. 

The main reasons for my saying that Tungabhadra Project is not going to prevent 
famine in all the parts now affected lI.re as follows :-

1. Some of the famine &rea is outside the land covered by the project. Parts of
SiJ:uguppa, Adoni and Rayadrug taluks are affected in the Bellary district and the project 
is not .going to help the taluks in Kurnool district excepting the 1l:urnool taluk. Neither' 
is it gorug to help the famine affected &rea in the Anantapur district. 

2. Very few people, who report to the famine camps are skilled workmen, who
could be employed in the actual execution of work. They &re not used to h&rd manuat 
labour .. 

3. The people have no experience of irrigation for dry crops. In course of timp. 
thoy may, but not at l'resent. _ 

4. It may cost about Ra. 40 to Rs. 50 an acre to form terraces for dry irrigation 
and the average ryot has not this much of capital. -

5. The Ceded districts are so thinly populated tbat it is doubtful whether there 
will be enough men for cultivating the land, when intensive cultivation is started in the 
whole project area. 

No doub~ a po~tion of the famine area, i:e., the nort~ern portion of the Bellary and: 
~urnool d,str,cts WIll be bene~ted b~ the project and fa~~e may be a thing of the past 
In these tracts. But the project will not prevent or mItIgate famine in all p&rts now 
liable to famine .. 

2. (a) (ii) I ha.ve no suggestions to offer as I do not know how it is desirned at-
present. 0 

(iii) I have no suggestions for a more productive or protective work which are
p~cticablp from. an engineering point of view, as I do not know the countr~ enough to 
gIve any suggestIons. -

(b) Minor irrigation and wells.-(i) The fRct thnt the numher of tanks in these 
district& especially in the famine area is -very small and that the few tanks ;"e highly 
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silted up alld the fact \,hat many of the wells ,are in a dilapidated condition go to pl'ove 
that the area. i.r;rigated by these tanks and weJ.!s is decreasmg. 

, In my opinion this decrease is due to want of rain, primarily, and to the !&zines5 
to work and consequent poverty of the ,people. 

(ti) For improving the wells, the ryots must be encouraged to take loan from 
.Government, which may be given to them on nominal interest or even without anv 
interest at all. M,ore co·operative societies should be formed. • 

Silting up of tanks is a natural event. But I suggest the following methods for 
.at least retaming this action ;-

(1) Tanks are formed by bunding up the deepest portion of the valley and 
allowing the surplus water to escape at the flanks. This encourages the silt 
and the sand carried by the floods to be deposited at the bed of the tank. To 

'avOld this, there must be surplus escape at the deepest portion of the tank 
in addition to the surplus escapes of the flanks. Provision of a weir at the 
deep bed of a tank is costly and that is one reason why the weirs are at present 
built at the flanks. But considering the ultimate farm, which the bunding 
up of the valley does in silting and diminishing the capacity of the tank it i. 
wort,h while building these weirs at the deepest bed. These weirs should 
bave undersluices, which should be operated as soon as the tank reaches 
F. T .L. If this is done, most of the silt deposited will be removed to the 
drainage course below. 

(2) The ryots should be taught about the value of this silt for his lands and he 
should be encouraged to remove this silt and use it for his lands. 

(3) Where the tanks have considerably silted up, the weirs must ,be raised so 
that the F. T.L. and capacity of the tank also are increased. The foreshore 
laud which will be submerged by this raising of the F.T.L. should be acquire~ 
by Government. 

(4) Wherever famine labour is available in the vicinity of tanks, relief work 
should include the removal of silt from these tanks. Unfortunately these 
tanks are seldom in the famine area. 

(iiii Minor irrigation sources are dependent on the season for their supplies and 
so are of no use in preventing or mitigating famine. But this is not the case with all 
the wells. These wells can always be deepened and some water may be made available 
except ill years of extreme drought. ' 

(iv) I do suggest that an increase in the number of wells will improve the situation. 
Common wells should be dug for every 50 acres in water-bearing area. There 

must be an agreement among the ryots for the use of water from these common wells. 
As this will be only for dry crops each land could be irrigated once in ten days. So it 
will be enough, if there is enough yield for 5 acres of dry crop. 

, In the Erode taluk where the ryot is a hardworking agriculturist and where one 
could see the men working in the field all through the year, we see a well for nearlv 
every field. The well water is invariably brackish. They raise bumper crops of chillies, 
tobacco, onions, etc., with this brackish water. While the lower Bhavaui Project was 
being investigated, the objection of some of the ryots for taking Bhavani water was that 
it was not brackish and so unfit for raising chillies and tobacco. So the statement that 
brackish water is not :fit for crops is not correct and not borne by facts. 

2. (e) ConiouT bund forming.-I strongly recommend the suggestion of contour 
bundmg as long as care is taken to correctly contour the land. 

Extensive bunding up of the tract will to a slight extent diminish the supplies to 
the mmor irrigation sources by reduoing the run-off. But this will not materially 
diminish it. 

The absorption by the soil is such a small percentage of the rainfall that there need 
not be any fear of the minor irrigation sources being depleted on this account. 

!:l. (d) Dry farming.-I have no suggestions to offer. 
2. (e) Afforestation.-(l) All the hills, even if they are rocky and barren should be 

taken charge of by the Forest department. 'I'reea must be planted from the bottom 
.of the hill slopes, where there is some spi!. No cutting of shrub or branch should be 
,allowed. When there is even a slight growth of grass and shrub, this will prevent soil 
erosion. In course of some y~ars, there will be a deposit of soil a little higher up in the 
hill slope. This portion should be planted with suitable trees. Gradually in course of 
time, we will :find the whole barren rock covered with soil and vegetation. We find that 
some trees are able to grow even in crevices where there is slight moisture and some 
little soil. These' hills should be strictly reserved. No grazing and ;no cutting of dead 
branchJ8 should be permitted. Even the dried leaves should not be removed but should 
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.be allowed to rot in the crevices and form. into manure for small plant gro.wth. This 
'World of ours was once molten rock and from this sprang up our forests. 

(2) All pora.mboke lands should be planted with trees. There are now topes of 
.nne trees, which had been planted in the old military grounds. 

(3) Trees should be planted all along road porambokes and road margins, in fact 
in all ava.ilable vacant land. 

I would recommend, that tamarind, margosa and kanaka trees can bt. plahted. 
Margosa is a tree, which has a reputation to grow in very poor soil. But I !eave the 
.selectIon of trees to the Forest department. 

2. (Ij Alternative or subsidiary sources Of employment-(i) Large scale industry.
This country has iron ore, manganese and gold and to. a certain .extent. copper also. 
Attempts may be made whether these could not be quarrIed econoIDlcaily ill a· commer
·ciaJ way. There is no other large scale industry. 

(ii) Cottage industries.-The present cottage industrieS" in these districts are very 
few cloth and blanket weaving and dyeing seem to be the only occupation and these too 
in ~ small seaJe as these are the occupations of ouly particular castes. 

I would suggest that even poultry farming would be a profitable concern. If each 
lamily were to havt'l half a dozen fowls and if there are some marketing centres, this 
.cottag~ industry will be a success. 

2. (g) I have no practicaJ experience about .. sparked water." 

SECTION II. 

Purposes of famine operations .and principles of famine relief. 

a. I completely agree with the statement. of policy of the purposes of famine 
-operatIOns and principles of famine relief as laid down in the introduction of the Famine 
'Code and section 137 thereof. The State should interfere only to protect the people from 
starvation in times of distress and the wage shonld be just sufficient to maintain healthy 
persons in heaJth. I 

4. Chapter II of the Code-Preliminary measures of enquiry and preparation when 
.the rains fail.-I suggest no modification to this chapter. 

5. Chapter III-PeriOd of obse1'1Jation and test.-(a) The opening of test· works is a 
.necessary preliminary to the grant of relief. 

(b) In some test works we find the number of women is considerably more than 
men. If there is real distress we should expect a greater proportion of men as, in the 
Bellary district and I believe it is the same in other Ceded districts-there are more men 
than women. So I suggest that a test work shonld not be converted into a relief till we 
find the proportion of men to women is at least 1 : 2. 

During test and also in relief period, payment of wages shonld be in grain pro
portjonate to the outturn of work. This will eliminate these people who come to' work 

.only to· get some extra money to keep them in comfort. If this is done, the works will 
·attract only those who are really without any grain for their daily consumption. 

S. Chapters IV and VI-Declaration of distress and commencement of relief and 
description of the "arious measure .• of relief·-In section 58, nothing has been stated for 
arranging the sta.ff required III the Public Works Depnrtment for carryina out the relief 
works. An additional sub-paragraph may be added as follows:- b 

.. (i) Inform the Chief Engineer about executjve staff required for carrying out 
Pnblic Works." 

I do not suggest any other modification to Chapters LV and "VI. 

SEOTION m. 
Scale of wages aM allowa1Wes and the diet scale. 

7. Section 97.-There is an impression that class m workers betwen the aaes of 
i 2 and 14, if they are employed on carrying or some equivalent labour can be classed 
,ullder class II. To avoid this, class II workers may be defined as .. Adnlts above 14 
years of age employed on carrying or some equivalent labour." 

Similarly under section lIS, class IV may be defined as ... \dults including hospital 
·patients and persons attending them over 14 years of age." 

8. (a) Section 128 (a).-For dependants classes V (c) and V (d) the .. wagAS or 
.. allowances in tolas of grain" is less than the total of .. grain items" and" other ite';'s .. 
in tolas. Whereas for the other classes of workers and dependants, the wages are more 
,than the totals of .. grain items " ~d ." other items." .This margin as per section 1OO 
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(a) (ii) is intended to cover any deficiency in the •. other items " owing to a sudden rise
in price of otiler items diaproportionate to the rise In price of grain. 

In order to give such benefit to cJ.a.sses V (c) and V (d) which are the majority of 
classes fed in the kitchen-" wages or allowances in tola.s of gra.in " of cla.sses V (c) and 
Y (d) shoulcl be increa.sed to 35 and 25-simila.r corrections should a.lso be made in table 
given in page 134 of the Code. 

Strictly as per Code, each class of dependant should have different proportion for" 
the .. pulusl' " or the .. other items." This is not done. All the total qua.ntities of 
other items are mixed together and served equally. 

Rest day allowances are given on the da.y previous to the rest da.y. Section 135 
sta.Les tha.t allowance sha.ll not be given to those who have been less than three days on 
the work. If we take this literally, it means that if a person works for the first three" 
days in a camp, and then stays away, he is entitilld to one da.y's rest a.llowa.nce for each 
week, the camp is continued. 

As rest da.y a.llowa.nce is paid on the day previous to it and as the person must come 
to the work on this day to receive the allowance, this day must be included in one of 
the three days. He must also be present on any two previous days in the week. 

The wording of this paragraph ma.y be altered as followa-" The a.llowa.nce sha.ll 
Dot be Itiven to those, who have been less than three, days on the works in that week 
includIng the day previous to the rest da.y, etc." 

Section 132.-Pregnant women are allowed to absent themselves for three weeks 
before delivery. There ha.ve been caRes where pregnant women have" not delivered within 
thIS period. They are a.lso in such a.n advanced stage of pregnancy tha.t they are not 
able to attend the ca.mp hospitals to get further certificate from the M:'edica.1 officer. 
Tiley are therefore not given the privilege of leave of absence for the days exceeding three 
weeks before delivery. For these days' they lose their wages. I suggest that in sucb 
exce}:tional cases, full wages may be given for the remaining da.ys before delivery. To 
pI'event abuses this extended period of leave should never exceed seven days. 

8. (b) The existing a.llowance for vegetables in the table under section 128 (a) is 
sufficient. It is normally possible in some famine camp'" to obtain vegetables on the 
eXIsting scale. But for some interior camps vegetables have to be obtained from long 
distances. In such cases I recommend that conveyance charges may be paid separately 
and not included in the cost of this ration. 

In normal years, tlte type of worker, who resorts to famine works is not accustomed 
to obtain this quantity of vegetable during this season. Usually he takes vegetable about 
once or twice a week. 

8. (c) As suggested already I recommend that the wages be paid in grain. Other
wise tltere ,s no method by which we can see that the money is spent on his food. 
I have seen women buying bangles and men buying beedies with their wages. 

8. (d) ChapteT IX-Gratuitous Telief.-I have no modifications to suggest to the
provisions of this chapter, which are ample. 

SECTION IV. 

The size and natuTe of the task in famine wOTks. 
9. The task work system as explained in Chapter :vII is the best for famine workp-. 
Limited piece work system may be abolished for Public Works as it is very 

cumbersome to work out. 
The following modifications are suggested to Chapter VII and Appendix D:

Sectiotl 88 (lO).-Under the duties of the charge officer is given the" adjustment 
of the task within the limits allowed in tlte authorized tables." 

The charge officer is not competent to do this. In section 105 (correction slip), 
this duty has been assigned to the work-agent. To be in conformity with this. 
Rection, item 10 in section 88 should be deleted. 

Sertion 99 (bl.-The total number of persons working in the different famine 
camps should not be the criterion for additional subdivisions. The necessity for 
a new subdivision should he based on tlte number of charges and the distance 
between each charge and the jurisdiction. So, when the Collector estimates 
that there are likely to be more than 40,000 persons on Public Works for a period 
of not less than three months or when the number of charges during the period 
is likely to exceed 8, he should arrange with tlte Superintending Engineer with
out delay for constitution of additional subdivision. 

Appendix D (5l.-For the same reaSOllS stated previously the number of workerS' 
should Dot be taken as the criterion for additional charge. Additional subdivisions should.. 
be formed as @oon as the number of charges exceed 8. 
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Appendiz D (34).-In practice, it is found very difficult to muster the coolies,mark 
out and allot work to them and to disperse them for their work at 7-30 A.M •. The'hours 
of work may be altered from 7-30 A.M. to 8-30 A.!C with the rest of two hours from 12 
noon to 2 P.M. The Collector should have power to alter the hours of this rest period of 
two hours. ' 

A clause must be added that checking officers, when they find coolies absent during 
check, can mark them absent for the full day. 

It sometimes happens that some gangs are able to finish ,their works earlier than 
sunset and refuse to do more than their task. Can these people be asked to do work after 
they complete their work and if they refuse, can they be marked absent, for the full 
day? 

Appendia: D 83 (a).-Allows the maistries to make payments to coolies, if the head
men of gangs are illiterate. There are certain defects in this arrangement. (1) It takes 
a long time for the maistries to disburse the wages to the coolies individually; (2) the 
coolies have to be idle for a long time, while this is being done; (3) if the coolies are 
against a maistry they easily concoct a story that they have not been paid in full; (4) the 
maistry, being an outsider as far as the coolies are concerned, is tempted to swindle and 
run away, whereas if payment is made through the headman, he cannot do so and in any 
case the headman will be available in the village and will be roughly handled hy the coolies, 
if he swindles any money due to the workers. The workers will also bave more trust in 
their hpAWmen whom they have selected than in the maistry, who is a stranger to them; 
and (5) illiteracy of Kolkar does not mean that he could not disburse the wages to the 
coolies. 

So I suggest .that the headmen are made primarily responsible for the payment to 
the coolies and the words .. If the headmen are incapable of doing it, etc., to pay the 
wages" be deleted. The note under paragraph 83 (a) should also be omitted. 

SECTION V. 

The possibility of prooiding famine relief by works of more appreciable benefit to the 
oommunity than stone-breaking, ·e.g., irrigation works Of suitable size. 

Section I is only about measures for prevention or mitigation of famine. The works 
suggested there, are to be done during non-famine times and could not be taken up during 
actual famine. They are not suitable as famine works, a8 these will not give relief to 
the workers continuously for the period of the whole famine of six or seven months. I am 
afraid therefore that the replies to this question cannot be correlated with those under 
section I. . • 

When relief works are started we have to see that continuous work is given to the men 
for at least six or seven months. We have also to see that these works are within a reason
able distance of the distressed area. 

In the Ceded districts we find a good number of village roads which run on patta lands 
only. These roads are used with the consent of the land owners. When any land owner 
objects, .this track is simply diverted on to another field. 

I suggest that a definite programme of new cart tracks be made out for execution 
during famine. These may be long stret~es· of ~seful. cart t:acks connecting villages and 
the main roads. These tracks should be aligned m ordinary tlIDes and the necessary lands 
should be acquired and kept ready. These may be given out on lease during other times, 
when they are not required. When there is famine, formation of these roads should be 
taken up. G?od all weathe~ motorable roads. can be f~rmed wi~out any consolidation of 
metal. Formmg the road Wlth earth ~ a heIght of 1~ and coating ~e same with gravel 
for 6" will prove very useful as a relief work and will be of appreCIable benefit to the 
oommunity. 

We have been able to form such roads in the present famine season. They are :_ 
lIIILES 

1. Kurugodu to Kampli ... 18 
2. Arikeri to Holalagundi 13 
S. Sirigeri to Ka.ruru ... 10 
4. Nandavaram to Nagaldinne .. , 9 
5. Harivanam to Ravihal ... 6 
6. Hebbatam to Holalagundi 8 
7. Gooty to Kbyruppala ... 37 
8. Uruvakonda to Kavilagi 10~ 
9. Vidapanakkal to Gadekal 5~ 

10. Midathur to Peddavadugur '... 4 
These mud roa.ds will be usable in !'U weat~er even if they are not consolidated with 

metal as long as they have a gravel coatmg of 6. They could also be maintained in good 
order at a small cost eve17 year. 

VOL. n-6S 
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Small projects works· are not suitable as famine works for the following reasons;-
(1) These projects usually will not be within a radius of five miles of the famine 

affected area. The famine coolies invariably return to their homes after their 
daily work. They never camp in the workspot. They never come to a work if 
it is more than five miles away from their villages. 

(!J~ Accurate w~rking levels will have to be give';l for project works. For example. 
if a channel IS to be excavated, we have to give the bottom level, the width of 
the channel at different reaches, the level for the top of the bank, width of the 
ba.nk, etc. When 5.,000 people work in a camp and we have say 50 or 60 gangs, it 
will not be possible to mark out work with levels, calculating the task for each 
man, woman and child of the 5,000 workers. The excavation of the channel 
will be to different depths a.ccording to the ground level of the country and it 
will be impossible for the two work agents to cope up with this work. Espe
cially so, as the Public Works Department subordinate will have to again check 
by levels each day's work to see whether the work done is as per levels. They 
have then to calculate the wages of the coolies according to the percentage turned 
ou~. 

The famine coolies usually are so inexperienced in earth work that a very very careful 
supervision has to be maintained if useful work is to be done. 

Il the maximum strength of a charge is reduced to 1,000 workers and is manned by 
two experienced supervisors and if they are not under a charge officer, but under a Sub
divisional Officer, this kind of project work can lie taken up. The task prescribed in the 
Code for earth work should be reduced by about 5 per cent to allow for the time the coolies 
.would have to be necessarily idle while the work is being marked. 

The fiat undulating nature of the country and the scarcity of rain dd not permit of 
formation of any new tanks of useful capacity. 

SECTION VI. 

EXpansion oj the ordinary programme as a normal preliminary to the period of test and, 
obserflation. 

11. Expansion of ordinary works is necessary as a normal preliminary to the period of 
test and obHlrVation. Otherwise unnecessary expenditure "ill be incurred on te.t works, 
which have to be abandoned subsequently. 

SECTION VIT. 

Reduction of 'expenditure on famine establi8hment. 

12. I do not consider that the system for organization of relief works as detailed in 
Appendix D is unduly costly taking into consideration the responsibility of the work; the 
amount of public money spent on relief and the trouble taken to look after the welfare of 
the people. The provision of an officer of the superior Engineer establishment to each 
Executive Engineer as provided in section 255 may be deleted as a measure of economy. 

13. Suggestions on other chapters in the Code.-Some instances of practical diffi
eulties which were met with in the present season are here given with suggestions for 
correction or revision of the Code. _ -

Ohaptef' I.-Revised estimates preparation and sanction ;-The original estimates fOJ' 
famine works for roads are at the utmost only approximate. During execution due to 
many unforeseen circumstances, these estimates have always to be revised. The estimates 
as prepared are, say, for collection of metal to 8' width and 3" depth, and for formmg small 
berms. These provisions, although quite enough for the road are not all sufficient to give 
work to the coolies for a period of about five or six months. The metal collection has to 
be increased sometimes to 12' x 1'. Gravelling the berms is done. By passers round the 
villages are taken up, As a matter of fact, the problem is how to give work to the men in 
the looality affected. 

'fhere ianothing in the Code to say, who is to prepare the revised estimates. If the 
revised estimate is prepared, is it to contain all the expenditure incurred on the work, 
i.e., gratuitous relie,f, cash d~le, shelter, etc., or is it to ~e only for those items, which are 
ordlDarily Illcluded III an estImate prepared by the Public Works Department. 

Who is to sanction these revised estimates? I presume these have to be sanctioned 
only by the original sanctioning authority. 

In some cases, new roads are taken up and these run in patta lands-land plan and 
schedule have to be prepared. The work agents .will not be able to attend to this at all. 
As it is, they are to be in the workspot from 6 in the morning to 7 in the evening and then 
have office work, calculating wages, etc., till about 10 in the night. The preparation of 
land plan and schedule should be done by the department, which sanctioned the estimate. 
I suggest that in cases. where the new roads are included in the famme programmes, the 
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required land should be kept already acquired and subdivided. These lands may be leased 
out to the original owners till such time as they are required for famin~ works. 

In order that all unnecessary delay is avoided in starting the famine works, the Col
lector of the district should intimate to the Superintending Engineer, the number of 
charges he proposes to open in the succeeding month and the probable date the charge 
officers will be ready. 

In this connexion, it is also suggested the period of work in the fainine abould be 
counted for probation for probationary sub-magistrates, who are. takeIi as charge officers. 

Section 31.-The reserve of mamuties and pick-axes in the Bellary district is found 
to be inadequate. The number abould be increased to 40,000 for mamnties and 20,000 for 
pick-axes. 

Chapter XV.~It is found that the present system of obtaining funds for each month 
in the X-l statement is cumbersome and leads to delay. It'-happens sometimes that pay
ment to coolies has to be stopped for one or two days, if the grant asked for is not received 
before the end of the month. " 

The whole system has to be changed at least as far as departmental works are con
cerned. 

When famine is apprehended, the Executive Engineer, in consultation with the 
Collector should send in X-l statements, his approximate requirements for the official 
year. The works will have to be started as soon as this budget estimate is sanctioned. 
In case of emergency this may be done in anticipation of sanction. This budget will be 
revised as BOon as the Executive Engineer finds the proportionate expenditure for any 
month exceeds the proportionate budget. 

The Executive Engineer need not wait each month for the Board's sanction to the 
grant for the month. The letter of credit system should be abolished as has been done in 
~he Public Works Department and the Executive Engineer should be given unlimited 
credit on the banks and treasuries subject to the grant available for the whole official 
year. " 

:buring the present "famine paymen~ to the coolies had to be stopped for two or three 
days for want of credit. " 

As payment to coolies is for" the work, which they have done and as this becomes 
inevitable payment. this inevitable payment abould not be withheld for want of grant. 
This is more so in famine works, where the coolies could get their daily necessities of 
life only, if they are paid daily. 

Section 247.-It is found impracticable for the charge officers to keep a regular imprest 
account as is done by the section officers in the Public Works Department. Even. if this 
is done, there is duplication of office work in the subdivision as the same entries, which 
are made in the caab book of the charge officers have to be made in the subdivision caab 
books before the imprest is recouped. Any delay on the part of the charge officers, entails 
delay in daily payments to the workers. 

The subdivisiona.l officers are therefore issuing cheques as soon as they find from 
the da,ily D. XI roads of the charge officers t.hat the money with them will not be enough 
more than a week's disbursement. They do this without waiting for the accounts from 
the charge officers. 

This procedure has to be regularized by suitable amendments to the Code. 
Section 250.-The offioer in charge of a relief work or the charge officer does not have 

anything to do with the salaries and allowances of gazetted officers. So the words " for 
all charges for salaries and allowances of gazetted officers and " may be omitted. 

Section 257.-The same works occurring in section 257 also should be omitted. 
Section 251.-As the travelling auditor is intended to guide the charge officers and 

check their accounts and as these accounts are to be checked and audited in the Exe
cutive Engineer's office and as the pay of the travelling auditor is drawn in ""Executive 
Engineer' & office, I suggest that he forms part of the office establishment of the Executive 
Engineer. 

Section 273.-In this section the term .. Famine Officer" occurs and is defined in 
(j) as .. The Officer in Charge of a relief work" for the purpose of this paragraph. It 
is not clear whether this .. Famine Officer .. refers to .. the ChllJ"ge Officer" or the Exe
cutive Engineer. This may be made clear. 

I also give Buggestions for some amendment. for the accounts procedure. (Separately 
enolosed.) 

A ppend;x G (7) .-The marking of the attendance and issue of tickets is always found 
not practicable unless the number of depenaants is very small, say less than a hundrpd. 

Ordinarily in a dining abed the number of people fed is about 300 of which most of 
them 8"re children between three and five years. These children lose their tickets often 
They Sl"e not able to answer the roll ca.Il. This section allows only half an hour befo~ 
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the meal time for calling the attendance. It takes on an average ha.lf a minute for each 
child to be mustered. So. within the time. it is not at all possible for one single Superin
tendent to call out all their names and to make them sit down in their respective places. 

I suggest that a maistry in charge of dependants from three or four gangs may be 
appointed to bring these children. mark their attendance al1 d atten to their admissioD to 
the kitchen and feeding. 

Marking of attendance in form G.I. is given in page 215 of the Code. 
I presume the symbols~ven in the left hand side are to be used only when there is 

only one mool served. either in the moming or in the evening and those on the right side 
are for both meals. 

As there is possibility of swindle. if any name is left blank for either in the morning 
or in the evening, no symbol should have one mark alone, when the feeding is done 
twice. Therefore" Present at moming but absent at evening mea.! .. should be marked I 
and " Absent at morning but present at evening meal" should be marked \ • 

APPENDIX. 

A note explaining the amendments necessary to certain sections and rules in the 
Famine Code relating to e.ccounts. . 

Namberof 
IOOttOD 01' 

rule. -

Section 204 

SeotiODB 214. 234. 268. 
289.270 (a). 273 (b). 
271 (0) and 271 (b). 

Section 214 

S .. tion 214 

Seotion 22 

Section 246 

Amendments prOPOlecJ. 

For the words ., by the Oha.rge 
Oftlcer " ooourring at the end of the 
section, the words II by presenting 
cont.ingent bills at the nearest 
treasury or mb.'treasury" may be 
aubstituted. 

For the head .. 43. A. Famme R .. 
liff "occurring in these sectirnB. 
the hea.d If {i4. A. Famine Belief" 
may be substituted. 

For the head ti 41. CivO Works .. 
8ubatitute If 60. Civil Works. It 

For the head .. 47. Miscellu.neoUB" 
substitute u 67. Ki.acellaneoua.u 

For the word If Accounta.nt·Genere.l ., 
occurring in this section. the words 
II Reserve Bank" may be substi
tuted. 

The sub-clause II who will aeeept this 
as authority fo r the issue of letters 
of credit for tho Rupply of funde to 
the Executive '&nginearts ooncern .. 
eel .. occurring at the end of this 
l18Ction msy be ~eloted. 

Section 266 _ Note 2 UDder this aeotioD may):le 
deleted. 

Section 269 •• 

Section 278 (a). (0). 
(eI) and (e). 

The 1ae1I.entenoe of thie aection may 
be deleted. 

The worde II Famine Offioer" wherever 
they ooeur in these Bub-seotions 
may be wbatituted by the worda 
U Exeoutive Engineer. ,t 

Reasons tor the amendmeDts. 

The charge officer hal not beeD allowed any 
pel'JIlanent adva.n~e. The medical charges 
are debitable to the head .. 38. Medical" 
and if the charge officer recoups the 
charges from his wOl'ks cash, the tranem.o
tions have to be pasaed throUP.h the regular 
diviSional accounts and then adj usted by 
the Accountant.General. Aocepted bills 
from District Medical Offioerll have also to 
be obtained in support of the debits in the 
divisioDal accounts. All this results in 
delay in the adjustment of charges under 
the final head. By presenting bills a~ the 
treasury, the medical charrs can be 
debited directly to the head IC 38. Medical " 
in the treasury accounts. 

These amendmenta &ore coneequential to the 
cbanges. introdu('ed to the Jiat of major 
heads under the Dew coDBtitution.. 
7 

The resource arrangement. on behalf of 
OovN'Dment are undertaken by the Reserve 
Bank a~ p.....".t .... d not by the Aocount
ant-General. The entire sub.paragraph 
may be del.ted, if oonsidered ImDO .. .....,.. 

The .y.tom of payment agaioet letten of 
credit has been abolished long agn in the 
Publio Works Department and it is moat 
'Unsuitable for emergent cases such as 
famine operations 118 it leads to mmeoes· 
sary correspondenoe with the Acoountant
General. the tre&swy and 8uh-tre&aury 
offioers. Sometimes this correspondence 
h ... to be undertaken by tol........... Th. 
present procedure in the Publio Worn 
Department is to permit Executive Engi. 
neere and ABPistant Engineers to draw 
ohf'ques for expenditure subject to availa
bility of grant and if the allotment Is 
found insufficient supplementary demaDds 
may be made by the Executive Engineer. 
The letter of .redit .,.att>m should there· 
fore be aholished. 

In view of the provisions of pe.ragraph 83 (0) 
of Appendix D. it eeema unnecessary to 
:retain this note as the question of payment 
of unpaid WBfl88 once it baa been credited 
in 1he cash book as unpaid cannot arise. 

In view of the correction to the same Bection 
-vide Third list of lOth July I e28. the 
submiB8ion of suoh. report seemB to b ... 
unnecessary. Such a report does not 
appI!K- to ha.ve been sent in the past. 

It is n8CesMl'Y to have a clear idea as regards 
ttlA interpretation of the term "Famine 
OiJioer" for the purpoae of these sub .. 
sections .. 
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A note explaining the amendments necessary to certain sections and rules in the 
Famine Code relating to accounts---c<mt. 

RllIDber of secUon 
or rule. 

Section 273 C/) .. Amendment8 proposed. 

Tho Bub.paragraph may bo doloted •• 

Bea,aona ror the amendmenu. 

The Medioal OIB_'. bills ..... not ., p .... an.· 
paid out of the oh.lrg'" cash. 

The following may blrioserted n p1aoe of sub.seotion (/), the deletion of which hu been suggested:
Section 273 (I) ...e The mediual ~Qbordinate or charge These amendments are necessary to Bimplify 

otboer shaU prepare the pay bill of the prooedW'e for 11118 dNWaJ and acoount;-

Seotion 276 

\ 
Section 276 

Seotion 278 , • 

Saotion 286 

Section 299 

.. 

Appencliz D-m (9). 

XV 83 (0) 

Appondis X-Ral. ,. 

Apponcliz D-XV 
Sli. 

the oompounden .. nursing orderlies, iDg of charges debitable to the head ,e 38.. 
ward bo~'. and 8cavengers attached Medical ... 
to the hospital aud present it at 

", the nearest treasury or sub.treasury 
for paF.ent. 'l'he travellinlJ aDow
ance bill. if any, of the establishment 
should 1,8 submitted to the Exea 

cutiv8 Engineer for obtaining the 
cOUDtersignature of the Colleotor. 
To enable tbe Exeoutive Engineer 
to send a oonsolidated etatement of 
expenditure under II 38. Medical n 
to the Dist.riot Medical Officer for 
purposes of conVoI of expenditure. 
the charge ~cer should send to the 
divh:ion offioer monthly a statement 
of expenditure OD aooount of the 
paY'. aJIoWdJlOB of the hospital 
establishment and oootingenoies. 

The word ,- Bzecwitle Engtnur " occur
ring in the first line of this section 
ma, be deleted. . 

The existing nota may be, t'8Dumbered 
88 note (1) and the following insert· 
ed as note (2) :-'. A re~ster in 
Pa lio Wo ks Depa.,-tme-nt. Form VI 
00 (0) ehonld be maintained in the 
subdivision and division offioes to 
audit the work-oharged establish· 
ment oharges. 

This saotion ma.y be deleted •• 

The bioycle anowance of Re. 4" may 
bo altered into Ro •. 3. 

For the words U the A.G. It 000Ul" 

ring in lines I. 4, 6 of this seotion. 
the words II The Reserve Bank of 
India n may be substituted. 

Tbo first oontenoe of this pa1'8l1i"aph 
may bo deloted. 

Tho foUowing may be added at ,he 
end of this paragra:>h : 
An aocount of the undisbursed wages 
aho~ng-- . 
(1) .~. opening baJanoo, 
(2) the amount reoeived during 

thew98k, . 
(3)~. .mount disburs,d ot 

OM ited int<- oaoh book 
doring; the week. and 

.(4) the oloaing balanoe .. boold be 
BIlbmitl.ed \0 the Division 
office along with the weekly 
oaob book 0_', 

PubliA> Worka-

No regiSter in form 16 of the Audit Code i& 
maintained in Publio Works Division offioes. 
to audit the pay olaimd of the Provin
eial establishments 811 the billa are 
prraented at the treasury. A. the audit 
is done io tho CoUoctur'. oftlco, amah • 
register Dt>ed Qot be maintained in the
Divisi..,naloffice. 

This has beeD put in to bring the prooedUl"& 
h.to lin ~ with that presoribed for theo 
regular Publio Works Department. 

The geDera) prooedure presoribed in the
Madras Forest Aocount Code for the enol'lsh. 
ment of pay billa at the treasury is being 
followed. The prepa.ration of s8piU'ate 
chalana, eta .• is not necessary and thia ia
not heing followed. 

The oycle allowance has been reduced UBi ... 
vers:\Uy from Ita. 4 to Re. a from Is$. 
Maroh 1931i--vide G.O. So. 78, Finanoe~ 
dated 2nd MaJ:Ch 1938. Tho red.c >d 
allowance only will be ad.mi&,ible to the
Famine Officers. 

The 1'e80111'Oe arrangements ofGovemment ar& 
DO lODger the funotion of the Aocounte.nf;o 
GenerAl. but tha.t of t.be Resel'Ve Bank oC-
India. ' 

Vide remsl'ka above against aeotioQ 246 
regarding the abolition of the system or 
Jetter I1f oredit in the ,case of famine. 
expenditure. 

Tbis is suggested in order that a watch may 
be kept fJver the disbursement ot u ulis
borsed wages and to see that 8uch' wagea 
remaining undisbllrsed are credlt-ed into. 
the cash book promptly 88 laid down ill 
pa18g1'Qph S3 (e). 

Insert 1Ine following a& item (e) U Bn- ThiB i8 also aconsequential amendment. 
aco'aunt of the undisbursed 
wages.n 

To tho .ist In item (1) an 8000un' or Vido ... marks .gaino' XV, xv S3- (e). 
undisbursed wage. rray be added. This is a consequentialamenda>ent.. 
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Oral evidence. 
Examined by Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAO: Q.-In 

::section II, paragraph 5, relating to Chapter ill, you' 
. say that the opening of test works is a necessary 
preliminary to 'the grant of relief. Would youfrefer 
the opening of test works or the expansion 0 o~di
nary works? 

A.-We prefer the expansion of ordinary works. 

Q.-If expansion of ordinary works is undertaken 
.you do not insist on the test stage if sufficient numbers 
.are attracted to the ordinary works P 

A.-No. . 

. Q.-In paragraph 5 (b) you say~ if there is real 
--distress we should expect a greater proportion of men 
as, in the Bellary district there are more men than 
women. Do you think that is the proper test of the 
..existence of distress? 

Ar-Wbat I mean is, if there is real distress both 
men as well as women must starve. We find from 
the Census Report that there are more men than 
women and if only women are coming to work we 
cannot say that people are starving. 

Q.-Have you had occasion to enquire into the 
-causes why more men do not come. It may be due 
to the fact the wages are very inadequate (lr that 
they are attached as farm servants to bigger land
lords to whom they are obliged or forced to work P 

.4..-1 cannot say why mostly men haTe got other 
. .engagements. 

Q.-Is it a question of employment or did you find 
<out whether th.3Y are attached to the lands as farm 
servants and even if they want to extricate themselves 
they could not do so? 

A..-l cannot say that, because I know nothing 
-about the existence of such a system. 

Q.-In· the n.ext paragraph you say that the pay
ment of wages should be in grain proportionate to 
-the outturn of work. In regard to payment in kind 
will you tell me what time it will take to dole out. 
What is the alternative to proportionate to the out-
turn -of work? . 

A.-Now we pay wages proportionate ~o the tJ!Sk 
and similarly we. can convert it into gram and give 
it in proportion to the Otutturn. What I would suggE:;st' 
is, instead of paying each man we can pay each gang 
,~:md give it to the headman instead of to eaeh person. 

Q._You think payment in grain would be a good 
test? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Under Chapters IV and VI you suggest !Ln 
:additional paragraph, namely. "Inform the Chief 
Engineer about executive. staff'"requi.red for carrying 
. out Public Works." It 18 already m the Code? 

A.-But I do not find it definitely in the Code in 
-Chapter IV or VI, 

Q.-In section III you suggest an alteration in the 
·classes of workers. Can you enlighten me as to how 
this classification as classes I, II and III ~as been 
'made? Is it on the basis of -carrying capaClty? 

A.-On the capability of the men to. do the work. 
Q.-I am saying that the whole classificatio,u. is 

'based on the digging of earth? Under your definition 
-they are not capable of digging so much. What is 
.your classification for class III? 

A.-Merely age. 
Q.-In prescribing task, what task would you pre

'scribe? 
A.-Not exactly carrying and digging, because ex-ca

'vation, carrying and putting it all form one. 

Q.-Digging alao is taken into- consideration in 
--classification? 

,A.-Yes. 

Q -No classification is given for class III and in 
"arrl~ing -at the task for the whole gang consisting of 
these three classes, what amount of work,is .allotted 
·to class III digging or 'carrying or both dlggmg and 
"carrying? ,~ . 

A..-The third-cIass boy will have to do one-thll'd 
-of the work of class I. 

Q.-In class III there are not only boys, but there 
'are also girls? . 

A -Yes. The task is not merely diggmg or carry
i~g: it is the whole earthwork, which includes dig

::glllg. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SWUUNATlI.A AYTAR: Q._ 
Who looks to the work of each gang? 

A.-The work agent . 
Q.-He works out correctly? 

· A.-Yes. If he does not find enough number of 
dIggers then the task will be reduced in proportion 
to the capability of the men and if there are too many 
women they will be sent to dq' some other work. 

Q.:-Supposing you have only few diggers and mor~ 
carnerf:i than are required. Is it not uneconomical P 

A.-Adjustll.lent is made by the work agen,.t. 
Q.-Are no mistakes made? You know short out

turn is due really to wrong adjustment. It may be 
you have provided less carriers Or less diggers than 
necessary and the outturn has been leas. But the 
sin is visited on the coolies P -

A.-May be, but there is no wrong calculation. 
Q.-I have such . instances come to my notice? 
A.-I have not come across any. . 
Sri T. A. RAMALINGAM CHETTIYAR: Q.-Thel'e has 

been no short work? 
A.-They did short work in the beginning, but after 

a week it is not so;, In amost all camps, they can 
finish their work before 3 or 4 p.m. In the case of 
earthwork there is shortage. 

Sri R. SuRYANARAYANA, RAo: Q.-I ha.ve got in
stances brought to my nQticeP 

A.-That is because mostly they do not group them
selves into small gangs. 

Sri N. SANKARA. REDDI: Q.-It is. not uncommon 
for one set of coo-lies to help other men in getting the 
work completed? 

A.-Yes. 
· Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAo: Q.--Class III is a 

hmdran?B for classes I and II completing the task, 
as task IS based not on a scientific basis as in the case 
of classes I and II and perhaps failure on the part of 
class III reflects on classes I and II? 

A.--:My._suggestion for. reclassification ha.s not got 
anythmg to do with that. My suggestion is children 
between 12 and 14 and able to do ca.rrying work are 
brought on to cIaEIS II, now, which I do not want. 
So I want that to be. dl?fined. 

Q.-In section 116, you say' Adults. including hospi
tal patients and persons attending them over 14 yea.rs. 
of a.ge." What is the difficulty of including hospital 
patIents? . 

· A.-Because the definition for class IV is already 
given. 

Q:-Don't you thinl,i: it is wrong to ask hospital 
patIents to be dependants? 

4·-;-They may either be in-patients or out-patiebts . 
ThIS IS for the out-patients. 

Q.-If a man falls ill and there is no sufficient 
arr~ngement and he-has to be admitted as an in. 
patient or the doctor thinks he is not so serious as 
to be admitted; have cases like that come to your 
notice and did yoOU instruct that such persons should 
be marked absent unless they appear before th~ 
do~tor. For instance a man may be suffering from 
gumea-worm. You are not in favour of treating them 
as absent? 

A.-If the do6tor says he should not go to the work
spot then we giVfl him wages. We never go against 
what the doctor says. 

Q.-In :para~raph 8 [~ctioD; 128 (a)] you suggest 
a~ alteratIon 1D the gram eqmvalent. Did you exa
mme what is meant by grain equivalent? 

A.-There is clause which says that the maximum 
am~unt of money should not exceed the cost of the 
gram equ.lvalent. I worked out the value of the iteIlllJ 
and apphed the formula. . 

Q.-Then in section 135, you suggest the insistence 
of atten~a.nce on the payment day should be one of 
the condItIons? 

A.-My idea in insisting on the last day was 
unless he comes -on the last day we may not know t~ 
whom we arA paying. 

Q.-In one district, three days consecutively prior 
tc? t~e r~st. day, is insisted upon and in some other 
dlstZ:lct It IS three days in the week. There is in-
consistency? . 

· A.-In the first place there was difference' of opi. 
mon between the Anantapur and llellary districts. 
Afterwards I wrote to the Collector that any three 
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<lay. in -the week might be insisted UpOIl. I DOW sug
gest that allowanc.e shoulc;l not be given to those who 
have -been less than three days in the work...spot in 

. the week including the day previous to the rest day. 
Q.-ID. section 132, in regard to pregnant women, 

-there is oon:8.icting opinion, between Anantapur and 
Bellary. Don't you think it is 8ufficient if she pro
-duces a certificate from the village ollicer that she 
should be'ma.intained on the charge list? 

A.-That depends upon how many days ahe takes 
.:after the three weeks. 

Q.-Nobody can say that? 
A.-That is why we give a margin of 10· dayS. 
Q.-The State is very considerate 'towards preg-

nant wOJ!len P • 
A. .-That is one thing, but th$re have ,been oases 

wbere women have delivered three or four months 
-afterwards. 

Q.-Such C&SeB will be v,!r'1 r~e'P 
A.-If, you want: my opmrOD, It may be 15 to-:20 

-days after the 21 days. 
0.-They were on the list for four weeksP 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you .know that _this rule _was brought for

-ward after the last famine to, give more benefit to the 
pregnant women? 

A.-What I had been informed by a Subdivisional 
'Officer was that there ha.s been & lot of abuse, and 
that is w.b,y this rule bas been brought· forward. 

Q.-'Vhere is the abuse, ,bow can the woman be 
blamed for not delivering. It is not ber fault P 

A.-What I have done is, if Rh& does not~ deliver 
.after 15. days. the case might be brought to my notice 
and then I decide. 

Q.-My point is, you have no discretionP 
A.-No. My contention is section 132 Bays, tlrree 

weeks before delivery. 

~: i: agree for 14 days after thatP 

q.-You also agree she must be entitled to Re. 2 
whIch - otherwise -she win be depriVed of? 

A.-Yes. She is deprived of something more; she 
won't get wages for another one month. 

a.-Her Dame is not kept on the dependent list? 
A.-No. 
Q.-':-r think we can go back to the old rule? 
A.-Yes, I would prescribe 15 days grace. 
Q.-You also agree she must continue to r~ive 

Rs.2' 
A.-Yes. • 
Q.-The object of that is because she becomes a 

mother with a child? 
A..-Yes. :to 

Q.-Don't you think that village relief is low and 
that she requires more P . 

A.-Yes. But I am not competent to deal WIth 
1;ha~ 

Q ............ Under paragraph S (c) you refer to the pur
'Chase of bangles with th~ wages. You mean glass 
ballgles? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Don't you know tnat it is the custom with 

Hindu women who have husbands that they should 
always wear bangles P 

A.-I thought it was a luxury. I did not know, it 
was their custom._ 

Q~-Under section IV, paragra.ph ~, you sa.y th~t 
limited piece work system may be abolished for Pubhc 
Works as it is very cumbersome to work o:ot. ':I'here 
'are' a large number of villages and BUp~O~tng. vlllage 
improvement has to be taken up along wlth. this Work7 
would you advocate piece work system for v1llage work 
<)r task work P 

A.-Task work, becB'QBe it would mean a lot of 
:'bother to work out piece work on the part of the work 
~agent. 

Q.-Should it be removed altogether from the 
'CodeP 

A.-It Deed not be remO'ved, but if it is not useful 
it can 38 .ell be removed. 

Q.-In regard to section 88 relating to adjustment 
-of the task within the limits' allowed in the autho
:rized tables. The work has been assignecl to the work 

agent beenuss the Cbarge Offi .... i. not competent to 
do tha.t. May I know, the reason for this P j 

A..~lt is to oompiy with the correction slip whiclt. 
has been iSBued to seetion 106, this has b~n SUi'" 
gested. 

Q.-Supposing the work agent classifies a. parti
cula.r soil as soft and the Charge Officer finds that the 
gang i. not able to turn out work the Ci!&rll" Officer 
goes and says that the soil is hard and changes it. 
Would you agree that till Bubdivisional Ollicer comes 
the Charge Officer's opinion sha.ll prevailP " . 

A.-No. I am saying that the difference of opinion 
between Public Works Department and Beveuue 
Department comes here. The work a.gent is responsi
ble for the. work~ 

Q.-You agree that the Oolleotor should have 
power to alter the hours of rest periodP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Would you like him to increase the rest periodP 
A.-Yes. What I mean to say is _that in some. 

camps between 12· and 2 it was not so hot as between 
1 and 3. .As it is the Collector haa not got that power. 
Another suggestion I would make is that the work 
should be closed at 5 p.m. It is often found difficult 
if the work is :finished _ at ,sunset there is not much 
time for the work a:ge.nt to measure it. 

Q.-Yon know little children have to be taken to 
kitchen. In such ca.ses yCWl suggest that the women 
should be marl<ed absp.nt, when they find that they 
are absent dUrIng check tlme. My cOntention is that 
the mother or somebody should take the child to the 
dining section. Naturally she has to be absent from 
the work spot. The checking officer goes, there a.nd 
finds she is absent; she is marked absent for the full 
dayp 

A..-Of course she can tell the headman that she 
is going away. 

Q.-The work agent allots work. the maistry ex
tracts work, and then is the work measured by tho 
work agent or the maistry P 

A ....... N at the ~iBtri "but the work agent measurea~ 
Q.-Wages are giv&D.,.to the maistris for distribu. 

~iQn. Don't you think that all these items of, work 
should be in the hands of the same person? Super
vising agency if possible should be dift'erellt from the 
distributing agent!' . 

04.-1 am for the kolkar distributing wagee. 
Q.-Have you heard complaints that the taak for a 

we3kly g4ng is much more than they could doP 
A.~No. 

Examined by Sri H .. SlTA1U1IA Rlmm:: Q.-In para
graph 8 you say that the ryots, should be, encoul·aged 
to groW tnes in their field boundaries. Do you 
suggest. that special loan should be granted·· to -the. 
l'yots for this purpose? 

A.-No. 
Q.-Then how do you expect them to do this plant

ing of treesP 
A.-It is for their own benefit. After all if they 

l)lant one or two trees per year it won't cost, them 
much. In any case I do not suggest any lo~. 

Q.-You say there is an another method of pre .. 
venting famine viz., instilling into the minds of the 
people more self-reliance, as YQU ca.ll it. You think 
by mete 3uto-suggestion they will become more self .. 
reliant. 

A.-What I mean is there are not so many people 
wlio are actually starving. I do admit they are UD
employed, but llot all people that attend the famine 
camps. . 

Q.-But you make a definite suggestion that this ,is 
one of the methods of preventing famine; ODe is to 
encourage idea of self-reliance. Is it a qnestion of 
merely imagining? _ I want 'to kg.ow what you mean' 

04.-1 would explain like this. Workers who com
plain that the wages' are not enough re:fuse point 
6lank a free feed in the kitehen. This either shmrs 
that they have enough to eat in the houses or that 
the wages they get are more than their requirements 
for food. 

Q.-Do you suggest that there is a craze for famine 
work? 

A.-;N"ot merely craze but there is a longing for 
fBmine work. 
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Q.-Wha,·t do you Mean by c~ m~re prudent" P 
A.-If in one year we give gram mstea.d of money 

we may find that there will be a less number of peo
ple coming in for famine work. 

Q.-Have you tried that? .. . 
A..-This is what I ha.ve found, I.e., lDstead of giv

ing cash if I tell them I would feed them free they 
won't tome. That indicates that. 

Q.-What prevents them from converting grain 
into money? 

A .-There are Dot people to purchase grain. That 
is my opinion. 

Q.-Ullder minor irrigation would you agr~ that 
there i. a possibility of striking wells which could 
be economically used and that Government should 
strike wells from its own funds and if the wells Me 
successful the ryot may be made to pay the cost and 
if they are not 8uccessful the ryot Deed not pay tbe 
costP 

A.-It must be done by the ryot. themselv .... 

Q.-In view of continuous famine, in view of the 
poverty of the people and in view of the fact that the 
Government bave been spending a lot of money would 
you think that it would be proper for the State to 
sink a. well where it is likely 1i9 be 8uccessful at its 
cost and if it is not successful Government will lose? 
I am only elaborating that point? 

A .-My suggestion is I lam never for Government 
undertaking to dig a wen. But Government ca.n ad
vance nwney for that. 

Q.-Supposing it is a failure? 
A.-It is his luck. But the ry~..J<nOW8 where he 

can get water or not. 

Q.-Do you think that the ryot is a water diviner? 
A.-But he can get the help of the' Indnstrial 

Department. 
Q.-May I take it that you mean that the ryot 

should have the free advke of the Industrial Depart
ment to divine whether a place is possible of yielding 
water or not? 

A.-Yes. They can put upoohore holes and see wh&
ther there is a possibility of water. Government gives 
the money to the ryot and he takes the advice of the 
Industrial Department to see whether in hi. field he 
can get water or not and if he does not get the water 
be returns the money to the Government. 

Q.-Among the oottlage industries you IlUggest 
poultry farming. It is absolutely dependent on the 
possibility of finding a market P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you know this lIistrict is capable of abeorb-

ing sufficient amount of eggs P 
A.-There must be a marketing centre. 

O.-Who should take it up? 
A .-The Agricultural Department or Co-operative 

Department. -

Q.-You 8ay, U the State should interfere only to 
protect the people from starvation in times of dis
treaa and the wage ahould be just sufficient to main
tain healthy person. in health P ... 

A .-The idea of famine relief is to maintain the 
bealthy persons in health and to give relief to the sick 
people. We have got provisions in the Code for that. 

Q.-I want you to correlate your statement with 
~hat? 

A .-The waite must be of sufficient quantity and 
fJuali~y ... to keep the healthy person in he&lth. For 
the lick person there il the provision in the Code. 
By my statement I am excluding the sick person •. 
And We "'B·nt provision in the Code that durmg test 
and al80 in relief period, payment of wages should 
be in grain proportionate to the outturn of work. 
This is to eliminate penona who come to camp to earn 
lIOme extra money to keep them in comfort. Famine-
relief work is not for ordinary people who have got 
enoup:h to eat. What I say i8, there are cases of pea-
ple ('.oming to famine campa to earn wagee which will 
fetcb. them comfort •. 

Sri R. SURVAHABAYANA RA.o: Q.--80 do von reoom .. 
mend the principle of .election when poop1e come '" 
tho cam", . 

A.-No. 

Q.-In section V, yo.u recommend forming 0/ 
road w.th earth to a he.ght of l~ leet and coa"ing. 
th~ ~me With gra,!el for 6 inches. Do you thlllk 
th!" kmd of. road w.lI stand all right in black-cotton . 
801~? Will 1t Dot b~ spoilt after a shower of rainP 
Is It not your experience that these roads are not fit 
for u.&e after one year P 

A.-BecR;use there is no one to maintain them, they 
becom~ un~t for use. Why 1 suggest this is. it is easy 
to mamtain such roads; In a place where- i.t is difli .. 
cult to collect metal. 

Examined by Sri T. A. RUlAJ,INGA .. CUBTTIY .... 
Q.-In the calculatiou of work and all that hav~ 
you had any case in which people Were not a'ble to 
turn 'Out work set to them jI 

A.-80metimes. • 
Q.-What mil be the percentageP 
A .-On an .... erage 80 to 85 per cent of the people. 

will get full wages, and others up to 78 per cent. 
Short-work ill due sometimes either because the work 
·spot is near a village-the people going to their home. 
near by--or because it is the beginning of the famme' 
work. In the latter case, such people after some time
are able to do the work in full. Even in the case of 
7:; per cent, they sometimes get full wages a.nd some
times less. In some cases the work-spot is distant 
two, three, or four miles. 

Q.-Do you give to the people from a distance the-
same task? . . 
. A.-Y ... 

Q.-Don't you think the work should be I ... for' 
themP 

A.-That will be upsotting the. whole programme. 
Generally we do not allow them to go more than two> 
miles. 

Q.-8o, jf it is more than that, the turn-Gut wilJ 
be) .... ? 

A.-{}enerally they will be able to finish the work 
by four o'clock in the evening. Therefore it is for
this there is provision in the Code that they should 
work till sunset. 

Q.-Don't you think that people coming from long 
distances wiU be tired and exhausted, and con.se-· 
quently they should not receive the lame considera-
tion that is given to others? 

A.-I fear We have not found such cases; parti-· 
cularly because they come from long distaucea. 

Sri R. SUltY"" .... YANA RAO: Q.-How do you find. 
the distance from which they come? . 

A.-Because every day I get the d .. ily card. 
Q.-With regard to the planting of trees, do you 

know some time back, Government were advocating_ 
planting trees? 

A.-I don't know. 

Q.-With regard to the digging of wells for every 
60 acres in water-bearing area. are there several such. 
areasP 

A .-At least near vankas we can dig them. Sri N. 
Swaminatha Ayyar by working out the details showed 
to the witness how such a scheme of a well irrigating 
60 acres is impossible in practice. 

Sri T. A. RUIALINGAH CHBTI'IYAlt :-To irrigate-
50 acres of dry land by one well, is impossible. MT 
experience in Ooimbatore is only 20 acres. 

Q.-Are there many places in the districte of Bel·
lary and Anantapur where wells with sufficient BUp-· 

ply of water can be found P 
A.-Just near streams you can find such places. 

O.-My suggestion is why not fifty people join ta
gether and dig wells? 

A.-People can't do that because of poverty or lui-
ness. I can't say which is the cause~ -

Q.-I have been told this chaTge of laziness is not 
fair. I understand in Kadiri, the people are as in
dustrious as tho people in Coimbatore. In fact I 
leaTn these people work like any other people in the 
rest of the province. 

The CUA'RlL&N: It is not fair to the agricuituri.t 
to say 80. 

Examined by Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SWA.KiNA.'l'B" 
ATTA": Q.-About the Tungabhadra project you ...... 
a little pessimistiC'!. And you give a Damber of rea.
SODS. In your written answer, you say H the same-
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result 88 has been noticed in the Kurnool..cuddapa.h 
canal will follow." Have you ever been in charge 
of that oans,tp 

A.-No, I don't know an:ythilliJ about it e:s:oept 
what I know from the que.stl0nnalre~ 

Q.-You say as one of the reasons why the Tunga,.. 
bhadra scheme will not prevent famine: "It DI.IlY 
cost about Re. 40 to Rs. 50 an acre to form terraces 
for dry irrigation and the average ryot haM not thIS 
much capital." How did you arriv~ at Re. 40 or 
Rs. 50 P Have you worked it. out P 

A.-No. I have worked it out in the lower Bha-
vam Project. 

Q.-But that-io. quito different? Supposing it is 
only R •. 8 to Rs. lOP 

A.-If we ignore other reasons it may come to that. 
I fear it will be more. 

Q.-If it is only Ra. 8 to Ra. 10, do you think it 
will be profitable for the poople to do it? . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You say, in the ftext sentence the Ceded dis

tricts are poorly populated and so there will not be 
enough people to undertake intensive cultivation. 
What do you mean by that P In that case there can 
be no unemployment problem P , 

04.-1 only mean there is not that population in 
proportion to the land which is vacant. 

Q.-For the portion of the district commanded by 
the scheme; do you think the populatiau is sufficient? 

A.-No. 
Q.-You say Ie more trees will mean more rain." 

From where did you get this idea P 
A.-It i. tho thoory. 
Q.-If.we have more trees, we can't have more rain. 

Your statement would not bring rain. There will be 
more humidity only. I take it, it is only your pious 
wish. Mr. Wilson the other day explained the poai .. -
tion. 

Q.-You say "canal water may also be sent to 
Borne of the rain~fed tanks, where wet cultivation 'is 
being done DOW." Are you aware of such ta.nksP 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-WbereP 
A.-Along tho bordors of tho Tungabhadra. 
Q.-To come to the question of revised estimates, 

what i. tho difficulty P 
A.-We prepare an estimate for Rs. 10~OOO Bnd we 

plan the work for four months. But actually the 
work is finished in two months and the expenditure 
com .. to Ra. 20,000. I think it is better somebody 
else prepares the revised estimate. What we spend 
in the kitchen is not included in the estimate. The 
schedule of rates on which estimates are prepared are 
intended .for ordinary times, Bnd not for famine 
periods. 1 Il.ln not complaining a·bout the schedule of 
roOO8; I only say we should not adopt them in famine 
estimates. We find in famine area.s mostly unecono-
mio units. C&nsequently tbese estimates ha.ve no rela,.
tion to what we actually do in famine camps ... 

Mr. DOGRA: Q.-Do you suggest these estimates 
should be prepared on the percentage actually worked 
out in previous famines? 

A.-No. 
The CIlAlBMAN: Q.-I see the existing estimates 

are prepared for normal work. But in famine caml's 
you have to employ more labour than you would do In 
normal work P 

A.-Y ... 
The CHAIRMAN: Q.-When you revise the estimates, 

you are supposed to adopt the ourrent rates? 
A.-Y ... 
Sri T. A. RnULINGAII CBB'l"TIYAB: Q.-D"on't you 

think it is misleading? 
A .-The rates are sufficiently elastio to cover all 

Buch things. 
Sri N. SWAMINATBA ATTAR:I g.-Suppose you enter 

all the work done by you P 
A.-Tbat will be merely copying the aecounts. 
Q.-What i. the difli.u!t:v about the letter of 

~redit? . 
A .-Every month I ha'\"8 to applv for what I 

require for the next month by the 15th of the pre~ 
vious month. There is delay I and consequqen~v 
I ha,~e no monel' on the first of the month and 
67,000 people go' without. payment. 
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Mr. DOG .... : Q.-How de you know how long the 
famine will last P 

A.-I shall draw whatever is . required and the 
balance can be reappropriated. 

Q.-How does tbe Treasury Officer know how much 
money you require at a particular timeP 

A.-J saYJ the whole money required for one year 
should be pJaesd at tho beginning of the famine. 

Q.-A consolidated Jetter of credit for the whole 
year is Dot possible. 

A.-But I am· handicapped at the beginnini of 
every month. 

Q.-The existing system can be improved so as to 
let you have money by the first of every month. " 

Sri N. SWAmN"ATBA ATTAR: Q.-Have you. m... 
cussed this with the Collector? 

A.-Yes; he has not suggested anything. 

Q.-Nor has he said anything about it in his ~ 
ten answer? 

The ClI.W"W': Q .-If the application reach .. the 
Collector by the 15th it would reach the Board by the 
20th; I think the matter can be expedited by tel ... 
gram. .Anyhow an unlimited letter of credit for the 
whole year is not right. Mr. Balra.j may go "away _ 
wit.h the whole amountP 

A.-I send the K-l statement to the Collector by 
tbe 5th of the previous month j and he sends it OD to 
t"" lloard. 

Mr. ABDUl. RAWOOll': Q.-But when does it leave 
your office &etually; when is it actually despatched P 

A.-Qn the 6th at the Jatost. 
The ClIAIBHAN: Q;-If the appllco.tion reach .. the 

Board by the 15th there will be no delay whatsoever P 
A.-I send a statement to the Collector. But in 

some respects it is cut down in the Collector's office. 
There is noth.ing in it to show why it is cut down; 
again I..send 'lno-ther application. 

Mr. DOG"": Q.-In any eaaa I do not think • 
letter of credit for the whole year is possibleP . 

Examined by Mr. L. B. GREEN! Q.-You sq.y 
ff where there are copious §prings, tube wells can 
also h!3 tried!' Where can you nnd them? . 

A.-Just by riversides. 

Q.-Are there any caves and fissures and" the like 
among the rocks P . 

A.-No. 
Q.-I suppose the"-e ar" no tub" well boringe done 

in the famine area P 
4.-1 think there is one in Ananta.pur district at 

Peddavadugur, 155 feet. 
Q.-That I don't consider tube boring. Do you 

think it will be worthwhile if you have some borings 
in the famine area P . 

A.-Yes, if you can guarantee 1I.0~ of water. 

Q".-It is not possible to divine it from surface 
topography. 'But a few experiments might encourage 
the undertaking P 
A.-M~ knowledge of these Bubtorranean areas is 

very IilIllted. I can hardly ""poet a ryat to under
take it. 

Q.-Do you think it is worthwhile for the Stato to 
take charge of a. few experimental borings at State 
expense P Just one or two, not all P 

A.-Yes; where surface indications are favourable. 

Examined by tho CBAIB>lAN: Q.-What acreage 
do you think it will be economicaf to irrigate witll 
tube welloP 

A.-I can't say. 

Q.-In Cuddapah it was first estimated to be 
capable of irrigating 120 acres and that has now 
whittled down to 25 acres after eXlUllination by the 
Department of AgriouitureP 

(No anB\'(er.) 
Q.-Have you any idea of the coat of the wella' 
A.-No. If we put bore wells at .. oost of Ra. IJ,OOO 

and irrigate only 60 acresJl it Wlll not be .. buaine-. 
proposition. " 

Sri R. StJRrtNAllAYANA RAo: Q.-If it is n ..... anD 
or rivers or vankas P 

The CILURlW<' That iB a different mattlll'. 
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Examined by Mr. DOG"": Q.~What exactly 1a the 
oystem br. which you know the distance from which 
the peop e come to the camp? 

A.-I get daily cards from the villages from where 
they come, and from them I see. 

Q.-What is your arrangement to get thattis? ~ 
A.-We call for tenders in the beginning from the 

local contractors, and then we split them to the diJfer
ent camps. 

Q.-You don't change the agency !!f supply after
wards? 

A.-No. 

Q.-The cost ali thattis is separated from the 
carta.geP 

A.-Yes. 
Sri H. SrrAlt.Alf.& RBI»>I: . Q.-How does the rate 

compare with local rates? ' 
, A.-I,t will be half an anna more than the lpcal 
rates. 

Sri H. SrrAlt.Alf.& RlmDI: Q.-Are Dot local people 
able to supply the requisite Dumber? . 

A.-Not even 50 per cent of the required Dumber 
they are .. blo to supply., ' 

Sri H. SITAlLA .... RBDDI: Q.-With regard to the 
mud pots? 

A.-W. purchase them locally. 
Sri H. SrrAlt.Alf.& RBDDI: Q.-How are tho.ttis con-

veyed to the campe? ". 
A.-It is cheeper to convey them by lorries. ' 
Sri H. SrrAlt.Alf.& RlmDI: Q.-My information is 

even with regard to mud pots there is competition 
from contractors? At Virupapuram. I heard that. 

A.-It is only with regard to thattis we have en
gaged the supply through contractors. For the local 
basket-makers say they will not be able to supply 
Imore than ten a day; but our requiremento are by 
hundreds.· . • . 

Sri R. BUBYANAlLAYANA RAo: Q.-What is the1ife 
of these thattis? 

A.-Two months. 
Q.-Why not purchaee galvanized sheets? 
A.-The initial charge will be great; and yon know 

... hat pri.,. they fetch when they are auctioned after
wards. 
, Examined by Bri KALLUB BUBBA RAo: Q.-In sec
tion II, paragraph 5 (b) you say that" a test work 
should not be converted into a relief till we find 
the proportion of men to women is at least 1: 2. n 
Have you any account of the men and women coming 
into famine camps? Have you any day gone to the 
villages and enquired why the men are not coming 
to the works? . 

A.-I have not gone to the villages but I have asked 
tbe womenIolk coming there where their menfolk are. 

Q.-:-Have you enquired whether the men have gone 
to some other ~Ia_ where there is labour in the dia-
trictP • 

A.-I have already said that I have not gone to 
the villages and enquired. When I asked the women 
who came to the works where their menfolk were, 
iihey said they are Bitting there looking after their 
<l&ttie or that they are working in the fields. 

Q.-'1'hen yon aay that you have some practical 
knowledge of irrigation under other oanals. Are the 
ryot. conservll'tive there aleo? 

A.-They are conservative everywhere. 
Q.-8o to make tne Kurnool-Oudda\,ah canal TemU

nerative would you suggest that legislation may be 
introduced to enforoe people to take water? 

A.-I don't know about the Kurnool-Ouddapah 
canal. My idee is that tbe ryot should be educated 
to see what is best for him and there is no need for 
legis18tion~ 

Q.-If he i. to be educated he m~ refuse, but if 
there is legislation he may agreeP 

A.-I would not agree to forcing a man who is 
unwilling.· 

Q.-Yon don't agree to foroe people to take wator 
to certain crop. only or to irrigate his land? 

A.-No. ' ' 
Q.-Are you lure that, when the Tungabhadra pro

jeet materializes, if you don't anforae legialation, the 
project will be profiteble? 
, A.-I don't know ~hing aliout Tungabhadra 
project and whether it i. for dry or wet irrigation. 

Q.-8upposing the Government takes up the pro
ject and spends crores of rupees and the people are 
coDservative and would not take water for Irrigating, 
don't you think it is advisable to make the ryots take 
the Tungabhadra water in the interests of the Govern
ment getting good returns P . 

A.-If the people are DOt willing to toke water, 
surely it is no good taking up the p~ject. 

Q.-You say that the Ceded distriets are thinly 
populated, 80 when the project materializes do you 
approve the idea. of gettmg people from outside the 
Tungabhadra zone and ask them to settle there? 

A.-If the Tungabhadra. project were to come in 
Bnd we want more men for intensive cultivation we 
must get people from outside. I 

Q.-There ani some taniDI in Anantapur district 
where in the tank-beds you have got perennial supply 
of water which can irriga.te about 50 to 100 acres. 
Do you approve that Government should dig wella in 
these tank-beds and supply water for irriga.tion in 
times of need or famine. Do you think there is allY 
objection to take up the work? 

A.-I don't ha.ve any objection. But, if you dig 
wells in the tank-bed, when :Hoods come into the tank,. 
they may get silted up. I would rather like the wells 
to be sunk outside the tank-bed. 

Q.-But the spring is only inside the tank-bed? 
A.-nut the difficulty is that if flood oomes it will 

cover up the well. Every year you. have to remove 
the silt. 

Q.-You have no objection to have an:y wella in the 
tank-beds if the ryots are prep!'1"ed to do tho. labour 
every year? 

A.-:-No. _ 
Sri Diwan B"hadur N. SWA>lINAmA AYYAII.: 9.

If you provide covers theY,may not get silted up m a 
.1Iood? 

A.-Y8I!. 
Sri K· SUBBA R.oo: Q.-You su~gast that even with

out interest money may be paId to the ryots for 
improving the wells? 

A.-Yes. 
Examined by Sri N. BANlUBA REnDI: Q.-You 

suggest that the ryot may be encouraged to grow 
trees on their :6.eld boundaries. Are you aware 
that if trees are planted along the bounda.ries and 
when they are grown up they will stifle the crops 
as long_ as their shadows fall? 

A.-I do not mean big trees. I mean only small 
trees just as a. fence. We have seen so many of theBe 
small jree8 in Erode taluk. where every field has 
got a boundary of small trees. I do not think 
that the shade of those trees is going to affect any 
dry cultivation. 

Q.-You mean shrubby plants? ' 
A.-Yes. Some of the thorny bushes. I cannot 

gIve their nam.es~ 
Q.-Then you say in your written evidence tbat 

.. if the season had been bad some of the ryots may 
not have enough to eat!' That is to say, that, 
;whenever the season is bad, ma.ny of· the ryots, not 
to speek of the landless labourers\ will not have 
anything to eet and the Y8Snlt wou d be unemploy- -
ment and starvation P 

A.-Yes. What I -say is that there are some 
people who a're only unemployed but ~ave enough 
to eat in their houses. There are some people who 
have nothing and should starve if they don't attend 
the works. It i. not all people that starve. 

Q.-You 
A.-Yes. 

suggest payment in kind P 

Q.-How would you solve the problem of payment 
in 'kind P If he does full work it has to be calculated 
in ocppera first? 

A..-No,· we can easily convert that into grain. 
Q.-How wonld you suggast the distribution of 

it? 
A.-We take ea'ch gang of 100 people we work out 

how much the whole gang earns and measure up 
that quantity to the headman. 

Q.-Is it not posoible to fix the amount of Rrain 
every' da.y and calculate the deficiency of work for 
a week, for a fortnight or for a month and withhold 
any denciency aot. the end of the period? 

. A.-But we are not sure that a man who comes to 
the work one day would aurely come on the follow
ing days to earn his wage. There is no possibility 
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to recover the amount from him for the deficiency 
in work at the end of a. week or so. 

Q.-Dou't you think that there is a keen sense of 
c=aste feeling among these workers P How could you 
expect them to be fed in a. common kitchen P 

A.-We· "ha.ve got different kitchens for different 
kinds of people and food is prepared by lingayats. 
We have separate sheds for different castes of people 
where they' are fed. 

Q.-You say that very few people who resort to 
the camps are skilled workmen. How can you expect 
skilled men for the famine wage P What is the 
nature of the work given to 'them P 

A .-1 don't expect them. I only said that for a 
project wC?r}r: you want skilled men. 

Q.-You say that unskilled people who come there 
are not used to the hard manual work P 

A.-Yes:' 
Q.-Then how is it that the works are being 

GoneF . 
A.-I said the1 are not used to that work but in 

itself the ~ork 1S not hard ·at all. 
Q.-You say, It it may cost about Re. 40 to Re. 50 

an acre to form terraces for dry irrigation and 
the average ryot has not this much of capital. n How.. 
is he to find funds for the purpose P 

A.-Eve!'y ryot who is accustomed to work on his 
land can do it himself. I don't think much help in 
the shape of money is necessary. 

Q.-COming to intervals, don't you think it is 
better that the interval should be from 1 to S 
instead of 12 to 2, as the land gets heated only 
thenP 

A.-In some cases it is better to have the in1iPrval 
between l·io 3 and in others between 12 to 2. That 
is why I say that the Collector should be give'n 
discretion to. alter the period of the interval. 

a.-Regarding Minor Irrigation works you say 
u tne flat undulating nature of the country . . • 
useful." Was the whole area of the district 
thoroughly examined or investigated P • 

A.-It is . only a general view formed from the 
nature of the country. 

Q . ..,.Do you know that there is a kind of flexible 
bamboo thatti used in marri«ge ceremonies, etc. 
which are durable and cheaper. Why should we not 
use them instead of the thattis now bein~ used P 

A.-They are too lI.rible to stand upright. We 
use flexibI~ rolled mate for the roof. 

Examined by ABDUL RAwoop SAlIIB)lahadur: Q.
Are you ~w&re that there are a number of land
owners who come to the works? 

A.-I am told so but I am not quite sure. 
Q.-If it i. a faot that person. owning 80 to 40 

acres come to the work don't you think it is an 
indication of famine P 

A.-Not necessarily. 
Q.-W.ould you call it distressP 
A:-It 'ttl not necessarily an indication of distress, 

because they come there to earn some extra money. 

Q.-What steps have you taken to prevent' acci
dents in these camps P 

A..-We have taken steps in the following ways:
We post a kolkar near gravel quarries where they 
should quarry j we have got prohibited quarries, we 
don't allow anybody to go there: wherever gravel is 
quarried, we instruct the lJ'ang headman to see that 
the workers do not scoop It under. I have given a 
set of instructions to all the people regarding acci
dents and not to go near a. road roller, etc. They 
are being circulated and adhered to. It was people 
who went to the prohibited quarries that ran the 
risk of accidents and we cannot help it. 

Q.-on rainy days would you advocate payment of 
wage instead of allowance, if they come to the 
workP . 

A.-No, only the allowallce. If they have done 
work for half a day and if it is more than the rest 
day allowance, they will be paid the wages they have 
earned. and not the full wage •. 

Examined by Sri R. StrBY.,.ARAYANA RAo: Q.-Is 
it because dependant's allowance is paid, such days 
are treated as rest days P 

A.-If we give them dependant's allowance, the 
actual work is measured but he is not paid accord· 
inlt to the outturn. It is only kept for reference. 

Q.-Supposing the;y do turn out the full task 
before the rain seta m will you give them the full 
wage? 

A.-Yes if they have done- the full task, they 
'get the fulI wages, whether there is rain or not. 

q.-.As the stoppage of work is due to causes over 
wh1ch they have no control don't you think that 
it would be a great hardship to give rest--day allow
ance for these days especially wlien they have come 
all the way from their villages to do the work and 
have again to g~ _ bac.k to their homes P 

A.-I don't 'think it it 8. hardship, for the ra.ins 
are only for a. short period. The rains are not pour. 
ing contin~ou8Iy. 

Q.-Then you don't advocate payment of wages 
for theaeday.? 

A.-No. 
ABDUL RAWOOP SABIB Bah.dur: Q.-In the case 

of these bab,lea do you think, that it is nece.ssa.ry 
that the babIes should be carrIed every day P Is it 
not enough if they are brought onoe every week? 

A..-I ~n tell you that we don't enforce toat they 
should be brought every day. It is enough if they 
bring the babies once a week. 

Sri R. SUlI.YANARAYANA RAO: Q.-Do you think 
that it should be made "art of the Code instead of 
leaving_ it to the discret1on. -of the officers? 

A..-I don't think: it is necessary. It can be left 
to the discretiQ!l of the officers. 

ABDUL RAWOOF SAHIB Bahadur: a.-As regards 
the supply of the thattis don't you think that it i. 
cheaper to purchase them from the local people 
straightw&;y instea.d of from the contractors who 
purchase fFom these looal people? 
A:-~o. ~he contractors, supply .thattis at short 

notIce and 1D any quant1ty reqUired, which the 
local people may not be a.ble to do. 

Q.-Would it not be possible for the department 
to store them P 
. A.-The~.e comb:us,tible substances cannot be kept 
1~ stores. There 18 also the difficulty of accommoda-
t10n. . 

Q.-You say that, CI I~ sOme~imee hapP8Il8 that 
Bome gangs are able to finIsh theu- works earlier than 
sunset arnd refuse to do more than their task." Can 
these people be asked to do work after they complete 
their work and if they refuse can they be marked 
absent for the full da.y P 

A.-Yea. They finish by 4 o'olock. -
Q.-By the time work agent goes and ohecks the 

work and measures it and checks the attendance it 
is generally 6 o'clock? 

A.-The labourers do not stop for the measure
ment to be done. Attendance is taken at 2 p.m. 

Q.-If they do extra worlr, you don't pay extra. 
If they do ·leas work, you cut off their wages. 

A.-I have said plainly .• They are .. ked to be 
there till sunset. My point is that they should be 
let off aji 5. o'clock) whether they finish the work 
or not. TheIr hours of work are from 1 to 12 and 
from 2 to sunset. They must be there till sunset. 
WhElD I go there they must be doing their work 
and not b~ sitting quietly. except between 12 and 2. 
They are pot concerned WIth the work. 

Q..-The works that are now done are on task 
baSIS and not on hours of work? 
A.-I~ i~ by hours as well as quantity to be done. 

They wi11 have to work from 7 to 12 and from 2 to 
sunset. 

O.-The task is not the considera.tion? 
A .-It is only a guide for pa.yment. 

. Q.-Do :you still insist about this clause that check_ 
109 offioer~ when they find coolies absent during 
rll ... .k, e&n mark them absent for the full day P 

A.-I want only orders on that whether they 
could be let off or whether they have to be marked 
absent. 

Mr. H. R. DOG,..: Q.-After the coolies go away 
how long do the work-agents and others work? 

A.-They work till 7 o'clock. They have to 
attend office wor": till 10 or 11 in the night. Every 
day they ~re doma: 80. They have to begin work 
Q-t 7 o'clock: the next day and have to be at the work 
spot at 6 9'clock. 

The Committee rose for the day. 
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7th September 193B. 

The Comn:.ittee reassembled in the Collector's Court hall, Bellary, at 10-30 a.m. 
with Mr.' C. A. Henderson in the Chair. The following members were present;-

Mr. F. M. DawLEY. 
.. H. R. DOORA. 
.. L. B. GREEN. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SWAMINATHA AnAR. 
.. T. A. RAMALINOAM CHE'l'fIYAR. 
.. H. SITARAMA REDDI. 
.. R. SURYANARAYANA RAo. 
.. N. SANKARA REDDI . 
.. KALLUR SURBA BAo. 

ABDUL RAWOOF SAHIB Bahadur. 
Mr. ? I. R. MUIR, the Secretary; was also present. 

The examination of Sri N. MRITYANJAYA SASTRI, Sec~etary, District Famine Relief 
Committee, Bellary, was taken up. ' 

Written evidence. 

SECTION 1. 

Measures for the prevention or mitigation of famine • 

. (a) (i) Irrigation-Major.-This Committee is of opinion that the only major project 
whIch would effectually prevent famine in the major portion of the area now liable to 
famine is the Tungabhadra project. 

This project commands an area of-

Bellary district 
Kurnool district 
Anantapur district ,'" 

ACS. 
7B4,ooo 
160,300 
12B,200 

Total 1,072,500 

The estimated cost of the scheme is 10 crores and the scheme is expected to yield a return 
of '3·97 per cent on the capital outlay. 

As we understand the recommendation in G.O. No. 1429, 1., dated 6th July 1934, 
and also the report of the Soil Survey Chemist, the sche!pe under consideration is only 
to irrigate dry crops. Now that the Engineering and other difficulties appear to have been 
solved the scheme may immediately be taken on hand to prevent the recw:rence of famine 
in these districts. 

The Kurnool-CudJapah Canal.-This Committee is of opinion that the experience of 
the Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal is no criterion in this matter. 

(a) As already observed above the scheme now contemplated is only for irrigating 
dry crops. 

(b) The Irrigation Committee report G.O. No. 1973, I., dated 16th December 
1926, has observed that the reason for the l'Jot not taking water for wet crops is that the 
supply of water is adequate only for paddy and not for more paying crops like sugarcane, 
etc. ' 

(e) Some other reasons for the failure of the Kurnool-Cnddapah Canal have been 
noted at page B of Clerk's Report, viz.:-

.. The construction of the canal has stopped short at the point at which a 
remunerative return might be expected from any further expenditure, etc." and 
he suggests a realignment of the canal. He also observes that there is much greater 
demand in Cuddapah than in Kuroool district. 

(d) Also it is possible to induce the ryot to take water for irrigation by charging 
dry assessment for the first five years, and then increasing it slightly for the next five 
years and with a final increase after the tenth year. ' 

(e) The remarks of Mr. Clerk that a ryot may not easily take to new conditions 
are inapplicable at present. Propaganda and demonstrations may induce him to change. 

(f) We are also of opinion that most of the fears now entertained will disappear 
even 88 in Godavari and Ristna tracts where similar conditions prevailed before the 
irrigation schemes. With regard to the question whether this project if it materializes will 
prevent or mitigate fll-mine in all parts, we are of opinion that in a major portion of the 
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area in Bellary district now liable to famine, it will be prevented and in regard to other
areas we recommend winor irrigation schemes being launched. We also endorSe the opinion 
of Mr. Clerk in- his report with regard to Godavari project at page 50 of his report, para
graph 6. He says • For all practical purposes the district may now be regarded as beyond 
the reach of famine. For though in the upland tracts much of the crop is precarious the 
delta produces surplus food and in it there is always a demand for labour.' We believe 
similar results will follow in non-project areas here. 

We are therefore of opinion there is really no insuperable difficulty in the way or 
immediately launching on the project if there is only the will to do it. We are constrained 
to say, though with considerable regret, that a large body of opinion in our districts feels. 
that Government has utterly neglected the interests of the people of the Ceded districts. 
The usual cynical comment is made" We are neglected because we do not agitate and we do. 
not agitate because we are famine-stricken." We are thus in a vicious circle. 

Before taking leave of this subject, we wish to make some observations on what we 
consider one or t,wo relevant 'Considerations which may have a. bearing on the subject.· 

.. Firstly, that the Government is not justified in shirking its obligations on the 
ground of expenditure involved on the scheme, for no Government can lay claim to be 
called civilized that can ignore for nearly 100 years the moSt primary need of the people 
of four or five districts. Also our deplorable condition has cost the Government consi
deraille sums in the way of famine relief, let alone losses from frequent remissions, and 
Joss in the shape of excise, salt and stamp revenue. Account also should be taken or 
the direct protection afforded by the irrigation works in years of drought hy the saving
of human lives, while in seasons of average rainfall they are of greatser-vice and a great 
source of wealth-giving certainty to all agricultural operations increasing the outturn per
IIcre of the crops and enahling more valuaNe deseriptions of crops to be grown." 

The Famine Commission of 1878 further remarked speaking on irrigation .. It is. 
not for us to propose any final limit to the expenditure which may be legitimately incurred 
with this object in which are involved not only the credit and good name of the State but 
also the well-being of the millions who in all but the most unfavourable years add to its 
revenues and to the wealth of the country by the precarious cultivation which they carry 
on in these unprotected tracts." 

There is another problem intimately connected with the cost of the "cheme, which 
is causing considerable anxiety in the minds of some of the prominent men in the dis
tricts, viz., the possible repercussions of the linguistic province controversy on the
early fruition of the Tungabhadra project. 

For one thing it is feared the Government may hesitate to commit itself to this 
scheme with the linguistic provinces on the anvil. On the other hand, it is apprehended 
if new provinces are formed, the commitments which a new province will involve and the 
comparatively lower credit which minor provinces will command may postpone the Tunga
bhadra project for all time. Also Bellary district which covers the major portion of the· 
project area and which is to be divided between Andhra and RarnatiQ provinces will have 
to depetId on the consent and the financial capacity of the two minor provinces for the· 
scheme being approved thus adding some more obstacles to the scheme materializing. 

We are therefore emphatically of opinion that no other considerations should be
allowed to' stand in the way of the immediate inauguration of the scheme and in any event 
before any new provinces are formed we suggest the cost of Tungabhadra project should 
be made either a first charge on the revenues of the Federation as in the case of the
Sukkur barrage scheme or a first charge on the revenues of the major provinces (Madras. 
and Bombay) so that the minor provinces to be formed cannot shirk the responsibility. 

(a) (ii) To make the project more useful, we are of opinion that along with the irri
gation system or immediately thereafter the hydro-electric scheme he also taken on hand 
to augment the revenues. In addition to hydro-electric scheme navigation on canals be 
launched with advantage. Such ~se is made in Godavari and Ristna canals. 

(a) (iii) An alternative to the Tungabhadra scheme which can solve or at least 
mitigate a. major portion of the district from famine, it is c¥fficult to conceive. There are 
some schemes which are suggested by the irrigation committees appointed from time t() 
time in the Madras Presidency, viz., Chinna H&gari and Chikka Hagari schemes. These 

,.do not command the necessary area and do not solve even the fringe of the probleDl. We 
once again reiterate that it is. futile to contemplate inauguration of any othe-r major 
scheme e.xcept that of the Tungabhadra. 

(b) Minor Irrigation and Wells-(i) and (ii).-'-From the. enquiry we have made we 
are of opinion that a. .number of these. mi,:,or irrigation sources and the area irrigated 
thereunder are decreasmg. Mr. Clerk m hiS report of 1902 stateq that for Bellary dis
trict, benefits of minor irrigation schemes, especially for the famine area, are incalculable. 
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Even the few tanks existing in this area are not properly functioning for so many causes. 
Mr. Clerk has given his opinion with regard to this in his report I!-t page 65. He gives 
the following reasons:-

,(1) . That the waters in these tanks are not likely to be fully utilized as villages are 
sItuated along the margm of jungle streams to be impounded, and it is very 
difficult to avoid heavy compensation for land occupied by village-sites. 

(2) That the construction and maintenance of the works will be expensive. 

(3) They will silt up very quickly. He says this more so with regard to Alur and 
Bellary taluks. He is however of opinion that if good sites are found they will 
make good famine relief works and states that some more estimates of the 
kind should be got ready. This Committee further adds that these may be sowe 
of the causes for the minor irrigation schemes not working properly, but would 
like to add the following among other causes;-

Feeder channels are not repaired. There is no removal of silt from the tank 
by any Government or private concern, allowing ryots to cultivate on most of 
the tank-beds and subsequently getting a patta transferred in their favour. 
Further the kudimaramat system is not now in vogue and even if it is in 
vogue it is done perfunctorily and in a most unsystematic manner. The 
example of Kanekal tank may be taken as a typical instance. From the 
Government statistics published for the years 1935 to 1938, the amount spent 
for the upkeep and repairs of minor irrigation works for this famine' zone is a 
mere pittance. For the five taluks of Adorn, Alur, Be1lary, Rayadrug and 
Siruguppa the total amount spent for tank repairs, etc., is about Rs. 3,000 
and odd for 1935-36, Rs. 1,600 and odd for 1936-37 and Rs. 500 and odd for 
1937-38. An appreciable amount must be spent for repairing channels. There 
is no proper provision or utilization of the Government funds for keeping the 
tanks and minor irrigation works in proper working order." We are therefore 
of opinion that if funds are utilized properly it is possible to keep them in good 
condition. to 

Our 'suggestions ar&-
(1) To reclaim tank-beds and widen the catchment area and keep In proper 

condition the feeder channels. 
(2) Remove the silt from the tank-beds. 
(3) Revive the kudimaramat scheme. 
(4) Reinforce the bunds for the tanks and entrust these to the village panchayats 

on a statutory basis. 

The utility of keeping the tanks and minor irrigation sources in proper condition 
will not only benefit those near the tanks, but also will be the best source of supply for 
village wells, that is, it will allow subsoil circulation of water which may prevent 
brackishness. We also suggest that the Tank Restoration Scheme establishment ill these 
districts be doubled. 

(iii) The question is raised if there is any use" repairing minor irrigation works 
which depends on rain-water for their storage as they will also fail during bad years. 
There are two possible answers. If the tanks and minor irrigation schemes are managed 
as at present the answer will be that these irrigation schemes will be of no use. But if 
proper steps as suggested above are taken it is possible that even in case of drought the 
water stored in the years of plenty will be of some use to the ryots in times of distress. 

(iV) It is t,rue the water in the black-soil area. is brackish, and deleterious to crops. 
It is not possible to irrigate lands from such water. But the sinking of wells may be taken 
in red-soil areas and Hagari banks and near channels and where it is possible to get good 
water for irrigation purposes. The Government should advance money to the ryots in 
such areas at favourable rates to make this scheme.s, success--vide Colonel Smart's 
Scheme. 

(c) Contouf' band forming.-It is not quite clear what exactly is meant by this ques
tion. The Villager's Calendar for 1938 ~ont~s a. report about dry farm bunding. We 
are of opinion that this method of farmmg WIll YIeld better produce to the ryot. The 
contour bunding as followed in America appe'!'l"s to be .0. costly ,sc~eme which. is not w!thin 
the reach of the ordinary ryot. It can be tried only m non-project areas WIth the aId of 
Government help as the ordinnry ryot is not able to meet its cost. The literature on the 
subject of Contour Bundin~, is to be fO,~nd i.n t~e first a~nual r~port of the .. Resettle
ment Administration, Washmgton, 1936, whICh IS really mstructlve. ~he success of the 
scheme also depends on the propaganda by the department. We are mformed that this 
scheme is successfully carried out in some districts of the Bombay Presidency. 
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The Dr'J Farming.-From a visit to one of the stations suggested in-the question
naire, viz., Hagan, we are of opinion that it is possible to secure a better outturn of 
crops by improved dry farming methods practised at Hagari. Bund forming and basin 
listing as practised here do result in better outturn of crops. We suggest that there 
should be demonstration farms for each taluk as knowledge of better and improved 
methods has to be brought home to the cultivator. • 

Aff01estation.-This Co~ittee is of opinion that afforestation is an absolute neces
.. ity. The system in vogue of giving grazing facilities by the forest panchayats is to be 
controlled with a view to keep the forests from devastation. An active and extensive 
scheme of afforestation should be launched immediately. Babul and margosa trees could 
be planted among others. 

Alternati!)e 01 subsidiary sources of employment-(i) Large-scale industry.-The 
(Jnly large-scale industry which could be started in this area is cotton spinning mills. We 
are of opinion that weaving mills should not be encouraged as it affects cottage industries. 
Tanning industry is alSo possible in this locality and carpet making and cumbly making 
with softening process may be taken on hand. It is necessary to give proper impetus 
by giving State-aid to these industries. The example of the Mysore Governmeni ill 
subsidizing many (Jf _ their industries may 'be followed. 

Gil Cottage industries .-The cottage industries which ru:e useful for this area are 
bandloqm weaving of clotb and cumblies. There a.re a large number of weavers making a 
living by these industries. We are informed there are over 10,000 in this district. The 
weaving centres are mainly at Adoni, Yemmiganur, Gudekal, Rayadrug, Hirehal, Kuru
godu aud some villages in Hospet taluk. If sufficient encouragement is given to tbe band
loom weavers they will not only make a decent living but also produce enough cloth _ to 
supply a major portion of the district. The kind of cloth woven is really of a good order. 
For want of proper encouragement by tbe Government till recently and the indifference 
of the public, tbe handloom weavers are suffering. But with the organization of tbe band
loom weavers' co-operative societies started under tbe Government auspices, it is possible 
to improve tbeir lot. This industry will be of considerable use and mitigate the severity 
of tbe famine to a very large extent. The otber possible cottage induskies are soap
stone industry, i.e., inaking utensils of soap-stone. Bee-hive and poultry farming are 
also possible. 

Sparked water.-This Committee has no experience on the subject. 

SECTION II. 

Purpose.of famine operations and principles of famine relief. 
I . 

We do not agree \'\lith the principles laid down in the introduction and in section 127 
of tbe Famine Code. The conception of the duty of the State towards its cit~zens has 
considerably changed since tbe time tbe Pamine Code was framed. The idea of having 
tbe lowest amount of wage sufficient Ie maintain healthy persons in health is not satis
factory. ·..J:t is not our intention tbat in times of famine the villager should be provided 
with all the comforts he is supposed to have in normal times. He should not only be kept 
in a bealthy condition but he should also have reserve power to tide over successive 
famines which bas been the lot of the"e distdct·s. Sinco 1<176 there have been repeated 
famines almost every three years. Tbe health of the ryots has considerably deteriorated 
by tbese visitations. The loss suffered in 1876 and subsequent famines has Dot been made 
up even till now. The point is not only physical but psychological. A certain amount 
of confidence must be infused in the ryot, that be could tide over difficulties. For that, _ 
it is necessary tbat Dot only tbe wage should be revised but also the task should be altered. 
He should not feel that he is a slave depending on- the dole of the Government for his 
maintenance. In normal times be pays taxes and helps tbe Government to carryon. 
In times of distress he has got a rigbt to fall back on the Government for his maintenance. 
Greater financial commitments are inevitable, till preventive or protective measures are 
inaugurated on a large scale. Material prosperity and futlll'b well-being of the ryot is 
more important than present financial commitments. This Committee earnestly desires 
that the well-being of tbe ryots and not finance should be _ the main consideration in a 
couutry predominantly agricultural. Famine is a disease wbich saps the vitality of the 
people and their productive power. No pams or money should be spared to rebabilitate 
tbe ryot and give him confidence in the future. If this id~a is kept in view many of the 
measures and recommendations proposed by this Committee will be fully justified. 

4. Preliminary measures of cnquinj and 1,r.paration wh"n t·he rai.,,, fail (Chapte. Jl 
of the Code). --At present the crop estimate is left to t,be Revenue department from the 
karnam to Deputy Collector for preparing the crop estimate. The Revenue department 
by it.s very training is more concerned wit~ the probable loss and gain to tbe revenues of 
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the State. R is possible that the department may not place the well-being of the ryot 80 

much as revenue in the forefront. We therefore suggest that the crop estimate should 
be made by the Agricultural Department. who will have a better idea of the outtom. 

5. Chapter 3--Period of observation and tcst.-We are of opinion that the opening of 
test "¥lrks is not a neces~.ary preliminary to the grant of relief. Test works are meant 
to find out if the distress is prevalent. The prevalance of the famine in this district 
is II normal occurrence. It will therefore be safe to start relief works straightaway instead 
of ·test works. But in order to be more certain about the matter we recommend that if 
in anyone of the three preceding years there .was drought or scarcity and if the crop out
turn was poor no test works need precede starting relief works. 

6. Chapters 4 and 6-DeclaTation of distress and commencement of relief and descrip
tion of the flarioU8 measures of relief.-This Committee reoommends that the distin~tion 
between scarcity and distress should be abolished. Immediately rains fail and the expected 
outturn is poor it is advisable to declare distress. The conditions of test work if found 
necessary need not be different from relief work especially in the Ceded districts. 

SECTION III. 

Scale of wages and allowances and the diet scale. 

i. The classification under section 116 is not correct. There should be a classifica
tion of Cd) and (e) into only one class and the distinction between the wages paid to men 
and women also should be abolished. 

8. (a) The scale of wages and allowances as laid down in Chapter 8 of the -Code is 
not ~uited to the Ceded districts ryots. The grain item is insufficient even for classes 1 
and 2 and the-distinction between the food for men and women is not based on facts. 
The grain equivalent system contemplated there should be abolished. The fact is that the 
Ceded district ryot normally eats three times ~ day and his diet consists of items which 
are not provided for in the Famine Code. 

(b) The existing allowances for vegetable under section 128 (a) should be revised. 
The present diet given to a famine wage earner compares very unfavourablv with that of 
normal diet given to a oonvict in jaiL The position of the ryot should be much better 
than a oonvict undergoing imprisonment for acnme. In these changing times when 
jail reforms are undertaken, it is absolutely necessary that the diet of the ordinary ryot 
should also be revised. This will be in accordance with the principle enunciated by us in 
preface to section II of the memorandum. Normally a ryot gets buttermilk in the 
village. The fact that he takes no vegetables normally is not relevant ·becanse be gets 
nourishment from butt,ermilk, pulses, etc. We are therefore of, opinion that onions, 
greens, brinjals, tamarind should be increased_ It may not be possible to get vegetables 
on a large scale during hot weather, but brinjals and onions are. usually available. Butter
milk also can be procured if proper precautions are taken to preserve the cattle in the 
village during the time of distress by giving necessary fodder facilities. It is also the duty 
of the State to protect the sale of cattle in famine times and feed them if necessary, and 
band them back to the ryots. This will solve the difficulty of the ryot in starting agri
cultural onerations immediately after the rains. 

(e) The only extravagance which the ryot indulges in during the times of famine 
is drinking toddy. Immediately famine works are started we recommend that all toddy 
and arrack shops within a radius of 8 miles should be closed. We also suggest co-operative 
provision stores be-opened in the famine area_ Some of the petty money-lenders especially 
Pathans are hovering about the camps to grab at what little amount the famine worker 
aets. 'I'here should be a strict lJ,ud rigorous exclusion of ,such persons near the famine 
;rea. It \s better also durin!l times of famine to declare II mol"'ttorium in those villages 
so that the workers need not be unduly he.ra.ssed by their creditors. 

Gratuitous relief.-It is better the Revenue department prepares an annual list of 
persons that may have to ~epend .on gra~uity in times of falnine. So that in case famine 
iN declared they may get ImmedIate rehef. 

SECTION IV. 

The size and nature of the task in famine works. 

9 .. The task system should be given up and fixed wages system of 8 hours work per 
dav be introduced; and the wage at the rate of 2 anuas for both men and women without 
distinction and I, annas for workers between 12 and 14 be fixed. The principle of equal 
wage between men and women should be kept llJ). 
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SECTION V. 

The possibility of pr()f)iding famine relief by ·works of more appreciable benefit to the 
community than 8tone-bTe~king, e.g_, irrigatio1l works of suitable size. 

The policy enunciated in the Code states that works of permanent utility like 
Yillage improvement schemes and iJ:rigation works should be the normal task imposed 
during times of famine, and that road-making and other works should be exooptions. 
But in this district exception has become the rule and no irrigation works or. schemes 
of public utility are taken on hand. Immediately famine operations are started the 
only work done is stone-breaking. No considerations seem to ha.ve been bestowed on 
schemes of permanent utility. This is demoralising to the worker. The material 
collected has not been made use of. Thl;) local boards in which thes~ roads are ultimately 
vested are neither able nor inclined to maintain these roads. It is so much waste of 
public money. This policy should at once be changed. No doubt it is true that it 
is difficult to provide utility schemes on a large scale immelliately famin.e occurs.. But 
that should be no criterion for resorting only to road works as the solvent for all evils. 
For instance, minor irrigation works should be investigated· and kept in readiness and 
immediately famine is declared they may be taken on hand. To a certain extent 
spinning and weaving may be encouraged. Well digging can be taken up on a large 
scale and completed. 

Other suggestions .-la) We have found by experience that there is no-provision 
for compensation in cases of accidents to famine workers. A provision may be made 
applying the Workmen's Compensation ,Act to workers in Famine Camps .. 

(b) The method of constituting non-official Relief Committees under section 40 
has been found to be unsatisfactory in certain cases. Some rules may be framed ~ 
make the committees more useful and representative. . 

Oral evidence. 
Examined by Sri R. Sl/RYAN.uuYAN. RAo: Q.-You 

are tendering evidence on behalf of the Distric:t 
Famine Relief OommitteeP 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-Usually it is constituted by the Collector under 

section 40 of the Code P . 
A.-Yeo. 
Q.-In vonr memorandum, you state ,that the 

method . of constituting noo..officia.l committeeB has 
been found to be unsatisfactory. So, you don't want 
the Collector constituting these oommittees? 

A.-My suggestion is that it should not be alto
gether made to depend on the discretion of the 
Collector but public opinion also might be oorisulted 
to a certain extent, i.e., by mea.ns of convening a 
meetinlJ, of all the important men in the district and 
consultmg them and then the committee be oonsti
tuted. 

Q.-Not nonlinated by the OollectorP . 
A.-By the Colleotor~ but in consultetion with pub

lic opinion. 
Q.-So, this memorandum that you have submitted 

has been adopted by that nominated committee P 
A. .-In that committee we co-opted a large number 

of im porta.nt men and they appointed a Bub--oom .. 
mittee to dra.ft the reply to the questionnaire and 
this is the work of tha.t Bub-committee in which the 
co-opted memb8l'8 also took Rart. 

• Q.-You speak of the Cuddapah:Kurnool canaL.
I suppose you have no personal knowledge of it 
except what you got from the reporte and books that 
you were able to get P 
~.-Y ... 
Q.-From what you have studied, do you think it 

would be advantageous to levy a oompulsory water
rate for all the lando under the Cuddapah-Kurnool 
ca.nal, of course assuring them lupply of water P 

A. -I should think, that is the only way to make 
people take that water. 

. Q.-Do you think it should be dry irrigated Cll"Op 
or wet irrigated crop P 

A.-1 think it ought to depend on the amount of 
water that it is pOSBible to .upply. 

Q.--So you would leave it to the Government to 
decide whether it should be wet crop or dry crop, 
but however you are of -opinion that a oompu.lso!7 
levy may be instituted P ~ 
. A.-1 think a compulsory ~evy is a-bsolutely nece&o 

8M'y. 
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Q.-Do you agree that in the .... e of the Tunga
bh~" . Project a compulsory levy oould be made for 
dry lITIgable crop P 

A.-1 think that is the only way to make people 
take water. at least for some time to come e other
wise people may not take to it and all the 6xpendi .. 
tu.re that (Jovernment may incur on this big scheme 
,mlght ,become a loss to Government. 

Q.:-You mentioned something about ~uiatio 
. provinces. What is your difficulty if \inguisti. pro

VlnC8S are formed P 
A .-If linguistic provinces are formed I believe 

the Ceded districts and Chittoor will attBer consi .. 
derably because they. are economically backward 
If linguistic provinces are formed I take it that U; 
the new provinces-Andhra and Karnataka with 
which alone I am conoe-rned--expenditure will be 
diverted for BOme time to come at least towa.rds the 
costly establiBhment, e.g., splitting the High Court. 
Governor's houses, miDlsterial establishments and 
there will also be such other commitments which will 
make it impossibie for the new Governments what
ever their pious intentions may be, to find the money 
for these irrigation facilities which are the absolute 
need of these five districts. 

Q.-Have you had ocoasion to u:amine J'()ughly 
what would be the assets of these two provinces P 

A.-A.ccording to a pamphlet called the .. Andhra 
Movement II the income of the proposed A.ndhra 
Provin-ce is supposed to be 7 MOres and odd. The 
income of the proposed Karnataka Province is sup .. 
posed to be 2i crOreB. I take it that prohibition 
if the Government launches on it, would certainly 
consume one--fourtb of the revenues available for 
these Provinces, thus reducing the revenue of the 
Andhra Province to 5 croree and that of the Karn ... 
taka to It eroreB. With the special oommitmente 
which may be the :result of the formation of new 
Provinces, I think for hundreds of years to come 
there is no possibility of these two minor Provinces 
finding funds for any of the irrigation achames of 
these five districts and much lese for the Tunga
bhad .. which is the main neod of the district. There 
is -also the further complication in regard to the 
Tungabhadra Project and BellBry district would be 
the most unfortunate, i.e., if the two provincee are 
to come about. As the present propoeala go, the 
Bellary district bas got to be divided between the 
two warring provinces of .... dhra and Karnataka. 
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Bellary district being the battl<>-ground .between the 
two contending forces ea.c~ one cl8.1mmg So large 
portion of this district for Itself. As I have 8ta~d 
in the very first part of my memorand~J ~ccordmg 
to official records, .the Tunl\abhadra. Project IS 'mostly 
in the BelJary district. Wlth .784,000 acres and the 
difficulty in regard to thIS proJect win become greater 
than at present because the consent of both the 
Karnataka and Andhra provinces will be necessary 
in the matter 01 the aJlocation of the revenues ~~ 
for setting apart the necessary funds before thIS 
scheme is launched; and, then the claim of the Kar

. nataka I hear is in regard to most of th& Bellary 
districi. If th~t is SOJ it will ~a.ve to pay a Ia.r:ger 
portion of the proposed expenditure on the proJect 
which ;ha.s been estimated at 10 crores. So, I fear 
that the Karna.taka. Province with It crores will 
never be able to meet a. bill f-or 6 .or 7 crores which 
will probably be its share of the cost of the project. 
So if these two provinces do oome .about, I am ~r
tain that tOOs project will be shelved for a long time 
to come aDd UeUary must decide if it is going to be 
a perm~nent famine-striken area wiili- no ~ope of 
redemption in the near futUre. 

Mr. F. M.DowL ..... : Q.-The project is more im
portantP 

A.--certainly, the idea. of ~he present Govern
ment which is fighting for Iwa?,a, or, for that ,matter, 
the idea of any Government~ 18 to feed and lDlprove 
the economic condition of the people. 

Sri R. SUBYANARAYANA RAO:, Q . ..,.....Have Y011: cons~
dered the other ""peets reiatlDg to the. proJect, if 
these two provinces are formed, or even if .one p~ 
vince is formed, that is} t~e ~eadworks Will .be m 
ODe province and the dIstrIbutIon. channels will be 
in the other province and one sectIOn of the officers 
belonging to one province and the other to the other 
province? 

A.-Yes, that is a further complication. whkh 
will make this project a m,~ag6 and I fear It wip. 
recede farther and farthe.:; lDtO. the ba.ckgro~nd if 
the formation of the provmces 18 to be (l()~~dered 
before this project h"" been brought to frUition, 

Q.-You'say "we are emphatically of "Pinion that 
DO other considera.tion should be allowe~ to stand 
in the way of the immediate inauguration of, the 
scheme and in any event before any new provmces 
are fonned we suggest the cost of the Tungabhadra. 
Project should be made either a, first c_harge on the 
revenues of the Federation as m the case of the 
Sukkur Barrage Scheme, o~ a first charge on the 
revenues of the major pro~nces (Madr8.6 and Bom
bay) 80 that the mi.nor prOVInces to be form,ed C8;nn~ 
shirk the responsibility." Don't YQU thmk 1t 18 
taking for granted too much, because you want

b 
to 

inaugurate something, you want t? throw the . !lI'
den on the others P Don't you thmk that P<!SltlOD 
is not necessary? Of course I can understand if you 
say that Tungabhadra. must come P 

A -Why I stated 80 wa.s, becau~e of the atmoo
ph.':" namely th,. trouble from agitators from the 
Circa:' and alSo from the Karnataka area. 
If only it was in our power J we could prevent, ~e 
formation of the province hy every mea.nsj but ~ It 
is going to be forced upon us, w~ are on y a~xlo~s 
to S6(mre the Tungabhadra. ProJect.. My new IS 
that the TungBbhadr" Project should first be pro
vided for. 

Q -But don't you think it is an impoasible pro
osition to a.sk th .. t this shonl.d be the IIrst charge fn the revenues of the FederatIon P 
A. ~Beca.uoe I felt tha.t the present. Governmen~ 

ma~ned by Congressmen, aeerns to ,'take, I~ for gr~te 
that they are committed to the lingulstlo pro~h""t 
I am anxioull to place before that GoverJ}ID.ent a 
even if they feel they are committed ~o thl~, the I'ro
ject ought to be their primary oonsideratlon. My 
view i. th"t thoRe provinces should not come abou!! 
Dot merely on economio grounds, but OD sever 
other grounds. &8 well. 

Q -You would like the TungabhBdra Proj~ in
aug;.rated hefore the form"tion. o~ tbese. proVlnces P 

A -No We do not want lingUlstlo proVlllCes !'-t .fI. 
Q:-80 'you want the Tungabhadra ",!d ~1ID1 ar 

.. ther projecta for the benefit of the •• dlstrlCtsP 
A.-y .... 

. Q.-You say there is no proper provision or utiliza.
tIon o~ the, G?vet'!lID.ent fun~tj for keoping the tanks 
and mmor 1r~JgatlOn w~rks In proper working order. 
You have gIven certa.1D figures, You think more 
~ll~tmt:rlt should be made for the repair of minor 
Irrlgation sourceo P " 

A.-Yes, greater provision ought to be made and 
money ought to be spent on minor irrigation works. 

The CHAIRMAN: Q.-You ha-ve quoted certain 
figures. Do they relate to minor irrigation works of 
the Revenue. department or those of the Public 
Works Department? You refer to repairs here? 
A.-T~ose are ~he figures supplied to me by the 

Collector 9 o~ce ~n. reg':U'd to the expenditure in
curred on mInor lrrI,gation schemes. on this disttict. 

S~i R, ~URYANARAYANA. ~AO: Q .-one of your sug
gestions IS about th~ r.evlval of the kudimaramatb 
8YSte~. You know l't 19 already in the Act. Are 
you In fav:our of the kudilD:aramath being trans
fe~red to v~llage pancha.yats, If they are constituted 
Without beIng em,Powered by statute to enforce it P 

A..-I abould thlDk though it is transferred to the 
panchayats the Revenue- department may have some 
control over it and see to its proper working. 

Q.-Are you in favour of the abolition of {orost 
panchayatsP , 

4·-So far as grazing facilities are concerned I 
believe the forest panchayat which owes its poSition 
to .the electorate in. trying to plea.se the electorate 
~hIC~ elected It, ml~h~ neglerct the interests of the 
dlStrlct. Therefore It 18 better the superintendence 
of these forests might be removed from the hands of 
the panchayats, 

Q.-Y~u h..,e some. auggestiona relating to the 
p~eparation of crop estImates. You are not satisfied 
With the present method of crop estima.tes. You think 
the Agricultural department is more compertent to 
&lTive at crop estimates? -

A.-My main object in making the suggestion is 
t~e R~ventte department which ~ concerned pri:ma
rIly ,with ,the revenues of· the dlBtrict, might place 
conSIderatIOns of revenue above the interests of the 
agriculturist. I have sometimes heard complaints 
that som~ tahsildars, for fear that their superior 
officers ought take them to task, gave a higher re.. 
port a.bout the crops than the facts actua.lly war
ranted. So, I think the Revenue department suffers 
from these conflicting interests. viz., interest of the 
Revenue department on the one aide and the inte
rest of the ryot on the other. It ·is better to remove 
this con1lict. . 

Q.-Is not the Agricultural depa.rtment a depart
ment of Government? 

A,-Yes. No private agency could do this, and 
between the Rev:enue and Agricultural departments 
I tnink the Agricultural department is likely to be 
more efficient in giving a report about the actual 
crop return. 

g.-you want Government to straightaway start 
rehef works as soon as famine occurs. You knoW' 
the experience of test work at a place called Gududur 
in Boilary tal uk. Don't you think that .ome son 
of test work-it may even be an extension of the 
ordinary works, is n~ary? 

. A.-We only think that the rigours of the te.t. 
work may be lessened, because in this district which 

. is perpetually subject to famine, even the period 
spent in test work might be a considerable hardship 
to the people. Therefore, if the rigours of teat works 
are lessened, I will be sa.tisfied. 

Q.~You think one of the methods of doing so is to 
give allowance to dependants p 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-You ... y ths.t the Ceded districts ryot eata, 
normally three times a day. What is the normal 
quantity P Will it be about i aeer ... ch meal P 

A.-l think an ordinary lah?urer in good health 
takes more than l seer each tlme. 

Q.-Under 8 (0), you ""y. there are Path"ns 
hovering about the oa.mpa. Ha.ve they com. into the 
rural areas alsoP 

A.-Y",,; they h"ve alao business in rural. parts, 
They have lent money to peop~e and oollect It pro
bably using much more C08rc1on than the courts 
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wOllld allow. I know at the time the pay is dis
bursed to clerks in the Taluk o.ffi.ce, they are waiting 
.outBide and get their due. 

Q.-You are for starting co-operative JlfovisioD 
stores in the famine area. Do you know It means 
membership, share capital and 80 on i it is Dot a 
charitable concern and the question of profit also 
cornea in. Your suggestion. evidently me~s the eli .. 
mination of profit P 

A.-Yes, profit can be as little as possible, but Illy 
idea. is you must place the grain at the disposal of 
the ryot almost at ('.Qst price. 

Q.-The grain given in the camps is the same as 
that sold in the bazaar. In the camps there is no 
profiteering P , 

A.-I think there is the medium of the oontraetor. 

Q.-SuPP08ing there is a dealer who is asked to· 
sell it. at the rates prescribed by the Collector. Have 
'yo~ any objection P • 

A.-If that can be done I am agreeable. My only 
point is that gra.in should be made available to the 
individual to be purchased at the camp or as near 
as possible. That is the object of the suggestion a.nd 
whether it takes the form of a c~operative store or 
any other kiud it does not matter. 

Q.-In Section V, you say II the policy enunciated 
in the Code states that works of permanent utility 
like village improvement schemes and irrigation works 
should be the normal task imposed during times of 
famine and that road-making and other works 
should be exceptions." 'I'he Famine Code itself 
contemplates village works and works of permanent. 
utility as part of famine progrBm.me. The suggestion 
is that most of the 18lbourers are utili.?.ed for stone
breaking. You want tha.t emphasis should be laid 
on otheT aspects of famine- relief works? Had you 
occasion to watch and examine which is advantageous. 
You know the works are meant for the people and 
not the people for the works. Your suggestion showe 
that you are more concerned about the utility of 

• the works than the relief of suffering? • 
A.-What I am concerned about is that you should 

make the best use of labour available for projects 
of permanent utiJity while the interests of the 
labourer also are kept in view. 

Q.-If stone-breaking is in the interests of the 
labourer you don't object? 

A.-No.. But. most of the metal broken. has Dot 
been used in this district. 

The CHAIllliAN, Q.-I. it not a fact that metal 
collected for several miles around has been used in 
this district this yea.r P 

A.-It may be this year, but in previous years it 
was not u~ed. 

Sri H. SITARAHA REDDI: Q.-Under Section III, 
you say " it is 8.tlso the duty of the State to protect 
the sale of cattle in· famine times and feed them if 
necessa..ry and hand them back to the ryots." Do you 
think that attendllll;t to these cattle also during 
famine times Moula form pa.rt of other relief 
measures? 

A.-I should think it is a. sine qua non. of famine 
relief. Because I know at present when people r~ 
sort to famine camps they sell· cattle worth Rs. 40 
or Ita. 60 for a .fong and when they come back they 
are handioapped for want of them for agricultural 
purposes. My suggestion is to provide against suoh 
.contingencies. 

. Q.-Do you think that the p~vision of fodder 
loans \1 nder the Takkavi, rules is not adequate? 
. 4.-1 do not think it meets all the requiremen"f;a, 

but it merely serves the people that are in need of 
help. There are difficulties in working out this 
Takkavi loans and I know the full amount sanc
tioned does not reach the ryot. 

O.-That can be oontrolled. Has there been any 
difficulty to your knowledge In. the case of people 
owning cat·tIe in getting the loan for the supply of 
fodder 00 cattle P 

A.-I would prefer cattle being attended to even 
if "fodder loans are given. 'When the men themselves 
are in need, the money tha.t is given for fodder will 
Dot he used for the cattle because his need is greater. 

• Q.-Do you know that in this district when fod
der loans were sought to be distributed in kind and 
not ~.n cash, many ryots did not come forward to take 
the ioanf 

A.-1 am not referring to distribution of fodder 
Joan in kind. Famine camps really serve the need 
of the people from whom work is taken and their 
physical comforta are attended to to & certain ex
tent. I ~~el tp.at when the State spends money they 
would utIliz.e It to better advantage if cattle are also 
fed under their supervision during the time of 
famine. _ 

Sri T. A. Jt,AHALINGAH CHB'l"l'IYAB.: Q.-I do not 
understand wha.t you mea.n by saying that the State 
is spending money. Do you think that Government 
spend money on the upkeep of animals alsoP' 

A.-No, Government give loans for the purpose, 
~ut ,,:hat I "Say is that the same might be utilized 
m thiS manner, namely, that cattle also might be· 
attended to b¥ some department of Gover:g.ment. 

Q.-You are for the owner being charged for ita 
upkeep~· .. 

A.-Instea.d· of paying cash, if the ryot lea.ves his 
catHe in camp some amount might be charged. Even 
as the Takkavi loan is granted and recouped in ins
talments thil} also might be done in that manner. 

Q.-Have you got any idea of the upkeep of 
cattle? 

A.-I am only saying that what the Government 
are giving by way of fodder loan might be utilized 
in this manner. ... 

Q.-You cannot utirIze an imaginary figureP 
A. .-Certainly the Government which is in a posi

tion to know how many men are in need, would be 
able to know it. 

Q.-But all the cattle-owners are not resorting to 
famine camps? 

':A..-.AU the· men also are not resorting to famine 
camps. 

Q.-What do you think will be the cost of upkeep 
of a bull per month? 

A..-8ay RB. 3 to. RB. 4. 

Q.-Dn the whole it will oome to RB. 50 for the 
whole season. Do you think it will be cheaper for 
the ryot to keep it in camp or to seU it when he goes 
to camp and then purchase another when he actually 
requires one? . 

A.-A pair of bulls in normal times will cost about 
Re. 70 Or Rs. 80 and he may not have the amount 
wft"h him at the time he wants to purchase. ·More
over if he has to sell it when he goes to camp he 
may not get the proper price. Moreover the ryota 
here cling to their cattle and they love them as their 
children and when such is the case why should they 
be made to sell their cattle at low priCft and then 
purchase at a heavy cost after their return. 

Q.-Coming to the Tungabhadra Project you know 
the difficulty for instance with respect to the Cud .. · 
dapa.h-Kurnool canal. You have no objection to 
legislation making it compulsory &0 that each ryot 
should pay whether he takes water or not? 

A.-Yes, that is the only way by which, I think 
the ryot can be made to take water and the only 
modification I would make to induce the people to 
take water is, for the first five years dry assessment 
may be CbntinuedJ for the Dext five years a higher 
assessment.tlD.ight be imposed and afterwards the fuU 
assessment. This may ~ provided by statute . 

Q.-Don't you think you are increasing the cost 
of the project? . 

A.-Anyhow, the problem revolves in a vicious cir
cle. 'But my suggestion will induce or cajole them 
to take this water, and once they know the advan
tage of taking water it will be easy afterwards to 
get the necessary return from them. In ease this 
graded method is not adopted there is the difficulty 
of their not taking this water. I am in favour of a 
compulsor1 levy by meB.0Q8 of statute and I am only 
making it as light as possible for the ryot to ta.ke to 
it without much coercion. According to my method! 
it will help the normal operation of the principle 01 
supply and demand. 

Q._Are you in favour of any maximum acreage 
with reference to this scheme. You know there may 
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be people not in 8 position to cultivate the whole 
extent and also pay a water-rate of Ita. 5. Have 
you any objection? 

.1..-1 have no objection to Buch legislation, hut 
Government might be buying too much trouble. 
What I -mean is, if B.s. 5 is oompuleorily levied by 
statute the normal operations of the. market will 
come to play and things will autematically adjust 
themselves. 

Q.-Supposing there is another provision intro
duced, namely, that if 8. man does not take water 
within five years, the Government will acquire the 
land at valuation "fixed now? 

A.-80me Buch condition might be put in. 

Q.-Do you believe that people would agree to .. 
condition like thatP 

A.-In matters like this, as in other such matters, 
people will have to be helped in Bl'ite of themselves. 
Almost all legislation cannot- be Introduced on· the 
basis of common agreement of the people at large. 
For instance, in the matter of the Debt Relief Bill, 
if all people had been brought round a table and 
asked for a .common agreement, it might not have 
been possible. 

Q.-Ycu don't think if any such provision is ~e 
in the Act there will be any wide agitation P 

A.-Qf course there may he some discontent. 

Q.-Do you think that people will agree to some 
eontrol over the rotation of crops or the growing of 
particular crops P 

A.-I think that i. a matter which can better be 
left te propaganda.. 

Q.-You would not like the Government te take 
it upP 

A. .-1 do not know if it could be made a mattar 
d compulsion but I think it is better left to prop .... 
ganda to have ita own effect. 

Q.-If a Bill is passed embodying auch a condition 
you think people will agree P . 

A.-I think it will meet with a large measure of 
agreement. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SW.t.KINAT .... AnAl<: Q.-You 
know that people in the locality are very keen on 
having the Tungabhadra Proj~t. What do",! that 
mean? I think it means that if water IS ava-liable, 
they will take it P 

A..-Yea. 
Q.-Why then all this doubt abo1.\t their. taking 

water or anything of the kind. Every vli!age I 
have visited I have seen a.ll are keen on tblS pro-
ject? .) 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-I o"ly want te know what i. meant by all 

thisP I' . f f th . A..-There is a strong fee mg In avour 0 e 
immediate inauguration of the Tungabbadra acheme 
in thi. district and in the adjacent districts to the 
extent that project will help. 

Q.-Therefore there is no room for any distrust 
that the people are not likely te take water P 

A.-No. , . 
Mr. L. B. G1U!lIN: (t.-You have suggested that a 

cotten spinning mill should be established P 
A.-Yes. 

O.-May I know where you wo'!ld loca~ itp 
A.-I was thinking of an experllDent beIng made 

here beca.use Borne years ago there was a cotton 
8pin~ing and weaving milt here b.ut it caIne !.G a 
close in about 1911 or 1918. I tbInk Bellary IS as 
good a place as any other. Formerlv Be\Iary had 
much more of cotton trade and recently it has gone 
to Adoni. 1 should consider either Adoni or Bellary 
.. 'Yery Buit.hle plaoea. Failing_ Bellary, in view of 
the present market conditionl, I think Adoni would 
be a bett\lr place. 

The C .... mKAN: Q.-You know that the Bombay 
company had their agancy formerly in Bellary and 
thAt th.y have just shifted to Adoni P 

A.-They have got work in both places. 

a.-The capital required for starting. a Bpinni~g 
min will b. 20 lakh.. Will it be pOBBlbl. te ralB. 
it locally P 

A -Not the whol. amount ean b. raiBed locallv 
ao f~r aB 1 know. S.y about one-third or on ... fourtll 

of the capital may be raised locally. The balance 
may be made available by Government contribution 
or from o~tsiders. 

Q.-It has _ been suggested by certain witnesses 
that cotton mills Bhoulli be under State control and 
State operation. What is your opinion P 

A.-Yes. From my own knowledge I can say that. 
in the past certain miIIs started by private enter
prise in the past were a. failure. So I would prefer 
State control. 

Q.-The point is important. For if Governmeni;. 
should contribute the largest amount of capital the 
mill should be under the control of the Government. 
But suppose Government contribute only one-third po 

A.-Probably the people may contribute the remain
ing two-thirds and if the m8.D.agement vesta in the 
people, there will be conflict between the interests. 

, of people and the Government. But if the Govern
ment contribute one-half the management must 
naturally be in the hands of the Government. . 

Q.-Suppose Government is represented on the 
Board of Directors; do you think that control is 
Bufficient? 

A.-Noj not merely on the Board, but in the 
actual management it should be represented. 

q.-You refer te the tanning industry in your 
written answer; and you know there are some tanning 
factories in Adoni. Do you consider there is scope 
for development in the tanning industry P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Is tanning carried on widely P 
A.-Every village does 80me tanning i and if there 

is Bome propaganda, all this may be directed -to the 
tanning ~ntre. 

o .-Have you noticed any deterioration in the 
vilfage tanning industry P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do-- you conside:r;, it ;eq.uires assistance from 

the Government on the teChnlca.I side? 

• ar:'ca~~g i:n a:olt::IYoldOtr~!ti~::\ ~~;.; they. 

Q.-Do you know whether the local need iB met by 
the loeal tanning P 

A.-I think BG. 

Q.-With regard to the cumbIi weaving, is the 
deterioration attributed to the lack of reasonable 
facilities P Do you think it is possible to increase· 
pastures? . -

A.-If the pasturea are improved it is possible the 
industry ~ay improve. 

Q.-What are the practical possibilities? 
A.-I. have not I>pplied my mind to that. 

Q.-Are you familiar with the working of the tWG 
cumbli weaving co-operative societies P 

A.-Not· personally; I have simply heard about 
them. 

Q.-Have you any suggestions te make with regard 
to their improvement? 

A..-No .. 
Q.-Have you a.ny 8uggestions to make with 

regard te the hand-woven cotten weaving industrr? 
A.-Yes; I know a co-operative weavers' assom8-

tion haa been started at Yemmiganur; and I learn 
it is meeting a large demand. It is relieving a 
large amount of distress; and I think that if thiB 
industry iB expanded a lnrge Bupply of cloth may be 
made. Particularly as this industry is indigenous, 
the development of weaving may meet the needs of 
the district. ' 

Q.-Is the Madras Handloom Weaver.' Co-oper .... 
tive Society giving any assistance to the handlooms P 

.4..-1 don't know anything about its actual work" 
ing. 

Examined by the CB'4mH4N: q.-In your written 
answer you say, .. , we Btl"e of opiDlon that along with 
the irrigation system. or immediately there~. the 
hydro-electric seheme be also taken on hand. Is 
th..... any such schame P 

A.-I have read in papera that this is being done 
in Mettur Project. 

Q.-No, I am now talking of the Tungabadhr& 
Project. 

A.-There is no such scheme. 
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Q.-Do you think the conditions in the scheme 
are WoA- as to permit the starting of such a scheme? 

04.-1 ha.ve no knowledge of hydro-electrio opera
tions or schemes. 

Q.-I see, that is merely a. passing remark. Sup
pOBlng generation of electriCltr. is possiblet what 
ways do you suggest in which It can be utihzed? 

A.-Supply to towns. to factories and industries· 
with profit. 

Q.--.You give certain figures to show that the 
amount {eDt by Government on the upkeep and 
repairs 0 minor irrigation works is not 8ufficient. 
Do you know that there has been h,ltroduceci 
recently an accelerated scheme of tank repaln by the 
Public Works Department P 

A.-No. J was supplied with a typed ~tstement, 
similar to the one 8uppli.:ld to the comnuttee, and 
the figures are from that. 

Q.-Do you know as a consequence of that scheme 
the expenditure 80 far incurred from the year 1935-
36 js one Ia.kh and 45 thousand and odd rupees? 

.4 .-1 have DO idea of that. 

Q.-In the light of that, perhaps would you like 
now to amend your statementP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-A little below you say, U we also suggest that 

the Tank Restoration Scheme establishment in these 
districts should be doubled." What is that Tank 
Restoration scheme P -

A.-1 am."'et'erring to some observations in Arogya
swami's report of 1926, in which there is the suggestion 
that the establishment should be dcubled. 

(At that time a tank restoration Bcheme was work
ing. At present it is not so.) 

Q.-In section II of your written answer., you say, 
II we do not agree with the :prjnciples laiu down in 
the introduction and in sectlon 127 of the Famine 
Code a.nd the conception of the duty of the State 
towards its citizens has considerably cnanged." And 
you say eJso H it is not our intention that in times 
of famine the villager should be I,lrovided with all 
the comforts he is supposed to have In normal times." 
In other words, you contemplate. something between 
If bare necessities" and U almost every comfort"? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Can you reduce that into a formulaP 
A.-By :raising wages to 2i annas. 

Q.-That is not what I mean by formula. I mean 
simila.:r to the ODe in the introduction of the Famine 
CodeP 

A.-The introduction to the Code contemplates 
that in times of famine the labourer can fall ba.ck 
upon three or four class'6s of people for support .. 
Such a thin@: does not exist consequent on the 
recurring famme year after year. So much so, taking 
the energy of man to be 100, the men in the famine 
area have only 40 per cent energy at the commence-

- ment of the famine, and the State by relief measures 
leaves them at the end of the famine at 40 per cent 
energy only. My aim is that the State should leave 
them at the end of the famine at 100 per cent 
.energy. 

Q.-In section 2 you say the crop estimate 
should be made by the .Agricultural department. Do 
you include the karnam in the Revenue Department P -

.4.-Yes.j I am referring only to the Tahsildar and 
the Revenue Inspector mainly. 

Q.-What are the items of diet you think are 
not provided for in the CodeP 
_ A.-Buttermilk. I find in some cases people who 

have been supplied with dholl (which is all right) feel
ing much the absence of buttermilk. So in the 
norma.l diet I would include also buttermilk. 

Q.-You BO;~I (C the only extravagance which the 
ryot indulges In during the times of famine is drink
ing toddv." Is there any warrant for that state
mentP Ha'\"e you any evidence to prove indulgence 
in drinking toddyP The evidence is the other way_ 
Consumption falls, and 8.8 far as rentals are con· 
oerned I learn they too fall off P 

A.-i am not saying during famine times there 
is onhanced dri.nking. I mean even in those days 
people reao~ to drinking. 

Q.-You would regard that as a luxury in that 
portiC'ular oonditionP 

A.-Yes. 
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Q.-You recommend the abolition of task ·system. 
Have you worked out what additional expenditure 
would be involved in the scheme you 8uggest P 

A .-1 have reconsidered the matter; sometimes the 
task system is necessaryl for example, when labour 
has to be ·emploYed on large scale works, as other· 
wise there will be no way of enforcing it. 

Q.-You s8;1, U the locaJ. boards are neither able 
nor inclined to maintain these roads." Why P , 

A..-Financially they are not able to do it, and so 
the construction of :roads, which cannot be main
t,,;ined J.s all waste of money. 

Q.-H the district hoard is not able to maintain 
it, tile Public Works Depa.rtment will ha.ve to take 
it up. ~d that will mean practically abolishing 
the district board, if this thing is continued in all 
mattersP 

A.-J am only suggesting that the road should be 
kept in good condition. I am., not concerned with the 
agency of upkeep. 

Mr. H. SITARAlU. RUDt: Q .-Suppose Govern· 
ment give a. special grant to this road P . 

A.-Qne part of the objection is met. I am oon
cerned with the 'policl:, and I say it should be changed. 
I suggest pubhc utility schemes on a large scale, 
should be started. . 

Examined by Mr. F. M. DOWLEY! Q.-The most 
important consideration for the district is .the, 
Tungabhadra Project? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You know there are- certain areas which the 

project will not benefit. Do you consider that minor 
schemes fo~ such areas should be provided P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Can you suggest any such s~emes? 
A.-No. 
Q.-Would you control irrigation on the smaller 

schemes, and make the ryot grow only particular 
crops? 

A.-I think only a small portion ca.n be irrigated. 
wet. The major portion will still be under dry crops. 

The CHAIRMAN: Q.-Do you think the ryot wi1l 
take to paddy cultivation P . . 

A.-'-If he is ·sure of getting paddy he will take to 
it. 

Q.-If we start the project it will be supplying 
plenty of water, and the people can grow paddy j 
but the same amount of water can be used to irri. 
gate . a greater area. of dry crops P Which would 
you prefer P . 

A.-I would be in favour of dry crop as it will 
be benefiting a large number of people. 

Q.-Do you think it is advisable to revive the 
tank restoration scheme P 

A.-Yes. 

E:s:amined by Mr. H. R. DORGA: Q.-You say, 
aton&-breaking is demoralizing. Is it more demora
lizing thaD excavation of -earthwork P . 

A·-I think vakranis o.r village reconstruction 
Bcheme will be better j and the worker will take an 
interest in doing; it, as ·he knows it will be of per
manent advantage. I think psychologicallY it is 
more UBefW. than mere mechanical atone-breaking. 

Examined by Sri KALL"" SUBBA RAo: Q.-What 
do you understand by kudimaramat j and what is 
your experience of ita working? , 

A.-Kudimaramat is the system of voluntary 
service rendered by every villager to BOrne scheme 
eonductive to the common good of the village. This 
system was in perfect order 20 years back; and 
of late due to the spread of faction in villages as a 
[c.>sult of eleotionl. and outside influence the system is 
not working satisfactorily. 

ABDUL RAWOOI" SAlIIB Babadur: Q.-Do you mean 
to S8Jf that these factions are imported from out-
side? . 

A.-Yes. I know 20 years back w"hen I was living 
in the village there was very little of faction and 
very little of litigation j but due to the system of 
election, that is, the outside influence, there is 
faction in the village. 

The CHAmM.,.: q.-()ne of the first criminal 
eases I tried in 1906 lD this place when I was the 
Assistant Collector arose out of faction. 
. A .-Probably the village.... had already started 

faction even then. My 83..perienoe has ~ the other 
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way. 1 have gone to the vill~es frequently in con
naxion with my work as OfficIal Rec:eiver for four 
years! and I see most of the litigation is due to out
side In1iuences a.nd the members of the bar contri
buting not a little to it. 

Q.-You want that money should he advanced to 
the digging of wells P 

A.-Yes,; I mean wells in red Boilj because wells 
in black-cotton soil may not he of much benefit. 

Q.-With regard to the starting of spinning mills 
do you think all the capital can be supplied by the 
local people P • 

A.-No, only a certain portion; 1 prefer the 
State sho!lld take 80me share in it so as to give con
fidence to the people. 

Q.-Is it your idea that outsiders from the dis
t,icts may be allowed to have .. share in the capital? 
A.-The~e is no objection. 
Q.-Have you any ohjection to the Government 

teking up 'the whole work P 
A.-l would not advocate that. 1 am for State 

teking a leading part in it. , 
Sri N. SANKAlIA RIoDDl: Q.~As regards subsidiary 

sources of employment, you have mentioned the 
8tarti~ of cotton spinning mills.' Are you aware 
that mlll employees are almost whole-time workmen 
and th&.t they cannot take to agriculture P And eo, 
if you are to start mills they cannot give subsidiary 

• employment to village peasants P 
A.--Generally in villages women alone attand to 

farm l&bo~r; and 80 the mills can take in a number 
of people as coolie.. 

Q.-It is admitted th&.t every smaU landholder 
should haY" BOme income, however small it may be, 
so that he mar not involve himself in financial diffi
culties. Our Intention is to give some such 'Occupa
tion to the villager P 

A.-This scheme does Iiot exclude schemes bene
ficial to the villagers. 

Q .-The other thing you have s .. id is weaving. 
Do you know tba.t weaving is a prof .... ion by itself? 

A.-Formerly & profession was confined to a 
particular claM. But now people of one clasa take 
to the profession of some other clasa under the stress 
of modern conditione. 

Q.-It is unlit. to be ... subsidiary occnpation to the 
ryots. It requtres ,high technical skill. Can ou 
suggest any occupation other than theseP ! 

A.-Spinning, etc. 

Q.-~o you think that spinning will be .. bettsr 
occupatIon for the ryot? 

,.4.-1 think there is need for a. spinning mill which 
will attract a large amount of 1& bour. There may 
be other ways j I only suggest Bome ways which I 
know. 

Q .-~o you recognize that hand-spinning can give 
ac:cupatlOn to a. la.rge number of people at, large in 
vdlages? 

A.-It might give work for a few. 

Q .--Can. you suggest any other better ocoupation 
to tbe large ,number living in the villages? 

A."""':'-NoJ Sir. 

Examined by ABDUL R&woop SAHIB BahOOur: Q.
On page 50, sectIOn 187 of the Code, it is said that 
" only selected cows . . . valuable breeds n 
Supposing the object is changed so that the scope 
might be e~nded to benefit .. l .. rger number of 
cattle belongIng to the agriculturists, will that satisfy 
the requirements? 

A.-Yes;' 

Q.-In connexion with your Rayalaseema tour you 
have gone to the Anantapur and other districts also. 
1 think the people of these districts along with the 
people of Bellary are agreed that' the Tungabhadra 
Project should be taken up first? 

. A..-The Tungabhadr~ Project affects .. major por
tion of Bellary district and small portions of 
Anantapur and Kurnool districts. They are agreed 
th .. t irrigation facilities of these five districts should 
receive the primary attention of Government. 

Q.-I think people of these three districts are 
a,greed that this. p~oject be taken up lirBt irr .. p .... 
tlve of whether It 18 'productive or not? 

A .-That is Dot fall' to the other people. ThOBe 
people who are to be benefited by project 8ay th&t 
It should be immediately attended to. 

The examination of Sri C. H. :RANGA !tAo, Supervisor of Industries, Bellary, was then 
taken up. 

Written evidence. 
Measures few ,the pretJention or mitigation of famine. 

Ceded district is purely a cotton growing area. and all the cotton that is grown is being 
sent to Sholapur, Madras and Bombay and to other places, after being pressed into bales 
in cotton presses in the area.. 

If one or two large spinning and wea.ving mills are erected, there would be no need 
for export of this raw cotton. If spinning and weaving mills are erected, it would find 
employment to a number of people throughout the year. 

Slate indUBtry at Markapur.-There are number of quarries in Markapur and Cumbum 
taluks. Although the slate industry is being carried on by private people, it is not 'an 
organized one and also not rim on scientific lines. Now slate is being quarried from pits 
of 16 feet deep. Good quality is obtained in deeper beds. If the workers form them
selves into a co-operative society and handle the industry on a large co-operative basis, 
they could earn better wa.ges and live happily. The merchants have been spoiling the 
industry by throat-killing competition. 

The dealers in this industry are getting wood-frames for slates from Kallai (Malabar) 
and also from His Highness the Nizam's Dominions, while having Government forests 
close by. 

The rates for the suitable wood, from Government forests seem to be rather high and 
therefore they are getting frames from other places. Hence arrangements have to be made 
to see that soft wood from Government forests is supplied at a cheap rate. 

Betamoherla.-There is barytes, steatite, calcite, magnesite, red oehre, yellow ochre 
and ~labs, etc., close to Betamcherla. If these minerals arE' worked out on co-operative 
&nd scientific basis, the workers would get better wages and live happily. At present, 
these industries, are in the hands of a few merchants. 

Cuddapah Blabs of thicker variety are available at Kolimigundla, Ankireddipalli, Gori
vimanipalli villa.ges. Here &lso the industry is in the hands of few people and much 
could be done if the industry is handled on a. large scale on co-operative baSIS. 
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Woo! industry.-At present 95 per cent of the sheared and dead wool is being exported 
to foreign countries, as a result of which no wool is available for making' cumblies. A 
number of men and women who have been living on thi~ age-long cottage industry (and 
wool-pinning and weaving) have been thrown out of their occupationJmd joined the ranks 
of famine-stricken people. With a view to find occupation for these people, wool has 
to be stopped from being exported, and workers should be taught in improved methods of 
spinning and weaving, a.nd the declining industry is rejuvenated back again and thus stop 
the immigration to other places to eke out livelihood. ' 

Hides and 8kins.-There are a number of people Malas and Malligas working. as 
coolies in ginning and pressing factories. As the pric(l of cotton bas fallen down, the 
mills have been closed down with the result the Madigas have no occupation. They could 
be employed on tanning industry on co-operative basis: 

IrrigatiDn.-Tungabhadra. is the only major scheme. for which people have been 
anxiously awaiting, as it could supply water although the rains fail. This water would 
Bow on the land according to levels. In places where this wa.ter does not reach due to 
eleva.tion, large diameter-deep tube wells ma.y be experimented for irrigation and for 
protected water-supplies. 

The department have put 'down a number of hand-borings for drinking water-supplies 
a.nd all, almost all of them, have been supplying water for a hand-pump, say 4 to 5 gallons 
per minute. 

The department have put down hand-borings in some wells for increase in irrigation 
purposes, but they have not yielded sa.tisfa.ctory additional supply. ' 

In Ceded districts, protected water-supply is a problem in itself a.nd is therefore 
essential as a measure of insurance against epidemic diseases, such as cholera and guinea 
worm which are very common and adding much more misery to the famine-stricken people. 

Oral evidenCe. 

Sri R. SUBYANABAYANA RAo:· Q.-How long han you 
been in Bellary district in your officia.l capacity? 

A.-For ten years, as Supervisor and Assistant 
Engineer t?~ Industries. 

Q.-What is your jurisdiction P Does it include 
the four Ceded distrICts and Chitto or &Iso P 

A.-As Supervisor, I ha.ve jurisdiction in Bellary 
and Kurnool districts and as Assistant Engineer my 
jurisdiction covered the Ceded districts, Chittoor 
and N ellore. 

Q.-So you have a. fa.irly intimate knowledge of 
distric.ta of Bellary, Anantapur md Kurnool and 
the economio problems that affeot them? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Have you any idea. whether the staple cotton 
grown iii good for a spinning mill if one is started P 
Have we to go for supply of cotton outside th~e 
diatrictB or do you think the cotton grown here w1l1 
be enough' to feed the spinning mill P 

A.-Yes. I think 80. 

Q.-You have made a. suggestion: regarding wood 
frames for the slate industry at Markapur. You 
have said that the cost of producing these wood 
frames is so prohibitive that merchants find it 
cheaper to get them from Kallai or Hyderabad. 
Have you . any suggestioD to make to improve the 
industry P 

A.-The Forest department have to reduce the 
rates for ~ft wood. 

Q.-It ro&lly loob strange that wooden frames 
have to be brought from Kalla.i in Malabar and 

~ from Hydernbad, when there is forest so near 
Markapur. 'Would you suggest that .... he State should 
undertake in the beginning to prepa.re wooden frames 
and then pass it on to a private company or indi
vidual P Do you think it is worth while for the 
State to take up this business P 

A.-Before attempting to do like that by the 
depart.m("nt- itself, it is better to reduce th~ rates 
for 110ft' wood and allow tbe private manufacturer to 
produce them~ People ,!ill be forthcoming to under- . 
take this bUlllDeB8 proVIded the rates for soft wood 
,.... cheaper than in Hyderabad and Kallai. 

Q.-Wbat llrevents the prospecting of minerals 
round about BetamCherlaP Is it for want of initia
tive or oapital or both P 

A.-That is confined to a fe ... merehants. It may 
k done on a co-.operative basiB. 

Q.-Do you think that the Stete should take tbe 
~nitiative in this matter as the people are very 
Ignorant? 

A.-Yes. 

Q .. - You ha.v~ said that woo~ is being exported to.~ 
foreIgn countries. Oan you gl,", us a definite idea 
of the places from which it is exported P 

,A.-Most of the wool is exported from Adoni to 
LIverpool. 

9·-Would you suggest any method of preventing 
thlB export P 
A.-B~ putting some duty on the -export of wool 

so that It may not be exported to foreign countries 
aDd alBO by encouraging the local cumbly industry 
to make use of that, wool. 

Q.-The Department of Industries have organi£ed 
Bome c:umbly~,!,eaving industry in these parts on c0-
operatIve basiS. Is there scope for expansion of 
such ILll organiz~tion in these districts still further P 

A.-Yes, certainly. 
Q.-I suppose you get a subsidy from the Govern

m~nt of India for the development of" these indus
tnes? 
~ .A:.-'Yes, the Government of India have been 
~vmg a grant for the purpose. 

a.-Are there a. sufficiently large number" of Malas 
ana Madig... engaged in the tanning industry in 
the villa.ges P -

A.-These l'4a1as and. M~ig .. had been working 
as. la~ourers lD the .gmnmg and cotton pressing 
factones when the prIce of cotton was high because 
they got good wages. But now aa the price of 
cotton has fallen down most of the ginmng and 
cotton presses aTe not working and they are thrown 
out of employment. They want to get back to their 
own professIon. 

, Q,-But what is it t!,at prevents them P Do they 
want ,,!:'DY a681stance In_ the form of co-operative 
marketmg and finance P 

A.-Yes, that would greatly help tbem. 
Q.-Were you connected with the tx.-ing opera-. 

tiona conducted in Boilary firk.. in 1929 P 
A:-Yes1 I conducted them for a short period 

dunng the absence of special ElUPen1sor who was 
in charge of these operations. 

Q.-To what depths have the bores gone downP 
'V ill it be, say, to a depth of 100 to 120 feet on an 
a.verage P 

A.-Here in this area we went up, to 200 feel. 

, 
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Q.-What haa happened tothoae bore-wells? 
A.-They were all abandoned as the ryots had 

Dot taken advantage of them.. 
\. Q.-You sunk 80 many bores and have· shown 

water to the ryote and also proved that the water 
in Bome places waa potable and drink",ble. What 
attempts were made by the Industries department 
to Bee that the good work that was done was being 
properly utilized by the ryots? 

A.-We have done our duty and it is for the ryot 
to sink a well md m~e use of the water. 

Q.-Did you find out why theryots were reluctant? 
A.-Because it is their n1!ture. 
Q.-You Baid that you have sunk 97 bores and 

you loeft th"e bores to themselves. I do not know 
whether you removed at least the,. tubes? 

A.-We have removed all the tubes. 
Q.-What I am suggesting is that in this report 

we may have to tell the Government that there ]9 

DO use of bore-wells in thi~ district, if as you say 
the ryots are not keen about these wells P 

A.-In Rayadrug we have put down & bore to 
too feet depth and also installed an oil engine and 
pump. It· was working for some time and after-. 
wards it was kept idle. 

a.-Why are they not malting use of it now P 
A.-I do not know. . . 
Q .-They are crying for wa.ter, you bore holes 

ano show them water and also good water fit for 
irrigation and drinkiD.J,! purposes, why don't they 
make use of the wells P We want to know ~hat .. 

A.-Probably they. are too poor to slDk wells. 
Besides the supply of water was only t,,!,o. ga~oDB 
per minute which was not eno~h for Irrlgation. 
If a well of 20 or SO feet diameter 18 Bunk Bufficiently 
deep that will probably irrigate a few acres. 

Q.-May I take it then thSlt, in view of the 
poverty of the people, they were not able to make use 
of the i~ormation you gave them a.bout .the 
existence of underground water reeources and failed 
to sink wells P Do ;rou thi~ a survey would co~
elusively give us eVIdence In what places water 18 
available and where it is notP 

A.-That has ,,!ready been done. 
Q.--8upposing the State in view of the poverty 

of the poople Binks wellB and (':ives water to ~e 
ryots and Impose a water-rate: JUst as they do In 
the case of tanks, would you suggest that it would 
be better than leaving it to the ryots to dig wells 
themselves P . 

A.-If it is left to the ryots they will do it econo
mically. 

Q.-But you Bay that the ryot has not taken the 
advantage of yonr help in the paat. Even if he 
wants a loan from Government they may not be 
able to give him the loan because there may Dot be 
enough security. Would yo~ advise ~D: such cases, 
where the ryota are not ID a pOBltlon to -offer 
Decessary security to borrow the amount, that the 
Government should sink wella and charge water-rate 
for giving water to the ryote for cultivation P Will 
they be agreeable to t~at, in the interests of the 
agriculture and prospenty of the country P 

A.-That has to be tried as an experiment. 
Q.-Would you suggest that Bellary ftrk .. be taken 

firstP 
A.-Bellary firka is 95 per cent black .oil· and 

you get only saline water. The bores put by the 
deparlment were in the red-eoil 81'eaa of the dis· 
trict. 

Q.-Do you think in the case of bl .. ck BOils, if 
you go deeper than 120 feet, you would get good 
'\vater inHtead of brackish water P 

A.-Bella.ry i. one full sheet of rock and 80 even 
if you go deeper I you may not be able to get much 
watsr. Tbe 200 feet deep bore-wall is giving only 
6 gallona per minute. 

Q.-Do you think that a geolo~cal Burvey on 
.ciontific lines of the whole area liable to famiDe 
rna'Y help UB to find out where we can get water 
instead 01 wasting time and money in making trial 
borings t, find out. the underground water re-
100rce.liIP 

A.-That would be better. 
Q.-YOt1 8E"em to have a. lot of faith in co--opm-ation. 

What i. your trouble in not being abl~ to start co-
operative 8ociE"ties DOW P 

A.-It ia the Co-operative department that has 
to do it. I am only concerned with zmmpiq and 
boriol. -

Q.-Did you ~dress the Co-o~erative .department 
for the formatIon of co--operatlve Socletle& witb 
reference to the matters mentioned in your wntten 
evidence? 

A.-I have no juriBdiction to do it. 
Q.-Do you think that a oo-ordination of th .. 

several d~partments is necessary for the formation. 
and workmg of such societies P 

A.-Yes, that is necessary. 
Q.-You also mention the care of the Forest depa.rt

ment. Do Y011; think that if t~e Forest department 
co-opera~ WIth the Industries and Co-operative 
departments the particular work you want to be daDe
could be done easily? 

A.-Yes. 
Mr. L. B. GIUIlEN: The question of the supply of 

wood is at present under very close investigation of the
Forest department at my instance. The whole
question is being re-examined by the Forest depart
ment and a'e regards co-operative societies they 
have been formed in these areas for cottOD weaving 
and cumbly-weaving. 

Sri T. A. RAXALINGAll CUBT"l'IYAB: Q.-80 you say 
that only if the several departments conc.erned work 
together what you want can be achieved P 

A.-Yes. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHINATllA AYYAB: 9.
I understand that as a result of the hormgs 
you have made, you give all the data- connected 
with it. an.d place it at the ryots' disposal. But 
that man 18 equally ignorant as to what it would 
cost to put a well there. I wish to know whether 
it would no~ be more helpful to give him information 
on that pomt aJnd also the area it is likely to irri
gate. If an attsmpt iB made to show whether the 
sinking of a well would be remun.erative or not tha.t 
would be more to the point. It is no use throwing 
all the blame on the ryot because he haa no con
fidence to go forward. 

A.-There is the cost of sand, qu~rrying, chunam, 
etc. The ryot would be able to estlmate for himself 
what it would cost for these, but it is initiative that 
is wanting. We give information regarding yield,' 
capacity and the quantity of water available. The 
work of constructing wells is left to the ryots because 
he knows the work and can do it cheaper. 

Sri N. SANXABJ. REDDI: Q.-You have said that 
neftly 95 per cent of the wool is exported to foreign 
countries. Is this wool considered to be better stu1F 
and used for bettsr clothes P 

A.-I know that it is being· exported. I don't 
knoW" for what purpose they have been using it. 

Q.-IB there a pOBBibility of training the local 
people here to weave this wool into better clothes P 
. A.-There are people ~ho have been handling this 
lDdustry from age-Ionl'!: tlID88 and they require some 
better method of spinning and weaving, 80 that the 
outturn may be greater. 

Q.-Another difficulty is that the present cumblies 
are • little rough and are not attractive. Is there 
any way o~ making the st.uff softer and turning out 
better v.mety of clothes? 

A.-That can be done to a certain degree. Better 
sheep must be reared. and this is a big problem to 
tockle. In Kudittani the industry is done in a 
better way .. 

Q -Is there any chemical process to make the 
w.;J soft? Can the Department of Industries 
investigate the matter and make resea.rches and 
te&eh this process to the people concerned P 

A .-That can be done. 

Q.-You are,of opinion that artesian wells are not 
posBible in black soils P 

A .-We have not .come across anyone in these 
areas. 

Q.-Ma'Y. I know the geological conditions that 
are favourable for artesian wells P 

A.-{)Iar. sand and rock (not one Bheet of rock) 
in the shape of boulders and also chalk. 

Q.-About the slate industry at Markapur, sup
posing some large company undertakes the 
manufacture, as 8 large scale industry, do you think 
all the workers will be employed P 

A.-It i. better to take it as a cottage industry 
then only all the peopl .. will find work. They should 
form themselves. into a co-operativ8 society for the 
purpose. 
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Q.-It is felt that at present the slates manufac .. 
tured here are not 80 good and hence cannot stand 
foreign competition? 

A.-If they go beyond 16 feet they can get blacker 
variety which is more 8uita:ble for manufacturing 
better polished slates. 

Q.-Cso you suggest any other subsidiary industry 
to give occupation for these villages because agri~ 
culturists need BOme subsidiary occupation P 

A.-You have got these mines. IT they are worked. 
on co-operative basis they would get better wages 
and splllDiDg and weaving, toy making, etc., in 
other areas. In Nallamalais there is soft wood which 
will be useful for toy industry. If people would 
take a ·fancy and learn the art they caD well do it 
88 there is plenty of soft wood in these forests. 

ABDUL RAwool' 8mm Bahadur: Q.-You have seAd 
something about. minor minerals. Have you any idea. 
of the quality of these minerals P I refer parti
cularly to the yellow ochre round about Betamcherla. 
Is it of a commercial cha.ra.cter P 

A.-They are being exported to Calcutta and 
other places. 

a.-Is it .bei.ng work.ed on a. commercial basis? 
A.-Yes) 1t 18. 

Q.-Is the quality good P 
A.-The quality is tolerable. It finds a market. 

I have not chemically examined. them. 
Q.-Are you in a position to say why these minor 

minerals are not working? Do you attribute it to 
lack of initiative? 

A.. -The business is confined to only .. few mer-
ohantB. . 

Q.-What is it due to P 
A.-Because they are riCh and have the necessary 

capital. 

Q.-Do you think that the. State should step in 
and help the people in the' case of the minor minerals 
industry? . . 
. A.-I think that would be better in order to give 
employm~t to the workers. 

Mr. H. R. DOG ... : Q.-You said that a deep 
bore-well wits put down ,in Rayadrug. At what 
depth was it put? 

A.-Four bore-wells were put to a depth of 200 
feet, 160 feet, 120 feet and 100 feet at the oost of 
the Rayadrug Panohayat Board. We tapped good 
water for drinking purposes. Three h,orse--pow6l' oil 
engine with 9 inches working head was installed for 
one of them giving about 16 gallons of wa.ter per 
minute. . 

Q.-Where was the wetter stored after pumping? 
A.-There was no storage tank. The engine was 

working and water was supplied to people. whenever 
they wanted. 

Q.-If the engine is to be started every time water 
is wanted, is it not more expensive P . 
A.~f course, to a certain extent. A pipe 

system would be better where there is sufficient water 
ill a bOf&owell. 

Q~-Is the machine workin.'!: now P . 
A.-No. It wa'6 stopped after some months. 

Q.-Wh~. was it stopped P 
A.-Beca.use it was not paying probably and no-

body took interest in it. . 

Mr. F. M. DowLEY: Q.-Would it not be cheaper 
to put up· & reservoir and p.ump water into it lor 
a. few hours rather than keep the engine pumping 
alwaysP . 

A..-Having a reservoir would be better. 
Q.-You say then that the working of this indu&o 

trY requires l.arge oapital and. that p~ple do not Q.-Is not the absenoo of a storalge reservoir one 
have the mean. to undertake ItP , of the causes of its failure or 8topp~e of the work? 

A.-Yes. A.-I dQn't think BO. 

The examination of Janab M. AMANUDDIN SAHIB Bahadur, Charge Officer, was then 
taken up. 

Written evidence. 

I beg to submit that I am a stranger to B.ellary district having come here from 
Guntur district on famine duty; I am not in the know of the agricultural conditions, 
the geography and the resources of this district. As such, I submit, that 1 am unable 
to make any suggestions on ·sections 1 and IT of the questionnaire. 

2. I 8ubinit I can only m.ake a few ·suggestions regarding the practical difficulties 
in the observance of the rules laid down in the Famine Code and their. drawbacks 90 

far as they relate to the working of a famine charge, I thiuk, 1 am duly expected 
to !Io that much. M;y experience as a Famine Charge Officer is short. N everthelesB, 
I have .endeavoured to the utmost of my ability to make a few suggestions .. Reference 
to the questionnaire is noted in the margin. 

3. Section III-Paragraph 7.-1 think, on the whole, the classifications made in the 
sections 97 and 116 of the Famine Code do not reqoire any modiJicatlOns, except some 
alteration in the age.limits of classes ill and V.E. According to section 115, the charge 
officer has to satisfy himself before admitting dependents to relief that they aoo unable to" 
work. In fact some children, though they are ten or eleven years of age, seem fit for work 
and capable of turning out some work. Generally the children of labouring classes, though 
they are ten or eleven yeaTS of age are capable of doing work. But under conditions of 
severe distress it may not be advisable to admit such children for work. After they are fed 
for some days in the kitchen, they can be taken for work. Furtbier, the attraction of cash 
doles gives the children impetus to work. Hence, I beg to suggest that t.he age-limits for 
clause ill, children may be modified as between the ages of ten and fourteen Y'6ars, who 
are able to work. Babies in arms (class V-E) only up to one year are eligilile for cash 
allowance. Babies over one year have to be fed in kitchen. Babies over one year and 
below two years generally do not entirely depend upon food and the food supplied in the 
kitchen is not suitable for them. Children up to two years cannot walk to, the kitchen and 
their parents have to carry them to the feeding sheds. I have seen some parents spending 
away most of their time during the day on this plea to the detriment of work. Hence, I 
beg to suggest that babies up to two years may be classed under V·E. 

4. Too. many women and children seek admission for work .. Approximately. the 
ratio between men and women is 1 : 2. This is mostly due, I think, to the low wages 
paid to men. There ought to be some marked difference between the wages of classes 
I and II. 
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Further, it is the adults employed on digging that turn out the hard and difficult 
portion of the work, and yet they are paid only one pice in excess over the 'Women. 
Further, another defect in the scale of wages fixed is that at times for less percentage 
of work done only the wages of , mel) class I are effected, the other two classes ofwag.es 
remaining unchanged. Thus there- is very little encouragement or attraction for men 
to resort to famine works. Women and children cannot otherwise generally secure anv 
employment or labour and hence they flock in large numbers. Hence, I beg to BUgges"t 
that the wages of men may be increased slightly keeping the diff.erence betWeen classes I 
aud IT constant at two pICe. ' 

5. I am of the opinion that the system of cash doles to workers is attracting many 
people who are really not in the danger of starvation. The cash· dole system without 
much inconvenience and to much advantage can be converted to doles in kind. Generally 
in villages labourers are paid only in kind and not cash. This system will not attract 
people who are not in the danger of starvation. Further many of the existing evils of 
corruption and fraud may be minimised. At present there is a bad tendency among 
gang headman and maistris to mark false attendance and play fraud. By introducing 
kind dole system, I think, these evils can be minimised to some extents. Measure for 
distributing grain as per the scales of grain for classes I, II and ill, shown in column 3 
of the table in section 128 (al may be got prepared and similarly for pulse item. Grain 
and pulse may be distributed thus according to the scale fixed and to compensate for 
the other items each worker may be paid one pice. The only difficulty for this system 
will be to secure sufficient grain and pulse for distribution. But from my local enquiries 
I. learn from some of the grain merchants that grain and pulse can be obtained and 
conserved in sufficient quantities witbout much difficulty. 

6. From my experience in this famine charge, I find that the" scaoos of grain items 
provided in section 128 (a) columns 3 and 4 for the dependents [classes IV (a), IV (b), 
V (a) to (d)] require some chau.,a-e. Further, the present system of preparing food-cakes 
for each class separately and the calcl!lations involved therein are confusing and difficult. 
The food-cakes supplied to each classes IV (a), IV (b) and V (a) are not sufficient. 
Those supplied to classes V (e) and (d) are a little in ex<:ess. I suggest that the scales 
may be revised as follows :-

Grain 
DepeD4ents. equivalentB. GrafDltem. 

IV (a) 90 60 
IV (b) .. 90 60 

V (a) 60 40 

V (b) 60 40 
V (e) 30 20 

V (d) 30 20 

I propose the above scales with a view to avoid the necessity of preparing separate 
cakes for each class. At present the difference in the size of the cakes of classes IV (a), 
~ (a), V (b) and V (0) is very little and there is much confusion in serving the proper 
cakes to the children. The cakes prepared should be of one standard size of 20 tolaa 
each. Classes V (a) and V (b) may be served two oakes each and classes IV (a) and IV (b) 
three each. This method avoids the difficulty in, preparing the oakes and their serviCE! 
to the dependents. The calculation work also will be very much lightened. B, 
mUltiplying the number of dependents in classes IV (a) and IV (b) by three and the numbers 
in classes V (al and V (b) by two all can be converted to children of class V (0), and thus 
the total quantities of grain equivalent and grain item can be cruculated easily at one 
stretch. The number of cakes that have to be prepared can be also checked easily. The 
increased difference between the grain ~quivalent and the grain item suggested above 
will enable us to purchase other items required for soup as per the scales laid down in 
columns 4. to 8. At present it is found that the other items as per the scales laid down 
in columns 4 to 8 cannot be purchased for the value of the difference of columns 2 and 3. 

7. Paragraph 8 (b).-The existing scales of allowances provided for pulse, vege
tables, etc., in columns 4 to 8 of the table under section 198 (a) are quite sufficient. 
But the total value of these items has to be limited to the difference in value of grain 
equivalent and grain item (columns 2 and 3). Due to the high prices of these items 
it is fonnd that these items cannot be purchased in full as per the scales provided. 
Bv increasing the scales as BU,."'!(estecl by .me alone it wi~ b~ possible to pur~ha~e. the 
other items in full as per The scal!>" prOVIded. But consldenD!r the type of mdlVldual 
who resorts to famine ,works. I think, the seales of the other items provided is too much 
and normally the 'Workers are not, used to ~onsume fbi. much '111antitv of vegetables. 

, etc. 
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8. Paragraph 8 (c).-1 think distribution of wages in kind as suggested by me in 
paragraph 5 above is a good measure by which we can ensure that the worker is spending 
the wages for his food. 

9. Paragraph 8 (d).-.Ghapter IX relates to gratuitous relief given in villages and 
poor houses. I have no modifications to suggest to this chapter. 

10. Section IV-Paragraph 9.-The general physical condition of the labourers in 
this district is poor. They are weak a·nd emaciated in appearance. They cannot with
stand the strain of S hours work each day. As per paragraph 34 of Appendix D the 
workers have-to work from 7-30 a.m. to sunset with an interval of two hours from 12 
noon to 2 p.m. 1f this rule were to be enforced rigidly the workers will have absolutely 
no time left for them to attend to their other domestic works such as fetching water, 
gathering fuel, cooking, etc. Some of the workers come from villages 3 to 5 miles in 
distance. By the time they reach their houses from work it will be 7-30 or 8 p.m. and 
again they must start from home before 6 a.m. I think it is too harsh under famine 
conditions to enforce 8 hours work a day. I therefore beg to suggest that the working 
hours may be reduced to 6 and the workers let· off from work at 4 p.m. 

11. I find that workers are unable to turn out the task imposed for earth-work 
when the Roil is hard and saline '(" tsoudu") and fur metal breaking when the lead is 
IORS than 500 yards. If the working hours are reduced to 6 the full task laid down ill 
section 103 may be reduced to two-thirds of the normal task. 

12. Section V-Paragraph 10.-1 have no suggestions to make on this point . 

. 13. Section VI-Paragraph 11.-1 have no suggestions to make on this point. 

14. Section VIII-Paragraph 12.-1 have no suggestions to make on this point 
and I do not consider that the system is unduly costly. 

15. Paragraph la-Appendi.v p,pa.rt IX-RecruitinY.-A worker who comes late 
and is marked absent by the gaug mailltri sits at the recruiting ground and gets re
cruited as a new comer. Workers from the gangs which are working far away from 
their village likewise get recruited to the gangs working nearer to the village. Again 
workers from the gangs which are given earth-work get recruited into the gangs doing 
metal war k _ or other light work. The charge officer or the recruiting maistri cannot 
possibly· identify persons who have been already recruited. These methods adopted 
by the workers .are opposed to discipline and also give unnecessary work to the charge 
officer. No possible check is mentioned against this in Part IX (jf Appendix D. Hence' 
r beg to suggest that a recruiting register may be maintained by the recruiting 
maistri and the names of all the persons recruited may be written up vilIagewar,. and in 
three sections, viz., classes I, II and m. It will not take much time toO do this at the 
recruiting ground. The recruiting maistri can easily check with this register whether· 
or not a person is a new comer. Further, the daily entries made in the muster rolls 
by the .maistris can be checked with this register. Statistics of workers recruited can be 
easily got from this register. Hence I think a recruiting register can be easily main
tained in a charge to much advantage. 

16. No effective disciplinary measures are provided anywhere in the Code against 
headmen and workers. A worker who wantonly sits idle and is found indifferent and 
unruly may be marked absent for tpe day. A Kolkar who neglects his duties may. be 
likewise marked absent or suspended for a few days. The work agents also maybe 
authorized to exercise such disciplinary measures. 

17. Part XV, Appendi", D.-The gang maistris daily abstract D-IV must also be 
signed by the work agents an~ t~e latter ma~'e responsible for the accuracy of the fieprr~d 
noted in the statement. ThlS IS not proVIded m the Code. G.enerally the malstrls 
prepare the D-IV statement carelessly. The daily attendance figures from D-m musters 
are not accurately noted in the D-IV 'statements. The percentage of work done and 
the wages payable have also to be accurately noted. At present there is no provision 
in the Code for the work agents to check the D-IV's before they are sent to the charge 
officer for payment. Hence the work agents must be made responsible for the accurate 
preparation of the D-IV statements. 

18. Paragraph Sg: Part XV. Append;" D.-The payment to the gangs must be 
made independent of t1ie ~ang maistris. The disbursing agent should be some other 
than the gang maistris. This procedure in my opinion gives less scope and inclination 
for the gang maistris to play fraud. The maistri marks t.he attendance and himself, 
disburses the wages. This gives scope for him to play fraud. The sub-cashier of the 
cbarge can directly -,pay the amounts to the headman a·nd obtain acknowledgments. 
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19. Section 134.-The Code does not provide any relief for workers who are rendered 
temporarily unfit f?r work on account of injuries to the fingers, fever, scorpion bite, etc. 
Suc!t per?Ons reqwre. r.est for a day or t":V0' They cannot be admitted in the hospital 
as ill-patients. PrOVISIon may be made ill the Code for exempting such persona from 
work for a period not exceeding three days in a month. . 

20. Famine Code may be included as a book in the Government Test Examinations 
for Deputy Tahsildara. 

21. I am willing to give evidence before the Famine Code Revision Committee 
should the Collector deem it necessary. I have no other suggestions to add to the above. 

Oral evidence. 
Sri R. SUBYANARAYANA RAo: Q.-You suggest the 

inclusion of the Famine Code 88 one of the subjects 
for Government Test EXlllminatioDa. In view of your 
experience her~ you think it would be ~ful to ha.ve 
this added as one of the subjects to be passed by 
Deputy Tahsildare in their Revenue Teet Examina
tionsP. 

A.-Yes, Sir. 

Q.-In paragraph 19, :you suggest that those who' 
cannot be admitted as tn-patients in hospitals on 
account of minor ailments and who are rendered 
temporarily unfit for work should be given some 
allowance. You suggest BOrne provision may be 
made for giving them wage allowance, or ·rest day 
allowance or dependent's allowanooP 

A.-,1 . would suggest dependent'. allowance. 

Q.-Why do you then fix three days? Why not 
leave it to the doctor's c&rtificate? 

A.-Because there should be some restriction. 

Q.-It is nob casual leave, but sick leave. Don't 
you think it would be better to leave it to the discre- . 
tion of the doctor? 

A.-It can be left to the advice of the doctor. 

Q.-1n paragraph 18, you think ~he~ isa ,:"al 
di.fliculty In the system of the m&lstri extractl ng 
work marking attendance and himself disbursing 
the ~ages. So, to ensure honest distribution of 
wag .. '" t.he distribution shonld be in the hands of 
8 ditterent agency i' 

A.-Yes, Sir. 

q.-You would suggest a sub..cashier or some 
assistant to the charge officer should attend to th .. t 
work? 

A.-Yes, Sir. 

Q.-You sugl\est that because of the difficulty 
of people walklDg long distanoes, hours of work 
may be cut down to six? 

A.-Yes, Sir. 

Q -As an alternative would you suggest that 
in ~gard to people coming from long di8tan~ 
instead of reducing the hours of work &. reductIon 
in the task to make up for the lOBS or ener~ and 
time taken in walking the distance may be given P 

A -In the case of viUagee five miles from the 
headquarters and beyond I think they may be allow
ed some distance allowance. 

Q.-In view of the fact that they have to .go 
home walking a long distance, . they have to pIclk

d up fuel and attend to other Items of househo 
busin... and they have aloo to get up eMly t0ch~ 
to work: don't you think ~heir work 18 too!J1u T 

A..-Yea, even those coJOln~ from neater villages 
have also to attend to those Items of work. 

Q -You espre .. the difficulty of finding enough 
mo';ey to I'urch .... the other items with the ba!ance 
of the graln equivalent available ip regard to I~ma 
V (0) and (d). In view of your experience do you 
think the acalea of grain equivalent wo~ld enable 
you to give the neceaaary amount of gram as well 
.. the other ltemo P 

A.-Yeo, Sir. . 

Q.-Bave you understood what this groin equiv .... 
lent meansP 

A.-N o. I hl!ve not. 

o -Supposing the grain equivalent is allowed 
ana" the value of the other items like p.u1sea, sAI~, 
etc are added once a week and the CoUector notl
e •• ' the waJ1.e8, don't you. thinJrs it i. better than 
oonverting 1t into tho graI~ eqUIvalent P 

A.-It can alao b. don. In that way. 

Q.-You sugg •• t paym<!'!lt of wages in kind. Sup
posing in four charge there are 5~OOO men. Now 
the maistri or BUb~cashier may dIstribute wages. 
But in the case of the grain equivalent it would 
be very difficult to carry It from ~ang to gang a.nd 
so they must all come from all centres to one 
place P , 

A.-No, at every work..spot the grain may be 
stored and th~ workers can be gathered there dUb'::f 
the rest hours (i.e.) between 12 and 2. It' 
it can be managed. 
. Q.-Whr do you suggest the giving of grain 
Instead a wages P . 

A.-Because from my experience I have found 
some of the people who are not really starving are 
attending ilia famine work. 

Q.-You want to keep up the QiJference between 
men and women. There is nothing to prevent your 
putting the women in Class I, because the only 
Classification is diggers and carriers? 

A .-Generally women- are not able to do hard 
work. It is the men that do the digging portion 
of the work. 

Q.-Did you find out what work is given to tho .. 
in CIa .. IO? 

A.-I have no idea. 
Q.-You suggest a reclassification of V (e). Don't 

you think that children. below t-hree years won't 
go to the kitchen unless the mother or some other 
relation accompanies them and in that case it 
interferes with the work of the mother. Why not 
put them also under the cash dole system P 

A.-Yes, Sir. 
Q.-Don't you think a distinctiDn should be made 

in the case of children under one year who should 
be given one pice a.nd tho$8 beotween one and three 
given two pice? 

A.-It can be done, but there will be some con
fusion if that distinction is made. It would be 
better to classify children between one and three 
as one class. " . 

Q.-What I mean is children undsr DDO year 
require the nursing of the mother and those above 
two can walk. Don't you think the work of the-
mother suffers when the children have to he taken. 
to kitchen? 

A.-Yes, Sir. 
Q.-Supposing a dining shed is attached to ea!'h 

gangP 
A.-In fact I have also t.ried another system by 

which I appointed an old man ()r woman to take 
the children to the kitchen but they refnse to go 
unless accompanied by their mother, sister or BOme 
other relation. 

Q.-That is why I suggest a dining shed being 
attsched to each gang? 

A.-Tha.t cannot be ~naged because there .are 
65 gango and the cost wIll be too heavy. BOSldes 
that the cholam (I mudda H that is given won't 
be suitable to children and e!en if they are .ta.ken 
there the:y won't eat but will be merely sitting. 
They reqUll'6 sam. liquid diet. . 

Q -Supposing the shed is nearer. You think 
it ';'ould solve the difficulty? 

A.-I think the age must be two as I ha>;e sug
gested. I have alr8adY stated tpat eyen In the 
cas. of' these children there are difficultIeS of feed-

in!~i "-T. A. RAMALINGAK CmrrTtYAB: a.-Ha.ve you 
had any trouble with your work agentsP 

A -No Sir In the first place the duti .. of a 
cha~ge officer' are quite different from thOB!' of a 
Deputy Tabeildar or '!' Station&"Y. Sub-MagIstrote. 

~ Be i. plaoed in the midst of Pu~lic Works. DeJ1art.
ment people. The work agent IS a Pubhc Work. 
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Department man and his superiors are the Publio 
'Yorks Department men. The- duties of th& charge 
officer according to the Code are numerous and the 
charge officer without &1.ly exporience of the Publio 
Works Department cannot discharge his work 
satisfactorily. For instance, there is an item, viz., 
the adjustment of- task within the limits allowed in 
the authorized tables, which he cannot do without 
experience of ·Publio "'orks Department w..ork. 

Q.-Is there any friction in actual working be
tween the charge officer a.nd the work agents? 

A .-1 had no friction. Though I have power to 
check the work of the work agents I did Dot do 
it for fear there might be a hitch. I nev~r inter
fered with the tasks which the work agent imposed 
on the workers nor did I check their measurements. 

. Q.-Your point is, tha.t there are certain duties 
imposed on you which if you had exercised it would 
have led to friction and to avoid friction you never 
exercised, those p()wers f 

A.-Yelr, SiI'. .... 
Q;-You never 'enquired whether the grievances 

of workers were genuine or not,? . 
A.--No, Sir.' . r ... ," 
Q.-What is your suggestion then? 'Do you want 

to exercise that power P .. ' 
A .-As the charge officer' is responsible for the 

genera.l conduct of the cD.&rge. he muet bve, the. 
poweJ:C 00' interfere jf necessity ·arises. He mflst be 
given ,ower to exercise control over the work agent 
and i n~cessary to report against him. 
, Mr, J'f. R. DOGnA: (I:--,Are.' ,y.;o. 'pro,hibitod from 

domg so now? ' . ~. , . 
A..-I think 80 j it ·is not in the Code.' The Sub~ 

divisional Officers are of the opinion that the charge 
officer has no right 1.0 interfere: in technical ·matters. 

Sri R. SunYANARAYANA RAo: Q.-Had you any 
occasion' . to ta.ke such things to the notice' of the 
Subdivisional -Officer and nate· whether he relished 
it or notP " : . 

A.-I did' not "'port anything regardiQg the set
tinl! af the task~ but I reparted"a.bout the pr.p .... 
ration of D; I v . statement. . The Code does not 
clearly fix the responsibility for the preparation of 
the D. IV statements.' In practice it· is being done by 
the msistri who ,ubmits 1Jhell\. to the charge officer. 
The maistri commits a lot of mistakes even in copy .. 
ing, not to speak .of calcula.tion of wages. . 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SW.un:NATBA ATTAR: Q.
You should report to the Subdivisional Officer. 

A. ,-Yes, I did and he ordered thai work agent 
should sign the D. IV statement but the Executive 
Engineer again ordered that tbe work agent need 
not sign the form. 

Q.-So your suggestion is that the Code should 
be amended leaving the preparation of the D. IV . 
statement to the work agentP' 

A..-Yes, ·1 ha.ve suggested that. . ~ 

Q.-Is it also :you'r 8uggestion that once it is done 
the maistri need not h8l'V8 anything to dD with 
payments? 

A.-Yes, Sir. 
Sri R. StJRYANARAYANA -RAo: Q.-You think the 

headmen can be entrusted with payment and not 
the maistl'i P 

A .-Both should not be entrusted. Anyway the 
presence of the headman is necessary at the time of 
payments. If .. ome of the workers are absent; the 
amount due to them may be entrusted to the nead .. 
man. 

Mr. H. R. DocIlA: Q.-If the headman does not 
know bow to sign P . 

A..-80 far aU our headmen are literate; 
81'i DiwllD Bahadur N. SWAlDNATHJ. ATTAR: Q.

You BAY that tao ;many women and childrea Beak 
work. You lay it is due to low wages paid to men. 
In faot you know that in many camps the pro~ 
portion of men to women is 1 to 6. It haa lieen 
due to paucity of, men and not to the low wages 
paid to men. 

A .-1 don't say it is entirely due to wages paid. 

Q.-Unless ~ou say that men eat more, how CR 
you increase the wage P If the wages are givan in 
cash it may be suitably increased P 

A .-There ore also other circumstances. When 
the work turned out 90 per cent or so it is the men 
that get one pice less whereas the women and ~ild
",n get the same:_gea.· This will be clearly seer 
from page 136 .f the Code. 

VOL.n-60, 

Q.-Your opinion is that something should be 
done to attract more men P 

A.-Yes, Sir.. . _, 
The CRAnnuN: Q ....... Yati say there is very little 

encouragement or attraction for men to resort to 
famine work. Do you suggest tha.t men can 1ind 
other employment or labour? . ' 

A.-In fact BOrne of the men can and do get other 
kinds of labour. That. is one of the reasons why 
all the poor men do not resort to' these camps. 

. Q.-Th~ whole soheme of the operations is to ~r().. 
,,"ufe employment for people .who can find none. 
You. say you have to pa.y more to attract more men. 
~am you say that the cash dole system is attract
mg m~ny men" who -aTe really not in- danger of 
starvatlo:p. , I canno~.l;econcile these two principles • 
Do you 8Uggest that men should be gIven _,more 
bec&~ they work more or' is to keep the ratio 
of me~ to women more fair P By introducing pay .. 

~ ment of wages - in kind, how many people do :you 
have \.!ndez: _ :Four. charge who would be reoeivmg 
wages 111 kind P . 
, A.-AbOU{ 5,090 .. , :,',. . 

Q.-How long do )70U expect ta<.take to dole out 
if each man is to hold his cloth P 

A.-About 15 seconds. 
Q.-That will com. to 1,260 minute. for .'the whole 

lot and that· will mean you. want at least half a 
dozen persons for this work: of, distribution? 

A.."':""""""At present the distribution of cash wages is 
entru;sted to· headman) 81milarly he may be entrust
ed ,!lt~ the distl'ibutioD, of wages in kind. 

Q.-In regard to hours of ~ork you suggest it 
should be reduced to six -hours. In your charge haa 
it freq:uently exceeded, six hours a day? . 

A.-The b.'ctual work that they do is ouly fo~ six 
hours. As per the Code they have .·to. rema.in 00., 
the workspot till BUnset.· . . .,' __ 

Q.-Would you lik .. them to be brought up to 
the wo-rkspot; earlier P; ,_ , '. 

A.-7-30 should' be 'enforced: , 
Sri H. SITARAXA REDD.: 'Q.":"'U th<>y come ;'t 7-1lO 

don't you think the work agent . will not be able to 
allocate work for all the people P . 

A.-That can be done !3v&n OD the previous day. 

Q.-What is the actual practice j is it done on the 
previous day: or the next morning P 

A.-Yes, the task is set up every- morning, but 
they may be asked even the preVIOUS eveDlng to 
go and work at such and such a mile the nen day. 

Q.-Does not the re-stoclring of metal from one 
place to. ano,ther involve unneC8S8ary labour P 

A.-Yes, SIr. . 
Q • ..l{)nce iJ; 1. stOcked in four' or live pI .... and 

again they are stocked in a different manner.. Is 
this done under the instructions of· the Subdivi .. 
sional Officer P , ,: , 

A.-I did not know anything about it. Nor did 
I question why it was done 80. ..... ... 

Mr. H. R. ·DooRA.: Q.-You say (( a worker who 
GOmes late and is marked absent by the gang 
maist:ri sits at the recruiting ground and gets 
recrulted as- a new comer. JI Is this not a definite 
attemp~ to· get 'work in gangs working nearer to 
the villages P If they are .engaged in gangs farther 
away from villages will this not be avoided P 

A.-Yea, Sir. 
, Q.-Is this not an indication that'their work 
is no~ properlY allotted P Why is it necessary that 
all village... should be engaged at places which are 
nearer to their villages? 

A..-It is not necessary. Some of the ganga have 
to bep1aced far from their, villages. 

Sri K. S!",BA RAo:, Q.-Don't you agree that if 
they are gIve work near their, viUa.ges they will 
roam about" . " . 

A.-May bQ.' ' 
Mr. H. R. DOG ... : Q.-Is it yonr 8"Perience that 

metal breaking is .. lighter work P 
A.-Yea. S"ir.· . ~ 

A.m""RAwOOP BAIIDI Haho.!ui-; , Q.-Tbe Chair
man asked 'you certain questions· about the actual 
num. b. er of hours of work and -you said tha. t . the! 
actually work for only six. hourli. _ 1 have Nited 
your camp. R.nd there is a complaint. that the- worker. 
a .... Dot able to get back bODie: i!&rIy" ~f. they- ~eally 
I ' 
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&nish the work at 4, why is this complaint P You 
keep them till the measurements are made eveD 
if their regular work Is finished P 

A.-We ask them to work until B1lIUIet. 
Sri K. SUBIIA RAO: Q.-If they work, do you giv!, 

them more wages P 
A.-No, Sir. . 
ABDUL RAWOO .. SABllI Bahadur: Q.-Bo, even 

though they &nish their work before 4, you don't 
let them go P -

A.-No, Sir. I should not but I have cut down 
the recess Iiy naif an hour and let them ali at 5-30 
p.m. 

The CRAIIIH"": Q.-You know of cases where a 
gang did more work then was actually entrustad 
to itP 

A.-Yes, Sir. I think four hours actual hard 
work iB enough to &nish a work entrustad to- the 
workers. . 

ABDUL RAwoo. SABlB Bahadur: Q.-When yoo 
answered a. question to the Cbairma.n you pl'eaumed 
that they are actual coolies aoouatomed to work. 
But don't you know that people whD come to famine 
camps a.re agriculturists who come there because 

- they have nD other work P 
A.--Yea. 
Q.-Do you want to give -a Btatutory basis so 

thet people might be let ali earlier? 
A.-YeB, at leaet at 4 p.m. _ 
Sri R. S11BY"" ....... Y"" .. RAo: Q.-DOIl't you think 

that in summer the r""""" perioa should be ~ 
edP 

A.-Yeo, by half an hour and they can be let oli 
then at 4-30. 

ABDUL RAwoo .. SABlB Bahadur: Q.-c..n yoo tell 
me at what time they leave the workBpot gen ... 
rallyP 

A.-At 5-30 p.m. they leave the workBpDt. 
Mr. H. R. DOD,...: 1i/.-1f they 1U"e able to finish 

the work very early ia It not an indication of work 
being shorter than what it ought to be? 

A.-Yes. Sir. The Code itself says it is thr_ 
fourths of the normal work. _ 

a.-Have you come 8.t;flIl:IfI workers coming long 
before 7-30 and beginning to work? -

A.-Yea; some of the workers stay at the work
"l'ot and begin to do the work before tho appointed 
time. 

ABDUL RAWOOI" SABllI Bahadur: Q.-During rest 
period also they work. Do they not? 

A.-Yes. But I have been objecting to it. 

Q.-And BO it is beca.U8e of the continu011ll work 
they are able to finish the work very e .... ly, and nDt 
because the ~ork iB short P 

Mr. H. R. DOG,...: Q.-IB the task Bet by the Code 
not light? 

A.-Even in regard to earthwork it is BO. About 
98 per cent of the gang in my charge earn the full 
wage. The 2 per cent shortage I can say is due to 
the negligence of the maistris to give them the 
task at the right time a.nd SODle of the workera sit 
idling away their time for lack of aupervision. 

Sri R. S11BY"" ....... Y"" .. RAo: Q.-Or is it due to 
the hardneaB of the earth? 

A.-No._ Generally in theae diBtricts people know 
what famine work is and they can do without the 
aid of maistris. -. 

Mr. H. R. DOG,...: Q.-Have you received any 
complaint of higher taskS being given by the Public 
Works Department? 

A.-No. The coolies heve not complained that 
the work has been too much. 

Sri H. SITARilIA RBDDI: Q.-Inearthwork does 
the lightne .. or hardne .. depend on the cIaaBiJication 
of the soil? 

A.-Yes. Where the earth wa.s very hard on 
hot days I asked the work agent to Bhow them 
wor~ at places where the earth was soft; 

Mr. H. R. DORGA: Q.-Yoll did not b"ing it to 
the notioe of the Subdivlsiooal Officer II' 

A.-No, my instructions were .... carried out. 

• • The examination of Sri Y. S. ANANTARAJAYTA, Tahsildar, Bellary, was then taken up. 

Written evidence. 

SSCTION 1. 

Measures for the pre1lention or mitigation oj famine. , 
1. To take up Tungabhadr80 project, revival of local industries such as cotton spinning, 

blanket ma.king, etc., 80re some of the II;I~asures to mitigate famine. 
2. (a) (i) Irrigation-Major.-Bellary taluk is purely a dry taluk and hence nothing 

ca.n be aa.id about the practical knowledge of irrigation under canals. If the Tungabhadra. 
project materialises, it will certainly prevent the distress of the people _in the famine 
affected areas to a. great extent for the followiD€ reasons :-

(1) As this taluk is mostly 8. black-soil taluk, and the ryots are accustomed t~ 
raise only dry crops, it is hoped that the ryots may not all in a sudden take to 
wet cultivation as it is costlier than dry cultivation. 

(II) It is 8olso possible that they may not take up to wet cultivation for the fear 
that the best black-cotton soil Jands may become saline by constant irriga.
tion. At the most the ryots can use canaJ w80ter to raise dry crops. In red 
soil the ryots may gradually raise wet crops like paddy and sugarcane. In 
course of time, as ryots become accustomed to irrigation, a. large area will be 
brought under irrigation by which Government m80Y get enough revenue and 
f80mine m80Y be a rare occurrence. Even in the places th80t cannot be pro
tected by the project, famine will be mitigated to some extent as the people 
of that area will find employment in the area benefited by the project. Hence 
it is suggested that earnest endeavours may be made to see that the project 
materiaJises. 

(ii) I hav.e no suggestions to offer as I do not know the details of the project. 
(iii) There is no other major productive or protective work except the Tunga

bhadr80 project. 
(b) Minor irrigation and wells .-(i) The only minor irrigation sources are the Hagari 

spring channels in this taJuk. They are not decreased in number. Mostly the -t8onks get 
lilted up and hold less water with the result aJl the ayacut cannot be irrigated if wet crop 
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is raised. Removing of silt may not be possible as the cost involved may be high. In such 
cases only dry crops may be allowed to be raised in the ayacut so that crop may be irrigated 
when there is failure of rain. There are tanks which do not contain sufficient water for 
raising a wet crop. The ryots generally raise a wet crop on the ayacut of the. tank when 
once it (tank) is full with the hope that there may be more rains to supplement the supply 
in the tank. Generally they get disappointed. The crops do not yield anything at all. 
Hence in the case of such tanks, the ryots should be made to raise only dry crops so that 
the water in the tank may be sufficient to irrigate them when there is failure of rain. As 
regards wells they are only available in villages bordering the Hagari river and in a few 
red soil villages. All these are private wells. Supply in them is decreasing on acCQllIlt of 
continued failure of rains. There is no possibility of well irrigation in other black soil vil-
lages as the water will be brackish and quite unfit for irrigation. ~ 

. (ii) The silt clearance in all the Hagari spring channels is attended to by ryots 
under the kudimaramat labour. . 

(iii) Yes. It is a fact that the supply in minor irrigation sources will certainly 
fail in sea.~ons of distress. The Hagan channels mainly depend upon the springs in the 
Hagan which is depending upon adequate rains. ,-

(iv) There is no possibility to increase the number of wells in this taluk as the. 
sub-soil w .. tar is usually brackish. 

(c) Contour bund farming.-Bunding up of the lands in black soil lands may be 
encouraged with some advantage. So far Bellary taluk is concerned, there are few minor 
irrigation sources. Formation of bundings will not affect any irrigation sources. 
. . «I) I have no suggestions to make. The method suggested in the report on the 

Agricultural research station, Hagan, may be adopted. 
(e) Ahorestation.-Sincie this taluk is mostly black soil taluk, it may not be possible 

to increase the area 1l11der forest and topes as there are no water facilities. But in suitable 
places along the Hagari, trees may be grown. Babul and margosa are the only trees that 
thrive well in the soil of this taluk. - . 

(ff A IternatifJe of subsidiary sources of employment-til Large scale industry.
Kudatini is the centre for manufacturing blankets. Sidiginamola, Gotur, Dasaranagana.
halli and Sindhavalam are some of the villages where blankets are prepared on a sma.Il 
scale. This industry is likely to increase if Government subsidy is given. 

(ii) Cotton industries .-This taluk produces cotton on a large scale and this 
industry has disappeared on account of the cheap production of cloth by means of machi
nery. Introduction of handspinni,ngand handlooms in all the villages is sure to increase 
this industry. GoverIlment subsidy is required for this also. Sarees are woven in :Moka 
and Kurugodu villages. But they do not find a ready market as t!).ey are coarse and of old 
pattern. It will go a long way in improving the industry if a weaving factory is opened at 
BeJlary to train selected wea.vers from the villages where weaving is still in existence. 

_ (g) I have no practical knowledge of this. It may be tried in Hagari farm-stat.ion. 

SECTION II. 

Purpose of famine operations and principles of famine relief. 

S. There is no need to revise the policy that the wages should be the lowest amount 
to keep healthy persons in health. 

4. Chapter II of the Code.-Preliminary measures of enquiry and preparation when 
the rains fail. 

In my opinion the measures laid down in Chapter II of the Code need not be modified. 
5. Chapter III-Period of observation and test.-(a) It is essential to test the exist

ence of distress. Opening of relief works straightaway in an area where distress. is not 
acute involves waste of money as kitchen and other sheds are to be constructed. In this 
year some camps, e.g., Gudadur did not attract workers and the camps had to be closed. 
If a test work attracts large numbers the Collector may be empowered to convert. it into 
a relief in iU\ticipation of the BanQtion of the Board. 

(b) No modification is necessary. But it is better to make payment of wages to the 
work.ers daily. If payment is allowed to be made twice a week the headmen get confused 
when distributing the amount, especially when workers do not attend the work conti
nuously. Besides the workers who have no stock of grain will be forced to get grain 
only from the shopkeeper who is willing to give it on credit with the result that they will 
have to pay the rate demanded by the shopkeeper .. If they are paid daily they can purchase 
grain anywhere they please. For these reasons payment of wages daily should be made 
compulsory. 
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6. Chapters IV and VI;-Declaration of distress and commencement of relief and 
description of the various measures of relief. 

No modifications are necessary to the Chapters IV and VI. 

SECTION m.· 
.Scale of wages and allowances and the diet 8cal~. 

7. At pr~sent all men are included in class I and women. an(males between the ages 
of 14 ahd 18 m class II. . Old men and old women who cannot do full task are included in 
cl!tsses I and II, respectively. Olq persons do not cqnsume ~o .much. of food as workers of 
class 1. Hence old men ma,y b¢ ,included in ~lass' II and old women in ciass m. Such 
old persons do not want to be relieved by food, . Under section 107 of the Code the old 
persons are to be formed into a' weekly gang and given light work. They are to be paid 

. wageil of the class M-1 or class W-2 as the case may be. Generally no task which can .be 
li:lells~ed can be given to them .as they cannot. do it, .. For example if th.~ are given metal 
breaking they oannot· carry metal if the lead .IS long not canthey.be gIven .ea.rt.h work as 
they cannot dig. Only miscellaneous work such as: spreading of .gravel; breaking' ofolods, 
etc., can be given to them. Such works will be available only. when formatioI!' of berms 
.and consolidation are taken up and not at the tinIe when metal is collected: 'E>ven if such 
work is available the work turned out cannot be easily measured and there will be much 
scope for them to idle away their time and such work will be a source of attraction for even 
to those old persons who are not in need of relief. To avoid all these difficulties old men 
may be included in class II and old women in class III. This procedure was adopted in 
1936 famine. . -. . ~ 

Children between the ages of one and three years may be formed into a separate class 
so that they may be given cash dole as they cannot attend kitchen. Their parents cannot 
take them to kitchen as their work suffers and they cannot wait -till.the food is served in 
kitchen. Hence they are fl\d by their mothers in the morning.·· For this reason they oan-
not consume the food prescribed for them. ' . . ..' .. 

8. (ti) No modification in the scale of wages is necessary. 
(b) The existing allowance far vegetables i5 sufficient. .It' is possible to get the 

required quantity of vegetables in this taluk in the hot season in. the famine . years .. In: 
normal years the labouring classes do not generally consume the required quantity of vege
tables in hot season. Generally either the ryots or .the labouring classes do not spend any 
amount for the vegetables. For about eight months in a year vegetables can be had free 
of C()st~ Those who possess land, grow, them on :their fields and the labouring class get 
them free of cost. In summer they purchase vl\getahle occasionally.· The famine workers 
rarely spend any amount on vegetable. The excess amount remaining after' the purchase 
of grain will be spent for betel, etc. . ". .' . .' _. .", . '., " 

(c) The only way of making 'the workers spend their entire wages on procunng 
. articles is to pay them in kind on the scale fixed in the Code instead of in cash or to feed 
them. on works. It is not at all advisable'to resort to any of these ways. Many land
owners also attend work. Generally they leave one or two old persons or children at home 
to look after the cattle and the land when. there is crop on it. They have to feed these also 
from their wages. Besides they r6quire some amount for betel leaves, kerosine oil, etc; 
It is therefore adyisable to give their wages in cash only. . . 

(d) Chapte~ IX.-GTatuitous ~elief.-Relief workers, if they stop away on account 
ot sickness, they cannot be paid allowance on ·work.· They do not want to remain in 
famine hospital 8S in-patients. The names of such persons are to be recommended to the 
Tahsildar for payment of gratuitous relief in villages und~r section 140 (vii). ·This 
procedure is cumbersome and some days elapse by the time the worker is relieved in 
village. Such sick persons may be paid on work only, on the certificate of the Medical 
Officer. At present pregnant and deuvered women are being-- paid on works. In the 
case of a pregnant woman, who has a close relative in the work, the amount is being 
sent to her through him. Otherwise, it has to be sent through a distant relative of her.· 
It is not possible to veilfy whether the amount reaches her. Fbr these reasons, it is 
better to pay them.in villages. . . 

AC('ording to the note under section 132, if a woman in advanced stage or' pregn'ancy 
offers hersell for work, she has to be sent back to her VIllage,as it is not. permissible 
to pay gratuitous. relief on work to such women and the Tahsildar has. to· be asked to 
pay her . gratuitous relief, to her. It is not clear if she is to be paid g;atuitousreli~f 
in:espective of, the .fact. wrether she has a relative bound to support her or not, and the 
period for, whicJ:1'sheis to bepa!d is not known; Women who a.re.n?t in need of relief, 
offer themselvel .for .work when m advanced stage of pregnancy knowmgtha:t they would 
get some amount: To prevent this abuse, only those that offer themselves for work 
within one month from the starting of the work may be given allowance. . 
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It is interpreted that aocording to section 132 read. with section 135, pregnant 
women are to get only allowance prescribed for dependents, on rest days and only such 
allowance is being given now in famine camps. To give dependents allowance :omy on 
rest days and fnll wages on other days is not fair. They may be given fnll wages 
throughout the period prescribed. 

SECTION IV. 

The size and nature of the task in famine works. 

9. At present, in relief work the task to be done is only 711 per cent of the ordinary 
tlNlk. This the labourers are able to do. In the beginning they will not. be able to earn 
full wages as theY' will not be accustomed to it. But there is a provision in the Famine 
Code to reduce the task to new comers. In earth work owing to the want of proper 
proportion of carriers to diggers, prescribed quantity of work cannot be turned out. But 
if the lead is increased as given in paragraph 2, Appendix P of the Familie Code, this 
difficulty can be overcome. There is no necessity to reduce the task prescribed in the 
Code. 

SEOTION V. 

The possibility of providing famine .. elief by works of more appreciable benefit to the 
community than stone breaking, e.g., irrigation works of suitable size., 

10. Construction of tanks in the famine area wherever possible may be taken up. 

SECTION VI. 

Expansio.n of ordinary programme as a normal preJiminaTy to the period of test 
and obseroation. 

11. N a suggestions. 

SECTION VII. 
Reduction of expenditure on famine establishment. 

12. Establishment.-The number of cooks provided in paragraph 11, Appendix G; 
is too much. According to paragraph 14 they are expected to distribute food. It may be 
that they are expected to make the food into moulds also. This may be the reason for 
providing SO many cooks. The work of preparing moulds of food and serving it can be 
done by relief workers. It is not possible to get a cook on a pay of less than Rs. 7 or 
Rs. 8 per month. The number of cooks maY,be minimised and provision may be made 
to entertain workers on famine wages to prepare moulds and for serving food. When 
the work is spread over a greater distance sub-dining sheds are to be opened near t<\ the 
work spots. To supervise the feeding there and to cheek the attendance of the depen
dents, a maistri on a pay of about Rs. 15 is necessary. There is no provision in Famine 
Code for such appointment. For the post of kitchen superintendent invariably one from 
the Revenue Department should be selected. When the work is spread over a wide 
area it is not possible for one charge officer to manage the work. The kitchen requires 
close supervision. Gangs are to be checked frequently especially at the close of the 
camp. To dischargll these and otber duties expected of him, he requires an assistant at 
least one clerk in uppar division. 

Thera is provision for only one storekeeper in the Code. As the work advances it 
~ill. be ,;,ecessary to .open stores a~ convenient places, so that the workers may get tools 
IU tune In the mormngs. For this purpose more storeckeepers are to b.e provided. _ 

13. General.-According to section 135 of the Code, workers who attend work for 
three days in a week a.re entitled for rest day allowance, Sometimes it happens that a. 
worker after attending work for some days in the week leaves the work once for all. 
On the day when the allowance is given, if he is absent, the allowance is given to his 
near relatives though he has left the work. Hence attendance on the last day of the 
week should be taken into consideration when calculating rest day allowance. Besides 
there is room for fraud. A worker having got his name registered in two gangs may 
work in one gang the first three days and in the other gang during the remaining Panod 
of the week and according to the existing rule, he will get double payment if the fraud 
is not found out. . 

Kitchen.-(a) The system of issuing tickets to the dependents is to be abolished as 
it is Dot workable. The depende,:,ts Idse the .tickets in no time. The gang maistri takes 
the attendance of the d.e~endents m the mornmg and send~ them with a list of the depen
dents present to the dimng shed.. The warder or the kItchen superintendent in charge 
of the dining shed verifies the list and notes the attendance in G-!. This procedure is 
sufficient to keel? out the children not dependent on the workers. 

VOL. n-61 
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(b) Paragraph 6, Appendix G, contemplates that the dependents should be classlfied 
into suitable messes a.ccording to their ages. This was found not practicable. Children 
of th& same family prefer to sit together and when attempts are made to separate them 
they begin to cry. This difficulty is found especially in the case of classes V (c) and (d) • 
.Besides many children partake of the food brought by their parents before' they are fed 
at kitchen in the morning. Such children do not consume all the quantity of food meant 
for them Some children especially of depressed class who cannot afford to have any 
food till the meal time for want of sufficient food at home, consume more. If the food 
is served according to the needs of the children it will be just sufficient for all. In the 
evening children do not consume as much as in the mornings. Generally appreciable 
quantity of ,food !emains over in the evening ana it will be a wast.e. In preparing food 
some quantIty will be burnt at the bottom of the vessel. For this reason the required 
nuwb& of moulds for a given quantity of flour cannot be prepared. 

(c) According to paragraph 4 (b), Appendix G, the kitchen superintendent should 
keep a record of the number of dependents of each class present at each meal. For this 
purpose he has to take attendance of the dependants in the evening also. This serves no 
purpose. Some children stay away in the evening and the food prepared for them cannot 
be kept for the next day and it is not possible to cook food after taking the attendance 
in the evening. This year they are given second meal at 4 p.m. to enable them to return 
to their vil~es with their parents. Hence taking attendance in the evening ma.y be 
dispensed with. , 

(d) It is not definitely stated in the Code if the children present on the last dav' 
of tii." week should be given rest day allowance or they have to be present for three days 
in a Yieek as in the case of workers. I wish to submit that some children. have th~ir 
attendance marked merely to get rest day allowance. All the children who give attend
ance before the gang maistri do not go for food and the kitchen superintendent has to 
mark them absent and the attendance by the maistri will not tally with that marked by 
kitchen superintendent in G-l, for this reason the list of dependents sent by maistri 
serves D,O purpose. Instead of this the kitchen superintendent himself may be made to' • 
take the attendance and the rest day allowance calculated on this attendance. But it is 
better that the gang maistri distributee thle rest day allowance in the presence of their 
parents so that the workers may receive the amount of their dependents. Otherwise 
small children lose the amount or the ol(ier children snatch away the amount from them. 
At the tim.e of distributing rest day allowance the maistri can verify if ·the workers on 
w hom the children are dependent continue to attend work or not so that the dependents 
of the worker who st~p~ away, may not ~e fe,d. If a worker sto~ away temporarity for 
some reason or other It IS not known if hIS children are to be fed ill the kitchen or not. 

Though there is a provision in the Code to have the thattis and baskets required 
woven at the workspot, it is not being done now. They are got through contractors to 
the headquarters of the Sub divisional Officer and supplied to the concerned charges paying 
conveyance charges. To avoid the expenditure under this head, the Revenue Depart
ment may be asked to induce the weavers (Medars) of the adjacent villages of the famine 
works to work on the spot. If necessary the bamboos may be supplied to the Medars 
and they may be paid on the work turned out. 

A sketch for the c;onstruction of a poor house is to be found in the Famine Code. 
A sinIilar sketch showing the location and u:'-ea~urements ?f the kitchen, dining sheds, 
hospital stores, quarters tor officers and malstrls, etc., WIll be useful in laying out a 
camp. This will Ss,ve. unnecessary wasta.ge o.f materials. 

Orlll evidence. 

Sri R. BURYANARAYANA RAo: Q.-Fro!1l your. 
experience at Gudadur .You Bay a test work 18 neces
I&ry before famine work is started P 

.A.-Yea. . 
<I.-Would you substitute expansion of ordinary 

,",orkP 
A..-No. The difficulty i. with r"gard to the, pay

ment of wages. Wages are to be ~ald only tWIce a 
week, not dailv. For three days 10 the week they 
have to depen~ on the gra"8 of the shopkeepers to 
give them articles on credlt. 

Q -Itt section III you say II old men may be 
incl~ded in class II and old ~omen in claM. fII:" 
May I take it you are suggesting a reallocation of 
the different cia .... P 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-lB it becan .. of any difficultyP 
A.-Gonerally they cannot do any work. 
o -Why not form them into a Beparate gangP 
A '_I would have formed them into a separate 

gan3. Th. difficulty at Baearkode camp W&8 they 

could not carry metal as the lead was long· nor 
could they break metal. ' 

Q.-So in Ba.sarkode you had a special difficultyP 
A.-Yes. They had to walk 15 to 18 miles a day 

and finish the required task. 

O.-Don't you think it is hard to make them 
walk such a long distance? 

A.-But 1 give them lead by three miles. If the 
lead is nearer, the work they have to turn out. is 
greater; and so on the whole the distance will be 
the same. 

Q.-Don't you think the task is heavyp 
A .-1 don't think so. 

I 

• 

Q.-1o there any provision to give them light 
workP 

A.-But that is in the relief work, and not in 
the test work. It i. not advisable to reduce the 
work in the test work. If possible, the I?eriod of 
test work may be reduoed, say, to a fortnIght. 
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Q.-Would you 8Ugg~ that children between 
ODe and three years be formed into one class as 
they can't attend kitchen? ' 

A..-'1'here is difficulty in feeding children between 
one and three. 

Q.-Don't you think two meals a day are l)Pt 
sufficient for children? 

A.-Children are accustomed to frequent meals. 
When the workers come to the workSpot a.t 7-80 
a.m. they take food; at that time the children will 
Dot keep quiet. Again at 10 or 11 a.m. the parents 
will take food; at that time also the chilc:Iren will 
take food. 

Q.-Don't you think it will be better if ~ee 
meals are provided for them P 

A.-It may be reallocation of quantity. 
Q.-Then you have suggested payment in kind 

instead of in cash. They may not like it. 
A.-Apart from their liking or not, according to 

the present arrangement it would take much tIme. 
a.-Under Chapter 9, you -have suggested the 

difficulties of p~ple who do not get anytbing when 
they fall ill. You say they can be recommended for 
payment of gratuitous rehef in villages. Is it your 
suggestion that they a.re entitled to receive depend
ent allowance When they fall ill and when the 
doctor certifies that they cannot work ud should ~ 
not workP 

A.-Dependent allowance can be given in cash· 
only to children in arms and pregnant women.. 

Q.-Don't you think 8. provision is neoesaary to 
meet such a case P 

A.-YeB. 
Q.-,\Vhy not have them as out-patients and pay' 

them? . 
A.-It is not advisable to do BO. For the man 

may . not come for medicine, and there is every 
possibility of the man receiving allowance even 
after recovery. 

Q.-Suppose a man is laid up with fever and 
after three dnys he is not ablA to walk to the 
hospital and he gets from the village officer a 
certificate that he 18 still bed-ridden P 

A.-But such CMes will be few and it takes for 
granted that the village officer can find 'out the 
disease. But the mau says it is headache j there 
will be room for fraud. 

Q.-So do you Buggest he should be given 
nothing? 

A .-They may be paid in the village once .s. 
week. But the difficulty is to find out whether he 
is reo.lly ill. In the 1931 famine we kept them as 
in-patients in -Korugodu. and we pa.id only such 
persons M remained there. 

a.-you say there is no necessity to reduce the 
task but it is enough if the lead is increased. Did 
you bring it to the notice of the officer P 

A.-In Ba.sarkodu camp. women were not able 
to finish the work. We- gave them 50 yards lead 
to enable them to complete the work. I told the 
work agent to increase the lead. But he reduced 
it and so they eould not finish the work. Next da.y 
the Collector came and he ordered the lead to be 
increased. 

Q.-8o it was an artificial increaseP 
A.-Yeo. 
Q.-So what do you suggest P 
A.-It is not necessary to change the task t&ble. 

I would suggest that the workers may be divided 
into gangs and that only proper carriers are given 
to the proper gangs. 

Q.-With re@:ard to the rest day allowance. the 
Executive Engineer says it should not be· g1V~D to 
those who have been for less than three days on 
the work in the week including the dBoY previous 
to the rest day. Do you agree P 

A.-1 agree. 
Examined by ABDUL RA'WOO'l' SAHIB Bahadur: Q.

May I take it that the observations you make about 
the closing of the Gudadur camp is from hearsay P 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-Is it not because there Was anothe!' camp at 

Sirlgiri and at Batrahnlli within five miles of 
GUdadur camp, that Gudadur oo.mp Was abolished P 

A.-No, there was cotton-picking there and hence 
reople rushed there. 

Q.-At the time of oIosure, the camp was 800 
strong. Is it not 110 P 

A.-Y ... 

---

Q.-8o far as babies are concerned I understand 
they are not given cash allowances unless they are 
b.·c.ught. 

A.-Yes, otherwise fraud is practised. In 1935 
the Collector issued orders that. they need not ~ 
~rought. The result was the number of babies 
lDcrea.sed. I investigated into it and I was told 
mt?thers having .DO children brought other peop!p'R 
chIldren. I~ thlS way fraud was going on and so 
the prod':lctlC~n of. the child was insisted on. The 
presumptIon 18 children cannot leave their mothers. 

. Q.-These mothers, you suggest, might be given 
lighter work P 

A.-No. It is hotter to reduoe the taek. 
Q.-Do· you Buggeet they should ho put into a 

separate gang P 
A.-No. It is better to mix them with fathers 

brothers, etc. ' 
Q.-How is it practicable to reduce the taek then 

for them? _ 
A.-Because the work is given to the gang. 
Q.-It appears some of the dependents who are 

fed at the kitchens have to come from a distance 
of five miles just for their meal? 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-Have you any suggestions to make to prevent 

th18, at the same time taking precautions to prevent 
fraud? 

A.-I can think of no suitable suggestion. The 
only other Qourse is to pay them money. 

Q.-Suppose you open sub-dining sheds? 
A:-In my opinion children do Dot mind walking. 

Their parents carry the younger ones' and the 
groWD-up children walk themselv8S~ . J 

Examined by Diwan Ba.badur N. SwnimATlU 
AYYAR: Q.-Is the kitchen arranged in the middle 
of the reach of the work covered by the camp P 

A.-The kitchen will be at the camp and the 
food will be sent to the dining sheds. 

Examined by Mr. H. R. !;>OGBA: Q.-You have 
been Tahsildar; do you think it is possible to get 
the supply of requirements for the camps locally? 

A.-For date baskets you can have any Dumber 
in Bellary. So far as thattis are concerned the 
bamboo wea.vers are not able to supply; but if we 
Bupply them with bambooB, they are able to eupply 
thattls. ' 

Q.-Do you mean to say you can have thattis if 
you supply bamboos? 

A.-Yes' only we have to inform them a week 
earlier. With re~ard to baskets there is no need 
to, supply _ them wlth bamboos. ' 

Q.-What about the conveyance charges? 
A.-In camp the baskets can be purchased at 

Rs. 8 per 100. Contractors' -rate 18 Rs. 5 o:r 
Rs. 5-8-0 per hundred besides conveyance charges. 
In the fami~e of 1935 we were purchasing them 
~ocaJly. I thInk all the charg~ officers were supplied 
In that way; and my worK was not hindered in 
any way. 

Q.-Why I ask is yesterday Mr. Balraj told UB 
he could not get the necessary stock locally as 
the demand is by hundreds and thousands. ' 

A.-I find no difficulty; it is only necessary to 
give the local people roueibly a week's notice and 
the same thing happens With the case of contractors 
also. By suppJying bamboos to the local r80p1e, 
you also give them relief work, as most a them 
Will be engaged in famine work. 

Diwan Bahadur N. S'WAMINATHA ATYAB: Q-
Do the cooks get food in the kitchens P . 

A.-Rules require that they should not be given 
food j but everyone knows what actually happens. 

-ABDUL RAwooY' SABlB Bahadur. Q.-Kitchen 
moulda are made of different sizes and all placed 
in one basket. Perhaps they may differ in weight. 
Suppose the server puts the bigger mould in the 
smaller basket P 

A.-It is not possible to distribute by moulds. 
All the children do not consume the same quantity 
of food. They will take Bome food generally in 
the morning i Borne are weak and cannot consume 
much; the scneduIed classes children consume more. 

Sri R. SlJ1\YAN.uuy.,.~ RAo: Q.-Do you think a 
child of two years and a child--betweeoD five and twelve 
years will consume the same amount ~ 

A.-Certainly not. 
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Q.-Another category is children between eight 
ana twelve years. Do you mean to Bay that a cliild 
of eight years will consume the same amount as 
that of .. child of twelve years r 
, A.-The latter will consume more; Oddas and 

Kayyas children generally consume more. 
ABDUL RAwooP SAlIIlI Bahadur, Q.-The pre

",-ious witness said that we should have ODe uniform 
mould. . 

A.-I do not think it is a'dvissble. I suggestI as 
the age advances, you should give more food. It 
is better to prescribe a quantity for each class and 
serve little by little. 

Q.-Sul'posing you reduce the number of cl ..... P 
A.-Chlldren of the same family will sit together. 
Sri KALLun SUDDA RAO:' Q.-Will they not adjust 

the food among themselves? . 
A.-No. Another difficulty is to stop them from 

taking food home. 
The CHAIRMAN' 1 have Been a child and the adult 

eating together. It is· difficult to make them sit 
separate. Sometimes' old men. and 'children under 
5 (b), (c) and (d) all .it together and eat. 

The Committee then rose for the day to meet again 
at 10-30 a.m. the next day. . 

8th September 1938. 

The Famine Code Revision Committee reassembled 
in the Collector's Court Hall, Bellary, at 10-30 a.m. 
on Thursday, 8th Septemher 1988, with Mr. C. A. 
BENDBRaOH In the Chair. 

Tbe following members were present:(ll Mr. F. M. DoWLItY. 
(2 .. H. R. DOG.... . 
(3 " L. B. GREEN. . 

~
4) Sri T. A. RAII.LINGA .. ClmTTIYAR. 
5) u K. KOT! REDDI. 
6) " H. SITAlUHA BeDDI. 

(7) " R. SUBYANARAYANA RAo. 
(8) ,. Kallur· SUDBA RAO. 

'(9) ABDUL RAWOOl' SABm Baho.dur .. 

The Secretary, Mr. - D. I. R.' Muir, W8.S also 
present. The oral examination of Sri Y. S. banta
raj ana waa continued. 

The CHAIR....,., Q.-In paragraph 4 (e) you say 
that .. babul and margosa are the ouly trees that 
thrive well in the soil of this tal uk." Have you. 
no tamarind topes? 

A.-Very few in the red Boil villages in Siruguppa 
and on the borders of the Tnngabhadra. 

Mr. L. B. GRBB!<: Q.~Under the subject .. cotton 
industries" you 8&y II that the taInk produces 
cotton on a large aeale but that the industry b .... 
disappeared due to cheap production of cloth by 
means of machinery P " 

.40.-1 was only refen-ing to the handloom weaving 
industry. 

Q.-Is it Dot an exaggeration to say that hand-
100m weaving industry baa disappeared on account 
of mill cloths? . 

A.-These weavers are accustomed to weave only 
old patterns and of a co&rse variety. They have 
no sales 88 refined cloths of new patterns ~ 
hsing imported from other parts. 

Q.-can you give me an idea of the number of 
looms at work in Boilary taluk on the basis of your 
observations during your viaita to the different 
villag .. P Did you find that the cotton handlooms 
were not working P . 

A .-1 have no idea of the number of looms m 
Bellary taluk. I found that Bome of them were 
working and aome othen were idle. Those that are 
idle are yery few. 

Q.-You .ug~est that .. it will go a long wa.l' 
in improvin_g the induatry if a weaving factory 18 
opened at Bellary to train aelected weavera from 
the villa.gea where weaving i8 still in exiateD08. u 
Do you mean aD instructional institution or is 
it your idea that people from villagea should 
come to Bellary and receive inatruotioDl in improved 
methods of weaving P 

A .-1 meaD only aD institution' just aD the linea 
of the Government factory at Bangalore. Studeuto 
who come there are given the neoeasary training and 

a diploma at the end of the period. Some of them 
have opened weaving factories. 

Q.-Do you refer to the .ilk wea.ving factory in 
BangaloreP 

.40.-1 refer to the silk and cotton weaving 
factory. . 

· Q.-I am not aw~re .of a cotto~ weaving factory 
~ Bangalore.. If it is a guestlon of providing 
mstructlon to .1mp.r::0v~ the technique of the weaving, 
d~n t you thInk it IS. better gl ven in their own 
vill~ges by. demo~~atlon. than by sending them 
to II1stf"actlonal instItutions P 

A.-That would be better. 

· a.-You make. a brief reference to cumbli weavin~ 
Indu~try. I thlD~ there are a number of cumbli 
weaVl!lg vi:g.age~ .I~ Bellary. taluk. What ia your 
experIence ID VlsItmg the vlllagea in BeIlary taluk 
as, re~ard~ the cumbli weaving looms P .Are they 
standIDg Idle? 

A..-Some are idle because they cannot get a 
ready market for their products. 

· . O.-Do you attribute that to the aearcity of wool 
or 1ack of marketing p 
A.~Lacr o~markets. There is no~ much Bcarcity 

of wool. It is- suffiCIent, but the dIfficulty is that 
there is no market because they will -be a bit costly 
and it take. a long time to finish a blanket. 

Q .-In Kudatini we introduced the fly shllttle on 
the culllbli loom for the first time. That undoubt
edly ~dl enable the wea.vers to speed up -production. 
But It may" lead to overproduction until we are 
able to extend the market for them? . 

A.-These cumblies find a ready market in Coorg 
and otber 'places. If they have better marketing 
facilities, they....will command better sales. 

Q,-In regard to the cumbli weaving industry 
a VIew has heen e~ressed that the deterioration 
of the industry is due to lack of suitable and ade
quate grazing facilities for sheep. Do you IlUbacribe 
to that view? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-How can that b~' remedied? Will improved 
pasture do? . 
,A.-Pasture cannot be had in black-soil areas. 

But it can be bad on~y in hilly places. There are 
few hilly place. in Bellary. 

Q.-:Is it 'your. view th!,t the chief need of the 
cumbh weavlDg Industry IS rather the development 
of markets than increase of snpply of wool P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-I have seen a good number of looms standing 
idle and I am of opinion that they were unable to 
get wool P . 

A.-To a certain extent they have to purchase 
wool from outside, which is a costly affair. But if 
there is a market for cumblies and if they are able 
to earn aomething they may purchase yarn from 
outside. 

Q.-Do you think the cumbli weaving societies 
are working successfully P < 

A.-I have no idea. My impression is that they 
are bound to be a sncceB8. 

Q.-Do you thiuk that there is scope for organiz
ing additional co-operative cumbli weaving societies P 

A.-That may be taken up after studying the 
present conditions. 

Examined by MR. H: R. DOG ... : Q.-With refer
ence to task work you have suggested that sn II
gangs should be formed. Will you please explain 
what you mean by sub-gangs and what work: are 
we to give them P 

A.-Especially in earthwork these aub-gangs 
are necessary. In road work some people are break
ing metal, some are collecting metal~ some are 
spreading and some are consolidating and watering. 
If there are more carriers and helpers-in a gang 
doing earthwork they can be formed into a aub
gang and given other work snch as breaking metal, 
etc. 

O.-For all practical purposes they are two gangs 
and. the work: can be shown aeparately, then wliy 
should not there be two separate gangs? 

-A.-Generally people of liIIe .. me village prefer 
to be in the same gang. 
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a.-There can be more than one gang of the same 
vilfage? . 

A . ..::....Then they will mix up with the people of 
adjoining villages. ~f there are very few w.orkers 
from a particular village aDd the number 11:\ Dot 
sufficient for one gang, then we take uP. workers 
of the adjacent village and form them, mto ODe 
gang. They will be too small to form two separate 
gangs. _ 

Q.-Is there anything in tbe Code which prevents 
the adoption of the method suggested by you? 

A.-As far as I know there is ~rovl&ion in the 
Famine Code for the formation of Bub-gangs but 
each 9ub~gang should be independent and should 
contain proportionate number of men and women. 

Q.-You have. suggested that local purchase of 
materials may be allowed by the" Charge Officers, 
because J?'urchase through the contractors leads to 
waste. \: au are aware of the circular issued by the 
Collector recently in connexion with this permit
ting local purchase P 

4.-1 am not aware of it. It would have been 
issued after I left the charge. 

Q.-How do you propose that .indents should 
be sent by the Charge Officer. The mdents have to 
be passed by .the Subdivisional Officer because he 
knows what materials are required, say for coolies' 
sheds etc. Do you suggest that the Charge Officers 
should send their indents through BUpervisorsp 

A.-Not necessary. The work agent 1n charge will 
send the indent to the Cha.rge Officer aDd the Charge 
Officer to the Subdivisionsl Officer. 
Q.~ ¥ ou suggest that the indents should pass 

through the Charge Qfficers? . 
A.-Yes. 
Sri R. SunYANAl\AYANA RAO: Q.-What is the 

practice DOW P . 
A.-The Charge Officer himself sende the lDdents 

after consulting the work agents. . 
Mr. H. R. DOGM: Q.-Do you want the work 

agents to send them P . 
A.-Yes. Because the work agent will have an 

idea a.bout the materials required for the work. 
Q.-Do you think it would be possib1e to purohase 

aU the materials required for the different camps 
from the local villages P . 
. A.-It may not be possible in all the charges. 

Q.-Would you suggest in cases where local pur
chase is not possible that they may be obtained from 
places where they can be ha.d P 

A.-Yes. 
O.-You are not in favour of keepi~g a stock of 

BUch materials in Subdivisional Officer's head
quartersP 

A.-No, because it leads to nnne-cessary waste of 
money. 

Q.-Do you suggest that contractors of the locality 
should be -employed for the purchase of these 
materials in eases where the Charge Officers are Dot 
able to purcha .. direct P 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-Do you know how many contractors are there 

now in Bellary for the supply of these l!l~terialsP 
A.-I thinK two. I am only talklDg about 

thatties and baskets~ The other articlea may be 
arranged from Bellary itself. If theY' cannot be 
had from adjacent villages nearer than Bellary they 
may be arranged for in Bellary. 

Q.-For that purpose you II1lggest thet contractors 
shouIa be arranged beforeha.nd? 
A.~Yes, if they cannot be bed near the charge. 
Sri R. S1Jl\YANARAYANA RAo: Q.-What was the· 

practice in 1935 P . 
A.-Baskets were purch ... d locally and only those 

articles tha.t cannot be "had there were purchased 
from Benar:.. The Charge Officer used to )1urchese 
them and Intimate the fact to the Subd1visional 
Officer. The charges were also economical. 

Mr. H. R. DOGRA.: There is a circular' to the 
effect that local purchasee can be made as long as 
rates are oheap. Even before the issue of that 
circular buying of materials looally was not pre
vented. The Charge Officer was only asked to 
8-s:plain the necessity for it because the audit has 
to be satislled. 

Sri KALLUB S1T8BA RAo: Q.-How long h&ve you 
been in Bellary district P 

A.-For tho last 10 or 12 years. 
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Q.-Is it your idea that, if the Tnngabhadara 
Project comes in- and· wa.ter is allowed in the black
cotton BOil, the ryota would refuse to take water 
for 'irrigat1on P 

A.-They would gladly take ·it. 
Q.-You say that the '7ote may not all of " 

sudden take to. wet cultiva.t1on as it is costlier than 
dry cultivation. You think' that water will be 
taken for dry cultivation P 

A.-Yes. For wet crops they may graduall.v take 
water because it involves some extra expenaituro. 
In the beginning they may take it for dry cultiv3.
tion, if the rains fail. 

Q.-Then you think that if Tnngabhadra Project 
comes into being, people. will take water. only for 
dry cultivation P 

A.-Ye.'1, because the black Boil in so many places 
is only 2 or S feet deep and benea.th it is saline. 
The whole Boil will become useless on account of wet 
cultivation. 

Q.-Have you asked the ryots about this and are 
they unwilling to tak_e water for wet cultivation? 

A • ....:.I have not enquired on those lines. 
Q.~Then you say that dry cultivation only must 

be encouraged? 
A.-Yes. . 
Q.-Is it. your idea that control of crops must be 

in the hands of Government? 
A.-Yes, in the beginning. 
Q.-Have you any experience of spring channel 

cultivation P 
A.-I know only Or few in Hagari. 
Q.~Ar. they successfulJ1. working? .. 
A.-They complain that It is not paying and that. 

they h&ve to work very hard. -
Q.-In your written evidence under 2 (b) (ii) you 

have sa.id that II the silt clearance in all the Hagari 
spring channels -is attended" to by ryots under 
Kudimaramat labourO-~' Is it your experience that 
Kudimaramat is working very well P 

A.-For the present it works well, otherwise they 
will have to lose what little they get. TWo is done 
only in spring channels but in tanks and other places 
silt is Dot removed. 

Q.-Why is silt not cleared in other channels P 
A.-Now the ryots are under the -impression that 

it is a. forbidden thing_ to remoVe the silt. If they 
are permitted they will remove the silt and Use it 
for manure. 

Q.-You have said that there are tanks which do 
not contain sufficient water for raising a. wet crop. 
Even in the case of these tanks do you suggest that 
there must be control of crops or that people should 
be compelled to irrigate a certain portion of the 
ayacut and raise wet crops &nd on the rest dry 
crops? 

A.-Yesr there should be a restriction that people 
should irrlga.te certain survey numbers far wet crop 
and certain other survey numbers for dry crop. In 

. that ease, Government will have to forego its 
revenue, 

The CBAIlUIAN: Q.-May 1 know how in practice 
the system of gratuitous relief works nOW P You 
are responsible for it 8S Tahsildar. How many circle 

- officers are there noW P 
A .-There are three circle officers, all revenue 

inspectors. . They are on .special duty selected for 
the puryose. They have to go rouna the villages 
and vuut every village at leut onoe a week. 

Q.-We are to'Id that in some ....... there may' be 
a man who sent hack from a work on to the gratuitous 
~lief in the village_ would not obtain any relief 
for a whole week. Have you heard an"y sucli cases P 

A.-There wer~ one or ~wo cases in Bellary taluk. 

Q.-'-You .... section 144 specifically prescribes that 
village headman shall arrange for the relief of 
persons not on the list pending enquiry hI the circle 
officer on his next visit. Is that being CIone-' 

A.-In this taluk the viUall!' office... are not 
entrusted with the work of distr1buting the amount •. 

q.-I want to draw attention to secti<>n 144 
wh1ch lays down this apecifi.o duty on the village 
hea.dman. Is it not bemg" carried_ out :in specifio 
cases? . 

A.-He "is not doing it now, '&9 thO' aeation was 
not understood properlY. They thought that hecauae 
such persons had somebody to support them the" 
were not entitled to relial;;' -
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Sri R. SURYANABAYANA RAO: Th.y don't fall 

withi~ section 140 (vii). I' Those who are tem~ 
poranly unable to work . . . can he given.!' 

Th. ClUIRMAN: If a man is disabled at the camp 
and h. becomes unable to do the work he may 'be 
brought on the village gratuitous relief.' 

Sri R. S""YANABAYANA RAo: H. cannot if h. has 
any rela.tives able !!oDd by the custom of the country 
bound ¥> support hlJD. Section 140 is an elaboration 
of sect.on 137 •. 

. Th. CHAIR:"AN: If the h.ad of a family beoomes 
d~ab!ed haVIng. been at a work and is returned to 
hIS. village, h!3 18 taken On to the village gratuitous 
.. li.f and this duty of the h ... dman i. obvious. 

. Q.-Do you receive periodi~l reports from ~hese 
oucle officers p . 

A.-Yes, every week they Bend reports. 

Q.-You get the abstract bills for gratuitou.8 reli.f 
to be E~88ed P , 

A .-circle officers send the biUs. . 
Q.-Who pass •• these bills? 
A.-Th. Tahsildar p ..... s th.m. 
Q.-Do they return to headquarters to recoup P 

. A.-Th.y wiU have an advance and they recoup 
It when Decessary. _. 

Sri ~. )tOTI Rom: Q.-<Jan you S&y whether 
hand-splnnID~ c&n be organized as famine r~lief 
work? Can It be organized in the villages?-

A.-Th.yar. to he train.d for it. They take 
some time to i>ick up and th ... should be/:;.per 
instructors. That might take not less t a 
month. I have no practica.l ~erience 
. Sri R. S""YANABA)!'.,.A. RAo: Q.-Ha~e you any 
Idea tha.t under sectIon 145 such· work is prescribed 
for those On gratuitous relief? 

, A.-No. 

A.-It i •. true. in villag.... They don't pure)!a .. 
vegetables ID ralDY season; lO the hot season they 
purchase to some extent. They use mostly, leafy 
veget .. bl... At t.mes they get them fre.. • 

Q.:-Is it your experience that during famine 
nurSIng n;aothers are ~uired to work after a month 
after d.livery and th.y bring th.ir babies to the 
work spot. Are there any special arrangement.a 
made for these babies? 

A.-Sheds are .coustructed on the work spot. In 
summer they wlll require sheds but they do not 
use them even. GeD;erally I unless they are hard 
pressed, no woman wIll come to work with a baby 
only a month old. They g.nera.lly come 'or work 
three or four months after delivery . 

Q.-Sinoo they have been working in the camps 
before th.y delivered they are expected to work 
even after deli very? 

A.-M;ost of these nursing mothers do DOt come 
to work at least" for three monTh.. This tim" it 
was ordered by the Coll.ctor that such females 
should be given the option of having their food in 
the kitchen and ~t asked to do any work. It was 
left to their Opt;lOD either to go to work or take 
food in the kitchen. 

ABDUL RAWOOF SAlIm Bah .. dur: Q..-You say that 
sh.ds w.r. constructed for these habies. Are th •• ·s 
any in Bat~rahalli camp P 

A.-When they are engaged in consolidation work, 
there will be sheds here and there. If there are 
good trees they prefer tree shelter to sheds. -When
ever there is necessity they use sheds. 

Sri K. KOTI RBDDI: Q.-In BeUary district oe 
far only road works have been 4ken up. Probabl,. 
there are not many tanks to be taken up _as relief 
works. Where there are DO other useful works, 
therefore, tank works may be ta.ken up? 
~ A.-Yes, if it is poasible, for irrigation. 

Sri K. KOT[ R1mDI: Q.-You say that gen.ra.Ily Q.-There is need to conserve more water for 
neither the ryota nor tlie labourins classes spend drinking, etc. Some of these vakkaranis may be 
any amount for the vegetables. Is lt not a 8weet>- taken and improved? 
ing statementP A.-Yes. 

The examination of Mr. K.' M. UNNITIIAN, Collector of Anantapur, was then taken 
up. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION r: 
M easuT6s /01' the pTellention or mitigation of famine. 

1. The only possible way of guarding against famine is to improve the economic 
condition of the agriculturist by providing facilities for irrigation as the want of timely 
water-supply is the main cause of famine. Side by side the encouragement of cottage 
industries such as spinning and weaving on a small scale, may be taken up as part of the 
programme of economical development, though as a preventive measure, these may not go 
fM. . 

2. (a) (i) I rrigation-M ajOf' .-There are no ,canals in this dilItrict and I have no practi
cal knowledge of canal irrigation. The Tungabhadra project is the only major project 
suggested in this district. If the project materializes, it will certainly contribute towards 
improving the resources of the agriculturists within the reach of this protected supply and 
-thus mitigate famine in the area. As now designed, the project serves only a portion of 
Gooty taluk consisting of 70 villages. I am not able to say what the results would be if the 
ryots are left to grow what' they liked with the Tungabhadra water. 

(ii) T,he question whether the original scheme or the present scheme is more 
useful may be investigated. The reasons for giving up the original scheme are not known. 
According to the original scheme the tract to be benefited is.,-

1 Gootly ••. 
S Tadpatrl •• 
8 Anantapur 
, Dharmavaram 

Talut. 

Total 

Number 
or 

v\Uao ... 

87 
30 
96 
37 

230 

Probable area 
of Irrigation 
Including the 

present 
Izriaated Ia.Dds. 

.1.08. 

54,000 
19,000 
62,713 
39,415 

J75,128 
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(ii~l No other major productive or protective project can be suggested. But there 
are some minor projects which seem feasible. The following schemes have been under 
contemplation and may be investigated :-

(1) Pennar-Kumudavati PToject.-This scheme consists of the construction of 
an anicut on the PennaJ; just ..below its confluence with the Kumudavati river 
in the Hindupur taluk, with ch8Jlllels taking off on. both the bws to supple
ment the supply to the six tanks of Parigi, Kodigenahalli, Kotnur and 
Utakur in Hindupur taluk and N allur and· -Kalipi tauks in the Penukonda 
taluk, and also the Peddamanathur river channel in the Penukonda taluk. . The 
approximate cost of the scheme is estimated at Rs. 4 lakhs and the net revenue. 
anticipated is Rs. 38,000 representing a return of 91 per cent on the capital 
outlay. The extent likely to be irrigated is 5,337 acres. In G.O. No. 918-1, 
Public Works and Labour, dated 10th April 1935, the Government ordered 
that it was inadvisable to incur any expenditure on this scheme till the results 
of the gauging were known. Tlle gauge reading a.nd velocity observations are 
being conducted by the Public Works Department. This is the fourth year 
out of the five . years' period fixed for observation. Twelve villages in the 
Hindupur taluk a.nd four villa.ges in the P.enukonda. taluk are notified in 
G.O. No. 763, Revenue, dated 9th April 1937, as likely to be affected by the 
project. Ryots have been agitating for the speedy execution of this project 
and steps in the direction may be taken up. The affected· villages are in the 
famine zone of Hindupur and Penukonda taluks. 

(2) BhaiTallanithippa scheme .-This scheme consists of the construction of a. 
dam across the Hagari or Vedavathi river at Bhairavanithippa in Kalyandrug 
taluk and excavating cha.nnels for augmenting supplies to the tws along the 
margin of the river. An extent of about 30,000 acres in the Kalyandrug taluk 

. of this district and Raya.drug taluk of Bellary district are estimated to be irri: 
gable by this scheme. The following eight villages a.re notified in G.O. 
No. 763, Revenue, dated 9th April 1937, as likely to be affected by the 
project in tills district :-

(1) Bhyrasamudram, . 
(2) Bhairavanitlrippa., 
(3) HulikalIu, 
(4) Kannepalli, 

........ 
(5) N aranjagundlapalli, 
(6) N arasapuram, 
(7) Srira.ngapuram, and 
(8) Thita.ka.llu. 

The a.rea comprising of these villages and the surrounding villages was never 
famine stricken, but scarcity conditions have been prevailing whenever r&ins 
fa.iled. In this locality expansion works were taken up this year to relieve the 
labourers. 

The Public Works Depa.rtment have deferred consideration of this scheme till 
a decision is reached on the Tungabhadra project. - . 

(3) A third project-the Dharmavaram taluk Mushtikovila project is being· 
urged by ryots of Dharmavaram taluk. The project consists of opening of 
. new channel for a short distance of about eight miles from the Penna. river 
near Roddam (Penukonda taluk) and diverting the flood supply to Mushti
kovila. tank in Dharmavaram taluk and to a chain of six tws lower down to 
benefit a.n extent of about 4,000 acres. This scheme has not yet been investi
gated. The off-take of the new supply channel will be about fifteen miles 
be)ow t~e head works of the K~udavati project. Hen~e a ~ecision rega.rding 
this project depends on tb,e ~deClslOn on the Kumudavatl project; if the Ia.tter 
is pushed througl1, the question of availability of surplus water may have to 
be investigated. 

(b) (i) Minor irrigation and wells.-(l) It cannot be said that'·the number of these 
sources and the area. irrigated by them a.re decreasing. On the other hand there has been 
6 slight increase in the number of wells shown below:-

Statement showing the particulars of irrigation under wells and minor irrigation 
tanks in Anantapur district during the Ia.st five faslis. 

wcUa. Tanka (mlDor Irrigation). 
BerlU1lumber a.nd laaU. , . • , 

• . Number. Area lnl· !lUmber. Area irrI .. 
goted. .. ted.. 

I 134) 26,791 79,398 • 89.876} • Information Dot 
J 1348 26,511 74.4:50 .. . 98,697 available . 
8 1344 26.499 76.129 1.051 38,249 ' 
41846 26,139 70.644 1,060 95,235 0110 tank aban<iooad. 
G 1346 .26.494 81.472 ),010 73,747 

• 
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The extents cultivated under the sources have been varying due mostly to uncertain 
rainfall.· . 

(ii) Thill is a matter for .the Engineers. 

I am not qualified to suggest any method. 

(iii) Most of the Minor Irrigation tanks in this district are rain-fed, and it is a fact 
that supplies fail entirely when there is a failure of the monsoon. They are no doubt of 
little direct use in seasons of distress. But properly maintained irrigation sources will tend 
to add to the stocks of food-grains in normal years and thus increase the power of ryots to 
resist famine. Irrigation wells do not fail so easily as tanks, as these depend upon sub-soil 
springs also, which rarely fail to any appreciable extent unless there is continued drought 
extending over more than one year. It is significant that in fasli 1344 when six out of nine 
taluks were famine affected there was an increase in the extent of cultivation under wells 
as compared with the previous year-76,129 acres in fasli 1344 as against 74,450 acres in 
fasli 1343. The reason is not far to seek. As the crops on dry lands failed, the ryots 
resorted more to cultivation under wells. 

(iv) An increase of the tanks will be helpful in mitigating the famine. An increase 
of wells with assured supply of water may in certain areas be even a preventive against 
famine. The wells in the wet ayacut under tanks in particular have steady supplies, and 
they are very useful by way of supplementing the irrigation from tanks. Even when the 
latter get dried up, cultivation is carried on solely with the aid of wells; hence it will be 
advantageous to take steps to increase the number of such wella and to improve the existing 
ones particularly in red-soil areas. To achieve this it is suggested that provision may be 
made for granting special takavi loans, on nominal or even no interest. This will be an 
impetus to ryots to undertake wells works wherever necessary since a certain percentage of 
~would-be borrowers are discouraged owing to the interest charges that have to be met. 

It is true that sub-soil water in black cotton soil areas is usually brackish. It is said 
to be dileterious to crops. Hence the sinking of wells in black-cotton soil areas for the 
purposes of irrigation may not be quite successful. 

(e) Contoa, band fDl'ming.-As these bunds help the conservation of moisture, the 
system may be more popularized in black cotton areas where, already to some extent the 
8vstem of forming them is prevalent. I am told that disputes between ryots owning 
neighbouring fields have arisen over the .. formation of these bunds." As regards the red 
soil areas. where a series of tanks are linked together, contour bunding in the upper regions 
will tend to diminish supplies to the sources. 

(d) Df'!/ farming.-In view of the poverty of the soil in a major portion of the district 
no suitable methods of dry farming occur to me. 

(e) Affo,estation.-Reservation of plots of land for growing trees, and the planting 
of trees in the existing tope porambokes may contribute to some extent towards increasing 
the area under forests and topes. Ranuga, ippa, margosa, bamboo lind -tamarind trees may 
be planted on such lands. Small allotments from general revenues may be made year 
after year for the development of Government topes which are now decaying. Babul, 
Kanuga and other tree plantations may be specially encouraged in the foreshore of tanks, 
river margins and other suitable porambokes under the provisions contained in Boa.rd's 
Standing Order No. 19-B by the relaxation of rules on the following points ;-

(1) The special permission for raising fences (Boa.rd's Standing Order No. 19-B, 
condition 5) may be liberally granted; and 

(2) the tree-tax fee under condition 8 of Board's Standing Order No. 19-B may 
be waived. . . 

(f) Alternatit:>6 M BUbsidiaf'!/ sou,ces of employment--(i) Large scale indfl8tf'!/.
The natural resources of this district are so poor that they ha.rdly permit any industria.! 
development on a large scale. . 

(ii) Cottage indfl8t,ies.-I would suggest spinning and weaving. These industries 
which have been in existence in the district are decaying owing to the competition of mills. 
They formed the subsidiary occupation of the agriculturists in the off-season in almost aJl 
villages in former years. A revival of these industries helped by Government subsidies may 
go 110 long way in improving the economic condition of the ryots in general. It may be 
mentioned here that the Government have under contemplation the scheme of opening a 
spinning centre at Uravakonda under the management of th~ All-India Spinners' Associa
tion (vide Board's reference No. M. 889/38-8, dated 9th A~nI1938). 

(g) I have no practical experience and I OIWnot say anything in the matter. 
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SECTION II. • 

Purposes of famine operations and PTinciples.of famine relief, 

3. I agree with the policy and principles laid down in the introduction of the Famine 
Code and Section 127 thereof. I think the policy is sound and requires no change. 

4. Chapter II of the Code-Prelimina'1/. measures of enquiry and preparation when 
the rains fail.-I suggest no modifications. 

5. Chapter III, Period of observation and test.-(a) I do not think that the opening 
of a test work should be made a necessary preliminary to the 9Pening of a relief work. 
The Code may be modifie.d giving discretion to the Collectors to propose relief work. 
straightaway if the attendance Oil the ordinary expansion works justifies the opening of 
relief works. , 

A provision may also be made in the Code for the Collector to fix the wages on the 
ordinary expansion works irrespective of the agency through which the work i. done. In 
practice this is what is being done, but there is no definite provision in the Code. 

(b) No amendment. are suggested. 

6. Chapters IV and VI-Declaration of distress and commencement of relief ana 
description of the variotf8 measures of relief.-The phrase " declaration of distress" may 
be deleted from the heading of Chapter IV, as there is nosnch formal declaration. 

SECTION m. 
Scale of wages and allowances and the diet scale. 

7. Class ill (workers) under section 97 of the Code consists of childten between the 
ages of twelve and fourteen years who are able to work and class V (a) among dependants. 
under section 116 consist. of children the ages of twelve and fourteen years who are unable 
to work. It is difficult to carry out the distinction in practice and the result is that large 
numbers. of children of tender age who are really unable to work get into class m of workers
more on account of the eagerness of the parents to earn an' extra pice by getting the· 
children admitted into class III. This is likely to impair the health of children who C&1l

not bear the strain of hard physical labour.. I, therefore, suggest that class m under 
workers may be abolished and class V (a) maybe modified so as to include all childreD: 
between the ages of twelve and fourteen years. The result will be that there would be no
worker aged twelve to fourteen years. . 

8. (a) (i) The table under section 128 (a) of the Famine Code fixes the wages and 
. allowances in terms of grain. The grain equivalent allowed in the case of class V (e), 
V (d) dependants is not sufficient to purchase grain and other items according to the scale 
in the ~able. It is necessary to incre<>se the grain equivalent by five tolas in each of these 
two cases as in the case of otrer class of dependants except V (e) and also to increase the· 
corresponding money rate in the revised table X at page 134 'of the Famine Code. 

(ii) Section 135 of the :Famine Code authorizes the payment of the rest-day 
allowances to all those who have attended the work for not less than three days in the 
week. According to the section, the attendance of the recipient on the day of distribution 
is not compulsory but the distribution of the allowance in th~bsence of the recipient may 
give scope for fraud or misappropriation. ~he section may Ee amended so as to make the 
attendance of the recipient compulsory on the day ·of distribution. 

(b) On the existing scale in the table under section 128 (a), as last revised, it is 
possible to obtain vegetables in normal years. in hot weather except in the cases of claSs. 
V (e) and (d) dependants to which a reference has already been made. It may be increased 
as suggested above (against 8-a). If this is done, it will remove the difficulty which exists. 
in these two cases. .The allowance provided would give the various classes just what they 
are accustomed to have in normal years by way of vegetables. Cholam and ragi form the 
food of these classes and for them some" Pulusu " or .. Chutni" is necesMry. For this· 
purpose only locally grown vegetables such as onions, brinjals and greens are commonly 
used in the hot weather and these are procurable with the allowance given. ' 

(e) The only possible method that occurs to me is to pay wages ·and allowances in 
kind according to the scale fixed in the table under section 128 (al : but this course would 
involve so much time and labour as to make it almost impracticable. Even this method 
will not result in unqualified success because a labourer can convert what he gets in kind 
into cash, if he so chooses. . 
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(d) Section 145 of the'Famine Code I?rovides for engaging the. r!3Cipients of gratui
tous relief ill villages, if fit for work, on light work sUltable to theIr conditions such as 
.spinning cotton c;>r win.ding silk; but the Code does hot contain details for the practical 
.applicatlOn of this sect~on. A scheme may be devised for supplying spinning wheel and 
~otton to l?ersons of this class. 

.~ 

SECTION IV .. 

The size and 1UIture of the task in famine works. 
. -

9. My opinion is that the code requires no revision with rJerence to the 8Ize and 
·ilature of the task in famine work. • 

SECTioN. V. 

The possibility of providing famine relief by works of more appreciable benefit to the 
community than stone-breaking, e.g., irrigation works of suitable size, 

10. Improvement of irrigation sources will be more beneficial to ryots than road works 
. which consist mostly of stone-breaking. But the difficulty in carrying out this programme 
is mamly the want of suitable irrigation works in the localities affected. Most of the tank 
works are too small to provide unskilled labour to large numbers and they a~e also too 
scattered. 

SECTION VI. 

Expansion of the ordinary. programme as a normal preliminary to the period of 
obser1lation and test. 

11. The expansion of ordinary works is an effective remedial measure and at the same 
time less expensive. 1'hey are therefore absolutely necessary as a part of the famine pro
gramme. Such work will give adequate relief if the distress is not acute, and may obviate 
the necessity of instituting a test work by serving as an index to acuteness of the distress. 

SECTION VII. 

Reduction of expenditure on famine establishment. 
12. I do not consider that the system is unduly costly. It cannot be reduced if 

~fficiency is expected. 
However the provision of an officer of the superior Engineer establishment made in 

.section 255 of the Famine Code may be deleted as such an appointment is not necessary. 

13. Other suggestions-(a) Section 99 (b).-The necessity for the creation of addi
tional subdivisions as the rules stand now, depends upon the number of workers. But it 
would be better to make this dependant on the number of charges, and the area over which 
these are located. Section 99 (b) may be suitably amended. Necessary amendments may 
also be issued to paragraph 5 of Appendix D to the Famine Code. . 

(b) According to paragraph 34 of Appendix D to the Famine Code rest from mid
day till 2 p.m. is allowed. 'r.he workers may require an hour more during the hot weather 
(April). 1'he Collectors may be authorized to increase the rest-period by an hour if neces
sary during the summer season and allow a corresponding reduction in taak. The para
graphs may be suitably amended. 

(c) Paragraph 83 (a) of Appendix D allows the maistris to make payments to coolies 
if the headmen of gangs are illiterate. Illiteracy of a headman does not stand in the way 

·of distribution of wages. As the headman belongs to the village of the workers it is always 
safe to disburse the wages through him. The paragraph may be am~nded suitably. 

(,l) Under 8ection 274.-The Collectors can sanction appointments carrying a con
solidated. salary of not more than Rs. 150. Deputy Tahsildars who have completed probation 
are generally appointed as Charge officers. The present limit of Collector's sanctioning 
power und<;r this section may be raised to the maximum pay in the cadre of a. Deputy 
Tahsildar so as to enable him to sanction the posts ·of all Charge officers. 

(e) According to Appendix D the scale of pay prescribed for peons is only Rs. 12. 
Peons on permanent employ drawing a salary of , more than Rs. 12 cannot now be employed 

.on famine duty except as peons under village works managers. The scale of pay Rs. 12-
17, sallctione~ for peons under the village works manager may be made applicable to all 
peons on famme duty. 
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Oral evidence. 

Examined by Sri R. SWYANAllA.YAlf& &0: Q.-In 
,paragraph 2 of your wrltten eVidence you say :vou 
are Dot able to -say what t.be resUlts wOUld be. Lf the 
zyota Bre lett to g.row what crops t.bey L.ked. with "he 
'l'ungabhadru. wu:wr. Are you 1n ttlvu.ur 01. rmstrlct
ing tJle discretion of the ryat by telllDg hlm what 

.crops he should grow? 
04.-1 C8.Ilnot say anything definite on that; point, 

because I have not had any eXptlrlence of rest~lcted 
cuitlvation and it was only from what is found In the 
.questionnaire that I came to know that there was 
.8ome trouble. 

(J.-You have suggested three minorjrojects re1at
.i.nj;!; to the Ansntapur district. Woul you proC6ed 
with them irrespective of ,,:bether they are pr(l~uctlve 
-01' protective in view of the fact that they will help 
to rehabilitate the agriculturists in parts of the coun
t!'y liable to famlne. 

4.-1 should certainly recommend them. 

Q.-You would not allow them to be kept pending 
till the consideration of the big Tungabbadra pro-
3ect is over? 

A.-But that has nothin_g to do with t~ese and 
these are projects that will help areas WhICh may 
not be irrigated by the Tungabhadra project~ 

Q.-Yoll make certain Buggestions in regard to 
afforestation. In order to encourage the ryots to give 
more attention to tree planting, do you think yo!&.{' 
suggestions will help them in a great way P 

4.-;-1'es, I should think so. 
Q.-You also suggest that with regard to 6overu

nlent ropes, the ltovenue Department must make 
-efforts to grow mo;re trees in them P 

A.-Y ... 
O.-You say that the Jl:olicy underlying the Famine 

'Coae is sound and that It requires no change. Don't 
'you think that it iB time now that the idea of State 
has changed, their dutie9 towards the people a,h,o 
I"t'quire a change? 

A.-If you ask me specifically about any particular 
:aspect I may answer. 

Q.-I shall explain it. The State is bound to pro
tect people not merely_from starvation but [ !;\'ould 
.even say keep them in a. normal state uf comfort 
because as soon as the period of employment is over 
they have again to work for the State. Tbe Stnte 
-exists for the people and the people do not exist for 
the State. Taking that view, don't you think in 
order to keep them in normal state of C"'cmTort to 
which they were accustomed before, they are e.ntitled 
to better treatment from the State than being saved 
from starvation P 

A.-Is the Stete out for doing such a thingp We 
ara here concerned on]y wlth the fuminc nrea and the 
amount of money that we put hi the district. 

Q.-Under the chapter relRtinlZ to period of ob~e .... 
vation and test, you have stated that the opening of a 
test ~ork need not necessarily be a preliminary to the 
"Opemng of relief works and to ... At ~XpI\Jl81(1n of o'r;Jinal'i 
work is quite enough for lInderB'~n.lldlJlg the existence 
.of distress? 

A.-Yes, I think BO. 

Q.-You don't insist upon test work or would ;rou 
leave it to the discretion of the Collector P 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-Supposing the expo.n':\Oll of the ordinary work 

has to be done by the district boards as it was done 
during the previous famines. would you like the Col· 
lector to ho.ve control over the conditions of work and 
tht: agency of work P 

.A .-Certainly: it is only thC'u that the Colkotor 
Will be able to find out the exist.cnoo of FE-al distress. 
. Q.-You SUl!lleRt the ah('llition of clflss III and ho.v
ln~ only two classes of workers, i.e., boys between 12 
to 14. But. diRgers are mentioned thera. I ('.an 
un~l"rstand If you put children abovo 12 in dass II 
~r If ;vou. ~ake them under V (a) though they may be 
lD a po~ntlOn to work P 
~.-I would keep them out of w.n·k; of the two 

-eVils T would prefer boys being fed rather than mado 
to work. 
O.-T~ it diffiC'ult to get. work from thl"m? 
A.-In the int.erests of the children th~lves I 

-would not gire them work. 

a.-Vou would put them as dependantsP 
A.-Y ... 

Q.-In regard to the payment of rest-day. allow
ance, the Kl.ecutive Engineer ha.s made a CeHaln 1:>1Ig
gest.lOn, namely, the allowance sb&ll .Dol' be gIven 1.0 
tllose who bave been less tban three days on tne work 
spot m a week. mcludwg tne day prevIous to the 
rest-day. At present It 18 not unltorm in all camps? 

A.-'l'hat is what I have also suggested • 

Q.-Under section 146 you suggest ~at those who 
are getting gratuitous reltef may be given son.e \York 
and the tasK la.id down. Do you think. toe task 
could be laid down and supposing you ask tihe circle 
officers to make them do worll, how ca.n they Mk them 
to do work as there is DO provision at present po 

A .-There may be many people who coUld be made 
ttJ work by altermg the rules. . 

q.-You suggest that Collectors may be empowered 
to lDcrease the period of mld-day rest during summer 
'which would involve the reduction of the task by one 
hour. You want tha.t power to be vested in the Co~
lector and provision made to 'that effect? -

A.-Yes. 
Q.-In summer don't you think this allowance of one 

hour more would be absolutely necessary lU viow of 
the scorching SUD' 

.<t.-Yes. 

Q.-You suggest that the distribution or· wagf-S 
should be in thE. hands of headman and "Dot maistris. 
Don't you think it would be better if it i~ ill the 
hands of some person like the charge oilber (ll an 
Assistant to him P 

A.-I believe so. 

Q.-Had you any difficulty in regard to the proba
tion of 1J~puty 'lu.h&I!Jlul:I who _"u, avpoillted as 
charge officers in view of the Government Order relat-. 
ing to probation and would you like the period spent 
as ·oharge officer should also count for probation? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Coming to J\ection 132 relating to lU'egnant 
woment now the rule is that instead of the woman 
appearmg before the medical officer to obtain certi
ficate for the extension of the period be)"ouu three 
weeks.t.. u certificate from the village officer 18 found to 
be sUlhcient. i'hat is the reason why you as Collec
tor of the distriot passed an order tnat a llfegnant 
woman who does not deliver within three weeks 
should be removed to the village list? 

A.-That was the suggestion, from the District 
Medicsl Officer. -

Q.-You know the idea of the section is that pr~.g
nan.t women should be cared for proDerl.)' and once 
they are transferred to the village-anrt no docoor can 
say how long she will take for dehvery-and dter 
confinement she has again to be brought back t.o the 
charge list. Don't you think it is a cumhE'rsome 
procedure? 

A..-If any better solution can be thought ot I have 
n? objection. There is DO provision at present to 
gIve them full wages. 

a.-Wbat made you issue the instruction P . 
A.-The difficulty of asking pregnant women to 

come before the medica.l officer and some of them 
may ~ five or six miles away. 

Q.-Is it the idea that they need not also be given 
the maternity aHowance of Re. 2? 

A.-I think she may be given that. The section 
refers to exceptional cases. The 'District Medical 
Officer pointed out certain specifir. reasons and it was 
thought a convenient arrangement. 

0,-,,<;0, you, agree th.ooe are exceptional cases. In 
such !'a:se~ don t; you thmk ·the Code should be revised 
to rumlDuze the amount of troallie aDu in order ttJ 
prevent fr~l1d !'I!d things like that the doctor should 
btl careful In gJVlDQ: the cert-ificRte so that tue women 
should not he penAlized P 

A.-It is possilJIe tJlat the District ~[ejlicAI Officer 
~hou~ht the doctors were not experienced enough in 
.1UdlZtD~ the correct per,iod of df'llivery. If there had 
b£'E'~ such cases they might have been bro\l(!ot to our 
notIce by you and they could have been rectified. 

Q.-r came here only tbree d~ys ago and one nr two 
cases hAve been brou""ht to mv notice Rnd vou pas..c;ed 
th.e omer on.Iv ~oentIv in August. You ·know that 
after the ramS" the work .Eets difl.tllrhed and J1('ollle 
stop WOTK even ~houllb .thore is rain at ]1) a.m. or 12 
noon. If the ram seta m after the mid-~,. rest, they 
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are forced to stop work.' b' it bot just and propsr: that 
they I:IhuuhJ. be glVtill the tuU day d wage:", 11i 18 no1; 
thtm' raul t; it they stop work. . 
il.-You want tull wages to be given irrespective of 

the at'tunl amount at \\-ork turned out. be,cause of 
tihe dlttlculty yo,u want to mow a conc~iC:'n. l!:xcept 
from the nnancml aspect, I have no obJectlon to that. 

Q.-8ection 137 relating- to gratuitous relief lays 
down the classes of persons who are eligiole tor sU(·.b 
rehef provIded that they haVE. DO relatives ablp. and 
by toe cllstom of the oountlY bU.lud to 8upphrt them. 
This section depnves P"l'bODS' who dore tUck. of tb~ 
benefits. Don't you thmk that this. clause really 
binds people to maintain others who belong to the 
family and that it r.equires a change in view of 
the modern changes in the' joint family system?' 

..t.-That is takmg away the l'esllonsibility from 
the head of the family. 

Q.-Don't you know that various Commissiona 
which bave gone into th~ que~tion and exammcd it 
have come to the conclusion that it would be inter
fering wlth the custom of thll country P 

A .-N o. The only suggestion I could make is that 
some more discretion way be allowed in the matter 
of elimination from the list, i.e., if there are such 
able relatives, the crules concerned may be taken off 
th-a list the officer usmg- his discretion. 

Q.-I would invite your attention to Chapter X, 
page 45 of the Code. Don't you think that those 
clauses are not applicable to present conditions? 
That is, you cannot stop them from relief as soon 
as- monsoon breaks because they must be ~iven 
reasonable time to grow crops and they won t be 
a.nYWhere near normality. 

A.-l'robably the eXprtkRllOll CI ah&ll n causes some 
difficulty. What actually happens is, the officers .. re 
tBking care to see that discretion IS used, and pro

. perly. 
Q.-It has been suggested by 80me Collectors tha$ 

thls section might be re-written taking our present 
cunditions moo account P _ 

A.-I do not think there is any necessity to re
write it because the chapter relates only to policy. 
It is' quite possible to deviate from that. 

Q.-After you took charga, hac! you any occasion 
to study the conditions here P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Don't you think that "he wOI!.vers 6uffer equally 

with the ryots when the crops fail. especially as there 
is no purchasing power P 

A.-It all depends to which m:uket they supply. 
If weu.vers are depending upon the locSll market, pro
bably the distress will last IongPf than in other places 
of distress. ... 

Q.-Do you think that Nlicof fnr weB-vers also may 
be undertaken as 800n as famine is declared P 

A.-As 1 have already st.lIu'll It depends un the 
market to which they oupply and the extent of di ... 
tress. 

Q.-You would think it should be continued .. little 
longer in the case of theBe- weavers beca.use the after
effects still continue in their case P 

A.-Yeo. That also depends according to the 
Dature of the place. 

Sri H. SITARAHA. REDDI: Q.-About this gratuitou& 
relief, it should be given only after relief works are 
opened? 

A.-No. 
Q.-Wilt you agree if a propnsnl is made that grn,.. 

tl1itoUB relief may be given even at the time of the 
toot stage P . 

A .-1 think there ill aome technical difficulty in 
giving gratuitous relief when BO te~t wr.rk is opened. , 
But the then Collector of Bellary issued orders 
(when 1 was in char~e of Hospet division) and we 
had been paying it In about eight villages. 

(/.-But in any oaoe durm;!; the teat I'eriod, vou 
are bound to I' 

A.-Yes. 
(I.-Rut one of the Collecto .. wao IInvino: that it 

take8 time to prepare the gratuitous relief list and 
&lIaR'Mtfld that it would be better if the li~t is got 
ready mu('J:i earlier than what is usually done? 

A.-It wllI be very'idplll no doutr. but i1. will not 
"" practioable. 

O.-WhyP 
A .-nec-aURe I had re£'ently aD e'!tperienee. We 

wanted to .t .. rt teat work and by the time the list 

WOB made ready the test had to b. stopped. Ordi
narily the eXlsting stott has to collect statistics Bnd 
then the 'fahslldar has got to venly the hats and all 
these things naturally tak~ time. 

Sri R. StillYANABAYANA R .... o. Q.-Qne ~oilec-tor 1'113-
gested that the Collector should arrange for the pre
[)aration of these thmgs and suggested tbat ext"a staff 
be given to him to keep the Jut ready? 
.4~-1f extra staff is given that would certainly 

bring down the delay. 
Sri H. SITARAHA REDD" Q.-You suggest that .. 

scheme may be deVised for the supply 01 spinning 
wheel and cotton for those who are in receipt of 
gratuitous relief in villages and you want lome
provision to that effect should be made P 

A.-Some such provision like that is desirable 
because if some light work is given to them which 
they are inclined to do, they may not become lazy. 

... Q:-About Contour bund forming;, you say that 
H dlspute3 -hetween ryots owning nelghbouring fields 
have arjs~n over the formation of these bunds." 
M.ay I kuuw why? 

A.-It naturally arises because one man thinks
not rightly probably-that the water which ought to 
percolate Into his field is being obstructed by the con
tour bund. It may not -after all ·be true. But I 
w.as told by' a Tabsildar in Anantapur that several 
disputes of tha.t kin~ caome to his notice j but non& 
have ('ome to my nO\ilce. 

a.-Contour bund is prevalent tn your districtp 
A.-Yes. 
a.-You mean field bunding? 
A.-Yes" not the scientific bund 'forming. 
Sri K. KOT! REDD" Q.-You o .. y the possible .... y 

of gU8:,rding !,~ainst famine is to improve thEt 
e<:0nomlc condltlOn of the people and side by sidEt 
With that you would encourage cottage industries such 
as spinning and weaving so that during the off-season 
peop}e may take to them a.s subsidiary industry P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Will you suggest any sort of help being given 

toleople in these areas for encouraging these things P. 
.-1 suppose encouragement can be given by 

Government. . 
Q.-By w .. y of subsidy? " . 
A.-It is n~t so ~uch the.money tha.t is required~ 

but the creatJOD of Interest ID the work Rnd making 
the people feel that there is some good in that. 

Q.-Do you think spinning can be taken up as a-
form of famine work also? . 

- A.-Yes., if they ~re well trained, from the day you 
start famme work Jt WIll be a success but. the diffi-
culty is they are not trained. '. 

Q.-Have you any experience how long it will take 
to spin some rough yarn? 

A.-For the first month they can spin some rough 
yarn, but I do not know how long it will take to spin 
p:ood yarn. If the thing can be done within 8 month 
I think it can be tried as a measure of famine relief. 
I am not sure whether men and women will take to 
this work because so far as 90 per cent of them are 
concerned they ar~ u.sed to road-making or similar 
type of work. SplDnIng means they have to be Bit.
tmg on one _place Bnd so I do not know whether all 
of them will be agreeable to it. 

Q.-You say that irrigation sour~ Ahould I. 
developed. Do you consider that the original Tunga
bhadra SC"heme would be more beneficial to Anantapur 
than the modified ocheme P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You suggest t.hat tl\«'! benf'fits of t.his ~Leme· 

should be extended, as it was thought during the 
earlier staJ!es of the project, to Anantapur J Dharma
varam and Tadpatri taluks also P 
A.--Y,·~ 

Q.-You cous.ider tnolt all tht, othl'r EmR-ller pro.
jects which were given up on account of the fact that 
a higher return could not he expected should be taken 
up now in the interest of developing irrigation source. 
in the Anantapur district and that the only way iK 
wbich they could hel" the people would be to take up 
many of these projects 8S famine-re-lief measures? 

A .-If finances permit these also can be taken up. 

Q.-In regard to mitior irrigation ~ources a)so all 
those whit'h ware given up for some reason or other 
may also be taken up and improvad and even the
construction of small tanks. also. Do you agree? 

A.-Y"" 
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o.-You make a 811gpLion rt.'garding the planting 
of trees and you suggest afforestation as a means of 
increasing the economio resourcee of the people P _ 

A.-YesJ to a very mlaU e::s.tent. 
Q.-You know in most parts of the Anantapur dis

trict the soil is very poor and you don't really get 
vel')' good crops even with the best of rains. In that 
oonnexioD don 't you think that the ryote could be 
helped if they afe encouraged to _ plant trees during 
iutervam as a m6rul~ of lD1provmg their ('C'nnumic 
rbBources P Would yun Buggest any met.h .... ds by 
which you can induce the ryots to take to afforesta
tionP 

A.-It is v"'y difF.cOllt. 
Q.-Supposing Government show Bome concession 

by putting off collection in the case of those people 
who plant trees in their fields or give them half or 
quarter conoession in assessmen~1. will -that help P 

A.-I do not know whether ... ey would like tho 
idea at aU. In fact thoy might rather prefer to grow 
choJam than trees. ' 

Q.-The idea is if they plant trees even if there is 
not enough rain they may not di~ and may yield.som~· 
return o.tter ij()me ye&!'s and gl) 11 some ('onrpS!lon 18 
e;iven to induce them to grow trees, dOJ!'t you think 
.t would help them f 

A.-If lome indUCeIlIfII.i'li to make them gro\V treaB 
is shown, of course it might encourage them to some 
extent to grow the trees. 

(J.-There should be 80me inducement to tho people 
to grow nloes. 

A .-It is doubtful whether thoy will take to it 
even then. 

Q.-"'fou know the rest wage; it is only dependent 
wage; it is rather unjust that actual worker8~who have 
been working t.he whole week should not b~ given the 
same wage on the rest day. Ordinarily they don't eat 
lellH on the rest iay; r;o is it not bet·tE'r to J.BY them 
the ordinary wage on the reost day als.o P . 

t A.-I do Dot think it is really nece~nry, as in nO 
wage system l~u get thut allo\\,·ance. If it IS mc,nthly 
salary or weeldy salilrv 1 rnn under&tand. but under 
tho system no"" in vogne I don't think it is necessory. 

Q.-Your contention is not, thnt thfl.y eat leSd on 
. rest day. Then why not pay them Dot dependent 

wage but the average wage P 
4.-If it is average wage the difference will be 

very littlo. 
ABDUL RAwooJ' SAHIB Oahnc1ur: Q.-Would rot tha.t 

mean a lot of calculation and additional ataif to do 
tho buamess P . 

Sri R. StmT ......... YA, ... RAo: Q.-Why not I>ay the 
previous day's wage P 

ABDlJL RA woor SAlim Bahadur: Thet would be 
8omething. 

Q.-With regard tc nl1r~inR mothers, after a nlonth 
or three weeks after delil'f~ry, they have to come to 
the camp and. work to s;et wages. Do you make any 
provision for the' keepmg of these babiesP 

A.-Such women are put in n apecial gang. 10 
one camp "SOme of them complained about work and I 
:asked the doctor to H<'8 wheGhor they required any 
extension of period by a week or two beyond the three 
weeks. 

Q.-But with regard to the babi .. thet are brought 
to the camp by mot!:)!)" do you make any special 
arrangement for their feeding) for their being pro
perly xep_t and 100ktlfl after P 

A.-" Looking after II is very often done by some 
olrl women. 

Q.-With regard to nursing mothers is it. not better 
if they are asked to shy in their 0""11 home for (\ 
period of three months a&r deolivery P . 

A.-That depends upon the custom prevailing in 
tho looality. 

Q.-No, my point is thoy should he kept in the vil .. 
lage and made to do some spinning work or that sort 
of workP . 

A.-If work for II gratuitous relief n people ia put 
in some definite form, these people can be put along 
with .them. I cannot ~uggest they should be Riven 
gratUl'touB relief. At pTE'lf1nt, lome coRttidfl'ation is 
being shown to them. They are put In the weakly 
gang. 

O.-My point i. they should not be mado to walk 
and work in the sun. 

A.-Yea; it would be botter if that is done. 
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a.-At present some arrangement is made to pro
viae some clothing for the nece.saitoua. Do you recom
mend that ordina.nly, if the i'amine continues for 
some time, soma clothing may be ~i:ven. to the people. 
say, a sari to each WOW""1. and a paLl' of dh"tia to every 
man? . 

A.-How long aUoui.:l th9 famine CODtinue~ 

Q.-Bay for Dot le& thn.n six months.' 
A.-Yes, that ma)," be UllnG. 
Examined by Sn T. A. RAl.uI.DrGAK CmrrrrrAB: 

Q .. - ~ there large scope for digging wells in the 
distrlctP 
. A.-There is scope; bu .... the BUCC889 depends upon 

various factors. 

Q.-What is tho diilicultvP 
A.-About getting water. The other day in Kal

yandrug &. well was du~ but n\) wat'E'r could be found. 
It was in the PublIc \\'oJ!m Dcpan'JDC'nt t.unga.]ow 
and the well was dug to I' deptli of about 76 feet j 
water was found, but it was not .fit for dri~. It 
is red-soil area. _ there, not blackooCOtton Boil area. 

Q.-So there is no soope for digging wells P 
4.-1 can't say that. 
Q.-Would you sugges.b a sort of 8ub"'@.oil s'urvey for 

this purpose? ' 
A.-Ye •. 
Q.-With reference to t,he digging of wells in val .. 

Joys, near water-coUl'S68 and tanka, I sappOie there 
is no such difficulty P 

A.-Not so mach. 
Q.-Will it be possible to make the ryots in tbose 

places dig more wells iC help is given to them? 
A.-Yes. 
a.-What sort of help would you BUggestP 
A.-Loans. 
a .-Beyond that P 
A.-Beyond that I can suggest nothing DOW. 

Q.-If takkavi loans are ~ven at low jnterest or 
at nominal rates of interest, 19'Jll they be able to zepayp 

• A .-That is a question to be d .... ded in each mdi
VIdual case. 

Q.-In cases where the l;'YOt will Dot be able to 
repay the loan, would you suggest the State digging 
wellsP . -- . 

A.-Yeo, it may bo tried. 

Q.-Are there lar;l?;G al'E'a~ which BI'G capable of 
being irrigated by wells P . 

A.-No. 

Q.-If loana are given, will people be ready to tue 
themP 

A.-I think they WlU;. that i. all I Con aay. -
Sri R. SUBYANA&.U·."A RAo: Q.-A. r~.rds 

abandoned wells, why Dot deopen them. Take Hmdu. 
pur taluk, if the ryot is Dot able to take loaus, would 
you suggest 1.he State taking them up? 

A..-Abandoned wells aro or dHlcreD"G t:HlCS. - Some 
of them are abandonoc:l becaulS'e thev were dUJ( only 
for temporary use j some are abandoned for lose of 
Bt'Urce of watel'-6upply; and in some cases I have 
been told it is better to dig fresh wells than attempt 
to 'repair the abandoned wells. -

Examined by Mr. L. II. GaREN: a.-In Ananta
pur there are 6,494 handioODlJl and 20 Iakha worth 
of cotton yarn; do you think there is acope for set
ting up a ootton ~pillUUlg mill to meet the require-
ments of the handloom weal'tlrs at Pamidi P 

A.-I think it will probably affoct the charka 
people. . 

Q.-:-I want to ask you whether local labour avail
able in non~ag.ricultural seaBons cannot 1:,e made use 
of in the mills P / 

A.-Tho mill require. a spocialized kind of labour, 
and people who get iuto millll will seldom come out 
of them to work aa agricultural labourers. 

a.-Is not labour available in large quantities P . 
A.-There ~ a .Jarge nl1mber of gina. I think 

local labour IS avaIlable. . 
Q.-If a mill i8 establi,h.d, .annot each family at 

least contribute one member to it P 
A.-I don't think it is worko.b!e. 
Examined by tho CHAIR ...... : Q.-Under irrigation 

under wells, minor- irriKation t in fasli 1346 you say 
one tank was abandoned. Did you ascertain why it 
was abandonedP 

A.-No. 
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Q -UDder C Afforestatioa' with referenoe to your 

rem;'rks, lIlay I ask YOl1whether th& forest. Janda 
on the western bank oj tb& rrv:er, w bleb soil lB ~ry 
red ooil _oS be eonnrted 'nto pa_ land, like 
the adj~ining pIOtto Ia"da there P . 

A.-if there is a good Eeuon they will get more 
than 2 aDDU crop~ . 

Q.-In section II ·you Bay H a provision may be 
made in the Code for th& Colle"tor to fix the wagea 
on the ordinary ex.p&U8IOD wor~ lrreBp~tlv" of 't;he 
agency thrQugh.. which. the work 18 doue.. In. pra(.-t~oe 
this is what is being done, but there 18 .DO. dtfu~lte 
provision in Code." May I know ho~ It 18 ~mg 
worked? In your district perhaps Ib was aone 
before you came? 

a.-After 1 came 1 have dOD. it. 
Q.-How was it arranged.? '., 
.:1.-1 got into touch WIth the DIstrICt Board 

Enwneer and Sl11!lji~ted it (the system of the 9oHector 
fixlD!!. wages) to . • and h& was qUIto .willing to 
take It np. 

Q .-W 88. it don" as a departmental or contract 
workP 

A .-It was done as contract work; the wage was 
fixed a little lower than the schedule wagea. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAO: Q,-I think Mr. 
Viswaoatha Rao said he arranged It? . 

A .-But if the Di8tri~ Board EnglJ.leer oblects 
there will be di.fliculty. So far no dIfficulty has 
arisen. 

Q.-Wby do you insist on attendance on the I~ 
day of tbe week? 

A.-Perhaps it was intended. for those people who 
might have absented before, JUst to ma.ke up for 
the 1088 SO &8 to make their attendance up to the 
minimum required. 

Q.-Hence the attendance ia large on the I .. t 
dayP 

A.-Yes. . 
Examined by Mr. F. M. DoWLBY: Q.-You are 

in favour of starting minor irrigation works lD those 
are .. which will not be benefited by the Tungahhadra 
scheme? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-B;y how much, will the. value of land be 
~~-P '.. 

A.-I have no idea; but the value will be m· 
creased. 

Q.-In view of the fact that it ia almost impossible 
to realUe the amount invested in the Bl";beme by 
normal water-rate do you think it is unfair tor the 
Government to levy an inclusion fee eqUlvalent to 
half the amount. by which the value of laed is in
creased P I suggest this, so that it may he attrac
tive to· the Government to take up the scheme. 

A.-I think .... 

Q.-Will not the ryots obisctP 
A.-of coune ryot. will objsct. 
Q.-Will the ryats be able to pay P 
A.-Abeut the ability of the ryot. to pay qow can 

I .peak P Conditions are rather bad for them now. 
Q.-Government need not get the return in the 

form of money neoessarily. Do you think Govern
ment are entitled te get part of· the ~creased 
valueP 

(No answer.) 
Q.-Wouid you restrict cultivation in lbo .. areas 

to dry crope (ae because there is a tendency to grow 
.. et orops} 80 that a greater area may be benefited. 

A.-Yes. 

Sri R. SUBYAN.uu.VANA. RAo: Q.-Don't you know 
that paddy i. not generally grown there, but only 
cholamP 

A.-Probably 80. 

Q.-Has the Tank Rest;oration S~h~e innstiga. 
tion not been completed m your distrIct P 

A.-I do not know. 
Sri T. A. RAHALIHGUI ClnrrTrrAB' Q.-Under 

these minor irrigation works, are you lUre of getting 
waterP 

A-Yea, under the Pennar-Kumudavaili baain 
lebame. 

EXlmlined by Mr. H. R. Don .... : Q.-I have not 
boen able to understand exactly what the 8YOt<'m i. 
in which you ask the Colleotor to fix tbe "'&geI! on 
1ibe ordinary expansion worke irrespective of the 

agency through whieh the work i. done. What ..... 
the ey.m actually adopted ~ carrying out ~he 
work? 

A .-The road work in Parigi W8S done 83 a k'8t 
work. When the District Board. Engineer was ... ked 
to take it up aa dep&rtmental work, the District 
Board Engineer arraaged for • contractor, a certain 
percentage of wage was cut from the estImate, and 
h. was ... ked to I"'Y wagea at the ratee fixed by tile 
Tahsildar from tIme to time. He gave that under
taking, and then be was getting money and di.bura
ing .it to the coolie.. 

Q.-Was the contractor given extra. to provide 
workmen? 

A.-The contractor employed coolies who were 
poop ........ to work. It was departmental work Gnly 
~ the sense that the """tractor did it nnd... the 
dep","""e"t. 

. Q.-What· i. this margin; ia it to provide fundP 
A.-The wages were kept low' for we wanted to 

prevent & Budden inrush of peopie who were getting 
tUl -.he. niDe pies OJ' an anna, 80 that the !!iitua'tion 
m .. ,. not become too diflieult to manal!". Otherwi&& 
the- attendance would go up and the aituatiOll would 
btwlome mmanageable. 

Q.-For what. was the contractor paid this extra' 
(TbA> clifferenoe between the schedule .ate auG the 
wages as fixed by the Collector.) 

A.-It was not intended for the contractor. }~or 
one thing} one of the condi~ions was that h£'l should 
not restrict labour. Any able bodied person who 
came to work should be admitted, and further there 
was this percentage cut. At:6.r8t there was BOme 
difficulty, as be did not agree,.to a ten per cent 
cut. ..... 

Q.-Would it be p088ible for the District Board 
Engineer tG give us a note abou.t this? 

A.-Yes. 

The <Jmnu.AN: Q.-Would you do it. 
A.-Y ... 
Sri R. SUBYANABAYANA: RAO: Q.-·Were the- wages 

paid ordinarily, &8 if it were a test work? 
A.-onoe in threa days. 

Q.-Do ;you know before you took cbarge, for 15 
days they were not paid? 

A.-Probably. 

Mr. H. R. DOG,....: Q.-How the work was SUl'er. 
vised, what establishment was engaged and f:io- OD, 
we would like to know. 

A.-Yes, a note on this shall be prepared and 
sent. 

Q.-You say, the .. Collectors may he authorized 
to increase the rest period by an hour if necessary 
durin~ the summer season and allow & corresponding 
reductIOn in task. n Previous witnesses told us tha.t 
the task could after BOme experience be finished by 
the workers by four o'clock in the evening with two 
hours 01 reat. And the snggestion W&8 that the 
work may be closed at five o'clock inatend of a1> 
SUDset. If this increase is made in the rest hours 
from two to three, will not they be able to finish 
the work if they are allowed to work till sunset? 

A.-Yes; generally they work up to 5-30 ~ the 
evening. 

Q.-Some of the witneasea said they could finish 
their work before 4 p.m., and so they. wanted pro
vision that th& work should be closed definiooly at 
five o'clock so as to give time to the establishment 
to work ou~ the daily wages? 
• A.-Actually if they are allowed to work till 

sunset} man;y)~ who come from a distance of five t-o 
8i~ mllesJ Will not be able to return home. I have 
received complaints that the maistris are not per
mitting the workmen to go away, as they were 
afraid that some inspecting officer might come on 
the way. 

Q.-Would you like to ~crease the reat hours in 
Bome seasons P 

A.-Yes in some .seasons. 

Q.-In such casea do you think they should work 
till sunsetP 

A.-But they have to go away early to reach 
their home. 

Q.-So, you suggest a reduction of task P 
A.-Y ... 
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Q.-lf they are able to liniBh the work before four 
in the afternoon does that not show that tlw task 
prescribed is light f 

.t.-Probably. 
Q.-PerhapB you don't know ,that they also .work 

.early in the morning and also m the mIdday mter-
val? Ii 

A.-It all depends upon the coo ea. 
Q.-So in general if the inter:val is three houra, 

the task ehould be reduced 1 Is It not? 
The CHAIRHAN: Q.-Is not that taking to" much 

for granted? It is a matter at which time the 
labourerll come to work? 

Examined by Sri KALIioB 81TBBA RAO: O.-Yoll 
recommend the taking up of the Pennar-Kumuda
vati project. Are you receiving representations 
from the people with regard to thatP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Have you any idea of the amount of remi .. 

aion giv'en in the last ten years P 
A.-<-No. 

\ Q._I think you had good rains.in Hindupur this 
,y8B1' P 

A.-Yea. 

Q.-Bo have your tanks not been filled 1 
A.-My information is t~at generally all the tan~s 

received good supply. With regard to two parti
cular tanks I have not received any information. 

Q.-Is not the area between Hindupur and Parigj:"" 
in the Pennar-Kumudavati project a good area? 

A.-Yes. 
Q . .-so there is good marketing facilities for the 

people of that area' in Hindupur P 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Bo people· will be benefited if that are.. is 

taken up at- once P . 
A.-I hove already said that in the ·.nitt..·n 

answer. 
Q.-So you suggest, whether it is productive or Dot, 

it should be taken up at once? . . 
A.-There are various thingS' to' be considered 

before a project is taken up. 
Q . ...,-Do you auggest that it ehould be taken up 

aa a productive scheme P 
A.-No; this area is a.1fected by famine and to 

avoid famine this scheme may be taken up; or for 
that matter, all the scheme suggested by me may be 
taken up. 

Q.-Have you any scheme in Kadiri Wuk (Ethodu 
project)? 

A.-Nothing, &0 far as I ~ remember. 
Q.-Have you any idea of the writing off of the 

takkavi loan on account of the poverty of the 
peoi'leP 

A.-Yes, there have been. some cases. 

Examined by ABD1JL &AWDOI' SAIIIB Bahadur:. Q.
Do you think the yarna to be .manufactUred m the 
spinni~ mills suggested by Mr. Green, can Us con
sumed In the low h~d.1oolllB in the Aaantapur 
district? _ 

A.-l have not studied that questionj I hear there 
are a number of looms. 

Q.-You were Sub-Collector of Hospet Subdivision 
for some time? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-For what period? ~ 
A.-For about a year. 
Q.-Do ~ou know famine conditions prevailed 

there? - . 
A.-Not in the whole subdivision· only In the 

western portion; and even there, - tltere was only 
scarcity c-ondition in certain portions, and almost 
famine conditione only in certain portiODS. 

Q.-Don,t you know there are a large number of 
tanks which are no longer useful now because of 
neglect? . 

4.-1 have not examined that question .. 

Q.-There waa a minor irrigation officer in your 
"subdivision for" the western taluks P 

&.-1 am not quite sure; 88 I left the place some 
months back I don't remember clearly. I think 
there were two officers and ono of whom was at Hospet. 

Q.-In the western tal1iksyou had .. number of 
weDs for irrigation P 

A.-Not many; for example, in the KampJi side 
there will be very few. But in Harpanahalli, Uada.
gaIli and Kudligi taluks there are a number of 
wells. 

Q.-I. the w4ter there generally potable and fit 
for cultivation P 

A.-I think they are good. I have nevel' exa.
mined the nature of the water i but I know theze if" 
a lot of well water availa.ble for cultivation. 

Q.-Would you advocate the restoratian of the 
tanks for the.e taluka P 

A.-Yes. 

The examination of Sri S. RAJAGOPALA AYYANGAB, Revenue Divisional Officer, Gooty, 
was then taken up. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION 1. , 
My observations and answers relate mainly to circumstances prevailing prominently 

in Gooty division-more especially Gooty taluk-which on account of its peculiar physical 
features and locality has been suffering worse than the other parts of Ceded districts . 
.. Being away from the east coast to enjoy the full benefits of the north-east monsoon and 
being cut off from the high Western Ghats from the heavy raiufall on the west coast 
during the south-west monsoon, this district does not enjoy the full benefit of either 
monsoon; hence it is frequently subject to dl'aughts and has had many bad seasons since_ 
the Great Famine of 1876-077. Scanty rainfall is the general feature Qf the district and 
no year passes without causing anxiety to the ryot." :E;ven in years of adequate rainfall, 
it is either untimely or excessive for the crops to develop or mature. Another feature of 
this tract is that most of the arable land is dry and its agricultural practice is mostly 
of an ancient type. There is not much agricultural enterprise in these parts nor is there. 
any large land-owner ,..ho can help the tenant or labourer in times of need. .. The majo
rity of the people live hand to mouth existence and from 1578 to the present year, it may 
be safely asserted that the district has not enjoyed more than two good years consecutively 
and that the number of single good year may be counted on the fingers of one hand." 
General illiteracy and consequent ignorance to take to new methods of raising crops also 
contribute to the frequenoy of famine. With the above basis the questionnaire of the 
Famine Committee is answered bel()w seriatim. 

Question No. l.-The measures suggested for the prevention or mitigation of famine 
are Ell encouragement of free and ext·ensive growth of plantations and trees to attract 
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greater amount of rainfall, (2) improve~ent of irrigation works, \3) construction .of new 
protective major irrig~tion works and mmor. works, (4) more proPaganda and experunental 
work in connexion Wlth agrIcultural operations especIally gardenmg and (5) provIsion for 
the encouragement of cottage industries. 

Question No. 2 (a) (1) .-It is presumed that most of the tract intended to be benefited 
by the Tungabhadra project, is generally black cotton soil from which greater profit .!Jan 
be~~~~~~~~~~~~~fu~~ 
~~~~~fu~~~,~~~~~~be~ 
The latter extent may however be comparatively small. I have been a Tahsildar in Kur
nool, Nandyal, Koilkuntla, Sirvel and Pattikonda taluks in Kurnool district and the area 
under wet cultivation is comparatively small and not much use is made of water in the 
canal until it reaches the Cuddapah limits where a)most all the water in the canal is used' 
for raising wet crops, mostly paddy. In Kurnool dist~ct limits, most of t!le :water is 
wasted in good years so much so that the canal water IS allowed to flow back as waste 
either in Tungabhadra, or the Hundri or into the Kundu rivers. Practically the canal is 
useful mainly for watering the ordinary dry crops in years of scarcity within restricted 
limits and is serving only as a protective work in the tract through which it runs. Thus 
the indirect protection a..,aainst draught by Kurnool-Cuddapah canal by increasing the 
surplus produce of tracts commanded by it or by using the water brought to them to the 
fullest extent in the ordinary. season is largely absent; while the direct protection as 
oblilerved by saving of the crop, ordinarily unirrigated in a season of partial or total failure 
of rains, is appreciable under the canal. The same will be the case under the Tungabhadra 
project. The raising of paddy and other wet crops under the project on an extensive 
scale is impossible owing (1) to the sparsity of the population in the villages, (2) the involv
ing of more labour and expense in raising wet crop, (3) cheapness in the price of paddy 
as compared with ~ food-grains and (4) the nature of the staple food of the majority of 
th'e people who live on dry food-grains. ' As has been said by Colonel A. W. Smart, Chiet 
Engineer for Irrigation, if the Tungabhadra work is to serve as a protective work, the 
cultivation of paddy under it should not be fostered, and if water is given to it, it should 
be on the distinot understanding that the ~ crop will have. the preference and during 
a tinte of draught, the water should be distributed over the greatest possible area of ~ 
crop with a view of saving it. If worked on the above principle, the project will not only 
make less frequent any famine in the tract through which it passes but will also to some 
extent serve to mitigate its effect in other adjoining portions of the district on account 
of its proximity to the area situated in a favourable condition. 

Question No. II (a) (ii) .-It is understood that on account of the limited water-supply, 
a larger area than what has been now designed cannot be irrigated; but if the principle 
enunciated in Question No.2 (a)(i) supra is followed, a greater area can be cultivated under 
the irrigated ~ crops, than a few acres of intensive cultivation of wet crops. It is a 
well-known fact that water ~equired for one acre of padd;r ~ill .irrigate successfully four 
acres of ~ crop and the direct return to th~ State by IITIgatlOn of dry crops will be 
about the same as for paddy and the benefit to the people much greater. 

Question No." 2 (a) (iii) .-This district is traversed by the Peonar and Chitravati and 
their di.stributaries. ~ ~hall confine .myself to the Pennar. as .1 have no knowledge of the 
other rIver. The bmldmg of a. senes of storage reservOlrs In many of the sites which 
exist in Pennar river basin will go a long way to lessen the frequent recurrence of 
famine. This river is said to be slightly affected by the south-west monsoon aB it rises 
far from the Western Ghats. If the . .north-east monsoon is heavy, the Fennar receives 
an abundant supply which runs off very rapidly waste into the sea. To erect a. series 
of barrages or JUgh anieuts to serve as a. sort of reservoirs not only useful for direct irriga
tion but also to feed other major and minor tanks in the baain and thus not allow a drop 
of it to go waste is a. matter worthy of consideration. Further, one tail-end of Tunga
bhadra project is, it is understood, proposed to empty itself· into th'e Pennae river. If 
this is correct, this will give greater utility for the reservoirs. The construction of one 
such reservoir near Pennaahobalam where the river is narrow and rocky can with advan-
tage be investigated. . 

Question No. 2 (b) (i).-Yes. The reasons are (1) the deficileney of rainfall (2) 
consequent shrinking of sub-soil level of water in wells and sprio,,"lI, (3) silting up of tbe 
beds of tanks and (4) want of effective application of the provisions under Kudimaramllt 
Act. 

Question No. 2 (b) (ii).-Tbe deterioration of these sources can be prevented to I/o 

large extent by adopting the following remedial measures. . The best remedy for pre
venting the silting of tanks is to encourage the ryots to remove freely the silt and use it 
as manu~. In f~mint; times when the tanks .are . qui~e dry, the people can well be 
employed m removmg SIlt o~t of these tanks and castmg It away in fields in every village. 
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Question No. 2 (b) (iii) .-.Jt cannot altogether b'e sa.id that a failure of monsoon will 
bring a total failure of the supplies in all the minor irrigation sources and wells. In 
ordinary years the produCe under well irrigation is very considerable though the number 
of wells may be small but it gives a reserve of capital on which a ryot may live during 
times of famine should his well fa.iI him then. There are no doubt very patent and strOll!! 
objections for the Government to sink wells in private lands but they could liberalize the 
present Takkavi rules in that direction. The Government may offer loans where wells 
could successfully be struck at a nominal rate of interest, say one or two per cent,· after 
undertaking, the hydro-graphic survey of the district. The Government could also give 
an impetus to such construction by remission of assessment for the first five years after 

- its construction. Even though these minor irrigation tanks and :wells may fail once in 
six years and get themselves dried up completely during the period of famine, yet .. five 
good years will enable a thrifty ryot to tide over the year of failure with the least possible 
suffering." Further, the general permission to ryots in the village to plant trees on the 
other side, i.e., catchment side of the tank and t~at them as their own will tend to 
prevent silt being carried into the tank. 

Question No.2 (b) (iv).-The increase in the number of wells will certainly tend to 
improve the situation; only there should be a hydro-graphic survey in the Ceded districts 
and an encouragement to ryots to sink more wells should b\l given as stated above. 

The theory that in black soil areas, the sub-soil water is brackish and useless for crops 
is not a correct one. There are many villages in black soil areas, containing wells under 
which irrigation is extensively carried on. Most of the villages in black soil areas will 
have some facilities for drinking water-source and the sinking of wells near .such localities 
can us~fully be undertaken. 

Question No.2 (c)-Contour b)Lnd jor'/'Yling.-In black soil areas, the extent of some 
of the fields varies from 40 to 50 acres in some cases. It is impossible-nay, the cost would 
be prohibitive-to bund up such fields. Otherwise in most other cases, the fields are 

• limited in size and in view of the many advantages derived in hunding up the lands in 
black soil areas, ~ rec~mmend th.e sugges~ionthat State loans may be granted at a nominal 
rate of 10terest lust like, wells, I.e., until people get to know the advantages of it. The 
advantage of such bund10g was clearly seen during thll present famine in Uravakonda 
sub-taluk of this division where the fields on either side of the district board road-which 
acte~ a.s a bund-had. fared well, yielding 6 to. 8 annas. outtom when only the field adjoin
In!(lt ~ ~ur~ had failed completely. E~tenslve bunil,ing will not diminish the supply to 
mmor IrrIgation sources. As per expenments descnbed in the Villagers' Ca.lllndar of 
193~, only 18 per cent of the rainfall is cut ?ff. This quantity is so small and out of pro
portIOn to the dramage water that othel'Wlse tlows through vaukas and rivers without 
reaching the irrigation sources. . ." . ' - . 

Question No.2 (d).-1 have no personal experilence of dry-farming methods and so 
I cannot suggest any. , 

Question No. 2 (e).-This questio,:," involves two aspects: (1) main~nan~ of the 
existing trees and topes and (2) plantIng of new ones: .. Ahnost every Village 10 these 
districts had once commanded or now commands the facilities for a tope or two. Beyond 
seIling away the amaroy produce and rewing the· sale produce of dead- trees, no steps 
are taJren for their proper upkeep and improvement. The vandalism of· the villagers who 
did not know the value of topes, in illicitly removing ahnost a.ll trees in topes in most 
of the villages has affected the sub-soil drainage in most of the viIlages.- The first step 
in the right direction is to see to the proper maintenance and improvement of existing 
topes. Next as to the plantation of new trees, the rules now in force, und\li" Board's 
Standing Order Nos. 18 and 19 (b) must be made more liberal. Restrictions 1'egarding 
the area to be cultivated, the nature of the .trees grown, levy of·feles or assessment and 
water-rate for irrigating trees should a.ll be modified and the ryots should be given a free 
choioe of planting trees on all Government lands-porambolres, assessed or unassesSed
except in the middle of roads or tanks, without restrictions .. They should also be per
mitted to olaim them as their own only restraining them not to cut any green tree and 
in the place of any dead tree, another one should be planted and tended bJ him before 
the dead tree is removed. Another suggestion which would encourage the ryot to grow 
plantations on Government lands, and patta lands which are waste for last ten years, is 
to encourage a ryot by remitting assessment on the actual area covered by plantations_ 
Here also State loans may be advanced for bona fide planters at favourable rate of interest. 
So also in regard to forest panchayats. Those who successfully raise trees and tend ' 
them may be given a rebate in the lease amount to be paid by them to Government. 

Question No. 2 (f) (.i.-In Ceded Districts, the' spirit of private industrial enter
prise and tlow of capital for oommercial pUrposes are both wanting. As in the case of 
glass' or paper manufacture, the State itself may after investigation can see to the establish
ment of one or two large soale industries. With the produce of N alla.malais and other 
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forests, paper and match industries on a large scale under the management of Government 
at>pears possible. So also with re"oard to cotton and groundnut which aboUllds in black soil 
tract. Already Messrs. Binny & Co., have got a gmning factory at Tadpatri which is 
worked on a large Bcale. With the aid of a bounty from Government, until the industry 
establishes, spinning and weaving industry may be tried. So also with groundnut oil 
and its allied industry, the soap manufacture. Experience has also shown that Barytes 
are available in large quantities in the Ceded Districts. Messrs. Vishnu Nimbakar & Co. 
of Bombay have already started a factory for crushing and powdering the ore and they 
export the stuff to Bombay where it is converted into the finished product-paints. Here 
also the Government could give a helping hand in the shape of bounties for a few years , 
at the initial stage. 

Question No.2 (fJ (ii)-Cottage industries.-The cottage industries which can be 
adopted economically are (1) hand ginning of cotton, (2) hand spinning, (3) weaving, (4) 
bee-keeping, (5) poultry farming, (6) cumbli weaving, (7) glass bangle industry, (8) dairy
ing, etc. The cottage industry-filigree work-in N ossam is almost becoming extinct. It 
may be revived. 

Question No.2 (g).-I have no experience of the use of "sparked water" on crops 
and I think it has no immediate bearing on the question of famine. 

SECTION II. 

Question No. 3.-In providing famine wages to the labourers only one item of human 
requirements is looked after by the State, i.e., food. The principle adopted is that the 
wage should be the lowest amount sufficient to maintain health under given circumstances. 
It is simply " to save life but not to maintain the labouring community at its normal level 
of comfort." A human being under a civilized Government is in inevitable need of cloth
ing, light during nights, etc., to protect his body. In a non-famine season, a labourer gets 
more w~aes and sometimes with a meal daily. Thus he will have some part of the wages 
left to meet his inevitable needs-apart from comforts or luxuries. Absence of it involves 
naturally deterioration in his physique and consequently tells upon his mind and body. It 
is therefore a serious question to consider whether these necessities for a human being 
should be provided or not. I consider that the raising of the wage all round by three pies 
or one pice-will go a long way towards meeting this demand. 

Question No.4, Chapter II of the Famine Code.-The nature and number of signals 
indicated in section 34 of the Famine Code are, as admitted by the Famine Commission 
of 1901, to some extent " defective." Probably these symptoms appeared very promi
nently in former days, i.e., in the famine of 1876-77. Private charity has become a thing 
of the past so far as Ceded Districts are concerned, credit has reached .its lowest ebb, grain 
trade is dull and the labourers have become comparatively weak and their physical appear
ance has deteriorated, when compared with what they were 20 or 25 years ago, for them 
to take to crime ; the absence of pasture on any large scale in most of the Ceded Districts
except K urnool-has adversely affected the flocks and herds to be maintained in large 
numbers even in normal times. All these'symptoms have become normal nowadays. So 
the failure of rain by itself for a sufficiently long interval can produce the disastrous effects 
to indicate the existence of famine. Want of rain during the year accompanied by crop 
failures and unemployment among the labouring classes may therefore be adopted as a cri
terion for declaring famine, 

Question No. 5.-The notion is generally prevalent in these parts that when once the 
existence of distress is known why the poor labourers should be subjected to a further, and 
trying test of withstanding the rigoroua treatment in order to open what is called .0. relief 
work when only additional facilities are provided in the shape of kitchens, medical' aid, 
shade and rest-day allowance. The question usually raised is " why not start relief work 
straight off where distress is pre~lent." The test works are opened .. not to relieve the 
famine, but to test the presence of it, not t~ appease hunger, but to find out whether people 
are hungry. ", As an example of the efficacy of this test, I may mention that a good lot of 
agitation was prevalent in the taluks of Penukonda and Hindupur that distress was pre
valent in the present year and when test works were opened, the number of labourers was 
not encouraging, showing that real distress among labouring classes in general was not in 
general prevalent and the works had to be closed down. If without this preliminary test, 
relief works are opened strl!ightaway, there would have resulted much waste of money. 

When so much is said about the necessity to have test work in the preliminary stages, 
it may be laid as a condition that it should· not be unduly prolonged, say, for more than 
a fortnight. One should decide within that time whether to convert it into a relief work 
or abandon it once for all on the ground that general measures of State relief were not 
tequired. I found a tendenoy in these puts, if ,the test works are prolonged, for some 
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public benefactors to come forward to render additional aid to the labourers. till the works 
are declared as relief works. These things are done clandestinely no doubt but there it is. 
The best remedy for it is as stated in paragraph 1 above. 

Question No. 6.-No modifications under Chapters 4 and 6 are called for. 

SECTION ill. 

Question No. 7-SeO,ze of wages, etc.-Under section 97, children betw~en ages of 12 
and 14 are listed as ill class workers only if they are able to work. On: the other hand the 
children of the same ages are to be treated as .. dependants'" when they .are unable to 
work. Ability to work is the criterion for the classification of the children of this class. 
As a matter of fact, any adult male or female who is unable to work for any reason can only 
be treated as dependant. The peculiar distinction to be appended to the children of ages 
12 to 14 alone appears to be an anamoly. . 

So in section 116 of the Code; under class IV; the sub-clause (e). may be added • 
.. children between 12 and 14 .. who are unable to work .. Again classification under (b), 
(e), (d) and (e) under V are confusive. Children between 5 and 12 and one year alld below 
five and within one year, may be classified as V (a), (b) and (e), respectively. 

Question No.8 (a).-The wages and allowances provided for in Chapter vm of the 
Code appears to be inadequate on the ground of basic principle that it is meant to maintain 
health under given circumstances. A healthy adult labourer when at work in these parts 
gets three meals a day and on each occasion he consumes a minimum of one-fourth of a seer 
of staple food-grain. The grain item alone comes to 63 tolae but 55 tolas are set out as the 
grain item in the Code which is certainly inadequate to keep an adult in proper state of 
health. The other items of food which have been commuted into graintolas do not require 
to be increased proportionately except some provision has to be made for butter-milk which 
labourers are accustomed to take in these parts daily for which an allowance 15 tolas of 
grain may be given. This makes the wages for the first-class workers at about 118 or 120 
tolas of grain equivalent. At this rate, the scale of wages and allowances has to be 
increased to all workers and dependants to 1-1/5 times the quantity now provided for under 
section 128-A. . 

(b) A labourer in normal times for most of the days .in a week lives upon greens.
He cannot get vegetables in most of the villages in dry season except at a prohihitive cost. 
Rarely he may go in for brinials, etc., but he is satisfied with greens. It is normally 
possible to obtain greens on the existing scale and no enhancement of allowance on that 
ground is therefore called for. 

(e) I presume that this question is based on a suspicion that the worker spends a 
portion of his wages on drinking and other vices such as chewing betels or smoking beedies. 
Ordinarily whole families come for work and the presence of a wife at the time of payment 
of wages acts as a check in most cases on the husband's ·using a portion of it on drink. In 
some of the grain dealers shop at the famine camp, betel leaves and tobacco were sold. If 
this is prohibite~, the attraction for thes~ luxuries will be removed. As regards drinking, 
it has to be admitted that a small proportiOn of labourers do however go in for toddy if the 
ehops are near at hand. New copper coins issued to the labourers were found amon" the 
cash with the renter during surprise inspection. In Tondapad famine camp,. the toddy 
shop was close to it-only a few yards away-and proposals were sent either for its closure 
or shifting to a distant place. I would consider it advisable if the famine camps are so 
chosen as to be three or four miles off from the nearest toddy shop or the toddy shops within 
that radius closed. 

(d) GratuitoUl1 relief.-I have--got no modifications to suggest under this head. 

SECTION IV. 

Question No. 9.-1 have no proposals or modifications to suggest. 

SECTION V. 

Question No. 10.-A famine work is ordinarily known as road work which consists of 
metal breaking, digging of earth or gravel or consolidation. The Code makes no doubt 
ample provision for preferring irrigation works in particular but the rule is more honoured 
in its hreach than in observance. The execution of irrigation works in theaffeoted locality 
not only fortifies one against famine but MSO mitigates the effect of future famines. First 
of ell more estimates for the construction of or repairs to any tank~ kunta or nala must be 
got prepared ready tor any emergency. Steps may also be taken to excavate a series of 
wells as famine works. These will certainly serve as protective works to .11. certain extent. 
The road work should be regarded as a last measure of relief when it is impossible to secure 
any other work for the benefit of the village community. The district boards to whom the 
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famine roads are handed over take no interest to maintain them properly either on the 
ground of want of finance or some other cause, so much so that the roads which were laid 
up at enormous cost soon become unfit for use even for pedestrians and the money spent on 
such works proves itself a waste. If more attention is bestowed on village works it will 
not only prove more economical by way of saving of expenditure on large scale and useful 
but will promote easy resumption of work. soon after the famine is over, and agricultural 
activity sets in. These village works are less likely to loosen morals and domestic ties than 
in such large famine camps like Tondapad or Laksanipalli each of which has a total of more 
than 7,000 individuals. A better programme of such works than at present existing mav 
be insisted upon. • 

SECTION VI. 

Question No. n.-The expansion of ordinary programme as a normal preliminary to 
the period of test and observation has been followed in Gooty and Tadpatri taluks during 
the present famine year with good results. The work of repairs to many irrigation sources 
such as at Vemulapad, Tondapad, Jakkalacheruvu and also to Gooty-Tadpatri-Kurnool
Bellary road works were undertaken with useful results. It had the effect of postponing 
the next stage of famine operations as long as possible. The expansion of ordinary works. 
is therefore a preliminary necessary step in the right direction. 

SECTION VII. 

Question No. l2.-It lS an admitted fact that relief works under the ma.nagement of 
the Public Works Department are more costly than those run under the village works 
system. A paraphernalia of establishment and the magnitude of the works and the dis
tance of workers from their homes, congestions and confusion arising on account of the 
unlimited congregation of workers of different caste, creeds, etc., and consequent suscepti
bility to the spread of epidemics are incidental to public works. Added to this, they are 
a hindrance to the early resumption of agricultural activity soon after rains and are likely 
to. affect the morals .and domestic ties Bmong the labourers. If village works are preferred, 
they will be done more economically, will be more useful and less exposed to epidemics and 
more easy to control. A number of such works or a group of such village works under the 
control of managers and work agents will amply serve the purpose and the heavy expendi
ture that is otherwise incurred on the establishments, on hutting, hospital and other inci
dental charges which are hea.vy will be considerably minimized. Further, experience has 
shown that the works begun under the management of Public Works Department are left 
incomplete so much so you can find the metal broken in previous famines of a two or three 
decades ago lying unused even now. I suggest therefore tha.t in almost every case. the 
system of village works may be adopted unless for exceptional causes, the control of Public 
Works Department is necessary as in the case of large protective irrigation works under
taken during famine. 

Question No. lS.-None. 

Oral evidence. 
At this stage Mr. F. M. DoWLBY ~upied the 

chair, aa Mr. O. A.. Henderson, the chaIrman. was 
suddenly called away to Madrae. . 

Examined by Sri T. A. R.UU.LINGAJ< CmrrTIY6B: 
<I.-You know the working of th@ Knrnool-Cuddapah 
canalP 

A.-Yea. 

<I.-In Cuddapah water is taken but not in 
KurnoolP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You expect that the aame will be the case 

nnder the Tungabhadra also P • 
A.-Yes. 
q.-Suppoaing you make it compnlsol';!' by legis. 

latlon that even if the), do not take water thoy 
will have to pay you think it will be a IIl100088P . 

A.-I do not think it will be suCClOllOfu\ booa"",, 
90 per cent of the I';!'ots oay that the~ do not want 
water and the result will be a vel';!' limited ayaout. 

Q.-But other people lower d<lWll will takt!' waterP 
A.-Yo., only for dl';!' crop •. 

Q.-Do you think if you have legislation to that 
effect and even if drY crops are grown. it will 
solve the difficulty P . 

A.-I .have knowledge only of Anantapur district, 
Then the question will arise whether the ryots will 
be able to pay because aJmost all the I';!'ots are poor 
and the outturn will be very little. 

<I.-When the crop is irrigated the I';!'ot will be 
in a position to get more P . 

A.-Nearly 60 per cent of the land is black soil 
and the assessment is comparatively heavy'. But if 
any additional assessment is levied it will be felt 
as a burden. But he must be given the option to 

. take water for dry crops whenever he wants. 
Q.-From your experience of the Kurnool 170ts 

do you think they would be prepared to come mto 
the scheme P . 

A.-I think in 1980 an atteml't was made in 
Kurnool and option was given to the ryota to come 
within the ayacut. But that did not produce the 
desired elfeot. 

Q.-Supposing people d .. not take water, what is 
the use of Government spending money when there 
is no sllflicieJ),t acreage coming underP 

A.-What I fear is ryote ma:y want water at ona 
time or other, i.e., when there 18 failui'e of rainfall. 
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Q.-Supposing Government bring ill legialatioll. 
TheD you think it may_be possible P 

.4.-YUl 
Q.--otherwise you "'on't advise any such project 

being taken up:P 
A.-My view is tpat- it won't end in IRlcoesa. 
Q.-Will there be sufficient acreage lower dowa 

ana do you think that they will take water P 
4.-1 cannot give any opinion on this. 

Q.-It is .. id there may be IOma sort of control 
over the crops that would be grown, for iDataaoe, 
a particula.r rotatioa andJ. so OB, will thiB be 
"""" ted? . 
A.~ProVided Governm&Dt give facilities ,for. the 

growing of paryicuiar cro~ Bccord~ng. to thelr dIcta
tion I don't thmk there will be ObJectIOD. But mere 
detailing of the order in which the crops should be 
grown may work hardship. 

Q.-WhBt are the facilities you wantP 
A .-Government may advance money for the 

purpose of seeds, etc. 
Q.-Can't they get money from CCH)perative 

eocietiesP . 
4.-1 don't think it will be much of a 8UCC69S lD 

thes. parts. 
Q.--once the ca.nal comes, co-op-era.tive locieties 

win work very well. Now you are not sure of ~ 
crops. 

A.-Y • ., may be. 
Q.-Do you think any such legislation is possible 

for the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal P 
A.-From what I 888, the Ia.y-out of. the canal 

itself was condemned by one of the engineers and 
if it had been laid out much higher. BOme more 
land could have been brought under irrigation. 

Mr. F. M. DowLEY (CuAnn'AN): Q.-You 8ay th.y 
I would object to legislation if you compel ·them to 

take water P / 
A.-I think it will be doing a~n injustice. 

O.-If yon take those who come under the I!Icheme 
and calculate the quantity of water ne08BB&ry and 
the rest of the water given lower down, can that 
be done' 

A.-Ye •. 
Q.-Will th ..... be agifation in the matter if it 

is only irrigation for dry cropsp. . 
A.-There won't be much of agItatIon. 

'Ex.amined by Mr. H. R. DOGIl,,"~ Q.-In lIection 
vn. you ref.r to ~ilI.g. work oystem. What 
proprotion of the reItef work IS done under ~ 
villa.ge work system P 

A.-It is very small and the work i~ take!1 00 
hand only after the regular fa.mine camp IS abohshed 
iust to give 8O~e time to the workers -to get bar.k 
to other av~catlon8. 

Q.-Have ~ou got statistics of the work doneP 
Does it not Involve expenditure P 

A.-In this case you need not ha.ve any. 1ar~ 
establishment, no expenditure in the P?tt!ng of 
sheds and frovidin~ water, etc., and the .lnCldental 
expenses 0 a famme camp may be avoIded. 

Q.-You know if work is done .t a central pl~ 
no such expenditure on establishment and super-
vision is required P • • 

A.-Villages within a radius of :five or su:: wilell 
may be grouped under one wot:k agent. 

Q.-Ho'W mnny labourers do you think you can 
get in that unit P • 

A.-In big villages it win be 1,000 and 1n othera 
S()(). 

Q.-'"At preaent we have in CA1r!Ps as many ,!S 
five to six thousand and accord mg to you It 
requires more establishment for supervising these 
centres. 

A -My opinion is, it ca.n lte done through "o.rk 
alZe';'ts and supervision may be done by a 811eclal 
officer 'who will be personal adviser to the Collector. 

Q.-The existence of a supervisor will be. neces
sary for every thousa.nd workers whereas In on. 
camp :vou hav€I 5.000P 

A -The other incidental cbar~ will be ",'O.ch 
less: There need be no hospitals, DO eX'll6Dditure 
on thattis, or shifting from one spot to another. 

Q.-According to you can ol\e work ag!!nt do the 
measurement of the work turned out m all the 
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villagee within .. radius of 5 mil .. ? He baa aIIo 
to prescribe work for the next day. 

A.-I think it is possible. He can also have 
additional help in the village officers who will surel,)r 
oo-operate with him. 

Q.-Are th.re 5UlIicient works ill the villacea lbat 
can be undertaken? 

.4.-According to the programme laid down, there 
are BeTerai number of items. in the natUl'e of 
viUage 'Works, repair to tanka, etc. 

a.-What tanks? 
A.-Minor irrigation tanks, channels. etc. 
a.-At the village siteP 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you propose to give works which ........ t 

be measured? 
A.-Every work must be measured. 
Examined by Sri R. SUKYAJf.&lU.TAK& &0: a.

You have three big worka round about Gooty. Row 
many workers on aD average have you P 

A.-on the whole nin. to ten thouaand. 
Q.~D. you at any time provide sufficient number 

of village works to provide all the 10,000 in and 
aronnd Gooty? 

A .-If more attention is paid and if other mIlaU 
works are also included in the big programme it ma,. 
be possible. -

Q.-So your opinion is tha.t village works also 
may form part of the programme P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You don't agree with the princij)les laid 

down in the introduction to the Famine Code? 
A.-It requires some revision, in such a way that 

the State should be re'luired Dot merely to save 
persons from starvation but also to keep them in 
their normal level of comfort to which they ~~ 
accustomed before famine conditions began. 

Q.-Do you think that ill vi.w of the changed 
conditions, failure of rain accompanied by failure 
of -crop in the previous year aDd the consequent 
unemploym€lnt, are enovgh to declare famine 
straightaway lD any urea and to start relief works, 
or will you insist on the test stage? 

A.-First of all, test is essentia.l because Govern
ment have to incur a lot of expenditure. It is 
necessary because Government must make sure that 
there is real distress before they launch upon relief 

• works. 
Q.-You don't like to prolo~ the test stageP 

. A.-I will fix it at a fortllight. Otherwl8O i1> 
will tax the people. . 

Q.-You would leave to the decision of the Col
lector, the extension of ordinary works or to insist. 
upon the test stage? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Is it yonr id •• that cI ... III should be ab ... 

lisli.d oItug.th.r P 
A.-Yeo. 
Q.-What is ti,. ag. you wiII fix for a man to 

get into class TI. 
04..-1 would fix it at 12. All b"ls who are 

carriers will be classified as class II an if a boy is 
able to do digging. work properly I would cl&8l!lify 
him in class I. . . 

Q.-You aay th. ordinary labourer ~n th. Ced.d 
districts takes three meals .. day and if on each 
occasion he takes one-fout'th of .. seer the grain 
would come to 63 tolas. Do you think the present 
.55 tolas should be raised to 63 P Have you any 
Buueations in regard to the other items P 

A.-What has be.n prescrib.d is fairly auflicient. 

Q.-Under the' 'Code the wage given would be 
enough to keep them in normal level of comfort. 
Do you con~ider toddy as a luxury or a necessity 
of life for these labourers in ordinary times p ... 

A.-That is B rather tough question for me to 
answer. 

O.--'Would you advocate the closure of these 
toady shops as soon as famine is declared? 

A.-Yeo. 
O.-Not only near famine camps but also in 

villages in view of the fact that gratuitous 1'elief 
is also !liven. _ 

A.-The number of people who are in receipt of 
relief in villages is incomparable with the number 
of ~eople who frequent toddy _ shops and do not.. 
receive wagea. 
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a.-Workers also may be coming from the same 
village. Don't you advocate the closure of liquor 
mQPs in all the famine affected areas? 

A.-As B general proposition I grant that this 
is desirable. But it is not desirable to have a whole
sale closure except within a cerlain radiuS, for it 
will ultimately affeet the r.v.nues of the Gov.m-
""""t. . 

.o~-:--you were visiting camps very often as Revenue 
DIVISIonal. Officer and have you had occasion to 
.submit notes to the Collector? 

A.-Yes, through the Ex.cutiv. Engineer. 

Q.-Ha.d you Bny ooca.sion to issue urgent in .. 
.atructions to set right certain defects without COD-
8ulting the Subdivisional Officer or the Coll.ctorP 

A.-Only in m .. tters where I found that lahou,·.r. 
were cheating that I interfered for severe punish-
ment. Otherwise not. -
. a.-There was no hitch between you and the 
Public Work. Department P . 

A.-Very rarelYl 
happily I and the Subdivisional 

Officer move close y. Only on ODe occasion I had 
.to point o'Q.t in my DOtes of inspection in Thondapad 
camp that people were idling their time without 
doin~ any work. There, most of the females were 
pattmg their .handa ul.'0n berlll8. I found that the 
males were dlsproportionately small and suggested 
an upper proportion might be maintained. 

Examined by Mr. H. R. DOGRA: Q.-Was any 
improvement made as a. result of your suggestien P 

A.--Certainly, hammers, pick axes and other 
materials were . ...Bupplied and the work got on. 

Q.-Your suggestions were not r.sented to by 
the Subdivisional Officer? 

A.-J had no occasion to conaider that aspect of 
the question. 

Sri R. SURYANARAY .... A RAo: Q.-You started 
relief works for weavers in Uravakonda.? 

A.-I have already aubmitted a note. 
Q.~You think the starting of relief for w.avers 

was timely: or could it have been started earlier? 
Should it be done simultaneously with the declara-
tion of f.amin. P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you think it has afforded r.li.f to the 

weaversP 
A.-It has afforded the much need.d relief. 

Q.-You aloo think that it would be a better 
return to Government if these and other artisans 
are helped in this W&y iustead of asking them to do 
merely road work P 

A.-Yes. 
Examined by Sri H. SrrARAHA REDD!: Q.-You 

-say a human being und~vilized Government i. 
in inevitable need of clothing, etc. The wage that 
is provided is merely intendea to keep a healthy 
person in health and there is no possibility of his 
Dving anything to purchase cloth. In view of tha.t, 
would you agree that provision for clothing also 
mildtt be included 88 a form of relief P 

A.-Yea. But from mv eX'Qerience I found people 
who were sufficiently well clothed come to work. 
I thought those p.ople need not be en"'!uraged lly 
giving some more cloth, but only people m absolute 
Deed may be .• given. 

Q.-What will b. tbe prol'ortion of such p.ople? 
A.-It will be half and half. 
Sri R. SURYANAl\AY .... A- RAO: Q.-According to 

'Section 156 of the Code, people coming to a poor 
house shall be supplied with clothing. Some of 
them who come as dependents to kitchens are almosb 
in the &arne condition a.a those that come 1jo a 'Poor 
house. You wond like, if possible, that clothing 
b. provided for such m.n P 

A.-Yes. 
Sri H. SrrAM .... RanDI: Q.-You think the 

money got from the Indian Peoples' Famine Trust 
Fund would be sufficient for tlie purpose P 

A.-I think thi. year it would be found &<lequat... 
Q.-If at any time it i. found inad.quate yoU 

have ~o ohjection to provision beil;lg made for 
·.upplymg cloth from out of the fam.n. fund for 
people coming to the kitch.n P 

A.-Quite 10. 

Q.-If it ia inad.quate would you have it supple
.... nted from Government funds P 

A.-It ia neceaaary. 

, Q.-You say new copper coins given to labourers 
were .fo~d among the cash with the renters during 
surprise lDspection. Did it strike you that a large 
~ount ot money was being used for the purvose. 

A.-The aales at the Thondapadu ahop was from 
2 to 3 rupees ~ day and I found about 6 to 6 annas 
Il.ew copper COlDS. That is certainly a fair propor .. 
ilIOn • 

. Sri R. SURy .... Al!AY .... A RAO: Q.-Don't you think 
.f the toddy. shop 18 alao located next to tlie kitchon 
of camps It would be a great tempta.tion to 
labourers? 

A.-Yes. it Waa on -that account it was finally 
closed . 

Sri' H. SITARAHA R1mDI: Q.-You ... y that in 
almost every case the system of village works may 
be adopted P In this year have you taken up any 
-village improvement work witliin your diviaioR 
a.long with road works;; 

A.-No. 
Q.-Don't you think it will be highly desirable 

in villa$es which are near relief centres that such 
village lmprov.ments should be taken up P 

A.-From the villagers' point of view it is deair. 
able hut it will .ngage ouly "ery f.w coolies. 

O.-Sup;pose you divert one or two gangs to 
'Vilfagea WIthin a few furlongs from £he main work 
and without detriment to the main work and under 
close Bupervision would it not be desirable P 

A.-Yes, provided other conditions are satisfied. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAO: Q.--Could you not 
have carried out certain improvements in the village 
of Peddavadugur easily by sending one or two 
e:angs and completed the whole of the village 
Improvement worQ in one or two weeks without 
disturbing the main. road work' or without extra. 
supervision P 

A.-It could have been done as an auxiliary one. 
Sri K. KOTJ: RaDDI:· Q.-With regard to the 

Cuddapab-Kumool canal you auggested that peol'1e 
may not be willing to take water for wet cultivat10n 
in the blac.k-cotton Boil. You have no objection to 
legislation being passed compelling ryots to pay a 
certain assessment whether they take water or Dot 
and do you think it will b. successful P 

A.-What I meant was, if legiBlation is passed 
giving people the power to exercise option, it is 
bound to be successful., 

Q.-If you introduce compulsion ~ there should be 
mfficient inducement for the ryots to ut.ilize the 
water and for that purpose Bre you in favour of a 
lower rate of assessment. For instance with the 
~mount of water required to raise an acre of paddy 
crop, they can irrigate four acres of dry crop. So, 
don't you think the rate of assessment should be 
sufficiently low to induce the ryot to take water? 

A.-I cannot answer that except to say that the 
landholder must be made to take water either for 
wet or dry crop for lands commanded by the 
proj.ct. 

Q.-Would you be in favour of a compulsory levy 
of wa.ter-cess on the ryot in the project area, irres
pective of the fact wheth.r the ryot utilizea the 
water or not? 

A.-I can't answer that question. 
Q.--So you would suggest tliat the utmost tbat 

can be charged one-fourth on ,the a.nalogy of the 
Kurnool-Cuddapah C&llal P 

A.-Ye •. 
Q.-With regard to the development of cottege 

industries as a subsidiary occllPation to the ryots, 
do you think it will be possible to organiu such 
work in the vi.llaRes P 

A . .,..That was the first step in that direction 1 
tried to do: but J was alone and 80 I could not do 
anything. It can be done easily. 

Q.-With regard to village relief work, do you 
think it should be preferred to large department&! 
workP 
. A.-Yes. 

Q . ..:...so, may I take it that so long 88 village 
work can make provision for employment of " 
sufficient Dumber of people, that .number should be 
put in the village work P 

A.-Y ••• but "illage w.ork should not be ~o ne ... 
famine work. Beoause it would unneceesa.rlly lead 
to maDY m.thoda of cheating; for ""ample people 
may app.ar at both placea. 
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Q.-So, you don't advoc&te village famine work 
~ith large departmental workf 

A.-No. 
Q.-You know, there are DO ki tchens for depend'

·ents j payment IS not necessarily: made every day; 
the task is hi~er than aD ordinary public work. 
Don't you think. unless these conditions are ramed, 
you cannot, in the interests of workers, make village 
work asaume such an .important place -in rehef 
work? 

A.-No j I would insist on those conditions In 
villa.ge work because people are allowed to .enjoy 
'Certain advantages by remaining in the' village, 
which are denied to those who work in the regular 
famine relief work. 

a.-But there is DO kitchen in the village camp? 
A.-1 want to point out that it is not very advan. 

tageous to have village works in the place of orui. 
nary work from the point of view of workers. The 
village work should form part of famine work, and 
village work ought not to be very near famine work. 

Q.-Between vilIage work a.nd departmental work, 
you would certainly give much attention to the 
village work? 

A.~-Yesj if relief could be dispensed with solely 
~y ~iUage work it ma:y be taken. But ordina.rily, 
ln tlmes of large scarCIty. on~ or two l~ge famioe 
works are necessary. 

Q.-It all depends ul10n the area; I concede that. 
But to the extent it 18 possible you certainly lay 
-emphasis, or rather, you prefer' village work from 
the point 01. view of utility to the people and the 
State? 
A~-Yes, I would prefer village work. 
Q.-And sOb you will probably make some liberal 

provision wit regard to village work? 
A.-No. I would make it more rigorous. 
·~.-Why? .. 
A.-Because it has got certain advantages, which 

'Other works do not have. For example, their 
domestio ties are kept in tact; and immediately the 
distress is over they can revert to their old work. 

Q.-What I mean is this: there are certain 
classes of labourers, who as labo-urers can .80 t..o a 
-distance and do the work there and settle down 
at the work ~pot. Such classes can be posted to 
Public Works Department works. There are certain 
other cla.sses, fur example, SDle..ll pattadara, who 
ca.nnot go out of the village, and who even if they 
,go out of the villages have to return home, as they 
have their kith and kin, their holdings, their ca.ttle, 
etc. Suoh people can be engaged in village work. 

A.-To a certa.in extent I agree. But I want the 
villaf;e work should be made rlgorous; it should not 
be hberalized. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA &0: Q.-In 1985 the 
Famine Commissioner got a special permission by 
which the. dependents of workers were in village 
works included in the list of persons entitled to 
gratuitous relief, and the task and wages on such 
works like pubhc works should be the same. ])0 
you know tliat P 

A."t...-I don't know under wha.t conditions that 
-order was ]?assedj nor a.m I awa.re of such an order. 
My reasonIngs are quite different. And what I 
'88y will be found in the Indian Famine Committoola 
Report. If I remember right, it is Mr. C. K. Bose 
who suggested it. If you want more peoele to work 
in the ('.amp the rules with regard :to Vlllage work 
,ahould be more stringent. 

Sri K. KOTI RBDDl: Q.-For the rest day, don't 
you think the allowance should b. modified. Should 
they not get the 'same wage they get on the wln·k
ing da'yP 

A.-I have no experience of it, as I have nothina: 
to do with it as revenue officer. 

Q.-Can you suggest why this distinction ia made P 
Is it because people who do not work do not Gat 
more? .• 

A.-I am incompetent to offer any opinion, 
because I have no experience. 

Q . -You had experience of seeing -some children 
partaking of the food of their parentaP , 

A..-Naturally when the children are very npar 
their parents, they ~at out of their parent's food. 

Q.-Can you suggest any method by which the 
parents may not be depriVed,.of theu' food P 

A.-It is not deprivation; you can't call it 
·deprivation. Ohildren will eat as many times as 
they get food. On the contrary I have seeD parents 
odeprh'ing children of their food; for I have seen 

parents bringing children with them and taking 
food on the plea they have come to get food for 
their children. 

Sri R. SUBYANABAYANA RAo: ".-You know 
recently Government ordered an increase of wage 
by· one pice over the scale of 1936? 

A.-Y.... . 

Q.-Haci" you any occasion to compare how the 
new scales work as against the old sc&}es? 

.4..-1 don't think the new scal~ have altered 
matters ~n -any way for the better. 

Q.-You mean it haa not improved much in the 
wage? 

A.-Yesj because it depends upon the price of the 
grain j and in certain cases only women get the 
pice sanctioned by Government. Others donlt get 
the benefit. 

Sri K. KOTI R&J>DI: Q.-As. regards buttermilk 
provision? "' 

A.-Yes, I agree. , 
Q.-During famine times, what do the masons and 

briCklay_en do-? D9 they resort to famine works? 
A..-No, they do Dot· come. . 

Q.-Practically in famine times they get no 
work in their trade; how do they tve then P 

A..-I don't know what they do. My opinion is 
that they live upon the savings of th~ wages earned 
during the season of work~ 

Q.-Similarly you have no provision for weavers P 
Don't you think it is desirable to make some provi. 
sion for them P . 
A.-Th~ir number is not large. 

Q.-Yesj but why not make Bom~ prpvisiOD for 
them? 

A..-1 don't like to hazard an opinion. 

Examined by Mr. L. B. GRBEN: Q.-Are thoTe 
any other cottage industries -other than handloom 
weaving and handspinning in Anantapur district P 

A.-No. 
Q.-In Anantapur district there are 6,500 hand

looms ill exist.ence. Is it your opinion that ma·n.y 
of these looms are not having work? 

A.-They are lying idle; and my house-w.house 
inspection in Uravakonda villa~e showed that a.t 
leaat an appreciable· 'number of people have left 
the place fOB Bombay, Dharwar and other parte 
in the Bombay Presidency, leaving their pucca. 
houses, in some cases. 

a.-Are there many eumbli looms not at work? 
A.-Not in Anantapur district. My experience 

is only about Gooty. 
Q.-You say certain industries like papEir manu .. 

facture and match manufacture sliould be started 
by Government. and managed by them? 

A.-Yes. . 
O.-Bo also with reg4rd to spinning and weaving? 
A.-Yes;. with the aid of a bounty from Govern .. 

ment, until the industry establishes, spinning and 
weavmg industry may be tried. Because it would 
relieve labourers in distress; and to that extent 
also I think unemployment wilJ .be relieved .. 

Q.-The question of establishing cotton '--spinning 
has been under consideration of the Government 
since 1932: and many witnesses have stressed the 
opening of allcn industry in Bellary. and Anantapur. 
Do you think necesary capital will be forthcoming 
from theee districts? . 

A..-If· the Government take a. good proportion of 
the shares of the company to be formed, and thus 
give encouragement to. .the pub!ic: t · the wliole capital 

. could be found in Ana.ntapur and Bellary. 

Q.-So you consider that Government should take 
a pa.rt of the capital P . 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Will not spinning industry alone be enough\. 
aa, if we a.re to start weaving industry also, it wil 
affect the hand loom weavers? 

A..-Handloom weaving has already suffered and 
it is practically non-existent. Otherwise cloth from 
outside will come, and a.lready there are such signa. 
So I suggest why not we start weaving industry 
also. 

Q.-Perbaps _you mean it will give more emp]oy-
!Dent for handloom weavers P , 

A.-Yes. 
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'l'he <!xa.mination of Sri C. GOPALAM, Senior Work Agent, was then taken up. 

Written evidence. 
SECTION I. 

M BaSUT68 fOT the pTeIJention of famine. 

1. Famine in the Ceded districts is a recurring feature and the cause is primarilT 
due to failure of crops resulting from failure of rain. It has become the practice for 
the people in this locality to depend on the Government for taking care of them during. 
such . periods of distress. 

The following measures may prevent famine.' Improving the existing village
industries and introducing other industries on a large scale, such as, spinning, weaving,. 
cambli and carpet making, poultry, tanning and other _ hand-crafts suitable for the 
locality, worked with advantage will engage the people in ordinary times and more so. 
in days of distress or in days of failure of crop. 

2. (a) (i) Irrigation MajOT.-The Tungabhadra project will in my opinion, provided 
adequate supply of water is ensured, improve the situation and prevent famine to .. 
larger extent in these districts. 

I have had three years of experience of irrigation under canals in the GodaIJar. 
Eastern Delta, where I was in charge of canals and irrigation alone. During my service -
in the delta, branch channels and distributaries were largely extended to provide irriga
tion facilities to the saline lands bordering. the sea near Cocanada. For these lands 
the • Duty , was worked low and the water supplied amply so as to enable the ryots to
inundate the fields frequently, allow the water to stagnate for three to four. days, and 
then drained off and again flooded with fresh water from the canal. This procedure 
deposits silt on the surface of the field and makes it fertile. The yield for the first 
three y4!ara was ignorable and in the subsequent years it was moderate. " 

Under Cuddapah-Kurnool caMl where dry crops are raised without resorting to wet 
cultivation, is presumably due to inadequate supply of water for raising wet crop or 
it may be due to the nature of the soil in the locality. I have no experience of the 
various soils in this district, but most of the black cotton and the red soils seem to be' 
fertile and may with sufficient supply of water ensure good crop even with scanty rainfall. 
The proposed main canal of the Tungabhadra project runs for a length of 250 miles com
manding an ayacut of ten lakhs of acres, will prevent famine to a very large extent in this. 
famine zone. Though the benefits of this project are latent at the outset, they will b& 
:well appreciated by the coming generations. 

(ii) The proposed, dam across the Tungabhadra river, being Qf su:ffi~ient height~ 
electricity can be produced and advantageously supplied to village industries. 

(iii) There are no other major productive works in this district worth mentioning 
other than the Tungabhadra project. 

(b) Minot' irrigation and weIZS.-(i) The decrease in irrigation is due to the decrease 
in the capacity of the tank owing to the silting up of the bed year after year and also 
due to not properly maintaining the bunds as well as the masonry works of the supply 
channel. To this it may also be a.dded that the marketting value of the produce is dis. 
couraging to the ryots. During the recent accelerated programme, most of the minor 
irrigation tanks in this district have been thoroughly repaired and strengthened. But, 
repairs to supply channels remains to be taken up, and this can be best done hy traus
ferring these tanks as well as the supply channels under the control of the Public Works. 
Department. 

(ii) Repairs to supply channels and providing catch pits at intervals in the bed 
of the supply channels as also annual silt clearance of the tank-beds will, to some extent" 
p.revent the deterioration of these tanks. 

(iii) Minor irrigation tanks and wells will fail if there is a failure Qf monsoou· 
completely and over a large stretch of land. But generally it may not always he the 
case, as there is no precedent regarding the failure of the monsoon at the outset, and 
over a large stretch. These tanks will be partly filled by this first monsoon and reserve 
water for at least one wetting of the ayacut lands even if the subsequent monsoon 
fails. Further, specially in the hilly tracts of this distnct, if the mousoon fails in the· 
locality, the supply channels of many of the tanks being long enough, taking their 
sources in the hills Qr ridges about five miles and more off, having a fairly good catch
ment, will feed the tank by the rainfall in the surrouudings. The partially filled tank 
will enable the retention of water, though at a greater depth, in the surrounding wells 
which enables an industrious ryot to grow some crop or at least some vegetables' tc> 
Bustain himself from starvation during times of distress. There are cases near and 
around our camp, where vegetables are grown under wells in the middle of the dry season 
and supplied to the market locally. To make these sources efficient, they can be 
connected and supplied with water from the Tungabhadra channels wherever possible. 
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(iv) Increa.se in the number of wells in the bla.ck cotton area.s will be of no 
ava.il a.s the subsoil water happens to be brackish a.nd non-potable. But, a.n increase 
in the number of wells in the red soil where subsoil springs are close by, will be of 
much use for raising garden crops, etc., both in ordinary days as well as in days of 
distress. The wells near our camp, mentioned by me in the above paragraph, are very 
useful in this respect. 

(c) Contour bund forming.-Bunding up the lands in bla.ck-cotton soil into small 
plots made to level as is done in the delta.ic areas will_perhaps retain moisture and probably 
enable the crops to withsta.nd d,rought to some extent. But this is detrimental to the 
natural flow of water a.nd will of· course diminish the supply of water to the minor 
irrigation sources below, if any. 

(d) I have no suggestions to make on dry farming. 
(e) Afforestations.-In addition to the preserVation of trees, some more trees in the 

adjoining areas can be planted useful as fuel and for other purposes, such as, casuarina, 
margosa, nalla. thumma, tamarind and thungadn bark,. etc., discontinuing the village 
forest panchayat system. ~ , . 

(fJ Alternative or subsidiary sources of employment-(i) Large-scale· industries.
Cambli and ca.rpet-making as mentioned in paragraph 1 supra, which are the main indus
tries in this loca.lity deserve encouragement. In addition to this, spinning a.nd weaving 
mills sufficient to consume the cotton produced in this area. can be established under State 
management. 

(ii) Cot.tage industries.-Spinning and weaving may be found to be of profitable 
engagement for people of a.ll sexes in the villages. 

(g) I am ·una.ble to make any suggestions. 

SEOTION II. 
Purposes of famine operations· and principles of famine relief . 

.. , 3. The provisions of the Code in this respect are ample. I feel that the Sta.te is 
no doubt bounq to mainta.in .the poor in times of distress though not a.t their normal 
level but to such a level, as not to allow them to migrate in search of their livelihood. 
In these days of quick transport, suffering in the famine-affected area can be averted 
by getting goods from other less affected part., though at a higher price SO as to faci
litate the people in procuring grain. To procure ~arain they require money. This is 
being done by giving daily payments engaging the people on works. The pa.yments 
or the wages pa.id for the work done should be such as to enable the average ryot not 
only to maintain himself and his family but also to be able to continue his agricultura.! 
operations even after famine without incurring any extra. debts for securing the neces
sary implements and cattle. Most of the ryots, unable to ma.inta.in the cattle they 
possess, resort for their sale at a far lower price than under ordinary circumstances. 
This leaves them in a very disadvantageous position for renewing their agricultural 
pursuits after the close of the famine. In view of this and the increase in the rate 
of provisions I would suggest an incretml"·of wages to all classes by one-quarter of an 
a.nna for the corresponding grain basis' given in the Code. If work in the famine camps 
is well organized and efficiently supervised, the Government generally gets a good and 
useful return for the money thus spent. And these works ultimately are of very good 
public utility. 

4. Chapter II of the Code-Preliminary measures of enquiry and preparation tohen 
tile rains fail.-The provisions of the Code in this chapter are very elaborate and require 
ho changes. In a.ddition to the Government, the rich ryots in the locality as well as the 
genera.! public may be asked to contribute something to relieve their brethren from 
distress, instead of allowing them to stand aside and criticize the Government without 
understanding the difficulties involved in the enormity of the work and the responsibility 
therein, undertaken by the Government. 

5. Chapter. lIZ-Period of observation and test.-(a) No period of observation is 
necessary when rains continuously fa.il in the famine zone and this ca.n be best judged 
by the District officers of the various departments after obtaining the results of the action 
taken under sections S2.A and 212 of the Code. -, 

(b) No modifioation to sections 49 and 50 is necessary.· But, cash doles for b~bies
in-arms and pregnant women ma.y be allowed during test period when the same is deemed 
necessary. 

6. Chapters IV aNd VI-Declaration Of and commenCetlletlt of relief and desC'l'ip
tion of the Ilarious measures of relief.-No a.!terations te these chapters are I16Cessary 
exoept special attention to be taken for the preservation of cattle. ' 

7. Do you suggest any modifications of the classification of workers and dependants 
prescribed in sections 97 a.nd 116 of the Code? If so, for what reasons? 

VOL. II-ST 
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Section 97-Class I.-Workers to include adults and boys above 16 years of age 
:who are able to turn out equally efficient work .. 

. Class IJ.-Workers to include women and girls of and above 13 years of age 
:Who are capable of turning out the same .work as that of adults. 

Glass lII.-Workers to include boys and girls between the ages of 10 and 12 • 
.as in villages they.are capable of turning out useful work. and experience has shown thal 
these children do :work and do not appreciate the food doles. 

Section 116.-The kitchen classification is more elaborate and cumbersome result
mgm delay of food .doles. The margin of eating capacity is worked too hard ca1j.Sing 
delay in the preparation of G-2 statement for the lSsue of provisions. I suggest the 
following modifications :-

Glass lV.-The eating capacity of both the old women and old men being same 
practically. classes IV-A and IV-B can ·be conveniently clubbed as class IV; 

Class V-A.-Children of the ages of 10 and 12 (class ill :workers given above) may 
be classified as V-A; • 

Clas!!. .V-B.-Children of the age of above 6 and below 10 years may be included 
.&s V-B; 

Class V-G.-Children of the ages of 3 to 5 years may be included in Class V-C; 
Class V-D.-Then class V-D will be babies-in-arms of below two years of age 

and will be entitled for cash dales of one-quarter of an anna. No class V-E. 
8. (a) What modifications, if any, do you suggest in the sca.!e of wages and allowances 

and the other provisions in Chapter vm of the Code? On what grounds do you suggest 
the modifications?· , 

A relief camp is generally" attended by all members of a family and th!l aggregate 
amount of wages earned by them IS found sufficient for their norma.! maintenance and is 
found sufficient for an average family to get through famine. The wages given to workers 
.and food doles given to the dependants have kept them both in good hea.!th and sRirits. 
A slight increase. i.e., an increase of one-quarter of an anna, will however be much useful 
to them for reasons stated in reply to question 3, section II. The wages of the headmen 
.also require to be increased so that they may get half-an-anna more than the Class I 
worker. in consideration of the responsibility they undertake for the tools and other arti
cles given to the gang, as generally the acknowledgment of the headman is taken and he 
lis hald responsible for them. 

The provisions in the diet table given under section 128 of the Code are adequate. 
provided it is closely followed irrespective of the increase in the total cost. over the grain 
equivalent. owing to the market variations in the cost of • other items' and· vegetables. 
To ensure good sauce one should adhere to the quantities given in th~ table even if it 
·slightly goes above the total cost of the grain equivalent. I 

Section 132 provides fOf:'- rest to be given to pregnant women for a period of 21, 
.days before and 30 days after delivery. There are many cases where even theugh the 
medica.! officer certified that a particular case..,w,y come off within 21 days, the delivery 
was considerably delayed even to more than a month. In such cases rest was stopped 
after 21 days; at a period the person needs perfect rest. This should be suitably modified, 
.providing rest for pregnant women till the time of their delivery on the first certificate 
of the Medical Officer, without asking them to appear before the Medical Officer once 
again after the expiry of 21 days. -

Section 135 states that the rest-day allowance to workers and dependants should be 
,paid on the day previoW! to the rest day, In the circular issued by the Collector it was 
ordered that persons present for three consecutive days prior to the rest day will be 
eligible for rest-day allowance, This means that rest-day allowance should be ca.!culated 
-after marking the morning attendance on the day previous to the. rest day. This gives 
considerable trouble for the preparation of the rest day D. IV. early so as to enable the 
payment to the gangs before 3 p.m. This can be suitably modified as follows :-" Workers 
who attend the work for three consecutive days prior to the day on which the rest daY' 
allowance {",lls due should be made eligible for rest day a.!lowance." 

(b) The existing scale of vegetahles is sufficient, It is not possible to get veo-etables 
during the hot weatber. The average child does not seem to be worried about the vege
tables in the sauce. The workers attending the famine relief works will not be able to 
get this sort of vegetables even in ordinary times·. 

(c) The worker does spend his whole wages in procuring the necessary things for 
his food every day as could be ascertained both at the grain vendor at the camp and the 
petty shop-keeper in the adjoining villages. 

Gkapte~ IX-<hatuitOO8 ~elief,-(d) Babies above one v'ear and below three years are 
generally attended at the dining sheds by their rnothers wh'o have a tendency to purloin 
ioocl from the dining sheds and these mothers absent themselves from the work on this 
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plea. for an hour or two and thus avoid hard work. It will be better to give cash doles 
to children up to two years at the rate of one quarter of an anna. as is done for .babies-in
&rIllS. These and other modifications were suggested by me in answer to questions 7 and 
8 above. . 

SECTIO~.lV. 

9. Size and nature of the task in famine works . ...:...The task under all the 
items of work except earthwork may be retained as at present. Task under earthwork 
requires reduction,. at least till such time the soil becomes less hard or till monsoon sets 
in. The soil before rains being hard, workers were not able to turn out full task a.nd earn 
full wages. However they are able to turn out 80 .to 85 per cent of the full task after 
mins, when the soil happened to be less hard. 

SECTION V. 
. 10. There are. no suitable irrigation works where so many workers can be 
. engaged with advantage. The only remaining works being village roads, 'etc., where a.gain 
either stone-breaking or earthwork or gravel collection requires to be done. 

SECTION VI. 
11. The existing provisions of the Code are sufficient and surfeit. 

SECTION ;vII. 
12. The establishment as laid down in Appendix P of the Code is neces

'sary for conducting the famine relief operations efficiently. But, an officer of the 
grade of a. Deputy Tahsildar as Charge Officer is obviously unnecessary and expensive. 
The charge can be managed by less expensive staff. The main important points requiring 
.special attention in a famine relief camp are--

(1) correct maintenance of D. ill muster rolls which is the main basis for pay
ments to workers; 

(2) good and efficient outturn of work by the workers for the money spent towards 
their payment; and '. 

(3) correctness of payments to workers and giving good food as per the scale pre-
scribed to the dependants. . 

All these can be looked after by the management of a famine relief camp by one 
'department instead of the present dovetail arrangement of the Revenue and tlie Public 
'Works Departments. The officers of the Revenue Department are not ·well conversant 
-with the details of the nature of the work and the upkeep of the accounts connected with 
the tools and the consequent audit, etc. Such being the case, I should like to suggest 
·as follows:-

A charge can be placed under the management o~ a supervisor of the Publio Works 
Department with two' overseers to assist him for the supervision and conduct of 
the works. A clerk from the permanent establishment can be posted to each 
charge as sub-cashier to look after the counting and the proper distribution of 
money. The rest of the establishment can be retained n~ at present. 

. The difficnlties in the present arrangement will be explained by me orally at the 
'time of persona.! evidence. 

13. General.-The period of service of all officers deputed to famine duty should 
'be counted for their probation, as the nature and the amount of work done by them either 
.on famine duty or otherwise is the same. 

Charge allowance or famine allowanc'e should be paid to a.!l officers deputed to famine 
duty whether permanent or temporary as the nature and extent of work to be done by both 
'the permanent and temporary officer is identical. 

Conveyance allowance should be paid to all officers on famine duty according to the 
'nature of the conveyance they maintain and prescribed for their grade. 
- In a relief camp the work section and the accounts or cash section should be separate 
. and' should be independent of each other. Control and powers for taking disciplinary 
actions over the maistris and the headman, etc., .should be vest'ed in the work agent. The 
stores and the tools should be under the control of the work agent for immediate issue 
to the workers. As is practically done at prestlnt, the recruiting should be done both by 
the work agent and the Charge Offioer. 

There are many practica.! difficulties re,,"8.rding the preparation of the D. IV statement 
daily and furnishing the particulars required f~r the da:ily card such as villag'eward details, 
total number of each class of workers, etc., which reqUIre elaborate explanation. I reserve 

. theBe for explaining during the time of my oral evidence. 
The existing daily card requires some modifications giving more particulars. 
Suitable modifications to the Code should be effected in the mat1ier of policy and 

"efficient oontrol over famine works. 
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Or&! evidence.· 

Examined by Sri R. S11BYANABAY""A RAe>: Q.
You have been working as Work Agent in Dhan&-
puram six days after the work was. started P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You had .. Iso worked in the Special Accele

r~d System of repairs to tanks, and so you have 
Bome experience of earthwork? " 

A.-Yea, 
9.-ln section II, you lay U in these days of 

qUick tra.nsport, suffering in the famine-affected 
area can b. averted by getting ~oods from other 
less affected parts, though at a bi~her price so 08 
to facilitate the people in procuring @;rain." So 
you say there is no difficul~ in procunng grain? 

A.-In previous laminae, I understand, there was 
, Borne difficulty, but in thiS famine there is no such 
difficulty. 

Q.-In Charter 2, you seem to say you are against 
any period 0 observation. You do not _ insist upon 
any test stage P . 

A.-No, period of test will be unneceasary· 
when by observation prior to starting famine reli~ 
works, it is found tha.t crops have failed due to 
failure of rains in this famine zone~ 

Q.-Bnt the test period enables Government to 
judge the acuteness of the famine. P 

A .-But in this district we have had repeated 
famines during the last four yea.rs and 80, I am 
aure, there is no necessity for a test period, especially 
in tnis famine affected area.. 

Q.-But don't you know that Guduthur camp had 
to be closed almost immediately it was opened; and 
you know what great 1088 it involves. So don't 
you think a short period of test stage is necessary P 

A.-If there is any doubt as to whether there is 
famine or not in a particular area, then we can 
have a test ltage; and perhaps it would be, better 
to have a abort period as test stage, 8ay, fifteen days, 
or 80. -

o..-For pregnant women and children, you know, 
cash doles are given. Why not extend it to other 
el ....... also, like the blind, the Idiot and cripples P 

A.-Yes, that can be estanded to iofirm persons 
as well. , 

0..-80 during the test stage they can be given 
caSh dolesP 

A.-Ye •. 
Q.-YOll say efforts should be made for the pre

servation of cattle. Do you mean to say that the 
State should take charge of them and maintain 
them during famine and that as soon as the famine 
is over theI should hand them over to the people ~ 

A.-No. I mean only that the wages should be 
BO increased a.a to give the people BOme amount to 
meet the maintenance charges of their cattle. 

Q.-How can you- find out what amount is 
required to maintain the cattle P 

A.-It is not possible unless cattle osnsuo i8 taken. 
0..--80 you are in favour of increasing the wa~' 
A.-Y .... 
Q.-Are you in favour of abolishing the third 

cla.B8 of workers P 
A.-No. I would like to reduce tho age to ~ten. 
Q.-Would you abolish class nIP 
A.-No; thOle children are useful on the work 

specially when employed for conveying. 
Q.-Would you advocate the raising of the age 

of children to three P 
A .-N o. Children below two years do not take 

any food. If we raise the 8jjl;8 of children to three. 
the}' will be brought to dining .heds by old women 
and they will try to purloin food cakes. 

O.-Do you think quarter of an anna will do? .~ 
A.-Yes. It i~ KivE'n to the mother; and according 

to the recent Board's Order babies above an year 
are cla •• ified as V (Ill and each baby gets half 
an anna, on rest day •. 

Q.-Don't you think the child should get half an 
anna on other day. also P 

A.-No, I think quarter of an anna will be 
Bufficient. 

Q.-You had lome trouble with regard to wages 
of headmen. II it a fact that you don't get that 
sort of headman you would like to have P 

A.-y .... 

Q.-18 it a fact that they do not get a statuI I(). 

as to enable them to get on P 
A.-Yes. I think they should b. ""ill .om.thing 

more to command dignity 88 headman, aay half &a
anna. 

Q.-It is in your camp that the total amouot of 
rest-day allowance was higherJ than the total cost 
of food in the kitchen P 

A.-Yeo. 

0..-You say ,. to ensure good sauce one should 
!,dlie~ to the quantities. given in the table even if 
It ~hghtly 'l0es above the total coot of the grain 
~ulvalent? ' Do you know how this grain equiva
lent is arrived at P 

A.-No. 
Q.~You say "the provisions in the diet tabla. 

given under section 128 of the Code are adequate 
provided the;,- are closely followed irresJ?ective of 
the increase 1D the total cost over the graIn equiva .. 
lent, owing to the market variations in the cost of 
I other items and vegetables'." So you say it is 
better to ignore grain item and arrive at the coat? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-With regard to re8t-day - allowance the 
Executive Engineer says, it shall Dot be given to 
those who are Dot present for less than three daya._ 
~n the week including the day previous to the rest-
cIa!. What is your view? 

A .~Ther" i8 a practical difficulty. in it. Rest.. 
day wages are pald on the day previou.s to the 
Test-day, and that II previous day" is al80- included 
in the calculation of "three days attendance" 
before deciding whether a man is entitled to a rest
day a.llowance. Ip order to pay the rest-day allowM 

anC6, the D. IV statement should ha.ve to be prepared 
before 12 o'clock 80 that it may be paid before 
3 p.m. or 4 p.m. So we have to take into considera
tion only the morning attendance on the day 
previous to the reSt.-day. SUP'pose a man is present 
lD the morning and is absent 1n the afternoon, theD-
he will be "present U for the purpose of rest-day 
allowance but II absent" for the daily wages. So 
I suggest the three days may be taken as excluding 
the day previous to the rest-day. 

Q.-Under section IV, you say the task under alt· 
the items of work except earthwork may be retained 
as at pr~sent. That means to say earthwork is 
somewhat hard. Would you advocate a reduction 
of it especially when the sun is hot P 

A.-y .... - I !Iave tested for fifteen days; the coolies 
are not able to do the full task. 

Q.-Will you supply information to the Chairman r 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Under section VII, yon have made radical 

changes. Why do. you make them P 
A.-There are many pr""mical difficulties in the 

charge, and only those who B.ye on the spot know it. 

lib. CH.uR ...... : This has bean str .... d by other 
witnesses also. So I don't see why he should 
repeat them. 

Q.-Why do you say the work section and the 
payment section should be different P 

A~........supp08ing there is a charge officer; he should 
Dot interfere with the work j he should not come 
and aay that this gang should not be hore, Bnd that 
gang should not be there, eto~1 and thus put 
obstacles in our work. Let him comB and check 
gangs' let him come and pay cosh to the .headman. 

. But &e should not boss over us, the dutIes should 
be ~peci.fied. 

Q._I thought you wanted somebody olse to pay 
the WBgesP • • 

A.-No. Besides, in the daily card 'Yhlch glV~. 
information of the coolies, some modIfication 18 

necessary. 
Q._I think that ought to be addressed to th .. 

Executive· Engineer. 
MR. CHAIR....,.: Yea. 
Examined by Sri H. SITARAJ4A RBDDI: Q.

Under Chapter III (b). you say H No modificatioll 
to 8~ction9 49 and 50 is necessary. But cash dolal' 
for bnbies-in-Rl'mS and pregnant women may be 
allowed during test period when the same is deemed 
nt'('{'l8SB.". II You mea.u that this should be givpn 
even at" the time of rest after delivery P 

A.-Y ... 
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Q.-In view of the suggestion", is not a doctor 
necessary even for the test ~erioa? 

A.-Yes. In his absence the villa~e munsif may 
issue the certificate. 

Examined by Sri K. KOT! RBDDI: Q.-You find 
the task: given to pregnant women is difficult. What 
amount would you 'prescribe to them ~ 

A.-Half the task. ' 
a.-To the nursing mothers? 
A.-Half the task. 
Q.-Have you found Bny dilllcnlty with regard 

to the babies? 
A.-No difficulty except now and then the. babies 

require suckling. 
Q.-Who takes care of the babies in the absence 

of the mothers P 
A.-There will be half a dor.en babies, and two 

women will be put in charge of them; and by the 
time they are relieved some two other women will 
come and relieve them. For weakly women and 
pregnant women relief can be organizedj there 
will be no difficulty on that score. 

Q.-Perhaps you may know famine-.relief workers 
can be divided into two broad classes: one cla.sa 
consisting of labourers who are willing to leave the 
village and settle at the work spot; and the second 
class consisting of small pattadars who oa.nn.ot leave 
the village because of their holdings, cattle and 
o:ther attachments. Consequentr these people have 
to walk every day a distance 0 six or seven miles 
to the work spot, finish the taak, and then walk 
back the whole distance of six or seven miles. Can 
you suggest whether it will be desirable to aTrange 
work for thE!:se two types of men &eparately? 

A.-NoJ it will not be possible to make any dis
tinction. 

Q.-From the first class of men you can get more 
work done i and the second class of workers you 
can let them ret!-1rn home early, sa~'. at 4 p.m. P 

A.-By experience I find that tne J!anga ehould 
be dispersed before 4-80 in the evening 80 88 to 
enable us to measure the work. At present we 
have to walk the whole distance of four Or :five miles 
of work aTes measuring the work done and return 
home at 8 or 8-30 p.m. at night. The hours of work 
cannot be reduced; the interval ma.y be reduced. 

Q.-I do not mean that· I want to know whether 
there is any pO&ribility of 'baving two kinds of work 
for the two kinds of people I described P 

A.-I don't think 1t will be possible. . 

Q.-There is village work, and r hope that work 
can be allotted to the aeccnd cla.. of people P 

A.-It will Dot be coDvenient to supel'VlfJe. 
Q.-8upposmg there is a separate set of Super

"isora for each class~ 
A.-Then there must be B Supervisor for each and 

every village work. I think, if the village is nearer 
the work spot, the people Will not work; because, 
having given attendance, they will sit at ho~. 

Q.-But in the Code, it is stated if they do not 
do any work, they won't ~et any wages P 

A..-But there are certam classes of workers who 
will come only at 10 o'clock, give the attendance, 
and say at the end of the day, U give us what we 
are en titled to as per rules." 

Q.-With regard to the rest--day allowance, do 
you not think they are entitled to thct allowance 
given to them on the working days P 

A.-But they are satisfied with the reat-day 
allowance. 

Q.-That is B quite different thingp 
.1.-1 feel the dependent wages are enough on the 

rest-day. 
O.-Why? 
A.-They do not turn out any work; and they do 

not exert. When they work on the other days I 
have seen them eating five times; they get food 
early in the morning, take food at 7 a.m.; then 
agam at 10-80; then again at 3 p.m. then . . . 

Q.-I am not concerned with the quantity of food 
eaten? 

4.-1 am not sure whether they !3at 89 -much on 
rest,..days as on othEtr days. But I feel dependent 
allowance is enougli for the rest.-day, as is allowed 
for dependants. A worker tem]2oranly unemployed 
is classed as a dependant, and hence deserves only 
rest-day allowance but not full wages., 

Q.-In that case the blind man also eate as much 
as a worker on the resiHia", as he does not work P 

A.-I feel dependent allowance will do for the 
rest-day. 

Q.-Don''t you think Bome clo.thing should be 
given to the work~rs, say, &. ear~ to e&ch woman 
and a. pair of dhotles to evel'! man P 

A.-Most of them are i,lJ.-clad. ?rovi~ion may be 
made to provide them With clothing elthE!r at th9 
commencement or at the end of the famine. 

The committee rose for the day. 

9th September 1939. 

The Committee reassembled at 10-30 
with Mr. F. M. DOWLEY in the Chair. 

M;r. L. B. GREEN. 
Dr. R. ADISESHAIII •. 

Sri K. KOT! REnDI. 
Sri H. SITARAMA REDDI. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAo. 
Sri KALLUR BUBBA RAo. 

a.m. in the ,Collector's Court Hall, Bella.ry, 
The following members were present:-

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SWAMINATIlA AnAR. 
ABDUL RAWOOF SAHIB BAHADUR. 

The Secretary M;r. D. 1. R. M;um was also present. 
The examination of M;ajor E. M. Sewell, District Medical Officer, Bella.ry, was taken up. 

Written evidence. 

8. (4) I ha.ve no rema.rks to offer upon the question of wages. 

As far as diet is concerned this appears to have been a matter of some contention in 
previous periods of famine 1I.nd I would draw your attention to correspondence under 
G.O. No. 1954 of 4th September 1936. You will see that the diet seale as laid down 
in the Fa·mine Code, Chapter VITI, section 128 (a), and as conformed to in the present 
famine, came under criticism as being ill-balanced and insufficient. H this were a flWt. 
then why has the same diet been adhered to on this occasion? 

VOL. n-6S 
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I am inclined to agree with Colonel Ganapathi's remark (letter No.4) that though 
the State is bound to protect the people from starvation in times of distress it is no part 
of its duty to maintain them at their normal level of comfort. . Looking back over this 

. period of • famine' Any impression is that the diet as at present la.id down is adequate. 
At the inception of certain camps early in the period children with pinched faces and 
emaciated bodies were to be seen-.later their improvement was very noticeable and they 
filled out enormously. I have no knowledge of the habits of these people in their villages 
under normal conditions but I should say that their improvement was in some part due 

- to two meals daily, which it is possible many of the poorest are unaccustomed to under 
normal conditions. I understand the Committee have t1lready taken the evidence of a 
Nutritional Expert from Coonoor recentl5'. 

\ 
I would suggest that, in future, in the case of camps supplying a long' Work front,' 

viz., Hebbatam supplying some 8 miles of road work (8th February 1938), there should 
be subsidiary kitchens as well as dining halls. This would ensure dependants receiving 
their food reasonably hot. In this instance meals were distributed in the main camp at' 
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. In order to reach the dining halls at Holagondi and Hebbatam, food 
was despatched from the main camp at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. It would only have been stone 
cold when it reached its destination. 

8. (b) In th~ ·early months the supply of vegetables appeared adequate. Later there 
was a noticeable falling off, if not in the supply, at least in the issue. The answer was 
invariably that there was a scarcity of supply. Given the amounts as laid down in para
graph 128 (a) I think the allowance is adequate. "My Assistant District "Medical Officer 
has suggested the use of germinated greengram and chenadaI. He states that four ounces 
of either, dried, per head, be given on four days in a week as a substitute for the stated 
allowance of pulse and vegetables. For the remaining three days the same plus half 
the quantity of allowed vegetables (keri). 

I have no remarks to make with regard to the concluding questions of 8 (b). 

8. (c) No remarks. 

Oral evidence.--

Examined by Sri R. SUB.YANABAYANA RAO: Q.
In para.graph 2 of your written evidence rou ask 
the questio~ that if the diet B!' at pr~sent laId down 
in tlie Famine Code was consIdered Inadequate why 
was it adopted during the present famine P It is 
for that purpose we ha.ve to consider whether it is 
IItill insufficient. You ba.ve seen the soale of allow
ance in vogue in 1936 and afterwards. Do you 

. think the scale of allowances now prevailing is an 
improvement on 1936 P 

A.-If it is given in the quantity prescribed, 
yes. 

Q.-Also in the matter of addition .. l vegetables? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-You quote Colonel Ganapathi. Don't you 
think it is neoesaa.ry that the ryote who have to go 
back to the land and cultivate it &8 BOon as the ra.ins 
set in should not merely be prevented from dying of 
starvation but also maintained in their normal level 
of comfort 80 that they may continue their avoca-
tion when they go back? . 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-You have stoted that by the time the f~od !" 

distributed it often becomea cold. Do you th'nk ,t 
would meet the case if more kitchens are establish
ed according to the distance between two poiJlts so 
that it might not become cold P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Have you .. ny suggestions to make regarding 
the changing of hours P 

A .-1 understand that in many instances meals 
are taken before going to and after coming from 
tbe campa. 

Q.-You are referring to dependant. and child
"enP 

A.-YOI. 

Sri H. Srr..,.. .. A RIoDD!: Q.-You have experien~e 
of the heat in Bellary during summer P 

A.-Yea. But 1 do not consider it unduly hot. 
The maximum temperature reached on one day 
only w .. lOS·. 

Q.-Now, there i. a rrop 08a.l put forw .... d that in 
view of tlie s8verit1 0 the heat in the area, t,he 
re~ interval which ,. now hetween III aDd II may be 

6xtended to three hours and the task r(>duced 
accordiogly. Would you agree to such a course P 

A.-I would make the interva.l from 1 to 3 because 
it is hotte.i: during these hours. 

Q.-You don't think in view of the severity of 
the heat the interval should be inere.sod and the 
task reduced accordingiy i' 

A.-Then the total hours of work will be reduced 
to 7 instead of the usual 8 hours. 

Q.-Would you agree that ouch things may be 
decided by the Collector in consultation with tho 
medical officer P . 

A.-Have there been any cases ·of suffering from 
heat P I think not. 

Q.-Do you koow that in summer most of the 
people do not work after 12 noon in these part.. P 

A.-No. "-
Q.-If th .. t is the prltctice would you agree to the 

rest interva.l being made between 12 ",,<I 3 P 
A.-Yee. 
Q.-You would have therefore no ob}ectioD to regu· 

larlze a pr~ctice tha.t is being followed in these parts? 
A.-Yes, I would agree to that. 

Examined by Sri K. KOTI RlmD!: Q.-With rega,·a 
to nursing mothers and babies who are at present 
brought to camps, don't you think it would be better 
that they should be given work in the village itself 
rather thaiJ. made to carry children to camps some
times from a distance of 5 miles P 

A.-I think you might. 

Q.-In view of the fact that the agricultural 
labourer is an asset to the State, as a doctor would 
you not advocate the well-bein~ of the a'!!ricultura.i 
labourer and see that his phYSICal conditIon is not 
allowed to deteriorate as a result of the diet, etc., 
supplied to him P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You koow that in the Famine Code no provi

sion is made for supplying clothing to famine 
labourers or oil for the hair or soa.p, but the only 
provision made is to feed them to keep them at 
an ordina'ry level of hea.lth. Don't you think that 
these things are a.lao necessary P 

A.-Before you consider the question of supply
ina soap, you have to provide water for washIng. 
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My experience is that they get no water for washing 
purposes. I do not know whether they are using 
oil a.nd soap in their villages. I would call clothing 
a necessity but not oil. I do not think it is neces
Bary to consider these details. 

Q.-With regard to the rest da:,. allowances, they 
do not get as much as they get on week days. In 
view of the fact that they eat the same quantity 
even on rest days, don't you think it is necessary 
that they should be given the same allowance P 

A.-I do not think the question of wages comes 
within my province and it is not a medical ques
tion. 

Q.-Do ;rou think that people eat less on rest 
days P Don't you think they should be given the 
same amount of rations as they are allowed on week 
days? . 

A.-I do Dot think they eat less on the rest day. 
However I quite agree to the suggestion. 

Dr. ADISESHAN: Q.-In your written memorandum, 
paragraph 2, you say Ie my impression is that the 
diet as at present la'ld down is adequate." Do you 
think that in spite of Dr. Passmore's remark that-
80 per cent of m~n, women and children put together 
are deficient in A-vitamin and that it was due to 
under-feeding, the present scale is adequate? 

A.-We have to assume that the state of defi
ciency existed even before famine set ill". 

_ Q.-~a'Ve ~ou :proved that it was du~ to dfJfi.· 
clenoy 10 A-VItamm, as the result of famme or did 
\,t exist before the famine diet came into being? 

A.-It is probable they had this deficiency before. 
Dr. Passmore visited the camps four or five months 
ago and if it was 80, those ca.ses of deficiency might 
!Iave dev~loped before the famine set in. I t-hink it 
IS very difficult to prove. For that you will have to 
take lIP investigation. 

Q.--can you suggest £ solution for reducing vita
min A deficiency? 

A.--cod liver oil. . 

q.-Are you agreeable for a change- in the diet if 
it IS found that the present diet is deficlcut in vita
minsP 

A.-It would involve a large supply of food suffi
cient in vitamins A and B. 

a.-If you analyse the scale of food now 8upplied 
ana if it sllows that the diet is deficient in certain 
vitamins, protein or fat, would you advocm a change 
in the diet? 

A.-Yes, definitely. I think the main trouble is 
due to laCK of vitamin A._ 

Sri R. StrBYANAltAYANA RAO: Q.-The only way by 
which you can avoid deficiency in vitamin A is by 
add ing g~ns and vegetables P 

A.-If ~oney can be found it may be done. 

Q.-Do ;you advocate the administration of cal~ 
cium lactate if the cost is not prohibitive? 

04..-1 cannot speak from a chemical point of 
view. Chemically I am extremely doubtful whether 
calcium lactate is absorbed to any appI'f!ciable ex .. 
tent. . 

Dr. R. ADI8BSBAN: Q.-You say that germinated 
green grams might be used as a substitute for pulses 
aod veget!,ble. Do you supply that in the Bellary 
jail? 

A.-I am not aware of this as I have no connexion 
with the Central jail. 

Q.-Some years ago in the Madras P~ni!'enti&r}' 
it was tried and I want to know whether lt 18 contI
nued even now and with what result? 

.4..--1 do not know. 

Sri KALLtrB SUBBA RAO: Yes. I know in 1932 it 
was tried when I was a prisoner then and it was 
really good and useful. 

The CIUIlUlAN: Would you advocate it now P 
Mr. KALLLmI S1l1IBA· RAO: Yes. 

The examina~ion of Sri P. H. ItAYA REDDI, Director of Agriculture, was then 
taken up. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION I. 

Measures for the prevention or mitigation of famine. 

1. The chief causes for recurring famine in the Ceded districts mlllJ be attributed to 
insufficient and ill-distributed rainfall and to the undulating aild clayey nature of land. 
Owing to its geographical situa~ion, lying in the interior of the Peninsula and surrounded 
by hills 'on nearly all sides facing the West and East coasts, the tra.ct is naturally subject 
to a low rainfall. The monsoon winds which blow from the south-west during June to 
September are denuded of moisture on the coastal belt; similar is the case in respect of 
the north-east monsoon, the moisture bearing winds from the Bay of Bengal.being inter
cepted by the low hills along the East Coast. The result is scanty rainfall even in normal 
years. 

Moisture is the limi~ing factor in crop production. Crops in the Ceded districts are 
almost entirely dependent on rainfall and are bound to fail if the precipitation is insuffi
cient or unevenly distributed. More than half the rainfall is received in the course of 
five or six months, between June and November; both fine soil and water get lost by 
surface run off. To ensure against crop failures, measures should be devised to provide 

'enough moisture in the soil for growing crops and conserve the same in the soil to get 
maximum crop production. Loss of rain water by surface nm off may be curtailed by 
means of bunding, by the addition of humus and other dry farming methods. 

This measure will"lllitigate famine but cannot be considered as a cure. 
But the root cause of famine in this tract cannot. be surmounted Wi~hout irrigation 

to as large aD. area as possible. The solution of providing irriga~ion is a practical one, 
as the investigations on the Tungabhadra project which have been pursued for a. number 
of years, have shown. This project is designed to irrigate over one million acres in the 
Anllolltapur, Bellary and Kurnool districts. The Tungabhadra river has been found to 
have a dependable surplus of water and there seems to be no .erious obstacle to store thls 
water at the proposed dam site near .Hospet and supply water for irrigation through the 
proposed distributaries. The soil survey of the proposed command recently conducted 
bv the Government Agricultura.! Chemist h'ld! shown tha.t there is no reason to suppose 
tliat the black soils are likely to react unfavourably to irrigation; The greater 
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part of Anantapur and the whole of CUddapah will not, however, be benefited by this 
project. In these places, therefore, the remedy lies in the construction of a series of wells. 
tanks and spr,ing channels wherever possible. In years of scanty rainfall, however, tanks 
would be of httle use and there will be shortage of water in wells and spring channels. 

2. (a) (i) Irrigation-Major.-In the irrigation projects of Kistna, Godavari and 
Cauvery, which provide for irrigation through 'a system of canals and distributaries, the 
norm~l ~evelopment of cropping has been of wet crops like paddy, sugarcane, plantain 
and similar crops. 

The areas along the Tungabhadra and irrigated from ancient anicuts across the river 
were examined in some detail during the progress of the soil survey by the Agricultural 
Department. The areas under. canal irrigation along tha right bank of the river are 
estimated at about 20,000 acres (not including areas under the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal). 
Similar areas under irrigation afe found on the Hyderabad side (left bank of the river) 
near Gangavati opposite to Kampli,but no estimate is available of the actual area. 

The crops grown on these areas are mainly paddy and sugarcane and to a small extent. 
plantains, betelvine and turmeric, coconut ana fruit trees. These areas have been under 
continuous irrigation for a very long p~riod and continue to be productive.~- In spite of 
the heavy irrigation being applied for a. long period of years, there has been no complaint 
about roil deterioration. The people use efficient methods of cultivatIOn and soil recupera
tion and nothing but prosperity can be seen all around, in marked contrast to the adjoin
ing dry areas. 

Irrigation from spring channels is also practised to a limited extent. Spring channels 
are of two kinds, those that take their source in river beds and those that start from 
river banks. In the case of the latter their water is usually sweet and the soils irrigated 
by them, even if they are lightly charged with harmful saits, can be prevented from 
deterioration by careful management. The other channels are somewhat different. When 
rivers are in floods, the river-bed portions of the channels are either completell< or parti'ally 
wiped 011' and the river water gets into them. If this water happens to be charged with 
harmful salts as in the case I?f the Hagari and Pennar rivers. in addition to the soils being 
alreadp alkaline the soils become gradually deteriorated unless very good care is taken 
of them. The water of the Tungabhadra. is fortunately of good quality with very low 
salt content free from sodium saIts and in view of the fact no bad effects have so far been 
produced in black soils irrigated from this river in the Hospet taluk it may be assumed 
that other black soils of the Ceded districts can also stand irrigation from the sams river. 

The Kurnool.Cuddapah canal was excavated between the years 1860-1871, starting 
at Sunkesala anicut al!-d. ending. in the Cud~apah district. The total lengt~ o.f the canal 
is 191 miles. The ongmal project .. was mtended to consist of a roam lITIgatmg and 
navigable canal." (Account of the Kurnool district: Benson 1889.) The company that 
built it went into liquidation and Government purchased the canal and took over the 
works in 1882 paying £3,018,758 to the firm (equivalent to Rs. 4,50,00,000 approximately). 
The high capital cost is probably the cause of its failure. 

The command of this canal-is estimated at about 124,000 acres of which about 70,000 
to 80,000 acres are irrigated annually for a first crop and another 8.000 to 10,000 acres 
for a second crop with a net revenue of about Rs. 1,50,000 annually. 

The canal passes through various types of soil ranging from black soil in its upper 
reaches near Kurnool town to a distance of 50 miles (by canal) to red loams. Wet 
cultiV1!.tion is practised along the canal, notably near the river at Kurnool and again round 
about Nandyal, both areas of black soils. No evidence can be seen of alkalinity in the 
wet area there. • 

The exact reason why wet cultivation has not been taken up on an extensive scale 
is not known. The cultivator of the black soil areas of these districts is, as a rule, aversE'> 
to wet cultivation. If rainfall is nonnal he would always prefer dry cultivation and if 
in addition he is given the option of using or not using water he would not be anxious-to 
change his methods of cultivation. His partiality to black soil and dry cultivation is 
proverbial and he would not go in for paddy cultivation unless he is forced to do so. 

The Tungabhadra projt;ct as .it is now designed, has. defi:nitely for· its scops the 
irrigation of dry crops. [VIde G.O. No. 2952, P.W.D. (Irrigation), dated 22nd Decem
ber 1936 page 14, paragraph (5), Proceedings of the Irrigation Development Board, dated 
21st Auiust 1936.] This policy is likely to be ohanged in the light of the results to be 
obtained from the experiments recently started at the Agricultural Research Station, 
Siruguppa, Bellary di~trict, and the cultivati~ of other croI;l8 be pe~itted.. ~h~ the 
project comes into bemg, therefore, there will be no question of optIOnal lITIgation as 
has been the policy in the Kurnool-Cuddapa.h canal command. The ryots will be com
pelled to pay for water. 
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If the project materialises, it is possible to prevent famine in the commanded area 
shown below by reason of the availability of water, thus ensuring the raising of crops 
irrespective of climatic conditions;- . 

Bellary district '" 

Anantapur district ,Gooty taluk) 
Kurnool district (Kurnool and Pattikonda taluks) 

Total 

A08. 

784,000 
128,200 
160,300 

1,072,500 

The whole of Cuddapah district and the greater part of Anantapur district are lik~ly 
to be excluded from the project. The construction of a series of tanks, wells and spring 
channels in these 'areas, as already suggested, is the only solution and that too for 
mitigating famine. . 

2. (a) (ii) At present the scope is purely protective, i.e., ·to protect the crops from 
failure, within the 1!!"esent cropping scheme. It does not provide for other crops except 
paddy in places where for want of proper drainage any other crop cannot be grown sue
cessfully. It is suggested that subject to the availability of water and suitability of 
soil conditions, no restriction should be placed on the cultivation of any crop excep~ 

_paddy and sugarcane which should .be limited to certain particular areas where conditions 
are particularly favourable for them. Irrigation presupposes intensive cultivation at maxi
mum benefit to the cultivator and no advantage can be gained by compelling him to 
grow only the crops he is now raising under rainfed conditiQn if he can grow better crops 
with a little more water. 

This suggestion for a change in the policy underlying the project is a plea for encourag
'ing the development of a poverty-stricken country. -A policy of having a protective 
scheme, providing for cultivation of crops in the existing cropping scheme will lead to 
amelioration of the chronic famine, the tract suffers from, but. it is suggested that 
development of .the country by permitting the cultivator. to grow any crop he likes subject 
to necessary conditions, will lead to. real prosperity. The following extract is ,. taken 
from the Report on the Soil Survey of the Tungabhadra Project (page 40 100 cit) ;-

.. A scheme providing for, protection alone is 1m .absolute,necessity in the area, 
now condemned by nature to be one subject to chronic scarcity if not actual 
f .. mine conditions. Such.. scheme is justifiable, on all grounds. To provide 
water, which is the 'limiting ,factor, is an .. bsolutenecessity .. nd a boon being 
conferred on the country. -

The now starving population will be assured of crope, year after 'year, instead 
of depending on the precarious r .. infall. Their position in the economic sphere 
will thus be secured.' , 

The question however arises, is this 'all that a project of such magnitu<;l.e is t!t 
a.chieve? Should not the project also aim at the development of the country? 
There would appear to be ample scope for the development of a tract, with 
soils capable of supporting crops, liut with a lack of rain and it is possible by 
choice of site to provide for the cultivation of crops requiring more than the 
light irrigation of a dry ,scheme. Crops like sugarcane, rice, plantains and tur
meric, all of which will bring in higher returns per unit of land they 'require 
than the crops now being grown. During the agricultural enquiry, it, was 
found that the ryot population was keen on being given irrigation for growing 
such crope. • 

The sug-gestion is therefore put forward that .. suitable modification be made in 
the policy underlying the project to provide for the growing of moneycrop6 
as well, in small areas at the beginning as an experimental measure and there

. after to con,sider the expansion of these areas if the results are encouraging. 

Such .. scheme it is strongly felt after experiences in the field and laboratorr 
studies, will be attended with no risk of soil deterioration and will lead to the 
development of the country from all points of view, bring about an improvement 
in the economic condition of the people. which will in its turn have favourable 
effects on their well.being." 

2. (a) (iii) Bevond improving the existing tanks in tbe project command, as sources 
to be fed by the Tungabhadra distributaries, I have no' suggestions to make. I und~-

. stand, however, that one Sri Srirama Ayyar (Executive En¢neer, recently retired from 
Kurnoo!). had prepared a scheme for impounding water from the Kurnool.Cuddapsh canal-. 
near its 80th mile or so, in a big reservoir, for irrigation as well as for developing hydro
electric power. 
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. 2. (b) Mi1lOf' iT1'igation and wells.-(i) Reasom for decrease.-It is a fact that the 
number of these sources and the area. irrigated by them are decreasing. The indiscFl
minate devastation of trees in forests, the uncontrolled grazing in forests without any 
system of rotation and the cultivation of foreshore of tanks and hill slopes have . led to 
soil erosion and silting up of tanks. The partial silting up of tanks is natural in an area 
with a high ratio of run-off water to that absorbed by the soil which is heavy clay with a 
compact structure. 

2. (b) (ii) Measure8 'to preflent deterioration of the minor irrigation 80urce8.-The 
proper maintenance of the tanks is of primary importance. Ploughing up of tank-beds 
and of foreshore of tanks should be stopped. In the catchment area, tree growth must 
he encouraged. When there ia a heavy rainfall, much, of the. soil in the cultivated fields. 
jf they happen to be undulating is washed away along with rain water, resulting in soil 
erosion. If the slope of these lands is in the direction of a tank the soil carried away 
by the rain water ultimately finds its way into it. The final result is shallow soils with 
poor capacity for crops and silting up the tank. This can be avoided to a great extent 
by levelling the fields as far as possible and bunding them. Cultivation of crops on 
slopes of hills should also be discouraged and tree growth encouraged' instead. 

2. (b) (iii) Faaure of minor irrigation sources if the momoon fails,-Minor irriga
tion sources depend on the rainfall received in their catchments and the supply received 
.will be naturally dependent on the total effectice ra;infall received, and the run-off flows" 
down the catehment. In ye.are of deficient rainfall, the tanks would receive short sup'plies 
of water and the areas irrigated will naturally suffer in proportion. An improvement 
in the sources of minor irrigation (tanks) would help in the mitigation of famine is 
the local areas they serve. There seems to be little scope for an increase of such sources 
:which are conditioned by the tota.! rainfall received. Economic distributicn of water from 
tanks and digging wells under tp.e ayacut to supplement tank water might go to some 
extent to prevent the failure of crops. 

2. (b) (iv) Increase in the number of wells.-In the black soil areas, the water 
table is, as a rule, very deep ranging from 40 to 70 feet and often very much more. Dig
ging wells in theS41 areas is, therefore, an expensive process; the only wells of any use 
from the point of volume and quality of water are those dug in the neighbourhood of 
rivers and vanku (water sources), The water from wells in the black soil areas is 
generally highly charged with salta and is unsuited for" irrigation and the boring of wells 
in these areas is not likely to improve the situation unless the boring is very deep 
:which may extend to 500 feet and more, In the red soil areas the water table is generally 
higher and the water also is of fair quality; extensive well-boring operations may be 
advisable here. . 

The quality of water obtained from bore-wells depends to a large extent on the 
type of underground strata and it may be possible to forecast the type of water expected 
by examining the rocks met with below. It may be stated in general that the granites 
and gneisses containing soda-lime felspars may be expected to give water charged with 
IIOdium salts, while those containing potash felspar will give good water. A case in 
point may be cited from a bore-hole in Cuddapah district where fairly good water has 
been obtained in deep black soil as the rock below is of the Cuddapa.h-Kurnool limestone 
series. 

In general it may be stated that extensive boring operations may not be fruitful 
in obtaining good water in the black soil areas of the Bellary district but that in the red 
soil areas of Anantapur and other districts such operation may be advisable to get supplies 
of water for irrigation. 

2. (0) Contourbund jorming,-The method of conserving moisture by contour bund
ing is a useful devise to make the most of the rain that is received, by holding it up in. 
the bunded compartments and in preventing excessive loss of the fine particles of soil 
by erosion, I invite attention. to the answer to this question by Sri C, Vijayaraghavan, 
Superintendent, Dry Farming Station, Bellary (vide his letter RoO.C. No. 378/38, dated 
the 25th June 1938), which is fairly exhaustive on the subject. Bunds arrest the flow 
of rain water and thus the soil is made to absorb more rain watar which will be avail
able for plants, The bonds need not b~ more than 5 inches to 7 inches in height and can 
be formed at a low cost by an implement called .. bund former" designed by the Agri
(lUltural department. Nearly 10 to 12 acres can be covered in a day by a ·pair of cattle. 
While this device augments moisture content of the soil in years of rainfall, it will not 
~ of much assistance when the rains fail totally at sowing time or during the critical 
period of crop growth. In times of deficient rainfall, however, the general adoption of' 
bnnd-forming will raise crop yields. 

There is no reason to believe that extensive bunding up of the tract will materially 
iliminish the supply of water to the minor irrigation sources. as there still remain large 
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.areas of uncultivated lands in and near hill slopes which usually form the catchments 
~f most large tanks. Bunding will lessen the amount of silted water carried by streams 
into the tanks. Silting np of tanks .can thus be prevented to a certain extent. 

2. (d) Dry farming method8.-The essence of dry farming consists in the economic 
use of the available rainfaJl. Bunding increases to a certain extent, the absorption and 
retention of rain water and prevents the loss of valuable surface soil and the organic . 
matter which it contains. I commend the report of Sri C. Vijayaraghavan, Superintendent, 
Dry Farming Station, Bellary, with reference to this question. 

The ryots are in the habit of drilling or BOWing crops aJ9ng the length of a field 
irrespective of the slope of the land. If drilling is done across the slope, the surface 
run off is prevented to a certain extent by the standing crop. . 

The presence of organic matter or humUs enriches the soil with· the consequent . 
result of better yields. The application of any kind of compost (rotten organib matter) 
loosens clayey or stiff soils and binds loose soils. The black soils of the Ceded districts 
are slow in permeability which can be increased by the application of compost. but due 
to lack of raw organic matter, such as leaf the amount of organic manure available is 
by no means sufficient for the lands under cultivation. The output of this manure can 
be increased by composting in every town the night soil and municipal rubbish as is 
done now in Proddattur and Hospst. l'his will aJso improve the sanitation of the town· 
·besides fetching better returns to the municipality. 

A smaJI experiment has been recently started at N andyal to study the effect of 
filling the soil cracks with groundnut husk. The results are encouraging but unfortu
nately, groundnut husk has got an economic value, in that it is being used as fuel for 
steam engines to run decorticators, oil mills, etc. If electricity is available to work 
the engines, much of the groundnut husk can be used for the above purpose, i.e., for 
filling up of cracks in black cotton soils. The addition of groundnut shells has been 
found out to add to the moisture liolding capacity of the soils. 

I strongly recommend that a good number of bund-formers may be purchased out 
of famine fund and kept in villages in the custody of village munsifs or panchayat boards. 
These will have to be lent to the ryots free of charge till the importance of this implement 
is fully reaJized in villages. If demonstration maistris can be employed for eachfirka 
in a talnk, which i. the necessary minimum sta.1l' required to push through our agricultural 
oactivities, the bund-formers can be entrusted to the departmentaJ man, i.e., the maistri. . . 

2. (6) Afforestation-Trees recommended for propagation.-Afiorestation is essential. 
As regards topes, all Ilncultivated wastes or porambokes may be grown with trees. 

High winds cause loss of soil by wind erosion. The velocity of the wind and the conse
quent loss of fine Boil can be lessened by planting trees as wind brakes. 

Tree-planting belts in the black soil areas, where the wllter table is low and the water 
not suited for tree growth, should be limited to. places adjacent to water courses. For 

.deep rooted vegetation in such localities; the following trees are recommended :-
Azadirachta indica (English) The margosa or nim tree. 
ACacia arabica (English) Babul tree. 
Zizyphm jujjuba (English) Indian jujuba or Ohinese date. 
Pr080pis spicigera (Telugu) Chani. 
Pro8opis juliflo,a. 
Glycicedia maculata. 
Euph orbia tiruculli (English) The milk hedge tree. 

In the! red soils of the Anantapur district, the planting of Pongamia glabara and aJso 
'Tamarindus indica is recommended. 

2. (j) (i) Large-lcale industry.-Two or three cotton mills can be conveniently opened 
ill the Ceded districts. Practically the whole of N ortherns and Westerns cotton from 
the Ceded districts is exported. It could be consumed locally if cotton mills are put 
up. There is enough money locally available in the district. 

2. r.t>.. (ii) Cottage indu.stries.-The Kurubhas in Bellary district have already taken 
to handspinning of wool and cumbly making. This industry may be given an impetus 
by giving better finish to the ·cumblies and. by the fotmation of co-operative societies for 
the purchasing of raw materials and marketing the finished products. 

Sufficient· propaganda by. the All-IndiA. Spinners' Association can be done for the 
introduction and expansion of hand spinning of cotton as cotton is available in plenty. 
Unfortunately,this cottage industry is gradually dying out in the Ceded districts instead 
of spreading perhaps due to the fset that the yarn or cloth made from hand-spun yarn 
is not easily marketable locally on account of the r.hea.pneBll of foreign (Japanese) yarn 

..,r clothes got from outside. . 
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Better use of paln?-yra t:ee (other than for toddy) for brush and jaggery making
may be made. There IS a big aloe plantatIon near Penukonda arid for want of export, ,; 
demand for aloe fibre, it has been much neglected. It is worth whil,e trying to create
demand for thisfib~ a~d extend aloe plantations for which there is a large ~rea available-, , 
in the Anantapur distnct. 

It is a.lso worth prospecting for manganese in Kurnool district where it is said to be 
available. 

,2. (g) U8~ of' spa1'keawate1' '.~I have no practical knowledge of the • electro cul- , 
ture.' Whether' sparked water,' even assnming that it stimulates or' energises the crop" 
gmwth, can increase or sustain the moisture contents of the soil at different period~and 
this is what is, required in this tract-is problematical. The Cotton Specialist has recently 
returned after a visit to the United Provinces to study the conditions obtaining there by 
adopting this method and his detailed report and suggestions for experiment in ,this 
province is a waited. _~ 

SECTION V. 

PosiibiUly' of p1'olliding famine "elief W01'ks of app1'eciable benefit. 
The s~g of deep wells on tank beds and con~tructions of ponds to provide water' 

for men and cattle may be provided for. Large scale anti-soil erosion works would be 
of benefit to the community if Government engage famine labour for these purposes. 

Gene1'al.~I have no practical knowledge of famine works, etc., and have not therefore-
attempted to answer the other questions. 

Oral evidence. 

Examin.d by Sri R. SURYA.UlIU.u<A RAO.: Q.-In 
your written evidence you say " the 8011 survey 
of the proposed command recently conducted by the 
Government Agricultural Chemist baa shown th!,t 
there is no r.ason 'to suppose that the. bl,ack. solIB 
are likely to react unfavourably to llTlgatlon.'J 
Do you mean dry or wet i~a.tion P 

A.-Any kind of irrigation. ' 
Q.-Do vou think that the points .reached,by the 

Agricultur&J. Chemist are d.finitely conclusive? 
A .-1 sbould like to verify them, but from the the

oretical point of view· they are correct. 
Q.-Even for wet cultivation you think the black

cotton soil will not deteriorate P 
.t.~I do'not think 00 and there is no evidence to 

tbet effect. 
Q.-In regard to the portions of Cuddapah and 

Anantapur diotricts which will not be benefited by 
this Tungabhadra project you think the remedy Ii .. 
in the construction of a J series of wells, tanks and 
opring channeIB. You a\so say that in years of 8C8n~y 
rainfeJl, however, tanks would be of little use and 
there will be sbortage of water in we11B and opring 
channeIB. In spite of this, do YOIl think it is worth 
keeping th.m in good order P , 

A.-In the esse of opring and river channeIB the 
acarcity for water is leas; the quantity of water. av~il
able in them depends upo-n the amount of diggIng 
done by the cultivators. But, it is a diff~rent matter 
in regard to wellB, because they depend largely on the 
deep Bub-ooil water and wh.ther it will b. a paying 
proposition or not, it is for investigation. 

Q.-You are in favour of the idea that a certain 
quantity of rainfall water should be conservedP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-But the question of the cost or return to the 

Itate need not alwaY! be a criterion in taking up 
of wch meaauree in view of unfavourable I6880ns P 

A.-I agree, hut at the same time I do not sea any 
reaaon why we should not also aim at the returns as 
well. ' 

Q.-Supposing there are two kinds of spring chan
nell, ODe from the river bed and the other from the 
river bank. You know the chann.l. dug from the 
river-bed. involve great deal of labour .and when 
freah81 come these are wiped out and made again. 
Don't you think that in the c&se of these river-bed 
channels the ryot should be Ihown BOrne concession in 
vi .... of the fact that he haa to keep th.m in good 
order' 

A..--':He beara a disproportionately heavy burden. 
In addition to water-rate the digging of cbannel in
.. olves one man'. lahour per day per acre throughout 
the aeuon except when the river is in 1Iootll. 

Q.-Youthink h. needs some co~iderationP 
A.-Yes, I do f.el that the water-rate i. too high 

if ille cost of digging a\so is taken into account. ~ 

Q.-You have some lands in tbis districtP 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-You make a distinCtion in the nature of the' 

water in the channe1B dug in the river-beds and thet 
on the river~bank. It is interesting. You say the 
river-bed channels contain Bome salt 'Which may be 
harmful to the land in course of time. Do you advo
cate the river-b.d or river-bank chann.IBP 

A.-That d.pends upon the nature of water. If' 
one can be done with as much convenience qs :the 
other, I would prefer spring channell from the river
bank, but in the river-bed you have the advantage
of water from the river itself. 

Q.-Do you think that in th .. landS und.r the 
KurnGol-Cuddapah canal, there is no likelihood of 
any wet cultivation P 
A.~You have the example at Nandyal where wet 

cultivation is practised on black soil without delet~ 
rioul effect. 

Q.-You say that the ryot in the Ced.d districts is 
averse to wet cultivationP WhyP Is it because that 
the foodcrop in this area is not paddy, or is it because 
of the labour involved and the capital invested P 

A.-I think it is more of psychology than eoono
mica. Reddis and Kammas prefer dry cultivation to 
paddy cultivation. As a rule you find that wherever· 
th.re is b1ack-soil the ROOdi. and Kammas are p .... 
sent .there and take only to dry cultivation because· 
it is paying to them. It i. the same case with Roddie 
in Tinn.velly, Ramnad, Madura and Coimbatore dis-
tricts also. . 

The CuAIB>L\N: Q.-What ... bout th .. wet cultiv .... 
tion in Kanekal P 

A.-,Yes, but wh.rever they get ch.ap water th .. 
tendency 19 to go in for wet cultivation. If greater 
labour is involved in wet cultivation, they would go. 
in for garden cultivation and not for paddy culti-
vation.. . 

Q.-Major portion of tb. land under spring chan
n.ls ie cultivated for paddy P 

A.-Yes. 
Diwan Babadur N.SWUON'TBA AYTAlI: Q.-Und ... 

the Kurnool·Cuddapah canal cheapness does not come 
in as hetween Kurnool and CUddapah P 

A.-It i8 the same. 
Q.-Then why is it that it i~ more extensively grown 

in Cl1ddapah than in KurnoolP In Cuddapah don't. 
you have h1"ok-soil at all P 

A.-In Cuddapab there are mixed soiIB. 
Sri R. SURY.NARAYAN' RAo: Q.-What is the re

sult of the e"Periments oonductOO at Siruguppa? 
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Do you think it is necessary to change the nature of 
cultivation or the nature of the crops to be produced 
under the Tungabhadra will give different r~ultsP 

A .-It is a djfficult question to answer for this 
reason; the existing crops are .pecially suited to par
ticular soil conditions. The crops grown under rain~ 
fed conditions may not respond satisfactorily under 
irrigated conditions; and for that purpose we have 
to carry, all tests and find out the suitable types of 
crop. 

Q.-Do you think th&t a rainled crop may Dot yield 
the same results if irrigated P 

A.-It might give the &ame yield but that ia not 
what we want under irrigation. 

Q.-So, you consider that till the results of the 
experiments conducted at Siruguppa are available, 
the present policy should not be cha.nged P 

A..-Certainly not. 
Q.-Iti view of this desire, you want that the Agri

cultural Research Station at Siruguppa should be a 
permanent station attached to the Tungabhadra pro
·edP 
l A.-I think so. 
~.-Are you in favour of rotation of crops by legis

latIOn or by propaganda made 88 a.. result of your 
experiments ? 

A .-1 am afraid that with my present knowle~e 
of irrigated crops under the Tungabhadra project,-X 
cannot tell you the kind of rotation required. LttJ!;ia.. 
lation is the last resort. I should like to try propa
ganda first. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAMINATIU. AYYAR: q.-Have 
you not heard of extensive irrigated crops m Coim~ 
hatore? 

A.-I know but in Coimbatore conditions are differ~ 
ent from those in Bellary district. 

Q.-Can you not draw any analogy from that and 
are the eoils 80 ve:cy materially different in both 
places? 

A.-What aPl!lies ~ one place cannot ~ applied 
to another (case) aD the same analogy, 

a.-But the methods of cultivation will be the same 
ana with that as your help can you not draw even 
by analogy P In Coimbatore diatrict, black-<lOtton 
soils Bore not irrigated l only lighter sods are irriga
ted and that too well :arri~ation II 

A.-In black-ooil, there ,. aa a rule only dry onlti-
vation. 

a.-What about the soil selected in Lower BhavaniP 
A.-There it is all very light soil. 
Q.-At KoogaiurP 
A.-There also soil ia very light. 
Q.-What about soil in GobichettipalaiyamP 
A.-I do not know. 

Q.-So, there is not much bf experience, anywhere 
about wet irrigation on bl&Ck~soil P 

A .-N 0, except in the Ceded districts. 

Q.-In the Ceded districts, have they got wet irri
gation under wells? . 

A..-Yes, there is but in the black-cotton soil tracts, 
there is no water as a rule in the wells j even suppo&-
ing there is water it is not suitable for irrigation. 

Q.-Under the Godavari they doP 
A.-Here also you have the example of K,anekal. 

The soil is heavy bla.ck--soil and the wet cultivation 
has been going OD for a number of years, but the only 
difficultf is that. if the soil is allowed to become dry, 
then it IS very difficult to grow rain-fed crops and you 
cannot keep the physical oondition of the Boil in pro-
per state. n you grow only irrigated crops there 18 
no fear, but you cannot alternate dry with irrigated 
crops, because soil becomes like brick after drying. 

a.-Do aU black-cotton soils behave like thatP 
A.-Not necessarily; the deterioration in the .

tura of Boil is due to the aaline nature of water. 

Q.-Even without much of irrigation they are 'P'Ow
-ing groundnut and at the end if they do Dot irrIgate 
it the" find it difficult to pull it outP 

A..~Yes, you have got examples of that even in 
Siruguppa where you have wet cultivation like sugar-
cane, plantain, paddy and you do not aee any enl 
effeots. 
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Sri R. SlJRYANABAYANA RAo: Q.~You think it d&
panda on the soil P 

A..-It depends on the water. 

Q.-Do you consider th .. t the Tung&bhadra water 
haa not got bad e1!ects P 

A .-N ot much. 

Q.-Would you suggest wet irrigation or dry irri
gation, or would you leave it to the ryot? 

A .-I would rather like garden cultivation as far 
as possible and for this purpose you require less quan~ 
tity of water than for paddy crop. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAlIIM'ATHA ,AyyAJr,: Q.
Labour for even ordinary cultivation is very proble
matic in this &rea? 

A.-But in regard to wet cultivation it is worse; 
wet cultiv~tioD has to be done mostly by human 
labour, garden cultivation can be done even by cattle_ 

Sri R. SUllYANABAYANA RAo: Q.-You would advo
cate ga.rden or wet cultivation P 

A.-Any cultivation, but certain lands would be 
Buited only for wet cultivation and in such places 
you have to go in only for wet cultivation. 

Q.-In preparing the scheme for Tungabhadra. 
would you advocate wet or dry cultivation P 

A.-Tqe Irrigation Department shonld be .. ble to 
say how much of the area is fit for paddy cultivation 
and how much for garden cultivation. 

Q.-You would favour compulsory levy of water~ 
rate for the Tungabhadra area. in order that the 
scheme may be beneficial P 

A.-Yes. 

Diwan Babadur N. SWA.XINATBA AYTAR: Q.-Are 
you sure that the demand for it is there owing to the 
poor ra.infall P 

.t.-The psychology of the black-aoil ryota ia 80m ... 
wh:at different from that of other ryota. He prefers 
domg oultivation but will a.ecept water for irrigation. 

Q ;-He is faoea with failurea 80 very often and 
rainfall was very ill-distributed and the chances are 
he would go in for it if water is available and if onl;t 
there is little ohan<le of levying it, we can easily in .. 
troduce compulsion there? 

4.-1 am quite in favour of- compulsion. I do not 
see why you should leave it to the option of the culti~ 
vator. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAo: Q.-You refer to the 
note of a retired Executive En~eer. Do you think 
there is scope for developing hydro-electrio power 
in . th~t Kurnool-Cuddapab canal in addition to 
lrrlgatmg wet crops P 

4.-1 do not see why it cannot be widened if that 
is possible. 

Q.-You know that every capital outlay that haa 
been incurred in respect -of the Kurnool-Cuddapah 
canal has not been very paying. Would you advocate 
that if these improvements a.re made. you can have 
compulsory levy in respect of the Kurnool-Cuddapah 
canalP 

4.-1 d-o not see why you should make an e:x:cep-o 
tiOD in the c&8e of the Kurnool.()uddapab canal. 

Q.-Are you aware that there is already a compul
sory levy by way of wet assessment under the Kurnool .. 
Cuddapa.h canal and a portion of the ayacut bas al .. 
ready been classified as wet- and they are being made 
to pay wet assessmentP 

.4..-1 believe BO. 

Q.-Wonld you like to make a distinction or wonld 
you like to convert the whole into a compulsory Jevy 
for dry and even in the case of wet ayacut P 

A..-I do not want to make any distinct-ion. 

Diwan Bo.hadur N. SWAlIDfATHA AYYAB-: Q.-Have 
you any direct e.xperienC8 of assessment- under ,the. 
Kurnbol.()uddapab caDal P 

A.-No. 
Q.-It was brought to my notice that there ..... 

several caaes of surreptitious assessment there P 
A.-May be 80. I h .. ve &lao heard to that e!foot. 

Sri R. SmtYANABAYANA RAo: Q.-The ditlicnlty 
seems to be there is limited supply and 80 the ryota 
do not advantage of the water and restrict their 
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cultivation to lands in the ayacut. At present no
body has power to compel them t:o cultiv~te any por
tion of the ayacut. Would you like to glve power 'to 
the Collector? 

A..-Provided there is no l!leape for sinking wells i 
if there is possibility of sinking wells, I think tank 
water can be very well supplemented.. Under spring 
channels in good years they cultivate paddy and in 
the second season they decide as to which pa.rticular 
crop or which particular area they should cultivate 
consistent with the quantity of water available. 

Diwan Bahadur N. SW.UUNATRA A.TTAR: a.-You 
have DO objection to give discretion to the Collector? 

A.-No. 

Q.-In regard to ploughing up the tank-bed. in 
the catchment area. You are against tank-bed culti
vation unless the tank haa been abandoned? 

A.-Yes. 

O.-If the tank i8 otherwise water-tij:ht? 
1.-1 have no objection. 

Sri R. SURYANABAYANA RAo: Q.-Wonld you advo
cate a kind of Boil survey with a view to find out the 
underground water resources? _ 

A.-I am afraid that is a very big question, i.e., 
& geological survey. I have Dot considered that pro
blem. 

Q.-That will give a data to proceed; in such a 
case would you advocate it p 

A.-c..rtainly. 

Q.-Will you 8ay that the holdings should be divid
ed in a particular way. Mr. VijayaraghavaD was 
tolling U8 that most of the divisIOns of land take 
place Dot in the Bame way one would like P 

A.-It will have to be done more by education and 
propaganda. 

Q:-You are in favour of Government purohasing 
a farge number of bund formers' and placing them 
at the disposal of the panchayata till the ryote get 
used to it? 

A.-That is what I have done this year. 1 have 
purchased a large number of them at the expense of 
the Government and placed them at the disposal of 
cultivators. 

Q .. -Being a native of the district you are inte
rested in all irrigation projects tending to promote 
the economic condition of the people? 

A .-c..rtainly, and more aa the Director of Agri-
cnlture. -

Q.-You are keen on the Tungabhadra proj ect be
cause that will help a great part of the famin&--Striken 
areaP 

A.-That is the only 8alvation for the Ceded dis-, 
tricts. 

Q.-If there are any obetaclos, you wonld not mind 
trymg your best to surmount them rather than aJlow 
the project to be abandoned. In this connexion you 
have the question of linguistic provinces.' If the Bel
lary district i. divided into two parts, then the head 
worke will be in one province and the distributory 
channels and the land to be irrigated will be in 
another province. Don't you think it will be a curious 
thingP . 

A.-certainly it will be a difficult 8ituation. 1 
think it is more for the Irrigation Department &8 to 
how they are going to manage the anicut and whe-
ther they are going to have separate ohannels for the 
two areas. But, unconditionally I would prefer the 
project and 1 do not care for the lingnistio provinoes. 

Q.-Is it because that it will require a large out
lay of capital and the difficulty ahout the allocation 
of the capital cost and mainten.anoe charges and above 
all a amaH Kanarese province will not have the Deces
eary ...... te to bear its portion of the cost P 

A.-I think the recent speech made by the Hon. 
Mr. Lathe of Bombay should .. rve B8 an eye-dpener 
to the people of Ceded di8triots. He does not plead· 
for a aeparate Kanareae province in view of the finan
cial question. 1 think the Ceded distriots should have 
the oupport of the Circara as well 88 t.he Tamil dis
tricts. I do not 8ee why it .hould forego the help of 
the Tamil districts when they have not refused their 
help and al80 ore_ unneoe888ry difficulties by form
ina: a serparate Kanarese province. 

Exa.mined by Sri H. SITARA .... REDDI: Q.-You 
say in your written answer H Crops in the Ceded 
districts are almost entirely dependent on ra.infall 
a.nd are bound to fail if the precipitation is insufficient 
or unevenly distributed." If the precipitation is 
insufficient or unevenly distributed, could tha.t he 
prevented by a.fforestation? 

A..-Where will you ha.ve afforestation? 

Q .-By rearing forests in those tracts where they 
once existed? Would that afforestation prevent un .. 
~ven d~stribution of rainfall Or precipitation being 
InsuffiClent? 

4.-1 am not sure. 

Q.-You say, H Loss of rain water by surface run 
off ma.y be curtained by means of bunding, by the 
additlon of humus and other dry farming methods." 
What is thi8 humus? 

A.-It means rotten organic matter j it may be 
leaf or animal plB;nt refuse. 

Q.-You say, u two or three cotton mills can be 
conveniently opened in the Ceded districts. Practi
cally the whole of Northerns and Westerns cotton 
from the Ceded districts is exported; it could be con .. 
sumed locally if cotton mills are put up; There is 
enough money locally available in the district." What 
will be the maximum count that can be spun out of 
this cotton?· _, 

A .. -~agari I cotton can spin up' to 80 counts, 
ordmarily the southerns and the westerns can spin up 
to 25 counte. 

Q.-So may 1 take it that there ~ll be no neoes
sity for importing foreign cotton? 

A.-H you want better cotton you will have cam .. 
bodia cotton from Coimbatore tract. But if cultivators 
are encouraged to grow B-1, you can conveniently spin. 
counts up to 30. 

Q.-I8 that count largely used by handloom Wea
vers? 

A.-I am not sure. 

Q.-L it your experience that the handloom wea .. 
vers do not 'use finer counts than that? 

A..-I have not got much experience in that line. 

Q.-If these mills are to be opened, could you sug
gest possible pla.ces of location, considering the quan
tity of cotton available and other facilities? 

A.-One can be established easily in the neighbour
hood of the banks at Hagari~ where there is plenty of 
water available, as water-supply is one of the prime 
factors or at Ad6ni; a second one can be established 
at Tadpatri; and a third at N al)dyal. 

Q.-Do you think there will be sufficient capital 
forthcoming from these districts to start mills, or 
would you 8Uggest that the State should oome in with 
a substantial portion of the share capital?-

A.-I think the State should come forward with 
help. 

Q.-What amount wonld you recommend? 
A.-About half the amount. 

Q.-In whom would you vest the management? 
A.-I would suggest that Government should have 

one or more representatives on the directorate; there 
need not be complete State control. 

a.-You have come across a lot of thangedu bark? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.--Can it be cultivated on poramhokes for use in 
tanning purposes? 

A.-There are other trees and chemicals which can 
be used for tanning purposes and so I do not think 
the growing of thangedu is a paying proposition. 
So far the Agricultural Department have not tried. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAO: Q.-Wonld you advo
cate cultivation of thangedu as a large quantity of 
it is brought from Mysore Province? 

A .-It was onoe brought but 1 don't know whether 
it is being done now. Perhaps. in tracts where other 
crops cannot be cultivated this can be grown. A.nd 
alBo near Penukonda they have got an extensive plan
tation of aloe, which for want of financial aid ia 
Buffering. 

0.-80, ~ou 8ay State-aid i8 necessaryP 
A.-I thlDk 80 . 
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Examined by Sri K. KOTI REDD': Q.-May I take 
it that as Director of Agriculture you advocate the 
use of other sources of development of irrigational 
facilities in the district P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You have suggested that in tank-beds wells may 

bo dug to supplement sources of supply? 
A.-Yeo. 
Q.-As a matter of f&ct it is your experience tha.t 

where wells could Dot be dug by ryots you advocate 
State undertaking itP 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-You have also suggested that old tanks may be 

repaired and the construction of new ones may be 
taken up 80 that in times of good rainfall, all the 
moisture can be conservedP _ 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-With regard to the TUIigabhadra proj~~t you 

have no doubt with .:regard to the adaptabilIty of 
the black-cotton soil to wet cultivation if necessary P 

A.-I have no doubt. 
Q.-You are also for placing no restriction -on dry 

cultivation P 
A.-With regard to paddy cultivation and sugarcane 

cultivation there must be restriction. With regard 
to other crops to be cultivated by irrigation there 
should be no restriotion. Because sugarcane requires 
water all the year round. I do not know if the Irriga
tion Department can give water throughout the year, 
a.nd should they be able to do so, then there will be 
no difficulty. ' 

Diwan Booadur N. SWAlIINATBA AYTAB: Q.-;-Yes, 
the whole difficulty is with regard to the supply of 
water througho-ut the year? 

A.-If the water is ava.ilable I have no objection 
at all. Even in blaek-soQs there are pa.tches suitable 
for wet cultivation only and the yield per &ere of 
padd3" is three or four times the yield you have of 
cholam. So though paddy consumes 8 large amount 
of water, the yield is certainly three or four times 
greater thaD the yield of other crops. One acre of 
land cultivated with paddy yields about 1,000 Madras 
measures; but if you sow that land with cholam the 
yield will be about 300 meaaur88. All this depends 
upon the soil and the cultivator. In my own village, 
the cultivators are practically experts; probably no 
one can beat them in cultivation and the yield is 
50 per cent more than that m the surrounding 
villn.gea. A good cultivator produces 480 Madras 
measures per acre which is unheard of in other areas. 

Q.-Where labour conditions allow, and where the 
soil condition is very suitable, ;vou don't mean to 
put obstacles in red-soil areas m the way of wet 
cultivation P 

A..-If it is a small area, I don't object; but if the 
area is large, I don't see why dry crops should not be 
grown. Perhaps you may know all the wealth of 
Coimbatore is due to the cultivation of cambodia 
cotton j Bnd similarly why not cultivate dry crops in 
these areas. In passing I may also mention this. 
If you look into the Census Report of 1910, you will 
find a small pa.ssage, which shows the extent to which 
the Reddis of Ceded districts are attached to black
Boils and dry cultivation. It is said that once upon a 
time there was an invitation fdr a Reddi from 
Heaven. The Reddi inquired what all things there 
were in Heaven, but on hearing there was no black
cotton Boil there, he politely refused the invitation. 
But that represents the love of the Reddis to the 
blaok-cotton soil and they emigratE-I' if they do at all, 
only for tl)e Bake of black-soil. I think he i. the 
best; authority on bla.ck-cotton soil. 

O.-But cannot the ryot be trusted to make the 
beat use of the water in cultivation p. 

A.-1 have already .t.ted that. 

'Mr. AnnUL RAWOOF: Is not Tungabhadra project 
designed for dry cultivation? 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: Y 98. 

Sri K. KOTI RsnDI: Perhaps you know Government 
refuse to undertake new schemes if they do not get 
.. return of 8 per cent interest on the capital 
invested. In suC'h oases, suppose the projeot ill to be 
carried out, surely it will yield a return greater than 
befol'6. And this additional yield is new wealth to 
the \':ountry. So don't you think on this score such 

" 

unremunerative scbemes-I say, unremunerative from 
the Government point of view-should be pushed 
through? 

Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHINATHA AYTAB: Q.-But 
are you not asking this concession at the expense 
of other parts of the province P 

A.-As the Director of Agriculture I would advo
cate any scheme which would result in a higher yield 
consistent with the capital invested. 

Q.-Are you for adopting compUlsion even in the 
initial stage, that is, not even giving the ryot the 
option of taking or not taking water at the very 
commencement of the project; as you may know, this 
was done in the Nellor:.e district and in the Cuddapah.
Kurnool canal project? 

A.-I am in favour of compulsion even in the initial 
stage. 

Q.-Could you suggeet any method by which the 
fodder resources- in these famine areas can be im .. 
provedP _ 

A.-Restrict the area under cotton and grouDdnut, 
so that chola.m can be grown a larger area~ In Ral' am
pet taluk vagai trees supply fodder for the ca.tt e. 

Q.-Supposing you insist on such plantation? 
A.-8o fa.r as I know, the Reve!lue Department have 

been collecting data with regard to that question. 
They asked me for a list of trees which can, be used 
as fodder in times of famine; I think the Revenue 
Department is quite alive to this problem. The leaves 
of some of the trees can be used as famine fodder, if 
they are not good fodder. Some time back I tried 
prickly-pear as famine fodder. Cattle took to it easily 
but the difficulty was to remove spines. Nowada.ys 
we do not come across l?riek1YRpear at all. 

Q.-With regard to the improvement of the econo
mic position of the ryot, do you suggest afforestation 
on the ryot's land should be encouraged, that is. on 
waste lands P 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-In Anantapur district you have got deep graR 

velly soil; why not induce the ryots to gl'OW some of 
these trees? 

A.-Provided trees grow!' this caD De done; I do 
not know what trees can be grown there, as everything 
depends on the soil a.nd the moisture. Provided you 
create a demand for fibre, in Penukonda you can 
grow aloe. Cashewnut requires sandy soil and fair 
amount of rainfall so it cannot flourish there; mar
gosa trees do not come up, as underneath earth there 
is a big rocky soil. Only babul trees can grow. 

Q.-So you suggest experiments can be carried out? 
A.-Certainly. 
Q.-You also suggest growing of trees for the pre--

vention of erosion of soil? 
A .-1 would recommend them as avenue trees. 
Q.-Would you make it compulsory on each ryot? 
A.-No. 'Babul trees send their roots very far 

off on the surface and interfere with crops. They 
can be grown on waste lands. Kanuga trees would 
be useful to break the wind. For poor gravelly soil 
babul tree alone is good. 

Q.-Would you, ... the head of the Department of 
Agriculture agree with me, if I suggest that the Agri
cultural Department will be in much better position 
to give 8 correct idea of the crop outtum which will 

. be necessary to judge whether famine has occurred 
or not, which is now prepared by the Revenue Depart.
ment? 

A.-We cannot do that with our present staff; we 
can give only the condition of the crop to a certain 
extent. 

Q.-When the rains fail, you have to judge what 
the yield is; whether it is two annas crop, or three 
aunaa crop or eight annas crop? 

A.-I think we will be in a better position to say 
that; but I don't know wh§ther the present staff is 
enough; as such work means our staff has to go from 
village to village. 

Q.-You know ordinarily biack-co:tton soil is more 
suitable for dry oultivation. I suppose it is alao 
your experience that under certain conditions black
cotton soil does not require very much water; for if 
there is too much water, the crop will fail. Under 
the Cuddapah.Kurnool canal that was the experience. 
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So to avoid that do you suggest shower irrigation, 
by which you c~ have just the water necessary 60 

that water is not wasted? ... 
A..-May I know where thiS practlce IS m vogueP 
Q.-In America, in England l}ud in Californ~a. 

Will not that be .. solution for the black-cotton soil? 
A.-If you say it as &tl ideal, it is all right i h~t 

from the practical point of view I don't accept ~t 
under our present economic oonditi0t;L. I ,don't sa.., It 
is impoBsible, but from the econonuc POInt of VIew, 
I cannot advocate it. 

Q.-With regBrd to large-scale industries you have 
suggested the starting of spinning mills. Cannot we 
start the manufacture of paints from barytes P, 

A..-I had this in mind when I sent my ~ltten 
reply; but I fear there is no great demand for It. 

Q.-I now come to the bund-forming instrument. 
In order to bring home to the ryot the k.now ledge 
gained b;r the Agricultural Department, I think there 
is a. feeling that e~ough has not b~n ~one. Do you 
require more staff In the form of mS.lStns P 

A.-I have sent up to Government a. prop~sal ~o 
give a maistri for each Arka, and the matter 18 still 
under the consideration' of the Government. If they 
accept my proposal there WIU be no difficulty. 

Examined by Diwan Bahadur N. SWAHINATliA 
ATYAB.: Q.-'-We want to know roughly what crops a~e 
likely to be favoured by the ryots to grow in their 
fields 80 as to enable us to fix the irrigation demand? 
Can you suggest something? . 

A.-I would leave it to the future. If yO)! op,,!,ify 
the period of supply of water, the ryot WIll adjust 
himself. 

Examined by Mr. L. B. GREEN: Q.-In your 
written answer you point out that water from wells 
in black-cotton soil area i& generally unsuitable ~or 
irrigation Jlnd ~ou proceed. to 8Ugg~ that to Im
prove the situation deep boring extendlllg to So depth 
of 600 feet and more should be done. Are you aware 
of Bny place where such 8 thinp; has been done? 

A.-There is one in Cuddapah. 
Q.-N 0 I mean in Bell .. ry and Anantapur? 
A.-I suggested a few minutes back if a geological 

survey is going to be undertaken this question need 
not be taken up now. 

Q.-Do you think it is re .. onable for the State to 
take up that task and be ... the cost too? 

A.-V ... 
Ijl.--supposing the ryot is unable t~ take water for 

irrlgation purpoaes. Do you thmk It will be econo
mical to the ryot to pump water from out of these 
~p . 

A.-I am afraid I have not much experience of thiS. 
When I made the suggestion I had the -w:e1l a~ Cud
dapah in view. If you ~ave 'ch~ap e1~tnC1ty It can 
possibly be done; kavalal or engme Wlll be costly. 
Q.-Perh~ps a few experiments will show the 

possibility of its use? 
A.-Y ... 
Q.-Do you know the present area under sugar

cane cultivation in HospetP 
A.-About 7,000 acres; the present factory is oopable 

of oonsuming about 2,000 a~r~; ~nd there~ore ,the 
remaining area has to be util.zed m producmg lag-
gory. . 

a.-We have already sufficient sugar prod~ctIonP 
A . .-But you are not producing any thmg more 

than what this Presidency requires. 
Q.-You suggest in another part of your written 

answer that jaggery makin~ from p~yra ahoul.d. be 
extended. Then we will be m a very d.fficult pos.tlon 
in regard to augar P 

A.-So far aa palmyra jt\ggery is concerned, I do 
not. think there will be &I1Y mark(>Jt for it; and so 
the only thing possible is to convert it into sugar. 

Q.-Aa regards cumbli weaving industry, you sug-
geRt tb(\ forming of C()o.()perative societies? .~ 

A.-Y'" 
Q.-We \v>ve already started two sooieties and we 

are perfectly willing to start more;_but the diffioulty .. 
i. in regard to the supply of wool. Lack of prog ..... 
in the cumbli weaving industry ill due ~ the lack of 
adequate pasturing fadlities. Can you suggest &By 
scheme in this behalf P 

A.-There are a. number of waste landa available, 
and At preaont grazing is done very indiscriminately. 

If indiscriminate grazing is restrIcted and if you 
encourage grazing by compartment system, probably 
grazing facilities would greatly improve. Under the 
present system the~ is no possibility. .Much depends. 
on how you are gomg to arrange grazmg. 

Q.-With regard to paper-making can you get the 
necessary raw material in these parte P 

A.-There is the botha grass. 
Q.-Is it available in la.rge quantities? 
A.-It i. available on the hills. 
Examined by Mr. DOWLEY (Chairman): Q.-With 

your expert knowledge of the Ceded districts and 
th.e bl~ck-cott.on soil would you now arlvise the 
Government to go ahead with the Tungabhadra pro
ject before you finish the experiment at Siruguppa 
and are you satisfied that the scheme will be success
ful? 

A.--80 far as I kno~ of the conditions here and 80 
far as I have stndied from the soil survey, I have no 
hesitation in recommending it. 

Q.-In addition to Tnngabh~dra project,. other 
smaller projects are suggested m areas outsIde the 
area that wlll be affected by the main Tungabhadra 
. project. If these projects are carried out would you 
restrict irrigation on these smaller projects, to Bay, 
dry roops and garden crops that you suggest on 
the Tungabhadra. Vou won't suggest paddy? 

A.-I would give preference to the dry and gBrden 
crops. 

Q.-In your written evidence ¥ou ~ave stated 
u n this water happens to be cha.rged wlth harmful 
salta as in the case of the Hagari and Pennar rivers, 
in addition to the soils being already "alkaline) the 
soils become gradually deteriorated unless very good 
care is taken of them!' Is it your experience that 
water in Hagari is not suitable for agrIcultural pur
poses? 

A.-The water may be suitable for the present hut 
it is harmful and in course of time the soil becomes 
alkaline. The cultivator will have to be very careful 
in raising good crops with such water. 

Q.-If the canal water is stored up in reservoirs 
will it be good for agricultural pUTpOBeB? 

A.-It will be the same whether it is stored or 
applied direct. 

Q.-Do you suggest that for administrative purposes 
the whole of the Tungabhadra area must be in ODe 

Government P 
A_-Yes. It is better. 
Q .-In your written evidence you have said tha.t 

some suggestion has been made by ODe Engineer 
rega.ruing hydro-electric power from Kurnool-Cudda
pah canal. Do you know anything about that? 

4.-1 am afraid 1 have not seen that and hence I 
cannot say anything about that. 

Sri KALLUl!. BUDDA RAO: Q.-Vou have stated that 
plougbing up of tank-b.eds, cultivation, etc., should 
be stopped. But some tank-beds are gtven on patta. 
in Anantapur district P 

A.-That meaDS there is no more water in it, and 
when there is no water they are good for cultivation. 
If the sub-soil is impervious no harm is done if 
crops are raised ,vhen the lands go dry. If it is 
pervious it allows the water to sink and thus wasted. 

Q.-In some taluks; i.e., Madakasira, Penukonda 
and Hindupnr~ there are good springs in the ayacut. 
Do you think It is preferable to allow people to have 
springs in tank-beds and allow them to cultivate? 

.4.-1 think it can be done if proper arrangements 
Bra made. 

Q.-You mentioned that groundnut husk can be 
used for filling up of cracks in black-cotton soils. 
Do ::you thi,lk this can be used as manure? 

A.-It servas as an agent to conserve moisture and 
ultimately it decays and becomes manurs. 

Mr. ,ABDUL RAWOOF: Q.-Till it decays is there 
no del""t.erious effect on the soil P 

A..-No. 
Sri KALLUR SUDllA RAO: Q.-With reference to your 

evidence regarding hand-splnning, do you mean that 
in the agricultllrRtl area where there is no work for a 
number of days hand-spinninJE may be encouraged. by 
Government and treated as a subsidiary occupation? 

A..-There can be no objection to the suggestion. 
Hand-spinning is an age--long occupation in the Oeded 
districts. 
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ABDUL RAwooJ' SAHIB Bahadur: Q.-You are 
aware that the Ceded districts are ~ing subject to 
frequent and recurring famine. In view of this, 
would you urge the Tunga.bhadra project hein~ t.aken 
up even t.hough it is not productive but 18 only 
proteative II 

Q.-You 8ay that the high cap'ital cost of the 
Kurnool-Cuddapah canal is probably the cause or ita. 
failure. I think this analogy cannot be applied to 
the Tungabbadra project. i" 

A.-I would rather like to see it made productive 
if it can be done. 

A.-No. The Kurnool..cuddapah canal was mainly 
designed as a navigation canal and also for irrigation. 
So, that analogy cannot be applied to Tungabhadra. 
p.[oject as it is protective. 

Q.-As you have stated, we have got large areas· 
a.-Bow is bunding going to be of any use in the under irrigation from the Tungabhadra water both in 

Coded districts where the rainfall is scantyP the Nizam's State and Siruguppa and other places. 
A.-The bunding is meant to preserve the scanty is the experience gained more than enough to start 

rainfall in the soil, instead of allowing it to run off. this project P 
Bunding also prevents the fine Boil from passing down A.-Yes. That experience is enough. I have-
which serves B8 • manure. already stated 80. 

The examination of Sri;M. BHIMASENA RAo,· President, Bella.ry Andhra. Pistrict 
Congress Committee, Adoni, was then taken up. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION 1. 

1. I beg to suggest the following measures for the prevention or mitigation of famine 
especially in Ceded districts and they are all practicabLe and there is nothing impossible 
for a really popular Government:-

(al Prohibition of aU intoxicating liquors "and drugs immediately in the Ceded 
districts. . 

(b) Reduction of land revenue by clean 50 per cent on the cultivated dry and wet 
areas 'of these districts. . 

(e) The collection of land r.evenue in money is highly detrimental. The ryot shall 
be given the option of payin~ the land revenue either in money or contribute 
a fixed share of the yield in kmd. To obtain the necessary funds for paying the 
land revenue in coin the ryot is obliged to shoulder the loss consequent on sale at 
low price in an already overstocked market and often is forced to borrow. This 
method of payment leads to gr.eat hardship on the peasants and to his. chronic 
indebtedness to the usurer. There is no minimum of subsistence allowed for, and 
very often the tax falls below the efficiency lines and becomes cumulative in its
poverty production. The whole of peasant indebtedness originally came from 
the necessity imposed of finding coin to pay the land tax. 

(d) Prohibition of .exports of all grains, cereals and pulses and fodder from these 
districts should be enforced.· Even a protecting tax in a part of a country 
exporting raw milterials and importing manufactured goods on a large scale is 
one of the constructive ways of meeting famine. Though it may effect land 
revenue fall in cultivation but lakhs of poor people who go hardly with square 
meal will have more food-grains available than at present. 

ee) Reduction of railway freight on food-grains and fodder by 50 per cent imported' 
into these districts. -

(fJ Free grazing of cattle and removal of dead wood for cooking and other purposes 
from the Government and panchayat forest areas must be allowed to the village 
ryot. The leaves of the trees for manure purposes from the forest area are 
supplied free. 

(g) The burning of dung cakes on a huge scale for cooking purposes, mdtead of 
the same being put ·into the land, must be stopped.· This can be done only if 
the ryot freely gets the jungle wood for cooking purposes. . 

(h) Free manufacture of salt and saltpetre in these districts and sale of the same 
without any sort of restriction regarding quantity manufactured, place of sale, 
price or any duty. In the year 1873 this district alone had 3,553 salt beds and 
manufactured local maunds 206,230. Salt can be manufactured in all these 
districts employing thousands of UppaT families. 

(.) ;Multiple C<H>perative societies doing both the credit and non-credit work 
on a Swiss mod.el must be established in all these districts with central sales 
and purchase depots in the nearest market places with good railway com
munications and good business houses. 'rhe faCilities must be so complete 
that the daily produce of a ryot's milk or a weekly produce of butt.er must be 
delivered into the local co-operative society and tlie credits in the &<,coun' 
secured. 

(]) Village road communications and transport facilities must be. complete. All 
the villages are to be connected with roads and all vankas and vagus &llII to 
be bridged. 
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(k) The unholy combines or pools by capitalists of their pressing and ginning 
factories in all these districts fixing a rate much higher than nec.essary and 
thus depriving the ryot of the cost of his produce by about Rs. 10 per Bombay 
candy must be ruthlessly put down. Taking the interests of both the ryot 
and the capitalist into consideration it is desirab1e that the pressing rate per 
bale of 400 lb. and the ginning rate per naga of local 12 maunds of 1,008 
tolas lint per maund be fixed at Rs. 3 (three rupees) and Ea. 4 (rupees four 
only) respectively. 

(l) A drastic reduction in the sowings of cotton and groundnnts in these districts 
and a-corresponding increase in the sowings of food-grains and pulses are to 
be done by an Act, paying special heed to the rotation of crops yearly. Thll 
continuous raising of groundnut crop year after year in these black-soil areas 
has terribly taken away the creative faculty from the land so much so that 
neither cotton nor cholam plant sprouts now when sown. 

(m) Cattle slaughter must be reduced. The licenc.e fees are to be raised and 
only professional butchers must be granted licences. Prevention of milch 
cattle from being slaughtered is absolutely necessary. 

Irrigation, major. 

2. (a) (i) In connexion with the Tungabhadra Project, I had submitted a memo
randum in the middle of December 1937 to the Hon'ble Mr. Yakub Hasan, Minister 
for Public Works, with a copy to the Hon'ble M;r. T. Prakasam, M;inister for 
Revenue, and the Collector of B.ellary. A copy of the same is herein. enclosed for 
-your perusal.' The results of the Tungabhadra Project, if its water is taken through 
~he taluks of Bellary, A1ur and Kumool and the ryots' were left to grow what crops 
they liked, similar results of Cuddapah-Kurnool Canal Project would follow if not worse. 
I had the fortune- of following the Hon'ble Mr. -Yakub Hasan in his Bellary district 
tour in connexion with the proposed Tungabhadra Project, and I was able to get the 
first-hand knowledg.e of the different -aspects of the scheme. When we visited the 
experimental farm at Sirnguppa, M;r. Ayyar, the Soil Expert, explained in a lucid form 
the activities of the department and the experiments so far done regarding the soil 
-and definitely affirmed that the black-cotton soil of these districts is quite fit for 
thick irrigation, because unlike the black-cotton soil under Nira Valley Project in 
Bombay Presidency the subsoil hard surface of black-cotton soil under Tungabhadra 
is of granite origin and does not produce alkalinity. I entirely differ from this view 
-as the facts and the opinion of the ryots are otherwise. Generally by nature gigantic 
schemes like Sukkuf' Barrage, Sutlei Irrigation Pf'oject, Mettur PToject, and Nizam 
Sagar Project costing crores of rupees' can help only a very small percentage o[ 
.agricultural holdings. It is impossible to conceive of irrigation dams in. every village, 
but every village in this part of India has thousands of acres of agricultural land which 
surely need some relief. Similarly the proposed project of Tungabhadra touches only 
a fraction of cultivable land in th.ese districts, and most of the land under this project 
is pure bla.ck-cotton soil which is unfit for thick irrigation due to its alkaline nature. 
The scheme proposes to irrigate 51 per cent black soil in Adoni taluk, 70 per cent in 
Alur and 61 per cent in Bellary. Almost the whole area of black-cotton subsoil is 
~f granite origin with plenty of salt in it. The subsoil granite is of three kinds, white, 
white and red mixed and green, the latter two kinds preponderating .. The water got 
from the. first kind is fit for drinking and irrigation and the latter two kinds always 
give very brackish and bitter water. The very fact that ail the wells dug in the black 
soil was invariably given only brackish water and salt on a colossal scale can be manu
factured in the vankas and vagus of black-cotton soil, is proof positive that this soil 
when comes under thick irrigation produces alkalinity, which kills the producibility 
onc.e for all. Subsequently the land will be unfit to raise again dry crops like cotton 
.and white cholam. To verify the fact it is necessary to know the process how earth 
salt in these areas is produced. The salt matter from the sub-soil granite comes up 
to the surface of the land gradually like l!. spring from an artesian weIl as is found at 
Pondicherry. Of course the water there comes up always but salt matter comes up 
here periodically in the rainy season. The process begins wh.en the rains start and 
stops when they cease. The greater the rainfall in a year . the gz:eater is the accumu
lation ·of salt matter on the surface of the land. Before rams begm the surface of the 
land in vankas and vagus will be hard and when the rains cease in December the same 
'surface will he verv nice and smooth indicating the presence of salt earth. One will 
also find white patChes scattered everywhere. It is from this sort of earth that salt is 
manufactured in our parts. It is elear that the subsoil of a vanka or vagu where salt 
-earth is procured is the same as the subsoil of the surronnding black-cotton ar~as. 
-which are to be brought under thick irrigation. Running of flood water year after 
:yeBr in the vankas where salt earth is accumulated is identical with irrigating the 
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surrounding black cotton soil area with the waters of the Tungabhadra. When alkalinity 
is produced in the canal surface of the vankas naturally the result shall not be different 
in the irrigated black cotton soil areas. Generally in good black cotton soil fields when 
there is a rainfall of about four inches alkalinity is formed and one can easily see the 
white patches formed on the surface. The salt contents of our sub-soil is much greater 
than any other soil 'under other projects. Government is already confronted now with 
·the poor nature of the soil under Mettur Project and has to fac.e the Chowdu problem 
that has arisen unexpectedly after six years of irrigation. They are trying to introLluCll 
",ystems of judicious manuring and improved methods of drainage. In Chowdu the 
.salt-petre content is very small and it is found only on the surface. In our black cotion 
areas the salt proportion is much more and in consequence plants will not thrive. The 
net tesnlt is that the people living in pure black cotton villa.g.es do not irrigate their 
lands as they are not paying to them but in years of .aeficient rainfall they will use the water 
-once or twice for their ordinary dry crops, of course paying the excess rent charged 
-over their usual one .. In the black cotton tracts the option of irrigating their land must 
be entirely left to themselves without any restriction. If it is paying, they do irrigate, 
if not, they do not. They know it is not paying and they do not want to irrigate. In 
.all red loamy, red, and mixed soil areas of all taluks and villages wherever they are, 
people flock and shall be most anxious to cnltivate, as they are the most suitable soil 
for thick irrigation. Such small areas of red and mixed soil will be found even in black 
soil villages. The suitabll:> red and mixed tracts can be very well acquired by the 
Government and sold or given away to maximum people in small and convenient lots. 
If this project materializes it will not prevent or mitigate the famine in all parts now 
liable to famine unless the project is also exploited to the maximum extent in reviving 
.all the eottage industries and sinking extensively wherever possible bore wells for 
irrigation purposes. 

(ii) As regards the suggestion to make the, project more usefnl than it can be as 
.at present designed, I beg to state that electricity can be generated through hydro
-electric sci;).emes and cheap power supplied to these districts, so that all the cottage 
industries can .be revived and worked by power, deep bore wells for irrigation purposes 
.can be sunk and worked by electricity and the power can also be utilized for domestic 
consumption and large scale industries, if 'at all they are undertaken. If the scheme 
for generating electricity is not immediately followed and utilized agriculturally and 
industrially the Tungabhadra project will be a failure. All the local cottage industries 
must be revived and the driving power in future must be not hand but cheap power. 
The revival and running of all cottage industries by cheap power in future will cer
tainly solve the knotty problem of capitalism and communism. It will avoid the 
mammoth factorization and its evils and will also keep intact individual initiative, 
creation and finally expression of personality. It will keep the industrialist in his 
home and it will increase his daily wage, as his daily output will be greater giving 'him 
more of purchasing and resisting power.' " 

The project must also provide full scope for inter-navigation. The canals must be 
.aug Bufficiently wide and convenient for the purpose. This will give a great stimulus 
lor the revival of country craft and absorbs many unemployed. Lot of money on railway 
freight will be saved. Generally the freight on railway is ten times greater than a ' 
country boat. If speed is necessary in the transport' steam boats can be introduced. 

(iii) With regard to the suggestion for other major and protective works which 
are practicable from an engineering point of view, I beg to state that any irrigatIOn 
project must be 80 combined system of storage and direct irrigation, if it is not, most 
of the villages in the famine areas will be deprived of the benefit of the project. It 
has been the .established policy of the past rnlers to sink wells and construct tanks 
and dig channels for irrigation purposes. There were thousands of tanks constructed 
before. Many of them are no more and some are in disuse now. A survey of the old 
tauks in these districts must be made and found out which viUa.g.e had a tank which was 
actually irrigating the land in days gone by. If there had been irrigation under a tank 
in olden times, means, the soil under it is fit for irrigation. No further soil experiment 
is necessary. All these tanks must be reconstructed and Tungabhadra water is stored 
in them for irrigation purposes. New tanks in all convenient centres must he 
constructed and water stored in them. A special survey for this purpose is also necessary. 
In case a net work of old and new tanks construoted, rural water-supplv prohl"m also 
is solved. -

Minor irrigation and wells. 

9. (b) It is a fact that the number of the sources of minor irrigation channels and 
wells and the area irrigated by them are decreasing. This subject can he treated under 
two headings: Minor irrigation channels fed by rivers like Chilli Hagari, Pedda. Hagari 
and Pennar and wells. 
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Channels led by above "vers.-Most of the channels in our district under minOl" 
irrigation are fed by non-perennial rivers like Chinna and Pedda Hagari and Pennar. 
Most of these channels directly irrigate the land in many villages and some are diverted 
into tanks like Kanaku! in Rayadrug taluk and Yallanur tank in Tadpatri taluk of 
Anantapur district. Except during floods these rivers generally are dry. Tile full 
supply of water to the tanks through channels and direct irrigation of land by other 
channela depend entirely upon the quantitative and intensive nature of the floods in 
the rivers and the amount of moisture retained in the rivers, respectively, which in 
turn depend upon the amount of rainfall at the source and its adjoining area right through 
the course of the rivers. During the last decade the average rainfall has decreased and 
in the same ratio the supply of water is also decreased causing a fall in the irrigated 
land. 

WeUa.-(i) The fall in the average rainfall is the !lhief cause for the decrease 
in the area irrigated by the aid of wells. So far I know there are 1,000 wells in the 
Rayadrug firka of Rayadrug taluk and 500 weIls in Kosigi firks of Adoni taluk irrigating 
few acres of land under each well. The level of the water has gone down in every w.ell 
due to deficient rainfall this year and the ryot gets comparatively less wat.er with more 
labour. I find mostly all the irrigating wells in the red soil area of the district. 

(ii) Before I suggest measures to effectively prevent deterioration of these sources 
and preventing the silting up of the minor irrigation works, it is in fitness of things 
that 1 describe the present condition of the Kanakal tank in Rayadrug taluk. Kanakar 
is a major village and has a tank named Chikkanno. Wadier tank fed by Hagari river
by a channel. Two thousand acres are under the tank. The nature of the soil through 
which the channel passes into the tank and the irrigated land under the tank is Gummy 
Black Soil, of course, it is nDt our pure black cotton soil of Alur or Bellary. 1'wo crops 
require six months water in the tank. Formerly they were getting full supply of 

. water sufficient for two crops. Now the tank is silted up 'probably due to the wash in 
of gummy black earth by the waters of the channel all these decades and it cannot 
hold more than three months' water, which is just sufficient for one singt.e crop. The 
waters in this tank used to irrigate the land in twenty villages within a radius of five 
miles. Now the story is different. People of the locality made representations J;o me 
to have the silt in the tank removed during the famine works, so that the tank may 
hold more water than what it is now. I do not think it is possible and wise to do so, 
because due to accumulation of silt in the tank the height of the tank tinderwar is 
raised from its original level and in exactly the same proportion the level of the outside 
irrigated land is simultaneously raised. Under these circumstances if the silt und.er 
the tank is removed. which is impossible, the irrigated land outside shall be on a higher
level than the level inside and water does not flow. ~e only alternatiV"e so far as I 
see is to raise the bund of the entire tank right through by about say three to six feet 
as the case may be with mud and stone so that the tank may catch and retain anoth.er
three months' water whiclP is necessary for a second crop. 

This tank till four years back was a kudimaramath tank managed by the village 
panchayat. To ensure a regular supply of water to th.e tank it is absolutely necessary 
that the channel must be kept in very good condition and the opportunity of diverting 
the floods is fully availed of, else they cannot think of water. All these things can be 
dOM only if there is a good man power well organized in the village, This village with 
a big population has satisfied these conditions yet the management has been taken 
away from the panchayat and put into the hands of Public Works D.epartment. Public
Works Department can certainly demand money but not the willing requisite man 
power in a moment's notice to do the urgent works and they invariably miss to take· 
full advantage of the floods in the river. 80 the water diverted is t.ess and the irrigation 
of the land also is proportionately less. It is curious to note that where there is man. 
power to manage channels and div.ert floods the management is changed to Public 
Works Department and where there is absolutely no man power or organization worth 
the name and people poor, the management of the channels, etc., is still left in the 
hands of so-called panchayats with the result that all the channels suffer the same 
fate. 

During floods every year the channels will be blocked up. To avoid the same at 
. the junction of the channel where it gets up to the land a masonry wall of 10 feet length 
should be constnlCted with an opening in the centre which can be closed by a iron door and 
a pukka constructed sluice be made on one side of the canal inside, so that the extra 
water may be drained away hel'o only, without causing any silting of the canal in its r.onrse 
further ou. Big sand banks of. an unusual height have been formed on either side of the 
channels which must be immediately removed down below. 

(iii) I do not agree with the statement that the minor irrigation sources and wells 
will be of no use in seasons of distress when there is a failure of monsoon. Of course 
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total ayacut under the channel or under the well cannot be irrigated but at least a portion 
of the same can be surely brought under cultivation if not with full crop but at least with 
8 annas crop. The rainfall in Rayadrug talnk is milch less than norIlral, still the land 
under well irrigation this year yielded 8 to 10 annas in the rupee. One single crop freely 
raised under the Kanakul tank if not two crops, only 300 8<lres are not irrigated this year 
for insufficient water-supply nnder BhupathisamudJ:am channel and 580 "'1res are irrigated 
out of 700 acres under Rangachedu channel. If all the channels and their courses are 
kept clean every year, the accumulated sand heaps o.u either side of the channel are 
removed, masonry culverts are constructed at the mouths with side sluices, immediate 
help is given to the channel village people to divert the floods in time, new tanks con
structed and the channels brought into the tank, it will certainly bring in more area under 
itTigation, mitigate famine, if does not prevent it entirely. 

(iv) The increase.in the number of wells especially in red and red loamy and 
mixed soils is absolutely necessary and will certainly improve the situation enormously. 
Sinking of deep bore wells extensively in all red and mixed· soil area is the one of the 
chief remedies to combat famine. Generally the cost of boring, maintaining well jl,nd 
the expenses involved in raising water to the 'land level will worry our poor and debt
riddeq ryot, but when the water pump is worked by cheap power instead of costly hand 
power, animal power, fuel. coal or oil he will feel a sigh of relief. 

It is perfectly true that in black cotton soil areas the subsoil water is usually brackish. 
non-suitable for drinking, and certainly deleterious to crops. There is nothing to be 
gained by increasing the number of wells SO far irrigation is concerned but they may be 
useful for the drinking purposes of cattle when they are at work in the fields. 

ContouT bund forming. 

(ot I strongly recommend the suggestion that bunding up of the lands in the black 
soil areas will help to retain the moisture and enable the crops to withstand drought; 
The Indian agriculturist knows better about his lands and immediately folloWs any sug
gestion to improve the output. There may be practical difficulties as the most of the 
tiller's land has already passed into the absentee landlord's hands in the towns or & 

sowcar ryot in the village. The genuine interest of most of the ryots in the land is. 
little. 

As a matter of f8<lt there is absolutely no minor or major irrigation either through 
channels or by wells in the black cotton soil areas and in consequence the question of 
diminishing supply of water of minor irrigation sources does not arise. In black cotton 
areas due to the difficulty for driuking water flakTanies are constructed. They are reser
voirs to store rain water drained from ~he surrounding high level fields. It is quite 
probable that these vakranies will suffer water-supply if the bunds are formed. This is. 
insignificant when compared to the advantage the ryot gets by bnnding. 

~ 

• D'I'!J faTming. 

Cd)· I do not know exactly any partiCUlar method of dry farming but generally the 
field work consists in finding the effects of deep and shallow cultivation on the absorption· 
of rain water, on the effect of surf8<le cultivation after showers of rain, on the inter
culture of crops, the value of bnnds in conserving rain water, the effects of varying 
the seed rate and farm yard manure,. and diffe~ent r.e8<ltion o~ soil moisture and crop
yield. I am. sure even an average In~an ryot Wl:ll easily appreCIate the good that comes 
out of adoptlOn of such methods. ThiS dry farmmg method must be greatly popularized 
among the agriculturists. 

AffoT6station. 

(e) Since the Ceded districts possess all the climatic conditions, trees from mulbetTy 
to margos&. can be planted with great advantage. To begin with it is absolutely neces
sary to have a forest survey and know by' first hand the nature and the probable area. 
that can be brought under the afforestation scheme. The .uccess of the scheme entirely 
depends to what ext~n~ the plantations .brough~ under d? supply fodder, ~uel and ordinary 
timber for house-bUlldmg and prepanng agrlcultura.! Implements. ThiS must be the
chief objective in view. In black cotton areas topes of tamarind, margosa, and planta.
tions of aloe can be raised. In vankas. va.gus and poramboke lands thangadi can be 
freely cultivated. In red soil ~reas Jppi, Kan1Jg~ and Na;adi and. other country .fruit
bearing trees can be planted With success. In hills and hIllocks With more gravel than 
hard stone Kakka tree which is used by a village cottage tanner can be planted and they 
are grown generally now in mountainous pa:t. All the above are fed by.rain. In big
forests like N allama and Yerrmalla plantatlOn under bamboo must be mcreased. If 
Tungabhadra project materializes fruit growing especially citrus group in red soils and 
mulberry planting in cooler climates must be undertaken. Indigo can be cultivated in. 
black Boil. 
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Large Beale industries. 

(/) (i) The only large scale industry possible in these districts is cotton textile 
mills and they can be installed and worked very successfully even by the State. These 
districts produce on an average 130,000 bales of cotton of 400 lb. net. The cotton grown 
in Be1lary 'mstrict is called Westerns and the cotton grown in Kurnool and Cuddapali 
districts is called Northerns. New types of farm cotton seed are introduced by the Agri
cultural department in both the areas. N,ow most of the raw cotton produced here is 
consumed. by :Sangalore" Mysore, Binny Mills at Bangalore and Madras. Recently 
Ahmadabad Mills are taking away a decent quantity. Firms also export to Continent. 
Farm cotton gives 22 warp and 30 weft and gives a pull from 75 to 90. Generally the 
cloth consumed by the masses here is made of these counts only. Till recently Western 
Farm cotton used to have a very good demand in Bombay market and it was fetching 
a premIUm of Ea. 25 to Rs. 60 over Broach. ·Now the cotton grown in Sindh under 
SukkUf' project is enormous and the quality is certainly better than our Western Farm 
cotton and cheaper arriving exactly in Bombay when there used to be good demand 
fo.r our style, ~o much so ~ the Indian mills for the last few years are freely buying 
Smdh style entirely neglectmg our farm cotton. It looks now, a,g if the future prospects 
of our farm cotton is very gloomy, unless there is a sure outlet and price for our cotton. 
The establishment of many textile mills in as many convenient centres as possible in 
the3e districts is the only way to save the agriculturist who produces cotton. Not only 
he finds a ready market for his cotton but saves a lot of money, which he has to pay 
otherwise for pressing and other incidental charges. All the ingredients for success
ful establishments of textile mills are here, namely, raw material, cheap labour, big 
consuming markets for yarn and cloth,. railway communication and cheap fuel if worked 
by electricity. Hindupur, Guntakal, Bellary, Adoni and Tungabhadra are some of the 
towns where these mills can be constructed. All have railway communications with 
each other. Hindupur has a better climate than all with cheap labour. The mill can 
be worked here by cheap power borrowed by the Mysore Government. Bellary and 
Guntakal rank next, provided good water-supply is available. Then come Adoni and 
Tungabhadra; in the former raw materials is at hand and in the latter water is more 
plentiful with warm climate. All the cloth and yam manufactured in these mills will 
be consumed in our districts only and need not be exportea abroad except Raichur district 
which is nearer and a good consuming centre. . 

The establishment of textile mills in this district has also its blacker side, as they 
take away the only sources of subsidiary employment, such hand spinning and hand 
,weaving from millions of our rural folk, which are best suited to our part of the country 
taking the custom, leisure and the quality of raw material available into consideration. 
In spite of the importation of the evils Of machinery into our midst the unemployment 
problem will not be solved but on the other hand it will increase it permanently, since 
a man working and managing 182 spindles in a spinning mill throJVs out 1,456 spinners 
at the charka of employment and a man who manages two looms in a weaving mill 
throws out the work of 16 hand weavers. 

Cottage industries. 

(ii) Revival of cottage. industry of cotton hand spinning is a matter of urgent 
necessity and it can be easily adopted into village homes as it is the only industry 
which is economically feasible. Its potentialities are very great from every known point 
of view. ,It kills capitalism and avoids socialism and distributes the money of the 
country evenly among its various sections of people. The cotton hand spinning industry 
is the main spring in an industrial 'power-house and just when the main switch is on 
thousand lights in an electric concern are lighted in the town so also many other important 
cottage industries like hand. weavin~, ginni~g~ carding, dyeing, printing, .washing, 
blacksmithy, carpentry come mto eXIstence glVlng food for thousands of artISan and 
labour classes. It is the only practical proposition. Villager produces cotton, wants 
seed for his cattle, village labourer removes the seed from the lint, Pinjari cards .into 
slivers, weaver ready to weave and above all rural folk require cloth and have nine 
months' in the year leisure to spin his yarn. The necessary investment is very little. 
Even a poor man's hut will easily lodge his charb. No foreign degree is necessary 
to repair his spindle and keep the charka in working order. It can be worked even 
durilJg night with more ease. Man, woman or child of any nationality can sit at it 
.and spin yarn during leisure hours without caste restriction or mass congregation. Still 
if this industry cannot be universalized sure as a gun no other industry we can think 
of. Revival of hand spinning industry is the only solution to entirely prevent famine 
in these districts for ever. 

Hand ginning.-While the womenfolk work at charka for spinning the men labourers 
an gin kappas.. i.e., remove seed from lint from a hand machine and earn 2 to 3 &nnaa 
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per day's work of 8 hours. This will employ thousands of labourers for few months 
in a ytoar in the villages. 

Hand weaving.-Handloom weave",s are in a very bad plight now. If every house· 
in the village spins there is any amount of sure supply of yarn to feed all the looms 
in the country. Thousands of weavers who have no work now will go back to the 
villages and settle down there. Most of this artisan and artistic classes. are turned into 
quill-drivers and ordinary labourers. 

Kambli wea1ling.-This industry is dying now. Almost every village has few looms;
Spinning and weaving are done by the inmates of the same house...UDlike cotton. There 
are more looms in the red soil area. villages than black soil, as the latter affords better 
facilities for grazing sheep. This must be immediately revived. Now the looms are 
idle as the price of raw wool ha.s gone up by 50 per cent. Prohibition of export of 
raw wool from these districts, better grazing facilities for sheep and advances at lower rate 
interest are to be provided for and the industry must run tlu-ough co-operative societies. 

Cottage tanning .-This industry can be easily revived employing again hundreds of 
Harija.n classes in tbe villages. These people must be exempted from the municipal 
licenee fees and facilities to secure tangadi and killa bark free must be provided. The 
co-operative society can undertake to run thia industry. 

Oil seeds crushing."::'All kinds of oil seeds such as groundnut, gingelly, castor, kusuma, 
gurallu, kanuga, ippi and margosa are grown here. They all can be crushed in the village 
by country ghana and oils exported. The cakes can be used for the lands. Every village 
must have its own country ghana centred round the co-operative society. 

Jaggery manujacture.-Jaggery can be manufactured from sweet toddy on a large 
scale and there shall be good demand for the same from the masses. If trees" are not 
tapped the trees grow to their full height. The leaves and the wood will be useful for 
building purposes of poor people. Mat industry on a much larger ecale than now can be 
worked. 

~---Bangle industry.-In every taluk of these districts bangles were manufactured. Most' 
.of the villages are .named after it such as Gajulapalli, Gajulakonda, Gajulakuppa and the 
like. Formerly the industriniist used to prepare the glass block locally and manufacture 
bangles. Now the glass block are imported from Japan and Central India. Encourage-
ment from the Government to revive this industryia urgent. _ 

Forest industries .-Several forest industries can be easily developed in big forest like 
N allama and Yerramalla. 

Paper industry .-Planting of aloe and increase in the cultivation of bamboos can be 
undertaken. Coir can be manufactured out of aloe and with the worn-out ropes paper 
can be manufactured. Paper can be manufactured from bamboo pulp. 

Match and pencil industries.-Trees whose raw material can be used for the manu
,facture of matches and pencils can be planted in all the for~st areas and factories started 
for th~ manufacture of the same. 

Wood distillation, manufacture of dyes and oils and collection of :wild seeds and 
Howers which are going to waste in the forest areas can be undertaken with great 
-advantage. 

Mineral industrir.s.-Slate making, iron smelting and other mining iIidustries 
wherever there is possibility can be given encouragement. 

(g) The theory of • sparked water' treated with eleCtricity having immense poten
tiality looks convincing. If what all is said andl written about it is true, it' is wortH 
popularizing. 

SECTION n. 
Purposes 0/ famine operations and principles of famine relief. 

This policy is as old as Eve and dead as Queen Anne. The State is there for the 
people and not the people for the State. One can think of a people without a State but 
not a State without a people. Evolution and civilization have brought about an institution 
like a State, to serve the interests of th~ ~eople. Thou.gh t~e State occupies a seconda.ry 
place we shall Bay they are one and theJ.r Interests are IdentICal. If the interests of both! 
are really identical, the important component part shall not suffer. What is famine? U 
is nothing but abse.nee of f~od-gra~s to eat for thousands of people in a particular part. 
of the country and In a partIcular tune. In face of a network of railways in the country 
sufficiently good road communication and a host of buses running to every nook and corn~ 
the people in a famine area cannot import grain to eat an<l fodder for their cattle. The 
truth is they have no money to buy because they are unemployed. They have no purchas

:mg power and in' consequence their Jesisting power is also gone. It is no wonder under 

/ 
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such circumstances II. scarcity or famine claims a heavy mortality and brings on untold 
misery and suffering. The State is responsible for the altered situation in the country 
and as such the S'tate is justified in spending any amount to give them norma.! comfort 
and insure them a"o-ainst all sorts of suffering. As a matter of fact the State need not go
in for greater financial commitments at all and need not spend even a pie, if the disease 
is treated rightly. If all the people are given employment and their purchasing power 
is improved, famine will be a thing of the past, which can be only done by the revival of 
all cottage industries, inauguration of irrigation projects, prohibition of imported goods 
:whose equivalents can be manufactured here, tariff, exchange and railway freight mani
pulations and the like, 

chapteT II of the Code. 

Though the local officials, not only here but everywhere, apprehend the approach of 
scarcity due to failure of rains, they do not report to the higher authorities in time. The 
Famine Code a.llows but very rarely it is done. During the current famine I clearly saw 
in the minds of all revenue officials, karnam -upwards, a sort of fear that if the real si.g'ns 
of coming scarcity, or famine are reported, they will be taken to task, because the Govern
ment will be entangled in financial commitments, land revenue remissions, grant of tak
kavi loans, etc. The Government must assure the subordinate officials that nothing of 
the sort will happen and on the other hand their work will be appreciated. Generally the 
revenue officia.!s make a mistake in crop estimates and they must know more of the 
botanical side of the agricnlture. They will be able to assess the crop yields correctly. 
if they have in mind the quantity of minfa.ll during the previous year and the amount 
of rainfall in the current year during early and latter seasons, whether the' rains were 
timely and even, the height of the plants in a given particular time when compared to 
normal seasons, to wha.t depths the root of a plant goes into, whether there is sub-soil' 
moisture to feed the plant, the quantity of rainfall necessary for different soils. Gene
ra.lly the officials are satisfied if the plants are green, however stunted the growth of the 
plant may be and however complete the want of moisture be and wait for some atmospheric 
miracle to happE'n. They need not wait till the dying plant is actually dead and removed 
from the fields. If these things are carefully studied as a research after truth, free from 
outside encumbrances, a lot of unwanted distress may be averted. 

Chapte'l' III. 

5. (a) No opening of test work is necessary preliminary to the grant of relief if the 
official on the spot realizes the presence of distress due to famine conditions. 

Chaput' V. 

6. The famine relief works are conducted and managed by duel Governments-the 
Collector on one side a.nd t~ Executive Engineer responsible to somebody else on the 
other side. The services of the Executive Engineer may be easily dispensed with. The 
Collector can -easily manage the whole affair if the charge officers, work agents, etc., are 
all made responsible to the Collector. . It will be economical and there shall be more 
co-ordination among the members of the working staff. M;uch of the present friction 
between the~e departments will be eliminated. Work agents will always be men fully 
qua.lified and they can be safely depended for the execution of pretty little plans and con
structions in the famine camps. When all the necessary materials for putting up sheds 
are ready, the qualified work agent can easily check the materials and start the work with
out waiting for the Executive Engineer who comes to the spot after fifteen days only 
to check these materials. 

ChaptBf' VI. 

Section 75 (b).-Though the codes pro\"ide duri.ng the history of famine for a century 
the 8ssistance to weavers was given only once or twice. This must be given freely not 

_ only to wea.vers of cloth, but to also spinners of yarn and weavers of cumblies and cottage· 
ta.Dners. 

Section (iiI) (8) (a).-The wages of the workers must be considerably increased. The 
basis is to be based on the scale of wages paid to these people either in the factories or in 
kind they I!"et in the field for their labour during in and off agricultural season. In 
factories, for eight hours' work, the man gets 6 aDnss and woman gets 4 annas per day. 
Generally the wages paid in the rural parts are low. During the season awiculturist 
employer pays for seven hours' work 4 seers grain and a woman 3 seers, and a boy 2 seers 
per day and in off season, 3, ~ and 1 seers, respectively. A fatherly Government cannot 
pay less. The WRites must be increased to 8, 2~ and 2 annas for maD, woman and boy> 
respectively. per day. 
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(b) Whether the worker is accustomed to eating vegetable or not in normal times 
they are to be given with plenty of green and vegeta.bles including onions. 

(c) Co-operative societies stores are to be opened in a.ll the famine centres managed 
by the famine staff, when only the worker sha.U be sure of his weight and price and 
quality. All liquor and drug shops are to be entirely closed within a. radius of five miles. 
'1'he wages can be paid in form of kind, i.e., the necessaries of life from the stores insread 
of in coin. 

Section 13.-It is my earnest desire that the section 166 (d) is applied with some 
modifications for every village in the famine aress. A group of 100 or 200 workmen are 
made to do the following constructive work in each village taking the services of village 
officials and other honorary workers into account:~ 

(1) Construction of village wells and (5) Bunding the fields. 
tauks. (6) Removal of nattu from the fields. 

(2) Repairs of old wells and tanks. (7) Laying down village road. 
(3) Making or raising of embankments. (8) Improvements in sanitation. 
(4) Clearing fields of stones and (9) Spinning yarn. 

stumps. 

Oral evidence. 
Examined hy 1IIr. L. B. GBBBN: Q.-You h&ve 

suggested that cotton-spinning mills should be start
ed. in the Ceded districts. Cn.nJiou telL me whether 
capital will be forthcoming loe y or whether it is 
necessary. for the Gilvernment to contribute a l$rge 
portionP 

. 4..:-You can raise a considerable quantity locally 
and also Bombay and other cities will certainly give 
good contribution. We can give guarantee for this. 
Government also can contribute. 

Q.-In what proportion should tho Government 
contribute P 

A.-Any Jjttle proportioll from the Government 
is enough. 

O.-Just sufficient to inspire confidence? 
A.-Exactly. 
Q.-If cotton~spinning mills were started at Bel

lary, Tungabhadra., etcji do you think ample labour 
will be availa"'le or wi there be scarcity of labour 
during the agricultural season? 

A.-There will not be any dearth of labour. I 
don't think there will be any difficulty to find labouL 
either here or in Hindupur. 

Q.-Where do you get labourP Is it from the 
towns or viBages P 

A.-People who are living ill the surrounding vil
lages will be absorbed. 

Q.-Do. you suggest that spinning mills alone 
I!Ihould be started or combined spinning and lveaviJig 
mill.? 

A.-You can start both spinning and weaving 
mills. But we lose more in spinning. Spinning 
mills are more bannful than weaving because they 
take away the livelihood of thousands of peollie. If 
it is in a large scale, it ia better to start both. . 

Q.-You think spinning mills will be the best 
way to SIlve the handloom weavers? -" 

A.-Yes. Spinning will be better in the begin
ning. Weaving mills will be a great hardship from 
handloom weaver's point of view. 

. Q.-U .. ve you any knowledge of oumbly weaving 
mdustryP 

A.-That industry is ceasing as the price of wool 
bas gone up by 60 per cent. _ 

Q.-Do you think that the deterioration of the 
cnmbly industry is due to want of gruing fa.cilities 
fot' . s.h~ep and is it very necessary to improve grazing 
faclhtl8s P 

A.-Yes, it is absolutely necessary. 

Q.-We have started t~o co-operative societies 
for oumbly weaveR I in the BeUary district. I think 
they have not done useful work P 

A .-1 waa to~d it is not working properly on 
aoount of flCRl"('lty of wool and it..~ high price. If 
Government can offer facilities in the way of Iil8("Ur
iug pnature lauds for sheep it will work. 

Q.-So do you think that more societies cou'ld be 
started? 

A.-If all the facilities are given more societies 
can be started. 
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Q.-Gan you tell me anything about the cotta~ 
tanniDf industry P 
, A.- t has greatly deteriorated. 

O.-What are the reasons for the deteriorationP 
A.-Because the people who were engagCid in this 

industry have not got the necessary faciHtics • 
There are two kinds of tanning, rough tannillg which 
is confined to cow and buffalo hides and fino tanning 
which is confined to hides of goa.t, sheep, etc. 'These 
people were mostly engaged in rough tanning l\<hich 
they did in their homes with the help of, tangedll 
and kakka bark which they used to obtain from the 
forests. The rough tanned leather had been largely 
used for ba-skets for balinE. and other domestic pur
pOS4?s. Fine ta.nned leather was being exported to 
foreign countri-es. Now these people are not:. a.llowed 
to do the work of tanning In their hOlDes either in 
villages or towns and they are asked to pay a licence 
fee and also compelled to do it at a. p&.n.icular 
pl8<le or places. They could not also get the bark. 
Country-tanned leather is now being imported from 
outside. If this industry be revived the' demand 
is always there and it will also give work liD lRany 
people. , 

a.-What prevents them from getting bark? 
A.-The contract of collecting bark is given to 

Lubbais who want a high price for the stuff and do 
not allow others to take bark anywhere. 
. a.-What are your suggestions for reviving this 
lOdustry? 

A.-CO-operative societies may be started for in~ 
stance in Adoni. There are 100 Harijnns thl:lre who 
know the process of tanning. They must be given 
raw hides and facilities- for tanning. Thev mnst 
also be supplied with tangedu and "kakka hark free 
and allowed to do the work in their htJmes and 
exempted from payment of licence fee which comes 
to Rs. 25 in certain municipaiitie'1. 

Q.-:-Would you ~hink it is necessary to introduce 
any tmprov~men~ In the m~thods of tanning? 

A.-I don t thmk much lmprovement :is ne<",el3sary. 

Q.-Wbere does the jaggery which is <.OlUIumed in 
these districts come from? 
. A .-Probably it comes from Mysore State. Hospeti' 
1S also one centre producing largely jaggery. 

Q.-D.o you·.kn0'Y whether the Ceded districts ...... 
wholly 1mportlng lagger,- from outside? 

A.-Yes. If f.aci i~lea a.re. ~iven there ma.T be: scope 
for manufactunng Jaggery III these districts. 

Q.-With regard to bangle industry are there 
many workers engaged in ~his industry in villages P 

A.-Yes, there are two VIllages Dear Adoni ",here 
bangles are manufactured. 

Q.-Reogarding paper industry you. may be aw ...... 
that ~v~rnm~nt have recently sent ten students 
for tralnm" In handmade paper. Do you knoW' 
whether there ar:e any raw materials suit~b1e for 
handmade paper In these areas P 

A;-Aloe, wb,ich is the best raw material, is 
avallable and It can also be grown locally. PapE'r 
c:an al~ be manufactured from bamboo pulp which 
18 ava1lable and also from waste paper cotton 
plant, • palmyra, old gunny. rags, munj gr'ass and 
plantalD. . 
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Q.-You refer to minerals. We. knfJw that there 
ate many minerals in the Ceded dlstrlcts hl,lt we do 
not know what sort they are .. Do yo~ thInk t~at 
any geological survey. of th~ mme-:als In t~~ CeuE'd 
distrICts can be carried out WIth a VIew to gam a~.al 
knowledge of their utility, etc. p. ., 9tJ/. 

A.-There is much scope for l1;t.vestlgatloll and In
• tensive investigation can be carrIed out. 

Q.-You don't advocate digging of bore-wells in 
"black-cotton soils P . 

A.-I don't think it is worth while conductmg ex
periments in bllLck-cotton soils. 

Examined by Sri R. SU1I.YANARAYANA &0: Q.-In 
your written evidence you have ~ated that f~ee 
gr8£ing should be allowed. Do yull lIke free gre,zmg 
to be allowed in all reserved forests P 

A.-Yes.' 
Q.-If compartmen~al grazing is. allowed on~ po~

tion of the forest wlll grow, but If free grazmg IS 
allowed it will be one of the causes for the denuda· 
tion o? forests. Don't you like to modify your 
answer? 
A.~Yes. 
Q.-You have said that collection of land revenue 

in money is highly detrimental. You believe in .. he 
collection of Iand-:tax in kind rather than in cash? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Because you have given this as one of the 

measures that Bre likely to improve the economic 
oondition of these tracts, w hat measures do you sug
gest for the disposal of the extra grain P 

A.-They could be disposed of through CO-ol)erative 
80detiesa 

Q.-Would you give wages and salary also in 
kind instead of in cash. Take a village for instance. 
Now you get Rs. 100 in cash and make paymellts. 
There are also certain payments to be made to the 
Provincial Government. If you ~et it in kind would 
you transfer grain to the ProvlUcial Government's 
ahare? At some stage you would have to convert it 
into ensll. ,V ould you agree P 

A.-Yea. Let the Government do it. 

The CBAlRHAN (F. M. DowI&Y, Esq.): Q.-Would 
you pay village .... vants in kind? . 

A.-You can pay them in grain. There are (Inly 
two village offiCials and few menials. 

Sri R. SUBYANABAYANA RAO: Q.-Your main con .. 
tention i& that the ryot i8 asked to pay land revenue 
just at a time when he is not able to dispose of his 
produce favourably and he hao to sell at a low 
rate? 

A.-That is the idea behind it. If he i ..... ked 
to pay in kind, he may do 80 and be will have some 
quantity left which he can profitably dispose of 
instead of selling it at a time when the pnees are 
at their lowest. 

Q.-I am interested in your suggestion under 1 (i). 
Have you any idea ae to what a multiple co-opera-
tive society is? _ 

A.-It is a society which caters to all the needs 
of the village. ' 

Q.-Have you read the by.law8 of co--operative 
socleties and do thev not contain all that is required P 
They are all included but nobody takes advantage 
of them to the extent required to promote the 
economic interests in luch measures. There is also 
a clause under which everything relating to ryot.s 

~
n be brought under oo--o~erative society P 

"'_'1' A.-The movement is a failure now as Government 
'IIIU not treat it B8 its own. 

Q.-Regarding your BUllgestion under 1 (k) do 
,.~u want to abolish the gInning and presaing facto
rlesP 

A.-All tbe factory owner. have formed into a 
combination and are charging Ra. 5 per bale of 
400 lb. for pressing whereas the actual charge will 
oome to only RI. 1-12-{) to Ro. 2 at the utmost. 

Q.-Wbo i. payin" theoe cbarges? The people 
who buy cotton P . 

A.-SuPI!OIIing I bu:!, cotton at Adoni. I pay at 
th~ rate of. Re. 5 per bale for preying. I calculate 
thu Ra. 5 In my pro forma as pressing charge and I 
pay ~ the ryot. th~ balance after deducting the 
pr6ll8J1lJJ; charge. 'P'ltlll1:ate1y it is the ryot who has 
to Buffer beCQU88 If thl8 rate had been reduced to 
Ro .. 8 the ryot. wi.1I get Ro. i more fO!' hi. cotton. 
SImilarly for glnnlllC. 

Q.-So :!'OU 8Uggest that the State should control 
the ,rates for pressing and ginning P 

A.-Yes, the rates should be reduced to Rs. 8. 

ABDUL RAWOOF SAsm Bahadur: Q.-The rate 
for cotton is fixed by Bombay peopfe. You at:&' 
acting for some firm here. You purchase at a pa~l. 
cuIar rate which is fixed in Bombay and whIch 
includes pressing and ginning charges also. The 
local rate does Dot count at all. Is it not 80 P 

A.-It does 80 indirectly because if the rate for 
ginning or pressing is Ra. 3 the ryot gets RI. 2 
extra whereas if the rate is its. 5, the ryot loses to 
the extent of Ro. 2 per bale. 

Sri R. SUBYANARAYANA RAO: Q.-lri your written 
evidence you suggest a drastic reduction in the sow· 
ings of cotton and groundnut in these districts. Do 
you want to restrict also cotton which is a commercial 
crop? . 

A.-I want to restrict only groundnut cultivation 
which causes deterioration of the soil and takes away 
the creative faculty from the land, and not cotton~ 

Q.-Would you like legislation to be brought in, 
if possible, for rotation ot crops P 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-You have studied the Tungabhadra project 'in 
all its aspects P . 

It.-Yea. 
Q.-You know the black--soil areas. You also know 

that there was a soil survey "which has conclusively 
proved that irrigation is not injurious in black .. 
cotton soil? 

A.-It is very injurious. 
Q.-If it is dry irrigation you would advocate 

it? 
A.-It may be tried. 

Q.-Do yO\1 tbink that the effects will be .. del .... 
terIOUS as when there is wet irrigation P 

A.-No. 
Q.-Supposing it is a dry irrigation scheme and 

in order to make the scheme pay it m~y be necessary 
to levy a compulsory water-ra.te on all the lands to 
be irrigated by the scbeme. Would you advocate 
that or would you make taking_ of water optional? 

A .-If it is dry irrigation I think we can make 
it compulsory. There may be some oppositiQn but 
that we can overcome. 

Q.-You think by legislation we can do ao? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-In your evidence you have mentioned about 

YefIanur tank. From the revenue point of view it is 
a failure. Did you find out if it was due to salinity 
of soil of· the ayacut under the tank? 

A.-I have only mentioned it in some other con
nexion. These channels can also be taken....into the 
tanks and water stored there and subsequently used 
for irrigation, as in the case of the Kanekal tank. 

Q.-So you have no idea why the Yellanur tank 
was not a success P 

A.-I don't know. 
Q.-In section II you have enunciated the pur· 

poses of famine operations and principles of famine 
relief. YQu think that the duty of tbe State does 
not end merely in saving a man who is starving 
and that the State should keep him in such normal 
comforts as will enable him to go back to work after 
the famine has ceased to exist. From that point 
of view you"want a change in the policy laid down in 
the Famine Code P 

A.-Yes. It is absolutely necessary. 

Q.-You have made a lot of complaints about the 
local officials in the matter of assessing famine con
ditions. Even supposing that all the complaints you 
have stated are true to whom do you wish to entrust 
this task P 

A .-This task should be entrosted to tbe revenue 
people only. I only meant that the outlook must 
be ch1mged, for the reasons given in my memoran· 
dum. Tbe crops must grow to a certain height by a 
Cf'rtain timeJ then only we will have proper yield. 
The revenue officials do not take this fact into con
sideration but if they only see that the crops are 
green they think that there is no sign of famine. 

<I.-As regards tbe rules are they alI right? 
A.-Ther are alI right. But the revenue people 

must be given good trainin&. 
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Q.-In your written reply you stated in Cha.pter.v. 
that the Public Works Department should be dis
pensed with. What led you to come to that conclu
sion? 

A .-Nothing. I think these higher officiale need 
not be bothered. The Revenue department is enough 
to manage. 
Examin~d by Sri R. SUlLYANAllAYANA RAO: Q ........ Do 

3"Ou think th~ work must -be lin charge of· the 
Collector assisted by the Senior Public Works Depart;.. 
me-nt officer under whom these work agents may 
work? Do you think the post of Executive Engineer 
is unnece89ary? " 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-You think the Collector with hi. Personal 

Assistant can co-ordinate the work of the .different 
charg .. better? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you .suggest' that whenever famine is 

declared, along with the opening of relief works, 
relief for artisans also, such 88 W6&vefs-, should be
taken llPP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Is there considerable delay in opening relief 

works fM weaversP 
A .-1 may say thai:! ever since 1802 there has been 

f8!mine in these parts, but only on two ooc&sions 
weaving work was undertaken. 

Q.-Do you agree that the condition of the 
weavers is rendered worse on account of the failure 
of seo.sons, though in ol'dinary days their condition 
is equally bad? 

A.-Ye •. 
Q.-8o, 88 soon as work is provided for ordinary 

l~bourers, relief for weavers should also be prqvided· 
8lmultaneously P 

A.-Yes. 
9.-You Bre satisfied that the principles on 

whIch relief is given are aJl right P 
A.-Yes, but. I suggest one thing. It involves a 

lot of expenditure and so it is difficult to ~ive 
relief to weavers. But, if you introduce spinnmg, 
you can get rid of weav~ng, beca.use there will be 
plenty of yarn at hand ready. " 

Q.- Do you think that spinning can provide work 
for 80 many looms P 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-Do you know that even the All-India Spin

ne-rs' ~ociation find it diffioult to provide for 
thi.? • 

A .-My idea is tha·t even in normal times it can 
be organized so that at all t.imes including the famine 
period, it oau feed a number of people. 

Q.-Again, you suggest the opening of co-.operaw 
tive stores in all famine centres. })o you know 
there is 0. gra.in shop attaehed to each centre where 
grain is sold to people according to the ra.tes fixed 
by the Collector. But, if cO'operative societies are 
to he formed, there must be memberslnp, shatre 
capital and there must be a fairly large number of 
permanent people; and membership must be con~ 
fined to a compact area. Don't you think it is 
impossible to organize co-operative stores for these 
works and that the arrangements now made are 
f&irly adequate? 

A.-I know that t.he things sold irl th~ gra.in 
shops are bad in quality. I, therefore, suggest that 
some moving oo-operative societies or 60me such 
80rt may be provided. ~ 

Q.-In this fM1'line, the Adoni Weavers' Co
operativ~ Society gQt a contract for the supply of 
yarn. Similarly, if there is a ro-operative sooiety 
very near the workspot, you would. like every society 
to und~riake the sale of grain P 

A.-Y ... 
Q.-You are for the closing of aU liquor shops 

wit "bin a certain radius of the workspot or ill all 
the villages declared famine-strickeu P 

A.-All the villages. 
Q.-As regard. section 166-D of the Code, you 

would like these works to be undertaken in places of 
the kind you ha.ve seen P 

A.-Yes, preference being given to these works. 
Q.-Yollr idea is that these works may form part 

of the normal programme of famine works P 
A.-Yeo. 

Examined by Sri K. KOT' llioDDI: Q.-Do you feel 
BUy difficulty in regard to railwBrY freight on fodder 
imported into these districts. You know that Govern
ment UBually meet 9Qme portion of the freight 
charges from the Famine li'und? 
.4..-Th~ are not intefLded merely as famine mea

BUres. 
Q.-As a, permanent measure you recommend that-· 

the Lo.caJ Government should negotiate with the 
ra.ilway a.uthorities to reduce the rates for imported 
fodder? . . 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-You say that a large quantity of rna·nure is 

being burnt. Do you think it could be prevented by 
legislation? 

A.-But you must give them a substitute by allow
ing them the free use of junglewood for cooking 
purposes. 

Q.-Yau are-also fQr the free manufacliure of 
salt? 

A..-Yea, it is absolutely necessary. 

a.-What is the difficulty experienoed at preeentP 
A .-If a person manufactures salt in a particular 

village. he can sell it only within that village. In 
days gone by, there ·Wjl.S no restriction whatsoever. 

Q.-You oonsider it wouta provide labour? 
A.-Yes, for thousa.nrlB. 

Q.-In 1 (]) of your evidence, you say that villagp 
road communications and transport facilities must 
be complete j all the villages have to be connected 
with roads and all vankas a.nd vagus are to be 
bridged. At present the road works underta.ken are 
long roads and not small on~ from village to vjllage. 
You would like to impress on the necessity of taking 
up small roads as a famine measuPe a..nd in that con~ 
nexion all vankas and vagus ha.ve to be bridged P 

A.-Yes. It will a!so lndirectJ;' l1ut money into 
the pockets of the VIllagers. It will alao provide 
.... Qrk fer the villa.ge masons. 

Q.-In regard to groundnut cultiva.tion, you would 
impose restrictions, I believe that in 'the black· 
cotton soil area, there is_ not much ot' groundnut 
oultivation P , '. 

A.-Now, it h .. terribly incre .. ed and now if they 
grow cholam or ragi it does not yield much. Origin
ally groundnut W86 a money erop a.nd after 80me 
years of groundnut cultivation the ryot would :find 
that the land h ... deteriorated and he may a.ba.ndoD 
groundnut cultivation. 

Q.-You would. leave it to the ryot to find out 
whether it is paying or not and if it does not pa.y 
he would himself give it up? 

A..-But he hankers after money but if you take 
statistics it will be found that the iand gatb deterio~ 
rated if groundnut is cultivated for a number of 
yea.rs. 

Q.-Would you leave it to the ryot te> find out 
whether the eultivation of cotton or cholam is pay
inp: or introduce compulsory legislation to stick to 
groundnutp 

A.-My view is, for .... groundnut) legie1ation is 
necessary. 

Q.-With regard to the Tungabhadl'a project, you 
say U [n aU red, loamy red and mixed sod areas, 
people Hoek and shall be most anxious to oultivate 
ae they Bre the most suitable soils for thick irriga
tion." You advise that water can be given for wet·' 
o..ultivation wherever they are ready and available'? .. 

A.-Y",s. Only dry cultivation I would restriot .. 

Q.-You would also couple electrio development 
with the project? 

A.-From the productive point of view, you must 
undertake it. Even if it is protective, thls scheme 
is absoutely necesaary. Even for large Boale indusw 
tries it may be useful. 

Q.-But the experience of the Kurnool-Cuddapah 
canal is the other way P 

A.-Therefore I .ug~est that it .hould be combined. 
The question may be m~estigated. . 

Q.-You are keen on the deT'elopment of wella and 
other minor irrigation ohannels? . 

A..-Yes, in red-6001 areas which are on 8 higher 
level than the plBCe8 where the canal passes they are 
deprived of the advootage. llioyadrull ia in .. higher 
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level and it has· red soil; a!,d it i. deprived of 
irriga.tion. But if electrlclty IS brought. to It, bore
wells can be dug with adva.ntage. 

ABDUL RAwoop SAIIIB Bahadur: Q.-Hwve you any 
idea at what depth water will b@ available in 
R"jadrugp 

.-1 halVe visited that firka. and even at present 
they are able to get 8 to 10 ann ... crop. That is 
8omething. But if electricity is brought In, we have 
a number of wells and if power is supplied cheap, 
each ryot can eaeily oultivate two, three or four 
acrea. 

a.-You al80 agree that ·in certain a.reas, wells, 
witb potable water is possible even in black-cotton 
Boil? 

A.-Y... I have myself' dug two wells both in 
black-cotton areas. - In one of them I have good 
water and in the other not. 

The CHAmHAN: Q.-How far .. part are they? 
A.-About three miles. 

Sri K. KOT! REDDl: Q.-Coming to indigo, you 
know it, existed for a large number of years. You 
believe indigo cultivation can be improved under the 
Tungabhadra scheme? 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-Do you think that iTuit cultiva.tion also can 

be teken up on the red soils? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-<Joming to cottage industries, do you believ. 

that in the black-cotton area., cotton spinning can 
be developed and that conditions a.re fa.vourable.? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-You think that during non-famine times spin .. 

ning can be taken up as R by-industry but as a. form 
of fa.mine relief yo'!- think spinning can be organized? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you expect any difficulty in organizing 

labour for spinning during famine? 
A.-No. 
Q.-What about marketing the nnished product? 
A.-We have to sell them through societies. Gov-

ernment has to undertake it. 

4i.-In what way can Government do that. hecame 
they have also to get over the difficulty of competi. 
tion with mill yarn P 

A .-That is of course a big question. After all 
investment in spinning as &. famine measu1'(l will 
be nothinl!;; the price of cloth will of oou"",, "" 
higher and ultimatelr. we may lose, but when 
r amine ceases there ...m be a lose of a tew thousand 
rupee&. " 

Q.-In any case, famine labour i. costly? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-In other wordo, you mean that Government by 

mea.na of a subsidy must orrz;allize spinning as" a 
famiDe meaau.re and the difference between the 
market price aud the price you have" to pay for 
labour can be met frmn famine funds P 

A.-Ves. That will aJse.- be cheaper and it ...m 
give an impetus to spinning during non-famine times 
also. 1 think spinning by charb should b. orga
nitJed at the earliest opportunity. 

Q.-Do you expect any non-official help also in 
organizing spinning of ya.rn P 

A.-Yes. The Government need not bother about 
organizing spinning at all, because they <".an entrus.t 
it to the All-India Spinners' Associa..tiO(1 who are 
ready to take it up. 

Q.-How long do you think it will take for women 
or oth.... before th .. y can spin eame sort of yarn? 

A.-I think at leut 15 daYB and with some little 
experience tbey ma.y learn to spin better. 

a.-You are in favour of inol'888ing wageap 
A.-Yea. People in villages give the lowest wage 

imaginable. At le .. t that wage Bhould be given. 

Examined by Sri KALLUlL SU1IIIA RAo: Q.-Ia tho 
famine wage grelltter than the wage. that. an ordinary 
ryot i. given in the Tillage. \Vould you in spite 
of that advocate -an inareal8 P 

A.-No. 
Sri K.· KOT! RRDDl: Q.-Wag •• as they are .. t 

prelent, make provision for only food in order to 

. keep them in ordinary comfort. There is no provi
sion for clothing: or" oil for bath. Do you think 
that some provision should be made for these D~ 
sariesP .,: 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-How would you suggest that? Is it by means 

Qf • general increase in wages? 
A.-In the beginning Government were feeding 

an the people and ev~n gave clothes; it went. on 
for forty or fifty years and it was only after that 
the present system was introduced. 

AllDUL RAwoo .. SAlUS Baohadiur: Q.-WiU you 
please tell me where we could get that reference P 

A.-Yes; it is in the District Gazetteer. 
Sri K. KOT! REDnl: Q .-Do you think that women 

with young babies should be made to work in 
camps? 

A.-No, they should be given some allowance 
during the period. 

Q.-At present even after three week. they have 
to come Bdld work. Will you suggest any method 
by which provision could be made for giving them 

,some allowance? 
A.-l'he period can be extended and they may be 

paid wages. 
Q.-Can you think of any other idea? 

" A.-Spinning, and without it no reaJ. benefit can 
be got. 

Q .-T"here is a distinction made between rest day 
allowance and wage and do you suggest that the 
same system should be continued or during the rest 
d",y also they should get the ordlDary wag .. ? 

A..-They can be given the same wages. 
Q.-Are you aware that agricultural labourers 

work only in the mornings up to 12 and do not do 
any work in the arfternoon? Would you therefore 
agree that in summer months the rest hours b~tween 
12 and 2 should be increased by cme hour more; 
or do you think it is quite enough?" 

A.-It can be increased. 

Q.-At present there is not a large number of 
VakarMlis and even those that are in existence are 
ouly half full. There is a demand for more water 
it:: famine times both for men and cattle. Don't 
you think it win serve a great need if they ue 
increased in number? 

A.-May be, but when there is a oontinuoua 
drought, they cannot be of much use. 

The CHAm ....... : Q.-I take it that even in spite 
of what you have written in your written evidence, 
you are now in fa.vour of the modified scherue of the-
Tungabhadra project? -

A.-Yes, if my other sugge.Citions are carried out. 
Sri KALLUR SlJBBA RAo: Q.-You are giving evi

denee on behalf of the Andhra District Oongre .. 
Committee? 

A.-No, in my persanal oa.pacity. 
" Q.-In regard to the reduction of land revenne, 
from the answers you have made to certain questions, 
it seems you suggest a reductiqn of 50 per cent for 
all crops? 

.t.-Yes. 
Q.-For food crops alone or even for cOmmercial 

crops? 
A.-For aU crops with some uoeptioos. 
Q.-You wont thatcommerciaJ crops should be 

controlled P 
A.-only groundnut. 
Q.-Is it your ides that forest panchayats are 

working very well P 
A.-No. 
Q.--BQ, are you for their abolition P " 
A.-No, they must be reconstituted and worked 

properly. . 
Q.-Do you mean to suggest that Government 

are not" taking interest or the panchayats are not 
taking interest? 

A.-Whatever it may be, they are nQt serving the 
ne.ds of the people. They abuse their l'OW'rs and 
are respOOl~ible for denuding the forest. . 

Q.-Have you any objection to handing t;hem over 
to the Foreet department? 

A.-If the Government can take them over they 
will be managed better through their Forest depart
ment. In that case I have <10 objection. 
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Q • ..:-You said something about salt. Is there no 
pro¥ision in the Gandhi~Jr\\'in agreement about the 
manufacture Bnd sale of saolt? 

&.-of course they are preparing it DOW, but it 
is no use. 

Q.-You want til" no restriction should be placed? 
A.-Yes. At present the people are Dot a-llowed 

to take it on ba.ndis and as such it is Dot helpful 
to the poor people. I want that freedom must be
given to the manufacture of salt without any sort 
of restriction. 

Q.-I suppose you ha.ve studied the land problem 
of the Tungabhadra Bd'ea. Is it going to help the 
Ja,nd less labourer in any way if you do not control 
economic holdings? 

A.-No. As it is the advantages will go only (;0 
a. few people. I know in several places about 70 
per cent of the lands have already gone to BOWcars. 
In one place Malaguvalli 95 per cent have gone 
to few people; and there 'the extent is 16,000 acres 
8.nd the kist amount to Rs. 24,000. 80, whatever 
ad,-antages are offered to the people, they will only 
g. to the pockets of the C&lIitalista. 

Sri R. SURYANARAYANA &0: Q.-Would you 
thel'erore suggest Guvernmenr. acquiring all the 
extra lands beyond flo certain limit which as Mr. 
Sllbba. Rao has put down a.t 100 acrea. pel' head, 
and the bo.lao.ce being parcelled out into economic 
holdings and sold to landless labourers II 

.t.-Yeo. 
Q.-Supposing the landl ... labourer baa DO money 

to make an immediwte payment. would yOll allow 
him to pay the 'purchase money in instalments 60 
that he may ultunauly become the owne-i' (\f the 
landa? 

A .. -Government must not go in for black-soil area, 
but call buy red-soil areas and mixed soils under 
the scheme make them into plots, sell them in 
pt1blic auctlon and give them to people. It will 
also be a profita.ble concern and pwple also will 
go in for irrigation.' 

The OHATRHAW: Q.-What about black-eoil? 
A.-You must leave it to the ryot. 
ABDtrIJ RAwooJ' SAmB Bahadur: Q.-You suggest 

land beinf' sold in publio a..uction" Will it not 
agnlll go mto the hands of the capitalistsI"' 

.4.-But you must first give preference to people 
who have no lands. It does not. matter if land ie 
sold or given free. He must be allowed to pay in 
instalments with 8111all interest. 

Q.-You won't consider such a measl1~ revolu
t.iona"·? 

A.-"':'No. It should be done in the interests of the 
people. 

Q.-"rould it not cause a rebel-Tlw CHAIRMAN: 
lion in Bellary? 

A.-No rebeHion, ueC!ause the masses will be 
benefited. , 

Q.-Do you oonsider the question of linguistic 
proviu('es will a.tfect the finances of the pl'Oj~ct? 

o4.-}1'oo we must not think of anf I?rovince. 
,Yo mn~t first look to improving the econoIDlc condi
tion of the Ka.rnatakas or Andhras or OriY88 so that 
the lll'ople of .all nJ'C?>aS should first be looked into. 

Q.-U the province is divided now, do ,au think 
it ,.ill a.ffect the project? 

.4..-I do not think, because if the Government 
are going to commit themselves to it, they can in
herit it to the coming Government and hoth the 
Government made responsible. 

Q.-Is it admissible that the whole of tho com
manded area should be in one province!' 

.4.-'1'he Whole of tIle cultivable area lnust be' 
under one unit. . 

Q.-DiRrt'hy will again come to play, because the 
hendworks win be in Karnataka and the channels 
;n tbe other tuea, as it is bound to be ~ 

A.-If need be you can enoroach. beca.use it i~ 
Dot a qllMtion of iantluage bere, but it ill all a qUt'B
tion of food to the people. Language is onlv second
o.ry. r would suggest aJI the Kanarese area. being 
t.akC'n into tb:e area commanded by ·the !.)roject and 
Jnadt' one UDlt. . • . - _ • 

Q.-Even if they 'are against, it, .)·ou. w(luld ta.ts 
them ioto the area by coercion? . . 

A.-Y ... 
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Sri R. SURYANABAYANA 
th" ditliculties of having 
parts? 

RAO: Q.-You do realise 
Bellary. divided into t ...... 

A.-Yeo. 
Q.-You know in Penna.r aoud Hagari rivers i-t. 

would be possible to irrigate large acres of land if 
SlJllle oll-engines are installed. Don't you think it. 
""ould be advisable to take up such schemes? 

A..--Y~St but thtl holdings must be in the hoods. 
of several people and not in one me..D. I think 11. 
can be done on a co-operative basis. 

Sri K. SUBBA RAo: Q.-As a matter of fact therEt 
are a number of tanks in disuse now. You advocate
the restoration of the Tank Restoration 8cham~P 

A.-Yes. If you want mOl'f' lands to come 1:nder 
irrigation first a survey of th8S(l tanks should b& 
undertaken. So far as I know every third village 
has got ao tank j you ma.y institute an investigation 
and see whether there was irrigation in former days. 
and if it is found there had been irrigation no soil 
survey is necessary, you can straightaway revive 
the ... tank~ and fill them with water. 

The CHAIRHAN: Q.-Would you advO<"ate the con
tinuation of the Tank Restoration Soheme? 

A.-Yes. Unless the scheme is combined with 
the project, it will be a failure. It must be a sto.rage 
and irri~ation scheme combined and there are facili
ties for It in this district. 

Sri K. SUBBA RAO: Q.-You say that the Kanakal 
tank was till four years back a kudimaramat tank. 
Is it your 8Xeerience that kudimaramat is working. 
very well in village panchayats P 

A.-If they are not working well, they must be 
made to work properly. 

Q .-So, whorever lcndirnaramat its Dot working 
well) you will enforce compulsory labour' thereP 

A.-For instance I may tell you tha.t K,ana.kd is 
a big village where &I lot of land can be irrigated. 
The management of that tank was tarken away from 
the panchaya.t and given to the Publio Worn 
Depa.rtment and th(>y a'l'O now coutrolling the whole 
thing and it m&au!J the people have w be at the
mercy of the Public Worb Department. Wherever 
there is the necessary mBID power and willingness on 
the part of the village people to divert the water 
from the river in times of llood, in such places you 
should not take away the power from them. 

Q.-Do you know why it was taken away 
from them P I may «:-11 you it was taken awa-y from 
the people because there was faction in the village. 

A.-May be. 
ABDUL R.4.Wo.)fJlP' So\Htt lSabarlur: 

there was faction in the village. 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-You knoW" 

Q.-You also know it wa6 taken away at the 
instance of the poope there P 

A.-Yes, on account of faotion. 
Q.-So, wherever necessary; you think Gov&rlunent 

should take it up P And if people do no. oom .. 
forward for voluntary kudimaramat work, you must 
compulsorily enforce itP 

A.-Yes. 

Sri n. SUBYANARAYANA R-Ao: Q.-SllPPQStng I am 
a pattadar and am not in a position to myself go 
Ol" send somebody to do th~ work und$r kudimarar
mat. Now they collect monf"v. I W9.nt to know 
whether you can collect it in ~ kind P 

A.-Yes. 

Sri K. SunDA RAo: Q.-You say that cheap power 
can be borrowed from the Mysore Government. Is 
it your ide~ that electric power can be got from the
Mysore Government if negotiations are carried on 
with that GovernmentP 

A.-If a mill is in .... Ued at Hindupur I think 
you can get e1ectri('ity from the Mysore Go~ernment. 

Q.-Is it because that Hindupur has r~ntly beeD 
taken from this Government by the Madras Gov
ernment tha,t tht'1:'e will be no diffir.ultv in getting it 
and if it is got .it would be useful P • 

A.-Yea. . 

A.BDUL RAWOOI' SARIJ;I Babndur: ".-You refer to 
the introduction of prohibition immediately _ in the 
Ceded districts and at the ~me time you advocate 
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-the reduction of land revenue by clean 50 per cent. 
IDo you understand the fin&ncial implioation of BUch 
a proposal? 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-You would advoca1i!> both at the same time? 
A.-Yea, there is no ha.rm in that. Of COU1'se it 

is a bold step no doubt. 
Q.-From the financial point of viow, what do yOll 

think it will mean? 
A.-The money tbat we ma.y lose as '" result of 

prohibition is nQt going awa.y from this area. For 
Instance every year Adoni people are losing five 
lakbs and if that money is put into the pockets of 
the people, their purcha.eing Dower would increase. 

Sri R. SURYANAllAYANA RAo: Q.-Have you 
-4ihought over the alternative sources of revenue? 

A.-Yes. 
Sri K. Kon RBDDI: Q.-Do you propo"" taxation 

.on small landowners P 
A.-No. 
ABDUL RAwoOF SAlIm Babadur: Q.-In your 

.answer, you refer to some co-operative societies. 
Do you think the ryots have suffered for "ant "f 
.marketing facilit.ies!" 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Therefore would you suggest tbe formation of 

marketing boards by which the raw material of the 
ryota could be sold? 

A.-My idea of oo-oper8ltive societies i. of both 
-credit and Don-credit kind, whereby small loans, 
bigger loans, loans on crops and other banking 
fo.cili ties CIWl be got. 

Q.-With your knowledge of the villages, can you 
:say whether th~re are facilities for ha..ving cattle
breeding farms in the district P 

A.-Yes. 
The CJfAIRJUN: Q.-You 88Y, "if the scbeme for 

generating electricity is not immediately followed 
up • • • the Tungabhadra project will be a fail
ure." WhyP 

A.-Yes, from a productive point of view. 
Q.--Qn what do you base this statement? 
A.-Bec8>_ you 88y this echeme ia only for dry 

farming. 
Q .-Reading thro1lgh you. written reply I am 

inclined to think that you are for more industrial
isation with the introduction of machinery P 

A.-No. 

Q.-But throughout you advocate tbe use of el_ 
tricity P 

A.-I mean introduction of electricity for smaU 
8Csle industries to increase tht' earning cnpBcity. 

ABDUL. RAwoo~ SAlIm Babadur: Q.-I .uppo .. 
you admit the Tungabhadra project is an imminent 
necessityP 

d.-Yes. 

Q.-May I ask you, if it comes to a question of 
choice between the project and the formation of the 
province, ~,?uld you rather have the project first F 

A .--CertaInly. 

Q.-You know wet cultivation h'" been going on 
for the last 200 years on the ba.nim of the Tungu.
bhadra? 

A.-Yeo; it is not black"",tton soil there; but it is 
mixed soil. You should not be carried I>way by what 
soil experts 8ay. We don't know how this Boil 
experiment is done. 

Q.-We know how they do it . 
A.-In black-<lotton soil, it i. all saime soil, &alt 

comea up to surface in the months of Sel'tember 
to December. So what is the use of cultivatmg such 
lands? 

Examined by Sri K. Kcm: RanD!: Q.-You •• y 
handspinning can be done in fa.mine camps? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-YOll know there a.re a number of people in 
famine camps who can be engaged jn this work P 

A.-Yes. 

. Q.-Do you think ,,11 the yarn produced in the 
famine camp can be utilizedP 

A.-Yes. Perhaps in the beginning it is only 
" few people who will take it up. 

Q.-But you say, a.ll the yarn spun by the 60,000 
people a day cam. be consumed by the people? 

A ,-Yes, gradually it can be done. 

Q.-And aIso the cloth spun out of thi. yarn, do 
you think it cs.n be aoId P 

A.-Perhaps in the beginning there ... ill be I> 
little 1088, but ultim8ltely thero will he gain. Gov
ernment also should make efforts to lind a market 
for them. 

The Committee roee for the day. 

10th September 1938. 

The Committee reassembled at 10-30 a.m. in the Collector's Court Hall, Bellary, with 
Mr. F. M. DOWLEY in the Chair. 

The following members were present:
Dr. R. ADISESBAN. 

Sri K. KOTI REDDI. 
,. H. SrrARAMA REDDI. 
.. R. SURYANARAYANA RAo. 

ABDUL RAwoop SAlIJII Bahadur. 
Sri KALLulR SUBBA RAo. 

The Secretary to the Committee, Mr. D. I. R. Mum, was also present. 

'rhe examina.tion of Sri K. Alagiri Roo, SubdivisionaJ Officer, Famine Subdivision, 
Anantapur, was taken up. 

Written evidence. 

SECTION 1. 

M easu~es jo~ thli p~6t)ention o~ mitigation oj jamins. 
1 and 2. Development of irrigation projects and industries may tend to mitigate 

famine in the Ceded districts. 
2. (a) (i) Imgation-Major.-I have some knowledge of irriga.tion u?-de,r ~als such 

&~ Rushikulya canal in Ganjllm district, Delta.. canals in yvest. ~ava.n ~s~ct. Na"aa
-.elli channel in Vizagapa.tam rli~trl(!t anti river channels In Trlchinopoly district. 
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, If the Tun,,0'8.bhadra project materializes and if Tungabhadra water were taken' 
,through the famine-affected tracts in Bellary, Alur and Kuruool taluks-, the results 
will be the same as what, we have experienced in the case of Kurnool-Cuddapah canal, 
where the ryots are not willing to take water for irrigation ordinarily, as they lind thai 
the yield from a dry crop in normal years is sufficient for their requirements. ~ But in 

. years of drought, they will take 'Water from the canal to save their dry crops. The 
:wet cultivation involves heavy initial expenditure and the ryots are poor. Hence 
they prefer dry cultivation to wet crop. 

If the project materializes, it will mitigate famine. 
(ii) I have no suggestions to offer. 
rill) The following irrigation projects are suggested:

(1) Velgode project in Kurnool district. 
(2) Pennar-Kumudavati project in Anantapur district. 

(b) Mirnw iNigation and wells.-(i) I have no reasofi to believe that the number 
of these sources and the area irrigated by them are decreasing. In years of deficient 
rainfall, there will be difficulty to give a last wetting to the crop, when the wells in 
the ayacuts of tanks serve a very useful pW'pose to save the standing crop. 

(ii) Periodical repairs to tanks and supply channels, the masonry works con
.nected therewith will prevent deterioration of these sources. But the supply depends' 
,npon seasonal rainfall. 

Silting of tank-beds cannot be prevoented. This silting up will be only gradual. 
,If the storage capacity of the tanks is considerably affected thereby, it has to be 

increased after some years by carryingout suitable improvements to the tank-such as 
raising the weir and the tauk-bund. 

(iii) I agree. But the existence of these sources will be useful as they tend 
to retain moisture of lands and improve sub-soil springs. 

(iv) The wells are used only as supplemental sources! of supply for paddy lands 
under tanks and channels and theil' increase in number is certainly advantageous 'to 
the ryot, as he will be sure to have his crop. 1.'0 encourage sinking of wells, agl'icultural 

: Joans should be given to the ryots at a very low percentage of interest' and no hil!her 
,rate of assessment should be levied on the land which is benefited by the sinking of such 
'wells. 

In black-cotton aras, the sub-soil water is brackish and not useful either for 
drinking purposes or for crop. tn snch areas, whE're only dry crop i. being raised, 

>110 material advantage is gained by increaslDg the number of wells. 

(e) The bunding up of land'S in the black-cotton areas will help to retain moisture 
,and enable the crop to withstand drought. As these bunds are made up of loose soil, 
-they will not stand any heavy rainfall but will breach, and all the rainwater in the 

. catchment will ultimately find its way into the tauk, on such occaSIons. So, I do 
not think that this bunding up will materially diminish supply to tanks. 

(d) I have no suggestion to make. 
(e) I have no knowledge of forestry. But I am inclined to think that planting 

·of trees and increasing the area under forests and topes will tend to !lJ'rest clouds and 
,aid rainfall. The trees and thick shrubs will prevent sudden flow of rainwater and 

. cause soakage into earth and increase spring flow. 

(fl Altematifl8 or subsidiary sourC88 of eml'toytnt'nt.-(i) The following large 
industries in the Ceded districts are suggested:

(1) Paper manufacture. , 
(2) Sngar manufacture. 
(3) M;atch manufacture. 
(4) Cotton mills. 
(5) Mining. 

But I have no detailed suggestions tq make. 
(ii) Cottage industries suggested are

(1) Spinning and weaving. 
(II) S'1lk industry. 
(3) Carpet and cumbly manufacture. 

-(g) I have no experience in the use of .. sparked watt>r.·· 
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OI!CTION II. 

Purposes of famine operati<Jns and principles of famine relief. 

3. The principles laid down in the introduction and section 127 of the Code are' 
quite agreeable and do not warrant any modifications. 

4. I have no suggestions to offer. 
5. (a) Test works are necessary preliminary to the' grant of relief. But these

;works sh~uld, not be, prolonged for more than two weeks, l~t the interested big ryots 
should gam tIme to mduce coolies to attend and ,show there lS famine. 

(b) I do not consider that ~ections 49 and' 50 require any modifications. 
6. Chapters IV and VI require no modifications. 
7. There is considerable difficulty in classifying class ill children. For all outward _ 

appearance, the boys or girls look stunted on growth and famished but really they a.re 
aged more than 12 and do good work also. Again experience shows that children aged 
10 and above are capable of doing work without any undue strain and do not like to 
go to the kitchen. 'rhe mothers in their anxiety to get wages, get them registered. 
by shoWing children above 12 years and then resubstitutmg them. Inasmuch as they, 
are able to turn out better work, class ill, paragraph 97 may be modified as "children 
between the ages 10 and 14 years who al'e able to work" in place of " ages 12 and 14 .', 
noted therein. In section 116 of the Code, the following modifications may also bp-; 
carried out :- ' 

Class V (a)-" between ages 10 and 14 who are able to work" against 12 and 14-
noted therein. 

Class V (b )-" over 5 years and under 10 years of age" against "over 5 years, 
and under 12 years of age" noted therein, 

8. (a) The cost of cooked food, if ratIons are purchased as per revised table giV€h 
in section 128 (a) of the Code, exceeds always the cost of grain equivalent permissible. 
This excess is due to the following reasons : - ' 

(il Under V (c), the total quantity of grain intended to cover the cost of 
other items is 7'75 tolas against 5 tolas being the difference between grain' 
equivalent and the grain item. 

(ii) Under V (d), the total intended to cover the cost of other items is 5'25 tola.' 
against 3"75 tolas, being the difference between grain equivalent and grain 
item. 

Attendance of children under classes V (c) and V (d) is 'great and contribute"
to this excess. Renee, it is necessary to increase the grain equivalents {,," 
these two classes from 30 and 20 tolas to 35 and 25 tolas r~spectively. 

The daily indent to be placed on the grain dealer should be illustrated b,,; 
means of an example, to have uniform procedure in all camps. 

(b) The allowance for vegetables given in the revised scale under section 128 (aJ 
of the Code seems to be quite sufficient and it is normally possible to obtain vegetable!; 
on this scale. during the hot weather, when the famine works are in operation. 

I do not think that the type of individual who resorts to famine works is! 
accustomed to get this quantity of vegetables at that seaHOn in normal years. 

(0) We prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks, articles of luxury and the like 
within the area of famine works and encourage formation of grain shops and selling 
of grain at the rates prevailing in the nearest mB:r~et. , All ~ecessaries ~or workers are' 
thus made availaDle at the work spot. In addItIon to this, the gram merchant is 
induced to cart provisions to the place where the coolies are working and sell the same 
along the line. These are the only inducements we can give. 

(d) Chapte~ IX.-No modifications are suggested. 

SBCTION IV. 

Siz~ and nature of task in famine works. 

9. The task work system explained in the Chapter VII and Appendix D of the-' 
Code works out well in practice. In metal breaking and collection. almost all the
gsngs are able to earn full wages. but in the earthwork they find it difficult to earD., 
owing to preponderance of women over men. Hen('e in the case of earthwork, a reduc
tion in full task from 75 per cent to 70 pet cent of the task in ordinary times is suggested'. ' 
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SECTION V. 
The possibility of providing famine relief by works of more appreciable benefit to 

the community than stone breaking, etc. 

10. Please vide my replies to the questions under section I of the questionnaire, 
and I have nothing more to add. 

SECTION VI. 

Expansion of the ordinary programme as a normal preliminary to -the 
period of test and obse1"Vation. 

11. I have no remarks to offer on the sections 33-A and 212 of the Code. 

SECTION VII. 

Reduction of e:cpenditurc on famine establishment. 

12. So long as the famine operations are to be carried out strictly in R<JCordance 
with the instructions contained in the Famme· Code, it is not possible to reduce the 
expenditure on famine establishment. In the lOterest of efficient administration and 
efficient control over untrained famine coolies and good organization, such expenditure 
is unavoidable. Expenditure on providing shelter to workers may be. reduced. 

13. In connexion with modifications in other chapters of the Code, the following 
suggestions are made:-

(1) The Charge Officers deputed for famine work are generally recruited from 
the ranks of Deputy Tahsildar, and they lack in practical knowledge in exe
cution of works and Public Works Department Accounts and find it difficult 
to have control over the executive staff. . The Charge Officers and Work Agents 
often differ in many respects. Hence, it is desirable if a senior supervisor 
who has to look for a bright future is appointed as a Charge Officer and the 
subdivision as .. whole manned entirely by the. Public Works Department. 
subject to the control of the Collector. 

(2) If for administrative reasons. the above procedure is not feasible, it is sug
gested that the Revenue officers of the districts other than the district where 
famine is declared· are posted as Charge Officers to promote efficiency and 
discipline in the famine camps in preference to local officers, who are regular 
revenue subordinates and do not wish. to incur the displeasure of the Collector 
and Revenue Divisional Officer under whom they are going to serve again. 

(3) The· head clerks of taluk offices should on- no account be appointed as Charge 
Officers, as they are badly wanting in executive experience and unable to 
control big camps. 

(4) Immediately after the subdivision is formed, the Accountant-General should 
be asked to post trained accounts clerks for each subdivision as contemplated in 
paragraph 252 of the Code. Otherwise the subdivision work will suffer. 

(5) The present system of posting raw clerks having no previous experience in 
accounts and office work throws too much strain on the Subdivisional Officer 
who has got executive work to attend to. 

(6) The Sub divisional Dfficer should be given a responsible permanent head clerk, 
who can be relied upon to attend to the accounts work himself and leave the 
Subdivisional Officer time to attend to the organization and efficient running' 
of camps. The pay of clerks should be suitably increased in view of the 
heavy office work and undue strain. 

(7) The services of travelling auditors are most essential at the beginning of the 
famine operations and it is absolutely necessary that a travelling auditor 
is made available at the opening of the first charge to instruct the Charge 
Officer in the method of keeping his accounts. The Charge Officers who are 
generally Sub-Magistrates have very little knowledge of general accounts 
and none of the Public Works Department accounts with the result that at 
the beginning the accounts are in chaos. This combined with the fact that 
the Subdivisional Officer has only raw clerks, makes it impossible to deal 
with the accounts qnickly and properly. 

(81 Though the Charge Officer i. a regular Revenue flubordinate during a famine. 
he is the dirMt subordinate of the Executive Engineer :lnd the Subdivisional 
Officer. Paragra.phs 65 and 67 clearlv lav "'own the manner of issuing orders 
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to them and if this is done, I am confident that petty annoyance and unneces
sary friction will be a voided. In practice these instructions are not being 
strictly followed.. Special emphasis may be laid on this, to avoid unpleasant. 
ness and promote discipline smooth working in camps. 

(9) Raw men appointed as kitchen superintendents are not able to manage the 
kitchen work and prepare kitchen accounts properly nor do they understand 
the instructions contained in the Code. It ill quite essential to appoint kitchen 
superintendents from the rank of permanent clerks who will be more anxious 
to. have a bright future. Otherwille there is room for confusion and fraud. 
Their pay should be attractive. 

(10) The subordinates selected for famine duty should be given at least one month's 
notice, made to read the Famine Code and come prepared to start the works 
without any difficulty. A note to this effect may be made in the Code. 

(11) Tlie famine wages to workers are just sufficient to cover the cost of their 
absolute requirements. A slight increase in their wages by 1 pice is recom
mended to enable them to buy fuel, betel leaves, etc., without which they 
cannot afford to remain. . 

(12) Children of 10 years.and above may be admitted as class ill workers, as they 
are capable of doing good work without undue strain. 

(13) The scale of rations given in the table in section 128 (a) of the Code, may 
be amended in respect of children V (c) and V (d) as pointed out before. The 
method of preparing indent for rations as per this table should be illustratedi 

--l!y an example. 
(14) From a study of sections 124 and 135 of the Code, it ill understood that the 

workers should be present on the last day previous to rest day and any other, 
two days during the week, to make up three days' period and entitle them to 
rest day allowance. If the view is correct, it may be made clear in the Code. 

(16) It seems to me that this three days' attendance need not be enforced in the 
case of dependents fed at the kitchen, as I have every reason toO believe that 
the allowance mayor may not reach the right person, and there will be room 
for fraud. To overcome this, it ill desirable that those who attend the kitchen 
on the last day may be relieved by cash dolee for the rest day, and payment 
made by the Charge Officers. 

(16) I am of opinion that only unpaid wages of workers should_ be kept in 
.. anamath register" and disbursed subsequently on the lines indicated in the 
Code and not Test day allowance to workeTs and cash doles to kitc!len dependents 
to receive which they should be present on the day previous to rest pay. This 
point may be made clear. 

(17) D-IV statement should be signed or initialed by the work agent in token 
of his having given correct entries and assisted the maistris in calculating the 
wages due to each gang. There is no column for the purpose in the D-IV 
statement, which may be provided now. 

(18) New born babies may be treated as babies in arms and given cash dole of 
1 pice each along wftl!. other allowances due to the mother. 

(19) In D-m Forms, women are shown under classes I and II. .As a woman 
of class II can never be equal to a class I worker e'{!ln though employed on dig
ging in which case her task is two-thirds th~ task of class I, the classifications 
may be changed into classes II and m and necessary corrections may be issued. 

(20) A book of forms given in the Code with examples worked out, will be a valu
able guide, to all connected with. famine works, which may be prepared and 
supplied. 

Oral evjdence. 

Examined by Sri R. S_YANAKA".". RAo: Q:
You were Subdivisions1 Officer in Famine subdivision 
even in the last f8min~ .of 1935 P. .. 

done in the case of the Cuddapah-Rurnool canal, 01" 

·would you compel \lim to take the ,,'aterP 
A.-1 will lea.ve it to ~he ryot to take the wa.to .. 

or not. A.-Yeo. ' 

Q.-~o YOU have 6:!:perienoe of two famines-one 
in BeUaai and the other in Ananta.pur-ahnost in 
the aame famine sone P . 

A.-Yea. 
<I,-In paragra.ph 1I you refer to the Tung .... 

bhadra project. Would you lenve to the ryot the 
"ptiOll of takiDll water from the project .... was 

<I.-Do you realize the consequence of itP Under 
the Cuddapah-KurnQol canal the return to the Gov
ernment is very little. The Tungabhadra project costs 
13 eroree; and if you leave tbt\ option to the l'yot 
to take water, he will not use the water ~ and so 
water charges: oan be leviad only "hen he uses the 
water; so to make the Government realize the 
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money they invest, dontt you think compulsion 
should be resorted to P 

A.-You CaoD put mora.l fOfOo3 and tE'1l thf'm to 
take the project water. I do not know \vbetht:r 
they will willingly come forwM'd and take to wet 
cultivation. For dry cultivat.ion }'OU caD put com
pulsion. 

Q.-You talk of Velgode project in Kurnool dis
trict. Is it ready for executIOn!" 

A.-No; but it was investigated. 

Q.-Do you think there are any other projects 
ripe for execution? 

A.-None. 
Q.-Had you occasion to study the Pennar-_ 

Kumudavati project? 
A.-No. 
Q.-Then why do you recommend it?, . 
A.-Because it is in t.he area. which 18 ...subJect to 

famine. 
Q.-So in genere,.l y011 recommend any project 

which will improve the staying po\vor of the ryots? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.~As regards wells, you suggest that .e~courage

ment should be given to the l-yats by glvmg lo~ns 
for sinking wells. But you know. the ryots, owmg 
to a serie~ of unfavourable seasons have no suffi
cient security to offer to enable t!tem to secure 
agricultural loans. So would you t m those cas~, 
suggest that Government should dig wells at theIr 
own cost? 

A.-I am ta.lking of well excavation in lands 
under wet cultivation. 

Q .-Are you in favour of Oovernmen~ siJ:king 
wens and charging interestP· 

A.-That is Dot possible. 

Q .-In regard to black~otton soil, you ~ay the 
wateI" is brackish. Do you think deep boring can 
be recommended? . . 

A.---It is difficult to have deep borm~s. It is 
nlso uneconomical to do so. 

Q.-Plea6e turn to. ~tion II. of your ~ri~ten 
anSwer. You agree WIth the pohcy and Pl'IDc1ples 
laid down in the introduction to and section 127 of 
the Code? 

A.-Yea. 
Q.-You don't think EWen the circumstances in the 

ecaed distriots warrant any modification P 
A .-So far as I am personally ~are 1 don't think 

they require any modification. 

Q .-Do you agree that the provisions of the Code 
are so framed as to give the ryot things just enough 
to ms..intain himself from starvation? 

A.-The Code has b~n so written as to, enable 
the ryot to keep body and soul together. , 

Q.-Don't you think that the moment the famine 
is over, the ryot should be left all t~e com~orte 
which lie was accustomed to beforE' famIne set mP 

A.-Yes. . 
Q.-Don't you think he should be given the 

, normal diet i\l order to enable him to pursue his 
avocation P • 

A.-Yes. He can be given normal dIet. 

Q. -Do you think test works are absolutely neces .. 
saryf • 

A.-Yea. 
O.-Will not -expansion dt ord!nary work do? 
A.-I have no knowledge of it. 
o -Under section II, item 7 of your written 

ans,~er, you say, that class III should be so modified 
aa to include children between the ages of ~n and 
fourteen, instead of twelve and fourteen. That 
means, children of ten ye81"8 and- above f1.hould. be 
classified under class III as workers. Do you thmk 
a child of ten years is fit to do the work of an n.dult? 

A .-1 have actuo.Uy seen them doing the work; 
and 1 have eeen elderly Dlall asking them to do the 
work, and th~mselves sitting idle. 

Q.-Do you think it is admissible for a child of 
ten vears to do the work of a man? 
A.~They come from the pG8sant class, and they 

are accustOmed to graze cattle afld u.eep Gd t.hey 
are accustomed to do hard wo-lr 

Q.-Then there was a suggestion to abolish cJaes 
III altogether. Do you agree to the yroposalP 

A.-No. Children are. always children; and if 
they a-Te nOot a.ble to do the work set. for them, they 
cau be transfer~d to ~hE> class of dependents.. 

Q.-What work do you allot to class lIIP 
A.-Carrying things. It is given in the tables. 

Q -Then am I to take it tha.t the children are 
employed only as carriers P 

A.·-Yes. They are doing their work very wdl 
without any discomfort. 

Q .-Then you have suggested an increase in the 
grain equiva·lents fOi' classes V (c) and V (d) from 
80 and 20 tolas to 35 and 25 tolae respectively' and 
thus an increase of five talas. 'You were Slltdivi .. 
sional Officer in the last famine of 1935. and lOU 
are abo Subdivisional OfficeI" in this famine. J)id 
you at any time find out what this grain equivalent 
is, even wheJI such variations are occurring? 

A.-No. 
Q.-You knO\v well that this grain equivalent is 

not sufficient. to purchase other items. How did 
you anive a.t this inorease of five tolas which you 
now suggest, unless you know on what the grain 
equiva.lent method" is based? 

A .-On what method I can't 88y. 

Q.-But you have suggested an incI"aase of five 
tola •. 

A.-Qn the basis of the table ~iven in the Code. 
I workedt out from the figures gIven in the Code. 

Q.-When did you find out that this increa-se is 
necessary? 

A.-I cannot remember the date; I was a.ble to 
say .H after working in this famine." 

Q.-Uut you know the increase was ordered only 
recently P 

A.-Ye$; only after my recommendation. We 
never knew there was BUch a mistake, and we 
could not easily discover it. -

(I.-You get the kitchen statement regularly; 
YOll have got the charge officers; you are an mspect
ing offioer. Whwt is the duty of th~ inspecting 
officer? Is it only to find fault with the increa..1t8 P 

A.-No. He is to see that the cost of the cooked 
food does not exceed cost of the grain ~quivalent. 

Q.-It Comes to the SHDe thing. \\~en such a 
thing as this occurs should it not be l'eported to 
the Collector P 

A.-It was pointed out to the Collectt)r 8lld the 
Executive Engineer. 

Dr. R. ADISBBB"AN: Q.-You make tho suggestion 
only with regard to cl ..... V (0) a.nd V (d). Do you 
mean to 58y in the other classes you &<re aule to 
maintain the ratio with re~ard to other items? 
. A.-There is always a. diifert!nce between gra..in 

equivalent and grain item and the tot-al of other 
items. This I thought as a little m&>rgin left out 
to cover fluctuations in tha market rates. ' By and 
by I was able. to discover the mista.ke uuder classes 
V (c) .. nd V (d) only two montho back. . . 

Q.-But what applies to classes V (oj Bud V (d) 
must apply to the other classes as well P 

A .-There is Borne increase in the other clRSSt'l8. 
Origino.lly we took it was aU right. Until we worked 
out the Code as per the revised table we never 
discovered the mistake. 

Q.-Then you say under item 8 (c): "we prohibit 
the sale of intoxicating drinks, JJ Where did you pro
hibit itP 

A.-In Anantlbpur district, in Tondapadu famine 
camp. People who were paid wages "ent to drink. 
So we made representat.ions to the Jion'ble Minister 
aud also to the Famine Commissioner, and subse
quently it h8B been given effect to. 

Q.-You ::-epresented to the Hon'ble Minister 
only in the month of February~ and it was announced 
only in the month.of August. But you sav, co we". 
Are you for closmg toddy shops in the famine 
affected areas P 

A.-Yes. 
ABDUL n .. WOOF SAHIB Bahadnr: Q.-What do 

:vou mean by u. area" P - ".-1 mean famine StIne. 
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Q.-Do you advocate total abolition of toddy 
shops j or do you mewn only th.a.t toddy shops should 
not be near famine camps? 

A..-I advoca.te total abolition of toddy shops; I 
meall not only the wages but also the s.Jlowa.nces 
should not be utilized for drinking, 

Q.-In section IV, you say, the task for earth 
work is somewhat hard, and Y011 .. uggest a. reduc
tion from 75 per cent to 70 p(>r cent. Did you 
bring this to the notice of the r llth"rities? 

A.-I did not ... y they did not get the full wages . 
on this account. 

Q.-Anyhow when you find it is difficult for work
men to earn the full wagAs, did you not think it 
worthwhile to bring the difficulty of the t ... k to the 
notice of the Collector or Executive Engineer P 

A·-I did not. 
Q.-You say, (( in metal breaking and ('ollection, 

aJmost all the gangs aTe dobl~ to eurn fun wages) 
but in the earth work they find it difficult to earn, 
owing to preponderance of women over men.'- Is 
it not possible to arrange gangs in 811Ch 0. way 
80 that eve.n if the women J!reponderl\te the task 
need not necessarily be too haQ,vy? 

A.-In such a. case,' the lead has to be increa.sed, 
as 1 he work for women is only U (·arrying." 

Q.-So :vou sgugest a,. reduction in the ta!!lk to 
70 per centP 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-In section VII you make a. 1::1lggestion to do 

away with the Revenue Department in the conduct 
of {amine-relief opera.tions? 

A.-Yes. 
Q .-So indirectly you sa.y, even the Collector Bud 

the Revenue Subdivisional Officer need not ha.ve 
anything to do with itP 

.40.-1 don't say that. 
Q.-You know under the Code, the work agent 

is the subordina.t6 of the char;?;8 officer a.nd both 
of them DIre subordinate to th9 :3ubdivisional Offi· 
oer. What is the difficulty in carrying out the orden 
when you have got the Collector at the top and 
all the Public Works Department officers nre tem
por .... ily under the Collector P 

A .-Though und~r the Code the. ~'~Arge officers 
are directly subordmat.> to the SubdlVlslon~1 Officer, 
in practice, the rule IS more honoured In Its breach 
than in its observance. Because l"rhenever C'rders 
are given they Bore not ca.rried out. The Code 
does not "Contemplate 'any oorroopondence except-
through tile Suhdi.vi.siond Officer. We have no 
polters even to suspend workmen. Be., dual control 
ia not prefera.ble. 

Q.-You don't mind some department being given 
the whole controlP . -

.4.-1 suggest in the interests of. efficienrv a~d 
e<'.onomy the whole th ing may be gIven ~ Pubhc 
Works Depa.rtment. Be~use it if> a.U techmcal wOI'k 
that haa to he done. 

Q.-Do yOll imply th",t th~ ColleCtor too should 
have no control over the famme ci\mps? . 

A..-Yee. Because the Collel~to",=, is purely an 
administrative officer. 

Q.-So also the charge ?fficer> 
.4. .-The chnrge officer IS not able to render 

Rccounts properly. 
Q .-Do you think thall d",,:lIghtsmon reoruite!i _ 

from the Engineering College wlll be "ble to do tlus 
workP . 

A -Yes they have got techmcal knowledge. The 
whoie ac~unts are based on the. Public Wo~ks 
Department Code. From my experIence of famme 
camps in 1935 "",d 1938 1 aay they are able to 
render accounts properly. 

Mr. F. M. DoWLBY: Q.-Will you prefer the 
Rf'ven ue department to ta.ko charge of the whole 
thingp 

A.-Yea, that can be done. 

Q.-Or wiII you prefer the Publio Works Depart
ment to take complete control? 

A..-Not necessarily. . 
Q.-In your written answer, ~tem 91 you say ldtrhen 

superintendents monld be a.ppomted fT?m the I"l~Dk of 
peormapent clorka. Do you luggest an mcreRRO 1n tltE\ 
"Diary P 

.40.-1 think their pay !DUlt he fixed i?etween 40 
to 50 rupees, aa. otherwIse tl.e post Will not be 

attractive. 

Q.-Then again under item 11, you increase the 
wage by one pice. Would rou allow that to form 
part of the Code wage or ( wage plus one pice" P 

il.-I would put it as wage plus ODe pice. Because 
it should be given only to workers. 
. Q.-You felt some difficulty in the preparation of 
Indents. You want an illustration to b~ given for 
each rule. 

A.-Yes, because nobody is able to understand it. 

Q.-With r"l!ard to rest-day allowance you know 
there are varIOUS interpretati.:ms to the rule. In 
1Y35 the then )~amine Commi&6uJIller iuterpreteu it 
as to mean any worker who is present lor threo 
days-any three days-during a week was entitled 
to rest-day allowance. This year there have b€l6n 
various interpretations. It is construed 88 three 
days consecutively before the rest-day or any three 
days including the day previous to the rest;...d8!Y. 
Don't you think the interpretation fol\CJWed in 1935 
caused least inconvenienoe P 

A.-As per Code any tbree days attendance would 
entitle a worker to rest-day aaowan('0. ~rhen pro
bably there was a circular to the effect that there 
should be three consecutive days' attendance. Sub
sequently the matter was referred to the Famine 
C-ommissioner who said any three etays IlIttendance 
in the week would do. Section 135 says that the 
rest-day allowance shall be paid on the day previous 
to the rest-d30Y, i.e., Saturday. 'Yhen you fix Q. 
day for the payment of money, you naturally 
expect aU persons who are need !Jf it to turn up. 
On the same analogy when you fix . a. day for the 
P8IYD1ent of rest-day allowance, you would lJoturally 
expect aU persons who a.re in need of it to turn 
up on that day. So you should necessarily insist 
on attendance on that day. So my view is that 
the worker should be present on tbt'J dn.y ~l'evious 
to the rest,..day and any other two da.ys In the 
week to enable him to get the rest-day I,llowance. 

ABU·GJ. RA WOOF SAUIB Bahadllr ~ The principle is 
alright, but the analogy is not aU right. 

Sri R. SUBYANA.B.AYANA RAo: Q.--You kno.w the 
D-4 at.a.tement has to be prepnred on the basis of 
the morning attendance j and sUPI-0se a worker is 
absent in the afternoon he will be showD as 
• ( present. " in the rest-day allowance register, but 
absent in the daily wages register. Is it not? 

A.-No such difficulty was felt in 1935. 
Q.-Is there any such practical difficulty? 
A..-If you insist on the attendance in the morn-

ing and in th~ nfternoon there is difficulty;· but 
the man coming in the morning will be coming in 
the evening aJso. 

Q.-Would you Buggest the resWay allowance 
being given in the evening? 

A.-Yes. Wages may be paid in the morning and 
rest..d.a~ allowance may be -paid in the evening. 

Q.-But there will be distribution twice. It is 
difficult. 

A.-There is no difficulty at aU; it i:ri only nlsrking. 
Q.-The Executive Engineer wa.nu to include the 

day previous to the rest-day in the three days. 
attendance for entitling 8,0 man to rest-day u.l.low-
anee. ., 

A .-Then the difficulty pointed out caD be over
come by taking the morning "ttendance only. 

Q -Then you have suggested tt.at the three da.ys' 
atte~dance need not be enforced in the case of 
dependents fed at the kitchen, vide parag~ph 15-
of your written ans~er. Is it anywhere ]ald clown 
that section 135 apphes to dependents? The govern
ing paragraph does not apply to the dependents? 

A.-But it is on this basis the tra,:"elling tUdltor 
has found objection. So I ... vould hke the who~e 
thing is clarified. 1 would ilke to take away th,s 
rule 8S regards dependents. 

Q.-Yesterda.y Major §lewen compl~iu.pd that 
there is difficulty in takmg f'lOd from kitchen to 
dining sheds as by tha.t time the food hpcome& 
"stone. (.'Old ~, to use MajC4" Seweoll's own words. 
So he sugge~ted the opening of more kitC"hens? 

A.-We can have more sub.dining sheds, but not 
kitchens. 

Q -Th.n with regard to the distance of three 
mil~ to be traversed by the ~oth,,~ each time ~e 
has to take the child for feedlnJ1:. don't you think 
it is real hardship for them, simply because you 
want to enforce efficiency and eC("Inomy hy that 
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system? And aolB~t in t.ne meanwhile the gang at 
work BUffers and tba maistri is punished? 

A.-I allow a coolie to take all the cl.tildren to 
the kitchen and feed them and take them baoek, , 

Q.-But do you think .. child will acoomp""'y 
anybody exceJ't its mother P 

A.-If it 18 80, then there w!Ti have to be a 
number of kitchens and fraud will increase. 

Q.-How can fraud be increased when it is there 
already? 

A .-Because there will be increase in the number 
of cooks, the number of mercha.nw Bupplying articles, 
the number of suppliers of other things-aoll these 
will consume morA money, and there will he scope 
for fraud. I suggested that for young children the 
food might be given to the mother, but the Collector 
objected to it. 

Q.-So you are aga.inst havi!lg JDOl'O kitcben9 
but you have no obiection toO have marC' dinin,;t 
sheds a.nd ma.king some &l'ra.ngemcnts so that food 
may not become stone-cold? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-In paragraph ~8 of your written answ~ Y,?u 

say, H New born babIes may be treated as ba.bles In 
arms and given cash dole of one pice each along with 
other allowances due to the mother." Does not the 
mother get something more in addition to the allow
anceP 

A..-The Code is silent on the point. 
Q.-As soon 8S a baby is bOl'n the mother beC'ollles 

one with a. baby in &rms, and &he has to walk when 
she becomes fit for work a disLance- of threo to five 
mites a day to the work spot. In that state of 
health, don it you think some distance allowance in 
the shape of reduction in task should be giV8U to 
her? 

A.-In giving work we tn.ke into considoration 
the distance from which the Workm\lll Cl'me; in £l\Ot 
l\'e ma.ke it a point to give them work net.rer their 
home i and sometimes when theY) come lwte we 
give them Bome latitude. 

Q.-It is not a question of time' it is & question 
of walking certain distMlC8; and consequent on 
that, the workman is unable to finish the task P 

A.-We can't help it. 
Q.-Do yon agree to change the hOllr8 of closing 

work? 
A.-Perhaps the work may be stopped haU nn 

hour earlier provided th~ finish the work. 
Q.-Do you wish the task should be reduced on 

that account P 
A.-No. 
Q.-Do .you a.gree to the reducHon of tbe. mid~ 

day meal interval P 
A.-In April and Mwy the interval m .. y h from 

12 to 2-80. 
Q.-tn the last famine, there was no difficulty in 

rep;ard to the pregnant woman P 
A.-No. • 
Q.-Does pregna.nt woman get all the ,facilitiesP 
A.-I would classify pregnant women lnto three 

categories. A pregnaut woman comes for work, 
and ahe is governed by section 182. After some 
time she is allowed to go home for three weeks. 

Q.-Yes; I am Dot conoerned with the other two 
oa.tegories. In such a case suppose she does not 
deliver within three weeks\' in that advatlced state 
of pregnancy she is unab e to walk eveD; would 
you say that on the production of the doctor's 
certificate alone she is entitled to her allowance; 
or would you aa..y it is sufficient if there is the 
certificate of a village officer P 

A.-In such oases we give di8CI'etion to the charge 
officer. 

Q.-But you k'now another interpretation has 
been g~'yen in ADant8~ur P 

A -Yes' but the Code is Dot properly worded. 
For' furth;r extension of time we dep'end upo~ t~e 
ooctor' but when she has no'b delivered Wlthm 
three ~eok:s we enquire from othe1'8, and we do not 
insist on the production of doctor'a certificate. 

O.-Suppose a woma.n in 8?vanwd .preP:.nB.ncy is 
.. entered in the village gratuitous relIef list P po 

you think such 81 woman should not get ma.termty 
allowanoo P •. 

A.-But it is • pnvtloge earned by a workerP 
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Q.-Are you a.ware th8ll; in the new interpretation 
given in Anant.apur, the worker is deprived of the 
maternity. allowance? 

A.-For three weeks, her name is on the charge 
list. If she does not deliver' within that period, 
then her name is entered. in the village gratuitous 
relief list. 

Q.-But a woman in the village gratuitous relief 
list is not entitled to maternity relief? 

\ A.-But you are not aware of the CollectoT's 
order. There is a recent order that when a preg
nant woman comes to work she mUl:o-t be sent home 
as an infirm person. Perhaps what. was adopted in 
t·he famine of 1935 mBly be done j. and in this con
nexioo, I will refer to B.P. No. S289/35. dated 
14th May 1935. The instructions contained in that 
order ma.y obviate all difficulties. 

Q.-It seems- there 'is a lot of restacking of metal 
g~ing on without rhyme Qr reason. Is it to pro .. 
VIde work? 

A.-Yes. Supposing there is no quarry by the 
side of the road, then we have to carry the metal. 

Q.-I am told. the met.1 is being arranged in 
one foot height, then sometime hence it is being 
arranged in. two feet breadth P 

A.-When there is no quarry by the side of the 
road we have to carry metSil wherever we go; 
and sometimes we have to collect metal in one place 
86 a dumping ground; and this accounts for the 
metal beiug collected in different measurements. In 
all such c~es we are giving work to the ca.rriers, 
and this involves no hard work. , 

Q.-So in order to prC)vide work you do it p 
A.-After all the question of famine work is not 

economical. . . 
~xamined by Sri H. SITABA .... REDD" Q.-In your 

wrItten answer you suggest paper ma.nufacture as one 
of the large industries that can be undertaken in 
the Ceded districts. Do you know whether any 
raw material is availa.ble here that can be utilized 
for paper manufacture? 

A..-Bamboos are available in plenty· in the Nal .. 
18.mal~i border. What I know· casually 1 put. " 

Q.-Among cottage industries, you mention4 silk 
industry. Where do you nnd it; I mean sericulture, 
Dot weaving? 

A.-In Dh&rm8varam. 1 am told so. 
Q.-In section VII you ea.y II Expenditure on 

providing shelter to workere may be reduced." Ha.ve 
you provided much shelter to the workers? 

A.-I ~~an sheds generally, and not sheds to 
workers. 

Examined by Sri K. Kon RmDI: Q.-YOl1 ju" 
a . few minutes back said thalt famine work is un
economio. Have you any Buggestion to make with 
your experience in the last famine aond this, 80 
that fa.mine relief work may be made more remuue
rati~e say by village road formation 8IDd- other kinds 
of village work? -. 

A.-Perhaps inter-village ilommunications may be 
formed. Beyond that, I have no suggestions to 
make. 

Q .-Suppose instead 0' starting famine relief orga.
nizations, you find work for the people in variou. 
places in works carried out by the Publio Works 
Department and district boards and pay them wages 
~cco.::ding to the prevailing rate&-how do you think 
It WIll work as a sort of une~ployment relief P 

A.-Provided we have ~ot efficient contrql over 
funds and proper supervi810n it may work. 

a.-Do you think it will be more economical? 
A.-Qf course; as there are no sheds, kitchens, 

establishment, etc. 
Q.-'Ihere are two types of people who come for 

work in famine camps: one class of people Me. ready 
to settle down in the work spot and work; and 
another clllSS of people have got some attachments 
to their village by wa,y of cattle, etc .. , and 80 they 
prefer to return b4ck to their village after work 
every evening even· thou~h the distance they have 
to cover may be five or 8IX miles. Don't you think: 
two types of work can be devised for these people, 
one type for .class one, Mld anothe.r type for class 
two. Don't you think works of great utilitv can 
be s.Uotted to class one people. so that monev ipent, 
in the end, may be more economical? . 

A.-Now we Sl'N\ confining our work only to a 
radius of five milea. I have experience of such 
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work only. I fear the 'clMs one, you speak of, will 
become labour class. Famine work -is intended only 
to people who do not wieh to go out of. their vil
lage, and this cl.... of people i. contemplated by 
01&88 two, you speak of. 

Q.-Even with rega.rd to the cl .... one people, 
they have to walk a distance of ten miles some
times to reach the work spot, and this involves 
waste -'Of energy; can't you give them work Dearer 
homeP • 

AJ.-We are undertaking construction of roads 
interconnecting villages, 8&.y twenty miles apart. 
We divide the work into small campa, and so at a 
stretch the whole work i. completed. F"ll!ine relief 
work can be utilized only in this way. 

Q.-We construct 'so many zoa.da" by spending 
large. Bums -of money, and unless we are able to 
mainta.in them, the whole money will be wasted. 
So would you prefer village works to these P 

A .-If there are village works they ea.n be started, 
but aetua,"y in _ the famine programme, there is 
very little of such work. 

Q.--oa.n't you undertake periodic .. l repairing of 
tanks r~pairing of . .supply channels, ;repairs to 
minor irrigation. sources, like silt, oleM'ance P 

A • ....0-8ilt clea.rance cannot be undertaken. For .how 
to remove ailt from over &0 IUch big area, as you ha.ve 
to> deepen the who!" area by 1t feet. It iuvol ... 
a good amount of expenditure on· irrigation work, 
maeonry work, undervents, etc. It sometimes in
volves heightening of the tank bunda. 

Sri KALLUB SUBU RAo: Q .-So you say silt clea.r
anee is impossible P 

A.-To my mind it is impoSBible. 

Sri K. KOTI 'RRDDI: Q.-It doas "ot mean re
moving the silt from the whole &rea. I melm only 
silt clearance as far 88 pOISSible, and to the extent 
it il done it will mean e.dditional 8tor~e of water P 

.i. -Thore h&d boen no occaeion felt so far. for 
such .. thing. 

Q.-Don't you think that from the point of view 
of public' utility and from the point of view of 
labourer,. removtng silt from tanks can be under
t .. ken' And also the Famine Code B&YS works of 
public utility can be underta.ken. . 

A.-Yes, if it is pOBBible. , 
Q.-You would encourage ryots to dig more wella 

and. for that purpose you Bore for giving takkari 
loans at low rates of interest' 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Have you &ny experience of handspinning? 
A.-No. 
Q.-Do you think it can be organised as .. village 

industryP 
A.-Yea, 1 ("an be dOlle. 
Q.-You h&ve suggested the incre .... of wa.ges by 

one pice in order to cover the cost· of certain 
neoeasarieo of' life P What .. bout clothing? Don't 
you know thll't most I?eople want chang .. of clothing? 

A.-I think one piece is sufficient. 

Q.-That can be done only if they are engaged 
at '1_ for "four month. P , 

A .-Bere I may mention ODe fact. There is a 
peon in our department who gets R8. 12 per meD
aem; he haa a f .. mily with four children, and with 
this amount he feeds aU of them .. nn provides 
clothing for aU his children alao. 

TheCBAIB>LUf: Q.-Do you or do you not think 
thll't they should be provided with clothing P 

A .-1 think it ia aU inoluded in the wage. 

Q.-You aay we need not pivy for thatP 
A .-Bepa.rately they need not be pa.id. 

Sri K- KOTI Rlrl>DI: Q,-Bo you s .. y thore i. pr<>
vision in the wage ginn for 8&ving for olothing P 

A.-I do not s .. y th .. t, 'bnt 1 think they can try 
to ....... 

Q.-You know the provision made is merely for 
keep in/! tbe body and soul together; and BO the 
wage I" .only just enough to maintain oneself and 
nothing more j and if he does lave for his clothing, 
it would be only at the expenae of his body P 

A ....... The~ in IUch • case I18pata"te provision. can 
be made. 

Q.-lri some black-cotton Boil areas workers do 
work only in the morning and return by 12 nOOD 
and they do not go to the fielcla in the aftsrnoon P 

A.-I do not know th&t. 

Q.-;-If 1 tell you that it is the practice would 
you lIke the rest period tha.t is DOW allowed i.e. 
between 12 and 2, being raised till 3' p.m. P , 

A..-As .& ma.tter of fact now they are returniug 
to work after rest only .. t 2-30 and in order th .. t 
th~y ma~ not be found fault with they may be per
m.ttsd tlU 2-30. 

Q.-With any proposed, reduotion in their t ... kP 
A.-;-No.. They Wlll finISh the work even in the 

morw..ng Itself. 

Q.-You know the rest-day allowanee is. not the 
full wage. You know they don't eat less during 
the r!'"1> days; .. nd don't you think they should 
be paId more even on those days P 

A.-The question is whether a. distinction should 
be made between a working day and a. non-working 
day. But I have no objection to recommend the 
same wages. . 

Q.-With reg .. rd to legislation that 'is propoesd 
nnd~. the Tungabha~ra project YOll say that <'Om
puJslo.n haa to be Introduced. I am suggesting 
tha~ l~ the ryots are given the option, even at the 
beglnnmg to 8ay whether they utilize the water 
even at B?me fut.ure date or not, they will have to 
pay for It;. or If they Bore not prepared to take 
water they ought not to he c01DtPeUed to pay 
What do you think about it? . 
, A ~It should he left to the authorities to decide. 

Anyway t~ere should be some uniform procedure 
.. dopted right .through. If yo!' want to compel 
them, do s~ or If you want to give them IbD option 
you may glve them. ' 

Dr. ADISESHAN: Q.-You say H No modifications 
are suggested." You know that Chapter IX deals 
!",lth gratultous relief.. If the workers are taken 
ill, does the Code proVld& for allowances being pa.id 
to themP 

A.-During the 1935 famine we obtained (rdere 
from the. Board a'}d w~ did pay for the labourers 
who fell ill. ~ut m th,a famme it w ... objected to 
because there IS no provision in the Code. 

Q.-So, would you like thlllt .~me provision should 
be made to that effect? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-;-It W89 represented to me 'by a health inspector 
tluLt m .the e&s:e of people who were given anti
chole.ra lDoculatl~n or in the case of people who 
fell .111 ,a,nd also In cases of suspicious cholera. the 
~edlca.l 1()f6.~ refused .to certIfy that allo~ance 
should be paId and that he wanted a reference to 
be m&de to the T .. hsild..... That meMs it will t .. ke 
one we~k or ten and even fifteen days before wages 
were given :to them. Don't ycm think the Code 
should contam a. provision for the payment of allow
an~ W. those who bve fallen ill or to whom vacci
natton 1& don~ Qr anti-cholera. inocula.tion is done? 
. A 'h-In regard to vaccination there is provision 
In tk e Code and w~ can aJso inclUde a provision for 
wor ers who ta.k:e ill. 

Sri H. SrrABAlL\ R.DDI: Q.-Under section VU 
you say tha.t expenditure on providing shelter ~ 
~ork~rs may p~ r~uced? Don't you think that 
if thiS. suggest.lon IS acted Upon, it would cause 
hardshIp ~ chil~ren a",d old p80pleP 

A.-The .de .. " to gIve sheltsr to people who go 
there and work and w~ are not giving shelter for 

,peeple to stop there right through. . 

'Q,-;-The whole place is one open sps.ce with 
p!,actlcally no trees. There is no shelter of' any 
!tlDd .and they h~ve to work from 8 in the morn
~ng till the evening. In the case of workers there 
18 two or two Btlld half hours rest and they. have 
to stay somewhere or other. Don't you think a 
shelter for them is Becessary P 
, ~.-We h!'ve got kitchen sheds and dining shed. 
~hlcJ. are ~Ig enough for them to ta.ke shelter. It. 
I. not pOSBlble to put up sheds for 6,000 p80pl 
For ~nstanoe we will require a large number :i 
tha-ttl& for the purpose, and even if we put them 
uP. the wind will 'blow them off and the procedure 
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haa to be ",peated day aftor day, and it will mean 
.enormous cost. Though we may view the question 
aympatheticallYr I am afraid it is DOt possible to 
,provide BUch bIg shelters. 

a.-Is it a. financial impracticability P 
A.-Even otherwise. For instance they will ,be 

blown'- off by the wind and we may not really gIve 
any benefit to the people. I ma,. also point out' 
that wherever there are work-spof;tij, we have a 
number of trees, but in places where there are no 
trees or other protection, exceptional treatment may 
be given. 

Sri KALLUB SnDA RAO: Q.-You are 8!fraid that 
in normal y~ar$ even under thE' Tungaobhadra, 
people would not take wa.ter even for dry crops 
just 88, in the Kurnool..Quddapah caual P 

A .-It depends on the experience they have gain
-eel 80 far. 

Q.-Do you think the same assessment should b. 
-continued or it should be raised 80 that somt"o return 
may be expected P . 

A.--Some fb:oo rate of assessment may be. leVIed 
on dry lands. 

Q.-Do you know that in the Pennar area even 
this year there was famine? 

A.-Yes, in ODe place. 

Q.-Then do jou encourage the digging of wells 
in the 81yaout P 

A.-Ves but in other placea I do not know how 
far it will serve the purpos.e. 

Q.-Do you think that in the ayacut Govetn
ment can acquire lands and dig wells and charge 
Msessment for that jl-rea and get any return from 
thatP 

A.-That is not possible. 

O.-For instance' a man haa 10 acres of land 
and he takes takko..vi loan and dig &. well because it 
will benefit him because he can raise more crops. 
Wauld you. charge a higher assessment for such an 
area.? 

A.-Assessment need not be levied upon lands 
benefited from BUob wells. 

Q.-ls there any other method by which the a ..... -
mant could be increased P 

A.-No. 
Q.-Wbat is your personal knowledge about the 

number of sohool~going children that attend these 
camps? 

A.-I oanoot say that off-hand. 

Q.-¥OIJ say sOOllething about school-going child-
r~nY , . 

A.-All cbildren who 80re capable of dOIng good 
work without undue strain may be classed under 
class III. 

Q.-Is there provision in the Code for teaching 
t.hem and would you recommend that P 

A.-No. It may be recommended, 'bPcaURe there 
will be less of disturbance from them to workers. 

a.-You recommend that the grain. shops should 
sell the articles at the rates prevailing in the near-
fit ma,.rketP 

A.-Now we have only one crealer. 

Q.-Is he nat controlled by your rates? 
A.-Yoas, so fur 8.8 the kitchen is concerned and 

we do not know whether he sells articles at the 
"lame rate outside. 

O.-You think it is better to induce competitionP 
A..-Veo. . 
Sri R. SORYA.NA.iu.YA.NA. &0: Q.-tTnder the mIM, 

I think he is completely under the control of the 
-charge offiCer and that ~le is bound to sell aooord-
ing to the rates fixed by you P . 

A.-Yes, we have asked him to sell at the normal 
rates obtaining in the market, but we cannot be 
·checking every item. . 

AnntTL RAWOOI' SAHm Bahadur: O.-From your 
-@:sperienoe of famine oamps, can you tell U8 whether 
any of the workers were purchasing grain from this 
gra,;n shop P . 

A.-V", 

Q.-They are intended for supplying to kitohenaP 
A.-Yeo . 

Q.-You know that the thattis required for famine 
camps in Anantapur district were purch&&ed and 
Bupplied by contra-ctors? 

A.-Yes, we invite tenders, quoting certain rates 
and we take a comparative statement of the rates 
and enquire in the village what the mwrket ratea 
are and then settle the lowest rates. 

Q.-In ~pito .,f tenders being called for, ~u 
enquire outside alsoP 

A.-Yes, because -we'must know whether the 
rates are normal or not, wnd wherever we find the 
tenders abnormal we rejeot them. 

Q.-H8ove you ever purchaoed like thatP 
A..-No, I h~ve not purcbaeed. 

Q.-What .. bout 'these baoketo; ""e they pur
~hased looal1y in the- villages or are they supplied 
by contractors? . 
. A.-In the beginning w. storied with oontractora 
~nd subsequently local people came iorwlfrl'd and 
there ,was competition and people were satisfied 
with anything that was pa.id. The baskets· are now 
purchaoed locally by charge oflicera. 

Q.-Do YOU find there is an appreciable difference 
in the ra.tes quoted in ·tenders and purchased locally P 

A.-Of course, there is some difference. . 

a.-Any apprecia.ble difference P 
.4..-1 don't say that. Witp. your permissioD, Mr. 

Chairman, I wish to place certain facta before .. he 
Committee as they haove occurred to me after send
ing in my written memorandum. 

1. In the Tondapadu camp recently there was a 
case of a girl 8Itt&ining maturity; and ~rding to 
custom with these people, she could not be allowed
to work some ten days after maturity. She came 
befQre me and requested that some a·Uowanoe might 
be given to her during the period. I could not 
grant it. I made a reference to the Executive 
Engineer; it was not favourably viewed because Buch 
things were not contempla.ted in the Code. I want 
that some provision should be made for such cases. 

2. In regard to the question of 'feeding depen
dents in. the' absence of workers supposmg in a 
family the husband, wife and three children come to 
a camp, the children are taken for feeding while the 
husband and wife are working. But unfortunately 
either the husband or wife or both fah Hl~ are :we to 
feed the d~pendents or not? 

ABDUL RAwool' SAlflB Bahadur: Q.-The diffioulty 
you feel i,s that they cannot be called dependents? 

A.--8trlctly spea.king we must give relief only to 
dependent.. of 1uorkeTS and if such workers Me 
absent we are not justified in givin~ relief. Of 
course charge officers oan usie their discretion and 
that too only if he· is convinced that it is &- bona 
fide case. In other Cas89 it is refused. Even in 
bona fide cases, they are not approved by the higher 
officers; 

. Sri R· SURYA?iABAYANA .RAo: Q.-So you would 
like discretion to he given to charge officers? 

A.-Yes, (or a few days. 

3. Water-.tu.pplll to camps.-I find there has been 
agitation going on for the supply of water to camps 
!Lnd tha.t the officers ha.ve pointed out there was 
madequate supply. There must be some guiding 
princi.ple on· which it should be regulated. In 1936 
experIence has shown that the avera.ge supply per 
hood oo~ld be ~ed at t to 1 gallon. At least on 
that basIS prOVISIon should be made in the Code. 

4. The complaint has been tha.t there have been 
too f7r/.af1.v transfers among char"e offi,cM'a alld 1Do-r1c 
ag."t.. Thio must be put a stop to. In 1935 
there 'a'as one ch.a.rge officer all\d one work agent 
right through:. but t,his ;vear there were too many 
transfers. ThlS naturally leads to dislocation of 
work. This should be prevented. 

5. Skill .. , labour.-Acoording to Appendix D .U 
blacksmiths and oorpenters could eome in only aa 
( special' men' and when they IU'8 41.sked to do • 
particular. kind of skilled work they should not be 
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treated as I speciad.' labourers. The wording should 
be converted- into" skilled. labqur, subject to famine 
conditioDS. " 

Sri R. StrBYANABAYANA RAo: Q.-Would you like 
to bring in masons and Oddars who do the work of 
culverts etc. under thllll; category P 

A.-Yes. "Wages must be zegulated in their case 
also. 

. 6. Payment 01 lul wag •• to pre~nant women; du .... 
,ng rest day •. -They should be paId wages according 
to the class to which they belong. At present dill'
ing the rest days they are paid only dependent' .. 
wages: My contention ia, they axe doing absolutely 
DO work either before or after confinement and 10 
they should b. given the same wages. 

The examination of Sri K. S. RAGHAVACHARLU, Government Pleader and Treasurer, 
Rayalaseema Famine Relief central Committee, Analltapur, and of Sri M. NARAYANA 

RAo, M.L.C., Anantapur, was then taken up together. 

Written evidence of Sri le. S. Raghavacharlu, B.A., LL.B., Government Pleader and 
Treasurer, RaYiJaseema Famine Relief Central Committee, Anantapur. 

1. (i) 11'1igation-Maior.-Even when the project materializes, it cannot prevent or 
mitigate famine in all the parts now liable to famine, but certainly can prevent or mitigate 
only the areas served by the project and a portion of its neighbourhood. 

(ii) I would suggest to make such modifications as would secure Tungabhadra: 
waters to irrigate greater portions of Anantapur district, i.e., Anantapur, Dharmavaram 
and Kalyandrug areas as suggested in the report of the Ceded Districts Irrigation Com
mittee published in G.O. No. 1973 I., dated 16th December 1926. 

(iii) So far as Anantapur district is concerned the only useful, though, not major 
project, can be only by way of bunding the Pinakini and its tributaries as well as the 
Hagiri, at suitable places, and divert the flood water into already existing tanks. There 
are no other possibilities in this district. The Pennar and its tributaries pass through 
almost all the taluks ·of this district. The Pennar is believed to be in floods for nearly 
ten days or 240 hours in a year, and it is a sin to let any drop of it flow outside the 
district when the parts through which it passes in the districts are constantly suffering 
from drought. Immediate sanction and construction of the Pennar-Kumudavatt project 
in Hindupur talnk is necessary. 

2. MinoT irrigation and wells.-(i) It is a fact that the number of these sources and 
the area irrigated by them are decreasing. The reasons for the decrease are (a) breaches 
and non-repair, (b) silting up of the sources reducing their capacity, (c) the silting up of 
the feeder channels and non-attention to its clearance and (d) the granting on patta of 
the portions of the waterspread of these sources, encouraging damage to the bunds. 

(ii) Encouraging non-cultivation of 'a stretch of land in the neighbourhood of the 
waterspread as w'ell, encouragement of the growth of green-manure plants like pungam 
and thangedu. 

(iii) I do not agree. The improvement and the increase in their number are helpful 
in preventing or mitigating famine by augmenting percolation in the wells underneath 
even in a famine year. The previous prosperous season would enable a capacity to with
stand a famine season. 

(iv) An increase in the number of wells will improve the situation, particularly 
in the red soil area. I particularly emphasize the following suggestions:-

Government might construct or encourage construction of a number of wells in 
each village in suitable areas. Where Government construct wells, land 
irrigable can be assigned charging a fixed sum per acre, with a condition that 
it would be resumed, if the source is not kept in repair or that the cost of 
repair would be recovered from the owners of the lands. Where no suitable 
Government land is available, it is even necessary to acquire suitable lands, 
construct wells, and assign the lands underneath as indicated above, taking care 
to see as far as possible that each agriculturist family has at least one or two 
acres of such irrigable land. 

I strongly feel thllt this method would greatly relieve the situation as is clear 
from the fact that Kadiri taluk, wherein the institution of Dasabhandam wells 
exists is free from the frequent famine troubles. 

I have no experience of any black-cotton area or the condition of wells or the 
effect of well-water on the soil or crop. 

S. Contour bund-forming.-I recommend the suggestion. I do not think that the 
extenpive bunding up of the tract will materially diminish the supply of the minor irriga
tion !Ources, for, after all, all the rain-water may not be absorbed. 

4. Dry-farming.-I·have no fresh suggestions to make but only hope that the results 
of thfl aoientifio experiments will be helpful. 
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5. Affore8tation.-Suitable lands may be assigned revenue-free ti.\l the topes yield .. 
return. Green-manure trees like pungam, vepa and pipol or ragi may be. grown as well. 
fruit-trees like mango, tamarind, sapota., etc., fuel plants like casuarina and jali, later 
serving also as a fodder p'lant, may be grown. 

6. Alternative or subsidiary sources of employment.-(i) I think large scale spinning 
industry is possible in the Ceded districts. Detailed suggestions are unnecessary as they 
could be had from any spinning mill. 

I also suggest that some large scale industry connected with groundnut seeds, 
available in plenty in theae districts, be organized. This might includo not only oil 
extraction for export but also allied industries, such a'S soap-making, biscuit-making and 
other manufactures connect<ld with the groundnnts. This would provide an amount of 
occupation. 

(ti) . Spinning and weaving (khaddar) are the two time-honoured cottage industries 
in these parts. They require to be greatly helped. Improved metaods may be introduced 
into woollen spinning and weaving also. In addition, I suggest starting and encouraging 
the industry of manufacturing jaggery out of date-palms largely available in this and in 
the neighbouring districts. This would not only provide emp'loyment, but would alB<> 
avoid the dats-palms becoming useless when prohibition is to be introduced into these 
parts. Date mat-making may be another cottage industry. In Penukonda and Hindupur 
taluks, sericulture may be thought of. 

7. Sparked water.-I have no experience. 
S. Purpose and principles of famine relief.-I agree with the statement of policy in 

section 127 of the Famine Code. I feel .. the lowest amount sufficient to maintain " 
now prevailing is really very low and requires to be enhanced by at least 25 per cent. 
The greater financial commitments involved have to be met by savings out of establishment. 
and supervision cha.rges. . . 

I have no suggestions to make on Chapter II. But on Chapter ill, I would suggest 
that the opening of Test Works though a necessary preliminary, it must not be painfully 
protracted. 

I am unable to make any suggestion regarding Chapters IV to VI . 
. Scale cf wages.-No suggestions on (a) and (b). (e) I suggest wages to be distributed 

in kind. 
The size and nature of the task in famine works .-The following works of benefit to 

the commnnity than mere stone-breakin{/' a.re to be undertaken:-
(i) Irrigation works.-(a) All the silted-up feeder cha.nnels can be cleared and 
. breached 'Works repaired, '(b) new possible works, such as kuntas an!l wells be 

constructed, (c) village communications established by making. gravel roads, (d) 
village.sites and the neighbourhood levelled and cleaned, (e) available wells silt 
cleared and deepened, and (fJ contour bund-forming in all cultivable patta lands. 

Estimates and plans of all such things in each village in. areas frequently famine
stricken will have to be made and kept ready to be taken up at the next famine. The 
estimates will have to be at the rates of wages permissible under the Famine Code and 
the works got executed mostly through. the village panchayats. This might need some 
special establishment but that has to be maintained. 

Further suggestions .-Grain stores have to be encouraged and established in almost 
every village co.ntaining qu~ntities ,of f~d-stuffs sufficient for six months' consumption 
for the whole Vlllage. Durmg famme tunes, needy people can be advanced grain to be 
returned next prosperous season. Growing of food-crops has to be encouraged in place of 
wholesale commercial crops like groundnut. This precaution is very essential. 

Written evidence of Sri M. Narayana Rao, B.A., B.L., ~.L.C., l'Jeader, 
Anantapur. 

SEOTION 1. 

M easure8 for pretlenticm or mitigaticm of /amin6 • 
• 

1. My knowledge is confined practically to Anantapur district and I shall therefore 
deal only with tJle affairs of this district~ . 

Whatever be' the ameliorative measures that are adopted for alleviating distress 
after famine occurs it is absolutely necessary to concert measures to prevent famine from 
ever recurring in the 'Ceded distriots. For that purpose I would suggest that this district 
affords ~mple facilities for improving the irrigation sources and if the irrigation schemes 
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are taken up on hand one after another as productive measures it will be possible to prevent 
famine from ever making its appearance. For that purpose I would divide the irrigation 
schemes under two heads--

(1) Major schemes. 
(2) Minor schemes. 

Major schemes.-There are about 300 major tanks in this district. The improvement 
of these tanks vests in Publio Works Department. Most of these tanks were constructed 
during the days of Vizianagram kings and so far as I know no new tanks have been' 
constructed under the British rule. So the question of constructing! the major tanks 
in Sllitable areas, namely, in the ~ennar and Chitravati and Hagin basins, may suitably 
be explored. 

Next in improvement I would submit the question of improving the irrigation 'sources 
of these tanks may be considered. Most of the tanks situate in Hindupur and Madakasira 
taluks draw: their water from the Mysore area. These taluks border on the Mysore 
frontier. Enquiries reveal to us that many of the supply ohannels running from the 
Mysore area have been blocked or otherwise diverted by the Mysore authorities into their 
own taluks. This, I submit; is unauthorized and unwarranted. Under the terms of the 
treaty with Mysore we are entitled as a matter of right for restoration of these channels 
and the Government must be prepared to give its immediate attention to these tanks. 
For instance, I may cite the oases of Manepalli in Hindupur taluk and Agali in Madakasira 
taluk. The tanks of th~se two villages were receiving very good supplies and on account 
of diversion of supply channels in the Mysore area these tanks are practically dry through
out the year. The retaining capacity of these two tanks will be enough to irrigate two 
crops in normal years. 

Next in order of importance I would submit that the Government do undertake an 
irrigation survey of the entire district; for instance the Pennar river passes through 7 out 
of the 9 taluks in the district. So also Chitravati and Hagari, though a bit less. The 
Pennar flows in full floods for 240 hours a year and all these flood waters run into waste. 
Without detriment to the N ellore distriot the flood waters may be conveniently colleoted 
in reservoirs in snitable areas and these waj;ers be made available for irrigation purposes. 
This step, onoe undertaken, will gO a klfig way ,in irrigating the entire district. Ji'or 
instance I may cite the case of Pennar-Kumudva'1i Project which is now promised to be 
.undertaken as a protective measure. This scheme which if immediately undertaken will 
make 9,000 acres situate under six tanks irrigable throughout the year. This will improve 
the condition of ryots in Pagiri and Roddam firkas in Hindupur and Penukonda taluks, 
!l'espectively. I may also oite another instanoe. There is an inscription nElar Goribidanur 
railway station of one Pratapa Bukkaraya, dated in 1389 A.D. It bears out that the 
waters of Pennar were divided at the place and channels were taken to supply 26 tanks 
in both Hindupur and Penukonda taluks. Traces of the channel for 5 miles from 
Goribidanur are still noticeable. If Government oan be made to undertake the scheme 
in consultation with the Mysore Government, famine is bound to disappear in that part 
of the area. I may also cite other instances of waters of Chitravati and Kusavati being 
made available in a similar mapner. Government ought not to be deterred from under
taking these schemes on the grounds of economy. When the fate of Iakhs of people 
hangs in the balance, the Government should not hesitate from undertaking these schemes 
though unremunerative from finanoial point of view. Judging from this point of view 
the distriot may be surveyed and schemes undertaken and completed one after other 
within a definite period, and if need be, funds from out of the famine trust or from borrow
ing may be made available for these purposes. 

Next in order of importance I would submit that a geologioal survey of this district 
be made with a view to explore the mining possibility and the mineral potentialities of 
ihis district. History tells us that the Vizianagar kings nnd later on Tippu Sultan of 
Mysore were exploiting the mineral resources by working out the gold mines and the 

- ~iamond mines in this district. To this I may also add other minerals such as oopper, 
iron, manganese and bsrytes, etc. 

This step will certainly pave the way for the permanent industrialization of this 
.(Jistriot. 

Minor irrigation wor1c8 .-This department is now under the control of the Distriot 
Collector, hut things are not done systematically J:mt lindertaken as occasion arises. Even 
in this case a thorough investigation be made and possibilities for improvement of the 
minor irrigation sources be explored. The District Collector may be entrusted with this 
'business and he he asked to submit the report from year to year. The supply sources 
for many of these minor irrigation tanks are in a deplorable condition. The District 
Collector may be asked to pay partiCUlar attention ~ the improvement of these supply 
ehannels. 
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2. (a) Tungabhadra Project.-Ii this project materializes it mIl certaiilly prevent 
famine -in areas where this project will be worked out. Though in black cotton soil (}l'Y 
-<lrops such as cholam and cotton are always raised, it does not necessarily follow that 
wet crops cannot be raised. I have experience of the Godavari and Kistna water being 
used for black cotton soil lands for the raising of wet crops a.nd there are similar areas 
in this district where the soil is of a. similar type. I beheve the view of the experts 
regarding this matter supports me. 

l!. (b) M.itlO1' irrigation and wells.-It is true that whenevel' tanks get dry the wells 
situate in the ayacut area. become a.lso dry a.nd the water springs feeding from become 
also dried up. This in my opinion is due to the fact-

(i) That water in the tank is exha.usted to the last drop a.nd the tank left dry for 
0. number of years. 

(ii) In fa.mine years tank-bed area. is allowed for cultivo.tion and very often ryota 
sink wells unauthorizedly and use wo.ter for the purp,9Be of their cultivation. 

(iii) These two things drain away all the water running in the sub-soil strata. 
Therefore with a view to prevent this I would suggest that the water should not 
be o.llowed to be drawn away beyond a minimum depth and that both the culti
vo.tion under the to.nk-bed area. and a.inking wells therein should be prevented. 
This can be given effect to by raising the level of the sluice. 

(iv) I agree that. the number of wells available for irrigation purpose be increased, 
;wherever posslble o.nd State aid be given liberally for that purpose. It is 'no 
doubt true that the water in wells sunk in black cotton soil area. is brackish 
and not fit for irrigation purposes. But experience tells us tha.t if the wells be 
further deepened there is a. possibility of our striking good wa.ter congeniaJ for' 
the crops. This I have experienced m one or two cases. . 

2. (0) Contour bUM forming.-Yes. I agree and whenever famine occurs free 
famine labour· may be made available for this purpose. This scheme won't materially 
diminish the supplies to the minor irrigation sources as they are very few in such 
-areas. 

2. (d) pry-farming .-The kind of dry-farming recommended in the calendar 1938 
(page 21J.;.Sl) is pra.ctically followed in almost a.ll parts of Ceded districts except in what 
the department claims to be scientific. There is one suggestion which would try to make 
the ryot a little more independent of the monsoon thfln now and that is to encourage him 
to plough deeper with up-to-date ploughs. This advantage he is not able to avail him
self of, on account of high cost. Facilities ma.y be crea.ted to help the ryot in securing 
these advantages a.t a much cheaper rate. In this connexion I would like to add that 
the benefit accruing from the work of Agricultural department is not very much appre-
1>iated by the ryots. Agricultural farmers are few and far between and the ordina.ry 
ryot clmnot afford to go to Hagari and Nandya! to appreciat~ the benefits of agricultural 
research. The department must be prepared to start demonstra.tion farms in miniature 
in every taluk so that the ryot may be able to appreciate the benefit. 

2. (e) Afforestation.-In former years the Government used to conserve certaU' 
~orests.in every village for. the. purpose of raising topes and the Gove.rnmerill was encom'ag
mg this system by grantmg mams. For some rea.son or other this has been given up. 
These topes are fast disappearing. The question of raising topes and preserving suitable 
lands for that purpose may be conveniently consideed as a. practidal measure. So far as 
the nature of the trees is concerned, the most useful and lea.st expensive will be tamarind 
vippa and margosa. Anyhow the Agricultural depertment may be' consulted for' th~ 
purpose of testing of soil. . 

2. (/) (I) &; (ii) Altarnatifle or subsidiary sources of employmentr-
(l) Spinning and weafling .-This district is largely suited for this. 
(2) Cumbly-making (woollen carpets) eflen under the pr68ent duorganized system 

now aflailable. This district is able to export cumblies worth Rs. 1 0() 000 to 
Ceylon, etc. Recently a co-operative society ha.s been started for this'm'dustry 
The whole industry may be taken charge of by the Government and started a~ 
0. State-a;ided industry and later on left in the hands of private management. 

(3) Bangle indust..y.-This industry which was in a. flourishing condition is now 
practically dying for want of good support: Crude bangles are now prepared 
~nd exported to Mrsore State. With proper facilities and small aid, this 
Industry can be reVlved and made more profitable. As fine silica is available 
glass industry may be tacked on to it as an adjunct. 

Paper.-This district was producing its own paper some years ago. Even now 
the paper of crude type i~ prepaerd in ~ yamaddala and round about villages of 
Dhal'mavararn taluk. This may be reVlved as cottage industry. 
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Sheep-fMming.-This district provides ample facilities for sheep-farming. Even 
, under the present conditions it forms a chief industry for a class of people known 

as Rurubas and can with advantages be taken up by others on a large scale. 
There is a good market for sheep in Bangalore. 

LMge s"cale industry.-The only industry I can think of is the textile industry and 
I think there is still room for a big factory being started at Guntakal. 

3. Section 2 of the Code.-I have not much to differ from the principle laid down. 
4. The only modification I would suggest to what is contained under this chapter is, 

that all the works that are undertaken under section 33-A should always be executed 
departmentally and not through contractors. 

5. After preliminary arrangements are made as contemplated in C.hapter II, there· 
is no further necessity to start test works, 

·6. N,1. 
7. Nil. 
8. (a) The wages that are now given are very inadequate. The present wages do

not sufficiently attract labour for the simple reason that the wages offered are not 
attractive. Even under famine conditions when no famine is declared officially the wages 
that prevail in the district are much higher than the famine-wages. For instance the 
minimum wages offered for adult is a.annas for male, 2 annss for female and the present 
rate under codes does not exceed As. 1-9. Therefore the present wages may be increased 
to the same scale prevailing in the market. 

8. (b) Nil. 
8. (c) In view of prohibition being introduced in the near future this question may 

not arise. ' 
8. Cd) Nil. 
9. Nil. 

SECTION lY. 
10. It is very desirable to supplement stone-breaking and road-making by some. other' 

works of utility as contemplated in question No. 1. But the question arises whether 
such works can be undertaken by purely unskilled labour. It is for that reason that utility
schemes may be prepared beforehand and sanctioned and the moment the famine makes
its appearance the State itself may take up the execution of such work by the employ
ment of both the skilled and unskilled labour, the }.1Ilskilled labour being purely famine 
labour. The question of how the payment of skilled labour is to be met may be decided 
separately. The schemes if Jeft so unfinished during famine-time may be continuel! and 
finished after the famine period is over. _ . 

11. These are necessary-vide answer to question No.4. No alteration need be· 
made. 

12. In order to avoid the heavy overhead charges and the difficulty in organizing big 
relief works preference may be given as far as possible to the village works, contemplated
in section 122 of the Code and such works may be ordinarily entrusted to village pan
chayats thus dispensing the necessity of paying the highly-paid officers. 

13. In addition to the relief already existing, the question of imparting education to 
the children of the labourers a.ttending the State kitchens, may also be considered more 
80 if the famine is to last for more -than three months. ' 

Oral evidence of Sri X. S. Raghavacharlu, B.A., LL.B., Government Pleader and 
Treasurer, Rayalaseema Famine Relief Central Committee, Anantapur, and Sri 
M. Narayana Rao, M.L.C., Anantapur. . 

Examined by Sri R. StTBVANAllAY.NA RAo: Q.-Mr. 
Raghavacbarlu, you l!Ia~ the~ a~ a large number 
of rivers and their trlbutarles In the Ananto.pur 
district and IUggest, especially in view of the fact 
that the Pennar river is in floods for about ten days 
jll the year that reservoirs may be built from which 
water could be token for purposes of irrigation P 

A -I am 8uggesting that the existing reservoirs, 
no";ely tanka may be filled with tbe help of channels 
diverti~p; flood wa.ter into them. 

Q.-Ha ... you heard from agricult,!ral e""erio th~_ 
the waters of the Pennal' and Hagan contam certam 
oalto which deteriorate the BOilP 

A.-I ho. ... not h.ard. • 
Q.-Yn regard to the P.nnar-Kumudavati Proj.ct. 

you think if it i. undertaken and completed, it would 

ensure regular supply of water during all years and 
will also bring in more ayacut under ita cultivation 
!,nd e .. en though it is not prod';1ctive yon would lik" 
It to be taken up as a protectIve work as it serves 
the famine zone P 

A.-I think it is .certainly going to be I!roductive 
too and even though it is not productive, It may be 
taken up. 

Q.-Is there any possibility of increasing the 
ayaollt under it P 

A.-It i. proposed to include about 1,800 ""_ 
more under it and if a few more tanks are made to be 
filled up with Hood-water- by diveraion I am sure it 
can be increased. ' 

<I.-At p ..... nt if the tanks do Bot get filled up 
with water, the ayaoute under them get a remission 

\ • 
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llnll jf this project is completed there may be no 
need for remission at all. MOI'~ve~ seyera1 hundreds 
of acres also may come under cultivation P 

A.-Yes. The figures of remission calculated 
according to Government accounts 8ho~ed: that under 
these tanka the average annual remISSIon for the 
last ten years was from 22,000 to 25,000 rupees. 

Q.-You think that il!- the~e areas w~en th~re ,is 
failure of rain there WIll still be Bufficlent ram lD 
the areM from' which the rivers Row, to fill up these 
tn-nks? 

A -It would be sufficient to fill up these tanks, as 
in t'he case of these tanks they have, their own: ~nde
p6ndent catchment ares and thi,8 1~ an add?tlO~al 
l1Qurce. Even if there is no r8In m our dlstrlc.t, 
Penner will get water,. and there w~ no year In 
which Penner was nO,t m floods, at thIS spot. 

Sri M. NARAYANA RAo: A.-If for instance in 
one year the tn-uk is full, two crops c:an b.e gro~. 
Supposing in a particular year the river IS not In 
floods or there afe 8.oods only f~r 240 hours & ye~r 
or it runs only for a few days, m that c.ase we Will 
be satisfied witb only one crop. That wlll be much 
better than no crop at all. 

Q . ..:.....Where it is not poEible for the ryots them ... 
selves to construct wells, because they are not people 
with sufficient me8JlS, you would expect Government
to dig wells and then charge water-rate P 

Sri K. S. RAGHAVA(lBABLU: A.-Yes. 
Q.-Would you &llow the ryot to pay something 

more every year in addition to his assessment sO that 
in course of time he beoomes the owner of the well P 

Sri K. S. RAGHAVACBABLU: A.-It will, of course, 
be more convenient. 

Sri M. NARAYANA RAO: A.-He' ~ay also take 
better care of the well because there 18 the prospect 
of his becoming the owner some day. 

Q.-Do you think (Mr. Raghav~charlu) that there 
is scope for weavmg In your dIstrict P 

A.-Ye •.. 1 think 80. 

Q.-Do 1.ou know that there are a ,number of 
handlooms in the district which are supplied by yarn 
from somewhere P 

A.-Yes. In the famine camp at Uravakonda they 
get yarn from Sholapur. It could be made locally. 
It can be cheaper. 

Q.-You say in paragraph 8 II I agree with ~he 
statement of Dolicy in section 127 of. the FamJ..1le 
Code. I feel (the lowest amount suffiCIent to m~lD
tain' now prevailing is really very low and reqUltes 
to be enhanced by at least 25 per cent." You know 
the object of State relief in modern times. It means 
that persons given relief must be kept in such a. 
position th{l.t they 'should be enabled to work properly 
the moment they go baok. You see that tne state
ment of poliey laid down would simply suffice to keep 
8 man from starvation P 

A.-As opposed to, as r read it, keeping him in 
comfort. 

Q.-You agree that he must be kept in a. normal 
state of comfort to which he was accustomed. before 
tbt! famine set in so that he may be in a ,Position or 
he may be strong enough to continue hls work .in 
the Village P 

A.-hb own idea is~ C in comfort· is a thing which 
may lead to extraorainary weight on the State 
purse. 

Sri M. N.RA .... NA RAO: A.-1 also agree with Mr. 
Raghavacharlu. 

Q.-You are in favour of test work but that -they 
should not be unnecessarily prolonged. Would you 
sup;gest a fortnight P 

Sri K. S. RAGHAVACBABLU: A~-Even ten days 
would do. 

Q.-You are for the encouragement of ·the gl'owing 
of lood crops instead of wholesale commercial crops 
like grounduut. Would you agree to State control 
over the rotation of crops P . 

A.-No objection. 
ABDUL R,AWOOJ' SAHIB Bahadur: Q.-Won't there 

be an uproar from the cultivators P 
A.-In respect of everything conceived in public 

interest there may be uproar. 
Sri R. StTBYA.NARAYANA RAO: a.-In the case of 

"U projet'ts undertaken in the Cedea Districts would 
. ~:o\\ f\dv()('ftte the levy of compulsory water-rate or a 
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"higher Tate of compulsory assessment whether the 
r,)'ot mak~ use of the water or not? 

Sri K. S. RAO .... VAOlWUoV: A.-I would suggest 
that in all places where a Bcheme is made to serve 
the irrigational facilities of lands that could be 
brought under it, there must be compulsion. 

Q.-You don't mind the levying of compulsory 
water-rate ? 

Sri K. S. RAGHAVAOllABLU: A.-It would be con
venient to say that all the land under the project 
must be taxed. 

Q.-(J.\Ir. Narayana Rao)-would you also agree to 
rotation of crops being controlled? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Botb of you are in favour Of undertaking vil

lage improvements as an' ordinary programme of 
famine works and that there may be circumstances 
under which sueh works as have been started may be 
necessary? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Would you suggest normal deVelopment of 

spinning in this area. P 
A.-Yes. 
a.-Do ;you expect any State 'help for thatP 
A.-It IS necessary. 
Sri M. NARAYANA RAO: A.-Especially in Gunta

kal, Tad-patri and Goaty taluks where cotton is grown 
in every house there is hand-spinning. 

a.-What about lparketing? 
A.-In fact want ~f marketing facilities has made 

many people give up this. 
Q.-WIil that solve the question of .npply and 

demand? . 
A.-Yeo. 
Q.-Whatdo fOU think will be the organization 

best fitted for thIS purpose P 
A.-The State should subsidize for the purpose. 
Sri M. NARAYANA RAO: A.-For the present the 

All-India SpillIlers' Associa.tion will do it. 
Q.-If it i. in the hands of the All-lndia Spin

ners' Association and if there is large production 
they will .. nd it to other pia.... Do you think the 
State should lay down a condition in order to en
courage band-spinning in the Ceded Districts that 
either the All-India Spinners' Association or any 
other subsidized association should find sales only 
for the goods manufactured there P 

Sri M. NARAYANA RAo: A.-I don't think it is 
p05Sible. 

Sri K. S. RAGHAVAOBA.lI.LV: A.-The difficulty will 
be there will not be sufficient customers. So, large 
areas may be grouped where local things could be 
prefern>d. . . 

a.-What about the bangle industry and cumbli 
indUStry? 

Sri K. S. RAGBAVAOH.A.RLU: A.-It would be most 
conv\nient if they. could introduce some process by 
which wool can be made soft. Particularly in our 
district large future is open if it can be made soft. 

Examined by Sri H. SITAlW<A RI!IDDI: Q.-In 
regard to spinning and weaving: which locality can 
you suggest for.the location' of a spinning mill? 

Sri K. S. RAG.BAVAOlIABLU: A.-In the neighbour-
hood of Guntakal. 

ABDllL RAwoo .. SABIB Bahadur: Q.-What do you 
think of Bellary P .. 

A .-It is far away from our district. 
Sri M. NARAYANA RAo: A.--Guntakal may be more 

collual both for Bellary and Anantapur. 
a.-About ~bli making, do you' know the Dumber 

of looms weavmg cumbli in your own district? 
A.-I do "ot know. 
Sri R. SUl\YANABAYANA RAO: 0~-I8 there scope 

for " c(H)perative society for that f 
Sri Ill. NARAYANA ilio: A,-Yea in Balaguppa. 
O.-Are_you receiving eubsid.v from.. GovemmentP 
Sri M. NAlLAYANA RAo: A.-The District Bank has 

lent. 
Sri H. SITAlIA:ru RBDDI: Q.-Vou have au~ 

somet~hing 8;bout paper industry. Mr. Green 18 very 
keen about It and wanta to know about the raw mate
rial for taking up paper manu..facture P 

Sri K. S. RAOlUVACBA.lI.LU: A.-I lmow theJ are 
only using worD. out fibre of alotI • 
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Q.-Have you got large areas growing aloes in' 
your district P . 

A.-In Penukonda the ... are about 1,500 acres and 
paper indu.try oan be taken up there. . 

ABDUL RA woo~ SABIII Bahadur:. Q .:....1 think there 
_Watl some fibre factory in your district? 

Sri K~ S. RAGHAVAOBABLl1: A.-Yes, there is one 
situated in the midot of an aloe fMJll. 

Sri H. SlTARA .... RloDDl: Q.-In regard to obeep 
farming, there is a feeling "that ~ere is no adequate 
.upply of wool P . 

A.-It '!lay be encouraged becauoe we have paoture 
lando. 

Examil!ed b)7 Sri K. KOTl RlonDI: Q.-Do you 
think there will be any difficulty in organizing hand· 
SpinD~g as 6 sort. of famine relief? 

Sri K. S. RAGHAVAOHARLl1: a.-It will be better, of 
course. It will give occupation to people in 8~are 
time; and during famine times if State help is given 
it would get on. 

. Q.-Do you think that th<>re would be any difficulty 
in making the women at any rate to learn hand-spm .. 
ning? 

A.-:There will be no difficulty. It will take 'only 
a fortnight to learn. . 

a.-You are in favour of restricting the acreage 
unaer groundnut cultivation P 
. A .-Certaiuly I am. The ryot feel. that ground. 

nut is paying much better than other crops and he 
takes to groundnut cultivation on a large sca.le. 
B .. ides, it is theconvertability that tempts him. 
Groundnut is no doubt a commercial crop and it is 
easily converted into ca.sh soon after harvest. The 
reoult i. that the ryot purchaoea thing. which he doeo 
not r~uire or otherwise wastes the mone}, and after 
Bome tune he baa nothing to eat. If be IS restricted 
not to grow this kind of commercial crop be will have 
more -food to eat at home in the shape of grain. 

ABDUL RA woo. SABIII B .. hadur: Q .-Cannot grain 
be converted into cash and wasted away? 

A.-No. The grain could not be eaoily converted 
into caoh &8 the price will be low at that time. In 
the other case he gete cash very easily and his credi~ 
tors get at him. 

1jI.-Whether it i. groundnut or grain, I don't think 
it ,. poaoible to .. cape from tbe clutches of the oredi· 
tor.P 

A.-I don't denT that he can be reached in law, 
but in practice it 18 very easy for him to retain some 
amount of grain with him to be W!8d for food. . 

Q.-You &100 know that groundnut harvest com .. in 
at a time when it i. handy for the ryot to oeU it to 
pay Government kiot .. Do you wi.h to prohibit ito 
cultivation P . 

A .-1 don't think it need be prohibited but ouly 
reotricted .. 

Q.-You won't like to give the option to the ry~to to 
choose his crop P " , 

.t.-I think the policy requireo 80me control. 

Q.-You alao know that ,;uppooing .. ryot makes 
RI. 10 on an acre of groundnut cultivation he makes 
the .ame Ro. 10 on an acre cultivated with any other 
food grain. So far ae the ryot is ooncerned it is just 
the lame thing. But ao far .. the landless labourer 
i. conoernedJ the ryot who eultiv&tes groundnut gives 
more work to the landlesa labourer hecaul!I8 groundnut 
cultivation requires more labour than a.ny other food~ 
grain P 

.4..-Of course gz::oundnut cultivation requires more 
labour 88 against the cultivation of ohola.m and other 
crop. which require little work, but there is the a.d~ 
vantaga of fodder in them. 

Q.-You lay you a ... not for prohibition but for rea-
triotionP . 

A. .-1 am only for reatriotion and control. Thore are 
tiandy 8-reM which al'fl not really useful for the cullii .. 
vatif)n of anything else ezcept groundnut and in these 
areas grounnut cultivation may be freely allowed. 

a.-With regard to com puloory levy of water-rate 
unae .. the Tungabbadra echeme, there are two posi
tion.. One is, Inppoeing the comm&Ddable area in a 
particular village through which .the channel p~ .... 
1S 2,000 aorea, the ryote, if option is given to them, 
are not prepa.red to take wa.ter for the whole command .. 
able area but will tn.ke w .. ter for only balf the area 

and they are quite satisfied with the present pO.\Slt.ion 
of depending on rain' aJone for the remaining half. 
,The other position is in certain parts where there is 
deficiency of rain the ryots may take water for the 
full area. The question is whether you are going to 
compel aU the ryots under this commanda.ble area 
or compel only ouch of tho .. who are prepared to take 
water durins the rainless years or years in which 
there is defiCient rainfall P 

A..-Your gueotion i. whether the ryot ohould have 
the option to take water in any particular year or 
whether he should be forced to take water permanent
Iy. I would say, that if at all he wish .. to uoe the 
water, he must be made to use it permanently on 
payment or permanently not use it at all. I would 
aloo s .. y that if the water can be taken uoefully to 
other parts, this option may be given. Otherwise 
they obould be compelled to take water. 

Q.-You know that under the Tungabhadra scheme 
any amount of land is available for irrigation to which 
water will not be denied. It is not that thet'd is 
dearth of land but that there i. dearth of people who 
may want water. It is because there are certam areas 
whlch are near the Tungabhadra which mayor may 
not take water P 

A.-If the ,engineers could economically carry the 
water to diotant place. it would be po •• i»le to supply 

..... ater to those areas. 
Sri M. NARAYANA RAo: A.-I£ the .. are more lando 

where water .can be used, the o,Ption may be given~ 
but if it is impossible to do 80J it 18 necessary to compel 
the ryoto. Anyhow the whole .cheme i. done for the 
ryoto' benefit. 

Sri R. SuBYANARAYANA RAG: a.-May I &Ok one 
question with reference to tlie distribution of 
water. Supposing a tank do .. nottget the full .up
pll_ of water, there is suffi-cient supp y to irrigate only' 
.. limited a:yaolLt under the tank. If the ryoto are 
asked to cultivate only, 8&Y, five acres, they do not 
come to an agreement. Would you ~ve the power to 
the Collector to restrict cultivation ln the ayacut, Ai 
otherwise the water will be wasted; that is, would 'you 
leave it to the Collector to say that this pattadar .hall 
cultiv .. te such and .uch an extent that pattadar ohall 
cultivate such and suoh an fOxtent so that the water 
is not wasted P 

A.-That system works in part already. It is prac
tica.ll:y the Tah.ildar that controls it. Though they 
may nave no statutory power, yet custom has given 
them the power. 

Sri K. KOT! RBDDI: Q.-:-In· famine relief works, 
would you like to suggest any alteration in the form 
of works to be undertaken P 

A.-I have suggested village works and irrigation 
works may be preferred; gravelling of village roads 
may be undertaken. For each village an estimate 
may be prepared of works to be carried aut even 
though when there are no signs of famine; and these 
may be communicated to the concerned village p8n~ 
cbayatJ so that when famine breaks out. these schemes 
can be carried out. 

The euAmVAW: Q.-Even now such schemes are 
prepared and kept raady in the Colloctor'. office of 
every district. 

A.-The Code aloo provides for it; but aotually, I 
fear, nothing is done. 

The -Cu"AIRHAN : No, a-ctua.lly in every Collect-or's 
office you will find the prolUamme arranged, so that 
the works may be taken when occa&ion demands. 

Sri K. KOTI lbmDI: -There is famine work [.ro
gramme; but suffioient importance is nat attached to 
village improvement. ' ' 

Sri R. SURYANAl!.AYANA RAo: Q.-Yo. had a famine 
work programme in Anantapur in 193-r;. How did it 
work thenP 

~4..-It worked very satisfactorily. Of course, in 
one or two places it aid not work satisfactorily. 

Sri K. KOTI REnDI: Q.-With regard to the 1 ling.· 
bhadra project, you kno~ it does not benefit Ananta· 
pur, Dharmavaram and .a..alyandrug t&luks. You aug. 
gest the soheme ohould be modified ao to benefit those 
tatuks also. May I know on what Jines you would 
like to modify the scheme P 

A.-I am talkin~ ao a layman and not as an engi· 
neer. If it _is pOSSIble, we can conveniently afford to 
take water. I would otronglJ: plead that the scheme 
niay be modified in this behalf. 

Q.-Even if the acil i. poor, would you like to take 
the waterP 

.t.-Ye., even if it is poorer than black cotten ooil. 
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U.-You know very few trees grow i~ Dharmavaram 
and neighbouring t&Luks. Can you suggest how they 
(''8n be increased?, . 

.4.-1 ha.ve suggested rearmg of green ~~UN tr.ees 
like pungam, vep&-, pip&!. At pr~Dt f8J.Smg of lah 
plants may be encouraged by grantmg lands at favour .. 
able terms under cow18 system, and after a few yeafs 
they ca.n be taxed. 

Q.-But DOW what sort of inducement can you Bug~ 
geat to the ryotB P . 

A .-Assessment may be reduced by on&-fourth or 
one-half for the :first ten years. In the- early years 
there should be no assessment, as in that period the 
ryot cannot get anything_ from the 'Wpe. If babul 
trees a.re grown they will afford him. ~heep-man~ 
and pastures. fu ancient times, every' village had rta 
own to'pes they had not only a remunerative value, 
but also they served as gr-..ing grounds.l think. the 
old system can be revived. 

Q.-Would you Suggest that for each villageP 
A..-Yes, about 80 to 50 acres, 

Q.-Would you favour the proposal for the sUPJ,>1y 
of one sari to each woman and a pall" of dhotlB lor 
each male worker in times of famine P 

A.-Yes' the Code is silent on that i it r,rovides only 
for food, I would suggest that whenever amine conti~ 
nues fo~ a period beyond four months, clothing may 
be supplied to the people. • 

Q.-With regard to nursing mothers the period fixed 
tor them before confinement is three weeks. Would 
you suggest ~y alteration in the period P 

A.-It may be extended to one month. 

Q.-I suppose you agrl'e to the proposal th&t Bpi,,;
ning may be arranged in the villages? 

A.-Yes. It is perfectly possible and it is most 
necessary that village works may be arranged by viI-

o lage panchayate. 

Q.-Do you think that Government help is neces-
sary to run &Dy industry P 

A..-Yes. 
Q.-In what form? . 
I.-If Government think it is a profita.ble concern 

and also if there is not sufficient private enterprise 
coming in) Government ought to take it up. . 

Q.-You are aware that t~re was a factory at 
RayaJacheruvu for the manufacture of barytes and 
paints P 

A.-No. I know there was one at Tadpa.tri. Crush
ing, cleaning and powdering processes were done thore 
and then it was taken to Bombay. I don't know how 
Rayalacheruvu factory failed. 

Q.-You are in favour of increasing··the rest day 
allowance of workers P 

A..-Yes. 

O.-What about the rest period every day P 
A .-1 think in summer, the rest period should be 

betw&&n 12 to 2. If the task can he reduced hy in
cl'f'uing the rest period I am for it. 

Q. Sri NARAYANA RAo.-You have suggested about 
the treatf with Mysore State be enforced for improv
ing the urigation sourOM of tanks. Do you think 
Government can do .lSOmething in the direction P 

Sri NARAYANA RAO: A.-You have suggested about 
and must do everything possible. ,Much of the pros-

r.erity of the Anantapur district depends on the en
urcement of the agreement. There 18 no other COlll'B8 

at all. 

. a.-You' advocate silk manufacture) as a cottage 
lDdustryp 

A.-Yea. . 

Q.-You know Govermuent examine all projACts 
from the point of view w bether they will be produc
tive or lI:ot, i.. •. , whether the State will get a return 
of three per cent in'tere8t on the capital invest.ed. 
Now suppose the return expected falls short of three 
per capt. I say, still !;he project should be carried out 
on ihlS ground, and that is this J under the ~cherue 
Y<'u will get an yield from land wnich is greater than 
ih'.\t you we~ getting before the scheme CRme into 
being. And this difference in the yield is Dew wealtb 
10 .. tlie country. 

Sri M. NARAYANA. R.A.o: A.-In otber words 
national prosperity against Government pl'08perity. 

Q.-So that the State'. 8BS8tB have il!or.......l. 
Would you under those circ~ancea- coD8lder the 
project sh01lld be proceeded WIth P . 

. Sri M. N ...... YAN .. RAo: .o1.'-'As": legislator 1 would 
say, I would not be. ba.filed with 8.Dy disa:ppointment, 
but would find out some methods by which the loss 
could be made up. 'i'his, it will he ;possible for the 
Government to dOl but not for indiVIduals. If Gov
erDDlent; take shelter' under the plea. of unproduc
tiveness it is a wrong policy they are pursuing. ~ 
all we must put before us not Government prospenty 
but national prosperity. 

. Q.-ln other worda you s;'y .tbe.ooh""' ... .lhould be 
taken up.? 

A..-Yea. ...'0 . .. . 

Examined by Dr. R. ADISEDAN': Q.-You say the 
food value given to people should De increased by 

25l.er I ch~;~ s~~~S~d the increase as the "lo~ 'value 
now given 18 not sufficient for their .food and other 
requirements as in non-f$Dline times. 

Q.-Do you believe in. Don-famine years the food 18 
about 25 per cent over and above what it is in famine 
times? 

A.-No. In famine days the wage may not be suffi
cient for their meals. 

Q.-In the next sentence you say, "the greater 
financial commitments involved have to be met by 
savings out of establishment and supervision charges." 
Do Y.9u mean to say that the expenditure under estab
lishment can he reduced by 26 per oentP 

A.-No. 1 only mean an attempt .hould be made 
to save under this heed. 

Examined by Mr. F. M. DowLBY: Q.-You agree 
that the ~or irrigatiOll schemes shoUld be p'JShed 
onP 

A..-Yes. Even without the Tungabhadra project 
or simultaneously with it. 

Q .-Do you think the value of land will be increased 
as a result of this P 

A..-Yes. 
'Q.-Have you any idea. by how muchP 
A.-About 20 to 26 per cent. 

Q.-Do you think in order to make the scheme 
attractive financially to the Government.1 Government 
would be entitled to take) sv, half of tne amount. by 
which the value of land has increased und-ar the 
schemeP 

A..-As a lump amount? 

Q.-That is 6- detail. But if some scheme is devised 
in that behalf would you have no objection to that P 

A.-That is not wrong. I am not opposed to it. 
Sri M. N ...... YANA RAo: .01.-1 Bgr"". 

Examined by Sri KALLlJll SlIBlIA RAo: Q.-You want 
the Tungabhadra scheme to be so constructed as to 
take water to the Anantapur districtP 

A.-Y ... 

Q.-You know in Anantapur district thero is the 
river Penner with its distributaries. Are there any 
possibilities of damming the rivera there P 

A.-I believe there are a number of places where 
ftood water ca.n he dammed. . 

Q.-Would it be worthwhile spending sums on 
dams? 

A.-The dams would be damn cheap, if 1 may say 
so; becau~ it is not a reservoir you are going to 
construct. 

Q.-But the rivers are dry for the most part of tho 
yearP • 0 

A..-lloughly for 240 homs in the year they will be 
in Boods. It will fill 600 tanke. There are several 
places where springs are &upposed to exist. Such 
pla~s c~n be t,!-pped for water. I think there are 
s1?rmgs 1~ certaIn tank-bed areas. There is another 
dlfficulty. The ryot unauthorizedly Binb wells in 
tank beds •. and. oonsequ(>ntl:i. by pert'OIAtion all 10he 
water runnmg In the sub-sOil strata is taken away. 
In my own VIllage there are a. number of springs in 
~e tBllk-bed .area. ~e difficulty is this. In pre
v~ous years WIth one mob of rain we had water for 
SIX mo~ths; but now. flven with sis: inches of raID we 
can ge1i on only for one month· and .n this becau. 
of sinking wella in tank beds. ' • 
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ABDUL RAwoop SARIB Bahadur: !,I.-·But wawr is 
not lost; by percolation it is made available if not 
for this purpose at least for some other pnrpose. 

Sri K. S. RAOBAVAOBARLU: A,.-J would appeal to 
the Chief Engineer to ao modIfy the Tungabhadra 
project as to take its watdrs to the A.!!sutapur dis
trict. 

The CIlAIBHAN: Y ... 

Sri K. KOTI REDDI: Q.-You have agreed to the 
levy of the inclusion fee. 

A..-Yes. I would request Government to collect 
that inclusion fee. whetlier it be 8 annas or 4 annas 
whateve» it is in several instalments spraed over a 
fairly long period so .. to enable the ryot to bear it .. 

Q.-Would you advocate any increaao in assess
ment over and ahov-e the inclusion feeP 

A.-No. 
Q.-Both of you agree for a geological sUI'vey to be 

carried out P 
A.-Most welcome, ae we are snpposed to be rich 

in gold. . 

Mr. F. M. DowLEY: Q.-Do you think iacluaion 
fee lI!a.y be levied in addition to water-rate? Water
rate 18 now charged for the supply of water; but now 
~nclusion fee is to be charged for the supply of water 
Ill/reference to other places. 

.-It should not be levied .. part of _ment on 
land. 

Q.-About electricity you suggest it should be 
brought from Mysore State P 

A..-Yes.J as it can be got from thore at a cheap 
ra~. I wou!d ~ref~r o~. own organization, gene
rabon and distributIon, if It is pOS8ible at a cheaper 
cost. 

Q.-Do you want the tank restoration investiga
tion scheme of 1926 to be revived now? 

,A ,-Yea. U is necessary 80 far as the Ceded Dis
trIcts are concerned. 

a.-In addition io the othar minor irrigation !>cheme 
of ~eDn~r-Ku~u?-avati scheme, you want the Ethodu 
project m ~adlr1 !"'" be tak.n np immediately. 

A.-Yeo, munediateJy. 
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APPENDIX XI 
THE ECONOMIC RESOURCES AND COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF THE CEDED 

DISTRICTS AND THEIR POSSIBILITIES OF DEVELOPMENT. 

A NOTE BY TIlE DIRECTOR 011 INDUSTRIES. 

Section I.-Ewnomic Re8ourOO8. 

There is a marked tendency on the part of industrial countries to become agriculturally 
more self-sufficing, and it is very necessary, as a corollary, that India. should become indus.,. 
trially more self-contained and that a more balanced internal economy as between manu
facturing industries and the primary production of agricultural commodities should be 
achieved. The cultivator suffered much more than the industrial WOrker during the last 
economic depression and in order to raise the standard of living of the Indian people, it is 
necessary to industrialize the country in addition to improving the organization of agriculture. 
There can, in fact, be no difference of opinion as to the advisability of encouraging in every 
way possible the development of new industries of basic and fundamental importance, of 
medium scale industries, and of small scale and cottage industries, though opinions may differ 
as to what steps should actually be taken to accelerate industrial development in its various 
forms and manifestations. It is desirable that industrial development in India should be 
spread over as wide an area of the country as possible instead of being concentrated in 

'"a few large urban areas in order not only to distribute employment as far as possible over 
different parts of the country, but also to avoid the evils which result from the concentration 
of large conglomeration of industries in a few limited areas. There are four main sources 
of raw materials for the development of industries in a country: namely, (i) agricultural 
products, (ii) animal products, (iii) forest products, and (iv) mineral products. It was 
formerly believed that the development of industries in Madras was likely to be chiefly in 
the direction of converting into manufactured and semi-manufactured form the agriculturaI 
and forest produots of the Province, but the possibility of establishing several new chemical 
and metallurgical industries has been opened up by the advent of cheap electric power 
in some areas. In the Ceded districts, however, cheap electric power is not at present 
available although' the position in this respect may be improved to SODle extent if it is 
found possible to associate with the Tungabhadra irrigation project an hydro-electric scheme. 
In oonsidering the question of introducing new occupations for, or developing the existing 
oocupations of, the inhabitants of the Ceded Districts, it is necessary to examine the position 
in regard to yield of crops, rainfall, soil, etc., and the general possibilities of the district, 
and aim at selecting industries, the raw matB!ia1 for which already exists or could be made 
available in the area or could be brought from outside at sufficiently cheap rates. And in 
order 'to make this note complete in itself, it has been considered desirable to set down 
this information as a preliminary to considering the potentialities of economic development 
generally in the districts concerned. , 

2. Population.-The following·statement shows the population of the four districts:-, 

Kurnool :. 
Bellary .. 
Anantapur 
Cuddapah 

District. 

.. 

Population 
according 

to the 
census of 

1931. 

1,024,961 
969,774 

1,050,411 
949,397 

Estimated 
population 

in 1936 to the 
neereet 

thousand. 

1,085,000 
1,028,000 
1,101,000 

982,000 

3. RainfaU.-The Ceded districts get their rainfall mainly during the south-west mon
soon, but Cuddapah gets fairly good rainfall during the north·east monsoon period also. 
September is the month of maximum normal rainfall in these districts. The following 
statement shows the normal rainfall :-, ' 

KumooL Bellar,.. Auntapur. CDddapah. 
DfCIlBS. INOIDIIFJ. INOB:BS. INOHBS. 

South-west monsoon 17·3 14·6 13·4 15·4 
North-fI88t monsoon 6·1 5·7 6·4 10·5 
Hot weather 2·3 2·9 2·9 2·3 

25·7 23·2 22·7 28·2 

VOL. n·-79 
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4. Soil--Kurnool.-The soil is of two main classes, namely, regar and red. The pure 
regar soils is very fertile and highly retentive of moisture. The mosab (mixed regar) comes 
next. In the case of this soil, manuring is essential. The outturn on the best soil of this 
class when irrigated is stated to be heavier than on the best regar; it is more suitable for 
wet oultivation. The chief crops grown on regar soil are cholam, cotton, indigo, korra and 
Bengal-gram. The proportions in which the two varieties occur are regar (59'7 per cent) 
and red (40'3 per cent). Regar soil predominates in Nandyal (94'8 per cent), Sirvel, Kurnool, 
Nandikotk,ur and Koilkun.tla (83·4 per cent) and red soil in Markapur (93·2 per cent), 
Cumbum, Dhone and Pattikonda (63·1 per cent). 

Bellary.-The soil is of three main classes, namely, black, mixed and red. Black 
Boil is considered to be good, mixed Boil is also good and for some PUfPoses superior to the 
heavy variety, and red soil varies from rich red loam to very stony gravel. The proportions 
in which the three varieties are found are respectively 41·8 per cent for' black,' 33·6 per 
cent for' mixed,' and 24·6 per cent for' red.' Black soil predominates in Bellary (80 per 
cent), AIur, Adoni and Siruguppa (62 per cent), mixed soil in Hospet (90 per cent), Harpane.
halli and Rayadrug (54 per cent), while red Boil is to be found chiefly in Kudligi (69 per 
cent), Adoni (34 per cent) and Hadagalli (33 per cent). Considering the rate of average 
assessment per annum of dry land which is probably an index of the quality of the Boil 
and its productivity, AIur, Adoni, Bellary, and Siruguppa taluks, especially the first, should 
be considered good owing to the predominance of good black Bails which are specially 
suited for the cultivation of white cholam and cotton, and Rayadrug, Hospet and 
Kudligi taluks, especially the last, should be considered poor owing to the existence of 
considerable areas of the poorest soils, assessed at 2 annasand 4 annas an acre .. 

Anantapur.-The soil is of two main classes, namely, black and red, and each main 
class is subdivided under the three heads, clay, loam, and sand. In point of quality, black 
Boil is the best owing to the extensive groundnut cultivation, black loam and red clay rank 
next, black sand comes next in order and red sand, the last in rank, is the worst of all. The 
proportions in which the six varieties are found are as follows :-

Black clay 
Black loam 
Black sand 

Total, black soil 

Red clay 
Red loam 
Red sand 

Total, red soil •• 

l'EB """'" 
10·1 

9·2 
2·0 

21-3 

,4·5 
32·7 
41-5 

78·7 
-.-

Red soil predominates in all the taluks except Tadpatri, Kadiri having the highest 
percentage of 99·7, Gooty the lowest percentage of 50·7 and the other taluks having more 
ftlan 80 per cent. Black soil predominates in the Tadpatri talnk (71·5 per cent) and is 
also found largely in the Gooty talnk (49·3 per cent). Black clay is found chiefly in Tad
patri (42·1 per cent) and Gooty (33·2 per cent), black loam in Tadpatri (25·6 per cent) and 
red clay in Kadiri (41 per cent). Red loam and red sand are found practically in all the 
taluks. 

Ouddapah.-The soil is of two main classes, black or regar (46·2 per cent) and red 
(53·4 per cent). Each of these is again subdivided into clay, loam and sand. There are 
thus six classes of soil occupying the following proportions :-

Class* PEBOBNTAGB. 

Black clay 24·1 
Black loam 18·3 
Black Band ." 3·8 
Red clay 1·3 
Red loam 24·6 
Red sand 27·5 . 
Special rate 0·4 

\ Black clay is considered to ,be excellent soil and is found mainly in ~e ~uks of Jam
maIamadugn, Pulivendla, Kamalapuram, and Proddatur. Red loam which IS not so good 
is met with in all the taluks of the distriot, but is exceptionp,lly plentiful in Badvel, Cuddapah, 
Rajampet and Rayaohoti, in Rajampet talnk, red loam of high agricultural value predomi
nates. The worst soil is red sand which varies from superior dark-red soil in the low lands 
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to the poor stony upland soil on a subsoil of rock or' gravel. -It is, in general, treeless and 
arid and yields poor 'Crops. Near villa.ges, however, it is usuaJIy well tilled and yields fair 
crops. Nearly half of this red sandy soil is met with in Rayachoti taluk, where dry lands 
have little value. As a rule, they are taken up one year and abandoned the next. The 
status of the ryots owning such lands is poor and one b8.d. season is suffioient to make them 
feel the pinch of distress. The soils in Cuddapah, Proddatur, JammaIa.madugu, KamaJa,. 
puram and PuIivendla talnks are moderately valuable. As regards the talnks of Rajampet, 
Badvel and Siddhout, the lands situated near the Penneru and SagUeru basins are fertile 
on a.ocount of the aJIuvium deposited there. Wells sunk in such lands contain good supplies 
and valuable crops are grown under them, but the extent of such'lands is very limited. 

5_ Olassification of area.~Kurnool and Cuddapah abound in forests. The net area. 
'sown is largest in Bellary and is smallest in Cuddapah. The tables below give the classifi
cation of area., and the percentage of the area. under forest!!, etc., in each district to the 
total area oithe district in 1936-37. 

Rumool 
B.nary 
Anantapur 
<luddapah 

/ Kumool .. 
Bol1arY 
Anantapur 
Cuddapah 

Dlstrtet. 

DIstJitt. 

Classification of area.'in 1936-37. 

No' Oultivable 
Forests. available ""'to Current Not arca. 

for otbcrthan f&llow. Bawn. 
cultivation, fallow. 

.. OS. .. ca . .. ca. "OS • "OS • 

1,648,019 315,089 565,314 277,892 2,054,343 
361,236 215,741 395,892 321,173 2,349,363 
456,588 315,802 1,054,153 524,404 1,956,106 

1,152,250 499,093 710,173 308,975 1,054,204 
• 

'Percentage to the total area oftha district of the area undt'-r . • Foreatfl. Not. available Cultivab1e Curro", 
fOr waste othe~ fallow. 

cultivation, than fallOW. 

33·9 6·5 !I·6 6-7 
9·9 5·9 10·9 8·8 

10·6 7-3 24·6 12·2 
30·9 13·' 19-i 8·3 

Totalatea 
of the 

district.. 

.oos-
4,860,657 
3,643,405 
4,307,053 
3.724,695 

--. 
Net-area. 

,own. 

42·3 
64·6 
454 
28·3 

'-
6. Area irrigated.-Government canals and tanks are the predominant sources of 

irrigation in Kurnool and Bellary and tanks and wells in Anantapur and Cuddapah. The 
percentage of irrigated area to the net area sown is low in Kurnool, Bellary and Anantapur. -
It is higher in Cuddapah. The tables below show the area irrigated and, the percentage 
of the area irrigated by each source of irrigation to the total irrigated area and of the total 
irrigated area to the net area sown in 1936-37. ' 

• 
Area irrigated in 1936--31. " Partltlulm. Kutnool, DeHary. AnantapDr. Clldrtapah • ..... .000. ..os. ..os. 

-Government oanaJs 44,228 16,062 34,575 51,430 
Private oa.naJ.a 11 84 744' , 385 
Tanka 31,772 15,693 78,747' . 57,689 
Wello 19,076 9,491 56,755 • 82,463 
Other aourcea 3,634 7,027 796 20,664 
Total area irrigated 98,721 48,357 '" 166,617 212,421 
Net area. sown 2,0540343 2,849,363 1,956,106 1,064,204 

:Porcentalo of the a.rea. lrrtgBted by each gouroo orlrrtKatloD to the 
Pcroentag 

Ofthu 

Distriot.. 
t.otal1r~ted area. . ... , 

--.. Irrigated 
Government. Private Tanke. Wells. Other area I.e the 

caoala. canalll. 80Uttc8. net ~'ca 
oown. 

Kurnool 44·8 32·2 19·3 3·7 4·8 Boll....,. 33·2 0·2 32·6 19·6 14·5 2·1 
Anantapur " 20·8 0·, 44·3 34·0 0·6 8·5 
Cuddapah 24·2 0·2 27-1 38·8 9'7 20·2 

Wells supplement other sources of irrigation to a fairly appreciable extent in Chittoor, 
Anantapur and Cuddapah. , 

'.7. Oro:f8 irri~.-The per~nt.age of the area of irrigated crops to the area of crops 
oultlvated 18 low u:'- ~he ~ede.d D 18trIOts. The tables below show the crops irrigated and 
the percentage of ll'rlgation m respect of the main crops which were irrigated on fairly 
.appreciable areas in 1936-37. ,- . 
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Crops irrigated in 1936-37. 

Orop. Kurnool. , lI<>llary. Anantapur. Cuddapn.b~ 

AOS. AOS. AOS. AOS. 

Paddy, irrigated 66,270 29.014 98.773 83,54~ 
Paddy 70.293 33,092 99,724 87.06:1; 
Oholam, irrigated 2,898 2,682 26,786 5,746 
Oholam 676,190 782,149 874,198 346,32~ 
Cumba, irrigated 12,064 89 425 29.744 
Cumbu 63.039 114,500 164.457 114.675 
Ragi. irrigated 19.841 6.738 79.870 73.78T 
Ragi 24.416 26,748 98.858 80,420 
Cotton, irrigated 3.397 2,976 871 2,341 
Cotton .. 233,H12 691.914 143.316 61.421 
KOlTa,_irrigateci 4.495 1,338 4,439 17.186 
Korra 400,001 381,011 218,218 88.972 
Varagu, irrigated 1.596 39 1.062 
Varaga 76.070 1,94,8 45,361 20.836 
Groundnut, irrigated 11,368 606 663 9.357 
Groundnut .. 468,196 229,899 316.639 202.929 
Gingelly, irrigated .• .. 174 85 36 6,li9 
Gingelly ., .c. •. 1,788 18,432 36.062 6.389 
Indigo, irrigated 42 69 6,703 
Indigo 1,261 113 6.952 

Total, area of oropa irrigated 126,258 66.767 235.400 266,616 
Total, area of crops cultivated 2,133,945 2,478,293 2,029.599 1,141,700 

Crop. 
PereeDtage of tbe area of the er~ Irr1llated to tbe total 

area of the crop c tlvated. . • Kurnool. BelJary. Anantapur. OUddapah. 

Paddy .. 80·1 87·7 99-1 96·0 
Oholam .. 7·2 
Cumbu 19-1 26'9 
Ragi 8l-3 26·2 80·8 91·8 
Korra .. . 19·3 
Groundnut 2·' 4·6 
Gingelly 80·1 
Indigo 81·0 
All crops 6·9 2·7 1106 22'4 

8. Area sown. with Cf'Opa.-The following tables show (i) the normal area and the area 
of crops in 1936-37, (li) the normal yield and the yield in 1936-37 and (iii) the relatiV& 
importance of crops in each district in 1936-37 expressed in percentages:-

(i) Normal area and the area of crops in 1936-37. 

JLun:aool. BeQary. ADantapur. Cuddapah. 
AOS. , ACS. AOS. ..ca. 

Paddy- I 
Normal 70.800 36.530 108.020 108.940 
1936-37 70,293 33,092 99,724 87,05~ 

Oho1am-
Normal 659.100 640,110 270.000 309.600 
1936-37 675,190 782.149 374.198 346.329 

Cumbo-
Normal 67.700 116.140 172.500 125.700 
1936-37 63,039 114.500 164,457 114,676 

Rag>-
Normal 23,840 24.420 95.000 65.210 
1936-37 24,416 26,748 98,858 80.420 

Korra-
Normal 473.200 644.000 340.000 107.000 
1936-37 400,001 381,017 218.218 88,972 

Varagu-
Normal 96.300 2.140 44.300 31,200 
1936-37 76,070 1,948 45,361 20,836-

Bamai-
Normal 970 13.000 105.000 6.160 
1936-37 768. 10,000 64,416 3,060 

Maize-
Normal 120 130 140 80 
1936-37 92 144 221 26 

Bongalgram-
Nonna! .. 17,100 14.900 G.620 2,470 
1936-37 13.296 20,639 9,364 1.857 

Horsegram--
NOlmal .. 81.600 95.100 312.000 47.800 
1936-l17 •• .. •• .. .. 7l1.800 100,178 282.829 41,33e 
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fi) Normal area and the area of orops in 1936-37-cont. 
KuruooL BeUa". hantapur. Caddapab. 

Ace. AOS. AOS. AOS. 
~ugarcane-

Normal 470 8.530 2,590 400 
1936-87 .. 781 9.544 2,794 519 

Groundnut--
Normal 369,000 289,000 348,000 177,000 
1936-37 468,195 229,899 315,639 202,029 

Gingelly-
Normal .. 2,420 15,100 32,400 5,000 
1936-37 .. 1,788 18,432 36,062 6,389 

Castor-
Normal ,. 32,900 18,600 76,700 10,700 
1936-37 28,626 22,676 _ 61,178 V,793 

Cotton-
Normal 233,440 557,370 116,990 59,950 
1936-37 233,192 691.914 143,316 61,421 

Indigo-
Norma.l _ 3,590 10 200 4,200 
1936-37 1,261 .. 113 6,952 

TobooeD-
Normal 8,900 1,880 3,460 1,860 
19S6-37 4,505 2,260 2,530 973 

(ii) Normal yield and the yield of crops in 1936-37. 
Kumool. Bellar,.. Anantapnr. ,Ouddapab. 

TONS. TONS. ro"'. TO"'. 
Paddy-

Normal 47,790 26,480 82,360 87,180 
1936-37 43,690 23,640 69,310 69,220.. 

Cholam-
157,940 :. Normal 130,080 66,700 90,460 

1036-37 143,500 . 109,240 66,600 83,730 
Oumbu-

i9,620 .. Normal 23,180 80,970 47,600 
1936-37 .10,130 10,340 23,880 40,800 

Ragi- , . 
14,460 Normal 6,660 56,320 44,780 

1936-37 14,220 7,620. 56,130 . 53,290'· 
Rorr&--

Normal '," 73,000 85,000 53,100 10,100 
1936-87 .60,000 50,500 30,000 13,800 

Varagu-
Normal 21,600 430 9,890 8,360 
1936-37 15,800 430 8,610 6,190 

Sa.ma.i-
Normal 170 2,420 18,800 920 
1936-37 150 1,630 8,840 530 

Maize-
Normal 60 60 60 40 
1936-37 40 60 90 10 

Benga.lgram-
3,820 1,250 Normal .. 3,330 650 

1936-37 2,230 2,720 1,420 340 
Horsegram-

7,280 27,900 Normal 8,490 4,270 
1036-37 5,720 9,480 23,200 3,360 

Sugarcane jaggery-
940 22,800 4,970 Normal •• .• 1,070 

1936-37 1,400 26,600 5,260 1,390 
Groundout UDShelled-

Normal ... 185,000 145,000 174,000 88,500 
1936-87 213,000 U5,OOO 137,000 88,300 

Gingelly-
Normal 240 1,610 8,240 500 
1036-37 160 1,620 2,740 590 

Castor-
Normal 2,200 1,250 5,140 72G 
1936-37 1,830 1,470 3,820 490 

Tobacco-
Normal 3,970 840 1,550 820 
1936-37 1,650 1,000 080 300 

Indigo-
OWT. OWT. mn. 

Normal 900 60 1,050 
1936-37 310 10 1,370 

BALES. BALI!S, lIALBS. BALBS. 
Cotton-

Normal 29,200 69,700 14,600 7,490 
1936-37 25.700 54,800 1.3.800 6,37G 

The 1W11'C11 of yiol(\ rt'lata to unbusk('d eeTe&.lfI'and pull.. Th., pMWntaRe of'lWs of weight in busldnats 83 per cent fOr paddy, 
l~l~r fJ('1U fur OhOlalll

j 
20 peroont COr cumbu and }rona, 10 per oent fOl mgt, "5 pcr~ tbrsamat. ~ per cent for varagu IlDd ma1&e 

.. ill lWf at\nt (tIr pU sea. , 
Gt'oUAd ...... -Jktlmo.ted lou. ofweblht In BheUtDa III 26 per tent., 
rlldiqo.-Thl" ftlZllf't'tt rep~ent the Yil1'ld If the whole- crop were manufactured Into dye. But the-n is no InformatJoo. as to lib .. 

qu.nt,tt.)' actuallY manufactured tn1.o d,J"e or used &&.green maDUJ'e on wet laode, .. praoUce Wblch 18 on. the lllCteUe. 
To6aeCO.-Yleld II In dry leaf'. DIT lNofmQ' be coavert,ed tlltO eumlleaf b)" dedllCtlD8 ten per cent., 
CoI·OII.-l'laurcr. are In bates of.oo lb, Unt.. 

'VOL, n~O 
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(iii) The relative importance of crops in each district in 1936-37 expressed in 
percentages. 

CroP. 
• 

Percentage of the .. rea under the crops to the to~l 8l'e8-
undu all crop' . . 

Xumool. Il<lIary. AnantaPUr. Cuddapah. 

Faddy 3·3 I-3 4·9 7·6 
Chola.m 27·0 31-6 18·4· 30'3 
Cumbu 3'0 \ ' 4·6 8-l 10·0 
Rag; H J.l 4·9 7·0 
Korra 18·7 ,15'4 10·8 7·8 
Varagu 3·5 2·2 1'8 
Samai 2·7 

Main eereala 56·6 54'0 62·0 64·6 

130ngalgram 0·8 008 0·6 
Horsegram •• 8·4 '·0 13·9 3·6 

Main pulseo 4·0 H 14-4, 3·6 

8~""""'" .• o foodorop -,., 5·2 4·8 6-9 

Total foodoropo 85·0 84·0 71·0 74·0 

Grounduut ... 21-9 9'8 15·6 17·8 
GiDgelly 0·7 1-8 0·6 
<Jaator 1·3 O-g 3·3 0·7 •. 

Main oil seeds 23·2 10'9 20·7 19-1 

(Jotton l009 23'9 7·1 6-4 
Indigo 0'6 
Other DOD·food cropo 0·9 1'2 1-11 o·g 

Total, nOD·food Cl'Opo 35'0 36·0 29·0 26·0 
, 

9. L.tJeBtock.-The following statement shows the number of livestock in the four 
districts as ascertained by a census held in 1935:-

Catt.le. ,.. ~ 

Hal ... Females • ,.. . ..., 
.~~ ,~ I" ~!..; YoUDg' Itoot. .~~ I .!l:!l ... II! ,S"S • ~!" - 5_ 

'~~l .,ji ..... .=.!I11 i 
.... 

~IO oJ' DllIWIaIo ~~~ -gG ~.s 8~11 

! 
.. ;t j ! . 

.., II~ ='8 0
.0» :gel! J. S:,Qg ~~ 

i;'~Q B •• g. 
g!l oN'S ~~ "S§f ...!!.;'" ~ 

~= 
tlI~.2 S. .0 

.!I,!le g~ae~ "!Jl :6;~ 
o-

N 

€i r" :Ii I- i i~,D ~,Q1r-.g ~5.s .~ !8§a aO ... ... ., ... ., 
(1) (I) (8) (4) (~) (81 (7) (8) 

Kurnool 639 163.948 15.871 14,965 26.617 75,241 4,924 
Bellary 4,525 186,256 12,528 26,084 33,693 94,652 8,012 

AnaDtapur 4,466 192,782 .25,321 32.169 42,661 123,877 19,113 
Cuddapah 2,731 97,174 39,211 11,276 17,219 60.360 13,168 

I.-Total, Ceded DiatriotAl .. 12,261 940,155 92,931 84,484 119,080 344,130 46,207 

n~Total of the Province (in. 
oluding the old diatriat of 

169,28& 6,177,708 655,170 966,892 1,286,279 .,296,273 1,116,870 

Gaojam). 

m.-!'''''''''''. of I !A> n 7·24 10·36 14-18 8·13 9'26 8001 "0& -- --
-
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Oattle-Femalel!l. BuftalQ58-Malee:. 

i! Young Itoot. er J~~-t! ~~ .. ~ 
'a ~ . .1 ":b~; 00" 

i~l j3t!" 
:_0 ~ ! 

:-<1> • ~~ 

i 
!!S.s g§",Cl sg:; T DlArlct. ~.2 '~"! Ei;i sill o!!"~ '"5" .. • ,g~=& " :a 1 . ~ g ! ~o~R ~m~i '81»>1 • 0 

;~i 
.5 8..,. •• t s. 'g;~~ 30" • .f" gti 

" ~if ~,g1 ft. ~:S.2 a"" " E .. - g" 
"' 0 '" .. ~ 

(0) (10) (11) (II) (IS) (If) (15) 

Kumool " 
10,490 20,418 20,479 2,136 9,6911 2,594 25,211 

Bellary 9,389 34,188 24,973 2,065 5,456 2,187 13,354 
Ans.nt&pur 17,874 44,940 33,530 4,080 16,207 4,093 14,909 
Cuddapah 12,156 17,012 16,436 4,879 17,6711 5,472 20,099 , 

I.-Total, Ceded Districts 49,909 116,558 94,417 13,160 49,041 14,346 73,573 

n.-Total of tho proVince (in, 
eluding the e1d cIlatrict of 

573,535 1,231,589 1,319,204 144,200 1,116,701 130,678 496,230 

Ganjam). 

m.-peroentaee of I to n 8·70 9'46 
, 

7'15 9·12 4:311 10'97 U'82 ----

Buffaloes, 
~ 

.... 
118181. l'emalea. 
~ ~ 

.... .., 
t s r~ ! 5~ Young stock. ' . 

g.:lS ... 
'a . . 

;!! i C!io ri" • ! DlIItrlot. 
O. :l 0 I~ e . 

i ... t!ig ;;1 fJ.s 
U " j t t~1III .. 0,d <l>j ~~ g .. l!I~E ~s:::I.s ~ 

= l!I~ :a .. .Q"d " ~n t S" 8 ·'2 t! gJ] !~02 &:10 11 ;f " ~ .. 0 " 0 III 
(16) (17) (18) (10) (10) (2U (22) 

Kurnool .. 20,005 143,040 11,188 10,697 49,723 47,2411 440,388 
Boilary 8,735 71,913 5,925 5,919 28,411 21,233 267,793 
Ans.nt&pur 1t,I29 65,169 8,601 8,910 29,373 20,425 858,522 
-<Juddapah 18,961 121,832 17,929 15,469 44,928 37,0015 489,608 

I.-Total, Ceded Districts 59,830 401,959 43,643 40,995 152,435 125,912. 2,056,311 

II.-Total of the Province (in, 408,201 2,398,944 267,463 221,3911 864,230 778,910 11,938,324 
eluding the old district of 
Ganjam). 

m . .c..peroentaee of I to n 14·66 16·76 16'32 .18'62 17·86 16'17 17,22 

Horses and ponies. 
Jo,. ..., 
YOU~'to.' 

(001 and 
tUlles). 

DJltrl.o~ :i ! 
;: 5: 

• 

i 
II 3~' t Ji Il .!i J iii • 0 :l! ~ 

... "iI 
OJ 0 ill '" (lS) (I') (OS) (10) (21) (28) (20) 

Kurooa} .. , 252,022 1,196 815 195 316 6 12.142 
Bella..,. 230,520 1,244 749 208 91 134 6,842 
Anantapur .. ' 328,824 1,942 1,140 161 136 ' 454 16,367 
'Cuddapah 213,231 309 169 21 22 19 9,994 

I.-Total, Ceded Districts 1,024,597 4,690 2,873 676 664 623 46,135 

D.-Total of tho ProTin .. (in· 6,761,876 32,932 14,362 3,391 2,17~ 2,797 146,728 
eluding tho eld distri.. of 
Ganjam). 

m.-p ....... '- of I to n " 15-16 )4·24 20'00 16·96 25·95 22·27 a0-97 --
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10. Exports and imports.~There is a.n a.pprecia.ble net export by rail of meta.Is. 
(ma.nga.nese) from Be11a.ry, groundnut a.nd dyes a.nd ta.ns from a.11 the distriots, cotton (ra.w) 
from Kurnool, Be11a.ry and Ananta.pur, suga.r from Bella.ry, and oil-seed~ other than ground
nuts from Bella.ry a.nd Ananta.pur. Th~re is on the other hand an a.pprecia.ble net import 
by rail of grain and pulse a.nd cotton (ma.nufa.otured) into a.11 the districts, suga.r into Kurnool, 
Ana.nta.pur and Cudda.pah, oils into Be11a.ry, Ana.nta.pur and Cuddapah, spices into Bellary 
and CUddapa.h, a.nd oil seeds other than groundnuts into Cudda.pa.h. The relevant sta.tistios 
are extra.oted in the ta.ble below:-

Commodity. 
Net esport8 by r.Uln 1 gSG-S7 from (+), net tmporta by rall 

in 1986-37 InOO ( - ). 

Groundnut .. 
Cotton (raw) 

I 

Sugar .. .. .. 
Metals including manganese 
Oil seeds other than groundnuts 
Dyes and tans 

Grain and pulse 
Sugar .. .. 
Cotton (manufactured) 
Oils 
Spices .. .. .. .. 
Oil seeds other than groundnuts ,. 

Eurnool. 

TONS. 

N.I ""PartB. 

+ 36.586 + 
+ - 3,416 + 

+ .. 
\ + 

+ • + 907 + 
Net imporlB. 

8,321 
3,998 

837 

BeUa.ry. Anantapur. Cuddapah. 

TONS. TONS. TONS. 

36,798 " + 47.845 + 33,664" 
19,134 + 6.296 + 976· 
5,283 

101,640 
7,087 + 1,935 
1,636 + 4,696 + 5,212'" 

33,589 16,145 8,865 
1,600 1,928 

2,514 2.856 1,595 
6,578 5,326- 3.181 
1,969 783 

1.727 

11. Jlinera18.-Mining is carried on in each ofthe districts of Kurnool, Bellary, Ana.nta.
pur and Cudda.pah, the minerals produced in recent yea.rs comprising, manganese in 
Be11ary and Kurnool, barytes in K urnool, Ananta.pur and Cuddapa.h, steatite in Anantapur, 
and asbestos a.nd aluminium silicate in Cudda.pah. The following sta.tement shows the" 
output of minerals in the four districts during the last five years :-

KlDeral. DIB\rlct. 1988. 1884. 1935. 1936 1DS7. 
TONS. TONS. !rOlfS. TONS. TONS 

Mangan .... Boilary 200 1,000 450 
to 
300 

Do. Kurnool 300 200 
Barytee Do. 334 417 595 252 130 

Do. Anantapur no 180 597 346 1,465-
Do. CoddBpah 1,886 2,302 2,155 1,777 7,461 

Steatite Arumtapur 2 225 40 150 
Asbeetoe CuddBpah" 58·2 7·67 
Aluminimn .ilioate Do. 80 

It will be seen from the foregoing sta.tement tha.t the only development of a.ny import
ance during recent years has been the marked increase in the production of barytes in 
Cuddapah and Anantapur in 1937 as compa.red with any of the previous years. In addition 
to the minerals referred to in the statement, other minera.ls are known to exist or to ha.ve 
e;xisted, and mention may bo made of dia.monds, copper, lead, iron, steatite, limestone, 
mica., slate and saltpetre in Kurnool ; iron, gold, diamonds, copper and stea.tit<> in Be11ary, 
dia.monds, gold, corundum, and iron in Ananta.pur, and diamonds, iron, lead, copper," 
limestone, slate and sandstone in (!uddapah district. There are valuable deposits of lime
stone suita.ble for cement manufacture in the N andya.l area of the Kurnool district, and 
this will be used in conjunction with the loca.l kunkar limestone for the manufacture of 
cement in the new factory which the Associated Cement Compa.nies propose to esta.blish 
at Mangalagiri in GuntUl' distriot. Briefnot<>s in respect of some of the minerals mentioned 
are appended. " 

Manganese.-Little information appears to be available in regard to the manganese 
deposits of Be11a.ry and Kurnool, but it is believtd that they are of low grade, whilst the 
dista.nce of the deposits from the sea coast is probably an a.dditiona.! obstacle to their deve
lopment. 

RaryteB.-The sulphat<> of ba.rium, is a whit<> minera.! which finds its chief application 
in the paint industry. The barytes industry in India is yet in its youth, the first produotion 
of barytes in India of which sta.tistics are available being in 1918 when 2,724 tons were 
produced n:om the mines .in the Dhon? ta.!uk of the Kurnool dist.rict. ~e dep?sits of the 
Coded distncts are recognIZed to conshtut<> the largest reserves of ba.rytes ill India. A new 
dema.lld hl\8 a.risen for barytes in recant years for weighting the mud fluid in rotary drilling, 
but the ba.rytes produced ill the Ceded districts hll.$ not, so far u.s is known. been employed 



, 

for this purpose up to the present. Dr. Coggin Brown of the Geological Survey of India, 
exprellBl1d the opinion some years ,ago that the possibilities pf,the Jarge-scale exploitation 
of the Indian deposits of barytas would appear to depend on,tho future expansion of th .. 
paint anll colour indUstry in India, itself. ",Dr_ ,A. L. Cotilson,of the Geological Survey, 
wlio wrot'! a me~oir, ,on b~ryte~ in ,the, Ceqed gistri<;)1! ,in, 19,33, ,agre~<:l ~th,Dr_, ,Coggin 
~~own tljatJt is IUlprobable,that, Intlian ,jJarytescC;>Jlld COll>p,etemov,\\"S6~ markets, ,and 
that, the In.di~ prodJlc~r sl\oul!i de,vllt<), his ,atte"tiQD, to the caPturing pi. th" hnport, trad,( 
Ilf barytas iri~ Il).dia.I~ wlia, pointed put, howe,ver, tha~ ,he ,wa;; up against 11<, ,fwidamentll:J 
9i:fficulty immediately, te., the long railw"sY ~ances and conse,cjuen~ heavy :lfeight ,charges, 
~. Coulson considered itJmpr'lbabJ,e ,that. Madras,barytes wo~ld ever, be jtbll' til c()mp~te 
with foreign barytes in Sind and, the 'punjab "as the:,rail"j'ay freights frop! the producing 
centres to the~ pll\Ces are e.xcessin, QI;Id th~4\lwar ,State in ,R!,japutanllo IS, better flituated 
as regards these markets." It was poi,!ted out., howeY\lr, t,b,at ,th~ Madras ~arytes h,a~ th\, 
'¥lvantage C?v~rthe, Mw~_ d~posits,. as.regatds Oalcut,~a ,tIlJld, As~am~~h!>ugli ~)J.,e.1Wa,reF 
deposits ill. ~ijJ.M" an!i Orissa are IIJ-oreJavourably situated." ,4-pparel1tly~he Ileeds,pf, th~ 
van\lus oil, companies in B~!Da al"tl being tnet. by .inlpprtatioll Of 1;Iarytjl~, anci,it 'l'ould 
seem wort)lwhile l'xaminm.g whetlieI; ,Mll-dras, bl!-rytes ,cov14 .II,ot, 'l>e ,trans,ported py sea te> 
Rang.oon and,J¥)I,d lit \Ii l!~ic~,to compete sUQcessJ;uIl. y.Wtljthe,' ;foreign, PFOd,uct, ifit, is}he 
ca.se that, ,a tra.<;le wit/l ~urmo.i,n thi>jp~QducF has !;lQt yet b~~~ develQped, I,Tne. ~apid 
inc,rease intl,l~ productiol;l_of ba,rytes IS, dlle,~o, the ,dev:elopment \lfJhe pab;>.t mdlistry jil 
Qalouttl'., ,The developmel't _of .a pa.int indJl!!1;ry in S,outll ,Wdia, llJight be expeoted t<> 
stinlulate still the further demand ~or th~ baryt~s ,of the Ceded djstricts. 

Steatite.-One of the most widely distributed ,mineralS. in India is steatite, Or JW!lp 
stoneeit,her in the form of a poarse potst,ol1e so-~alled on accpllntof ~ts gelle,ra~ use W. making 
pots" disl\es, etc., or in t\l.e !liorecompact form sujtable ~ar carvings, .an<;liJ!,its b",sHor,m 
suita.ple ;fpr the, ml'nufa,cture: of gas-burners. , .1~ure s.tl'atite has"many ;tpphca.tioj1~ .in, the 
arts and)\! used,extensi.vely W the paper.t'l,xtile, ~ubbtr .and, soap ind)lstljes .. ,The, pc;>w
de{ed mineraL cpmmol)ly l¢own as:,JJJ<jnclj, CJlaik,', fqr~ th~ \ll'sis ,of,m,li.nf t.oiJi,~ pre
parq:tions, , .In~dia, steatite is carv~q. into im,ages, bqw)s,pl!l-tesan,c;l prnam~nt~I\,a,rt~c.1esf 
lp.l1112, th~ steati1;e ,deposits 'It, Muddavaram;!Uld :M:\l.ila,che~vu .near ~.,~aIP?perl~ in 
the ~urnool district. wel"\l opened up, /IoIld cQn~4lIlments 'fe,re shipl!ed to,-i\Iller1ca •.. Most 
of the steatite derived, :t;.;6m MusiJa"cherl1vu I'PpeaJ)S, tp,h!l-v.e Re,en.,pf,the green variety 
~ltll9~ghv.:j1;i¥ ,slfa.tits.w~ .. !¥SQ ,exporyed j . ,.4V!;lld~~v!l'r'Fl,t~e stea~i~,is _ iv?rY: ,white 
o.~.~'-1?lI:~ted J'1:t~, 'lUartzo"!' f.?qt< .... '1.(Iil,. ~ .. a.. guo. ~te, 1lJl .• d is s~~!'~je. £.0,1' sma.,ll.' .. rtfcle.~. uqli,". g. as 
burners. '.J:lie Qutput from the Kurno\>l aeposlt,s, which m 1914 was l!1iJ tonshllda.ll but 

~~f:t.th:Wa!J~7tsj~\~~1ttt~n:h'd't1:tt~~~iInn~t~r:delet;p~i!~~~ ~eiht!hb: 
worth ~.x .. niiiJ.atjcin; . , 

,. ABbeaiQ8 • .,,-Asbesios i.t!. fOl!lld ~t~q Cuc;Jdap,.ili a~d :k~~(ll distrlcts. piit ih~ C~adaplih 
deposits I1>ppeaI: t.o be by.fa,r the, Ijllost importl'nt .. '. ~h~,existence o(~sp.elStOl} rr,. th,e ~i¥ita
pur. distric1;.l1>lt);IO~/l inlpro~abl~. is ,certainly, ;f!.\>t in?-possihl~., The exist~nceiiJ. the Oud
liapahdistr~ct. of. asbestos in :workabl~ qua'!tity QI;Id su:ffi~i~ntly_ good #ii81ity. ,haa 9Pty 
jJeen lmown.in the last few yeaTs. ,Aspes~ in this district"w~s ,first c,lisl'ove~d in, 1924 
in a well at Ling!,la. by .. cu/-tivat(lr, an!\ specinlens wi!ich -.yeresent, to the Wembley,Eihi
bitiQ\l secur.ed a. bronze J;il,edal ... 'rhe pr~ducho!l of asbestos in Ciuddapah district in recent 
years hl!-S b~" Slllall an<l- there. was no ,prodl¥'~io,! at, a,ll"d1ll"ing the last tw() years. " A 
queet\oI\ :whiph camE! llIIder examination by, theDepart",~nt, (If IndustriE!~.Ja:st ye~,.wlis 
the JlIlanufa,ctnre.ofasbestoli\ Qement pro(}uct$, the <!-I>.velopment QI whic,h It WI!<!. thought 
oollld be.taken tiP by II. ~ment, manjrl"actw:jng .conc,e~ in a~ac~ory .. djacel't to~t!i.,,~e~ent 
W'lfit.q or as a. sepa.rate"llldu,stry., ,'l;he'~"'I!I':maten~Js,reqwred are lLf!besto,s; cement and 
water. an<.l. most faqtorieeof ~urppe obtai,n their supplies o(asb~os from, Can.a,da .and 
Russilli .ane! to a. .1eS/!e;t", extent .!falll South, Afi;ica., .Czechoalovaki .. an~ Cyprus" Sci, far, as 
information ~ Ilil" .. il .. ble, C'\ldd. apah a,sbeetos has. npi;been used fj~t.,: purpose.. TheIl', is 
one faotory in, India pear Calputta., bJlt th~ possibiUtiee qf .eet .. b· . g.a. factorY in, this 
proWlQI!' for J;he,requirelJlepts Of Scut4: India and with ,a view. tp developing an. export 
trade with Ceylon, Bur,llla.arid the ~ederated M:alay Stat4!S ~ems wo~hy ,q! conSideration. 
Last ;year,.ftve.smaJI sampleeof lWlbestOl!. frOIq, the Cuddapa,h dist.Iict,wel"\lsent ,1;0. an 
asbeetos cemenj; manufl\Ct~g concerni,n, Germany and, their :report is..to the effect .iliat 
one ot: the samples ill not s\llta,ble, b\!;~. ~/lat t:IVO of the samples are 9,f a, quoAity sinillar ,w the 
Russian asbestos of the third and fourth qualitiee, that the strength of the fibl"\l .is.good 
and, ,that it would be possible, by & right prel'aration pf the mixture to manuf .. cture ashestos 
ceIqetlt sheets of good qu81i,ty. _ Before anydefiniw, steps could be taken by Government. 
or, by priv:ate enterprise to se.t up .im wdustry, it would be necessarY to examme fUrther, 
t he asbestos deposits in the CUddapali district iii order to determine how fat the asbestos. 
Qr, lUI .mV:cli of it as. might prove suitable, c?u1~ be inade available ~ a raw ma.terial r~r a 
loolil mdustry, for althougli the asbestos aepos'ts of the Ceded distncts bave been exammed 
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by Dr. A. L. Coulson, it is stated in his memoir that there has been no systematio proving 
-of reserves and that it is not possible to give even a rough approximation of the potential 
reserves of asbestos in the area. In order to determine whether or not there would be a 
sufficient supply of the material oareful proving of the deposits would be necessary. 

IrOll.-There is a reference to the existence of hematite iron in the gazetteers of Kur
nool and Bellary districts. It is also stated in the gazetteer of the Cuddapah district that 
iron ore is scattered pretty generally over the oountry but only in any quantity at two or 
three localities, in the neighbourhood of which it used to be smelted according to the 
demand, the latter being always very small. It is further stated that usually the ore is 
some variety of peroxide of iron mostly a grey micaceous, and that some old iron smelting 
villages lie along the ea,stem side of t.he Kunder valley. It is also mentioned that the 
form of ore here worked was a massive shaly ferruginous sandstone mainly made up of 
hematite. Furnaces were worked at Yerraguntlakota in the Chitvel country and in the 
Rayaohoti taluk near Madioheruvn. In the Anantspur Gazetteer, there is a brief reference 
to the fact that iron ore was smelted in insignificant quantities at Jambugumpala and 
MaJanayakenahaJIi, hamlet of Kairevn, in Kalyandrug taluk. Further information in 
Tegard to these deposits of iron ore is not readily available. There is little doubt that the 
main obstacle to the exploitation of the Kurnool deposits of hematite iron is their distan"" 
from the sea coast, and a gentleman interested in mining matters informed me recently 
that if favourable freight rates could be introduced from the deposits to Marmagoa, it would 
be a commercial proposition to develop the Kurnool hematite ores. There would seem 
to be a case for an intensive examination of these ores with a view to determining their 
gi'ade, quality and commercial value under modern conditions. ' 

Di,a'ffl,()'N],a.-A reference l:o the working of diamonds will be found in the gazetteers of 
Kurnoo!, Bellary, Anantapur and Cuddapah. The Southern of the three groups of dia
-:mond occurrences in India includes localities, with apparently authentic records, in the 
distriots of Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur, Cuddapah, Kistna and Godavari. Loose stones 
have been picked up from time to time on the surface of the ground and found in deposits 
,-of alluvium and in workings undertaken in the so-called Banganapalle stage of the Kurnool 
'series of strata. Although no official returns are available, unconfirmed reports indioate 

<that every year a certain number of valuable diamonds are picked up after showers of 
... ain in the neighbourhood of Wajra Karur in the Anantapur district. 

Gow,.-There is a reference to old gold workings in the gazetteer of the Bellary district_ 
In 1902, a previously unknown belt of Dharwar schists stretching in a north and south 
-direction for some 32 miles through the Anantapur district, was discovered. Several large 
.quartz reefs occur in this belt, and near the village of Ramagiri old gold workings were 
found. A oompany called the Anantapur Gold Fields, Limited, was formed in 1905, and 
.later the North Anantapur Gold Mines, Limited, and the Jibutil Gold Mines of Anantapur, 
Limited, were formed to assist in the exploitation of the deposits. The Jibutil Gold Mines 
-of Anantapur ceased mining operations in 1924 and a small quantity of gold was extracted 
from the dumps in 1925 after which operations were suspended. The North Ananta.pur 
-Gold Mines, Limited, after carrying on vigorous development work ceased mining opera
tions on the original area in 1922. These mines which were situated in the Dharmavaram 
taluk: of the Anantapur distrjot, produced 44,678 ounces of fine gold during the quinqnen .. 
·nium 1919-1923. In 1925, small quantities of gold were extracted from the dumps by 
-41yanide treatment, but work was finally suspended i.D 1925. The total fine gold prodnced, 
from these mines since the commencement of operations was 136,739 ounces. As a result 
of prospecting operations in 1922 by the North Anantapur Gold Mines, Limited, ancient 

.gold workings were discovered in the Gooty taluk of the Anantapur district some 35 miles 
north of the old North Anantapur mine. Exploratory work was carried on in the areas 
and finally in 1926 the North Anant'apur Gold Mines, L~ted, applied for a mining lease 
near the villages of Ramapuram and Veukatampalle, Gooty taluk. Gold was first extracted 
from this area. in 1926. The extraction of gold cea,sed in 1927 after whioh date 
mining operations were permanently suspended. It is believed that the main operations 
·were terminat~d because felsite was encountered which gave no indication of further 
shoot!!, but this can hardly be accepted as conclusive evidenoe of the absence of gold at 
lower depths. It seems prima facia improbable that the gold deposits of Ananta.pur 
district have been entirely worked out, and with gold at its pre..oent price, an enterprising 
mining prospecting company might find it worthwhile to undertake a. re-e.xamina.tion of the 
position. 

The districts of Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and Cuddapah might repay intensive 
.-8'(a.mination by a. soientifio mining geologist for, as the districts abound in hilly country, 
it is by no means improbable that a good deal of mineral wealth remains untapped, whilst 
the available information in regard to the minerals which are known to exist is incomplete 

.&nd inconolusive. As the problem of broa.dening the economio basis of these distrints 
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postulates in some degree the discovery of new economio assets, if the position is to be 
imprQved by the introduction of new industries, and the development of their mineral 
resources must necessa.riIy pIa.y an important part in the industrinJ development of tho>. 
four districts, there would seem to be a case for conducting an intensive geological survey 
..,f the area. In fact one of the principal objectives of any economic policy with reference 
to the Ceded districts should be the adequate exploitation of thair mineral resources. 

12. The following statement shows the fact.ories in the Ceded districts comiPg under 
t.he Factories Act. In addition, there are no doubt a number of small establishments in 
respect of which statistios are not available. , 

Kur. BeDary. Anania- Cudda- Total. 
nool. pur. pah. 

Sugar manufacture I I 
'Groundnut decorticating .. 11 I 6 9 26 
Oroundnut decorticating and rice milling I 6 2 9 
-Groundnut decorticating and flour milling 2 I 3 
Groundnut deoortioating and oil extracting •• 2 2 2 I 7 
-Groundnut decorticating and tnrmeric polishing 1 1 
Groundnut decot'ticating and silk weaving .. I 1 
-Groundnut decorticating, rice and flour milling •• 2 2 
{}roundnut decorticatiDg, 1Iour milling and oU eztraoto 

ing .. .. " " " " •• I 1 
'Groundnut decorticating, flour milling and turmerio 

polishing,,· " .. .. " I 1· 
Groundnut decorticating, rice milling and tmmel'io 

polishing .. • • ~ . . . . • .• - .• 3 3 
Groundnut decorticating, rice milling and oil extract.: 

ing •• .. I I 
OU mills .. I 1 2 
o()otton ginning .. 20 20 
Cotton preesing . . . . 6 2 .8 
"Cotton ginning and pressing .• I I 2 
Cotton ginning and groundnut decorticating 38 40 24 12 II' Cotton pJ'068ing and groundnut decorticating 2 1 3 
'Cotton ginnina and flour milling . . . . I I 
Cotton pressing and moobinory repairing I 1 
'Cotton ginDi.ng, groundnut decorticating and 1Iour 

milling 2 3 2 7 
-cotton ginning, groundnut decorticating and rice 

milling 4- 4 
'Cotton ginning. groundnut decorticating ODd oil 

extraoting . . . . . . . . • . • . 4- 2 8 
~otton ginning and p1'Ol!8ing and groundnnt decort.i, 

2 a eating ... .. .. .. •• .• •. 8 
<latton ginning and prees!ng, groundnut decorticating 

2 1 . and oil eztraoting 3 
(lotton ginning and ~undnut decort.ioating, oU 

extracting and flour milling .. 2 2 
Ra.i.lway workshops .. 2 2 
Breweries and distilleries •. 1 I 
Wool spinn.ing and weaving I I 
Forage press . . . . 1 I 
{}overnment IndUBtrial Sahoo! I I 
Bones and manure works .-. I I 
Baryteo orushing . , , . I I 
Beodi r ... tori ... ". 2 2 
Match factories 1 I 

Total .. 67 96 49 36 2'S 

Considering that Bellary is the largest cotton growing district in the province in area 
_d the third in yield, and that groundnut is the only other industrial crop of any great 
importance, it is not surprising that there should be eo many cotton ginning and pressing 
factories and groundnut decorticating milIa. Most of these factories are seasonal, and 
some of the ootton ginning and preasing factories oarry on groundnut decorticating also; 
as well as in some eases, rioe milling, flour milling and oil extraction. A few of the ground
nut deoortica.ting milIa also carry on oil extraction, Hour milling, rice milling, and turmerio 
polishing. The areas under sugarcane in 1936-37 in the Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and 
·Cuddapa.lI distriots were 781, 9,544, 2,794 and 519 acres respectively. The area under 
..sugarcane in the Hospet ta.luk of the Bellary district in 1936-37 was 7,332 acres represent
~ng 76'8 per cent of the area under sugarcane in the Bellary district. It was recognized 
some years ago that a.ll the essentials requisite for a successful sugar industry exist in the 
Hospet area and a. oompany under the style of the India Sugars and Refineries,Limited, 
was started four or five years ago for the purpose of setting up a factory with an initial 
'Crushing capacity of 400 tons of sugarcane per day. There would appear to be scope for 
inoreasing the oapacity of this factory or for the starting of an ·additionaI mill in the area. 
It is believed that there is also a oonsiderable quantity of palmyra trees in the Hospet &:rea, 

. . -. . 
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and it 'would seem to 'be worthwhile for the Irflgar mill to ()or{stde'r whether it wbwd not be
pOBSible for them to tefine. }>alfuyr.t jaggerj in thedff-cane season as this would enable 
them td spread their overhead charges over a larger production of !!1lgar and to ·eam a larger
profit. There is also II belt ofpalmYrIi troosin the Cuddapah di8trict and it might be 
possible for the factory to draw supplies of jaggerj for refinIng from that area if a sufficiently 
low freight rate could be introduced. CdnSeqnent on the emnSion of Pronibition to 
Ouddapah it. will be necessary to investigate whethe~ suitable jaggery. can bl\ prepared 
from the sweet toddy obt8.ined from thf\ date p~ willch aqmmds in that district ... The 
area. under gl-oundnut in KurilOOI, Bellary, Ananta.pur. and Cuddapa.h in. 1936-:17 was 
468,195,229,899, 315, 639 and 202,929 a.cres respeotively, Kurnool being the Ia.rgest ground
nut growing district in .the Province. The area under groundnut in the four districts in 
1936--37 representedS4'S per iient of the total area under groundnut in the Province. The 
a.rea. under other oil-seeds, i.e., castor, gingelly, etc., is also not inconsiderable. The number 
of oil mills which are in most cases combined with other industrial a.ctivities .seems few 
arid there should be scope for .setting up more.Iitills w- the .Oeded districtS haVing regard to
the large arca under oil-seeds in the area. There would seem to be possibilities of develop
ing the fruit preserVation and canning industries' in "Ciiddapali and Riirnool, districts. 
Panyam in Kurnool.is an important centre'for fruitS such as mango, orange, guava, wood 
apple, plums, etc. In order to provide an outlet for some llftbese frtiits at Cerlain. seasons 
of the year when there is a glut, there is a pr,opoim), to establish Ii. fruit preserVation and 
calming faclory at Panyam with the aid of financial assistance under the State Aid to-
Industries Act. -

. 13. Coffnn 8pinning arul weaving mill8 . ...:.In 1~33" .prypos!,-Is 1yeJ;esubm:,itttld to l~Qvern
ment. for the settingl!-P of a cot~n spinning mill ui.the Be~ary dis~rict. It was suggested 
that it should be a Stateenterpnse financed from the F8JIDllle Relief Insurance Funq, the 
actual management of the concern being entrilSted to a firm of repute with experience or
cotton mill management. It was pointed out that the establishment of such a mill would 
provide a means of subSistance, directly or indirectly tqii. corisiqeril-blil hillliber Of peIjons. 
Bellary is one of the chief cotton produciilg tracts in the Priivmce hQ,ving in. 1936-37 , 5\li,914 
a.cree under. cotton cultivation, whilst in the adjoining districts of Kurnool, Anailta,Pur and 
Cuddapah, the areas under cultivation in 1936-37 were: 23:1,192 S:cres; 14:1;316 acres; and 
61,421 acres respectively. AS regards the counts of yarn, it was considered that it should 
be posSible in a mill in this area to spin yarn of co~se ap~ m~dium co'1llts fromtlie local 
cotton though for spinning finer counts up to 408 iiilp~rted Kll.ri;ingaImi or Cambodia; would 
have to be used. The estima.ted population of Benary district in 1931>-37 wa.s 1,028,000, 
whilst a.ccording to the censuS of 1931, 13,494.pel'!lons were cotto:u and Silk; weavers. The 
number of handlooms is estimated at 8,219. Therear8 aJ.SO a il1unber of haiuiloomS in the 
adjoining districts engaged in the production of cloth from coarSe and medium counts or' 
cotton. At present, large quantities of yam are itnported into the Ceded districts, from 
mills in other pa.rts of the Province, as also from the Province of Bomba.y. If 8. mill with 
a production capa.city of 300,000 lb. of average 20s yam per month wlis Set lip, the capital 
required was estimated at about Rs. 221akhs. Subsequently, it WII.'! sugges.ted ,that 3.00tton 
mill should be started at Pamidi in the Anantapur district and that it should restrict its. 
activities to the spinning of yarn and not undertake the weaving of cloth as the l/!-tter.fuight 
have the effect of creating some unemployment among the handloom weavers of the area. 
P8.midi is situated on the railway line between Gun,takal and Anantapur, and is on the banks. 
of the Penna.r river .. _ The obj~ct of the proposal was twofold: (i) to provide employment 
for the people of an area often visited by famine and (ti) to provide a load for the Government 
thermal statio~ which was then under investigation. It was also considered that it. would 
redound to the benefit oithe PDnilidetable nUmber ofhandloom weavers in the ceded districts 
if they oould be supplied with their requirements of ya.rn from a lopal mill. The population 
of ~aritapur district in 11136-37 W8$ estiinated at 101,000, whilSt the number ofhandlooms 
in the district is about 6,494. the number of looms in Pamidi'itself being from 200 to 300. 
i:f the avel"age consumption: of yarn pet loom per year of .225 working days is taken at 3151b_ 
the. requirements per year. of the Anaritapur district may be . estiriiateci approxiuiately 
at about 20 lakhs of poundS of cotton yam.. The counts generally consumed at Pamidi are 
reported to be. SIs, 121s 141 sand 20s, whilst counts ranging from 8ts to 408 are in demand in 
the Anantapur distriot as II> whole. There are a.lso a number ofhandlooms in the adjoining dis
tricts eriga.ged, in the production of cloth from coarse and medium coUnts of yarn. For an 
output of 20 lakhs of pounds of cotton yam, a .pinning mill producing 20s counts would . 
rrquire.to be fitted with about 20,000 spindles. The question was corisidered by a Sub
(JQmmittee for Cotton Mill Industry of the Proviricial Economic Council in October 1936, 
wh~n the Director of Industries was asked to go further into an. estimate which he had put 
before the Sub-Committee and work out the cost of production and a.lso examine the 
prospect;s of a mill at Po midi with reference to the climatic conditioQs. Subsequently, a 
roporl was submitted to Government ·on which no orders appear to have bet'll passed: 
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A finanoial statement for a cotton spinning mill in the Ceded di3triots with 24,,000 
spindles working two shifts and 8piruiing average 208, the production ofwhioh would be about 
60 bales of 4,00 lb. each per day was submitted to Government, 'and is extracted below :-

• 

Non-recurring expenaitwre. 

Land (about 10 """'" at Re. 250 per acre) .. .. .. .. 
Building m&inmill building 80,000 sq. ft, at Rs.l-l2-0 per sq. ft., 
Offices, stores, gOdOwnB, 9001, 25,000 sq.ft. at RBi 1-12-0 per sq.ft. 
Compound wall, 3,000 r.ft. 9 feet. higb, at Rs .. 4 
Roads and approaches . . . . 
Quarte1'8 for officers and work poople 
Furniture and tittinga .. .. • 
Bullock. carts with Dunlop equipment-3.ton capacity 

.. 
Wa.ter storage tanks . . . . . . . . ..... . ... _ . . . .. 
Motive power (150) individual motors for all machines except card line: and group 

drive for oa.rds with an aggregate of about 1,000 h.p. 
Spinning m&ehinery , 
Maohine shope .. . . . . . • 
Hwnidifying plant with suitable boiler . . ' 
~g. shafts, pulleys, belts and ropes, eta. 
Electriolighting insteJl&tion (600 units) •• 
Erection oharges 

Working 8%p&DB8S for about three months for double shift working 
Stook of 8toret. card oans, bobbins, eOO. •• •• 

Do. cotton, yarn, eta., for about aiz n:'onths on double shift 

Total O&pita1 required 
01' say •• 

RlXUrring expenaiture per month of 26 workirtg'OOya. 

as. 
2,500 

1.40,000 
43,760 
12,000 
1,000 

60,000 
3,000 
2~OOO 
8,000 

80,000 
9,00.000 

6,000 
15,000 
10,000 

3,600 
10,000 

12,96,750 

1,80,000 
60,000 

5,00,000 

20.25 .. 750 
20,00.000 --

BSo BS. 
om .. and olericsJ sstablishm,nt-

1 M&n&ger (ollloe) , 
1 Accountant 
1 Typist ,,' .. 
1 Deepatobing olerk 
2 Peons 

~-o 

Superoision and .. ohnioal and mill olericsJ .-for double shift-
1 Mill Manager .. .. .. 
2 Spinning Ms.stsrs on R&. 150 &acb (1 for &acb shift) 

24 Jobbers on Re. 60 &acb (12 for &acb shift on Re. 60 &acb) 
2 Engineers (1 for each shift on Ra. 200 each) 
2 Worl<sbop foremen (1 for &acb shift on Re. 75 eaob) 

20 Clerks on RHo 30 each . . 0 • • • • • 

2 Time-keepers (1 for each shift) 
2 Store_koopers (1 for oob shift) 
4Watobmen .. ' .. 

.. 

,. 

150 
50 
30 
25 
25 

300 
300 

1,200 
400 
150 
600 
100 
100 

50 

Labour charges for 1,440 men at 8 annae each per shift at about 30 men per 1,000 
spindles per shift 0 • • • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • 

Power (electrio ourrent) oh~ at-abo1;lt 0·4 anna per KWH plus Re. 3-4-0 per 
KVA cn about 200,000 umts per shift . . ... 00 • • • • • _ 

Lighting oh&ro<es .. •• .. .. • • .. 
Lubrication oil. grease, eta. ..' . . . . . . 0 • 

Packing materiaJs-.-Craft paper, 1easian cloth, hoop iron, eto. 
Rates and taDB • • • • . • 
Repailo and upkeep at 1 t per oent per shift on about Re. 13,00,000 •. 
Depreciation on machinery at 6 per cent per shift on about Rs. 10.26,000 .. 

Do. building at 2* per oent per shift on about Re. 3,00,000 roe.ds, 
furniture and fittinge .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Insurance on buildings, moobinery, cotton, eta., about RB. 20,00,000 at i per 
cent .. .. 00 •• o. •. 

Transport oharges-Maintaining oa.rts, bullooks and cartmen . 0 

Interest charges on oapita! outlay of about Re. 20,00,000 at 4 per oent 
Contingenoies .. 

Total 

Produotion per day on 24,000 spindles at 7 011. pe1' spindle per shift of 9 hours 
, &acb-ll1,OOO lb. of&verage 20... .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Produotion per month of 26 days 00 24000 'spindles at 7 ... per spindle per 
ohift 01 9 hours O&Oh--446,OOO 1b. ' 

VOL, n-8~ 

280 ' 

3,200 

18,720 

11,300 
200 

2,000 
2,000 

100 
3-,300 
8,500 

625 

833 
300 

6.667 
lI,OOO 

60,025 

, 
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Cost ofproduoiion per lb., Re. 60,025/546, 000 = .. .. .. 
Cost of 1 lb. of cotton mixing at about Re. 245 par eandy of 784 lb. 
Coot of 1 lb. of cotton w ... te at 18 per cant • • , • • • 

n8duct the value of waste recovered 
Net ooot of 1 lb. of yarn •. 
Sale prioe of lb. of yarn (e>:.mill) 

Profit per month 
Profit par year •• 

.~f- •• 

Profit perlb. 

88. A. p. 

o 1 9 
o 5 0 
o 0 10·9 

o 7 7·9 

o 0 l-6 
o 7 6·3 
o 7 9 

o 0 2·7 

B8. 

7,678 
92,136 

Nots.-The price of cotton. cost of land, buildings. and maebiDen and waaea for labour are all variable faet;onJ and beDoe the 
above estJmate should be regarded onl, AI approximate.' . 

It will be seen from· the statement that on the basis of the rates then prevailing and 
working two shifts, the enterprise should yield a profit. It was pointed out that the price 
of machinery has advanced considerably in the. last year or two and that a new mill would 
labour under the disadvantage of having to pay higher prices for its machinery and plant 
than many of the existing mills. Further, if it was found impracticable to set up a thermal 
electricity station in the area in which the mill would be established, considerable additional 
expenditure would have .to be incurred on the provision of a steam turbine and boilers or 
on oil engines instead of electrio motors, and thiS- would involve increased provision for 
interest and depreciation ·charges. It will be noted from the statement of recurring expendi
ture that interest charges on a capital outlay of about 20 lakhs at 4 per cent have been allow
ed for although in an ordinary joint stock company the capital would be represented largely 
by shareoapital a c;lividend on which would be paid only when profits were forthcoming 
and interest charges would be directly debited to the profit and loss account only to a 
limited extent before arriving at the net profit. No allowance has also been made in the 
estimated profit for managing agents' remunerations, directors' fees and commission on 
sales, or for transport charges on yarn to consuming centres which, in some instances, it 
is understood, are defrayed by the mills themselves. If a/hermal station is set up and the 
power l'jlquired is provided by electrio motors, the amoun of water required would not be 
large as a supply would only be needed for the small boiler, for the humidifying plant and 
for drinking purposes for the operatives and such like purposes. The question of water
supply would nevertheless have to be carefully investigated. It may be Plentioned that 
various cotton mill owners With whom the project was discussed by the Director of Industries, 
showed a preference for Bellary over Pamidi as a venue for the proposed cotton mill and other 
centres such as Tungabhadra, Guntakal, Hindupur, Adoni and Tadpatri may be considered 
as there would appear to be scope for setting up more than one mill. In regard to climatic 
oonditions, the climate in the Anantapur and Bellary districts is not humid, but humid 
oonditions are not absolutely necessary for a mill spinning medium counts only, and in 
any case provision has been made in the financial statement for the installation of a humidi
fying plant, and this should enable any difficulty experienced in the spinning of yam owihg 
to the lack of humidity in the atmosphere to be overcome. ·A new mill in the Ceded districts 
would in the initial stages labour under a disadvantage owing to the lack of skilled and 
trained lab~ur, but this difficulty should in course of time be gradually overcome. The 
development of the cotton spinning and weaving industry in the Ceded'districts would be 
greatly facilitated if, 8.s a result of the Tungabhadra project, it was found praoticable to 
introduce the cultivation of irrigated Cambodia cotton, as in this case, it would be possible 
to spin yarns of higher counts and to weave finer qualities of cloth. 

14. Kale8 improved 8pinning wheel.-A merchant in Bezwada claims to have evolved 
an improved spinning wheel which is capable of dealing with all the processes from the 
ginning of cotton to the spinning of yarn. It is stated that on an average a man can spin 
2,000 yards of yarn per hour from 10 to 20 counts acoording to the quality of the cotton. 
and that a man working on the spinning wheel for eight hours could produce about 14,000 
yards of yarn iD 16 counts, and earn Re. 1-~ per day. The cost of the spinning wheel is 
Rs. 200. It is also suggested that two spinning wheels could be driven by a t h.p. motor, 
in whioh case the earnings of the spinner would be increased. Samples of yarn spun on the 
wheel have not, however, been sent to the Direotor of Industries to enable tests in regard 
to breaking strength, elongation, twist, regularity and oount to be conducted. If the 
spinning wheel is able to do all that is claimed for it, it might be very useful as a relief 
measure of a permanent character in the famine areas. And though Government could, 
if they saw fit, arrange to provide the oapital for the purchase of these spinning wheels as 
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loan to a sooiety which would purchase the charkas and distribute them to agriculturists or 
other workers aud recover the amount in small instalments, it will first be ne06Sjlary to deter
mine whether the yarn spun on the wheel does not cost more than the price of mill yarn 
of the same quality. If the spinning wheel is able to turn out suitable yarn at an economia 
cost, the possibilities af introducing it in the Ceded districts as an alternative to the setting ~ 
up of a large spinning mill in an area would appear to be considerable. It has, therefore, 
been suggested to Government that a spinning wheel should either be obtained on loan 
from the inventor for purposes of experiment or that one should be purchased from the 
famine relief funds and sent to the Government Textile Institute, Madras, for practical 
tests. 

15. Paper industry.-In the CUddapah district large quantities of Botha (Cymbopogon 
Coloratus) grass are available, and the possibilities of this grass as a raw material for manu
facturing paper is at present under examination. The Paper and Pulp Expert of the Forest 
Research Institute has reported that semi-commercial tests carried out on this grass con
firmed the previous laboratory tests, namely, that the fibre of the grass is very short and 
that the bleached pulp obtained from it.is not very clean so that it is consequently suitable 
for the production of cheap grades of paper only and that too in admixture with a eertain 
percentage (about 25 per cent) of some long fibre pulp, e.g., bamboo pulp. The Paper 
and Pulp Expert considers that Botha grass may be used for the production of hand- made 
paper of cheap quality provided that the pulp can be prepared at an economioand competi
tive cost. At the present stage of the investigation, therefore, it would appear that Botha. 
is more suitable for the production of hand-made paper on cottage industry lines than 
for use as a raw material for the manufacture of paper on a large factory soale. The difliculty 
with paper manufacture on a large scale, moreover, is that the market for protected papers 
is limited, and the paper imports include very many varieties and descriptions of paper, 
whilst anyone factory could only manufacture a limited range of qualities. When the 
new paper mills which are under construction in different parts of India, reach the produo
tion stage, it is anticipated that there will be a considerable overproduction of paper, and it 
is very doubtful·whether there is scope for more than one new paper mill in the Madras 
Province. If this is flO, it is unlikely that the Oeded districts, where coal is expensive, 
would offer the best prospects for the establishment of a factory. There are other areas 
in the Province which would seem prima facie to afford better facilities for the establishment 
of a paper industry, e.g., Tinnevelly, when the Papanasam hydro-electric project materializes. 

16. Sualfibre indus!ry.-There would appear to be possibilities in regard to the develop
ment of a sisal fibre industry in the Ceded districts. There is actually a sisal fibre estate 
in existenoe in Penukonda taluk of the Anantapur district which is known as the Beckfield 
Fibre Estate. This estate which has had a chequered career has oomparatively recently 
been leased by Major C. B.· Oakley for the purpose of preparing sisal fibre out of the aloes 
grown in and around the estate plantations. It is understood that about four lakhs of 
rupees have been spent in planting up the Beckfield Estate, and on buildings, machinery, 
transport and experiments. The plantation has not succeeded owing firstly to the fact 
that the correct variety of agave plant was not introduced and secondly because re·planta
tion was not carried out when the first genera.tion of plants planted in 1912-14 died away. 
It is understood that the estate now chiefly oonsists of tertiary growths which are wild apd 
untended, resulting in the leaves being very short and unsuitable for economic decortica
tion. Although the Anantapur district has such poor rainfall, that even scrub jungle will 
hardly survive, it has been proved by practical demonstration that the correct variety of 
plant, the Agave Sisalana, grows sturdily. The machinery instaJIed at the factory i, capable 
of produoing haJ£ to one ton per day of eight hours, of finished fibre, but it is operated now 
only once or twice a week owing to the wrong quality of the leaves and the paucity of supply 
to feed the mill. Major Oakley considers that, in the course offour years, the sisal industry 
could be developed into a prosperous industry in the Ceded districte, profitable to the 
grower and to the manufacturer, and forming a considerable source of employment in the 
famine area and he is contemplating preferring an application under the State Aid to Indus
tries Act for a large acreage of land on the cowIe system and for finance to enable him to 
plant up the land with true Agave Sisalana in order to develop the industry on approved 
modern lines. The land near the present factory site or on the strip of land between Hindu
pur and Penukonda would, it is suggested, be the most convenient base for large soale 
operations. Major Oakley appears to be exceptionaJIy well placed to develop a sisal estate 
in the Ceded districts as he has in his possession a supply of the correct seedlings from 
acclimatized plants of Agave Sisalana from another estate which he owns in Coorg. There 
are probably other areas in the Ceded districts where the cultivation of sisal could be intro
duced or extended by planting it as a hedge crop. It not only supplies valuable fibre in the 
produotion of which a certain amount of labour oan be absorbed, but also prevents soil 
erosion. 
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17. Tanning irulwtry.-It will be seen from the list of factories extracted in paragraph 
-12 supra that there are no organized tanneries coming under the Factories Act, in the Ceded 

- districts although it is believed that there are about six small tanneries in existence in 
Bellary and three in Cuddapah district. The distribution of tanneries in relation to the 
supply of raw materials throughout the Province appears to require study as it seems to be 
the case that raw hides and skins have often to be transported a considerable distance. The 
nearer a tannery is to the place where the hides and skins become available, the less will be 
the defects, such as stains, which manifest themselves at dillerent stages of the tanning 

_ processes. Tanning was one of the earliest industries, other than agriculture, that developed 
in India and having regard to the large number of goats and sheep maintained in the Ceded 
districts, there would seem to be some scope either for more organized tanneries or for improv
ing the village tanning industry if water suitable for tanning purposes is ava.ils.ble. The 
question of the development of the village tanning industry will be considered in a separate 
note. The improvement and development of the tanning industry in the Ceded districts, 
whether on organized or village tanning lines, would be greatly facilitated if avaram or tan
gedu (cassia auriculata) could be made available at a cheaper price. Wattle bark is used 
in the tanning of hides and to a Jinijted extent latterly in the tanning of second and third 
quality skins, though avaram is still used in the tanning of most of the skins. It is under
stood that wattle bark is not used to any great extent in the tanning of hides for local con
sumption, e.g., for kavalais. The cost of avaram bark is high relative to its tanning content, 
but this is compensated to some extent by other properties which are peculiar to it. A 
factor which increases the cost of avaram bark is that the shrub is not cultivated in planta
tions, but grows wild and the cost of collection of the bark thus forms the greater part of the 
cost. It has been stated that about two-thirds of the avaram bark used in the Province 
is imported from Mysore and Hyderabad and if this is the case, it should be worthwhile to 
investigate why it can be supplied cheaper from these States, and whether the bark could 
not be cultivated, collected and supplied on a more systematic basis and at cheaper rates, 
80 that the dependence of the Province on outside sources of supply of the bark oould be 
lessened. - Avaram thrives on any kind of soil. It prefers a dry climate and low elevation 
and is able to withstand severe drought and even in unirrigatedplantations it attains a 
height offour or five feet in the second.year. The plant reproduces itself naturally by seed 
and coppices freely. The question whether organized plantations could not be organized 
and developed in the districts of Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and Cuddapah would seem 
to merit close examination as it might be feasible to reduce the cost of collection by systematic 
planting to an extent which would enable the cost of the bark to be lowered and its. compe
titive position in relation to wattle improved. The stripping of the bark in dry hot weather 
presents some difficulty, whilst it is advisable that no time should be lost in between the 
stages of cutting the twigs and stripping the bark and that the bark should be stripped when 
the twigs are fresh and green in order to render possible the production of a light ()()loured 
tannage. Also if improved methods of bark stripping could be introduced, the cost of the 
bark could be further reduced. 

18. Ericulture.-The area under castor in the districts of Kurnool, Bel1ary, Anantapur 
and Cuddapah in the year 1936-37 was 28,526, 22,676, 67,178 and 7,793 acres, respectively, 
the four districts between them accounting· for as much as 126,173 acres out of a total of 
263,870 acres for the. whole Province. The yield in tons of the four districts amounted in 
1936-37 to 7,610 tons out of a total of 24,586 tons for the Province as a whole. There 
would seem, therefore, to be scope for introducing ericulture in the area on a fairly consi
derable soale provided that an outlet oould be found for the cocoons. Ericulture is the 
oulture of silk worms that feed on castor leaves and these worms are bred entirely in 
cottages. Ericulture is pre-~minently suitable for development as a cottage industry as 
the apparatus is inexpensive and the work involved is simple and can be carried on by 
women &rid children in their spare time in their own homes. The following statement 
shows roughly the economics of silk worm rearing :-

Dala-
l. Quantity of leaves-1:!!lI.t can be gathered if the leaves are 

removed from the beginning. 
2. Quantity ofleaves available if they are picked after the seeds 

are formed and fairly matured. _ 
3. Leaf available for three months only in a year 
4. At best three rearinga can be had in a year • . _ • 
5. Quantity of leaves available for one rearing· .• 
6. Eaob rearing takes about 20 dsYS . • • • 
7. Ten lb •. of leaves are required to produce one lb. of green 

cocoons. 
8. Quantity of coooons I":oduc<d •• .. 

6,150 lbs. or about 75 
maunds of 82-2/7 100. 

4,500100. 

• ••• 
• 1,500 lb •• 

•••• 

) 60 lb •• 
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9. 'Seven 100, of ~ 0000008:: one lb. of city pierced OOflOOlllI 
(variable f&otor). 

10. Qua.ntity of pierced cocoon. at seven: one rendita:: 
21 317 lb •. 
Number of dry pierced cocoons in one lb. : :: 1,50(). 

n. Approximate number of eggs in an ounce" 17,000 .. 
12. Quantity allowed for non-ha.tching, etc. ~ 1,000 .. 
13. Number of worms that can be had from one oz. of eggs:: 

16,000. ' 
14. Quantity of egg. required for one rearing ... two 010. 

21 3/7 lbo. of pierced oocoons '"'" produced in one rearing 
15. Quantity of pierced cocoon. that can be had from one 

ounce of eggs: 10 2/3 lb •• 

N on.recurring ezpenditur&-
Roo.ring trays 80 at 4 anntI.8 each 
Spinning baskets 60 at 2 annas eaoh 
Bamboo mcks-siK at Re. 1~ each •. 
Ant cellers .. .. 

. , .. 

Recuning expenditure for conduoting three rearings a y......
~of~_of~~.~M~_d~_of~ 
~ rearing. ' 

Extra labour required for picking leaves 48 unite (girls) at 
Re. 0-1-6 per unit. 

Waste pa~ for spinning • • _ •• • • . • • • 
, Depreciation on rearing appliances at 20 per cent par annum. 

Jrerosene oil . .. .. . 
Sundries 

Total 

Output \)f gteen cocoons for three rearings:: from 4,500 lb •. of 
leaves. 

Dry pieroed. oocoons:: (Rendill& one :: seven) •• .. •• 

.. ~ . 
BS. A..~. 

20· 0 I) 
780 
780 
1 0 () 

36 0 0 

4 8 I) 

4 8 0 

1 0 () 
7 3 4 
1 0 0 
012 I) ---

19 0 0 

LB •• 

450 

M 

BaJe prloe of64lbs. ofpierced. oocoons at 8 a.nnas per lb ••• 
Coat of produotion as per det&ils given above •• 

RS. A..-;-P .. 

.. SlIOO 

.. 19 0 G, 

Net additional profit on each acre by :rearing •• 1300 

Demonstratioll.S of eri eilk worm rea.ritlg have been successfully o&lTied out e.t diffurent 
Clentres In the Province, but. little progress hall been made 1rith the development of the 
Ihdustry as there is little or no demand In South India for cloth woven from the yarn spun 
from erl cocoons. The ou,tlook hall altered oonsiderably, however, consequent on the Mysore 
Government having set up a waste eilk spinning plant In the Mysore Sta.te and enquiries 
8re proceeding all to whether the plant will be In a position to absorb the E.n cocoons pro
duced in Madras at a. price of about 8 annall per lb. If it is not found possible to develop 
this outlet for en oocoons, the question of setting up a plant for the manufacture of spun silk 
from silk wa.ste in Madras will have to be aotivelylnvestigated. It may be mentioned that 
a depa.rtmenta.l demonstrator supervised the rearing of en worms at Kudligi In the Bellary 
distriot In 1935, and out of the eri eggs received from Kuppam and from the Coonoor Bilk 
fa.rm, the local agriculturists raised severa.! crops of en cocoons suocessfully. A few of 
the rearers were instructed how to spin en silk out of the coooons by means of spinning 
wheels, but the rearers evinoed little interest in spinning a.nd desired to dispose of their 
cocoons as such In order to realize a. qUick return for their la.bour. Attempts were made 
to find an outlet for the cocoons, but without success. The Assam merchants to whom 
se.mples of the en coooons raised were sent reported that they were superior to the AMain 
coooons, but they were not prepared to purchase the cocoon8 as they are able to obtain a. 
plentiful supply of en 1)ocoon8 In Assam itself at cheaper ra.tes. 

VOL. n-83 
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19. Serici.dture.-~he Kollegal taluk of the Coimbatore distriot is the only oentre in 
Madras where the roaring of silk worms and the reeling of cocoons are oonducted on an 
intensive soale and sericulture forms the main occupation of the people in almost all the 
villages. T~e wome,?- folk play. B: considerable part in the rearing of silk worms and they 
bestow considerable care and vigilance upon the rearing of worms. In 1937-38, mulberry 
cultivation was introduced at the following centres in the Bellary district; (i) Ondekota 
(ti) Sovenahalli, (iii) Keriyaginahalli, (iv) Kaligeri, (v) Hospet. .But the experiment wa~ 
not very successful on account of adverse seasonal conditions. Although the climate of 
the Ceded districts is generally speaking nob very suitable for sericulture, the possibilities 
of introducing the industry might be further investigated since silk worm rearing would 
afford a valuable subsidiary occupation for the agricultural classes. 

20. Industll'iaZ education.-There has been little development of industrial education 
in the Ceded districts. There is only one Government Industrial School in existenoe 
namely, at Bellary. In this school, long term apprenticeship courses are provided u: 
(i) oarpentry and oabinet-making and (ti) general mechanics work which extend over a 
period of five years. The instruction is largely practical in character and aims at fitting 
the students fOf work as artisans in wood an d metal. There is no attempt in this institu
tion to provide advanced theoretioal engineering courses, but every effort is made to tum 
out skilled practical workmen capable of maintaining running machinery in good repair 
and in a state of economio efficiency. The age prescribed is over 15 and under 18 years 
and the minimum educational qualification insisted on is first form pass or its eqUivalent, 
though preference is given to candidates who have studied beyond the mizPmum stage. 
No tuition fees are charged for the courses, aDd scholarships are granted, limited to cases 
where it is absolutely necessary subject to a maximum of 33 per ceDt of th& number of new 
admiqRions to the first year cours<> in each year and at the rates of Rs. 5, 5, 6, 8 and 10 per 
me!lsem during the different years of study. The strength of the school is 73. There is 
only one aided industrialschoolin the Bellary district, namely~ St. Joseph's Girls' Industrial 
School which is managed by the Sisters of the Roman Catholic Church and provides in
struction in lace-making, embroidery, hosiery work, dress-making and needle-work generally. 
The school is attended by Anglo-Indian and Indian girls and the instruction provided is 
very popular locally. The school is support-ed from mission funds aided by a. grant from 
Government. Th~re . are no recognized aided industlial schools in the districts of Kurnool, 
Anantapur and Cuddapah, although the Coles Memorial Industrial School, Kurnool. was 
formerly in receipt of a grant from Government. The industrial subjects taught in this 
school at the time that it was in receipt of aid (rom Government were weaving, which was 
the principal subject, and cabinet-making. Instruction was also provided in literary 
subjects and in market-gardening. The school provided an extensive coUrse in handloom 
weaving and allied processess. Information in regard to the recent history of the school 
is not available although it is.beliend to be still in exi.~tence. One of the ways of providing 
avenues of work for the unemployed is to select a limited number of youths and provide 
for them intensive training for comparatively short periods in such small scale industries 
as they might be able. to establish and develop in and round their own homes. The first 
lItep in this direction has been taken in providing intensive courses of training in certain 
small scale industries, namely, leather goods manufacture, casting and metal working, 
pottery, and coir working, in addition to the usual courses of instruction in the Government 
.and aided schools in the Province. The leather goods manufacturing section has been 
started in the first instance in the Leather Trades Institute, Madras, and the pottery class 
in the School of Arts and Crafts, Madras, whilst casting and metal working classes have 
been inaugurated in the Government School of Technology, Madr~, and the Government 
Industrial School, Calicut. Proposals have been submitted to Government for attaching 
a casting and metal working class to the Government Industrial School at Bellary with 
-effect from the 1st April 1939.' In these casting and metal working classes instruction is, 
or will be, given among other things, in the manufacture of such articles as drawer handles, 
hinges, and locks and the aim is to teach youths how to prepare metal casting and light 
metal articles in iron, brass, aluminium, etc., which are imported into India from foreign 
eountries. It is hoped that on the completion of their training, students of these short 
eourses will be able to set up small establishments of their own with the aid of financial 
.assistance under the State Aid to Industries Act if necessary, since the manufacture of such 
articles as locks, hinges. bolts, handles, and draw handles, could each be developed into a 
separate cottage industry. The question of whether agricultural industrial schools could 

. be started a.t suitable centres in the Ceded districts would seem to be worthy of considera
tion. In such schools, boys completing the course in higher elementary schools or prepa
ratory agricnlturalschools could go on to take a. further three years course in local agriculture, 
poultry-keeping, bee· keeping, goat or sheep and cattle maintenance and breeding, with 
hand-spinning, hand-weaving of handspun yarn, village tsnning, rope making, basket 
making, mat-making, etc., as subsidiary industries. Ail a preparation for the courses in 
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, these schools there might be established under the control of the Director of publio Instruo
tion in each district one or two preparatory agrioultural schools of general education 
parallel to the II, III and IV Forms, but working six hours a day with a time-table heavily 
biased to agriculture, somewhat on the lines of the Preparatory Trades School in Madras 
where the time table is biased towards org4nized industry. 

21. Financial assistance to ind,tstrieIJ.-As fu:lance enters largely into the development 
of industries, a few concluding words may perhaps be said on this subject. Financia.l 
assistance for the establishment of industries-large and sma.ll-is afforded under the 

, Madras State Aid to Industries Act (Aot V of 1923). Under section 5 (i) of the Act as it 
.stood formerly, State aid oould be given only to three classes of industries, namely, (a) new 
or nascent industries, (b) industries to be newly introduced into areas where such industries 
are undeveloped and (e) cottage industries. The relative clause of the Act has, however, 
been amended so as to provide for the grant of aid to old or established industries also, 
in suitable cases if special reasons exist therefor. The relative section of the Act has been 
amended sO as to exempt industria.l businesses or enterprise with a capita.l outlay not exceed
ing Re. 2,000 from certain restriotions imposed by the Act as against a 'Previous limit of 
Rs. 1,000. The definition of" Cottage industries" has also been liberalized. Formerly, 
the term .. Cottage Industries" was taken to refer only to indus~ries carned on exclusively 
for the benefit of, or by, workers in their homes and not to industries carried on fol' the 
benefit of middlemen, although the workers happen to work not in factories· but in their 
-own cottages. In practice this definition was found to be restrictive since it is often not 
possible completely to dissociate the workers from the midd\llmen capita1ists. The defi
nition of the term has therefore been relaxed so as to permit of the grant of loans to cottage 
industries carried on by workers in their own homes even though the middlemen stand 
·to benefit, in greater or less degree, by the cottage workers lahour. The new definition of 
-cottage industries is .. Industries carried on by a worker in his own home." As the 

. development of cottage and village industries is a matter of vita.l importance, the scope 
of the Act has been still further enlarged so M to permit of the grant of subsidies for any 
purpose in the case of cottage industries and of such assistance to village industries as may 
from time to time be found necessary. The expression "cottage industry" and "village 
industry" have been clearly defined in the Act, and as already stated, the term "cottage 
industry" covers any industry carried on by a worker in his own home, whilst "village 
industry" means any industry whioh forms the normal occupation, whether whole-time 
or part-time .of any olass of the rural population of the Province. A new clause has been 
added to one of the sections of the Act so as to enable Government to assist a village industry 
in any manner which may be determined by the Provincia.l Government. The improved 
facilities in regard to the provision of financia.l assistance to cottage industries have been 
widely advertised in the newspapers and district gazettes, and also by the distribution 
throughout the Province of printed leaflets in English and the principa.l vernaculars. This 
has resulted in a large increase in the number of applications for aid. The rate of interest 
-charged. on advances under the Act, which was formerly 6i per cent has been reduced to 
Ii per cent. 

, 

Section II.-Cottage IndWitrie8. 

22. Genera/.-While the estahlishment of large Bcale industries should be encouraged 
.!lot only for tl).e direct employment which they provide, but because they will render 
possible and greatly facilitate the development of new, meruum or small scale industries, 
the finished products of the former fUMtloning as raw materials in the processes employed 
by the medium and small scale industries, it is generally recognized that no scheme roc 
the economic reconstruction of a great agricultural country like Inrua can l:>e complete 
without adequo,te provision for· the introduction and deve.lopment of rural industries. 
It is a truism that India dwells in the Villages and in the Madras Province, 86'44 per 
-cent of the population live in villages, whilst in the Ceded districts, the proportion must 
be still higher. The rural population has been severely affected by the economic depres
~ion and the fall: in agricultural va.lues, whilst the decay of local industries in some 
areas has left the rural population no supplementary source of income outside the seasona.l 
periods of their agricultural work. It has become very necessary, therefore, to attempt 
to develop rural industries which would: provide for the common needs of the people. In 
this connexion, it may be noted that large units are not predominant in Japanese industry 
and that a considerable proportion of the production in that country is carried on in 
works employing a comparatively small number of operatives, so t.hat, Japan is, in 
fact, largely a country of small scale inJustrips, handicraft units and family enterprises. 
The reasons for the survival of sroa.ll scale units in Japan at a time when small scale 
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mdUlltties are tending to disappear in many other countries should repay careful study 
for the organizati?n of the cottage Illld smaJl Bcale mdustries of Japan must have many 
less01l8 for those In India. :who are applymg their minds to the problem of development 
of rural industries in this country.. I~ has been Buggested that the various Provincial 
Governments should co-operate in the matter of depnting lin officer to study the· 
methods, technique and organization of ~he cottage and small scale industries of Japan 
or that alternati"ely arrangements should be made for the Indian ~rade Commissioner 
in Japan to collect the desired information. The success of. the Kemla Soap Institute 
in etimulating the establishment of small soap factories has opened up the 'Juestion of 
whether the ind~strial sehools might not do more in the direction of providing mstruction 
in. the ~anu~u.cture .. of particular articles such as scissors, locks, pen-knives, pins, clips, 
.wrre-nail8, hUlges, l1l1plements, etc., 80 thM the students could set up small establish
ments of their own on the completion of their training. It was no doubt the right 
IlOlioy in the past for the industrial Bchools to concentrate on turning out of general 
a.rtisanl of Which there was formerly a dearth, but although the present system of 
traitJing turns out men suitable for employment in some of the established industries it 
dOO8 not, generally speaking, enable the paot stUdents to set up small industrial esta
blishments of their own.. There would therefore seem something to be said for the 
view, Which hal been put forward, that in future some of the schools should be ra
orglLliilllld So as . to provide more specialized courses of training or perha pe even for 
them to ha.ve small demonstration factories a.ttached to them. A reference has been 
made iii a separate note to .the intensive courseS of training in light metal cllostmg work 
which hll\'e been organized lit the Gcwernment School of Technology and the Govern
ment IndustriaJ. School, CaHcut, and arll proposed: to be Il,ttached to the Government 
Industrial Schools at M9.dura and Bellary. There are a number of institutions in the· 
Pllhjab in which the l1l.anufacture of particular articles by modern methods ball been 
introduoed; for example, the Government Industrio.l "School at Lyallpur, which city is . 
the oentre of a. large agricultural district, specializes in the provision of modern and 
ilnproved methods for agriculture, the GOVernment Tanning Institute at Jullundar 
pl'Ondes prllOticai trB.ining in improved methods of tanning to village chlmlars with the 
object of improving the '\tillage tanning industry, whilst the GoverIlnlent Industrial 
SchOol, Fero!epore, speciali2e in cottage industrIes in wood and metal such as as are· 
urba.n in che.ra.cter and can be worked on a cottage industry basis, e.g., manufacture· 
of sewing machine (lOvers and CaSlls, simple maohine parts which are not patented,. 
perambulators, hooka, pegs and handles, tonga Wheels, cycle parts, etc. The Govern
ment Industrial School, M~",afe.rgargh, provides practical training in manual trB.des· 
of local utility (Il) with III view to enabling local needs to be met locally, and (b) enabling 
loelll materials to be consumed locally, thus increasing employment and the earning 
cflpacity of the local inhabitants. As a preliminary to Considering further the question 
of providing more specialiZed courses of training which 'Would enable students to set up
small establishments of their own, Sri V. R. Chitrll., Superintendent of Crafts, School of 
Arts and Crafts, has been recently deputed to undertake a tour of Northern India. in 
order to study the development of iIidustrial education in the Punjab and the United' 
Provinces in this direction and to examine the technique of a number of small-scallt" 
industries which have been started by private enterprise -in some of the Northern. 
provinces. When Sri Chitra returns, it is hoped to draw up proposals for the resuscitation· 
and development of several small scale industries including, among others, lacquer work, 
toy manufacture and bangle making. 

23. Cottage industries of the Ceded districtB.-In the Manual of the Kurnool district 
which was published in 1885, it is stated that the chief trade of the district is weaving 
lind that cotton carpets are manufactured at Cumbum and Knrnool, and woollen bllmkets 
chieSy by the Rurubas or shepherd caste. 'rhere is also B reference to the preparation 
of cotton tape for cots by 1fuhammadan women and to mat weaving. An iron industry" 
is 8tllted to have been carried on in the "mages along the base of the N allllmalais. There 
is mentioo of the preparation of stone and copper images and idols, brass utensils, etc., 
and of the manufacture of bangleB, and of pottery and oil extraction, QS well a8 of the 
tanning induAtry, the work of which i~ stated to have been very rough. In the gazetteer 
of the Bellary district there is reference to gunny weaving, cotton weaving, carpet 
weaving, cotton dyeing, silk weaving and dyeing.· blanket weaving, cotton spinning, 
jaggery making, oil extraction, tanning, iron smelting, bangle making, brass work, 
potstone articles, wooden toys, mat weaving and wood carving. In the gazetteer of the 
Anantapur district. there is mention ot gunny weaving, cotton weaving, cotton dyeing, 
Bilk w~aving and dyeing, cotton printing. blanket weaving, woollen rug making, jS{I/T6'Y 
making, oil extraction, tanning, be.ngle mftking, rough handmade pap~r, and woolf 
I18rving. In the gazefteer of the Cuddapah district reference Is made to cotton weaving. 
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silk weaving, blanket and rug making, cotton printing and dyeing, shoe-making, ~d 
working, blass, copper and bell-metal workmg and stone carvmg and stone working. 
A survey of the cottage industries of the districts of Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur, ~d 
Cuddapab was carried out in 1927 by the Special Officer for Survey of Cottage Industnes, 
and his r~ports contain a good deal of useful information in regard to the position of the 
several cottage industries as they existed at that time. The industries referred to in 
the report of the Kurnool district are cotton hand-spinning, cotton silk weaving, dyeing 
and printing, cotton carpet and tape weaving, blankets or woollen rugs, ,grass mat 
weavmg, bangle making, lacquer work, slate industry, brass and copper' w\>rk.,, basket 
making' and beedi manufacture. In the re!,ort for the, Bellary d~trict, the _ industrieS 
described comprise cotton and silk weaving and dyeing, cotton ,screen lDaking,: c~ttOJl. 
carpet weaving, cumbly or blanket weaving and bangle making. 1'herepor~ of the 
Auantapur district refers to hand-spinDlng, cotton and silk handloom weaving, dyeing 
and printing, cumbly weaving, bangle making, handmade paper, silk and cotton waste 
stl~ngs, wooden combs, hemp gunny weaving and castor oil pressing. The report of 
the Uuddapah district contains notes on hand-spinning, handloom-weaving, metal in
dustry, kora mat making, dyeing and printing, carpet weaving, hemp canvas and ~ape 
making, and doll making. According to the Statistical' Atlas of the Kurnool district 
which was prepared in 1936, the weaving of cotton carpets, cotton and silk ,cloths and 
woollen cumblies form the chief industry of the district and continne to engage a larg'e 
number of the industrial class. There IS also a reference to the. development "of the 
slate manufactnring industry at Markapur, where, it is stated, there are 32 slate factories, 
each constituting a small unit in itself and operating on a small scale. The lacquer 
work carried on at N assam is said to be fast disappearing. The Statistical Atlas of the 
Bellary district refers to the carpet weaving industry, the weaving of cumblies in 
Harpanahalli, KudJigi, and Rayadrug taluks, the manufacture of jl1ggery from sugllfcane 
at Hospet, Kudligi, Siruguppa and Adoni, and to the existence of four tanneries in 
Adoni taluk, one in Rayadrug and one in Bellary which are said to be not prospering 
owing to trade 'depression. According to the Statistical Atlas of Anantapur, village 
industries are very few in number in the district. Cumblies of a rough sort are stated to 
be woven in most of the taluks of the district, those of Beluguppa, and KarigunapaIli Of 
the Kalyandrug taluk -being superior in' quality. It is also stated that' rough cotton 
cloths are woven in all the taluks, and that Dharmavaram is 'noted for its silk cloths and 
saris. .l:'amidi is said to have lost most of its old reputation for dyed cloths though it 
is still producing particoloured fabrics. Bangle manufacture of a primitive kind which 
was formerly carried on in Penukondl1, Madakasira and Gooty, has almost disappeared. 
Hand-spinning is stated to be carried on as a. subsidiary occupation, in the Gooty and 
Tadpatri taluks during summer when there is little agricultural work' for the ryots. 
According to the Statistical Atlas for Cuddapah, weaving is one of the chief indUstries 
of the district and coarse- liS well as fine cloths are woven. It is stated that J ammala
madugu. turbans which were formerly exported t.o the Central Provinces and, Bombay on 
a I~rge scale have been replaced by the export of saris, and that the production of fine 
la<le-bordered cloth at Pullam pet has fallen off considerably. Fine woven cloths are 
SKid to be manufactured in Madhavaram, Moolapalli and Kanlllgantapalli ,of Sidhout 
taluk; whilst there is also a considerable wea,ving industry at Bameswaram in Proddatur 
taluk and Veerannagattupalli in Bayachoti taluk. The other smaIl i,ndustries referred 
to are tanneries (three), the manufacture of brass, bell-metal and copper vessels &t 
Vonipenta in 'the Proddatur talnk, of reed and bamboo mats in Pullampet, and of 
earthen bangles in the Pulivendla and Rayachoti talnks. A considerable number of 
witnesses have suggested that the cottage industries of hand spinning and handloom 
weaving industry should be encouraged anrl developed. The other cottage industries 
which it has been suggested by v8.l:ioua witne.ses should receive attention and encourage
ment are wool spinning, cumbly weavwg, carpet weaving, mat making, coirrope making, 
tanning, oil-seed crushing, jaggery making, paper, bangles, matches, beedis. sericulture 
and silk embroidery, shoe-making, toys, soor>-stone, slate-frame, pottery, dairy farming, 
and poultry farming. The introduction of handpounding of rice has also been recom. 
mended by one witness. 

94. Hand spinning.-A provision of Ba. 2,00,000 was made in the ,budget for 1937-38 
for the. d~velopme~~ of the hand spinning and khadi industry bnt was not fully utilized 
and a SlmJ!a.r provIsIon has been made in the budget for the current year for the purpose. 
The All-India Spinners' Association Sllbmitted a scheme for the utiiization of the provi
sion of Ra. 2,00,000 in 1937-38 and Government sanctioned an amount of Bs. 60.341 to 
be utilized by tlie branches of the All-India Spinners' AS!'QCiation far the Tamil Nadu 
(TirllPPur), Kerala' (pa~anur), and Andhra (Masulipatam) to ,finance the designing, 
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manufacturing and supplying of gins, bows with guts, and spiudles with thiu puiieys, 
speed wheels, vertical and horizontal charkas, fly shuttle looms and fittings and also for 
tile couduct of res·earch work in carding, spinning and printing, dyeiug and weaviug, 
and for the training of 86 workers .and the employment of these workers as iustructors 
in the villages :w,ith a view to increasing the elhciency of the artIsans aI!1I the implements 
used. The All-India Spinners' Association considered it essential that in addition to this 
grant, a subsidy should be provided to cover possible losses caused by inexperienced 
workers in the initial stage and also to enable it to gIve adequate wages to the spinpers 
and other artisans, and suggested that It should be DaSed on the actual increase in the 
production effected during the year. Government, therefore, granted a subsidy up to a 
maximum of Rs. 1,25,000 on the actual increase of productIOn of khadi during the year 
calculated at the rate of one anna per square yard of Increase. The All-India Spinners' 
Association have not established a branch in tbe Ceded di8tricts although a centre bas 
been established at Tadpatri by pnvate effort which, it is. understood, is linked up with 
tbe All-India Spinners' Association. In view of the Con"ensus of opinion amongst 
Wltnesses as to the suitability of handspinning· as a subSIdiary industry for tbe agricul
turists in an area where it was formerly carried on, the questIOn of whether part of the 
amount sanctioned to the All-India Splllners' Association should not be diverted to the 
Ceded districts, or alternatively, whether a special grant should not be sanctioned by 
Government for the purpose of developing the movement in the Ceded districts seems to 
merit consideration. 

25. Harulloom weaving.-The bandloom weaving industry of tbe Province and tbe 
ancillary operations connected with it, as in India as a whole, ranks in importance and 
magnitude next only to agriculture. From tbe standpoint of the well-being of the rural 
population, the industry plays a conspicuous part as there is no other occupation so 
remunerative as weaving to absorb the population not engaged in agriculture, or to keep 
the agriculturists occupied when there is no work for them in the fields. It serves also 
as a suitable part-tinte occupation for the families of the agriculturists. The question of 
affording adequate protection to the handloom weavers is beset with many difficulties 
and it is indeed a complex problem t,o reconcile tbe dlfl'er€>nt interests of tbe large mass 
of cottage workers. the Indian mills, ann the conRuming public with their desire for 
cbeap clotb, even though it may be conceded that the interests of the cottage workers 
should be paramount. In reCent years, handloom weavers have had to face increasing 
competition from Indian mill-made fabrics, and disquieting reports and a number of 
representations have been received from handloom weaving centres in regard to the state 
of unemployment which prevails in them. Nevertheless up to last year, tbe handloom 
weaving industry of the Province appears to _have beld its own fairly well judged from 
the statistics of the quantity of cotton yarn left over for consumption by handloom 
weavers, the figure being 72'6 million pounds in 1933--34, 78'8 million pounds in 1934-35, 
83.4 million pounds in 1935-36, and 86.8 million pounds in 1936-37 as compared with 
an average annual consumption of 59 million pounds in the decade eliding with the year 
1920-21. No entirely satisfactory explanation of the apparent paradox of increased yarn 
consumption and growing unemployment is forthcoming, although it is possible tbat 
owing to the depression in .agriculture, more people have taken to handloom weaving 
and that there are now more handloom weavers than there is work for. Tbere is the 
possibility also that the handloom weavers are now weaving more coarse cloth than 
formerly. The consumption of yarn by handloom weavers. however, after rising steadily 
during the years 1933--34 to 1936-37 sltowed a decline in the year 1937--38 to 75'7 
million pounds, and there is ground for apprebension that from now onwards, the industry 
may find it increasingly difficult to mamtain its position in view of the ever-growing 
competition of mill cloth. If statistics of the last five years of tbe yardage of piecegoods 
of (i) forei~ origin, (ii) Indian mill origin, and (iii) produced by handlooms, are exa
mined, it Will be seen that in only one year-1937--38--was the handloom weaving industry 
m the Province less tban four tintes as intportant as the power 100m industry in respect 
of production, whilst it is of course many times more intportant in I'espect of tbe 
employment whicli it provides. A gratifyingfeatore of the poSition as disclosed by the 
statistics, is the gradual decline in the actual and relative consumption in Madras of 
foreign cloth, and it is evident that the competition which bandloom cloth has mostly 
to fear is tbat of tbe Indian weaving mills. In .the last few years there has been a growing 
volume of publio opinion in favour of some adju_tment of the spheres of production of 
the power mill and the handloom and regulation of the classes of fabrics to be produced 
by each. It is not proposed to di~llss tbis difficult and complex question here as it 
would unduly lengthen this note. especially as the whole questIon is at present under the 
consideration of Government. Suffice it to say that the adoption of measures to bring 
about the adjustment of production of the. power loom and the hand loom or to restrict 
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or limit the production of mill cloth by a quota or otherwise would involve the introduction 
of legislation by tpe Government of India and would have to l'pply to the whole of 
India including the Indian States, the latter of which might or might not be prepared 
to co-operate. In lQ37, the M,adras Government enacted a law under which dealers of 
cloth in this Province are required to obtain a licence and a fee is levied on shops dealing 
in mill cloth at the rate of Bs. 2 per annum where the monthly turnover does not 
exceed Rs_ 5,000 and Rs. 5 in other cases. The licence fee as it stands, 'is too low to 
afford any real protection to handloom cloth, and (,ne way of assisting the handloom 
industry would be to increase the present scale of licence fees imposed on dealers of mill 
cloth to an extent whiph ~ould in itself be sufficient to otlset the higher cost of handloom 
cloth in relation to mill cloth. 

26. The number of handlooms in the Geded districts is extracted below :-. 
DIst.rlct. Cotton. Dutry. SUk. Art IIllk. Cumbly. Ooir. Kora· Total. 

l(urnool 9.714 633 62 1,965 295 27 12.686 
Bello.ry 8.467 2,017 286 1.870 860 13.600 
Auantapur 6.617 87 1,966 386 1.671 12 49 10.687 
Caddapah 10.360 16 1,44.0 1 92 11.898 

It will oe seen from the above statement that the handloom weaving industry is of 
considerable importance in each of the four districts. A survey of the handloom industry 
was recently oarried out by the Co-operative Department and the report of the Special 
Officer shows that, in the Kumool district, the handloom weavers are engaged on the 
weaving of saris, dhotis, upper cloths, shirtings, bedsheets and towels, and in the Bellary 
district, on the weaving of cotton jamakalams, duppaties, S!Iol'lS and dhotis, cotton and 
silk saris, and silk and art silk upper cloths. In the Anantapur district, 70 per cent of 
the handloom weavers are engaged on the weaving of cotton shirtings, coatings. and 
dhotls, 15 per cent on the production of art silk saris, 10 per cent on the weaving of 
upper cloths aud saris from cotton and art silk mi"tures and :5 per cent on the weaving 
of silk upper cloths and saris, whilst in the Cuddapah district, the weavers are engaged 
on the production of cotton dhotis, dhupatties, saris and towels, and sarIS of mixtures of 
silk and cotton. The following statement shows how the weavers are employed in the 
four districts:-

Dist.rict. Independent Working for Coolio 
weavers. 8owcars. weavers. 

PEn. CENT PER 0EN'lI PER OEN'r 

iCurnool 23 28 49 
DeUa.ry .. 13 12 75 

An&ntaput'-
Tadpatri 40 30 30 
<l<>oty •• 30 10 60 
Cuddapab 26 60 25 

27. In 1934, the Government of India annowlced their decision to assist by the 
grant of a subsidy, schemes drawn up by Provincial Governments for developing co
operative buying and selling on behalf of the cotton handloom" weavers and generally 
for the better organization and improvement of t,be handloom weaving mdustry. The 
scheme prepared by the Madras Department of Industries and approved by the Govern
ment of India provided for the setting -up of p, central weavers' co-operative society at 
Madras with a. nu~ber of district prImary produc~ion societies linked to it. The pro
duction societies are assisted by the central society in securing supplies of raw materials 
""eh us yarn, dyestuffs, cbemica.!s and also improved appliances and designs, and in the 
disposal of the surplus stock of goods left over after local sales. In pursuance of the 
scheme, a provincial society was formed under the name of the Madras Handloom Weavers 
PI'ovincial Co-operative Society, Limited, and it was registereduuder the Madras Co
operative Sooieties Act VI of 1932 with an authoTizen share capital of Bs. 5 lakhs' 
divided into lD,OOO shares of Bs. 50 each. The Provincial Society is rendering useful 
service to the handlQom weaving industry through the affiliated production societies in 
the several districts, the central emporium and sales depots which have been established 
in order to popularize and find an outlet for the cloth produced by the primary weavers 
societies, and the district staff of supervisors. With the initial facilities afforded by the 
Provincial Society, a departmental he·nd sizing machine has been taken up by" the Adoni 
Weavers Co-operative Society. The Provincial Society maintains a sales depot at 
Bellary amongst other places. A second hand finishing and calendering plant for 
calendering the handloom cloths of the primary societies has been obtained and -will 
shortly be erected at Madras. The following statement shows the primary societies< 
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affiliated to the Provincial Society in the districts of Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and 
Cuddapah, the classes of cloths woven and the subsidy disbursed to and the value of the 
gopds produced and sold by them, during the co-operative year ended 30th June 1938 :-

Name of dlBt-riot and na.me or 
aoolety. 

Kumool district;
Kurnool 
Maddikera 
Gudur 

Belbl.ry district
Adoni 

Hoapet 

Rayadrug 
Belbl.ry 
HarpanahaUi 

Anantapur district
Tadpatri 
Uravakonda ., 

Bukkapatnam 
Dharmavaram 

Cuddapah district
Jammolamadugu 

l'ullampot 

ClaB6eB of cloth woven. 

Cloth carpets 
Saris 20, 
Dhoties ~OB 

Merceriaed saris and cottOD 
_ria. 

Shirting 208 and dhotis 
20,_ 

Dhotis 408 .. 
Do. 
Do. 

Khaddar 
Shirting in 2Os, 30s and 

4Os, dbotis in 30a. 
Dhotis 20& 

Dhotia and saris in 408 and 
60s 

•• Saris 80a 

Subsidy 
dlBbUrsed. 

BS. 

297 
81 

586 

120 

228 

124 
220 

140 

TUrnover 
~-------~--~--~ Materials 

p_d. 

Y. A. P. 

1,772 6 0 
2,670 2 0 

87 6 0 

2,525 0 0 

1,428 14 0 

754 11 0 

3,370 _0 ,0, 
9,340 0 0 

421 15 0 

2,866 0 0 

767 4 0 

Goods Bold. 

Be. A. 1'. 

2,684 0 0 
2,344 0 0 

55 12 0 

4,995 0 0 

1,151 6 0 

591 2 0 

2,285 0 0 
8,O/j0 0 0 

278 4 0 

1,778 0 0 

442 8 0 

There would seem to be scope for the organization of an increased number of weavers 
co-operative societies in the Ceded districts, though unless protection is afforded to the 
industry by an increase in the licence fee levied on cloth shops dealing in mill goods 
or by some other measure, the grant of direct assistance. thrcugh' the ,medium of co· 
operative societies will not be fully effective. 

28. A famine·relief centre for weavers was opened at Uravakonda, which is one of 
the largest handloom weaving centres in the Anantapur di.trict, oln the 30th of September 
1938 and will be closed down shortly. It is very desirable that the good work done by 
the relief centre in affording employment to the weavers of the district should be 
continued as far as possible after the relief centre is closed down, and the question 
whether the Uravakonda Weavers Co-operative Society c{)uld provide continuity of work 
for the weavers by extending, the scope of their operations with the aid of a special 
loan or grant and a monthly subsidy is at present nnder consideration. It may be 
mentioned in passing that the wages payab1e for wea.ving each kind of cloth at the 
famine-relief centre depends upon the price of foodstuffs and the time required for 
weaving the cloths is fixed according to the task table given in the Famine Code, the 
wages paid to the weavers including wages for warp and weft preparation and dyeing. 
The task table adopted at the famine-relief centre at Uravakonda is out of da.te and 
calls for a complete revision &8 conditions have ch~nged considerably since it was drawn 
up, the majority of the looms now being fitted with fly-shuttle slays and dobbies. The 
result is that the weavers in the famine-relief area are receiving higher wages than those 
paid by sowcars and co-operative societies in Uravakonda. 

29. Woollen oumbly weaving industry.-The spinning of wool and the weavin~ of 
blankets Rnd cumblies is an important industry in the districts. of. Anantapur, Bellary 
and Knrnool where the nnmber of looms engaged in the weaving of cumblies is 1,671.860. 
nn,1 295. respectively. The cumbl7 industry is largely carned on as a part-time occupn.· 
tion mostly b<.f Kurnbas who belong to the shepherd cl'lSs. The industry does not provide 
continuity of work for the Kurubas owing to the lack of pastures for sheep, and an improve
ment in the hre~tl of sheep should be aimed s,t with a view to improving the '<J1lantity 
ond !]l1slity of wool supply. From the year 1937, the Government of India has provided 
II sl1bvention for the benefit of the cottage and sma.ll scale woollen industries in the seveml 
provinces and the assistance to the woollen industries in Madras hIM' takeu the Corm DC 
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(i) organization of co-operative societies in the cumbly weaving areas and t,he establish
Ule!1t of a sales depot at Bellary for marketing their products, (ii) organization of a 
central co-operative society of weavers engaged III the pile carpet industry at Ellore, and 
(iii) employment of a designer to assist in the development of both sections of the industry. 
'1'wo cIII"bl.v weaving societies have been started, one at Kudatini, one of the mosh 
impal'tant cumbly weaving villages, and another at Bisalahalli, whilst steps are 'in progre3s 
for .;tarling two more societies during the ·current year. In the depot at Bellary. samples 
of eUlJIblies are exhibited and sold, and merchants q,nd other buyers are placed in touch 
with the production societies. Active steps are being taken to ext1end and' develop 
t he market for cumblies to the extent that this is possible. The object of the formation 
of the cumbl:;, weaving societies is to assist the cumbly weavers hy arranging for the 
joint purchase of wool and sale of the cumblies, whilst demonstrations of the use of the 
fly shuttle loom with a view to increasing the daily output of the cumhly weavers and 
so reducing to some extent the cost of production and also of the working of hand driven 
warping and sizing machines for preparing long woolen warps are being given in' the 
Villages. Demonstrators have heen appointed to train the local weavers in the use of 
the fly slmtUe loom. The capital required for the purchase and introduction of improved 
appliances. working capital and also the recurring expenditur& of the societies is provided 
from the Government of India subvention grant, whilst the pay of the d~rnon.tmtors 
is met from Provincial funds. A co-operative inspector has also been appointed to 
supervise and assist the working of the societies. The cumbly weaving societies are 
umlouhtedly of considerable assistance to the weavers in arranging for the supply of 
wool, !tnd the disposal of the finished cumblies, but it is only too apparent that the great 
need of the cumbly weaving industry is the provision of additional pastures for sheep 
in order to improve their breed and to augment the supply of cut wool and that the 
deterioration in the condition of the indu"try in the Ceded districts may he traced largely 
to lack of suitable grazing facilities for the sheep. Another adverse faetor R.ffecting the 
industry is the scarcity and high cost of wool, as much of the wool produced 10call'J 
appears to be bought by agents from Bombay and Bangalore. Thes!> fundamental ~iffi
cultie, affecting the prosperity and well-being of the weavers engaged in the industry 
w ill necessarily take time t'o solve; but it is very desirable that the question of the provi
sion of improved grazing facilities should he taken up without delay. - In the meantime, 
within the limitation of the subvention scheme, everything possible will be done to 
improve the lot of the cumbly weavers. in the Ceded districts. / 

30. Ha.ndm<Ule paper.-The possibilities of developing a handmade paper industry in 
the Ceded districts would appear to he reasonably promising in view of the fact that 
grasses such. as 'Botha' (Cymbopogon Coloratusl and leaves of &rtain plants, which 
are available in plenty and have lutherto been regarded. as of little economic value, 0Ou1(1 
be employed as raw materials for the production of pulp. Ten students have been deputed 
to Wardha to receive instruction in the ha.ndmade paper industry a.nd it is proposed, 
duriug the current year, to establish two training centres for the industry in the Province, 
each centre being in charge of a student who has completed his training in Wardha. 
Proposals have also heen suhmitted to GoveJ1lment for the establishment of two more 
centres of handmade paper manufacture during 1939-40. At least one, if not two, centres 
of ha,ndmade paper manufacture may he established in the Ceded districts to commence 
with, and if they are successful, the number of centres may be increased. 

31. Oil pressing and soap manufacture.-In view of the considerable resources of the 
Cedec] clietricts in oil-seeds, there wonld seem to be scope for the further development 
of the oil-seed crushing industry and it has been suggested by one witness that every 
villal1e ~hould have its own cou.ntr:Y ghanni operate~ by a local co-operative society. 
ApphcutlOrlS have recently been IDVlted for the selection of ten candidates for trainm" 
in oil pressing at Wardha during the current year. These candidates who will be deputed 
t.o. Wurdha are expected to complete their course in May 1939 and it has been suggested 
that two training centres in oil pressing should be set up in the Province next year, each 
centre being in charge of a student trained at Wardha. The number of centres will 
probably be increased if this is fonnd desirable in the light of the experience gained in 
the working- of the two initial centres. At least one centre may.be established in the 
Ceded districts next, year. Soap manufacture and the process of refining vegetable oils 
on a cottllil'e industry scale, as evolved in the Kerltla Soap Institute, could be demonstrated 
in the rural areas of the Ceded districts thro~gh the medium of peripatetic parties. The 
advantllil'es of soap manufacture as .. a rural mdustl'J are that most of the raw materials 
are available in the Proyince, that the processes involved are fairly simple, whilst plant 
of t,he cheapest descnptron may he e~ployed a.nd t.he dem~nd for soap is decidedly on 
t.he increase. Some of the veget,able oris extracted IU the Vlllages could be utilized and 
if the villagers are properly instructed chear washing soaps of good quality couia: be 
manufactured and sold at low prices. 

VOL. n-85 
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32. Village tanning industry.-In view of the resources of the Ceded districts in live
stock. details of which have been given -elsewhere, there would seem to be considerable 
possibilities in re~d to the development of the tanning industry, unless the water IS 
~ound ~o be unswtable. ~8 stated In. a separate note, tanning was one of the earliebt 
mdn~tnes. other. t?an agr:cultur~, whICh developed In India, and tanning and leather 
~orking were orlgn1ally VIllage mdustnes. The Village' tanners, however, are largely 
mfluenced by. modern practice and the.re would appear to be considerable scope for 
lIDprovement m the methods adopted m country tanneries, throughout the, Froviuce. 
The village chamar was a necessity ,in the Indian village in former days and' it was his 
function to prepare the leather and leather articles required for the villagers, i.e., foot
wear for the inhabitants of the village and the leather articles required by the agriculturist8 
such as collars for bullocks, articles of yokery and buckets for purposes of well irrigation . 
.A fter the advent of the organized South Indian tanneries, the village tanning industry 
which afforded part-time occupation for the village chamar or chuckler who engaged 
himself in other agricultuml pursuits, declined as the village resorted increasingly to 
leather articles manufactured in the towns from leather prepared according to modern 
methods. If the quality of the leather produced by the village chamar could be improved 
and he is instructed to prepare improved leather articles, there is no reaRon why the 
village chamar should not recover, in some measure, his former position in the village. 
The methods of preparing leather of a better quality than is produced at present should 
therefore be demonstrated to the village chamars. This could be done by conducting 
demonstrations through the medium of penpatetic tanning partles in important centres 
where there are a number of village chamars. The village chamar could be shown th" 
improved methods of preserving and curing, liming and deliming and tanning by actual 
practical demonstrations. As a result, the value of the skins on which he works should 
be increased considerably as the curing and preserving of raw: hides and skins is not at 
present carned out satisfactorily. It is eVE'n posslble that if improved methods could be 
mtroduced in the villages, small model tanneries could b.e set up under the auspices of 
the panchayats and that the tanning of hides and skins for export to Madras and other 
places, which is now confined to the organized tanneries in the towns, could be under
taken, to some extent, in the villages though this may be a.I1ticipating a little. A good 
deal of interest has been evinced in the question Of improving the position and status 
of the village tanning industry and several witnesses who ha.ve appeared before the Famine 
Code Revision Committee have stressed the necessity of taking it up. One witness, who 
has a considerable knowledge of village conditions in the Ceded districts, has expressed 
the view: that the village tanning industry could easily be revived to an extent which 
would enable it again to engage hundreds' of Harijans in the villages, but that arrange-
ments must be mad.;' for the supply of tanning barks free of cost. __, 

33. Jaggery making and small-soale sugar manujaoture.-The Department of 
J.ndustrieY has conducted demonstrations of whi~e sugar manufacture from palmyra 
juice with the aid of centrifugals at Rettakulam m the Tinnevelly district and N avadur 
in the West Godavari district. It was demonstrated on these occasions that good 
marketable white sugar could be prepared from palmyra juice by the open-pan sYstem 
and that the molasses ohtained in the process could be converted into jaggery by re
boiling with fresh juicle. The results of the experiments went to show that it is possible 
to prepare from palmyra juice, jaggery of a superior quality which should realize a higher 
price than the jaggety at present prepared, that it. v;:oul~ generally be more profitable tb 
prepare improved jagg~ tha.n sugar, and ~hat t~IS 18 likely ~o remam the case unless a 
greater yield of sugar IS obtamed or the 'pnce of Jaggery declines appreclably. Steps are 
in progress for o~ganizing a co-operative society for preparing .t~e improved j:,tgll'ery in th" 
West Godavari dlstrict. Jaggery IS prepared from date palm lUlce and to a limlted extent 
ougar is also produced by refining the jaggery, but 80 far no attempts appes.r to have 
been made to prepare sugar direct from the juice except at Peddapavani in the N ellore 
district where the Department of Industries carried out some experiments in the prepara
tion of sugar in the year 1933. ,!~ese experiments showed that .It is pos~ible to prel?are 
good, white sugar from date palm JUlce b~ the open-J.l8.n ~stem uSIng centrifugal mach~es 
but the data forthcoming from the experunents was insuffiCIent to enable any very defimte 
opinion to be formed as to the economics of such manufacture. The twc: lmportant 
factors in the manufacture of date palm sugar are that a large number of trees should 
be situated in a compact blO?k, an.d that an abundan~e ?f cheap fuel should be available. 
These conditions may be satlsfied ill the Cuddapahdlstnct. There seems no reason w~y 
the preparation of jaggery from sweet toddy should not be extended and developed 1Il 
the p&lmyra and date palm tracts of the Ceded districts. With a view to finding employ. 
ment for the former fermented todd'J tappers, successful demonstrations ?f the manufacture 
of improved jaggery from cocoanut ~d. palmyra. sweet toddy were carrled b! the D;part
ment of Industries in the SaJem distnct, and It was shown that a supenor quality at 
jaggery could b, prepared from cocoanut sweet toddy and that the jaggery is suitable for 
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refining into sugar. _ Now that prohibition has been extended to the _Cuddapa.h district, 
it is very desirable that a demonstration of the manufacture of improved jaggery should. 
be staged and that a demonstration of the manufacture of white sugar from date palm 
juice ~hould also be carried out. Iuformation IS not available as to the local demand 
for jaggery for domestic consumption, but it may be necessary to develop an _outlet for 
the jaggery for sugar refining purposes, especially in view of the fact that the Province i& 
already self-sufficient iii regard to jaggery production and that any considerablyinr.reas€'d 
production of jaggery, not intended for refining purposes, would tend to create a glut 
in the market. On the other hand, the production of.ugar is onl1 about one-third of 
the cousumption in the Province. 

34. FTUit preservation and canning.-There would seem to be scope for the develop
ment in the Cuddapah and Kurnool districts of a fruit preservation and canning iudustry 
on a cottage basis. One or two primary societies of fruit grpwers and canners could: be 
formed in each area and the members of the societies requir~.d to use up-to-date steam 
pressure cookers such as those used in thousands of American homes for domestic canning, 
and which are as nearly foolproof as such appliances can be. Suitahle cookers and can
sealers can be obtained in Indio., the price for cookers of six qu:trt siz~ being Us. :U 
and for 40 quart size Rs. 140, alld for sealers Rs. 50 and Rs. 80, respectively. 'l'ins or 
cans could be obtained as 'flattened' cans from the Metal Box':nranufacLuring Co. 
(India), Ltd., Calcutta. In the cookers referred to, the fruits available could be preserved 
in tins, the tins being closed with a smo.ll hand sealing machine. A complete home 
canning output would cost about Rs. 200. In the districts where primary societies are 
started, there should bEl central societies in charge of persons who have speCIalized in 
fruit preservation and tbese societies would maintain and operate the can making equir
ment consisting of reforming, flanging and double seaming machinery. The cans, after 
being re-formed in the central district organization, would be supplied to the cottage 
workers who would undettake the preservation of the fruits and vegetables in the cookel's 
referred to and seal the tins, the central society undertaking the supervision of the 
I'lal'ufacture in the homes of the members of the primary societies and carrying out 
periodical tests with a view to ensuring that .the products w~re up to the necessary 
standard. The central society in each district would also be responsible for the sales, 
which if goods of reasonably good quality were produced might be expected gradually 
to expand under the society's mark of guaranteed quality. In order to ensure the success 
Ot the fruit preservation industry if developed on these lines, it would probably be 
necessary to set up a central experimental laboratory not only in order to evolve and 
standardize recipes as a result of experimental work, but also to train the workers who 
would be required to organize and run the oentral co.operative societies to which the 
primary societies of fruit.growers and home-canners would be :tfliliated. It is possible, 

. bowever, that this experimental and instructional work could be carried on at the Fl'UiG 
Research Station, Anantlil'a.jupeta, Kodur, P.O., in the first instance. 

35. Hand pounding of rice.-The normal area under paddy in the districts of Kurnool 
Beilary, Anantapur and Cuddapeh is 70,800, 36,530, 109,020 and 109,940 acres, respect~ 
ively whilst the normal yield is 47,790, 26,480, 82,360 and .87,180 tons, respectively. 
The annual per capita consumption of rice in the districts of. Kumool, Beilary and 
Analltapur on the basis of statistics available for the year 1934-35 has been calculated at 
1·1:.l, 0·70 a-nd 1'39 cwt. respectively agamst an average per capIta. consumption of 
cereals and pulses in this province of 3·85 cwt. If this figure correctly represents the 
per capita requirements of cereals and pulses of the three districts. the consumption of 
rice forms only 29.1 per nent of the total consumption of cereals and pulses in KurnooI 
18·2 per cent ion Beilary, and 35·8 per cent in Anantapur. It would appear, therefore: 
as pointed out in a separate note, that rice is not a staple food-grain in these districts. In
thE' Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and Cilddapah districts, there are respectively 1 0 6 
and 2 rice mills associated with groundeut decorticating factories whilst in the Bell";" dis
trict there are two rice mills which carry on groundnut decorticating and flour milling 
-also, one rioe mill which conducts groundnut decorticating and oil extraction also and 
fOllr factories which combine rice milling with groundnut decorticatino> and dotton 
ginning. In the Cuddapah district there are three factories which combi~e ric~ millin" 
with groundnut decorticating and turmeric polishing. In areas where paddy is produced 
rice pounding by hand, either by the .old method under which a conical plastered pit u: 
the ground and a wooden pounding bar with an iron shoe at one end are d'sed, or by an
i1nproved rice pounder such as the one which the Department of Industries is at present 
experimenting with, would be preferable to rice milling by machinery not only for the 
employment which hand pounding would provide, but also in the interests of the health 
of the people as Vitamin B is practically absent in polished rice. 
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36. Glass bangle indwltTy.-The bangle industry is still carried on in the districts 
of Rurnool, Bellary and Anantapur although it is gradually decaving, and unless active 
steps are taken to arrest its decline its complete disappearance is probably only a question 
of time. One witness in his evidence stated that in every taluk of the B@ilary district, 
bangles w.ere once manufactured and that whilst formerly the block glass was prepared 
locally it is now imported from Japan and Central India. There should be scope for 
resuscifating the manufacture of cheap glass bangles provided that' suitable coloured glass 
blocks could be supplied sufficiently cheaply by the Jamal Glass Factory, Madras. There 
is It considerable import of bangles from countries overseas and from Northern India, 
and if it was found possible to produce glass bangles at a sufficiently low price in th~ 
villages,a new avenue of employment would be opened up for the people. The gla:," 
bangle industry once existed in a flourishing condition in many of the villages of the 
Ceded districts, ani! if the problem of the supply of block glass could be satisfactorily 
solved. there would appear to be possibilities of revivtng the industry, the resuscitation 
of which has been previously held to be impracticable.. The Jamal Glass Factory has, 
at my instance, prepared block glass in various colours, but there is some doubt as to 
whether this factory will be able to produce block glass at a sufficiently low price unless 
it receives large orders from the bangle manufacturers. If it is found possible to arrange 
for the supply of suitable coloured block glass .at a sufficiently low price, the question of 
ccnstit,uting one or two peripatetic demonstration parties for the purpose of introducillg 
improved methods in the manufacture of glass bangles on a cottage industry basis may 
be considered. The question of evolving an improved furnace for the glass bangle 
makers also requires to be taken up. 

37. Slate manufactuTe.-The manufacture of school slates at Markapur in the Kumool 
district which appears to have been started in 1921 has since developed considerably, 
the slates finding a gradually increasing sale owing to their cl1eapness. 'l'he splitting, 
polishing and mounting of the slates is conducted on a cottage industry basis. A slate 
maufacturing factory at Kallai, Malabar, has also developed and i~ manufacturing. on 
a small scale, good quality slates out of slabs imported from Markapur and they have 
acquired a plot of land at Markapur on a mining lease. The greater portion of the wooden 
frames required for the Markapur industry is supplied from this factory at Kallai but 
in the last year or two the manufacture and suppl!j' of slate frames to the Markapur 
slate manufacturers has been undertaken in Hyderabad, which is nearer 'to Markupnr, 
and so has a freight advantage over Calicut. The slate frame manufacturing company 
at Rallai manufactured during the year 1937-38, 4,320,000 running feet of frames which 
provided framing of the manufacture o~ 96,900 dozens of slates. The question whether 
the Forest Department could alTange for the supply of light wood for slate frames a good 
deal of which is at present being imported from Hyderabad has recently been under 
examination. It has been suggested that the Forest Department might cqnsider th,,' 
advisability' of auctioning a certain quantit'.)' of timber to be supplied at Chelama or 
Di~vametta railway stations in parcels at certain periods of the year for a period of 
seven years in' the first instance. Under these conditions, it might be possible for mer· 
chants, or small groups of merchants, to instal a small saw mill with subsidiary machines 
Dt Chelama or Diguvametta to prepare framing and packing case timber for use at 
l\Iarkapur. A conservative estimate of the requirements of wood by slate manufacturers 
at Markapur is about 50,000 cubic feet per annum and the Chief Conservator of Forests 
rpports that, against this demand, Rurnool West Division could supply annually 1,500 
cubic teet, Kurnool East 500 cubic feet and Kumool South about 6,000 to 7,000 cubic 
fpet for the next two years only from the two blocks remaining to be worked. The 
Chief Conservator states that the forests of the three Kurnool divisions could not supply 
all the requirements of the slate manufacturers if gnly the species they use at present 
continue in demand and that supplies from outside Will contmue to be necessary unless 
local timbers other than those used heretofore are found suitable. 'rhe whole position 
III regard to the Markapur slate industry is at Eresent under review. 

38. Mi.<:eellaneolls indtlstries.-Among the miscellaneous industries which offer possi
bilities of introduction or development in the Ceded districts may be mentioned the 
following :-M anti/aettiTe of malted food from cholam.-The Agricultural Chemist has 
investigated the malting capacities of all the more commonl!j' used South Indian grail1" 
and has foun~ that paddy malts as well as cholam or ragi, although the malting of cholam 
is cheaper and the outtum greater than in malting paddy. The experimental work 
carned Ollt does not appear to have led to the manufadure of malted foods in the Province. 
There may be some limited scope for developing the manufacture of metal vessels and 
agriculttlTal implements by improved methods. Mat-weaving is a subsidiary home occu
pation followed by agriculturists durine: thA off-season in some areas and the. poSSibilities 
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of the further development of thc industry may be investlgllted. Baskets 
of various descriptions are manufactllred from palmyra leaves at Pulicat it'. Chingleput 
district and also in some villages in the Trichinopoly, Tanjore and Tinnevelly districts. 
The possibilities of introducing this industry in the palmyra and date palm tracts of the 
Ceded districts might be worthwhile investigating. If an increased demand could be 

. created for· ropes, more cotta.,o'e workers could be employed in the manufacture of thllm 
from aloe, etc. If the village tanning industry is organized and developed, It <p.ay ~ender 
possible the development of the small scale leather goods manufacturing ind1t8try. Toy 
manUfacture is an industry the possibilities of development of which the Department of 
Industries is at present investigating. The industry of manufacturing artIcles frOID 

8oapstone could perhaps be developed to some extent. A class of pa,ints that could be 
worked as a minor industry with a small capital and with a not Illaborate technical 
training is the manufacture of mixed paints for household use." The medium or vehicle,
e.g., linseed oil, is boiled with the driers-litharge and manganese dioxide, and then inti
mately mixed with ground colouring matter. The grinding is done either by power or 
llallual labour. The machinery required consists only of grinding mills a.nd a .few vessels 
for boiling. The manufacture of paints of this kind does not call for much training or 
experience and it might be possible to introduce it in some parts of the ,Ceded districts. 
The prospects of the further development of the Cuddapah slab industry have not been 
improved by the increasing use of cement-concrete building materials. There may be 
po~sibilities in regard to the manufacture of matches on a cottage industry basis in some 
a·reas although many of the small factories in the Provin~,e do not appear to be in a 
very flourishing condition. Bee-keeping as an agricultural pursuit has been much 
neglected in South India, but the posRibilities of this rural industry in the Ceded distncts 
art> probably somewhat 'limited. Bee-keeping is dealt with by the Agricultural Depart
ment as also is poultry fa,rming which might be worthy of 1l.ttention. 
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APPENDIX XII 
'. J" 

M)NU'1'ES 'OF TIIE:MEETlNG HELP AT THE OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF 
REVENUE, CHEPAUK, MADRAS, AT 11 A.H. ON THE 15TH OCTOBER 1938 

" 

The following members were pre8en~:-
Sri '1'. A. RAHALINGAM CHETTIYAR (Chairman). 
;M;r. F. M. DowLEY. 

" L. B. GREEN. 
Dr. R. ADISESIlAN. ' 
Sri Diwan Babadur N; SWUINATHA AnAR. 
ABDUL RAw06F SAHl:B Bahadur; 
Sri H. BITARAMA REDDI. 
" ,KALLUR SUBBA RAo. 
" SANxAB.\ REDDI. ' 
" R. SURYANAIRAYANA RAO. 

Mr. H. R. DOGRA. 
" D. 1. R. MUIR (8ecretaTY): ' 

" 

The introduction to the Famine Code was first taken up foI' consideration with the 
notes on the sama by Sri R. SuryanataYll,na Roo. 

m the second' Sentence' of 'paiagraph' 3, of the introduction, the Committee decided 
to add the words • siclmess and' before the word • mortality' on the suggestion of 
;Dr. R. Adiseshan. 

In the same paragraph, it was thought that the last sentence laid too much stress 
on saving life merely and therefore ought to be deleted. The Committee therefore decided 
to delete that sentence beginning with ' At the same time. . , ',Mr. H. R. Dogra 
dissenting. 

In view of the above decision, it was considered that there was no place for existing 
section 127 of the Code. The section was therefore deleted, Mr. H .• R. pogra again 
dissenting. 

CHAPTER II. 

Sri R. Suryanarayana Roo's amendment to section 33-A was accepted by the Com-
mittee and the words • 

.. and thus to obviate the necessity of instituting test-works unless the next 
monsoon fails or is unduly late or to postpone the stage at which they are 
called for a.& long a.& possib\e " 

were deleted from the section. 
Condition 2 (al in 33-A was deleted. 
In section 42 it was decided to add • stop collection of revenue and ' between • shall ' 

and • institute.', 

CHAPTER ill. 

The following sentence was added to section 48 after the, words • to the Board or 
to the Collector' ;-

.. Though the practical and most trustworthy means of deciding whether distress 
requiring relief exists among those who are able to work may be a test work, 
the Collector may with the previous sanction of the Board of Revenue dispense 
with the teet stage if works started under section 33-A prove sufficiently 
attractive. " 

Section /lO.-The following paragraph was adopted in place of paragraph 1 of 
section 50 ;- • 

.. The Collector may deal with the earlier stages of distress either through the 
expansion of ordinary works or test works (sections 33-A and 48), non-official 
relief agency and organized private charity (section 40) and the gra.nt of takavi 
loans (section 41). As the test works provide an a.dmittedly inadequate wage 
for the workers, with a. higher task a.nd no rest day, tb.e object being to test whether 
the labouring classes are in such a. state of distress that relief works must be 
opened to save them from starvation, the period of test should not be unneces
earily prolonged. In no case should the test period exceed four weeks. If tes~ 

.~. _ ~. .! l ' 
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"works are opened distribution of gratuitous relief should be commeuced soon after 
the test works are opened as the person. eligible for official gratuitous relief are 

- the destitute who are incapable of work (see section 137) and who are in danger 
of starvation. If for this purpose additional establishments are required, the 
Collector shall apply in good time to the Board of Revenue for the same." 

Bedim 49--Sub-secti01'l (ti;).-The Committee decided to amend the sub-section as 
follows:- -

.. (a) In the case of departmental works, when the workers are employed in break
ing stone or in earth work where the earth has hardened by drying, the task 
imposed shall be 80 per cent of the ordinary task; where the test work is a. 

_ villsge work, the full ordinary task shall be imposed. See section 103, para
graph 39, Appendix D." 

Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao did not press his amendment to substitute the word • may , 
for the word • shall • iD. this sub-section. 

Sub-section (b).-The Committee decided to amend the'sub-section as follows:-
.. There shall be no rest day during the test period, and no allowance need be paid 

to the dependants." 
Bub-section (c).-The Committee decided':::" . 

(1) to omit the words • and weakly persons • a.nd 
(2) to add the following at the end :-

.. As regards weakly persons the provisions of section 102 will apply." 
Section 53.-The Committee accepted the amendment to suhstitute • four weeks \ 

for • a fortnight.' 
The following amendment of Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao to section 53 was not 

pressed :-
• one month ' fo~ • two months.' 

Sections 62, 63, 64 and 65.-Sri '1'. A. Ramalingam Chettiyat said that the main 
object of the amendments proposed to these sections was to make the Collector the final 
authority in all matters. and leave it to him to consult the Chief Engineer or the Superin-
tending Engineer. -

As regards sections 63,64 and 65 after considerable discussion the Committee sgreed 
to the following principle :-

The work agent should be made to correspond with superior officers only through 
the charge officer and not directly. 

Section 77 was agreed to be amended as follows:-
.. Some non.departmental and village works including village improvement works 

may be kept as a reserve" for .. non-departmental . . . reserve-. ". 
The amendment of Sri R. Sm·yanarayana Rae to section '19 was not pressed. 
In section 82 it was agreed to change • ten miles ' to ' five miles.' 
As regards section 87 it was resolved that famine service should be recognized for 

probation for deputy tahsildars and tahsildara and a recomtnendation to thiseil'ect may 
be made to the Government. -

The amendment to section 103 was not pressed. 
The amendment to section 105 to substitute 'charge officer' for ' work agent ' was 

carried, Mr. H: R. Dogra diSsenting. 
It was agreed that section 107 should begin thus:~ 

" Persons certified to be weak by the medical officer and unable, etc." 
The amendment to section 109 was accepted-

Substitute " the Collector " fOT " the Famine Commissioner" ahd .. the Famine 
Commissioner" for .. the Local Government." 

In section ill . headman of the gang' was substituted at the end for the • person 
~. ' 

Section 112 was passed over. 
The amendment to section 114 was agreed to-

Delete the last senten~ in view of the new section 122. 
As regards section 132 the amended draft of the office was sgreed to-

.. A pregnant woma,u whether on publio or villsge works shall be permitted tv 
absent herself for three weeks before delivery and one month after delivery on 
the certificate of the medical officer. If delivery does not take place a.t the end 
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of three weeks she may be permitted to absent herself for a further period of 
two weeks on a certificate from the village -officer that delivery has not yet 
taken place. If at the end of this extended period of two .weeks the child has 
not yet been born, the woman should be brought to the village gratuitous relief 
list until the child is born. After delivery she should be replaced on the charge 
list for a period of four weeks. In an exceptional case the medical offic.er in 
charge of the camp shall permit a pregnant woman to absent herself for such 
period as he considers necessary." 

Section 132.-The Committee decided in favour of giving Rs. 2 and one sari costing 
not more than Rs. 2 to the pregnant women who now get Rs. 2 only. 

Section 133.-The following amendment was accepted:-
" Add at the end of the section the following words ' under section 137 ' ... 

Section 134.-It was agreed t.hat the maternity relief should be extended to women 
on the gratuitous relief list. ... 

Section 134 (b).-Amendment accepted. 
It was decided that allowance should be given to mothers who were on quarantine. 
Section 135.-Tb.e following amendment was agreed to;- . 

" The allowance for dependants under Class V (e) shall be paid to the mother." 
The amendment to section 135, paragraph 3, was accepted making the conditions

applicable to dependants. 
The Committee then adjourned to meet again at 11 a.m. on !'4onday, the 17th 

October 1938. 

MINUTES OF TB:E MEETING HELP AT THE OFFWB OF THE BOARD OF 
REVENUE, CHEPAUK, MADRAS, ON THE 17TH OCTOBER 1938. 

The following members were pr.esent;-
Sri T: A. RAMALINGAM CHETTIYAR (Chairman). 
Mr. H. R. DOa\&A. 
Dr. R. ADISESHAN. 
Sri H .. SITARAMA REDDI. 
ABDUL RAwoop SAHIB Bahadur. 
Sri R. SURYANARAYANA RAO. 

" K. BUSHA RAo. 
" N. BAJIKARA REDDI. 
;, K. KOTI REDDI. 

Mr. D. I. R. Mum (Secretary) .. 
Section 35 (b) (3).-The Committee agreed to add the wcml •• sickness or' before 

, mortwity.' 
Dr. R. Adiseshan suggestoed a few amendments to various sections and they were 

taken up for consideration one after another. 
Page 24-Section 67 (d) (iv).-It was decided to add at the beginning of the sub. 

section the following words;- . 
• sanitary arrangements are provided and.' 

Section 90 (b).-The following amendment was accepted:-
.• After the word • disease.' ,~. the second line, add the words 'and the segr.egation, 

if necessary, of contacts . 
Section 92.-It was 'decided to add the words 'smallpox or other communicable 

disease ' after the word ' cholera ' in line 1. At the end of sub-clause (a). the following 
words were added :-. 

.. inoculation or vaccination of the people in the camps shall if necessary be 
carried out forthwith." 

The last sentence of section 199 (a) was amended as follows;-
.. Pensioned medical officers and rural medical practitioners may be enlisted and 

should this supply prove inadequate, private l'egistered medical practitioners 
may be employed part time." 

Dr. R. Adiseshan did not press his amendment to deletoe sub-clause (b). regarding 
indenting of officers from other provinces. I 

s;ction 203 (d).-It was agreed to substitute the word 'communicable' for the 
wnrds • infectious and contagious • in line 1. 
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Section 203 (f) .-The words • and anti-scorbutics on the appearance of scurvy' at 
the end, were omitted. 

Section 201 (o).-Sri :a. Suryl1nl1rayana Rao's suggestion to amend the sub-clause. 
as follows was sccepted:-

U He shall keep his subordinates supplied with medicines, instruments and appli
ances for the treatment of the sick in famine hospitals, by indenting for them 
as soon as the test works are ope~." 

Paragraph IS-Appendix D.-The Committee decided to add the following 
sentence :-

.. Each camp will be supplied with a set of the Horrocks Water Testing Apparatus. 
for the. purpose of carrying out the test." ' 

Section 203.-The -Committee agreed with Dr. R. Adiseshan that stretchers would 
have to be supplied. This amendment should be made in its proper place. 

Appendix C-XXII (l).-It was decided to I1dd the following at the end:
.. (3) such other fel1tures as may affect the health of the workers." 

Section l28.-The CHAlRMAN: Two important Points are to be considered now: one 
is the question of grain equivalent, that is, whether the system of grain equivalent shoula 
be continued; and the other is whether there is any justification for the continuation of" 
difference in the nature of work and wages given to women, as some women are as 
capable as men in doing famine work. 

Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao .explained how the grain equivalent system is defective_ 
Mr. H .. R. Dogra inquired whether the advantage arising from the alternative scheme 
would be proportionate to the labour involved in calculating the wage frequently. 

After some discussio~ the Committee considered that the system of grain equivalent 
adopted for calculating wages might be given up and the actual prices for the several 
items of food should be taken into consideration in fixing the wages. 

The Committee then took up the question of classification of men and women ill', 
one class. Mr. H. R. Dogra said that generally he was for putting women in class II. 
but that there was no objection to putting them in class I, when there were such 
exceptions. From his .experience in the Public Works Department he could say that he 
had come across women who could do as good work as men;' and that there are rules 
for such cases. But 'the general rule is women should not be given the same work as: 
men. I I I : 

The question then drifted to the amount of food required by men and women. At 
this stage Dr. R. Adiseshan read out a note he had prepared. The Chairman suggested 
that that note be circulated to all members of the Committee, and the question might be 
taken up to-morrow. In the mean while it was agreed to discuss the other provisions 
of the Code; and it was also agreed to take up the note of Mr. L. B. Green in the 
afternoon. 

CHAPTER I. 

Section 9, page 4-Programmes and estimates .. -M;r. H. R. Dogra suggested thE> 
Committee might consider his suggestions. 

He suggested that in view of frequent famine in the four district., the preparation 
of estimates might be based on the previous experience of famine, and statistics previously 
collected, such as the locality and intensity of distress which should be indicated on 
taluk maps ill different colours with the information of the number of works carried 
out in pr~viouB famines. The estimates could then be prepared so as to' provide work 
for the anticipated number of workers who are likely to come up to each centre. Ii 
thi~ method is sdopted revision of such estimates will not be found necessary. 

Continuing Mr. H. R. Dogra said that his other amendment related to sections 58 (c) 
63 (e) and 64 (c) and (e). The Chief Engineer explained the scope of his amendment 
at some length, at the conclusion of which, the Chairman suggested- that the Chief 
Engineer might give a copy of his amendments, so that the Chairman might cause them 
to be exsmined \Jry' the Board of Revenue. as the subject-matter of the amendments was 
one to be settled between the Public Works Department and the Board of Revenue. 
The Chief Engineer (Mr. Dogra) agreed to this. ' 

The Committee then proceeded to deal with the amendments of Sri R. Suryanamyana 
Rao. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Section 137.-Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao accepted an amendment to this section as 
101l0ws :-

.. This section does not apply to the relief of dependant.s of workers on relief 
works who are provided for under section 114-116 of the Code. But if any such 
aependants fall within the class of persons mentioned in this section, they shall 
be brought op to the gratuitous relief." 

The Co=ittee accepted the amendment. 
The Committee adopted the words ., not living with" for the words" to have no " 

ill sections 140 (iv) and 140 (vii). 
Sr.ction 144.-Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao suggested that a permanent advance might 

be provided for the village headman under section 144. 
After some discussion the Committee agreed to add the words .. section 144 and " 

before the words" section 147 (b) " in Appendix F, paragraph 6, Permanent Advance, 
,as that met the proposal of Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao. 

Srction 145.-The Committee resolved that "Government might arrange 'for the 
preparatIOn of a task table for hand-spinning both for village works as well as for those 
xeceiving gratuitous relief. . 

Section 146.-The amendment of Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao (at page 15 of his note) 
wa< not accepted by the Committee. 

CHAPTERX. 

SectlO'YUI 161 to 163.-Sri R. Suryanarayana Roo wanted the" Note" at page 15 of 
his printed note to be adopted. The Committee was not in favour of it, but it was 
understood that a suitable note on the lines contemplated by Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao 
will be included in the r.eport. 

'.rhe Committee adopted the suggestion with regard to section 163 (e) (that is, giving 
<If doles to the workers to rehabilitate ,themselves). 

CHAPTER XI. 

New section 192-C.-The Committee adopted the suggestion without any discussion 
as all the members agreed on the point. 

New section 192-D.-The suggestion was adopted, and it was also agreed to sub
.stitute the word .. may" for the word .. shall" towards the end of the section where 
the words .. the Collector shall make necessary. . occur. " 

New section 192-E.-The consideration of this amendment was postponed. 
The Committee then rose for lunch to meet aga.i:ii.'-at 2-30 p.m. 
The Committee re-assembled after lunch with Sri. T. A. Ramalingam Chettiyar in 

the chair. 
The note prepared by Mr. L. B. Green, the Director of Industries, regarding indus

trial development, was taken up for consideration. 
The draft recommendations prepared by the Chairman was accepted with the follow-

ing amendments. ' 
With regard to the possibility of • the development of the production of palmyra 

jaggery in Cuddapah,' it was thought better that da.te jaggery may also be included and 
brought under the purview of the investigation and it was also agreed that the area 
may be extended to cover the whole of the Ced.ed districts. 

In the p~ragraph relating to the starting of spinning mills in the Ceded Districts, 
'the Committee made illustrative mention of certain centres as the ones where the mills 
may be started, i.e., Bellary, Tadpatri and N andyaI. A verbal alteration was made 
<lhaugmg the words • Tungabhadra Project' into • Tungabhadra Irrigation. Project.' 

The recommendation regarding the growing of ava1'8.m for purposes of tanning was 
partIally modified so as ,to include. the, possibility of encourl!'gement being given to the 
growing of that crop as a local cultivatIOn to the extent poSSible. It was also considered 
desirable that enquiries should be made as to why the. products from Hyde1'8.bad and 
Mysore were preferred to the local product and that enco\liligement should be given 
for local cultivation rather than depend upon imported avaram. 

After having considered the recommendation regarding the promotion of hand
spinuing and :weaving. it was resolved. on. the ~ugg.estion of ~;i R. Surya~arayana Rao 
1hat that portIOn of the paragraph begmrung With the words The Committee consider 
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that as the handloom weaving industry is the most important one . . . "to the end 
may he separately communicated to the Government at once in view of the fact the camps 
may have to be closed down very shortly. . 

Tn addition to rendering improved grazing facilities, iLwas also recommended that a 
sheep-breeding station should be opened in· the Ceded Districts. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar pointed out that there was an absolute 
dearth of lands which could be used for pasture PUIposeS, l,he whole area being an arid 

<lxpanse of black soil. Sri K. Koti Reddi point~d out ~at t!,e black-cotton' soil wa.s too 
precious to be used for pasture purpo~es and that In the r~d-soll areas places were available 
for this purpose. . 

It was recommended that the possibility of establishing a glass factory in Anantapur 
·district might also be investigated. , 

• In reply to the suggestion of Sri K. Koti l~.eddi that cement factories may be 
sLarted in the Ceded Districts, the Chail'man pointed out that the supply in respect of 
C"!Ilent by far exceeded the demand with the result that prices have dropped very low 
'an~ that it would not pay to start further factories. 

The report was adopted. 
Section 192;E.-Sri R. Suryanarayana Rao pointed out that on account of the word

ing of the section in the Compensation Act, the workers were denied compensation. If 
·.they were employed in the construction of the roads, they would be eligible for compen
sation, but simply because they were employed fOT the construction of the roads they 
;were dehied compensation. He pointed out that the moral liability was. there and that 
,'orupensation should not be denied to them because they were employed for the con
struction of roads. The Chairman observed that there was nothing in the nature of a 
'capit'1list taking labour from the worker for his gain and evading the responsibility' for 
allY ha.rm that may befall the worker. The case stood on a different footing. The 
Government were not starting these relief works for their own gain; they got nothing 
<lnt of it but on the contrary the workers got everything from it and he opined that it 
would be too much to burden the Government with this obligation. He suggested that 
it may be left to the Government to give any compassionate gratuity they liked. 

• The amendment regarding legal obligatioJl to pay compensation, was carried, by 
5 against 4, but the drafting of the proposal was left to the Secretary. . 

. Sertion 203.-The amendment to add ',pregnant women' after 'weakly persons' 
wus c~rried. 

Appendix C.-The amendment was not pressed. 

Appendix D.-The amendment was passed amended as follows;-
(2) In section .34 at the end the following seritences' ;"ay be added ;--
. "The Collector may during the summer ~onths extend the rest period by )tot 

more than one hour making corresponding reduction in the task allotted. 
To enable workers coming from a distance exceeding five miles to complete 
the task and earn full w&ges, a ' distance' allowance in the shape of reduction 
ill the task shall be granted. As far as possible workers comin~ from distance 
exceeding five mil~s shall be constituted into separate gangs and given wOl'k 
nearer their villages and' thereby the 'distance' allowance reduced. In 
calculating the distance, the workspot shall be the starting point. 

Work s~all be. ordinarily stopped at' 5-30 p.m. and stoppage of work earlier 
even if the task has been completed shall not be permitted." 

Appendix D-(3).-The amendment waR passed, viz.-
" In view of the suggestions already made to reduce the task for earthwork under 

section 103 of the Code, section 39 of Appendix· D has also to be revised. The 
tables of task for earthwork also need revision." 

Appendix D (4).-The following rooommendlttion was made;-
It having been brought to the notice of the Committee that in the case of the 

Moka-GulyaI?- road. and the Hebbattam road. in the Bellary district, very long 
leRd ..... 'Yere gJven WIth the result that th" earners had to walk long distances, the 
Committee recommends that care should be taken in selectinl( the work and 
Buch long leads should be avoided. 

~5) !'leotion 67 was omitteil. 
((l}'"Bection 68 was omitted. 
~7) Dropped. 
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(8) The Committee recommended that the use of tickets for payment of wage& 
VI" hich can be casbt\d at the workspot will he a better system than the one in force and 
will avoid many of the eyils attendant on the present practice. The l::lecretary was asked 
to put the suggestion to the Collectors of Bellary and Anantapur and to the Famine 
l£ngineer and ask for their remarks urgently. 

(9) The following amendments were passed:-
In section 97 (v) (a) add at the end thl' following :-

.. OI: who should be alloJVed to absent themselves from work owing to illness." 
Add also the following at the end:-

•. (i> for removing women in advanced stage of pregnancy for action under sec
tioll 132; 

(g) for removing all persons who from age or physical infirmity are incapable of 
working; • 

(h) for permitting absence from work of all persons whose attendance on the sick 
or on infant children in their homes is absolutely necessary; , 

(i) for removing children from the work who should not have been admitted as 
workers." 

-AF T!lgards the scale of pay of the establishment, the Committee recommended in 
clE'lleral terms that since the work is of an onerous nature, generally men in permauent 
service and with some experience should be appointed to this task, and famine work 
should be treated in the same way as regular work for purposes of probation .. 

The supplementary note was taken up for consideration. 
The following amendment was passed:-

.. In section a (0) add after • disease' the words • and dearth of fodder '." 

The amendment regarding the inclusion of spinning as a form of village work was 
passed over as action had already been taken in that direction. 

Consideration of (3) e.nd (4) was postponed to the next day. 
The Committee adjourned to meet again at 11 a.m. the next day. 

• 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD AT THE OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF 

REVENUE, CHEPAUK, MADRAS, ON THE 18TH OCTOBER 1938. 

The Committee re-assembled at 11 a.m. with Sri T. A. RAMALlNGAM CHETTIYAR in 
the chair. All the members except Dr. R. AnISESHAN and Sri KALLUB SUBBA RAo, were 
p.resent. 

Section 112.-The amendment to this section regarding minimum wage was not 
pressed. 

A note containing draft recommendations of the Committee prepared by the Chairman 
WM then taken up for consideration. 

Mr. F. M. Dowley was of the opmion that the ryots would not know how to make 
use of the water when it was supplied to them from the Tungabbadra project. As 
a matter I)f fact, they might even refuse to take water. Even under the present system 
of liTigation in Bellary, they were not taking Rli the water that was supplied to them. 
So if, after the Tungabhadra project was completed, the water that was brought dowu 
from that project was not made use of by the ryots in t.he Ceded Districts on account of 
the fact that black-cotton soil was not fit for wet cultivation, or on account of other 
causes, then the whole project would become a failure. That was why he suggested 
that. they might await the results obtained from in.vE's~gations made at the Siruguppa 
experimental station and start the Tnngabhadra proJAct lJl the year 1940. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. Swaminatha Ayyar was vpry strongly- against this view. His
opinion was that the ryots would be capable of using the water to the best advantage. 
Though experiments and demonstrations might go on, the ryots knew their jobs very 
well. It was enough if they were told what particular crops would suit their particular' 
lands. They need not be taught how to cultivate their lands or how to plant the parti

... ular crops. In the natural course of things t~ey knew all this. ~o if Government were 
to wlLit till they actually got the results of their experiments at StrUguppa, there was no 
knowing as to when .the Tungabhadra project would become a fait accompli. Already 
the project was ha~glng !ll"e all theRe y.ears. So he would urge t~at the C~mmittee
willht at least sar lD ~helr recom!"end.atlOns ~h8t tha reau\t.s ?btalDed at StrUguppa 
Qxperimental statIOn might b~ utilized m working out the lands In the project area an" 
Ilot wait to start the achemfl till after 1940. 
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After a long discussion the Jast three sentences of the paragraph were cut out and 
the following substituted:-

.. The Director of Agriculture has no hesitation from his experience of the Ceded 
Districts and of the black-cotton soil of the Ceded Districts to recommend the 
sanction of the project imm~diately. The investigations at Siruguppa should be 
pushed on so that the results relating to the reaction on the black-cotton soil by 
.. systematic irrigation of the Tungabhadra water should be made available 
before .1940 and all the preliminl!.ries necessary to start , ,the actual work at the 
time should be C?mpleted before April 1940." . 

The Committee also decided to recommend that the Agricultuml Department might 
suggest suitable rotation of crops for the soil in that area and that a better and systematic 
distribution of water in the areA. might be provided. ' 

The Committee decided to keep the recommendation for' Kurnool-CuddA.pah canal 
irrigatIOn. . 

The Committee at this stage adjourned for lunch and re-assembled at 2-30 p.m. 
. Continuing the consideration of the draft report the Committee decided to modify 
the last sentence in the paragraph relating to the sinking of wells, as f"llows :--

"A scheme by which the Government may advance the amount nec'essary for 
sinking or improving wells and collecting it .in easy instalments and y,riting oft 
the same in cases of failure will be the best to adopt." 

It Was decided to delete the reference to the desirability of collecting betterment 
fees. 

In the succeeding paragraph of the draft report, Sri K. Koti Reddi objected to the 
words ' where factions are existing,' (){'.curring in the first sentence. These words wero 
therefore omitted. 

The paragraph in the Chairman's note relating to the development of fruit-culture, 
improvement of the cultivation .Qf avarem and castor, and botha grass for the manufacture 
of paper, was accepted. 

In r.onnexion with the Qonsideration of the question of the manufacture of cloth and 
thp development of seri-cttlture, the Director of Industries observed that marketing diffi
culties stood in the way and that the yarn made from cocoons was not -good. The follow
ing sentence was therefore added to the draft t-

" Efforts may be made to find a market for the cloth manufadured, and if they 
do not succeed, the question of setting up a waste silk weaving plant to absorb 
the cocoons produced by the rearers may be considered by the Government." 

Th~ question of constituting an Economic Board was then considered. It was con
sidered . that a Member of the Revenue Board must be its Chairman. 

The _ Committee decided that a _Board consisting of the following persons should be 
constituted :-

(1) The Member of the Board of Revenue in charge ,of Famine (Chairman). 
(2) The Director of Industries. 
(3) The Director of Agriculture. 
(4) The Chief Engineer for Irrigation. 
(5) The Chief Conservator of Forests. 
(6) The Registrar of Co-operative Societies. 
(7) to (10) Four .non-official members, one for each of the famine districts. 
(11) and (1'2) Two other members to advise on financial and business aspects of 

matters coming before the Board. .-
'l'be Committee also decided that it would be necessary to have a ful1-time Secretary 

f01 the Board. . 
Tbe Chairman then went through the questionnaire in. order to examine whether any 

qnestlOn ,had been left unanswered by the Committee. The following questions were 
then discussed :-

Bund form.ers.-The Committ~e decided that bund formers should be stocked at the 
taluk headquarters by the Government and that ryots who wanted to use them should 
be allowed to use them free of charge in the beginning. 

Afforestation.-The Committee considered th'lt there had been too much denudation 
of ~orests.in the Ceded Districts and afforestation on a planned scale ought to be taken 
I1p ImmedIately and that wherever forests were proposed to be grown in areas now handed 
over to the forest panchayats, such areas should be taken away from the control of the 
forest panchayats and handed over to the Forest department . 
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. ' 

The Committee also considered that encouragement should be given for tree planting 
on all available waste lands by the grant of the usufruct of the trees to the planters for a 
ullmbpr of years and that -encouragement should be given to private landowners who 
plant trees in considerable areas by remission of land revenue for the first few years .• 

Use of sparked water.-The Dommittee came to the conclusion that they had no in
formation nor any evidence before them on which they could base any recommendations 
with reference to the use of sparked water. 

The Committee adjourned till 11 a.m. on Wednesday, 19th October. 

~INUTES OF THE MEETING HELP AT THE OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF 
REVENUE. CHEPAUK, MADRAS, ON THE 19TH OCTOBER 1938. 

The Co=ittee re-assembled at 11 a.m. in the Board's office with Sri T. A. RAMA
LINGAM: CHE'ITIYAIR in the chair. All the members of the Committee were present. 

The question of classification of wor-kers was taken up. 
Mr. H. R. Dogra maintained that not age but quality of work must be the criterion 

for classification. He also pointed out that sex distinction was not specifically recognized 
in the Code. 

Dr. R. Adiseshan was for classifying people over 20 as adults. He was against put-
ting more strain on them during the period of growth. . 

Tbe Committee would like the Government to draw: the attention of the officers in 
charge of famine relief to the fact that in section 97 there is no sex distinction, that at 
present very few women are put under class I and that hereafter women capable of doing 
the same class of work as men should be placed under class I. . 

The present classifications I, II and III will remain unaltered. 
In classification IV there is no justification for diJl'erentiating between male and 

female. So the Committee recommends that there shoul2 .be only one class IV including 
all adults. -

. The sub-classifications (a), (b) and (e) will disappe8,J.· and~e converted into (a) and (b); 
.(a) between the ages of 9 and 14 and (b) 5 and 9 . 

. Sub-clauStls (d) and (e) will remain as they are. but will be renumbered as V (e) and 
V(~. / 

The question of wages was next taken up. 
The Committee agreed to the proposal <'f Dr. R. Adiseshan to fix a unit for purposes 

of determining the amount of other items and accepted the quantities of other items in 
the unit as given in his note. 

The wages table may be revised as follows :-
No revision was made in the classification of workers. They will receive the follow

ing :-
Oraln. poe. on. Salt. Vegetable. Oondlmenta. 

Cl888I 56 10 2 II 16 2'5 or 2.1/2. 
50 7.6 1'6 1'6 12 1'876 or 1-7/8. CJ .... I1 

clao.m .. 40 6'26 1'25 1-25 10 l'5626 or 1.9/16. 

Dependants were grouped 
above. 

in five classes inste!1d of seven as at prpsent, as described 

GraID, P-. on. Salt. Vegetable. 

IV (Adults) 40 6'26 1'26 1'25 
V (<I) (14-9) ." 35 I) ( 1 1 
V (b) C9-6) .. 26 S'76 '75 '75 -
V Ce) (11-1).. IS 2'6 '6 '6 
V Cd) (Undor 1 ,.....) • , 1 pi .. plIid to tho mother. 

10 
8 
6 
4 

Oondtmenf4 .. 

l'66!5 or 1.9Z16. 
1'26 or 1-1/4. 
'9376 or 1-16/16. 
'626 or 6/8. 

. An amendment of Sri R. Suryanarayana Rae to section 128 was then taken up. The 
Committee agreed to his suggestion that .. the amount of grain specified in column (2) 
of the table should be reckoned in terms of grain of good quality cleaned for consumption. " 

The Committee was in favour of omitting the portion of the first sentence in note (1) 
aft,er the word ' chea.per ' and also the second sentence; 

The amendment to section 129 was accepted. 
Note 2 of this section was recast as follows:-

.. The pulse, dhall and the vegetables shal! be in a condition suitable for cooking." 
It was resolved to give one pice .to workers for buttermilk, fuel, etc. 

Section 172.-The'suggestion of Sri H. Sit(\!'Qma Reddi to delete • possible' in line 1 
-.ms agreed to. 
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:L'he note of Mr. H. R, Dogra was then taken up for consideration. • 
Mr. H. R, Dogra wanted to recommend that. the instructions 'laid down in Cha.pt~r I 

regarding the preparation of pr?gramm~s and estlIDate~ for fallUne . works .to be amplifi~d 
or revised in the light of expenence gamed and statistIcs collected ill preVIOUS fallUnes ill -
Ghe Ceded Districts. . 

Sri Diwan Bahadur Swaminatha Ayyar was strongly in favour of giving up the old· 
system and having· a new system. , 

The Chairman observed that there was no harm in considering the matte~ and revis-' 
in!; the procedure if it was considered necessary. and that a. reconunendation should be 
made to that effect. . -

Sectwn 9Q (b).~It was resolved to add the -words" or when the number of cbargea 
during the period is likely to exceed 8 " after the second line. . . 

Section 247.-With regard to the amendment of-Mr. H. R, :Oogra to this section, 
thf Chairman observed that Mr. H: R. Dogra might address the Government in the ordi
nary way and that the Committee need not consider the amendmen~. " . 

Sections 250 and 257.-The Committee agreed to delete the wotds .. salaries and 
allowances of gazetted officers and." . , 

Appendix D 83 (a).-The amendment was not considered necessary. 
Appendix G (7).-The amendment was acr.epted. . 
The Committee then adjourned for lunch to meet again at 2-30 p.m. 

- . 

'. 

After some discussion, the following resolutions were passed :-
The Committee is of opinion that, in view of the frequent occurrence of famine in 

the Ceded Districts, the return expected from protective works may be reduced 
.still further, in the case of projects which are considered to be promising, to afford 
protection against famine. 

The Committee recomm'lnds that the Government may re-examine the irrigation 
schemes in the famine-affected areas, in the light of this recommendation, as 
early as possible. • . • 

The next item that was taken up for consideration was the communication from the 
. Government containing some proposals from the Parliamentary Secretary for Agriculture 

and Rural Development. " . . " 
With reference to the establishment of setli granaries, the Committee passed the fol- . 

lowing resolution :- _ • . . . 

The Committee is of opinion that there is no need for seed-granaries generally, but 
for the propagation of improved strain. Government may arrange through the 
Agricultural Llepartment for the supply of good seeds required by the ·ryots. 

Sinking of wells.-The Committee agreed that with reference to the sinking of wells 
they had already made recommendations and they considered that action on those lines 
was sufficient. 

. ~' 

The Committee agreed with the suggestion contained in the inspection notes of the 
late Famine Commissioner regarding a fodder reserve. 

The changes suggested by Mr. H. R. Dogra with reference to'sections 274 and 275 
and with reference to the changes in the account were of an inter-departmental character 
l\nd the Committee agreed to leave them to be settled between the two departments con~ 
cerned. (Public Works Department and Board of Revenue.) 

Note 8ubmitted by Sri K. Koti Reddi.--The Committee proceeded to discuss the note 
submitted by Sri K. Koti Reddi, 

. The COI:nmitt~e. ~onsidered that aporti?n. of. famine labour might be diverted by 
offermg speCIal faCIhties to go and work on lITigation wOI'ks available in the Ceded Dis-
tricts preferably, or as near as possible. . 

The Committee agreed that the Committee's recommendations relating to the Kumu
d!1vllti-Pennar Project should be f~rwarded to Government at as early II date as possible. 

The Committee agreed to meet again at 11 a.m. on the 11th November 1938 to co 
sider the draft report a.nd sit on the 12th and also on the 13th, if necessary. n-

The Commit·tee then arose, ' 

.or, A. RAMALINGAM CHETTIYAB, 
Chairman. 
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APPENDIX XIII 
• 

. MINUTES OF THE M;EETING HELP IN THE OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF 
REV1!:NUE, CHEPAUK, M;ADRAS, ON THE 11TH AND ]2TH NOVEMBER 1938. 

The following members were" present:-;-

Sri T. A. RAMALINGAM CHETTIYAl!. (Chairman). 

Mr. F. M. DOWLEY. 

" L. B. GREEN. , 
Dr. R. ADIBEBHAN. 

Sri Diwan Bahadur N. SWAMINATHA Au.Ul. 

ABDUL RAWOOF SAHIB Bahadur.· 

Sri H. SITABAMA REDDI. 

II KALLUR SunDA RAo. 

II N. SANKARA REDDI. 

" R. SURYANARAYANA RAo. 

Mr. H. R. DOOM. 

II D. I. R. MUIR (Secretmy). 

The draft report prepared py the Secretary 
modifications considered necessary.· " . (. 

was considered and passed with the 

~ 
D. 1. R. MUIR, 

Secretary, Famine Code RefJi&ion Committee, Madras. 
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